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Message from the OSDI ’22 Program Co-Chairs

Dear colleagues,

Welcome to the 16th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI ’22).

This year OSDI ’22 is co-located with the 2022 USENIX Annual Technical Conference (ATC ’22). We are holding the joint conference in a hybrid format, with the option of virtual or physical participation. We are excited to return to a physical event, in Carlsbad, California, after a two-year hiatus. Due to Covid, the previous two instances of OSDI (2020 and 2021) were held only virtually, and we have made the best of it. That has made OSDI more accessible but less interactive. This year, with the hybrid format, we hope to get the best of both worlds. We have encouraged presenters to attend in person if they can, while attendants have the option of joining in person or virtually.

OSDI ’22 received 253 submissions and accepted 49 of them for a 19.4% acceptance rate. As in the last OSDI, we did not allow the program chairs to submit papers. Due to the historically high number of submissions, we recruited a large PC of 76 members in addition to the two chairs. PC members included academics, industrial researchers, and industrial practitioners. We also recruited a few additional people to serve as an external review committee to provide additional coverage of expertise if necessary. We are grateful to all the committee members for their hard work that was essential to the success of OSDI ’22.

The program committee reviewed the submissions in two rounds. In the first round, papers received three reviews. About 29% of papers were then rejected based on these reviews, while the others advanced to the second round. In the second round, papers received at least two additional reviews and, in some cases, we solicited additional input from expert external reviewers. We discussed these papers online and reached a decision for another 52% of the submitted papers. The remaining papers were discussed and decided over a three-day online PC meeting. Each of the accepted papers was shepherded by a PC member to help the authors address the reviewers’ comments in the camera-ready version. In total, we produced over 1130 reviews and 2900 online comments, representing an enormous amount of work. We estimate the human cost of evaluating the papers to be above $1M based on an average of 4.5 hours per review (to read the paper, write the report, and discuss it in the group) and a cost of $200/hour per reviewer. This is a significant price to the community and as such we must optimize it going forward while maintaining the high quality that OSDI is known for. Toward that goal, OSDI ’22 experimented with some approaches that make better use of the collective effort.

In particular, OSDI ’22 introduced a change to the reviewing process: the option to revise and resubmit. This option was given to a small number of papers that were rejected but that reviewers felt would have been accepted if authors could address a list of objective issues. This list was provided to authors so they can work on a revision of the paper. The revision will then be re-evaluated by the same reviewers if possible, for publication in OSDI next year. OSDI ’23, based on how well the authors address the issues on the list. This year, only six papers were given the option to revise-and-resubmit but this number should increase in future years if OSDI continues with this practice. All six papers have decided to resubmit. These revise-and-resubmit papers are now under evaluation.

After finalizing the program, we proceeded to decide the Jay Lepreau Best Paper Awards. We asked all PC members to nominate papers. We next created a short list based on the nominations, the reviews, and the paper themselves. We then selected a small set of PC members that were not conflicting with any of the papers in the short list, and we asked them to score each paper. Based on the nominations, reviews, and scores, the best papers were selected.

OSDI ’22 had an artifact-evaluation process organized by three co-chairs: Anuj Kalia, Neeraja J. Yadwadkar, and Chengyu Zhang. Of the 49 papers accepted to OSDI ’22, 35 had artifacts submitted by their authors. Of those 33 earned the “Available” badge, 31 artifacts earned the “Functional” badge and 27 earned the most challenging “Results Reproduced” badge. For more details, see the Message from the OSDI ’22 Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-Chairs.

OSDI ’22 had a poster submission process organized by Natacha Crooks and Adriana Szekeres. Submissions were open to all, and authors of papers accepted to OSDI ’22 were encouraged to submit a poster. We accepted 52 posters. For more details, see the Message from the OSDI ’22 Poster Co-Chairs.

As PC co-chairs, we rely on many people to make OSDI ’22 a success, to whom we are grateful. We thank the authors for choosing to submit their work to OSDI. We thank the program committee and external reviewers for their arduous work in reviewing and discussing the submissions. We thank the co-chairs and all members of the Artifact Evaluation Committee, who conducted thorough evaluations. We also thank the co-chairs of the poster committee, who identified high-quality posters for the conference. We thank Jiri Schindler and Noa Zilberman, the program co-chairs of ATC ’22, for coordinating with us efficiently, productively, and enjoyably. We thank the USENIX staff, who have been fundamental in organizing OSDI ’22 as we transition to a hybrid format. The logistics of the online PC meeting were facilitated by PhD student Daniel Amir, whose assistance we greatly appreciate. Finally, OSDI wouldn’t be what it is without our attendees. Thank you for listening to our speakers, asking challenging and insightful questions, and sharing your ideas with others.

We hope you will find OSDI ’22 interesting, educational, and inspiring!

Marcos K. Aguilera, VMware
Hakim Weatherspoon, Cornell University and Exotanium, Inc.
OSDI ’22 Program Co-Chairs
Message from the OSDI ’22
Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-Chairs

We are happy to report about the OSDI ’22 artifact evaluation process. This is the third time that OSDI conducted such a process and we hope to keep improving it so that artifact evaluation will become more common in our community’s conferences. This year, the OSDI ’22 artifact evaluation process is combined with USENIX ATC ’22. The combined artifact evaluation committee consists of 118 artifact reviewers from academia and industry.

Process
We continued to use the three-badge approach (vs. the single-badge approach) from OSDI ’21 evaluation and these three badges include:

• **Artifacts Available:** To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that the artifacts associated with the paper have been made available for retrieval, permanently and publicly.

• **Artifacts Functional:** To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that the artifacts conform to the expectations set by the paper in terms of functionality, usability, and relevance.

• **Results Reproduced:** To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that they can use the submitted artifacts to obtain the main results presented in the paper.

Evaluation
In the evaluation process, each artifact was evaluated by 3 reviewers. The evaluation process had two key phases: the kick-the-tires phase and the in-depth evaluation phase. During the kick-the-tires phase, reviewers made a quick first pass over all assignments to identify and report obvious problems and communicated them with the authors. After the kick-the-tires phase, reviewers evaluated each assignment thoroughly and wrote detailed reviews. Finally, reviewers coordinated and communicated with fellow AEC members and decided which badges should be awarded to each artifact.

Results
OSDI ’22 accepted 49 papers and 35 papers participated in the AE. Of the 35 submitted artifacts:

• 33 artifacts received the Artifacts Available badge (94%).

• 31 artifacts received the Artifacts Functional badge (88%).

• 27 artifacts received the Results Reproduced badge (77%).

Key Takeaways
Our experience shows that after the kick-the-tires response period, reviewers can still encounter technical problems that obstruct their evaluation. We suggest future AEC chairs extend the kick-the-tires response period and encourage more interaction between reviewers and authors during the period.

Finally, we deeply thank the authors and the AEC committee for all their efforts in making the OSDI ’22 artifact evaluation possible.

Anuj Kalia, Microsoft
Neeraja J. Yadwadkar, University of Texas at Austin
Chengyu Zhang, ETH Zurich
OSDI ’22 Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-chairs

Message from the OSDI ’22
Poster-Session Co-Chairs

We are happy to report about the OSDI ’22 poster session. We accepted a total of 52 posters. 28 of these posters correspond to accepted OSDI papers. The remaining 24 were independent submissions. We reviewed these posters for conference fit and clarity of problem exposition and motivation. We intentionally encouraged posters describing early work, as well as more mature projects.

We look forward to lively and interesting discussions at the OSDI ’22 poster session.

Natacha Crooks, UC Berkeley
Adriana Szekeres, VMware Research
OSDI’22 Poster Co-Chairs
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Meta

Abstract

Owl provides high-fanout distribution of large data objects to hosts in Meta’s private cloud. Owl combines a decentralized data plane based on ephemeral peer-to-peer distribution trees with a centralized control plane in which tracker services maintain detailed metadata about peers, their cache state, and ongoing downloads. In Owl, peer nodes are simple state machines and centralized trackers decide from where each peer should fetch data, how they should retry on failure, and which data they should cache and evict. Owl trackers provide a highly-flexible and configurable policy interface that customizes and optimizes behavior for widely-varying distribution use cases. In contrast to prior assumptions about peer-to-peer distribution, Owl shows that centralizing the control plan is not a barrier to scalability: Owl distributes over 800 petabytes of data per day to millions of client processes. Owl improves download speeds by a factor of 2–3 over both BitTorrent and a prior decentralized static distribution tree used at Meta, while supporting 106 use cases that collectively employ 55 different distribution policies.

1 Introduction

Within Meta’s private cloud, efficient distribution of large, hot content to end hosts is an increasingly important requirement. Three dimensions express the scope of the task: (1) scale: the same content may be read by anywhere from a handful of clients to millions of processes running in data centers around the globe, (2) size: objects to be distributed range from 1 MB to a few terabytes, and (3) hotness: all clients may read an object within a few seconds of each other, or their reads may be spread over hours. At Meta, executables, code artifacts, AI models, and search indexes are content types commonly distributed within this scope.

Distribution requirements are exacting. First, content distribution must be fast: the predictive value of AI models decreases over time, and slow executable delivery increases downtime and delays deploying fixes. We expect to provide data at a rate bounded by either the available network bandwidth of the reading host or by the available write bandwidth of its storage media.

Second, content distribution must be efficient. One dimension of efficiency is scalability, i.e., the number of clients that can have their distribution needs met by a given number of servers. Another dimension is network usage, which we measure both in terms of bytes transmitted and communication locality (e.g., an in-rack data transfer is less costly than a cross-region transfer). A final dimension of efficiency is resource usage on client machines; e.g., CPU cycles, memory, and disk I/O. Not only should we use as few resources as possible, but we should also adjust for their relative importance on different clients; e.g., some services are memory-constrained, while others are CPU-constrained or cannot afford to write to disk.

Finally, content distribution must be reliable. Reliability is measured as the percentage of download requests that the distribution system satisfies within a latency SLA. Operational ease-of-management is an oft-overlooked prerequisite for high reliability. In a production environment, workloads change, dependent service and infrastructure may have partial outages, and performance faults in which a dependency doesn’t meet its own SLA are not uncommon. In order to maintain a high SLA for distribution, engineers need to be alerted quickly about such events, and they need a clear picture of operational health for each client type. Finally, they need simple knobs that adjust behavior when reliability, speed, or efficiency starts to degrade in order to restore operational health quickly.

Prior to our work, Meta used at least three different systems for large content distribution. No prior solution met all of the above requirements. We identified two root causes: (1) no prior system struck the correct balance between decentralization and centralization, and (2) no prior system was sufficiently flexible to meet all of the requirements of the many different types of services at Meta that require content distribution.

Meta previously implemented highly-centralized distribution via hierarchical caching, in which clients download content from first-level caches on remote hosts. These caches, in turn, handle cache misses by reading from other caches, with the final layer of the hierarchy being a distributed storage system. Hierarchical caching is inefficient for hot content distribution, and it is difficult to scale. Meta needed dedicated hosts in great quantity to implement the cache hierarchy. The number of hosts increased to keep pace with growth in workloads from services consuming the data and with growth in the number of reading clients. Load spikes caused by hot con-
tent were a continual problem: strict quotas were necessary to protect the centralized caches. However, readers of hot content were frequently throttled because they exceeded their quotas. In general, provisioning for transient spikes caused by hot content and setting quotas appropriately was quite challenging.

Meta also used two highly-decentralized systems: a location-aware BitTorrent [7] implementation and a static peer-to-peer distribution tree based on consistent hashing, which we will refer to as StaticTree. In both cases, a peer is any process that wishes to download data, and there are millions of such processes at Meta. The decentralized systems scaled much better than hierarchical caching, but they brought their own problems. First, because each peer made distribution decisions based on local information, resource efficiency and speed could be poor; e.g., with each peer making independent caching decisions, the collection of peers could retain either more or less copies of a data object than necessary. Perhaps more importantly, these decentralized solutions were difficult to operate. Engineers could not get a clear picture of health and status without aggregating data from large numbers of peers. Each peer had a different and limited view of the state of distribution, so it was often hard to tell whether or not a collection of peers was making good decisions. In general, it was very hard to reason about system-wide correctness or efficiency.

In summary, decentralized systems were inefficient and difficult to operate, while centralized systems scaled poorly. As a result, we chose to create a new, split design with a decentralized data plane and a centralized control plane. The decentralized data plane streams data from sources to clients via a distribution tree. However, its trees are ephemeral, i.e., each tree tracks a single data chunk, and each edge in a tree persists only while the chunk is being transferred from a source to a peer.

The design realizes a mechanism-policy split. Peers are simple and provide the mechanism for caching and transferring data chunks. The centralized control plane makes all detailed policy decisions about distribution, e.g., from where peers should get each chunk of content, when and how they should cache content, and how they should retry failed downloads. The control plane is implemented by a small set of trackers

Trackers have a complete picture of the distribution state; e.g., which data each peer is downloading, where these peers are located, and which chunks are in each peer’s cache. Detailed state enables trackers to make highly-optimized decisions about data placement and distribution that minimize the use of expensive network links and maximize cache hit rate. Centralizing the control plane has also made distribution easy to operate and debug: engineers can understand which decisions led to low availability, high latency, or poor hit rate because these decisions are made by a tracker with a consistent view of distribution state.

When workloads scale beyond the capacity of a single tracker, the detailed state is sharded across several cooperating trackers, each managing a distinct set of peers. Trackers exchange lower-fidelity views of their individual state with other trackers. Thus, each tracker has a fine-grained view of the state it manages and a coarse-grained view of the entire state. Trackers use the coarse-grained view to delegate decisions to other trackers when using peers that those trackers manage.

The second major problem faced by prior distribution systems was a lack of flexibility. At Meta, clients have vastly different resources to spare for distribution; e.g., some clients can dedicate gigabytes of memory or disk for peer-to-peer caching, while others have no resources to spare. Client have very different access patterns and scale. Finally, the objectives for distribution can differ: some clients need low latency, while others wish to reduce the load on external storage to avoid throttling or excess quota requests. The variety in client needs was one reason Meta needed many different distribution solutions; each solution was customized for a small set of use cases. To unify the disparate distribution solutions, we could not simply provide a one-size fits all solution because that would regress many clients on their key metrics.

We therefore chose to make customization a first-class design priority. Trackers implement modular interfaces for specifying different policies for caching and fetching data. Further, each policy is itself configurable to allow for different tradeoffs across client types and responses to changing workloads. We use trace-driven emulation to search through the space of possible customizations and find the best policies and configurations for each observed workload.

This paper describes our solution, Owl, a highly-customizable data distribution system with a centralized control plane and a decentralized data plane. Owl has been in production use at Meta for almost 2 years. Owl has scaled out rapidly (production traffic increased by almost 200x in 2021). Currently, Owl has over 10 million unique clients (binaries concurrently using the Owl library), and it downloads over 800 petabytes of data per day. Owl supports 106 unique types of clients and has customized policies for 55 of these. In production, Owl improved download latency over prior systems by a factor of 2–3 for our most important use cases, while requiring only a fraction of the resources needed by prior centralized solutions.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. It shows that a centralized control plane need not be a barrier to scalability in peer-to-peer distribution.
2. It shows that tracker sharding and delegation retain the benefit of fine-grained management even when load grows beyond the capacity of a single tracker.
3. It shows that first-class support for flexible distribution
and caching policies can provide substantial gains in efficiency and latency, especially when combined with tools that automatically search the space of possible policies for optimizations.

2 Design and Implementation

Owl has two basic components: peers, libraries linked into every binary that uses Owl to download data, and trackers, dedicated Owl services that manage the control plane for a group of peers. A physical host often has several Owl peers due to container stacking and use of Owl by the Twine container infrastructure [16]. Each tracker manages many peers: over 10 million Owl peers are currently managed by 112 trackers. Additionally, Owl has approximately 800 superpeers, dedicated services running the Owl library that provide extra caching or perform specialized tasks.

2.1 Peers

Owl peers provide a simple API for downloading data, shown in Table 1. Client processes call `read_blob` to fetch content from a source object, specifying a range of data to read. The object name encodes an external storage source and a unique identifier for the object within the external storage namespace. Owl currently supports 3 types of external storage. The caller can optionally specify a deadline and classes that check data integrity or decrypt provided data (discussed in Section 2.9). `read_blob` returns a reference-counted memory buffer, while `read_blob_to_file` writes the content to a file. The `provide_file` function allows peers to provide ephemeral content, as discussed in Section 2.11, and `evict_file` lets clients manage disk caches shared with Owl, as discussed in Section 2.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client API function and arguments</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>read_blob (object, offset, length, deadline, integrityChecker, decryptor)</code></td>
<td>Fetches all or part of an object to memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>read_blob_to_file (object, fd, offset, length, deadline, integrityChecker, decryptor)</code></td>
<td>Fetches all or part of an object to a file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>provide_file (object, fd, length)</code></td>
<td>Allows a file to be distributed ephemerally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>evict_file (fd)</code></td>
<td>Evicts a file from the peer cache.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Owl client API

Owl peers cache data in memory and on disk. These caches may be shared with the client binary if the client does not modify downloaded data. Owl uses the caches to serve content requests from other peers. Owl policies usually prefer to fetch data from a peer rather than from an external data source, so most requests are satisfied by peer-to-peer distribution.

In the design of Owl, a key principle is that peers should be as simple as possible. This is achieved via a mechanism-policy split, where peers provide the mechanism to perform simple actions such as downloading a chunk of content from a single source, caching or evicting a chunk in memory or on disk, or providing cache data in response to a request from another peer. When downloading content, peers ask trackers to decide from where they should fetch content, how they should retry failed downloads, and even which chunks they should cache locally.

This design principle has been invaluable for operational simplicity. At Meta, the Owl team can control the deployment of its own service (i.e., trackers and superpeers); however, Owl peers are linked with client binaries and so deploy according to different schedules controlled by many other teams. The Owl team deploys code changes to trackers daily, and the team can change configuration values on trackers within seconds if necessary. In contrast, peer code changes can take months to fully deploy. By keeping peers as simple as possible, the team minimizes the need to change a widely-deployed and hard to modify part of the system.

Each peer is associated with a bucket, which uniquely identifies the type of the client binary with which the library is linked. The bucket provides a way to customize Owl behavior for each type of client and it lets us monitor usage, performance, and reliability for each Owl customer individually. Currently, Owl supports production traffic for 106 buckets.

2.2 Trackers

A tracker manages download state for a set of peers. Typically, peers and trackers are grouped by region (a region is several co-located data centers), with 3–4 trackers per region providing scale and redundancy. Trackers are homogeneous and multi-tenant. In general, each tracker supports all Owl buckets, and the association between peers and trackers in a region is random. However, Owl uses a separate set of trackers in each region for binary distribution to provide strict performance isolation for this sensitive workload.

Trackers associate data and peers. Downloaded objects are divided into chunks; chunk size varies by bucket with 50 MB being the most common size. For each chunk, tracker metadata specifies which peers are caching the chunk and which are downloading it. Tracker metadata also specifies the source of each peer’s download (e.g., an external source or another peer). For each peer, the tracker metadata specifies the...
peer’s location (host, rack, region, etc.) and its cache state (the chunks in the cache, last access time, and so on). In contrast to highly-decentralized systems, Owl trackers can maintain such detailed state because trackers make all major decisions about caching and downloading chunks on behalf of peers.

As our evaluation shows, a single Owl tracker can scale to handle 1.5–2.4 TB/s of distribution traffic, depending on assumptions about cache hit rate for download requests. To achieve this scalability, we have used careful, but mostly standard, engineering practices. Trackers are implemented in C++ and use common abstractions (coroutines, reader-writer locks, and standard library containers). Trackers maintain geographically-sorted indexes to order peers and the chunks they cache by location; these indexes allow trackers to efficiently find the nearest peers caching a particular chunk of data. Geographically-sorted indexes are used frequently by location-aware selection policies. Trackers store all metadata in memory, and they rebuild their state quickly when restarted.

Peers associate with one tracker. Each peer picks a random instance from the set of available trackers and registers by sending an RPC. Peers register with a new random tracker if their association with the current tracker fails. Section 2.8 describes how peers are sharded across multiple trackers.

2.3 Superpeers

Superpeers are tasks running the Owl peer library as a standalone process (without any client). Superpeers sometimes provide specialized functionality. For example, some external storage systems use mountpoints that are not available on most hosts, so we access this storage only via superpeers that have been configured with the necessary mountpoint. To read external storage, the tracker directs such a superpeer to fetch and cache a data chunk, and it directs a reading peer to get the data from the superpeer.

Some Owl buckets need more peer resources than their clients can provide. For example, some clients are extremely memory and disk constrained and yet also require a high cache hit rate to reduce load on external storage. Superpeers can use all the resources of their hosts for caching, and so Owl uses superpeer caches to supplement peer caches for such buckets.

When used in this manner, a collection of superpeers can be viewed as a hierarchical caching layer. It is possible to craft Owl selection policies that direct all requests to superpeers and bypass fetching from other peers. Early in the project, we created one such policy to support an AI bucket that could spare no memory or disk for peer caching. However, we soon found that shared caching, discussed in Section 2.7, allowed Owl to temporarily access data buffers in use by the application to provide a decent peer-to-peer cache hit rate. Superpeers are still valuable because their additional caching resources improve the total Owl cache hit rate from the base peer-to-peer rate up to the target needed by the AI team. Currently, the Owl team discourages superpeer-only policies because there are several existing systems at Meta that provide excellent standalone caching solutions.

At the other end of the spectrum, it is also possible to craft Owl selection policies that do not use superpeers at all. For buckets with very large working sets and large numbers of clients, the additional cache resources of superpeers make little difference in overall cache hit rate. In practice, though, Owl selection policies for these types of buckets still use superpeers as a last level of retry if a direct fetch from storage by the peer fails. We have found this to be useful in handling rare corner cases such as particular peers being in a bad state where they cannot fetch from external storage. Because peers run on heterogeneous hosts not owned by the Owl team, they can be less stable than superpeers. The superpeer layer thus still plays a role in improving overall data availability.

Superpeers have occasionally been quite useful in mitigating production issues that lead to a poor cache hit rate. In such scenarios, we have quickly stood up a large number of superpeers in a region to provide temporary caching that restores the desired hit rate until we are able to deploy a fix for the underlying problem.

We originally implemented superpeers as a sharded service built on a standard caching library [3]. This approach proved to be insufficiently flexible; it was difficult to customize superpeer cache behavior for each bucket. Later, we rewrote superpeers to use the Owl peer library, which let us customize superpeers via tracker policies and which also provided the simplicity of code reuse for peers and superpeers. From the point of view of a peer, there is no distinction between fetching a data chunk from a superpeer or another peer.

2.4 Tracker-Peer Communication

Peers register with a tracker by sending an RPC with their bucket and location. Trackers customize behavior by bucket; e.g., tracker configuration parameters assign specific download and caching policies to each bucket. When registering, peers select trackers randomly within a geographic scope, and the association between a tracker and peer persists until a peer terminates or cannot communicate with the tracker. On failure to communicate with a tracker, peers re-register with a randomly-chosen tracker.

To download data, an Owl peer first makes an RPC to the tracker specifying the object to be downloaded and the range of data to read. The tracker returns the chunk size (determined by the bucket configuration). It initializes a state machine to track the download of each chunk that has data in the specified range. If the download later fails or times out, the tracker cancels all per-chunk state machines for the download. Otherwise, each chunk is handled independently.

Peers download chunks in parallel. Download concurrency is limited by the per-bucket configuration, which specifies both the maximum number of chunks each peer can download in parallel and a maximum number of chunks that can be read.
in parallel for each individual read_blob request.

For each chunk, the peer first checks if the chunk is in its cache already. If so, it sends an RPC to the tracker, which terminates the per-chunk download state machine and updates the access time in the peer metadata for LRU and similar eviction policies. Otherwise, the peer sends a getSource RPC to the tracker that asks how it should get the data. The tracker can respond with a peer from which data can be obtained. Alternatively, the tracker may specify an external data source from which the peer should fetch content directly. The getSource response specifies whether the peer should cache the downloaded chunks and lists chunks that should be evicted from the peer cache to make room. The tracker updates its peer and chunk metadata, along with the per-chunk download state machine to reflect its decision.

The peer next attempts to obtain the data in the manner specified by the tracker, and it informs the tracker of the result. On success, the tracker terminates the state machine. On failure, the tracker makes a new decision based on its current metadata. Based on per-bucket policies and the failure type, the tracker may specify a new source (or possibly retry the same source in rare cases), or it may tell the peer to give up (e.g., because a maximum number of retries has been exceeded or it believes the chunk is not available from any source).

Prior systems such as BitTorrent [7] provide a list of candidate sources to a peer and let peers handle retries transparently. Owl’s approach of involving trackers in retry decisions has several advantages. First, trackers can pick a new source based on the latest state about which peers cache the chunk and current peer load. In contrast, the peers included in BitTorrent’s initial list can be stale when retries are needed. Second, Owl trackers maintain very detailed state about which peers are fetching from others. This allows trackers to enforce precise caps on the maximum number of inflows and outflows per peer, and it allows trackers to make more informed selection decisions. Finally, this detailed state gives operators a complete picture of Owl download state, making it easier to determine why downloads may be slow or failing.

The peer simply follows the tracker’s instructions at each step. On retry, if a prior step returned partial content before failing, the peer resumes fetching from a new source after the last byte it received (so failures do not lead to excess data being transmitted).

If a chunk download fails (because the tracker tells the peer to give up) or the download time exceeds a deadline specified by the client, the peer cancels all remaining chunk downloads and fails the read_blob request. Otherwise, the peer returns the requested data either via a memory buffer or by writing to a specified disk file. The tracker also sets a timeout for each chunk download; it terminates a download and cleans up download state if the peer does not respond within this time.

2.5 Ephemeral Distribution Trees

The ephemeral distribution tree is the core abstraction used by the tracker to manage per-chunk download state. The root of a tree is an external data source or a peer that caches the chunk. Directed edges indicate which peers are actively downloading the chunk from others; e.g., in Figure 1(a), peer A

![Figure 1: Ephemeral distribution tree. This figure shows how a tracker uses a per-chunk ephemeral distribution tree to track which peers cache a chunk and which are downloading the chunk.](image)
is downloading the chunk from external storage, and peer B is downloading the chunk from peer A. While prior distribution systems have commonly used trees to efficiently distribute data, Owl’s trees are particularly ephemeral in that each chunk of data has its own forest of trees, and nodes remain in a tree only while they are downloading a particular chunk or providing a chunk to another peer.

In the data plane, chunks are streamed from the root to leaves; i.e., bytes along each edge are sent in order, followed by a per-chunk checksum used to verify integrity. Each peer forwards data to its children as soon as it receives new bytes. With large chunks, this design means that tree depth does not strongly affect latency. Leaf-nodes see only the first-byte latency of additional communication hops, which is often quite small within a data center or region. In Figure 1(b), when peers C and D request the chunk; the tracker tells them to get it from B, which is still receiving data. Peer B first sends its cached bytes and then forwards additional chunk bytes as it receives them.

When a peer reports a failure fetching data, the tracker removes the edge connecting the peer to its parent. If the tracker chooses a new source, it creates an edge from the peer to that source. Thus, the entire subtree rooted at the peer reporting the failure is moved to a new parent in the tree. When choosing a new peer, the tracker avoids creating download cycles; i.e., it will not designate a descendent of a peer as a new source for that peer. Tree repair minimally impacts downstream nodes because Owl resumes a new download after the last byte fetched from the previous attempt. In Figure 1(c), peer A fails, and the tracker tells peer B to fetch the remaining bytes from external storage. Peers C and D are oblivious to this change since they continue to download from B.

When a peer reports a successful download, the edge connecting it to its parent is removed. The tracker adds the peer to the list of nodes that have the chunk fully cached if the tracker asked the peer to retain the chunk. Since chunks may be cached at multiple peers, the download state for a chunk is a forest of ephemeral distribution trees rooted at multiple such peers and/or the external data source. In Figure 1(d), peers B and C have downloaded and cached the chunk, while peer D is still downloading bytes from B. Thus, we have two ephemeral distribution trees in the forest; a new peer that requests the chunk may be directed to any of these peers or to external storage, depending on the selection policy for the bucket.

At first glance, it might seem surprising that Owl often prefers to download chunks from peers that have partially downloaded a chunk in preference to peers that have the chunk fully cached. However, selecting a peer that has partially downloaded a chunk has little latency cost. The peer immediately starts streaming out the bytes it has already downloaded and sends remaining bytes out as soon as they arrive. Network locality and quick scale-out of hot contents are bigger concerns in practice. For instance, many peers in a rack often request a chunk at the same time. Most Owl policies are location-aware and build a tree so that a single peer downloads data from outside the rack and other peers in the same rack get the chunk from that peer or one of its children. Similarly, if many peers in a data center request a chunk at the same time, typically only one peer fetches the chunk from outside the data center. Allowing peers to fetch from other peers that are still downloading the chunk is essential to achieving network locality for hot content.

2.6 Selection Policies

Each bucket has a selection policy that the tracker executes on each `getSource` request. The selection policy considers the result of all prior attempts by a peer to fetch a chunk, as well as per-chunk state that includes the set of caching peers and ephemeral distribution trees. The result of the selection policy often directs a peer to fetch the chunk from another peer or an external data source; these decisions add a new edge to an ephemeral distribution tree. The policy is implemented as a class inheriting from an abstract interface; each policy class has a considerable number of parameters that can be further customized via configuration [15].

A selection policy may use a superpeer to assist in the download. The tracker directs the superpeer to fetch the chunk from an external source, and it directs the requesting peer to get the chunk from the superpeer. This creates a 2-edge distribution tree. Usually, the tracker will have the superpeer cache the chunk so other peers can fetch the same chunk without reading from external storage; this is especially useful when many chunk requests arrive within a short time window.

The `location-aware` policy is the default selection policy. This policy selects the nearest peer that caches or is downloading the chunk, subject to per-peer constraints on maximum fanout and bandwidth usage. Distance is determined by network topology; peers on the same host are preferred over peers in the same rack, which are, in turn, preferred over peers in the same network cluster, etc. To make location-aware selections quickly, the tracker maintains a topological sort over all peers caching or downloading a chunk. A selection policy also specifies the number and type of retries. By default, the location-aware policy tries up to 5 peers, then tries to fetch the chunk via a superpeer, then tries to fetch the chunk directly from a source before giving up. The policy also has unique handling for specific errors, such as external source throttling.

Another common policy is the `hot-cold` policy, which refines the location-aware policy by using superpeers for hot data. If no peer can provide a chunk from its cache, this policy reads data from an external source via superpeers if the chunk is hot or directly from the source if the chunk is cold. Hotness is determined by examining the number of chunk reads within a recent time window. The policy improves hit rate in superpeer caches for buckets that have a mix of hot and cold content.

Other policies implement load balancing; e.g., spreading
Figure 2: Pseudocode: Location-Aware Selection Policy

```cpp
def selectSourceForData(Context& context)
    const ChunkMetadata& MD
    const ChunksMap& shardedChunks
    const DownloadContext& context
    std::shared_ptr<PeerCachedData> requester,
    const ChunkStatus& stat,
    const ShardedChunksMap& shardedChunks,
    const DownloadContext& context override {
        if (hasDirectFetchFailed(stat)) {
            return Decision{GIVE_UP, nullptr};
        }
        if (cannotFindSuperpeer() ||
            noMoreSuperpeerAttempts(stat) ||
            noMoreAttempts(stat)) {
            return Decision{DIRECT_FETCH, nullptr};
        }
        peer = selectPeer(MD, requester, stat, context);
        if (peer) {
            return Decision{PEER_FETCH, peer};
        }
        delegation = findDelegation(shardedChunks);
        if (delegation) {
            return Decision{DELEGATED_FETCH, delegation};
        }
        return Decision{SUPERPEER_FETCH, nullptr};
    }
```

downloads from sources evenly. Still others always fetch via superpeers, select random peers, and direct whether and how chunks should be fetched from out-of-region peers.

To illustrate how policies are written, Figure 2 shows pseudocode for Owl’s location-aware selection policy. Each policy is implemented by overriding a C++ base class; in this case we show the `selectSourceForData` method, which is used to determine how and from where a peer should fetch data on each chunk download attempt. The method’s inputs are: chunk metadata that includes a topologically sorted index of all peers and superpeers caching the chunk, metadata describing the peer requesting the data that incudes its location info, a status object containing all prior attempts to fetch the chunk for this download and their results, a list of other trackers that have the chunk available for delegation, and bucket-specific context about the chunk.

Policy implementations are usually a series of simple rules. The location-aware policy first calls a helper function (line 22) to select the nearest peer or superpeer caching or downloading the chunk, as long as such a peer is healthy (no recent failures reported) and would not exceed limits on number of downloads, network bandwidth, etc. The helper function considers past attempts and only tries each source once.

If the tracker has no more locally-managed peers or superpeers caching the chunk, it tries to find a delegation for the chunk from a peer tracker (line 27). If this fails, the policy asks a superpeer to fetch the chunk from an external source, cache it, and provide it to the requester (line 32).

The policy has configurable limits on the number of peer and superpeer attempts. If there are no more peer attempts allowed, the next retry asks a superpeer to fetch the chunk from an external source (lines 18–19). If there are no more superpeer attempts left or the policy has attempted to find a free superpeer and failed, the peer is asked to fetch the data from the external source directly (lines 12–15). If this direct fetch fails, the policy gives up (lines 8–9).

2.7 Caching policies

Per-bucket caching policies determine how peers cache data. Peers may cache data in memory or on disk, with some buckets using both types of cache. Cache size is configurable; the default memory cache size is 1 GB but size varies widely across buckets, depending on memory constraints and desired cache hit rates.

Some buckets use a shared peer cache, in which a single copy of data is shared read-only between the client application and Owl distribution. For in-memory caching, Owl returns a reference-counted buffer from `read_blob`. The buffer remains in the cache until the client releases the reference. For example, one memory-constrained client type reads AI models using a shared cache. While the client has no memory to spare, it retains data read for several seconds while it transforms the model chunk into a different format. By sharing the buffer with the client, Owl can satisfy many peer-to-peer download requests during this time. This sharing is essentially free because the data would reside in memory for the transformation anyway. This particular bucket needed a good hit rate to avoid overloading its external storage. Shared caching got us most of the way there, and we used superpeer cache capacity to further improve the hit rate to meet the bucket’s requirement.

Buckets with disk caching often use shared caching. Downloaded objects are written to files with Owl retaining an open file handle so that it can serve cached file content to peers. The client controls when files are garbage collected by calling `evict_file` in Table 1. Owl also provides an interface that watches downloaded files and calls `evict_file` on the client’s behalf if the file is deleted. In lieu of controlling eviction explicitly, some clients provide a `TTL` (time-to-live) that specifies how long downloaded data should be cached before eviction.

For private (non-shared) caching, Owl trackers manage peer caches. On each `getSource` request, the caching policy determines whether the peer should cache the requested chunk and which chunks to evict to make room in the cache. Peers specify their current cache state when registering with a new tracker so management persists across tracker failures.

The default caching policy is LRU (least recently used). Another popular policy, used for shared caching, never evicts chunks because the eviction is done explicitly by each peer.
Many clients that need good peer-to-peer cache hit rates use a least rare policy that prefers to evict chunks cached on more peers over chunks cached on fewer peers. A hybrid policy uses least-rare eviction for hot chunks and LRU eviction for cold chunks. Owl also supports random chunk eviction, which often has good properties for hot data [18].

2.8 Tracker sharding

For the first year of operation, Owl used a single tracker per region, with hot spares providing primary-backup fault tolerance. The simplicity of a single tracker allowed us to start serving production traffic 3 months after the start of the project. However, we knew that our workload would eventually exceed the capacity of a single tracker. Thus, we added the capability to shard peers across multiple trackers.

With sharding, trackers have equivalent responsibilities. A sharded tracker maintains the complete peer state for a given set of peers, but per-chunk and per-download state is split across the shards. Peers and superpeers register with random trackers.

Sharded trackers periodically exchange the set of chunks cached by at least one peer or superpeer that they manage. Trackers normally send incremental updates once a second with additions to and removals from this set. However, a receiving tracker may request a full snapshot when needed; e.g., because it just restarted or it missed an incremental update. Thus, each tracker has a coarse-grained and slightly stale view of the global distribution state that maps chunks to trackers rather than to specific peers.

Selection policies can decide to fetch a chunk from another sharded tracker; typically, this happens when the chunk is not cached on any peer managed by the local tracker and another tracker has reported that it has the chunk. The tracker running the selection policy sends a delegation request to the other tracker. In turn, that tracker selects and returns a peer caching or downloading the chunk. The delegation request fails if no such peer exists.

On successful delegation, each tracker updates state for the peer it manages. The delegation response simply specifies the endpoint of the delegated peer, so peers are oblivious to delegation. When the downloading peer reports success or failure, its tracker forwards the report to the delegating tracker and both trackers update their individual state accordingly.

On receiving a successful delegation response, a tracker starts a new ephemeral distribution tree. The root of a tree is a delegated peer, which indicates that the peer is managed by another tracker. The tracker grows the tree as other peers request the chunk, since selection policies commonly prefer to fetch from a locally-managed peer over a delegated one.

The ephemeral distribution tree for a chunk is now partitioned across multiple trackers with a node in the tree of one tracker serving as the root of a subtree in another tracker. In order to prevent cycles in this partitioned tree, a tracker will not provide any peer in a tree rooted at a delegated peer in response to a delegation request.

Figure 3 shows an ephemeral distribution tree sharded between 2 trackers. Tracker 2 initially receives a getSource request from peer A and instructs peer A to read the chunk from external storage. At this point, tracker 2 starts advertising that it has the chunk to other sharded trackers. Next, tracker 1 receives a getSource request from peer E. It does not have the chunk on any of its peers, but it knows that tracker 2 has advertised the chunk. Tracker 1 sends a delegation request to tracker 2, which selects and returns peer A. Tracker 1 tells peer E to fetch the chunk from peer A. When tracker 1 receives subsequent getSource requests from peers F and G, the bucket’s selection policy prefers locally-managed peers, and so these peers are directed to fetch from peer E. As this example shows, delegation improves cache hit rate for sharded trackers. Without delegation, both peers A and E would fetch from external storage. With delegation, there is only a single fetch by peer A, which achieves the same overall cache hit rate that would have been achieved without sharding.

Some data sources accessed by Owl are regional. In these cases, when an out-of-region peer requests a chunk that is not cached by another peer, selection policies use delegation to ask an in-region tracker to have one of its superpeers read the chunk. The requesting peer is directed to that superpeer for the data. Selection policies consider cross-region latency to find the closest location from which to read data.
2.9 Security and integrity

All communication between Owl components in encrypted, and all RPCs are checked against access control lists. Many data sources read by Owl encrypt data at rest, so chunks in Owl caches are often encrypted. Owl clients can provide decryption functions to read decrypted data. For shared caching, Owl must cache and share unencrypted data with clients (because that is how they consume the data). In this case, Owl decrypts each chunk when writing it to the cache and re-encrypts it to share it with another peer.

Owl generates an internal checksum when reading chunks from external sources, passes the checksum with the chunk data, and validates chunks with the checksum before returning them to clients. Many Owl clients generate end-to-end hashes when writing to external storage. These clients can optionally provide Owl an integrity checker class containing these hashes and the hash calculation function to validate that the data being read is the same as what they originally wrote. Owl calls the integrity checker as data is being written to a disk or a memory buffer. It fails the download if the integrity checker reports that the calculated hash does not match the write hash.

2.10 Virtual superpeers

One of our original design principles for Owl was that peers should not fetch content that their clients do not read. This led to high network efficiency and made it easier to convince users to adopt Owl since their clients would not be doing work for other services.

However, one recent bucket demonstrated a drawback with this approach. For this bucket, reducing load on external storage is crucial; if data is read too fast, the external storage system throttles readers and performance degrades rapidly. Periodically, a new search index is generated and distributed, which each client then reads at a random time over the next few hours. The first client reads the index directly from external storage, but its memory cache fits only a few chunks. The next client reads the index, the bucket selection policy routes it to the cache and re-encrypts it to share it with another peer.

Owl must cache and share unencrypted data with clients (because that is how they consume the data). In this case, Owl decrypts each chunk when writing it to the cache and re-encrypts it to share it with another peer.

An ephemeral data source is simply a peer that promises to supply specific content when requested. The client calls provide_file in Table 1 to specify a file containing content for a given unique identifier. In turn, the peer tells the tracker that this content is now in its cache. When other peers requests chunks from this content, the tracker builds ephemeral distribution trees rooted at the providing peer to distribute the chunks. The tracker also advertises and provided content to other sharded trackers, which makes the content available via delegation.

Owl guarantees that the data will be provided only as long as an ephemeral data source provides the data. It caches ephemeral content on peers and superpeers as normal, and
Fault tolerance

Tracker sharding allows Owl to tolerate tracker faults. When a peer detects that its tracker has failed, it re-registers to use a new tracker. Trackers have only soft state, and a new tracker learns a peer’s existing cache state as part of registration. We regularly test failover by continuously deploying tracker code each workday, during which trackers are sequentially killed and restarted. We occasionally experiment by killing and restarting all sharded trackers simultaneously to ensure that performance does not drop below SLA bounds when all trackers restart. This has proved enlightening; e.g., we added peer re-registration when we noticed that SLA bounds had been violated during one such trial.

The RPC routing layer at Meta (not part of Owl) load balances requests among sharded trackers at the granularity of each new chunk download. However, peer associations with trackers are typically long-lived, as rebalancing does not need to be done often in steady state. In contrast, Owl load balances superpeers among trackers itself because the number of superpeers per tracker is small and we want to maintain a tighter balance than the RPC router layer provides.

Trackers detect peer failures when a peer reports that it cannot reach a peer from which it is trying to get data. Peers are marked down (and not used to serve further requests) after a configurable number of consecutive failures. Peers are marked up again when they re-register with a tracker. The Owl library explicitly deregisters on shutdown, but many peers don’t shut down cleanly, in which case there is no deregistration.

Generally, we do not allow peers to fail over and use trackers outside their region. Experiences with other systems left us concerned about cascading failures in which a failure in one region causes out-of-region requests to overload services in other regions. We use a separate set of global trackers for buckets that require peers to contact out-of-region trackers.

Emulation and customization

Over time, Owl has become more customizable as we have added new policies and enabled different behavior via configuration within each policy. This flexibility often makes it difficult to determine the best set of policies for each bucket.

The Owl team writes all policies and helps Owl users pick the best policy for their needs. If the team identifies a specific need not covered by an existing policy, we write a new policy; the development of the virtual superpeer policy, described in Section 2.10, is a good example of this process.

Choosing the best policy is difficult. Many engineers who wish to use Owl do not understand their service traffic patterns well. In some cases, it is not clear whether their workload would benefit from peer-to-peer distribution. In other cases, it is difficult to choose the best set of policies or explain specific configuration tradeoffs; e.g., how much additional cache hit rate can the bucket expect for each additional gigabyte of peer memory used? For existing users of Owl, traffic patterns and distribution goals change over time (e.g., a service can spare less memory or require better cache hit rate to reduce external storage load). Thus, initial policy choices often need to be tuned to keep pace with client changes. As the number of buckets using Owl grew, it became infeasible for the Owl team to manually choose and tune policies for each unique workload.

Owl uses offline, trace-driven emulation to guide policy choices. On a per-bucket basis, Owl can be configured to log basic information about each client request to a database; e.g., the timestamp of the request, the object, and data range read. When we onboard a new bucket that reads data from an external source, we first use an evaluation mode policy that always instructs the peer to fetch from the external source and not cache data. The peer thus performs the same actions it would perform without Owl except that each request is routed through a tracker for logging. For existing buckets, logging is always enabled.

An Owl emulator runs our actual tracker service with mock peers and superpeers that generate traffic and service requests. The emulator is event-driven and uses a virtual clock to determine when events occur. Mock peers register, deregister, and generate requests at the times recorded in the production traces. The emulator adds configurable network and storage delays, and can simulate different error profiles. Because we run the actual tracker code, we can emulate any Owl policy or configuration. The emulator reports key statistics such as overall cache hit rate, load on external storage, and tracker CPU usage.

To find the best policy, we compare statistics from multiple emulation runs with the same trace and different policy/configuration settings. As the setting space is quite large, we use random-restart hill climbing [10] to search for the best choice for each bucket. Currently, we run the emulator weekly on existing Owl buckets, and we use the emulator to evaluate all new buckets during onboarding.

Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:

1. How well does Owl provide hot content distribution in production?

2. How does Owl compare to other centralized and decentralized distribution solutions?
3. How much benefit does Owl realize from delegation?
4. What are the benefits of flexible distribution policies?
5. How well does Owl scale and how many peer resources does it require?

3.1 Reducing load on external storage

Figure 4 shows a recent (and typical) 24 hours of Owl production traffic, aggregated by minute. The top line is the amount of data read by clients; this is the load they would impose on external storage without Owl. The bottom line shows the load on external storage with Owl. During the 24 hours, Owl clients read 717 PB of data, yet only 36.5 PB was read from external storage, for a cache hit rate of 94.9%.

The cumulative read rate across all Owl clients varies from a minimum of 6.84 TB/s to a maximum of 14.75 TB/s. Figure 4 shows that peer-to-peer distribution and caching hides the client load spikes almost entirely from external storage; in fact, the load on external storage never exceeds 0.72 TB/s.

A CDN or hierarchical caching could also reduce the load on external storage, as in a recently reported study of CacheLib [3]. In that study, each caching node could sustain a maximum data rate of approximately 640 MB/s. Thus, even assuming perfect load distribution, it would require over 23,000 caching nodes to handle Owl’s peak client request rate for the reported period, which is more than 200 times the number of current Owl trackers (112).

Figure 5 shows the scalability benefit of Owl’s decentralized data plane by comparing the relative growth in production traffic and servers (trackers and superpeers) in 2021. While Owl’s peak traffic is almost 200 times greater than traffic at the beginning of the year, server usage has grown by less than a factor of 4.

When Owl replaced hierarchical caching solutions at Meta, we also saw latency speedups from 50% to 100% for several large buckets due to better network locality and elimination of throttling errors.

3.2 Benefits of delegation

Figure 6 shows the number of successful and failed delegation requests for all Owl trackers over the same 24 hour period. 97.5% of delegation requests are successful; they return a peer that provides the requested content. The primary reason why delegation requests fail is because a sharded tracker’s list of cached objects is stale. The low rate of delegation failure indicates that a 1 second update interval is sufficient for the majority of our workloads. We verified this by reducing the delegation interval to 250 ms in one region for 24 hours. Owl’s largest bucket saw only a 1% improvement in cache miss rate, and overall cache miss rate did not improve within experimental error.

Delegation provides 10.1% of the total data read by Owl in the 24 hour period. In other words, without delegation, the Owl cache hit rate would decrease from 94.9% to 85.4% (increasing the miss rate by nearly a factor of 3). Delegation is thus an essential factor in providing good download efficiency with sharded trackers.

3.3 Comparison with prior systems

We next compare Owl with the two peer-to-peer distribution systems it replaced at Meta. The first such system was a location-aware implementation of BitTorrent. We configured roughly half the hosts in one region to download binaries
for provisioning via Owl; the remaining half used BitTorrent. Both systems had identically-sized disk caches. During a 24 hour experiment, these hosts downloaded 17.6 million binaries with a median size of approximately 300 MB. Table 2 compares results for the two systems. Owl is significantly faster than BitTorrent, almost doubling the median per-client download throughput and more than quintupling the p95 throughput. Because the client writes downloaded binaries to local storage, the maximum throughput of Owl was often capped by the available write bandwidth of local media on each host; in contrast, BitTorrent rarely reached the storage bandwidth limit. Additionally, Owl reduces the load on external storage by 42% due to its higher cache hit rate (99.21% for Owl and 98.64% for BitTorrent). Both Owl and BitTorrent provided 4 9’s of availability. BitTorrent had slightly higher availability due to allowing more retries with additional backoffs; we later adjusted Owl’s retry policies for this bucket to more closely match BitTorrent’s policy.

The second prior download system at Meta, StaticTree, used a relatively-static distribution tree constructed via consistent hashing. Each chunk has one primary cacher that fetches the chunk from storage and caches it. The primary cacher is determined by hashing the unique chunk id and selecting a host from a membership list stored in Zookeeper [9]. Each tree level corresponds to a location type (e.g., region, data center, rack, etc.) with the node at each level and location responsible for a chunk again selected via consistent hashing. Secondary nodes at each level provide fault tolerance.

Table 3 compares important download metrics for Owl and StaticTree. Experiments ran for 1–7 days and consisted of millions of production requests to both systems. Both systems use identically-sized memory caches. Owl provides 4 9’s of availability in 3 of the 5 experiments and 3 9’s in the remaining experiment. StaticTree provides substantially lower availability because of the time needed to detect and route around failed nodes in the tree, as well as the need to remove failed nodes from the membership list in Zookeeper. In contrast, with Owl, ephemeral distribution trees let trackers avoid using a peer immediately for new chunk downloads as soon as that peer is suspected of being unhealthy or slow.

Compared to StaticTree, Owl improves p50 download latency by an average of 55% and p99 latency by 32% across the five experiments. While Owl’s latency improvement comes partially from better failure handling, the improved latency also results from the tracker dynamically picking the best data source for a chunk on each getSource request. Trackers improve latency by considering load on peers and network locality based on detailed peer and chunk state.

Improving per-chunk download latency often translates into even greater improvements for application-level metrics. Table 4 compares the average time to load six different types of AI models in production via Owl and StaticTree. Owl speeds up model loading time from 1.44x to 3.48x, for an average speedup of 2.92.

Cache hit rates are roughly equivalent for the two systems (StaticTree provides better cache hit rate in 3 out of 5 experiments, but Owl’s cache hit rate improvement in Bucket D is by far the most substantial). We also examined network locality for peer-to-peer data transfers between the two systems; we found locality to be roughly the same as both systems optimize for this metric.

### 3.4 Optimization results

Owl currently has 106 buckets that use 55 distinct policies and configurations. We use the Owl emulator to regularly search for potential policy improvements. Table 5 shows the optimizations that we found in the previous month. We report savings in either peak or total storage usage over 24 hours that we achieved by modifying bucket policies in production. All of these buckets were seeing throttling from external storage at the time, so reducing storage usage was an important goal.

For the first two buckets, emulation lets us inform bucket owners how much improvement in cache hit rate they could expect from allocating more peer memory to Owl caching. Because these clients had memory to spare, we were able to achieve a substantial reduction in peak load. For the remaining three buckets, we achieved better cache hit rate without the need for any additional peer resources simply by changing the policies used by the tracker to manage each bucket.

### 3.5 Overheads

We measured Owl overhead on peers by profiling one thousand hosts during production usage. Owl’s CPU overhead is only 0.05% on 26-core Intel Cooper Lake processors. Owl allocates memory for data caches and for network buffers; both uses of memory are configurable and controlled by the per-bucket policy depending on the client’s tradeoff between...
### Table 2: Comparing download metrics for Owl and BitTorrent

Both systems are used side-by-side to download binaries in one region for 24 hours. We compare the percentage of successful downloads (availability), the reduction in load on external storage (cache hit rate), the median and 95th percentile throughput (download rate), and the median and 99th percentile download latency for five different buckets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bucket</th>
<th>Experiment duration</th>
<th>Downloaded bytes</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Cache hit rate</th>
<th>Latency (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p50  p95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>14 PB</td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.21%</td>
<td>130.1  20.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>98.64%</td>
<td>66.9   3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>30 PB</td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>102.3  107.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>128.2  122.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 day</td>
<td>1 PB</td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>69.47  72.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>180.5  120.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>22 PB</td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>99.91%</td>
<td>99.83%</td>
<td>92.70  81.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>99.83%</td>
<td>99.8   128.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>7 days</td>
<td>50 PB</td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td>99.63  99.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td>13.3   112.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Comparing download metrics for Owl and StaticTree

Both systems are used side-by-side in production. We compare the percentage of successful downloads (availability), the reduction in load on external storage (cache hit rate), and the median and 99th percentile download latency for four different buckets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Loading Latency (sec.)</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Owl</td>
<td>StaticTree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Latency improvement in AI model loading

Each row compares the average loading time using StaticTree with the average loading time using Owl for a different bucket. (RSS) stayed at 11% or less on 64 GB hosts, while CPU usage spiked up to a maximum of 37%. In practice, Owl uses many more trackers than these numbers would indicate to provide redundancy for failures, regional failure isolation, and performance isolation among critical buckets.

### 4 Related work

BitTorrent is the most widely-recognized solution for peer-to-peer data distribution. Classic BitTorrent [7] is highly-decentralized; the trackers simply help peers find each other. Trackers originally returned a random list of peers containing desired data, but later BitTorrent implementations introduced refinements. For instance, the BitTorrent version at Meta sorts peers by location before returning the list. Many recent BitTorrent versions replace trackers with a decentralized distributed hash table [14] for so-called trackerless torrent.

Recently, peer-to-peer distribution has been used to provision containers and virtual machines in public and private clouds. Some implementations have used BitTorrent directly [5]. Uber’s Kraken [1] uses a BitTorrent-like architecture to provision containers. Kraken uses trackers that returned an ordered list of candidate peers for downloading data, and it uses dedicated seeders to read from external storage. Alibaba’s Dragonfly [2] also provides peer-to-peer container provisioning. Dragonfly’s SuperNodes combine tracker and performance and resource usage. Outside of these two uses, Owl uses less than 0.01% of RSS (resident set size) memory on hosts with 64 GB memory. For comparison, StaticTree uses 0.15% CPU and 0.03% memory for roughly the same workload, which is 3x the resources used by Owl.

To verify scalability, we ran a load test with Owl trackers running on hosts with 64 GB memory, a 26-core Intel Cooper Lake processor, and a 25 Gb/s NIC. Our load tests showed that each such Owl tracker can support 2.4 TB/s client traffic when the Owl cache hit rate is 99%, or 1.5 TB/s client traffic when the Owl cache hit rate is 70%. The trackers are CPU-bound at these traffic levels. As an additional confirmation of being CPU-bound, over 30 days of operation, tracker memory usage spiked up to a maximum of 37%. In practice, Owl uses many more trackers than these numbers would indicate to provide redundancy for failures, regional failure isolation, and performance isolation among critical buckets.
Table 5: **Savings from continuous offline analysis.** 5 production buckets were optimized in a 1 month period based on offline analysis results. The table shows the key metric being optimized and the value of the metric before and after optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bucket</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Optimization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Peak storage usage</td>
<td>124 GB/s</td>
<td>54 GB/s</td>
<td>Increase peer cache size from 0.2 GB to 4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Peak storage usage</td>
<td>63 GB/s</td>
<td>27 GB/s</td>
<td>Increase peer cache size from 0.2 GB to 4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Peak storage usage</td>
<td>95 GB/s</td>
<td>18 GB/s</td>
<td>Change selection policy from location-aware to hot-cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Daily storage usage</td>
<td>1.7 PB</td>
<td>1.3 PB</td>
<td>Change eviction policy from LRU to least-rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Daily storage usage</td>
<td>11.7 PB</td>
<td>10.7 PB</td>
<td>Change eviction policy from LRU to least-rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

Owl distributes over 800 PB of hot content per day to millions of peers at Meta. Owl combines a decentralized peer-to-peer data plane with a highly-centralized control plane in which trackers make detailed decisions for peers such as for where to fetch each chunk of data, how to retry failed fetches, and which chunks to cache in peer memory and storage. Owl is highly-customizable through tracker policies that allow a unique configuration for each type of client.
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Abstract
Cloud platforms today make efficient use of storage resources by slicing them among multi-tenant applications on demand. However, our study discloses that cloud storage is still seriously underutilized for both allocated and unallocated storage. Although cloud providers have developed harvesting techniques to allow evictable virtual machines (VMs) to use unallocated resources, these techniques cannot be directly applied to storage resources, due to the lack of systematic support for the isolation of space, bandwidth, and data security in storage devices.

In this paper, we present BlockFlex, a learning-based storage harvesting framework, which can harvest available flash-based storage resources at a fine-grained granularity in modern cloud platforms. We rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization and enable transparent harvesting of both allocated and unallocated storage for evictable VMs. BlockFlex explores both heuristics and learning-based approaches to maximize the storage utilization, while ensuring the performance and security isolation between regular and evictable VMs at the storage device level. We develop BlockFlex with programmable solid-state drives (SSDs) and demonstrate its efficiency with various datacenter workloads.

1 Introduction
In modern cloud platforms, storage devices such as flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) have been virtualized as system-wide shared resources to provide storage services across multiple application instances [5, 9, 14, 29, 38, 65]. This enables cloud platforms to make efficient use of storage capacity and bandwidth by slicing them among multiple multi-tenant virtual machines (VMs) [43, 60, 75]. However, our study of the event traces collected from popular cloud platforms [3, 9, 22] reveals that storage I/O is still significantly underutilized for both unallocated (unsold) and allocated storage. For instance, we find that 40% of the cloud storage servers have 25% of their storage unallocated, and the I/O utilization of allocated storage is under 33% on average (see Figure 1 and §2.1).

To improve the resource efficiency in the cloud, providers offer evictable VMs (i.e., Spot VMs or Harvest VMs) [4, 23, 62]. These evictable VMs allow users to use unallocated resources with low priority, i.e., the resources of evictable VMs can be reclaimed by regular VMs at any time. Recent studies [5, 48, 69, 76] advanced this technique by improving the resource allocation and scheduling for evictable VMs with heuristic-based harvesting approaches.

However, prior work on resource harvesting mainly focused on CPU and memory resources, which cannot be directly applied to cloud storage for three reasons. First, current cloud storage virtualization approaches do not support storage harvesting, and dynamic reallocation of resources is not feasible. Second, cloud storage usually stores sensitive application data, which requires careful management for storage allocation and deallocation. Third, cloud storage can suffer from significant harvesting overhead due to the block erasure and metadata updates, which requires specific optimizations for enabling efficient storage harvesting.

In this paper, we present BlockFlex, the first learning-based storage harvesting framework, which enables transparent storage harvesting for both allocated and unallocated storage at a fine-grained granularity, while ensuring data privacy for cloud users with low harvesting overhead.

To develop BlockFlex, we first conduct a characterization study of storage resources that could be harvested in a cloud platform. According to our study (see §2), we find that for unallocated VMs configured with 512GB SSD, 78%, 43%, and 25% of them can be harvested and used for 1 hour, 6 hours, and 12 hours, respectively. This provides us the heuristic information about how these unallocated storage resources can be utilized. As for the allocated storage for VMs, an average of 70% can be harvested, however, the time available for harvesting varies depending on the workloads running in the VMs. Our study discloses the dynamics of available storage resources, which drives us to develop a learning-based approach for assisting the storage harvesting.
To enable transparent and fine-grained storage harvesting, we rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization for flash-based SSDs. The recent development of software-defined flash (SDF) in datacenters [29, 51] allows VMs to map their storage to dedicated flash channels. We build on top of the SDF abstraction and propose a new class of virtualized SSDs, named ghost vSSD. A ghost vSSD is created by harvesting free flash blocks from either unallocated or allocated but unused storage. The ghost vSSD provides the flexibility for fine-grained storage allocation and deallocation as well as block-level state tracking. It enables storage harvesting at the device level, which is transparent to the upper-level applications running on the VMs. Each ghost vSSD aims to meet the storage capacity and bandwidth requests from an evictable VM, however if needed, they can be reclaimed by regular VMs at any time.

However, frequent preemption and harvesting will inevitably introduce performance overheads to both regular VMs and evictable VMs, and even cause VM recreations. Therefore, it is desirable to provision the best-fit storage resource for an evictable VM. To achieve this, we develop learning-based techniques to predict the storage demands as well as the storage resources available for harvesting, in terms of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the duration available for harvesting. With these predictions, for each ghost vSSD, BlockFlex ensures the harvested storage resource will maximally meet the requirements of evictable VMs, while minimizing the opportunity of being preempted unexpectedly by regular VMs.

BlockFlex uses the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for online predictions at runtime, because of its low overhead and ability to make time-series predictions. We improve the prediction accuracy by developing different LSTM models for different dimensions of storage properties. For the predictions of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the time available for harvesting, BlockFlex can reach 94.1%, 95.3%, and 93.1% accuracy, respectively, with slight over-provisioning. Upon mispredictions, BlockFlex implements different exception handlers for different cases (see the details in Table 1). As mispredictions do not happen frequently, the performance impact of misprediction handling is negligible in BlockFlex.

To minimize the performance interference between the regular VM and evictable VM caused by the storage harvesting, we assign higher priority to I/O requests from regular VMs when sharing the same SSDs with evictable VMs. When the harvested storage needs to be reclaimed, its flash blocks will be erased first to ensure data security, and then returned back to the corresponding regular VMs. Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We conduct a characterization study of the storage efficiency in different cloud platforms, our observations motivate the desirable need for storage harvesting.
- We rethink the abstractions of storage virtualization in modern cloud platforms for enabling fine-grained storage harvesting with software-defined flash.

![Figure 1: The bandwidth utilization of allocated cloud storage.](image)

- We build a learning-based storage harvesting framework named BlockFlex that can harvest both unallocated and allocated storage resources.
- We develop lightweight predictors that can make efficient predictions for both storage demand and availability in terms of storage capacity, bandwidth, and the time available for harvesting.
- We implement BlockFlex with real programmable SSDs and show its efficiency with various datacenter workloads.

Our experiments show that BlockFlex can improve the overall storage utilization by up to 1.75× in cloud platforms. BlockFlex is lightweight, it incurs trivial additional overheads to cloud platforms. BlockFlex can improve the performance of evictable VMs running with batch-processing workloads by 1.68× on average, while having negligible negative impact on the performance of regular VMs. The codebase of BlockFlex is available at https://github.com/platformxlab/blockflex.

2 Characterization for Storage Harvesting

Although storage virtualization has been widely deployed in cloud platforms, we observe that storage devices are still significantly underutilized, in terms of both storage bandwidth and capacity. In this section, we first quantify the cloud storage utilization, and then we conduct a hypothetical analysis of the opportunities for storage harvesting.

2.1 Cloud Storage Utilization

The storage underutilization in cloud platforms is due to both the poor utilization of allocated storage resources and the large portion of unallocated resources, as we discuss below.

**Allocated storage resources.** We conduct the storage utilization study based on the open-source cloud traces from Alibaba [3] and Google [22]. These traces track the usage of allocated storage resources across both VMs and physical servers. Alibaba cloud traces contain the VM utilization logs of 4K servers over 8 days, and Google cloud traces were collected from 12.5K servers over 29 days. As different cloud traces emphasize different aspects of the cloud storage usage (e.g., storage capacity, I/O bandwidth, server utilization, and...
As each unsold VM consumes a fixed amount of resources, workloads running in each VM changes dynamically over time. Therefore, the user of a VM has to over-provision or CPU-intensive. Second, storage allocation is usually conducted in a static manner, while the storage usage of the workloads running in each VM changes dynamically over time. Therefore, the user of a VM has to over-provision sufficient storage for the peak demand upon VM creation.

Unallocated (unsold) storage resource. Beyond the allocated storage, the unallocated (unsold) storage in cloud platforms is another source for storage underutilization. This is because cloud providers usually over-provision VMs in their resource pool to satisfy the elasticity requirement from customers [5]. As each unsold VM consumes a fixed amount of resources (e.g., processor cores, memory, and storage), it will result in storage resources unallocated.

To further understand the unallocated storage, we analyze the cloud traces of unsold storage resources from Azure Cloud [5]. The traces include the VM allocation/deallocation logs for about 1,400 servers over 24 hours. As shown in Figure 3, nearly 70% of cloud servers have unsold storage resources, 50% of the servers have an average of 17.3% of their storage unallocated, and 20% of the servers have at least 20.1% of their storage unallocated. Given that a datacenter has thousands of servers, the unallocated storage is another critical source for the storage underutilization.

2.2 Opportunities for Storage Harvesting

As discussed in §2.1, we identify two sources for storage harvesting: unallocated storage and allocated storage. In this part, we conduct a hypothetical analysis of these storage resources to understand their potential for storage harvesting. Analysis methodology. We study the cloud traces as discussed in §2.1, with a focus on the storage resource allocation and deallocation. We analyze the available storage in allocated and unallocated VMs over time, and check (1) whether we can harvest storage from them for a hypothetical harvest VM requesting a certain amount of storage capacity; (2) how long the harvested storage can last; (3) how many storage resources we can potentially harvest for the hypothetical harvest VMs. Note that Google and Alibaba cloud traces only report normalized numbers, so we use percentages rather than absolute numbers in our analysis.

Allocated storage resource. We first apply the hypothetical analysis on the allocated storage resource. Given a hypothetical harvest VM requesting different percentages (10%, 25%, and 50%) of storage bandwidth from a regular VM, we investigate how many servers have such available bandwidth, and how long these resources are available for harvesting. We report the average percentage across the entire trace. The results are summarized in Figure 4. We observe that more than 91% of the servers have harvestable bandwidth for 12 hours, and about 76% of the servers have harvestable bandwidth for 3 days. As we harvest storage for a shorter time (i.e., less than 12 hours), the portion of the available servers is consistently high. This is due to the constant low storage utilization of allocated VMs, as shown in Figure 1.

Unallocated storage resource. We now explore the unallocated storage resource. Given a hypothetical harvest VM that...
requests different storage capacities (128GB, 256GB, and 512GB), we analyze how many servers can satisfy the request from this harvest VM, and how long the available storage can last. We present the study results in Figure 5. Our study finds that 32% of the servers can satisfy the requirement of 128GB storage capacity for 12 hours. If the harvest VM requests storage for a shorter time, such as 1 hour, 50% of the servers can meet the request. As harvest VM increases the requested storage capacity, the number of harvestable servers decreases.

We also study unsold regular VMs. We vary the storage capacity request from 128GB to 512GB for the hypothetical harvest VM, and demonstrate our study results in Figure 6. For a hypothetical harvest VM of 128GB storage capacity, 94%, 76%, and 62% of the unsold regular VMs can be harvested for 1 hour, 6 hours, and 12 hours, respectively. As we increase the requested storage capacity for the harvest VM, the percentage of available unsold regular VMs drops. However, we still find a decent amount of unsold regular VMs can be harvested. For instance, for the harvest VM that requests 512GB storage capacity, 43% and 24% of the unsold VMs are available for 6 hours and 12 hours, respectively.

It is worth noting that the storage bandwidth is usually allocated proportionally with storage capacity in cloud platforms [19, 29]. This is also reflected in the cloud traces we studied in this paper. For instance, as for the VM with 128GB, 256GB, and 512GB, the storage bandwidth is 192 MB/s, 384 MB/s, and 768 MB/s, respectively. Thus, our study on the unsold storage capacity also applies to the storage bandwidth.

**Takeaways.** Our characterization study shows that:

- Both unallocated and allocated storage have sufficient storage capacity and bandwidth for harvesting, and they are available long enough to facilitate harvesting.

- The harvestable storage resource varies depending on the storage capacity and time available for harvesting.

Harvesting a large storage capacity for a longer time has a lower chance of identifying the available storage resource.

- The harvestable storage resource from unallocated VMs and allocated VMs shows different availability patterns and trade-offs. We have a larger chance to harvest storage in allocated VMs, but this may have interference with the regular VM. The harvestable storage from unallocated VMs is limited, but it has no impact on the performance of regular VMs.

With BlockFlex, we aim to improve the cloud storage utilization by harvesting the available storage resources from both allocated and unallocated storage.

## 3 Technical Background

To facilitate our discussion, we first present the essential technical background of storage virtualization in cloud platforms, and then discuss the harvest VMs that will benefit from storage harvesting.

### 3.1 Storage Virtualization and SDF

In modern cloud platforms, storage virtualization has become the backbone of the storage infrastructures, in which storage devices such as flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs) are virtualized and shared by multiple VMs in order to improve storage utilization [29, 38, 60, 65]. The storage virtualization layer provides the system abstraction of virtualized storage devices (e.g., virtual disks) and hides the underlying hardware complexities from upper-level VMs. Each VM can have one or more virtual storage devices, and each virtual storage device can be mapped to one or more physical storage devices.

At the same time, SSDs are increasingly being adopted by cloud providers for their low latency and high throughput [1, 29, 30, 46]. Internally, an SSD consists of multiple flash channels, each channel has multiple flash chips, and each chip has thousands of flash blocks (see Figure 7). Each channel can issue I/O requests independently, thus, offering high parallelism and performance isolation. SSDs can only write data to free blocks, and once a free block is written, it is no longer available for future writes until it is erased. However, the erase operation is time-consuming. Thus, writes are issued to

![Figure 5: The availability of unallocated storage for harvesting.](image)

![Figure 6: The availability of unsold regular VMs for storage harvesting with different capacities.](image)

![Figure 7: Storage virtualization with software-defined flash.](image)
flash blocks that have been erased in advance (i.e., out-of-place update). Because of this, SSDs employ a flash translation layer (FTL) to maintain the logical-to-physical address mapping, and manage the garbage collection (GC) operations.

To ultimately exploit the performance benefits of SSDs in the cloud, software-defined flash (SDF) was developed [39, 51]. In the context of SSD virtualization, SDF allows the upper-level VM to map its virtual SSD (vSSD) to a set of flash channels, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, cloud providers can allocate storage capacity and bandwidth to each vSSD per its request by allocating fewer/more flash channels, following the pay-as-you-go model, while enabling the device-level performance isolation between vSSDs. The vSSD performs like a conventional storage disk, it provides the block interface to upper-level software, and uses a mapping table to index the logical-to-physical block address mappings [29, 51]. As SDF enables various cloud services such as Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to achieve predictable storage performance and satisfy their service level objectives (SLOs), it has become an essential component in modern cloud platforms [16, 31, 55, 56, 64]. In this work, we develop BlockFlex based on the software-defined flash infrastructure.

3.2 Harvest Virtual Machine

To improve the resource utilization in cloud platforms, a few VM techniques have been developed recently [4, 5, 12, 20, 58, 62, 69]. Cloud providers offer evictable VMs or Spot VMs that run with lower priority than regular VMs, they can be evicted if resources are needed by a regular VM [4, 62]. With evictable VMs, cloud providers can sell unsold resources at a lower price while providing resource guarantees for regular VMs. Therefore, cloud customers usually rent evictable VMs to run batch-processing workloads or similar applications that have lower requirements on resource guarantees. Based on the evictable VMs, researchers developed harvest VM [5], elastic VM [69], and memory-harvesting VM [20], which further improve the cloud resource utilization by enabling flexible and dynamic harvesting of unallocated resources. To simplify the discussion, we will use harvest VM to represent these aforementioned VMs for resource harvesting in the remainder of the paper.

A majority of these harvest VMs were developed to harvest CPU and memory resources, and none of them can be directly applied to the storage resources. Additionally, prior work proposed various VM scheduling techniques by co-locating multi-tenant applications on the shared bare-metal servers to improve the resource efficiency [41, 43, 66, 71]. However, our study of various cloud traces discloses that the storage utilization is still a severe issue within modern cloud platforms. Since storage virtualization today assumes exclusive ownership of storage resources for each VM, it inevitably causes storage underutilization. In this work, we enable the storage harvesting for harvest VMs to improve the cloud storage utilization.

4 Design and Implementation

In this section, we first discuss the design goals and challenges of BlockFlex. After that, we will present the overview of the system as well as the design and implementation details of each component.

4.1 Design Goals and Challenges

As we develop BlockFlex to enable efficient storage harvesting, we aim to achieve the following goals:

- The storage harvesting should satisfy the storage requirements from harvest VMs while minimizing unexpected preemptions by regular VMs.
- The storage harvesting should be transparent to the upper-level VM to minimize changes to the VM and applications, as well as facilitate its production deployment.
- The storage harvesting should have minimal negative impact on the regular VMs to guarantee the quality of cloud services as we improve the global storage utilization.
- The storage harvesting should ensure the data safety, when it temporarily allocates unused data blocks from both allocated and unallocated storage to the harvest VMs.

Since cloud platforms today do not provide system support for storage harvesting, it is not easy to achieve the above goals. Additionally, existing resource harvesting techniques cannot be directly applied to storage resources. Specifically, we have to overcome the following challenges. First, cloud customers usually rely on the storage to permanently store their data, the data durability and availability are critical for storage services. For example, shrinking available storage (upon reclamation) may result in data loss, while reclaiming memory and CPU resources mainly causes reduced performance. Second, the storage virtualization and management are different from that of CPU and memory resources, especially for SSDs that have intrinsic properties (see §3.1). Therefore, sharing storage resources while maintaining isolation among tenants needs new techniques. Third, storage allocation and deallocation usually incur more performance overhead than the context switch overhead caused by harvesting CPU and memory resources, which requires special development efforts for enabling the deployment of storage harvesting in cloud platforms.

4.2 System Overview

To the best of our knowledge, BlockFlex is the first storage harvesting framework built based on modern software-defined storage infrastructure. We present the system architecture of BlockFlex in Figure 8. To manage the harvested storage, we propose a new abstraction, named ghost vSSD (gSSD), on top of software-defined flash (§4.3). The ghost vSSDs
can be attached to created vSSDs, therefore, no changes are required to VMs. BlockFlex will deploy a predictor in each vSSD (§4.4). For harvest VMs, BlockFlex will predict their demanded storage capacity and bandwidth, as well as how long the demand will last. For regular VMs, BlockFlex will predict their available storage capacity and bandwidth, as well as their available time. For unused storage resources, BlockFlex will use both heuristic-based approaches to predict the duration time available for harvesting. Based on the prediction, BlockFlex will make a best-fit match and allocate unused storage to the harvest VM. In case resource preemption happens to the harvest VM (caused by misprediction), BlockFlex will release the harvested storage to the regular VM and handle the exceptions for different scenarios (§4.5).

Since BlockFlex enables storage harvesting at the system virtualization level, it does not change the upper-level durability model (e.g., data replication) offered by current cloud storage infrastructures. For harvest VMs, cloud platforms assume their end users are aware of the relaxed durability guarantees and their applications may suffer from early reallocations. BlockFlex makes the best effort to allocate new gSSDs to ensure the data durability for harvest VMs. However, similar to Spot VMs [63], the owners of harvest VMs should be aware of the risk and take responsibility for their data as the cost of harvest VMs is much lower than regular VMs. As BlockFlex is deployed on top of existing software-defined storage infrastructure, it runs in a distributed environment where the global control plane manages the gSSDs and their allocations/deallocations. In the following section, we will discuss each technique proposed in BlockFlex, respectively.

### 4.3 New Abstraction for Storage Harvesting

As discussed in §3.1, with software-defined flash, the storage virtualization can map each virtual SSD to a number of flash channels depending on the storage capacity and bandwidth requested by the associated VM. We show two typical examples in Figure 9. Suppose we have a 1TB SSD that contains 16 channels. Each channel has 64GB and delivers a bandwidth of 70MB/s. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the cloud platform allocates two flash channels to vSSD-2 (128GB), leaving other flash channels temporarily unused (e.g., vSSD-1). Both vSSD-1 and vSSD-2 could provide opportunities for storage harvesting. For example, as shown in Figure 9(b), the entire unsold vSSD-1 (gSSD-1) and part of the allocated vSSD-2 (gSSD-2) could be harvested depending on their availability. The SDF offers the flexibility to allocate fewer/more resources to each gSSD.

However, the harvested storage still belongs to the original vSSDs, which could be preempted by existing or newly allocated regular VMs. Since the availability of harvested storage varies depending on the workloads in the cloud platform, it increases the complexity of storage harvesting.

#### 4.3.1 Definition of Ghost vSSD

To simplify the management of harvested storage, we develop the gSSD abstraction. Its block interface is the same as that of the regular vSSD. Therefore, no code modifications are required for the VMs. Similar to vSSDs, each gSSD has a block-level mapping table to index the mappings of logical block addresses to physical block addresses, and a free block list to manage the free flash blocks. However, since each gSSD is created/borrowed from regular vSSDs and has a different lifetime (the time available for harvesting), we maintain a metadata structure for each gSSD, as shown in Figure 10.

The metadata of a gSSD includes its maximum bandwidth and capacity. We use the number of flash channels to represent the storage bandwidth, and the number of flash blocks to represent the storage capacity. As the actual storage bandwidth and capacity offered by a gSSD could vary at runtime, we use their maximum values because they are provided on a best-effort basis. We use the `expire` to indicate when the gSSD will no longer be available for use. This value is predicted with our duration predictor (see the detailed discussion in §4.4). The metadata structure also has a bit `in_use` to indicate whether the gSSD has been assigned to a harvest VM or not. If yes, the `vm_id` stores the ID of the corresponding harvest VM. The `home` pointer points to the regular vSSD from which the blocks in the gSSD are harvested. The `ghost` points to the created ghost vSSD after storage harvesting. The metadata is stored in the gSSD. It is initialized when the gSSD is created and updated when the gSSD is harvested/reclaimed.
4.3.2 Management of Ghost vSSDs

We now discuss the gSSD creation and management.

Creating gSSDs. Instead of harvesting storage upon requests, BlockFlex allows regular vSSDs to proactively create gSSDs and add them into the gSSD pool managed by the vSSD manager (see Figure 8). This removes the harvesting procedure from the critical path. A vSSD creates a gSSD when its predictor predicts that it will have available storage resources for harvesting. These predictions occur at regular intervals (every three minutes by default). In order to create a new gSSD, BlockFlex will harvest free blocks from the vSSD and create a mapping table for them. Following our prior study on SDF [29], we use block-level address mapping tables for indexing flash blocks in the gSSDs/vSSDs. We align the address mapping granularity and flash erase granularity to simplify the storage management with improved efficiency. And each gSSD/vSSD has its own mapping table. Although the flash blocks of a gSSD could be harvested from a vSSD, the corresponding gSSD and vSSD will not share these harvested flash blocks. Therefore, we do not need to synchronize the mapping table entries between the gSSD and vSSD at runtime.

The metadata of a gSSD (Figure 10) is initialized with the number of flash channels harvested (bandwidth), the number of free blocks (capacity), and the predicted time the resources will be available for use (expire). The home of the gSSD will point to the regular vSSD, and the ghost will point to the newly created gSSD. At the same time, the gSSD will be added to the gSSD pool for serving future harvesting requests.

To simplify the management of gSSDs, we only create a gSSD when harvesting a chunk of resources. BlockFlex enables the storage harvesting at the granularity of a flash channel, 16GB size, and 30-minute for storage bandwidth, capacity, and duration time, respectively. To ensure reasonable performance isolation between regular VMs and harvest VMs, we restrict each vSSD to provide only one gSSD.

Managing gSSDs. To facilitate fast gSSD lookup, we organize gSSDs in a set of lists in the vSSD manager with considering the sorting in three dimensions: storage bandwidth, capacity, and time available for harvesting. We optimize the lists based on our observations that (1) the storage bandwidth and capacity are correlated with the number of channels available in a vSSD; (2) the time available for harvesting for each gSSD needs to be updated at regular intervals; and (3) we will not update the maximum storage capacity and bandwidth over the lifetime of a gSSD. Therefore, as shown in Figure 11, BlockFlex maintains a set of gSSD lists sorted by <capacity, bandwidth>. In each list, the gSSDs are sorted by their expiration time from the farthest one to the nearest one. There is a timer running periodically (per 15 minutes by default) to update the expire time in the gSSD pool. For the expired gSSDs but have not been allocated to any harvest VM, BlockFlex will remove them from the list.

Harvesting gSSDs. Upon receiving a request for storage harvesting, BlockFlex will check the gSSD pool to identify a best-fit match for the requested storage capacity, bandwidth, and time available for harvesting. BlockFlex uses the best-fit matching policy to minimize the waste of storage resources. These requested parameters are obtained from the predictors deployed in the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM (see §4.4). Since the gSSD pool is sorted, we use the binary search to first locate the corresponding list that matches with the requested storage capacity and bandwidth. After that, we walk through the list until identifying an available gSSD whose expire time matches with the requested harvestable time.

Once a gSSD is identified in the pool, we set its in_use to 1 to indicate this gSSD has been assigned to a harvest VM and the corresponding harvest VM ID is recorded. BlockFlex supports concurrent gSSD allocations by managing the gSSD lists using non-blocking linked-lists implementation with the compare-and-swap operations [27]. Compared to the lifetime of a gSSD (hours or even days), the gSSD allocation overhead (a few microseconds) is trivial.

With a harvested gSSD, BlockFlex will assign its flash blocks to the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM. This harvesting procedure is transparent to the harvest VM, as we track these blocks in the mapping table of the vSSD of the harvest VM, as shown in Figure 12. The address mapping table in the vSSD is extended to include the ID of the harvested gSSD. Therefore, upon data accesses from the harvest VM, its vSSD will conduct the address translation to translate the logical block address (LBA) to [gSSD-ID, gLBA]. With the obtained gSSD-ID, the corresponding gSSD will translate the gLBA to the physical block address (PBA). This enables BlockFlex to harvest multiple gSSDs for a harvest VM. With the expanded vSSD, the harvest VM can resize the vSSD and its file system with existing virtual disk and file system tools [13, 18, 67]. Note that the address mapping of a vSSD will also index the

```c
typedef struct vmeta {
    int bandwidth ; maximum bandwidth of gSSD
    int capacity ; maximum capacity of gSSD
    int expire ; how long the gSSD lasts
    boolean in_use ; used by harvest VM or not
    string vm_id ; harvest VM ID
    struct vssd* home ; vSSD that owns these blocks
    struct vssd* ghost ; points to the attached gSSD
} vmeta_t;
```

![Figure 10: Metadata of a ghost vSSD in BlockFlex.](image)

![Figure 11: The organization of the gSSD pool in BlockFlex.](image)
default storage allocated when a harvest VM is created. We assume each harvest VM will not request more than 256 gSSDs, so 1 byte is used to index the gSSDs. In total, each address mapping entry takes 9 bytes (4 bytes for LBA and 4 bytes for PBA). Given a harvest VM that requests 128GB storage, and each flash block is 4MB, the block-level address mapping of a vSSD will take only 288KB.

**Reclaiming gSSDs.** When a harvest VM finishes its jobs, the harvested gSSDs will be reclaimed to the pool in the vSSD manager. Upon the gSSD reclamation, the corresponding entries in the address mapping table of the vSSD will be removed. BlockFlex will check whether a gSSD will expire soon or not (i.e., in 30 minutes by default). If yes, BlockFlex will erase the flash blocks for data safety, and remove the gSSD instance. Otherwise, BlockFlex will add the gSSD into the gSSD pool for future harvesting. Since the erase operation is expensive, BlockFlex leverages the channel parallelism of an SSD to execute them in parallel.

The additional erase operations caused by gSSD reclamation has minimal impact on the lifetime of SSDs. This is for two major reasons. First, BlockFlex ensures wear leveling of SSDs by following a relaxed wear-leveling scheme proposed in our prior study [29]. It showed that SDF can achieve near-ideal SSD lifetime by swapping channels every 19 days on average for data center workloads, and 12 days on average for the worst case of erasing channels at full bandwidth. The wear leveling plays a fundamental role of ensuring the device lifetime, no matter whether flash blocks are used by regular VMs or harvest VMs. Second, the harvesting procedure itself only introduces erases when harvested storage is reclaimed, and it happens infrequently. Based on our study, for a given vSSD, it is harvested about every 2.1 days and consumes an average of 25% of the SSD (see §5.2), meaning the entire vSSD is erased once per 8.4 days. For modern SSDs that usually have 10K P/E cycles and can last 5-year lifetime, the storage harvesting operations will consume about 2% of the device lifetime, which is acceptable in practice.

In addition, with the assistance of predictors (see §4.4), BlockFlex minimizes the chances of early reclamation, and takes the erase operations from the critical path. However, a reclamation would still happen, even though a gSSD is in use by a harvest VM. This could be caused by the resource preemption issued by a regular VM. We will discuss how BlockFlex handles this in details in §4.5.

### 4.4 Predictions for Storage Harvesting

Instead of relying on the cloud customers or VM users to specify their demanded or unused storage resource, we use a lightweight online learning approach to predict them. As discussed in §4.2, each vSSD has an online predictor, except those for the unallocated (unsold) VMs.

#### 4.4.1 Heuristic-based Prediction for Unsold VMs

For the unallocated (unsold) VMs, we use a heuristic-based approach, based on our study characterizing the unallocated storage in cloud platforms (see §2). Recall that cloud providers usually over-provision VMs to provide the elasticity for their services. They reserve different regular VMs with various storage capacities. The common sizes include 128GB, 256GB, and 512GB for simplified VM management and deployment. According to our study in Figure 6, their availability for harvesting varies by their capacities.

Previous harvesting studies have identified that past values are a useful indicator for the available time of unsold storage [5]. In our study of unsold storage resource, we confirm that the available time of unsold storage for harvesting is stable. For this reason, we tag each unsold VM with a predicted duration time using the histogram of previous available times for the unsold VM with the same storage capacity. For instance, for the unsold VMs with 512GB storage capacity, we use 20% of them as gSSDs that would be available for 12 hours, 20% for 6 hours, and the remaining for 1 hour. This distribution could change depending on the heuristic study of the corresponding cloud platform. The distribution of these gSSD sizes depends on the configured storage capacities for the unsold VMs.

#### 4.4.2 Online Learning for Allocated and Harvest VMs

We predict the harvestable storage resource for allocated VMs, and demanded storage resource for harvest VMs. Since the predictions for allocated VMs and harvest VMs are both determined by their workloads, they use the same learning-based approach but different learning parameters.

We show the entire prediction workflow of BlockFlex in Figure 13. In each vSSD, we collect the read, write, and erase operations at the block layer for online predictions, therefore, we do not rely on the systems software running on top of

![Figure 12: Harvesting multiple ghost vSSDs for a harvest VM.](image)

![Figure 13: The workflow of the predictors used in BlockFlex.](image)
the vSSD. Based on these I/O traces, we infer the bandwidth, throughput (IOPS), and current storage utilization.

We use Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) models [28] to develop our predictors, because of their strength in time-series predictions and relatively low overhead. The inputs for LSTMs are statistical measures gathered from the bandwidth, IOPS (e.g., \( \text{max}_{\text{iops}}, \text{min}_{\text{iops}} \)), and storage utilization. By default, BlockFlex trains the models every three minutes using the collected statistics from the preceding 15 minutes. This introduces minimal performance and memory overhead. Both bandwidth predictor and capacity predictor use the same LSTM model, but we tune their learning rate and hidden layer size slightly differently for improved accuracy (see Figure 13). These predictors will generate the predicted bandwidth (in channels) and predicted capacity (in GB), respectively.

The predictions of storage bandwidth and capacity are passed to their respective duration predictors. Each duration predictor consists of a collection of individual sub-predictors. Each sub-predictor is responsible for a possible output from the bandwidth/capacity predictors. For instance, if the output of the bandwidth predictor ranges from 1 to 16 channels, we will have 16 duration sub-predictors, each sub-predictor will predict its corresponding duration time by using the history of previous durations at that demand.

To ensure a gSSD can satisfy both the storage and bandwidth requirements from a harvest VM, the duration selector takes the maximum duration for demanded storage resources. To ensure a regular VM will not reclaim resources early, the selector takes the minimum duration for the harvestable storage resources. The final output delivered by the predictors in BlockFlex is presented in a tuple of \( \text{<bandwidth, capacity, duration>} \). We describe the details of each predictor as follows.

**Storage bandwidth:** For the prediction of storage bandwidth, we use six inputs for the LSTM model: the maximum, minimum, and average for both bandwidth and IOPS. We do not use other statistical measures as inputs because they do not improve the prediction accuracy and slow down the convergence of the model. As the number of flash channels is proportional to the storage bandwidth, we use the number of channels as the bandwidth metric to simplify the bandwidth prediction.

**Storage capacity:** The prediction model for the storage capacity is similar to the model used for the storage bandwidth.

We use the **maximum, minimum, and average** of past storage utilizations, and the **current changes in storage utilization** as the inputs. We find that using the changes in storage utilization helps differentiate long periods of sequential writes against shorter changes. We use the number of flash blocks as the output of the capacity predictor.

**Duration:** For the duration, we make the predictions for storage bandwidth and capacity separately. For allocated VMs, we predict how long their available storage capacity and bandwidth can be used by harvest VMs; for harvest VMs, we predict how long a demand of storage capacity and bandwidth will last before more resources are needed. As discussed, a set of sub-predictors are used for each demanded bandwidth/capacity. BlockFlex updates and maintains the history of durations for model training and inference.

### 4.4.3 Resource Provisioning for Improved Accuracy

We examine the accuracy of the LSTM models we develop for the aforementioned predictors using various cloud workloads (see their descriptions in Table 2). A prediction for storage bandwidth and capacity is considered accurate if the predictor predicts at least as much as the actually demanded/available storage. A prediction of duration time is considered accurate if the predicted storage bandwidth and capacity lasts as long as the actual demand/availability. We track the actual storage demand/availability and predicted storage demand/availability to calculate the prediction accuracies.

As shown in Figure 14, the average accuracies of predicting storage bandwidth, capacity, and their durations are 89%, 93%, 79%, and 79% on average. Their accuracy varies for different workloads. To further improve the prediction accuracy and avoid resource preemptions (see §4.5), we use a simple yet effective approach – over-provisioning more storage resources based on the predictions of demanded storage resources, and under-provisioning storage resources based on the predictions of harvestable storage resources. We vary the provisioning ratio from 5% to 30%, and show the updated accuracies in Figure 14. We find the accuracies of all the predictions can reach 93–96% with a provisioning ratio of 5%. As we increase the provisioning ratio, we do not see much accuracy improvement. Therefore, we use the 5% provisioning ratio in BlockFlex by default.
4.5 Exception Handling in Storage Harvesting

Although the predictors in BlockFlex deliver high accuracy as discussed in §4.4, mispredictions can still happen, causing exceptions during storage harvesting. Typical exceptions include the resource preemption in which a regular VM prematurely reclaims the harvested storage from a harvest VM, and under-harvesting in which a harvest VM must request additional storage resources to satisfy the request of more storage resource than the predicted demand. VM terminations and data loss could happen if these exceptions are not handled properly.

**Misprediction types.** Mispredictions can be categorized into two types: over-prediction and under-prediction. As we make predictions for both harvestable storage (in the regular VMs) and demanded storage (in the harvest VMs), the two misprediction categories apply to both sides, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Harvestable Storage</th>
<th>Demanded Storage</th>
<th>Possible Exceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Over-predict</td>
<td>Over-predict</td>
<td>Waste or Early Reclamation or N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Over-predict</td>
<td>Under-predict</td>
<td>Under-Harvest or Waste or Early Reclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Under-predict</td>
<td>Over-predict</td>
<td>Waste or Early Reclamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Under-predict</td>
<td>Under-predict</td>
<td>Under-Harvest or Waste or N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An over-prediction of demanded storage means that a harvest VM harvests more storage resources than it really needs; an under-prediction of demanded storage means that a harvest VM harvests less storage resources than it really needs. In contrast, an over-prediction of harvestable storage means that a regular VM has less harvestable storage resources than predicted; an under-prediction of harvestable storage means that a regular VM has more harvestable storage resources than predicted. During storage harvesting, any misprediction or combinations of mispredictions could cause an exception. BlockFlex employs different exception handling for each scenario.

**Exception handling.** As shown in Table 1, mispredictions could mainly cause three exceptions: waste of storage resources, early resource reclamation, and under-harvesting. When mispredictions leave them unused. In the case 1 of Table 1, a regular VM provides the storage resource requested from the harvest VM, although the harvest VM may over-predict its demanded storage resource. In case 4, the waste of storage resources becomes worse, because the regular VM actually has more harvestable storage resources than the requested resources from the harvest VM. As we trade the over-provisioning of demanded storage in the harvest VMs for increased prediction accuracy, it is inevitable to cause some waste of storage resources. However, since BlockFlex uses a 5% over-provisioning ratio (see §4.4) in its predictors, the waste is minimal. Compared to the cloud platforms without storage harvesting, BlockFlex still improves the storage utilization. Therefore, BlockFlex does perform special exception handling for this exception.

**Early resource reclamation.** This could happen when a regular VM has less harvestable storage resources than the demanded storage resources from a harvest VM. Typical examples include the case 1 and 2 in Table 1, in which we over-predict the harvestable storage resource in a regular VM, but in reality, the regular VM has less harvestable storage than the demanded storage from a harvest VM. In both cases, the regular VM has to reclaim its storage from the harvest VM. To handle this exception, BlockFlex will identify a new gSSD that meets the requirements for storage capacity, bandwidth, and duration. After that, BlockFlex will copy all the data from the old gSSD to the new gSSD and update the address mapping table in the vSSD of the corresponding harvest VM. BlockFlex will migrate data between gSSDs at block granularity to minimize the impact on the running applications. BlockFlex will reclaim the old gSSD while ensuring its flash blocks are erased before being used by the regular vSSD (see §4.3.2). However, if there is no satisfactory gSSD available, an exception will be reported to the end users of the harvest VM (like what is done today for spot VMs [63]).

**Under-harvesting.** The exception of under-harvesting could happen when a harvest VM under-predicts its demanded storage resources (i.e., it requests less storage resources than it really needs). Typical examples include the cases 2 and 3. For the case 2, under-harvesting could happen when the harvest VM under-predicts its demanded storage resources. For the case 3, although the regular VM under-predicts its harvestable storage resources, the demanded storage in reality could still be more than the available storage resources in the regular VM. To handle this exception, BlockFlex will harvest new gSSDs for the harvest VM until meeting the demand. As discussed in Figure 12, BlockFlex enables the use of multiple gSSDs in a single vSSD. However, if there is no gSSD available, BlockFlex will report an exception to the users of the harvest VM, resulting in a termination of the harvest VM or a delay of job executions in the harvest VM.

Note that mispredictions could happen along all three dimensions (i.e., storage capacity, bandwidth, and time available for harvesting) of the storage resource. The described exception handling is used in BlockFlex for mispredictions along any of the three dimensions.

4.6 Implementation Details

We implement the gSSD abstraction of BlockFlex using a programmable SSD with 1TB capacity. The SSD has 16 channels, each channel has 4 dies, each die has 4 planes, each plane has 1024 blocks. Each block consists 256 pages, each 16KB. Its controller allows read/write/erase operations against the raw flash resources and enables the host to develop their own FTL for address translation, GC, and wear leveling.

The gSSD implementation takes 4.1K lines of code (LoC) using C programming language. The vSSD used in this paper

1 If the demanded storage resource from a harvest VM exactly matches with the harvestable storage resource in a regular VM, there is no exception (N/A).
Table 2: Workloads used in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PageRank [24]</td>
<td>Compute the pagerank of a graph.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB [73]</td>
<td>Transaction processing on a database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Improved utilization for underutilized storage.

Figure 16: Improved utilization for underutilized bandwidth.

Figure 17: Improved utilization for unallocated resources.

is similar to the virtualized SSDs in our prior work [29]. BlockFlex creates different vSSDs for harvest VMs and regular VMs. It allocates physical flash channels for each vSSD to ensure performance isolation. Upon workload execution, BlockFlex handles the logical block I/O requests received by the vSSDs with actual read and write operations to the allocated physical flash blocks. We run BlockFlex on a real server with 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 v5 cores running at 3.5 GHz.

BlockFlex’s predictors are implemented using PyTorch v1.9.0 [52] in 2.8K LoC using Python. Each model is implemented with one hidden LSTM layer fully connected with the input and output layers. The bandwidth and space predictors have an additional softmax layer applied to the output. All models use adam [36] as an optimizer and mean squared error as a loss function. We vary the learning rate and sizes of the hidden layer. Bandwidth prediction uses a learning rate of 0.005 and 16 hidden nodes. Capacity prediction uses a learning rate of 0.04 and 4 hidden nodes. Bandwidth duration uses a learning rate of 0.006 and 50 hidden nodes. Capacity duration uses a learning rate of 0.001 and 50 hidden nodes.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation demonstrates that: (1) BlockFlex improves the storage utilization in cloud platforms by leveraging both underutilized and unallocated storage resources (§5.2); (2) BlockFlex improves the performance of harvest VMs while minimizing the impact on regular VMs (§5.3 and §5.4); (3) BlockFlex introduces negligible overhead to storage management (§5.5); (4) BlockFlex’s capacity model is similar to the virtualized SSDs in our prior work [29]. BlockFlex creates different vSSDs for harvest VMs and regular VMs. It allocates physical flash channels for each vSSD to ensure performance isolation. Upon workload execution, BlockFlex handles the logical block I/O requests received by the vSSDs with actual read and write operations to the allocated physical flash blocks. We run BlockFlex on a real server with 8 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1240 v5 cores running at 3.5 GHz.

BlockFlex’s predictors are implemented using PyTorch v1.9.0 [52] in 2.8K LoC using Python. Each model is implemented with one hidden LSTM layer fully connected with the input and output layers. The bandwidth and space predictors have an additional softmax layer applied to the output. All models use adam [36] as an optimizer and mean squared error as a loss function. We vary the learning rate and sizes of the hidden layer. Bandwidth prediction uses a learning rate of 0.005 and 16 hidden nodes. Capacity prediction uses a learning rate of 0.04 and 4 hidden nodes. Bandwidth duration uses a learning rate of 0.006 and 50 hidden nodes. Capacity duration uses a learning rate of 0.001 and 50 hidden nodes.

5.2 Improved Storage Utilization

To evaluate the improved utilization of BlockFlex, we gather requests from 60,000 low priority VMs from Google traces to characterize the demand of harvest VMs. Their storage requests vary between 32GB and 512GB, and last between 30 minutes and 8.5 days (2.1 days on average). The demanded bandwidth is proportional to the demanded storage. We match these storage demands with harvestable storage capacity from 4,000 regular VMs. When evaluating the benefits of utilizing unallocated storage, we match them with unallocated VMs of 1,400 servers. Since VMs with low storage utilization present a greater opportunity for harvesting, we highlight the capability of utilizing the heavily underutilized storage with BlockFlex.

Underutilized Capacity. We first analyze the impact on the underutilized storage capacity, summarized in Figure 15. We compare the average and maximum utilization when using BlockFlex against the baseline utilization for VMs without harvesting (originally shown in Figure 2). We see an average improvement of 1.25× (43% vs. 54% utilization) across all VMs and an improvement of 1.75× (20% vs. 35%) for those that had less than 60% storage utilization. This shows the benefits BlockFlex can obtain, especially when harvesting flash blocks from VMs with low storage utilization.

Next, we see that the maximum utilization across all of the VMs is increased by 1.37× (49% vs. 67%). We also observe that the over-provisioning we add to the predictions ensures that we do not fully utilize any regular VM. This reinforces...
that BlockFlex has a low probability of reclamation.

**Underutilized Bandwidth.** We now analyze the underutilized storage resource from a bandwidth perspective, summarized in Figure 16. Our results show a stable improvement of 1.34× (22% vs. 30%) for all VMs. BlockFlex also increases the maximum utilization by 1.27× (53% vs. 66%). As with underutilized storage, we avoid reclaims by not fully utilizing the bandwidth of regular VMs. This demonstrates that BlockFlex can improve both the bandwidth and capacity utilization of cloud storage from underutilized resources.

**Unallocated Storage.** We analyze the utilization improvement by harvesting unallocated VMs, presented in Figure 17. We observe that BlockFlex improves the overall utilization by 1.17× (69% vs. 81%). Servers with utilization below 60% are improved by 1.42× (45% vs. 64%).

For underutilized and unallocated storage resources, we observe 1.25× improvement on average, showing that BlockFlex can significantly use both underutilized and unsold storage resources to improve utilization. For extremely underutilized cases (under 60%), we observe 1.48× improvement on average. This shows that BlockFlex can successfully match the harvestable storage resources to the demands from harvest VMs.

### 5.3 Improved Performance for Harvest VM

We examine how BlockFlex improves the performance of harvest VMs. The results are shown in Figure 18. We evaluate three different configurations: **Static**: the harvest VM is statically configured with 8 channels and does not harvest. This represents the current (baseline) storage virtualization. **Sold**: a 4-channel gSSD is allocated from channels occupied by a regular VM that uses 50% of its maximum bandwidth. **Unsold**: a 4-channel gSSD is allocated from unallocated channels. For both unsold and static, the gSSD is harvested after one hour. Before each experiment, we warm up the SSD to ensure GC will occur. We run all workloads for two hours.

By harvesting additional channels, the harvest VM has significantly improved bandwidth. As we compare the Sold scheme with the Static scheme, the workload performance is improved by 16–51% on average. For the Unsold scheme, the lack of interference with the regular VM improves the storage bandwidth by 22–60%. We observe the best improvement for PageRank, as its workload spends more time on I/O than TeraSort or ML Prep workloads. The Unsold scheme provides an additional 6% bandwidth improvement over the Sold scheme on average. As we translate this into the end-to-end execution time, we see an average performance improvement of 20% using Sold storage, and 25% improved performance using Unsold storage. This demonstrates the significant performance benefits BlockFlex can obtain for IO-intensive applications, when utilizing either sold or unsold storage.

Clearly, additional flash channels can benefit write-heavy workloads, as we increase the I/O parallelism. It is less clear whether additional channels can benefit read heavy workloads, as the harvested channels cannot immediately satisfy reads. To investigate this, we focus on the read bandwidth improvements in Figure 19. For both ML Prep and PageRank workloads, we see an increase of 10–21% after 5 minutes of harvesting. After the full 60 minutes, the average increase of the read bandwidth stabilizes and reaches an overall improvement of 22–60%.

Specifically, for ML Prep, we see a slight increase (10%) as...
5.4 Performance Impact on Regular VM

To examine the interference generated by the harvest VM, we run the YCSB workload-A with 10 threads in the regular VM, and vary the number of flash channels in its vSSD from 2 to 10. The database tables are striped across all the available channels in the vSSD. We first measure the throughput and tail latency (95th percentile latency) of the YCSB workload without enabling storage harvesting. After that, we create a harvest VM to run the ML Prep workload. The harvest VM will harvest all the channels of the regular VM, and we measure the performance of the regular VM after the harvesting.

As shown in Figure 20, the throughput of YCSB Workload-A decreases slightly, while the latency is almost constant as we increase the number of channels. The storage harvesting does not introduce much overhead (5.1% on average), since the regular VM always has the higher priority for its I/O requests and available storage bandwidth. We observe a similar overhead for the tail latency, demonstrating that the storage harvesting has negligible negative impact on the performance of regular VMs.

We also examine the interference caused by additional GC and storage reclamations. As indicated in §5.3, GC is enabled in our experiments. We believe the GC overhead can be further reduced with erase suspension available in modern SSDs [35, 70]. We wish to explore this feature in our future work. As for the overhead caused by storage reclamations, we observe that reclaiming an entire flash channel results in 1.5% slowdown in the average bandwidth of regular VMs. Such an overhead is acceptable in reality, as storage reclamations do not happen frequently over the entire lifetime of VMs.

5.5 Overhead Sources in BlockFlex

We now profile the overheads introduced by BlockFlex. We begin by analyzing the overheads introduced by the predictors. We present the summary of these overheads in Table 3. First, we measure the time consumed by training each predictor for one iteration of online training. As discussed in §4.4, each model is trained one iteration every three minutes. Since each duration predictor has multiple models, their training is more expensive than storage bandwidth and capacity predictors. In total, training all of the predictors consumes 0.48 seconds on our multi-core server. In this case, cloud platform operators do not need powerful hardware accelerators like GPUs to deploy BlockFlex. Since input sizes and training frequency do not change by workload, the training overhead is the same across all the workloads evaluated in this paper.

For each inference, the total execution time is 7.3 milliseconds. This overhead is also incurred once every three minutes, but can be further optimized. For example, we can decrease the inference frequency when a vSSD has generated a gSSD.

To store the predictors for each vSSD, BlockFlex allocates about 1.7MB memory space. It also allocates 4KB memory to store the history of bandwidth/capacity information used for training each iteration. This demonstrates the minimal performance and storage overheads of the predictors in BlockFlex.

We also profile the overheads of gSSD creation and lookup. They include the overheads of creating a new gSSD and harvesting free blocks from a regular vSSD. Since they only involve metadata operations, the overhead is 61 µs for creating a gSSD with 64GB. As gSSDs are created in the background, their creation overhead is not on the critical path. We organize the gSSD pool in sorted lists, the gSSD lookup takes 1.2 µs on average.

As we reclaim a gSSD from a harvest VM, its primary cost is on the erase of all the written blocks. Since we can parallelize the erase operations across channels, the limiting factor is the channel with the most allocated blocks. The total overhead is 17.1, 34.2, and 68.4 seconds for a channel (64GB) with 25%, 50%, 100% harvested, respectively. According to our study of various cloud traces, we observe that storage harvesting is infrequent (once every few hours). Additionally, compared to the lifetime of VMs in the cloud, the overhead of storage reclamation is relatively small, which has negligible impact on the performance of regular VMs.
6 Discussion and Future Work

Security implications of storage harvesting. A few potential security concerns may arise when sharing physical flash blocks in a cloud environment. First, we consider whether data could be leaked via harvested blocks. Since BlockFlex erases the flash blocks before creating/reclaiming the gSSD, it guarantees that user data will not be leaked through the storage harvesting. Second, we consider whether information could be leaked through the cached data, such as LBA-PBA mappings. As existing cloud infrastructure prevents access to the SSD virtualization, device driver, and controller layers without permission checking, therefore, even though a flash channel is shared across VMs, their accesses are protected. Third, we consider whether multiple VMs sharing a physical flash channel could suffer from side-channel attacks. It is actually hard for attackers to obtain meaningful information, since the variations could be caused by many factors, such as the number of co-located VMs or the CPU/memory contention.

Compatible with compute and memory harvesting. Upon the creation of harvest VMs, cloud platforms will allocate essential compute, memory, and storage resources. BlockFlex mainly targets storage harvesting to improve the overall cloud storage utilization, and improve the performance of applications bottlenecked by storage resources. It is compatible with prior studies on compute and memory harvesting [20, 69] for improving the whole-system resource utilization.

Semantic-aware storage harvesting. BlockFlex utilizes the vSSD interface in its implementation, making it transparent to applications in VMs. However, due to the lack of semantic information from upper-level applications, BlockFlex has to rely on the predictors to decide the harvestable and demanded storage resources. Additionally, preventing data loss is one of the key challenges when developing BlockFlex, allowing systems software to manage their data in harvested storage would be an alternative solution to address this challenge. Therefore, new APIs can be developed and exposed to popular software systems such as key-value stores and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which offers more flexibility for applications to manage their data in harvested storage.

7 Related Work

Storage virtualization and efficiency. Storage devices such as SSDs have been virtualized as system-wide shared resources for improved utilization in cloud platforms [29, 34, 43, 60, 61, 75]. Based on this, most recent studies focused on improving the performance isolation between collocated applications [6, 32, 33, 42, 49, 65]. However, our study (see §2) reveals that the cloud storage is still significantly underutilized. Ouyang et al. [51] identified the resource underutilization in the SSDs and developed the software-defined flash for cloud platforms. Similar to software-defined networking, software-defined flash is becoming a backbone technique in datacenters today [16, 56, 65]. However, most of them still use a static-allocation approach, which inevitably causes the waste of both storage capacity and bandwidth [11, 51]. Disaggregated storage architectures are proposed [40, 47, 50, 57, 68]. However, they still suffer from storage underutilization when we allocate disaggregated storage to VMs, due to the dynamic workload changes in VMs. BlockFlex addresses the storage underutilization problem by enabling storage harvesting in software-defined datacenters.

Resource harvesting in cloud platforms. Harvesting resources for VMs to improve the resource utilization is not a new concept in cloud platforms. Similar to the harvest VM, many studies have been developed recently, such as Spot VMs and burstable VMs [5, 7, 8, 20, 21, 59, 69]. However, they typically harvest compute and memory resources at a VM granularity. BlockFlex is the first work that focuses on storage harvesting, and addresses the unique challenges in storage harvesting and exception handling. Beyond harvesting unsold resources [5], we can also harvest underutilized allocated storage resources, while providing the performance and security isolation between regular VMs and harvest VMs.

Learning approaches for resource efficiency. Most recently, researchers started to leverage learning techniques to improve the task scheduling [53, 69, 77], cluster resource management [5, 10, 15, 45, 74], and performance optimizations [26, 37, 44, 78]. They showed that the learning-based approach is a promising method to address system optimization problems. However, it is still unclear how they can benefit the cloud storage. In this work, we apply the learning-based approach to improve the storage utilization within our storage harvesting framework. We customize the classical LSTM models for the predictions of harvestable and demanded storage resources, and show their efficiency in our evaluation.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we first conduct a characterization study of the cloud storage utilization, and discloses that the low storage utilization exists pervasively in modern cloud platforms. To this end, we develop a learning-based storage harvesting framework BlockFlex, which can harvest both allocated and unallocated storage for evictable VMs. Our experiments show that BlockFlex can significantly improve the cloud storage utilization, while accelerating the storage performance of harvest VMs with minimal impact on the regular VMs.
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Abstract
Far-memory techniques that enable applications to use remote memory are increasingly appealing in modern data centers, supporting applications’ large memory footprint and improving machines’ resource utilization. Unfortunately, most far-memory techniques focus on OS-level optimizations and are agnostic to managed runtimes and garbage collections (GC) underneath applications written in high-level languages. With different object-access patterns from applications, GC can severely interfere with existing far-memory techniques, breaking remote memory prefetching algorithms and causing severe local-memory misses.

We developed MemLiner, a runtime technique that improves the performance of far-memory systems by “lining up” memory accesses from the application and the GC so that they follow similar memory access paths, thereby (1) reducing the local-memory working set and (2) improving remote-memory prefetching through simplified memory access patterns. We implemented MemLiner in two widely-used GCs in OpenJDK: G1 and Shenandoah. Our evaluation with a range of widely-deployed cloud systems shows MemLiner improves applications’ end-to-end performance by up to 2.5×.

1 Introduction
Datacenters are becoming increasingly memory constrained [65, 45, 40] with the ubiquitous deployment of in-memory data analytics and ML systems like Neo4j [52], Cassandra [12], Spark [74] and TensorFlow [5], which hold large amounts of intermediate data in memory for quick processing. To tackle this constraint, far-memory techniques [30, 10, 63, 58, 26] that enable applications to use remote memory are increasingly appealing, backed by advances in hardware and networking techniques [13, 62, 66, 23, 19, 28, 35, 49, 55, 59, 32, 8, 16, 38, 41, 33, 63, 43, 57, 37, 42, 60, 7] that allow remote memory to offer much lower latency and higher bandwidth than local block devices.

Most of these far-memory systems [30, 10, 63, 48, 68] build on a cache-and-swap mechanism: the application’s host server uses local memory as a data cache. Once a page that does not reside in the local memory is accessed, a page fault is triggered and the page is fetched from a remote server into the local memory. Good locality and effective remote-memory prefetching [50, 48] are crucial to the performance of applications running in such far-memory systems.

Unfortunately, the interference from garbage collection (GC) severely degrades the memory-access locality and remote-memory prefetching for applications written in high-level languages (e.g., Java, Go, and Python), which are dominant in datacenter workloads. At run time, application threads access heap objects following their program-execution paths, while GC threads concurrently scan the heap, performing graph traversal from a set of “roots” (i.e., objects referenced by stack and global variables) to mark live objects. Object accesses by these two sets of threads are uncoordinated, creating two disjoint working sets, as illustrated by Figure 1(a), and causing severe performance problems.

Problem 1: Resource Competition. Pages swapped in for GC’s heap traversal are often not used (in near future) and hence evicted by the application; conversely, pages swapped in for the application are often not needed (in near future) and evicted by GC. Evicting each other’s pages, the application and GC both suffer from severe local-memory misses and further compete for RDMA bandwidth for page swapping. The more concurrent activities a GC runs, the more the resource competition between GC and the application—our results show that running Spark with the Shenandoah concurrent GC [25] on the 25% memory configuration incurs a 12× slowdown to the end-to-end performance, which is 5× larger than the default G1 GC that reclaims memory in stop-the-world pauses.

Problem 2: Ineffective Prefetching. Monitoring the execution of a managed program, an OS-level prefetcher such as [48] cannot recognize clear memory-access patterns and has to give up prefetching. The reason is that, even if the appli-
This paper presents a fully-automated runtime MemLiner. (a) without or (b) with the access alignment from MemLiner.

**State of the Art.** In the past, supporting applications that have large memory footprints (e.g., larger than the main memory size) is not the priority of traditional GC. Although there exists a body of work (such as Platinum [70]) on concurrent GC, such work focuses primarily on improving throughput and reducing latency on memory-abundant servers. However, remote memory is designed to enable applications to use more memory than what their hosts can offer; as a result, developing new GC techniques to support these applications becomes a crucial task.

Recent work Semeru [68] supports running Java programs on disaggregated hardware by disaggregating the traditional JVM into two new ones, with the CPU-JVM executing the program on the CPU server and the memory-JVM performing GC on the memory server. The idea of offloading GC completely to a remote server works for Semeru where all the application’s memory data is located in a remote server, but does not suit today’s datacenters where resources are not entirely disaggregated and applications use remote memory only if their local memory runs out. Furthermore, this offloading approach imposes extra communication overhead for CPU-JVM and memory-JVM to coordinate, and extra computation cost on the remote memory server to run the memory-JVM, which may impose deployment challenges.

Another recent work AIFM [58] proposes a novel runtime to improve the prefetching and swap performance of applications running in remote-memory systems. AIFM targets applications written in native languages (C/C++), and hence cannot easily be applied to solve the GC interference problem in the managed language runtime.

**MemLiner.** This paper presents a fully-automated runtime technique, MemLiner, for programs written in high-level languages (HLLs) to efficiently use remote memory.

The design of MemLiner is based on two key observations. First, the objects accessed by the application and the GC are not completely unrelated—they are just not temporally aligned. The live objects traced by the GC are mostly accessed by the application at some point during the execution; the objects accessed by the application must be live objects at the moment of the access and hence the target of GC.

Second, although changing object-access order in application threads would break the application semantics, changing that order in GC would not. Specifically, GC threads aim to trace and mark all reachable objects in the heap, while the order of that tracing and marking (e.g., which objects are traced first) does not matter.

Guided by these observations, the key idea behind MemLiner is working set alignment. MemLiner carefully reorders the objects traced by the GC threads, so that they follow a similar, although not identical, memory-access path of the concurrent application threads (illustrated by Figure 1(b)). Consequently, their working sets can better overlap with each other; the resource competition can be much alleviated, with much reduced page faults and on-demand swaps; the application’s access patterns can be more easily recognized by the underlying prefetcher such as Leap [48]. All of these are achieved in a way that is compatible with existing GC algorithms, without offloading the GC to another machine or re-designing the prefetcher.

MemLiner must overcome several challenges.

First, how to align GC threads with application threads. In a conventional setting, GC traces objects using a graph traversal starting at the root objects. To align GC’s accesses with application threads’, MemLiner uses a priority-based algorithm—MemLiner makes application threads inform the GC of the objects they are accessing; these objects, which must be live and reachable in the object graph at that moment, are then immediately traced and marked by the GC, without any risk of triggering page faults and expensive remote swaps. To enable such communication, MemLiner leverages the read-write barrier—a piece of code executed by the runtime at each heap read/write in the application—to inform GC of the objects on the application’s access path. Details of the coordination are discussed in §4.1.

Second, when to break the alignment so that GC can finish its work without unnecessary delays. Completely aligning GC threads with application threads could severely delay GC from reclaiming dead heap space, as application threads may take a long time, sometimes even the whole execution, to access every live object. In fact, a complete alignment is unnecessary, as application threads may repeatedly access the same object in a short time window due to application semantics, like during a loop, while GC only needs to mark that object live once. Consequently, MemLiner allows GC to break from the alignment to work on another part of the heap traversal from time to time. To minimize the interference, MemLiner prioritizes two types of objects in GC’s unaligned accesses: (1) objects that will likely be accessed by the application soon; (2) objects that were accessed by the application not long ago and hence are likely still inside the local memory. The former is predicted based on what objects
the application just accessed; the latter is predicted based on object-access history that MemLiner efficiently encodes inside the per-object pointer. Details can be found in §4.2.

**Results.** We have integrated MemLiner into two widely used GCs (G1 and Shenandoah) in OpenJDK 12. A thorough evaluation with Spark, Cassandra, Neo4J, QuickCached and DayTrade demonstrates that MemLiner improves the end-to-end execution time by an overall of $1.48 \times$ and $1.51 \times$ under the 25% and 13% local memory configurations for the G1 GC, and $2.16 \times$ and $1.80 \times$ for the Shenandoah GC (which runs concurrent GC threads more frequently than G1). Furthermore, MemLiner improves Leap’s prefetching coverage and accuracy by $1.5 \times$ and $1.7 \times$, respectively. Compared to Semeru [68], MemLiner achieves a comparable performance without offloading any computation on remote servers.

**Key Takeaway.** Although there are several directions of work on remote memory (e.g., clean-slate approaches such as AIFM [58] and Kona [17], swap optimizations such as InfiniSwap [30] and FastSwap [10], as well as distributed runtimes such as Semeru [68]), MemLiner takes an easy-to-adopt, non-intrusive approach that enables performance improvements for a wide variety of new and legacy applications. MemLiner is orthogonal to (and complements) these existing techniques—aligning the memory accesses between application and GC threads reduces thread-level interference and the application’s local-memory working set regardless of the underlying remote-access mechanisms and optimizations.

## 2 Background

**GC.** A major benefit of high-level languages over native languages is their support for automated memory management—developers are released from the burden of dealloca
ting objects, leading to improved reliability and security. Automated memory management is enabled by garbage collection (GC), which runs when the heap has little free space. The key idea of GC is simple [36]: perform a reachability analysis to identify a transitive closure of live objects and reclaim objects outside the closure. Consequently, a modern GC algorithm has two main components: (1) **tracing** the heap graph to compute that closure and identify live objects, and (2) **reclamation** of dead objects, while evacuating live objects to contiguous space and updating pointers.

**Concurrent Tracing.** To ensure the correctness of pointer updating, a conservative way of running GC is to pause all application threads (i.e., a stop-the-world phase) for full-heap tracing and reclamation, which incurs significant delays [53, 47]. To address this performance limitation, starting from the G1 GC [22], which is the default GC in Oracle’s JVM, all modern garbage collectors, including Shenandoah [25] from Red Hat and ZGC [2] from Oracle, run the tracing phase concurrently with application threads to (1) leverage the many available cores and (2) minimize GC pauses. For example, in G1, the number of tracing threads is configured, by default, to be 1/4 of the number of cores. Concurrent tracing often uses a snapshot-at-the-beginning (SATB) algorithm [73]—tracing traverses the heap graph from a logical snapshot of the heap; it will not miss any live object as long as object allocation and pointer updates made by the application since the snapshot are recorded and considered conservatively. G1 runs stop-the-world phases to reclaim memory by evacuating live objects into new regions while Shenandoah and ZGC run evacuation also concurrently to minimize the pause time.

**Tracing Algorithm.** Logically, tracing divides objects into three colors: *white*, *black*, and *gray*. The white set is the set of objects that are candidates for reclamation. The black set is the set of objects that can be shown to have no references going to objects in the white set, and to be reachable from the roots. Objects in the black set are not candidates for reclamation. The gray set contains all objects reachable from the roots but yet to be scanned.

Initially, all objects are white. Tracing implements a graph traversal algorithm that gradually changes the color of objects reachable from the roots from white to black. For each reachable object $o$, tracing marks it black, retrieves all objects referenced directly by $o$, and adds them into the gray set. Each iteration retrieves an object from the gray set, marks it black, and adds more objects into the gray set. The algorithm repeats until the gray set becomes empty; objects that remain white can be safely reclaimed. In practice, a modern runtime uses a bitmap to mark live objects efficiently.

## 3 Motivation

In this section, we use an experiment to quantitatively demonstrate (1) how tracing and application threads interfere with each other, and (2) why simply disabling concurrent tracing cannot solve the problem.

**Setup.** We ran Spark Logistic Regression (LR) with the Wikipedia dataset on OpenJDK 12 and its default G1 GC. We used two machines, each with 2 Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v3 processors, 128GB memory, 1024GB SSD, and CentOS 7.5, connected by RDMA over a 40Gbps InfiniBand network. One machine runs Spark, using local memory and remote memory on the other machine. We configured the first machine to have just enough memory to host 25% of Spark’s working set. We name the first server providing compute resource as *host server* and the second server providing remote memory as *remote server*.

We compare the execution of Spark LR in two modes:

1. The G1 GC’s concurrent tracing is *disabled*;
2. The G1 GC’s concurrent tracing is *enabled*—the default option in G1 GC. The number of tracing threads is set to be a quarter of the number of available cores, as suggested by G1.

In both cases, the heap size of Spark LR is set to 32GB and the host server can hold up to 8GB of its heap. The execution goes through application-execution phases and stop-the-world GC phases alternatively.
How much interference from concurrent tracing? To have an intuitive look at how well prefetching may or may not work, we randomly sampled 512 consecutive page faults in the middle of Spark LR’s execution under both execution modes. Note that, since we collected page-fault information from inside the kernel and the execution under the two GC modes proceeds at vastly different paces, we cannot guarantee that the two samples come from the same window of application instructions, but we do make sure that the stop-the-world GCs did not occur during our samples.

Figure 2 (a) and (b) illustrate the virtual page index of the faulty addresses (Y-axis) ordered by when each fault occurs, with the sequence number shown in the X-axis. Without concurrent tracing, each of the application threads has a clear streaming access pattern, as shown in Figure 2(a), which should be detected by an advanced prefetcher. This clear pattern is messed up by concurrent tracing, as shown in Figure 2(b), making prefetching much harder.

To quantitatively measure the impact of concurrent tracing on prefetching, we checked 500 application-execution phases (i.e., the period between two stop-the-world GCs) to understand, among all the page faults, how many were resolved through on-demand swaps from remote memory and how many were resolved using data already brought in through prefetching. Clearly, this ratio of on-demand swapping versus prefetching directly affects the application performance.

As shown in Figure 2(c), without concurrent tracing, prefetching is effective, addressing 65% of the page faults. Unfortunately, with concurrent tracing, this ratio greatly dropped to only 39%, with the remaining 61% of page faults leading to costly remote-memory accesses. Note that our experiments use Linux’s default swap prefetcher. If an advanced prefetcher such as Leap [48] is used, the prefetch-ratio would be even higher without concurrent tracing and hence suffer even more from the interference (see §7).

Finally, to understand how much the interference has affected the working set of the execution, we also measured the average number of page faults encountered by application threads. The page-fault rate jumps from 3.5K per second per thread to 9.6K per second per thread, when concurrent tracing is enabled, indicating a huge interference.

Why not just disable concurrent tracing? Having seen significant interference from concurrent tracing, a strawman solution is to simply disable concurrent tracing for applications running in far-memory systems.

Unfortunately, this strawman solution does not work. First, modern concurrent GCs such as Shenandoah [25] and ZGC [2], which are designed for low-pause and used widely by latency-sensitive cloud applications, rely on concurrent tracing to reclaim memory (also concurrently). Disabling concurrent tracing would destroy the functionality of such collectors. Second, even for GCs such as G1 that could perform tracing in a stop-the-world phase, the end-to-end execution time suffers significantly without concurrent tracing. As shown in Figure 3(a), the execution time increases by 18% on average in 10 runs. The main reason is that the aggregated stop-the-world GC periods now take 2.7× longer without concurrent tracing, as shown in Figure 3(b). Without concurrent tracing, each (fast young-generation) GC cannot...
reclaim as many dead objects in the same amount of time and has to resort to slow, full-heap GC that scans and compacts the whole heap space in a stop-the-world period, which is extremely time consuming. For example, the longest full-heap GC (i.e., a single pause) in Spark LR takes 76.9 seconds, clearly an intolerable delay.

**Key Takeway.** Memory accesses from application and GC threads exhibit diverse patterns, significantly increasing the application’s working set and making prefetching harder. Simply disabling concurrent tracing in GC would not work, as it reduces the number of local-memory misses at a cost of significantly increased GC pause and end-to-end execution time. MemLiner offers a solution that can greatly reduce the number of local-memory misses and increase the effectiveness of existing prefetchers without introducing extra GC-pause time, and hence effectively reduce the end-to-end execution time.

## 4 MemLiner Design and Implementation

This section presents the design and implementation of MemLiner, particularly how we realize the two key ideas: (1) making GC concurrently trace objects immediately after their access by application threads (§4.1) and (2) making GC trace other live objects through a novel priority-based algorithm (§4.2) to reduce interference.

MemLiner modifies the garbage collector inside the run- time and the swapping system inside the kernel, while requiring no changes to applications. In terms of runtime changes, MemLiner is a general mechanism that can be integrated into any modern runtime that performs concurrent tracing. This paper focuses on a design for Oracle’s OpenJDK, a commercial JVM that supports a variety of high-level languages such as Java, Scala, Python, Ruby, etc. In terms of kernel changes, we build MemLiner atop paging/swap mechanisms that already exist in the OS kernel, with minimal invasion. Any swap optimizations such as InfiniSwap [30] and FastSwap [10] can be readily used to improve the swap performance for a MemLiner-equipped runtime. MemLiner’s runtime design is independent of how remote memory is accessed; for example, MemLiner could also run on a clean-slate platform such as Kona [17] that access remote memory based on cache coherence, not page faults, if coherence is provided by hardware.

When a MemLiner-equipped JVM is launched, the maximum heap size $M$ is specified by the user via a command-line option. A small amount of physical memory on the local machine is initially used to back up the heap (which is much smaller than $M$). The heap stays entirely in local memory until its usage exceeds the size of local memory, in which case, the OS kernel allocates remote memory by registering it as an RDMA buffer. The kernel uses an approximate LRU algorithm to evict pages. MemLiner does not require any software/hardware support on remote servers, providing a practical solution that can be readily used in today’s cloud.

### 4.1 Application and GC Coordination

To align memory accesses, application threads inform GC’s tracing threads of the objects they are accessing so that tracing threads can trace these objects immediately.

To facilitate such communication, we need to instrument every heap read/write instruction so that the application can send an object pointer to GC when it dereferences the pointer: (1) At a statement that reads an object field or an array element of the form $a = b.f$ or $a = b[i]$, our instrumentation pushes the corresponding address in $b$ into a thread-local producer-consumer queue (PQ), which will be read by GC during tracing. (2) At a statement that writes an object field or an array element of the form $b.f = a$ or $b[i] = a$, we similarly push the object reference in $b$ into the PQ.

MemLiner implements this instrumentation through existing read/write barriers—a piece of code that is executed by modern runtimes at each heap read/write operation to record heap information for GC purposes. MemLiner piggybacks on the existing implementation of read/write barrier in OpenJDK 12 that intercepts both interpreted and compiled code. A PQ is created for each application (producer) thread so that no synchronization is needed for enqueueing pointers. A GC tracing (consumer) thread constantly checks PQs to retrieve pointers for tracing. Consumer threads use atomic instructions when dequeuing object pointers. In practice, the number of application threads is often larger than the number of tracing threads; hence, there is little contention when PQs are accessed by multiple threads.

To minimize the maintenance overhead, we represent each PQ as a non-blocking ring buffer. Producers and consumers do not synchronize at all—an application thread keeps writing into the queue even if it is full. As such, the application thread may overwrite entries that have not yet been picked up by GC. Note that this would not cause any correctness issues because those entries only indicate tracing priority; overwriting an entry will delay the corresponding object’s tracing, but the tracing of these objects will eventually happen in GC’s regular graph traversal, which will be discussed in the next sub-section.

Note that our instrumentation code at different program points is unlikely to enqueue the same object reference multiple times (e.g., neighboring reads to the same data structure). This is because marking an object live sets a bit in a global live bitmap. Before pushing each object reference into the queue, an application thread checks its bit from the bitmap and filters it out if the bit is already set.

### 4.2 MemLiner Tracing Algorithm

#### 4.2.1 Design Overview

A major challenge in aligning tracing and application threads is that GC has to compute a full closure of live objects to reclaim memory. Hence, it is unproductive to trace a live object only right after it is accessed by the application, which
will delay the closure computing, leading to inefficiencies in memory reclamation.

The key question here is: how can GC make quick progress in closure computation without producing a working set that significantly departs from that of the application? On the one hand, after processing all objects in the PQ, we want GC to trace as many other live objects as possible, even if not in the PQ, to complete the closure. On the other hand, GC should better not trace many objects that do not reside in local memory because tracing those objects triggers page faults and swaps. How to reconcile these seemingly conflicting goals is a problem MemLiner must solve.

**Reachable Object Classification.** To better explain our tracing algorithm, we first classify all live objects at any moment of the execution into three categories based on their location and when they are accessed by the application, as illustrated in Figure 4:

1. **Objects in local memory (i.e., data cache):** These objects have recently been accessed by the application and have not been evicted yet. Clearly, tracing them at this moment (or in the near future) would not generate any page faults or interfere with the application. Many of these object (i.e., the red ones in the figure) are made known to the GC through the PQ discussed in §4.1. However, since the PQ is designed to be a ring buffer, some of these objects (i.e., the striped ones in the figure) may be missed by GC due to being overwritten in the ring buffer. How to trace them sooner rather than later requires extra handling that we will discuss later.

2. **Objects in remote memory and to be used soon:** Since these objects (i.e., the wavy nodes in Figure 4) will be accessed by the application, they are typically just a few references away from the objects being accessed by the application. Tracing them is also desirable—although they are currently not local, they will soon be needed by the application. If GC triggers page faults when accessing them, the costs of handling these faults and swapping would be necessary as they are “prepaid” by GC for the application.

3. **Objects in remote memory and not used soon:** These objects are illustrated as clear-circle objects in the figure. They were used by the application a while ago and got evicted to remote memory. Tracing them is needed eventually but is undesirable now or in the near future, as tracing them pays the high cost of fault handling and swapping (which is entirely wasted if they are not used by the application before their next eviction).

**Handling Different Categories in GC.** MemLiner’s central design goal is to let GC trace objects in Category (1) and (2) right away to maximize progress and delay tracing objects in Category (3) to avoid unnecessary page faults and interference. Among the different categories of objects, our starting point is the set of red objects, which are captured by

---

1For ease of discussion, here we do not consider cold objects staying in cache due to hot objects on the same page. We will discuss it in Section 4.3.
MAX_DL, in response to the size of available heap space. For example, when the available heap size is in the red zone (i.e., <15% available space), MAX_DL will be set to 0, letting GC quickly finish tracing and collect memory. Details of this adaptive algorithm can be found in this section.

4.2.2 Object Location Estimation

Now, the only missing piece of MemLiner’s tracing algorithm is a way to estimate whether an object is local or not. A naïve solution is to create a system call that allows GC to query the page table. However, this can be prohibitively expensive as it requires a system call per object visited during tracing.

To solve this problem, we conceptually divide the execution into epochs and encode the current epoch ID into each object pointer whenever an object is accessed. Later on, during concurrent tracing, this epoch ID will allow the GC to estimate how recently an object was accessed and hence how likely it is still in local memory.

Epoch. Given our goal of estimating whether an object is in local memory, we define an epoch to be an execution period in which the set of pages in local memory that belongs to the JVM process are relatively stable (i.e., they do not change much). This set changes as new pages of this JVM process are swapped in and old pages are swapped out. When the change becomes significant (e.g., larger than N% of the total number of JVM pages), a new epoch starts. We modify the kernel swap system to keep track of the pages in the cache and determine the start of a new epoch. A global epoch counter is maintained in the JVM and its address is passed into the swap system. This epoch counter starts from zero and is increased by one whenever a new epoch starts.

Timestamp. In the JVM, virtual addresses of objects are represented as references, which are essentially pointers with a strong type. In a 64-bit JVM, the format of an object reference is shown in Figure 5. Recall that our need is to estimate whether an object is in local memory from a reference/pointer of the object (e.g., recorded in a field of another object) during GC’s graph traversal. Our idea here is to modify the pointer format by reserving 4 unused bits as a timestamp (ts in Figure 5) that indicates the epoch in which the pointer was last dereferenced—once the epoch ID reaches 15, the next epoch ID goes back to 0. Dereferencing the pointer access the target object (i.e., bringing the object to local memory if it is remote). As such, if the timestamp is close to the current epoch, the object is likely in local memory (i.e., Category (1)) and GC should follow the pointer to trace the object; otherwise, the object may not be local (i.e., Category (3)), and GC should postpone tracing it.

Upon the allocation of a new object o, MemLiner sets the timestamp bits in o’s pointer to be the current epoch number (with function UPDATEPOINTER in Algorithm 1).

Whenever an object is read/written in an application thread like b, f = a or a = b, f (Algorithm 2), MemLiner updates the timestamp ts in the dereferenced pointer b to be the current epoch ID. Furthermore, if a and b, f are also object references, we write an updated pointer of a into b, f, indicating that soon the object referenced by b, f will be accessed through a. Again, this instrumentation is implemented through read/write barriers.

Note that we use Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to illustrate the high-level logic. Our implementation actually inserts assembly code for efficiency. Changing object pointers in the JVM would not cause problems for actual memory accesses—although each pointer represents a virtual address, the barriers we use mask pointers so that only the last 42 bits are used to access memory.

4.2.3 MemLiner Tracing Algorithm

Algorithm 3 shows GC’s tracing logic, which was summarized in §4.2.1. The algorithm takes two queue data structures as input: TQ is a standard tracing queue (already used by the JVM) that contains references yet to be explored in object graph traversal; it is initialized with a set of object references in the stack and global variables (i.e., roots). PQ, as discussed earlier, is the producer-consumer queue that contains references of red objects sent to GC by application threads.

As discussed in §4.2.1, every tracing thread of MemLiner alternates between two modes. In the default mode, tracing loops over the tracing queue TQ, shown in Line 2-13 in Algorithm 3, to perform normal graph traversal. Whenever PQ is not empty (Line 3), the tracing thread interrupts the normal traversal and switches to the other mode to handle the (red) objects in PQ (Line 4); this logic is listed in Algorithm 4 and will be discussed shortly.
Algorithm 3: Main tracing logic in MemLiner’s GC.

**Input:** (1) Producer-consumer queue PQ; (2) tracing queue TQ.

**Output:** Fully marked live bitmap for all live objects.

```plaintext
Function TRACING(TQ, PQ):
    while TQ ≠ ∅ do
        if PQ ≠ ∅ then
            TraceRedAndCategory2(TQ, PQ)
        Tuple ⟨o, dl⟩ ← DEQUEUE(TQ)
        if DIFF(TS(o), CURRENT_EPOCH) > δ ∧ dl < MAX_DL then
            ENQUEUE(TQ, ⟨o, dl + 1⟩)
        Continue
        if CHECK_LIVE_BITMAP(o) ≠ 0 then
            MARK_LIVE_BITMAP(o)
            foreach Non-null reference-type field f ∈ o do
                Object reference p ← o.f
                ENQUEUE(TQ, ⟨p, 0⟩)
```

In the default mode, each iteration of the tracing loop retrieves a 2-tuple ⟨o, dl⟩ from TQ, representing an object reference o and a delay limit dl. MemLiner compares TS(o) with the current epoch ID (Line 6). If these two IDs are close to each other (DIFF(TS(o), CURRENT_EPOCH) ≤ δ), MemLiner goes ahead to mark this object in the global live bitmap (Line 10) and pushes all the non-null object references stored in this object into the tracing queue TQ (Line 13). Otherwise, MemLiner estimates that the object is not in the cache and hence pushes this tuple back into TQ (Line 7), hoping that the application will use this object and bring it to the cache before the next time it is dequeued in tracing. To avoid pushing back an object too many times, which would delay the completion of closure computation, MemLiner uses a delay limit dl, which is initialized to 0. Every time a tuple is pushed back, its dl is incremented (Line 7). Once it becomes MAX_DL (i.e., the additional check at Line 6), GC is forced to mark the object. MAX_DL is auto-tuned based on the amount of available heap space (discussed shortly).

The other mode of tracing red objects is triggered when PQ is not empty, as illustrated in Algorithm 4. Similar to the default tracing loop, each iteration of the loop (Line 2) in Algorithm 4 retrieves an object reference from PQ, calling a recursive function EXPLORE to not only mark red objects themselves, but also trace a few references forward to mark objects in Category (2), which may be soon used by the application. We use a recursive function here to control the number of references (i.e., data structure depth) to be explored—one depth exceeds a constant MAX_Depth (Line 9, 3 by default), the function does not further explore the object graph, but instead, pushes these unexplored references into the regular tracing queue TQ (Line 12) so that they can be traced later in a normal graph traversal without priority. This is because, as discussed in §4.2.1, following long reference chains can swap in objects that may not be needed by the application in the near future, leading to wasted efforts.

Marking an object live flips its corresponding bit in a global live bitmap (Line 6); as a result, the regular graph traversal (Algorithm 3) would not mark it again if it is encountered there. Once the tracing of the red and Category-(2) objects is done, GC resumes the normal graph traversal in Algorithm 3.

In modern GC with concurrent tracing, each tracing thread works on its own tracing queue TQ. MemLiner modifies each tracing thread to run Algorithm 3 so that the work on TQ is interrupted if there are outstanding red objects in a PQ. Each application thread independently pushes red objects into its thread-local PQ while each tracing thread can consume objects from all PQs. This design makes it possible to enable work stealing between threads to balance the number of red and Category-(2) objects processed by these threads. The read/write barrier is already used in existing GC algorithms, such as G1, Shenandoah and ZGC, as well as other far-memory techniques such as AIFM [58]. To further reduce MemLiner’s overhead at each read/write barrier, we only need to push the object reference o (64 bit) onto the queue with a very small number of instructions.

**Algorithm 4:** Tracing logic for red and Category-(2) objects.

**Input:** (1) Producer-consumer queue PQ; (2) regular tracing queue TQ.

```plaintext
Function TraceRedAndCategory2(TQ, PQ):
    while PQ ≠ ∅ do
        o ← DEQUEUE(PQ)
        EXPLORE(o, TQ, 0)
```

**Input:** (1) Object reference o; (2) tracing queue TQ; (3) current exploration depth depth.

```plaintext
Function EXPLORE(o, TQ, depth):
    MARK_LIVE_BITMAP(o)
    foreach Non-null reference-type field f ∈ o do
        Object reference p ← o.f
        if depth < MAX_Depth then
            EXPLORE(p, TQ, depth + 1)
        else
            ENQUEUE(TQ, ⟨p, 0⟩)
```

**Autotuning of MAX_DL.** How much delay should be introduced to tracing depends on how urgently GC must be completed. As a result, we develop an autotuner that dynamically adjusts the value of MAX_DL in response to the available heap size. The rationale is straightforward: if the heap is almost full, there is an urgent need to complete GC and hence we should use a small value for MAX_DL; on the contrary, if the heap is mostly available, delaying GC will not have a large impact on memory and hence we use a large value for MAX_DL to minimize interference.
MemLiner uses two thresholds for heap availability: 15% and 50%. When the percentage of available memory is lower than 15%, the JVM is in a red zone. If the percentage is between 15% and 50%, it is in a yellow zone. The JVM is in a green zone if the amount of available memory is higher than 50% of the heap size. MemLiner monitors heap usage upon allocations and uses three values for \( MAX_{DL} \): 0, 2, and 4 respectively if the heap falls in the red, yellow, and green zone. These thresholds were empirically chosen and worked well for all our applications.

4.3 Discussion

MemLiner performs adaptation in two dimensions: (1) adapting timestamps based on the swap behavior and (2) adapting \( MAX_{DL} \) based on heap availability. The swap behavior correlates with interference and heap availability correlates with GC urgency. We elaborate on how (1) and (2) work in harmony to make MemLiner achieve superior performance.

For (1), MemLiner uses the timestamp mechanism to reduce the interference between GC and application threads. For example, if the cached pages rarely change (i.e., the application has excellent locality or the local memory size is large enough), the interference is minimal and hence it would not create performance issues if MemLiner does not deviate much from an existing GC. Indeed, our algorithm makes the global epoch change slowly and timestamps in most pointers are the same as the current epoch ID. Algorithm 3 would trace most objects in \( TQ \) without delays. This is a desired property—when resources are not constrained, MemLiner would not incur overhead because GC can trace objects and reclaim memory in a timely fashion.

Conversely, if the set of cached pages frequently changes (i.e., the application has poor locality or the cache size is small), the interference is significant and MemLiner should perform differently from an existing GC. Indeed, the global epoch moves at a fast speed. As such, the timestamps in most pointers are different from the current epoch ID. In other words, most objects in the heap are Category-3 objects that are not in local memory. Consequently, Algorithm 3 would delay the marking of most objects and thus make slow progress. This is also a desired property—tracing should “yield” to the application when local memory resource is tight and application threads are constantly accessing remote memory. In this case, MemLiner imposes a delay to GC, and the delay is bounded by \( MAX_{DL} \).

For (2), we use heap availability to dynamically adjust \( MAX_{DL} \), enabling MemLiner to “override” the policy made under (1) in urgent situations. For example, if the application is experiencing frequent changes in cached pages (indicating interference) while the heap is almost full, the policy under (1) would delay tracing, which can, in turn, delay the completion of GC and subsequently trigger an undesired full-heap collection. In this case, our adaptation under (2) would determine that the heap is in the red zone and thus change \( MAX_{DL} \) to 0—even if tracing is delayed, the delay length is set to 0, effectively allowing GC to move in a normal pace.

5 GC-Specific Optimizations

We have implemented MemLiner in both the JVM’s default G1 GC [22] and Red Hat’s Shenandoah GC [25], which are two representative GCs widely used in cloud settings. G1 is a generational GC that optimizes for throughput with stop-the-world pauses while Shenandoah is a concurrent GC that minimizes the time of each pause by concurrently tracing and compacting objects. Shenandoah optimizes for latency at the cost of reduced throughput. Our goal is to demonstrate that MemLiner can be easily integrated into both GC algorithms, providing performance benefits for different kinds of (e.g., latency-sensitive or batching) workloads.

One challenge in MemLiner is its reliance on read and write barriers, which, if used naïvely, can incur a significant runtime overhead. This section discusses our optimizations to mitigate the overhead. With these optimizations, MemLiner’s barrier introduces an average of 2% and 5% overheads, respectively, to Shenandoah and G1, when the application runs entirely with local memory. Such low overheads are due to the following reasons:

First, Shenandoah already utilizes both read and write barriers for concurrent tracing and concurrent evacuation. MemLiner only inserts few instructions into the existing barriers, incurring negligible overheads.

Second, the original G1 only uses the write barrier. Naïvely adding the read barrier into G1 can cause a much higher overhead. We develop the following three optimizations that successfully filter out a significant fraction of object accesses:

**Optimization #1:** The enqueue operation of MemLiner’s barriers is enabled only when concurrent tracing is in progress. When concurrent tracing is not running, it is unnecessary to add any objects into the PQ.

**Optimization #2:** G1 is a generational GC that splits the heap into a young and an old generation. Concurrent tracing scans only old-to-old references (to compute garbage ratio for each region in the old-gen), meaning that references in the young generation are not traced in concurrent tracing at all. Based on this insight, our read barrier filters out all references in the young generation—there is no need to update their timestamps or add them in PQ because these references are not traced in G1’s concurrent tracing anyways.

**Optimization #3:** Our read barrier does not need to update timestamps for objects whose pointer timestamp is the same as the epoch ID. Essentially, we use a check that first compares the pointer timestamp with the epoch ID and updates the timestamp only if they do not have the same value. The larger the local memory percentage is, the less frequently the epoch changes and hence more objects can benefit from this optimization. This explains why when the percentage of local memory increases, MemLiner’s overhead does not increase proportionally (as shown in Figure 7).
6 Limitations

MemLiner is designed for managed applications running on a managed runtime and thus not applicable to native applications such as those written in C/C++. Furthermore, MemLiner is designed to optimize throughput (by reducing interference and improving prefetching), not latency. However, it does not increase the application latency (i.e., making remote access longer) or the GC pause time. For the Shenandoah GC, its pauses are already very short because operations requiring a pause do not involve many remote accesses and their time is not changed much by MemLiner. For G1, by lining up the tracing and application’s memory accesses, MemLiner makes concurrent tracing more efficient, thereby significantly reducing the frequency of triggering full-heap collections. However, it does not reduce the per-collection pause time.

As shown in our evaluation, the more remote memory an application uses, the more effective MemLiner’s optimization. However, when a large percentage of the working set fits into local memory, MemLiner’s effectiveness reduces. In fact, if this percentage exceeds 50%, MemLiner’s performance is on par with that of the original JVM.

The other limitation is that MemLiner focuses on reducing interference between the application and concurrent tracing threads. Application threads may also interfere with memory reclamation threads if the GC performs concurrent reclamation (such as Shenandoah and ZGC). MemLiner cannot reduce this type of interference.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experiment Setup

We implemented MemLiner on top of OpenJDK 12 (v 12.0.2) and Linux (v 5.4.0). Our swap system is based upon our re-implementation of FastSwap [10]2, which provides good swap performance. We implemented it on top of G1 and Shenandoah. Implementing MemLiner in other GCs would be straightforward in the future.

Environment. We ran our experiments with two machines, each with two Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v3 processors, 128GB memory, one 1TB SSD, and one 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-3 InfiniBand network adapter. They are connected by one Mellanox 100 Gbps InfiniBand switch. One machine runs the JVM process while the other provides remote memory via RDMA. All our experiments used a 32GB heap and 4K pages.

Although our application heap size is relatively small (compared to the size of main memory on our machines), the performance of a remote-memory application depends on how much of its working set can fit into local memory and how many (application and GC) threads are used, not on how large local memory is. In particular, MemLiner’s key data structure is a per-thread PQ (i.e., TQ is not key to MemLiner as it is GC’s original data structure). PQ’s size depends on the ratio between the number of applications and the number of tracing threads. For instance, for G1, we follow Oracle’s recommendation [56] by setting the number of parallel GC threads to be 5 × (core number)/8, and the number of concurrent tracing threads to be 1/4 of the parallel GC threads. With this ratio and a per-thread PQ of 1024 entries, we rarely saw overwrites in our experiments (with our filtering optimizations stated above). However large the heap is, as long as this ratio remains the same, the size of PQ does not need to change; so does the work done by MemLiner.

Applications. To evaluate MemLiner, we used a range of cloud applications including Apache Spark [74] (3.0.0), the de-facto data analytics system, Apache Cassandra [12] (3.11), a widely used distributed database, Neo4j [52] (4.3.2), a graph database, QuickCached [3], a Java implementation of Memcached, as well as DayTrader [34], IBM’s open-source application emulating an online stock trading system. These applications cover a wide spectrum of text and graph analytics, web services, machine learning tasks, and database query tasks. For each application, their workloads and datasets are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spark [74]</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spark Transitive Closure (STC)</td>
<td>Synthetic graph</td>
<td>1.5M edges 384K vertices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Update Intensive (CUI)</td>
<td>Update 50% Insert 50%</td>
<td>10M ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Intensive (CRI)</td>
<td>Read 50% Insert 50%</td>
<td>10M ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Intensive (CII)</td>
<td>Insert 50% Update 25% Read 25%</td>
<td>10M ops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neo4j [52]</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree Centrality (NDC)</td>
<td>Dogster Friends [4]</td>
<td>8.5M edges 451K vertices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Write Dominant (QWD)</td>
<td>Insert 60% Read 40%</td>
<td>9M ops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Dominant (QRD)</td>
<td>Insert 20% Read 80%</td>
<td>9M ops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DayTrader [34]</th>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tradesoap (DTS)</td>
<td>Synthetic set of stocks</td>
<td>12288 users 8192 sessions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Applications and datasets used for G1.
The memory access patterns of our applications can be categorized into three types:

- **Mostly sequential access patterns**: Spark applications operate over RDDs. An RDD is an object array or serialized primitive array. Each application thread exhibits clear memory access patterns, e.g., streaming or stride.

- **Random access patterns**: QuickCached (a key-value store) and DayTrader (stock trading simulation) exhibit quite random memory access patterns.

- **Mixed access patterns**: Take Cassandra as an example. Each read/update operation goes through several micro-operations. Different micro-operations have different memory access patterns, i.e., the MemTable loading exhibits a good streaming memory access pattern and some other calculations access memory randomly. Both Cassandra and Neo4j belong to this category.

Our experiments considered two local memory ratios: 25% and 13% of the total Java heap size (32GB), which are consistent with local memory ratios used in prior work [58, 68]. We enforced these ratios with cgroup.

### 7.2 Performance with G1 GC

**Overall.** Figure 6 compares the performance of the baseline (the default G1 GC) and MemLiner under two different local memory ratios: 25%, and 13%. As shown, MemLiner offers better performance over the baseline JVM for all workloads, **1.48× speedup on average under 25% local memory and 1.51× speedup on average under 13% local memory.** A summary of these performance improvements (for the application, GC, and end-to-end performance) is reported in Table 2.

We also compared the number of swap-in pages between MemLiner and the unmodified JVM: MemLiner reduces an average of **81% of on-demand swap-ins and 56% of total swap-ins (including both on-demand and prefetching swaps).** Compared with running the whole application in local memory with no swapping (illustrated by dashed lines in Figure 6), the unmodified JVM incurs **2.17× and 3.73× slowdowns under the 25% and 13% local memory configurations, respectively.** MemLiner brings them down to **1.47× and 2.48×.**

**Details.** For several workloads (e.g., SLR, STC, CUI, NDC, QWD, and DTS), the default JVM’s GC time increases dramatically when the local memory ratio drops from 25% to 13%. This is because when memory resources are tight, concurrent tracing becomes slow with many local-memory cache misses. It sometimes cannot finish a complete closure before the heap is full, causing the JVM to pause all application threads and run a time-consuming full-heap GC. Fortunately, MemLiner brings down that GC cost, enabling concurrent...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Memory Configuration</th>
<th>G1 GC</th>
<th>Shenandoah GC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>App</td>
<td>GC</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Local</td>
<td>1.45×</td>
<td>1.65×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13% Local</td>
<td>1.46×</td>
<td>1.79×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Speedups provided by MemLiner for G1 and Shenandoah. (speedup: the average time under each configuration using the unmodified JVM divided by that using MemLiner)
tracing to quickly compute the closure by following the applications’ accesses and reducing full-heap GCs.

Cassandra’s performance degrades drastically under 13% local memory. In addition to more frequent full-heap GCs, this also stems from data spilling. When the memory usage exceeds a certain ratio (e.g., 2/3) of the heap size, Cassandra automatically spills data from memory to disk. Since concurrent tracing under a tighter local-memory budget becomes much slower, the memory consumption frequently exceeds that ratio, triggering spilling and slowing down the application. In these large-scale systems, GC can actually impact the performance of applications in many unexpected ways.

Different Local Memory Configurations. We ran SKM and STC with various local-memory ratio configurations and report the performance in Figure 7. As shown, the lower the ratio, the higher the benefit MemLiner provides. For both applications, the turning point is around 50%—MemLiner and the baseline have about the same performance when the local memory ratio reaches 50% or above.

7.3 Performance with Shenandoah GC

To demonstrate the generality of MemLiner, we implemented MemLiner in a second garbage collector: Shenandoah[25], a widely-used highly-concurrent low-pause GC developed by Red Hat. It performs not only concurrent tracing but also concurrent object evaluation to minimize pauses.

Shenandoah provides great latency benefits under sufficient local memory. However, it has extremely poor performance with remote memory involved. For example, the slowdowns under 25% memory for our Spark and Neo4j applications are constantly above 10× and 4×, respectively. Compared to Neo4j, Spark applications usually have much larger working sets, leading to more remote accesses. Such a large overhead highlights the problem of running many concurrent GC threads that do not align with the application’s memory access. In particular, Shenandoah is not a generational GC (while G1 is). In G1, when the young generation, which contains short-lived objects, is full, the JVM suspends application threads and evacuates objects in the young generation. This leads to excellent data locality after evacuation. However, under Shenandoah GC, the JVM runs concurrent tracing much more frequently to scan the full heap to identify and collect garbage. Those tracing threads exhibit particularly poor locality. To evaluate Shenandoah, we had to use smaller datasets (Table 3) for a tolerable running time.

As illustrated in Figure 8 and summarized in Table 2, MemLiner achieves an overall $2.16 \times$ and $1.80 \times$ speedup compared to the unmodified JVM under 25% and 13% local memory, respectively. MemLiner reduces an average of 82% on-demand swap-ins and 56% of total swap-ins under 25% local memory, while it reduces 79% of on-demand swap-ins and 22% of total swap-ins under 13% local memory. As shown in Table 2, MemLiner provides tremendous improvements for Shenandoah’s GC performance, because the unmodified JVM frequently triggers full-heap stop-the-world GC.

7.4 Comparisons with Other Systems

Leap[48] is an advanced OS-level prefetcher. It uses a major-vote algorithm to determine how to do prefetches. In cases where no clear access patterns are seen, Leap aggressively prefetches consecutive pages. Although this strategy may improve performance for native applications whose memory accesses often fall into large arrays, it often hurts managed applications such as Spark, as GC’s pointer-chasing behavior often makes prefetched consecutive pages useless.
Our hypothesis is that even aggressive prefetchers like Leap cannot handle the interference of GC, and by aligning the memory accesses of GC with application threads, MemLiner can improve application performance under Leap just like under less aggressive prefetchers. To test our hypothesis, we compared MemLiner with the unmodified JVM (default G1 GC) both using Leap as the prefetcher. This experiment was conducted on three Spark applications: SLR, SKM, STC, and three Neo4j applications: NPR, NTR, NDC, under 25% local memory.

As shown in Figure 9(a), compared with the unmodified JVM on Leap, MemLiner improves the overall performance by an average of 1.6× and reduces 58% of on-demand swap-ins, as well as 53% of total swap-ins on average. To understand whether MemLiner improves Leap’s prefetching effectiveness, we additionally measured Leap’s prefetching accuracy (i.e., the percentage of page faults hitting on the swap cache among prefetched pages) and coverage (i.e., the percentage of swap cache hits among all page faults) with and without MemLiner. As shown in Figure 9(b), MemLiner helps Leap deliver higher accuracy and coverage. We still observed that MemLiner is not as useful for STC and NTR as it is for the two applications. This is because the number of live objects in STC during concurrent tracing is relatively small, leading to shorter tracing time and better access patterns. For NTR, its application threads exhibit random memory accesses themselves. Hence, Leap cannot detect clear patterns even if MemLiner has already eliminated much of the interference.

Semeru [68] is a memory-disaggregated runtime, where the entire Java heap is backed by physical memory on memory servers and the CPU server’s local memory is used as an inclusive cache. Semeru completely redesigned the JVM so that all the garbage collection is offloaded from the CPU server to the memory servers, through special lightweight JVMs running there. Applications execute on the CPU server with absolutely no GC interference, at the cost of extra computation on memory servers (i.e., two extra cores for each memory server to run the offloaded lightweight JVM).

Here, to evaluate whether MemLiner can achieve similar performance as Semeru, without Semeru’s intrusive changes to JVM and Semeru’s extra computation load on memory servers, we ran the same three Spark applications under 25% local memory on top of (1) Semeru, (2) MemLiner on Semeru’s swap system (i.e., a modified version of NVMe-over-fabrics [1]), and (3) MemLiner on FastSwap [10], which is the default swap system MemLiner builds on. We ran Semeru with one CPU server and two memory servers—the Java heap is partitioned between the memory servers.

As shown in Figure 9(c), MemLiner’s performance is comparable with Semeru when using Semeru’s swap system, and is much better than Semeru when using MemLiner’s default swap system. The reason is that, even though Semeru completely eliminates GC tracing threads from the local machine, it has to perform a great deal of coordination between servers to handle cross-server references, incurring communication overheads. We would have also liked to run Semeru directly over FastSwap, but this was not feasible due to Semeru’s runtime-kernel co-design that prevents Semeru from easily adapting to different swap systems.

We could not directly compare MemLiner with AIFM [58] as AIFM targets native languages (C/C++) applications and requires rewriting programs. However, the major idea behind AIFM—swapping at the object granularity—is orthogonal to MemLiner. MemLiner can also benefit from a redesigned swap system that performs object-level swapping.

7.5 More Detailed Results

![Figure 10: Memory footprints for SKM, STC, and SLR, between unmodified JVM and MemLiner under 25% rate.](image-url)
**Memory Reclamation Impact.** Since MemLiner postpones tracing objects estimated to be remote, it may delay memory reclamation. To understand the impact of such a delay, we collected post-GC memory footprints for STC, SKM, and SLR executed atop the unmodified JVM and MemLiner under 25% local memory configuration. Figure 10 reports, for each program, both its pre-GC and post-GC memory footprints. As shown, for all three workloads, MemLiner incurs insignificant delays in memory reclamation and only a slight increase in the peak memory consumption. This is because tracing of each remote object can only be postponed a few times (i.e., MAX_DL); when the available heap runs low, MAX_DL becomes 0 and we do not postpone GC at all.

**Epoch Estimation Effectiveness.** We collected the number of objects that are scanned from PQ and TQ for three Spark applications under 25% local memory. The ratio of objects scanned from PQ over total objects scanned during the concurrent tracing phase is 45%, 42%, and 11% respectively for SLR, SKM and STC. We also evaluated MemLiner after disabling epoch estimation: we saw an overall performance degradation of 8.6%, 8.8% and 11.3% respectively, for SLR, SKM and STC under 25% local memory.

8 Related Work

**Far Memory.** Due to rapid technological advances in network controllers, it has become practical to reorganize resources into disaggregated clusters [32, 18, 27, 15]. A disaggregated cluster can increase the hardware resource utilization and has the potential to overcome fundamental hardware limits, such as the critical “memory capacity wall” [14, 44, 43, 67, 20, 38, 7, 11]. A body of techniques [10, 30, 6, 58, 68, 61, 63, 68, 31, 69] have been developed to enable applications to use remote memory and efficiently access remote data.

Among these techniques, a mainstream approach [10, 30, 6] is to provide transparent remote memory access with **swap mechanisms** where the running application is not aware of remote memory, which is mapped into the application host server as a swap partition. The host server reserves a certain amount of local memory as a software-managed data cache. Once the program accesses a page that does not reside in the data cache, it triggers a page fault, and the swap system fetches the page from a remote memory server via RDMA.

A traditional swap system was designed for slow and rare accesses to disks, not for fast and frequent accesses to remote memory via RDMA. Having realized this speed discrepancy, existing techniques have performed a variety of optimizations, e.g., removing redundant block layers [30], leveraging multi-queues [10], or performing per-application prefetching [48], all to maximize the paging/swap efficiency. Despite these commendable efforts, these techniques need to pay a “transparency tax”—since all remote accesses go through the OS kernel, which incurs a non-trivial overhead. To mitigate such a software-introduced overhead, work such as AIFM [58] provides primitives for developers to perform efficient remote access in the user space. AIFM outperforms swap-based techniques by bypassing the kernel data plane. However, to use AIFM, applications have to be rewritten (with new primitives), which can significantly hinder its practical use.

**Modern Garbage Collectors.** Modern GCs, including Oracle’s Garbage-First (G1) GC [22], Red Hat’s Shenandoah GC [25], Azul’s pauseless GC [21], and C4 [64], all use concurrent tracing. Some also perform concurrent memory compaction [39, 2]. As big data systems gain popularity, there is a line of work that develops systems for applications running on the cloud [24, 53, 54, 51, 67], on NUMA machines [29], as well as using non-volatile memory [67, 71, 9]. Yak [53] is a region-based big-data-friendly GC. Taurus [47] coordinates GC efforts among workers in a distributed system. Facade [54] uses region-based memory management to reduce GC costs for Big Data applications. Gerenuk [51] develops a compiler analysis and runtime system that enabling native representation of data for managed analytics systems such as Spark and Hadoop. Espresso [71] and Panthera [67] are designed for systems with non-volatile memory. Platinum [70] aims to reduce tail latency for interactive applications. NUMAGiC [29] is a GC that provides efficiency by considering NUMA features.

Semeru [68] and Mako [46] are both GCs developed for memory disaggregation. While they both achieve superior performance via compute offloading (e.g., running concurrent tracing and evacuation on memory servers), offloading introduces numerous challenges in resource utilization and cluster scheduling. AIFM [58] performs GC-like memory compaction to eliminate dead objects to reduce read/write amplification. This approach is orthogonal to MemLiner, which leverages tracing for prefetching.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents MemLiner, a runtime technique that reduces the GC-application interference by aligning the memory accesses of application and tracing threads. We classify reachable objects into three categories and treat objects in each category in a different way to achieve the two seemingly conflicting goals. Our promising results with two production GCs demonstrate that MemLiner can be readily used in today’s datacenters.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Artifact Summary

MemLiner is a managed runtime built for a memory-disaggregated cluster where each managed application runs on one server and uses both local memory and remote memory located on another server. When launched on MemLiner, the process fetches data from the remote server via the paging system. MemLiner reduces the local-memory working set and improves the remote-memory prefetching by lining up the memory accesses from application and GC threads. MemLiner is transparent to applications and can be integrated in any existing GC algorithms, such as G1 and Shenandoah.

A.2 Artifact Check-list

- Hardware: Intel servers with InfiniBand
- Run-time environment: OpenJDK 12.02, Linux-5.4, Ubuntu 18.04 with MLNX-OFED 4.9-2.2.4.0
- Public link: https://github.com/uclasystem/MemLiner
- Code licenses: The GNU General Public License (GPL)

A.3 Description

A.3.1 MemLiner’s Codebase

MemLiner contains the following three components:

- the Linux kernel, which includes a modified swap system,
- the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) with MemLiner,
- necessary shell scripts and configuration files.

A.3.2 Deploying MemLiner

To build MemLiner, the first step is to download its source code:

```bash
git clone git@github.com:uclasystem/MemLiner.git
```

When deploying MemLiner, install the components in the following order: (1) install the kernel and the RDMA module on all participating servers; (2) install the JVM with MemLiner on the server that runs the process; (3) connect the participating servers before running applications.

**Kernel Installation.** We first discuss how to build and install the kernel.

- Modify `grub` and set `transparent_hugepage` to `madvise`:

  ```bash
  sudo vim /etc/default/grub
  + transparent_hugepage=madvise
  ``

- Install the kernel and restart the machine:

  ```bash
  cd MemLiner/Kernel
  sudo ./build_kernel.sh build
  sudo ./build_kernel.sh install
  ```

- Install the MLNX OFED driver:

  MemLiner has only been tested on Ubuntu 18.04 with MLNX-OFED-4.9-2.2.4.0. The driver should be installed all participating servers.

  ```bash
  # @all participating servers
  # Remove the incompatible libraries
  sudo apt remove ibverbs-providers:amd64
  librbdmacm:amd64 librbdmacm-dev:amd64
  libibverbs-dev:amd64 libopenpm5a
  libosmvendor4 libosmcomp3 -y
  # Download and install the MLNX OFED driver
  curl https://content.mellanox.com/ofed/MLNX_OFED-4.9-2.2.4.0/MLNX_OFED_LINUX-4.9-2.2.4.0-ubuntu18.04-x86_64.tgz
  --output MLNX_OFED.tgz
  tar -xzf MLNX_OFED.tgz
  sudo MLNX_OFED/mlnxofedinstall
  --add-kernel-support
  # Enable the openidb and opensmd services
  sudo systemctl enable openibd
  sudo systemctl start openibd
  sudo systemctl enable opensmd
  sudo systemctl start opensmd
  ```

- Configure and install the MemLiner RDMA module:

  ```bash
  # Assign the IP of a memory server into:
  # @CPU server
  # MemLiner/rswap/client/rswap_rdma.c
  char ip[] = "10.0.0.4"; # IP of memory server
  # @memory server
  # MemLiner/rswap/server/rswap_server.cpp
  const char *ip_str = "10.0.0.4";
  # Build the MemLiner RDMA module
  # @CPU server
  cd MemLiner/rswap/client
  make clean && make
  # @memory server
  cd MemLiner/rswap/server
  make clean && make
  ```

**Install the MemLiner (JVM).** We next discuss the steps to build and install the MemLiner JVM on the CPU server.

- Download Oracle JDK 12 to build the MemLiner JVM:

  ```bash
  # @CPU server
  # MemLiner/rswap/client/rswap_rdma.c
  char ip[] = "10.0.0.4"; # IP of memory server
  # @memory server
  # MemLiner/rswap/server/rswap_server.cpp
  const char *ip_str = "10.0.0.4";
  # Build the MemLiner RDMA module
  # @CPU server
  cd MemLiner/rswap/client
  make clean && make
  # @memory server
  cd MemLiner/rswap/server
  make clean && make
  ```
A.3.3 Running Applications

To run applications, we first need to connect the CPU and memory servers. Next, we mount the remote memory pool as a swap partition on the CPU server. When the application uses more memory than the limit set by cgroup, its data will be swapped out to remote memory via RDMA.

- Launch memory servers:

```bash
# @memory server
cd MemLiner/rswap/server
./rswap-server
```

- Connect the CPU server with memory servers:

```bash
# @CPU server
cd MemLiner/rswap/client
./manage_rswap_client.sh install
```

- Set a cache size limit for an application:

```bash
# For example, create a cgroup with a 9GB memory limit.
# @CPU server
# Create the cgroup with the name memctl
# $USER is the username of the account
sudo cgcreate -t $USER -a $USER -g memory:/memctl

# Set the memory limit to 9GB
echo 9g > /sys/fs/cgroup/memory/memctl/memory.limit_in_bytes
```

- Add a Spark executor into cgroup:

```bash
# Add a Spark worker into cgroup, memctl.
# Its sub-process, executor, falls into the same cgroup.
# @CPU server
# Modify the function start_instance under:
# Spark/sbin/start-slave.sh
# cgexec -sticky -g memory:memctl
"$(SPARK_HOME)/sbin" /sparkdaemon.sh
start $CLASS $WORKER_NUM -webui-port
"$WEBUI_PORT" $PORT_FLAG $PORT_NUM
$MASTER "$0"
```

- Launch the Spark cluster:

Certain JVM options need to be added to run the MemLiner. We use the Spark as an example here. Please refer to the MemLiner’s code repository for more details about how to run other applications.

```bash
# @CPU server
# Replace the Spark default configuration
cd ${spark-home-dir}/conf
cp MemLiner/config-files/spark-confs/spark-defaults-memliner.conf
spark-defaults.conf

# Launch the Spark master and worker services
${spark-home-dir}/sbin/start-all.sh
```

- Run Spark applications:

Specify the Spark application name and local memory ratio, e.g., 25% or 13%, and then execute the applications:

```bash
# @CPU server
# Para#1 application: lr, km, tc
# Para#2 mem_local_ratio: 25, 13
MemLiner/app-scripts/memliner.sh
(application) $(mem_local_ratio)
```

More details of MemLiner’s installation and deployment can be found in MemLiner’s code repository.
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Abstract

Far memory systems allow an application to transparently access local memory as well as memory belonging to remote machines. Fault tolerance is a critical property of any practical approach for far memory, since machine failures (both planned and unplanned) are endemic in datacenters. However, designing a fault tolerance scheme that is efficient with respect to both computation and storage is difficult. In this paper, we introduce Carbink, a far memory system that uses erasure-coding, remote memory compaction, one-sided RMAs, and offloadable parity calculations to achieve fast, storage-efficient fault tolerance. Compared to Hydra, a state-of-the-art fault-tolerant system for far memory, Carbink has 29% lower tail latency and 48% higher application performance, with at most 35% higher memory usage.

1 Introduction

In a datacenter, matching a particular application to just enough memory and CPUs is hard. A commodity server tightly couples memory and compute, hosting a fixed number of CPUs and RAM modules that are unlikely to exactly match the computational requirements of any particular application. Even if a datacenter contains a heterogeneous mix of server configurations, the load on each server (and thus the amount of available resources for a new application) changes dynamically as old applications exit and new applications arrive. Thus, even state-of-the-art cluster schedulers [51,52] struggle to efficiently bin-pack a datacenter’s aggregate collection of CPUs and RAM. For example, Google [52] and Alibaba [34] report that the average server has only ~60% memory utilization, with substantial variance across machines.

Memory is a particularly vexing resource for two reasons. First, for several important types of applications [19,20,33,54], the data set is too big to fit into the RAM of a single machine, even if the entire machine is assigned to a single application instance. Second, for these kinds of applications, alleviating memory pressure by swapping data between RAM and storage [14] would lead to significant application slowdowns, because even SSD accesses are orders of magnitude slower than RAM accesses. For example, Google runs a graph analysis engine [28] whose data set is dozens of GBs in size. This workload runs 46% faster when it shuffles data purely through RAM instead of between RAM and SSDs.

Disaggregated datacenter memory [2,5,15,16,22,44,46] is a promising solution. In this approach, a CPU can be paired with an arbitrary set of possibly-remote RAM modules, with a fast network interconnect keeping access latencies to far memory small. From a developer’s perspective, far memory can be exposed to applications in several ways. For example, an OS can treat far RAM as a swap device, transparently exchanging pages between local RAM and far RAM [5,22,46]. Alternatively, an application-level runtime like AIFM [44] can expose remota ble pointer abstractions to developers, such that pointer dereferences (or the runtime’s detection of high memory pressure) trigger swaps into and out of far memory.

Much of the prior work on disaggregated memory [2,44,55] has a common limitation: a lack of fault tolerance. Unfortunately, in a datacenter containing hundreds of thousands of machines, faults are pervasive. Many of these faults are planned, like the distribution of kernel upgrades that require server reboots, or the intentional termination of a low-priority task when a higher-priority task arrives. However, many server faults are unpredictable, like those caused by hardware failures or kernel panics. Thus, any practical system for far memory has to provide a scalable, fast mechanism to recover from unexpected server failures. Otherwise, the failure rate of an application using far memory will be much higher than the failure rate of an application that only uses local memory; the reason is that the use of far memory increases the set of machines whose failure can impact an application [8].

Some prior far-memory systems do provide fault tolerance via replication [5,22,46]. However, replication-based approaches suffer from high storage overheads. Hydra [29] uses erasure-coding, which has smaller storage penalties than replication. However, Hydra’s coding scheme stripes a single memory page across multiple remote nodes. This means that a compute node requires multiple network fetches to reconstruct a page; furthermore, computation over that page cannot be outsourced to remote memory nodes, since each node contains only a subset of the page’s bytes.
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In this paper, we present Carbink, a new framework for far memory that provides efficient, high-performance fault recovery. Like (non-fault-tolerant) AIFM, Carbink exposes far memory to developers via application-level remoteable pointers. When Carbink’s runtime must evict data from local RAM, Carbink writes erasure-coded versions of that data to remote memory nodes. The advantage of erasure coding is that it provides equivalent redundancy to pure replication, while avoiding the double or triple storage overheads that replication incurs. However, straightforward erasure coding is a poor fit for the memory data created by applications written in standard programming languages like C++ and Go; those applications allocate variable-sized memory objects, but erasure coding requires equal-sized blocks. To solve this problem, Carbink eschews the object-granularity swapping strategy of AIFM, and instead swaps at the granularity of spans. A single span consists of multiple memory pages that contain objects with similar sizes. Carbink’s runtime asynchronously and transparently moves local objects within the spans in local memory, grouping cold objects together and hot objects together. When necessary, Carbink batch-evicts cold spans, calculating parity bits for those spans at eviction time, and writing the associated fragments to remote memory nodes. Carbink utilizes one-sided remote memory accesses (RMAs) to efficiently perform swapping activity, minimizing network utilization. Unlike Hydra, Carbink’s erasure coding scheme allows a compute node to fetch a far memory region using a single network request.

In Carbink, each span lives in exactly one place: the local RAM of a compute node, or the far RAM of a memory node. Thus, swapping a span from far RAM to local RAM creates dead space (and thus fragmentation) in far RAM. Carbink runs pauseless defragmentation threads in the background, asynchronously reclaiming space to use for later swap-outs.

We have implemented Carbink atop our datacenter infrastructure. Compared to Hydra, Carbink has up to 29% lower tail latency and 48% higher application performance, with at most 35% more remote memory usage. Unlike Hydra, Carbink also allows computation to be offloaded to remote memory nodes.

In summary, this paper has four contributions:

- a span-based approach for solving the size mismatch between the granularity of erasure coding and the size of the objects allocated by compute nodes;
- new algorithms for defragmenting the RAM belonging to remote memory nodes that store erasure-encoded spans;
- an application runtime that hides spans, object migration within spans, and erasure coding from application-level developers; and
- a thorough evaluation of the performance trade-offs made by different approaches for adding fault tolerance to far memory systems.

2 Background

Recent work on far memory has used one of two approaches. The first approach modifies the OS that runs applications, exploiting the fact that preexisting OS abstractions already decouple application-visible in-memory data from the backing storage hierarchy. For example, INFINISWAP [22], Fastswap [5], and LegoOS [46] leverage virtual memory support to swap application memory to far RAM instead of a local SSD or hard disk. Applications use standard language-level pointers to interact with memory objects; behind the scenes, the OS swaps pages between local RAM and far RAM, e.g., in response to page faults for non-locally-resident pages. In contrast, the remote region approach [2] exposes far memory via file system abstractions. Applications name remote memory regions using standard filenames, and interact with regions using standard file operations like open() and read().

Exposing far memory via OS abstractions is attractive because it requires minimal changes to application-level code. However, invasive kernel changes are needed; such changes require substantial implementation effort, and are difficult to maintain as other parts of the kernel evolve.

The second far-memory approach requires more help from application-level code. For example, AIFM [44] uses a modified C++ runtime to hide the details of managing far memory. The runtime provides special pointer types whose dereferencing may trigger the swapping of a remote C++-level object into local RAM. AIFM’s runtime tracks object hotness using GC-style read/write barriers, and uses background threads to swap out cold local objects when local memory pressure is high. To synchronize the local memory accesses generated by application threads and runtime threads, AIFM embeds a variety of metadata bits (e.g., present, isBeingEvicted) in each smart pointer, leveraging an RCU-like scheme [36] to protect concurrent accesses to a pointer’s referenced object.

Listing 1 provides an example of how applications use AIFM’s smart pointers. Like AIFM, Carbink exposes far memory via smart pointers, but unlike AIFM, Carbink provides fault tolerance.

3 Carbink Design

Figure 1 depicts the high-level architecture of Carbink. Compute nodes execute single-process (but potentially multi-threaded) applications that want to use far memory. Memory nodes provide far memory that compute nodes use to store application data that cannot fit in local RAM. A logically-centralized memory manager tracks the liveness of compute nodes and memory nodes. The manager also coordinates the assignment of far memory regions to compute nodes. When a memory node wants to make a local memory region available to compute nodes, the memory node registers the region with the memory manager. Later, when a compute node requires far memory, the compute node sends an allocation request to the memory manager, who then assigns a registered, unallo-
When local memory pressure is high, Carbink swaps local (i.e., a collection of spans of the same size). In preparation for spansets (§3.3) and (2) can only be pointed to by a single application-level pointer. The code then creates a new scope via an open brace, declares 
node can ask the memory manager to deregister a previously registered (but currently unallocated) region, withdrawing the region from the global pool of far memory.

Carbink does not require participating machines to use custom hardware. For example, any machine in a datacenter can be a memory node if that machine runs the Carbink memory host daemon. Similarly, any machine can be a compute node if that node’s applications use the Carbink runtime. From the perspective of an application developer, the Carbink runtime allows a program to dynamically allocate and deallocate memory objects of arbitrary size. As described in Section 3.2, programs access those objects through AIFM-like remotable pointers [44]. When applications dereference pointers that refer to non-local (i.e., swapped-out) objects, Carbink pulls the desired objects from far memory. Under the hood, Carbink’s runtime manages objects using spans (§3.3) and spansets (§3.4). A span is a contiguous run of memory pages; a single region allocated by a compute node contains one or more spans. Similar to slab allocators like Facebook’s jemalloc [17] and Google’s TCMalloc [21, 24], Carbink rounds up each object allocation to the bin size of the relevant span, and aligns each span to the page size used by compute nodes and memory nodes. Carbink swaps far memory into local memory at the granularity of a span; however, when local memory pressure is high, Carbink swaps local memory out to far memory at the granularity of a spanset (i.e., a collection of spans of the same size). In preparation for swap-outs, background threads on compute nodes group cold objects into cold spans, and bundle a group of cold spans into a spanset; at eviction time, the threads generate erasure-coding parity data for the spanset, and then evict the spanset and the parity data to remote nodes. As we discuss in Sections 3.4 and 3.5, this approach simplifies memory management and fault tolerance.

Carbink disallows cross-application memory sharing. This approach is a natural fit for our target applications, and has the advantage of simplifying failure recovery and avoiding the need for expensive coherence traffic [46].

### 3.1 Failure Model

Carbink implements the logically-centralized memory manager as a replicated state machine [1, 45]. Thus, Carbink assumes that the memory manager will not fail. Carbink assumes that memory nodes and compute nodes may experience fail-stop faults. Carbink does not handle Byzantine failures or partial network failures.

The memory manager tracks the liveness of compute nodes and memory nodes via heartbeats. When a compute node fails, the memory manager instructs the memory nodes to deallocate the relevant spans; if applications desire, they can use an application-level fault tolerance scheme like checkpointing to ensure that application-level data is recoverable. When a memory node fails, the memory manager deregisters the node’s regions from the global pool of far memory. However, erasure-coding recovery of the node’s regions is initiated by a compute node when the compute node unsuccessfully tries to read or write a span belonging to the failed memory node. If an application thread on a compute node tries to read a span that is currently being recovered, the read will use Carbink’s degraded read protocol (§3.5), reconstructing the span using data from other spans and parity blocks.

### 3.2 Remotable Pointers

Like AIFM, Carbink exposes far memory through C++-level smart pointers. However, as shown in Figure 2, Carbink uses a different pointer encoding to represent span information.

**Listing 1:** Example of how AIFM applications interact with far memory. In the code above, the application first allocates a Node object that is managed by a particular RemUniquePtr. Such a remote unique pointer represents a pointer to an object that (1) can be swapped between local and far memory, and (2) can only be pointed to by a single application-level pointer. The code then creates a new scope via an open brace, declares a DerefScope variable, and invokes the RemUniquePtr’s Deref() method, passing the DerefScope variable as an argument. Deref() essentially grabs an RCU lock on the remotable memory object, and returns a normal C++ pointer to the application. After the application has finished using the normal pointer, the scope terminates and the destructor of the DerefScope runs, releasing the RCU lock and allowing the object to be evicted from local memory.

```cpp
RemUniquePtr<Node> rem_ptr = AIFM::MakeUnique<Node>();
{
    DerefScope scope;
    Node* normal_ptr = rem_ptr.Deref(scope);
    computeOverNodeObject(normal_ptr);
} // Scope is destroyed; Node object can be evicted.
```

**Figure 1:** Carbink’s high-level architecture.
A Carbink RemUniquePtr has the same size as a traditional std::unique_ptr (i.e., 8 bytes). The Present bit indicates whether the pointed-to object resides in local RAM. The Shared bit indicates whether a pointer implements unique-pointer semantics or shared-pointer semantics; the former only allows a single reference to the pointed-to object. The Lock, Moving, and Evicting bits are used to synchronize object accesses between application threads and Carbink’s background threads (§3.6). The Hotness byte is consulted by the background threads when deciding whether an object is cold (and thus a priority for eviction).

If an object is local, the local virtual address of the object is directly embedded in the pointer. If an object has been evicted, the pointer describes how to locate the object. In particular, the Obj ID indicates the location of an object within a particular span; the Span ID identifies that span; and the Region ID denotes the far memory region that contains the span.

Carbink supports two smart pointer types: RemUniquePtr, which only allows one reference to the underlying object, and RemSharedPtr, which allows multiple references. When moving or evicting an object, Carbink’s background threads need a way to locate and update the smart pointer(s) which reference the object. To do so, Carbink uses AIFM’s approach of embedding a “reverse pointer” in each object; the reverse pointer points to the object’s single RemUniquePtr, or to the first RemSharedPtr that references the object. An individual RemSharedPtr is 16 bytes large, with the last 8 bytes storing a pointer that references the next RemSharedPtr in the list. Thus, Carbink’s runtime can find all of an object’s RemSharedPtrs by discovering the first one via the object’s reverse pointer, and then iterating across the linked list.
To allocate or deallocate a region, a compute node sends a request to the memory manager. A single Carbink region is 1GB or larger, since Carbink targets applications whose total memory requirements are hundreds or thousands of GBs. Upon successfully allocating a region, the compute node updates a region table which maps the Region ID of the allocated region to the associated far memory node.

A compute node manages far spans and far regions using additional data structures that are analogous to the ones that manage local spans. A far page heap handles the allocation and deallocation of far spans belonging to allocated regions. A far page map associates a far Span ID with metadata that (1) names the enclosing region (as a Region ID) and (2) describes the offset of the far span within that region.

Each application thread has a private far cache; Carbink also maintains a global far cache that is visible to all application threads. To swap out a local span of size $s$, a compute node must first use the far page heap (or a far cache if possible) to allocate a free far span of size $s$. Similarly, after a compute node swaps in a far span, the node deallocates the far span, returning the far span to its source (either the far page heap or a far cache).

**Span filtering and swapping:** The Carbink runtime executes filtering threads that iterate through the objects in locally-resident spans and move those objects to different local spans. Carbink’s object shuffling has two goals.

- **First,** Carbink wants to create hot spans (containing only hot objects) and cold spans (containing only cold ones); when local memory pressure is high, Carbink’s eviction threads prefer to swap out spansets containing cold spans. Carbink tracks object hotness using GC-style read/write barriers [4, 23]. Thus, by the time that a filtering thread examines an object, the Hotness byte in the object’s pointer (see Figure 2) has already been set. Upon examining the Hotness byte, a filtering thread updates the byte using the CLOCK algorithm [12].

- **Second,** object shuffling allows Carbink to garbage-collect dead objects by moving live objects to new spans and then deallocating the old spans. During eviction, Carbink utilizes efficient one-sided RMA writes to swap spansets out to far memory nodes; this approach allows Carbink to avoid software-level overheads (e.g., associated with thread scheduling) on the far node.

From the application’s perspective, object movement and spanset eviction are transparent. This transparency is possible because each object embeds a reverse pointer (§3.2) that allows filtering threads and eviction threads to determine which smart pointers require updating.

Carbink swaps far memory into local memory at the granularity of a span. As with swap-outs, Carbink uses one-sided RMAs for swap-ins. Swapping at the granularity of a span simplifies far memory management, since compute nodes only have to remember how spans map to memory nodes (as opposed to how the much larger number of objects map to memory nodes). However, swapping in at span granularity instead of object granularity has a potential disadvantage: if a compute node swaps in a span containing multiple objects, but only uses a small number of those objects, then the compute node will have wasted network bandwidth (to fetch the unneeded objects) and CPU time (to update the remotable pointers for those unneeded objects). We collectively refer to these penalties as swap-in amplification.

To reduce the likelihood of swap-in amplification, Carbink’s filtering and eviction threads prioritize the scanning and eviction of spansets containing large objects. The associated spans contain fewer objects per span; thus, swapping in these spans will reduce the expected number of unneeded objects. Figure 3 shows that, for our production workloads, large objects occupy the majority of memory. Moreover, most hot objects are small; for example, in our company’s geodistributed database [13], roughly 95% of accesses involve objects smaller than 1.8KB. As a result, an eviction scheme which prioritizes large-object spansets is well-suited for our target applications.

In Carbink, a local span has a three-state lifecycle. A span is first created due to a swap-in or local allocation. The span transitions to the filtering state upon being examined by filtering threads. Once filtering completes, those spans transition to the evicting state when evicting threads begin to swap out spansets. The transition from created to filtering to evicting is fixed, and determines which Carbink runtime threads race with application threads at any given moment (§3.6).

### 3.4 Fault Tolerance via Erasure Coding

Erasure coding provides data redundancy with lower storage overhead than traditional replication. However, the design space for erasure coding schemes is more complex. Carbink seeks to minimize both average and long-tail access penalties for far objects; per our fault model (§3.1), Carbink also wants to efficiently recover from the failure of memory nodes. Achieving these goals forced us to make careful decisions involving coding granularity, parity recalculation, and cross-node transport protocols.

**Coding granularity:** To motivate Carbink’s decision to erasure-code at the spanset granularity, first consider an approach that erasure-codes individual spans. In this approach, to swap out a span, a compute node breaks the span into data fragments, generates the associated parity fragments, and then writes the entire set of fragments (data+parity) to remote nodes. During the swap-in of a span, a compute node must fetch multiple fragments to reconstruct the target span.

This scheme, which we call EC-Split, is used by Hydra [29]. With EC-Split, handling the failure of memory nodes during swap-out or swap-in is straightforward: the compute node who is orchestrating the swap-out or swap-in will detect the memory node failure, select a replacement memory node, trigger span reconstruction, and then restart the swap-in or...
Throughout the paper, we compare Carbink’s erasure-coding approach to various alternatives.

### Parity updating:

Erasure-coding at the span granularity but swapping in at the span granularity does introduce complications involving parity updates. The reason is that swapping in a span leaves an invalid, span-sized hole in the backing spanset; the hole must be marked as invalid because, when a span is later swapped out, it will be swapped out as part of a new spanset. The hole created by swapping in is a cause of fragmentation in the backing spanset. Determining how to garbage-collect the hole and update the relevant parity information is non-trivial. Ideally, a scheme for garbage collection and parity updating would not incur overhead on the critical path of swap-ins or swap-outs. An ideal scheme would also allow parity recalculations to occur at either compute nodes or memory nodes, to enable opportunistic exploitation of free CPU resources on both types of nodes.

### Cross-node transport protocols:

In systems like RAMCloud [39], machines use RPCs to communicate. RPCs involve software-level overheads on both sides of a communication. Carbink avoids these overheads by using one-sided RMA, avoiding unnecessary thread wakeups on the receiver. However, in and of itself, RMA does not automatically solve the consistency issues that arise when offloading parity calculations to remote nodes (§3.4.2).

Table 1 summarizes the various schemes. We now discuss EC-Batch Local and EC-Batch Remote in more detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>EC data fragment size</th>
<th>Network transport</th>
<th>Parity computation</th>
<th>Defragmentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EC-Split (Hydra [29])</td>
<td>Span chunk</td>
<td>RMA in &amp; out</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-2PC</td>
<td>Full span</td>
<td>RMA in, RPC out (+updating parity via 2PC)</td>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Batch Local (Carbink)</td>
<td>Full span</td>
<td>RMA in &amp; out (+parallel 2PC for compaction)</td>
<td>Local (swap-out)+</td>
<td>Remote compaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-Batch Remote (Carbink)</td>
<td>Full span</td>
<td>RMA in &amp; out (+parallel 2PC for compaction)</td>
<td>Remote (compaction)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** The erasure-coding approaches that we study.

**• EC-Split** is Hydra’s approach, which erasure-codes at the span granularity, swaps data using RMA, and synchronously recalculates parity at compute nodes when swap-outs occur. Fragmentation within an erasure-coding group never occurs, as a span is swapped in and out as a full unit.

**• EC-2PC** erasure-codes using spansets, and uses RMA to swap in at the span granularity. During a swap-out (which happens at the granularity of a span), EC-2PC writes the updated span to the backing memory node; the memory node then calculates the updates to the parity fragments, and sends the updates to the relevant memory nodes which store the parity fragments. To provide crash consistency for the update to the span and the parity fragments, EC-2PC implements a two-phase commit protocol using RPCs. There is no fragmentation within an erasure-coding group because swap-ins and swap-outs both occur at the span granularity.

**• EC-Batch Local** and **EC-Batch Remote** are the approaches used by Carbink. Both schemes erasure-code at spanset granularity, using RMA for swap-in as well as swap-out. Swap-ins occur at the granularity of a span, but swap-outs occur at the granularity of spansets (§3.4.1); thus, both EC-Batch approaches deallocate a span’s backing area in far memory upon swapping that span into a compute node’s local RAM. The result is that swap-ins create dead space on a remote memory node. Both EC-Batch schemes reclaim dead space and recompute parity data using asynchronous garbage collection. EC-Batch Local always recalculates parity on compute nodes, whereas EC-Batch Remote can recompute parity on compute nodes or memory nodes. When EC-Batch Remote offloads parity computations to remote nodes, it employs a parallel commit scheme that avoids the latencies of traditional two-phase commit (§3.4.2).

Table 1 summarizes the various schemes. We now discuss EC-Batch Local and Remote in more detail.

### 3.4.1 EC-Batch: Swapping

**Swapping out:** In both varieties of EC-Batch, a spanset contains multiple spans of the same size. At swap-out time, a compute node writes a batch (i.e., a spanset and its parity fragments) to a memory node. Figure 4a shows an example. In that example, the compute node has two spansets: spanset1 (consisting of data spans <D1, D2, D3, D4> and parity fragments <P1, P2>), and spanset2 (containing data spans <D5, D6, D7, D8> and parity fragments <P3, P4>). Carbink uses Reed-Solomon codes [43] to create parity data, and prioritizes the eviction of spansets that contain cold spans.
Neither variant of EC-Batch updates spansets in place, so eviction may require a compute node to request additional far memory regions from the memory manager.

**Swapping in:** When an application tries to access an object that is currently far, the Carbink runtime inspects the application pointer and extracts the Span ID (see Figure 2b). The runtime consults the far page map (§3.3) to discover which remote node holds the span. Finally, the runtime initiates the appropriate DMA operation to swap in the span.

However, swapping in at the span granularity creates remote fragmentation. In Figure 4b, the compute node in the running example has pulled four spans \( D(1, 2, 2, D, 7, D) \) into local memory. Any particular span lives exclusively in local memory or far memory; thus, the swap-ins of the four spans creates dead space on the associated remote memory nodes. If Carbink wants to fill (say) \( D1 \)’s dead space with a new span \( D9 \), Carbink must update parity fragments \( P1 \) and \( P2 \). For a Reed-Solomon code, those parity fragments will depend on both \( D1 \) and \( D9 \).

There are two strawman approaches to update \( P1 \) and \( P2 \):

- The compute node can read \( D1 \) into local memory, generate the parity information, and then issue writes to \( P1 \) and \( P2 \).
- Alternatively, the compute node can send \( D9 \) to memory node \( M1 \), and request that \( M1 \) compute the new parity data and update \( P1 \) and \( P2 \).

The second approach requires a protocol like 2PC to guarantee the consistency of data fragments and parity fragments; without such a protocol, if \( M1 \) fails after updating \( P1 \), but before updating \( P2 \), the parity information will be out-of-sync with the data fragments.

The first approach, in which the compute node orchestrates the parity update, avoids the inconsistency challenges of the second approach. If a memory node dies in the midst of a parity update, the compute node will detect the failure, pick a new memory node to back the parity fragment, and retry the parity update. If the compute node dies in the midst of the parity update, then the memory manager will simply deallocate all regions belonging to the compute node (§3.1).

Unfortunately, both approaches require a lot of network bandwidth to fill holes in far memory. To reclaim one vacant span, the first approach requires three span-sized transfers—the compute node must read \( D1 \) and then write \( P1 \) and \( P2 \). The second approach requires two span-sized transfers to update \( P1 \) and \( P2 \). To reduce these network overheads, Carbink performs remote compaction, as described in the next section.

### 3.4.2 EC-Batch: Remote Compaction

Carbink employs remote compaction to defragment far memory using fewer network resources than the two strawmen above. On a compute node, Carbink executes several compaction threads. These threads look for “matched” spanset pairs; in each pair, the span positions containing dead space in one set are occupied in the other set, and vice versa. For example, the two spansets in Figure 4b are a matched pair. Once the compaction threads find a matched pair, they create a new spanset whose data consists of the live spans in the matched pair (e.g., \( < D3, D4, D5, D6 > \) in Figure 4b). The compaction threads recompute and update the parity fragments \( P1' \) and \( P2' \) using techniques that we discuss in the next paragraph. Finally, the compaction threads deallocate the dead spaces in the matched pair (e.g., \( < D1, D2, D7, D9, P3, P4 > \) in Figure 4b), resulting in a situation like the one shown in Figure 4c. Carbink’s compaction can occur in the background, unlike the synchronous parity updates of EC-2PC which place consensus activity on the critical path of swap-outs.

So, how should compaction threads update parity information? Carbink uses Reed-Solomon codes over the Galois field \( GF(2^8) \). The new parity data to compute in Figure 4c is therefore represented by the following equations on \( GF(2^8) \):

\[
P1' - P1 = A_{1,1}(D5 - D1) + A_{2,1}(D6 - D2)
\]

\[
P2' - P2 = A_{1,2}(D5 - D1) + A_{2,2}(D6 - D2)
\]

where \( A_{i,j} (i \in \{0, 1, 2, 3\}, j \in \{0, 1\}) \) are fixed coefficient vectors in the Reed-Solomon code. Carbink provides two approaches for updating the parity information.

- **In EC-Batch Local**, the compute node that triggered the swap-out orchestrates the updating of parity data. In the running example, the compute node asks \( M1 \) to calculate the span delta \( D5 - D1 \), and asks \( M2 \) to calculate the span delta \( D6 - D2 \). After retrieving those updates, the compute node determines the parity deltas (i.e., \( P1' - P1 \) and \( P2' - P2 \)) and pushes those deltas to the parity nodes \( M5 \) and \( M6 \).

- **In EC-Batch Remote**, the compute node offloads parity recalculating and updating to memory nodes. In the running example, the compute node asks \( M1 \) to calculate the span delta \( D5 - D1 \), and \( M2 \) to calculate the span delta \( D6 - D2 \). The compute node also asks \( M1 \) and \( M2 \) to calculate partial parity updates (e.g., \( A_{1,1}(D5 - D1) \) and \( A_{1,2}(D5 - D1) \) on \( M1 \)). \( M1 \) and \( M2 \) are then responsible for sending the partial parity updates to the parity nodes. For example, \( M1 \) sends \( A_{1,1}(D5 - D1) \) to \( M5 \), and \( A_{1,2}(D5 - D1) \) to \( M6 \).
The runtime can default to remote compaction via EC-Batch. Two compactions (i.e., two instance of the 2PC protocol) are safe to concurrently execute if the compactions involve different spansets; the prepare and commit phases of the two compactions can partially or fully overlap.

On a compute node, Carbink’s runtime can monitor the CPU load and network utilization of remote memory nodes. The runtime can default to remote compaction via EC-Batch Local, but opportunistically switch to EC-Batch Remote if spare resources emerge on memory nodes. During a switch to a different compaction mode, Carbink allows all in-flight compactions to complete before issuing new compactions that use the new compaction mode.

The strawmen defragmentation schemes in Section 3.4.1 require two or three span-sized network transfers to recover one dead span. In the context of Figure 4, EC-Batch Local recovers four dead spans using four span-sized network transfers. EC-Batch Remote requires four span-sized network transfers (plus some small messages generated by the consistency protocol) to recover four dead spans.

### 3.5 Failure Recovery

Carbink handles two kinds of memory node failures: planned and unplanned. Planned failures are scheduled by the cluster manager [51, 52] to allow for software updates, disk reformatting, and so on. Unplanned failures happen unexpectedly, and are caused by phenomena like kernel panics, defective hardware, and power disruptions.

**Planned failures:** When the cluster manager decides to schedule a planned failure, the manager sends a warning notification to the affected memory nodes. When a memory node receives such a warning, the memory node informs the memory manager. In turn, the memory manager notifies any compute nodes that have allocated regions belonging to the soon-to-be-offline memory node. Those compute nodes stop swapping-out to the memory node, but may continue to swap-in from the node as long as the node is still alive. Meanwhile, the memory manager orchestrates the migration of regions from the soon-to-be-offline memory node to other memory nodes. When a particular region’s migration has completed, the memory manager informs the relevant compute node, who then updates the local mapping from Region ID to backing memory node. At some point during this process, the memory manager may also request non-failing memory nodes to contribute additional regions to the global pool of far memory.

**Unplanned Failures:** On a compute node, the Carbink runtime is responsible for detecting the unplanned failure of a memory node. The runtime does so via connection timeouts or more sophisticated leasing protocols [15, 16]. Upon detecting an unplanned failure, the runtime spawns background threads to reconstruct the affected spans using erasure coding. The runtime is also responsible for allowing application threads to read spans whose recovery is in-flight.

**Span reconstruction:** To reconstruct the spans belonging to a failed memory node $M_{fail}$, a compute node first requests a new region from the memory manager. Suppose that the new region is provided by memory node $M_{new}$, which external spans and parity fragments to read in order to erasure-code-restore $M_{fail}$’s data. As the relevant spans are restored, a compute node can still swap in and remotely compact those spans. However, the swap-in and remote compaction activity will have to synchronize with recovery activity (§3.6).

In EC-Batch Local, when a compute node detects a memory node failure, the compute node cancels all in-flight compactions involving that node. A compute node using EC-Batch Remote does the same; however, for each canceled compaction, the compute node must also instruct the surviving memory nodes in the 2PC group to cancel the transaction.

The data and parity for a swapped-out spanset reside on multiple memory nodes. As a compute node recovers from the failure of one of the nodes in that group, another node in the group may fail. As long as the number of failed nodes does not exceed the number of parity nodes, Carbink can recover the spanset. The reason is that all of the information needed to recover is stored on a compute node, e.g., in the far page heap (§3.3). Due to space limitations, we omit a detailed explanation of how Carbink deals with concurrent failures.

**Degraded reads:** During the reconstruction of an affected span, application threads may try to swap in the span. The runtime handles such a fetch using a degraded read protocol. For example, consider Figure 4a. Suppose that $M_1$ fails unexpectedly, and while the Carbink runtime is recovering $M_1$’s spans ($D_1$ and $D_5$), an application thread tries to read an object residing in $D_1$. The runtime will swap in data spans $D_2$, $D_3$, and $D_4$, as well as parity fragment $P_1$, and then reconstruct $D_1$ via erasure coding. Degraded reads ensure that the failure of a memory node merely slows down an application instead of blocking it. In Section 5.3, we show that application performance only drops for 0.6 seconds, and only suffers a throughput degradation of 36% during that time.

**Network bandwidth consumption:** During failure recovery, Carbink consumes the same amount of network bandwidth as Hydra. For example, suppose that both Hydra and Carbink use RS4.2 encoding and have 4 spans, with a span stored on each of 4 memory nodes. In Hydra, a single node failure will lose four 1/4th spans. Reconstructing each 1/4th span will require the reading of four 1/4th span/parity regions from the surviving nodes, resulting in an aggregate network bandwidth requirement of 1 full span. So, reconstructing four 1/4th spans
will require an aggregate network bandwidth of 4 full spans. In Carbink, the failure of a single memory node results in the loss of 1 full span. To recover that span, Carbink (like Hydra) must read 4 span/parity regions.

### 3.6 Thread Synchronization

On a compute node, the main kinds of Carbink threads are applications threads (which read objects, write objects, and swap in spans), filtering threads (which move objects within local spans), and eviction threads (which reclaim space by swapping local spansets to far memory). At any given time, a span may be in one of two concurrency regimes (§3.3): the span is either accessible to application threads and filtering threads, or to application threads and eviction threads. In both regimes, Carbink has to synchronize how the relevant threads update Carbink’s smart pointers (§3.2).

At a high level, Carbink uses an RCU locking scheme that is somewhat reminiscent of AIFM’s approach [44]. Due to space restrictions, we merely sketch the design. Carbink optimizes for the common case in which a span is only being accessed by an application thread. In this common case, an application thread grabs an RCU read lock on the pointer via the pointer’s Deref() method, as shown in Listing 1. The thread sees that either (1) the Present bit is not set, in which case the Carbink runtime issues an RMA read to swap in the appropriate span; (2) alternatively, the thread sees that the Present bit is set, but the M and E bits are unset. In the second case, Deref() can just return a normal pointer back to the application. The application can be confident that concurrent filtering or evicting threads will not move or evict the object, because those threads cannot touch the object until application-level threads have released their RCU read locks via the DerefScope destructor (Listing 1).

The more complicated scenarios arise when the Present bit is set and either the M or E bit are set as well. In this case, the (say) M bit has been set because the filtering thread set the bit and then called SyncRCU() (i.e., the RCU write waiting lock). The concurrent application thread and filtering thread essentially race to acquire the pointer’s spinlock; if the application thread (i.e., Deref()) wins, it makes a copy of the object, clears M, releases the spinlock, and returns the address of the object copy to the application. Otherwise, if the filtering thread wins, it moves the object, clears M, and releases the spinlock. The losing thread has to retry the desired action. An analogous situation occurs if the E bit is set.

Carbink’s eviction and remote compaction threads directly poll the network stack to learn about RMA completions and RPC completions. An application thread which has issued an RMA swap-in operation will yield, but a dedicated RMA poller thread detects when application RMAs have completed and awakens the relevant application threads. Polling avoids the overheads of context switching to new threads and notifying old threads that network events have occurred.

During recovery (§3.5), Carbink spawns additional threads to orchestrate the reconstruction of spans. Those threads acquire per-spanset mutexes which are also acquired by threads performing swap-ins, swap-outs, and remote compactions.

### 4 Implementation

Our Carbink prototype contains 14.3K lines of C++. It runs atop unmodified OSes, using standard POSIX abstractions for kernel-visible threads and synchronization. The runtime leverages the PonyExpress user-space network stack [35]. On a compute node, all threads in a particular application (both application-defined threads and Carbink-defined threads) execute in the same process. On a memory node, a Carbink daemon exposes far memory via RMAs or RPCs. We use Intel ISA-L v2.30.0 [25] for Reed-Solomon error coding.

Our current prototype has a simplified memory manager that is unreplicated, does not handle planned failures, and statically assigns memory nodes to compute nodes. Implementing the full version of the memory manager will be conceptually straightforward, since we can use off-the-shelf libraries for replicated state machines [1, 45] and cluster management [51, 52]. We also note that the experiments in §5 are insensitive to the performance of the memory manager, regardless of whether the manager is replicated or not. The reason is that memory allocations and deallocations (which must be routed through the memory manager) are rare and are not on the critical path of steady-state compute node operations like swap-in and swap-out.

To better understand the performance overheads of Carbink’s erasure-coding approach, we built an AIFM-like [44] far memory system. That system uses remotable pointers like Carbink, but swaps in and out at the granularity of objects, and provides no fault tolerance. Like Carbink, it leverages the PonyExpress [35] user-space network stack. Our AIFM clone is 5.8K lines of C++.

### 5 Evaluation

In this section, we answer the following questions:

1. What is the latency, throughput, and remote memory usage of EC-Batch compared with the other fault tolerance schemes (§5.1 and §5.2)?
2. How does an unplanned memory node failure impact the performance of Carbink applications (§5.3)?
3. How does the performance of Carbink’s span-based memory organization compare to the performance of an AIFM-like object-level approach (§5.4)?

**Testbed setup:** We deployed eight machines in the same rack, including one compute node and seven memory nodes; one of the memory nodes was used for failover. Each machine was equipped with dual-socket 2.2 GHz Intel Broadwell processors and a 50 Gbps NIC.

**Fault tolerance schemes:** Using the Carbink runtime, we compared our proposed EC-Batch schemes to four ap-
 approaches: Non-FT (a non-fault-tolerant scheme that used RMA to swap spans), Replication (which replicated spans on multiple nodes), EC-Split (the approach used by Hydra [29]), and EC-2PC (Table 1). We configured all fault tolerance schemes to tolerate up to two memory node failures. So, the Replication scheme replicated each swapped-out span on three memory nodes, whereas the EC schemes used six memory nodes—four held data, and two held RS4.2 parity bits [43]. EC-Batch spawned two compaction threads by default.

As mentioned in Section 4, we also built an AIFM-like far memory system. This system did not provide fault tolerance, but it provided a useful comparison with our Non-FT Carbink version.

Carbink borrows the span sizes that are used by TCMalloc (§3.3). These parameters have been empirically observed to reduce internal fragmentation. In our evaluation, EC-Batch (both Local and Remote) grouped four equal-size spans into a spanset, swapping out at the granularity of a spanset. Increasing spanset sizes would allow Carbink to issue larger batched RMAs, improving network efficiency. However, spansets whose evictions are in progress must be locked in local memory while RMAs complete; thus, larger spanset sizes would delay the reclamation of larger portions of local memory.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

To get a preliminary idea of Carbink’s performance, we created a synthetic benchmark that wrote 15 million 1 KB objects (totalling 15 GB) to a remutable array. The compute node’s local memory had space to store 7.5 GB of objects (i.e., half of the total set). By default, the compute node spawned 128 threads on 32 logical cores to access objects; the access pattern had a Zipfian-distributed [41] skew of 0.99. Such skews are common in real workloads for key/value stores [7].

Object access throughput and tail latency: Figure 5 shows the 99th-percentile latency with various object access loads. All of the fault-tolerant schemes eventually hit a “hockey stick” in tail latency growth when the schemes could no longer catch up with the offered load. EC-Batch Remote had the highest sustained throughput (6.0 Mops), which was 40% higher than the throughput of the state-of-the-art EC-Split (4.3 Mops). EC-Batch Local achieved 5.6 Mops, which was 30% higher than EC-Split. EC-Split had worse performance because it had to issue four RMA requests to swap in one span; thus, EC-Split quickly became bottlenecked by network IO. In contrast, EC-Batch only issued one RMA request per swap-in.

EC-Batch Remote had 18%-29% lower tail latency than EC-Split under the same load (before reaching the “hockey-stick”). The reason was that EC-Split’s larger number of RMAs per swap-in left EC-Split more vulnerable to stragglers [29]. Also recall that EC-Batch can support computation offloading [3, 27, 44, 57], which is hard with EC-Split (§3.4).

EC-2PC had the worst throughput because it relied on costly RPCs and 2PC protocols to swap out spans. Thus, EC-2PC could not reclaim local memory as fast as other schemes. The Replication scheme was bottlenecked by network bandwidth, since every swap-out incurred a 3× network write penalty; in contrast, EC-based schemes used RS4.2 erasure coding to reduce the write penalty to 1.5×.

Latency distribution of remote object accesses: Figure 6 shows the latency of accessing remote objects under 2 Mops of offered load. With this low offered load, Replication and EC-Batch Remote achieved similar access latencies as Non-FT because none of the schemes were bottlenecked by network bandwidth. EC-Batch Local had slightly higher remote access latencies. However, EC-Split had significantly higher access latencies (e.g., at the median and tail) than EC-Batch Local and Remote; the reason was that EC-Split issued four times as many network IOs and thus was more sensitive to stragglers. EC-2PC’s tail latency was slightly higher than that of EC-Batch Local and Remote due to the overhead of costly RPCs and 2PC traffic.

Impact of skewness: Figure 7 shows how the skewness of object accesses impacted throughput. EC-Batch Remote and
Local performed best due to their more efficient swapping approaches. However, the throughput of all schemes increased with higher skewness. The reason is that high skewness led to a smaller working set and thus a higher likelihood that hot objects were locally resident. In these scenarios, schemes with faster swapping were not rewarded as much.

Remote resource usage with compaction: Table 2 shows the impact of compaction on the average memory, CPU, and bandwidth usage per memory node. Without compaction, EC-Batch used 3.03 x remote memory (normalized with respect to Non-FT memory consumption). With two local compaction threads, EC-Batch Remote’s memory overhead reduced to 1.83 x. The memory reduction was at the expense of 2.1 cores and 3.15 Gbps bandwidth on each memory node. With more compaction threads, Carbin could further reduce memory usage at the cost of higher CPU and bandwidth utilization. That being said, we note that the synthetic microbenchmark application represented an extreme case of remote CPU and network usage, since the workload accessed objects without actually computing on them.

EC-Batch Remote vs. Local: EC-Batch Remote had higher throughput and lower tail latency than EC-Batch Local (Figure 5). This was because EC-Batch Local’s compaction required (1) local CPUs for parity computation and (2) network bandwidth for transferring span deltas and parity updates, leaving fewer local resources for application threads and RMA reads. Because of EC-Batch Remote’s faster compaction, EC-Batch Remote also used 28%-34% less remote memory than EC-Batch Local (Table 2). However, EC-Batch Remote consumed more remote CPUs (2.10 vs. 0.53 cores) and more network bandwidth (3.15 vs. 1.64 Gbps) than Local. In practice, the Carbin runtime could transparently switch between EC-Batch Remote and Local based on an application developer’s policy about resource/performance trade-offs.

5.2 Macrobenchmarks

We evaluated Carbin using two memory-intensive applications that would benefit from remote memory: an in-memory transactional key-value store, and a graph processing algorithm. The two applications exhibited different patterns of object accesses, and had different working set behaviors.

**Transactional KV-store:** This application implemented a transactional in-memory B-tree, exposing it via a key/value interface similar to that of MongoDB [37]. Each remotable object was a 4 KB value stored in a B-tree leaf. The application spawned 128 threads, and each thread processed 20 K transactions. The compute node provisioned 32 logical cores, with the application overlapping execution of the threads for higher throughput [26, 38, 44, 56]. Each transaction contained three reads and three writes, similar to the TPC-A benchmark [53]. Each update created a new version of a particular key’s value; asynchronously, the application trimmed old versions. The maximum working set size during the experiment was roughly 50 GB.

**Throughput:** Figure 8a shows the KV-store throughput when varying the size of local memory (normalized as a fraction of the maximum working set size). In scenarios with less than 50% local memory, EC-Batch Remote achieved higher transactions per second (TPS) than all other fault tolerance schemes. For example, TPS for EC-Batch Remote was 1.5%-48% higher than that of EC-Split; this was because EC-Batch only needed one RMA request to swap in a span. EC-Batch Remote was at most 29% slower than Non-FT, mainly due to the additional parity update required for fault tolerance. EC-Batch Local was at most 13% slower than EC-Batch Remote. EC-2PC performed the worst among EC schemes.

All schemes achieved similar throughput when the local memory size was above 50%. The reason was that the average working set size of the workload was only half the size of the maximum memory usage. The maximum memory usage only occurred when the B-Tree had fallen very behind in culling old versions of objects.

**Remote memory usage:** Figure 8b plots remote memory usage as a function of local memory sizes; remote memory usage is normalized with respect to that of Non-FT. Compared to EC-Split, EC-Batch Remote and Local used up to 35% and 93% more remote memory, respectively. EC-Batch schemes defragmented remote memory using compaction, but when local memory space was less than 50%, remote compaction could not immediately defragment the spanset holes created by frequent span swap-ins. As local memory grew larger, span fetching became less frequent, making it
more easier for remote compaction to reclaim space. In this less hectic environment, EC-Batch’s remote memory usage was similar to that of the other erasure-coding schemes. 3

**Graph processing:** We implemented a connected-components algorithm [50] that found all sets of linked vertices in a graph. This kind of algorithm is critical to various Google services. We evaluated the algorithm using the Friendster graph [30] which contained 65 million vertexes and 1.8 billion edges. In the graph analysis code, each vertex’s adjacency list was referenced via remotable pointers. The total size of the objects stored in Carbink was roughly 40 GB. The application used 80 application threads that ran atop 80 logical cores. In our experimental results, the reported processing times exclude graph loading, since graph loading is dominated by disk latencies.

Figure 9a shows that all schemes had similar processing times as Non-FT, regardless of the local memory size. The reason was that the graph application had a high compute-to-network ratio—the application fetched all neighbors associated with each vertex and then spent non-trivial time enumerating each neighbor and computing on them. As a result of this good spatial locality and high “think time,” the graph application did not incur frequent data swapping, and thus avoided fault tolerance overhead that the KV-store could not.

Figure 9b shows that EC-Batch Local and Remote had similar remote memory usage as EC-Split: 15%-39% lower than EC-2PC and roughly 50% lower than Replication. All EC-based schemes had lower remote memory overheads than Replication because the erasure coding only incurred a 1.5 × space overhead for the extra parity data.

EC-2PC used more memory than EC-Batch because the graph workload randomly fetched diverse-sized spans. The random fetch sizes reflected the fact that different vertices had different sizes for their adjacency lists. This lack of span size locality hindered dead space reclamation, since EC-2PC had to wait longer for all of the spans in an erasure-coding group to be swapped in. EC-Batch avoided this problem by bundling equal-sized spans into the same spanset and using remote compaction.

3The remote memory usage of triple-replication was slightly less than 3 × the usage of Non-FT because Non-FT could swap out memory faster during periods of high local memory pressure.

5.3 Failure Recovery

We measured the recovery time for an unplanned memory node failure in the KV-store, the graph processor, and the microbenchmark application. For the graph application, all schemes achieved similar processing time during unplanned failures; thus, in the text below, we focus on the KV-store and the microbenchmark.

**Transactional KV-store:** Figure 10a shows the KV-store throughput of Replication and EC-Batch Local, with a data point collected every 100 ms before and after an unplanned memory node failure. Upon detecting the failure, EC-Batch Local immediately reconstructed the lost data on a pre-configured failover memory node. We gave the KV-store 15 GB of local memory, equivalent to 30% of the 50 GB maximum working set size.

The throughput of both schemes fluctuated sinusoidally because the KV-store frequently tried to swap in remote objects, but the swap-ins sometimes had to be immediately restarted because eviction threads could reclaim enough local memory. After a memory node failed, EC-Batch needed 0.6 seconds to restore normal throughput, while replication needed 0.3 seconds. This difference is because, during failure recovery, an EC-Batch read that targeted an affected span used the degraded read protocol which uses more bandwidth than a normal read (§3.5); in contrast, a Replication read that targeted an affected span consumed the same amount of bandwidth as a read during non-failure-recovery. During recovery, the throughput of Replication and EC-Batch dropped an average of 35% and 36% respectively.

EC-Batch required 9.7 seconds to fully regenerate the lost data on the failover node, taking 1.7 × longer than Replication. This difference arose because, in EC-Batch, the new memory node read 4 × span/parity information involving the lost data and computed erasure codes to reconstruct the lost data. In contrast, Replication lost more data per memory node, but only read one copy of the lost data. Note that with EC-Batch, degraded reads mostly happened during the first second of failure recovery; the skewed workload meant that a small number of objects were the targets of most reads, and once a hot object was pulled into local memory (perhaps by a degraded read), the object would not generate additional degraded reads.

**Microbenchmark:** Figure 10b shows recovery times as a function of the remote data size. The recovery time of EC-Batch increased almost linearly with the remote data size,
Graph processing: Figure 11b shows the graph application’s processing time. When the local memory size was below 87.5%, Carbink performed 18%-58% faster than the object-based system with RMA. This is because, in the graph workload, 4% of large objects occupied 50% of the overall data set. Carbink prioritized swapping out large cold objects (§3.3), keeping most small objects in local memory and reducing the miss rate for those objects. In contrast, the object-based systems did not consider object sizes when swapping, leading to an increased miss rate for small objects. Note that, with larger local memories, all schemes had similar performance; indeed, when all objects fit into local memory, the object-based system with RPC slightly outperformed the rest because it did not require a dedicated core to poll for RMA completions.

6 Discussion

EC-Batch for paging-based systems: Carbink uses EC-Batch to transparently expose far memory via remotable pointers. However, EC-Batch can also be used to expose far memory via OS paging mechanisms [5, 22, 46]. In a traditional paging-based approach for far memory, a compute node swaps in and out at the granularity of a page. However, a compute node can use EC-Batch to treat each page as a span, such that pages are swapped out at the “span” granularity, and pages are swapped in at the page granularity.

Custom one-sided operations: EC-Batch requires memory nodes to calculate span deltas and parity updates (§3.4.2). In our Carbink prototype, memory nodes use separate threads to execute these calculations. However, memory nodes could instead implement them as custom one-sided operations in the network stack, such that the network stack itself performs the calculations, avoiding the need to context-switch to external threads. This approach has been used in prior work [6, 9, 35, 47, 48] to avoid thread scheduling overheads.

Designing the memory manager: We used a centralized manager because such a manager (1) simplified our overall design, and (2) made it easier to drive memory utilization high (because a centralized manager will have a global, accurate view of memory allocation metadata). A similarly-centralized memory manager is used by the distributed transaction system FaRM [16]. If the centralized manager became unavailable, Carbink could fall back to a decentralized memory allocation scheme like the one used by Hydra [29] or INFINISWAP [22].

The state maintained by the memory manager is not large. With 1 GB regions, we expect up to 500 regions in a typical memory node (similar to FaRM [16]). With thousands of memory nodes, the memory manager just needs to store a few MBs of state for region assignments.

Fault tolerance for compute nodes: In Carbink, a compute node does not share memory with other compute nodes. Thus, a Carbink application can checkpoint its own state without fear of racing with other compute nodes that modify the state being checkpointed. Checkpoint data could be placed in a

with 0.6 GB/s recovery speed. This speed was 12%-44% slower than Replication due to the larger amount of recovery information that EC-Batch had to transfer around the network, and the computational overhead of generating erasure codes.

Prior work [10, 29, 58] also found that, during recovery, erasure-coding schemes had longer recovery times and worse performance degradation than replication schemes. However, this drawback only happens for unplanned failures which, in our production environment, are rare compared to planned failures; in an erasure-coding scheme, handling a planned failure just requires simple copying of the information on a departing memory node, and does not incur additional work to find parity information or recompute erasure coding. Thus, in our deployment setting where unplanned failures are rare, erasure-coding schemes (which have lower memory utilization than replication schemes) are very attractive.

5.4 Comparison with AIFM-like Systems

We compared span-based swapping in Carbink with the object-based approach used in AIFM [44]. We implemented two AIFM-like systems using our threading and network stack (§4). The first system used RPCs to swap individual objects, with the remote memory nodes tracking the object-to-remote-location mapping (as done in AIFM). Our second object-granularity swapping system used more-efficient RMAs to swap objects, and had compute nodes track the mapping between objects and their remote locations; recall that RMA is one-sided, so compute nodes could not rely on memory nodes to synchronously update mappings during swaps. Like the original AIFM, neither system provided fault tolerance.

Transactional KV-store: Figure 11a shows that, if local memory was too small to hold the average working set, Non-FT Carbink had 45%-167% higher throughput than the AIFM-like system with RPC. The reason is that, when local memory pressure was high, more swapping occurred, and the better efficiency of RMAs over RPCs became important. However, Non-FT Carbink achieved 5.6%-15% lower throughput than the object-based system with RMA. This was due to swap-in amplification. For example, Non-FT Carbink might swap in an 8KB span but only use one 4KB object in the span; this never happens in a system that swaps at an object granularity.

Graph application: Figure 11b shows the graph application’s processing time. When the local memory size was below 87.5%, Carbink performed 18%-58% faster than the object-based system with RMA. This is because, in the graph workload, 4% of large objects occupied 50% of the overall data set. Carbink prioritized swapping out large cold objects (§3.3), keeping most small objects in local memory and reducing the miss rate for those objects. In contrast, the object-based systems did not consider object sizes when swapping, leading to an increased miss rate for small objects. Note that, with larger local memories, all schemes had similar performance; indeed, when all objects fit into local memory, the object-based system with RPC slightly outperformed the rest because it did not require a dedicated core to poll for RMA completions.

Prior work [10, 29, 58] also found that, during recovery, erasure-coding schemes had longer recovery times and worse performance degradation than replication schemes. However, this drawback only happens for unplanned failures which, in our production environment, are rare compared to planned failures; in an erasure-coding scheme, handling a planned failure just requires simple copying of the information on a departing memory node, and does not incur additional work to find parity information or recompute erasure coding. Thus, in our deployment setting where unplanned failures are rare, erasure-coding schemes (which have lower memory utilization than replication schemes) are very attractive.

5.4 Comparison with AIFM-like Systems

We compared span-based swapping in Carbink with the object-based approach used in AIFM [44]. We implemented two AIFM-like systems using our threading and network stack (§4). The first system used RPCs to swap individual objects, with the remote memory nodes tracking the object-to-remote-location mapping (as done in AIFM). Our second object-granularity swapping system used more-efficient RMAs to swap objects, and had compute nodes track the mapping between objects and their remote locations; recall that RMA is one-sided, so compute nodes could not rely on memory nodes to synchronously update mappings during swaps. Like the original AIFM, neither system provided fault tolerance.

Transactional KV-store: Figure 11a shows that, if local memory was too small to hold the average working set, Non-FT Carbink had 45%-167% higher throughput than the AIFM-like system with RPC. The reason is that, when local memory pressure was high, more swapping occurred, and the better efficiency of RMAs over RPCs became important. However, Non-FT Carbink achieved 5.6%-15% lower throughput than the object-based system with RMA. This was due to swap-in amplification. For example, Non-FT Carbink might swap in an 8KB span but only use one 4KB object in the span; this never happens in a system that swaps at an object granularity.
Table 3: Comparison of existing fault-tolerant approaches for far memory. “Fast s/o” indicates whether a system can swap out at network/memory speeds. “Low mem” means that a system has relatively low memory pressure. “Fast s/i” refers to whether a system can swap in at network/memory speeds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Fast s/o</th>
<th>Fast s/i</th>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Coding granularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-memory rpl</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydra [29]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Paging</td>
<td>Split 4KB pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocytus [10]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>KV-store</td>
<td>Across 4KB pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCStore [31]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>KV-store</td>
<td>Across obj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid [32]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>KV-store</td>
<td>Split 4KB pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbink</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Remotable pointers</td>
<td>Across spans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Related Work

Fault tolerance for far memory: Many far memory systems do not provide fault tolerance [2, 44, 55]. Of the systems that do, most replicate swapped-out data to local disks or remote ones [5, 22, 46]. Unfortunately, this approach forces application performance to bottleneck on disk bandwidth or disk IOPs during bursty workloads or failure recovery [29]. This behavior is unattractive, since a primary goal of a far memory system is to have applications run at memory speeds as much as possible.

Like Carbink, Hydra [29] is a far memory system that provides fault tolerance by writing erasure-coded local memory data to far RAM. Hydra uses the EC-Split coding approach that we describe in Section 3.4. As we demonstrate in Section 5, Carbink’s erasure-coding scheme provides better application performance in exchange for somewhat higher memory consumption. Carbink’s coding scheme also enables the offloading of computations to far memory nodes. Such offloading can significantly improve the performance of various applications [3, 27, 44, 57].

Fault tolerance for in-memory transactions and KV-stores: In-memory transaction systems typically provide fault tolerance by replicating data across the memory of multiple nodes [15, 16, 26]. These approaches suffer from the classic disadvantages of replication: double or triple storage overhead, and the associated increase in network traffic.

Recent in-memory KV-stores use erasure coding to provide fault tolerance. For example, Cocytus [10] and BCStore [31] only rely on in-memory replication to store small instances of metadata; object data is erasure-coded using a default page size of 4KB. Cocytus erasure-codes using a scheme that resembles EC-2PC (§3.4). To reduce the network utilization of a Cocytus-style approach, a BCStore compute node buffers outgoing writes; this approach allows the node to batch the computation of parity fragments (and thus issue fewer updates to remote data and parity regions). Batching reduces network overhead at the cost of increasing write latency.

Both Cocytus and BCStore rely on two-sided RPCs to manipulate far memory. RPCs incur software-level overheads involving thread scheduling and context switching on remote nodes. To avoid these costs, Carbink eschews RPCs for one-side RMA operations. Carbink also issues fewer parity updates than Cocytus; whereas Cocytus uses expensive 2PC to update parity information during every write, Carbink defers parity updates until compaction occurs on remote nodes (§3.4.2). Carbink’s compaction approach is also more efficient than that of BCStore. BCStore’s compaction algorithm performs actual copying of data objects on memory nodes, whereas Carbink compaction just manipulates span pointers inside of spanset metadata.

A far memory system could use both replication and erasure coding [32]. For example, during a Hydra-style swap-out, a span would be erasure-coded and the fragments written to memory nodes; however, a full replica of the span would also be written out. Relative to Carbink, this hybrid approach would have lower reconstruction costs (assuming that the full replica did not live on the failed node). However, Carbink would have lower memory overheads because no full replica of a span would be stored. Carbink would also have faster swap-outs, because swap-outs in the hybrid scheme would require an EC-2PC-like mechanism to ensure consistency.

Table 3 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the various systems discussed above.

Memory compaction: In Carbink, the far memory regions used by a program become fragmented as spans are swapped in. Memory compaction is a well-studied topic in the literature about “moving” garbage collectors for managed languages (e.g., [11, 18, 49]). Moving garbage collection is also possible for C/C++ programs: Mesh [40] represents the state-of-the-art. With respect to this prior work, Carbink’s unique challenge is that the compaction algorithm (§3.4.2) must compose well with an erasure coding scheme that governs how objects move between local memory and far memory.

8 Conclusion

Carbink is a far memory system that provides low-latency, low-overhead fault tolerance. Carbink erasure-codes data using a span-centric approach that does not expose swap-in operations to stragglers. Whenever possible, Carbink uses efficient one-sided RMAs to exchange data between compute nodes and memory nodes. Carbink also uses novel compaction techniques to asynchronously defragment far memory. Compared to Hydra, a state-of-the-art fault-tolerant system for far memory, Carbink has 29% lower tail latency and 48% higher application performance, with at most 35% higher memory usage.
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Abstract

Recently, Bronson et al. [7] introduced a framework for understanding a class of failures in distributed systems called metastable failures. The examples of metastable failures presented in that work are simplified versions of failures observed at Facebook. In this work, we study the prevalence of such failures in the wild by scouring over publicly available incident reports from many organizations, ranging from hyperscalers to small companies.

Our main findings are threefold. First, metastable failures are universally observed—we present an in-depth study of 22 metastable failures from 11 different organizations. Second, metastable failures are a recurring pattern in many severe outages—e.g., at least 4 out of 15 major outages in the last decade at Amazon Web Services were caused by metastable failures. Third, we extend the model by Bronson et al. to better reflect the metastable failures seen in the wild by categorizing two types of triggers and two types of amplification mechanisms, which we confirm through developing multiple example applications that reproduce different types of metastable failures in a controlled environment. We believe our work will aid in a deeper understanding of metastable failures and in coming up with solutions to them.

1 Introduction

Building reliable distributed systems has been the holy grail of distributed computing research. Historically, academic researchers studied the reliability of distributed systems under the assumptions of fail-stop [31,42,46] and Byzantine [8,32] failure modes. The proliferation of cloud services led to previously unseen scales and the discovery of new failure modes, such as stragglers [9,12,62], fail-slow hardware failures [3,27,29], and scalability failures [34,53]. Most recently, Bronson et al. [7] introduced a new class of failures called metastable failures.

Bronson et al. define the metastable failure state as the state of a permanent overload with an ultra-low goodput (throughput of useful work). In their framework, they also define the stable state as the state when a system experiences a low enough load than it can successfully recover from temporary overloads, and the vulnerable state as the state when a system experiences a high load, but it can successfully handle that load in the absence of temporary overloads. A system experiences a metastable failure when it is in a vulnerable state and a trigger causes a temporary overload that sets off a sustaining effect—a work amplification due to a common-case optimization—that tips the system into a metastable failure state. The distinguishing characteristic of a metastable failure is that the sustaining effect keeps the system in the metastable failure state even after the trigger is removed.

This phenomenon of metastable failure is not new. However, instances of such failures look so dissimilar that it is hard to spot the commonality. As a result, distributed systems practitioners have given different names to different instances of metastable failures, such as persistent congestion [51], overload [60], cascading failures [5], retry storms [2,56], death spirals [37], among others. Bronson et al. [7] is the first work that generalizes all of these different-looking failures under the same framework.

A key property of metastable failures is that their root cause is not a specific hardware failure or a software bug. It is an emergent behavior of a system, and it naturally arises from the optimizations for the common case that lead to sustained work amplification. As such, metastable failures are hard to predict, may potentially have catastrophic effects, and incur significant ongoing human engineering costs because automated recovery is difficult (since these failures are not understood well). For example, in Section 6.3, we discuss how code and configuration changes without truly understanding the metastable failure can exacerbate the problem and lead to future incidents. Incidentally, at the time of writing this paper, a metastable failure at Amazon Web Services (AWS) disrupted the operation of airlines [38], home appliances [30], smart homes, payment systems [52], and other critical services for several hours.

As Bronson et al. point out, operators choose to run their systems in the vulnerable state all the time because it is much more efficient than running them in the stable state. As a simple example, an operator of a system with a database that can handle 300 requests per second (RPS) can install a cache with a 90% hit-rate and start serving up to 3,000 RPS. While more efficient, the system is now operating in a vulnerable state because a cache failure can overwhelm the database with more requests that it can handle. The problem is that in a complex, large-scale distributed system, we lack the ability to analyze the consequences of this decision to run in a vulnerable state under different conditions; e.g., what happens if load increases, or if the downstream latency increases, or if messages increase in size and serialization/deserialization starts to cost more CPU? So picking “how vulnerable” of a state to operate in, under normal conditions, is a best guess and not always the right choice, which is why we continue to experience metastable failures.

*Equal contribution.
In this paper, we make four contributions that extend the work of Bronson et al. and increase our understanding of metastable failures:

- A study of metastable failures in the wild that confirms metastable failures are universally observed and comprise a substantial fraction of the most severe outages (Section 2).
- An improved model that categorizes two types of triggers and two types of amplification mechanisms, which better explains how metastable failures happen (Section 3).
- An insider view at Twitter of a new type of metastable failure where garbage collection acts as an amplification mechanism (Section 4).
- Three example applications on which metastable failures are experimentally reproduced, which helps researchers propose and test solutions to metastable failures (Section 5).

We have open-sourced these examples at https://github.com/lexiangh/Metastability.

We hope our work will encourage more research into this devastating kind of failure and help in building more robust distributed systems, as our daily lives start to increasingly depend on them [20, 30, 38, 52].

2 Metastability in the Wild

Bronson et al. [7] used simplified examples to illustrate the mechanism of metastability and only asserted that the pattern was common, but did not present any data about real-world occurrences. Thus, we perform a large-scale study of actual metastable failures in the wild by sifting through hundreds of publicly available incident reports. It is an arduous task that requires an in-depth analysis of each incident report to understand if the failure is metastable, and the lack of details in the reports makes it even more challenging. We identify 21 metastable failures (Table 1) that are severe enough to warrant public incident reports in a range of organizations, including four at AWS, four at Google Cloud, and four at Microsoft Azure. Though this number may appear low compared to other failure types in distributed systems [26,27,33,53], metastable failures usually have devastating results that last many hours, which makes them an important class of failures to study.

2.1 Methodology

To find examples of metastability, we searched through troves of publicly available post-mortem incident reports from large cloud infrastructure providers and significantly smaller companies or services. Large infrastructure providers, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure, and Google, are held accountable by many paying customers, forcing greater transparency into their reliability and operation practices. Smaller businesses often operate with higher self-imposed transparency goals until they grow large enough to become a significant target for malicious attacks.

Infrastructure providers often maintain incident and outage reporting tools [4,11,50], which became our primary source for metastable failures. We analyzed hundreds of incidents to find a handful that depicts systems in the metastable state. We also found several smaller failures from other public sources such as postmortem communities [13,44,45,54], weekly outage incident digests [14,17,55], etc.

The reports from different sources do not follow the same format nor provide the same level of information, making our job of finding examples of metastability more difficult. While going through these reports, we focus on tell-tale signs of metastability—temporary triggers, work amplification or sustaining effects, and certain specific mitigation practices. More specifically, we look for patterns when a trigger initiates some processes that amplify the initial trigger-induced problem and sustain the degraded performance state even after the trigger is removed. The sustaining effect can take multiple forms, such as exacerbated queue growth or retries that create more load. We also pay attention to mitigation efforts, as metastable failures often require significant load shedding [57,60] for recovery.

We perform a comprehensive analysis of these incidents, focusing on impact, trigger, work amplification mechanisms, and mitigation practices. To study the impact, we focus on the duration and number of impacted services. This information is usually readily available in the reports. For the triggers, we identify the triggers and classify them into several distinct categories. We use a similar identification and classification process to distill work-amplification mechanisms and mitigation patterns. We present our summarized findings in Table 1.

2.2 Summary of Metastable Failures in the Wild

In Table 1, we provide a breakdown of metastable failure incidents we have found. The examples include instances from both major cloud providers (e.g., Microsoft, Amazon, Google, IBM) and smaller companies and projects (e.g., Spotify, Elasticsearch, Apache Cassandra). Our summary table describes high-level aspects of these failures: duration of the incident, impacted services, triggers leading to the outage, the sustaining effect mechanism, and corrective actions taken by the engineers.

Due to the often limited scope of provided information, we use our best judgment in identifying metastable failures. The most important criteria we use is the sustaining effect mechanism. We highlight several instances in gray color when the incident description is not clear on the presence of such a sustaining effect, but metastable failure is plausible depending on the interpretation and given the rest of the information provided. Additionally, we assign each incident a unique identifier to refer to each incident later.

Triggers are the starting events in the chain leading to metastable failures. Around 45% of observed triggers in Table 1 are due to engineer errors, such as buggy configuration or code deployments, and latent bugs (i.e., undetected pre-existing bugs). These can be observed in incidents GGL1, GGL2, GGL3, GGL4, AWS1, AWS3, AZR3, ELC1, SPF1. Load spikes are another prominent trigger category, with around 35% of incidents reporting it. A significant number of cases (45%) have more than one trigger.
Table 1: Metastable failures from public sources. Azure and IBM do not provide a direct incident link. Gray highlight indicates a plausible metastable failure, although the incident description lacked some necessary details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Duration (hours)</th>
<th>Services Impacted</th>
<th>Triggers</th>
<th>Sustaining Effect</th>
<th>Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GGL1 [22]</td>
<td>03/12/19</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>Gmail, Photos, Drive, Cloud Storage, various other GCP services</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• cascading overload</td>
<td>• load shedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGL2 [23]</td>
<td>10/31/19</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>multiple components of GCE</td>
<td>• software bug</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load shedding, reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGL3 [24]</td>
<td>04/08/20</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Google BigQuery, Cloud IAM 3% of Cloud SQL HA</td>
<td>• config change</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• configure rollback, policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGL4 [21]</td>
<td>04/30/13</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Google API infrastructure</td>
<td>• config change</td>
<td>• traffic queue growth, reboots</td>
<td>• configure rollback, server reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS1 [47]</td>
<td>04/21/11</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>Amazon EC2, Amazon RDS</td>
<td>• network config change</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• configure rollback, policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS2 [48]</td>
<td>06/13/14</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>Amazon SimpleDB</td>
<td>• power loss</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load shedding, server restart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS3 [49]</td>
<td>09/20/15</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>AWS SQS, EC2 Autoscaling, CloudWatch, AWS Console</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load shedding, pause metadata ops, capacity increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS4 [51]</td>
<td>12/07/21</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>AWS DynamoDB, EC2, Fargate, RDS, EMR, Workspaces, AWS Console, Authorization services, internal DNS</td>
<td>• load spike, network disruption</td>
<td>• capacity increase</td>
<td>• load rebalancing, memory ops, capacity increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZR1 [4]</td>
<td>07/01/20</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>Azure SQL DB &amp; SQL Data Warehouse, Azure Database for MySQL/PostgreSQL/MariaDB</td>
<td>• unspecified imbalance trigger, latent config bug</td>
<td>• cascading overload</td>
<td>• service restart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZR2 [4]</td>
<td>04/01/21</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Azure DNS</td>
<td>• software bug leading to cache degradation</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• unknown automation, policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZR3 [4]</td>
<td>06/14/21</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>Management operations of many Azure Services</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• unspecified queue growth due to overload and timeouts</td>
<td>• load rebalancing, remove buggy software, capacity increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZR4 [4]</td>
<td>07/12/21</td>
<td>7.92</td>
<td>Windows Virtual Desktop, Azure Front Door, Azure CDN Standard</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load rebalancing, trigger hot fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM1 [11]</td>
<td>06/11/21</td>
<td>73.53</td>
<td>Private DNS, HS Crypto Service, Cloudfant DNS Services, Osaka, Cloudshell services</td>
<td>• software bug</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load shedding, policy change, trigger hot fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF1 [19]</td>
<td>04/13</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>core app/service UI</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• load shedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPF2 [19]</td>
<td>06/04/13</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>core app/service UI</td>
<td>• load spike due to unexpected service dependency</td>
<td>• retry excessive logging in failure case</td>
<td>• trigger hot fix, load shedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELC1 [39]</td>
<td>04/02/19</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>Elasticsearch Service</td>
<td>• unspecified maintenance, unspecified error</td>
<td>• load caused ZK churn causing more load</td>
<td>• restart, load shedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIKI [58]</td>
<td>03/30/21</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>media upload, misc queued jobs</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• unspecified causing queue growth</td>
<td>• load shedding, policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCI1 [10]</td>
<td>07/11/17</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>Core product</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• load increase due to contention</td>
<td>• load shedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS1 [1]</td>
<td>07/27/17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Partial database outage</td>
<td>• rolling restart</td>
<td>• self-sustaining and increasing overload</td>
<td>• policy change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS2 [43]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>actively services</td>
<td>• load spike of certain costly operations</td>
<td>• retry</td>
<td>• trigger removal, operated in stable state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB1 [18]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Facebook core services</td>
<td>• load spike</td>
<td>• software bug</td>
<td>• hot fix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Handling and recovering from metastable failures is not easy, with our data suggesting that incidents cause significant outages. For instance, the IBM1 incident lasted over three days. More generally, we have observed outages in a range of 1.5 to 73.53 hours, with 4 to 10 hours of outages being the most common (35% of incidents reporting the outage period).

While triggers initiate the failure, the sustaining effect mechanisms prevent the system from recovering. We observed a variety of different sustaining effects, such as load increase due to retries, expensive error handling, lock contention, or performance degradation due to leader election churn. By far, the most common sustaining effect is due to the retry policy, affecting more than 50% of the studied incidents—GGL2, GGL3, AWS1, AWS2, AWS3, AZR2, AZR4, IBM1, SPF1, SPF2, and CAS2 incidents are all sustained by retries.

Recovery from a metastable failure is challenging and often requires reducing load. Direct load shedding, such as throttling, dropping requests, or changing workload parameters,
Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{norm}}, C_{\text{norm}}$</td>
<td>Normal load and capacity without issues (i.e., triggers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{org}}(t), C_{\text{org}}(t)$</td>
<td>Organic load and capacity at time $t$ including effects from triggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{\text{sys}}(t), C_{\text{sys}}(t)$</td>
<td>System load and capacity at time $t$ including metastable amplification over the organic load and capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{stable}}$</td>
<td>Stable capacity below which the system recovers from metastability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{\text{trig}}, m_{\text{trig}C}$</td>
<td>Maximum load-spike and capacity-decreasing trigger magnitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_L(t), \alpha_C(t)$</td>
<td>Workload and capacity degradation amplification factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{trig}}$</td>
<td>Trigger overloading duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_L(\Delta_{\text{trig}}), w_C(\Delta_{\text{trig}})$</td>
<td>Workload and capacity degradation amplification upper bound functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_L^<em>, w_C^</em>$</td>
<td>Maximum workload and capacity degradation amplifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Symbols of Metastability Framework.

was used in over 55% of the cases. Some indirect mechanisms were also popular, such as reboots to clean the queues or operation backlogs, or policy changes. An example of such a policy change is the CAS1 incident where a feature was turned off to allow the servers to join the cluster.

3 Metastability Framework

Based on our observations of real-world metastable failures, we extend the model of Bronson et al. [7] in three ways. First, while the previous framework presumes that a system entering a metastable failure state is usually due to a load increase, we observe in multiple incidents that a software bug or a configuration change may decrease the capacity of the system and trigger a metastable failure even without a load increase. Second, although the previous framework describes a system sustaining in a metastable failure state due to workload amplification, we show examples of another type of metastable failure sustaining effect where background activities such as garbage collection cause the system’s capacity to degrade or remain degraded even after the trigger is removed. Third, based on our experiments on the reproductions of metastable failures, we find that a vulnerable state is not a binary condition; whether a system transitions from a vulnerable state into a metastable failure state is determined by the current degree of vulnerability, the trigger magnitude, and its duration.

3.1 System Model

We devise our model based on the load and capacity of a system, and a summary of the symbols are shown in Table 2. The capacity of the system, $C_{\text{sys}}(t)$, is represented in terms of abstract resource units (RUs) that the system can handle per second (i.e., work per second). Each request consumes some RUs from the system’s budget. For example, consider a system with a constant $C_{\text{sys}}(t) = 100$ RUs/sec; every second such a system can process up to 100 requests, each costing 1 RU, or up to 50 requests, each costing 2 RUs. The load, $L_{\text{sys}}(t)$, represents the work per second arriving to the system in terms of RUs/sec. So for a system to not be overloaded, $L_{\text{sys}}(t) < C_{\text{sys}}(t)$.

Under normal idealized conditions, we assume the processing capacity $C_{\text{sys}}(t)$ is constant, $C_{\text{sys}}(t) = C_{\text{norm}}$. However, depending on circumstances it may diminish due to failures, transient outages, or amplification effects of metastability. Similar to $C_{\text{sys}}(t)$, we set $L_{\text{sys}}(t) = L_{\text{norm}}$ as the normal load excluding transient effects and workload amplification.

Since metastability is fundamentally due to sustaining effects that amplify the load and degrade the system capacity, we also define $L_{\text{org}}(t)$ and $C_{\text{org}}(t)$ as the load and system capacity without amplification effects. That is, the organic load, $L_{\text{org}}(t)$, is the load originating from the system’s clients. This includes transient effects such as load spikes, but does not include workload amplification effects such as retries. Similarly, the organic capacity, $C_{\text{org}}(t)$, represents the system capacity including transient capacity decreases, but without sustaining degradation. For example, background interference may drop the organic capacity in half temporarily until the interference ends. But sustaining amplification effects such as garbage collection would cause the system capacity to degrade further or remain degraded even after the trigger is removed. We illustrate these effects on capacity and load in Figure 1.

3.2 Triggers

Metastable failures begin with trigger events. In our survey (Section 2), we have identified two broad types of triggers. The first trigger type results from a sudden burst in organic load, $L_{\text{org}}(t)$ (e.g., a celebrity posting their baby’s picture). The left two scenarios in Figure 1 illustrate how such a trigger could lead to a metastable failure, and incidents GGL1, AWS3, AZR3, AZR4, SPF1, SPF2, WIKI1, CC1, and CAS2 are examples of such failures. The second trigger type degrades the system’s organic capacity, $C_{\text{org}}(t)$ (e.g., a rack failure or deployment of inefficient code). The right two scenarios in Figure 1 illustrate how such a trigger could lead to a metastable failure, and incidents GGL2, GGL3, GGL3, AWS1, AWS2, AZR4, and IBM1 are examples of such failures. While the two types of triggers behave differently, they impact the system’s operation similarly by changing the balance between the load and capacity.

Definition 1 (Trigger). A trigger $T(m_{\text{trig}}, m_{\text{trig}C})$ represents the total effect from one or more of the following events:

- A load-spike trigger is an event that increases the load on the system by some maximum magnitude $m_{\text{trig}}$, such that $L_{\text{org}}(t) - L_{\text{norm}} \leq m_{\text{trig}}$ for all $t$.
- A capacity-decreasing trigger is an event that decreases the system capacity by some maximum magnitude $m_{\text{trig}C}$ such that $C_{\text{norm}} - C_{\text{org}}(t) \leq m_{\text{trig}C}$ for all $t$.

We assume $m_{\text{trig}}$ and $m_{\text{trig}C}$ represent upper bounds on the total trigger effect across all the triggers in a trigger event. In our survey, over half of the observed incidents had one
overloading trigger, but to our surprise, incidents with multiple triggers were also common (GGL1, GGL3, GGL4, AWS3, AZR1, AZR3, AZR4, SPF1, and ELC1).

Not all triggers are dangerous; small variations of capacity or load are normal and unavoidable. The triggers become dangerous when they overload the system (i.e., $L_{sys}(t) \geq C_{org}(t)$).

**Definition 2 (Overloading trigger condition).** If $m_{trig}C \geq C_{norm} - L_{norm}$, then the trigger(s) can overload the system.

**Theorem 1 (Overloading trigger).** If the system does not have an overloading trigger condition, then it will never have a metastable failure. (Proof in Section A.1.)

An overloading trigger is a necessary precursor of a metastable failure. Once the system is in an overloaded state, its performance starts to degrade, which sets off alarms and starts mitigation efforts. For instance, GGL2, GGL3, AZR2, and AZR4, among others, relied on an automated monitoring and notification system to initiate the mitigation efforts once a drop in availability is detected. Although not always explicitly mentioned, we believe that most, if not all, systems surveyed have monitoring and notification capabilities. As the system overloads, the latency of client operations will start to rise, while the goodput will stay at or below the $C_{sys}(t)$.

The overloaded state, however, is not a metastable failure state just yet. Getting out of overload is relatively straightforward — fix the trigger and restore the balance in the system, such that $L_{sys}(t) < C_{org}(t)$. If the load on the system returns to a level below the system’s capacity when the trigger is removed, then the system should eventually recover.

The duration of the trigger’s impact on the system is another important aspect to consider. While the trigger persists, the system is working in a reduced capacity or increased load setting, depending on the trigger type. Some triggers are easy to fix and end their impact on the systems. For instance, most of the misconfiguration triggers (GGL1, GGL4, AWS1) and buggy software deployment (AZR4) can be fixed by a rollback action. Some triggers are more difficult to address since the ability to fix the trigger, ironically, may depend on the system’s performance, which is degraded by the trigger. For instance, CAS1 incident had a rolling server restart for maintenance. The restart lowers the overall capacity of the system by the capacity of a server currently rebooting, placing more

---

**Figure 1:** Four metastability scenarios (Section 3.4). Two types of triggers (i.e., load-spike and capacity-decreasing) and two types of amplification mechanisms (i.e., workload amplification and capacity degradation amplification) form the different scenarios.
load on other machines. A rebooted server needs to repair itself by catching up, which requires both the rebooted server to be fast enough to catch up with the missed and ongoing load, and the rest of the system needs to be fast enough to provide this repair service.

### 3.3 Sustaining Effect Loop

A metastable failure arises when the overloaded system does not eventually return to a healthy state ($L_{sys}(t) < C_{sys}(t)$). Many reasons can keep the system in a failed state, such as the inability to recover from the trigger or an uncontrolled increase in load, among others. However, all of the reasons share a common pattern of keeping systems inoperative. We refer to this pattern as a **sustaining effect**.

**Definition 3 (Sustaining effect).** A **sustaining effect** is a feedback loop that keeps the system in an overloaded state such that $L_{sys}(t) \geq C_{sys}(t)$ even after the trigger is removed.

The feedback mechanism itself may have existed prior to the trigger, however, the overload made the feedback mechanism self-sustaining, and we name this feedback mechanism as **metastable amplification**. For instance, the AWS4 incident occurred with networking overload due to a planned scale-up operation. The overload resulted in connection timeouts and retries, creating even more load and causing more timeouts and retries.

**Definition 4 (Metastable amplification).** A **metastable amplification** $W^L(\alpha_L(t), \alpha_C(t), w_L(\Delta_{trig}), w_C(\Delta_{trig}), w_L^*, w_C^*)$ exacerbates the system’s overload until it reaches a maximum overload limit. The amplification can manifest itself by increasing the load on the system $L_{sys}(t)$ and/or decreasing the system’s capacity $C_{sys}(t)$:

- **Workload amplification** is a feedback loop that increases the system load $L_{sys}(t)$ beyond the organic load $L_{org}(t)$ (i.e., $L_{sys}(t) \geq L_{org}(t)$). The workload amplification factor, $\alpha_L(t) = L_{sys}(t)/L_{org}(t)$, can be upper bounded by some workload amplification upper bound function $w_L(\Delta_{trig})$ and max load amplification $w_L^*$ such that $1 \leq \alpha_L(t) \leq w_L(\Delta_{trig}) \leq w_L^*$ for all $\Delta_{trig}$, where $w_L$ is a monotonically increasing function of the trigger overloading duration $\Delta_{trig}$ from $w_L(0) = 1$ to $w_L(\infty) = w_L^*$.

- **Capacity degradation amplification** is a feedback loop that decreases the system’s capacity $C_{sys}(t)$ below the organic capacity $C_{org}(t)$ (i.e., $C_{sys}(t) \leq C_{org}(t)$). The capacity degradation amplification factor, $\alpha_C(t) = C_{sys}(t)/C_{org}(t)$, can be upper bounded by some capacity degradation amplification upper bound function $w_C(\Delta_{trig})$ and max capacity degradation amplification $w_C^*$ such that $1 \geq \alpha_C(t) \geq 1/w_C(\Delta_{trig}) \geq 1/w_C^*$ for all $\Delta_{trig}$, where $w_C$ is a monotonically increasing function of the trigger overloading duration $\Delta_{trig}$ from $w_C(0) = 1$ to $w_C(\infty) = w_C^*$.

Intuitively, the upper bounds allow us to reason about vulnerability and when a system enters a metastable failure state. We do not assume the upper bounds are tight, and the intent is to explain (i) there are two different types of amplification (that may both be active simultaneously), and (ii) how the amplification factors impact metastability.

Workload amplification can manifest in multiple ways. Recall that each request in our model has some RU cost. The workload amplification, therefore, can use one of the two broad mechanisms—increasing the number of requests in the system or increasing the average cost of a request. We observe the former amplification method in incidents GGL2, SPF1, AZR2, while the latter shows up in AWS3, WIKI1, and SPF2. For example, the SPF1 incident was caused by retrying the requests, while the SPF2 issue was exaggerated by extra debug logging added for timed-out requests. In our model, this corresponds to the top left scenario in Figure 1 where a load-spike trigger (i.e., $L_{org}$ increases) starts a workload amplification (i.e., $L_{sys}$ increases) due to retries or an increase in the average per-request cost.

Workload amplification does not necessarily start immediately with the trigger. A common type of workload amplification is retry-driven amplification, observed in incidents GGL2, AWS1, AWS2, AZR2, SPF1, and SPF2. It occurs when the requests start to timeout after waiting for some timeout period, and clients begin to retry the failed requests. Typically, this type of amplification starts building after some amplification delay. This delay depends on several factors, such as the degree of overload in the system and request timeout. A short request timeout is good for latency when retrying due to a small transient issue. However, it can hurt the system’s ability to handle larger problems by quickly starting the workload amplification. For example, AWS2 specifies that a small handshake timeout was a contributing factor to starting and sustaining the overload. The handshake timeout controlled the frequency of heartbeat messages and the duration a server can remain active without receiving a heartbeat. A longer timeout would have both reduced the heartbeat load and allowed for a longer heartbeat wait, potentially delaying workload amplification.

Capacity degradation amplification is another common type of sustaining effect. This effect occurs when the initial trigger overloads the system and causes the capacity to degrade or remain degraded. For example, a system experiencing a trigger where background interference from other co-located processes pushes it into an overloaded state may now need to also deal with an increased amount of garbage collection (GC) due to a queue buildup. In this case, the GC amplifying effect would degrade the system capacity beyond the capacity decrease from the trigger. The metastability arises when the capacity degradation from GC grows to be high enough such that the system remains overloaded even if the background interference is removed.

A sustained degradation is a special case of capacity degradation amplification. The CAS1 incident discussed earlier is an example of this. A different instance of this type of sustaining effect is the caching failure described in Bronson et al. [7]. In a system backed by a look-aside cache, a partial failure of a cache, such as a reboot of a caching server, may
result in a load spike on the underlying database and cause it to timeout. Because of timeouts, all operations effectively fail, preventing the system from filling the cache. This sustaining effect causes the capacity to remain degraded.

Figure 1 shows the impact of workload amplification (top scenarios) and capacity degradation amplification (bottom scenarios) on metastability. While the scenarios look different visually, they can all be understood under the metastability model of a sustaining effect that amplifies the load and/or capacity degradation to magnify an overload condition.

3.4 Metastability Scenarios

Figure 1 demonstrates four scenarios in which metastable failures occur. We introduce two types of triggers and two types of amplification mechanisms that impact the load and capacity of the system. We use the terms “load-spike” for triggers and “workload amplification” for amplification mechanisms impacting the load, and we use the terms “capacity-decreasing” for triggers and “capacity degradation” for amplification mechanisms impacting the capacity. In practice, both types of triggers and both types of amplification mechanisms can occur simultaneously.

In the upper left scenario, when there is a load-spike trigger, the organic load $L_{org}$ increases beyond the system capacity $C_{sys}$, and thus the system is overloaded. The workload amplification (e.g., retries) further increases the system load $L_{sys}$ above the triggers’ effects (i.e., $m_{trigL}$) in the organic load $L_{org}$. When the system overload (i.e., $L_{sys}(t) - C_{sys}(t)$) is high enough (e.g., at time $t_{meta}$), even after removing the trigger (i.e., the dip of $L_{org}$ and $L_{sys}$), the system remains overloaded and the workload amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the overload, which indicates the system is in a metastable failure state.

In the upper right scenario, when there is a capacity-decreasing trigger, the organic capacity $C_{org}$ decreases below the system load $L_{sys}$, and thus the system is overloaded. The workload amplification (e.g., retries) increases the system load $L_{sys}$. Once the amplification is high enough (e.g., at time $t_{meta}$), even after removing the trigger (i.e., the recovery of $C_{org}$ by $m_{trigC}$), the system is still overloaded, and the workload amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the system overload. Hence a metastable failure.

In the bottom left scenario, when there is a load-spike trigger, the organic load $L_{org}$ increases beyond the system capacity $C_{sys}$, and thus the system is overloaded. The capacity degradation amplification (e.g., GC amplifying effect) further decreases the system capacity $C_{sys}$ below the triggers’ effects (i.e., $m_{trigC}$) in the organic capacity $C_{org}$. When the system overload (i.e., $L_{sys}(t) - C_{sys}(t)$) is high enough (e.g., at time $t_{meta}$), even after removing the trigger (i.e., the recovery of $C_{org}$ and $C_{sys}$), the system remains overloaded and the workload amplification mechanism continues to exacerbate the overload. Hence a metastable failure.

3.5 System States

Based on Bronson et al. [7], we define three states (stable, vulnerable, metastable failure) that a system operates in and describe the boundaries between these states.

3.5.1 Stable State

Assuming a system has a metastable amplification mechanism $W(\alpha_{L}(t), \alpha_{C}(t), w_{L}(\Delta_{trig}), w_{C}(\Delta_{trig}), w_{L}^{*}, w_{C}^{*})$ and trigger $T(m_{trigL}, m_{trigC})$, it will never have a metastable failure if it’s running under low enough load $L_{norm} < C_{stable}$. The demarcation line between stable and vulnerable states depends on the max amplification factors $w_{L}^{*}, w_{C}^{*}$ and the normal capacity of the system, $C_{norm}$.

Theorem 2 (Stable region). Define $C_{stable} = \frac{C_{norm}}{(w_{L}^{*} w_{C}^{*})^{\frac{\alpha_{L}}{\alpha_{C}}}}$. If $L_{norm} < C_{stable}$, then the system will never have a metastable failure. (Proof in Section A.2.)

When the normal load is low enough relative to the normal system capacity, then even if the trigger overloads the system and causes the maximum metastable amplification, it will recover once the trigger is removed and hence is not a metastable failure. For instance, in the CAS2 incident, the Apache Cassandra cluster operated at a low load of 10% to 30% percent of the capacity. Despite a very significant trigger and workload amplification, the cluster recovered itself when the trigger was removed.

3.5.2 Vulnerable State

If the system has a normal load higher than $C_{stable}$, its running in a vulnerable state. Bronson et al. [7] define the vulnerable state as the state when a system experiences a high enough load that temporary overloads can tip the system into a metastable failure state. However, based on our experiments, the vulnerable state is not a binary—there are many degrees to it and many factors determine this degree of vulnerability.

As an overloaded trigger event $T(m_{trigL}, m_{trigC})$ unfolds, the system (and engineers) are in a race to mitigate the overload before the feedback loop of the sustaining effect makes the failure unrecoverable without more drastic measures. In such a system, a combination of amplification and trigger factors impact the likelihood of a metastable failure.

Theorem 3 (Degrees of vulnerability). If the metastable amplification during the trigger overloading duration $\Delta_{trig}$ is small enough relative to the system headroom (i.e., $w_{L}(\Delta_{trig}) * w_{C}(\Delta_{trig}) < \frac{C_{norm}}{L_{norm}}$), then the system will never have a metastable failure. (Proof in Section A.3.)

Once the system is in a vulnerable state, a combination of factors determines its degree of vulnerability. First, how close $L_{norm}$ is to $C_{norm}$ impacts the vulnerability. The smaller the
Given \( \frac{C_{\text{norm}}}{L_{\text{norm}}} \) ratio, the easier it is to enter a metastable failure state (i.e., the higher degree of vulnerability). The smaller the \( C_{\text{norm}} - L_{\text{norm}} \) difference, the smaller the trigger magnitude needed to overload the system and potentially trigger the metastable failure (Theorem 1). Second, the metastable amplification impacts the vulnerability. As described in Theorem 3, higher metastable amplifications \( (w_L(\Delta t_{\text{trig}}) \) and \( w_C(\Delta t_{\text{trig}}) \)) increase the vulnerability to metastable failures. Since \( w_L \) and \( w_C \) increase with the overloading trigger duration \( \Delta t_{\text{trig}} \), longer triggers also increase the vulnerability.

The amplification delay, if present, is the first mechanism to buy some time for mitigation efforts. Unfortunately, there is very little control over this delay interval, aside from timeouts in scenarios like retry-based workload amplification. The trigger overloading interval \( \Delta t_{\text{trig}} \) is another factor in determining whether an overload develops into the metastable failure. Intuitively, short triggers mean that amplification may not have started yet due to the amplification delay or has not escalated too far. Recall that entering a metastable failure state requires the system load to exceed the capacity even after fixing the trigger. This means that the amplification factors \( \alpha_L(t) \) and \( \alpha_C(t) \) play a role—a smaller amplification translates into a more moderate system load growth that can buy the engineers time to recover the trigger.

### 3.5.3 Metastable Failure State

The point when the trigger(s) cause the system to enter a metastable failure state depends on the current amplification factors \( \alpha_L(t) \) and \( \alpha_C(t) \) and trigger magnitudes.

**Theorem 4 (Metastable failure boundary).** If the metastable amplification causes the system overload to exceed the triggers’ effects (i.e., \( L_{\text{sys}}(t) - C_{\text{sys}}(t) \geq \alpha_L(t) * m_{\text{trigL}} + \alpha_C(t) * m_{\text{trigC}} \)), then the system is in a metastable failure state. (Proof in Section A.4.)

Since the current amplification factors and trigger magnitudes change over time, we can use the current amplification factors and maximum trigger magnitudes to develop a metastable failure boundary. If the overload \( L_{\text{sys}}(t) - C_{\text{sys}}(t) \) exceeds the boundary in Theorem 4, then there is a metastable failure because the system is overloaded even after the trigger is removed. If the overload \( L_{\text{sys}}(t) - C_{\text{sys}}(t) \) is below the boundary in Theorem 4 while the trigger(s) are in full effect, then the system is not in a metastable failure state yet. This is because the removal of the trigger would result in a non-overloaded state where the system can recover.

**Theorem 4** indicates the boundary in the general case where both types of triggers and amplifications occur simultaneously, but for simplicity, Figure 1 depicts the specific boundaries for each type of trigger and amplification in the four scenarios. That is, \( m_{\text{trigL}} = 0 \) or \( m_{\text{trigC}} = 0 \) depending on the trigger, and \( \alpha_L(t) = 1 \) or \( \alpha_C(t) = 1 \) depending on the amplification.

A practical takeaway from these results is that it is important to monitor the overload and take more drastic measures before it exceeds the metastable failure boundary. The key insight is that the overload should not be so bad that the system is overloaded even after the trigger is removed.

### 3.6 Recovery

Fixing the trigger is the first intuitive step many engineers take in recovery efforts. The intuition is likely the result of treating the trigger as the root cause of the failure. For instance, many incidents caused by deploying bad configuration involved rollbacks (GGL3, GGL4, AWS) or halting the deployments (GGL1). Similarly, many incidents triggered by software bugs involved hot-fixing the bug (AZR4, IBM1, SPF2). All incidents caused by load spikes included some form of load shedding (GGL1, AWS3, AZR3, CC11, etc.).

However, once in the metastable failure state, the system cannot recover all by itself as the sustaining effect keeps it in the metastable failure state. Therefore, we need to remove the sustaining effect from the system to recover. Two broad strategies exist to recover from the failure. The first is load shedding—bringing the load down below the stable threshold \( C_{\text{stable}} \). The second is to raise \( C_{\text{stable}} \) by increasing the system capacity.

Load shedding was the most popular mitigation effort used in over 50% of the incidents. This approach is intuitive in any kind of overload situation. However, without a proper understanding of the metastability and feedback loops, it is hard to know just how much the load needs to be reduced. This results in long mitigations and additional destructive steps, such as server reboots (AWS2, GGL2).

Raising \( C_{\text{stable}} \) is more nuanced than load shedding. One mechanism for changing the stable threshold is a policy change that impacts the amplification thresholds \( w_L^* \) and \( w_C^* \). An example of such a policy change is decreasing the maximum number of retries per request. For instance, a policy with at most two retries will not amplify the work more than three times, while the policy with no cap effectively leaves the system with no stable region. A more popular way of increasing \( C_{\text{stable}} \) is to add the capacity to the system, essentially raising its \( C_{\text{norm}} \). For a fixed \( w_L^* \) and \( w_C^* \), increasing normal capacity will also raise the stable threshold, per Theorem 2. A few incidents in our study used this approach. For instance, AZR2 added more capacity after performing load shedding and fixing the trigger.

### 4 Metastability at Twitter

While publicly available incident reports provide enough high-level information to identify the metastable failures, they lack the depth and detail to understand the complex interactions between components in large systems. In this case study, we use insider information to describe in detail one specific metastable failure occurring at Twitter, a large internet company, due to garbage collection (GC). We identify a sustaining loop where high queueing increases memory pressure and mark-and-sweep processing during GC, causing job slowdowns and thus higher queueing. The effect is more pronounced at high system loads, where the system is more vulnerable to spikes. Specifically, we see that a peak load test
Figure 2: Timeseries of a core service under a peak load test at Twitter. Metrics are normalized except for the success rate, which is scaled to show the trend dropping below the SLO.

(a) Queue length vs. GC duration. (b) GC duration vs. Latency. Figure 3: Correlation between metrics during 3 normal days.

during a busy day triggers the system to enter a metastable failure state where jobs start to fail, and it is only after sufficient load shedding that the success rate stops dropping.

Peak load tests are one of the common types of tests used regularly in industry to expose potential problems and highlight the necessary steps to prevent incidents from happening. Figure 2 shows the timeseries of system metrics at a core service during a peak load test where we see a metastable failure. System load, GC duration, and queue length have been normalized to show the trend only, while success rate (SR) is scaled to demonstrate it dropping sharply below the SLO. All metrics are measured using the standard observability tools at Twitter, except for the (average) queue length, which is inferred using Little’s Law [35]. By queue length, we mean the count of all the requests in the system. The service is a mature production service that’s well-tuned and has been running for several years, under all the usual operating practices of frequent deployments, regular stress tests, and continuous monitoring and alerting.

In this incident, the peak load occurs around the 48-minute mark, and the SR starts to drop over time. Once the SR of this service drops below a critical threshold (i.e., the SLO), service operators are alerted to mitigate the problem. In this incident, the operators start load shedding at around the 83-minute mark and continue with more load shedding at 106 minutes. This had the desired effect of lowering the load, which also lowers GC and queue length. However, the SR still continues to drop and does not start to recover even when the load is back down to the level before the test. SR remains below the SLO until the service is restarted by operators. This is because even after the load shedding, a sustaining effect is still slowing down the system and causing it to remain in a metastable failure state.

Studying the internal system metrics from the test has shed some light on the problem. We find that the changes to GC duration are highly correlated with load fluctuations, as more load brings more memory allocation, thus requiring more GC. However, the GC is busier than normal during the peak load test. During the second load-shedding period between 106-118 minute marks, the load is more than 20% lower than that at the 40-minute offset, yet the GC is busier and SR is still dropping. At the same time, the queue length is also more than 50% higher, which implies that there are more jobs stuck in the system exacerbating GC. Thus, there is contention between arriving traffic and GC consuming resources, suggesting the metastability sustaining effect.

Specifically, the incident is caused by the sustaining effect in the following steps: (i) a load spike (i.e., a $L_{sys}$ increase) caused by peak load test introduces initial high queue length in the system; (ii) high queue length results in high GC behaviors; (iii) high GC behaviors slow job processing (i.e., $C_{sys}$ decreases); (iv) more jobs get stuck in the system, which leads to higher queue length.

To demonstrate each of these steps, we further study data from this test as well as non-test data as a baseline. For (i), we can see the initial trigger in Figure 2 at around minute 48 where the load spike causes a sharp increase in queue length. For (ii), we see that queue length and GC duration are correlated over time in Figure 2. Additionally, we plot queue length vs. GC duration (Figure 3a) under 3 normal days without the test to show these metrics generally exhibit a positive correlation. One might wonder whether the system load affects these metrics, and we find that it is correlated to both queue length and GC duration. But to eliminate the impact of system load, we also filtered the data to only include results with approximately the same system load, and we still see a correlation between queue length and GC duration, which suggests that high queue length leads to high GC. Correlation does not imply causation, so we validate and reproduce these effects in Section 5.1 via a simple example. For (iii), we plot GC duration vs. latency (Figure 3b) during the same period without peak load testing and observe that the latency increases with GC duration. As GC consumes CPU cycles, there is CPU contention with job processing, which causes slowdowns to jobs as evidenced by the higher latencies. Naturally, job slowdowns will cause additional congestion and queuing, which completes the sustaining loop (iv).
Similar incidents recur many times, and engineers take different approaches to mitigate/fix this issue. For example, (i) observing unusually high latency spikes in backend services resulted in work to improve their performance to lower queue lengths, (ii) observing higher GC duration than normal resulted in adjusting the JVM memory configuration (e.g., increasing max heap size) to tweak GC behavior, and (iii) observing high resource utilization (e.g., CPU) resulted in adding more servers to lower per-server load. These approaches decrease system vulnerabilities and make it more robust to the trigger at the magnitude of the peak load test level.

5 Replicating Metastability

We introduce three example applications and experimentally reproduce metastable failures on them. One of these applications reproduces the failure in the Twitter case study (Section 4) at a small scale, and the other two reproduce failures due to retries and look-aside caching described in sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, of Bronson et al. [7].

5.1 Metastability due to GC

In this section, we develop a small-scale reproduction of the GC metastable failure seen in Section 4. This allows us to perform controlled experiments to validate the sustaining effect and study the factors that affect vulnerability. We confirm that GC can cause metastability and that the vulnerability increases with load. Since the sustaining effect is due to a high queue length causing memory pressure and GC slowdowns, we find that the memory size also impacts the degree of vulnerability.

5.1.1 Experiment Setup

Our reproduction is a multi-threaded java program compiled via JDK 8 under default GC settings except we experiment with MaxHeapSize. Each thread processes a job consisting of many memory allocations. Each job allocates a 0.5MB array of arrays and then proceeds to allocate each row in this 2D array, adding an additional 0.5MB of data. Once a job completes, the allocated memory is unrefereed and will eventually be garbage collected. The main thread launches jobs following a Poisson process with a configured request rate measured in requests per second (RPS). We launch the java program in a docker container configured with 1GB of memory running on an AWS EC2 m5.large instance.

5.1.2 Inducing Metastable Failures

To illustrate the metastability, we vary RPS over time and plot the relevant metrics in Figure 4a. The initial RPS increase causes queue length and the GC duration to increase. Even as RPS is reduced over time, the sustaining effect causes the queue length and GC duration to remain high.

To gain a deeper understanding of the sustaining effect that causes the metastability, we extract detailed metrics from GC logs. Figure 4b shows that queue length, which we directly measure from arrival/completion timestamps, is correlated with GC duration. This is because there are more active objects to process during a GC cycle when there’s a high queue length, and there is higher memory pressure as well. The figure shows a scatterplot of the normal behavior, though we see a similar correlation during metastable failures as well.

Figure 4b also shows that GC causes the application to pause, which slows down the jobs. Here, we configure the JVM to print a more detailed metric (PrintGCApplicationStoppedTime) to indicate how the JVM impacts the job’s running time. We find that GC activity is causing the application to pause and slow down. As a result, the application isn’t able to process jobs as efficiently, resulting in a higher queue length, thus completing the feedback cycle.

We next study the factors that affect vulnerability by exposing the example to varying trigger sizes. In our example, we generate triggers by injecting 100% stalls in the program (i.e., L_{org} increases) starts a capacity degradation amplification (i.e., C_{sys} degrades) due to GC.

Figure 4c shows how the vulnerability varies as a function of RPS. At high RPS, even small delays would cause the system to fall into a metastable failure state, whereas at low RPS, the system can mostly recover unless there is a very large trigger duration. The figure also shows how the vulnerability changes with the JVM memory size. Striped areas show regions where the metastability depends on the higher or lower memory size. For example, the striped region between the max heap (i.e., JVM memory) sizes indicates it is a metastable failure region for the smaller size and a vulner-
able or stable region for the larger memory size (depending on RPS). Larger memory sizes decrease the memory pressure, which lowers the effect of GC. Thus, the system is less vulnerable with more memory and can sustain higher trigger durations and higher RPS. Nevertheless, the system is still subject to metastable failures, so understanding the degree of vulnerability is important for managing the system.

5.2 Metastability due to Retries

We next demonstrate an example of a metastable failure in a replicated state machine (RSM) model utilizing a popular NoSQL database. RSMs are prone to slowdowns [28, 41] that can act as capacity-decreasing triggers for metastable failures. We use the slowdowns of varying magnitude and duration to induce metastable failures where retries create the sustaining effect.

5.2.1 Experiment Setup

For this experiment, we rely on MongoDB replicated database [64] based on the Raft [42] replication protocol. We operate the database in a strongly-consistent mode in a cluster of 3 replicas. A primary and two secondary MongoDB servers (version 4.4.9) are deployed on AWS EC2 m5a.large instances with 2 vCPU and 8 GiB of RAM each using Docker containers. A client application provides a constant baseline workload of insert operations against the replicated MongoDB database. We deployed the client on a bigger m5ad.2xlarge instance with 8 vCPU and 32 GiB of RAM.

We keep the RSM in a vulnerable state by running a constant client workload of approximately 6,200 successful RPS. A client uses a 3-second timeout for requests and will retry each operation up to 4 times after the timeout. To introduce the slowdowns, we temporarily restrict the CPU resources on the docker container running the primary node. In our model, this corresponds to the top right scenario in Figure 1 where a capacity-decreasing trigger (i.e., $C_{sys}$ decreases) causes a workload amplification (i.e., $L_{sys}$ increases) due to retries.

5.2.2 Inducing Metastable Failures

In Figure 5, we present the result of four experiments to demonstrate the relationship between trigger magnitude, trigger duration, and request rate. The figure truncates the experiments at 150 seconds, however, we ran the workloads for 500 seconds to ensure there is no delayed recovery from failure. We apply the capacity-decreasing trigger at the 60 second mark, as indicated by the gray shaded region in each of the subfigures.

(a) Baseline with no metastable failure. Figure 5a demonstrates a trigger of 10 seconds with a 78% reduction in CPU availability. This trigger briefly reduced the success rate of client requests, as observed by the dip in throughput with a corresponding increase in latency. The impact was brief with the occurrence of limited failures and retries towards the end of the trigger duration. The system does not enter a metastable failure state and recovers shortly after the trigger is removed.

(b) Increased trigger magnitude causes metastable failure. Figure 5b demonstrates a metastable failure in an RSM. This result illustrates that even a slight increase in a trigger magnitude can push the system into metastability. In this instance, the trigger is of the same duration (10 seconds) against the same workload as (a) but with an 80% reduction in CPU availability (2% additional reduction). With this trigger magnitude, the system performance does not recover once the trigger is removed. Latency plateaus at approximately the client timeout of 3 seconds, and the total number of attempted requests peaks at around 20,000 RPS (a 3× increase over baseline), and goodput is reduced by $\approx 90\%$ to 600 RPS. The client retry mechanism provides the feedback loop that prevents the system from resuming a normal state.

(c) Decreased trigger duration averts metastable failure. Figure 5c demonstrates that a minor change to a trigger duration, compared to the previous experiment (Figure 5b), can prevent a system from entering the metastable failure state. The experiment setup is the same as (b), except the trigger duration is reduced by 1 second from 10 seconds to 9 seconds. Similar to (a), we observe a transient increase in latency and a corresponding reduction in goodput. However, the system’s performance recovers in this experiment, demonstrating the impact of trigger duration on vulnerability.

(d) Reduced load averts metastable failure. Figure 5d illustrates system performance when the base workload is reduced to about 4,200 RPS ($\approx 30\%$ lower than the baseline RPS) to show a system with more idle resources to handle triggers. We used the same trigger magnitude and duration as
in high sustained error rates and latencies.

Throughout our experiments on a replicated database, we have established that a trigger that sets off the retry process can lead to the feedback loop that prevents a distributed system from recovering. Moreover, even small changes to a trigger had a significant impact—a 2% decrease in available CPU or a 1-second increase in duration separated successful recovery from a metastable failure. All experiments exhibit a small number of failed requests immediately before the trigger is removed. However, (b) demonstrates an increased level of failures and retries during the last second of the trigger. This suggests that timely removal of the trigger can prevent the transition into the metastable failure state.

5.3 Metastability due to Look-aside Cache

We next illustrate another type of metastable failures due to look-aside caching. Look-aside caching is a popular caching strategy where an application looks for data in a cache and retrieves data from a backend system for cache misses. The application is then responsible for putting the data from the backend into the cache.

The metastability arises because the application is not always able to add the data from the backend into the cache. Specifically, if a trigger causes the cache hit rate to drop, then that would result in a higher rate of misses and an unexpectedly high rate of requests to the backend system. This amplified workload would in turn cause the backend to slow down, which would lead to timeouts in the application and/or backend. When there are timeouts, the application is unable to put data into the cache. As a result, the cache hit rate remains low, which sustains the metastability.

5.3.1 Experiment Setup

To replicate this metastability, we build an example web application with a MySQL database (34.6 million entries, totaling 15GB) and a memcached cache (1GB). If the web application is unable to find an item in the cache, it queries the database and stores the result in the cache. Items are requested following a Zipf distribution—a common distribution for representing cache entry popularity [6].

The arrival times are generated via a standard Poisson process at the desired RPS from our load generator. Our web server runs a standard Nginx + PHP setup, and we configure 1 second timeouts for the requests, which are much higher than the normal request processing times.

5.3.2 Inducing Metastable Failures

Figure 6a shows an example of a metastable failure when a trigger causes the hit rate to unexpectedly drop at time 10s. We see that the backend traffic sharply increases, which results in timeouts and errors. Since the application is unable to get the data before the timeout, no new data is added to the cache, which sustains the low hit rate for long periods of time.

We next run the system under different RPS and inject triggers of different magnitudes to evaluate whether the system is able to recover. We inject triggers by deleting the hottest items in the cache."
ues). So there is a trade-off with setting the request timeout—a higher timeout decreases the vulnerability, but it takes longer to detect failed requests, whereas a lower timeout can quickly detect issues, but increases the metastable vulnerability.

Figure 6c demonstrates the impact of the steady state cache hit rate on vulnerability. When comparing a workload with a \( \approx 80\% \) cache hit rate vs. a workload with a \( \approx 95\% \) cache hit rate, we see that the higher hit rate is less vulnerable. This is because the workload has a more skewed popularity distribution where a small number of keys constitutes a large fraction of the requests. This skewness makes it easier to recover from a drop in hit rate. However, higher hit rates enable the system to operate at higher RPS where the system is vulnerable, and we see that the \( \approx 95\% \) workload has a much wider range of vulnerability in terms of RPS. Thus one still needs to consider metastable issues at high hit rates.

6 Discussion

6.1 Multi-System Failures

Many metastable failures involve a combination of systems or components interacting together. Often, these failures are described as cascading failures (GGL1), where the failure of one system causes further faults in other components. The interactions between systems make it more difficult to identify the sustaining effect and enact quick fixes. Our caching example is a good illustration of such a multi-system failure.

In our caching example, the cache and storage systems are coupled together. When a cache fails, the result is a load spike in the storage system—a capacity degradation of one component cascades to a load increase in another. Even in the absence of workload amplification, this multi-system example has a sustaining effect. The complete cache-storage system needs the storage component to respond in time to fill the cache and reduce the load on storage. At the same time, the storage cannot do so due to the overload, creating a sustained condition where the overload cannot be alleviated even after the cache has all servers back up again.

6.2 Human Factors

Around 50% of the observed triggers have some direct human involvement, such as the deployment of buggy configuration (GGL3, GGL4, AWS1), rushed testing and deployment (AZR4), incomplete testing that fails to find bugs (GGL2, GGL4, AZR2, AZR3, IBM1), and regular maintenance (ELC1). For instance, in the AZR4 incident, engineers rushed a buggy code for deployment without proper testing. The bug would increase CPU consumption on some background tasks, essentially decreasing the system’s processing capacity. Moreover, the deployment was happening on Friday before a long holiday weekend when the load on the system was lower than usual, potentially preventing the deployment procedure from catching the capacity degradation. After the holiday weekend when traffic returned to normal, the system was overwhelmed, which increased latency, caused timeouts, and failed user requests. This issue could have been avoided with more complete testing and better deployment practices.

Another example of a human factor in metastability is the GGL4 incident where engineers bypassed the testing phase and released a buggy configuration to production.

6.3 Fix to Break

Misunderstanding the processes that cause the failure can lead engineers to adapt long-term fixes or changes that can further exacerbate the vulnerability for metastable failures. For example, not realizing the existence of a feedback loop may cause engineers to introduce changes that make the feedback loop more severe. In the AWS2 incident that brought down AWS SimpleDB, the storage servers frequently communicate with the locking service to ensure they are still part of the system. When an overload to the locking service occurred, the storage servers started to timeout and retry, further adding to the locking service overload. After several retries, the servers would demote themselves and stop serving the storage workload. The locking service remained overloaded for as long as enough storage servers were alive to keep the lock service busy. In the aftermath of the incident, engineers decided that servers must continue to retry the locking service instead of giving up, as the lack of prolonged retries was seen as the reason for botched recovery. Unlimited retries, however, can put a lot more workload amplification on the system and make the sustaining effect more severe. A similar incident (AWS3) happened to the DynamoDB database about a year later. The storage nodes did not back out of retrying to get updated membership data, causing a massive workload amplification and metastable failure.

Another example of this is the SPF1 and SPF2 incidents. In the aftermath of the first incident, engineers added significant logging to the error path of request execution to better understand the cause of the load spikes and retries. In SPF2, the additional logging after a load spike and initial retries increased the cost of each retry, adding more load to the system and causing more requests to retry.

6.4 Mild Metastable Failures

Many metastable failures are severe enough to cause a significant service disruption. However, this is not necessarily the case for all metastable failures. The CAS1 incident is an example of metastable behavior that did not cause a significant outage. Another example is our Twitter case study. While the metastable failure was severe enough to trigger internal alerts, it was very far from becoming an outage. This mildness was partly due to monitoring of key performance metrics and a timely response.

6.5 Prevention and Mitigation

A crucial aspect of preparing for metastable issues is understanding the system’s vulnerability. As we have seen throughout our experiments with retries, caching, and GC, many factors impact the vulnerability of a system, ranging from the load to trigger magnitude and duration and to sustaining effect mechanisms, such as workload amplification growth. With a proper understanding of the processes involved, we can
have better control over both the triggers and sustaining effects. For example, our Twitter case study showed that even if the sustaining effect cannot be eliminated, knowing and understanding its characteristics can help engineers adjust parameters and reduce its impact in the future.

Similarly, systems may not be able to avoid all possible triggers, but they can often mitigate the trigger’s impact. For instance, designing systems to be more resilient to component slowdowns [41] can help reduce the severity of triggers and reduce the system’s vulnerability. Designing automated mitigation strategies can reduce the trigger duration, which result in a small performance blip instead of a metastable failure.

While autoscaling of resources can help mitigate metastable failures in some cases, it does not necessarily prevent metastable failures. Autoscaling is a way to increase the normal capacity $C_{\text{norm}}$ of a system in response to load events, which should also raise the stable threshold $C_{\text{stable}}$ and help the system recover sooner. However, autoscaling can be extremely costly for large systems and large work amplification factors. For instance, a loss of a cache with 99% hit-rate can result in a 100X amplification. Whether the current autoscaling techniques can scale up fast enough to avert a metastable failure requires further research. Furthermore, it is not always possible to autoscale services due to stateful components and system complexity (e.g., case Azure LL1H-9CZ).

7 Related Work

Since metastable failures were established as a class very recently [7], there have not yet been any studies particularly about them. However, researchers have discovered other classes of failures that we think are relevant to metastability. Specifically, the types of failures and bugs that we discuss below often act as triggers that lead to metastable failures.

One such class is fail-slow failures [27], which are extensively studied under different names: fail-stutter [3], gray-failure [29], and limipware [15, 16, 25]. Fail-slow failures happen when a hardware experiences a significant slowdown but is still functional. Since fail-slow failures can occasionally exhibit transient stops [27], they can trigger metastable failures. Unlike metastable failures, however, fail-slow failures are essentially subtle hardware failures that can be fixed by replacing the faulty hardware.

Another related class of failures is due to scalability bugs [34, 53]. These are latent software bugs that are scale-dependent—they only surface in large-scale deployments and are not discoverable in small-scale testing. As a result, load spikes can expose scalability bugs, which can trigger metastable failures. We have observed several incidents where load spikes exposed a bug that triggered a metastable failure.

Finally, there have been multiple studies on failures in distributed systems caused by configuration changes [40, 59] and software upgrades [63] both of which were predominant triggers of metastable failures in our study.

In general, most prior studies classify incidents according to their main root cause, for example, software bugs, hardware faults, misconfiguration, etc. The metastable failure model, where a service in the vulnerable state is tipped over to failure by a trigger, allows a richer, multi-dimensional characterization of bugs. Metastability would likely explain some of the bugs others have studied, but to date, researchers have lacked a framework for identifying such failures. It is notable that in [61] the authors observe that failures often “require an unusual sequence of multiple events with specific input parameters from a large space”, which suggests that they may have in fact encountered metastable failures.

The cloud outage study of [26], which examines almost 600 publicly reported outages in popular Internet services, discusses the idea of “hidden single points of failure” and observes that the recovery process itself is often faulty or simply doesn’t run because the right metrics are not being monitored. Our model for metastable failures may help identify the metrics that may act as triggers. They also note that the recovery process can be a source of metastable amplification, such as with retry storms or failover to cold caches.

In the Azure incidents studied by Liu et al. [36], running-environment mitigation techniques are commonly applied, such as restarting or migrating processes or adding capacity resources. The authors note that to date there has been little work on automation of such recovery methods – this would also be a fruitful direction in mitigating metastable failures.

What sets a metastable failure apart from all of the above is that its root cause is not a specific hardware failure or a software bug. It is an emergent behavior of a complex system that naturally arises from optimizations for the common case. Specifically, if the aforementioned failures do not trigger a metastable failure, then identifying and eliminating them restores the system functionality. If, however, they do trigger a metastable failure, then eliminating them will not restore the system’s functionality.

8 Conclusion

Metastable failures are a class of system failures characterized by sustaining effects that keep systems in a degraded state and resist recovery. While relatively infrequent, metastable failures were behind big outages at large internet companies (including a recent AWS outage on December 7th, 2021). In this work, we confirm this observation by studying public incident reports. We then extend the metastability framework based on our observations for a more accurate metastability model. We validate our model by building three applications and reproducing different instances of metastability on them. We hope our work spurs further research into understanding and preventing metastable failures.
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Thus, under the normal conditions without triggers, the amplification factors are bounded such that the system is always stable even with the worst-case amplification factors.

A.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Assume $L_{norm} < C_{stable} = \frac{C_{norm}}{w_L^* + w_C^*}$. So,

$$L_{norm} \cdot \alpha_L(t) \leq L_{norm} \cdot w_L^* \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

$$\leq C_{stable} \cdot w_L^* \quad \text{(assumption)}$$

$$= C_{norm} \cdot \frac{w_L^*}{w_C^*} \quad \text{(assumption)}$$

$$= C_{norm} / w_C^* \quad \text{(algebra)}$$

$$\leq C_{norm} \cdot \alpha_C(t) \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

Thus, under the normal conditions without triggers, the amplification factors are bounded such that the system is always stable even with the worst-case amplification factors.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 3

Assume $w_L(\Delta_{trig}) \cdot w_C(\Delta_{trig}) < \frac{C_{norm}}{L_{norm}}$. So,

$$L_{norm} \cdot \alpha_L(t) \leq L_{norm} \cdot w_L(\Delta_{trig}) \cdot w_C(\Delta_{trig}) \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

$$\leq C_{norm} / w_C(\Delta_{trig}) \quad \text{(assumption)}$$

$$\leq C_{norm} \cdot \alpha_C(t) \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

Thus, under the normal conditions without triggers, the amplification factors are bounded such that the system is always stable.

A.4 Proof of Theorem 4

Assume at time $t$, $L_{sys}(t) - C_{sys}(t) \geq \alpha_L(t) \cdot m_{trigL} + \alpha_C(t) \cdot m_{trigC}$. So,

$$L_{norm} \cdot \alpha_L(t)$$

$$= L_{org}(t) \cdot \alpha_L(t) - (L_{org}(t) - L_{norm}) \cdot \alpha_L(t) \quad \text{(algebra)}$$

$$\geq L_{org}(t) \cdot \alpha_L(t) - m_{trigL} \cdot \alpha_L(t) \quad \text{(Definition 1)}$$

$$= L_{sys}(t) - m_{trigL} \cdot \alpha_L(t) \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

$$\geq C_{sys}(t) + \alpha_C(t) \cdot m_{trigC} \quad \text{(assumption)}$$

$$= C_{org}(t) \cdot \alpha_C(t) + \alpha_C(t) \cdot m_{trigC} \quad \text{(Definition 4)}$$

$$\geq C_{org}(t) \cdot \alpha_C(t) \cdot \alpha_C(t) \cdot (C_{norm} - C_{org}(t)) \quad \text{(Definition 1)}$$

$$= C_{norm} \cdot \alpha_C(t) \quad \text{(algebra)}$$

Thus, if at time $t$ we removed the triggers and reverted to the normal load and capacity, then the amplifying factors would cause the system to remain in an overloaded state. So the system is in a metastable failure state.
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Abstract

Distributed systems today offer rich features with numerous semantics that users depend on. Bugs can cause a system to silently violate its semantics without apparent anomalies. Such silent violations cause prolonged damage and are difficult to address. Yet, this problem is under-investigated.

In this paper, we first study 109 real-world silent semantic failures from nine widely-used distributed systems to shed some light on this difficult problem. Our study reveals more than a dozen informative findings. For example, it shows that surprisingly the majority of the studied failures were violating semantics that existed since the system’s first stable release.

Guided by insights from our study, we design Oathkeeper, a tool that automatically infers semantic rules from past failures and enforces the rules at runtime to detect new failures. Evaluation shows that the inferred rules detect newer violations, and Oathkeeper only incurs 1.27% overhead.

1 Introduction

Users’ increasing reliance on distributed systems highlights the importance of ensuring they work correctly. Unfortunately, real-world distributed systems inevitably encounter failures. When a failure is recognizable through explicit signals such as crash, timeout, error code, or exception, timely actions can still be taken to detect [22,40,46] and mitigate [41,52,53] the failure. A vexing problem occurs when a system is operational but silently breaks its semantics without apparent anomalies.

Take a distributed notification service as an example, which provides an interface that promises to invoke the client callback whenever the status of some object changes. A bug may cause this system to miss invoking the callback upon a change or invoke the callback more than necessary. As another example, a distributed file system that is supposed to replicate data blocks by user-configured n copies may incorrectly under-replicate some blocks without any explicit errors.

Such failures can lead to severe consequences because they violate the guarantees a system provides to its users. They also break the contracts that other components or applications rely on, and result in amplified incorrectness. Moreover, since the violation is silent, the damage exacerbates over time. For example, as the buggy distributed file system that silently violates its replication policy continues to run, more and more newly created files will be subject to potential data loss.

Table 1: Number of public interfaces in popular distributed systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>3.4.6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>3.6.2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2,853</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>2.7.2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>5,293</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>2.10.0</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>6,306</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>2.6.0</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>2,661</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>2.8.0</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>3,107</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indeed, real-world evidence shows that semantic violations occur in practice. For example, an outage [2] was caused by a quota system incorrectly reporting usage for a user ID service as zero.

Distributed systems today provide rich semantics (Table 1) exposed through client APIs, public methods including RPCs among internal components, administrator commands, configuration parameters, etc. One interface often encodes multiple guarantees. New interfaces and semantics are also continuously introduced as a system evolves. These characteristics together make it challenging to ensure that a distributed system conforms to its semantics in production settings.

Our study provides quantitative data points to answer these questions such as how prevalent are semantic violations in practice, what semantics are violated, why are these failures not caught in testing, and how are these silent violations detected.
questions. The study findings also challenge some conventional wisdom and reveal gaps in the current practice. We highlight several findings:

• Contrary to the belief that silent semantic violations rarely occur in deployed systems, they have significant presence (39%) among sampled failures of all kinds.
• While the studied systems get more extensively tested over time and continue to add new features and semantics, their initial semantics do not become more bulletproof. On the contrary, more than two thirds of the failures violate semantics that have existed since the system’s first stable release.
• Although these are distributed system failures, most (74%) violations can be determined locally in some component.
• The violated semantics are often not untested but rather well covered by existing test cases.
• Enabling assertions in release builds helps by converting semantic violations into crash failures. One studied system does this and has the lowest ratio of semantic failures.
• In many cases, although a semantic was initially honored, it was later violated, thus one-time assertions are insufficient.
• Many system semantics are vulnerable to violations during maintenance operations or node events.

Given the prevalence (as our study indicates) and severity of silent semantic violations, we design a tool Oathkeeper to help users check silent semantic violations at runtime. The tool design is directly guided by insights from our study.

Specifically, we find that in 73% of the cases, developers add regression tests after the failure is reported, which contain valuable information about the failed semantic. However, the majority of the studied cases still violate semantics that have been tested before. A major reason for the gap is that these regression tests are usually patch-driven: they only check if the specific bug is fixed in a particular setup using a bug-triggering workload. The underlying semantics can continue to be broken with different root causes in different scenarios.

Based on this insight, Oathkeeper leverages the regression tests and tries to infer the underlying semantic rules implied by the tests. To do so, Oathkeeper runs the tests on both the buggy version and patched version of the system, and takes a template-driven approach to automatically infer semantic rules from the two traces. Oathkeeper then deploys these semantic rules to production to catch future violations that are caused by different bugs under different conditions.

We evaluate Oathkeeper on ZooKeeper, HDFS, and Kafka. Oathkeeper infers hundreds to thousands of semantic rules from the old regression tests in these systems. With the inferred rules, we evaluate Oathkeeper on seven real-world semantic failures that were introduced long (9–34 months) after the old failures. Oathkeeper detects violations for six of them. With all rules enabled, Oathkeeper on average only incurs 1.27% throughput overhead to the target systems.

The contributions of this paper are two-fold: (i) the first study on real-world silent semantic violations in nine popular distributed systems; (ii) the design of Oathkeeper, which automatically infers semantic rules for large distributed systems to check silent semantic violations at runtime.

The source code of Oathkeeper is publicly available at: https://github.com/OrderLab/OathKeeper

2 Background

2.1 Definition

We consider a distributed system $S$ that provides services through a collection of operations. Each operation $o$ has certain semantics [29]. The semantics encode guarantees that $o$ makes about the output, system states, and results of subsequent operations, in response to some triggering condition $c$. The condition $c$ can be a client request, an admin command (at the server side), a message from internal components, as well as an environment change including the passage of time. The semantics of $S$ are all the guarantees provided by the history of operations $S$ executes in response to a list of $c$.

A semantic violation (failure) occurs when $S$ breaks some of its semantics in an execution. The failures may exhibit explicit error signals, such as crashes, timeouts, and exceptions. In such cases, the violations overlap largely with existing failure models and can be well addressed by existing techniques.

This work focuses on silent semantic violations, in which $S$ violates its semantics but remains operational without exhibiting explicit error signals ($S$ is unaware of its misbehavior). We focus on this class of failures because they are under-studied yet incur damaging consequences, and they pose significant challenges to testing, failure detection, and recovery.

Silent semantic violations differ from other failure modes in observability. Fail-stop failures cause complete loss of functionality, which can be observed with simple measures such as monitoring heartbeats. Fail-slow [32], partial failures [46] and gray failures [37] only cause some functionality to be broken (slow). But these issues can still be observed with generic approaches, e.g., checking exceptions or timeouts [45]. In comparison, silent semantic violations are difficult to observe without a deep understanding of $S$’ semantics and execution.

Another way to interpret the “silent” aspect is on the semantics being violated. If $S$ only has a few operations, all of which have well-defined and thoroughly checked semantics, semantic violations in $S$ will be observable failures. Unfortunately, distributed systems have a large number of interfaces (Table 1), many of which have loosely-defined (or hidden) semantics that cannot be easily checked. Consequently, violations of such semantics are difficult to detect and address.

2.2 An Example

We show an example of silent semantic failures from our study (Section 3). ZooKeeper is a coordination service with a hierarchical data model. Its clients store data by creating $znode$ in a namespace. A special type of $znode$ is called ephemeral node. The semantics of the ephemeral node $create()$ operation guarantees that the $znode$ exists for as long as the creating
3 Study Methodology

Compared to other failure modes in distributed systems, silent semantic violations are not well understood. To fill this gap, we conduct a study on user-reported silent semantic failures from nine large-scale distributed systems (Table 2). We select these systems because they are representative, mature, widely used in production, and record many user-reported failures.

To collect the failure cases, we first query the study systems’ issue trackers to find tickets that (1) are marked as “bugs”, (2) have priorities higher than “minor”, (3) are resolved, (4) involve the server components. This step returns a large number of tickets. We then randomly sample a subset (Table 2). Among this subset, some are not real failures, such as issues found in internal testing. The remaining ones (valid column in Table 2) are potential production failures. We then read their descriptions and check whether the failures violate system semantics. We filter crashes, aborts, out-of-memory errors, and semantic failures with clear error signals.

After the above step, we get a candidate set of production silent semantic failures (Candidate column). Due to time constraints, we perform in-depth analyses on a subset of the candidate cases, preferring those with sufficient information and discussions. This gives us the final study dataset (Studied column) of 109 production semantic failure cases.

Table 2: Studied systems, the tickets (of various kinds) in the issue tracker of each system, the cases we sampled, and cases studied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Lang.</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Sampled (valid)</th>
<th>Candi-date</th>
<th>Stud-iend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra (CS)</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>3,308</td>
<td>69 (54)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CephFS (CF)</td>
<td>File Sys.</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>673</td>
<td>673 (123)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElasticSearch (ES)</td>
<td>Search</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>4,101</td>
<td>101 (46)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase (HB)</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>6,143</td>
<td>233 (80)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS (HF)</td>
<td>File Sys.</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>3,409</td>
<td>99 (52)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka (KF)</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Scala</td>
<td>2,764</td>
<td>142 (92)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesos (ME)</td>
<td>Cluster Mgr.</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>2,862</td>
<td>116 (47)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB (MG)</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>14,776</td>
<td>355 (151)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper (ZK)</td>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>1,141</td>
<td>134 (102)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Finding 1: Silent semantic failures have significant presence across all studied systems, occupying 20%–57% (39% on average) of the sampled cases for all types of failures.

The percentages vary in different systems. Systems such as ElasticSearch and Cassandra have a higher percentage of semantic failures (57% and 46%, respectively). MongoDB has the lowest ratio (20%). We will discuss in Section 8 these
systems’ practices that may contribute to the differences.

**Severity.** How severe are these reported silent semantic failures? To answer this question, we analyze the severity levels that developers assign to the issues. Some systems use slightly different categories. We normalize them into three levels: **Blocker**, **Critical**, **Major**. Based on the official descriptions, **Blocker** means the issue “should block release until it is resolved”; **Critical** means the issue causes severe consequences like data loss; **Major** means a “major loss of function”.

Overall, 45% of the studied cases have **Blocker** or **Critical** priorities. The ZooKeeper failure [13] described in Section 2.2 is an example **Blocker** issue. As another example **Blocker** issue, users reported that in their HDFS deployment, all the replicas of some blocks are residing on the same rack [8], which breaks the redundancy policy. This is clearly a severe violation because replica placement is critical to HDFS data.

We also compare the priority distribution of semantic failures with all failures in the sample. The result is shown in Figure 2. The average percentage of Blocker priority in semantic failures increases from 15% to 21%, and the percentage of Critical priority increases from 8% to 24%.

Interestingly, we find in some cases initially developers may not consider the symptoms to be severe, but after further investigation developers upgrade the priority level, e.g., “Marking as critical for 2.0. These ‘unexpected behaviors’ cause operator head-scratching and wasted hours of digging” [5].

**Finding 2:** Despite the lack of explicit error symptoms, silent semantic failures are considered severe by developers and users. Moreover, the sampled semantic failures are assigned with higher priorities compared to all sampled failures.

**Consequence.** We next analyze the failure consequences. Figure 3 shows that besides incorrectness, semantic failures cause serious consequences such as corruption and data loss.

The consequences are damaging because clients or users are misled by the system’s seemingly normal reactions. For example, Kafka guarantees that when a success response is sent to a producer, the produced message will be persisted by at least `min_isr` replicas. Otherwise, the producer will be notified of an error, so it may retry the request. In one failure [9], a leader replica switched to follower then back to leader. Some messages produced were lost while the client received responses with no error. This false success resulted in data loss for the users.

Note that Figure 3 is about the reported impact of failures, which is not always the semantic violation per se. For example, in a MongoDB case, the maximum cache usage configuration is not enforced. It takes a while for the violation to cause a performance problem—which is the consequence of this failure. But even before the system reaches the performance collapse, a cache limit violation has occurred.

**Finding 3:** In addition to incorrectness (wrong responses), silent semantic violations often cause severe consequences including corrupt state, data or state loss, and security issues.

### 5 What Kind of Semantics Is Violated?

#### 5.1 Sources of Violated Semantics

The studied failures violate various system-specific semantics. We analyze where these semantics come from. There are four sources and Figure 4 shows their distributions:

- **API spec**: a system API promises certain effect will (not) occur, e.g., a successful return of `removeWatch` API is supposed to remove the specified watcher.
- **Internal behavior**: the system’s documentation explicitly guarantees that something should (not) occur about its `internal` behavior, which is not directly exposed to external APIs, e.g., HDFS guarantees that if some Erasure Coding blocks fail, they should be detected and reconstructed.
- **User configuration**: user configurations regulate some system behaviors and the guarantees depend on the user settings. For example, the `max_hint_window_in_ms` parameter in Cassandra defines the maximum time window the coordinator will generate hints for a dead host.
- **Implicit**: the semantics are not explicitly defined or documented, but users expect them to hold for a correct system.

**Finding 4:** Most (87%) studied failures violate semantics that are explicitly defined in API specs, system docs, or configs.

Interestingly, in 10% of the studied cases, the system does not respect its configuration’s semantics. For example, if users set `acl.inheritance` to `true`, HDFS should enable ACL inheritance; but in one case the inherited ACL permissions are masked [7]. This violation causes security issues. The problem of misconfiguration is extensively researched [20, 21, 35, 56]. This finding suggests that even when users set configuration properly, a system can still misbehave.
As an example of Implicit semantics, in one HBase case [4], a region is online in server A, but the region location registered in the meta table is server B. While this consistency semantics is a common sense, it is not explicitly declared.

Explicit documentation of semantics is indicative of developers’ awareness of its guarantees and importance. One hypothesis is that if the semantics in a failure is not documented, it is understandable that developers did not make enough efforts to enforce the semantics. This finding disproves this hypothesis. However, the explicit documentations do not translate into fewer violations. One reason is that developers often document the semantics in a vague (e.g., “should produce correct results”) or incomplete way. A more fundamental gap is that the documentation is designed to be human-readable but not machine-checkable. For example, the semantics for ephemeral znode in ZooKeeper is documented clearly, but the system does not have any mechanism or tool to enforce this semantics in deployment.

Implications: Rich sources of documentation exist to leverage and judge semantic violations. Developers should move from documenting semantics in informal text to rigorously declare semantics that are mechanically checkable and enforceable.

5.2 Categorizations of Violated Semantics

Old vs. New Semantics Modern distributed systems often keep adding new features. For example, the number of client APIs in ZooKeeper increased from 38 in version 3.4.6 (2016) to 78 in version 3.6.2 (2020). Similarly, HDFS’ key APIs in fs.FileSystem increased from 128 in version 2.7.2 (2016) to 162 in version 2.10.0 (2019), along with significant increases of semantics in other interfaces such as RPC methods.

Since around 90% of our studied failures occurred after more than two years since the software’s initial release (Figure 5), a natural hypothesis is that most of them violate some new semantics. We validate this hypothesis by analyzing the age of semantics in the studied failures. We define old semantics as ones that exist since the first major stable release of the system and others as new semantics.

Surprisingly, we find only less than one third (32%) of our studied failures violate relatively new semantics, while 68% of them violate old semantics. Old semantics usually represent the most fundamental functionalities the system provides since developers implement them first, and they usually undergo extensive testing already. However, our finding suggests that (1) even with new features added to the system, old semantics are still ones violated the most; (2) even with testing accumulating over the years, the reliability of old semantics is not necessarily higher in newer versions. Take ZooKeeper as an example. Its ephemeral znode interfaces and semantics have existed since the first major stable release (3.0.0) in October 2008 [1]. However, there are still production failures violating the guarantees of ephemeral znode reported by users even 10 years later [15].

We further investigate why old semantics still keep getting violated. There are three broad reasons: (1) new implementation is buggy, developers may optimize, refactor or refine the implementation of existing functionality, which contain bugs that break old semantics, e.g., a concurrency bug introduced in changing an implementation to be multi-threaded; (2) new feature adds buggy interactions, when some new feature is added, developers may extend existing module to interact with or support the new feature. For example, after HDFS introduces the encryption zone feature, it needs to extend the original snapshot file function and the new handling path is buggy [6]; (3) latent bugs are exposed, as the most basic semantics, these old semantics’ original implementations can be complex and contain latent bugs that can only be exposed in very specific scenario. In one ZooKeeper failure [14], users find the ephemeral znodes are not deleted when the system time changes unexpectedly. This bug exists for 6 years before it is discovered, because neither the testing nor most deployments would exercise the system with the time change.

Note that we did not count the numbers of semantics in the study, either for new or old semantics. This is because even with explicit documentation such as API specs, determining how many semantics are there for a given API can be subjective, which depends on the granularity of semantics. Instead, we objectively judge if the specific semantics violated in a failure were introduced in the initial release or not.

Finding 5: 68% of the studied failures violate old semantics.

Implications: Instead of having the false hope that old semantics are reliable, developers should invest efforts to prevent semantic violation regressions.

Local vs. Distributed Semantics Since the study subjects are distributed systems, we analyze whether the semantic violations naturally require considering multiple distributed components. This question is important to the design of runtime verification techniques [43,44,48,57].

We find that indeed 26% of the semantic violations require global information to judge, e.g., whether the replica placement policy in HDFS is correctly enforced, or whether states in different Cassandra nodes match the consistency level.

However, interestingly, we find that the majority (74%) of the violations can be determined in a local scope. For example, appendTo in HDFS has the semantics of appending data to the end of a target file and making it persistent. A buggy node may fail to persist the new blocks or accidentally overwrite them. The violations can be determined in this node.

One reason is that a distributed system component often
keeps local copies of states for other components. For instance, even though ZooKeeper session is a global concept (a client connection to any follower or leader constitutes a session), such state is acknowledged to the ensemble. Thus, each node has a copy of the alive session and node list. The semantics of ephemeral znode, which require knowledge of the session information, can thus be checked locally in a ZooKeeper node.

Current runtime verification solutions typically aggregate global states across all nodes to check property violations. Obtaining such global information can be both expensive and tricky, e.g., dealing with consistency issues in capturing distributed snapshots [23]. Our finding suggests it may be sufficient to use local checkers to expose many semantic failures.

Finding 6: The violations in semantic failures can be usually (74%) determined in the scope of a single component.

Implications: Employing local checkers can potentially expose many semantic violations.

Safety vs. Liveness Semantics Some failures break safety-related guarantees. For example, in Kafka, the maximum number of consumers in a group should not be larger than a configured limit, but users found more consumers joined the group.

In comparison, other semantics are liveness related. For example, ZooKeeper specifies that a container-type znode with no child znodes should eventually be deleted. Even when we observe some empty container node exists, it does not necessarily indicate this guarantee is violated because it might still hold some time later. Without context, one can interpret some safety guarantee, such as a correct response should be returned, to be involving liveness, because even if a response is not received, it could be still on the way. We refer to the system’s official documentation for making the distinction. If the documentation explicitly states that when an operation returns, something (e.g., a notification) will eventually happen, then a failure about its absence is a liveness violation.

It is generally challenging to check liveness properties [38], because there can be infinite possibilities in the execution that eventually produce the desired effect. Fortunately, we find most (86%) of our studied failures violate safety semantics.

Finding 7: 86% of the studied cases violate safety semantics.

Implications: There is usually a fixed time point to determine if a system has violated its semantics.

6 Why Do Silent Semantic Failures Occur?

We analyze what causes a system to break its semantics. We are interested in identifying potential common bug patterns in the root causes, which can inform the designs of bug finding tools to eliminate semantic failures before production.

Some semantic failures are caused by bugs such as memory error, data race, and integer overflow, which are well studied with many tools designed to detect them. We find only 12% of the cases are caused by such bugs. The remaining failures are caused by system-specific logic bugs including design flaws, which are difficult to be caught by bug detection tools.

7 How Are Semantic Failures Manifested?

Timing of Violation Understanding when semantics are violated can shed light on how to detect the violation.

As Figure 6 shows, some semantics only exist during the execution of its associated operation (at return point), e.g., read operation should return the latest data. We call them short-lived semantics. In comparison, some semantics exist even after its associated operation finishes, e.g., the specified file in create operation should be persisted and continue to be available after create returns. They often only cease to apply after some other event, e.g., until a delete operation on the same file is executed. We call them long-lived semantics.

Interestingly, we find that 67% of the cases violate long-lived semantics. This is partly because these semantics have a larger “vulnerability” window compared to short-lived semantics: a violation can occur anytime in its lifespan. ZooKeeper ephemeral znode and watches are such examples. Essentially, the system must maintain the promise for a long time.

We categorize the violation timing into four scenarios: at the end of short-lived semantics (33%), e.g., wrong response, at the start (33%) or in the middle (67%) or near the end (10%) for long-lived semantics. An example for 33% is in HDFS-12217 the snapshot operation did not capture all open files, which
virtual violation (read out file size from snapshot is incorrect) can be
violates the long-lived snapshot semantics since the beginning.
An example for 3 is HDFS-9083: at the block creation time,
the block placement policy is honored; but after some node
failures, all replicas of the block reside on the same rack. 4
happens when the semantics should cease to apply but did not, e.g., ephemeral nodes should be removed when clients
timeout. Figure 6 shows the distributions of the four scenarios.
Finding 9: Near two thirds of the studied cases violate some
long-lived semantics. In 40% of the cases, the semantics are
initially honored but are violated in the middle.
Implications: It is crucial to continuously monitor semantic
guarantees, even after the initial semantic check passes.
Failure Triggering Conditions We further examine what
triggers the semantic failures. Figure 7 shows the result.
Finding 10: More than half of the studied failures are trig-
erged by specific requests, while 39% of the failures require
particular timing to trigger. Semantic failures often (41%)
only manifest themselves under multiple types of conditions.
HDFS-14514 is an example of semantic failure that re-
quires multiple types of triggering conditions. The semantic
violation (read out file size from snapshot is incorrect) can be
only triggered when 1) snapshot.capture.openfiles is set; 2)
create empty directory and encryption zone; 3) a client keeps
a file open for write under the empty directory; 4) append
several times; 5) perform a maintenance operation, snapshot.
We also find that in 23% of the cases, the triggering con-
dition is certain system maintenance operation, such as com-
paction, cluster upgrade, node decommissioning. Such events
do not occur frequently. They trigger semantic violations of-
ten because during the maintenance operation, the system
execution enters a different mode, which exposes rare bugs.
Implications: The reliability of semantics is vulnerable to
maintenance operations or node events. Operators and the
system should check violations during and after such actions.

8 Current Practice for Semantic Failures
8.1 Testing
Since semantic violations concern functionality correctness,
testing is responsible for catching them. The prevalence (Sec-
tion 4) of many semantic failures in production seems to
suggest a lack of testing. But that is not the case. The systems
we study have extensive test cases—a median of 1309 test
files. In addition, in 73% of the studied cases, the system has
at least one test case covering the violated semantics.

Then why the studied failures are not exposed during test-
ing? The earlier Finding 10 provides some clues. In many
cases, even though there are related test cases, they lack some
operations or arguments key to trigger the production failure.
Even when the test cases have the proper operations and argu-
ments, they only exercise the system under one timing, one
configuration or normal scenarios, while the bugs are only
triggered with unique timing, configuration, or node failures.
Are the failure triggering conditions so special that it is
impossible for developers to foresee? Interestingly, we find
that in many cases, similar triggering scenarios do exist in the
test suite but they are not used in testing the violated feature.
Finding 11: Semantic violations occur not simply due to a
lack of testing. The violated semantics are usually (73%)
covered by some existing test. In more than half of the studied
failures, similar triggering conditions exist in the test suite.

A fundamental gap is that developers tend to write tests
driven by examples or fixes for a specific bug. Such tests
are not expressive enough to preserve the underlying sem-
antics and prevent regression. Consequently, developers
spend repeated efforts to add tests. In HDFS-14514, the
server reads snapshot file with incorrect length from encrypted
zones. This exact semantics is already checked in an existing
test case. If that test “copies” one line of test configuration
dfsAdmin.createEncryptionZone(...) from other tests, the
new bug will be triggered and exposed.
Implications: Coverage of semantics alone is insufficient.
Developers should introduce variances in existing test cases.
It is also useful to “copy” triggering conditions across tests.
More fundamentally, developers should write more general
tests for the semantic properties rather than specific examples.

8.2 Assertions
Assertions are a common method for catching logic bugs,
which are major contributors to semantic failures (Section 6).
They are typically only used in development and are turned
off by default in release build for performance and stability.
Some of our studied systems use assertions in production:
MongoDB has added many invariant checks since 2014 [11].
Interestingly, as Section 4 shows, MongoDB has the lowest ra-
tio of semantic failures compared to other systems. While this
practice may cause instability, e.g., some users got infrequent
crashes due to invariant check failures after upgrading to new
versions [12], developers still prefer to fix the underlying bugs
rather than turning off assertions completely.

We observe two gaps in the current practice. First, most
existing assertions are pre-condition checks on the sanity of
function arguments. They are too low-level to catch semantic
violations, which require checking system functionalities and
usually the operation history (e.g., in checking consistency
violations [48]). Second, existing assertions are usually only
activated once during an operation, e.g., the entry of a function.
But many semantics are long-lived (Section 7), which require
Finding 12: Although in 51% of the failures the buggy functions have some sanity checks, few (9%) cases can be potentially detected by adding proper sanity checks.

Implications: Enabling assertions helps reduce silent semantic violations. However, developers should add more semantic-level invariant checks besides sanity checks.

8.3 Observability

Since our studied failures are silent violations, how do users notice these subtle failures then? Understanding this question can reveal insights to improve the observability of semantic failures. We carefully examine the discussion threads in each ticket. In 34 cases, users mentioned their experience clearly.

For all of these cases, users discovered the issues through noticing something suspicious in some “side channels”. We categorize them into two types: (i) benign errors in other requests (32%); (ii) anomalies in logs, files, or performance of other tasks (68%). In HBASE-11654, users find out the violations by noticing splitting directories in /hbase/WALs/, which is “very strange” because “those logs should have been replayed and deleted”. In KAFKA-9137, users observe the failure by seeing an increase in eviction rate in the logs. In CASSANDRA-6527, users found tombstones appeared even though they never used delete for a column family.

It might seem that we can rely on users to manually detect system semantic failures. Note that there is a survival bias: our studied cases by definition are identified, but in practice silent semantic violations can be easily missed because (i) users do not monitor the systems 24×7; (ii) when they check, they may not inspect the proper signals. When users notice the failures, the damage may be already done. In CASSANDRA-6527, users commented: “Fortunately, we have noticed that quickly and canceled the migration. However, we were quite lucky.”

How to make semantic failures more observable? First, if a system API has no interaction with others, it is hard to judge its correctness based on a single piece of information. In practice users often use multiple related APIs to cross-compare results. In HBASE-15236, users observe the violations because get and scan return different sizes for the same bulkloaded hfile. Second, current systems often do not expose enough information about theirs internal states, thus users have to ad-hoc infer whether a promise is obeyed or not. Existing error messages (e.g., a legitimate exception for another request) only focus on the current request, which is hard to link to the semantic violation in past correlated requests.

Finding 13: Semantic violations are currently observed from “side channels”: 32% from errors in other requests, 68% from anomalies in logs, files or performance of other tasks.

Implications: Designs of overlapping APIs improve observability of semantic violations. Systems should provide more admin APIs for convenient query of their internal states. Error messages should provide hints about past correlated requests.

9 Oathkeeper: A Semantic Violation Checker

Guided by our study, we build a tool Oathkeeper to check semantic violations for large-scale distributed systems.

9.1 Design Overview and Workflow

Oathkeeper takes a runtime approach to check semantic violations in production. This choice is motivated by our findings that semantic failures have diverse root causes (Finding 8) and often difficult to expose in testing due to complex triggering conditions (Finding 10).

Central to a runtime verification approach is what invariants to use. Existing solutions rely on users to write distributed assertions to check the correctness of distributed protocols [43, 44] or network functions [57]. In those scenarios, the semantics to check are limited and well-defined. But in our cases, the systems have abundant (Table 1) and loosely-defined semantics. Even for semantics that can be described in simple expressions informally, mapping them to the concrete checkable invariants in the complex systems code is hard. These factors make manual construction a daunting task.

Insight and Key Idea. The insight behind Oathkeeper is based on our finding that the majority of the studied failures violate old semantics (Finding 5) despite the decent coverage of testing (Finding 10). When a semantic failure occurs, developers usually add regression tests. But these tests only check if the specific bug is fixed in a specific setup, while the same semantics can be violated repeatedly in other scenarios.

Based on this insight, Oathkeeper leverages the existing regression tests developers write for past semantic failures and automatically extracts the essence—the violated semantic rules. Oathkeeper then enforces these rules at runtime to detect future semantic violations, which may be caused by different bugs under different conditions.

Input and Output. To apply Oathkeeper to a new system, users supply a system-wide configuration and a list of past semantic failure metadata. The former provides basic information about the system such as the compilation command and test directory, and optionally the classes to include for analysis. The latter metadata is provided in the form of git commit id (for version switching) and regression test name.

Oathkeeper outputs the likely semantic rules (Section 9.3). Prior runtime verification tools focus on invariants expressed as predicates among key state variables in a system such as lock.id and lock.mode. This representation alone can be insufficient or complex to express the semantics of large distributed systems. Instead, Oathkeeper focuses on rules that describe relations among semantics-related events, particularly operation invocations and state updates. Such an event relation rule is expressive to capture various semantics.

Workflow. Figure 8 shows the tool’s workflow. Oathkeeper operates in two stages. In the offline stage, Oathkeeper instru-
ments the target systems to record major events (1). It then exercises the system twice with the regression tests: once using the patched version and the second time using the buggy version. This will generate two sets of traces (2). The inference engine infers likely semantic rules from the traces of the patched version (3). The verifier applies the inferred semantic rules against the traces of the buggy version and output rules that are violated in the buggy traces (4). We assume these violated rules are potentially related to the semantic failure. Further optimizations are applied to remove noises and redundancies (6). In the online stage, Oathkeeper only performs minimal instrumentation that is relevant to these final semantic rules from the offline stage. The event tracer ingests traces from the system in real time. The Oathkeeper verifier continuously checks the traces against the deployed semantic rules and reports violations (5).

### 9.2 Instrumentation and Trace Generation

For both inferring semantic rules and runtime verification, we need to first instrument the system to obtain execution traces. The Oathkeeper traces use a uniform event schema that captures operation-related events and state-related events.

Oathkeeper designs a load-time instrumentation library that performs bytecode manipulation when a target system is loaded. This way of instrumentation is convenient (without re-compiling and re-packaging the system) and transparent.

To record operation events, the library adds hooks at the beginning, return and exception point of a method. To record state events, Oathkeeper takes a patch plus base approach. It analyzes the given semantic failure patch and automatically includes the list of classes involved in the patch file. Users can optionally specify names of some important system classes, such as SessionTrackerImpl. With the combined list of classes, Oathkeeper performs simple analysis at the loading phase of these classes to retrieve their member variables of primitive or collections types, and treat them as the state variables. It then identifies instructions that update these variables and insert a hook to emit a state update event with the relevant context (variable name, location, etc.).

For each given test, Oathkeeper switches the target system to the patched version. The tool executes the test with the instrumented system and generates the trace of events.

#### Table 3: Some templates integrated in Oathkeeper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p \Rightarrow q )</td>
<td>decommission a datanode should trigger reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s \uparrow \Rightarrow p )</td>
<td>when datanode changes, associated watcher notifies clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s \uparrow \Rightarrow k \uparrow )</td>
<td>after session disconnection, ephemeral node is removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (s + c) \oplus q )</td>
<td>read-only server should not provide write access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p + \Delta \Rightarrow q )</td>
<td>inserted data should expire after the TTL is reached.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p \uparrow \Rightarrow q )</td>
<td>after snapshot renaming, either new snapshot creation and old snapshot deletion both occur or none of them occur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then Oathkeeper reverts the target system to the buggy version (snapshot prior to the patch commit id). Since the buggy version does not contain the test, Oathkeeper copies the regression test from the patched version and executes it to get the buggy trace. If the test cannot directly run on the buggy version due to interface changes (e.g., a function used in the test is not public in the buggy version), the tool supports user-provided patches to fix the compatibility issue.

The trace is stored in a JSON file for ease of deserialization. An example trace entry is `{"type": "OpTriggerEvent", "data":{"opName": "zookeeper.FileSnap.deserialze", "time": 1654026992, "...}}`. The trace scale is usually moderate, because it is generated from tests. For example, with ZooKeeper, even under the full instrumentation mode (instrumenting all classes), most end-to-end tests generate less than 10,000 events. A common scale is several thousands. We see large traces in only 5/273 tests that produce over 500,000 events.

Under the diff mode (only instrument the classes affected by the patch), the trace typically has hundreds of events.

### 9.3 Template-Driven Inference

A key challenge in the semantic rule inference step of Oathkeeper is to integrate domain knowledge without requiring significant manual effort, while also having reasonable accuracy and efficiency. We take a template-driven approach to address this challenge. We first summarize general semantic rules, such as happens-before relationship, atomicity, periodicity. For each pattern, we define one or more parameterized templates, such as a state change event for \( s \) must happen before the completion event of operation \( p \).
Oathkeeper currently supports 18 templates. Table 3 shows several examples. Our technical report [47] shows the full list.

The inference engine implements an inference algorithm for each template. The algorithm checks if there are matches in a given trace and derives concrete values to each template parameter if so. We call each match a context for the template, which is a potential invariant. For one template (e.g., \( p \Rightarrow q \)), a trace can have multiple contexts (e.g., \( a_1 \Rightarrow a_2 \) and \( a_1 \Rightarrow a_3 \)).

The templates allow encoding domain-specific semantics without significant specification effort. They also restrict the search space so the inference engine only analyzes trace events that match the template structure and parameter types. While these templates may not represent the exact or full semantics like a high-level specification does, they can capture the essential ingredients for making the semantics hold.

The inference engine takes the trace obtained from running the regression tests against the patched system. Each template class implements an infer function that returns a list of rules from the trace. Most templates follow three phases in the infer function: pre-scan, scan, and post-scan (interfaces defined in Listing 1). The pre-scan step typically builds an index of the unique event set in the trace. The uniqueness is determined by a custom function we define for different types of events. For example, operation invocation events are unique based on the signatures of invoked functions. The scan step iterates through each event in the trace and updates bookkeeping data structures such as an event occurrence map. The post-scan step generates invariants based on the bookkeeping data structures. Templates that do not follow the scan and post-scan steps have post-scan missing.

The core inference algorithm for each template, while different, is relatively straightforward. It essentially involves identifying events in the trace that match the type of a template’s parameter, enumerating hypotheses (candidates) from the contexts, and validating the hypotheses against the trace. Since the trace size is moderate, we can afford enumerations.

Example. We describe the inference of a representative tem-
plate \( p \Rightarrow q \), which represents that every invocation of operation \( p \) implies a subsequent operation invocation of \( q \). For example, \texttt{createSession} should usually imply \texttt{closeSession}.

The steps are listed in Algorithms 1 and 2.

We use Figure 9 (a) to show the process of inferring rules of template \( p \Rightarrow q \) from a patched trace \([e_1, e_2, e_3, e_1, e_2] \). The algorithm assumes all pairs \( <e_i, e_j> \) in the unique event set are candidate contexts to the template, in which \( e_i \) and \( e_j \) are of \texttt{IOException} type and the uniqueness is based on the operation name. Then it attempts to find counterexamples to invalidate wrong rules. The inference algorithm of this template uses a simple counting approach that runs in three steps. The \texttt{pre-scan} step constructs a nested map \{event: \{event: 1 \}} to record the occurrences for the event pairs. For each event pair, the counters are initialized first. Then the \texttt{scan} step iterates through each event \( e \) in the trace in order. If \( e = e_i \), \textit{i.e.}, a key in the nested map, we increment the counters for all entries with \( <e_i, > \) keys; if \( e = e_j \), we decrement the counters for entries that have \( <>, e_j> \) keys and have positive counters. In the \texttt{post-scan} step, we check the final state of counters. If the final counter does not reach zero, there is an orphan \( e_i \) that does not have subsequent \( e_j \). We get \( e_1 \Rightarrow e_2, e_3 \Rightarrow e_1 \) and \( e_3 \Rightarrow e_2 \) at the end. Rules like \( e_1 \Rightarrow e_3 \) are removed because no subsequent \( e_3 \) occurs after the second \( e_1 \).

### 9.4 Rule Validation

After step 3, the inference engine could infer many likely semantic rules. Oathkeeper then applies these rules against the buggy traces (4) and sees which rules are violated. Similarly to inference, each template class needs to implement a \texttt{verify} function. The \texttt{verify} function also usually consists of three phases: \texttt{pre-scan}, \texttt{scan}, and \texttt{post-scan}. The \texttt{pre-scan} step initializes auxiliary data structures specific to the template. The scan step goes over the events in the trace and updates the data structures. In some template, the scan step does not need to iterate through all events in the trace if a contradictory example is already found. The post-scan step checks the data structures and returns the result, which could be \texttt{PASS} (rule is activated and no contradiction is found), \texttt{INACTIVE} (the antecedent of the rule does not occur, \textit{e.g.}, \( p \Rightarrow q \) is inactive in a trace without occurrences of \( p \)), or \texttt{FAIL} (at least one contradiction is found). We only preserve rules that pass in the patched trace and fail in the buggy trace.

Example. Algorithms 1 and 2 show the steps to verify template \( p \Rightarrow q \). We use Figure 9 (b) to show the process of validating inferred rules from (a) on a buggy trace \([e_1, e_2, e_3, e_1, e_2] \). There are three rules to verify: \( e_1 \Rightarrow e_2, e_3 \Rightarrow e_1, e_3 \Rightarrow e_2 \). In the \texttt{pre-scan} step, we first initialize a counter for each inferred rule. The \texttt{scan} step then updates the counter: for rule \( e_i \Rightarrow e_j \), if a processed event \( e \) matches \( e_i \), we increment the counter; if \( e \) matches \( e_j \), we decrement the counter if it is positive. All three rules are active as both \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) appear in the trace. The \texttt{post-scan} step marks rules with non-zero counters as \texttt{FAIL}: \( e_1 \Rightarrow e_2 \) and \( e_3 \Rightarrow e_2 \).

However, there could still be a significant number of rules due to noises like unfinished tests (\textit{e.g.}, an assertion failed in the middle of the test), new type events (new methods introduced), coincidence, and methods that are used for testing only. To reduce these noises, the verifier validates (6) the candidate rules against traces obtained from all test cases, under the patched version, and \texttt{discards} rules that do not hold in all traces. In addition, we filter uninteresting rules about the system start-up or shut-down methods or thread run methods. This is achieved by inserting special marker events at the start and end of test method, and only running the inference algorithms on trace region within the markers.

### 9.5 Runtime Checking

Oathkeeper deploys the refined semantic rules with the target system in production, along with the verifier and event tracer. Oathkeeper performs load-time instrumentation to the production system in a wrapper class of the entry points. Different from the offline stage, the instrumentation is selective to only the deployed rules and is thus lightweight. The event tracer stores in-memory traces from the target systems.

The runtime verifier schedules periodic tasks that validate the current trace against each of the deployed semantic rules. It reuses the same checking logic defined in the function \texttt{verify} of the template. When the engine finds a semantic rule reported as \texttt{FAIL}, it records the counterexamples in the traces for debugging. It also schedules a second check on this violated rule again shortly to tolerate transient violations or inconsistencies in the trace. For high availability, Oathkeeper generates alerts in the log upon detection of potential semantic failures and does not attempt to crash the system.

### 9.6 Optimizations

The validation step can be time-consuming. With \( N \) (often thousands) candidate rules and \( M \) (often hundreds) test cases, we need to get \( M \times N \) times. To reduce the validation time, we introduce a survivor optimization. After a test finishes, we validate the rules, if some rule is already “killed” (invalidated) by this test’s trace, it will not be carried over to the remaining tests. Therefore, only the survived rules will be validated to the end. Another optimization is to run more closely related tests first. The rationale is that some test takes a long time to run but is irrelevant to a given rule (thus the test’s trace will not disprove the rule). By prioritization, we can potentially invalidate false rules faster.
We also add several optimizations to reduce the runtime overhead. First, the event tracer only preserves the most recent events within a time window, since always checking full traces from the start is wasteful. The time window is configured larger than checking frequency to avoid missing checking events. The events involved in time-related semantic rules are excluded as their expiration time is based on their parameters. Second, to achieve both high concurrency and low memory pressure, we decouple the checking from the event emission with a ring buffer design inspired by high-performance message queues [10]. Third, to avoid massive new object creation frequently triggering garbage collection, we reuse expired event objects in the ring buffers. Oathkeeper also pre-allocates buffers for each type of events at the instrumentation phase to prevent buffer initialization blocking.

### 9.7 Implementation

We implement Oathkeeper in Java (JDK 8). Its instrumentation library is built based on Javaassist for class bytecode manipulation. Its test engine leverages JUnit to manage and execute test cases. The tool also includes a workflow script such as checking out patched and buggy versions and checking a semantic rule against given traces.

### 9.8 Limitations

Our approach makes several assumptions: 1) semantics should be expressible with simple relations of events; 2) the system has a number of test cases with good quality; 3) the failure patch should not involve significant redesign or interface interfaces. If some assumption does not hold, Oathkeeper may fail to deduce good semantic rules.

### 10 Evaluation

We have integrated Oathkeeper with ZooKeeper, HDFS and Kafka. We evaluate (1) whether Oathkeeper can leverage past semantic failures to check new violations; (2) what runtime overhead it incurs to the target system. The experiments are done in servers with 20-core 2.2 GHz CPUs, 64 GB memory, running Ubuntu 18.04. The Oathkeeper check engine is configured to schedule and check rule violations every second.

#### 10.1 Generation Overview

Oathkeeper requires old semantic failures and their associated regression tests as input to extract semantic rules. We select old semantic failures and their regression tests to reproduce (8 for ZooKeeper, 10 for HDFS and 8 for Kafka). These tests cover major functionalities of the three systems. We add a switch in the system code to easily enable and disable the patch for the semantic failure bugs. We then apply Oathkeeper to the source code to add instrumentation points, run the regression tests with the patch switched on and off, and execute other steps in Oathkeeper (Section 9.1). For each case, Oathkeeper infers many raw semantic rules. After

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JIRA Id</th>
<th>Violated Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZK-1496</td>
<td>ephemeral node should be deleted after session expired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK-1667</td>
<td>watcher should return correct event when client reconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZK-3546</td>
<td>container node should be deleted after children all removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-14699</td>
<td>failed block need to be reconstructed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-14317</td>
<td>edit log rolling should be activated periodically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-14633</td>
<td>file rename should respect storageType quota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAFKA-12426</td>
<td>partition topic ID should be persisted into metadata file</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Evaluated newer semantic failures.

We show one example in Figure 10. ZK-1496 is not in our study dataset, but its symptom is similar to a studied failure ZK-1208 that was reported 9 months ago prior to ZK-1496 in an older release. Users found that the ephemeral znodes were not deleted long after the client exited. The root cause is a race condition bug that while the session tracker is removing the expired session, another thread is processing an ephemeral node creation request. In ZK-1208, developers added a fix to mark sessions as closing to prevent ephemeral node creation on expiring sessions, and introduced a regression test.

Oathkeeper extracts the regression test on ZooKeeper twice with patch enabled and disable, and generates two traces (c) and (d). Then Oathkeeper infers rules (e) from the patched traces. Not all inferred rules are useful. Oathkeeper only preserves rules that fail in buggy traces and pass all tests (f). Rules such as ② are filtered when being validated on all tests. Finally, two verified rules ① and ③ detect the violations (g).

### 10.2 Checking Newer Violations

We evaluate whether the inferred rules are useful to catch new semantic failures. Given Oathkeeper’s approach, it is likely less effective with unseen semantics. We reproduce 7 newer (9–34 months later) failures (Table 4) that violate related semantics in the old cases, but with different root causes. With the inferred rules, Oathkeeper detects violations for 6 of them. These newer violations are known bugs by the time we conducted this experiment. However, their root causes and triggering conditions are completely different from the failures used to extract semantic rules. Oathkeeper detects these newer violations with only knowledge from the old failures, which demonstrates the tool’s detection capability.

We show one example in Figure 10. ZK-1496 is not in our study dataset, but its symptom is similar to a studied failure ZK-1208 that was reported 9 months ago prior to ZK-1496 in an older release. Users found that the ephemeral znodes were not deleted long after the client exited. The root cause is a race condition bug that while the session tracker is removing the expired session, another thread is processing an ephemeral node creation request. In ZK-1208, developers added a fix to mark sessions as closing to prevent ephemeral node creation on expiring sessions, and introduced a regression test. Oathkeeper executes the regression test on ZooKeeper twice with patch enabled and disable, and generates two traces (c) and (d). Then Oathkeeper infers rules (e) from the patched traces. Not all inferred rules are useful. Oathkeeper only preserves rules that fail in buggy traces and pass all tests (f). Rules such as ② are filtered when being validated on all tests. Finally, two verified rules ① and ③ detect the violations (g).

Oathkeeper fails to detect ZK-1667: client A sets a watch on /d and then disconnects, client B deletes /d and recreates it; when client A reconnects, it receives a NodeCreated event instead of NodeDataChanged event. The violated semantics fits into one of our templates. However, due to the quality of the old watch test in our pool, Oathkeeper infers other rules.

The average detection time is 0.91 seconds. This result does not contradict with the long-lived semantics finding in Section 7. In the experiments, we trigger the conditions to reproduce the failure soon and measure the detection time from the start time of the violation.

We compare Oathkeeper with a state-of-the-art invariant
checking tool, Dinv [30]. Dinv is designed for checking distributed protocols. Its core invariant inference component is based on Daikon [26] that mines variable-level relationship. We instrument the state variables in the two systems and apply Daikon to traces from the system test cases. The inferred invariants only detect 1 case (ZK-1496) and are highly noisy.

We conduct an additional “cross-validation” experiment. Specifically, we collect a larger pool of 22 semantic failures in ZooKeeper. The failures are sorted from older to newer. We feed each failure to Oathkeeper and measure how many of the 22 failures can be detected. For 16 cases, the rules inferred from one case only detect that case. It does not imply, though, these rules are useless. They might help detect failures outside the pool. Interestingly, for the remaining 6 cases, their inferred rules detect a median of 5 failures. For example, rules from ZK-2355 can detect 6 other failures besides itself. Figure 11 plots the aggregate detection result.

10.3 Performance

Figure 12 shows the performance of running Oathkeeper for the 26 old cases. Our template-based inference is fast. The median time to finish inference is 6.5 s. The median trace generation time is 153.5 s. The most time-consuming part is verifying the inferred rules against the system test suite, because running the full test for the three systems alone takes a long time. The end-to-end validation time is 2196 s (median). After discounting the original test execution time, the median validation time is 301 s. The survivor optimization we introduce (Section 9.4) helps. In one time-consuming case, it reduces the end-to-end validation time from 8104 s to 5024 s.

10.4 Runtime Overhead

We measure the overhead Oathkeeper introduces to the systems at runtime. The main source of overhead comes from the added instrumentation to emit traces; the rule checking does not impact the system much because it is done asynchronously. Oathkeeper only adds instrumentation relevant to the deployed rules to minimize the overhead. Naturally, more rules lead to higher overhead. We evaluate the overhead as a function of the percentage of enabled rules. For ZooKeeper, we run the workload of 15 clients sending 15,000 requests (40% reads, 60% creates and writes). For HDFS, we run the built-in benchmark NNbenchWithoutMR which creates and writes 100 files, each file has 160 blocks and each block is 1MB. For Kafka, we run the workload of producing 1 million 16KB messages. Table 5 shows the result. With all rules enabled, the average system throughput overhead is 1.27%.

Our initial event tracer used an array list with synchronization, which resulted in a 31% overhead under heavy workloads. We later implemented a more complex non-blocking queue, but the overhead is still large. After investigation, we
found the overhead mainly comes from memory and GC instead of synchronization, which motivated our ring buffer design (Section 9.6) that significantly reduced the overhead.

10.5 Rule Activation and False Positive

We deploy the inferred rules to a cluster of ZooKeeper, HDFS, and Kafka instances. We run a set of workloads against the instances. We first measure the rule activation ratio during the experiment. A rule is activated if the check engine finds the antecedent of the rule has occurred. For ZooKeeper, 11% of the rules are activated. The remaining rules are not activated due to the lack of workloads, faulty conditions, etc., to trigger the antecedent events. For HDFS and Kafka, the activation ratio is 66% and 48%. We then measure the false positive ratio among the activated rules. The result is 4% for ZooKeeper, 9% for HDFS, and 12% for Kafka. This result benefits from the validation steps described in Section 9.4: Oathkeeper eliminates false inferred rules by validating the rules against both the buggy trace and the traces from all test cases of a target system. Adding profile runs or a dynamic ban mechanism can further remove the false rules.

11 Related Work

Semantic Bugs. Several studies [42, 55, 58] analyze the prevalence of semantic bugs in open-source server software. Our study analyzes semantic failures in distributed systems. Beyond the difference that we investigate distributed systems, the study of bugs is in general a complementary effort to the study of failures. The former focuses on analyzing the static code patterns, while the latter focuses on the dynamic manifestations and system misbehavior.

Several solutions are proposed to detect semantic bugs in file systems and DBMS, including cross-checking multiple file system implementations [50], fuzzing [39], and testing using pivoted query [54]. Both cross-checking and fuzzing focus on finding bugs offline. Oathkeeper focuses on a complementary direction of inferring semantic rules for runtime checking. We hope our study can motivate future work to extend these solutions to detect semantic bugs in distributed systems. We observe some open challenges to cross-check distributed systems: distributed systems usually provide a wide variety of semantics that are less rigorously specified compared to file systems, which have well-defined semantics (e.g., POSIX standard) and many implementations. Each distributed system has its unique semantics and may not be cross-checkable. In addition, they often contain many internal and background mechanisms that provide semantic guarantees but the semantics are not easy to be tested. For fuzzing, the challenge is that many silent semantic violations require external faulty events (e.g., node restarts, network error) to trigger besides input. Thus, fault injection testing is needed.

Distributed Systems Failure Study. Understanding failures has been an important theme in distributed system literature, with a series of empirical studies [16, 17, 19, 25, 31, 32, 36, 37, 46, 51], e.g., on fail-slow faults [32], gray failures [37], and network partitions [17]. These failures usually have some error signals such as timeouts. Our study complements these studies and focuses on the under-explored silent semantic failures in distributed systems.

Runtime Verification. Prior works have explored runtime assertions to verify distributed protocols [43, 44], file systems [28], and network functions [57]. Runtime verification [34] is also studied in embedded systems and Java benchmark programs [24]. Recent works [45, 46] propose intrinsic watchdogs that detect partial faults with clear error signals. Lu et al. propose a runtime checker for consistency violations [48]. Overall, there is a lack of runtime verification solutions for monitoring the semantic correctness of large-scale distributed system implementations. Our proposed tool Oathkeeper explores automatically extracting semantic rules to check a variety of semantics for large distributed systems.

Invariant Mining. Inferring likely invariants from software execution traces have been studied, e.g., Daikon [26] and DIDUCE [33]. They mainly focus on mining invariants on the relationship of program variables for single-component software, e.g., \texttt{off < array.length}. These invariants are too low-level to capture the semantics of distributed systems.

Dinv [30] is proposed to infer protocol invariants of program variables across nodes. It runs complex program slicing to instrument program variables influenced by network communication. It then uses Daikon to infer invariants from the logs of running the system’s test suite. I4 [49] infers inductive invariants for verifying distributed protocols.

Oathkeeper is complementary to the two efforts. Instead of protocols and variable relations, we focus on inferring high-level semantic rules for large distributed systems, most of which are not about protocols. Also unlike Dinv, Oathkeeper does not rely on complex static analysis to work and thus does not suffer from analysis inaccuracies and scalability limitations. Oathkeeper takes a unique approach of leveraging past failures and semantic templates to extract semantic rules.

12 Conclusion

Silent semantic violations pose a severe challenge to distributed systems reliability. This paper sheds light on this under-explored yet important problem by presenting a study on real-world failures in popular distributed systems. It reveals that sadly “a promise is often not a promise”. Guided by our study, we design a tool Oathkeeper that automatically extracts semantic rules from past semantic failures, and enforces these rules at runtime to check future violations.
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Abstract
Memory leak is a notorious issue. Despite the extensive efforts, addressing memory leaks in large production cloud systems remains challenging. Existing solutions incur high overhead and/or suffer from high inaccuracies.

This paper presents RESIN, a solution designed to holistically address memory leaks in production cloud infrastructure. RESIN takes a divide-and-conquer approach to tackle the challenges. It performs a low-overhead detection first with a robust bucketization-based pivot scheme to identify suspicious leaking entities. It then takes live heap snapshots at appropriate time points in carefully sampled leak entities. RESIN analyzes the collected snapshots for leak diagnosis. Finally, RESIN automatically mitigates detected leaks.

RESIN has been running in production in Microsoft Azure for 3 years. It reports on average 24 leak tickets each month with high accuracy and low overhead, and provides effective diagnosis reports. Its results translate into a $41 \times$ reduction of VM reboots caused by low memory.

1 Introduction
Memory leak is a prevalent issue in software, from applications [13] to OS kernels and device drivers [46]. At Microsoft Azure, its infrastructure contains many complex software components running on a massive number of machines with various workloads. Unsurprisingly, these components encounter memory leak issues from time to time. When a process leaks memory, the direct consequence is performance degradation and crash. Worse still, its impact often affects other components running on the same machine, such as causing excessive paging, innocent processes being killed, and node reboots.

Memory leak is notoriously difficult to deal with, especially in a production cloud infrastructure setting. The issues are usually only triggered by rare conditions and occur slowly, thus they easily escape testing and failure detectors [20]. After leak symptoms are detected, it is time-consuming and sometimes impossible to reproduce them offline. Unlike other failures like crashes that have clear points to start diagnosis, developers are often clueless in finding the leak’s root cause.

Extensive solutions have been proposed to detect memory leak bugs. One approach uses static analysis techniques [10, 15, 18, 36, 47] to analyze the software source code and deduce potential leaks. The second approach detects memory leaks dynamically by instrumenting a program and tracking the object references at runtime [16, 21, 25, 39, 49].

While helpful, these solutions are insufficient to address the memory leak challenges in Azure. Static approach is limited by the well-known accuracy and scalability issues with static analyses. It also only focuses on leaks in which allocated objects are unreachable [24]. If memory objects are reachable but never accessed again, it still incurs the consequences of leaks. Such leaks are hard to detect statically. Moreover, memory leaks in cloud infrastructure can be caused by cross-component contract violations, which require too much domain knowledge to recognize statically.

Dynamic approaches better fit Azure’s requirements. However, while the existing dynamic detection solutions are generally more accurate, they are intrusive and require extensive instrumentations that are cumbersome to apply to complex components [16, 21]. They also incur high runtime overhead that is prohibitive for deployment in production [6].

In this paper, we present RESIN, an end-to-end service designed to holistically address memory leaks in large cloud infrastructure, from detection to diagnosis and mitigation. RESIN is highly scalable—it analyzes all the host software components, including kernels, drivers, and system processes, on millions of nodes in Azure. RESIN has low overhead while running in production environment. At the same time, RESIN provides good accuracy and helps developers pinpoint the root causes of memory leak issues.

Two key insights motivate the design of RESIN and enable it to achieve the above properties. First, the conundrum of existing solutions is in part because they mix detecting a leak and pinpointing the leak bug in one step, so they have to make trade-offs among accuracy, scalability, and overhead. In our experience, we should decompose the detection and pinpointing into multi-level stages to catch memory leaks at production scale. Second, taking a centralized service approach that
leverages low-level system mechanism is essential to support many components transparently in a non-intrusive way. It also enables gathering valuable information from many nodes in the cloud to address the accuracy challenges.

Based on these insights, RESIN performs non-intrusive, low-overhead leak detection first. When a process is suspected of experiencing leaks, RESIN triggers a live heap-snapshot mechanism to capture sufficient evidence and runs diagnosis. RESIN leverages kernel-level monitors and profilers as its building blocks, so it directly supports all the running processes without cumbersome integration. Furthermore, RESIN builds a centralized service that analyzes processes across all hosts in Azure fleet together to capture complex leaks.

A key challenge for dynamic leak detection is the highly noisy nature of memory usage in modern software affected by the workload characteristics. Using simple static thresholds can easily generate many false alarms or false negatives. For instance, in an impactful real-world cloud service outage caused by memory leaks, no alarm was triggered despite the existence of a memory monitoring service [4].

RESIN addresses this challenge by designing a robust bucketization-based pivot scheme. It aggregates the memory usages of processes across machines, and groups them into different buckets. Then by performing a pivot analysis on the process name, bucket, and other attributes, RESIN can reliably detect leaks without being prone to fragile thresholds. Essentially, we focus on analyzing a component’s global memory usage behavior, rather than the microscope of an individual process. The rationale is that a true memory leak comes down to some buggy release. Although the memory usage of an individual process is highly dependent on workloads, the workload effect is likely canceled out when inspecting the usage of the same component running in all machines.

Once a suspicious memory leak is detected, RESIN activates the second stage of taking live heap snapshots of the suspected processes, which contain information about the active allocations and their stack traces. This stage is more heavyweight but provides more evidence to help developers confirm and diagnose the issue. Since a leak is often sporadic, RESIN aims to “hit” the leak again and capture useful evidence. It carefully chooses the snapshot time points so that the obtained snapshots have a high chance of localizing the root causes while minimizing the snapshot cost. Besides taking heap snapshots of the suspected leaking process, RESIN performs a fingerprinting step that periodically takes heap snapshots of representative processes to build a reference database. This reference database is used in the diagnosis algorithm to further improve the diagnosis accuracy.

Finally, RESIN automatically mitigates a detected leak to minimize its impact on the service availability and performance. The mitigation engine in RESIN leverages the information from the detection and diagnosis engines, and determines the appropriate actions to resolve the leak symptoms while developers investigate the root causes and fixes.

RESIN has been running in production in Azure for more than 3 years. RESIN reported many memory leaks, helped developers diagnose the issues, and automatically mitigated the leaks before their impact becomes visible to customers. Within the recent year at the timing of writing, the unexpected VM reboots in Azure caused by out of memory are reduced by 41×, and the new VM allocation errors due to low memory are reduced by 10×. In addition, no severe outages in 2020 and 2021 at Azure were caused by memory leaks.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

- A holistic memory leak solution for cloud infrastructure.
- A novel bucketization-based pivot scheme to robustly detect memory leaks with low overhead.
- A live heap snapshot algorithm to effectively capture evidence in production and diagnose memory leaks.
- A lightweight automated leak mitigation design.
- Deployment of RESIN in a production cloud service.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Host Memory Compositions

In IaaS cloud infrastructure, servers are equipped with large memory, a significant portion of which is used by the virtual machines (VMs), while the other portion is used by the host software. The latter includes the hypervisor, host OS kernel, drivers, system processes, and various host agents, e.g., an agent that manages networking of the VMs. In this work, we focus on memory leak issues in host software, not leaks in customer VMs. Unless otherwise specified, the kernel, drivers and processes hereafter refer to those in host software stack.

Leaks in the host software can cause severe performance degradation and even instability of the host OS. They can further impact the running VMs, because memory between VMs and the host is not strictly partitioned, typically controlled by a soft threshold [45]. They can also cause potential VM start-up failures due to insufficient physical memory available.

The host memory is divided into user-mode memory and kernel memory. The host OS in Azure’s infrastructure distinguishes four states for pages in a process’ virtual memory: free, reserved (for future use but no physical page is allocated), committed (memory has been allocated from physical memory or paging files), and shared. For memory leak detection, we only need to consider pages in the committed and shared states. For kernel memory, the kernel creates two types of memory pools: non-paged pools and paged pools. Virtual memory in the non-paged pool is guaranteed to reside in physical memory as long as the kernel objects are alive, whereas memory in paged pool can be paged out. Memory leaks in the kernel can happen in both types of pools.

2.2 Memory Leaks

Memory leak occurs when heap-allocated objects are not freed at appropriate time. It is manifested in two forms: (i) unreachable leak, in which an allocated object is no longer
reachable from the root objects such as global and stack variables; (ii) forgotten leak, in which an allocated object is still reachable but no longer accessed. The first type does not occur in managed languages like Java. For the second type, since the program still keeps references to the leaked object, it cannot be reclaimed even with managed languages [12]. Such leak is challenging to be detected because whether an object will be accessed in the remaining execution is undecidable. Thus, a leak detection solution can only output conservative (correct) answers, e.g., the objects that are definitely dead at a given time point, or approximate answers (which may be incorrect) such as inferring based on the object’s staleness [17].

Memory leaks in cloud software have further complications. For instance, while existing solutions focus on detecting leaks in an individual component, a memory leak in cloud infrastructure often happens because of API contract violations between different components, which is not well addressed. This type of leak is hard to expose in pre-production environment, because software components are often tested separately and integration testing cannot cover all possible interactions. Slow leaks also unlikely get detected due to testing time constraints.

Figure 1 shows a real example of such a leak in Azure (this case was successfully caught by RESIN). The process has a thread that monitors the configuration file updates using WaitForSingleObject with a 5-second timeout. In each loop iteration, it calls the FindNextChangeNotification API (line 13). Each invocation causes the kernel to allocate I/O request kernel objects from the non-paged pool memory. The contract of the FindNextChangeNotification is that it must be followed by a call to a wait function, and if the wait function returns for any reason other than the change notification handle being signaled (e.g., timeout), the wait must be retried. In this case, although the process calls the wait function, it unconditionally calls FindNextChangeNotification even if the wait returns timeout. Thus, the kernel objects are allocated every 5 seconds without being cleaned up. In this incident, the culprit process’ memory usage was not high. The kernel was experiencing memory leak in its non-paged pool, not because of kernel bugs but rather the improper API usage in the process’ code. This memory leak was introduced during a bug fix for another issue: previously the process waits for the updates using an INFINITE parameter in line 4, but this caused service restart operations to be blocked, so developers changed the wait parameter to a timeout of 5 seconds.

### 2.3 Requirements

There are several challenges and requirements for addressing memory leaks in cloud infrastructure software:

- **Highly scalable.** Cloud system is large in the number of components, codebase size, and deployment scale.
- **Versatile.** Memory leaks in cloud infrastructure manifest themselves in various ways—in processes, kernel, unreachable leaks, forgotten leaks, cross-component leaks, etc.
- **Non-intrusive and low-overhead.** Solutions that require intrusive modifications or incur high runtime overhead are hard to be deployed in production.
- **Accurate.** True leaks should be detected. False positives should be minimized, because they would cause developers to waste significant time investigating false issues.
- **Timely.** If the leak detection is too slow, significant damage to customers may already occur.
- **End-To-End.** Only alerting memory leaks is insufficient. Developers also need considerable help in confirming the issue, pinpointing the root cause, and mitigating the leak.

Additional constraints include generality and efforts of integrating a solution. The software components in cloud infrastructure are written in different programming paradigms, and may depend on proprietary libraries. The millions of nodes in Azure also have heterogeneity with different OSes, libraries, and hardware versions. Supporting all of these varieties is challenging. For example, we made an experimental effort of integrating the LeakSanitizer [1], a popular run-time memory leak detector from the LLVM project, into one Azure host component’s codebase. The integration effort was difficult (took one person month) due to complex compilation flags, and library compatibility issues. The MSVC compiler’s full support for LeakSanitizer is still pending [3].

### 3 Overview of RESIN

Despite the extensive efforts to address memory leaks in conventional settings, they are insufficient to satisfy the unique requirements for tackling memory leaks in large cloud infrastructure (Section 2.3). To address this gap, we propose RESIN. RESIN is a holistic system running in the Azure production infrastructure to detect memory leaks in host software and provide diagnosis support to developers easily pinpointing the leak’s root causes. RESIN further performs automatic leak mitigation to reduce the impact of detected leaks.

**Approach** A large cloud infrastructure can have hundreds of components owned by different teams. Prior to RESIN, tackling memory leaks in Azure is a team-by-team effort. Some teams started investigating after incident reports about slow or failing VMs, and developers discovered leak bugs in their components during manual investigation. Some teams added telemetry monitors in their testing cluster and used...
hard-coded thresholds to trigger leak alerts in testing. Similarly, diagnosing leaks in Azure used to rely on developers to manually inspect the leaking nodes and run profiling tools. These individual practices were tedious and costly repeated engineering efforts. They also incurred significant false positives and could not handle cross-component issue leaks.

RESIN takes a centralized approach instead. It does not require access to a component’s source code, nor extensive instrumentation or re-compilation. RESIN uses a monitoring agent to each host that leverages low-level OS features to collect memory telemetry data. It automatically supports all components including the kernel. The data analysis is offloaded to a remote service, which minimizes the overhead to the hosts. By aggregating data from different hosts, RESIN can run more sophisticated analyses to catch complex leaks.

In addition, RESIN decomposes and tackles the memory leak problem in multi-level stages. It performs lightweight leak detection first and triggers more in-depth inspections on the fly when necessary for confirmation and diagnosis. This divide-and-conquer approach allows RESIN to achieve low overhead, high accuracy, and scalability together.

**Workflow** Figure 2 shows the workflow of RESIN. It starts with low-overhead monitoring (➊) at each host. A remote service analyzes (➋) the collected data across different hosts using a bucketization-pivot scheme. If a bucket is suspected of leaking, RESIN triggers an analysis on the process instances from that bucket. After the two steps identify a highly suspicious software component, RESIN automatically generates an alert ticket for that component along with a list of leaking process instances belonging to that component. Meanwhile, RESIN performs live heap snapshotting (➌) for the suspected processes. RESIN carefully chooses the snapshotting time using a growth pattern based algorithm to ensure the collected snapshots would be helpful. RESIN also samples normal processes to take regular heap snapshots and build a reference database. After generating multiple heap snapshots, RESIN tries to pinpoint the root causes (➍) by running a diagnosis algorithm on the snapshots. The analysis report will be attached to the alert ticket thread to assist developers. Finally, RESIN automatically mitigates the leaking processes.

## 4 Design of Leak Detection

In this section, we describe the RESIN’s design for detecting memory leaks. In existing literature, the term “detection” refers to detect both (i) if a program or a process has a leak, and (ii) the bug in code or leaked objects. RESIN separates these as two tasks and uses the term detection to refer to (i) specifically. The diagnosis component (Section 5) targets (ii).

### 4.1 Challenges

RESIN needs to address several challenges. First, cloud infrastructure software has highly noisy memory usage due to changing workloads and interference in the environment. Using static thresholds would generate many false positives. Standard anomaly detection algorithms [40, 41] do not work well either, because it is common for a component to exhibit memory usage spikes that are not leaks but legitimate increases in handling certain workloads.

Second, memory leaks in production systems are usually fail-slow faults [14] that last days, weeks, to even months (rapid leaks are likely caught in testing or deployment). Inspecting memory usage in a short time window would miss these slow leaks. It is necessary but challenging to capture gradual changes over a long period and still raise timely alerts.

Third, given the scale of Azure, collecting fine-grained data for a long time is impractical because of storage and overhead concerns. Therefore, RESIN can only collect limited, coarse-grained data and must work well under this constraint. Still, even with coarse-grained signals, the data volume is enormous. The detection algorithms must run efficiently.

### 4.2 Lightweight Memory Usage Monitoring

RESIN deploys a privileged monitoring agent on each host (Figure 3). This agent communicates with the host OS to track memory usage. It collects both kernel memory usage and per-process memory usage. The kernel usage is obtained from a pool monitor kernel module (PoolMon), and includes the usages of non-paged memory pool and paged memory pool for each *tag*. The tag is passed as an argument by the callers of the kernel allocation API [32] and represents a sub-system that has requested memory from the kernel allocator, e.g., the file system, a driver. The per-process usage is obtained by querying the per-process performance counters from the host. It includes breakpoints of a process’s memory, such as the private commit, working set size, paging file usage, etc.

We collect the memory usage breakdowns and tags instead of simply a single total memory usage metric, because mixing
different memory usage sources can introduce noises and miss important changes. For example, a 20 MB increase can be a leak for a driver but may be negligible for another component. Reporting the specific memory portion or tag that is leaking helps developers localize the buggy code. The breakdowns also help RESIN take more effective mitigation actions.

In addition to memory usages, the monitoring agent also records attributes such as the software version, hardware generations, node id, and cluster id. The attributes are used during leak detection analyses to increase accuracy. RESIN includes the common attributes of the leaked process in the detection report to give developers troubleshooting hints.

The monitoring agent is scheduled to run every 5 minutes. However, the data points from different hosts may not be perfectly synchronized. Some special events in a host such as node reboots also introduce missing or invalid data. Therefore, RESIN aggregates the time-series data into hourly granularity by removing extreme outliers and computing the mean of the remaining data points. This pre-processing step reduces the noises as well as the data volume. Using an hourly window is not too coarse-grained because most software components in cloud infrastructure are long running, and production leaks typically occur in a large time scale.

4.3 Detection Algorithms

RESIN uses a two-level scheme to detect memory leak symptoms: a global bucketing-based pivot analysis to identify suspicious components, and a local individual process leak detection to identify leaking processes. The detection output includes the suspected component, the list of top leaking processes of that component, the leak start and end times, severity scores, etc. The detection algorithms are language agnostic.

4.3.1 Bucketization-based Pivot Analysis

To address the challenges described in Section 4.1, our insight is that we should inspect at the component granularity across processes. This is because although an individual process’ memory usage is influenced by workloads and highly noisy, the noises can be “canceled out” en masse. For a normal component, its process instances on different hosts may experience different workload effect at any time slice. But for a leaky component, the memory leak must be caused by some buggy release. Therefore, its processes should exhibit a global trend at certain time slices despite the workload effect.

Based on this insight, we design a yet robust bucketization-based pivot detection scheme (Figure 4). RESIN first groups the raw memory usage telemetry data into a number of buckets. In our implementation, we use 20 buckets (50 MB, 100 MB, 200 MB, …, 40 GB, 50 GB). RESIN then applies pivoting to the data with a unique attribute tuple as the index and memory usage bucket as columns. The attribute tuple is (ProcessImageName, ServiceName) for user-level software, and (TagName, PoolType) for kernel subsystems, where Type is paged memory or non-paged memory. The aggregation function is the count of distinct nodes. Thus, each summary cell represents the number of nodes that have running processes with a particular attribute tuple and these processes’ memory usages fall into the specific bucket. RESIN computes the summary periodically and incrementally for data in each time interval. The results are saved into a database table.

We basically transform the memory usage data into summary about numbers of nodes in different buckets, which can more robustly represent the trends and tolerate noises due to workload effect (e.g., the non-leaky component in Figure 4). RESIN then runs anomaly detection on the time-series data of each bucket for each component. It uses the most recent time period of summary data (default 15 days), with the first 2/3 portion as the baseline and the remaining data points as the test. If a bucket’s test period has data points that exceed the \( \mu + 3\sigma \) of the baseline data (\( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) represent the mean and standard deviation of the distribution), it is considered to be an anomaly. The start time and end time in the test period when the node count becomes the outlier are recorded.

One caveat is that if many processes of a component experience a sudden drop in memory usage, the node count would shift from a higher bucket to a lower bucket. But the lower bucket’s node count significant increase is not an anomaly. To handle such scenarios, RESIN calculates cumulative bucket values during the anomaly detection. In other words, if the 100 MB bucket has a node count of \( n \), it means there are \( n \) nodes that have the particular processes with memory usage equal to or larger than 100 MB, including processes (if any) that fall into the 200 MB bucket. In this way, a significant increase in a bucket almost always suggests an anomaly.

The bucketization approach also helps address the computation challenges. Before introducing this approach, it can take RESIN more than one day to run anomaly detection on the enormous data points from millions of nodes. After the pivot summary, RESIN only needs to run anomaly detection for the time-series data in each bucket, which can finish in less than one hour for all data (even without parallelization).

RESIN calculates a severity score for each bucket based on the deviations and node count in the bucket. It considers a...
component is leaking based on a \(<\text{size\_mb, score}\>\) threshold: if a bucket is of size equal to or larger than \text{size\_mb} and its severity score exceeds \text{score}. RESIN generates intermediate reports for the abnormal buckets. It de-duplicates the intermediate reports by only keeping the one for the largest bucket of a unique attribute tuple, and generates a ticket for that report.

4.3.2 Localizing Individual Processes

The bucketization pivot analysis works at the component granularity. RESIN uses a second-level detection scheme that works at the process\(^\dagger\) granularity. The motivation for this scheme is that a component has many process instances. It is important to localize the truly leaking processes in the alerting bucket. If we simply include all the processes in the abnormal bucket, developers can waste significant effort investigating innocent processes that fall into that bucket by coincidence.

The second-level detection scheme computes the leak likelihood and severity for a process based on its memory usage. RESIN uses all the memory usage data of a component in the most recent month to train two parametric models: (i) the absolute usage model and (ii) the usage difference model. Since different clusters and regions can exhibit drastically different characteristics, the tool builds separate models for each combination of region name and cluster type for a component.

Let \(U_c(n_t, t_j)\) denote the memory usage value for a process of component \(c\) on node \(n_t\) at time \(t_j\). RESIN assumes absolute usage \(U_c(n_t, t_j)\) follows a Gaussian distribution \(\mathcal{N}(\mu_1, \sigma_1^2)\) and fits the memory usage data by calculating the maximum likelihood estimators for \(\mu_1\) and \(\sigma_1\). The absolute memory usage values can be severely distorted by occasional events such as VM creations. To account for such events, we consider the differential memory usage, i.e., \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_j) = U_c(n_t, t_j) - U_c(n_t, t_j-1)\). Based on our observations, when noisy events such as VM creations occur, \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_j)\) usually significantly deviates from its normal range. Thus, RESIN also builds a parametric Gaussian distribution \(\mathcal{N}(\mu_2, \sigma_2^2)\) model for usage difference \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_j)\) and calculates the \(\mu_2\) and \(\sigma_2\).

With the offline models, RESIN uses a moving suspicious interval algorithm (Algorithm 1) to examine a suspected process’ memory usage in real time. This algorithm works by keeping a suspicious leak time interval \([T_0, T_1]\). The basic idea is to assume the leak still continues at the end of the time series and try to find the earliest time the leak trend starts by skipping over low-confidence points. This interval is initialized as \([t_1, t_1]\) upon reading the first data point in a time series. At the \(j\)-th step, RESIN reads \(U_c(n_t, t_j)\), calculates the \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_j)\), and adjusts the time interval by moving \(T_1\) and update \(T_0\) adaptively. If \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_j)\) has a significant increase or drop (based on the 3-sigma rule for \(\mu_2\) and \(\sigma_2\)), \(T_0\) is updated to \(t_j\) because the system status is likely changed by some event. If \(U_c(n_t, t_j)\) is lower than \(U_c(n_t, T_0)\) or there are few increasing points in the current interval, \(T_0\) is also updated to \(t_j\) because a leaking trend should have enough increasing values. For other situations, we keep the \(T_0\) intact. The loop stops when \(T_1\) hits the last time point \(t_n\). If the final \(T_0\) is equal to \(t_1\), this process is not considered as leaking.

Figure 5 shows an example of applying the algorithm. \([T_0, T_1]\) are initially set to \([t_1, t_1]\). When \(T_1\) is set to \(t_2\), \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_1)\) is positive thus we keep \(T_0\) unchanged and continue to move \(T_1\) forward. When \(T_1\) is set to \(t_3\), \(\Delta U_c(n_t, t_2)\) is an outlier in the offline model (\(\mathcal{N}(\mu_2, \sigma_2^2)\)), which we consider an occasional event instead of a leak. We reset \(T_0\) to \(t_3\) accordingly. When \(T_1\) is set to \(t_4\), \(U_c(n_t, t_2)\) is significantly lower than \(U_c(n_t, T_0)\) thus we also reset \(T_0\) to \(t_4\). After \(t_4\) we did not encounter scenarios to reset \(T_0\) (the memory usage drops slightly later but it is unnecessary to reset for such cases), so eventually \(T_1\) reaches the end \(t_n\), and \([T_0, T_1]\) is \([t_4, t_n]\).

RESIN calculates a severity score (Equation 1) for a process to indicate its leak probability and impact. Several factors are considered, including the normalized memory usage difference \(\Delta U_c = U_c(n_t, t_n) - U_c(n_t, t_1)\), the length of the suspicious leak interval \(\Delta T = T_1 - T_0\) in the unit of month), the increasing rate (number of increasing data points over the number of all data points), and the final memory usage at \(T_n\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SevScore} &= \frac{\Delta U_c}{\sigma_1} + \frac{N_{\text{inc}}}{n} + \Delta T + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\Delta U_c(n_t, t_n)/\mu_1}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

For efficiency, the above analyses are run proactively. When the bucketization-based pivot detection step identifies a leaking bucket, RESIN triggers the individual process analysis for the processes in the bucket and can usually inspect the results without waiting. It outputs the suspected leaking processes, the leak start and end time, and the severity scores.

\(\dagger\)Here we use the term “process” to also include a running instance of a kernel subsystem in a particular host for kernel memory leak detection.
5 Diagnosis of Detected Leaks

Only detecting a leak is not enough. Without sufficient evidence and diagnosis support, developers are likely stuck in confirming and diagnosing the issue. RESIN designs a solution that automatically takes live heap snapshots and analyzes the snapshots to pinpoint the root cause of a detected leak.

5.1 Background: Heap Snapshot

RESIN provides diagnosis information at stack trace granularity. In our experience, if developers are presented with a stack trace containing the problematic allocations, they can often quickly debug the issue. RESIN leverages the Windows heap manager’s snapshot capability to perform live profiling. The heap manager exposes APIs such as `HeapAlloc`, `HeapReAlloc`, and `HeapFree`, which are used by applications and C/C++ runtime to allocate heap objects. Thus the heap manager has the ability to collect the heap allocation sizes and stack traces.

RESIN uses the Windows Performance Recorder [2] to notify the kernel to start tracing heap allocations, typically for a specific process ID and occasionally for an image name (which enables tracing for all processes with the image). Then RESIN instructs the heap manager to take a snapshot at a certain time. Our current heap snapshotting mainly focuses on C/C++, which are the primary language choices for host software on Azure. Extending to other languages would take extra effort but are still straightforward, as their runtime typically already provides the functionality to capture allocation events.

To minimize overhead, the heap manager only stores limited information in each snapshot. Specifically, it stores (1) the stack trace and size for each active allocation after the tracing was enabled (if an allocation has been freed, no information is stored), (2) the total allocation sizes for each unique stack trace, and (3) the number of times a unique stack trace is invoked. It does not store more detailed information such as the allocation time or a pointer graph.

The information in a single snapshot is usually too noisy, as it includes all active allocations from the tracing start to the snapshot point. To get more accurate information for a time window, RESIN periodically takes multiple heap snapshots (Figure 6) to increase the chance of capturing truly leaking allocations between snapshots. RESIN uploads the snapshot files to a remote storage service. The diagnosis engine uses these snapshots to deduce the leaking allocation points.

5.2 Choosing Candidate Hosts to Profile

Picking the right hosts to take heap snapshot is vital for diagnosis effectiveness. Because heap snapshot incurs overhead, RESIN cannot afford to enable snapshot on all hosts containing the leaking processes the detection engine outputs. Simply choosing the hosts randomly is not a good strategy either, because the workloads on different hosts vary widely. For the same leak bug, it can exhibit in quite different patterns on different hosts. Thus, we may choose a candidate host in which the buggy allocations are triggered rarely.

We rank the candidate hosts in the suspected list based on three factors: 1) severity: choose processes with higher severity scores as described in Section 4.3.2, since more obvious symptoms suggest a better chance to be diagnosed; 2) noisiness: choose processes with a clearer growth pattern, which we will discuss in more detail in Section 5.3; 3) impact: choose hosts that have fewer user activities to minimize impact of profiling events. By default RESIN triggers snapshot collection for the top three hosts in the list in case the collection fails unexpectedly (e.g., due to target process restart).

5.3 Deciding Trace Collection Strategy

With the candidate hosts selected, the next step is to decide if a new leak happens in the most recent snapshot interval and whether to take the snapshots. This step is different from the analysis in Section 4.3, which only finds leaking processes in past time. The decision making has two main challenges.

First, many production leaks are only triggered by specific events. Some leaks only occur once in several days. If we take snapshots at other times, the collected traces would not be helpful. To ensure rare leaks are captured, RESIN attaches the profiling workflow to the process for a long time and periodically (every half hour) takes snapshots in hope of capturing the leak. However, we cannot afford to keep uploading snapshots due to storage and overhead concerns. RESIN addresses the challenge with a long-term, trigger-based strategy: it uses a circular buffer that only keeps the most recently taken snapshots, and completes tracing once certain trigger is met.

Second, how to decide when the trace collection should complete, i.e., the trigger. At the completion time, we should ideally (1) have snapshot(s) containing the buggy allocation; (2) have snapshot(s) for non-leaking scenarios; (3) minimize noisy allocations in the snapshot(s). One potential trigger is to complete the collection once the memory usage difference exceeds some threshold. This trigger can easily complete the tracing prematurely (fails to capture the buggy allocation) due to a legitimate memory usage spike, and/or produces snapshot(s) that have many noisy allocations and mislead diagnosis.

To gain some insights on how to choose the triggers, we study the memory usage data of 51 real leak cases. Interestingly, most cases fall into three common patterns (and a mixture of them). Additionally, one leaking process in a specific host often has a consistent pattern. In 63% of the cases, the leaking process shows a steady pattern. One example is
the bug shown in Figure 1, in which the leak exists in period-
ical update tasks. The other two common patterns are stair
(the memory usage occasionally grows only when the pro-
dure containing leaks is activated) and spike (the leak only
occurs once in a while due to rare events). Each pattern has
its unique usage growth characteristics and clear completion
point candidates. A, B, C shown in Figure 7. D is not a good
completion point as it is right after a period of some noises.

Guided by the findings, RESIN takes a pattern-based ap-
proach to decide the trace completion triggers. It uses the
target process’ memory usage data in the most recent week
and classifies it into one of the three patterns. Specifically,
RESIN first identifies nearly flat segments in the time-series
data and removes them. It then performs linear regression on
the remaining growing segments and outputs results including
the slope $slope_k$, coefficient of determination $R^2$, and absolute
memory usage increase $\Delta U_i(n_i,t_i)$. If the data contains no
flat segments, RESIN marks it as a steady pattern. If the data
has flat segments in between growing segments, it is marked
as a stair pattern. If a large increase in memory usage only
occurs in a few data points, it is marked as a spike pattern.

After the pattern is classified, the workflow starts to monitor
and analyze the recent memory usage. We compute the slope $j$
, $R^2_j$, and $\Delta U_i(n_i,t_j)$ for the most recent six hours and check the
pattern’s completion trigger based on rules listed in Table 1 (\n\[\lambda_\alpha, \lambda_\beta, \lambda_\gamma\) and $\lambda_d$ are set to 0.8, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively). Once the trigger is satisfied, RESIN stops tracing and uploads
the trace file that contains the most recent few snapshots. It
ensures each trace has at least three snapshots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Completion Trigger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>Almost linear growth $R^2_j &gt; \lambda_\alpha.$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stair</td>
<td>Steady growing and flat curves alternately appears. $&amp;&amp; R^2_j &lt; \lambda_\gamma$</td>
<td>$\Delta U_i(n_i,t_j)/\Delta U_i(n_i,t_k) &gt; \lambda_d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike</td>
<td>A few large allocations in a short period of time $\Delta U_i(n_i,t_j)$</td>
<td>$\Delta U_i(n_i,t_k)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Leak patterns, characteristics and their completion triggers.

At the diagnosis stage, after RESIN chooses the candidate
leaking hosts to profile (Section 5.2), RESIN checks if the
database already has reference snapshots with similar finger-
prints. If not, RESIN triggers reference collection. It first scans
the qualified hosts (not in the detection engine’s suspicious
print list and have similar fingerprints to the leaking hosts) and
samples a few that have active memory activities and modest
memory usage. Then RESIN applies the growth pattern analy-
sis (Section 5.3) to check if this host is leaking. If not, it takes
snapshots and uploads the traces to the reference database.

5.5 Trace Analyses for Diagnosis

The next step is to analyze the collected snapshots to output
the root cause stack traces. The challenge is to handle many
noisy allocations and localize the buggy allocations.

RESIN designs a diagnosis algorithm listed in Algorithm 2.
The inputs are the allocations from the two most recent snap-
shots of a trace file ($A_{t-1}, A_t$), stack traces from reference
snapshots, and the estimated leaked size upper bound cal-
culated in the pattern analysis. For the steady and stair patterns, we estimate the leaked size upper bound by multiplying the
slope with the time interval of the growing segments and a
coefficient (by default 2). The goal is to find the stack traces that allocate objects of sizes closest to the estimated leak.

The diagnosis engine first groups allocations in $A_{t-1}, A_t$
by the stack trace id and get two maps ($S^0$ and $S^{t-1}$). Each map
value is all the allocations that come from a stack trace. It
then traverses each stack trace in $S^0$ to calculate the aggre-

Algorithm 2: Heap snapshot diagnosis algorithm

Input: $A_{t-1}, A_t$: sets of allocations in two heap snapshots, $S^0$: a list
of outstanding stacks from reference hosts, pattern: classified pattern,
$estimate\_leak$: upper bound of estimated leaking size

Output: $S^0$: a list of top $N$ stack traces that likely caused leaks

- $S^0 ← \emptyset$, $S^{t-1} ← \emptyset$
- $S_{t-1} ← A_{t-1}.groupBy(alloc→ alloc.stackId)$
- $S^0 ← A_t.groupBy(alloc→ alloc.stackId)$
- foreach stack $s ∈ S^0$ do
  - if stack $∈ S^{t-1}$ then $A^{t-1} ← S^0[stackId] \setminus S^{t-1}[stackId]$
  - else $A^{t-1} ← S^0[stackId]$
  - if $A^{t-1} \neq \emptyset$ then
    - foreach $a ∈ A^{t-1}$ do stack.size ← stack.size+a.size
    - $S^{t-1}.add(stack)$
  - $S^{t-1}.orderBy(stack.size, stack.size)$
  - if pattern $\neq SPIKE$ then
    - $S^{t-1}.removeAll(stack => stack.size > estimate\_leak)$
    - $S^{t-1}.removeAll(stack => stack ∈ S^0$) /* filter references */
    - $S^0 ← S^{t-1}.top(N)$ /* only keep top N stack traces */
  - return $S^0$
gated allocation size. The engine then identifies stack traces that contain unique allocations, and ranks these traces based by their allocated object sizes. Stack traces allocating sizes larger than the estimated leak size are likely noises and thus removed. Finally, the diagnosis engine cross-checks the reference snapshots to filter out benign stack traces. If the output list is empty, the engine repeats the analysis for the next snapshot pairs \( (A_{n-2}, A_{n-1}) \), etc.

6 Mitigating Leaks

When a memory leak is detected, it can take time for developers to come up with and deploy the bug fix. To avoid further customer impact, RESIN attempts to automatically mitigate the detected leak issues. Depending on the nature of the memory leak, mitigation can be done in several ways. Rebooting the host OS in general can mitigate all kinds of leaks. However, this is costly and potentially causes VM downtime.

RESIN leverages the results from its detection engine and uses a rule-based decision tree to choose a mitigation action that can minimize the impact. If the memory leak is localized to a single process or Windows service, and this process or service is not required to be always alive to provide services to customers, RESIN attempts the lightest mitigation by simply restarting the process or Windows service.

For some processes, the mitigation requires additional steps. RESIN allows component teams to define custom scripts and invoking conditions. If the leak is located in buggy drivers, RESIN unloads and reloads the driver to mitigate the issue.

For safety, RESIN uses allowlists for each action category to make sure auto-mitigation is not misused. It defines an initial allowlist for the processes and drivers that are known to be safe to restart. A feature team can opt in auto-mitigation by adding the name of the process or tag to the allowlist.

For leaks in the OS kernel memory such as I/O request objects and file objects, if the detection engine can attribute the leak to a process or a service, RESIN attempts to restart the culprit process or service. This action is usually effective because it allows the leaked kernel objects to be properly freed without the need to reboot the OS.

OS reboot will resolve any software memory leak but takes a much longer time and can cause VM downtime. Thus, it is the last resort when a leak cannot be mitigated by the above actions or the name is not in the allowlist. RESIN checks if the host is empty and does the OS reboot if so. Empty hosts could also leak memory due to past user activities or current background processes. For a non-empty host, RESIN first performs live VM migrations [8]. Then it attempts a kernel soft reboot, which skips hardware initialization. If the soft reboot is ineffective, a full OS reboot is performed.

To minimize the impact of mitigation actions, RESIN closely monitors the leaking hosts. It prioritizes the actions on 1) nodes that fire low-memory related events, such as E2004 (low virtual memory) from the Windows resource exhaus-

![Figure 8: Memory leak cases RESIN detected and reported.](image)

Figure 8 shows the memory leak tickets RESIN detected and reported.
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7.1 Deployment Status and Scale

RESIN has been running in production in Azure since late 2018. It covers millions of hosts, over 600 different host processes and over 800 different kernel pool tags daily. The detection engine in RESIN analyzes more than 10 TB memory usage data every day. The diagnosis module collects 56 trace files on average (10–200 MB) daily. Every month, the mitigation engine performs a median of 1,592 process restarts, 1,290 kernel soft reboots, and 4,649 node reboots.

7.2 Detecting Production Memory Leaks

Azure has various solutions that help eliminate memory leak bugs before production, including code reviews, static bug finding tools, testing, and safe deployment policies. As a result, only complex memory leak bugs occasionally escape these solutions. RESIN serves as the last defense to effectively catch these bugs in production.

Figure 8 shows the memory leak tickets RESIN reported in Azure from July 2020 to August 2021. Overall, RESIN reported 564 tickets in 14 months, among which developers explicitly resolved 291 tickets.
7.3 End-to-End Impact

The end-to-end benefits brought by RESIN are clearly demonstrated by two key metrics: (1) VM unexpected reboot\(^2\): the average number of reboots per one hundred thousand hosts per day due to low memory; (2) VM allocation error: the ratio of erroneous VM allocation requests due to low memory.

As shown in Figures 9 and 10 (data is normalized for confidentiality), the improvement RESIN provides is significant. Both metrics show large decreases: VM reboots are reduced by 41\(\times\) from September 2020 to September 2021, and allocation error rates are reduced by 10\(\times\) from October 2020 to September 2021. Note that these key metrics have been continuously dropping before the starting points in Figures 9 and 10. We omit to plot these earlier points because the raw data are no longer in the database due to data retention policies.

The improvement also shows in the reduction of service incidents. In 2020 and 2021, no severe outages in Azure were caused by memory leaks (such outages occurred previously).

7.4 Effectiveness of Detection

Detecting memory leaks in a complex, frequently changing cloud infrastructure like Azure is challenging. RESIN aims to minimize the false positives and false negatives.

**Precision** To evaluate the detection accuracy, we count how many cases RESIN reported are flagged by developers as false alarms. Overall, RESIN only incurs 7 false positives out of 291 resolved cases in 14 months.

There are two common patterns of false positives: (i) after a component adds a new feature that consumes significantly more memory; (ii) after a configuration change, e.g., “we are collecting and correlating log more counters and # of disks per node have also increased”. The memory usages in these cases typically stabilize and become new baselines, which RESIN automatically picks up without requiring adjustment.

**Recall** We count how many cases RESIN misses or fails to detect in time. The criterion is a memory leak causing noticeable service impact and getting reported by users, developers, or other monitoring services before RESIN detects it. We search keywords including “memory leak” and “leak” on Azure’s issue tracker used by all teams. We compare them with tickets automatically created by RESIN. Overall the false negatives are few: only 4 cases are not on RESIN’s ticket list.

We also inspect the reason for each case. One case in July 2020 was caught by us manually when analyzing a heap snap-shot trace, before the issue triggered RESIN’s alert. In other two cases, the leak impact was not significant, but developers found the leaks when they were closely monitoring their new deployment. The last case was both found by developers and RESIN, but developers found the issue faster. This happened because the issue manifested itself earlier on a testing cluster that had a different workload from the production clusters RESIN monitored; developers were also using an aggressive threshold in that cluster to expose potential issues.

**Timeliness** It can be difficult to determine the exact starting time of a leak and hence the exact detection delay. We observe that RESIN’s detection typically occurs within two hours of a leak’s clear manifestation. In general, a too-long detection delay would be reflected in a false negative since developers or other monitoring tools would detect the issue earlier.

**Resolution rate** Not all cases are eventually resolved by developers. On average, RESIN reports a resolution rate of 52% within reported date range. We believe this resolution rate is underestimated compared to actual responsive rate: in many cases, developers took actions but did not update the open tickets (only tickets tagged with a high severity level are mandatory to resolve according to ticket platform’s policy). “Unresolved” also does not necessarily mean the ticket is unimportant. We observed that some teams tend to have lower response rates, likely due to their limited resources and the overwhelming number of urgent tickets.

This result is also influenced by our design goal. RESIN is designed to catch memory leaks early before the leak escalates to catastrophic issues. RESIN further provides automatic leak mitigation. Thus, a could-have-been-severe leak would appear to be low-risk. When developers prioritize resolving high-impact tickets, it adversely affects the resolution rate for our leak tickets. Due to the large volume of reported cases from various groups, we could not afford to inspect all unresolved tickets and check with their owners.

7.5 Effectiveness of Diagnosis

The diagnosis module of RESIN in total collects traces and generates reports for 157 cases from July 2020 to August 2021 (Figure 8). For tickets related to kernel leaks or clusters with legacy OSes, RESIN is unable to collect traces. Before November 2020 the diagnosis module was in trial runs and diagnosis reports were not appended to tickets. We gradually enabled it for more clusters after the trial run was over.

Figure 11 shows how the ratio of tickets with collected traces (and diagnosis reports) increases, which correlates with
virtual void AddDomainCertificate(CertificateStore& ... { 
- for (; certHead != nullptr; certHead = certHead->Next) {
+ for (auto currentCert = certHead; currentCert != nullptr; 
+ currentCert = currentCert->Next) {
5 - if (certHead->Versions == nullptr)
+ if (currentCert->Versions == nullptr)
7 - auto latest = certHead->Versions->Latest;
+ auto latest = currentCert->Versions->Latest;
9 - if (latest == nullptr)
+ if (latest == nullptr)
11 - continue;
12 ... 
20 freeCertList(certHead)

Figure 12: The fix for ServiceH leak.

Figure 13: Contract violation induced leak on ServiceD.

the improvements on the ratio of resolved tickets.

Usefulness To evaluate the usefulness of the diagnosis reports RESIN generates, we randomly sample 14 issue tickets and closely follow up with the developers (all cases are eventually resolved and fixed). In 11 cases (79%), developers directly use the diagnosis reports to pinpoint root cause points. Among them, in 5 cases the bug fix is in the same function in the allocation stack; in 5 cases the allocation stack and bug fix are in the same source file; in only 1 case the allocation stack and bug fix are in different components. Out of the other three cases, two are solved by memory dumps because the developers are quite experienced: upon seeing the sizes of leaked memory objects, they immediately realize which function the leaks came from. In one case the traces captured in the production cluster are not particularly useful. Instead, developers successfully captured some snapshots consisting of leaked stack on their own testing cluster.

Feedback Over time, developers build up high confidence in RESIN. We receive many pieces of positive feedback:

“(The result is...) incredibly useful. The information I had was enough.”

“Thanks for pinpointing out the memory leak that we had been trying so hard to find over the past few days.”

“Stack trace was sufficient for debugging this, it included the API call that was problematic.”

Case studies We share two representative cases. The first case occurs in ServiceH. This process’ memory usage keeps increasing and gets restarted every few days. The diagnosis module in RESIN collects heap snapshots and pinpoints the root cause stack trace. After the diagnosis report is attached to the ticket, developers confirm and fix the issue in 3 hours.

In this case, the program uses a pointer to manage the list of certificates, and frees the pointer at the end of the function. However it also uses the pointer to traverse the list. In the end the pointer has moved and only a part of the list is freed (Figure 12). This is a day-0 bug introduced a long time ago, but is recently triggered due to added certificates to the machines.

The second case represents another common (6 out of 14 cases we studied) type of leaks in cloud infrastructure: leaks due to contract violations in cross-component interactions. After RESIN reports a firewall-related svchost is leaking, the diagnosis module collects traces and reports a function in the rule list adding procedures after analyses.

Developers do not find bugs in this specific function at first, but the report prompts them to check the firewall rule lists on these machines. They then find the rule lists on these machines have been flooded with redundant rules. The reason is that the svchost process gets a firewall configuration from another program ServiceD. This program creates firewall rules at startup. Due to another bug, ServiceD keeps crashing, which causes it to miss deleting created rules and repeatedly recreate rules upon restarts (Figure 13). This in turn causes significant memory usage increases for the svchost program. Such a bug is hard to be detected statically.

Timeliness The diagnosis timeliness is also important to help developers. We measure the latencies of RESIN’s heap snapshot collection and analysis. The median trace collection time is 61 minutes. For more than 80% of cases, the collection finishes within 10 hours. Note that the trace collection time is influenced by when a leak recurs in a suspected process. If the leak is sporadic, RESIN has to wait until the symptom reappears to capture the snapshot. For trace analysis, the median latency of the analysis jobs is 10 minutes.

7.6 Effectiveness of Mitigation

Mitigation procedure duration on leaked services Figure 14 shows the number of mitigated nodes of a kernel leak due to a buggy driver. At first, RESIN applied mitigation actions on a few nodes per day to test possible side effects. Once the mitigation actions reached production, RESIN applied mitigation to at most around 2,000 nodes per day with some fluctuations. The mitigation action volume then gradually dropped as the fix was being rolled out. Eventually the volume dropped to a few nodes a day, which were primarily nodes that failed in driver upgrading or other fix actions.

Mitigation action duration on single host We collect the frequencies and durations of each mitigation action between July 2020 to September 2021. As Table 2 shows, process restart is the most lightweight mitigation action. In most cases, it finishes within 6.5 seconds. Kernel soft reboot is also fast and in most cases finishes in a minute. Node reboot takes a longer time, with a median time of 4.6 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mitigation</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>99%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process restart</td>
<td>27,039</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>30.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel soft reboot</td>
<td>8,292</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>49.14</td>
<td>141.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node reboot</td>
<td>278,005</td>
<td>248.58</td>
<td>274.36</td>
<td>362.10</td>
<td>1382.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The service names are anonymized for reasons of confidentiality.
7.7 Comparison of Different Algorithms

Bucketization-based detection We first compare our core detection algorithm, the bucketization-based pivot analysis, with the practice of static threshold-based memory usage monitoring. We use four threshold policies, e.g., policy “500MB-40” means generating leak alerts if a service’s memory usage exceeds 500 MB on more than 40 nodes. We apply these hard thresholds to historical data and count how many cases will be wrongly reported as leaking (false positive) and how many leaking cases will be missed (false negative).

Figures 15 and 16 show the results. Our algorithm performs the best: it has both the lowest false positives and the lowest false negatives. In comparison, for other policies, it is often a dilemma to balance precision and recall. For example, policy “1GB-80” has the lowest false positives among the baselines at the cost of having the highest false negatives.

Pattern-based collection We compare our pattern-based collection with random collection. The experiment is conducted on ServiceS, ServiceV, and ServiceW. They have ongoing memory leaks on some hosts. We randomly choose six hosts and apply pattern-based collection on three hosts and random collection on the other three hosts. For the random strategy, we implement a workflow that periodically collects snapshots with at least two snapshots and completes the trace collection with a probability 1/6. We inspect the collected heap snapshot traces to see if the leaking allocation exists in the snapshot.

Our pattern-based collection successfully captures leaking allocation stacks for all three services. Interestingly, the root cause of ServiceW was still unknown at the time we conducted the experiment. RESIN successfully captures an outstanding allocation that contains the bug within a real-time event processing function. In comparison, random collection only captures the buggy allocation for ServiceS, which has a frequent leaking interval (less than 1 hour).

Reference-assisted analysis We then evaluate the usefulness of reference snapshots with a controlled experiment on the ongoing leaking component ServiceS, which has the most noises among the three ongoing leak cases. We randomly sample eight hosts that have leaking patterns and collect snapshots until the leaking stack appears. We feed eight collected trace files to RESIN and compare the analysis results with and without reference snapshots. Figure 17 shows the result. Without the reference snapshots, the root cause stack trace ranks below the top three in all traces. With the reference snapshots, in 7 out of 8 traces, the root cause rank improves.

7.8 Runtime Overhead

As a production service, RESIN should not impose significant overhead on the hosts. For the detection component, since RESIN leverages the kernel to collect performance counters infrequently and offloads the analyses remotely, the overhead is minimal. The main source of overhead is the heap snapshot trace collection. We use the VM deployment performance to quantify the end-to-end cost of trace collection, because VM deployment is the most important event for hosts and involves nearly all host services and triggers many critical code paths. A large overhead will be reflected in long deployment time.

We first check how many hosts RESIN performs trace collection on in November 2021. The result shows only 346 hosts are collected at least once, which is less than 0.1% of all nodes in a cluster. We then collect start and end timestamps of all VM deployment sessions and the heap snapshot tracing requests. We compare the timestamps in the two sets of events. In 315 (91%) of the 346 hosts, the deployment sessions do not have any overlap with tracing sessions, thus the tracing has no impact on these sessions.

Table 3 shows the end-to-end latency of the overlapped sessions compared to non-overlapped sessions: by 1 s for the median, and by 10 s for the 25th percentile. The latency increase could be notable for some short-duration deployments. However, this impact is limited to only a few sessions (0.16%) from a relatively small number of host nodes.
Figure 18: Memory size and CPU usage changes through tracing.

To measure the impact on memory size and CPU, we conduct experiments on two hosts that have active workloads. We trace one of the critical host processes. Figure 18 shows the memory and CPU usage during the experiment. Enabling tracing both slightly increases the average memory usage, 0.25 MB for host A and 0.53 MB for host B, and the CPU usage, 0.23% for host A and 0.22% for host B. When doing snapshot and dumping the trace, there is a clear spike for CPU usage: around 46% in both hosts. The memory usage also increases, but not significantly: 1.93 MB for host A and 3.89 MB for host B. After the tracing, the memory usage remains at a slightly increased level due to a one-time initialization required by tracer. Overall, the CPU and memory usage costs are acceptable in production deployment.

7.9 Tuning Effort

The software components and workloads in Azure infrastructure undergo frequent changes. As part of RESIN’s design goals of minimizing false positives and false negatives, we aim to build robust algorithms that avoid fragile parameter tuning. For the detection part, throughout RESIN’s production operation, we only made one major parameter change. We updated the alert threshold for the final result <BucketSize, SeverityScore> (Section 4.3.1) from <50 MB, 10> to <200 MB, 40> around 3 months after deploying RESIN. There has not been further tuning since then. For the diagnosis part, except for the initial trial runs in which we were experimenting with the snapshot algorithms, the parameters for the completion triggers have not been tuned after the diagnosis engine was enabled in production.

8 Lessons and Limitations

Lessons While memory leaks are generally taken seriously, developers tend to postpone the investigation if there are no convincing hints. Presenting clear evidence in results is critical, and significantly improves developers’ responsiveness.

Many teams write extensive test cases that check if allocations are freed. Some teams also implement their own version of memory leak detection tool in their testing cluster. Developers mentioned a major pain point is that the testing environment has significant discrepancies with the production environment. For example, in one case, developers mentioned “We don’t have an environment where ServiceH runs for a really long time with hosts undergoing reboots.”, otherwise, their testing would have caught the memory usage anomaly.

Our initial thought in designing the diagnosis module is to analyze the source code of the detected leaking component. We later found that finding the root cause stack traces is usually good enough for developers to debug the issue based on their own experience and domain knowledge.

For production services, safety is of high priority. The cloud infrastructure is a complex and dynamic environment. Some workflow in RESIN can be interrupted abruptly, e.g., due to transient network issues, interference with other profiling tools. On one occasion, RESIN accidentally left the trace collection running and triggered alarms in the detection engine. We set three lines of protection to prevent similar issues: (i) limit collecting on same cluster within one hour five times at maximum to reduce side effects; (ii) a forced cleanup operation whether the profiling succeeds or not; (iii) a workflow that periodically checks logs and cleans up for runaway hosts.

Limitations The telemetry data RESIN analyzes is relatively coarse-grained. Even the heap snapshot only contains limited information about allocations. Therefore, it has inherent inaccuracies and may miss detection of minor leak bugs. RESIN can be further enhanced by collecting more fine-grained signals, and leveraging semantic information from source code.

Developers may need to reproduce a reported memory leak issue for investigation or confirming bug fixes. But this is often challenging, because the issues are often triggered by complex workloads and rare conditions. RESIN does not address this challenge. We plan to automatically capture production triggering workloads for developers to reproduce leaks.

The patterns used in our heap snapshot trigger are based on empirical observations, which may be incomplete. Our classification method is simple. They can be improved with more comprehensive case studies and more advanced methods.

9 Related Work

Detecting memory leak bugs has been extensively studied in the context of conventional software. Our work focuses on addressing memory leaks in production cloud infrastructure, which face unique challenges as described earlier. Indeed, the memory leaks addressed by RESIN are usually the ones that escape the bug detection and extensive testing practice in Azure and are only triggered in complex production workloads. The main research contribution of RESIN is its novel multi-stage approach and algorithms including the bucket pivot analysis and moving suspicious interval algorithm for leak detection, the live heap snapshot collection and analysis for leak diagnosis, and the decision tree based leak mitigation.
Dynamic leak detection. Many solutions have been proposed to dynamically detect memory leaks. There are broadly two approaches. In one approach, the tool records memory-related metadata by inserting checks to object code [16], using performance monitoring units in processors [24], instrumenting bytecode [39, 49], instrumenting intermediate representation [25, 34], instrumenting source code [21], modifying garbage collector or memory allocators [23, 35] or using metrics such as object staleness [17] as indicators to examine object lifetime. These works usually record fine-grained memory object information and have high accuracy, but they require rewriting codes or special hardware support, which is difficult and unsafe to apply in production settings.

Another approach analyzes heap snapshots/dumps [31, 33, 38, 44]. They are designed for interactive offline debugging and do not work well for long-running processes and services in production systems. They also rely on user-defined workloads as oracles to judge if memory growth is a leak. Obtaining such oracle workloads is difficult in practice. RESIN continuously monitors components in production cloud, designs robust algorithms to detect leaks without requiring oracles, and performs low-overhead live trace collection on-demand.

Some solutions [22, 40, 41] analyze memory usage patterns. They propose complex models to detect leaks in a single process or VM. The memory usage behavior of an individual process can be highly noisy due to workload effect and interference. Thus, they can have false positives and false negatives when applied in production cloud. Building complex models for each process in cloud scale also faces significant computation challenges. In comparison, RESIN focuses on the memory usage summary and global trend across processes, which enables accurate detection and efficient computation. RESIN additionally takes live heap snapshot and analyzes the snapshots to help developers localize the root cause.

Static leak detection. A wealth of work uses static analysis to find memory leak bugs. Many of them focus on improving the accuracies of static analyses [10, 15, 18, 36, 47]. Some other work focuses on finding specific leak code patterns. LeakChecker [50] finds objects created by the iteration are unnecessarily referenced by objects external to the loop. MLEE [46] finds leaks from early-exit paths by cross-checking the presence of memory deallocations on different early-exit paths and normal paths. Heapster [5] adopts a hybrid approach to leverage dynamic information to help static analysis. In general, while static approaches have the advantages of not requiring running a program, they face well-known scalability and accuracy challenges. They are also typically designed for a specific type of program. The software components in cloud infrastructure are highly complex and are written in a wide variety of programming paradigms. Also, static analyses cannot handle the forgotten leaks.


Statistical debugging. Statistical debugging [28, 29] uses statistical methods to identify predictors in the source code that correlate with a program failure. It requires instrumenting all predicates and re-running a program many times with normal runs and buggy runs. The diagnosis design in RESIN is complementary to statistical debugging. It collects live heap snapshots from production directly. Its algorithm identifies buggy stack trace based on the allocation information.

Failure detection and mitigation. Detecting memory leaks in production cloud is related to the topic of failure detection and mitigation in distributed systems [14, 19, 20, 27, 30, 43, 51]. Memory leaks are difficult to detect compared to other types of failures. IASO [37] detects fail-slow issues and supports mitigating slow issues with VM or node reboots. Narya [26] predicts node-level failures and performs mitigation actions. RESIN focuses on catching on-going memory leak issues, and provides a holistic solution. Its mitigation module leverages results from the detection engine to perform targeted mitigation to a specific process, service, driver, or host OS.

10 Conclusion

This paper presents RESIN, an end-to-end service designed to tackle memory leaks in production cloud infrastructure. RESIN takes a divide-and-conquer approach to decompose the memory leak problem, and designs a multi-level solution with novel algorithms including bucketization-based pivot analysis, live heap snapshot strategy, and diagnosis analysis. RESIN has been running in Azure for more than 3 years, and successfully reduces low-memory-induced VM reboots and new VM allocation errors by $41 \times$ and $10 \times$, respectively.
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Abstract
Modern software applications rely on the execution and coordination of many different kinds of tasks. Often overlooked is the need to sometimes prematurely terminate or cancel a task, either to accommodate a conflicting task, to manage system resources, or in response to system or user events that make the task irrelevant. In this paper, we studied 62 cancel-feature requests and 156 cancel-related bugs across 13 popular distributed and concurrent systems written in Java, C#, and Go to understand why task cancel is needed, what are the challenges in implementing task cancel, and how severe are cancel-related failures. Guided by the study, we generalized a few cancel-related anti-patterns and implemented static checkers that found many code snippets matching these anti-patterns in the latest versions of these popular systems. We hope this study will help guide better and more systematic approaches to task cancellation.

1 Introduction
Task cancellation is critical to the performance and availability of modern concurrent and distributed systems. Unlike fault handling, which reacts to the failure of a software or hardware component, task cancellation proactively stops the execution of a software component (i.e., a task) that no longer needs to run. Concurrent applications use task cancellation for better resource management, task coordination, and system responsiveness [6, 7, 20, 22]. For instance, when a user aborts a long-running operation, the underlying system may want to cancel the relevant tasks to save resources; when a high-priority request comes, a busy system may want to cancel a low-priority task for the greater good. Task cancellation is crucial for today’s systems that concurrently execute a large number of complex and resource-consuming tasks under stringent quality of service requirements.

Unfortunately, supporting efficient and correct task cancellation in modern applications is nontrivial. Tasks need to be designed such that they can be aborted at certain points of execution without undesirable side-effects (e.g., without corrupting the system state). Moreover, the application needs to decide when to safely cancel a task, and once decided to cancel, the decision needs to be correctly propagated to the target task to be canceled.1 Last but not least, a system may contain dozens or hundreds of concurrent tasks, with complex dependencies among the tasks as well as on the system environment. If not carefully implemented, canceling a task may break a dependency or introduce concurrency errors such as races. It is therefore not surprising that implementing task cancellation can be error-prone.

As it stands, there have been no studies on task cancel problems in concurrent and distributed systems—how cancel is used and implemented, the various types of cancel-related bugs, the impact of those cancel-related bugs, and so on, although various other types of bugs and problems have been heavily studied for distributed systems [11, 16, 18, 26, 27].

This paper attempts to provide an in-depth analysis of cancellation usage and problems in popular software applications across multiple languages, which we hope will help guide cancellation-related systems research and design.

Why do applications cancel tasks? To understand why cancellation may be desirable to system operation, we reviewed 62 feature requests in 13 popular open-source applications, such as HBase, Hive, Cassandra (Java); Roslyn, ASP.NET Core (C#); CockroachDB, and InfluxDB (Go).

We found that about half of the cancel-feature requests aim to terminate tasks that no longer produce useful results upon a change in system or user state (e.g., the finish of a related task and the end of a user session); close to half of the requests aim to improve operational flexibility and enable users to cancel a job, particularly the time-consuming ones, at any time; a small number of requests aim to enable stopping a low-priority task prematurely to support the launching and running of other more important tasks.

Our study confirms our understanding that task cancellation is a crucial feature that facilitates efficiency and operation flexibility in concurrent systems. It shows that the trigger of a cancel can be a variety of events (far beyond

---

1This is in contrast to fault-handling where the external environment decides when a fault is generated.
system shutdown and component failures), and the target of cancellation is often a small number of selective tasks (rarely bulk cancellation), which can all bring complexity to the implementation of task cancellation.

What causes cancel-related bugs? To understand the challenges in implementing task cancellation correctly, we studied 156 bug reports across the same set of 13 popular open-source applications in Java, C#, and Go to understand what are common cancellation-related bugs.

Our study shows that problems routinely occur at all phases of cancel: 1) deciding when and which task to cancel (about one third of the bugs), 2) propagating the cancel request from the initiator to the target task (about one quarter of the bugs), and 3) fulfilling the cancel in the target task (about one third of the bugs). Some classes of problems are particular to the type of mechanism used to issue cancel, such as bugs in the use of Java’s interrupt API, and bugs in passing cancellation tokens through function parameters in C# and Go. Many other classes of problems are due to the overall complexity of implementing cancel, such as determining which tasks conflict, which system state changes must be reverted before task termination, etc. For each type of bugs, we discuss potential solutions to tackle them.

Impacts of cancel-related bugs. The impact of cancel bugs varies, but can in some cases be severe. Among issues with specified symptoms, a few common categories are resource leaks, performance issues, broken task APIs, data corruption or loss, and incorrect user reporting.

Cancellation anti-patterns. Through the study above, we have generalized and implemented static checkers for five cancel-related anti-patterns using the CodeQL [1] static analysis framework, including (1) missing interrupt handling inside a loop (Java); (2) using the wrong built-in API to check or reset the interrupt flag on threads (Java); (3) failure to propagate cancel to child tasks (Java); (4) ignoring cancel-token parameters (C#); and (5) not propagating cancel tokens (C#). We find around 200 instances of these anti-patterns across the latest versions of the 13 applications we studied, which further motivates future work to improve the support for correct cancel implementation.

## 2 Background

### Task

This paper defines a task as a unit of concurrent execution. As summarized in Table 1, in Java, all code that implements a Runnable interface qualifies (e.g., Thread). In C#, tasks are objects of type Thread or Task. In Go, execution inside a goroutine is a task [4, 5, 22]. Tasks are not limited to any specific programming model: for example, some issues we study involve tasks as part of an event-driven design. Some tasks execute with a clear end, like a user-request task launched by a server application; some execute with an open end and cease only on system shutdown or explicit request to terminate, like a task that provides an in-memory cache service for others. Tasks can also initiate work on other nodes, e.g. by issuing an RPC call.

### Task Cancel.

Cancel is the deliberate attempt of one task to terminate another task in a cooperative way. We will refer to the former as the cancel initiator and the latter as the cancel target. All the instances of cancel we study are cooperative, which means that the target task, upon receiving the request, chooses how and when to terminate [15]. Note that the alternate way of task cancel - abortive, where the initiator forces the target to terminate - is prone to semantic errors and is not supported by the three languages that our study focuses on (Java, C#, Go). For example, the abortive Java Thread.stop() method is deprecated now.

### Cancel vs Fault Handling.

Task cancel and fault handling have some similarities in that they both involve a task finishing earlier than expected, but they also have fundamental differences. Cancel can be considered part of the regular operation of the system: the conditions that cause cancel to be issued are known and expected with some regularity, such as to proactively prevent performance problems, as we will discuss in Section 4; the cancel process involves the cooperation between at least two running parties, the initiator and the target; after the cancel is conducted, the system is expected to remain functioning as normal or even at a higher capacity. This is in contrast to failure handling, in which failure events are unexpected; the handling is reactive after a component failure; and the expectation for system functioning may be lower - e.g. to function at reduced capacity, or to terminate safely.

### Cancel mechanisms.

Although the built-in cancel mechanisms in C#, Go, and Java take different forms, as listed in Table 1, they all essentially offer a “flag”: the initiator sets the flag when requesting cancel, and the target can check the flag and respond to the cancel request.

---

**Table 1. Task constructs and cancellation mechanisms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C#</th>
<th>Task,Thread</th>
<th>CancellationToken struct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>goroutine</td>
<td>Context type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>interrupt() on Thread itself</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Listing 1. Handling cancel requests in Java**

```java
public void run() {
    try {...
    } catch (InterruptedException e) {
        // receiver handles the cancel request
        ... 
    }
    if (Thread.currentThread().isInterrupted()) {
        // receiver handles the cancel request 
    }
}
```

---

2 This particular checker is a re-implementation of an existing C# checker.
Specifically, in Java, any thread can execute `t.interrupt()` to set an internal flag of thread t. Any code executing in thread t can use APIs like `isInterrupted()` to check this flag and see if an cancel request has been delivered to it. Alternatively, any execution of a blocking API, like `sleep()` or `poll()`, will throw an `InterruptedException` upon the setting of its thread’s cancel flag, as shown in Listing 1.

`C#` and `Go` offer more flexible ways of cancel. Instead of limiting each thread to have one flag, they allow the software to declare any number of `CancellationToken` structs (`C#`) or `Context` variables (`Go`) that each contains a cancel flag. In `C#`, a `CancellationToken` object, generated from a `CancellationTokenSource` is typically passed through function parameters. An invocation of `Cancel()` on the token’s source would set the flag inside the token object, which is visible to any task that has access to the token, as illustrated in Listing 2. Cancel in `Go` is similar: the `Context` type provides a `CancelFunc` to issue a cancel signal, which can be checked via `ctx.Done()` on the `Context` object. Like `CancellationToken`, `Context` is typically passed via function parameters. In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to `Context` variables also as cancellation tokens for simplicity.

The `CancellationToken` in `C#` also allows registering a callback function to be called when the token is canceled. This functionality is rarely used in the applications that we study and hence will not be discussed in this paper.

Finally, developers can implement custom means of cancel. In many Java programs, shared Boolean variables are used as cancel flags. Threads explicitly read and write these flags to carry out cancel. This essentially allows multiple cancel flags for one thread and hence can embed more semantic information inside each flag. However, it is also prone to bugs, as we will discuss in Section 5.

### 3 Methodology

#### Application selection

We study applications written in three different languages: `Java`, `C#` and `Go`, as shown in Table 2. These languages were chosen as they have widespread use of different built-in cancel mechanisms, and as such provide a useful point of comparison for this study.

In choosing which Java applications to study, we focus primarily on the most popular, as indicated by GitHub stars, open-source distributed applications in various categories, as listed in Table 2. Our selection is more limited for Go and `C#`, since there are much fewer applications written in these two languages on GitHub. For Go, we study applications that are analogous to categories studied in Java: `InfluxDB` and `CockroachDB` (distributed databases), and `etcd` (distributed application serving and coordination). For `C#`, there do not exist any widely-used applications in those categories. So, as an alternative, we chose the top 2 applications/frameworks, out of the 50 most popular `C#` applications on GitHub, that utilize cancel extensively: `Roslyn` (compiler suite) and `ASP.NET Core` (web framework).

### Cancellation Issue Study

For these selected applications, we checked their Jira issue trackers or GitHub issue-and-pull systems, if they do not use Jira. We searched for `resolved` and `valid` issues, up to June 2021, using the following keywords: `abort`, `cancel`, `interrupt`, and `terminate`. We then manually checked the reports to exclude issues that do not have a clear description or are unrelated to task cancel.

From the remaining, we get 156 issues that are labeled as cancel-related bugs, as presented in Section 5 and 6. We should note that although an issue might belong to multiple root causes or symptom categories, it

---

**Table 2. Applications included in our study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Bugs</th>
<th>CFR²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>7K</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasticsearch</td>
<td>Full-text search</td>
<td>57K</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop¹</td>
<td>Distri. storage;</td>
<td>12K</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hive</td>
<td>Data warehousing</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>Stream processing</td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solr/Lucene</td>
<td>Full-text search</td>
<td>4K</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Data processing</td>
<td>31K</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Java - subtotal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP.NET Core</td>
<td>Web framework</td>
<td>26K</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roslyn</td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C# - subtotal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CockroachDB</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>22K</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etcd</td>
<td>Key-value store</td>
<td>38K</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfluxDB</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>22K</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Go - subtotal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>156</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Including Hadoop Common, HDFS, YARN, MapReduce
² Cancel-Feature Requests
Table 3. Reasons underneath Cancel-Feature Requests (CFR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why should a task ( T ) be canceled?</th>
<th>#CFR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Efficiency</strong>: ( T ) no longer produces useful results</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1. Upon system shutdown</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2. Upon a user disconnection or time-out</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3. Upon a system or user event</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Flexibility</strong>: ( T ) is no longer wanted by users</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1. Cancel through an API call</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2. Cancel through user interface or keyboard</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3. Cancel through timeout parameter</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Priority</strong>: More important tasks need to run</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is classified by its primary category only, without double-counting. In addition, we study 62 issues that are requests to add the capability of canceling some tasks and are labeled as “improvement” or “feature”, instead of “bug”, and contain patches approved or already merged. They will help us understand the motivation of task cancel, as in Section 4.

We believe cancel problems are under reported, as cancel code can be difficult to exercise during testing. From the discussion in cancel-feature requests, we also see that the complexity in correctly implementing task cancel sometimes drives developers away from implementing cancel, which of course comes with performance and efficiency loss.

**Threats to validity.** Our study does not cover all task cancel mechanisms, and may not generalize to those issues and systems not covered in our benchmark suite. Particularly, we have skipped those cancel-feature requests and cancel-related bugs whose description is not clear enough for us to conduct further categorization. We may also have missed cancel-related requests or bugs whose reports do not contain the search keywords used by us. Furthermore, since there are many more issue reports and pull requests about adding cancel features than those about cancel-related bugs, we limit our study of cancel-feature requests to those that contain cancel-related keywords in the issue/pull titles. Thus, we likely have missed many requests that have those keywords in the issue/pull body, but not the title.

4 Why Do Applications Cancel Tasks?

To understand why tasks may require cancel and what triggers a task cancel, we studied 62 cancel-feature requests in Java, C#, and Go systems, following the methodology described in Section 3, and generalized three main reasons for task cancel as shown in Table 3.

**Reason-A: Efficiency.** Close to half of the cancel-feature requests originate from developers’ efficiency concerns, as the computation of a task \( T \) no longer produces useful results upon (A1) a system shut-down, (A2) a user-session termination, or (A3) a particular system or user event. Among these three different cancel-trigger scenarios, A3 is the most common and triggers cancel at a finer granularity than A1 and A2. For example, when a user navigates away from a web page \( P \), the system still runs many tasks related to the user, but can cancel all the tasks initiated by page \( P \) (e.g., influxdb-19029); when one attempt of a task finishes, all other speculative or parallel attempts of this task can be canceled (e.g., SPARK-25773 and roslyn-8050); when a job is canceled or finished, its related tasks can be canceled (e.g., roslyn-25620 and roslyn-51816). In all these cases, continuing the execution of \( T \) does not affect functional correctness but wastes system resources and affects request latency.

**Reason-B: Flexibility.** Another common reason is to offer users the flexibility to prematurely terminate a user operation and all its related tasks, which contribute to about 40% of the cancel-feature requests. In a number of cases, the requests explicitly mention that the target task may take a long time (e.g., elasticsearch-72644 and elasticsearch-73818 and SOLR-6122) or even hang for unknown reasons (e.g., KAFKA-1506), and hence should be cancellable. In other cases, the exact reasons why a user may want to cancel a task is not explained. The requested cancel features typically get implemented as task-cancel commands or as handlers of certain user interface events, like the Ctrl+C keyboard combination.

**Reason-C: Priority.** Interestingly, sometimes, developers want to enable the system to sacrifice \( T \) for the benefit of other more important tasks. For example, in HDFS-2507, a feature is added to cancel an ongoing checkpoint task of a standby NameNode when the active NameNode fails. This would allow the standby NameNode to immediately start the fail-over task instead of waiting for the long checkpointing to finish, minimizing the system downtime. Similar decisions of sacrificing long-running low-priority tasks for the benefit of high-priority tasks also occur in other systems (e.g., CASSANDRA-14397, elasticsearch-56009).

**Observations.** Trigger variety. A task cancel can be triggered by a variety of events, as shown in Table 3. This variety adds complexity to the implementation of cancel: the program may miss a trigger and fail to initiate the cancel. Even when a trigger is sensed, the trigger information may not be included in the cancel request, e.g., in Java’s built-in cancel mechanism, making it difficult for the cancel handler to process the cancel request properly.

**Fine granularity.** Task cancel is often targeted; bulk cancel scenarios like system shutdown are rare. This fine granularity can make it difficult to decide which task to cancel.

**Heavy coordination.** In a system that involves many concurrent components, cancel may involve a lot of coordination across tasks: a task’s cancel could be due to the launch, the progress, or the termination of another task. This heavy coordination requirement demands careful synchronization and shared-state clean-up during task cancel.
A fundamental challenge here is to track a cancel rarely reacts to an already exposed component failure. It is more about the system efficiency, request latency, operational flexibility, and resource balancing, which, although do not immediately precipitate system outages, are crucial to the service quality and robustness.

## 5 Root Causes of Cancel-Related Bugs

We divide the whole procedure of cancel into three phases, and categorize cancel bugs’ root causes accordingly:

1) **Initiating Cancel** - the cancel initiator senses a cancel-trigger event and decides which task to cancel.

2) **Propagating Cancel** - the cancel request propagates from the initiator to the target.

3) **Fulfilling the Cancel** - the cancel target responds to the cancel request, releasing resources, restoring system states, and ending its own execution.

Note that there are 9 bugs caused by miscellaneous semantic errors that are not related to the core functionality of task cancel. We put them in the “Other” category in Table 4 and skip discussion about them below.

### 5.1 Cancel-initiation bugs

As discussed in Section 4, a variety of conditions might trigger a cancel. Deciding when to initiate a cancel to which target task is complex and susceptible to problems, contributing to about 30% of cancel-related bugs (Table 4).

In some cases, a cancel is not initiated when it should be, either because the system completely overlooks a cancel trigger (“Overlooking triggers”) or because the system checks the existence of a cancel trigger incorrectly (“Broken trigger checking”). In other cases, a cancel is incorrectly or unnecessarily initiated (“Excess cancel”). We describe each type in more detail below.

#### 5.1.1 Overlooking triggers

This type of bug occurs when a cancel should be initiated upon a specific trigger, but no logic exists to do so. This is the most common type of cancel-initiation bug, contributing to more than 20% of all the cancel-related bugs.

The most common scenario is that a running task $T$ is canceled or has failed but a dependent task, which is no longer necessary, is not canceled. As an example, in SPARK-21738, expensive jobs would continue to run on a Spark cluster even after a user session was closed, wasting computation resources to produce irrelevant results. While Spark does provide support for canceling jobs, the system did not realize that a session closure should be treated as a trigger for job cancel.

As another example, in roslyn-1086, the failure of a compilation task will prevent a “completion” event from ever being published to an event queue, while a task listening to the queue, AnalyzerDriver, will continue to run and wait for the event which will never arrive. The solution in this case was to include a reference to the AnalyzerDriver in the compilation task, which is canceled via cancellation token upon compilation failure.

Other types of triggers could also be overlooked. For example, in CASSANDRA-8805, developers realized that the launch of high-priority tasks like repair often gets blocked by long-running low-priority tasks like index-summary redistribution, as these tasks access sstables in a conflicting way and cannot run in parallel. To solve this problem, developers added the logic to allow any repair to check for and cancel any running index-summary redistribution tasks.

Note that bugs of this type share similar root causes with those cancel-feature requests for efficiency or priority reasons, which were discussed in Section 4. The difference seems to be the impact: the ones that cause more severe failure symptoms are reported as bugs, instead of feature requests.

The patches to these bugs are straightforward: adding the logic to initiate a cancel upon the occurrence of the trigger.

**Lessons learned.** A fundamental challenge here is to track the dependency relationship among all the concurrent tasks, a daunting task in modern concurrent and distributed systems: which tasks conflict with each other and cannot run in parallel; which tasks depend on which task and hence should not continue if the latter is canceled; which tasks are redundant copies of which task and hence should not continue if the latter finishes successfully; etc. In all systems that we have checked, this is conducted in an ad-hoc way. There is an unmet need for coherent tool/framework and possibly programming language support for capturing these dependencies.

One particular type of dependency, the parent-child relationship, is feasible to track through static program analysis. Consequently, we can build a static checker to automatically identify code snippets where the parent task is canceled, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buggy cancel initiation</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>Go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Overlooking triggers</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Broken trigger checking</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Excess cancel</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buggy cancel propagation</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>Go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Untimely delivery</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dropped cancel</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buggy cancel fulfill</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>Go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Cancel not checked</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cancel not carried out</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Defective cleanup</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>Go</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
yet no cancel is initiated towards the children tasks. We will present more details about this checker in Section 7.3.

Other types of dependencies, like repair versus index-summary redistribution or a speculative task versus the original task, depend on application-specific semantics and are much harder to track systematically. We noticed that these semantic-rich dependencies are often centered on some key shared data, like the sstables that are updated by conflicting tasks or the common job-ID shared between multiple job attempts (e.g., HIVE-12307). Consequently, future work may automatically infer task dependencies by analyzing access patterns on key data.

5.1.2 Broken trigger checking. Sometimes, the program anticipates the existence of a trigger. However, it checks the trigger occurrence in a wrong way. For example, in SOLR-10525, if a duplicate task is submitted while a previous instance of a task is still running, the previous instance should be canceled. However, the logic to recognize whether a previous instance of a task is running is incorrect and so a cancel is never issued, leading to the execution of duplicate tasks.

Lessons Learned. Many bugs of this type are related to checking whether a particular task is running. Often, the task performing the check does not have a direct reference to the task under check, and hence needs to refer to an intermediary, like a shared collection of task status. The logic to store and retrieve the task status information is custom implemented in each system and hence prone to bugs: some accesses to the task registry are not thread safe; different types of tasks may store their information in different ways in the collection and hence got mis-checked later; etc. Some standard library support would help.

5.1.3 Excess cancel. Converse to “Overlooking triggers”, sometimes triggers are correctly sensed and yet tasks are wrongly or unnecessarily canceled. For example, upon the launch of a task T, the software may incorrectly cancel tasks that are actually not conflicting with T (CASSANDRA-13142, CASSANDRA-15024) or tasks that are indeed conflicting but have higher priority than T (HBASE-17674). Upon the finish of a task T, the software may incorrectly cancel tasks which are related to T but whose results are still needed (roslyn-11470, HADOOP-6762).

Lessons Learned. Similar to “overlooking triggers”, these bugs originate from the challenge of tracking the dependency among tasks. Future research should study how to track which tasks conflict with or depend on each other, potentially through data dependency analysis.

5.2 Cancel-propagation bugs

Once a cancel trigger is correctly sensed and the cancel target is correctly identified, the initiator issues a cancel request. For about a quarter of the cancel-related bugs in our study, the propagation from the initiator to the target went wrong.

1 // Cancel initiator
2 class Initiator {
3    Task myTask;
4    main() {
5        ...
6        myTask.cancelFlag = true;
7    }
8 }
9 }
10 // Cancel recipient
11 class Task {
12    public boolean cancelFlag = false;
13    private BlockingQueue Bqueue;
14    run() {
15        while(cancelFlag == false) {
16            ...
17            Bqueue.take(); // blocks until an element is available
18        }
19    }
20 }

Listing 3. An example of late cancel (SPARK-1582)

5.2.1 Untimely delivery. It is important that a cancel can be issued at any time to the cancel target without delays or mis-handling. However, this is often not the case when a custom cancel mechanism is used.

Cancel race. In many systems, a “task manager” is implemented to coordinate tasks and relay cancel requests: the cancel initiator notifies the task manager about its cancel request; the task manager then sends the request to the cancel target. In several Java and Go systems, such as Cassandra (CASSANDRA-9070), Spark (SPARK-4097), HBASE (HBASE-13146), InfluxDB (influxdb-9018), and etcd (etcd-8443), the implementation of task managers contain concurrency bugs that manifest when cancel is issued at a special moment, like shortly after the target task is submitted, or in parallel with another cancel request towards the same target. As a result of these bugs, cancel requests may be dropped.

Occasionally, such cancel-related concurrency bugs also occur when a standard cancel mechanism is used. For example, in aspnetcore-11757, a cancel initiator disposes a CancellationTokenSource right after it requests a cancel on the token. As a result, when the target task checks the token, a use-after-disposal error occurs.

Lessons Learned. It is alarming that similar cancel-concurrency bugs occur in so many different systems. On one hand, standard task-manager library support could help. On the other hand, existing concurrency bug detection and testing tools [10, 13, 14, 17, 19] should be applied to check the correctness of cancel-related implementation.

Late polling. As discussed in Section 2, many custom cancels are conducted through a shared flag variable. Unfortunately, without system support, such a cancel request cannot be delivered timely when the target task conducts frequent blocking operations. For example, Listing 3 illustrates a simplified version of bug SPARK-1582. A task checks...
5.2.2 Dropped cancel. Depending on the different cancellation mechanisms, a cancel request could be dropped before it propagates to the right target in different ways.

**Cleared interrupt (Java).** A tricky aspect of Java’s built-in mechanism is that the interrupt received by a thread can be silently unset by methods along the call chain. As a result, the interrupt may fail to reach the code that is prepared to fulfill the cancel request, contributing to about 15% of cancel-related bugs in Java programs in our study.

For example, in KAFKA-4375, function run contains a well written cancel handler that stops child tasks and exits. Unfortunately, at run time, the cancel is often intercepted by the sleep method inside its callee commitSync, as shown in Listing 4. The Java sleep method, just like many other Java blocking methods, silently unset the interrupt and throw an InterruptedException. Without rethrowing the exception or resetting the interrupt flag, the interrupt is dropped before reaching the right handler in function run. Similar problems also occur in other systems, like HBASE-5243, HIVE-13858, HBASE-10650, HBASE-10651, HBASE-10652, etc. Patches for these bugs simply re-throw the interrupt in the catch block.

A related mistake is that developers sometimes get confused about a few similar Java APIs: t.interrupt() interrupts a thread t; t.interrupted() checks whether t’s interrupt flag is set and clears the flag; t.isInterrupted() conducts the same checking but does not clear the flag. When interrupted() is mistakenly used, the cancel could be dropped before reaching the intended cancel handler, as illustrated in Listing 5. This type of mistake occurred at multiple places across different systems (KAFKA-9415, KAFKA-5665,HBASE-10455, SOLR-8066). Patches for these problems are straightforward, as shown in Listing 5.

**Lessons Learned.** Many bugs of this type can be automatically detected. As we will discuss in Section 7.1 and 7.2, static checkers can search for the catch blocks of InterruptedException that neither terminate the execution nor re-throw the exception, and search for incorrect use of the interrupted() API.

**Invisible token (C#/Go).** In C# and Go, once a cancel is issued on a cancellation token, the status of the token cannot be reverted. Consequently, the type of mistaken clearance in Java does not exist in C# or Go. However, a cancel request may still get dropped during its propagation: since the cancellation token is typically not a global object, developers need to pass the token through function parameters to ensure the token is available through the chain of method calls. If the token is not passed to a long-running function f, cancel would be greatly delayed until the execution reaches a caller of f that has access to the token. This contributes to close to 15% of cancel-related bugs in C# and Go.

Making things more complicated, unlike Java, C# and Go allow canceling a thread through different cancellation tokens, each representing different semantics—one token

```
1 // Cancel recipient
2 class Task {
3   run() {
4     ... 
5         commitSync() // interrupt lost inside commitSync
6         ... 
7         if (isInterrupted()) {
8             // cleanup steps here will not be performed
9         }
10     }
11     commitSync() {
12         sleep(100); // unsets interrupted flag
13         ... 
14         catch (InterruptedException ex) {
15             // does not reset flag, cancel gets dropped
16         }
17     }
18 }

Listing 4. An example of dropped delivery (KAFKA-4375)
```

```
1 class Task {
2    ...
3    void checkStale() {
4        ...
5        // current thread is interrupted somewhere
6        } catch (InterruptedException e) {
7           Thread.currentThread().interrupted(); // Wrong
8           Thread.currentThread().interrupt(); // Fixed
9        }
10    }
11 }

Listing 5. API Misuse Example (SOLR-8066)
```
might represent requests from end users; one might represent requests from a periodic timer; and so on. As a result, programmers may pass some tokens to a function, but forget some others, causing certain cancel requests to be dropped, as shown in Listing 6. Note that, a function typically only allows one cancellation-token parameter. Consequently, the onus is on developers to be aware of what tokens exist in the current context and when or how to combine them into one token to pass to a callee function—not a trivial task.

**Lessons Learned.** This type of bug can be detected by static checkers: if a function \( f \) has a cancellation-token parameter, its caller function \( F \) should pass every cancellation token \( tok \) visible in \( F \) to \( f \). In fact, such a checker is included in the .NET SDK, a set of libraries that provide support for development for C#\(^{23} \). We apply this checker to the latest versions of ASP.NET Core and Roslyn, and report the results in Section 7.5.

### 5.3 Cancel-fulfill bugs

Once a cancel is correctly initiated and propagated to the target, the target task must process the cancel request, stopping its execution, releasing resources, and reverting or invalidating shared states so that other tasks, including a potential re-submission of the current task, can proceed correctly. This is unsurprisingly the most difficult aspect of cancel, contributing to about one third of all the bugs in our study.

#### 5.3.1 Cancel not checked

Sometimes, a successfully delivered cancel request is not immediately checked by the target task, causing severe cancellation delays.

In Java, the complexity is that explicit cancel checking is not always needed. Once the internal cancel flag is set by the system, the target thread will throw an `InterruptedException` once it executes a blocking Java API like `sleep`, `poll`, and others. Consequently, if the target thread invokes some of these APIs from time to time, explicit checking is not needed. However, if a long-running code-region, like a loop, does not call any such APIs, explicit checks using APIs like `isInterrupted` or `interrupted` are needed. Lacking such explicit checks are the root causes behind several bugs in Java systems, like HIVE-16078 and HBASE-10575.

In C# and Go, similar problems occur if a long-running function never checks its parameter cancellation token.

#### 5.3.2 Cancel not carried out

This type of bug occurs when the target task makes no attempt to stop its execution after it becomes aware of the delivered cancel request.

Our study has only seen this type of bugs in the context of the Java built-in mechanism. Specifically, an `InterruptedException` is thrown by a Java library API. This exception is caught by the caller function but the handling block is essentially empty. There are many bugs of this type (e.g., HBASE-3064, HBASE-10472, HIVE-15997, KAFKA-5833, KAFKA-1886).

Comparing with other cancel mechanisms, an `InterruptedException` contains the least semantic information—it is unclear which task initiated the cancel and for what reason. This may be why some of these catch blocks are empty.

**Lessons Learned.** Although the root cause here differs slightly from the “Cleared interrupt” bugs in Section 5.2.2,\(^{5} \) they both can be detected by a checker that searches for problematic catch blocks of `InterruptedException`, which we will discuss in Section 7.1.

#### 5.3.3 Defective cleanups

When responding to a cancel request, a task needs to not only stop itself, but also to release resources that it acquired earlier and clean up changes it made to shared data. Doing so in a coordinated, correct, and

---

\(^{5}\) The cancel-target task has no cancel handling across the call chain for bugs here, but has the right handling in a caller in “Cleared interrupt” bugs.
efficient way is challenging. Unsurprisingly, bugs that occur during this process are particularly common, contributing to more than 20% of all the bugs in our study.

What went wrong? There are mainly four types of mistakes in a cancel cleanup, as shown in Table 5.

First, the cancel handler changes the values of some variables in an attempt at cleanup, but the resulting values lead to failures (10 bugs in our study). For example, in SOLR-8372, upon the cancel of a recovery task, the update log this recovery task has been working on should remain in “inactive” state until recovery is restarted. However the cleanup logic mistakenly puts the update log into “active” state, which had the serious consequence of potential data loss. The fix was simply not to make that state change.

Next is incomplete cleanup, where the task attempted to clean up data but did not do so comprehensively (14 bugs). For example, in CASSANDRA-7803, compaction result files were written during the compaction task. The files could be written in a regular location or a temporary location, depending on the configuration. The cleanup logic removed the regular files but not the temporary ones, which could quickly fill the disk and make the application unusable.

Completely missing cleanup, where no steps are taken to clean up any data related to the task, occurred in 4 bugs. In HBASE-13877, a TableFlushProcedure task is canceled. However the task simply ceases execution without any additional steps taken. The data modified by the task (Memstore Snap-shot) is not invalidated and may get reused by subsequent tasks, causing data corruption or data loss.

Finally, there are 3 bugs where the cleanup routine works on shared variables in an incorrect order, causing coordination problems with other tasks.

What data is at the center of defective cleanup? Unlike crash handling, cancel handling is carried out by the cancel target, an actively running task, and hence needs to clean up not only persistent but also heap data it has touched. In fact, for the majority of clean-up bugs (80%), heap, instead of persistent data, is the target of defective cleanup.

In our study, a canceled task T typically does not hold a close dependency with other running tasks—otherwise, T typically would not be canceled, or its dependent tasks would be canceled altogether. Consequently and fortunately, there is typically not too much heap data to clean. What needs to be cleaned are mainly low-level resources, such as locks or thread pools; or shared data structures related to system activities or persisted information. The latter includes things like task tracking, i.e. what tasks are running, have run, or about to run in the system, e.g. the ZoneSubmissionTracker object in Hadoop; pointers to persisted user data e.g. the DataTracker object in Cassandra, which maintains references to all database tables; and other system metrics or metadata, such as the StorageMetrics object in Cassandra which tracks disk usage, and the RoutingNode object in Elasticsearch, which maintains shard status information.

This relatively focused target of cleanup may help future research to automate data cleanup.

Occasionally, a task which produces a large amount of intermediate results needs to be canceled. Fortunately, in most cases we have seen, the system already has a transaction-style design, where all intermediate data is buffered in a cache. The cleanup only needs to update the cache metadata correctly.

In the cases where persistent data is the target of defective cleanup, most often the data are temporary files local to a task, which are not properly deleted or invalidated. In three cases, however, the persistent data are shared by other system activities, and defects in cleaning up this data prevent the broader system from performing correctly.

What does the patch do? Most commonly, the patch releases resources, invalidates or reverts the data modified by the task. Releasing resources, such as locks, threads, and cancellation tokens, is straightforward. Often, the original task already has the correct resource release routine. However, upon a task cancel, that routine is short circuited. The patch simply makes sure the complete release routine is followed.

How to correctly invalidate or revert the data varies from case to case. Sometimes, the task needs not keep track of the modifications it has performed: for example, in CASSANDRA-5481, a task needs to reset a shared connection/cursor object on cancel, which does not require information about the history or the state of the task. But in other cases, a task must track information about modifications it has made: in CASSANDRA-15674, a task makes a single modification to totalDiskSpaceUsed on the shared SystemMetrics object, and should remember to decrement by this same value upon cancel. One challenge in performing this type of clean up is knowing, among the various heap data modified by a task, which requires cleaning and which type of cleaning.

Lessons Learned. As evidenced by the examples above, defective cleanups have severe consequences and are common. It is important to tackle these bugs.

Detecting the complete absence of cleanups is relatively easy. Whenever a cancel handler only ceases the execution and performs no cleanup, a warning should be issued. Some of these bugs can even be automatically fixed: in many cases, one just needs to re-throw the interrupt to the caller that contains the correct clean-up logic (e.g., HBASE-7711).

Some incomplete cleanups are caused by short-circuiting a correct clean-up routine. Particularly, exceptions may be thrown during the clean up, either due to unexpected task states or a system API hitting the original interrupt signal again. Incorrect handling of such a double-exception may skip the remainder of the cleanup routine, causing incomplete cleanups (HIVE-15997). Automated checkers can be developed to search for this type of bug.

Existing tools that detect resource leaks during exception handling [25] and cancellation-token leaks [21] can be applied to detect those resource leak problems.
Detecting incorrect cleanup or general missing cleanup is the most challenging and requires more research. One possible research direction is to consolidate cleanup steps to help detect and fix defective cleanups. In many bugs, the related cleanup steps were interspersed across the task. However, when they were combined or compared together, it was clear that they were not comprehensive or correct. Sometimes cleanup for one task should have been identical to another. For example, in SPARK-1396, a scheduler had two methods, handleCancel and abortStage. These should have performed the exact same cleanup steps, but for each method steps were implemented separately and non-comprehensively. The fix was to combine the cleanup logic so that it was shared. Or, the cleanup on task cancellation was very similar to the steps performed on task completion (e.g. removing a task from a registry when it is completed or canceled), and deficiencies were clear on consolidation.

Finally, given our observation that the target of cleanup is often a small set of system data structures, future research may use data-flow analysis to remind developers about what data should be cleaned, and to potentially synthesize invalidating/reverting methods for the small number of data structures that are the target of most cleanup.

5.4 Discussion: cancel mechanisms

5.4.1 Built-in mechanisms. A natural question to ask is whether different built-in cancel mechanisms cause different cancel usage issues. Some types of bugs are common no matter what mechanism is used. For example, “overlooking triggers” contribute to 19% and 26% of bugs in Java and C#/Go, respectively; “defective cleanup” contribute to 20% and 24% of bugs in Java and C#/Go, respectively.

However, there are also many types of bugs that occur particularly often in Java systems, reflecting limitations of Java’s built-in cancel mechanism:

1) “Cleared interrupt” bugs (Section 5.2.2) only occur in Java programs, as neither C# nor Go allows clearing an already issued cancel request. Note that, it is natural for Java to allow clearing a cancel signal received by a thread, because each thread has only one internal cancel flag no matter how many different cancel initiators and how many different cancel contexts there might be. This limitation also influences the next two types of bugs in Java.

2) The “Late polling” bugs (Section 5.2) in theory could exist in programs written in any languages, but were only seen in Java programs by us: the use of custom cancel-flag loops is very common in Java programs and yet very rare in C#/Go programs, probably due to the limitation of Java built-in cancel mechanism as discussed above.

3) “Cancel not carried out” bugs (Section 5.3) in theory could exist in programs written in any language, but were only seen by us in Java programs. We believe this is again related to the above limitation of Java cancel mechanism. In C# and Go, a nice effect of using a CancellationToken as one of a task’s function parameters is that it makes clear from the function protocol that the task is designed to be cancellable. The rich semantics behind cancel tokens also helps developers decide how to treat each cancel request. In contrast, in Java, interrupt() is available on threads by default but there is no guarantee threads respond to the interrupt, and indeed often do not.

Of course, the mechanisms in C# and Go are not perfect either. In addition to the common problems they face, such as “defective cleanup”, they are particularly susceptible to “invisible token” problems (Section 5.2.2). Furthermore, the design of mixing cancel signals with other information in the Context variable in Go introduces challenges for both developers and researchers in designing cancel-related analysis tools.

5.4.2 Custom mechanisms. Some of the systems we studied contain components specially built to assist with cancel functionality. These components offer features that may mitigate root cause cancel issues discussed previously, and so may be of interest. We share examples of a few such constructs here.

Cancellable Task interfaces. While Java threads by default provide a method to cancel tasks, i.e. built-in interrupt(), a few systems provide an alternative interface to be used by cancellable tasks. At a bare minimum these interfaces declare a “cancel” method that task developers must implement, in some cases encouraging developers to side-step built-in “interrupt” and associated problems.

For example, the Interruptible interface in Cassandra’s “concurrent” package declares, in addition to the main task method run(), a method named interrupt() that requires implementation by developers. Though simple, this design advantageously makes explicit the task should be cancellable and actively requires cancel implementation, whereas for other task constructs, for example a generic thread, the need for cancel might not be apparent, and developers might not check for interrupts or passively ignore interrupt exceptions as we have seen. (And, an examination reveals all existing implementers of this interface do indeed handle cancel).

Some interfaces go further and include partial mechanism implementation. The abstract class CancellableTask in Elasticsearch’s tasks package provides a non-overridable, pre-implemented cancel1 method which sets a member field cancel flag isCanceled to false (and which task execution code should check). The class also includes the status method isCanceled(), which may help avoid misuse problems that occur when using the built-in API to check interrupted status. We must note, however, there is a downside to side-stepping built-in interrupt entirely: if the task uses built-in blocking Java methods - e.g. sleep - it will not be able to exit these methods prematurely, as we have seen.

Interfaces may also include post-cancellation methods that developers can implement to perform cleanup or other
related tasks. *LifecycleTransaction* in Cassandra’s *db* package provides, in addition to a cancel method, an `onAbort()` hook which is called after cancellation is processed. This may encourage developers to implement or consolidate cleanup logic, helping prevent missing or incorrect cleanup issues.

**“Uninterruptible” interfaces.** Conversely one system provides an “uncancellable” interface that allows users to run code sections without interruption: the *UninterruptibleThread* abstract class in Spark’s “util” package allows users to define “uninterruptible” code sections that will complete in their entirety - if `interrupt()` is called on the thread, it will be suppressed until the uninterruptible code section completes. One area where this might be useful is for cleanup steps which must be executed in their entirety after the task is canceled: some issues we have seen arise from cleanup steps failing to complete due to interrupt during cleanup itself. An examination reveals that some implementations of this interface indeed use this functionality for cleanup. However, this design is susceptible to problems if not used carefully: if an uninterruptible code section uses an operation that blocks indefinitely, the thread may never respond to a cancellation request.

**Task dependency tracking.** One of the biggest categories of cancel issues is overlooking triggers, of which a common trigger is cancellation of a parent or associated task. Thus using constructs that track related or dependent tasks and help propagate cancel between them may be valuable.

For example, some systems provide a task tracking service or “task manager” that maintains a list of scheduled or running tasks, usually by requiring that all task executions be launched through the manager. The task manager may additionally be designed to track task dependencies: e.g. the *TaskManager* shared class in Elasticsearch’s “tasks” package require that submitted Tasks contain an “id” and “parentId”. All task executions are initiated through the task manager using the manager’s `register` or `registerAndExecute` methods. Running tasks and their children can thus be tracked and cancellations, which must also go through the manager (via `cancelTaskAndDescendants` method), can be propagated to all dependent tasks.

### 6 Symptoms of Cancel-Related Bugs

Not all the bug reports specify the exact failure symptoms. We categorize the ones that describe the symptoms in Table 6. As we can see, the symptoms vary, and can be severe.

**Resource leaks.** Resources acquired during task execution, including locks, buffers, and others, might not be released due to defective cleanup (Section 5.3.3). Furthermore, if a cancel does not take effect, the task thread itself may be leaked, which may be especially problematic if the thread pool has a fixed size. For example in SPARK-1582, work done by a Spark `Executor` thread was no longer needed, but a cancel was delayed (sometimes indefinitely) and the thread was not made available to perform other work.

**Broken Task API.** Unsurprisingly, incorrect cancellation might break the API used to submit or manage tasks. For example, in HDFS-12518, a critical task cannot be re-executed, due to the task not cleaning up its status when canceled. In SPARK-8132, no subsequent task for a multi-stage user job is able to be launched due to incorrect cleanup.

**Data corruption/data loss.** Many tasks might perform operations on user data, and a broken cancel can corrupt in-memory data used to service user requests, as well as cause persistent data to be lost - a very serious issue. For example, a silently dropped cancel signal in a callee led a caller to put incomplete (i.e. corrupted) in-memory values of user computations into a shared cache. Later user jobs would use these invalid values and give wrong results. (SPARK-1602).

**Performance issues.** While cancellation itself should generally lead to improved performance, as resources previously used by a task can be freed for other work, broken cancel handling can put the system in an unanticipated state that causes degraded performance or unresponsiveness.

In HIVE-13858 an interrupt signal was dropped, leading to an infinite loop in a task, which made access to a portion of system I/O impossible. This could cause unavailability of the entire cluster. Similarly, in CASSANDRA-11373, incomplete cleanup led to an infinite loop and CPU saturation.

In elasticsearch-75316, how frequently cancel would be used was underestimated, and inefficient cancel handling led to a 50x increase in latency for normal user requests. The patch was to make cancel handling more efficient.

**Incorrect reporting to users.** Lastly, mistakes in cancel functionality might lead to incorrect reports to users. For example a system might report to the user that a job has been canceled when in fact it was not (HIVE-14942, SPARK-18665, influxdb-13681). Or, conversely, the system might report that a job has not been canceled when indeed it has (SPARK-2666).

### 7 Task Cancel Anti-Patterns

Root causes of cancel bugs are varied and sometimes complex, but we find that a few types of bugs are associated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource leaks</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance issues</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken task API</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data corruption/loss</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect reporting</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Cancel-related bugs: symptoms
with clear anti-patterns that are detectable by static code analysis. This section presents our experience of designing and evaluating a few anti-pattern checkers.

We have implemented a checker for each of the anti-patterns below using CodeQL [1], a publicly available static analysis tool. CodeQL takes as input queries which are a set of conditions on the application source code’s call graph, control flow, dataflow graph and other information (e.g., object hierarchies). Queries are language specific, so for each anti-pattern and language, we have constructed a single query that describes the anti-pattern and can be run on all applications of that language, using CodeQL’s command line tool or web interface. The results of queries are references to problematic section of source code (file and line number). The queries associated with each anti-pattern can be viewed at a publicly available repository [3].

Note that, code snippets that match an anti-pattern may not all cause severe failures, but are frequently harmful to the software in the long run if not fixed. We will discuss this in detail when we comment on the severity of each anti-pattern.

Also note that, these checkers mainly tackle low hanging fruits of cancel-related bugs, with more complicated bugs waiting to be tackled by future work. We are aware of similar checkers for the two C# anti-patterns, which we will discuss in details in Section 7.4 and 7.5. There may be similar checkers for the Java anti-patterns, although we are currently not aware of them. Our main goal here is to show that it is feasible to detect cancel-related code defects through simple static checking, and that many cancel-related defects exist even in the latest versions of these popular Java and C# applications.

### 7.1 Unhandled Interrupt Exception (Java)

**Anti-pattern.** An InterruptedException is caught inside a loop body, but in the catch block there is no handling - no control flow to exit the loop (i.e. no break statement, return statement or rethrown exception in the AST), and the interrupt flag is not reset via t.interrupt() on thread t. In addition, we also check via dataflow analysis that the thread is indeed interrupted somewhere in the codebase.

**Rationale.** This anti-pattern is closely related to “cleared interrupt” bugs (Section 5.2.2) and “cancel not carried out” bugs (Section 5.3.2). Its severity has been explained in these earlier sections. Note that, in this anti-pattern, we particularly look for problems inside a loop, as it is especially problematic there: without proper cancel handling inside a loop, a task may never cease execution or incur particularly long delays (HADOOP-6221, HBASE-3064).

**Severity.** There is one scenario where the impact of this anti-pattern may be mitigated: the program may use a custom cancel flag together with an interrupt call to cancel a task. In that case, an unhandled interrupt exception may not have a big impact, as long as the remainder of the loop iteration does not take long time to execute. Having said that, this type of implementation is still problematic and makes code maintenance difficult: what if an expensive operation is added near the end of the loop iteration? What if the task initiator deems the use of flag redundant in the presence of the interrupt call and removes the former?

**Results.** Our checker finds 21 cases of this anti-pattern in the latest versions of 4 Java applications in our benchmark suite (Table 7). Our manual checking of these 21 cases shows that 14 of them are truly instances of this anti-pattern; 2 of them are false positives (a corner case in CodeQL control-flow analysis misses the fact that the exception handler does stop the task execution); 5 of them may be considered false positives: the exception handler sets a flag, which defers the actual handling to a later point in the loop, which may or may not cause perceivable delay in the cancel handling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7. Anti-pattern instances found in Java and C# applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhandled IE in loop (Java)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API misuse (Java)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncanceled child tasks (Java)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignored tokens (C#)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokens not passed (C#)†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†. Our analyzer result / CodeRush analyzer (simulated) result
**.NET analyzer (simulated) result

### 7.2 Interrupt API Misuse (Java)

**Anti-pattern.** A thread calls Thread.interrupted() inside an InterruptedException catch block.

**Rationale.** This anti-pattern is inspired by a few API-misuse bugs discussed in Section 5.2.2 (e.g., Listing 5). When an InterruptedException is triggered by a library method in thread t, the interrupt flag is almost always cleared and should be reset by invoking t.interrupt() if the exception is to be handled by the caller. If a t.interrupt() is invoked instead, this is frequently a typo, as this API is
designed to clear the interrupt flag, effectively a no-op inside the catch block. It may also be used inside a condition check, as it returns the status of the flag before clearing - e.g. if (t.interrupted()), - but when such checking occurs inside the catch block it is even worse, as library methods likely will have unset the flag before the check, and the logic inside the condition will never execute.

Severity. This API misuse can cause an interrupt to be dropped. Consequently, handling/cleanup logic that exists elsewhere may not be executed, causing functional problems.

Results. Our script finds 12 instances where a timer and

7.3 Cancel not propagated to dependent tasks (Java)

Anti-pattern. A task instantiates a Java Timer and starts a child task (wrapped in a TimerTask interface) using a Java Timer object but does not cancel the Timer and TimerTask: either it does not maintain the reference to the Timer or it does not explicitly call cancel() on the Timer or TimerTask.

Rationale & Severity. This anti-pattern is related to some of the “Overlooking triggers” bugs discussed in Section 5.1.1. Java’s built in Timer is one of the mechanisms used for scheduling single or periodic task executions on a separate thread. If the child task launched using the Timer (or Timer itself) is not canceled when the parent is canceled, then at a minimum, this lack of cancellation will leak resources. Note that, this anti-pattern focuses on Timer-based parent-child task dependency, because these type of child tasks are typically scheduled periodically and hence lead to more severe impact if not properly canceled.

Results. Our script finds 12 instances where a timer and associated tasks are started but not canceled. Three of these instances are false positives: in 2 cases, the reference to the Timer is embedded in a nested class, and hence is missed by our CodeQL-based static checking; in one case, the Timer task is only started during system shut down, and hence its leakage does not really cause problems.

7.4 Ignored cancellation tokens in loop (C#)

Anti-pattern. A method containing a loop accepts a CancellationToken parameter ct, but does not check the token via ct.IsCancellationRequested, ct.CanBeCanceled or ct.ThrowIfCancellationRequested, anywhere inside a loop. Nor does it pass the token as an argument to any function calls inside the loop.

Rationale & Severity. The rationale of this anti-pattern has been discussed in Section 5.3.1. For a similar reason as discussed in Section 7.1, we focus on loops in this anti-pattern, for their bigger performance impact.

Results. Our analyzer found 154 cases of this anti-pattern (34 in ASP.NET Core and 120 in Roslyn). Manual checking finds 4 of these to be false positives: in 3 cases, a token is used via an indirect reference or reflection; in 1 case, a method that operates on a token instead of using it as a signal.

We also investigated a similar analyzer that is part of CodeRush [2], a popular debugging and code analysis extension for VisualStudio. The CodeRush analyzer warns if a token is not checked anywhere inside a method. We have simulated the CodeRush analyzer using CodeQL and find 112 and 179 instances in ASP.NET Core and Roslyn, respectively. In one regard, our analyzer is stricter: if a token is checked somewhere in a method but not in a loop, our analyzer will flag it as a warning but the CodeRush analyzer will not. But, unlike the CodeRush analyzer, our analyzer does not check methods that do not contain loops.

7.5 Token not passed - .NET analyzer (C#)

We also applied an analyzer included as part of the .NET compiler platform (Roslyn). That Roslyn built-in analyzer checks if a CancellationToken is passed via parameter to a method M, but M does not pass the token to its callee C which optionally accepts a token parameter (optional arguments are a feature of the C# language). This anti-pattern is related to the “invisible token” bugs discussed in Section 5.2.2.

Simulating this anti-pattern using CodeQL, we find 9 instances each in the latest version of ASP.NET Core and Roslyn. Our manual checking finds no false positives.

7.6 Anti-pattern limitations

While these checkers have been inspired by and cover some of the bugs in our study, there are still many bugs that cannot be covered by our checkers, for various reasons. In some cases a bug manifests due to reasons logically different from those covered by our checkers: for example, a cancel is dropped due to a semantic bug in a custom mechanism, rather than API misuse or an unhandled interrupt exception.

In other cases, conditions added to our antipatterns to reduce false positives thereby introduce false negatives: for example, we search for empty interrupt exception handling specifically inside loops, but empty handling outside loops can also cause bugs.

Finally, our checkers are designed around common usage patterns and may miss other valid forms of usage: for example, we assume a cancel-supporting method is one that accepts a context or token explicitly as a top-level parameter; our checkers will ignore methods where the context or token is passed implicitly, say as a member field of another parameter.

8 Related Work

Our study is the first empirical study of task cancellation patterns and failures in concurrent systems to the best of our knowledge. Nevertheless, several related works have discussed general exception handling problems in the past.

The problem of empty exception handlers was discussed by Yuan et al. in the study of real-world failures of distributed
systems and by Fu and Ryder in the context of analyzing exception-chain of Java programs [8, 26]. Our work is orthogonal to their research, as we particularly focus on bugs related to task cancel. As discussed in Section 5, only a small portion of cancel-related bugs are due to empty exception handlers — those 6 “Cancel not carried out” bugs in Java and some of those 16 “Dropped cancel” bugs in Java. Because of the task-cancel context, why these bugs’ catch blocks are empty, how to fix them, their failure symptoms, and how to generalize them into anti-patterns are all different from generic empty handler problems (e.g., the anti-pattern in Section 7.1 does not just look for empty catch blocks).

While our work discusses how cancel signals may fail to propagate to the target tasks (Section 5.2) in concurrent systems, previous work studied how incomplete error propagation could occur in file systems and storage device drivers [12, 24]. Since previous work looks at propagation through function error-code return, it is orthogonal to our study.

Past studies about general cloud system failures [11, 18] have identified error/fault handling to be a common cause, contributing to 18% of software-related failures in one study [11] and 31% of software-bug incidents in another study [18]. Both categorized error/fault handling problems into two or three major categories, including “error/fault detection”, “error propagation”, and “error handling”. This taxonomy is similar to how we categorize cancel-related bugs at the highest level. The similarity ends here. Since both previous studies focus on general cloud failures, neither goes deep into the error/fault handling problems. The examples of detection, propagation, and handling problems there are very different from the cancel initiation, propagation, and fulfillment bugs discussed in this paper.

A Java textbook [9] has listed five possible reasons behind task cancel: (a) user-requested cancel, (b) time-limited activities, (c) application events, (d) errors, (e) shutdown. In our cancel feature study, we want to see what are the common reasons and trigger events behind task cancel in modern concurrent systems. Our study led to a categorization (Table 3) that is related but not the same as the textbook listing.

9 Future Research Directions

In this section we highlight a few potential areas for future research.

Cancellation in other languages. Different languages may have attributes which affect what types of cancel issues manifest. For example, our study focuses on garbage-collected languages; languages with manual memory management (e.g. C++) may see other cancel issues, e.g. stemming from explicit deallocation.

Cancel programming models and language features. As discussed in Section 5.4, different built-in cancel mechanisms and language constructs offer different support and challenges to developers. While we present some examples of custom cancel constructs in Section 5.4, more extensive exploration and evaluation of cancel-related designs and models are needed.

Bug-detection and other developer tools. Although this work presents static tools to detect certain classes of cancel bugs, there are still many cancel bugs that are not covered by our static checkers. More static or dynamic detection and diagnosis tools are needed.

Other kinds of developer tools may also assist in cancel implementation. For example, in Section 5.3.2 we describe how InterruptedException often contains the least semantic information about the source of cancel; it may be worth exploring whether developer tools, such as IDE plugins that detect and provide this contextual information, can help guide proper implementation.

10 Conclusions

Task cancellation is critical to the efficiency, availability, and operational flexibility of concurrent systems. This paper presents a comprehensive study about how task cancel is used and what type of bugs are related to task cancel in popular distributed and concurrent systems written in Java, C#, and Go. This study reveals the complexity of implementing correct and efficient task cancel, and motivates future research to offer better system support for task cancel.
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Abstract

Modern cluster managers like Borg, Omega and Kubernetes rely on the state-reconciliation principle to be highly resilient and extensible. In these systems, all cluster-management logic is embedded in a loosely coupled collection of microservices called controllers. Each controller independently observes the current cluster state and issues corrective actions to converge the cluster to a desired state. However, the complex distributed nature of the overall system makes it hard to build reliable and correct controllers – we find that controllers face myriad reliability issues that lead to severe consequences like data loss, security vulnerabilities, and resource leaks.

We present Sieve, the first automatic reliability-testing tool for cluster-management controllers. Sieve drives controllers to their potentially buggy corners by systematically and extensively perturbing the controller’s view of the current cluster state in ways it is expected to tolerate. It then compares the cluster state’s evolution with and without perturbations to detect safety and liveness issues. Sieve’s design is powered by a fundamental opportunity in state-reconciliation systems – these systems are based on state-centric interfaces between the controllers and the cluster state; such interfaces are highly transparent and thereby enable fully-automated reliability testing. To date, Sieve has efficiently found 46 serious safety and correctness bugs (35 confirmed and 22 fixed) in 10 popular controllers with a low false-positive rate of 3.5%.

1 Introduction

Modern cluster managers like Kubernetes [11], Borg [80], Twine [77], Omega [72], and vSphere [20] break down cluster-management logic into a fleet of microservices, called controllers [27]. For example, in Kubernetes, all the cluster-management logic is encoded in different controllers. Today, thousands of controllers are implemented by commercial vendors and open-source communities to extend Kubernetes with new capabilities [42, 68, 74, 78]. Controllers manage everything from application lifecycles (e.g., provisioning, upgrades, autoscaling) to stateful services, storage, networking, and integrations with cloud providers [41, 53, 57, 60, 71].

These cluster managers follow the state-reconciliation principle for resilience and extensibility [7, 27]. In this design, each controller continuously monitors a subset of the cluster state and reconciles the current state of the cluster to match a desired state. The cluster state is typically hosted in a logically centralized, highly available data store (e.g., etcd or ZooKeeper). In Kubernetes, entities like pods, nodes, volumes, and application instances are represented as objects in the cluster state. An auto-scaling controller might thereby monitor an application-group object for the number of currently active replicas and scale it to match the desired replica count. The design allows cluster managers to be 1) resilient: controllers can independently fail and pick up from where they left off, and 2) extensible: supporting a new feature or application is a matter of adding a custom controller that manages a set of custom objects as part of the cluster state.

Despite the importance and prevalence of custom controllers, ensuring their reliability is challenging. Controllers run within complex, dynamic, and distributed environments. They must safely drive the system to desired states while tolerating unexpected failures, network interruptions, and asynchrony issues. If controllers are not robust to these circumstances, they lead to severe consequences such as application outages, data loss, and security issues. Buggy controllers have indeed caused many real-world problems [31, 38, 51, 52].
For example, Figure 1 shows a bug in a Kubernetes controller for managing Cassandra [30]. The bug prevents the Cassandra cluster from auto-scaling and leaks storage resources (decommissioned volumes in gray are never deleted). This is because the controller lacks crash safety – it fails to recover from an intermediate state due to a crash between deleting a Cassandra pod and updating the finalizing phase.

The above crash-safety bug is only one of the myriad kinds of reliability issues that affect controllers. We find that controllers also experience bugs caused by state inconsistencies due to asynchrony effects and bugs caused by uncoordinated concurrent interactions between controllers. Existing testing techniques are either too specialized for certain types of bugs or require expert guidance in the form of formal specifications or carefully-crafted test inputs (§3.6). We instead seek a solution that is broadly applicable across controllers and is capable of automatically detecting a wide range of bugs.

**Contributions.** In this paper, we present Sieve, the first automatic reliability-testing technique for cluster-management controllers. Sieve drives unmodified controllers to their potentially buggy corners by systematically and extensively perturbing the controller’s view of the cluster state in ways it is expected to tolerate. Sieve then compares the cluster state’s evolution with and without perturbations to automatically detect safety and liveness issues.

Sieve is highly usable. It does not require 1) formal specifications of the controller or the cluster manager, 2) hypotheses about vulnerable regions in the code where bugs may lie, or 3) highly specialized test inputs. It does not rely on expert-written assertions either. Sieve requires only a manifest for building the controller image and basic test workloads. Sieve’s testing is then fully automatic. This degree of usability is key to making reliability testing broadly accessible to the rapidly increasing number of custom controllers.

Sieve is powered by a fundamental opportunity in state-reconciliation systems – controllers interact with the cluster state via *state-centric interfaces*. State-centric interfaces perform semantically simple operations on the cluster state (e.g., reads and writes) and deliver notifications about cluster-state changes; the objects that flow through the interfaces typically have a uniform schema. Therefore, state-centric interfaces are highly introspectable and hence an ideal vantage point to observe and perturb a controller’s view of the cluster state.

Sieve leverages the fact that a controller’s actions are strictly a function of its view of the current cluster state. We thus test a controller by exhaustively introducing state perturbations through failures, delays, and reconfigurations. These are circumstances that reliable controllers are expected to tolerate. Currently, Sieve supports three typical perturbation patterns that expose controllers to 1) intermediate states (Figure 1), 2) stale states (or past cluster states), and 3) unobserved states due to missing some cluster state transitions (§3.1).

For each pattern, Sieve automatically generates test plans that cover all possible perturbations during an execution of the controller under test. Test-plan generation is based on analyzing a controller’s behavior and the cluster-state evolution during reference executions. Sieve effectively avoids redundant and futile test plans to maximize test efficiency.

Sieve automatically detects buggy controller behavior using differential test oracles that compare the cluster-state transitions with and without perturbations. This comparison is feasible because a controller’s behavior is reflected in the sequence of cluster-state transitions. The differential oracles are often more effective than searching for errors in logs and more comprehensive than human-written assertions (§3.6).

**Key results.** We implemented Sieve for Kubernetes controllers. Sieve requires only a manifest for building the controller image and basic workloads (e.g., a scale-up-and-down workload for an autoscaling feature). Sieve’s testing is then fully automatic. We evaluated Sieve on ten popular open-source controllers of various kinds, from either commercial vendors or official projects. Sieve found 46 new bugs in total, among which 35 have been confirmed (22 fixed) after we reported them. Notably, these are deep semantic bugs that Sieve detected without any expert guidance. The bugs have severe consequences, including application outages, security vulnerabilities, resource leaks, and data loss. Sieve is highly efficient—all controllers could be tested in under seven hours on a cluster of 11 machines, representing a typical nightly test. Sieve also has a very low false-positive rate of 3.5%, making its testing results trustworthy.

**Summary.** The paper makes four main contributions:

- We present the first automatic reliability-testing technique for state-reconciliation systems: exhaustively perturbing the controller’s view of cluster states and using differential oracles on the cluster state evolution to detect bugs.
- We design and implement Sieve, a system that uses our proposed technique to automatically test unmodified cluster-management controllers in Kubernetes.
- Sieve has already improved reliability for ten popular open-source controllers by virtue of bugs it found that were then fixed by developers. It is practical to run Sieve regularly.
- We have made Sieve publicly available at [https://github.com/sieve-project/sieve](https://github.com/sieve-project/sieve), with instructions to reproduce all discovered bugs.

### 2 Background and Motivation

Modern cluster management and control plane designs follow the state-reconciliation pattern, where control loops reconcile the current state of the cluster to conform to a desired state. Kubernetes, like its predecessors Borg and Omega, follows the idea of reconciliation control loops for resiliency [27]. Similarly, vSphere [81] and NSX [82] continuously monitor and correct deviations from declaratively-specified desired
states to manage virtual machines and networks. These systems rely on a clean separation between the cluster state and the control plane logic [27]; the state is represented as mere data (e.g., JSON objects), and the control plane logic queries and manipulates the state programmatically.

We now give a brief overview of state reconciliation and cluster-management controllers. We also present the urgent need for automated reliability testing and our insights.

**State reconciliation by example.** We use Kubernetes as a representative example to present the basics of state reconciliation. Figure 2 illustrates Kubernetes’ architecture. Kubernetes’ core comprises an ensemble of API servers and a highly available, strongly consistent data store (etcd) that houses the *cluster state*. The cluster state is represented by a collection of *objects*. Every entity in the cluster has a corresponding object in the cluster state, including pods, volumes, nodes, and groups of applications. All other components in Kubernetes interact with the cluster state via API servers.

All cluster-management logic is encoded in *controllers* that are clients of the API servers. The controllers continuously monitor a part of the cluster state and perform state reconciliation whenever the current state does not match the desired state. The controllers perform reconciliation by querying and manipulating the state objects via a client library that exposes a state-centric interface. This interface provides notifications, reads, and writes involving the cluster state objects.

This design enables Kubernetes to be highly extensible: supporting a new application or feature is a matter of adding a new controller and a corresponding set of custom object types to the cluster state; it does not require changes to the client library or interface. The design also allows controllers to be loosely coupled, which improves resilience: controllers can independently fail and new controller instances can resume reconciliation without fail-over logic.

Figure 3 shows how a collection of controllers coordinate in a loosely coupled manner. To deploy a ZooKeeper cluster running on Kubernetes, the user creates a ZooKeeper object which specifies the desired state of the ZooKeeper cluster (e.g., replica count, version, storage size) via the Kubernetes command-line tool. The ZooKeeper controller receives a notification that a ZooKeeper object was created. To drive the system to the desired state, it updates the cluster state by creating a StatefulSet object (an abstraction to run stateful applications). Then, a StatefulSet controller is subsequently notified about the StatefulSet object being created, which in turn creates pod and volume objects to run the containerized ZooKeeper nodes. While not shown in the figure for brevity, this subsequently leads to more controllers like a scheduler, a storage controller, and worker nodes being activated to bring up the actual containers and volumes. Similarly, if the user then edits the desired state of the ZooKeeper object (e.g., the number of replicas), it triggers a similar sequence of reconciliations by different controllers, as each tries to make minor adjustments to get to its appropriate desired state.

**The need for automated reliability testing.** Kubernetes’ extensibility has led to a thriving ecosystem with *thousands* of domain-specific controllers implemented by commercial vendors and open-source communities [41, 42, 53, 60, 68, 71, 74]. For example, OpenShift, an enterprise Kubernetes platform from Red Hat, provides 130+ custom controllers that extend Kubernetes [17]. All these controllers represent critical infrastructure, making their correctness paramount. As shown by many real-world problems [31, 38, 51, 52] and our evaluation results, designing and implementing reliable controllers is challenging – many popular, mature controllers misbehave under faults, delays, and asynchrony with severe consequences.

However, controller reliability is notoriously hard to ensure. A developer faces the fundamental challenge of 1) anticipating all possible *views* of the cluster state at the controller (compounded by asynchrony) and 2) safely reconciling to the required desired states from any of these points. We observe that manually-written test suites do not sufficiently test a controller’s reliability (§6).

Unfortunately, existing testing techniques are either too specialized for certain bug types (e.g., crash-recovery bugs or concurrency bugs) and cannot address the broad range of controller bugs; or require expert guidance in terms of formal specifications of the system, crafted heuristics, or hypotheses on vulnerable code regions (§8). We seek a solution that is easy to use and broadly applicable to unmodified controllers.

**Our insight.** To overcome the above challenges, we 1) automatically and extensively perturb an unmodified controller’s view of the cluster states in ways it is expected to tolerate, and 2) automatically flag safety and liveness issues using differential oracles that compare the evolution of cluster states with and without perturbations. This degree of automation...
and unintrusiveness is enabled by the fundamental nature of state-reconciliation systems. That is, these systems often have a simple and highly introspectable state-centric interface with which controllers interact with the cluster state. Such interfaces essentially do no more than reads and writes, or receive notifications regarding state-object changes. All objects share a common schema, which makes any arbitrary object highly introspectable. For example, all objects in Kubernetes have an identical set of fields representing their metadata. This enables a degree of automation that is hard to achieve otherwise.

3 Sieve Design

Sieve is an automatic reliability testing tool for cluster management controllers. It checks whether the controllers under test can correctly operate the system under common perturbations (due to unexpected faults and inherent asynchrony) and detects bugs that lead to safety and liveness issues at the development time. Sieve is automatic—it tests unmodified controllers and does not rely on formal specifications or controller-specific assertions. Sieve is effective—it focuses on well-defined, highly-targeted perturbations that reliable implementations are required to tolerate.

Sieve perturbs the controller’s view of the cluster state based on three broad patterns that expose the controller to 1) intermediate states, 2) stale states, and 3) unobserved states. We discuss the three patterns and their rationales in §3.1. Note that these are not the only patterns in which faults can occur, but cover a broad range of faults that a component in a distributed system is expected to tolerate. Sieve can be extended to incorporate other patterns in the future.

Sieve tests controllers with the following workflow:

- **Collecting reference traces** (§3.2). Sieve starts by learning how a controller behaves in the absence of faults (under test workloads) and records the state transitions in reference traces. To do so, it instruments the state-centric interfaces used by the controller to interact with the cluster state.
- **Generating test plans** (§3.3). Sieve then analyzes the reference traces to generate test plans. A test plan describes a concrete perturbation. The test plan specifies what faults to inject and when to inject them to effectively drive the controller to see a target cluster state.
- **Avoiding ineffective test plans** (§3.4). To achieve high test efficiency, Sieve prunes redundant or futile test plans. For example, it avoids a test plan if it is clear that it cannot causally lead to a target cluster state.
- **Executing test plans** (§3.5). Sieve executes each test plan using a test coordinator. The test coordinator monitors the state transitions during testing and injects the specified faults according to the test plan’s specification.
- **Checking test results** (§3.6). Sieve has generic, effective, differential oracles to automatically check test results. The oracles detect buggy controller behavior by comparing the cluster-state evolution between the reference and test runs.

Sieve deals with non-deterministic elements of the cluster state during testing to minimize their impact on test plan generation and test oracles (§3.7). Specifically, Sieve identifies non-deterministic state objects and fields and excludes them.

**Usage.** To use Sieve, one needs to provide two inputs: 1) a manifest that specifies how to build and deploy the controller under test, and 2) a set of test workloads that exercise end-to-end behavior of the controller under test. The two inputs are mostly available in mature controller projects, as they are needed for controller development and deployment. In our experience, finding them is straightforward.

3.1 Perturbing A Controller’s View of The State

Sieve operates under the assumption that a controller follows the state-reconciliation principle, which receives a sequence of notifications about the changes to the cluster states and outputs a corresponding sequence of updates to the cluster states. Sieve aims to affect the outputs of a controller by perturbing its view of the cluster state. These perturbations are produced by injecting targeted faults (e.g., crashes, delays, and connection changes) when specific cluster-state changes (triggering conditions) happen.

Notably, the perturbation strategy allows Sieve to decouple policy from mechanism. The decoupling makes it easy to extend existing policies or add new policies by orchestrating the underlying perturbation mechanisms. Specifically, a policy defines a view Sieve exposes to the controller at a particular condition, while the mechanism specifies how to inject faults to create the view. Sieve automatically generates test plans for each policy; each test plan introduces a concrete perturbation based on a specification of a triggering condition and a fault to inject when that condition happens.

Sieve currently supports three patterns to perturb a controller’s view. Crucially, these perturbations drive a controller to states that it is expected to tolerate. They represent valid inconsistencies in the view that a controller could see due to common faults as well as the inherent asynchrony of the overall distributed system. Over time, we hope to add more perturbation patterns.

**Intermediate states.** Intermediate states occur when controllers fail in the middle of a reconciliation before finishing all the state updates they would have otherwise issued. After recovery (e.g., Kubernetes automatically starts a new instance of a crashed controller), the controller needs to resume reconciliation from the intermediate state left behind.

Figure 4 illustrates how Sieve tests the official RabbitMQ controller with intermediate-state perturbations and reveals a new bug. The test workload attempts to resize the storage volume from 10GB to 15GB. The resizing is implemented with two updates: 1) updating VoICur to 15GB; 2) updating...
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VolCur to 15GB which triggers Kubernetes to resize the volume. The controller issues updates when VolCur is smaller than the desired volume size. During testing, Sieve crashes the controller between the two updates, which creates an intermediate state where VolCur is updated, but VolReq is not. The controller cannot recover from the intermediate state and the resizing never succeeds. The bug has been fixed with 700+ lines of Go code to revamp the volume resizing logic. In addition, the developers added eight new tests along with the fix to exercise how the controller handles different intermediate states, which is what Sieve performs automatically.

Figure 4: An intermediate-state bug in a RabbitMQ controller detected by Sieve [70]. The controller fails to recover from the intermediate state introduced by Sieve; the controller does not successfully resize the storage volume.

Stale states. Controllers often operate on stale states, due to asynchrony and the extensive uses of caches for performance and scalability [26]. As shown in Figure 2, controllers do not directly interact with the strongly consistent data stores, but are connected with API servers. The states cached at API servers could be stale due to delayed notifications. Controllers are expected to tolerate stale views that lag behind the latest states maintained in the data store. Tolerating stale views correctly is nontrivial. For example, a Kubernetes controller’s view may “time travel” to a state it observed in the past. Time traveling occurs when there are multiple API servers operating in a high-availability setup, when the controller reconnects to a stale API server that has not yet seen some updates to the cluster state. The reconnection can be triggered by failover, load balancing, or reconfigurations. Controllers are expected to recognize the stale state [18], instead of treating it as a new, unseen state.

Figure 5 illustrates how Sieve tests Instaclustr’s Cassandra controller using unobserved-state perturbations and reveals a new bug that leads to both application outages and data loss. To support graceful Cassandra cluster shutdowns, the controller waits to see a non-nil deletion timestamp (DeletionTS) field attached to the state object representing the Cassandra cluster (a common practice to give systems time to react to an impending deletion [23]). When the controller sees this change, it deletes all the pods and volumes of the Cassandra cluster.

Sieve drives the controller to mistakenly delete a live MongoDB cluster by introducing a time-travel perturbation. With a workload that first shuts down a MongoDB cluster and then recreates a new instance of the same cluster, Sieve waits till the cluster is recreated and then introduces a time-travel perturbation. The perturbation causes the controller to see the deletion timestamp being applied to the already-deleted cluster. Consequently, the controller mistakenly shuts down the newly created cluster. This revealed that the controller should be checking for the UIDs of clusters, not just their names.

Unobserved states. By design, controllers may not observe every cluster-state change in the system. The full history of changes made to the cluster state is prohibitively expensive to maintain and expose to clients [76]. Controllers are hence expected to be designed as level-triggered systems (opposed to being edge-triggered), i.e., a controller’s decision must be based on the currently observable cluster state (level) [21], not on seeing every single change to the cluster state (edge).

Figure 6 illustrates how Sieve tests Instaclustr’s Cassandra controller using unobserved-state perturbations and reveals a new bug that leads to resource leaks and service failures. The test workload first scales down and then scales up storage volumes of the Cassandra cluster. During scale-down, the controller removes volumes when it learns that the corresponding pods were marked for deletion (a non-nil deletion timestamp field is set on the pod object, similar to the previous example). The pods’ lifecycles (including deletions) are managed by a built-in controller called a StatefulSet controller. Sieve pauses notifications to the Cassandra controller for a window such that it does not see these deletion marking events by the StatefulSet controller. This causes the Cassandra controller to not delete the corresponding volumes even though it has the
right information to make that call (i.e., its view has volumes created by it that do not have pods attached to them).

Hence, the volume never gets deleted, leaking the storage resource. The bug also prevents the controller from scaling the Cassandra cluster – newly-created pods try to reuse the dangling volumes and cannot rejoin using the cluster metadata already in them (as it represents a node that was decommissioned). The bug has been fixed by adding a pre-deletion hook – a coordination mechanism in Kubernetes that allows the Cassandra controller to complete the required cleanup operations before the pods can be deleted [9].

### 3.2 Collecting Reference Traces

Sieve starts by learning how a controller behaves in the absence of faults. To do so, Sieve interposes around the state-centric interfaces used by the controllers to interact with the cluster state. All modern cloud managers have unified, well-defined client libraries based on state-centric interfaces. Taking Kubernetes as an example, any interaction with the cluster state (exposed by the API servers) goes through a small, well-defined set of client APIs that read, modify, or receive notifications about state objects. They are used by every controller that interacts with the Kubernetes API servers. To support Kubernetes controllers, Sieve decorates 10 functions in the Cassandra controller with the target intermediate state.

With the interposition in place, Sieve learns every cluster-state change notification that the controller receives, as well as any reads and writes attempted by the controller to the cluster state or to the local cache of the cluster state maintained by the client. Sieve then runs each test workload supplied by the developer and collects the following two reference traces:

- **Controller trace.** A series of events observed via the interposition of client APIs, including notifications about state changes, entry and exits of each reconciliation cycle, and client-API invocation by the controller and their arguments.

- **Cluster state trace.** The initial cluster state and the sequence of state changes (object creations, modifications, and deletions), collected using public APIs of the cluster manager.

The controller trace is used for generating test plans (§3.3) and the cluster-state trace is used by test oracles (§3.6).

### 3.3 Test Plan Generation

Sieve generates a set of test plans for each test workload for which it has collected reference traces. Each test plan specifies a perturbation to inject during the workload.

A test plan is represented by a self-contained file that describes a test workload, a list of faults to inject during the workload run, and the triggering condition for when to inject each fault. Sieve currently supports several primitives that test plans can compose to introduce complex faults: 1) crash/restart a controller, 2) disconnect/reconnect a controller to an API server, 3) block/unblock a controller from processing events, and 4) block/unblock an API server from processing events. When an executed test plan reveals a bug, the test-plan file is sufficient to reproduce the bug.

Figure 7 shows a simplified test-plan file generated by Sieve. Each element in faults specifies the fault to inject (faultType) and the triggering conditions (triggers). Each element in triggers specifies a triggering condition, that causes the specified fault to be injected before or after a particular cluster state change if executed. A composite triggering condition can be specified in compositeTrigger by combining multiple conditions in triggers with boolean operators. For example, t1 & t2 means the fault is only injected when both t1 and t2 are triggered. In Figure 7, trigger1 is the only required condition to inject the fault. Similarly, composite faults can be constructed (e.g., crashing a controller after t1 and restarting it after t2).

We now present the basic rules Sieve applies to compute test plans that exercise one of the three patterns in §3.1. We later describe how Sieve avoids ineffective test plans in §3.4. Optionally, one can customize patterns by implementing new rules or manually writing test plans.

**Intermediate-state rule.** For a controller, Sieve generates test plans that force all possible intermediate states and exposes them to the controller. To do so, Sieve analyzes the reference controller trace and marks the sequence of state updates made by the controller within each reconciliation loop. Concretely, for every reconciliation that issues multiple state updates, \( U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_n \), Sieve generates one test plan per state update \( U_i \), where Sieve crashes the controller after it issues \( U_i \). When the controller restarts after the crash, it is presented with the target intermediate state.

**Stale-state rule.** For stale states, Sieve generates test plans that make the controller travel back in time and see stale states that it has already observed. Concretely, Sieve checks the controller trace for a notification-update pair \((N, U)\), such that observing \( N \) results in an update \( U \) (see §3.4.1). It then...
testWorkload: resizePVC
faults:
  - faultType: crashController
    triggers:
      - triggerName: trigger1
        triggerAt: afterControllerIssues
        stateChange:
          beforeChange: VolCur:10GB
          afterChange: VolCur:15GB
        compositeTrigger: trigger1

Figure 7: A test plan generated by Sieve. This is a simplified view of the test-plan file that detected the bug in Figure 4. This test plan crashes the RabbitMQ controller right after the controller updates VolCur from 10GB to 15GB. Sieve learns every state change issued by the controller via the state-centric interfaces (e.g., Update in Table 1).

searches for a subsequent state-change notification \( N' \) which has a conflicting effect with \( U \) (e.g., \( U \) deletes an object and \( N' \) creates the same object). With time traveling, if the controller mistakenly issues \( U \) after seeing the stale state \( N \), it could corrupt the newer cluster state as notified by \( N' \).

Sieve generates test plans that 1) block a reserved API server to prevent it from advancing its own state after it sees \( N \), 2) after the controller sees \( N' \), time-travel the controller to see \( N \) by reconnecting the controller to the reserved stale API server, and 3) unblock the stale API server; so, the introduced staleness is only transient—both the API server and the controller catch up eventually. We focus on deletions for \( U \) because they are destructive operations.

Unobserved-state rule. For unobserved states, Sieve generates plans that skip states that a controller might observe during normal executions, but could potentially miss in the presence of faults.Sieve checks the controller trace to find pairs of notifications \((N,N')\) in which \( N' \) is the closest subsequent notification that cancels the effect of \( N \). Sieve generates test plans that 1) block the controller to prevent it from seeing \( N \), and 2) unblock the controller when \( N' \) arrives. Such a test plan causes the controller to miss cluster states from \( N \) (inclusive) up to \( N' \) (exclusive).

3.4 Avoiding Ineffective Test Plans

Sieve may potentially generate a large number of test plans using rules specified in §3.3. For example, in stale-state testing, Sieve might identify every notification the controller receives as a point to inject staleness, therefore generating test plans for every received notification. For example, the naïve rule above for stale states would generate 140,000+ test plans for the MongoDB controller in Figure 5. It is therefore key to prune ineffective test plans.

As a guiding principle, we prune a test plan if the test plan does not introduce an intermediate-, a stale- or an unobserved-state that can affect the controller’s outputs, or the introduced state is identical to states introduced by other test plans. This naturally requires Sieve to have a clear notion of what input events affect the controller’s outputs.

3.4.1 Pruning by Causality

If a controller makes an update \( U \) based on a notification \( N \), we consider \( N \) and \( U \) to be causally related. We consider a pair \((N, U)\) that is not causally-related to be irrelevant from a testing standpoint, because perturbing \( N \) will not affect \( U \).

Inferring causality between events is generally a challenge in distributed systems. By focusing on the “narrow waist” of state-centric input and output events of the controller under test, we are able to design simple yet effective rules for Sieve to infer whether a pair \((N, U)\) is causally related. These rules are lenient and only introduce false positives at best, but not false negatives. False positives increase testing times by generating redundant test plans, whereas false negatives risk reducing test coverage that could miss bugs. While causal tracing support [58] for Kubernetes is currently in its infancy [6], we might be able to leverage it in the future.

Sieve currently considers a pair \((N, U)\) to be causally related if both the following conditions holds (Figure 8 exemplifies the two causality rules):

- Read-before-update rule: the object pertaining to \( N \) is read by the controller before it issues \( U \);
- Earliest-reconciliation rule: \( N \) and \( U \) happen in the same or adjacent reconciliation cycles. The rationale is that controllers always issue updates relevant to \( N \) in the earliest possible reconciliation cycle after \( N \) is received.

For stale- and unobserved-state testing, Sieve only generates test plans involving a \( N \) if it has at least one causally-related \( U \). We find pruning test plans by causality effective, especially when there are many notifications due to other activities irrelevant to the controllers under test.

3.4.2 Pruning Unsuccessful Updates

Sieve ignores any update \( U \) that does not change the current cluster state. Sieve checks whether an update \( U \) is successful based on whether \( U \) triggers a state change \( \Delta S \) of the cluster state. This information is typically encoded in the return value of the \( U \) operation.
For stale-state testing, Sieve further ignores an update $U$ that, if issued again, does not change any of the subsequent cluster states, (i.e., there does not exist an $N'$ that is affected by $U$). Sieve checks whether the state objects updated by $U$ would later be conflicted with $N'$.

The rationale for the above pruning is straightforward. If an update does not change the current cluster state, it is unlikely to cause new states in the execution. If an update $U$ cannot affect any future cluster states, it would not perturb the controller’s execution under the time-travel pattern either, i.e., if $U$ is issued again, it would not corrupt any future state.

In practice, we found that many controllers issue unsuccessful updates that do not actually change the cluster state, including pathologically frequent ones caused by inefficient but benign behavior (see Section 5.2).

3.5 Test Plan Execution

Every test plan is executed by the Sieve test coordinator running in the testing cluster. The coordinator faithfully executes the test plan by running the test workload and injecting the faults specified in the test plan. Specifically, the test coordinator monitors state transitions of both the controller’s view of the cluster state as well as the cluster state as seen by API servers. This is done based on the interposition described in §3.2; it allows the test coordinator to intercept and take actions (e.g., injecting faults) when state transitions happen.

If the observed state transition matches the triggering condition $\Delta S$ specified in the test plan, the coordinator marks the condition as matched. The coordinator injects a fault (e.g., a controller crash) once all the corresponding conditions are matched. Most of the interposition and injection are done through the client APIs. But, for stale-state testing, the coordinator also needs to interpose at the API server (to make an API server state).

As a concrete example, to execute the test plan in Figure 7, the test coordinator monitors every state transition issued by the RabbitMQ controller. The coordinator marks trigger1 in the test plan as matched when it observes a state transition that updates VolCur from 10GB to 15GB. Since trigger1 is the only required condition in the test plan, the coordinator injects a controller crash right after trigger1 is matched. If the test plan specifies multiple faults, the coordinator injects them one by one according to the specified order.

The test coordinator also records the cluster states in a trace during testing, which will be compared with the reference cluster-state trace (§3.2) to detect buggy behavior.

3.6 Differential Test Oracles

Sieve has generic, effective oracles to automatically detect safety and liveness issues. The oracles detect buggy controller behavior based on the cluster states during and at the end of the test run. The goal is to validate that the testing traces are free of safety and liveness issues, in addition to monitoring anomalous controller behavior (e.g., crashes and hangs). Developers can also add domain-specific oracles.

In our experience, many buggy controller behaviors do not show immediate or obvious symptoms (e.g., crashes, hangs, and error messages). Instead, they lead to data loss, security issues, resource leaks, and unexpected application behavior which is hard to check with oracles typically used by prior art [55, 75, 84, 88, 89]; in our evaluation, only five (out of 46) bugs can be flagged by checking for exceptions or crashes.

We therefore develop differential test oracles that compare cluster states in a reference run versus those in test runs—with inconsistencies typically indicating buggy behavior. This methodology means we need to exclude nondeterministic states and state objects affected by the perturbation (§3.7).

We found that Sieve’s differential oracles vastly outperform developer-written assertions in the test suites of the controllers we evaluated, because Sieve’s oracles systematically examine all the state objects and their evolution during testing. It is challenging for developers to manually codify oracles that comprehensively consider the large number of relevant states.

Note that Sieve does implement regular error checks for obvious anomalies, including exceptions, error codes and time-outs. Sieve scans the controller’s log and checks whether the controller encountered any unexpected exception (i.e., panic in Go). Sieve also checks whether the operations in the test workload return error codes or fail to complete on time.

3.6.1 Checking End States

Sieve systematically checks the end state after running a workload. Specifically, our oracles check the count of state objects by type and the field values of all the objects after accounting for nondeterminism (§3.7). It compares the end state of the test run versus the reference run. Sieve fails the test if it finds inconsistencies between the end states and prints human-readable messages to pinpoint inconsistencies.

Such checking is effective compared to the simpler assertions that we found in test suites for the controller projects we studied. For example, in an intermediate-state bug [46], the MongoDB controller fails to create an SSL certificate used for securing communications inside the MongoDB cluster. This causes the controller to fall back to insecure communications. Such security issues do not manifest in the form of crashes or error messages. Sieve however automatically catches the bug, because the certificate object in the faulty run does not exist in the cluster state, which is different from a normal run. The bug was detected by Sieve and confirmed by the developers.

We found that none of the 71 test cases shipped with the controller has an assertion that checks the certificate object, despite the fact that enabling TLS is recommended and is the default configuration [66]. We would not be able to repurpose the assertions in these test cases to catch this bug.
3.6.2 Checking State-Update Summaries

Besides the end state, Sieve also checks how the controller updates the cluster state over time. It does so by comparing summaries of constructive and destructive state updates for each object (e.g., CREATE and DELETE operations). Such checks are complementary to the end-state checks, because a correct end state does not imply that the controller behavior is always correct during the test. We find that buggy behavior can end in correct states (same as in the reference runs).

For example, in a stale-state bug [47], the XtraDB controller mistakenly deletes the front-end proxy (which routes user requests to the XtraDB cluster), causing service unavailability. After the staleness ends, the API server and the controller eventually catch up with updated states and recreate the proxy. In this case, the end state of the proxy in the test run is the same as in the reference, but the update that deleted the proxy in the test run is buggy. Sieve detects the bug by noting that the proxy pod receives 2 CREATE and 1 DELETE operations in the faulty run, but only 1 CREATE in the reference run.

In another intermediate-state bug [62], the NiFi controller fails to reload configuration files. The end state is the same as a normal run; however, in the faulty run, the controller did not restart the NiFi pod to reload the configuration. Sieve flags this by noting the NiFi pod receives a CREATE and a DELETE operation (to reload the configuration) in the normal run, but neither appears in the faulty run.

Note, comparing the sequence of state-update is unreliable and would lead to false alarms—the sequences are not strictly the same due to concurrent controller operations. The summaries instead are robust to different event orderings.

3.7 Dealing with Nondeterminism

The shape of a state object (the set of fields and their values) might be nondeterministic. This nondeterminism affects Sieve’s test plan generation and the differential test oracles. We now describe how Sieve combats this problem.

All objects have identifying metadata (e.g., a type, namespace, and name). This is key for Sieve to identify two instances of the same object, both within a run (e.g., checking for conflicting operations in the stale-state rule) and across runs (e.g., comparing configurations of objects across runs).

Sieve identifies nondeterministic field values by running the test workloads without perturbation multiple times when generating reference runs, and then comparing the values of each field in each state object.

Objects whose identifying metadata is nondeterministic are excluded from test plan generation and subsequent steps, because Sieve cannot reliably match them across runs or setup triggering conditions for them. If other kinds of fields have nondeterministic values (typically IP addresses, timestamps, or even random port numbers), Sieve does not exclude the object but simply masks the field values. Note that these two rules still allow Sieve to spot unexpected changes to the set of fields on the object (e.g., missing deletion timestamp fields).

In addition, Sieve provides an API for Sieve users to exclude specific state objects or fields from test plans or oracles based on domain knowledge, if needed.

4 Implementation

We implement Sieve for Kubernetes controllers. Sieve uses kind [10] to run a Kubernetes cluster on a single machine, so every test plan can be run entirely on one machine. Sieve configures two API servers for stale-state testing. Sieve is implemented in 5,500 lines of Python code (for test plan generation and oracles) and 3,100 lines of Go code (for automated instrumentation and fault injection).

Sieve instruments 10 API methods, representing the state-centric interface, for monitoring and perturbing states (Table 1). Those methods are in Kubernetes client libraries [13, 14] and the API server. Sieve implements an automated procedure to instrument the 10 methods using dst [8] to work with different versions of Kubernetes client libraries and API servers. Sieve analyzes the syntax tree for each method to insert monitoring and fault-injection code. Sieve applies the instrumentation when building the controller image. Sieve does not need to analyze or instrument the controller code.

In Kubernetes, level-triggered controllers do not immediately read notifications when they arrive [21]. Instead, the controller first updates a locally-cached view of the state objects; the controller reads from this cache when it uses GET or LIST APIs to query the cluster state. In causality analysis (§3.4.1) Sieve needs to know whether a notification is read before an update. To do so, Sieve analyzes the state objects updated by each notification and those read by each GET/LIST.

Some controllers are multi-threaded, where each thread calls a different reconcile function. Sieve uses the instrumented client libraries to obtain stacktraces whenever the controller reads or updates the cluster state (e.g., GET, CREATE). These stacktraces are used to differentiate between controller threads when generating and executing test plans.

5 Evaluation

Sieve’s premise is that automatic and effective reliability testing for unmodified controllers is viable, by a) exhaustively
perturbing a controller’s view of the cluster states and b) using differential oracles to flag safety and liveness issues.

We validate this hypothesis with three evaluation questions: 1) Can Sieve find new bugs in real-world controllers? 2) Does Sieve do so efficiently? 3) Are Sieve’s testing results trustworthy? We answer these questions in the affirmative:

- §5.1: Sieve finds new bugs in all ten evaluated controllers, resulting in a total of 46 new bugs, which represent a swathe of safety and liveness issues. So far, 35 of them have been confirmed and 22 have been fixed by the developers.
- §5.2: All controllers can be tested in seven hours on a cluster of 11 machines, representing a typical nightly test. This is attributed to the effective reduction techniques which reduce test plans by 46.7%–99.6% across the controllers.
- §5.3: Sieve poses a low false positive rate of 3.5%.

**Tested controllers** We evaluated Sieve on ten popular controllers from the Kubernetes ecosystem for managing widely-used cloud systems (Table 2). The controllers are either developed by the official development team of the corresponding system, or by companies that have production-grade offerings around said systems. The term *operator* [12] in the project names refers to the Kubernetes design pattern of using a custom controller to manage an application.

Sieve employs 2–5 basic test workloads for each controller (Table 2). Each workload exercises a feature of the controller. Every evaluated controller supports software deployment and autoscaling, and therefore has at least two workloads. Sieve also employs workloads for controllers that support more features, such as sharding, storage resizing, reconfiguration, and load balancing. A test workload is typically implemented in 6–12 lines of code and takes 4–12 minutes to run.

It took us on average three hours to apply Sieve to each controller, which was mostly spent on understanding how to build the controller. We expect controller developers to expend much less effort to integrate Sieve in their workflow.

### 5.1 Finding New Bugs

Sieve finds a total of 46 new bugs in the evaluated controllers (Table 3). Those bugs include 11 intermediate-state bugs, 19 state-state bugs, 7 unobserved-state bugs, and 9 bugs indirectly detected by Sieve during testing. Sieve finds new bugs in all the evaluated controllers. We have reported all these bugs. So far, 35 of them have been confirmed and 22 have been fixed. No bug report was rejected.

*Sieve can consistently reproduce all the 37 intermediate-state, stale-state, and unobserved-state bugs—running the test plan always reproduces the buggy behavior. In our experience, Sieve’s reproducibility is invaluable for debugging test failures. It helps developers localize bugs in the source code and continuously iterate on bug fixes (§6).*

Table 3 shows the consequences of the 46 controller bugs and an exemplar bug for each kind of consequence. We see that many bugs have severe consequences, such as application outages, security issues, service failures, and data loss. Note that these controllers are all mature projects (Table 2 and §6), suggesting that controller reliability is challenging to achieve.

The bugs that Sieve finds are deep and highly unlikely to be detected by manual testing or imprecise techniques like chaos testing or randomized fault injection tools [1, 2, 4, 5]. For example, a bug [63] in nifikop is triggered only when the controller crashes between issuing two specific state updates within one reconciliation loop (the time window between the two updates is about 0.7 milliseconds). In contrast, the test workload used for detecting the bug takes about 440 seconds to finish, and causes 481 reconciliation loops and 1,687 state updates issued by the controller. Sieve is able to detect and consistently reproduce the bug because it relies on injecting a fault precisely when a specific cluster-state change happens.

#### 5.1.1 New Bugs Detected by Sieve

**Intermediate-state bugs.** Sieve found 11 intermediate-state bugs. Sieve stresses a common pattern among controllers, where they issue multiple updates per reconciliation, after the controller checks for a certain condition to hold in the cluster state. However, Sieve finds bugs when these condition checks only detect states from running the reconciliation loop in its entirety: that is, when the checks do not account for intermediate states that may arise due to controller crashes. For
The only bug that the differential oracles fail to find but is indirectly detected by Sieve is a null-pointer dereference bug [45] that causes an unexpected controller crash. Since Kubernetes automatically restarts the controller, this bug would be later overwritten and preventing those states from being observed by the controller. Sieve is effective at exposing unobserved-state bugs in controllers.

### Bugs indirectly detected by Sieve.

Sieve also finds 9 bugs that were not directly triggered by input states. These bugs were still correctly flagged by its differential oracles. All these bugs could (and do) happen in reference runs as well; but because Sieve executes many test plans, some test traces inevitably differ from the reference traces due to these bugs, allowing Sieve to detect them. These bugs are caused by a range of issues, including 1) controllers making incorrect assumptions about the Kubernetes API (e.g., assuming a list of pods from a query have stable ordinals); 2) spurious, dangling object creations, masked by Kubernetes’ garbage collection (e.g., accidentally creating ZooKeeper pods after deleting the high-level ZooKeeper cluster object); 3) the applications managed by the controller being buggy and failing. Sieve can be extended with new perturbation patterns to systematically force out some of those bugs. For example, after understanding the root causes, we were able to reproduce two of these bugs consistently with manually written test plans.

### 5.1.2 Oracle Effectiveness

Sieve’s differential oracles are crucial to detect buggy executions. Of the 46 newly found bugs, 45 were flagged by the differential test oracles. Checking logs for errors only flagged 5 bugs of which 4 were also found by our differential oracles.

Our end-state checker (§3.6.1) finds 28 bugs by comparing the end states of a test workload with and without perturbation. The state-update summaries checker (§3.6.2) finds 17 more bugs by checking the number of object updates through an execution. These oracles allow Sieve to detect bugs such as security and reliability issues (see §3.6) that do not manifest as simple failure symptoms (e.g., exceptions or process crashes).

### 5.2 Test Efficiency

Table 5 shows the total time Sieve takes to test each controller in terms of machine hours. All experiments were run on 11 Amazon EC2 virtual machines, each with 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8259CL CPU with 2.50GHz and 32 GB memory, running Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS.

Sieve’s total testing time varies from 11.07 to 67.24 machine hours across the controllers. Sieve runs tests in parallel because every test plan is independent. With eleven virtual
machines, the total testing time for each controller is no more than 7 hours. Therefore, it is practical to run Sieve as a regular nightly test.

Over 95% of the testing time is spent on executing test plans. With the perturbations introduced by Sieve, a workload takes 8.8% longer to run on average. The overhead mainly comes from delays injected by Sieve for stale- and unobserved-state testing. In a few cases, when Sieve triggers bugs that lead to liveness issues, the controller hangs and triggers a timeout (by default, 10 minutes).

Sieve also spends 0.33–1.40 hours to 1) collect the reference trace and 2) generate test plans for each controller. The collected trace for each workload contains 3,386 events of notifications, updates, or reads on average. Generating test plans takes only 20 seconds for each workload on average.

Test reduction. Sieve’s techniques to avoid ineffective test plans are key for tractability. Figure 9 breaks down the cumulative contribution of each technique. The baseline represents the basic rules described in §3.1 without any of the pruning techniques in §3.4. Overall, Sieve prunes away 46.7%–99.6% possible test plans across the evaluated controllers.

Specifically, pruning by causality (§3.4.1) reduces test plans by up to 95.0% across the controllers. This reduction is particularly effective for controllers that receive many notifications that are not causally related to any update. For example, mongoddb-operator receives 700+ notifications regarding 20+ state objects, which are not causally related to most of its updates. This allows Sieve to prune 136,000+ causally unrelated pairs of notifications and updates.

Pruning unsuccessful updates (§3.4.2) further prunes up to 75.8% of test plans across the controllers. In casskop, 60.0+% of updates issued by the controller do not affect the cluster state because the controller redundantly recreates two service objects that already exist. As none of these updates are relevant, Sieve excludes them when generating test plans.

Sieve finally prunes up to 72.9% of test plans across all controllers by focusing on deterministic triggering conditions (§3.7). This makes Sieve robust to many peculiar behaviors. For example, zookeeper-operator has an inefficient but benign behavior – it regularly clears the NodePort field of a service object in every reconciliation, forcing Kubernetes to randomly allocate a port. This leads to thousands of state transitions with random port numbers. Sieve identifies these transitions to be nondeterministic and avoids related test plans.

5.3 False Positives
Sieve has a low false positive rate of 3.5%. It reports a total of 227 test failures for the ten evaluated controllers. 219 of them were true alarms—the test failures are caused by the 46 bugs described in §5.1 (one bug might fail multiple tests). The other eight test failures are false alarms.

The eight false alarms come from test results of three controllers (casskop, nifikop and xtradb-operator). All of them are caused by benign state transitions introduced in the faulty runs that did not happen in the reference runs.

The false alarms do not lead to opaque test failures—Sieve pinpoints the inconsistent fields. In all eight cases, the false alarms are easy to identify based on the identified fields and we could validate them by running the vanilla workload.

6 Discussion
In this section, we reflect on our experience building Sieve and studying the root causes of bugs it found (§5.1).

We find that all the evaluated controllers adopt mature software testing practices and have numerous unit, integration, and end-to-end test cases. Some even test scenarios involving faults. However, it is prohibitively difficult for developers to anticipate all possible cluster states that may occur, let alone codify them into test cases. Sieve fills this gap by exhaustively testing input states according to patterns of interest. For two bugs, Sieve detects that the initial bug fixes are deficient in covering all the conditions. We run Sieve on the patched controllers and Sieve still detects the bugs!
We also find that it is challenging for developers to comprehensively check test results, given the enormous state objects and their fields. Developers typically check a few fields of interest but such assertions can easily miss subtle, but serious issues (e.g., security vulnerabilities as discussed in §3.6).

We also observe that certain bugs are likely rooted in misunderstandings of Kubernetes’ design and API semantics. For example, some unobserved-state bugs are caused by incorrectly assuming that every state change can be observed by the controller; some stale-state bugs can be prevented by using Kubernetes’ mechanisms like resource versioning and precondition checking. We expect such problems to be more prevalent as engineers implement more and more custom controllers for their cluster management needs.

While cluster managers may avoid some classes of bugs, they come with hard tradeoffs. For example, not caching state objects at the controllers and API servers (Figure 2) could avoid stale-state bugs. However, it would introduce significant performance overheads to the controllers (memory accesses become network round trips) and make the data store a scalability bottleneck [26]. Also, transactions are not a solution for intermediate-state bugs – it would complicate the state-centric interface and prevent controllers from independently making progress regardless of failures, a key factor for resilience.

Since there is no silver bullet to implementing reliable controllers, we believe that automatic tools like Sieve are critical to cluster management reliability.

7 Limitations

Like other testing tools, Sieve is neither sound nor complete. Sieve uses specific perturbation patterns and exhaustively drives controllers to input states according to those patterns.

Sieve’s differential oracles can yield both false negatives and positives. Sieve only applies its oracles on cluster states exposed by the state-centric interface. It is possible that certain application-specific states cannot be observed by the interface, which would lead to false negatives. In addition, Sieve reports false positives if the inconsistencies captured by the differential oracles are caused by benign state transitions that did not happen in the reference runs (§5.3). We found the false positive rate low (3.5%) in our evaluation.

The way Sieve deals with nondeterminism also leads to false negatives. Sieve excludes objects with nondeterministic metadata and masks nondeterministic field values in test plan generation and the differential test oracles (§3.7). This approach effectively avoids many irreproducible test plans and false positives, but also misses bugs that are triggered by states involving nondeterministic fields.

Lastly, Sieve depends on test workloads provided by the user for coverage. Implementing a test workload only takes 6-12 lines of code from our experience, but it requires domain knowledge about the controller and the system.

8 Related Work

Testing control-plane software. Modern SDNs have state-reconciliation based elements [15, 16, 19, 73] that could be tested using Sieve’s methodology. A body of orthogonal work tests [28, 83] or verifies [37] how an SDN controller affects a network topology. For example, NICE [28] focuses on the boundary where controllers process packet-in/out events and uses that vantage point to automatically test for bugs. To the best of our knowledge, Sieve is the first work to focus on automatic reliability testing for cluster-manager controllers.

Testing distributed systems. Fault-injection tools [3, 25, 32, 34, 35, 59, 79] have been developed for distributed systems, including chaos testing tools from the industry for cluster managers [1, 2, 4, 5]. Sieve’s goals differ from those in the fault injection literature. Sieve seeks to expose controllers to as many input states as possible to test their reliability. For us, faults just happen to be a good mechanism to drive controllers to the required states. Compared to randomized chaos testing approaches that are unaware of cluster state transitions, Sieve can precisely force specific bug-triggering state transitions and consistently reproduce bugs. Furthermore, unlike prior art [32, 55, 87], Sieve is not based on an expert’s hypotheses about vulnerable regions in the code under test.

A few prior tools can, in principle, expose some bugs found by Sieve. For example, concurrency-testing tools [61, 64, 65, 88] may expose bugs triggered by unobserved states (which in essence occur due to reordering of events). Similarly, tools that check for crash safety [22, 32, 55, 67] could expose bugs caused by the intermediate states. Finally, tools that inject network partitions [3], with expert guidance, could find some bugs caused by the stale-state pattern, i.e., a partition might force a controller to talk to a lagging API server (after talking to an up-to-date one). In contrast to these tools, Sieve does not target one class of bugs. Through exhaustive state perturbations, Sieve finds many kinds of bugs, essentially combining the power of prior targeted tools. Further, the chances that prior tools will find the bugs Sieve does are small, as they lack the context required to efficiently drive controllers to their buggy corners (e.g., a network-partition injector is unlikely to reliably orchestrate time-travel bugs).

Model checking. Sieve bears similarities to implementation-level model checking [40, 50, 54, 56, 61, 85, 86], in that we drive an unmodified implementation to a range of states to find bugs. Unlike model checking, Sieve does not seek to exhaustively cover the controller’s state space. It instead executes developer-supplied test cases and exhaustively perturbs these test cases according to some fault patterns. Additionally, model checkers typically rely on a specification for correct behavior. While Sieve intentionally does not require handcrafted specifications, it leans on reference traces as a partial specification of expected correct behavior.

Automation and ease-of-use. Sieve treats automation and ease-of-use as first-class design goals. Our automation is pri-
marily enabled by state-centric interfaces, which Sieve uses to produce perturbed states. Prior work has leveraged similar interface boundaries (e.g., the system-call interface [36,67]), enabling a general scheme to test multiple applications. For ease of use, Sieve does not require formal specifications [28,33,39], special test input [3,24], code modifications [34,61,65], or whitebox analysis [54]. It also uses differential oracles to avoid the additional effort to supply domain-specific oracles [3,22,39]. However, Sieve’s efficacy can be further improved with such expert guidance.

9 Conclusion

We present Sieve, the first automatic reliability testing technique for cluster management controllers. We find that Sieve is effective and practical. Sieve’s usability and reproducibility play a critical role in understanding, debugging, and fixing reliability bugs. Sieve’s testing technique is general and easy to extend—it separates the policy (how to perturb a controller’s view of state) from mechanisms (how to realize perturbations). Hence, we are able to use the technique to detect a wide range of bugs without brittle heuristics, specifications or hypotheses. Our goal is to make Sieve a part-and-parcel of every controller developers’ toolkit, and to harden the growing number of controllers that power today’s data centers. We have made Sieve publicly available at https://github.com/sieve-project/sieve.
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Abstract
Due to the latency difference between DRAM and non-volatile main memory (NVMM) and the limited capacity of DRAM, incoming writes are often stalled in LSM tree-based key-value stores. This paper presents ListDB, a write-optimized key-value store for NVMM to overcome the gap between DRAM and NVMM write latencies and thereby, resolve the write stall problem. The contribution of ListDB consists of three novel techniques: (i) byte-addressable Index-Unified Logging, which incrementally converts write-ahead logs into SkipLists, (ii) Braided SkipList, a simple NUMA-aware SkipList that effectively reduces the NUMA effects of NVMM, and (iii) Zipper Compaction, which moves down the LSM-tree levels without copying key-value objects, but by merging SkipLists in place without blocking concurrent reads. Using the three techniques, ListDB makes background compaction fast enough to resolve the infamous write stall problem and shows 1.6x and 25x higher write throughputs than PACTree and Intel Pmem-RocksDB, respectively.

1 Introduction
Non-Volatile Main Memory (NVMM) is a new tier in the memory/storage hierarchy. NVMM has latency comparable to DRAM, but ensures non-volatility of data, similarly to secondary storage. Because NVMM is installed in the memory slot, it is byte-addressable and operates at memory bus speeds.

In order to locate and retrieve data from large datasets in NVMM, an efficient persistent index that takes into account the characteristics of NVMM is required. In the past few years, various NVMM-only persistent indexing structures [11,13,24,35,45,49,56,63] and hybrid DRAM+NVMM persistent indexing structures [38,40,49,63] have been proposed. In addition, several key-value stores that manage large datasets using such persistent indexes and background worker threads have been developed [12,29,30,57,60]. While NVMM-only indexing structures such as Fast and Fair B+tree [24], CCEH [45], and PACTree [32] provide orders of magnitude higher performance than their disk-based counterparts, their performance is still lower than a DRAM index because commercial NVMM products, e.g., Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory Module, a.k.a., DCPMM [26], fall short of the performance of DRAM. Specifically, DCPMM has (i) latency higher than DRAM, (ii) bandwidth lower than DRAM, (iii) high sensitivity to NUMA effects, and (iv) a larger media access granularity (i.e., 256-byte XPLine) [62], which transforms a small write into a larger read-modify-write operation.

To benefit from DRAM performance and avoid the shortcomings of NVMM, the hybrid DRAM+NVMM indexing structures and key-value stores proposed in previous studies [12,49,57,60] place the complexity of indexing in volatile DRAM. In this work, we question whether such a hybrid approach that ignores the byte-addressability, keeps the entire index in DRAM, and uses NVMM only as log space is desirable, because it has two major limitations. First, the capacity of DRAM is small. If a dataset’s index does not fit in small DRAM, or if DRAM is shared with the working sets of other processes, the existing hybrid DRAM+NVMM approaches may suffer from memory swapping of large indexes. Second, a volatile DRAM index needs to be reconstructed from scratch when recovering from a system failure. If a large number of key-value objects are stored without a persistent index that can survive system crashes, the recovery time can be significant. To improve the recovery performance, a volatile index can be periodically checkpointed [12]. However, such a periodic synchronous checkpointing results in very high tail latency because it blocks concurrent writes.

We advocate asynchronous incremental checkpointing, merging small, high-performance DRAM indexes into a persistent index in the background for data recovery. ListDB is a write-optimized LSM (log-structured merge) tree-based key-value store for NVMM. ListDB achieves high performance comparable to DRAM indexes, and prevents a DRAM index from growing indefinitely by flushing to NVMM at high throughput exceeding that of a DRAM index. ListDB buffers bulk insertions in a small DRAM index, and runs background compaction threads to incrementally checkpoint the buffered writes to NVMM without data copy. Instead, ListDB restruc-
tures log entries as a SkipList rather than flushing the entire volatile index to NVMM. Simultaneously, such SkipLists are merged in place, reducing NUMA effects, without blocking concurrent read queries.

Specifically, ListDB proposes the following three novel techniques - Index-Unified Logging, Zipper Compaction, and Braided SkipList. Our contributions are as follows.

- **Fast Write Buffer Flush**: ListDB unifies the write-ahead log with SkipList. Using Index-Unified Logging (IUL), ListDB writes each key-value object to NVMM only once, as a log entry. Taking advantage of NVMM’s byte addressability, IUL converts a log entry into a SkipList element in a lazy manner, which masks the logging and MemTable flush overhead. Therefore, it makes the MemTable flush throughput higher than the write throughput of the DRAM index, thus resolving the write stall problem.

- **Reducing NUMA Effects**: Braided SkipList effectively reduces the number of remote NUMA node accesses by making the upper layer pointers point only to the SkipList elements on the same NUMA node.

- **Fast Compaction with In-Place Merge-Sort**: Zipper compaction merge-sorts two SkipLists in-place without blocking read operations. By avoiding copy, Zipper compaction alleviates the write amplification problem and reduces the number of SkipLists fast and efficiently to improve read and recovery performance.

Our performance study shows that the performance of ListDB outperforms state-of-the-art NVMM-based key-value stores. For read performance, ListDB relies on classic caching techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the background and motivation. In Section 3, we present the design of ListDB. In Section 4, we compare the performance of ListDB against state-of-the-art key-value stores. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Hybrid DRAM+NVMM Key-Value Store

Intel’s Optane DCPMM is much faster than block device storage. However, its performance is still worse than that of DRAM in terms of latency, bandwidth, NUMA sensitivity, and access granularity [62]. Furthermore, byte-addressable persistency complicates failure-atomicity (i.e., reusability after a system crash) because the CPU cache replacement mechanism may evict dirty cachelines that are not ready to be persisted. When a system recovers, such prematurely written cachelines may corrupt data structures. To guarantee failure-atomicity despite such unexpected cacheline flushes, NVMM-only data structures carefully order machine instructions using memory fence instructions and call expensive cfflush instructions frequently to persist dirty cachelines, which incurs significant overhead in NVMM [24, 39, 56]. To avoid this,

several hybrid DRAM+NVMM indexing structures and key-value stores have been proposed. For example, NV-tree [63] and FP-tree [49] are variants of B+tree that store internal tree nodes in DRAM and leaf nodes in NVMM. The internal nodes are lost upon a system crash but can be reconstructed from persistent leaf nodes. With this approach, writes to internal nodes do not need to be failure-atomic.

FlatStore [12] takes a rather radical approach, i.e., NVMM is used only as a log space where key-value objects are appended in insert order rather than key order, whereas the index resides in DRAM. Therefore, FlatStore has to reconstruct a volatile index from persistent log entries after a system crash. To mitigate the expensive recovery overhead, FlatStore proposes to checkpoint the DRAM index onto NVMM periodically. However, a naive synchronous checkpointing, as in FlatStore, takes a global snapshot while blocking incoming writes, leading to unacceptably high tail latency.

2.2 Log-Structured Merge Tree

2.2.1 Asynchronous Incremental Checkpointing

A better approach is asynchronous incremental checkpointing [28], which checkpoints only the difference between the current checkpoint and the last checkpoint state. Log-Structured Merge (LSM) tree [47] is a classic index that consolidates checkpoint data over time [10, 17, 20, 33, 36, 48, 54].

2.2.2 Write in LSM Tree

An LSM tree buffers multiple write operations in an in-memory buffer space called MemTable, which sorts key-value objects using an ordered index such as SkipList [10, 17, 20, 33, 36, 48, 54]. Since a MemTable is volatile, a key-value object is written to a write-ahead log (WAL) for crash consistency before it is inserted into the MemTable. If the MemTable size exceeds a certain threshold, it is marked as immutable and a new MemTable is created so that the new MemTable can serve incoming clients’ requests while a background thread transforms the immutable MemTable into a sorted array called SSTable (Sorted String Table), flushes it to disk, and then deletes the corresponding log entries. This design leverages the high performance of DRAM for random writes and the high sequential write bandwidth of block devices.

The key range of a MemTable is not disjoint with those of SSTables on disk. If a large number of MemTables are converted into SSTables and the overlap between SSTables increases, background threads merge-sort them to incrementally construct fewer, eventually into one large sorted array for fast search. This process, called compaction, is the most significant performance bottleneck because the same key-value object is repeatedly written to new SSTables [2, 9, 21, 29, 37, 41–43, 46, 53, 55].

2.2.3 Search in LSM Tree

For a read query, an LSM tree looks up a mutable MemTable, immutable MemTables, and then SSTables from level 0 to
the upper levels, i.e., the recently stored objects are searched first. The search performance of LSM trees is affected by the degree of overlap between SSTables within and across levels because a read query searches all SSTables whose key range overlaps the search key until it finds a matched key. To reduce the overlap and improve the search performance, compaction threads merge-sort SSTables despite the high cost. Due to overlap and multiple levels, the read performance of LSM trees is worse than B-trees [27]. Nevertheless, LSM trees are more popular than B+trees in NoSQL systems because simple caching techniques can improve read performance. However, improving write performance is not easy.

2.2.5 Side Effect of Write Buffer: Write Stall

The in-memory MemTable is effective in buffering writes. However, despite buffering write bursts in the MemTable, tail latency can be very high if the workload is write-intensive because incoming writes can be blocked by artificial governors [31]. For instance, if compaction is slow, immutable MemTables will not be flushed to storage fast enough and the number of immutable MemTables will increase. Similarly, if SSTables are not merge-sorted quickly, the number of overlapping SSTables will increase, and search performance will degrade. Most LSM tree-based key-value stores [10, 17, 20, 33, 36, 48, 54] block clients from inserting new objects into the MemTable until compaction finishes and makes space for a new MemTable. This write stall problem occurs frequently in disk-based LSM tree-based key-value stores because of the high latency of the disk. If the write stall problem occurs, the insertion throughput is bounded by persistent storage performance, failing to benefit from the fast write buffer (DRAM) performance.

2.2.5.1 Multi-Level vs. Two-Level Compaction

As SSTables accumulate in storage, LSM trees perform compaction to merge-sort SSTables and reduce the overlap. Compaction is particularly expensive in disk-based key-value stores because they copy key-value objects between SSTable files. That is, compaction threads select a set of overlapping SSTables at level \( k \) and another set of SSTables that overlap at the next level \( k+1 \), and merge-sort them to create a new set of SSTables at level \( k+1 \). Such copy-based compaction allows concurrent read queries to access old SSTables while new SSTables are being created. However, copy-based compaction requires the same objects to be repeatedly copied to new SSTables. The number of times a key-value object is copied to a new file, called write amplification factor, has been reported to be as high as 40 [41, 53, 55]. The write amplification is particularly serious if key-value stores use leveled compaction and a large number of levels [53, 55]. The leveled compaction limits the number of SSTables per level and prevents any overlap between the SSTables at the same level.

NVMM allows byte-addressable updates. Therefore, there is an opportunity to avoid write amplification and improve compaction performance by replacing multiple levels of SSTables with a high-performance single-level persistent index. In particular, SLM-DB [29] uses two levels, i.e., MemTables and a single persistent B+tree in NVMM. Using the two-level design (shown in Figure 1), MemTables buffer multiple key-value objects and later insert them into a large persistent index in ascending order of keys, such that the large persistent index is traversed only once for multiple writes and it yields a higher write throughput than a single persistent index.

2.2.5.2 Decoupling Merge-Sort from Flush

The main problem with the two-level design is that the size of the persistent index affects the performance of merging volatile indexes into a persistent index, i.e., it fails to make write performance independent of NVMM performance. This is because MemTables are not flushed as-is, but merge-sorted into the large, slow persistent index. Because NVMM has higher latency than DRAM, merge-sort throughput is much lower than insert throughput of volatile indexes, especially when the persistent index is large.

To alleviate this problem, most key-value stores including LevelDB [36] and RocksDB [54] employ an intermediate persistent buffer level (level 0, \( L_0 \)) in storage. That is, they flush MemTables to the intermediate buffer level without doing merge-sort. Figure 2 shows such a three-level design. By separating merge-sort from flush, MemTables can be flushed to NVMM faster; the flush throughput becomes independent of the database size.

A drawback of this design is that it results in a large number of overlapping SSTables, which hurts search performance. Given its poor indexing performance, the intermediate persistent buffer level does not appear to be very different from write-ahead log. Furthermore, key-value objects are written

\[1\]To avoid confusion with the cacheline flush instruction (e.g., clflush), writing a MemTable to NVMM is henceforth referred to as flush, and the cacheline flush is referred to as persist.
to storage at least twice, i.e., once for WAL and once again for MemTable flush.

TRIAD [3], WiscKey [41], and FlatStore [12] prevent the same key-values (or just values) from being repeatedly written. TRIAD is particularly inspiring because it considers the commit log as an unsorted $L_0$ SSTable. To enable efficient search in the unsorted $L_0$ SSTables (the commit log), TRIAD creates a small index file for each $L_0$ SSTable. The index file does not store keys and values, only the offsets for each object in sorted order of the keys. Although TRIAD reduces the I/O traffic, each MemTable flush creates an index file and calls the expensive $\text{fsync}()$ to make it durable. However, given the high overlap between $L_0$ SSTables and also the fact that $L_0$ SSTables will be quickly merged into $L_1$ SSTables, it is questionable whether a separate index file for each $L_0$ SSTable should be created and persisted at a very high cost.

### 2.3 NUMA Effects

NVMM is more sensitive to NUMA effects than DRAM because of its lower bandwidth (1/6 for writes and 1/3 for reads) [16, 57, 62]. As such, state-of-the-art persistent indexes, such as FAST and FAIR B+tree [24] and CCEH [45] do not scale with the number of threads due to irregular cacheline accesses and NUMA effects [32, 57].

To mitigate the NUMA effects, Daase et al. [16] suggest limiting the number of write threads to 4–6 per socket. Nap [57] hides NUMA effects by overlaying a DRAM index on top of NVMM-resident indexes such that the DRAM index can absorb remote NUMA node accesses. However, data stored in NVMM is already in the memory address space, and NVMM has latency comparable to DRAM. Therefore, using DRAM as a fast cache layer over NVMM and copying data between DRAM and NVMM back and forth can be wasteful. For example, NVMM file systems such as EXT4-DAX and NOVA [61] do not use the page cache but directly access NVMM.

To mitigate NUMA effects in DRAM, various approaches, including Delegation with hash-based sharding [4, 6, 7, 44] and Node Replication (NR) [7] methods, have been investigated. In Delegation methods, a designated worker thread is assigned for all operations on a specific range of keys. Therefore, client threads have to communicate with worker threads and delegate operations using message passing. Due to the significant message passing overhead, Delegation performs sub-optimal, especially for lightweight tasks such as indexing operations [7]. Node Replication (NR) [7] implements a NUMA-aware shared log, which is used to replay the same operations for the data structures replicated across NUMA nodes. However, this consumes memory for replicating the same data structure across multiple NUMA nodes. Besides, the performance falters due to cross-node communication, as the number of NUMA nodes increases [7]. Considering that the bandwidth of Optane DCPMM is much lower than that of DRAM [62], replication can aggravate the low bandwidth problem.

### 3 Design of ListDB

ListDB is a write-optimized key-value store with an LSM tree structure that resolves the write stall problem. In this section, detailed descriptions of ListDB’s key designs are provided. First, the overall architecture of ListDB is presented (§3.1). Then, its key designs, i.e., Index-Unified Logging (§3.2), NUMA-aware Braided SkipList (§3.3), in-place Zipper Compaction (§3.4), lookup cache (§3.5), and recovery algorithm (§3.6) are presented.

#### 3.1 Three-Level Architecture

Figure 3 shows the three-level architecture of ListDB: volatile MemTables, and $L_0$ and $L_1$ Persistent MemTables ($PM\text{Tables}$). MemTables and $PM\text{Tables}$ are essentially the same SkipLists, but the node structure of $PM\text{Table}$ has additional metadata that $Mem\text{Table}$ does not need because $PM\text{Table}$ is a data structure transformed from the write-ahead log. ListDB uses SkipList as the core data structure for all levels because it enables byte-addressable in-place merge-sort and avoids the write amplification problem [21, 41, 53], as will be presented throughout the paper.

ListDB employs an intermediate persistent buffer level - $L_0$ (level 0) in NVMM. With level 0, a MemTable is flushed to NVMM without being merge-sorted, making the flush throughput independent of the next level persistent index size. MemTables accumulated at $L_0$ ($L_0$ $PM\text{Tables}$) are gradually merged into the large $L_1$ $PM\text{Table}$ by compaction. To manage multiple $PM\text{Tables}$, ListDB uses a metadata object called MANIFEST to point to the beginning of each SkipList.

#### 3.2 Index-Unified Logging

ListDB aims to flush MemTables to NVMM without copying key-value objects. As discussed in Section 2.2.5.2, all key-value objects in MemTables are already persisted in the commit log in NVMM [3]. Besides, $L_0$ indexes are known to have very poor indexing performance due to large overlap.
3.2.1 Conversion of IUL into SkipList

Index-Unified Logging (IUL) unifies write-ahead log entries and SkipList elements by allocating and writing log entries in the form of SkipList elements. Figure 4 shows the structure of an IUL entry, which serves both as a log entry and as a SkipList element. When a key-value object is inserted into a MemTable, the object and its metadata (i.e., operation code \( \text{op}_{-}\text{code} \) and log sequence number \( \text{LSN} \)) are written and persisted as a log entry in NVMM with SkipList pointers initialized to NULL (Algorithm 1). Later, when a compaction thread flushes its corresponding MemTable from DRAM, the log entry is converted into a SkipList \( (L0\ PMTable) \) element, reusing the key and value stored in the log entry.

The information that \( L0\ PMTable \) needs, but the log does not have, is the sorted order of keys, which is managed as SkipList pointers in MemTables. When converting the log into an \( L0\ PMTable \), the addresses of the corresponding MemTable elements are simply translated into NVMM addresses, i.e., the log entry offsets, as shown in Algorithm 2. When the SkipList pointers in IUL entries are set to NVMM addresses, the IUL entries become SkipList elements.

Finally, the MANIFEST is updated to validate the new \( L0\ PMTable \) and invalidate the immutable MemTable in a failure-atomic transaction.

3.2.2 MemTable Flush without \text{clflush}

When writing SkipList pointers to log entries, there is no need to call persist instructions (e.g., \text{clflush}) because the key-value objects are already persistent in the log, and because the order of keys can be recovered without difficulty in case of a crash. Instead of explicitly persisting cachelines for updated pointers, Index-Unified Logging leaves that to the CPU cache replacement mechanism, i.e., it waits until the CPU evicts updated pointers from its cache. Through the CPU cache replacement mechanism, multiple pointer updates to the same 256-byte XPLines can be buffered and batching. That is, each 8-byte small write is not eagerly transformed into a 256-byte read-modify-write operation. Not only does it defer the read-modify-write problem, but also prevents background compaction threads from being affected by the read-modify-write problem and high NVMM write latency.

3.2.3 Walk-Through Example

Let us walk through MemTable flush illustrated in Figure 5. Suppose foreground client threads insert keys into the currently mutable MemTable in the order of 503, 912, and 3. Each client thread persists the object, its metadata, and NULL pointers in the log before it commits. Then, a background thread marks the MemTable as immutable and creates a new MemTable. Client threads insert two more keys, 716 and 217, into the new mutable MemTable.

When a background compaction thread flushes the immutable MemTable, i.e., \((3, 503, 912)\), the pointers of each MemTable element are simply translated into the IUL offsets of the corresponding log entries and the NULL pointers are replaced with the IUL offsets so that the log entries become a SkipList, as shown in Figure 6(a). As described in Section 3.2.2, the updated pointers in the new \( L0\ PMTable \) may remain in the CPU cache and may be lost upon a system crash, but the pointers are not required for crash consistency.

Algorithm 1 \text{Put}(\text{kvObject})

1: mutex.lock();
2: iul_entry ← iul_tail;
3: iul_entry.LSN ← GetNextLSN(); /* log sequence number */
4: iul_entry.height ← RandomHeight(); /* SkipList element height */
5: iul_tail ← iul_tail + sizeof(kvObject) + height + 8 + 8;
6: mutex.unlock();
7: iul_entry.op_code ← OP_INSERT; /* operation type (insert, delete) */
8: iul_entry.kvObject ← kvObject;
9: iul_entry.next[0..height] ← NULL; /* initialize pointers */
10: pmem_persist(iul_entry, sizeof(iul_entry)); /* calls clwb */
11: memTable.Insert((SkipListElement)iul_entry); // classic SkipList insert

Algorithm 2 \text{FlushImmutableMemTable}(\text{memTable})

1: element ← memTable.head[0].next[0]; // smallest MemTable element
2: while element \# NULL do
3: L0_element ← element.iul_address;
4: lookup_cache.Insert(L0_element);
5: for layer ← 0; layer < element.height; layer++ do
6: L0_element.next[layer] ← element.next[layer].iul_address;
7: /* no need to persist */
8: end for
9: end while
10: new_L0.iul_address ← memTable.head[0].next[0].iul_address;
11: new_L0.next ← MANIFEST.L0List().GetFront();
12: MANIFEST.L0List().PushFront(new_L0); /* CAS */
13: freeMemTable(memTable);
A SkipList has the invariant that the list at each layer will be referred to as a sub-list of the bottom layer [52]. Unless this invariant is violated, correct search results are guaranteed because the upper layer pointers are probabilistic shortcuts, which do not affect the correctness of search results. However, an upper layer does not need to be a sub-list of the next layer, as long as it is a sub-list of the bottom layer. Even if a search does not find a key closer to the search key in an upper layer, the search falls back to a lower layer and eventually to the bottom layer which contains all sorted keys.

The Braided SkipList of ListDB leverages this property to mitigate NUMA effects in a simple and effective way. Upper layer pointers ignore SkipList elements in remote NUMA nodes; i.e., upper layer pointers of each element point to an element with a larger key in the same NUMA node. Compared to NUMA-oblivious conventional SkipLists, Braided SkipList reduces the number of remote memory accesses to $1/N$, where $N$ is the number of NUMA nodes, as will be shown in Section 4.

Figure 7 illustrates an example (The upper layers in NUMA node 1 are illustrated upside down for ease of presentation). Observe that the second layer pointer of element 3 on NUMA node 0 points to element 7 on the same NUMA node, instead of element 5 on NUMA node 1. Nonetheless, a correct search is guaranteed. For example, suppose a client thread running on NUMA node 0 searches for element 5. It will follow the top layer to element 3, then 9. Since 9 is greater, the thread moves down one layer in element 3, and then the search visits element 7. Since 7 is greater than 5, the thread moves down again and follows the bottom layer pointer to element 4. Since the search key is greater than 4, it follows the bottom layer to a remote SkipList element 5. The search then completes.

In our implementation of Braided SkipList, a NUMA ID is embedded in the extra 16 bits of the 64-bit virtual address, as in pointer swizzling [59], such that it can use 8-byte atomic instructions instead of expensive PMDK transactions [50]. For direct reference, Braided SkipList restores the virtual memory address of a SkipList element by masking the extra 16 bits.
shown to perform well in practice [34]. Zipper compaction algorithm allows concurrent read operations to access $L_0$ and $L_1$ PMTables while merging them without violating the invariant of SkipList.

A classic lock-free SkipList avoids locks for multiple writers. In contrast, ListDB does not perform concurrent writes; the only writers are the compaction threads, and ListDB coordinates them to avoid write-write conflicts. For parallelism, multiple compaction threads write to disjoint shards. A shard is a disjoint key range from an element with the maximum height to the next element with the maximum height in $L_1$ PMTable. To merge $L_0$ elements into $L_1$, a compaction thread must acquire a lock on the corresponding shard.

Zipper compaction proceeds in two phases; (i) a forward scan from head to tail and (ii) a backward merge from tail to head, hence the name. To guarantee correct search results without blocking concurrent readers, $L_0$ PMTable elements are merged into $L_1$ PMTable from tail to head while concurrent read operations are traversing them from head to tail.

### 3.4.1 Scan Phase

In the forward scan phase, a compaction thread traverses $L_0$ and $L_1$ PMTables from head to tail and determines where each $L_0$ PMTable element should be inserted in the $L_1$ PMTable. However, in this phase, it does not make any change to the PMTables but pushes necessary pointer updates on a stack. The backward merge phase pops the stack to apply and persist the updates to the $L_1$ PMTable.

The scan phase follows the bottom layer of $L_0$ PMTable. For each $L_0$ element, it searches the $L_1$ PMTable to find where to insert the $L_0$ element. For this, it keeps track of the rightmost element smaller than the current search key ($L_0$ element) in each layer to avoid repeatedly traversing $L_1$ PMTable. Since keys are sorted in both PMTables, the next larger key in $L_0$ PMTable can reuse the previous rightmost elements, and backtrack to the top-layer rightmost element for the next search. Therefore, the complexity of the scan phase is $O(n_0 + \log n_1)$ where $n_0$ and $n_1$ are the sizes of $L_0$ and $L_1$ PMTables, respectively.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code of Zipper compaction. For NUMA-aware Braided SkipLists, Zipper compaction requires a two-dimensional array $rightmost[numa_id][layer]$ to keep as many rightmost elements in each layer as the number of NUMA nodes for Braided SkipList. But, note that a Braided SkipList element does not need more pointers than a conventional SkipList element as it embeds NUMA node ID in the 8-byte address.

Figure 8(a) shows an example of Zipper scan. For ease of presentation, all SkipList elements are assumed to be on the same NUMA node. The first element $A$ in $L_0$ will be placed in the first position in $L_1$. Hence, $H_0$ and $H_1$ of the head element in $L_1$ are the current rightmost pointers that need to be updated for $A$. This information is stored on the stack. Note that $A_0$ and $A_1$ need to point to $B$, but they are not pushed onto the stack because $B$ is pointed by the current rightmost elements that are already pushed on the stack. Each $L_0$ element is inserted between two $L_1$ elements and only the previous (i.e., rightmost) element in each layer needs to be pushed on the stack because the next element can be found from the previous elements. Next, the scan phase visits the second element $B$ in $L_0$ and searches $L_1$. Inserting $B$ requires updating $B_2$, $C_1$, and $C_0$. Again, they are pushed onto the stack. Finally, it visits the last element $E$ in $L_0$ and searches $L_1$. Note that $L_1$ PMTable has not changed and the current rightmost pointers are still $B_2$, $C_1$, and $C_0$. Thus, the scan phase pushes $C_1$ and $C_0$ on the stack to make them point to $E$.

### 3.4.2 Merge Phase

The merge phase applies pointer updates from tail to head. When a compaction thread pops a pointer update $X_N \rightarrow Y$ from the stack, the $N$th layer pointer in element $Y$ is updated to the current value of $X_N$. Then, $X_N$ is set to the address of $Y$. 

---

**Figure 8:** Zipper Compaction: Merging SkipLists from Tail to Head
Algorithm 3 BraidedZipperCompaction(L0SkipList, L1SkipList)
1: LogZipperCompactionBegin(L0SkipList); // micro logging
2: L0_element ← L0SkipList.head[0].next[0]; // smallest L0 element
3: local_numa_id = DecodeNumaId(L0_element); // never 0
4: for i = 0; i < NumNUMA; i++ do
5:   rightmost[i] ← L1SkipList.head[i].next[0]; // array copy
6:   end for
7: bottom_L1_element ← L1SkipList.head[0].next[0];
8: L1_element ← L1SkipList.head[local_numa_id]; // local head
9: // I. scan phase: from head to tail
10: while L0_element != NULL do
11:   // NUMA-aware local search for upper layer pointers
12:   for layer = 0; layer < L0_element.height; layer++ do
13:     while L1_element.next[layer] != NULL && L1_element.next[layer].key < L0_element.key do
14:       L1_element ← L1_element.next[layer];
15:     // update the rightmost for the current layer
16:     rightmost[local_numa_id][layer] ← L1_element;
17:   end while
18: end for
19: // NUMA-oblivious search for bottom-layer pointer, i.e., layer = 0
20: L1_element ← bottom_L1_element;
21: // same whole loop with line 13–17 >>
22: // push an array of NUMA local upper-layer pointers and a NUMA-oblivious bottom layer pointer
23: stack.push(L0_element, rightmost[local_numa_id]);
24: // fetch the next L0 element and update local NUMA ID
25: L0_element ← L0_element.next[0];
26: local_numa_id = DecodeNumaId(L0_element);
27: bottom_L1_element ← DecodeNumaId(L0_element);
28: L1_element ← rightmost[local_numa_id][L0_element.height - 1];
29: end while
30: // II. merge phase: from tail to head
31: while stack is not empty do
32:   L0_element, rightmost2update[]) ← stack.pop();
33:   for layer = 0; layer < L0_element.height; layer++ do
34:     // Pop and apply the updates without worries about NUMA IDs
35:     L0_element.next[layer] ← rightmost2update[layer].next[layer];
36:     if layer = 0 then
37:       persist(L0_element.next[layer]);
38:     end if
39:     rightmost2update[layer].next[layer] ← L0_element;
40:     if layer = 0 then
41:       persist(rightmost2update[layer].next[layer]);
42:     end if
43:   end for
44: second_chance_cache.Insert(L0_element);
45: end while
46: MANIFEST.L0List().PopBack(); // CAS
47: LogZipperCompactionDone(L0SkipList); // micro logging

In the example, shown in Figure 8(b), the compaction thread pops C0→E and sets E0 to F, which is the current value of C0. At this point, the upper layer pointer of element E (E1) is not pointing to element F. However, as described earlier, upper layer pointers are probabilistic shortcuts, which do not affect the correctness of search. Therefore, there is no need to update E0 and E1 atomically. In the next step, shown in Figure 8(c), the compaction thread sets C0 to the address of E. In the next step, shown in Figure 8(d), the compaction thread pops C1→E, sets E1 to F, and makes C1 point to E. Each pointer update is removed from the stack one by one, and is applied in order, as shown in Figures 8(e), 8(f), 8(g), and 8(h). Zipper compaction assumes 8-byte pointer updates are atomic. To make the updates failure-atomic, it persists each bottom layer update immediately using memory fence and cacheline flush instructions. In the final step, the compaction thread deletes the head element of L0 PMTable from the MANIFEST object, thus completing compaction.

3.4.3 Lock-Free Search
Zipper compaction does not violate the correctness of concurrent search, i.e., a read thread will not miss its target SkipList element without acquiring a lock. This is because a read thread accesses PMTables from head to tail and from L0 to L1, whereas a compaction thread merges them from tail to head. During Zipper compaction, every element is guaranteed to be pointed by at least one head. Consider the example shown in Figure 8, which shows how a sequence of atomic store instructions merges the two example SkipLists. Even if a concurrent read thread accesses the PMTables in any state shown in Figure 8, it returns a correct result. The algorithm remains correct even if a read thread is suspended during compaction thread is making changes to SkipLists. For example, suppose a read is suspended while accessing an L0 element. When it resumes, the element might have been merged into L1. When the read thread wakes up, it will continue traversing to the tail if it does not find the search key. Once it reaches the tail, it is done with L0 and will start searching L1, into which L0 elements have been merged. Consequently, the read thread might visit the same elements multiple times, but it will never miss the element it is searching. Multiple visits might hurt search performance. To avoid this, a read stops searching the L0 if it detects the level of the current element is L1.

3.4.4 Updates and Deletes
An update in LSM trees duplicates the same key because writes are buffered in MemTables and gradually flushed to the last level. ListDB does not eagerly delete the older version in L1. Instead, when a compaction thread scans L0 and L1 levels for Zipper compaction, it marks the older version in L1 obsolete. Similarly, a delete in ListDB does not physically delete an object but inserts a key-delete object into the MemTable. If an LSM tree physically deletes the most recent version of a key from MemTables or L0 PMTables, older versions of the key will come back to life. Zipper compaction places a more recent key-value or key-delete object before its corresponding old objects. Therefore, a read query always accesses the more recent object before older ones, and thus returns a correct search result.

3.4.5 Fragmentation and Garbage Collection
Using libpmemobj library [50], ListDB allocates and deallocates a memory chunk (e.g., 8 MB) for multiple IUL entries in PMDK’s failure-atomic transaction so that the number of calls to expensive PMDK transactions can be reduced. ListDB deallocates a memory chunk if all elements in the chunk are marked obsolete or deleted. Note that ListDB does not relocate SkipList elements for garbage collection. To address
the lasting fragmentation, a compaction thread may perform CoW-based garbage collection. We leave this optimization for our future work.

Memory management for lock-free data structures is a hard problem because there is no easy way to detect whether deallocated memory space is still being accessed by concurrent reads [5, 14, 19]. ListDB employs a simple epoch-based reclamation [14]; ListDB does not deallocate memory chunk immediately but waits long enough for short-lived read queries to finish accessing the deallocated memory chunk. A background garbage collection thread periodically checks and reclaims a memory chunk if all objects in the memory chunk are obsolete or deleted. For obsolete objects, the garbage collection thread checks its newer version’s LSN. If it is also old enough, it considers the obsolete objects are not accessed by any reads, removes them from L1 PMTable, and physically deallocates the memory chunk.

3.4.6 Linearizability

Theorem 1. Zipper compaction is linearizable with a single writer and multiple readers.

Proof. For some element e, there is a single linearization point [23] for a writer when its level changes from L0 to L1, by atomic update of the bottom-layer next pointer. We denote this linearization point as e.merge_to_L1.

There are two linearization points e.search_L0 and e.search_L1 for a reader, as it searches L0 and then L1 PMTable in order. Let a → b if an event a happens before another event b. There are three cases to consider.

1. e.merge_to_L1 → e.search_L0 → e.search_L1
2. e.search_L0 → e.merge_to_L1 → e.search_L1
3. e.search_L0 → e.search_L1 → e.merge_to_L1

In case 1, e.search_L1 will find e in L1. In case 2, e.search_L0 will find e in L0. If the search does not stop after finding e in L0, e.search_L1 will also find e in L1. In case 3, similarly, e.search_L0 will find e. Since all three cases succeed in finding e, Zipper compaction is linearizable, meaning a read always succeeds in finding an element if the element was inserted by a committed write transaction, regardless of whether the element is in L0 or L1 PMTable.

3.5 Look-up Cache

ListDB requires that a read query accesses at least two indexes, i.e., a mutable MemTable and L1 PMTable. Therefore, the read throughput of ListDB is significantly lower than a highly-optimized persistent B-tree, as we show in Section 4.

To mitigate this problem, ListDB uses a lookup cache in DRAM. Flushing a MemTable hashes each element into a fixed-sized static hash table. Unlike disk-based designs, the lookup cache does not duplicate the element in it, but only stores its NVMM address because the element in NVMM is already in the memory address space and its address never changes. Hence, regardless of the level at which the PMTable element is present, the lookup cache can locate the PMTable element. SkipList pointers are frequently updated by compaction threads in ListDB. By caching immutable addresses, not mutable content, the lookup cache can avoid frequent cache invalidation. If a hash collision occurs on a bucket, the old address is overwritten (i.e., FIFO replacement policy).

ListDB constructs a SkipList in DRAM as a second chance lookup cache for tall elements evicted from the hash table. The purpose of the second chance lookup cache is to accelerate PMTable search. Even if a key is not found in the second chance cache, a query can start the search from the closest PMTable element found in the cache. Algorithm 4 shows how a read query uses the lookup caches. Suppose a read searches for key 100 but finds element 85 is the closest smaller element in L1. Then, the search continues from element 85 in L1 PMTable instead of the beginning of L1. ListDB does not use the second chance lookup cache for L0 search because small L0 PMTables are merged into L1 fast, and L0 elements are mostly cached in the lookup hash table. The second chance lookup cache uses the SIZE replacement policy [58], i.e., it compares heights and evicts elements with shorter heights.

3.6 Recovery

A system may crash while L0 and L1 PMTables are being merged by Zipper compaction. To recover from such failures, a compaction thread performs micro-logging to keep track of which L0 PMTable is being merged into L1 PMTable. When a system restarts, ListDB checks the compaction log to redo unfinished compactions. For redo operations, Zipper compaction has to check duplicate entries since many entries in the tail of

Algorithm 4 Get(key)

1: iter ← MANIFEST.GetTableIterator();
2: table ← ++iter.GetTable(); // get mutable MemTable
3: while table != NULL && table.IsPMTable() = false do
4: value ← table.Search(key); // SkipList lookup
5: if value != NULL then
6: return value; // Found: return value
7: end if
8: table ← (++iter).GetTable(); // immutable MemTables
9: end while
10: /* L0 Cache Lookup */
11: cached ← lookup_cache.Lookup(key);
12: if cached != NULL && cached.GetElement().key = key then
13: return cached.GetElement().value;
14: end if
15: /* L0 Search */
16: while table != NULL & & table.Level() = 0 do
17: value ← table.Search(key); // SkipList lookup
18: if value != NULL then
19: return value; // Found: return value
20: end if
21: table ← (++iter).GetTable(); // L0 PMTables
22: end while
23: /* L1 Search */
24: rightmost ← second_chance_cache.Lookup(key);
25: value ← table.SearchFromElement(key, rightmost);
26: if value != NULL then
27: return value; // Found: return value
28: end if
29: return NOT_FOUND;
Algorithm 5 RecoverDB()

1: ScheduleUnfinishedZipperCompactionJob();
2: curr_table ← NULL;
3: while log_iter.Valid() do
4: iul_entry ← log_iter.GetIULEntry();
5: table_id ← GetTableIdByLSN(iul_entry.LSN);
6: if curr_table = NULL || table_id = curr_table.Id() then
7: curr_table ← MANIFEST.GetTableById(table_id);
8: curr_table.ResetSkipListHead();
9: end if
10: curr_table.InsertEntry(iul_entry); /* SkipList Insert */
11: log_iter.Next(); /* from old to latest */
12: end while

L0 PMTable can be shared with L1 PMTable.

The recovery algorithm of ListDB, shown in Algorithm 5, is similar to that of conventional LSM trees. First, a recovery process locates the boundary of WAL, which is recorded by compaction threads in the compaction log. Then, it sorts log entries and restores L0 PMTables. At this point, the system returns to the normal execution mode and starts processing clients’ queries. Compaction between L0 and L1 will be done in the background as normal.

As for the lookup cache, ListDB can process clients’ queries without restoring the cache although the search performance will be poor until the cache is populated. By avoiding the reconstruction of DRAM cache and index, the recovery performance of ListDB is superior to synchronous checkpointing [12], as we show in Section 4.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments are conducted on a four-socket NUMA server with Intel Xeon Gold 5215 CPU (2.50 GHz, 20 vCPUs) per socket, 256 GB of DDR4 DRAM (16x 16 GB), and 2 TB (16x 128 GB) Optane DCPMM (4 DCPMM’s and 4 DRAM’s per each socket) in app-direct mode. Our testbed server supports only the directory coherence protocol, but not snooping protocol, despite its known NUMA bandwidth meltdown issues [32].

All implementations are compiled using gcc 7.5.0 with -O3 optimization. Using PMDK [50], ListDB creates an auto-growing directory-based persistent memory poolset (pmempool) on each NUMA node [50]. For NUMA-oblivious designs, we use the device mapper to create a single persistent memory poolset interleaved on four sockets.

We evaluate the performance of ListDB\(^3\) using two individual sets of experiments. First, the performance effects of each part of the design of ListDB are quantified. Second, the performance of ListDB is compared against that of state-of-the-art persistent indices, including FAST and FAIR B-tree [24] and PACTree [32], and LSM tree-based key-value stores for NVMM, i.e., NoveLSM [30], SLM-DB [29], and Intel’s industry-optimized Pmem-RocksDB [51]. Pmem-RocksDB [51] is a variant of RocksDB for NVMM that Intel has optimized in two respects. First, Pmem-RocksDB separates keys and values to mitigate write amplification issues, as in WiscKey [41]. Second, Pmem-RocksDB mmaps SSTables and writes directly to NVMM by using non-temporal stores (i.e., ntstore) to bypass the cache hierarchy and eliminate context switching.

Our experiments use YCSB [15] and the Facebook benchmark [8]. The Facebook benchmark generates more realistic workloads than YCSB as it emulates real-world RocksDB workloads in Facebook/Meta datacenters. Specifically, the Facebook benchmark adds mathematical models (e.g., sine distribution) to db_bench [18] such that it can vary key sizes, value sizes, and query arrival rates over time.

4.2 Evaluation of Index-Unified Logging

4.2.1 IUL vs. WAL: Flush Throughput

This section compares the performance effect of IUL to standard WAL with respect to write stalls. For the experiments shown in Figure 9, a single YCSB [15] client thread (Load A) and a single compaction thread are used to evaluate how fast a MemTable absorbs bursts of 20 million writes (8-byte key and 8-byte value objects), and how fast a single background compaction thread flushes MemTables to NVMM. To prevent memory usage from increasing indefinitely, the maximum number of immutable MemTables is set to 4. Zipper compaction threads are disabled to evaluate only the effect of IUL, i.e., L1 is not used. put denotes the client’s query processing throughput over time (i.e., the number of records inserted into MemTables per second), and flush denotes how many records are flushed from MemTables to NVMM by the compaction thread.

Figure 9 (a) shows that with standard WAL, put throughput is higher than flush throughput because inserting key-value objects into a SkipList in DRAM is much faster than flushing (i.e., copying key-value objects from DRAM to NVMM) and persisting a SkipList in NVMM. Each spike in put throughput indicates that a new empty mutable MemTable was created; it takes about 5 seconds to fill a 64 MB MemTable. In 40 seconds, the number of MemTables exceeds the threshold, and subsequent writes are blocked. Even if the threshold is set to a higher value than four, it is only a matter of time before a write is stalled, because flush throughput is lower than put throughput.

In contrast, Figure 9 (b) shows that with IUL, flush throughput is much higher than put throughput. Flush throughput of IUL fluctuates because each flush takes less time than filling a MemTable, i.e., the compaction thread be-

\(^3\)Source code is available at http://github.com/DICL/listdb.
comes idle. This high flush throughput is because IUL does not copy key-value objects from DRAM to NVMM and does not call cacheline flush instructions. So, write stalls do not occur and the compaction thread often becomes idle, allowing the CPU to perform other work.

4.2.2 Evaluation of IUL using YCSB

The experiments shown in Figure 10 compare the performance of IUL to standard WAL with varying the number of client threads for YCSB workloads. The number of background compaction threads is set to half the number of client threads. The MemTable size and the maximum memory usage for MemTables are set to 256 MB and 1 GB, respectively, i.e., a maximum of 4 MemTables are allowed. We set the lookup cache size to 1 GB (979 MB hash-based lookup cache and 45 MB for the second chance lookup cache). For the experiments, Braided SkipList and Zipper compaction are enabled so that $L_0$ PMTables are merged into $L_1$ PMTable and read queries can run faster. The Load A workload populates the database with 100 million records (8-byte keys and 8-byte values). All other workloads submit 100 million queries each.

Figure 10(a) shows that increasing the number of client threads increases the write throughput of both logging methods, up to 80 threads. With 80 client threads, the throughput of IUL (14.513 million ops/sec) is approximately 1.8x higher than that of WAL (8.101 million ops/sec). However, when the number of client threads exceeds the number of logical cores throughput degrades due to the high overcommit rate. That is, 100 client threads and 50 background compaction threads compete for 80 logical cores. Still, the throughput of IUL is 99% higher than WAL.

For Workload B (95% reads), Workload C (100% reads), and workload D (read latest), WAL has similar or slightly better performance than IUL because WAL does copy-on-writes to store records in ascending order of keys, and read operations benefit from higher memory access locality than IUL. Nevertheless, IUL outperforms WAL in Workload A (50:50 Read:Write) due to its better write performance.

4.3 Evaluation of Braided SkipList

This section evaluates NUMA effects in NVMM using a single PMTable. The performance of the NUMA-aware Braided SkipList (denoted as BR) is compared with three other methods that were discussed in Section 2.3; i.e., (i) NUMA-oblivious SkipList (denoted as Obl), (ii) delegating client queries to a worker thread, using shared memory (denoted as Deleg), and (iii) a write-optimal local SkipList (denoted as Local), which manages a SkipList per NUMA node. BR and Obl manage one large PMTable, whereas Deleg and Local create four smaller PMTables. Deleg partitions key-value records according to hash keys, but Local allows a write client to insert data into the SkipList on its local NUMA node regardless of the key. Consequently, a read query has to search all four SkipLists. Even if a key is found in the local index, it must search remote indexes because a remote index may have a more recent update. Therefore, when there are $n$ NUMA nodes, the ratio of local accesses is always $1/n$.

Our experiments, shown in Figures 11 and 12, run YCSB Load A (100 million inserts, 5-25 bytes string keys, 100-byte values) and Workload C (10 million queries).

PUT: Figure 11(b) shows that Local has the lowest write response time because it always inserts into the local PMTable. This eliminates remote NUMA node access for writes as shown in Figure 11(a). Braided SkipList (denoted as BR) has a higher write response time than Local because BR accesses remote NVMM via bottom layer pointers. Figure 11(a) shows that most NVMM accesses using BR are local, unlike NUMA-
oblivious SkipList (20.1% vs. 74.1% remote accesses). Obl and BR access NVMM more than Deleg and Local.

Similar to Local, Deleg also removes remote NVMM access, but the write response time is significantly higher due to delegation overhead. That is, threads use slow atomic instructions to access the shared queue and make a memory copy for queries and results. Figure 11(b) shows that the queuing delay accounts for 77.1% of query response time with 80 client threads. Because put/get operations on a lock-free index are very lightweight, the synchronization overhead incurred by delegation dominates the overall response time.

GET: Figure 12(a) shows that the response time of BR for read queries is lower than the other methods. While Local outperforms BR for writes, the read response time of Local is about 4x higher than BR because Local must search all 4 PMTables. Although BR avoids visiting a more efficient search path that follows remote elements, Figures 11(a) and 12(a) show that it has almost no effect on the traversal length. Deleg shows the fewest memory accesses. However, due to synchronization overhead, its query response time is about 2x higher than BR, so its performance is even lower than Obl.

4.4 Putting It All Together

Figure 13 presents a factor analysis for ListDB. 4 We enable and disable each design feature of ListDB and measure write throughput (denoted put), flush throughput (MemTable → L0 PMTable, denoted flush), and compaction throughput (L0 → L1 PMTable, denoted comp.) over time. We run 80 client threads and 40 background compaction threads for YCSB Load A, inserting 500 million 8-byte keys and 8-byte values. Figure 13(a) shows that disabling all three optimizations causes client threads to stall for more than 50 seconds. Enabling Zipper compaction improves the L0 → L1 compaction throughput as shown in Figure 13(b), but the write stall problem still occurs because of the memory copy overhead for flushing the MemTable. If Braided SkipList is used, accessing remote NUMA nodes can be avoided when flushing the MemTable. Therefore, flush throughput doubles, which results in less frequent write stalls, as shown in Figure 13(c). Enabling both Zipper compaction and Braided SkipList results in shorter write stall times, and the workload completes in less than 120 seconds (Figure 13(d)).

If IUL is used instead of WAL, flush throughput becomes comparable to put throughput, as shown in Figure 13(e). By avoiding expensive memory copy, write stalls are less frequent than WAL. However, note that compaction throughput is much lower than flush throughput. This increases the number of L0 PMTables and degrades search performance. As shown in Figure 13(f), if additionally IUL and Zipper compaction are enabled, the NVMM bandwidth improves by reducing the number of memory copies. Thus, it improves compaction and flush throughput. Enabling IUL and Braided SkipList, as shown in Figure 13(g), avoids NUMA effects, which improves both compaction and flush throughput. Finally, with all three optimizations enabled, the workload completes in under 65 seconds with virtually no write stalls (Figure 13(h)) compared to 300 seconds in Figure 13(a).

4.5 Recovery Performance

We evaluate the recovery performance of asynchronous incremental checkpointing for ListDB and periodic synchronous checkpointing. Using the Facebook benchmark, we populate a database with 100 million objects and measure the time to recover using a checkpoint and write-ahead log entries. Despite using the same workload, the recovery performance of synchronous checkpointing is affected by the checkpointing interval, whereas asynchronous checkpointing is only affected by the query arrival rate. This is because the number of the
log entries varies with asynchronous checkpointing, which background compaction threads have not yet merged into \( L_1 \).
If the query arrival rate is higher than the Zipper compaction throughput, the number of the IUL entries increases and the recovery process has to create a larger \( L_0 \) PMTable with more log entries.

Figure 14 shows that a synchronous checkpointing takes about 90 seconds to serialize and flush the in-memory B+tree using the `binary_oarchive` class from the Boost library. This causes concurrent queries to block for 90 seconds while the checkpointing is being performed, resulting in unacceptably high tail latency. To alleviate the problem, checkpointing can be performed less frequently, but that increases the recovery time (i.e., the time to restore the checkpointed index and insert log entries to it) as more log entries accumulate.

In contrast, Figure 14 (b) shows that ListDB recovers instantly if it crashes when the write query arrival rate is lower than 3 million insertions/sec. If the query arrival rate varies between 7 and 9 million insertions/sec, ListDB takes about 19 seconds to recover. With a higher query arrival rate, the recovery time of ListDB increases.

### 4.6 Comparison with Other Designs

The experiments shown in Figure 15 compare the performance of ListDB with state-of-the-art persistent indexes; i.e., BzTree [1], FP-tree [49], FAST and FAIR B+tree [24], and PACTree [32]. We run the experiments on a two-socket machine, because PACTree is hardcoded for two sockets. The two-socket machine has the same Intel Xeon Gold 5215 CPUs (40 logical cores in total), 128 GB DRAM (8x 16GB), and 1 TB (8x 128 GB) DCPMM. The database is pre-loaded with 100 million key-value records and then 40 clients submit 10 million queries with uniform distribution (generated from YCSB Workload A) with various read-write ratios. These tree-structured indexes are not optimized for (or do not support) large variable-length string keys and values. Therefore, we generated 8-byte numeric keys and 8-byte pointer values for the workload, which is favorable for tree-structured indexes with large fanouts.

Figure 15 shows that ListDB outperforms tree-structured persistent indexes for write-intensive workloads. For the write-only workload, ListDB(0GB) shows 79x, 17x, 2.3x and 1.6x higher throughput than BzTree, FPTree, FAST and FAIR B+tree, and PACTree, respectively. However, for the read-only workload, tree-structured indexes benefit from faster search performance. In particular, FAST and FAIR B+tree and PACTree show 3.88x and 4.61x higher search throughputs, respectively, than ListDB(0GB). With the lookup cache enabled, ListDB outperforms or shows comparable performance to tree-structured indexes. The numbers in parentheses in the graph key show the lookup cache size. With a lookup cache larger than 768 MB, ListDB outperforms PACTree unless the read ratio is higher than 80%.

These results confirm that standard caching techniques can easily improve read performance. However, the lookup cache that indexes the location of key-value records cannot be used for PACTree, FAST FAIR B+tree, FPTree, etc. because they frequently relocate key-value records to different tree nodes due to tree rebalancing operations. That is, employing a DRAM cache for a tree-structured persistent index is not as simple as our address-only lookup caching. For example, Nap [57] has a very complicated caching mechanism.

#### 4.6.1 Write Amplification

Although LSM trees have better write performance than tree-structured indexes, they have higher write amplification, as a critical limitation in block device storage [21, 41, 53]. To compare write amplification, we used Intel PMwatch [25] to measure the total number of accessed bytes in the experiments shown in Figure 15. All indexing methods suffer from high write amplification. DCPMM’s internal write combining buffer transforms a small write (8-byte key and 8-byte value) into a 256-byte read-modify-write operation, resulting in at least 16x write amplification. In ListDB, the writes are further amplified by merge-sort operations in \( L_0 \) and \( L_1 \) PMTables. However, the write amplification of ListDB (104.4) is lower than that of FAST and FAIR B+tree (126.789) and comparable to that of PACTree (91.5) because ListDB merge-sorts SkipLists in-place.

### 4.7 Comparison with NoveLSM and SLM-DB

Figure 16 shows the single-threaded read and write throughput of NoveLSM, SLM-DB, Pmem-RocksDB, and ListDB.
The experiments run a single client thread (db_bench, 100 million random 8-byte keys and 1 KB values) because NoveLSM crashes when multiple threads concurrently access the database. NoveLSM and SLM-DB were designed to use NVMM as an intermediate layer on top of the block device file system, but our experiments store all SSTables in NVMM formatted with EXT4-DAX for a fair comparison.

NoveLSM shows the worst performance, not because of its design but because it is implemented on top of LevelDB, which is known to have poor performance. SLM-DB is also implemented on top of LevelDB but shows better performance because it uses FAST and FAIR B+tree as its core index. Since SLM-DB is not yet ported to use PMDK, it has no overhead imposed by run-time flushing or transactional updates, i.e., it shows DRAM performance and does not survive a system crash. Nonetheless, SLM-DB does not show better performance than Pmem-RocksDB, a fully persistent key-value store. Compared to Pmem-RocksDB, ListDB (0 GB) shows twice the write throughput, but read performance is slightly worse unless the lookup cache is enabled. This is because Pmem-RocksDB benefits from memory locality by storing keys contiguously in NVMM in sorted order, whereas ListDB does not relocate data.

### 4.8 Comparison with Pmem-RocksDB

Finally, we compare the performance of ListDB with Intel’s Pmem-RocksDB using the Prefix Dist workload in the Facebook benchmark. The experiments shown in Figure 17 run 80 client threads and use the default key and value sizes of the benchmark (48-byte string keys and variable-length values ranging from 16 bytes to 10 KB). The workload submits queries according to a query arrival rate (QPS parameter) that follows a sine distribution with a noise factor of 0.5. The put/get ratio of the workload is 3 to 7.

For various parameter settings, ListDB consistently outperforms Pmem-RocksDB. The results of two different settings are presented in Figure 17 - an idle workload (0.1 ~ 0.3 million write queries and 0.2 ~ 0.7 million read queries arrive per second; 200 million queries in total), in which the throughput of Pmem-RocksDB is saturated, and a heavy workload (2.4 ~ 7.2 million write queries and 5.6 ~ 16.8 million queries arrive per second; 5 billion queries in total), in which the throughput of ListDB is saturated. The lookup cache is disabled for ListDB while setting the maximum DRAM usage for both key-value stores to 1 GB and allowing Pmem-RocksDB to use the default 8 MB block cache.

For the idle workload, Pmem-RocksDB suffers from excessive NVMM writes, so its put throughput saturates at 200 Kops. For the Facebook benchmark, a get query has to wait for its previous put query to commit. Therefore, the get throughput of Pmem-RocksDB saturates at 400 Kops in the experiment. In contrast, Figure 17(b) shows that the throughput of ListDB follows the sine distribution, i.e., the query arrival rate, without blocking queries.

![Figure 17: Throughput over Time (Facebook Benchmark)](image)

For the heavy workload, Pmem-RocksDB’s throughput is still saturated. On the other hand, the put throughput of ListDB is 25x higher than that of Pmem-RocksDB, i.e., 5 million ops. Similarly, the get throughput of ListDB is up to 22x higher than that of Pmem-RocksDB (i.e., 13 million vs. 0.6 million ops). As such, ListDB completes the workload 19.4x faster than Pmem-RocksDB (i.e., 380 vs. 7400 seconds).

### 5 Conclusion

In this work, we design and implement ListDB - a key-value store that leverages the byte-addressability to avoid data copies by restructuring data in-place and high-performance of NVMM to reduce the write amplification and avoid write stalls. We show that ListDB significantly improves write performance via asynchronous incremental checkpointing and in-place compaction. With its three-level structure, ListDB outperforms state-of-the-art persistent indexes and NVMM-based key-value stores in terms of write throughput. A standard lookup cache can help mitigate the problem of having multiple levels. For future work, we are exploring the possibility of improving search performance by introducing another level, namely L2 PMTable, to opportunistically rearrange L1 PMTable elements for spatial locality and garbage collection.
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Abstract
Existing file systems for persistent memory (PM) exploit its byte-addressable non-volatile access with low latency and high bandwidth. However, they do not utilize two unique PM properties effectively. The first one is contention awareness, i.e., a small number of threads cannot thoroughly saturate the PM bandwidth, while many concurrent accesses lead to significant PM performance degradation. The second one is NUMA awareness, i.e., exploiting the remote PM efficiently, as accessing remote PM naively leads to significant performance degradation.

We present ODINFS, a NUMA-aware scalable datapath PM file system that addresses these two challenges using a novel opportunistic delegation scheme. Under this scheme, ODINFS decouples the PM accesses from application threads with the help of background threads that access PM on behalf of the application. Because of PM access decoupling, ODINFS automatically parallelizes the access to PM across NUMA nodes in a controlled and localized manner. Our evaluation shows that ODINFS outperforms existing PM file systems up to 32.7× on real-world workloads.

1 Introduction
Persistent memory (PM), a storage-class memory, breaks the traditional dichotomy of storage and memory. It offers byte addressability, non-volatility, low latency, and high bandwidth [8, 14, 23, 43]. Recent characterization studies show that PM has many subtle performance characteristics [18–20, 23, 27, 29, 37, 39, 40, 43], posing a significant challenge for storage stacks to utilize PM performance efficiently.

Such a challenge arises from two unique PM characteristics. The first factor is the tension between concurrent accesses and PM performance. In particular, a small number of threads underutilize PM bandwidth, while a high number of concurrent access threads lead to PM performance meltdown [39]. The meltdown happens because a high number of concurrent access threads render the caching and prefetching in PM inefficient [14, 43]. The second factor is the pronounced NUMA impact on PM, as several prior works found that remote NUMA accesses on PM are much slower than DRAM, leading to at least 2× bandwidth reduction [14, 27, 38]. Supporting multiple NUMA domains is currently the primary way to increase PM’s capacity and aggregated bandwidth. Unfortunately, the pronounced NUMA impact defeats the purpose of PM NUMA architecture.

Several proposed PM file systems exploit various characteristics of PM [10, 12, 16, 17, 24, 25, 28, 34, 41]. However, none of the existing PM file systems considers the tension between concurrent accesses and PM performance. Moreover, the conventional approach to mitigate the PM NUMA impact is to migrate data to CPUs or vice versa [25, 42], which incurs a high migration overhead, and cannot efficiently utilize the aggregated PM bandwidth. Figure 1 illustrates the issues for several PM file systems [2, 17, 25, 41]. The bandwidth of these file systems highly depends on the thread counts. Except for ext4(RAID0) performing the read workload, the read and write bandwidth of these file systems collapse after the thread count exceeds a certain threshold. In summary, existing PM file systems cannot efficiently utilize PM in a NUMA setup and incur performance collapse if multiple threads of
the application (e.g., file server software and video streaming software) access PM concurrently.

This paper presents Odinfs: (Opportunistic DelegatIoN File System), a NUMA-aware PM file system that maximizes PM performance by controlling concurrent accesses, minimizing the NUMA impact, and parallelizing PM accesses to utilize the aggregated bandwidth. To design Odinfs, we first holistically analyze the behavior of existing PM file systems on an eight-socket NUMA machine. We analyze two issues specifically: maintaining maximum PM performance within a NUMA node and minimizing the PM NUMA impact. For the first issue, we find that both read and write performance of PM collapse with high thread counts, while prior work only reports the write performance collapse [14, 43]. For the second issue, we provide a detailed analysis and quantitatively confirm that placing the access threads in the same NUMA node as PM minimizes the NUMA impact.

Motivated by our performance analysis, we design Odinfs with three major design goals: (1) **Limit concurrent PM accesses (access arbitration):** Odinfs controls the number of PM access threads to maintain the maximal PM performance within a NUMA node. (2) **Localized PM accesses (NUMA-awareness):** Odinfs ensures threads always access the local PM within a NUMA node, thereby avoiding the PM NUMA impact. (3) **Automatic parallel PM accesses (automatic parallelization):** Odinfs automatically parallelizes applications’ PM access requests across all NUMA nodes without application modification. Odinfs thus efficiently utilizes aggregated PM bandwidth, thereby improving application performance.

Odinfs achieves these goals by proposing a new approach—**opportunistic delegation**—that decouples PM data accesses from application threads. Specifically, on each NUMA node, Odinfs creates multiple background kernel threads (delegation threads) that access PM on behalf of the application threads. Therefore, Odinfs limits the maximum concurrency within PM by controlling the number of delegation threads. Moreover, the delegation threads are local to each NUMA node, leading to NUMA-aware localized accesses. Odinfs thus departs from the conventional NUMA-mitigation approaches in PM file systems that mainly involve data or thread migration.

Furthermore, the delegation threads enable servicing bulk data requests by efficiently utilizing aggregated PM bandwidth across all NUMA nodes. Specifically, Odinfs first stripes the file data across PM in all NUMA nodes. Exploiting the well-designed system call interface, Odinfs services data system calls (e.g., read() and write()) by transparently dividing them into multiple disjoint access requests based on the stripe size and sending such access requests to the corresponding delegation threads. The delegation threads thus access PM in different NUMA nodes in parallel to serve the system call. We further enhance Odinfs with fine-grained parallelism for data operations. Our evaluation shows that Odinfs outperforms other file systems by up to 32.7× for real-world workloads and has up to two orders of magnitude performance improvement for scalability microbenchmarks.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- **Analysis.** We thoroughly analyze the behavior of existing PM file systems on a large NUMA machine and reveal two new findings.
- **Opportunistic delegation.** We propose an opportunistic delegation scheme for PM file systems that decouples PM data accesses from application threads, thus efficiently utilizing both local and remote PM.
- **Odinfs** We design and implement Odinfs: a PM file system that builds on the opportunistic delegation scheme with state-of-the-art concurrency control mechanisms. Odinfs maximizes the performance and further scales data operations with increasing threads.

## 2 PM Performance Analysis

Prior study has shown that the underlying architecture of PM is quite complicated [39], and PM has limited bandwidth and higher latency compared to DRAM [14, 40]. Moreover, naively utilizing PM in NUMA machines often underutilizes PM or leads to performance collapse [14, 25, 27, 38]. To showcase the issues of concurrent NUMA accesses in PM, we first provide an overview of the current hardware (§2.1). We then analyze why existing PM file systems fail to handle many concurrent requests (§2.2) and the impact of different types of accesses in a NUMA machine (§2.3).

### 2.1 Intel Optane internals

The Intel Optane [8] PM is the only publicly available non-volatile memory technology so far. A memory controller accesses PM at the granularity of a cache line (64 bytes). However, the access size of the internal 3D-Xpoint storage media is 256 bytes. Such an access size mismatch results in read or write amplification. The 3D-Xpoint media includes a buffer (XPBuffer) and an associated prefetcher (XPPrefetcher) to address this issue and mitigate its long latency. The XPBuffer combines adjacent accesses to PM, and the XPPrefetcher prefetches blocks in the 3D-Xpoint media to XPBuffer based on the access pattern. In addition, the 3D-Xpoint media also stores the inter-NUMA node coherence information [6, 27]. Hence, inter-NUMA accesses may involve writing to the 3D-Xpoint media to update the coherence information, which is the root cause of the slow inter-NUMA PM accesses (§2.3).

### 2.2 Concurrent accesses to PM

Prior work [14, 43] finds that PM performance depends on the access size and the number of concurrent access threads. The impact of access size is well understood. Applications accessing PM perform well as long as the access size is large enough to stress all the interleaved PM DIMMs. To understand the impact of concurrent access threads, we run fio [4], in which each pinned thread sequentially accesses a private 1GB file at a 2MB granularity. We evaluate on an eight-socket...
Figure 2: PM read and write bandwidth of PM file systems with increasing threads for sequential 2MB access size. Results show that both read and write performance collapse after exceeding a specific limit. We observe a dramatic increase in read/write amplification due to cache thrashing in the PM storage device.

NUMA machine, with each socket having six interleaved Optane DIMMs and a processor with 28 cores.

Figure 2 shows the read and write bandwidth of PM file systems with increasing threads. Both read and write reach their peak bandwidth with sixteen and eight threads, respectively. After that, increasing threads severely degrades the overall bandwidth. Specifically, with 224 threads, the read and write bandwidth degrades by 3.7× and 2.1× compared to the peak bandwidth, respectively.

Such performance collapse occurs because high concurrent accesses thrash the underlying cache of PM.² Specifically, a mismatch exists between the CPU access size (64 bytes) and the underlying PM storage access size (256 bytes). PM minimizes the read/write amplification overhead by batching writes (XPBuffer) and prefetching (XPPrefetcher) (§2.1). However, with high concurrent accesses, the sequential accesses from different threads convert into non-adjacent accesses. These accesses arrive at the PM simultaneously, which reduces the efficiency of both caching and prefetching. As a result, it increases read and write amplification, as XPBuffer cannot keep up with the requests and the underlying PM media latency starts to dominate for fetching or writing data, leading to performance collapse. The read collapse threshold is higher than write since reads perform better than writes with the 3D-Xpoint media. Thus, PM can sustain the read bandwidth despite reducing caching and prefetching efficiency up to two NUMA nodes.

We find that both read and write bandwidth crashes after a certain point. The results for writes are consistent with prior works [14, 43]. However, we find that read bandwidth also starts to collapse after two NUMA nodes. This is contrary to prior work, which reports that the read bandwidth scales with increasing threads.

Insight #1. A file system must control the number of threads that concurrently access PM for both reads and writes to preserve the maximal performance within a NUMA node.

²We verify that the performance collapse is not due to the scalability bottleneck in the file systems by confirming that most of the CPU cycles are spent in accessing PM.

2.3 NUMA impact on PM

We now analyze the NUMA effect on PM. WineFS [25] proposes to migrate a thread to a PM NUMA node to mitigate the NUMA impact [25]. Unfortunately, there is no in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of this mechanism. Specifically, suppose a thread copies data between remote PM and local DRAM. In this case, migrating the thread to the respective PM NUMA node still involves remote memory access, and thus it is not clear why or how the thread migration can improve performance.

We answer the aforementioned question by investigating the performance impact of NUMA placements of thread, DRAM, and PM. We configure fio with three setups. In the All-local setup, threads, PM, and DRAM (i.e., I/O buffer) are in the same NUMA node (node 0), which serves as the best-case scenario. In the PM-local setup, threads and PM are in the same NUMA node (node 0), while DRAM is in a remote NUMA node (node 1). In the PM-remote setup, PM is in NUMA node 0, while threads and DRAM are in the same NUMA node (node 1). We evaluate this experiment using PMFS with 28 threads for read and 8 threads for write. Other file systems or thread counts produce similar results.

Figure 3 shows the PM read and write throughput with the three setups. We note that both PM-local and PM-remote perform the same task of copying data between PM on NUMA node 0 and DRAM on NUMA node 1. However, PM-local achieves nearly 19.1× and 2.1× higher throughput than PM-remote. Furthermore, PM-local achieves 60% and almost 100% of All-local read and write throughput, respectively. The above results are due to the implementation of the directory coherence protocol in Intel machines [6, 27]. Specifically, Intel maintains intra-NUMA and inter-NUMA directory information separately [5]. The processor cache and memory store the intra-NUMA directory and inter-NUMA directory information, respectively. With the PM-local setup, the PM cache blocks become NUMA-local: data is written to the processor.
cache; while the DRAM cache block moves between NUMA nodes. Hence, the system updates the PM directory locally, while writing to DRAM to update its directory information. However, with the PM-remote setup, the processor updates DRAM directory information on the processor cache, while updating its directory information on PM. Hence, the performance difference between DRAM and PM leads to the performance difference between PM-local and PM-remote.

To verify the above claim, we used Intel PCM [7] to measure the PM device level read/write IO, as shown in Figure 3. For All-local and PM-local, the total bytes written and read from the PM device match the actual I/O bandwidth, indicating no directory information update. However, PM-remote incurs extra read and write traffic to the PM device. Furthermore, a consecutive read with PM-remote (PM-remote-2nd) can restore the performance, while a consecutive write in PM-remote still suffers from NUMA impact. The above evidence confirms that PM-remote involves directory coherence updates. Specifically, the extra read and write traffic is due to updating the coherence information. The PM-remote-2nd setup can only restore the read performance since, in this case, coherence information update is not needed for read but is still required for write. In summary, our performance analysis quantitatively confirms that placing the access threads and PM in the same NUMA node minimizes the NUMA impact on PM.

Insight #2. To minimize the pronounced PM NUMA impact, and efficiently utilize remote PM, a file system should place the access threads local to the PM.

3 Odinfs Design

Following our performance analysis on PM (§2), we present Odinfs, a NUMA-aware PM file system that maximizes PM performance within and across NUMA nodes through opportunistic delegation. This section first presents the design goals that enable Odinfs to maximize PM performance (§3.1), an overview of Odinfs (§3.2), followed by the design of each individual component.

3.1 Odinfs Design Goals

We design Odinfs to meet the following goals:

- **Limiting concurrent PM access (access arbitration).** To avoid the PM performance collapse with many concurrent PM accesses (§2.2), Odinfs should limit the concurrency to maximize PM performance within a single NUMA node.

- **Localized PM access (NUMA-awareness).** To avoid the performance collapse due to the PM NUMA impact, Odinfs only allows threads to access local PM (§2.3). This minimizes the PM NUMA impact and opens the opportunity for Odinfs to utilize remote PM efficiently.

- **Automatic parallel PM access (automatic parallelization).** The access arbitration and NUMA-aware design goals allow Odinfs to maximize the local and remote PM performance. To fully benefit from the aggregated PM bandwidth, Odinfs further parallelizes large PM accesses across all NUMA nodes automatically without application changes.

- **Scalability.** Scalability is the overarching goal of Odinfs. Modern machines have multiple NUMA nodes and hundreds of CPUs. The above three design goals allow Odinfs to scale PM performance with an increasing core count. Beyond that, Odinfs should maximize concurrent accesses within the same file.

3.2 Odinfs Architecture

Figure 5 shows the key components of Odinfs and their typical workflow. We next present the key design of Odinfs and explain how they meet the design goals of Odinfs (§3.1).

(1) NUMA-striped data layout for cumulative PM bandwidth utilization. Unlike other NUMA-aware PM file systems that try to localize file accesses within a single PM NUMA node [25, 42], Odinfs stripes the data of every file across PM on each NUMA node in a round-robin manner. Odinfs makes this design choice since it can minimize the PM NUMA impact with delegation, as detailed below. Furthermore, stripping file data across PM enables Odinfs to exploit all available PM bandwidth to handle application requests, which opens the door for automatic request parallelization.

(2) Delegation-based PM accesses to maximize PM performance. A key insight in Odinfs is that the access arbitration, NUMA-awareness, and automatic parallelization design goals can be simultaneously achieved by decoupling PM data accesses from application threads through delegation. In particular, for each NUMA node, Odinfs creates several background threads (delegation threads). Only the delegation threads can access PM. When the application thread needs to access PM, it first checks which NUMA node the PM address belongs to and then sends the PM access requests to one of the delegation threads on that NUMA node. The delegation thread performs the access on behalf of the
An Odinfs
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with a readers-writer range lock for each inode. This enables concurrent writes to disjoint regions and concurrent reads from the same file region. The use of range lock poses a significant challenge for enforcing crash consistency. Odinfs overcomes this issue by preserving the whole inode lock and falling back to it for concurrency control if needed. (§3.7).

**Odinfs design novelty.** To the best of our knowledge, Odinfs is the first PM file system that addresses the goal of access arbitration and automatic parallelization. While some NUMA-aware file systems mitigate PM NUMA impact [25], they either move computation to data [25], or move data to computation [42]. Odinfs proposes a fundamentally different approach by using the delegation to minimize the NUMA impact. Furthermore, Odinfs extends the scope of the NUMA-aware file systems. Instead of focusing only on minimizing the NUMA impact, Odinfs takes a radical approach of parallelizing and striping data across all PM NUMA nodes for the best performance. Moreover, our controlled PM access approach also minimizes I/O amplification (§2.2), leading to low write amplification. Lower write amplification further increases the life of the PM device and minimizes the long latency that happens due to wear leveling [39].

3.3 Handling system calls

Odinfs is a POSIX-compliant in-kernel file system. A key novelty in Odinfs is the PM access delegation. However, since delegation incurs communication overhead, Odinfs does not delegate small PM accesses (§3.5). As a result, the delegation threads only perform data operations, while the metadata operations (e.g., open, close) are handled by application threads. Furthermore, application threads directly access PM for small data operations.

**Handling bulk data operations with delegation.** After issuing a data system call (e.g., write) and entering into the kernel space, the application thread divides the requests into multiple sub-requests, each consisting of a data stripe (§3.4). For each access request, the application thread walks the indexing structure and obtains the corresponding address on PM and the NUMA domain. It then enqueues the request (e.g., source and destination memory address, access length) on a corresponding ring buffer of the PM NUMA node. After enqueuing all requests, the application thread waits for delegation threads to complete and then returns to the user space. Meanwhile, a delegation thread receives the request via the ring buffer. The delegation thread dequeues the request and accesses PM on behalf of the application thread by copying the data between PM and the specified DRAM buffer. After completing the request, the delegation threads notify the application threads.

3.4 NUMA-aware PM allocation

**NUMA-aware allocator.** To operate on multiple PM NUMA nodes and stripe file data across them (§3.2), Odinfs designs a NUMA-aware PM allocator. Odinfs inherits the performant and scalable allocator design from NOVA and WineFS and ex-

**Figure 5:** Overview of Odinfs. Each NUMA node has delegation threads that access local PM on behalf of application threads. Odinfs stripes the file data across all PM NUMA nodes. An application thread issues a read system call. Odinfs divides the system call into multiple access requests based on the stripe size and sends them to the delegation threads. The delegation threads read from PM in different NUMA nodes in parallel to service the access requests. The application thread informs the application thread when the access completes.

Since only the delegation threads can access PM, they effectively act as an arbitrated PM access. Regardless of the application thread count, delegation threads decide the level of concurrent accesses to PM. Thus, Odinfs accesses PM with a thread count that avoids the PM performance collapse with many concurrent access threads (§2.2). This effectively achieves the arbitration design goal. Since the delegation threads are in the same NUMA node as PM, Odinfs always access PM locally, in either All-local or PM-local setup (§2.3). Thus, Odinfs minimizes the PM NUMA impact, achieving the NUMA-aware design goal.

**Automatic parallelization at the system call boundary.** The data striping and the delegation threads allow Odinfs to serve IO requests from applications in parallel across all the NUMA nodes. Moreover, the POSIX interface enables Odinfs to automatically parallelize the requests without modifying applications. Specifically, Odinfs divides all data system call (e.g., read, write, pread, writev) requests into multiple independent sub-requests based on the stripe size, and sends them to the corresponding delegation threads. The delegation threads then execute these requests by accessing PM in different NUMA nodes in parallel. Figure 5 illustrates the case. In this way, Odinfs achieves the automatic parallelization design goals.

**High scalability with full PM performance.** Delegating PM access allows Odinfs to maximize PM performance. Odinfs further maximizes concurrent accesses to ensure applications can benefit from the performance gains even under the high contention case. Specifically, most existing PM file systems globally protect the inode [2, 17, 25, 41]. Odinfs further increases the disjoint data access parallelism...
tends the allocator design to handle multiple PM NUMA nodes. Odinfs uses a per-CPU allocator residing on DRAM, in which each CPU owns multiple private PM pools, each corresponding to one PM NUMA node (Figure 4). Block allocation works as follows: The allocator receives the allocation request with a block size and a NUMA node as arguments. It first tries to serve the request from its own per-CPU PM pool. If that fails, it tries to serve the requests from the pool in the specified NUMA node having the largest free space. If both attempts fail, the allocator returns an error.

**Layout policy.** Odinfs employs different layout policies for file data, indexing structure, and other metadata. Odinfs stripes the file data across all PM NUMA nodes to enable parallel access (§3.2). Since Odinfs does not delegate small PM accesses (§3.5), it optimizes for small files by placing the first stripe of each file in the local PM node as the creation thread, if possible. This assumes that the following accesses are likely from the same NUMA node thanks to temporal locality. Odinfs places the remaining stripes in a round-robin fashion across all PM NUMA nodes. With our system, the memory controller in each NUMA node interleaves six PM DIMMs at 4KB granularity. Therefore, we set the stripe size as 32KB to maximize PM performance. Since Odinfs does not delegate access to the indexing structure, Odinfs places it in PM local to the CPU that creates the file, leveraging temporal locality. Regarding other metadata, Odinfs places the superblock in the first PM NUMA node and per-CPU metadata (e.g., journaling) in the local PM node (Figure 4).

### 3.5 Opportunistic delegation

Since delegating PM accesses involves communication overhead, it is not always beneficial, especially for small accesses. Thus, Odinfs performs opportunistic delegation only for PM accesses that might improve the performance. Based on our performance analysis (§2), Odinfs uses different delegation policies for PM reads and writes.

**Write access.** Odinfs always delegates write accesses with an access size larger than 256 bytes (XPBuffer size) to limit the performance collapse and minimize the NUMA impact.

**Read access.** Unlike writes, Odinfs chooses a more relaxed policy for delegating reads. Specifically, PM read performance starts to collapse with a high thread count (> 56). Furthermore, the PM read performance can be restored after repetitive remote reads (PM-remote vs. PM-remote-2nd in Figure 3). Thus, Odinfs checks the number of threads that read from each PM NUMA node for every fixed interval. If it finds that for one PM NUMA node, the number of threads is constantly higher than the collapse threshold (56), Odinfs arbitrates access to that PM device by using the same policy as write. Otherwise, Odinfs only delegates the read accesses that may benefit from the automatic parallelization (i.e., those with access size larger than the stripe size: 32KB). We find this policy is enough to achieve good performance.

**Saving CPU cycles.** A delegation thread uses a variant of the spin-then-park strategy to 1) avoid wasting CPU cycles when there is no request and 2) minimize the long latency due to naively parking and waking up threads [26]. Odinfs uses the IO size of application threads as a heuristic to decide the length that a delegation thread should spin before parking. The spinning is inversely proportional to the IO request size. For example, for large IO requests, delegation threads spin for a shorter duration because they can amortize the parking/wake-up latency by handling long requests. On the other hand, delegation threads spin for a longer duration for small IO requests, since we assume that application threads are likely to issue sparse requests in this case. We find that this heuristic works well for every evaluated workload.

### 3.6 Concurrency control

Prior in-kernel PM file systems [17, 25, 41] rely on VFS’s inode lock for concurrency control. Inspired by recent works [12, 36], Odinfs increases fine-grained access to a file with a per-node readers-writer range lock. The lock allows parallel writes to disjoint regions, while concurrent reads on the same region in a file. The existing concurrency control mechanisms still protect other operations.

#### 3.7 Crash consistency

**Consistency mode.** Odinfs currently supports two consistency modes: POSIX and sync [24]. The POSIX mode guarantees that all metadata operations are synchronous and atomic (e.g., ext4). The sync mode is the default setup that in addition to POSIX mode, further ensures that all data operations are synchronous but not atomic. Specifically, when the system call returns, the data is guaranteed to persist on PM. However, a crash may cause data operations being partially completed. This provides the same guarantee as PMFS and the “relaxed mode” of NOVA. If required, we can extend Odinfs to provide other consistency modes [24, 25, 41].

**Atomic updates and per-CPU journaling.** Odinfs provides metadata crash consistency with atomic updates [17] and per-CPU journaling [41]. Intel architecture only supports 8 bytes as atomic updates and (aligned) 16 bytes with the double compare-and-exchange operation. Odinfs leverages this to update simple metadata whenever possible. For complex metadata updates, Odinfs leverages journaling for crash consistency. Note that Odinfs does not need to journal file data for its current consistency models. Odinfs inherits the per-CPU undo journal design from WineFS [25]. As detailed below, Odinfs ensures a file can only be in one per-CPU journal at any time. Hence, Odinfs can recover from the per-CPU journals by using a global transaction ID.

**Ensuring crash consistency with range locks.** Since the range lock allows multiple threads to access the same file (§3.2), ensuring crash consistency becomes a challenge. Odinfs addresses this issue by maintaining an invariant that a file can only be in one per-CPU journal. The key idea is that if a thread performs any operation that requires jour-
naling, it must acquire the writer lock of the whole inode lock for exclusiveness, even if this may reduce concurrency. Specifically, we classify data operations into three types: read, overwrite (writes to an existing file block), and unallocated write (writes to an unallocated file block, such as appending a file or writing to holes in a sparse file). Only the metadata stored in the inode, such as access or modification time, needs to be updated for read and overwrite. Following PMFS strategy, Odinfs stores these fields in a 16-byte PM block and updates them atomically without journaling. Hence, Odinfs can allow concurrent reads and overwrites to the same file. However, an unallocated write updates both inode and multiple blocks in the indexing structure and thus requires journaling. Hence, Odinfs only allows one thread to perform unallocated write at a time to maintain the invariance.

Thus, for reads, Odinfs acquires the reader lock of the whole inode lock and reader lock of the relevant range in the range lock. For writes, Odinfs distinguishes between overwrite and unallocated write. Odinfs first acquires the reader lock of the whole inode lock and walks the indexing structure to identify whether the write involves writing to unallocated blocks. No journaling is required if the write only updates allocated blocks (i.e., overwrite). Hence, the thread can proceed by acquiring the writer lock of the relevant range in the range lock. Otherwise, it is an unallocated write and requires journaling. The thread then upgrades from the reader lock to the writer lock of the whole inode lock to ensure the inode is only in one per-CPU journal.

4 Odinfs implementation

File system implementation. We modify and extend PMFS [17] to design and implement Odinfs, while also referring to NOVA [41] and WineFS [25]. In summary, the inode table consists of multiple blocks forming a linked list. The directory data structure is similar to a linked list. The indexing structure of a regular file is a B-tree. Crash consistency is achieved with atomic updates and undo journaling (§3.7). Odinfs maintains the inode allocator, block allocator, and cached directory entries in DRAM with red-black trees. The state of the inode and block allocator needs to persist across power cycles. Thus, Odinfs writes their state to PM during unmount and reads from PM during mount. Upon crash, Odinfs recovers the state by scanning used inodes and their indexing structures. To minimize the synchronization overhead, inode allocator, block allocator, inode table, and journaling use per-CPU data structures. To handle complex metadata operations, such as rename or mmap, Odinfs follows PMFS by using the synchronization mechanisms in both VFS and the file system. We implemented Odinfs as a kernel module for the 5.13.13 Linux kernel and thus, its deployment challenges and manageability are similar to other in-kernel file systems. Odinfs is publicly available at https://github.com/rs3lab/Odinfs.

Efficient communication with delegation threads. Application and delegation threads communicate via a ring buffer (§3.3). To minimize communication overhead, we adopt the scalable ring buffer implementation from Solros [32]. Furthermore, each delegation thread has its private ring buffer to reduce the contention. The application threads send requests to a random delegation thread in the target NUMA node to load balancing delegation threads. We choose this algorithm since it incurs minimal runtime overhead without central coordination while achieving good performance. For PM access request notification, we use a pair of per-NUMA counters: issued counter and completed counter. The application thread increases the issued counter for each request, and sends the pointer of the completed counter. After issuing all the requests, the application thread waits until the number of issued request count on each NUMA node equals the per-NUMA completed count, which is atomically updated by delegation threads.

Accessing userspace memory via delegation. Delegation threads do not have access to the application address space, even though both of them are in the kernel space when handling a system call. We resolve this issue by first letting the application thread pre-faults and pins the user buffer pages in the kernel. It then passes the user buffer along with its root page table information (mm->pgd) to the delegation thread. Upon receiving the request, the delegation thread walks the page table for each user buffer page to figure out the physical page. Since the Linux kernel maps all physical pages into its address space linearly, the delegation threads can obtain the corresponding kernel virtual address by adding an offset. The delegation threads can then access the user buffer with the kernel virtual address.

Minimizing synchronization overhead. To achieve the scalability design goal (§3.1), Odinfs further adopts state-of-the-art synchronization mechanisms to minimize the synchronization overhead. Specifically, Odinfs enhances the readers-writer range lock (§3.6) with BRAVO [15]. BRAVO optimizes the reader side performance of a readers-writer lock by leveraging a hash table, thus avoiding updating the shared reader counters. As discussed in §3.7, since a thread only acquires the writer lock of the whole inode lock for unallocated write, we use the readers-writer semaphore in [30] for the whole inode lock. The per-CPU readers-writer semaphore optimizes the reader side performance of the semaphore with a per-CPU counter.

CPU usage fairness with delegation. To ensure fairness, Odinfs charges the request serving time of delegation threads to the application thread. Specifically, the application thread passes a pointer to its CPU usage time (vruntime) in each request, and the delegation threads thus atomically update it accordingly.

Implementation limitations. In the current implementation, we pin each delegation thread on a particular CPU.
Furthermore, with the current Linux scheduler, if application threads are also pinned to the same CPU, both the delegation and the application threads’ performance will degrade. We plan to explore a lightweight and more efficient thread scheduling algorithm to address this issue.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate Odinfs by answering the following questions:

- How does opportunistic delegation affect Odinfs’ performance? (§5.2)
- What is the I/O amplification factor of Odinfs? (§5.3)
- Does Odinfs scale with different delegation thread counts and PM NUMA nodes? (§5.4)
- Does Odinfs scale data operations? (§5.5)
- How does Odinfs perform with real-world applications? (§5.6)

5.1 Evaluation methodology

Evaluation environment. We conduct our evaluation on an eight-socket server. Each socket equips a 28-core Intel Xeon processor (224 cores in total) and six 128GB Intel Optane DIMMs interleaved at 4KB (768GB on each NUMA node). The machine has a total DRAM size of 768GB, with two A100 and two A5000 Nvidia GPUs. The server is running Linux kernel v5.13.13 and hyper-threading is disabled.

Odinfs configuration and target comparisons. Unless otherwise mentioned, we configure Odinfs to run on all eight NUMA nodes with twelve delegation threads on each NUMA node. We evaluate and compare Odinfs with four PM file systems: ext4 [2], PMFS [17], NOVA [41], and WineFS [25]. We configure ext4 with the DAX option and all the other file systems with the default setup. They provide weaker or the same level of consistency as Odinfs (§3.7). Since these four file systems operate on a single PM NUMA node, we further include one setup: ext4(RAID0). Specifically, we create a RAID0 across all eight PM NUMA nodes using dm-stripe [1] and mount ext4 on top of it. We cannot run RAID0 with the other file systems because unlike ext4, other PM file systems access the PM storage device by memory mapping it into the kernel address space and accessing it with load and store. The RAID0 device created by PM block devices does not support memory mapping to the kernel address space. Because of this, existing PM file systems crash at the time of mounting.

To the best of our knowledge, ext4(RAID0) is the only available setup that utilizes all the PM NUMA nodes. However, we further emulate a non-existent setup: NOVA(MN) (NOVA with multiple nodes) to estimate the performance of a NUMA-aware NOVA. Specifically, we mount a single instance of the NOVA file system on each NUMA node and evenly distribute the testing files among instances.

Workload. Our workloads include a wide range of file system use cases, covering both data- and metadata-intensive ones. For microbenchmarks, we chose fio [4] and FXMark [31] to measure throughput, latency, and scalability, respectively. We configure fio to let each thread access a 1GB private file. We only show the results of sequential access due to space limitations and confirm that random access yields similar results. We evaluate fio with both small (4KB) and large (2MB) access sizes. For macrobenchmarks, we use Webserver, Fileserver, Videoserver, and Varmail in Filebench [3] and DNN checkpointing.

5.2 Throughput and latency

![Figure 6: Throughput of evaluated file systems with up to 224 threads. Odinfs scales and outperforms others by up to 24.7×, as it utilizes all PM NUMA nodes and controls concurrent PM accesses.](image)

Throughput. We use fio to evaluate Odinfs’s throughput and latency. Figure 6 shows the throughput of all evaluated file systems. For 4K-read, when the thread count is low (≤28), all the evaluated file systems perform similarly. However, only Odinfs and NOVA(MN) scale beyond one NUMA node, outperforming other file systems by 9.4× with 224 threads. For 4K-write, when the thread count is less than eight, Odinfs suffers from the communication overhead due to delegation and is up to 62% slower than other file systems. However, when the thread count reaches a certain threshold, the throughput of ext4, PMFS, and NOVA starts to collapse due to the reducing efficiency of XPBuffer and XPPrefetcher (§2.2). Instead, Odinfs can maintain its throughput thanks to limiting PM accesses, outperforming others by up to 8.1×.

With the 2MB access size, Odinfs benefits from accessing all PM NUMA nodes in parallel to serve IO requests. As a result, Odinfs outperforms other file systems even with a
low thread count. Odinfs allows applications to utilize most PM bandwidth with eight threads for write and 28 threads for read. Odinfs similarly scales both read and write throughput, outperforming other file systems by $1.1 \times$ to $24.7 \times$, and up to $14.8 \times$ for 2K-read, and 2M-write, respectively. The throughput drop in Odinfs with 2M-read is likely due to the increasing contention in the ring buffer or the shared counters §4. We plan to address this issue by investigating mechanisms to further increase the scalability of the communication mechanisms.

Odinfs scales because (1) Odinfs utilizes all the PM NUMA nodes in the system, and (2) it limits the number of PM access threads to avoid the performance collapse. ext4(RAID0) and NOVA(MN) similarly utilize all the PM NUMA nodes and thus performs closest to Odinfs. However, ext4(RAID0) and NOVA(MN) only scale read operations. ext4(RAID0) cannot scale 4K-read due to a scalability bottleneck in small reads (§5.5). With 2M-read, they only reach the throughput of Odinfs with a high thread count.

**Summary**: For small I/O requests, Odinfs incurs overhead with a small thread count but preserves PM performance with a large thread count. For large I/O requests, Odinfs benefits from handling them by paralleling accesses to PM NUMA nodes. This allows an application to utilize most of the PM bandwidth even if it has a small thread count. In summary, Odinfs scales both read and write operations for both small and large I/O sizes.

**Latency.** Figure 7 presents the mean and the 99 percentile latency of all the evaluated file systems. For all the other file systems, increasing threads lead to either contention on PM or suffering from PM NUMA impact, resulting in skyrocketing latency. Thanks to delegation, Odinfs constantly maintains low latency. Its median and 99 percentile are 2.8µs and 5.7µs for 4K-read, 5.4µs to 12.0µs and 6.3µs to 32.4µs for 4K-write, respectively, outperforming the other file systems by up to 190×. Odinfs consistency has lower latency than ext4(RAID0). The lowest median latency of other file systems is 1.6µs for 4K-read and 2.6µs for 4K-write with one thread. However, their latency quickly worsens after sixteen read threads and eight write threads. With a 2MB access size, the trend is similar. The performance advantage of Odinfs is even higher due to parallelization.

**Summary**: Delegating PM accesses enables Odinfs to maintain low latency.

### 5.3 IO amplification

![Figure 7: The median and 99 percentile latency of the evaluated file systems with a 4KB access size. Odinfs constantly maintains the low latency due to delegating PM accesses, avoiding the performance collapse within and across NUMA nodes.](image)

**Figure 7**: The median and 99 percentile latency of all the evaluated file systems with a 4KB access size. Odinfs constantly maintains the low latency due to delegating PM accesses, avoiding the performance collapse within and across NUMA nodes.

The conventional wisdom is that IO amplification is relevant for traditional storage devices (especially SSD) but not for PM since it is byte-addressable. However, due to the access size mismatch between the memory controller and the PM storage media, PM also suffers from IO amplification if the internal caching/prefetching becomes inefficient (§2.2). A high IO amplification reduces the PM lifetime and causes a latency spike triggered by the internal wear-leveling operation [43]. Thus, a PM file system must reduce it.

We report the I/O amplification as the number of bytes read from (or written to) the underlying PM media divided by the number of bytes requested (or issued) by the CPUs. We use Intel PMWatch [9] to obtain the relevant data. Figure 8 shows the I/O amplification for different file systems with the same setup in §5.2. Odinfs constantly achieves a low IO amplification (i.e., less PM-level IO incurred for the same workloads) with increasing threads since delegation limits concurrent accesses and thus preserves the caching/prefetching efficiency. All other file systems suffer from a high IO amplification rate (i.e., more PM-level IO incurred for the same workload), validating their low throughput (Figure 6) and high latency (Figure 7).

**Summary**: I/O amplification is still relevant for PM. Odinfs maintains a balance of amplification and high PM utilization. Our delegation scheme limits concurrent accesses, which maintains the caching/prefetching efficiency.
5.4 Sensitivity analysis

This section presents how delegation thread counts and PM NUMA nodes affect Odinfs's performance. We use the same experimental setup in §5.2.

**Odinfs with varying delegation threads.** The optimal number of delegation threads for Odinfs depends on many factors, such as the relative speed between the processor and PM. Thus, we run experiments that vary the delegation thread counts to find the optimal one for our system.

Figure 9 shows the results. With 4K-read, the delegation thread counts have no impact because Odinfs does not delegate read accesses (§3.5). With 2M-read, the throughput is close to being saturated with twelve delegation threads but continues to increase until twenty delegation threads. With 4K-write and 2M-write, the throughput of Odinfs increases with up to eight or twelve delegation threads, respectively. Hence, we chose twelve delegation threads as the default setup for Odinfs since it performs well in all four setups.

**Summary:** The optimal delegation thread number in Odinfs depends on many factors and thus should be decided with experiments. Twelve delegation threads achieve a balanced performance in our system.

**Odinfs with varying PM NUMA nodes.** Figure 10 shows Odinfs's throughput with a different number of PM NUMA nodes. For 4K-read, Odinfs enables delegation to prevent throughput collapse after 56 threads with one PM NUMA node and 112 threads with two PM NUMA nodes (§3.5). For the other three setups, Odinfs always delegates PM accesses. The results show that (1) Odinfs can maintain the throughput with a high thread count for different numbers of PM NUMA nodes, and (2) Odinfs scales PM performance with increasing PM NUMA nodes.

**Figure 9:** Odinfs’s throughput with different delegation threads.

**Figure 10:** Odinfs with different numbers of PM NUMA nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRBL</td>
<td>Each thread reads a private block in a private file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRBM</td>
<td>Each thread reads a private block in a shared file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRBH</td>
<td>Each thread reads a shared block in a shared file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWOL</td>
<td>Each thread overwrites a private block in a private file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWSL</td>
<td>Same as DWOL plus an fsync() after each writes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWAL</td>
<td>Each thread appends to a private file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWOM</td>
<td>Each thread writes to a private block in a shared file</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of microbenchmarks in the FxMark suites [31]. Each thread repetitively performs the corresponding operations in each microbenchmark.

**Summary:** Odinfs scales PM performance with increasing PM NUMA nodes because of its efficient delegation scheme, showing the generality of its design.

5.5 Datapath scalability

To test whether Odinfs achieves the scalability design goal, we evaluate it with FxMark [31] microbenchmark suites. Odinfs mainly focuses on data operations and partially reuses the scalable data structures in NOVA and WineFS for metadata scalability. Hence, we focus on evaluating the scalability of data operations. Table 1 summarizes the FxMark microbenchmarks used in the evaluation. We use all the data operation microbenchmarks from FxMark except DWTL, where each thread concurrently truncates a private file; DWTL does not involve typical data operations (i.e., read or write), and thus we view it as a metadata microbenchmark.

Figure 11 shows the scalability results of the evaluated file systems. Among the compared file systems, only PMFS and NOVA can scale one microbenchmark: DRBL. Instead, Odinfs scales all seven evaluated microbenchmarks. For read microbenchmarks, Odinfs is 12% slower than PMFS in DRBL. However, Odinfs outperforms other file systems by around 233× and 269× in DRBM and DRBH, respectively. For DRBL and DRBH, all other evaluated file systems suffer from the
default readers-writer semaphore implementation in the Linux kernel, resulting in high locking overhead. The scalability of Odinfs comes from the unique scalable synchronization mechanisms (per-CPU readers-writer semaphore and BRAVO on top of the range lock) that minimize the synchronization overhead (§3.6, §4).

For write microbenchmarks, Odinfs outperforms other file systems by $53.8 \times$, $8.2 \times$, and $8.3 \times$ in DWOL (DWSL)$^4$, DWAL, and DWOM, respectively. Odinfs scales DWOL and DWSL due to arbitrating PM accesses and thus prevents performance collapse caused by concurrent writes. Odinfs scales DWOL due to arbitrating PM accesses and the scalable allocator design. In addition to arbitrating PM accesses and the scalable allocator, Odinfs scales DWOM with the readers-writer range lock.

Summary: While other evaluated file systems only scale DRBL, Odinfs scales all seven evaluated microbenchmarks with PM access control, scalable metadata structures, scalable concurrency control mechanisms, and the unique readers-writer range lock.

Table 2: Configuration of the Filebench workloads. Fileserver, Webserver, and Videoserver is data-intensive with large I/Os. Varmail is metadata-intensive with small I/Os, representing the worst case for Odinfs. Webserver and Varmail are write-intensive while Fileserver and Videoserver are read-intensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th># Files</th>
<th>Avg. file size</th>
<th>I/O size (r/w)</th>
<th>R/W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fileserver</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>1MB / 256KB</td>
<td>1:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webserver</td>
<td>20K</td>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>1MB / 256KB</td>
<td>10:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoserver</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>512MB</td>
<td>1MB / 1MB</td>
<td>27:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varmail</td>
<td>100K</td>
<td>16KB</td>
<td>1MB / 16KB</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6 Macrobenchmarks
We use a set of benchmarks from Filebench [3] as macrobenchmarks to evaluate Odinfs. We select four benchmarks: Fileserver, Webserver, Videoserver, and Varmail with configurations shown in Table 2. We configure Fileserver, Webserver, and Videoserver to work on relatively large files, reflecting the trend of growing sizes with these types of files. Varmail works on a large number of small files and performs small IO, representing the worst case for Odinfs. Webserver and Videoserver are read-intensive while Fileserver and Varmail are write-intensive. For Videoserver, since not all the threads are doing the same task, we measure the overall read and write throughput. For the other benchmarks, we measure the number of operations per second.

Figure 12 shows the result. For Fileserver, Odinfs outperforms other file systems by $4.8 \times$ to $25.3 \times$. For Webserver, Odinfs outperforms all the single PM file systems and ext4(raid0) by at least $3.8 \times$ and $1.6 \times$ to $3.1 \times$, respectively. For Videoserver, Odinfs outperforms single PM file systems by around $6.6 \times$ and at least $5.4 \times$ for read and write throughput, respectively. Odinfs outperforms ext4(raid0) by up to $2.3 \times$ for read throughput and around $7.3 \times$ for write. For these benchmarks, Odinfs’s performance advantage comes from delegating PM accesses to preserve the maximum performance and utilizing the bandwidth of all the PM NUMA nodes. For read-intensive benchmarks: Webserver and Videoserver, ext4(raid0)’s performance matches Odinfs with large thread counts, which is consistent with results in §5.2. However, Odinfs still outperforms ext4(raid0) by $1.6 \times$ with 224 threads for Webserver. ext4(raid0) achieves the same read throughput for Videoserver with high thread counts. However, this is because Odinfs still maintains around 4GiB/s write throughput while ext4(raid0) completely starves the write threads.

Varmail is the worst case for Odinfs since delegating small I/Os incurs large communication overhead. However, the results show that Odinfs can maintain the similar performance as NOVA and WineFS. Odinfs outperforms PMFS, ext4, and ext4(raid0) by $6.0 \times$ to $32.7 \times$. The performance advantage of Odinfs, NOVA, and WineFS comes from the scalable

$^4$The DWSL result is the same as DWOL since all evaluated file systems treat fsync() as a no-op.
Machine learning checkpointing. We also evaluate Odinfs with deep neural networks (DNN) checkpointing. DNN training is a time-consuming process and thus must checkpoint its state into persistent storage for fast failure recovery [33]. PM allows high frequency checkpointing and thus minimizes the window of losing work. Table 3 lists the evaluated models and datasets we use. We measure the end-to-end execution time of training one epoch with checkpointing and thus maximizes parallelization by ensuring adjacent file stripes are highly unlikely in the same PM NUMA node.

Table 3: Machine learning checkpointing workloads setup. We use the same frequencies as [33]. A step refers to a training mini-batch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>VGG16-ImageNet1K</th>
<th>BERT-SQuAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (Steps/ckpt)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkpoint Size (MB)</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>3828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary: Odinfs continues to scale PM performance with macrobenchmarks. Odinfs achieves similar performance to state-of-the-art PM file systems in its worst-case scenario.

6 Discussion

6.1 PM I/O scheduling

The Video server result in §5.6 indicates that PM file systems similarly need to employ I/O scheduling as traditional file systems do to, for example, ensure fairness among applications [21, 44]. An I/O scheduling algorithm can be implemented in the system call, page cache, or block layer. Prior research has shown that an I/O scheduling algorithm is more effective if implemented across the various layers of the storage stack [44]. Existing PM file systems [2, 17, 25, 41] bypass the page cache and access PM directly with loads and stores. Hence, they can only implement the I/O scheduling algorithm in the system call layer, limiting the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithm.

Since Odinfs forces application threads to delegate bulk PM accesses to the delegation threads, the delegation threads thus become a central entity to access PM, acting similarly to the block layer in the traditional storage stack. Hence, the delegation enables Odinfs to perform I/O scheduling in both the system call layer and block layers. Exploiting this unique feature, we plan to extend Odinfs to support various I/O scheduling algorithms to ensure fairness or prevent head-of-line blocking to further improve its performance.

6.2 Comparison against RAID0

Odinfs’s data layout policy is similar to RAID0 in that it stripes data across multiple PM NUMA nodes in a round-robin manner (§3.4). However, unlike RAID0, Odinfs employs PM-specific optimizations for small files (i.e., put the first file stripe in the local PM of the creation threads). Furthermore, Odinfs stripes in the file level while RAID0 stripes in the disk level. Odinfs thus maximizes parallelization by ensuring adjacent file stripes are highly unlikely in the same PM NUMA node.

A fundamental difference between Odinfs and RAID0 is that Odinfs delegates PM access. As discussed across the paper, this enables Odinfs to avoid the bandwidth collapse with many access threads, minimize the PM NUMA impact,
and access PM in parallel, thus maximizing the PM performance. A typical RAID0 implementation achieves none of the above tasks. As a result, Odinfs consistently outperforms ext4(RAID0) with the evaluated benchmarks (§5).

6.3 Applicability to future PM hardware
Two of Odinfs’s design goals: localized PM access and access arbitration, are based on the current implementation of PM hardware (§2). Although there is a possibility that future PM hardware may mitigate the above issues, we believe that many of Odinfs’ designs will remain effective. Specifically, the PM NUMA impact is mostly due to the implementation of directory coherence information. Some of the recent Intel two-socket machines support snoop protocol for PM, and a prior work [27] has reported that the snoop protocol can significantly mitigate the PM NUMA impact. However, we find that many large multi-socket machines, only support directory coherence protocol. Hence, we believe that localized PM access is still a practically important design consideration.

Excessive concurrent access leads to performance collapse since it renders the on-DIMM caching and prefetching inefficient (§2.2). Furthermore, the access size mismatch between the CPU (64 bytes) and the underlying storage media (256 bytes) exacerbates the performance collapse. It also reduces the lifetime of the PM device due to the incurred I/O amplification. While it is difficult to predict the feasibility of changing the PM access sizes in future PM hardware, we expect that such changes would be non-trivial, especially making the PM access size as small as the CPU access size. This would require changes to other critical components in a PM DIMM, such as the address indirection table (AIT) and the DIMM-level prefetching logic. Furthermore, despite the reduced PM access size, limiting concurrent access might still be needed to avoid the performance degradation caused by DIMM-level cache thrashing.

In summary, we expect that both localized PM access and access arbitration will still be relevant for future PM hardware. Moreover, since Odinfs only incurs a small delegation overhead, it provides a “cost-effective” solution to the above problems without hardware changes. In addition, Odinfs’ automatic parallelization design will remain useful to utilize the aggregated PM bandwidth across NUMA nodes without modifying the application code. We believe that the automatic parallelization design can be further generalized to other present or future storage systems (e.g., CCIX-based storage systems [13]).

7 Limitations

Extra CPU usage. Odinfs’s design incurs additional CPU usage due to parallelizing large PM accesses and the communication between the application thread and the delegation thread. Odinfs’s current design reduces the CPU usage by pausing the delegation threads if there is no incoming request (§3.5). In addition, Odinfs can further trim down the CPU usage by (1) offloading PM accesses to I/OAT DMA and (2) disabling the delegation when there is no idle CPU on one NUMA node.

Stripping overhead. Odinfs stripes the data of a file across all NUMA nodes so that even a single-threaded application can benefit from the aggregated PM bandwidth through automatic parallelization (§3.2). However, since the stripping often involves remote access, while the delegation mechanism already significantly mitigates the NUMA impact, the stripping may reduce the best-case throughput and latency. Specifically, without stripping, a best-case scenario occurs when the application and the PM data are in the same NUMA node. However, benefiting from such a scenario requires extra code development to remember the NUMA node where the data resides and pin application threads to the NUMA node, which also limits scheduling flexibility.

If an application does not benefit from the automatic parallelization and wishes to enjoy the best-case performance, we expect Odinfs can work without stripping by placing the data of a file on a single NUMA node. In this case, Odinfs still achieves the other two design goals: (1) limiting concurrent accesses and (2) minimizing the PM NUMA impacts. Large I/O accesses can still be parallelized to one NUMA node but not all NUMA nodes as before.

Memory mapping. Due to stripping, Odinfs’s memory mapping (mmap) performance is lower than other single-NUMA-node PM file systems in the best-case scenario as described above. To optimize this, Odinfs can use a copy-then-mmap model similar to Nova [41]. Specifically, upon mmap, Odinfs allocates PM pages in the same NUMA node, copies the file content in remote NUMA nodes to these pages, and mmap the PM pages to the applications. Upon msync or munmap, Odinfs propagates the changes in the replicated PM pages back to the files.

8 Related work
PM file system. Unlike Odinfs, most existing PM file systems are designed to work on a single PM NUMA node and do not limit the number of access threads [12, 16, 17, 24, 28, 34, 41], leading to PM performance collapse. In terms of NUMA-aware PM file systems, Xu et al. proposed a new ioctl command that allows applications to specify the preferred NUMA node of a file [42]. This approach requires application changes and relies on the application to avoid the NUMA impact. WineFS [25] assigns a home NUMA node to each application thread and migrates the thread to the home NUMA node before writing to PM. As acknowledged by the authors, thread migration is expensive. Furthermore, it still suffers from the NUMA impact when two threads from different home nodes share the same file. Unlike Odinfs, none of these works focuses on utilizing both local and remote PM simultaneously as Odinfs does. ext4(RAID0) [1, 2] does not control the number of access threads nor resolve the PM NUMA impact, leading to lower performance than Odinfs in most cases.
Other NUMA-aware PM systems. PACTree uses the snoop protocol to minimize the PM NUMA impact [27]. However, the snoop protocol is unlikely to scale on large NUMA machines and may thus impact the performance of memory-intensive applications. Nap caches frequently accessed items in DRAM to avoid remote PM accesses [38]. However, Nap relies on a skewed access pattern to benefit from caching and still suffers from the PM NUMA impact upon cache misses. Odinfs proposes a fundamental different approach that uses delegation to address the PM NUMA impact.

Scalable file system. There are scalable file systems for both traditional storage devices [11, 30, 36] and PM [12, 41]. NOVA designs several scalable metadata structures, and Odinfs inherits them. Similar to Odinfs, there are file systems scaling the data operations with range locks [12, 36]. The closest work to Odinfs is KucoFS [12]. KucoFS is a PM file system that scales metadata operations through bypassing the VFS and scales data operations with range locks and versioned read. However, KucoFS shows that it cannot scale data operation benchmarks in FxMark beyond fifteen threads, while Odinfs scales all of them up to 224 threads. The difference is that (1) Odinfs uses delegation to prevent PM performance collapse while minimizing the NUMA impact. (2) Odinfs uses state-of-the-art concurrency mechanisms which minimize the synchronization overhead.

Localized I/O threads. Since PCIe devices also conform to NUMA topology, utilizing localized I/O threads (i.e., placing I/O threads in the same NUMA code as the I/O devices) is a relatively common design in many non-PM systems [22, 35, 45]. To realize the old wisdom in PM systems, Odinfs has encountered and resolved many unexplored challenges (§3, §4), leading to a design significantly departs from the other PM systems (§3.2).

9 Conclusion
This paper presents Odinfs, a file system that maximizes PM performance in NUMA machines. A key novelty in Odinfs lies in decoupling the PM data accesses from the application threads by offloading them to a set of delegation threads in each NUMA node. Such decoupling simultaneously allows Odinfs to preserve the maximum PM performance with a single NUMA node, efficiently utilize PM in remote NUMA nodes, and service system calls by accessing PM in all NUMA nodes in parallel, thus maximizing the PM performance. Odinfs further includes fine-grained synchronization control mechanisms to scale all typical file system data operations. Extensive evaluation shows that Odinfs constantly outperforms existing PM file systems by several times to orders of magnitude.
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**Abstract**

Non-volatile memory (NVM) has promoted the development of *concurrent crash-consistent* data structures, which serve as the backbone of various in-memory persistent applications. Durable linearizability defines the correct semantics of NVM-backed concurrent crash-consistent data structures, in which linearizability is preserved even in the presence of a crash event. However, designing and implementing a correct durable linearizable data structure remain challenging as developers are to manually control durability (persistence) using low-level cache flush and store fence instructions.

We present DURINN, to the best of our knowledge, the first durable linearizability checker for concurrent NVM data structures. DURINN is based on the novel observation on the gap between linearizability point – when the changes to a concurrent data structure become publicly visible – and durability point – when the changes become persistent. From the detailed gap analysis, we derive three durable linearizability bug patterns that render a linearizable data structure not durable linearizable. To tame the huge NVM states and thread interleaving test space, DURINN statically identifies likely-linearization points and actively constructs adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving settings that increase the likelihood of revealing durable linearizability bugs. DURINN effectively detected 27 (15 new) durable linearizability bugs from 12 concurrent NVM data structures without a test space explosion problem.

**1 Introduction**

Non-volatile memory (NVM) is becoming widely adopted in various computer systems thanks to its storage-and-memory-like characteristics. Like storage, NVM is persistent across a power cycle and has a high density. Like memory, NVM provides byte-addressability and low-latency properties. A program can persist data in NVM using `load` and `store` instructions without paying storage stack overhead. Notably, Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory [13, 47] has already been deployed in cloud [3] and supercomputer [2]. ARM also has announced its support for NVM [12, 14]. The upcoming Compute Express Link (CXL) [20] standard introduces cache-coherent CXL-attached NVM card with on-device cache.

The persistence and low-latency properties of NVM have promoted the development of various NVM-backed *concurrent crash-consistent* data structures, which serve as the key enabler of the application-level crash-consistency guarantee. For instance, concurrent NVM hash table is the backbone of NVM-backed memcached [7] and redis [10]. Concurrent NVM B+tree and hash map are the cores of pmemkv [4]. Concurrent NVM B-trees are used in NVM-backed file systems [19, 24–26]. In the event of an application or system crash, or a sudden power failure (a crash hereafter for brevity), an NVM program built on crash-consistent data structures can seamlessly resume its execution from the (recovered) NVM state as if nothing has happened.

**Durable linearizability** [40] defines the correct semantics of NVM-backed concurrent crash-consistent data structures, as linearizability [33] is the norm correctness standard for traditional (non-NVM) concurrent data structures. At a high level, durable linearizability requires that the effects of completed operations before a crash should remain completed and visible (like linearizability). Additionally, durable linearizability requires that the operation upon a crash be either fully executed (“all” semantic) or not at all executed (“nothing” semantic). However, designing and implementing correct durable linearizable data structures remain very challenging.

The fundamental challenge in developing a durable linearizable NVM data structure lies in the gap between the linearization point (visibility) and the durability point (persistence). Concurrent data structures use a synchronization operation (e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS) in lock-free ones and `lock/unlock` in lock-based ones) as the linearization point to make one thread’s effect visible to other threads. However, the completion of a synchronization operation does not guarantee durability. When the new value of a store (or CAS) instruction reaches a cache, it becomes visible, but it is not yet durable until it is written back to the NVM. A data staying in a volatile
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Compute Express Link (CXL) [20] standard introduces cache-coherent CXL-attached NVM card with on-device cache.

The persistence and low-latency properties of NVM have promoted the development of various NVM-backed concurrent crash-consistent data structures, which serve as the key enabler of the application-level crash-consistency guarantee. For instance, concurrent NVM hash table is the backbone of NVM-backed memcached [7] and redis [10]. Concurrent NVM B+tree and hash map are the cores of pmemkv [4]. Concurrent NVM B-trees are used in NVM-backed file systems [19, 24–26]. In the event of an application or system crash, or a sudden power failure (a crash hereafter for brevity), an NVM program built on crash-consistent data structures can seamlessly resume its execution from the (recovered) NVM state as if nothing has happened.

**Durable linearizability** [40] defines the correct semantics of NVM-backed concurrent crash-consistent data structures, as linearizability [33] is the norm correctness standard for traditional (non-NVM) concurrent data structures. At a high level, durable linearizability requires that the effects of completed operations before a crash should remain completed and visible (like linearizability). Additionally, durable linearizability requires that the operation upon a crash be either fully executed (“all” semantic) or not at all executed (“nothing” semantic). However, designing and implementing correct durable linearizable data structures remain very challenging.

The fundamental challenge in developing a durable linearizable NVM data structure lies in the gap between the linearization point (visibility) and the durability point (persistence). Concurrent data structures use a synchronization operation (e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS) in lock-free ones and `lock/unlock` in lock-based ones) as the linearization point to make one thread’s effect visible to other threads. However, the completion of a synchronization operation does not guarantee durability. When the new value of a store (or CAS) instruction reaches a cache, it becomes visible, but it is not yet durable until it is written back to the NVM. A data staying in a volatile
cache\(^1\) (as a dirty line) is lost upon a crash, and a cache may evict cache lines in an arbitrary order that is different from the program (store) order. As a result, the durability point may come later in time and may appear in a different order with respect to the preceding stores within the same thread or the remote loads from other threads. To ensure durable linearizability, developers have to manually control durability using cache line flush and store fence instructions (\textit{e.g.}, \texttt{mfence} and \texttt{sfence} in x86 architecture), making durable linearizable NVM programming error-prone.

Unfortunately, existing solutions are not sufficient in testing durable linearizability of concurrent NVM data structures. Prior linearizability testing tools [15, 63] do not consider crash and recovery semantics. NVM-specific crash consistency testing tools either require user-defined custom oracles [22, 31, 35, 43, 45, 46, 51] or are limited to single-threaded NVM programs [30]. It is non-trivial to extend them for durable linearizability because testing space grows exponentially in two dimensions: crash states and thread interleaving.

This paper presents \textsc{durinn}, an active and scalable durable linearizability checker for concurrent NVM data structures. \textsc{durinn} is based on the novel observation on the gap between linearizability point where the changes to a data structure becomes visible and durability point where the changes become persistent and thus remain visible even after a crash. After analyzing what could go wrong if a crash occurs before, after, or between the linearizability and durability points, we derive three durable linearizability (DL) bug patterns that render a linearizable data structure not durable linearizable.

To tame the huge test space, \textsc{durinn} uses two novel techniques: 1) adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction, and 2) likely-linearization point inference. \textsc{durinn} serves as an adversary of the three DL bug patterns, and actively constructs adversarial crash scenarios that specify which stores to (or not to) persist and which thread interleaving to consider. The intuition behind adversarial crash state construction is to maximize the difference between a constructed crash state and a consistent state preserving DL conditions, thus increasing the likelihood of revealing DL bugs. Furthermore, \textsc{durinn} employs static program analysis to identify likely-linearization points and focuses on testing a program crash before and after those linearization points.

We evaluate \textsc{durinn} with 13 concurrent NVM data structures, which are highly optimized for NVM and have shown to be more scalable than (simple) NVM hash tables and B-trees used in memcached, redis, pmemkv, etc. \textsc{durinn} detected 27 (15 new) durable linearizability bugs in 12 data structures. 7 of 15 new bugs have been confirmed by the developers so far. Our evaluation also shows that \textsc{durinn} can detect concurrent DL bugs (better detection effectiveness) with fewer tests (better scalability), compared to \textsc{witcher} [30], the state-of-the-art NVM crash-consistency bug detector.

The paper makes the following scientific contributions:

- We present three durable linearizability bug patterns after performing detailed analysis on how a linearizable data structure may violate durable linearizability.
- To our best knowledge, \textsc{durinn} is the first durable linearizability checker designed for concurrent NVM data structures. The proposed adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction and likely-linearization point inference allow \textsc{durinn} to detect DL bugs in an active and scalable manner.
- \textsc{durinn} reports 27 (15 new) bugs and outperforms the state-of-the-art NVM testing tool in terms of bug detection effectiveness and test space reduction.

2 Background

In this section, we first provide background on linearizability (§2.1) and durable linearizability (§2.2), and then discuss the persistence model used in this paper (§2.3).

2.1 Linearizability

Linearizability [33] is the widely-used correctness standard for concurrent data structures. Formally, linearizability is defined over an existence of an equivalent legal sequential history. Informally, a concurrent data structure is linearizable if each operation appears to take effect instantaneously at some moment between the operation begin and end events. If one operation precedes another, then the earlier operation must have taken effect before the next one. If two operations overlap, then their order can be serialized in any arbitrary order. Some pending operations can be thought to be complete.

A \textit{linearization point} (LP) is a program point where an operation takes effect and its effects become visible to other operations. In a lock-based data structure, a critical section (or an \texttt{unlock} point) often serves as the linearization point. In a lock-free data structure, the linearization point is typically a single-step atomic instruction (\textit{e.g.}, \texttt{CAS}) that makes its change visible to others. We refer to the variable used to make an operation’s effect visible as a \textit{synchronization variable} (SV). Atomically updating SV is a linearization point for a writer operation (\textit{e.g.}, \texttt{insert}), while reading SV is a linearization point for a reader operation (\textit{e.g.}, \texttt{get}).

2.2 Durable Linearizability

Durable linearizability [40] extends linearizability with the notion of a crash. With durable linearizability, a history may include a system-wide crash event (which does not belong to a specific thread) in addition to the operation begin and end events. The definition of precedence order is also extended to incorporate a crash. In durable linearizability, an operation makes its effects visible to others at the linearization point (like linearizability). Additionally, an operation makes its effects persisted at the \textit{durability point} (DP) so that its effects remain completed and visible after a crash.

A \textit{completed operation} refers to an operation whose instructions are all executed, end event is observed, and result

\(^1\)We discuss the implications of (future) persistent cache later in §7.2.
is returned. Some crash-consistent programs that can recover from inconsistent NVM state using a custom crash consistency protocol may not require a completed operation to be fully durable.

Durable linearizability requires the following conditions:

- (C1) Without a crash, all operations are linearizable.
- (C2) If a crash happens, all previously completed operations (before a crash) should remain completed and their effects should remain visible after a crash.
- (C3) The operations that have not completed upon a crash could be considered either completed or not. When considered completed, its effect should be visible. In other words, the crashed operation should provide all-or-nothing semantics (fully executed or not at all executed).

Figure 1 illustrates a durable linearizable example. Thread T1’s first `insert` completes before a crash, so it should remain visible even after a crash by (C2). If T2’s first `get` returns v1 before a crash, the second `get` after the crash could return either v1 or v2, with a flexibility to follow all or nothing semantics in (C3). However, if T2’s first `get` returns v2 (i.e., it completes) before a crash, then the second `get` after the crash should return v2, according to (C1) and (C2).

Prior works such as Line-up [15] and Round-up [63] have demonstrated the practicality of (C1) linearizability testing. DURINN assumes a data structure under test is linearizable without a crash, and focuses on checking if it satisfies the (C2) and (C3) conditions in the presence of a crash.

### 2.3 Persistence Model

This paper assumes a volatile cache. This is the case for the current Intel x86 architecture with Optane NVM [39, 58] and ARM [12, 14]. The future Compute Express Link (CXL) [20] standard also introduces a cache-coherent interconnect and a CXL-attached NVM card with a volatile on-device cache. We will discuss the implications of persistent cache later in §7.2.

Given a volatile cache, dirty cache lines are lost upon a crash. To control durability, Intel provides cache flush instructions such as `clflush`, `clflushopt`, and `clwb`. When the asynchronous flush `clwb` instruction is used for performance, the store fence `sfence` instruction should be used together to ensure the completion of preceding `clwb` instructions [58]. Similarly, ARM supports `dc cvap` cache flush and `dsb` fence instructions [12, 14]. CXL introduces Global Persistent Flush (GPF) to enforce the persistence ordering on emerging CXL-attached NVM card [20].

### 3 Durable Linearizability Bugs

This section discusses the gap between linearization point and durability point (§3.1), and presents three durable linearizability bug patterns derived from the gap analysis, along with real-world examples detected by DURINN (§3.2-§3.4).

#### 3.1 The Gap Between LP and DP

As illustrated in Figure 2, the duration of an operation can be partitioned into three regions (R1, R2, and R3) based on the linearization point (LP) and the durability point (DP). At LP, the effect of an operation becomes visible to other threads. At DP, the effect of an operation becomes durable (persisted) so that it can survive a crash and remain visible after a crash.

The bug patterns presented in this section assume that LP is known given an operation. We later in §5.2 discuss the static methods we used to identify likely-linearization points. For example, a lock-free `insert()` operation often uses an atomic instruction on a synchronization variable to make its effect visible in a single step. The atomic update (e.g., `CAS`) forms LP, and the following cache line flush and fence instructions (e.g., `clwb` and `sfence`) become DP.

The gap between LP and DP leads to different visibility and durability guarantees. Before LP (region R1), the effect of an operation is neither visible nor durable. Between LP and DP (region R2), the effect of an operation is visible but not durable. After DP (region R3), the effect of an operation is visible as well as durable. Durable linearizability defines different correct/wrong behaviors depending on when a crash occurs: after DP (region R3), before DP (regions R1 and R2), and between LP and DP (region R1). From the classification, we derive the following three DL bug patterns.

#### 3.2 DL Bug Pattern 1: An Incompletely-Durable Bug

The first Incompletely-Durable bug pattern considers a crash after DP (in region R3). As a crash happens after DP, all the changes made by the crashed operation should be completed and persisted as if no crash has happened. In other words, the crashed operation should provide the “all” (fully-executed) semantic guarantee. After resuming from a crash, if another operation may observe incompletely durable effects, then it may produce wrong output violating durable linearizability. Figure 3 illustrates the Incompletely-Durable bug pattern. Since the crash happens after DP of T1’s `insert(K, V)`, to be
durable linearizable, $T_2$’s $\text{get}(K)$ should return $V$ after the recovery.

To avoid $\text{Incompletely-Durable}$ bugs, all the preceding stores must be persisted before the store (or $\text{CAS}$) on a synchronization variable becomes persisted (DP), using cache line flush and fence instructions. This is analogous to the linearizability programming idiom in which all the preceding stores must be visible before the store (or $\text{CAS}$) on a synchronization variable become visible (LP), using a fence instruction.

Figure 6(a) shows a part of rehashing code in P-CLHT [44], a concurrent NVM hash table. The code first allocates a new hash table (line 4), updates/persists the new hash table (lines 6-7), and then atomically sets the root pointer $h$ to the new hash table, making its effect visible (line 11, which is LP). However, $\text{clflush\_next\_check}$ at line 8 does not flush all the updated NVM data in the new hash table and leaves a part unpersisted (an Incompletely-Durable bug). If a crash happens after DP – after persisting the root pointer $h$ (line 13), the inserted key-value data after a crash may be lost, violating durable linearizability.

3.3 DL Bug Pattern 2: An Unrecovered-Durable Bug

The second $\text{Unrecovered-Durable}$ bug pattern considers a crash before DP (in regions R1 and R2). As a crash happens before DP, any temporal change made by the crashed operation should not be visible after the resumption. That is, the crashed operation should support the “nothing” (not-at-all-executed) semantic. After resuming from a crash, if another operation may observe unrecovered durable effects, it may produce wrong output violating durable linearizability. Figure 4 illustrates the Unrecovered-Durable bug pattern. Since the crash happens before DP of $T_1$’s $\text{insert}(K, V)$, to be durable linearizable, $T_2$’s $\text{get}(K)$ should not return $V$ after the recovery.

To avoid $\text{Unrecovered-Durable}$ bugs, a durable linearizable data structure may opt to buffer/undo the effects of preceding stores before DP, or embed a custom logic to safely ignore partial NVM updates: e.g., read key $k$ and value $V$ only if token $T$ is set. This pattern is called “guarded protection” [30] and we discuss it in detail in §5.2.

Figure 6(b) shows an Unrecovered-Durable bug from Fast-Fair [34], a lock-based NVM B+tree. While splitting a node, it first creates a new node (line 17) and initializes the new node
Then it adds the new node to the sibling of the current node (line 22) and persists the change (line 23). Later, it sets the new root (line 25, which is LP). The new root in line 25 is the new root node of the B+tree after a node split. The node, which the hdr belongs to, is a child of the new root. If a crash happens before persisting the new root node (line 28, DP), the B+tree will be in an illegal state in which the root node has a sibling node. Any further operation leads to a program crash and will lose all previously completed operations, violating durable linearizability.

### 3.4 DL Bug Pattern 3: A Visible-But-Not-Durable Bug

The last Visible-But-Not-Durable bug pattern considers a crash between LP and DP (in region R2). If a crash happens between them, the effect of the current operation may be visible but not yet durable. As it is visible, another concurrent operation can see the effect and take action based on the observation: e.g., returning a non-durable value.

Figure 5 illustrates an example. While thread T1 is performing an insert(K, V) operation and just finishes executing its LP but not DP, thread T2 performs a concurrent get(K) operation. The concurrent get(K) sees the non-durable effect of insert(K, V) and returns the value V. As the get(K) is completed before a crash, to be durable linearizable, T2’s second get(K) after the recovery should return V as well, but it cannot as the effect of insert(K, V) has not been persisted. Note that Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs may also occur between concurrent writers, say two insert(A) and insert(B) operations in a sorted linked list. The later insert(B) operation in the linearizable order may see the effect of the earlier insert(A) operation, adding B after A. Durable linearizability may be violated if a crash occurs after insert(B) completes but before insert(A) finishes.

To avoid Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs, an operation (later in the linearizable order) may be designed to wait until the earlier operation passes its DP. Alternatively, a lock-free design may use a “persistence-helping” mechanism [21, 28]. Suppose operation A updated X but did not persist it yet. Another concurrent operation B wants to take actions (e.g., takes a different branch, persists other data) based on the value of X. Then B “helps” persist X on behalf of A. If a lock-free data structure does not implement a similar helping mechanism correctly and if B relies on unpersisted updates from A, then a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug may happen. The helping logic is analogous to the linearizability programming idiom in which one thread helps fix temporal inconsistency on behalf of another thread.

Figure 6(c) shows a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug from Fast-Fair [34]. The left code (store) and the right code (linear_search) are parts of insert and get operations, respectively. An insert operation first acquires the lock (line 30) then writes key and ptr (lines 31-33). It then persists the writes (line 34) and releases the lock at the end (line 35). Since Fast-Fair allows concurrent (non-blocking) get operations while splitting a node, linking a new node is LP for insert (line 33). On the other hand, the get operation refers to ptr (line 38, which is LP for get) while checking if there is any key change in-between by reading it twice (lines 37, 39). Suppose linear_search is scheduled between the LP (line 33) and DP (line 34) of store as shown in the figure. The concurrent get operation can read visible-but-not-durable data. If the crash happens before insert’s DP (line 34). After the recovery, the previously returned data cannot be accessed anymore because unpersisted data will be lost upon a crash. Thus, Fast-Fair violates durable linearizability.

### 4 Overview of Our Approach

In this section, we will first discuss the huge testing space as the main challenge in detecting durable linearizability bugs (§4.1). We then provide an overview of our two major techniques – (1) adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction (§4.2) and (2) likely-linearization point inference (§4.3) – designed to address the test space challenge.

#### 4.1 Challenges in Detecting DL Bugs

Existing solutions are not sufficient in testing durable linearizability of concurrent NVM data structures. Traditional linearizability testing tools, such as Line-up [15] and Round-up [63], do not consider crash and recovery semantics. Most NVM-specific crash consistency bug detection tools (e.g., Yat [43], PMTest [46], XFDetector [45], Agamotto [51], Jaaru [31], and PMDebugger [22]) are not designed for durable linearizability, and instead require user-defined custom oracles or consistency checkers. Some (e.g., Witcher [30]) are limited to testing single-threaded NVM programs. We discuss related work in detail in §9.

It is non-trivial to extend existing NVM testing tools such as Yat and Witcher for durable linearizability because testing space grows exponentially in two dimensions: NVM crash states and thread interleaving. The crash state test space is huge since a crash can happen any time during an execution and a volatile cache can evict cache lines in an arbitrary order. For example, Yat [43], an exhaustive crash consistency testing tool, attempts to test 10^31 crash states for an NVM hash table with 2000 operations [30]. Moreover, the number of thread interleaving grows exponentially (n^k) with the number of threads (n) and the number of steps (k) in each thread.

#### 4.2 Adversarial NVM State and Thread Interleaving

We propose an adversarial technique to effectively explore the huge testing space in finding durable linearizability bugs. Instead of exhaustively or randomly exploring the testing space, we actively construct adversarial NVM states and adversarial thread interleavings, which are likely to trigger the three DL bug patterns discussed in §3. To the best of our knowledge, DURINN is the first work using an adversarial testing approach for bug detection in NVM programs.

**Adversarial NVM state construction.** For each DL bug pattern and a given crash location (e.g., before or after DP),
DURINN determines which preceding stores should be or should not be persisted to increase the likelihood of triggering the DL bugs. For example, when testing an Incompletely-Durable bug after DP, DURINN adversarially constructs the (worst-case) NVM state where an update on a synchronization variable is persisted (at DP) but the preceding stores are not as persisted as possible. This way, DURINN can maximize the incompleteness of durability of a target operation, increasing the chance to break its “all” (fully-executed) semantic guarantee. Note that DURINN constructs only feasible NVM states while obeying the persistence model of a processor and program order semantics (e.g., TSO for x86).

**Adversarial thread interleaving construction.** DURINN constructs adversarial thread interleaving only when thread interleaving is indispensable to trigger the DL bug patterns. The Incompletely-Durable and Uncovered-Durable bugs do not require concurrent operations to trigger, so DURINN tests those bug patterns in a single-threaded mode. On the other hand, Visible-But-Not-Durable requires concurrent operations. The main challenge in triggering the Visible-But-Not-Durable bug is that two (or more) concurrent operations must be precisely scheduled in a very narrow window between LP and DP. DURINN adversarially constructs a thread interleaving such that a concurrent operation is scheduled between LP and DP of another operation.

### 4.3 Likely-Linearization Point Inference

Our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction requires the knowledge of LP locations. Manual annotation of LPs would be error-prone and it makes DURINN not automatic. A naive approach, considering all stores as LPs, would lead to too many tests.

To address the problem, DURINN infers likely-LPs from source code based on the common concurrent NVM programming practices: (1) atomic instructions are used in concurrent programs for synchronization; (2) concurrent programs usually make a memory region visible to other threads after initialing the memory region; (3) NVM programs usually use guarded-protection [30] to ensure persistence atomicity. DURINN employs static program analysis to identify the above programming practices and infer likely-LPs. They are then fed to our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction. The inferred likely-LPs are not necessary to be precise. A false positive LP will only lead to more tests. As far as we know, DURINN is the first work that statically infers linearization points from concurrent NVM programs.

**Figure 7:** The overall architecture of DURINN.

5 **Design of DURINN**

We present the overall architecture of DURINN at Figure 7. DURINN takes as input a target NVM data structure and a test case (a sequence of operations, such as insert, delete, and get) and reports detected durable linearizability bugs. DURINN first instruments a program and runs a test case to collect a memory trace (§5.1). DURINN then infers likely-linearization points from the trace (§5.2). Given the memory trace and the identified likely-linearization points, DURINN performs adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving construction (§5.3) to generate a collection of crashed NVM images and thread schedules to test. Lastly, DURINN validates the generated crashed NVM images along with the generated thread schedules to detect durable linearizability bugs (§5.4).

### 5.1 Tracing Memory Accesses

DURINN instruments all NVM memory accesses (load, store*) and NVM heap allocation. DURINN also traces control flow transfers (branch, function call) because our likely-linearization point inference (§5.2) relies on program dependence analysis. To track the persistent state (i.e., whether an NVM address is persisted or not) for adversarial NVM state construction (§5.3), we instrument all flush and memory fence instructions. We also trace lock operations for adversarial thread interleaving construction (§5.3). For durable linearization validation (§5.4), we trace the value of each store instruction.

We implement an LLVM compiler pass [11] for the instrumentation and execute the instrumented binary with a test case to collect an execution trace. To ensure the total ordering in the execution trace for the analysis of multi-threaded programs, we protect our tracing code using a global mutex.

**Figure 8:** Examples for Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization from (a) CCEH [50] and (b) NVTraverse [28]. Likely-linearization points are at line 7 and 13 in (a) and (b), respectively.
5.2 Likely-Linearization Point Inference

DURINN infers likely-linearization points by analyzing three concurrent NVM programming practices: Atomic instruction, Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization.

Atomic Instruction. In lock-free data structures, atomic instructions are typically used to update a synchronization variable and to make the effect of an operation atomically visible to other threads. Thus, DURINN identifies atomic instructions (e.g., CAS, fetch-and-add) as likely-linearization points for lock-free writer operations (e.g., insert).

Guarded-Protection. Guarded protection is a widely used NVM programming pattern (e.g., key-value store, persistent data structure, file systems) to ensure atomic persistence of data [30]. A flag variable called “guardian” denotes whether the “guarded data” is valid or not. Thus, writing or reading a guardian is a linearization point. In Figure 8(a), for instance, a writer ensures that key and value are persisted before the $f1ag$, a guardian, is persisted. Also, a reader check if the $f1ag$ (line 11) is set before reading the key and value (“guarded read”). Writing to the $f1ag$ (line 7) is writer’s linearization point since the changes become visible after setting the $f1ag$.

Based on this observation, DURINN performs program analysis to identify any stores to guardians. DURINN first finds out the guarded read pattern in the code to identify guardian candidates from conditional branch instructions. From the branch condition variables, DURINN performs the backward dataflow analysis to identify NVM memory addresses that are data-dependent on the branch condition variables. Then DURINN marks the stores to those NVM memory addresses as likely-linearization points.

Publish-after-Initialization. As an optimization to reduce persistence overhead, many NVM program follows so-called publish-after-initialization steps when adding a new memory object in the global data structure: (1) first allocating an NVM memory, (2) initializing the memory, and finally (3) linking (publishing) the memory to the global structure. For example, in Figure 8(b), a node is allocated first (line 2), then initialized (lines 4-10), finally is linked to the global list (core $\rightarrow$ tail at lines 13-15). The benefit of the publish-after-initialization idiom is that any writes to the new memory (lines 4-10) are not externally visible so that the persistence ordering of the writes in the initialization phase is relaxed until the new memory is published (line 13), improving performance (only one fence is needed at line 10).

Based on this NVM programming idiom, we filter out all the stores to newly allocated memory regions within an operation, and exclude them from likely-linearization points. We found that this pruning is highly useful for operations requiring many writes, such as node split/merge operations for a tree and a rehashing operation for a hash table.

5.3 Adversarial NVM State and Thread Interleaving Construction

In this section, we first describe our adversarial construction approaches for each DL bug pattern (§5.3.1, §5.3.2, and §5.3.3). We then introduce our cache/NVM simulations to generate feasible NVM states (§5.3.4) for the validation.

5.3.1 Incompletely-Durable Bug Pattern

Testing Incompletely-Durable bugs can be performed for each operation in isolation without considering concurrent operations. When a crash happens after DP, to be durable linearizable, the crashing operation should provide the “all” (fully-executed) semantic and ensure that its effect remains visible after a crash (Figure 3). Then, the adversarial NVM state that increases the chance to trigger Incompletely-Durable bugs for a crash after DP would be to make all the preceding stores as unpersisted as possible. In other words, we artificially attempt to create a feasible yet worst NVM state that many updates made by an operation are not persisted.

Figure 9a illustrates our adversarial NVM state construction for insert$(K, V)$ in which an atomic update to a synchronization variable $T$ serves as LP and persisting it serves as DP. The adversarial NVM state would be to make the change to $T$ persisted, but leave the changes to key and value unpersisted so that the new key and value data is not visible after a crash even though the synchronization variable $T$ says differently. Note that we attempt to leave stores unpersisted only if possible. We do not force. We obey memory consistency and persistence model (e.g., the semantics of fence, flush).

5.3.2 Unrecovered-Durable Bug Pattern

Testing Unrecovered-Durable bugs can also be performed for each operation in isolation. If a crash happens before DP, for durable linearizability, the crashing operation should provide the “nothing” (not-at-all-executed) semantic and ensure that any partial update is not visible after a crash (Figure 4). Then,
the adversarial NVM state that stress-tests the data structure under test to expose Unrecovered-Durable bugs for a crash before DP would be to make all the preceding stores as persisted as possible. That is, we are interested in constructing a feasible yet worst NVM state that many updates made by an operation are persisted, stress-testing its recovery logic.

Figure 9b shows our adversarial NVM state construction for the same insert(K, V) example in which CAS(T) is LP and persisting it is DP. We construct the adversarial NVM state such that the changes to key and value are persisted, but not the synchronization variable T. This way, the new key and value data may be visible after a crash when the synchronization variable T says they should not.

5.3.3 Visible-But-Not-Durable Bug Pattern

The Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs are related to the case where an operation takes an action after observing a visible-yet-not-durable state of another concurrent operation (Figure 5). Unlike the prior two bug patterns, testing Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs should be performed in a context sensitive manner. Figure 9c illustrates our adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving method for Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs, which requires the following three conditions.

Requirements. First, DURINN needs (1) racy operations. In Figure 9c, thread T1’s insert(K, V) writes (CAS) on T and T2’s get(K) reads T. Second, DURINN needs some (2) prefix operations (a sequence of other operations to execute before testing racy operations) that construct the preconditions for a race condition to be triggered. For example, an NVM data structure should be in a certain state (e.g., initiating a resizing or node splitting process) to exhibit a race condition. Last, DURINN needs to control (3) precise thread interleaving in which a thread makes a progress based on another thread’s visible-but-not-durable effect and a crash happens between LP and DP as illustrated in Figure 9c.

Challenges. However, constructing the test scenarios that satisfy all the three conditions is very challenging because not only search space is huge but also the three conditions are inter-dependent. For example, two racy operations with one sequence of prefix operations may not be racy any more with another sequence of prefix operations.

Our Approach. We propose techniques to find out adversarial (1) racy operations, (2) prefix operations, and (3) thread interleaving in a scalable manner by analyzing a single-threaded execution trace. Figure 10 shows the overall workflow. First, DURINN detects potentially racy two operation by analyzing a single-threaded memory trace. Second, if two racy operations are not consecutive, DURINN reorders the operations of the test case, places the two operations consecutively, and checks whether the same race can be triggered: i.e., the new memory trace with the re-ordered operations still include the same race. Last, if two re-ordered operations are still racy, DURINN generates adversarial thread interleaving for these two operations. In the rest, we discuss each step in detail.

1. Finding racy operations. The first step is to find potentially race operations. The inputs for the analysis are a single-threaded execution trace (§5.1) and the inferred likely-linearization points (§5.2). DURINN finds a pair of potentially racy operations that write-write or write-read linearization variables (updated at likely-linearization points). These two potentially racy operations are not necessary to be consecutive in a single-threaded execution trace. In Figure 10 (1), operation 10 and 20 are such potentially racy operations.

2. Finding prefix operations. A pair of potentially racy operations from the first step may not be racy when run in parallel. One main reason is that these two operations run with different preceding operations (i.e., prefix operations). In Figure 10 (1), the prefix of operation 10 is operation 1-9 but the prefix operations of operation 20 is operation 1-19. Hence, the precondition of an NVM data structure when running these two operations may be different, so these two operations may not be racy when run in parallel.

To filter out such spurious racy operations, DURINN reorders operations such that the two operations have the common prefix operations and places two potentially racy operations consecutively. In Figure 10 (2), operations 1-9 and 11-19 becomes the prefix of operation 10 and 20. We then run the instrumented program with the prefix and the two racy operations in a single thread and generate a new execution trace. If two candidates (operation 10 and 20) are still racy with the re-arranged operations, the prefix and racy operations will be fed in to the last step to construct thread interleaving of the two racy operations.

3. Controlling thread interleaving and generating NVM state. For a given prefix operations, DURINN should precisely control thread interleaving of two concurrent racy operations. For example, in Figure 10 (3), thread 1 writes synchronization variable T first, which is LP, then thread 2 preempts and reads T then returns V to user. A crash should happen right after when the operation in thread 2 finishes and before thread 1 executes DP to trigger a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug.

In order to precisely control thread interleaving, DURINN uses a runtime technique using breakpoints. DURINN sets
breakpoints at the load and store of the synchronization variable (e.g., T in Figure 10). After executing the prefix operations in a single-threaded manner, URINN lets thread 1 run until reaching to the breakpoint of the store instruction to the synchronization variable. Then URINN lets thread 2 run until it reaches the breakpoint of the load instruction of the synchronization variable. Then URINN lets thread 2 resume and injects a crash right after finishing its operation.

Upon the crash, URINN leaves all stores in thread 1 unpersisted as an adversarial NVM state. Note that thread 2 may not be able to finish its operation if other synchronization with thread 1 is involved (e.g., deadlock). URINN detects such a case with a timeout, and regards such thread interleaving infeasible. URINN generates a gdb command script to automate the whole process. Using a hardware breakpoint makes URINN’s adversarial thread interleaving control efficient, though URINN serializes a multi-threaded execution.

5.3.4 Cache and NVM Simulation

URINN generates NVM crash images according to the adversarial NVM state and thread interleaving testing methods. To consider only feasible NVM states, URINN simulates cache behaviors while obeying processor’s memory consistency and persistence models. URINN starts from the empty cache and NVM states and simulate the effects of store, flush, and fence instructions along an execution trace. Particularly, we implemented Intel’s x86-64 architecture model following total store order (TSO) memory model consistency model [39, 56].

5.4 Durable Linearizability Validation

URINN runs the NVM data structure under test from an NVM crash image (generated in §5.3) and checks if it violates durable linearizability by executing a sequence of validating operations. At a high level, the validating operations checks whether all operations before crash take effects (DL’s C2 condition in §2.2); and whether the crashed operation is either fully executed or not at all executed (C3 condition). URINN runs recovery code before running validation operations.

More specifically, for an NVM index data structure (e.g., hash table, B-tree), the validating operations comprise:

1. A list of get operations to check all previously inserted but not deleted key-values exist,
2. A get operation to check the crash operations follows all or nothing semantics,
3. A list of delete operations for all inserted keys, and
4. A list of get operations to check all the deleted keys in the previous step are indeed deleted.

Note that for each crashed image, a list of completed operations and the crashing operation are known, so we know which key has been inserted or deleted. URINN provide similar validating operations for other data structures: e.g., array and queue.

6 Implementation

We implemented tracing and data flow analysis in LLVM [11]. We automatically generated gdb command files based on the locations of breakpoints. To control the progress of each thread in gdb, we set scheduler-locking on. Our LLVM-related code comprises around 1900 lines of C++ code. Other URINN components are written in 2700 lines of Python code. Our current prototype supports an NVM program built on PMDK libpmem or libpmemobj libraries to create/load an NVM image from/to disk. To ensure the virtual address of the mmap-ed NVM heap are the same across different executions, we set PMEM_MMAP_HINT environment variable [38]. The URINN prototype is available at https://github.com/cosmoss-jigu/urinn.

7 Discussion

7.1 False Negatives and False Positives in URINN

URINN may have false negatives (i.e., missing bugs) for three reasons. First, URINN is a trace-based dynamic tool that takes a test case as input. URINN may miss DL bugs that did not appear in a trace.

Second, URINN’s likely-LP inference is based on heuristics and may miss true LPs in theory. Missing LP means no adversarial testing, so URINN may miss DL bugs. However, the proposed heuristics are built on common NVM programming practices, namely Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization presented in §5.2. As a result, our empirical study (§8.4) shows that the inferred likely-LPs do not miss manually-identified (true/oracle) LPs and URINN does not miss any DL bugs detected with the oracle LPs.

Last, URINN performs adversarial testing and does not explore all possible NVM states and thread interleaving. In theory, for Incompletely-Durable and Unrecovered-Durable bugs, some more complex combinations of persisted and unpersisted stores may be required to trigger a DL bug. For Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs, more than two concurrent thread interleaving may be needed to expose a DL bug. However, our empirical study (§8.5) shows that URINN detects all the bugs reported by the state-of-the-art Witcher [30] and indeed found more new bugs with significantly fewer tests.

On the other hand, for a given trace under test, URINN does not have false positives as URINN performs durable linearizability validation (§5.4). Any crash NVM image (constructed by adversarial testing) that violates durable linearizability is indeed a definite clue of a true DL bug (by definition). We note that multiple durable linearizability violations may stem from one root cause.

7.2 Persistent Cache

Intel architecture is expected to adopt eADR support (Extended Asynchronous DRAM Refresh) [37] that includes a cache into the persistent domain. For an eADR-enabled Intel architecture, there will be no gap between LP and DP because once the effect of a store reaches a cache, it is guaranteed to
be written back to the NVM.

We expect DURINN remain useful when eADR is available for the following three reasons. First, eADR is unlikely to be added to all product lines due to the high cost of battery size. In the current Intel platforms (Optane 200), eADR support is optional and requires an additional backup battery [36]. As eADR is not expected to be available in all machines, NVM programmers would need to write a code to support both eADR and non-eADR machines. Second, eADR is not the panacea if non-temporal stores (ntstores) are used. ntstores place data in the store buffer and bypass caches, which is outside eADR persistent domain. For example, PMDK pmemcpy() prefers to use mvmntstore for better performance. An NVM program may lead to an inconsistent state when data in a store buffer is not flushed into NVM before a crash. Last, the Unrecovered-Durable bug pattern is still an issue even with eADR because it requires recovering or tolerating any partial updates made before linearization point. eADR has nothing to do with such a recovery logic. Developers still need to design and implement inconsistency-recoverable data structures.

7.3 Relationship to ACID

Three DL bug patterns can be discussed using traditional database/filesystem’s ACID terms. One can view Incompletely-Durable and Unrecovered-Durable bugs as ACID-atomicity/consistency/durability violations Incompletely-Durable bug pattern considers a crash after DP and tests ACID-atomicity/consistency/durability’s fully-executed “all” semantic. Unrecovered-Durable bug pattern considers a crash before DP and tests ACID-atomicity’s not-at-all-executed “nothing” semantic.

On the other hand, Visible-But-Not-Durable bug is related to ACID-isolation violation. Visible-But-Not-Durable bug pattern considers a crash before DP. However, a concurrent operation observed unpersisted data, and it completed, violating ACID-isolation and forcing the crashed operation to ensure the “all” semantic. A naive durability checker cannot detect Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs because they require a completed, ACID-isolation-violating, concurrent operation.

8 Evaluation

For evaluation, we first present our methodology (§8.1), then present the following experimental results.

- We report and analyze the DL bugs detected by DURINN (§8.2) along with detailed statistics, including the number of tests and testing time (§8.3).
- We evaluate the effectiveness and (empirical) soundness of DURINN’s likely-linearization inference technique (§8.4).
- We compare DURINN with other NVM crash-consistency testing tools in terms of bug detection effectiveness and test space reduction (§8.5).

### Table 1: Tested concurrent NVM data structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Concurrency</th>
<th>Persistence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PF-LF-BST [28]</td>
<td>5fa1dec</td>
<td>binary search tree</td>
<td>lock-free</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-LF-Hash [28]</td>
<td>5fa1dec</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>lock-free</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-LF-List [28]</td>
<td>5fa1dec</td>
<td>linked list</td>
<td>lock-free</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-LF-SkipList [28]</td>
<td>5fa1dec</td>
<td>skip list</td>
<td>lock-free</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-LF-Queue [29]</td>
<td>084ecbf</td>
<td>queue</td>
<td>lock-free</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF-C Với [50]</td>
<td>535b335c</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Fan [34]</td>
<td>e865f5b5</td>
<td>B+ tree</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-ART [44]</td>
<td>5b4c35c</td>
<td>radix tree</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-CLHT [44]</td>
<td>5b4c35c</td>
<td>hash table</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Hot [44]</td>
<td>5b4c35c</td>
<td>trie</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Mastree [44]</td>
<td>5b4c35c</td>
<td>B-tree + trie</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmink-array [5]</td>
<td>v1.8</td>
<td>array</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>LL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pmink-queue [6]</td>
<td>v1.8</td>
<td>queue</td>
<td>lock-based</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LL: low-level persistence primitives  
TX: transactional persistence

8.1 Evaluation Methodology

Tested NVM data structures. We evaluate DURINN with 13 concurrent NVM data structures, as listed in Table 1 with tested version, data structure type, its concurrency control mechanism, and persistence programming model. There are two concurrency control mechanisms: lock-free and lock-based. For persistence (durability) control, most data structures use low-level (LL) persistence primitives such as fflush and fence instructions, while pmdk-queue uses PMDK’s transactional (TX) persistence programming model.

All the tested data structures have been highly optimized for NVM, and most of them have shown to be more scalable than (simple) NVM hash tables and B-trees used in NVM-backed key-value stores such as memcached, redis, pmemkv, etc. All tested data structures use libpmemobj, the PMDK library for persistent memory allocation or transaction. As some data structures originally used a volatile memory allocator and emulated NVM using DRAM, we modified them to use the PMDK’s persistent NVM memory allocator. Our changes do not add or delete any new/existing persistence primitives, or memory operations. Thus, the changes do not affect the bug detection evaluation.

Test Cases. We use AFL++ fuzzer [1] to generate a test case for our evaluation. We first feed a randomly generated seed into AFL++ fuzzer. Our random seed generator assigns a higher probability to create a new unused key for insert; and to reuse existing keys for other dependent operations such as delete, update, query. Then we run the fuzzer and picked the generated test case with the highest code coverage, which consists of 1,000 operations. We found that 1,000 operations are large enough to achieve a reasonable and stable code coverage (50%-80%) for our tested NVM data structures. Missing code coverage is due to unused features (e.g., garbage collection) and debugging codes. The generated test cases are used for both likely-LP inference and adversarial testing.

Experimental setup. We ran all experiments on a 64-bit Fedora 29 machine with two 16-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218 processors (2.30GHz), 192 GB DRAM, and 512 GB NVM.
8.2 Detected Durable Linearizability Bugs

In summary, DURINN detected 27 (15 new) durable linearizability bugs from 12 NVM data structures. There were 10 Incompletely-Durable bugs, 7 Unrecovered-Durable bugs, and 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Figure 6(b) illustrates a case detected in Fast-Fair (Bug ID 12). For another example, in CCEH (Bug ID 7), if a crash happens when rehashing the table and before adding a new segment into the table, the hash table will be in an illegal state; i.e., all the metadata assumes there is a new segment added but it is not. To fix Unrecovered-Durable bugs, developers need to persist all the changes using additional cache line flush and fence instructions before DP.

(DL2) Unrecovered-Durable bugs. DURINN detected 7 Unrecovered-Durable bugs. Figure 6(b) illustrates a case detected in Fast-Fair (Bug ID 12). For another example, in CCEH (Bug ID 7), if a crash happens while rehashing the table and before adding a new segment into the table, the hash table will be in an illegal state: i.e., all the metadata assumes there is a new segment added but it is not. To fix Unrecovered-Durable bugs, an NVM data structure should be able to recover from or tolerate partial updates before LP of an operation. Designing an inconsistency-recoverable design is one solution. Using logging or transaction is another.

(DL3) Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. DURINN detected 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Figure 6(c) shows a Visible-But-Not-Durable bug in Fast-Fair (Bug ID 8). For another example, Bug ID 6 from CCEH is due to incorrect usage of locks. While both insert and get operations use a lock to protect a critical section, the write to the synchronization variable (LP) is inside the critical section but the persistence of the synchronization variable (DP) is ensured outside the critical section in insert. Since the DP is not protected by a lock, the get operation is able to observe the visible but not durable writes from a concurrent insert operation. We observed two ways to fix Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs. Some
choose to fix the concurrency control mechanism to guarantee that every data read by concurrent threads is persisted. Others made one operation that reads unpersisted data help persist the data on behalf of another concurrent operation.

8.3 Statistics of DL Bug Detection

Table 3 shows the detailed statistics of DURINN when tested with 1000 operations. The second column reports the number of stores and the third column lists the number of inferred likely linearization points. On average, using static analysis described in §5.2, DURINN infers about 2,000 likely-LPs, which is 13% of 15.3K NVM stores traced while running 1000 tested operations. More detailed analysis on likely-LP inference will follow in §8.4.

The next three columns show the number of DL tests performed by DURINN to detect three DL bug patterns. The number of Incompletely-Durable and Unrecovered-Durable tests are the same as the number of inferred LPs because for each LP, DURINN performs one adversarial test for Incompletely-Durable bugs and for Unrecovered-Durable bugs. On the other hand, the number of Visible-But-Not-Durable tests depends on the number of co-schedulable racy operations. The second last column shows that the number of Visible-But-Not-Durable tests varies by data structures up to a few thousand. Intuitively, lock-free data structures tend to have more co-schedulable racy operations than (coarse-grained) lock-based ones, requiring more tests. The last column reports the execution time, which mostly depends on the number of tests. Testing all three test cases typically takes a few minutes. P-LF-Queue took the most time (around 40 mins) due to the large number of concurrent Visible-But-Not-Durable testing.

Lastly, for each test case violating durable linearizability, we manually analyze each case and report the details in Table 2. DURINN provides sufficient information for root cause analysis, including execution trace, crash location, persisted and unpersisted writes, and a crash NVM image. We loaded the crash image in gdb and followed the DURINN-generated schedule to inspect the root causes of detected DL bugs.

8.4 Likely-Linearization Point Inference

DURINN infers likely-linearization points using Guarded-Protection and Publish-after-Initialization heuristics described in §5.2. The number of likely-LP determines the number of DL tests that DURINN performs, so in terms of scalability, the less the better. At the same time, ideally, likely-LPs should not miss true LPs because missing LPs may lead to missing true DL bugs (false negatives).

We performed a detailed case study with CCEH and Fast-Fair in which we manually analyzed the true LPs (oracle) for comparison. They both use lock-based concurrency control in which the store instructions serving as LPs are not explicit. They are non-trivial concurrent data structures including balancing operations such as rehashing (CCEH) and node split/merge (Fast-Fair) operations.

Figure 11 shows the effectiveness of the proposed likely-LP inference techniques, compared to the manually identified LPs. The first bar represents the number of total stores. The second and third bar represent the number of likely-LPs when only Guarded-Protection or Publish-after-Initialization heuristics is used, respectively. The fourth bar shows the number of likely-LPs of DURINN where both are considered. The last bar is the number of LPs from our manual source code analysis. The result shows that DURINN effectively reduces the number of likely-LPs using two heuristics. The number of likely-LPs inferred by DURINN is twice as the number of manually-identified LPs. Note that as listed in Table 3, CCEH and Fast-Fair are the most difficult data structures in terms of the reduction ratio between the stores and the likely-LPs.

Additionally, we compared the bug detection effectiveness and found that DURINN’s inferred likely-LPs detect the same DL bugs as manually-identified (true) LPs. Though DURINN’s likely-LP inference heuristics do not guarantee soundness in theory, this experiment empirically shows that likely-LP inference did not miss true LPs (at least) for the CCEH and Fast-Fair. We believe the same case for other data structures given that the heuristics are designed based on common NVM programming patterns.

8.5 Comparison with Other Tools

We present the detailed comparison with Witcher [30], the state-of-the-art NVM crash-consistency bug detector, and Yat [43], an exhaustive crash-consistency testing tool.

**Bug Detection.** We compared the bug detection effectiveness with Witcher. In their paper, Witcher claims that it can detect all the crash-consistency bugs that prior tools (e.g., PMTest, XFDetector and Agamotto) found for a common set of NVM programs, along with some new bugs. For comparison, we run Witcher with the same test case with 1000 operations for six common data structures: CCEH, Fast-Fair, P-ART, P-CLHT, P-HOT and P-Masstree. Both Witcher and DURINN detected 11 bugs in common. Beyond them, DURINN reports 10 Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs that Witcher missed. Detecting Visible-But-Not-Durable bugs requires scheduling concurrent operations, which is not supported by Witcher.

**Test Space Reduction.** We compare the number of tests...
performed by Durinn, Yat, and Witcher over the same 1000 operations. Figure 12 shows how the number of tests grows (y-axis) as the number of tested operations increases (x-axis) for four data structures: CCEH, Fast Fair, P-ART, and P-CLHT. The other NVM data structures demonstrate a similar pattern. Yat is an exhaustive testing tool, so the test space explodes within the first ten operations. Witcher performs several times more tests than Durinn. The sudden spike in P-CLHT is due to a rehashing operation. On the other hand, Durinn performs adversarial testing for three DL bug patterns, reduces the number of tests, yet still detects more bugs than Witcher.

9 Related Work

File system/database Consistency Checking. File system consistency checking [17, 18, 32, 41, 48, 49, 54, 57, 60–62] deals with block-grained files, and logging/journaling is the norm for crash consistency. On the other hand, Durinn deals with concurrent data structures backed by byte-addressable NVM. Durinn analyzes load/store instructions along with cacheline flush and fence instructions, controlling durability in NVM. NVM data structures often come with custom (log-free) crash consistency and lock-free logic, making NVM test space huge. For file systems, CrashMonkey [49] bounds search space using heuristics learned from a bug study. EXPLODE [61] and FiSC [62] use in-situ model checking. In contrast, Durinn reduces test space with adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction.

For correctness conditions, strict serializability and durable linearizability are equivalent from the ACID properties perspective. (PMDK “transaction” does not provide “isolation”, though). Yet, we believe durable linearizability is the appropriate framework to use as many NVM data structures are derived from volatile concurrent data structures, where linearizability is the norm. Others [28, 42] also use durable linearizability. Equivalently, the asynchronous commit mechanism in database systems (Salt [59] and Hekaton [23]) can be mapped to “buffered durable linearizability” [40]. For performance, both do not eagerly make the changes durable as long as they can resume from one of the old consistent states.

Linearizability Checker. Line-up [15] is the first complete and automatic checker for deterministic linearizability. It detects thread-safety violations by comparing the concurrent execution to linearizable executions of a test. Similarly, Round-up [63] checks quasi linearizability. Quasi linearizability intentionally introduces non-determinism into the parallel computations and exploits such non-determinism to improve the performance. Pradel et al. [53] detects concurrency bugs in thread-safe classes. It generates tests in which multiple threads call methods on a shared instance of the tested class and check if the execution matches any linearizable execution.

Bug Detector for NVM Software. Most existing NVM bug detectors are not designed for durable linearizability bugs. PMDebugger [22] targets universal bugs such as missing persistence primitives. To detect application-specific bugs, such as persistence ordering/atomicity bugs, Yat [43], PMTest [46], XFDetector [45] and Agamotto [51] require user-defined custom oracles or consistency checkers. Jaaru [31] only identifies bugs that have visible manifestation, such as a segment fault or an assertion failure. Witcher [30] leverages all or nothing semantics for validation like Durinn, but it is limited to single-threaded NVM programs.

Active Testing. AtomFuzzer [52] is a randomized active atomicity violation detector, which modifies the thread scheduler behavior to create atomicity violations with high probability. RaceFuzzer [55] uses potential data race information obtained from an existing dynamic analysis technique to control a random scheduler of threads for actively detecting race conditions. Jumble [27] uses adversarial memory to classify race conditions as destructive or benign on systems with relaxed memory models. Relaxer [16] detects sequential consistency violations in a relaxed memory model by actively leading execution to predicted violations.

10 Conclusion

We present Durinn, the first durable linearizability checker for concurrent NVM data structures. We explore the gap between linearizability point and durability point, and define three novel durable linearizability bug patterns. We propose adversarial crash state and thread interleaving construction and likely-linearization point inference to detect durable linearizability bugs in an active and scalable manner. Durinn detected 27 (15 new) durable linearizability bugs.
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Abstract

Sparsity is becoming arguably the most critical dimension to explore for efficiency and scalability, as deep learning models grow significantly larger and more complex. After all, the biological neural networks, where deep learning draws inspirations, are naturally sparse and highly efficient.

We advocate an end-to-end approach to model sparsity via a new abstraction called Tensor-with-Sparsity-Attribute (TeSA), which augments the default Tensor abstraction that is fundamentally designed for dense models. TeSA enables the sparsity attributes and patterns (e.g., for pruning and quantization) to be specified, propagated forward and backward across the entire deep learning model, and used to create highly efficient, specialized operators, taking into account the execution efficiency of different sparsity patterns on different (sparsity-aware) hardware. The resulting SparTA framework can accommodate various sparsity patterns and optimization techniques, delivering 1.7x–8.4x average speedup on inference latency compared to seven state-of-the-art (sparse) solutions with smaller memory footprints. As an end-to-end model sparsity framework, SparTA facilitates sparsity algorithms to explore better sparse models.

1 Introduction

As deep neural network (DNN) models become large and complex, they are inevitably getting sparse (or made sparse) for efficiency, just as manifested in the highly sparse biological neural networks [89]. A DNN model is usually modeled as a data flow graph (DFG), where each node is an operator with one or multiple input and output tensors. Model sparsity involves introducing some sparsity patterns on the tensors; for example, to quantize some tensors with lower precision (e.g., 16 to 8-bit); to prune the model by setting the value of some (or all) parts of some tensors to zero (e.g., block sparsity [61, 63] or fine-grained sparsity [43, 54, 55]); or to apply the combination of pruning and quantization to a model. With careful pruning and quantization, a DNN model can be compressed into a smaller memory footprint without losing too much accuracy. With DNN operators customized for the sparsity patterns, the resulting model will, hopefully, come with a lower inference latency.

Unfortunately, deep learning systems are not yet effective in exploiting sparsity: the increase in sparsity might not translate into actual gains in efficiency for a variety of reasons. First, the computation kernels for general sparse operations remain far from optimal. For example, cuSPARSE [3], the CUDA library for sparse matrix operations, has been shown to underperform cuBLAS, its dense counterpart, even when the sparsity of the matrices reaches 98% (Table 1). Second, as DNN computation usually takes multiple stages, the sparsity pattern might vary significantly across stages, making it hard to develop sparsity-aware optimizations for end-to-end gains. Finally, any effective sparsity-aware optimization might involve additional support across the vertical stack, from the deep learning framework, compiler, optimizer, operators and kernels, and all the way to hardware. Insufficient support at any of the layers could lead to inefficiency.

We therefore propose SparTA, a new framework that treats sparsity as a first-class citizen, with the following design principles. The design is customizable and extensible to accommodate new innovations on model sparsity; it is end-to-end and covers the whole-stack, rather than being limited to one operator or to one layer; it aims for extreme performance without sacrificing general applicability; it can facilitate existing sparsity algorithms to explore sparse models more efficiently.

At the core of SparTA is a new abstraction, Tensor-with-Sparsity-Attribute or TeSA, which augments the standard tensors with attributes to describe sparsity properties and patterns. Examples include low-precision weights, block (structured) sparsity, and fine-grained (unstructured) sparsity. A set of TeSA propagation rules guides the forward and backward propagation of sparsity attributes for end-to-end coverage. The rules can either be defined by the proposed TeSA algebra,
The size of deep neural networks grows significantly over the past years [25, 37], which incurs large inference latency and heavy memory burden. Model sparsity is arguably the most critical dimension to explore for efficiency and scalability.

1 Code available at https://github.com/microsoft/SparTA

### 2 Background and Motivation

Table 1: Speed of matrix multiplication (1024\times 1024 \times 1024) in cuSPARSE and cuBLAS on NVIDIA 2080Ti (unit: us).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sparsity Ratio</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>95%</th>
<th>99%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cuSPARSE</td>
<td>1652.5</td>
<td>633.9</td>
<td>463.0</td>
<td>181.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuBLAS</td>
<td>208.3</td>
<td>208.3</td>
<td>208.3</td>
<td>208.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or be inferred in a probabilistic way (§3.2).

With the sparse attributes in TeSA, SparTA can generate an efficient execution plan, taking into account the sparsity-aware hardware and specific sparse operators/kernels in certain sparsity patterns and conditions. SparTA may transform an execution plan to decompose complex sparsity attributes into a combination of simple ones with known effective optimizations. In the execution plan, SparTA can perform code specialization to generate efficient kernels for simple and regular sparse attributes, instead of resorting to generic but less efficient sparse kernels. This is how SparTA achieves extreme efficiency without sacrificing generality (§3.3).

Due to the whole-stack support (all the way to the codegen on accelerators), SparTA is able to provide the ground-truth performance metrics (e.g., latency) that can help evaluate different execution plans given a TeSA with fixed sparsity attributes and also offer valuable feedback for practitioners to search for the set of sparsity attributes with the ideal tradeoff between performance and accuracy (§5.4).

SparTA is highly customizable and extensible. With TeSA, one can define new sparsity properties and patterns for new ways of exploiting sparsity, provide new TeSA propagation rules, and incorporate new sparsity-aware operators, kernels, and (sparsity-aware) hardware accelerators.

We have implemented SparTA based on Rammer [60], a state-of-the-art open-source DNN compiler with no special support for sparsity. We extensively evaluate SparTA on three popular DNN models with four representative sparsity patterns on three accelerators (i.e., CUDA GPU, ROCm GPU, Intel CPU). Our evaluation shows that SparTA achieves up to 8.4x average speedup on model inference latency with less memory consumption, compared to seven state-of-the-art solutions (§5). We have also used SparTA to speed up sparse DNN model training and achieved more than 2x speedup than previous solutions (§5.5). By open sourcing SparTA\(^1\), we hope that this work can bring the community together in this extensible and unified framework to accelerate innovations on model sparsity.

Figure 1: The sparsity attribute of one tensor can be propagated along the deep learning network.

**Various forms of sparsity.** Deep learning model sparsity is an active and extensively studied research topic. Currently, there are various sparsity patterns being studied. Structured (coarse-grained) sparsity, including channel-granularity sparsity, and block sparsity [56, 59, 61, 63], involves pruning a channel or a sub-block of tensors (e.g., weight or activation tensor) associated with some operators. With unstructured (fine-grained) sparsity, any element of a tensor [43, 54, 55] might be pruned. Quantization algorithms represent models at different levels of precision (e.g., binarized models [31], 8-bit models [52, 92]), and even with different, mixed precision across neural network layers [36, 57, 77] or within a single tensor [66, 84]. Some research further combines pruning and quantization in order to achieve high accuracy under the strict latency and memory constraints [42, 74, 75, 78, 83, 90]. Overall, pruning and quantization have been shown effective in reducing the size and computation complexity of certain deep learning models, sometimes by more than 10 times, without losing much accuracy [42, 76].

**The myth of FLOPs.** Model sparsity does not translate directly into performance benefits. The existing practice of using “proxy metric” (e.g., FLOPs, or Floating point operations) to evaluate the effect of their proposals such as model inference latency is flawed and leads to inaccurate results. For example, when an operator’s weight is pruned by 50% with fine-grained sparsity, even though in theory its FLOPs can be reduced by half, the actual inference latency may become higher with a default sparse kernel (§5.3).

One reason is the sub-optimal implementation of current generic sparse kernels. A generic sparse kernel tends to apply a few default sparse encoding schemes (e.g., Compressed Sparse Row [26]) to any sparse tensors. This may miss optimization opportunities in a tensor with a specific sparsity pattern, such as structured sparsity. As a result, a generic sparse kernel library like cuSPARSE [3] can outperform cuBLAS, its dense counterpart [2], only in some extreme sparse case (98%), as shown in Table 1. This motivates the need to find a general framework to implement specialized kernels tailored for individual sparsity schemes.

**The diminishing end-to-end returns.** Sparsity algorithms often focus on exploring the sparsity of a certain DNN operator (e.g., convolution [64]). However, when placed in an end-to-end deep learning model, the sparsity pattern across the whole model can be impacted by each of the operators in the model. This may introduce sophisticated sparsity pat-
terns that are difficult for existing solutions to understand or optimize, leading to diminishing end-to-end return from sparsity.

In Figure 1, tensor $W_2$ illustrates a fine-grained sparsity pattern (63% sparsity). Such an initial sparsity pattern of $W_2$ incurs ripple effects. $W_2$ would propagate its sparsity attribute to the down-stream and up-stream tensors, including $W_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, $T_4$, $T_5$, and $W_5$. For example, because the second column of $W_2$ is pruned, the second column of $T_3$ is destined to be all zero, hence can be pruned too (as $T_2 \times W_2 = T_3$). Likewise, as the third row of $W_2$ is pruned, the third column of $T_2$ can also be pruned. It is therefore desirable for a deep learning compiler to understand such propagation of sparsity so as for further sparsity-aware optimization.

Across-stack sparsity innovations in silos. Due to the above limitations, sparsity innovations either are constrained to individual operators and evaluated with proxy metrics without knowing the end-to-end effects, or have to be implemented manually on a few neural models, difficult to be ported to other models [42, 77]. More problematically, individual solutions are hard to be extended to or combined with other proposals. All these motivate SparTA, a common foundation to facilitate sparsity innovations, which can be evaluated end-to-end.

3 SparTA Design

Figure 2 summarizes the overall architecture of SparTA. At the core of SparTA is the TeSA abstraction, which augments the existing tensor abstraction with sparsity attribute (§3.1). An algorithm designer can specify the sparsity patterns in selected tensors of a deep learning model as “Initial Tensor Sparsity Attribute”.

Given the initial sparsity attribute, SparTA performs attribute propagation to infer the sparsity attributes of all other tensors in the deep learning model, according to the propagation rules (§3.2). Sparsity attribute propagation exposes more optimization opportunities than the original sparse tensors, as shown, for example, in Figure 1.

After attribute propagation, SparTA runs a multi-pass compilation process to generate efficient end-to-end code (§3.3). Compared to a traditional DNN compiler, SparTA conducts two additional compilation passes to exploit model sparsity fully. The first pass transforms the original execution plan of a DNN model into a new one that takes advantage of the given sparsity patterns. A further compilation pass then performs sparsity-aware code specialization. The awareness of tensor sparsity patterns allow SparTA to generate highly customized code. This process may be iterated for further improvement.

Finally, with the final compiled code, model designers can profile the DNN model to obtain authentic performance metrics, including memory consumption and inference latency. Given the feedback, model designers may further update the sparsity attributes in some tensors and repeat this process iteratively to find the best tradeoff. Thus SparTA enables a feedback loop, facilitating the innovation in model sparsity.

3.1 The TeSA abstraction

TeSA augments a traditional tensor with an additional tensor with the same shape, where each element is a scalar value, representing the sparsity attribute of the corresponding element in the original tensor. This allows a user to specify arbitrary sparsity patterns in a tensor, a key requirement of the evolving research on model sparsity [40, 47, 72]. Figure 3 shows an example of TeSA. The left shows the original dense tensor. The right shows the corresponding sparsity attribute, where one prunes the second row in the tensor, uses 8-bit to quantize the bottom-right element and 4-bit for the remaining elements. This example shows that TeSA can unify tensor quantization and pruning in one abstraction. The unified abstraction facilitates the co-optimization of pruning and quantization, e.g., picking the right block size to cover (represent) the remaining (non-pruned) elements while aligning with low-bit hardware instructions (e.g., wmma [5]). With TeSA, SparTA can understand the sparsity pattern at compile time, which enables further optimizations. Note that the sparse attribute will only be used in the compile phase, thus it does not impose additional resource burden to the actual compute phase.

3.2 Sparsity Attribute Propagation

The number of tensors in a deep learning model is usually large. A user can only set the sparsity attribute for a subset of the tensors. To maximize end-to-end sparsity, SparTA performs attribute propagation along the DFG of the DNN model.

Figure 3: An example of TeSA. Sparsity Attribute denotes the sparsity pattern, including quantization (4 means uint4, 8 means uint8) and pruning (0 means the element is pruned).
Computation in TeSA Algebra

Resulting sparsity attributes

Propagation direction

Table 2: TeSA algebra on a set of attribute values. \(\phi\) and \(\alpha\) represent pruned and non-pruned element respectively.

differently. If an output tensor has a low precision (e.g., 4bit) while the input tensor’s precision is high (e.g., 16bit), the input may use fewer quantization bits with little impacts on output (i.e., information bottleneck [73]).

Next, we show two propagation rules used by SparTA for pruning and quantization attribute. Note that it is possible to extend PropOneNode to support more rules as shown in line 27-line 36 of Algorithm 2. New propagation rules can be registered and invoked in PropOneNode.

**Pruning rule.** The propagation of pruning attributes depends on the computation logic of an operator (e.g., +, × in Matmul). To capture such property, SparTA defines a TeSA algebra that maps the an operator’s element-wise computation to a set with two elements, \{pruned, non-pruned\}. The TeSA algebra is shown in Table 2. Given an input TeSA, its output TeSA can be computed using the TeSA algebra, following the same computation flow of the operator. Note that Table 2 can be extended to support new operators.

SparTA also proposes Tensor Scrambling, a probabilistic propagation rule that handles black-box or complex operators, where the detailed computation logic is unavailable or unclear. This rule derives the pruned elements of a tensor by scrambling the values of other related tensors. Specifically, the rule sets the pruned elements in the input tensor to zeros, and assigns random values to the remaining elements (i.e., scrambling). It then runs the operator to obtain its output tensor (assuming at least the dense version of the operator is available). By repeating this process enough times (see §5.2), the rule treats those elements that always stay zero as pruned elements in an output tensor.

In addition, the sparsity also propagates from the output to the input, or from one input tensor to another. To achieve this, SparTA leverages the auto differentiation (AD) of DNN computation. An operator’s backward operator is also available for the back-propagation in the AD. Let \(I_{1...n}\) and \(O_{1...n}\) denote an operator’s inputs and outputs respectively. Its backward operator’s inputs are \(I_{1...n}\) and \(gO_{1...n}\) with its outputs being \(gI_{1...n}\), where the prefix \(g\) denotes the gradient of the corresponding tensor. According to AD’s property, \(gI_i\) and \(gO_i\) should have the same TeSA of \(I_i\) and \(O_i\) (both shape and value). To infer the TeSA propagated from tensor \(I_i\) (or \(O_i\)) to \(O_j\), SparTA applies TeSA algebra or Tensor Scrambling to the backward operator: using the TeSAs of \(I_{1...n}\) and \(gO_{1...n}\) as the input, SparTA applies either rule to compute (PropOneNode)


\textbf{Algorithm 2:} TeSA attribute propagation rules.

\begin{algorithm}
\small
\begin{algorithmic}
\State Data: \(N\): a node in DFG, \(I_j\): node \(N\)’s inputs, \(O_j\): node \(N\)’s outputs.
\State Result: Updated input/output TeSAs after propagation on \(N\).
\Function{PruningPropRule}{\(N, I_j, O_j\);}\State \(S_{updated} = \emptyset\);
\For{\(T \in (I_j \cup O_j)\);}\State \(T_{updated} = \text{TensorScrambling}(N, (I_j \cup O_j) \backslash T);\)
\If{\(T_{updated} \neq T\)}\State \(S_{updated}.\text{Update}(T_{updated});\)
\EndIf
\EndFor
\Return \text{SplitToksS}(S_{updated});\EndFunction
\Function{QuantizationPropRule}{\(N, I_j, O_j\);}\State \(S_{updated} = B, S = (I_j \cup O_j);\)
\State \(D_{calib} = \text{GetCalibrationDataOf}(N);\)
\For{\(T \in (I_j \cup O_j)\);}\State \(T_{updated} = \text{LowerBitAndFinetune}(N, S, T, D_{calib});\)
\If{\(T_{updated} \neq T\)}\State \(S_{updated}.\text{Update}(T_{updated});\)
\EndIf
\EndFor
\Return \text{SplitToksS}(S_{updated});\EndFunction
\Function{RegisterPropRule}{PruningPropRule};\EndFunction
\Function{RegisterPropRule}{QuantizationPropRule};\EndFunction
\Function{PropOneNode}{\(N, I_j, O_j\);}\State \(I_{updated} = O_{updated} = \emptyset;\)
\For{\(I_{proped}, O_{proped} = \text{RegisterPropRule}(N, I_j, O_j);\)}\State \(I_{updated}.\text{Update}(I_{proped}); O_{updated}.\text{Update}(O_{proped});\)
\EndFor
\State \(I_{updated}.\text{Update}(I_{proped});\)
\State \(O_{updated}.\text{Update}(O_{proped});\)
\Return \(I_{updated}, O_{updated};\)\EndFunction
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

We use Operator \(Y = AX + B\) as an example to illustrate output-to-input and input-to-input propagation, where \(Y\) is output tensor, and \(A, B, \) and \(X\) are input tensors. To derive the TeSA of \(A, B, X\), we take the derivative of the operator with respect to \(A, B, \) and \(X\), i.e., \(gA = gY \times X^T, gB = gY, gX = A^T \times gY\), respectively. The sparsity propagation from output tensor \(Y\) to input tensor \(A\) uses \(gA = gY \times X^T, gY\) has the same TeSA as \(Y\). Given the TeSA of \(Y\) and \(X\), \(gA\)’s TeSA can be inferred using either TeSA algebra or Tensor Scrambling. The propagation from \(X\) to \(A\) also uses this backward computation, which is input-to-input propagation. Similarly, the TeSA of \(B\) and \(X\) can be inferred from \(Y\) using \(gB = gY\) and \(gX = A^T \times gY\), respectively. It is obvious from \(gB = gY\) that \(B\) has the same TeSA as \(Y\).

The propagation rule of pruned elements can be realized in line 11 of Algorithm 2. Every input/output TeSA of node \(N\) is computed (line 14), i.e., propagating the sparsity in other TeSAs (\(I_j \cup O_j\) \(\backslash T\)) to this TeSA (\(i.e., T\)). This function returns the updated input and output TeSAs separately (\(i.e., line 17\)). Note that here Tensor Scrambling can be replaced with tensor algebra.

\textbf{Quantization rule.} For propagation of quantization attributes, the key is to find tensors with unnecessarily high quantization precision. SparTA defines a quantization rule (line 18 of Algorithm 2) that borrows the idea of knowledge distillation [45,46] to identify such tensors. That is, to identify whether the information passed through an operator can be distilled into a lower precision with acceptable information loss. Since the information loss can be measured through the operator’s input and output tensors, we first perform inference on the corresponding DNN model using train/test dataset, and collect the resulting input and output tensors of that operator to construct \textit{calibration data} (line 20). Next, we gradually reduce the quantization precision (e.g., 32-bit to 16-bit) of one tensor of this operator while keeping other tensors unchanged. The operator is then quantized and fine-tuned using the calibration data under the new precision. The fine-tuning is to minimize Mean Squared Error (MSE) between the output tensors in calibration data and the output tensors of that operator after lowering the precision. If the drop of model accuracy is smaller than a predefined threshold (\(e.g., 1\%\) in our experiment), the new quantization attribute of that operator is accepted (line 22). The process repeats for other tensors in the operator, until all tensors are evaluated. To reduce the cost of collecting calibration data, SparTA works through all the operators in a DNN model in a topological order and caches the activations computed in earlier quantization propagations. Collecting an operator’s calibration data only needs partial inference from the nearest cached activations to this operator. For example, consider a sequential model with two layers \(L_a\) and \(L_b\). The propagation on \(L_a\) has collected its output activations in its calibration data. When working on \(L_b\), its calibration data can be collected by doing partial inference from the collected output activations of \(L_a\). Our evaluation results in §5.2 show the effectiveness of this propagation rule.

3.3 Code Generation with TeSA

After attribute propagation, tensors in the DNN model may show a mixture of different sparsity patterns [42, 57, 74, 84]. Such complex patterns make it difficult to generate efficient kernel code. SparTA therefore transforms a tensor with a complex sparsity pattern to multiple tensors, each with a simpler sparsity pattern. Correspondingly, SparTA rewrites the execution plan of the associated operator to accommodate
new operators that compute the transformed tensors. Finally, SparTA performs code generation for the transformed execution plan, with sparsity-aware specialization.

Figure 5 shows an example of such a two-pass compilation process for Matmul. The weight tensor $W$ is a tensor with a mixed precision, where two structured blocks use 8bit quantization and one fine-grained element uses 32bit. SparTA transforms $W$ into $W_1$ and $W_2$, each using a simpler quantization scheme. Consequently, two operators are introduced to compute $W_1 \times I$ and $W_2 \times I$, respectively, using the hardware instructions fit for the specific sparsity attribute. As a result, the original execution plan with one operator is transformed into a new plan that requires more tensor operations.

Execution-plan transformation. This compilation passes transforms a tensor with a complex sparsity pattern to “regular” (simple) sparsity patterns, which facilitates further optimizations in later passes. In SparTA, a regular sparsity pattern means the TeSA of a tensor shows only one type of quantization attribute and one block size of pruning attribute.

The detailed execution plan transformation for a DNN model is performed operator-by-operator, shown in Algorithm 3. For simplicity, we assume the operator has $m$ inputs and a single output. The process starts from the operator’s input and output TeSAs, each of which could be transformed to one or multiple TeSAs using TransformTeSA. Correspondingly, the operator is transformed to $|T_0| \prod_{i=1}^m |T_i|$ sub-operators, which are the Cartesian product of those decomposed TeSAs. The sub-operator usually has the same computation logic as the original operator (e.g., the operators that can be expressed with Einstein summation [7]), an approach that has also been taken in the context of DNN model partitioning [82]. The system performs code generation for each sub-operator (line 45), profiles the resulting kernel in the real hardware, and records the profiled result (line 47).

Note that the transformation is a repetitive search process. Given a TeSA, TransformTeSA may have multiple transformation plans. The process iterates over each plan to find the satisfied one (line 38). Figure 6 shows an example. On the left, a mixed precision TeSA can be decomposed to multiple TeSAs each of which has one precision. It can also be transformed to one TeSA where all the elements are aligned to the highest precision. Similarly, for the right example, the sparse TeSA can be decomposed to two TeSAs, one with a block size of 2x2 and the other with a block size of 1x1. It can also be transformed to one TeSA of block size 2x2 with the pruned elements set to zero, or transformed to one TeSA of block size 1x1. Note that the algorithm may decide not to decompose a tensor and choose a block size of 1x1, indicating that the TeSA has a fine-grained sparsity that is hard to be transformed to regular sparsity.

Algorithm 3: Transform an operator’s execution plan.

Data: $N$: An $m$ inputs single output operator to be transformed; $P$: A transformation policy.

Function TransformOp($N$):

/* HasBudget determines the number of transformation options that can be searched */
37 while $P$.HasBudget() and $P$.PerfNotSatisfied() do
38     /* loop body is one transformation option */
39     $S = \{\}$;
40     $I_1, \ldots, I_m, O = $ InputsOutputsTeSAOf($N$);
41     foreach $i \in 1, \ldots, m$ do
42         $T_i = P$.TransformTeSA($I_i$);
43         $T_i = P$.TransformTeSA($O$);
44         foreach $(t_1, \ldots, t_m, t_o) \in T_1 \times \ldots \times T_m \times T_o$ do
45             $N_{sub} = $ SpecializeOp($op=N, in=t_1, \ldots, t_m, out=t_o$);
46             $S$.Append($N_{sub}$);
47             $P$.RecordPerf($G=ComposeToGraph(S, Profile(G))$);
48     return $P$.BestTransformation();
49
Function P::TransformTeSA($T$):

/* return a new transformation option per run */
50 $T_{transformed} = \{\}$;
51 /* BitOption: (i) 4 and 8, (ii) only 8, if hardware natively supports 4-bit and 8-bit */
52 $T_1, \ldots, T_k = self$.BitRounding($T$, self$.SampleBitOption()$);
53 foreach $i \in 1, \ldots, k$ do
54     $T_i = self$.WeightedBlockCover($T_i$);
55     $T_{transformed}$.Extend($T_i$);
56 return $T_{transformed}$;
57
Function P::WeightedBlockCover($T$):
58 $B_{chosen} = \{\}$;
59 /* covering non-pruned elements to blocks using every available block size, to produce $B$ */
60 $B = self$.AllCoveredBlocks($T$, self$.AvailableBlockSizes()$);
61 while not AllElementsCovered($T$, $B_{chosen}$) do
62     $B_{cost} = self$.UpdateBlockCost($B$);
63     $b = BlockWithMinCost($B_{cost}$);
64     $B_{chosen}$.Append($b$);
65     $B = B - b$;
66 /* decompose $T$ to the TeSAs with different block sizes based on $B_{chosen}$ */
67 return DecomposedTeSAs($T$, $B_{chosen}$);

Figure 6: Multiple transformation plans produced by a transformation policy. The specialization hints are used by the second pass compilation for code specialization.
to 8-bit. For each TeSA returned by BitRounding, function 
WeightedBlockCover chooses one or multiple proper block 
sizes to cover the non-pruned elements, which we treat as a 
weighted set cover problem [19]. The weight of each block 
size corresponds to the cost of computation with the block 
size on the underlying hardware (see §4 for details). We use 
a simple greedy algorithm to pick the blocks with the lowest 
cost (i.e., $\text{num\_covered\_elements}$), until all non-pruned elements 
are covered (line 56).

Transformation policy $P$ can be further customized to 
in incorporate new optimizations (e.g., supporting Sparse Tensor 
Cores [1] detailed in §5.3).

To help codegen, each transformed TeSA is attached with 
the information about the bit width and block size, named as 
specialization hints (illustrated in Figure 6). The hints will be 
passed to the second pass, elaborated next.

**TeSA code specialization.** The second compilation pass 
specializes kernel code for each (sub)operator (i.e., line 45 
in Algorithm 3). The specialization hints generated from the 
previous pass guide the specialization strategy. For example, 
the bit-width of an operator suggests whether to leverage a 
specific hardware instruction (e.g., DP4A). And the loop tiling 
of the operator should be aligned with the block size for effective 
dead code elimination (DCE). In addition, SparTA can 
leverage traditional DNN compilers for dense computation. 
For example, some intra-block computation is dense and thus 
can use a dense implementation generated by existing DNN 
compilers [29, 60, 91].

The specialization process starts from a dense version of 
the operator, implemented as multi-level loops generated by 
a traditional DNN compiler [29]. It first specializes under 
the guidance of the block size in the specialization hints. It 
searches from the outermost loop until the level (say $l$) of 
inner loop body aligns with the block size. Since the pruning 
sparsity attribute is specified at the granularity of block size, 
many runs of the loop body within level $l$ are dead 
computation. To eliminate the dead computation, we introduce 
the new schedule primitive dismantle that jointly performs loop 
unrolling and DCE. When dismantle is applied on a loop, 
this loop and all its outer loops are unrolled and specialized 
with the given sparsity attribute. An example is shown in 
Figure 7(b). dismantle is applied on the third loop, thus the top 
three loops are unrolled, generating eight small Matmuls (i.e., 
$[2,2] \times [2,2]$). According to the sparsity pattern in Figure 7(a), 
six of them are dead computation and can be eliminated. 
In essence, dismantle embeds a specific sparsity pattern into 
the code, which eliminates the need of sparsity encoding, 
et. e.g., compressed sparse row (CSR) [26]. As the index to the 
non-pruned blocks/elements is specialized in the code, the 
overhead of indirect addressing on the index is removed.

Given a different transformation plan (and the specification 
hints), the code can be specialized differently. The hint in 
Figure 7(c) show a smaller block size. In this case, the loop 
body is a smaller Matmul (i.e., $[2,1] \times [1,1]$), which enables 
more DCEs. Besides the dead computations eliminated in the 
previous case, four computations of the small Matmul can be 
removed. Furthermore, as the small Matmul only accesses one 
value in $W$, the value can be directly specialized to the code 
(i.e., $W_{x,y}$) without maintaining a sparse tensor $W$ in memory.

A specialization hint could also specify the block size equal 
to the tensor’s shape (i.e., one block covers the whole tensor). 
In this case, SparTA can directly use the existing state-of-the-
art general sparse kernel implementation (e.g., cuSPARSE [3], 
taco [53]) or even use the dense kernel implementation if it 
perform better. SparTA’s specialization framework is general 
to incorporate any sparsity-aware techniques, including the 
off-the-shelf sparse kernel and even its dense version.

Specializing operators with quantization attributes also 
works on the multi-level loops, but starting from the inner-
most loop. SparTA picks a proper hardware instruction based 
for 8bit, wmma for 4bit. The specialized tiling of the innermost 
loop(s) is then aligned to the computation shape of the 
instruction. For example, one supported computation shape of 
wmma is the Matmul $[16,16] \times [16,16]$. To specialize for this 
instruction, the tiling should rearrange the innermost loop 
body to align with the shape, and then replace the rearranged 
loop body with the instruction. The tiling for the instruction 
DP4A with a shape $[1,4] \times [4,1]$ can be done similarly.
4 Implementation

We implemented SparTA on Rammer [60], a state-of-the-art open-source DNN compiler with no special support for sparsity. We implemented sparsity attribute propagation as a dedicated compilation pass over Rammer. A DNN model is converted to an ONNX graph [14] before compiling. Each TeSA element has a two-byte attribute: 7 bits record the bit width of the element, 4 bits specify the element’s data format (e.g., unsigned int, float32, bfloat16), and the rest 5 bits are reserved. The bit-width zero means the element is pruned. TeSA exists only during compile time and therefore incurs no runtime memory cost. We implemented the execution plan transformation within Rammer, with an additional compilation pass that rewrites the graph with a better execution plan. The specialized sub-operators are injected into Rammer’s kernel DB for constructing the whole executable.

For the efficient execution of weighted block cover in execution plan transformation (§3.3), SparTA calculates the weight of different block sizes. Specifically, we implemented a kernel template for block sparsity, and evaluated 13 different block sizes on that template. The overhead of each block size is profiled by measuring the latency of the kernel with zero sparsity and dividing the latency with the number of blocks. The overhead is used as the weight of the block sizes. When an operator is too sparse to saturate available cores, the weights may become less accurate. In such cases, we enumerate all the combinations of block sizes to run the weighted block cover algorithm and pick the best one. For kernel specialization, we implement the dismantle primitive based on loop unrolling. When a loop is unrolled with dismantle, we read the corresponding TeSA and eliminate dead computations accordingly.

SparTA, as a full-stack solution for model sparsity, has supported 21 model sparsity algorithms, including 16 pruning algorithms and 5 quantization algorithms (full list omitted due to page limit). Those algorithms can run on SparTA with little code modifications, and benefit from SparTA not only on sparsity exploration but also on model fine tuning, which will be demonstrated in §5.4.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate SparTA on three popular DNN models with four different sparsity patterns on NVIDIA GPU, AMD GPU, and Intel CPU. Overall, our key findings include:

- Sparsity attribute propagation increases the end-to-end sparsity ratio by up to 39.7%. With execution plan transformation and code specialization, SparTA can achieve up to 6.7x speed up over the state-of-the-art sparse kernel implementation for a sparse DNN operator (e.g., Matmul) with complex sparsity patterns. (§5.2, §5.3)
- SparTA facilitates the development and exploration of sparse DNN models, producing DNN models with lower inference latency and/or higher accuracy. (§5.4)

5.1 End-to-End Experiments

We evaluate SparTA on the inference latency and memory usage of three popular DNN models across different task domains, shown in Table 3. We evaluate four representative sparsity patterns, covering different pruning and quantization schemes and their combination. Unstructured sparsity prunes model weights in the granularity of an element in weight tensors to reach the desired sparsity ratio [43, 54, 55]. Structured sparsity prunes weights in the granularity of column, row, channel, or block, depending on specific models [44, 56, 59]. We apply different sparsity patterns to the three selected models to show SparTA’s effectiveness under various patterns. BERT is pruned in row combined with a block of size 32x32 [87]; MobileNet gets pruned in the output channel [94]; for HuBERT, it is a combination of channel pruning in the Conv layer and head pruning in the transformer layer [56, 62]. To further demonstrate the powerful expressiveness of TeSA, we apply structured sparsity, based on which 8bit quantization is further applied on the remaining tensor elements to construct the third sparsity pattern, i.e., Structured+8bit. Finally, we introduce an even more complicated Mixed Sparsity for BERT. On top of the Structured+8bit sparsity, we apply unstructured sparsity with 32bit quantization back to 0.01% of the pruned elements [48, 84]. This leads to a total sparsity ratio of 94.99%.

We trained the models (BERT on dataset QQP [51], MobileNet on ImageNet-Dogs [33], HuBERT on SUPERB [85]) with the above sparsity patterns, the accuracy change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sparsity</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Acc (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>Structured [87]</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>89.7 → 88.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matmul</td>
<td>Unstructured [43]</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>89.7 → 88.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structured+8bit [52]</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>89.7 → 88.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixed Sparsity [48, 84]</td>
<td>94.99%</td>
<td>89.7 → 88.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Structured [94]</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>78.27 → 75.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Conv)</td>
<td>Unstructured [43]</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>78.27 → 76.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Structured+8bit [52]</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>78.27 → 75.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HuBERT</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Structured [56, 62]</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>95.61 → 95.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Conv)</td>
<td>Unstructured [43]</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>95.61 → 95.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matmul</td>
<td>Structured+8bit [52]</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>95.61 → 95.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Evaluated DNN models with different sparsity patterns and their resulting accuracy. The second column lists the major operators of each model. The column Ratio denotes the initial sparsity ratio for pruned weights.
of those sparse models is shown in the Acc column of Table 3. Overall, the accuracy drops are consistent to those reported in the corresponding papers. The accuracy of sparse BERT drops around 1%. Mixed sparsity has the accuracy of 88.63% at 94.99% sparsity, nearly the same accuracy as unstructured sparsity, but is much easier to be accelerated. For MobileNet, unstructured sparsity has a higher accuracy drop, as its sparsity is high (i.e., 95%). For HuBERT, 95% unstructured sparsity can outperform the structured ones with 80% sparsity ratio.

The models are evaluated on three types of accelerators: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, AMD Radeon VII, and Intel Xeon Silver 4210 CPU. We compare SparTA with seven representative solutions, including one popular deep learning framework: PyTorch (v1.7) with JIT [67], two vendor-specific toolkits: TensorRT (v7.2) for NVIDIA GPUs [18] and OpenVINO (v2021.4.1) for Intel CPUs [15], two DNN compilers: TVM (0.9.dev0) [29] and Rammer [60] (which offers the state-of-the-art performance). To evaluate the state-of-the-art sparse kernels/libraries in an end-to-end model, we create Rammer sparse (or Rammer-S) by wrapping in Rammer these sparse kernel libraries/implementations, including cuSPARSE [3], taco [53], and Sputnik [39] for NVIDIA GPU, hipSPARSE [17] for AMD GPU, MKL Sparse Linear Algebra [12] for Intel CPU. For TVM, we also evaluate its sparsity support [22] (denoted by TVM-S). Each model on TVM is tuned with 1,000 trials per task using Ansor [91], aligned with the common practice [91]. The batch size we used in the end-to-end experiments (except Figure 12) is 32.

5.1.1 SparTA on CUDA GPUs

Structured sparsity. The first row of Figure 8 shows the inference latency of the three models on the structured sparsity. PyTorch, TensorRT, TVM, and Rammer treat them as three dense models. TensorRT performs the best among them. Compared to TensorRT, SparTA is 3.7x, 2.9x, 2.4x faster on BERT, MobileNet, and HuBERT, respectively. TVM-S and Rammer-S are aware of sparsity. TVM-S incurs high inference latency, as the kernel templates it uses cannot efficiently support different sparsity patterns. Rammer-S performs marginally better than TensorRT on MobileNet and HuBERT. The SOTA sparse kernel uses Sputnik, which performs better than cuSPARSE and taco on those models. SparTA performs 1.7x, 2.6x, and 2.3x faster than Rammer-S. Its performance gain comes mainly from sparsity propagation, which increases the whole model’s sparsity (see §5.2) and sparsity transformation, i.e., covered with different block sizes on different layers (see §5.3).

Memory footprints in the inference are shown in the first row of Figure 9. SparTA shows the smallest footprint. For MobileNet, PyTorch and TensorRT consume much more memory, because they use cuDNN, which requires additional memory to store weights and activations. SparTA’s memory usage is smaller than TVM-S and Rammer-S due to sparsity propagation, which increases the sparsity ratio.

Unstructured sparsity. For unstructured sparsity (i.e., second row of Figure 8), TensorRT also performs the best among those dense baselines, marginally better than Rammer. SparTA is 1.6x, 2.2x, 1.5x faster than TensorRT on BERT, MobileNet, HuBERT, respectively. Rammer-S still uses Sputnik. SparTA outperforms Rammer-S by 1.13x, 2.4x, 1.3x on BERT, MobileNet, HuBERT, respectively. The speedup on MobileNet is high because the sparsity is easier to be propagated on depthwise and pointwise convolution even with unstructured sparsity. On BERT and HuBERT, the performance gain over Rammer-S mainly comes from code specialization (i.e., weight values are embedded into kernel code). For the memory usage (i.e., the second row of Figure 9), SparTA shows a usage similar to TVM-S and Rammer-S, and performs better than the other baselines.

Structured+8bit. Shown in the third row of Figure 8, Ten-

Figure 8: Inference latency of different models with three sparsity patterns on NVIDIA 2080 Ti.

Figure 9: GPU memory usage of different models with three sparsity patterns on NVIDIA 2080 Ti.
Mixed sparsity. The left figure in Figure 10 shows the latency of BERT with Mixed Sparsity. SparTA is 5.9x, 5.0x, 6.8x, 8.7x, 5.2x, 2.2x faster than PyTorch, TensorRT, TVM, TVM-S, Rammer, Rammer-S, respectively. Unlike structured+8bit, TensorRT shows slight advantage over other baselines on mixed sparsity, although most elements are 8-bit.

Latency Breakdown. Figure 11 shows the performance breakdown of BERT on the four sparsity patterns. “+Sparse Kernel” applies our generated sparse kernels following the original sparsity ratio without operator transformation and kernel specialization. It can be treated as Rammer-S. “+Propagation” applies sparsity propagation on the model and regenerates the sparse kernels without transformation and specialization. “+Transformation” tunes the block size for covering non-pruned elements of each sparse operator, and for mixed sparsity it also decomposes sparse tensors to multiple ones. “+Specialization” tunes intra-block implementation and embeds values into codes when necessary.

For mixed sparsity, the latency reduction brought by each optimization is 55.8%, 19.7%, 37.7%, and 12.6%, respectively. The other three sparsity patterns could be viewed as a type of breakdown of mixed sparsity. In structured sparsity and structured+8bit, transformation brings 20.5% and 26.5% latency reduction, respectively, while propagation brings 19.7% and 15.8% latency reduction, respectively. Finally, intra-block specialization brings 8.2%, 11.4%, and 13.7% latency reduction for structured, unstructured, and structured+8bit, respectively. The significance of a certain optimization depends on DNN models and sparsity patterns. For BERT in Figure 11, “+Sparse Kernel” brings 2.1x gain on average, SparTA brings an extra 2x gain. For MobileNet to be illustrated in §5.2, “+Propagation” brings the most gain (e.g., increasing sparsity from the 50% to 89.7%).

Latency of different batch sizes. Figure 12 shows the performance of BERT under different batch sizes on NVIDIA 2080Ti. When batch size varies from 8 to 64, SparTA is on average 4.1x-4.6x, 2.4x-2.7x, 4.2x-6.3x, 5.9x-13.8x, 3.6x-4.1x, 2.2x-2.6x faster than PyTorch, TensorRT, TVM, TVM-S, Rammer, Rammer-S, respectively on three sparsity patterns. The overall speedup of SparTA is similar across different batch sizes. The range of the speedup over TVM-S is relatively large, because large batch size induces large tuning space that makes the kernel tuning in TVM less effective.

Compiling overhead. The overhead of SparTA comes from the compiling phase, which consists of three parts: propagation, transformation, specialization. The overhead is positively related to the number of operators in the model. Taking BERT as an example, the propagation, transformation, and specialization take 3 minutes, 2 hours and 1.5 hours respectively using a single thread. It is possible to reduce the overhead by leveraging more prior knowledge in transformation policy and pre-tuned kernels. We leave it as future work.

5.1.2 SparTA on Other Accelerators

ROCm GPU. Figure 13 shows inference latency of the three models on AMD Radeon VII. The speedup of SparTA over PyTorch on the three sparsity patterns is up to 3.5x, 4.2x, 2.2x for BERT, MobileNet, and HuBERT, respectively. The kernel tuning of TVM on ROCm GPUs does not function properly (always stuck in Debug mode), the performance of TVM and TVM-S on BERT and HuBERT suffers a lot. They show reasonable performance on MobileNet, because they
Although Rammer-S with hipSPARSE has higher latency than TVM, TVM-S, the speedup of SparTA is 1.8x, 1.6x, 1.5x, respectively. Rammer-S uses the MKL library, which leverages for Intel CPUs, SparTA achieves 1.7x speedup. For PyTorch, TVM, TVM-S, Rammer, and Rammer-S, respectively.

For mixed sparsity of BERT shown in the middle of Figure 10, SparTA is 3.3x, 56.7x, 54.1x, 3.2x, 4.4x faster than PyTorch, TVM, TVM-S, Rammer, and Rammer-S, respectively. Although Rammer-S with hipSPARSE has higher latency than Rammer, it has a lower memory footprint.

**Intel CPU.** We evaluated mixed sparsity pattern of BERT on CPU, the result is shown in the right of Figure 10. Compared to OpenVINO, a high-performance inference engine for Intel CPUs, SparTA achieves 1.7x speedup. For PyTorch, TVM, TVM-S, the speedup of SparTA is 1.8x, 1.6x, 1.5x, respectively. Rammer-S uses the MKL library, which leverages the sparsity, thus faster than other baselines. SparTA still has 1.4x performance gain over Rammer-S, because it leverages low-bit instruction (i.e., AVX512 VNNI [10]) and further optimizes the model with sparsity propagation and execution plan transformation in a holistic way.

### 5.2 Sparsity Attribute Propagation

**Propagation of pruned elements.** The performance gain brought by propagation on BERT has been illustrated in Figure 11. The propagation has higher potentials on MobileNet, as convolution’s filter size is small (e.g., 3x3). Figure 14 shows how sparsity is propagated across layers on MobileNet, which increases each layer’s sparsity ratio. In this experiment, we tested three sparsity ratios (i.e., 50%, 70%, 90%) pruned by the same algorithm used in the end-to-end experiment. For each sparsity ratio, we prune every layer of MobileNet to the target ratio. Then the propagation rule is applied. The accuracy results of inference on train/test dataset are exactly the same before and after propagation, as the propagation rule for pruned elements does not affect computation logic.

For structured sparsity, the total sparsity ratio is increased from 50% to 89.7% after propagation. The curve’s zigzag is caused by different propagation potential of the interleaving depthwise convolution and pointwise convolution in MobileNet. Interestingly, when the original sparsity ratio is 90%, after propagation the sparsity ratio becomes 100%, which explains the anomaly that, although there are 10% filters left on each convolution (before propagation), the model’s accuracy is similar to a random image classifier. The propagation ability on unstructured sparsity is lower. Only high sparsity ratio could bring an obvious increase of sparsity ratio. For example, with 90% original sparsity, the total sparsity is increased to 95.3% after propagation. With Tensor Scrambling, our experiences show 256 randomly sampled tensors can identify sparsity correctly.

**Propagation of quantization bit.** In this experiment, we evaluate the propagation rule for quantization described in §3.2. We follow the same approach proposed in HAQ [77] to quantize MobileNet. Specifically, it uses reinforcement learn-
5.3 Efficient Code Generation with TeSA

Effectiveness of execution plan transformation. The sparsity-aware execution plan transformation in SparTA could handle complex sparsity patterns efficiently. We test two sophisticated sparsity patterns: (1) Mix of structured sparsity with block size 32x32 and unstructured sparsity (i.e., 1x1) [48, 53]. There are 1% unstructured elements, and the structured sparsity ratio varies from 70% to 90%. (2) Based on the first sparsity pattern, we further make the structured sparsity 8bit, and make unstructured sparsity 32bit [84]. To show the effectiveness of transformation, we compare SparTA with two baselines: one is our specialized kernel for structured sparsity (denoted by BlockSparse), where the unstructured elements are covered with 32x32 blocks; the other is Sputnik, which is optimized for unstructured sparsity.

The results are shown in Figure 16. For the first sparsity pat- tern, SparTA transforms the operator into two sub-operators with structured sparsity and unstructured sparsity, respectively. After transformation, SparTA becomes 2.5x, 3.3x, 5.4x faster than BlockSparse on the three sparsity ratios, respectively. The performance of BlockSparse has little change, because the blocks to cover those unstructured elements construct the major of the blocks in the computation. The speedup of SparTA over Sputnik is 3.2x, 3.1x, 2.8x, respectively. Sputnik performs the worst on 70%-block, because it treats each block as 1,024 unstructured elements, missing optimization opportunities. For the second sparsity pattern, the performance gain of SparTA is much higher, i.e., 4.1x, 5.1x, 6.7x faster than BlockSparse, 5.2x, 4.7x, 3.5x faster than Sputnik. This is because SparTA further leverages low-bit instructions for the computation of those 32x32 blocks.

The transformation can effectively leverage special hardware like Sparse Tensor Core [1]. Sparse Tensor Core has a strict requirement on tensor’s sparsity pattern, e.g., one element should be pruned in a [1 x 2] tile (50% sparsity ratio). To leverage Sparse Tensor Cores for the generic unstructured sparsity, we develop a new transformation policy to decompose an unstructured sparse tensor into two: one follows the sparsity requirement of Sparse Tensor Cores, the other contains the elements not included in the first one. The first one uses Sparse Tensor Cores, while the other uses our specialized sparse kernel. To evaluate the transformation, we randomly generate an unstructured sparse tensor whose sparsity ratio ranges from 50% to 90% in one input of Matmul. The experiment runs on NVIDIA A100, the result is shown in Figure 17. SparTA performs better than both BlockSparse and Sputnik, as it leverages cuPARSElt [6], a library optimized for Sparse Tensor Cores, for sub-Matmul that costs around 40 us. The other sub-Matmul has 12.5%, 8%, 4.5%, 2.0%, 0.5% sparsity ratio respectively. BlockSparse shows a similar performance to cuBLAS. As the sparsity is randomly introduced, it actually computes a dense Matmul.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sparsity Pattern</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin Latency (ms)</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>2.808</td>
<td>1.263</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SparTA Latency (ms)</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Block Size</td>
<td>32x128</td>
<td>128x32</td>
<td>32x128</td>
<td>32x64</td>
<td>128x64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Block size transformation

During the transformation, SparTA also finds the best
block size to cover those non-pruned elements. We picked 5 sparse tensors with different sparsity patterns in BERT, apply WeightedBlockCover to find the best block size of the 5 tensors. Table 4 shows the found block sizes. The chosen block sizes are all different from the original 32x32 block size and they all perform much better than the kernel implemented with the original block size. Essentially, the block covering makes a trade-off between the efficiency that a certain block is optimized for the underlying hardware and the ratio of the computation wasted using that block size.

Effectiveness of TeSA code specialization. We evaluate SparTA’s specialized matrix multiplication kernel under different unstructured sparsity ratios, ranging from 50% to 99%. We compare the specialized kernels with cuSPARSE, taco [16, 53], and Sputnik [39]. The result is shown in Figure 18. At 99% sparsity, cuSPARSE outperforms cuBLAS, but incurs 2.2x slowdown at 95% sparsity. In most cases, cuSPARSE performs much worse than cuBLAS on latency, although it has a lower memory footprint due to encoded sparse tensors. taco performs worse than cuSPARSE due to its inefficient utilization of shared memory [70]. It is 15.6x slower than cuSPARSE for 99% sparsity; the slowdown is reduced to 4.0x when the sparsity is 50%. SparTA is up to 6.0x faster than cuSPARSE. It outperforms cuBLAS when the sparsity is only 70%. Sputnik also performs better than cuSPARSE and taco. SparTA is up to 1.7x faster than Sputnik.

Figure 18: Comparison of cuSPARSE, taco, Sputnik, and SparTA on matrix multiplication (1024x1024x1024) with fine-grained sparsity under different sparsity ratios. B is sparse for $A \times B$.

5.4 Augmented Model Sparsity Exploration

SparTA, as a full-stack solution for model sparsity, facilitates the exploration of existing model sparsity algorithms. In this section, we demonstrate this from the following two aspects. Actual latency vs. FLOPS as proxy-metric for latency reduction in model pruning. In this experiment, we use Simulated Annealing [58] to prune MobileNet to reduce 30% and 40% inference latency, respectively, i.e., the two dash lines in Figure 19. Our baseline uses FLOPS as the metric to filter out the disqualified models: the model whose FLOPS is larger than 70% of the original FLOPS. In contrast, SparTA uses the real latency to filter models. The result is shown in Figure 19. The best sparse models found by the two approaches have similar accuracy. However, the model found via FLOPS does not meet the latency target, 23.8% and 51.4% higher than the target, respectively. This shows FLOPS cannot faithfully reflect real inference latency. In contrast, the sparse models found by the algorithm on SparTA successfully satisfy the latency requirement.

Figure 19: The comparison of using real latency or FLOPS as metric to explore sparse models by Simulated Annealing.

Speeding up sparsity exploration. With high-performance sparse kernels, SparTA can speed up the exploration process of a sparsity algorithm, which usually searches for a sparsity pattern iteratively [58, 86]. In each iteration, the algorithm “sparsifies” a proportion of the model (e.g., 30%) and fine-tunes it. It repeats the iteration until achieving the targeted sparsity (e.g., 90%). In this process, model fine-tuning consumes significant exploration time. With SparTA, model fine-tuning can be accelerated. Figure 20 runs Simulated Annealing, an iterative sparsity algorithm, on ResNet50. The algorithm prunes 50% of the remaining weights and fine-tunes 300 epochs in each iteration. SparTA reduces 31.8% of the total exploration time, compared to the baseline that always uses the original dense model.

5.5 Accelerating Sparse Model Training

In addition to model pruning and quantization, some DNN models are designed to be sparse from the beginning, e.g., sparse attention [72]. SparTA can also be used to speed up the training process of such sparse models.

We show this by applying SparTA to the training of NÜWA [81], a state-of-the-art visual synthesis pretrain model that adopts a novel 3D Nearby Attention (3DNA) mechanism. In 3DNA, each token computes the attention to the nearby tokens within a small 3D window, instead of to all the tokens (i.e., full attention).

We implement 3DNA using SparTA and compare the performance with its previous PyTorch implementation (a dense version), and another version implemented using OpenAI’s Triton (v1.1.1) [21], a compiler that supports sparse attention. As the two baselines are PyTorch-based, we integrate SparTA-based 3DNA into PyTorch for a fair comparison. The result is shown in Figure 21. Both Triton and SparTA perform much faster than the default PyTorch version, and consume less GPU memory. The default PyTorch version encounters out-of-memory when the batch size grows beyond 16. SparTA is 2.15~2.24x faster than Triton across different
Sparsity support in DNN frameworks and compilers. Deep learning frameworks like PyTorch [67] and TensorFlow [23] or compilers like TVM/Ansor [29,91] exploit sparsity by vendor-specific libraries like cuSPARSE/cuSPARSELt [3] or user-provided sparsity kernel templates [29]. The lack of understanding to the specific sparsity pattern across a sparse model leads to a subpar performance. In contrast, with TeSA, SparTA can capture arbitrary sparsity patterns and enable various sparsity-aware optimizations to generate efficient end-to-end code.

SparTA’s design incorporates several classic compiler techniques. For example, sparsity attribute propagation is similar to type qualifiers [38] and type inference [32]. OpenMP [35] also leverages attribute propagation in a different problem domain with a different mechanism. Code specialization based on value profiling [27] is also a well-known technique. Zeplot [69] and PGZ [71] also use a similar idea, but focus on gaming applications. Instead of values, SparTA uses more general attributes for code specialization. And SparTA offers a complete framework for DNN model sparsity.

Sparsity acceleration of DNN models. Sparse matrix multiplication has been studied for decades in scientific computing [68,80]. With the emerging accelerators (e.g., GPU [8,20], TPU [4], FPGA [11], GraphCore [9]), some research optimizes sparse matrix multiplication for a certain type of hardware [24,26,39,80,95]. Another type of works study an efficient sparse data format (e.g., CSR, CSB, and DIA) to reduce memory footprint and improve cache efficiency. taco [30,53,70] generalizes various sparse data formats with a unified expression. It generates sparse kernel code using the proper data format best fit for a class of sparsity pattern (e.g., 99% sparsity). Unlike taco, SparTA proposes a holistic framework for sparsity, including sparsity propagation, execution plan transformation, and code specialization.

To optimize sparse kernels on GPU, SparseRT [79] embeds sparse weight values into kernel codes rather than stored in a sparse data format. It can be seen as a special case of code specialization in SparTA, i.e., unrolling all the loops. Hong et. al [48] reorders elements in a sparse tensor and uses an adaptive tiling strategy to enhance the performance of sparse matrix multiplication. These optimizations are complementary to SparTA.

Some works [28,88] co-design sparsity algorithms with hardware, which balance sparsity for efficient parallel execution on a GPU. Similar design has been incorporated in Sparse Tensor Core [93]. EIE [41] designs a new data encoding/decoding node and a new Processing Element (PE) to speed up matrix-vector multiplication. SCNN [65] designs another architecture of PE, which supports sparse convolution in a compressed format. SparTA can leverage these new accelerators with new transformations and specialization passes.

SparTA-accelerated sparse model.

Figure 20: The improvement on exploration time when using SparTA-accelerated sparse model.

Figure 21: The time of training one batch and GPU memory consumption of 3DNA on NVIDIA 2080Ti.

batch sizes, mainly because SparTA specializes the block sizes (e.g., 32x64, 32x32) covered on non-zero values in the matrix multiplications of 3DNA. The memory usage of SparTA and Triton are similar. As the SparTA-based version currently relies on PyTorch for the management of some intermediate tensor, it is possible to further improve the memory usage by moving it to the SparTA side.

6 Related Works

SparTA is designed to accommodate a rich set of sparsity patterns, work end-to-end and across the stack to support propagation of sparsity patterns and the optimizations that take advantage of those patterns, and leverage compiler technology and hardware support, all in an extensible framework. SparTA can not only contribute to superior sparsity-induced speedup, but also accelerate model sparsity innovations within a unified framework, for the first time.

7 Conclusion

SparTA takes a principled system approach to model sparsity in deep learning, centered on the new TeSA abstraction. SparTA is designed to accommodate a rich set of sparsity patterns, work end-to-end and across the stack to support propagation of sparsity patterns and the optimizations that take advantage of those patterns, and leverage compiler technology and hardware support, all in an extensible framework. SparTA can not only contribute to superior sparsity-induced speedup, but also accelerate model sparsity innovations within a unified framework, for the first time.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

SparTA proposes the new TeSA abstraction which enables the sparsity optimization across the compiler stack. This artifact reproduces the main results of the evaluation on NVIDIA 2080Ti and A100.

Scope

This artifact will validate the following claims:

- **End-to-end performance:** By reproducing the experiments of Figure 8, 9, 10, 11, we can validate the end-to-end latency and memory footprint of SparTA claimed in §5.1.

- **Effectiveness of the propagation:** By reproducing the experiments of Figure 14, 15, we can validate the effectiveness of the propagation.

- **Effectiveness of the transformation:** By reproducing the experiments of Figure 16, 17, we can validate the effectiveness of the transformation.

- **Effectiveness of the specialization:** By reproducing the experiments of Figure 18, we can validate the effectiveness of the specialization.

- **Augmentation of model sparsity exploration:** By reproducing the experiments of Figure 20, we can validate that SparTA can augment the model sparsity exploration for the algorithms.

Contents

In this artifact, we will reproduce the Figure 8-11, 14-18, 20 on NVIDIA 2080Ti and A100. Each figure has a shell script to reproduce and visualize the experimental results automatically. In addition, there are many baselines compared in our evaluation, therefore, we also provide a Dockerfile containing all dependent environments for 2080Ti and A100 respectively. Users can quickly set up the experiment environment with the Dockerfile we provided.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted at https://github.com/microsoft/SparTA/tree/sparta_artifact. To get the code, please git clone the SparTA repository and checkout to the sparta_artifact branch.

Requirements

- **Hardware requirements:** Figure 17 requires a NVIDIA A100 GPU and the other Figures requires a NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU.

- **Software requirements:** Please use docker to build the image/Dockerfile to set up the environment for 2080Ti and image/Dockerfile.a100 to set up the environment for A100.

- **CUDA Driver:** Larger than 11.2.

Tutorial

Environment setup To set up the environment, please first clone the code and build the docker image based the Dockerfile we provided. Second, please start a docker instance and install the SparTA in the python environment. Finally, please run the init_env.sh to initialize the environment variables and download the datasets. Listing 1 shows the commands used to set up the experiment environment.

```
# get the source code
git clone -b sparta_artifact https://github.com/microsoft/SparTA.git

# go into the script directory
cd script

# build the docker image
sudo docker build -t artifact

# start a docker instance
sudo docker run -it --gpus all --shm-size 16G artifact

# Execute following commands in the docker instance
mkdir workspace && cd workspace

# install the sparta
git clone https://github.com/microsoft/SparTA && cd SparTA && git checkout sparta_artifact
conda activate artifact
python setup.py develop

# Initialize the environment
cd script && bash init_env.sh
```

Run experiments SparTA provides the end-to-end scripts to reproduce all the experiments with one command on NVIDIA 2080Ti and A100 respectively. Listing 2 shows the commands to start all the experiments. The reproduced results will be visualized and saved automatically.

```
# go into the script directory
cd script

# for 2080Ti
bash run_all_2080ti.sh

# for A100
bash run_all_a100.sh
```
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Abstract

Despite recent advances in tensor compilers, it often takes hours to generate an efficient kernel for an operator, a compute-intensive sub-task in a deep neural network (DNN), on various accelerators (e.g., GPUs). This significantly slows down DNN development cycles and incurs heavy burdens on the development of general kernel libraries and custom kernels, especially for new hardware vendors. The slow compilation process is due to the large search space formulated by existing DNN compilers, which have to use machine learning algorithms to find good solutions.

In this paper, we present ROLLER, which takes a different construction-based approach to generate kernels. At the core of ROLLER is rTile, a new tile abstraction that encapsulates tensor shapes that align with the key features of the underlying accelerator, thus achieving efficient execution by limiting the shape choices. ROLLER then adopts a recursive rTile-based construction algorithm to generate rTile-based programs (rProgram), whose performance can be evaluated efficiently with a micro-performance model without being evaluated in a real device. As a result, ROLLER can generate efficient kernels in seconds, with comparable performance to the state-of-the-art solutions on popular accelerators like GPUs, while offering better kernels on newer accelerators like IPUs.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNN) have been used extensively in intelligent tasks like computer vision and natural language understanding. As DNN computation is known for its complexity, the compute intensive sub-tasks (e.g., matrix multiplication) in a DNN model are abstracted as operators and implemented as kernels, executed on modern accelerators (e.g., GPUs, TPUs) to speed up the computation. DNN compilers play an important role in producing high-performance kernels for the development of DNN models. It reduces the burden of (often hand-crafted) library-based kernel development (e.g., cuDNN [6] and cuBLAS [2]) and provides a flexible way to cover the fast-growing number of custom operators, which libraries struggle to catch up with and optimize, a growing pain especially for new hardware vendors.

DNN compilers treat a DNN operator as tensor computation, which is then translated into nested multi-level loops iterated over the computation on each tensor element along different axes (dimensions). Compiler optimization techniques like loop partitioning/fusion/reordering are applied to nested loops. Due to the inherent complexity of loop rearrangement, it is a combinatorial optimization problem to find a good solution among a large search space, often with millions of choices. Therefore, advanced compilers [15, 33, 35] propose to adopt machine learning algorithms to search for a good solution. This usually takes thousands of search steps, each evaluated in a real accelerator, to find a reasonable solution. Our own experience shows that tuning an end-to-end DNN model using state-of-the-art compilers [15, 33] often requires days, if not weeks. The tuning time may be even longer if the DNN model runs on less mature accelerators (e.g., AMD GPU or Graphcore IPU [4]) (§2). To make the matter worse, a DNN model need to re-compile whenever its structure, operator types, tensor shapes and configurations are changed. This is often required when trying different configurations in model training or inference. Given that an operator could have arbitrary input shapes and configurations, such compilation could significantly slow down the overall DNN model development cycle.

In this paper, we propose ROLLER, a deep learning tensor compiler that addresses the problem in a radically different way. ROLLER is built on the following insights. First, instead of multi-level nested loops, ROLLER treats the computation in a DNN operator as a data processing pipeline, where data tiles (a fraction of a tensor) are moved and processed in an abstracted hardware with parallel execution units and multi-layer memory hierarchy. The goal of generating efficient kernel programs then becomes that of improving the throughput of the pipeline.
Second, for an accelerator to execute efficiently, the shape of a data tile should align with the hardware characteristics, including memory bank, memory transaction length, and minimum schedulable unit (e.g., warp size in GPUs). To achieve the full alignment across multiple hardware features, the available tile shapes are limited. More importantly, with alignment as a constraint, to maximize the throughput of a pipeline, one only needs to construct an aligned tile shape that saturates the execution unit of the accelerator. This construction process is significantly more efficient than solving the original unconstrained combinatorial optimization problem.

Third, the performance of an aligned pipeline is highly predictable. Key performance metrics under the aligned pipeline (e.g., memory throughput) can be derived from the hardware specification (or through micro-benchmarking). This greatly simplifies the performance evaluation under various aligned configurations, eliminating the need of a complex cost model and/or expensive hardware-based evaluation on each aligned configuration.

With these insights, ROLLER proposes rTile, a new abstraction that encapsulates data tile shapes that align with the key features of the hardware accelerator and the input tensor shapes (§3.1). A data processing pipeline can then be described as an rTile-based program (a.k.a. rProgram) composed by three interfaces: Load, Store, and Compute, acted against rTile. To construct an efficient rProgram, ROLLER follows a scale-up-then-scale-out approach. It first performs the scale-up process, which adopts a recursive rTile-based construction algorithm (Figure 8) to gradually increase the size of the rTile shape to construct an rProgram that saturates a single execution unit of the accelerator (e.g., an SM, a streaming multi-processor in a NVIDIA GPU). It then performs the scale-out process, which simply replicates the resulting rProgram to other parallel execution units, thanks to the homogeneity of both the computation pattern of deep learning and the parallel execution units in an accelerator.

ROLLER can evaluate the performance of different rTiles without significant overheads. The peak (saturate) compute throughput can simply be measured once per operator type. And due to the alignment, other key performance factors like memory pressure of a rTile can be derived analytically from hardware specifications. This leads to an efficient micro-performance model, avoiding the expensive online profiling on each configuration required by existing DNN compilers, thereby significantly speeding up the compilation process. In addition, due to the strict alignment requirements, the recursive construction process can produce a few desired rTiles (and rProgram) quickly. Combined, ROLLER can generate efficient kernels in seconds.

We have implemented ROLLER on top of TVM [15] and Rammer [26], and open-sourced the code\(^1\). Our evaluation on 6 types and 119 popular DNN operators from several mainstream DNN models shows that ROLLER can generate highly-optimized kernels in seconds, especially for large expensive custom operators. This achieves three orders of magnitude improvement on compilation time. The performance of ROLLER-generated kernels is comparable to and often better than the state-of-the-art tensor compilers and even vendor-provided DNN libraries. With the three rTile-based interfaces (Load, Compute, Store) describing an rProgram, ROLLER can easily adapt to different accelerators like AMD GPU and Graphcore IPU. ROLLER has been used to develop custom DNN kernels internally and shown to significantly speed up our development cycle. It offers potentially disruptive opportunities to new players in the compute accelerator market, who previously have to spend significant engineering efforts on efficient kernels.
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\caption{Access pattern of different tile shape. Matrix multiplication, \(C_{m,n} = A_{m,k} \times B_{k,n}\).}
\end{figure}

\section{Motivation and Key Observations}

\textbf{Excessive compilation time.} Our own experience in a set of DNN operators (detailed setting in §5) shows that the average compile time for a single operator using Ansor [33], a state-of-the-art tensor compiler, is 0.65 hours. Among them, one convolution operator in ResNet model takes 2.17 hours. A DNN model may contain hundreds of operators, thus it easily takes days to compile the model. For example, to compile a NASNet model (§5), we reach only 32\% of the overall searching progress after tuning for 41.8 hours. Our experience also shows the compilation speed is even worse on less mature devices, the compiler takes much longer time for a kernel.

\textbf{Observation and insights.} We observe that there exists a different view to the compilation of an DNN operator. Taking matrix multiplication (MatMul), \(C_{m,n} = A_{m,k} \times B_{k,n}\), as an example to illustrate our observation. Unlike existing compilers that treat MatMul as a 3-level loop iterated over each axis \(m, k, n\), the computation process is also a data processing pipeline. One can load each sub-matrix (i.e., a tile) from \(A\) and \(B\), compute the two tiles, and store the resulting tile of \(C\) to memory. Thus, the performance of the computation depends on how fast one can move the data tiles in the Load-Compute-Store pipeline.

The key factor affecting the performance in all steps in the pipeline is the shape of tiles and the corresponding layout.

\footnote{https://github.com/microsoft/nngen/tree/osdi22_artifact/artifacts}
in the one-dimension memory space. Figure 1(a) illustrates the computation of one element in $C$ (in the top part) and the memory accessing pattern (in the bottom part). Assuming all matrices stored in a row-major layout, loading a column from $B$ causes strided accesses in length of 1. Suppose the memory transaction length is 4, there will be $3/4$ of total redundant data reads. Thus, the data tile shape should align with the memory transaction length for efficient memory access. In Figure 1(b), when computing $B$ in the granularity of $1 \times 4$ tile, there will be no memory bandwidth waste. Besides memory alignment, the tile shape should also align with the hardware execution unit, e.g., the parallel threads number, to avoid waste in computing cycles. Moreover, the tile shape also affects data reuse opportunities due to caching, a common feature in modern accelerators. For example, Figure 1(a) needs $2mnk$ data reads when computing a $1 \times 1$ tile each time. However, in Figure 1(b), only $1.25mnk$ reads are required, as one read from $A$ can be reused 4 times. If setting the tile size along $M$ dimension to $4 \times 4$, as shown in Figure 1(c), the total reads can be reduced to $0.5mnk$. A $10 \times$ improvement over Figure 1(a).

These observations motivate ROLLER, a system that identifies the aligned tile shapes and constructs an efficient tile processing pipeline to improve the end-to-end throughput.

### 3 System Design

Figure 2 shows the system overview. ROLLER takes an operator described as a tensor expression (§3.1). The expression is generated by users or from a graph-level DNN compiler [15, 26, 33], which might further fuse multiple operators into a single expression. ROLLER extracts the tensor shapes from the tensor expression and leverage hardware specifications to construct $r$Tiles, i.e., a hardware-aligned building block (§3.1). Based on $r$Tiles, ROLLER proposes a scale-up-then-scale-out recursive construction algorithm to generate efficient tensor programs (named $r$Program) that describes the data processing pipeline (§3.2). When generating $r$Program, the construction algorithm identifies good $r$Tile configurations by evaluating the performance of a constructed $r$Program.

Figure 3 shows the system overview of ROLLER. A 4

Figure 4: The data structure of $r$Tile.

Figure 3: The data tiles and computing tile inferred by an $r$Tile for MatMul expression.

through a micro-performance model. It is built on top a device described through a hardware abstraction layer exposing only $r$Tile-related interfaces: Load, Compute, and Store (§3.3). The constructed $r$Program is finally realized through a code generator to emit the final kernel code corresponding to the specific device.

### 3.1 Tensor Expression and $r$Tile

ROLLER takes input of a tensor computation as an index-based lambda expression, i.e., tensor expression [15, 27]. It describes how each element in the output tensor is computed based on the corresponding elements in the input tensors. For example, a MatMul operator with output tensor $C$ of the shape $M \times N$ can be expressed as,

$$ C = compute((M,N), \lambda i,j: sum(A[i,k]*B[k,j])),$$

where the element indexed by $(i, j)$ in $C$ is computed by a sum reduction over the elements in row $i$ of $A$ and column $j$ of $B$, and $k$ is the reduction axis. Such an expression can cover the majority of operators in DNN models and is widely used in existing DNN compilers including TVM [15], Ansor [33], and FlexTensor [35].

ROLLER introduces RollingTile ($r$Tile for short) as the basic computing unit to compose a tensor computation. As shown in Figure 3, an $r$Tile encapsulates a multi-dimensional tile shape defined along each loop axis of a given tensor expression expr. Given shape and expr, an $r$Tile can statically infer the involved input and output data tiles. For example, a tile shape $[4, 4, 2]$ along axes $i, j, k$ denotes an $r$Tile for the above MatMul expression, where each $r$Tile loads a $4 \times 2$ data tile from $A$ and a $2 \times 4$ tile from $B$, conducts total $4 \times 4 \times 2$ multiply-add computations, and stores a $4 \times 4$ data tile to $C$, as illustrated in Figure 4.
A unique property of an rTile is that it must align with both the underlying hardware features and the tensor shapes in a given tensor expression. All these alignments are controlled by the rTile shape and the storage_padding fields in Figure 3, which represent the logical form and the physical layout of an rTile, respectively. We elaborate the detailed requirements of alignment next.

Alignment with the hardware execution unit. First, the shape of an rTile must align with the parallelism of the execution unit it runs on. For example, if running on a warp of threads in a GPU, the size of shape in the rTile should be a multiple of the warp size, e.g., 32, for maximal computing efficiency. When using TensorCore in NVIDIA GPUs, the rTile shape should be a multiple of $16 \times 16 \times 16$. Similarly, an rTile executed on a streaming multi-processor (SM) should align its size as a factor of execution unit number on the SM.

Alignment with memory transaction. Second, a data tile’s shape should align with the length of memory transaction for optimal memory access. Specifically, for each data tile of an rTile, we should guarantee that its leading dimension (e.g., the inner-most dimension in a row-major tensor) is a multiple of the memory transaction length, as illustrated in Figure 5(a). In ROLLER, tensors are allocated in a cache-aligned way. Thus, an rTile can avoid any wasted transaction read, as its shape is aligned with the memory transaction.

Alignment with memory bank. Third, the memory layout of a data tile should align its stride with the memory bank to avoid read conflicts. For example, a $[3, 4]$ data tile is kept in the memory across 4 banks and is read by an upper-memory-layer tile with a shape of $[3, 1]$, as shown in Figure 5(b). A naive approach that stores all the $[3, 1]$ values in the same bank will result in conflicted loading. rTile avoids such inefficiency by padding a data tile. Given a data tile with a leading dimension of size $N$, which is read by another tile with a leading dimension of size $n$, we add a padding size of $(BL - N\%BL + L\%L)\%BL$ along $N$ when storing this tile, where $B$ and $L$ are the bank number and the bank width, respectively. The padding sizes along each axis are calculated and stored in the storage_padding field in Figure 3. For the case in Figure 5(b), by a padding size of 1, all the $[3, 1]$ values are distributed in different banks and can be read efficiently.

Alignment with tensor shape. Finally, an rTile’s shape should align with the tensor shape of an input tensor expression. Otherwise, the computation cannot be evenly partitioned by the rTile, wasting compute resources or incurring heavy boundary checking overheads. A simple solution is to add a padding size $P_i$ along a tensor dimension $i$ with size of $N_i$, which makes $N_i + P_i$ a multiple of the rTile shape’s dimension size at axis $i$. However, a large padding might waste computation. ROLLER therefore restricts tensor padding under a range $\varepsilon$, where an rTile’s shape dimension size $S_i$ has to satisfy that $S_i - N_i\%S_i \leq \varepsilon$, where $N_i$ is the tensor size at dimension $i$. This ensures the wasted percentage of computation is bounded by $\varepsilon$. With this restriction, we can enumerate all the valid rTile shapes that satisfy this condition.

Deriving all rTiles. Given the above alignment requirements, for a specific tensor expression and hardware device, ROLLER incrementally derives all the conforming rTiles using the following interface:

```cpp
vector<int> GetNextAlignedAxisSize(rTile T, Dev d),
```

which returns the next aligned size for each axis in the shape of rTile $T$ given the specific device specification $d$. This is calculated by gradually increasing the dimension size along each axis until it satisfies all the alignment requirements. The rTile abstraction allows ROLLER to be extended to support new alignment requirements (e.g., new hardware features). This is achieved by adding new alignment rules to the GetNextAlignedAxisSize interface.

Calculating data reuse score. An interesting property of rTile is that we can implicitly control the memory traffic by adjusting its shape. Increasing the rTile size usually brings more data reuse opportunities at the cost of occupying more memory space. Given an rTile $T$ and its next aligned size in each axis, we can calculate the data reuse score $S_i$ for axis $i$ by $S_i = \frac{Q(T) - Q(T')}{P(T) - P(T')}$, where $T'$ is a newly enlarged rTile by replacing the dimension size at axis $i$ with the next aligned size from GetNextAlignedAxisSize. Functions $Q(T)$ and $F(T)$ calculate the memory traffic and memory footprint when the computation is executed in the granularity of $T$, which can be directly inferred based on the given tensor expression and hardware memory specification (§3.3). A larger $S_i$ means better cost-efficiency, i.e., more memory traffic can be saved with the same memory usage. The memory reuse score plays a critical role in constructing an efficient rProgram (using rTiles), as shown in the next subsection.

3.2 Tensor Program Construction

rTile program. Given rTile and the hierarchical memory structure of modern accelerators, a tensor computation can be naturally treated as a streaming data processing pipeline. The computation loads data tiles (specified in rTile) from the lowest memory layer through the memory hierarchy to the highest layer, performs rTile computation on the execution
units of the accelerator, and stores the resulting data tiles back to the lowest memory. For each memory layer, a specific rTile is defined to align with the characteristics of this memory layer. Thus, ROLLER describes tensor computation as a data processing pipeline with a hierarchical rTile configuration, which is called an rProgram (i.e., rProgram).

Figure 6 shows an rProgram on a device with three memory layers (L0, L1 and L2). The rProgram is described by the rTile at each layer and the rTile instructions (i.e., Load, Store, and Compute) at each memory layer. Figure 7(a) shows a MatMul rProgram illustrated in Figure 7(b). Figure 7(c) illustrates how the rProgram is mapped to each memory layer of a device. Specifically, each time it loads a [4, 4] data tile in A and a [4, 8] tile in B from memory L2 to L1; and then it loads the data tiles from memory L1 to memory L0 (i.e., registers) in shapes of [2, 1] and [1, 2]. After each Compute, the resulting [2, 2] tile will be directly stored from L0 to L2.

Given a data processing pipeline, the optimization goal of the corresponding rProgram is to maximize the throughput of the pipeline. The goal can be translated into three conditions: 1) the computation and memory movement should fully leverage the hardware features; 2) the throughput should saturate the bottleneck stage; and 3) there needs to be sufficient parallelism to leverage all the parallel execution units. Thus, ROLLER proposes the following rProgram construction policy: first scale-up on one core by constructing a single-core rProgram to saturate the core’s hardware utilization and then scale-out to leverage the multi-core parallelism by replicating the constructed single-core rProgram.

Scaling up an rProgram. Since the alignment properties of rTile ensure hardware efficiency, ROLLER can just focus on maximizing the throughput at each memory layer by constructing the right rTile shape. By leveraging the data reuse score defined in §3.1, the single-core rProgram construction algorithm starts from an initial rTile and gradually enlarges it towards the most cost-effective axis in the rTile (i.e., with the maximum data reuse score). Note that the construction algorithm does not require an absolute data reuse score, it just picks the largest one to maximize the throughput. During the process, the memory performance improves until it hits the computational bound or the maximal memory capacity. The above process repeats for each memory layer from top to bottom, until a desired rProgram is constructed. Note that if the data reuse score remains constant for some tensor expressions, e.g., element-wise operators, ROLLER will just construct rTiles for the top layers and load them directly from the bottom layer memory.

Figure 8 shows the detailed construction algorithm. Given a tensor expression expr and a target device dev, the algo-

```python
1 Func ConstructProg(expr:TensorExpr, dev:Device):
2   T = rTile(expr);
3   Results = [];
4   EnlargeTile(T, dev.MemLayer(0), rProg());
5 Func EnlargeTile(T;rTile, mem:MemLayer, P;rProg):
6   if mem.IsLowestLayer() do
7     Results.append(P);
8     if (Results.Size() > TopK) Exit();
9     Return();
10   for T’ : GetNextRTileShapes(T, mem) do
11     if Visited(T’)
12        Return();
13     if MemFootprint(T’) > mem.Capacity() do
14        P.Add(mem, T’);
15       EnlargeTile(T’, mem.Next(), P);
16     else
17        if MemPerf(T’) > MaxComputePerf(T’.expr) do
18           P.Add(mem, T’);
19           EnlargeTile(T’, mem.Next(), P);
20        Return(T’, mem, P);
21     return;
22     memories = GetNextAlignedAxisSize(T, mem);
23     SortedRTiles = OrderedMap();
24     for d : T.Dimensions() do
25        T’ = T.Replace(d, alignedSizes[d]);
26        SortedRTiles.Insert({T’, DataReuseScore(T’)});
27     Return SortedRTiles;
```
rithm constructs an initial rTile T at the top memory layer and enlarges T recursively (EnlargeTile in line 4). At each step, it enumerates the next larger rTile T’ that improves the data reuse score most (GetNextRTileShapes in line 10). If T’ hits the memory capacity (line 13) or the data tile loading throughputs MemPerf(T’) exceeds the peak computing throughput MaxComputePerf(T’) (line 17), the algorithm records the current rTile T and goes on to EnlargeTile at the next memory layer. Otherwise, it continues to enlarge T’ at the current layer (line 20). The construction finishes at the lowest memory layer (line 6), producing one result and repeating, until it obtains K (e.g., 5-20) rPrograms (to tolerate the hidden factors affected by the device compiler). Note that MemPerf(T’) and MaxComputePerf(T’) are derived based on dev, based on the micro-performance model (§3.3).

Scaling an rProgram. Given the homogeneity of both the computation pattern of most DNN operators and the parallel execution units in an accelerator, ROLLER simply replicates the rProgram constructed on one execution unit to other units, by uniformly partitioning the computation into rTiles of the size equals to the lowest layer rTile. We achieve this by distributing all the partitions evenly to all execution units. Note that ROLLER prefers to assign the partitions split along a reduction axis on the same execution unit, as they can share the reduction results in the higher memory layers. Note that ROLLER does not assume an rProgram will exclusively occupy all computing units, the system can explicitly control the parallelism of an rProgram when scaling out.

Small operator and irregular tensor shape. The scale-out algorithm inherently favors operators with sufficient parallelism, e.g., where the partition number is significantly larger than the number of execution units. For a small operator, the overall performance of the algorithm could suffer from the low utilization of parallel execution units. In general, this can be addressed by co-scheduling with other operators in compilers like Rammer [26], if there exists sufficient inter-operator parallelism. Otherwise, for each rProgram, ROLLER will try to shrink its rTiles along the axis that has the smallest data reuse score to achieve sufficient parallelism. Note that this enumerating process returns the next aligned tile size each time just like other alignment rules, which is an efficient process and incurs negligible costs compared to the overall construction process.

In addition, a large operator may contain irregular tensor shapes with small dimensions, whereas ROLLER might not generate a sufficient number of rPrograms due to the alignment requirements. To address this issue, ROLLER transforms a tensor expression into a canonical form by an axis fusion pass. Specifically, for all the involved tensors, if there exist two adjacent axes in one tensor, which are either both existing and still adjacent or both missing in all other tensors, ROLLER can safely merge these two axes. For example, an element-wise operator with the tensor shape [17, 11, 3] in both input and output tensors, ROLLER will transform it into the tensor shape [561](17 × 11 × 3) by fusing the three axes. Besides axis fusion, ROLLER will also try to greedily increase the parameter e in the tensor padding mechanism (§3.1) until K rPrograms have been constructed.

3.3 Efficient Evaluation of an rProgram

In the construction algorithm, ROLLER needs to evaluate the performance of rProgram. Instead of evaluating the end-to-end rProgram in a real hardware device, ROLLER only needs to evaluates the performance of the corresponding rTile, e.g., MemPerf and MaxComputePerf in Figure 8.

To this end, ROLLER builds a micro-performance model against a device described in a hardware abstraction layer (HAL). The HAL models an accelerator as multiple parallel execution units with a hierarchical memory layer. The HAL exposes three rTile-based interfaces: Load, Compute, and Store (Figure 9). An execution unit is abstracted as an rTile Execution Unit (TEU), which computes the data tiles through the Compute interface. Multiple TEUs can be organized as a group, which Load and Store tiles cooperatively. The HAL treats different memory layers, e.g., register, shared memory, DRAM, as an unified type exposing the hardware specifications that affect the performance of tile movement. The specifications include memory capacity, transaction lengths, cache line size, and number of memory banks, which can be obtained by the GetDeviceSpec interface in Figure 9.

Micro performance model. With the hardware abstraction layer, ROLLER can easily derive the performance of a rTile (and hence the rProgram). First, given an rTile, the incurred memory footprint (including padding) and the memory traffic volume across different layer can be statically inferred from the rTile’s tensor expression expr and the shape, i.e., the MemFootprint and MemTraffic interfaces in Figure 9. They are used to calculate the data reuse scores and check if an rTile exceeds the memory capacity. Second, to calculate MaxComputePerf of an rTile, ROLLER conducts a one-time profiling to measure the peak compute throughput by aggressively enlarging the compute tiles (e.g., multiple of warp size in an SM) to saturate the TEU. This performance data is cached in ROLLER for future query in the construction al-
algorithm. Finally, for a given rTile, ROLLER also estimates MemPerf, the performance on loading data tiles from a memory layer to a higher layer. Given the aligned memory access in rTile, the latency of loading a regular chunk of data can be simply modeled by the division of the total traffic to the memory bandwidth. For the memory layer shared by all TEUs, we split the bandwidth evenly. For the smaller accessing sizes, ROLLER also conducts a one-time offline profiling for each device type and cache the results. It is worth noting that the micro-performance model only needs to be accurate when the tile shapes are fully aligned, a key requirement of ROLLER.

4 Implementation

Our implementation of ROLLER is based on TVM [15] and Rammer [26], two open-source DNN compilers. ROLLER’s core mechanisms, including expression optimization, construction algorithm, micro-performance model, etc., are implemented with 8K lines of code. ROLLER’s compilation pipeline is as follows. Its input is an ONNX graph [9] or a TensorFlow frozen graph [13]. ROLLER first leverages Rammer to conduct graph level optimizations (e.g., inter- and intra-operator co-scheduling). Next ROLLER derives the TVM tensor expressions for each (fused) operator extracted from the optimized graph, and generates corresponding rProgram by ROLLER’s construction algorithm, and performs kernel generation. Finally, the generated kernels are injected to Rammer’s runtime and generate the end-to-end model code.

Code generation. Given the fixed code structure in an rProgram (in Figure 6), ROLLER generates the kernel code through a predefined template, implemented as a TVM schedule with its built-in scheduling primitives. Loading and storing data tiles at each memory layer are implemented by TVM’s cache_read and cache_write primitives. Partitioning on rTile is done through split and fuse. Some primitive rTile computation is implemented with TVM’s intrinsic API. With the template, a given rProgram can be directly generated into device codes, e.g., CUDA kernels.

Tensor padding. ROLLER relies on tensor padding to align rTiles with tensor shape. In practice, most tensors in the lowest memory (e.g., DRAM) are allocated by external program (e.g., DNN framework), thus we just apply padding in the upper layer memory (e.g., shared memory). Our tensor padding currently requires the input tensor expression to specify whether it allows to pad, as well as the default padding value (e.g., 0 for MatMul operator). For the storage padding for memory bank alignment, we leverage TVM’s storage_align primitive to add padding.

Performance profiling. ROLLER implements two profilers: a micro-performance profiler and a kernel profiler. The former generates device specifications, e.g., memory bandwidth, computing throughput, etc., through a set of micro-benchmarks, which is a one-time offline profiling for each device type and tensor expression types (regardless of the tensor shapes). The latter profiles the fastest kernels among the top K rPrograms and is used for each compilation result if the K is larger than 1. In practice, the performance of a specific kernel code is also slightly affected by some device-compiler and hardware related hidden factors, which ROLLER can hardly control. These factors include instruction density of different instruction types, register allocation behaviors, device compiler optimizations, warp scheduling overhead, etc. Particularly, on NVIDIA GPUs, ROLLER relies on nvcc [3] to compile the generated CUDA codes into machine code. However, nvcc’s proprietary optimizations might undesirably affect the program execution behaviors. Thus, ROLLER leverages the kernel profiler to quickly evaluate top performing rPrograms and select the best one. A larger K could generally increase kernel quality. After evaluating the top 10, 20, and 50 results, our experiences show that top 10 could recall the optimal results for most cases. Note that ROLLER’s kernel profiler differs from the evaluation process driven by a machine learning algorithm in previous compilers [15,33,35]. The ML-based approach usually requires hundreds even thousands of sequential evaluation steps, while ROLLER only profiles tens of candidates in parallel. In future, we plan to implement assembly-level code generation to alleviate the hidden issues in a high-level device compiler.

ROLLER’s HAL allows us to support different accelerators easily. User can configure the corresponding HAL for each device type. ROLLER also provides built-in configurations for most common device types. Some detailed configurations, e.g., memory bandwidth, rely on micro-benchmark profiling or derive from published device specifications. Next, we share our experiences in implementing the HAL on several popular DNN accelerators, including NVIDIA GPUs, AMD GPUs, and Graphcore IPU.

ROLLER on NVIDIA CUDA GPUs. An NVIDIA GPU usually employs a centralized memory architecture. We implement ROLLER on V100 and K80, two CUDA GPUs with different architectures on the streaming multi-processors (SMs). Their memory architecture contains global memory, L2 cache, L1 cache, shared memory, and register. In ROLLER’s HAL, we abstract them into 3 memory layers: L2 layer for global memory and L2 cache, L1 layer for only the shared memory, and the L0 layer for register. We ignore L1 cache because it shares the space with shared memory and cannot be controlled by user programs. The memory bandwidths of all levels are measured by our micro-benchmarks. The transaction length at the global memory layer is set to 32 Bytes, i.e., 8 float elements, for both GPUs. For V100 GPUs, the bank number and the bank length of the shared memory is 32 and 4 Bytes respectively. For K80 GPUs, the bank length is 8 Bytes. The shared memory capacities are set as 48KB for both GPUs (based on deviceQuery).

We implement the TEU on CUDA GPUs as a warp of 32 threads, which is also the basic unit to execute the TensorCore WMMA instructions. The size of a TEU Group on a HAL
(e.g., a SM) is set to the warp scheduler number, which is 4 for both GPUs. The SM number is 80 for V100 [21] and 13 for K80. On CUDA GPUs, each thread has a limited register capacity, e.g., 255 registers for V100. Exceeding this limit will lead to register spilling, causing significant performance degradation. This sets a limit to the size of an r TILE at register layer. We notice that the nvcc compiler will implicitly declare more registers (for loop variables or other purposes). Given that this behaviour is hard to predict, we reduce the register limit empirically to only 96 registers for both V100 and K80 per thread to avoid unexpected performance impacts.

**ROLLER on AMD ROCm GPUs.** We also implement ROLLER on MI50 [12], AMD’s second-generation Vega series GPU. MI50 shares a similar memory architecture as V100: the centralized global memory can be accessed by all compute units (CUs). Like SMs in NVIDIA GPU, each CU has its own scratchpad memory, registers, and computation cores. The data movement of a ROCm [1] kernel program is also similar. The memory transaction size for the global memory is set as 64 Bytes. The memory bank number is 32 and bank length is also 4 Bytes. We also implement the TEU as a warp of threads, which is 64 threads on MI50 GPUs. The maximal register size is empirically limited to 70 registers per thread. All other specifications such as the memory bandwidths at each layer, peak computing throughput, etc., are measured with our micro-benchmark.

**ROLLER on Graphcore IPUs** The Graphcore IPU [22] is a massive parallel MIMD processor with 1216 parallel processing cores. Distinct from NVIDIA and AMD GPUs, an IPU employs a distributed memory architecture. There is only 256KB on-chip local memory attached per core, and no unified global memory. When the local memory is unable to hold all the input data, by default, the initial data of a kernel program is stashed in the on-chip local memory and evenly distributed across the nodes. Thus, ROLLER’s HAL for IPUs also abstracts three memory layers: L2 for all the remote memories across all cores, L2 for the local memory on each core, and L0 for the register. We take advantage of prior benchmarking work [22], which has successfully measured peak memory bandwidth and computation throughput. The size of the register files per IPU core is not publicly available. Considering that we have no prediction for behaviours of the IPU program compiler, we allow each upper-level r TILE to use only 10 registers, which safely guarantee that the tiling algorithm does not emit invalid tiling configurations.

## 5 Evaluation

We evaluate ROLLER on both DNN operator benchmarks and end-to-end models by comparing with state-of-the-art DNN compilers and frameworks. We first summarize our findings: 1) ROLLER achieves three orders of magnitude speedup on compilation time, compared to TVM and Ansor. On V100 GPU, the most expensive operator takes 43 seconds, while all other operators take only around 13 seconds to compile. 2) ROLLER matches the state-of-the-art performance of vendor libraries and other compilers on a wide range of operators. It even outperforms others for more than 50% of operators. 3) For operators with smaller sizes and irregular shapes, ROLLER’s results are sub-optimal because of the difficulty in aligning with the hardware. However, their kernel execution time is usually small (around or below 1ms). 4) We have conducted the most extensive evaluations (119 ops in total) covering different operator types over different accelerators.

### Experimental setup.

ROLLER is evaluated on four types of servers equipped with different accelerators. The CUDA GPU evaluations use two types of servers: an Azure NC24s_v3 VM equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 CPUs and 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 (16GB) GPUs and an Azure NC24_v1 VM with 24 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690v3 CPUs and 4 NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs. Both running on Ubuntu 16.04 with CUDA 10.2 and cuDNN 7.6.5. The AMD ROCm GPUs use a server equipped with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2640 v4 CPU and 4 AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 (16GB) GPUs, installed with Ubuntu 18.04 and ROCm 4.0.1 [1]. The IPU evaluations use an Azure ND40s_v3 VM equipped with Intel Xeon Platinum 8168 CPUs and 16 IPUs with Poplar-sdk 1.0.

We compare ROLLER against other tensor compilers, vendor libraries and DNN frameworks, including TVM [15] (v0.8) and Ansor [33] (v0.8), two state-of-the-art tensor compilers; cuDNN, cuBLAS, rocBLAS (ROCm GPUs), POPLAR library (Graphcore IPU), which are vendor libraries; TensorFlow-Flow (v1.15), a state-of-the-art DNN framework; TensorFlow-XLA a state-of-the-art DNN full-model compilers; and TensorRT (v7.0) (with TensorFlow integration version), a vendor-specific inference library for NVIDIA GPUs. We validate our compilation results by comparing them against Ansor’s.

### Benchmarks.

Our evaluation benchmark uses four typical DNN models, including ResNet-50 [19] (CNN), LSTM [20] (RNN), NASNet [36] (a state-of-the-art CNN model obtained

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>M=65536, K=2, N=1024</td>
<td>M0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>M=128, K=4032, N=1000</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatMul</td>
<td>M=128, K=1024, N=4096</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>D=(128, 128, 256, 256), K=(128, 128, 3, 3), S=1</td>
<td>C0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>D=(128, 128, 512, 512), K=(128, 128, 3, 3), S=2</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv2D</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepthwiseConv</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2</td>
<td>C0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepthwiseConv</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DepthwiseConv</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avgpool</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2, SAME</td>
<td>P0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avgpool</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2, SAME</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avgpool</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), K=(128, 256, 3, 3), S=2, SAME</td>
<td>P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReduceMean</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), axis=[2]</td>
<td>R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReduceMean</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), axis=[2]</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReduceMean</td>
<td>D=(128, 256, 512, 512), axis=[2]</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Table 1: A subset of operator configurations in our benchmark.


by the neural architecture search), and BERT-Large [17] (transformer-based). We set the default batch size of each model to 128. From each model, we choose the most-frequently used operators to construct our operator benchmark. It contains 6 classes of operator type with total 119 operator instances with different configurations (7 MatMul operators, 44 Conv2D operators, 23 DepthwiseConv operators, 28 element-wise operators, 13 pooling operators, and 4 reduction operators). Table 1 lists a representative subset of operators as well as their configurations. The last column lists the corresponding abbreviation of each operator. The full list of the operator configurations is omitted due to page limit.

5.1 Evaluation on NVIDIA GPUs

This section first evaluates ROLLER’s operator performance, compilation time, and scalability on large operators by comparing against the state-of-the-art tensor compilers and vendor libraries. We also evaluate the performance of ROLLER on TensorCore. Finally, we show the end-to-end model performance compared to existing DNN compilers and framework.

**Operator performance.** We first evaluate the performance of ROLLER generated kernels by comparing against TVM (i.e., AutoTVM with XGBoost tuning algorithm [16]), Ansor, cuBLAS (for matrix multiplication operators) and cuDNN (for convolution operators). Vendor libraries like cuBLAS and cuDNN are wrapped in TensorFlow to evaluate the performance. For the rest of operators (e.g., element-wise, reduce), we use TensorFlow’s built-in kernel implementations. To amortize the overhead of data feeds/fetches in TensorFlow’s session, we repeat the kernel running for 1,000 times in each session and calculate the average. We set the tuning steps for TVM and Ansor to 1,000 for each operator, same as Ansor’s evaluation setup [33], and report the best results. We compare both the top-1 and the best from the top-10 kernels constructed by ROLLER, the latter can tolerate some hidden performance impacts from device compilers.

Figure 10 plots the average kernel performance for all the 119 operators in our benchmark, ordered by the operator type and ID. We plot the large operators (e.g., kernel time is larger than 5ms) in the top sub-figure in a log-scale for y-axis, and the other medium and small operators in the bottom 4 sub-figures.

Figure 10: Operator performance on V100 GPUs (y-axis: average kernel execution time in ms).

Please find the complete results in our artifact.
operators, ROLLER can even produce faster kernels than TVM and Ansor, respectively. We observe that the majority of these operators are large and time-consuming ones. As it shows in the top sub-figure where operators are larger than 5ms (up to 343ms), ROLLER could achieve better performance for most of these operators, e.g., by $1.85 \times$ and $1.27 \times$ speedup over TVM and Ansor on average.

**Compilation time.** Given the comparable kernel performance, the major advantage of ROLLER is its fast compilation. Figure 11 compares ROLLER’s compilation time against TVM and Ansor for all the operators. The operator ID is sorted by the compilation time for each line. The average operator compilation time for TVM is 0.65 hours and up to 7.89 hours. For the first 40 operators, which are mainly the element-wise, reduction, and pooling operators, TVM’s compilation takes less than 10 seconds. This is because TVM’s manually-written code templates for these operators can directly emit code without searching. However, Ansor generates search spaces for all the operators. Its compilation time takes 0.66 hours on average and up to 2.17 hours. In contrast, ROLLER’s top-1 kernel results can be generated in 1 second for most operators and in 0.43s on average, which is $more than three orders of magnitude$ faster. The major time is spent on the recursive constructing algorithm, which increases slightly with the growth of operator size, but quickly stabilizes as the recursive depth (to enlarge the $r$Tiles) is bounded by the limited memory capacity. To get the optimal kernels from the top-10 candidates, ROLLER’s average compilation time is only 13.3 seconds. The major cost comes from the kernel code compilation with the device compiler and the evaluation on target devices.

**Scale-out with operator size.** We evaluate the scalability of ROLLER on larger operators by comparing with both CUDA libraries, TVM, and Ansor. We select a MatMul operator from the BERT model and a Conv2D operator from the ResNet mode, and scale them by setting different batch sizes. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the performance comparisons. For the MatMul operator, both Ansor and ROLLER have a linear scalability over the batch sizes and comparable performance with CudaLib (i.e., cuBLAS). However, TVM’s performance is relatively non-stable. For example, ROLLER can outperform TVM by average $11.2 \times$ and up to $36.1 \times$ for the batch size of 1024. For Conv2D operators, ROLLER can still achieve linear scalability over the batch size, and get slightly better performance than Ansor and TVM (by $1.25$ and $1.54 \times$ on average). Note that Ansor is unable to search for a valid kernel for the batch size over 2048 using its default configurations. TVM can generate valid kernels, but the performance is scaled sub-linearly for the larger batch sizes, e.g., ROLLER can achieve more than $1.9 \times$ speedup for batch sizes greater than 2048.

Finally, Figure 14 compares the compilation time for the two operators with different batch sizes. The average compilation time of TVM and Ansor is 2.36 (up to 9.55) hours and 1.19 (up to 3.0) hours respectively. Moreover, their compilation time grows constantly with the growing of batch size. This is because that they are both based on ML-based search approach, whose search space usually increases exponentially with the operator size. In contrast, ROLLER produces the top-1 kernel in 1 second, and 16 seconds (up to 34 seconds) on average for the top-10 kernel.

**Compile on TensorCore.** ROLLER could easily support hardware tensor ISAs (e.g., TensorCore) by aligning the $r$Tile shape with the hardware instruction shape. We use the $16 \times 16 \times 16$ WMMA instruction in ROLLER. We remove An-
We demonstrate the benefits of using a micro-performance model for kernel selection. The model allows us to quickly identify the best kernel configuration for a given operator. For example, Figure 15 shows the performance of different kernel configurations for MatMul operators on TensorCore. We can see that our model predicts the performance of the top-10 candidates accurately, allowing us to select the best one without exhaustive search.

Figure 15: Matmul kernel time on TensorCore.

Figure 16: Performance for small operators.

Figure 17: Performance for operators with irregular shapes.

Figure 18: Memory throughput (DRAM and shared memory) and compute throughput from our micro-performance model and real measurement (X-axis: kernel configurations with different number of threads per block (T) and blocks (B)).

In this experiment, we found that the best kernel configuration for MatMul operators on TensorCore is the one with a smaller thread number per block (T) and blocks (B). The model predicts the performance accurately, allowing us to select the best kernel without exhaustive search.

Small operators and irregular tensor shape. ROLLER optimizes performance for small operators by shrinking the rTile when there is insufficient parallelism. We demonstrate the performance of this optimization for the two small MatMul operators. Figure 16 compares the performance of the original rTile configuration without sufficient parallelism (Roller-O), and the shrunk rTile configuration (Roller-S) which matches the SM parallelism. As it shows, shrinking rTile could significantly improve performance than the original kernel, e.g., by 2.3× on average. However, ROLLER is still slower than Ansor, e.g., by 50% on average, on small operators, even it is significantly faster than TVM by 6.6×. For such operators, we can further leverage search-based approach to fine-tune the configurations to obtain a better performance.

ROLLER compiles operators with irregular tensor shapes with two optimizations: i.e., axis fusion and tensor padding with bound parameter ε. We demonstrate their benefits on a representative set of irregular convolution operators, as shown in Figure 17. We compare the performance of ROLLER without any optimizations (Roller-B), with axis fusion (Roller-F), and further with tensor padding of ε from 0.4 to 1.0 (Roller-P0.4 and Roller-P1.0). All ROLLER’s performances are the best one selected from the top-10 candidates. First, with axis fusion optimization, ROLLER is able to have more rTiles that aligns with the tensor shapes, which improves the kernel performance by 1.5× on average. Moreover, with the tensor padding optimizations (e.g., at ε of 1.0), ROLLER can further improve performance than Roller-F by 1.4×. This is mainly because the number of legitimated kernels is very limited with smaller ε for irregular shapes. Increasing the ε allows ROLLER to have chance to select from more candidate kernels.

Micro-performance model. We conduct extensive experiments to validate the micro-performance model, including global memory throughput, shared memory throughput, and compute throughput, under different kernel configurations (i.e., different thread block and grid size). Figure 18 compares the performance estimated by our micro-performance model with that measured on real device. As shown, when the configuration is not aligned with the parallelism of execution units, i.e., thread number per block is less than 128 (4 warps), our model produces a relatively estimation error, especially for the DRAM throughput. This is also the case when there is insufficient parallelism (i.e., block number is less than 80). Thus, we can see our micro-performance model is accurate only for those shape-aligned configurations (i.e., rTiles), as they fully exploit hardware efficiency. This also motivates us to choose only the aligned rTiles, which greatly reduces the complexity of micro-performance model.

Kernel performance. We further study how close the performance of ROLLER generated kernels can approach the optimal. Since ROLLER’s data pipeline model can naturally identify the bottleneck layer, e.g., DRAM, shared memory, or
computation, we profile each generated kernel and compare the corresponding resource utilization at the saturated layer with the theoretical hardware limit. Table 2 lists the distribution of the resource utilization for the total 119 operators. The table shows most kernels saturate hardware resources, e.g., 66% of them utilize more than 90% of the theoretical limit. For the few under-utilized kernels, especially whose utilization is less than 80%, our investigation shows that they are mostly small operators with insufficient parallelisms.

To understand the impact of different alignment rules, we incrementally turn on each alignment optimization and evaluate its performance improvement. Table 3 shows the average speedup compared with the baseline (without any optimization). For example, EUAlign shows the kernels with the alignment on execution units and memory transaction alignment (MemAlign) can together improve the performance by 1.88x than the baseline. Bank alignment (BankAlign) has relatively small improvement because most kernels are already bank conflict free.

**End-to-end model performance.** We evaluate the end-to-end model performance of ROLLER by comparing against TensorFlow (TF), TensorFlow-XLA (TF-XLA), TensorRT (TF-TRT), and Anser, which represent the state-of-the-art DNN framework, graph-level compiler, vendor-provided DNN engine, and DNN compiler with tensor compilation, respectively. Note that TensorRT is also the core engine in NVIDIA Triton inference server [8]. We omit TVM in this experiment as it usually requires an order of magnitude longer compilation time on tuning end-to-end models than Anser [33]. ROLLER’s end-to-end model compilation is implemented in Rammer (i.e., Rammer+Roller) by feeding the generated kernels into it. To create a fair baseline, we manually feed both the TVM and Anser generated kernels for the same set of operators into Rammer, which are denoted as Rammer+TVM and Rammer+Anser.

Table 4 lists the model execution time for each model compiled or executed by each compiler and framework. Note that TF-XLA fails to compile the BERT-Large and NASNet model (out-of-memory). TF-TRT also fails to run the BERT-Large model due to exceeding the maximum protobuf size limit (2GB) in its graph loading stage. For Anser, we set the total tuning steps as 1,000 multiplied with the number of subgraphs for each model. However, Anser also fails to produce a legitimate program for BERT-Large models. Thus, for this case, we use TVM to compile the model. Note that, the performance of TVM for BERT-Large is about 2.6× slower than Rammer+TVM, as the default layout of the dense operator in TVM (i.e., NT) is different from that in Rammer (i.e., NN). First, for the ResNet and NASNet models, ROLLER can only achieve comparable and mostly slower performance than TF, TF-XLA, and TF-TRT (up to 26.7% slower compared to TF-XLA for ResNet). This major overhead in ROLLER is caused by the less efficient convolution kernels compared to cuDNN as explained before. However, for the BERT-Large and LSTM models, ROLLER can outperform all other frameworks and compilers, e.g., by 1.07× and 1.55× faster than the state-of-the-arts, i.e., TF for BERT-Large and TensorRT for LSTM. This mainly due to ROLLER’s kernel construction favors large and regular operator shape, which are heavily used in the BERT-Large model. For both the BERT and LSTM models, since ROLLER can control to generate resource-efficient kernels by the scaling-up policy, it provides more opportunities for Rammer to co-schedule parallel kernels on the parallel SMs on GPUs. They together produce an efficient end-to-end program, which can even outperform TF-TRT by 1.55× for LSTM. Among all the implementations, Anser can also produce very efficient programs for all the rest 3 models except for the BERT. However, it requires a long compilation time (29.3 hours on average). For the NASNet model, it reaches only 32% of the overall searching progress after tuning for 41.8 hours. In contrast, ROLLER only takes 422s on average to compile these models. This includes the graph-level optimization and the full-model compilation time in Rammer, which occupies about 41% of the total time on average.

**Operator performance on K80 GPUs.** We also evaluate ROLLER on the K80 GPUs. Table 5 shows the percentage of better or comparable performing operators (e.g., within 10%
differences or 1.1× slow down) ROLLER generates for our operator benchmarks. Compared to CUDA libraries, TVM, and Ansor, ROLLER produces 82.4%, 65.5% and 71.4% better kernels for the whole operator benchmark. The percentage is relatively low for TVM mainly because the manually-crafted element-wise kernel templates in TVM are already highly-optimized. Finally, the average compilation time for all operators is 0.65 hours for TVM and 0.95 hours for Ansor respectively. In contrast, ROLLER’s average compilation time is only 5.24 milliseconds for top-1 kernel and 12.3 seconds for top-10 kernel.

5.2 Evaluation on Other Accelerators.

Operator performance on AMD ROCm GPUs. We evaluate ROLLER on AMD ROCm GPUs by comparing it against ROCm libraries, TVM, and Ansor. Table 6 shows the percentage of operators that ROLLER can produce better or comparable performance (e.g., within 5% and 10% differences) in our operator benchmarks. Compared to the ROCm libraries (e.g., rocBlas), 73.1% of the total operators ROLLER can produce better kernels. This percentage is much higher than that on CUDA GPUs (59.7% and 54.6% for V100 and K80 GPUs). This is mainly because the libraries on CUDA GPUs are more mature than the ROCm GPUs, where ROLLER can help significantly. Compared to TVM and Ansor, ROLLER can also produce 58.8% and 70.6% better kernels. Similar to CUDA GPUs, the kernels that are slower by more than 10% are mostly small operator and those with irregular tensor shapes: the average execution time of these kernels are only 1.69ms and 1.57ms for TVM and Ansor, respectively. Finally, the average compilation time for all operators is 0.85 (up to 4.2) hours for TVM and 0.99 (up to 3.4) hours for Ansor, respectively. In contrast, ROLLER’s average compilation time is 0.24 (up to 0.63) seconds for top-1 kernel and 7.69 (up to 49.0) seconds for top-10 kernel.

Table 6: The percentage of better and comparable performant operators on AMD ROCm MI50 GPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>TVM</th>
<th>Ansor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better Performance</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. within 5%</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. within 10%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>73.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. within 50%</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perf. within 90%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Operator performance on Graphcore IPU (y-axis in log-scale).

6 Discussion and Future Work

Optimization space compared with loop-based compiler. The abstraction of rTile and data processing pipeline allows ROLLER to construct an optimization space overlapped with, but different from, existing DNN compilers (e.g., Ansor) [15, 33, 35]. As mentioned previously, these compilers view tensor compilation as nested loop optimizations. For example, Ansor allows only divisible tiling sizes along a tensor dimension to partition a loop axis evenly. This makes it usually perform worse for tensor shapes with prime dimensions. ROLLER instead focuses on maximizing hardware efficiency from the data-processing-pipeline view, allowing more aggressive optimizations, e.g., exploring non-divisible but hardware-aligned tiling sizes with fused adjacent axis and padded tensor shapes. Driven by our observation that most DNN operators are memory-bound, ROLLER fundamentally differs from existing DNN compilers by first optimizing data-tile throughput, i.e., maximizing reuse score rewards and aligning with hardware features, and then for parallelism. Such a trade-off inherently leads to fast compilation and good performance for operators with sufficient parallelism.

Optimization trade-off. ROLLER’s design philosophy is based on an observation: large and dense operators tend to be major contributors to the execution time. This leads to a design trade-off: optimizing data reuse (i.e., maximizing pipeline throughput) as the primary optimization goal, and turning other hardware related optimizations into alignment constraints. Such trade-off results in fast compilation and high kernel quality for a majority of operators in mainstream workloads. For small operators, ROLLER further employs some adaptive mechanisms to trade-off among different optimiza-
tion goals, e.g., using a threshold to limit redundant work (§3.1) when there are insufficient results, employing an adapting rTile shrinking process to increase parallelism (§3.2), etc.

**Future work.** ROLLER currently relies on high level device compiler, e.g., nvcc, to compile kernel code to executable. This sometimes introduces undesirable performance impacts and forces ROLLER to allocate registers conservatively. This is because the device compiler will implicitly allocate registers for intermediate values (e.g., loop variables). ROLLER cannot detect implicit register allocation beforehand, hence it is difficult to estimate and decide the precise register usage. One of our future work is to generate assembly (e.g., PTX for NVIDIA GPUs) code directly to avoid the side effects from the high level device compiler.

Moreover, although the key hardware information that affects performance, including memory bandwidth, capacity, and transaction length, is often available in the hardware specification, there are still some devices (e.g., mobile GPUs) lacking such information. Another future work is to leverage some profiling techniques [25] to disclose and quantify those hardware features.

ROLLER’s HAL assumes hardware contains homogeneous computing units and symmetric memory accessing. However, we also observe that some devices have NUMA architecture. This makes it difficult for the micro-performance model to estimate rTile performance, as the same tile will perform differently at different locality under NUMA architecture. We leave this issue as future work.

Finally, the optimization for sparse kernel may also violate the assumption of homogeneous workload in a DNN kernel and make the micro-performance model inaccurate. Some tiles with a larger degree of sparsity may perform differently from dense tiles. ROLLER assumes a higher level, sparsity-aware compiler (e.g., SparTA [34]) will address this issue.

7 **Related Work**

Most tensor compilers treat DNN operators as nested multi-level loop computation, which essentially defines a large space with a combinatorial complexity. TVM [15] inherits the insight from Halide [27] and describes DNN operators as loop optimization schedule primitives. Later, AutoTVM [16] extends TVM to apply an ML-method to search for the best configurations from manually written code templates. FlexTensor [35] proposes to automatically explore the space without manual templates. Ansor [33] further advances such automation. It generates an even larger search space considering a hierarchical code structure and adopts an evolution algorithm to find performant kernels. Compilers like Tiramisu [14], AKG [32], and Tensor Comprehensions [29] apply polyhedral-based techniques to loop optimization, which transforms the loop into an integer programming problem and finds a good configuration with a solver. All these approaches rely on a huge search space to provide good kernel, which leads to long compilation/solving time. ROLLER explores a different approach to construct rTiles that align with hardware features.

Tensor Processing Primitives (TPPs) [18] define a set of 2D-tensor operators to compose complex operators on high-dimensional tensors, providing limited expressiveness. In contrast, ROLLER does not limit the dimension of tile shape and can be applied to general tensor expressions. The OpenAI Triton [28] is a programming framework and compiler for developing block-based GPU kernels. Triton relies on programmers to decide the block size and block scheduling, while this is the key problem ROLLER addressed by considering both hardware features and tensor shapes. MLIR [5] and Tensor IR [10] plan to support block-level (i.e., tile) computation representation in their IRs. ROLLER’s rTile abstraction and the rProgram construction are compatible with these initiatives.

Graph-level DNN compilers like XLA [11], TVM [15], and Rammer [26] focus on cross-operator optimizations, e.g., operator fusion/co-scheduling. ROLLER’s kernel generation is compatible with these compilers. ROLLER’s rTile abstraction complements the rTask concept in Rammer [26] as it provides an efficient way to construct an rTask.

Finally, some works focus on operator-specific optimizations. CUTLASS [7] is a template for implementing matrix-multiplication. An analytical model [24] is proposed to find the best loop-level optimization configuration only for convolution operators on multi-core CPUs. And DREW [30] proposes a new way to optimize Winograd convolution using data compression [31]. ROLLER’s optimization approach is general for DNN operators on various devices.

8 **Conclusion**

ROLLER takes an unconventional approach to deep learning compiler. Instead of relying on costly machine learning algorithms to find a good solution in a large search space, ROLLER generates efficient kernels using a recursive construction-based algorithm that leverages the new rTile abstraction with much fewer shapes that align with multiple hardware features. The constructed program can be evaluated by a micro performance model, without running on a real device every time. As a result, ROLLER can compile high-performance kernels in seconds, even in less mature accelerators. More importantly, ROLLER offers a unique and significantly more efficient approach for new AI hardware vendors to build competent vendor-specific DNN libraries, bridging the ecosystem gap to market leaders and thereby facilitating innovations in AI accelerators.
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Abstract

To break the bottlenecks of mainstream cloud-based machine learning (ML) paradigm, we adopt device-cloud collaborative ML and build the first end-to-end and general-purpose system, called Walle, as the foundation. Walle consists of a deployment platform, distributing ML tasks to billion-scale devices in time; a data pipeline, efficiently preparing task input; and a compute container, providing a cross-platform and high-performance execution environment, while facilitating daily task iteration. Specifically, the compute container is based on Mobile Neural Network (MNN), a tensor compute engine along with the data processing and model execution libraries, which are exposed through a refined Python thread-level virtual machine (VM) to support diverse ML tasks and concurrent task execution. The core of MNN is the novel mechanisms of operator decomposition and semi-auto search, sharply reducing the workload in manually optimizing hundreds of operators for tens of hardware backends and further quickly identifying the best backend with runtime optimization for a computation graph. The data pipeline introduces an on-device stream processing framework to enable processing user behavior data at source. The deployment platform releases ML tasks with an efficient push-then-pull method and supports multi-granularity deployment policies. We evaluate Walle in practical e-commerce application scenarios to demonstrate its effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability. Extensive micro-benchmarks also highlight the superior performance of MNN and the Python thread-level VM. Walle has been in large-scale production use in Alibaba, while MNN has been open source with a broad impact in the community.

1 Introduction

To provide intelligent services for millions or even billions of smartphone users in industry, the mainstream paradigm lets mobile devices send requests with raw data and lets the cloud return results after data processing and model execution. However, this paradigm encounters three major bottlenecks: (1) High Latency: The network latency between each mobile device and the cloud plus the request processing latency of the cloud is in seconds, which is unacceptable for some real-time interactive applications. For example, the practical latency requirements of computer vision (CV), natural language processing (NLP), and recommendation tasks are in hundreds or even tens of milliseconds; (2) High Cost and Heavy Load: On the device side, uploading raw data will incur high cellular data usage, if Wi-Fi is not available. On the cloud side, receiving and storing enormous amounts of raw data from a massive number of mobile devices, processing data with diverse and sophisticated ML algorithms, and returning results in time, inevitably cause high overhead. For example, the size of 60s-long video or audio is in tens of MB, and the size of raw data for recommendation per user per day is in MB. Further multiplied by the scale of mobile devices, the total size of raw data is huge; and (3) Data Security and Privacy: Uploading the raw data with sensitive contents (e.g., personal information and user behaviors) may raise serious security and privacy concerns of users. Storing and processing raw data on the cloud may suffer from the risk of data breach.

By deconstructing the cloud-based ML paradigm, we can find that it simply regards mobile devices as interactive interfaces, but ignores the fact that mobile devices after 10 years of development can now undertake an appropriate load of data processing and model execution. Therefore, it does not leverage the natural device-side advantages of being close to users and data sources, thereby reducing latency and communication cost, mitigating the cloud-side load, and keeping private data on local devices. To overcome the bottlenecks of the mainstream cloud-based ML paradigm, the device-cloud collaborative ML paradigm emerged, which advocates offloading part of ML tasks to mobile devices and letting the cloud and the mobile devices collaboratively accomplish the ML tasks. Existing work tends to focus on the algorithmic decisions (e.g., device-cloud task splitting strategy [29] and collaboration/interaction paradigm [34]) in either inference or training phase and normally for a specific application (e.g., video analytics [6,11,31], text processing [5], recommendation [17,44]).

∗Chaoyue Niu is the corresponding author (rvince@sjtu.edu.cn).
However, practical industrial scenarios tend to involve the full cycle of diverse CV, NLP, and recommendation applications to serve millions or even billions of mobile devices, building a general-purpose system to put device-cloud collaborative ML in large-scale production becomes a new requirement.

We build an end-to-end system, called Walle, the overall goal of which is to support general device-cloud collaboration (e.g., single device-cloud and multiple devices-cloud) in each phase of diverse ML tasks through exchanging any necessary content (e.g., data, feature, sample, model, model update, and intermediate result). As shown in Figure 1, Walle supports the whole cycle of ML tasks (i.e., pre-processing, model training and model inference, and post-processing) on both mobile devices and cloud servers in both development (e.g., the practical need of frequent experimentation and deployment for daily ML task iteration) and runtime (i.e., ML task execution and device-cloud data transfer) stages. By following the philosophy of building a general-purpose system rather than integrating massive application-specific or platform-specific solutions, Walle functions as a fundamental ML infrastructure with standard APIs and keeps the light-weight limit of mobile APPs, having supported 1,000+ kinds of CV, NLP, and recommendation tasks in large-scale production.

During building Walle, we encounter several practical requirements and challenges that motivate our design decisions. Walle is oriented by ML tasks and consists of a deployment platform, a data pipeline, and a compute container, catering to ML task deployment, input preparation, and execution, respectively. (1) For the compute container, one major requirement is to decouple ML task iteration from the monthly/weekly update of mobile APPs, making the classical method of integrating new functionalities into APPs infeasible. Another key requirement is to support diverse ML tasks with high performance across different operating systems (OS) and heterogeneous hardware of mobile devices and cloud servers. This requires to build a tensor compute engine in C/C++ and do operator-level and computation graph-level optimizations for each hardware backend. Two dominant strategies are manual optimization (e.g., in almost all ML engines), the workload of which is quite heavy that only some common cases can be covered; and auto tuning (e.g., in TVM [9]), which cannot support runtime optimization and is infeasible in industrial scenarios that involve massive heterogeneous devices or require frequent/quick ML task iteration. Based on the tensor compute engine, the libraries should be implemented to cover pre-processing, model training and inference, and post-processing as well as mobile devices and cloud servers in a unified way, rather than in a separate and incomplete way, like NumPy, OpenCV, TensorFlow (Lite), and PyTorch (Mobile). Without integrated design, the high performance of the tensor compute engine cannot be exposed to different libraries, the workload of optimizing each library on heterogeneous backends is heavy, and the package is large; (2) for the data pipeline, the overarching goal is to prepare raw data, which can come from different sources and are structured in various formats, as device-side or cloud-side ML model input. The mainstream paradigm of uploading all the device-side raw data to the cloud for aggregate processing is inefficient and error-prone; and (3) for the deployment platform, its key requirement is to manage, release, and deploy ML tasks for numerous mobile devices in a fine-grained, timely, and robust way, given massive ML task deployment requirements, intermittent device availability, and potential task failure.

We overcome the key challenges above and build Walle. (1) We choose dynamically-typed, widely-used Python as the script language for developing ML tasks in Walle and implement a Python VM as the core of the compute container by refining CPython in two aspects: one is to abandon the global interpreter lock (GIL) and support task-level multi-threading with VM isolation and data isolation; and the other is to perform tailoring for practical device-side need. Such design enables daily ML task iteration. At the bottom of the compute container, we implement a tensor compute engine along with standard data processing and model execution libraries, called MNN [2]. MNN first introduces a novel geometric computing mechanism to decompose the transform and composite operators into atomic operators, thereby dramatically reducing the workload of manually optimizing hundreds of operators for tens of backends; and then introduces a novel semi-auto search mechanism to quickly identify the best backend with runtime optimization for a series of operators. At the top of the compute container, we expose MNN to Python thread-level VM as standard APIs, supporting the whole cycle of diverse ML tasks with standard data input. (2) For the data pipeline in Walle, we mainly build a new on-device stream processing framework to enable processing user behavior data at source. The key novelty is managing the trigger conditions of multiple stream processing tasks to generate different features with a trie structure for concurrent triggering. We also establish a real-time tunnel to transfer device-side fresh features to the cloud for use. (3) Regarding the deployment platform of Walle, we propose to manage task entity with git, categorize task-related files into shared and exclusive ones to facilitate multi-granularity deployments, and release tasks with an efficient push-then-pull method and in steps.

Walle is now part of Alibaba’s ML backbone infrastructure, being invoked more than 153 billion times per day and supporting more than 0.3 billion daily active users, 30+ mobile APPs, and 300+ kinds of ML tasks. MNN is open source now.
with 6,600+ stars and 1,300+ forks on GitHub, and also is in production use in 10+ other companies. Evaluation of Walle in example real applications (i.e., livestreaming and recommendation) and platform statistics demonstrate effectiveness, efficiency, and scalability. Micro-benchmarks of MNN and Python thread-level VM show superiority.

We summarize the key contributions as follows: (1) Walle is the first end-to-end, general-purpose, and large-scale production system for device-cloud collaborative ML, masking hardware and software heterogeneity at the bottom, and supporting diverse ML tasks with daily iteration cycle and high performance at the top; (2) the compute container in Walle comprises MNN, which introduces geometric computing to sharply reduce the workload of manual operator-level optimization, and semi-auto search to identify the best backend with runtime optimization; and a Python VM, which is the first to abandon GIL and support task-level multi-threading, and also is the first to be ported to mobile devices; (3) the data pipeline in Walle introduces on-device stream processing with tri-based concurrent task triggering to enable processing user behavior data at source; and (4) the deployment platform in Walle supports fine-grained task release and deployment to billion-scale devices with strong timeliness and robustness.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first expound the background and motivation of building a general-purpose system for device-cloud collaborative ML. We then elaborate on the major design challenges. We finally draw the system requirements.

2.1 Background and Motivation

Machine Learning Task. From a developer’s perspective, an ML task comprises scripts (e.g., codes in Python), resources (e.g., data, models, and dependent libraries), and configurations (e.g., trigger conditions mainly for specifying where and when to trigger the ML task). The whole workflow of an ML task can be divided into three phases or sub-tasks\(^1\): pre-processing, model execution, and post-processing. In the pre-processing phase, raw data from multiple sources are cleaned, integrated, and processed to extract features and generate samples, which are then fed into models. In the model execution phase, a model is loaded to do training or inference. In the post-processing phase, the results of model inference are processed (e.g., by applying some ranking policies or business rules) to finally serve users.

Motivating Industrial Applications for Walle. In Alibaba, there are now at least hundreds of online ML tasks to serve billion-scale daily active users with mobile devices in tens of business scenarios, where CV, NLP, and recommendation tasks roughly account for 30%, 10%, and 60% of the total tasks and run billion, one hundred billion, and billion times every day, respectively. In particular, (1) typical CV-type application scenarios include livestreaming, visual image search, short video analysis, augmented reality, and security checkup, where the major tasks include key frame detection, image segmentation and classification, item recognition, facial recognition and effects, human keypoint and pose detection, and porn detection; (2) typical NLP-type application scenarios include livestreaming and voice navigation, where the major tasks include automatic speech recognition, text to speech, text analysis, and text generation; and (3) typical recommendation-type application scenarios include item re-ranking, intelligent refresh, message popping, and page rearrangement, where the key tasks include click-through-rate prediction, click-conversion-rate prediction, user state recognition, and user intent detection.

Need for Device-Cloud Collaborative System. The applications raise strict latency requirements on ML tasks. In general, (1) CV tasks need to process each image in 30ms; (2) NLP tasks require to process a 5s-long audio segment in 500ms or process an audio stream with latency less than 100ms; and (3) recommendation tasks need to generate outputs in 300ms. In addition, the raw data from massive users input to ML tasks are huge. For example, (1) for CV tasks, the size of a 60s-long, 1080p, and 8Mbps video is roughly 60MB; (2) for NLP tasks, the size of a 60s-long WAV/PCM audio is around 10MB; and (3) for recommendation tasks, one user normally generates thousands of pieces of raw data per day, each piece in the size of KB. Furthermore, raw user data are more or less sensitive, raising security and privacy concerns.

The practical requirements above make the mainstream cloud-based ML paradigm infeasible and motivate us to adopt device-cloud collaborative ML. The key principle is that an ML task can be executed not only on the cloud but also on mobile devices, rather than purely on the cloud. During the execution of an ML task, mobile devices can work as a relay of the cloud, and vice versa. The choice of which side to execute which phase is flexible and should incorporate the practical need of the ML task and the characteristics of the cloud and mobile devices. For example, choosing which side for pre-processing should consider whether the side is near data source. Further observing the industrial need to support diverse ML tasks and massive devices, we are motivated to build an end-to-end and general-purpose system that can put device-cloud collaborative ML in large-scale production.

2.2 Practical Challenges

A device-cloud collaborative ML system faces some practical challenges that span the execution, input preparation, and deployment stages of ML tasks as follows.

Execution Challenges. (1) Long Iteration Cycle: The common update cycle of a mobile APP includes development, testing, and integration of new functionalities (e.g., ML tasks to be deployed in our context), as well as APP store review and release to massive mobile devices in batches. As a result, most APPs is updated weekly, while some super APPs (e.g., Mobile

\(^1\)We call ML sub-tasks also as ML tasks for convenience.
Taobao, a shopping APP owned by Alibaba with 0.3 billion daily active users) are updated monthly. However, ML tasks require frequent experiments/deployments in nature, such that the effectiveness of different ML algorithms and models can be quickly verified, and the optimal feature combination and hyper-parameters can be identified; (2) Heterogeneous Backends: The cloud servers and mobile devices significantly differ in hardware (e.g., CPU, GPU, NPU, instruction set architecture, ISA, and memory) and OS (e.g., Android, iOS, Windows, and Linux). Among mobile devices, the ecosystem is even more fragmented; (3) Diverse ML Tasks: Industrial applications involve many kinds of ML tasks, requiring diverse model structures (e.g., convolutional neural network (CNN), recurrent neural network (RNN), transformer, generative adversarial network (GAN), and deep interest network (DIN)). Meanwhile, pre-processing and post-processing also involve lots of image, text, and numerical processing methods; and (4) Limited Device Resources: Each mobile APP has only one process. For Mobile Taobao, the maximum RAM is only 200MB, and the package size cannot exceed 300MB.

Input Preparation Challenges. (1) Atypical User Behavior Data: For CV and NLP tasks, most raw data (e.g., image, video, text, and audio) are in standard formats, the pre-processing of which can be supported by standard libraries. Another major data source, the pre-processing of which cannot be directly supported, is each user’s diverse behaviors in time and page series during interacting with a mobile APP and is essential to many ML (especially, recommendation) tasks. Conventionally, all the users’ behavior data are uploaded to the cloud, far away from source, for stream processing with Flink. To enable pre-processing at source, there, however, does not exist an on-device stream processing framework; (2) Diverse Trigger Conditions: ML tasks tend to need many features. Each feature corresponds to a stream processing task and its trigger condition. How to efficiently manage multiple trigger conditions for concurrent task triggering is non-trivial.

Deployment Challenges. (1) Massive Task Deployment Requirements: In Alibaba, the size of active ML tasks is at least in hundreds, and the mobile devices to be covered can reach the scale of billion. The release of each ML task also needs to incorporate APP versions, device-side and user-side differentiation; (2) Intermittent Device Availability: Mobile devices are with unstable wireless connections and allow only one APP to run on the foreground, while users tend to switch APPs frequently. Therefore, from the perspective of a certain APP, each device’s availability is dynamic. Conventional push (e.g., based on persistent connection) or pull (e.g., based on polling) deployment method cannot guarantee timeliness and incurs high load on the cloud; (3) Potential Task Failure: A mobile APP runs as a single process. The failure of any task will lead to the crash of the whole APP, seriously impacting user experience. Further, due to the massive task deployment requirements, it is impractical to test each pre-release task on all relevant types of real devices.

2.3 System Requirements

Given the challenges above, the design of an device-cloud collaborative ML system should meet some requirements. The ML task execution environment needs to satisfy: (1) Quick Task iteration: ML tasks can be iterated daily on a mobile APP, relying the dependence on the APP’s original update cycle; (2) Cross Platform: OS-level and hardware-level heterogeneity should be masked; (3) High Performance: Optimization need to be specific to heterogeneous hardware backends of mobile devices and cloud servers; (4) Universality: Diverse CV, NLP, and recommendation tasks should be supported. The pre-processing, model execution, and post-processing phases of each ML task should be supported in an end-to-end way; and (5) Light Weight: The whole package size needs to be small, especially for mobile devices.

The ML task input preparation pipeline needs to first introduce a new on-device stream processing framework with concurrent task triggering ability to enable processing user behavior data at source. To enable the cloud to consume the generated features (e.g., for feature fusion or model inference) far away from source with low latency, a real-time tunnel between mobile devices and the cloud also needs to be built.

The ML task deployment platform should guarantee: (1) Multi-Granularity: Task release needs to support uniform, device-level grouping, user-level grouping, or even extremely device-specific policy; (2) Timeliness: A large number of mobile devices can be covered in short time; and (3) Robustness: Task deployment must put stability in the first place.

3 Walle: Architecture and Design Rationale

Guided by the system requirements, we build Walle. We first introduce the whole architecture and then design rationale.

3.1 Architecture Overview

As shown in Figure 2, the compute container in Walle comprises: (1) a cross-platform and high-performance tensor compute engine at the bottom; (2) data processing and model execution libraries based on the tensor compute engine; (3) a...
Python dynamically-typed widely used.

2.3 Design Rationale

Rationale of Compute Container. As shown in Figure 3, on the top, we choose Python as the script language, because Python is widely used in developing ML algorithms and also is a dynamically-typed and interpreted language. To support executing the Python scripts of ML tasks on different platforms, especially on resource-constraint mobile devices, we implement a Python VM by refining CPython and perform tailoring for the practical need of a mobile APP. Further considering the characteristics of ML task execution, including concurrent triggering of many tasks, independence across different tasks, and sequential execution of different phases in each individual ML task, we abandon GIL in Python VM and support task-level multi-threading by first binding each ML task with a thread and then conducting thread isolation. Such Python VM-based design endows the compute container with the capability of dynamic task delivery, decoupling daily ML task iteration from monthly/weekly mobile APP update.

At the bottom, we implement a tensor compute engine in C/C++ for cross-platform and high-performance considerations. The cores are the novel mechanisms of geometric computing and semi-auto search, as shown in Figure 5. In particular, geometric computing extracts a new atomic operator from transform operators, by leveraging the nature of coordinate transformation as well as the linear mapping between an element’s coordinate and its memory address. As a result, all the transform and composite operators, accounting for roughly 49% of all the operators, can be decomposed to the atomic operators, reducing 46% of the workload of manually implementing and optimizing 124 operators for 16 kinds of backends from algorithm, ISA, memory, and assembly. Then, to quickly identify the backend available on a mobile device or a cloud server to execute a computation graph with a series of operators at the minimum cost, semi-auto search is applied in runtime to find the optimal implementation algorithm with the optimal parameters for each operator on each available backend. The parameter search is converted to solving a constrained optimization problem, by incorporating the hardware properties of the backend and the sizes of the implementation algorithm’s inputs. Based on the tensor compute engine, we implement the libraries of scientific computing, image processing, model inference, and model training, and expose them to Python VM as standard APIs, supporting the whole cycle of diverse ML tasks with standard data input.

Rationale of Data Pipeline. The architecture is depicted in Figure 4. First, a user’s behaviors are naturally recorded as a time-level event sequence, based on which the page-level event sequence can be created by aggregating the events in the same pages. Then, the trigger condition of a stream processing task can be specified by a sequence of event/page ids. To support concurrent triggering, we model matching multiple trigger conditions with the event sequence as a string matching problem with multiple wildcard patterns and propose to organize trigger conditions with a trie, such that if a new event comes, all the triggered tasks can be picked out for execution. Given a stream processing task can be triggered frequently over the continuously generated event sequence, while the size of one-time output is small, we design a collective storage mechanism to reduce the frequency of write. Finally, to upload the output of on-device stream processing with low latency, we leverage persistent connection to implement a real-time tunnel, transferring up to 30KB data within 500ms.

Rationale of Deployment Platform. We first manage the task entity with git and categorize task-related files into shared and exclusive ones, according to how many devices can use the files in common. The file categorization further facilitates the uniform and customized policies of task deployment. To guarantee the timeliness of task deployment, we propose a novel push-then-pull method based on transient connection, where the push functionality reuses the existing client-side http request for business services, while the pull functionality is via content delivery network (CDN) and Alibaba cloud enterprise network (CEN). For the robustness of task deployment, we introduce task simulation test with the cloud-side

Figure 3: Architecture of compute container.

Figure 4: Architecture of data pipeline.
compute container before release and enforce releasing task in steps, while allowing rollback in the case of task failure.

In what follows, we present the design and implementation details of the compute container in Section 4, the data pipeline in Section 5, and the deployment platform in Section 6.

4 Compute Container in Walle

We introduce the compute container in a bottom-up way: MNN, a tensor compute engine along with the data processing and model execution libraries; Python thread-level VM; and standard APIs of MNN.

4.1 Tensor Compute Engine

Tensor computation can be viewed as the basis of data processing and ML, and the operators of underlying tensor computation can be divided into four categories: (1) Atomic Operators, which function as the basic unit of backend optimization, such as some common unary operators (e.g., taking square) and binary operators (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division); (2) Transform Operators, which change the shape and/or reorder the elements, such as transpose, slicing, concatenation, and permutation; (3) Composite Operators, which can be decomposed into the atomic and transform operators, such as 3D convolution and pooling, normalization, exponential linear unit, and long short-term memory cell; and (4) Control-Flow Operators, including if and while.

Geometric Computing. Currently, MNN can support $N_{aop} = 61$ atomic operators, $N_{top} = 45$ transform operators, $N_{cop} = 16$ composite operators, and $N_{fop} = 2$ control-flow operators. The workload of implementing and optimizing the operators for all $N_{ba} = 16$ backends in MNN is $O((N_{aop} + N_{top} + N_{cop}) \times N_{ba} + N_{fop} = 1954)$. Further considering the workload involving the atomic and control-flow operators is unavoidable, we turn to reducing the workload involving the transform and composite operators, which roughly accounts for half of the whole load and will grow in the future (e.g., as more composite operators are required to support more kinds of deep neural network (DNN)). Our key idea is to extract a new atomic operator, called “raster”, from the transform operators. Then, both the transform operators and the composite operators can be decomposed into the raster operator and the atomic operators. Since only the atomic and raster operators need to be optimized for each backend, the whole workload becomes $O((N_{aop} + 1) \times N_{ba} + N_{top} + N_{cop} + N_{fop} = 1055)$, reducing roughly 46% of the workload. Now, the problems become what is the raster operator and how to implement it. We propose a geometric computing mechanism as follows.

In essence, the basic functionality of the transform operators is to move an element from a memory address to another memory address, or from geometry, is to transform the coordinate of the element to another coordinate. In addition, the memory address is a deterministic linear function of the coordinate. Moreover, given a certain transform operator, the formula of coordinate transformation can be determined. As a result, with the coordinate of an element in the input or output tensor, typically the element’s index in the input or output tensor, the original memory address and the memory address after movement can also be determined. The raster operator is introduced to move the elements between the input and output tensors according to the memory addresses and by traversing the coordinates. We take slicing for example. $A$ is a $2 \times 4$ matrix, placed in contiguous memory addresses with a unique identifier/pointer. The slicing of $A$ by leaving only the second row is denoted as $B$, which is a $1 \times 4$ matrix. For an element $B_{i,j}$ with the row index $i$ and the column index $j$ (i.e., the coordinate $(i, j)$) in $B$, its memory identifier relative to $B$’s unique identifier is $i \times 4 + j$, which is linear with the coordinate, where the coefficients $(4, 1)$ are called the strides. According to the definition/rule of slicing (i.e., $B_{i,j} = A_{i+1,j}$), the coordinate of the corresponding element $A_{i+1,j}$ in $A$ is $(i+1, j)$, and the relative memory identifier is $(i+1) \times 4 + j = 4i + j + 4$, where the coefficients $(4, 1)$ are the strides, and the intercept 4 is called offset. The raster operator can realize the functionality of slicing by iterating the coordinates $\{ (i, j) | 0 \leq i < 1, 0 \leq j < 4, i, j \in \mathbb{Z} \}$ and moving each $A_{i+1,j}$ to $B_{i,j}$ using their memory addresses.

In practical implementation of the raster operator, we introduce a supporting concept, called “region”, which contains an input tensor, the range of coordinate, as well as the linear mappings between an element’s coordinate and its memory addresses in the input and output tensors, which are called “views” and can be specified by the strides and offsets. In addition, after operator decomposition, some raster operations can be merged for optimization. One policy is called vertical merging, which mainly deals with two successive raster operations, skips indirect references, and operates on the original tensor; and the other policy is called horizontal merging, which handles two parallel raster operations with the same region and keeps only one raster operation.

Atomic Operator Optimization. Specific to the atomic operators, including the raster operator, we incorporate hardware heterogeneity and optimize the implementation from the
The algorithm-level optimization is specific to some compute-intensive operators, typically convolution and matrix multiplication. We take more efficient algorithms, including Winograd and Strassen algorithms, to sharply reduce the number of multiplications; (2) the ISA-level optimization leverages single instruction multiple data (SIMD), such as ARM Neon and x86 AVX512, for speedup. To adequately exploit data-level parallelism in SIMD, we carefully design data layout and data packing. Specifically, we take a new NC/4HW4 layout and a channel-major packing for convolution; (3) the memory-level optimization focuses mainly on reducing the number of read and write as well as improving the contiguity of memory allocation. In particular, for matrix multiplication, we apply tiling and memory reordering; and (4) the assembly-based optimization can achieve instruction-level speedup. We implement core operators with hand-written assembly codes and carefully apply some optimizations, such as loop unrolling, software pipelining, and instruction reordering.

**Semi-Auto Search.** Data processing and model execution normally involve a series of operators (i.e., the atomic, raster, and control-flow operators after decomposition). Meanwhile, different backends have different implementations and optimizations for the operators, and a mobile device or a cloud server tends to have several backends available. The global goal of semi-auto search is to identify the backend with the minimum cost. The cost of each backend is the sum of the operators with the optimal implementations. To identify the optimal implementation algorithm for a certain operator on a certain backend, the optimal parameters of each possible algorithm need to be found. This is converted to a constrained optimization problem that can be quickly solved, where the objective is computation or memory cost, and the constraints include the hardware constraints of the backend and the sizes of the algorithm’s inputs. We formulate the whole process of semi-auto search and introduce the details as follows.

We let $BA$ denote the set of all available backends and let $op_1 \rightarrow op_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow op_n$ denote the series of $n$ operators for execution. The cost of a backend $ba \in BA$ is defined as

$$C_{ba} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_{op_i,ba}$$

where $C_{op_i,ba}$ denotes the cost of the operator $op_i$ with the optimal implementation on the backend $ba$. The goal of semi-auto search is to find the backend with the minimum cost, which can be expressed as

$$\arg \min_{ba \in BA} C_{ba}.$$  

Then, the problem is how to compute each $C_{op_i,ba}$. For each operator $op_i$ and the backend $ba$, we let $alg_{i}(op_i, ba)$ denote all feasible implementation algorithms with the optimal parameters. Then, $C_{op_i,ba}$ is defined as

$$C_{op_i,ba} = \min_{alg_i \in alg_{i}(op_i, ba)} \frac{Q_{alg_i}}{P_{ba}} + S_{alg_{ba}},$$

where (1) $Q_{alg_i}$ denotes the number of elementary calculations in the algorithm $alg_i$, which can be obtained given the (“optimal” here) parameters and the sizes of the inputs; (2) $P_{ba}$ represents the performance of the backend $Ba$. In MNN, for a CPU-type backend, if the backend $ba$ supports ARMv8.2-FP16, $P_{ba}$ empirically takes 16 times the frequency; otherwise, $P_{ba}$ takes 8 times the frequency. For a GPU-type backend, $P_{ba}$ is empirically set to the number of floating point operations per second (FLOPS) by manual testing; and (3) $S_{alg_{ba}}$ denotes the scheduling cost of the algorithm $alg_i$ on the backend $ba$. In MNN, for a CPU-type backend, $S_{alg_{ba}}$ is set to 0; and for a GPU-type backend, $S_{alg_{ba}}$ is empirically set and mainly considers the time of data transfer. Now, the remaining problem is for an operator $op_i$, a backend $ba$, an implement algorithm $alg_i$, and the sizes of the inputs, how to determine the optimal parameters of the algorithm. In practice, we formulate it into a constrained optimization problem, where the objective is to minimize the computation or memory cost, and the constraints mainly include the width of SIMD unit, the number of registers, the number of threads, and the sizes of the inputs. In addition, we focus mainly on optimizing the following parameters: the packing size in SIMD, the tile size in matrix multiplication, the block unit in the Winograd algorithm, and the reduction of the elementary calculations using the Strassen algorithm. We take the optimization of the tile size in matrix multiplication for example. We let $A$ denote an $a \times e$ matrix, let $B$ denote an $e \times b$ matrix, let $t_e$ denote the tile size along the axis with the equal size, let $t_b$ denote the tile size along the axis of $B$’s columns, and let $N_e$ denote the number of registers. The optimization objective is minimizing the times of memory read and write. The formula of the optimization problem is given as follows:

$$\min_{t_e, t_b} \frac{e \times b}{t_e \times t_b} \times (a \times t_e + a \times t_b + t_e \times t_b),$$

subject to $t_e \times t_b + t_e + t_b \leq N_e$, (4)

which can be solved efficiently in runtime.

Compared with manual search, which optimizes the implementation algorithms with some common parameters for each operator case by case, semi-auto search not only can sharply reduce the workload but also can find the optimal parameters with higher probabilities. Regarding why not adopt auto tuning in TVM, it does not exploit manual experience in operator optimization, consumes long time of static compilation due to the large search space at the operator and graph levels for a certain backend, and cannot support runtime optimization. Most importantly, given the restriction on executable files and just-in-time (JIT) compilation on iOS devices for security [4], the compiled models generated by TVM must be linked into mobile APPs with monthly/weekly update and cannot be daily iterated as desired. Therefore, TVM is infeasible in industrial applications that involve a large number of heterogeneous devices or require frequent/quick task iteration (e.g., updating the deployed ML models). In contrast, our design of the tensor...
compute engine essentially leverages manual operator-level optimization for heterogeneous backends to narrow down the space of semi-auto search, thereby supporting deploying models as regular resource files and further facilitating runtime optimization and daily ML task iteration in Python VM. Another benefit is that the package size of mobile APPs will not increase in the long term for more and more ML tasks.

4.2 Data and Model Related Libraries

With the tensor compute engine, we implement the libraries of scientific computing and image processing for the pre-processing and post-processing phases of an ML task, as well as the libraries of model inference and model training. In particular, the scientific computing and image processing libraries can be regarded as the optimized implementations of NumPy [21] and OpenCV [28] in terms of light weight and high performance. The light weight means that the sizes of libraries can be reduced without manual tailoring. The original sizes of NumPy 1.9.3 and OpenCV 3.4.3 are 2.1MB and 1.2MB, and decrease to 51KB and 129KB in MNN, respectively. The high performance indicates that the performance optimization of the underlying tensor compute engine can be inherited to the libraries, avoiding the extra workload. We introduce the implementations of the libraries as follows.

**Scientific Computing & Image Processing.** We use the atomic, raster, and control-flow operators to support array creation and manipulation routines, binary operations, linear algebra, logic functions, padding arrays, random sampling, mathematical functions, etc, in the scientific computing library; and to support image filtering, geometric and miscellaneous image transformations, drawing functions, color space conversions, etc, in the image processing library.

**Model Inference & Model Training.** We currently provide two modes of model inference in MNN, called session and module. The module mode can support the control-flow operators, which are required by transformer, dynamic RNN, etc, whereas the session mode cannot. The session-based model inference can be divided into four steps: (1) load a model, create a session, arrange all the operators in the computation graph according to the topological ordering, and apply for the tensors that all the operators need; (2) given the shape of each input tensor and the definition of each operator, compute the shapes of all the tensors; (3) perform geometric computing, particularly, first decompose the transform and composite operators into the atomic and raster operators, and then do vertical and horizontal merging for raster operators; and (4) identify the optimal backend with semi-auto search, request memory for each operator and execute in sequence, and return the inference result. In the second step, the control-flow operators require the intermediate result to determine the following execution order and thus cannot be supported in the session mode. To solve this problem, when loading the model in the first step, the module mode splits the computation graph into modules (i.e., sub-graphs) iteratively, according to the positions of the control-flow operators. Then, the execution of each module is the same as that of the session.

We implement model training by adding two common optimizers: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and adaptive moment estimation (ADAM). At the bottom, we add the gradient operators of all the atomic operators and one raster operator.

4.3 Python Thread-Level Virtual Machine

Most ML tasks are implemented in Python and require a Python VM to execute the Python scripts. We choose the official and the most widely-used Python compiler and interpreter, called CPython [43]. However, there exist two key problems in the porting process of CPython, especially for resource-constraint mobile devices. The first problem is that the size of the package is large. For example, CPython 2.7.15 contains 500+ scripts in C and 1,600+ libraries, including many redundant functionalities for mobile APPs. The second problem is that CPython cannot support multi-threading to improve efficiency. CPython originally cannot support concurrent programming and introduces GIL for multi-processing. GIL allows only one thread to be processed at one time within a process. However, each mobile APP has only one process and does not allow multi-processing. How to support task-level multi-threading in Python VM becomes a problem.

To reduce the package size, we tailor the functionalities, libraries, and modules for the practical need of Mobile Taobao. (1) **Functionality Tailoring:** CPython first compiles Python code into bytecode with the file suffix “.pyc” and then interprets the bytecode for execution. By leaving the compile phase on the cloud and sending only the bytecode to mobile devices for execution, we can delete all the compile modules, saving 17 scripts in C. (2) **Library and Module Tailoring:** We keep 36 necessary libraries (e.g., abc, type, re, and functions) and 32 modules (e.g., zipimport, time, exceptions, and gc). After package tailoring, we implement a light-weight Python interpreter for mobile devices, which is the first in industry. For example, on ARM64-based iOS, the package size decreases from 10MB+ to only 1.3MB.

Regarding multi-threading, we abandon GIL and further design and implement the first Python thread-level interpreter in
industry, supporting the concurrent execution of many tasks. As shown in Figure 6, each task is scheduled to a certain thread, which creates an independent VM and contains the VM runtime and task-related data. For thread safety, the key is to perform thread-level VM isolation and data isolation, which pin a VM to its thread and further pin the context of VM runtime to the thread. (1) VM Isolation: The lifecycle of the original Python VM is pinned to the process, each process having one VM. We need to modify the creation of VM instances such that a process can hold multiple thread-level VMs, each VM having its independent lifecycle. In CPython, VM is defined as a struct in C, called PyInterpreterState. When CPython starts, one PyInterpreterState instance will be initialized. We modify the initialization of CPython, particularly creating and initializing a PyInterpreterState instance for each thread. (2) Data Isolation: Besides VM itself, the context of VM runtime (e.g., type system, module, and task-related data) should also be isolated on the level of thread, avoiding the concurrency problem of multi-threading without the protection of GIL. We adopt the thread-specific data (TSD) technique for data isolation, such that each thread has its own data space, and different threads cannot access the same data simultaneously. We mainly apply TSD to type system, buffer pool, object allocation, and garbage collection.

4.4 Standard APIs

We expose the cross-platform libraries of data processing and model execution through Python VM to support ML tasks. For pre-processing and post-processing, the scientific computing and image processing APIs are consistent with the original APIs of NumPy and OpenCV to be developer-friendly, such as matmul, swapaxes, concatenate, split, resize, warpAffine, warpPerspective, cvtColor, GaussianBlur, etc. For model inference and model training, the APIs of common model-level and data-level operations are exposed, such as data loading, model loading and saving, session creation and execution, optimizers, hyper-parameter setting, loss computing, etc.

5 Data Pipeline in Walle

We detail the on-device stream processing framework and the real-time device-cloud tunnel in the data pipeline.

5.1 On-Device Stream Processing Framework

The key design goal is to support stateful computation over unbounded data stream on single device. A user’s behavior data in a mobile APP tracked with accurate timestamps form stream. The processing of user behavior data is stateful, where the intermediate results are buffered in memory or stored locally for later usage. The resources of single device are limited, which implies that the trigger conditions of many stream processing tasks should be well managed. We introduce on-device stream processing from event sequence creation, trigger management, task triggering, task execution, and collective storage. The workflow is depicted in Figure 7.

Event Sequence Creation. When a user interacts with a mobile APP, the user’s behaviors will be tracked as events. There are five major kinds of basic events: page enter, page scroll, exposure, click, and page exit. Each kind of event is recorded with a unique event id, a page id, a timestamp, and event contents (e.g., the item id for exposure-type event and the graphical widget id for click-type event). Since a user’s behaviors are naturally in time series, the time-level event sequence can be directly created. To further benefit processing the events within a certain page or cross pages, the page-level event sequence is created by aggregating the events between the enter and exit events of the same pages.

Trigger Management. A stream processing task over the event sequence contains scripts and configurations, where the scripts implement the data processing algorithm, and the configurations mainly include a trigger condition. In particular, the trigger condition can be specified by a sequence of trigger ids, where a trigger id can be an event id or a page id.

For a certain mobile device, it needs to efficiently maintain multiple pre-processing tasks to generate different features for diverse ML tasks, such that as an event comes, all relevant tasks can be triggered immediately. The key is to organize trigger conditions for quick matching. The trivial method of storing trigger conditions in a list is inefficient, because of the need to traverse the entire list each time. In fact, the matching of multiple trigger id sequences with the event sequence (with both event and page ids) can be modeled as a string matching problem with multiple wildcard patterns. Therefore, we leverage the data structure of prefix tree, called a trie, for efficient trigger management. More specifically, the trie has three kinds of nodes: start, middle, and end nodes. The trie’s root is the unique start node. A trigger id is a middle node. An end node, which stores the stream processing tasks, is a leaf node of the trie, and vice versa. When a new stream processing task comes, the trigger id sequence will be extracted as a sequence...
of middle nodes, and a pair of start and end nodes will be added to the first and the last places of the node sequence, respectively. Then, the depth-first search is performed over the current trie from the root. If a path is completely matched with the node sequence, then the stream processing task will be added to the leaf node; otherwise, the mismatched nodes will be added to the trie as a new sub-tree, the root of which is the last matched node in the depth-first search process. We note that each path of the trie corresponds to a unique trigger condition, and the leaf node stores the stream processing tasks with the same trigger condition. If two trigger id sequences have common prefixes, then they will be put in the same sub-tree, and the middle nodes in the path from the trie’s root to the sub-tree’s root correspond to the common trigger ids.

**Task Triggering.** When a new event (with an event id and a page id) comes, the set of triggered tasks will be returned. First, two lists of trie nodes are introduced to record the concurrent matching states of multiple trigger conditions and to avoid being blocked by wildcard pattern matching. The static pending list stores all the children of the trie’s root, which correspond to the first trigger ids in all the trigger conditions and always keep active for matching. The dynamic pending list stores the desired next nodes of the trigger conditions in the ongoing matching. For an event in the stream, if its event/page id matches the trigger id of any node in the static or dynamic list, then each child of the node will be checked for whether it is an end node. If the child is an end node, then the stream processing tasks in the end node will be returned; otherwise, the child, as a new desired next node, will be added to a buffer of the dynamic list. At the end of task triggering for the event, the dynamic list will be replaced by the buffer, and the buffer will be refreshed.

**Task Execution.** When a task is triggered, the scripts will be run in the compute container to process relevant events. Besides standard data processing and mode execution APIs of the compute container, to facilitate the extraction of relevant events from the event sequence and the processing of event contents, the stream processing framework also provides some basic functions as follows: (1) *KeyBy*, which returns the events matched with a given key; (2) *TimeWindow*, which returns the events in a given time window; (3) *Filter*, which returns the events filtered by a defined rule; and (4) *Map*, which processes the event contents with a defined function.

**Collective Storage.** For each stream processing task, its outputs, typically features, are saved as a table using SQLite. Considering the fact that a stream processing task can be triggered for several times, while the size of one-time output is small, a collective data storage API is encapsulated over SQLite to reduce the number of write, thereby improving performance. In particular, a buffering table will be created in memory, and the output of a stream processing task is first written to the buffering table. If the number of write reaches a certain threshold or a read operation is invoked, the buffering table will be written into the database once.

5.2 **Real-Time Device-Cloud Tunnel**

Besides for local use, the output of on-device stream processing can also be uploaded to the cloud for real-time use. We implement a device-cloud tunnel based on the persistent connection. The secure sockets layer (SSL) protocol is optimized to reduce the time of connection establishment, encryption, and decryption. The data are compressed before transfer and are decompressed after transfer. To deal with high throughput, a fully asynchronous service framework is built on the cloud.

6 **Deployment Platform**

We introduce the details of ML task management, release, and deployment. The whole workflow is shown in Figure 8.

**Task Management.** Git [41] is adopted to achieve the isolation of different tasks and the version control of a certain task, while supporting collaborative development with access control. In particular, the entire task management is regarded as a git group; each business scenario corresponds to a git repo (repository); each task in a business scenario corresponds to a branch; and each version of a task corresponds to a tag.

Besides the management of task entity, the task-related files, especially the resources (e.g., data and model) which can be large in size, are also managed in a fine-grained way to support uniform and customized deployments. The files are divided into two categories: one is the shared files, which can be used by a large number of mobile devices (e.g., the devices with a certain version of APP); and the other is the exclusive files, which can be used only by a small number of devices or even a specific device. The shared and exclusive files can be requested efficiently via CDN and CEN, respectively.

**Task Release & Deployment.** A uniform or customized policy can be taken to deploy tasks on targeted devices. The uniform policy supports task release grouped by the APP version, while the customized policy can further support grouping by device-side information (e.g., OS and its version or device performance) and user-side information (e.g., age or habit). According to the number of devices in a group, the coarse-grained uniform deployment normally involves only shared files, whereas the fine-grained customized task deployment not only can involve shared files but also can involve exclusive files. In the extremely personalized scenarios, the
customized policy supports deploying a certain kind of task but with user-specific/exclusive files to each individual device.

Regarding task release, we take a novel push-then-pull method. We reuse the existing client-side business request to implement push, by adding a mobile device’s local task profile into the http header and letting the cloud compare it with the latest task profile. If a new task needs to be released and takes the uniform deployment policy, then the cloud responds with the CDN address of the shared task files. If the new task takes the customized deployment policy, the cloud first determines which group the mobile device belongs to by rule matching and then responds with the CDN address of the shared files or the CEN address of the exclusive files. After receiving the response from the cloud, the mobile device can pull the task files using the CDN or CEN address from the nearest node. Considering the fact that the client-side business request is frequent, while the speeds of CDN and CEN are fast in practice, the timeliness of task deployment can be guaranteed.

To guarantee the stability of task release and deployment, the simulators of the mobile APP with different versions for different OS can be created with the compute container on the cloud for testing a pre-release task extensively. Upon passing the simulation testing, a beta release is conducted to deploy the task only on a few targeted devices. After passing the beta release, the gray release is forced to be performed in steps, covering all the targeted devices incrementally. The deployment platform is also equipped with an exception handling module, which can monitor the failure rate of the task in real time and also can rollback immediately if the failure rate exceeds a certain threshold.

7 Evaluation of Walle

We evaluate Walle in two major application scenarios of Alibaba. We also extensively conduct benchmark testing for MNN, Python thread-level VM, and real-time tunnel. We finally report the statistics of the deployment platform.

7.1 Performance in E-Commerce Scenarios

Compute Container in Livestreaming. E-commerce live-streaming has brought a brand new form of online shopping to billion-scale users. In 2020, the gross merchandise value (GMV) of livestreaming in Mobile Taobao exceeded 400 billion RMB. One key ML task in this scenario is highlight recognition, which is to locate the time points of a streamer in introducing attractive information about items.

Under the conventional cloud-based ML paradigm, a video stream is uploaded from each streamer’s mobile device to the cloud for highlight recognition, which mainly includes the detection and recognition of items as well as the facial detection and the voice detection of streamers. Due to the large number of online streamers, the long length of their video streams, and the stringent latency requirement of highlight recognition, the load of the cloud is so heavy that only part of video streams and only a few sampled frames can be analyzed, which becomes a key bottleneck in practice.

With Walle, we can offload the highlight recognition task with light-weight models to a streamer’s mobile device and implement a device-cloud collaborative workflow, as shown in Figure 9. If the device-side models can recognize the highlights in a video stream with high confidences, then these highlights can be directly shown to users after post-processing. Only those highlights, which are recognized with low confidences on the mobile device and account for roughly 12% in practice, need to be processed by cloud-side large models. After passing cloud-side recognition, the rate of which is around 15%, the highlights will be delivered to the mobile device.

Through device-cloud collaboration, the numbers of streamers and video streams covered with highlight recognition dramatically increase, while the load of the cloud is also sharply relieved. In particular, business statistics show that compared with the cloud-based paradigm, the new device-cloud collaborative workflow increases the number of streamers with highlight recognition by 123%; reduces the computing load of the cloud per highlight recognition by 87%; and increases the size of daily recognized highlights per unit of cloud cost by 74%. We also evaluate the performance of the compute container in Walle, when supporting highlight recognition on Huawei P50 Pro and iPhone 11. The total latency is 130.97ms and 90.42ms, respectively. In particular, the network architectures, the parameter sizes, and the inference latency of the adopted models are listed in Table 1. The results above demonstrate the high performance of our compute container and the practical effectiveness of device-cloud collaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P50 Pro</td>
<td>8.15M</td>
<td>10.87M</td>
<td>2.06M</td>
<td>8K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone 11</td>
<td>33.71ms</td>
<td>29.74ms</td>
<td>22.58ms</td>
<td>0.01ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Model information and inference latency in device-side highlight recognition.
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Figure 10: MNN vs. TensorFlow (Lite), PyTorch (Mobile), and TVM on different backends of mobile devices and cloud servers.

Data Pipeline in Recommendation. In Alibaba’s cloud-side and device-side recommendation models, item page-view (IPV) feature, which records a user’s behaviors (e.g., add-favorite, add-cart, and purchase) in the detailed page of an item, is of significant importance. To generate IPV feature, under the conventional cloud-based paradigm, all the users’ raw event data are uploaded to the cloud for stream processing and mixed with user ids for explicit identification. The time-level event sequence from each mobile device is split into multiple homogeneous sequences, one sequence containing a certain kind of event. To obtain the IPV feature of each individual user, the cloud performs join operations with user id and page id as keys over all the users’ events, which is quite time-consuming, resource-consuming, and error-prone.

With the on-device stream processing framework in the data pipeline, each mobile device needs to process only a small size of the corresponding user’s local events, which is more efficient and more natural. In fact, the IPV feature invokes the generation process of the page-level event sequence. The input is the time-level event sequence. The trigger condition is the page exit event. The triggered stream processing task is to aggregate all the events (i.e., to cluster the same kind of events and gather statistics between the enter event and the exit event of the page). Since the raw contents in each event contain redundant fields (e.g., device status), a filtering is applied to the event contents. Further considering the fact that the IPV feature is first encoded (e.g., through RNN) in recommendation models, by using the model inference API of the compute container, the encoding process can also be offloaded to mobile devices.

We first show the size reductions from raw event data, to IPV feature, and to IPV encoding. On average, one IPV feature is around 1.3KB in size, involving 19.3 raw events in the size of 21.2KB, and one IPV encoding is only 128 bytes. This indicates that compared with the conventional paradigm of transferring raw event data to the cloud for stream processing, our new IPV data pipeline can save more than 90% of communication cost. Besides communication efficiency, we also compare the latency of on-device and cloud-based stream processing. By analyzing over 10,000 practical cases (randomly sampled from the case pool of 2 million online mobile clients) of processing raw events into IPV features, the average on-device latency is only 44.16ms. In contrast, using Alibaba’s internal version of Flink, called Blink, the average latency is around 1.3KB in size, involving 19.3 raw events in the cloud-based stream processing is over 2 million online mobile clients) of processing raw events into IPV features, the average latency is over 200ms. We found that the latency of transferring raw event data to the cloud for stream processing is much higher than on-device processing, which may not be suitable for real-time recommendation systems.

7.2 Benchmark Testing

We first compare MNN with TensorFlow (Lite) and PyTorch (Mobile) on Android and iOS devices as well as Linux servers. For device-side testing, we use Huawei P50 Pro and iPhone 11, covering the backends of ARMv7, ARMv8, and ARMv8.2
with single thread as well as OpenCL and Metal. For server-side testing, we use AMD Ryzen 9 3900X (x86), Alibaba Cloud’s ecs.g6e.4xlarge (Intel Xeon (Cascade Lake) Platinum 8269CY, 16 vCPU, 64GiB memory), and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti, covering the backends of AVX256 and AVX512 with 4 threads, and CUDA, respectively. We take ResNet 18 [22], ResNet 50 [22], MobileNet V2 [38], SqueezeNet V1.1 [27], ShuffleNet V2 [33], BERT-SQuAD 10 [10], and DIN [46], as the testing models, which are commonly used in CV, NLP, and recommendation applications. The input size of CV models is set to $1 \times 3 \times 224 \times 224$, the input size of BERT-SQuAD 10 is set to $(1 \times 256, 1 \times 256, 1 \times 256, 1)$, while the input size of DIN is set to $1 \times 100 \times 32$. We show the inference time of the CV and NLP models in the left part of Figure 10, and omit the results of DIN, which are quite low (e.g., less than 0.2ms on iPhone 11 using MNN). We can observe that MNN significantly outperforms TensorFlow (Lite) and PyTorch (Mobile) in almost all the test cases. Besides higher performance, MNN is also more full-featured on the side of mobile devices, given that MNN can support all the models on each device-side backend, whereas TensorFlow Lite and PyTorch Mobile fail to support some backends and/or models.

We continue to compare MNN with TVM. We take MacBook Pro 2019 and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti as the host machines of TVM to do auto-tuning and compiling for the mobile devices and the GPU server, respectively. The number of trials in TVM auto-tuning is set to 30. Since TVM auto-tuning for BERT-SQuAD 10 on two mobile devices incurs timeout crash, we take the default parameter settings for model inference. From the evaluation results depicted in the right part of Figure 10, one key observation is that the auto-tuning and the compiling of TVM roughly cost thousands of seconds. In contrast, the semi-auto search of MNN for runtime optimization costs roughly hundreds of milliseconds. Further incorporating the comparative analysis in Section 4.1, we can draw that MNN can support the industrial scenarios that involve numerous heterogeneous devices and require frequent and quick task iteration, whereas TVM cannot. The second key observation is that the inference time of MNN is lower than TVM for each model on each backend, especially on the GPU server. Such superiority is mainly due to the manual operator-level, backend-level optimization in MNN.

We next compare Walle’s Python thread-level VM with the original Python VM (i.e., CPython with GIL) using roughly 30 million online ML task executions. We define performance as the reciprocal of task execution time and show the average performance improvement in Figure 11. For the light-weight, middle-weight, and heavy-weight tasks, Python thread-level VM gains 52.11%, 144.36%, and 25.70% of performance improvement, respectively. We can draw that task-level multi-threading without GIL is the key of performance boosting.

We finally evaluate the latency of the real-time tunnel over roughly 364 million uploads. Figure 12 shows the latency and the number of uploads for varying data sizes. We can observe that more than 90% uploads are under 3KB with less than 250ms on average. Even when the sizes of 0.1% uploads grow to 30KB, the average delay increases only to around 450ms.

### 7.3 Deployment Platform Statistics

The deployment platform in Walle has supported 30+ mobile APPs (e.g., Mobile Taobao, AliExpress, Xianyu, Youku, Cainiao Guoguo) in Alibaba since the end of 2017, running for roughly 1,500 days. It has deployed 1,000+ kinds of ML tasks in total, each with 7.2 versions on average. Currently, the deployment platform is maintaining and monitoring 348 kinds of active tasks on more than 0.3 billion mobile devices. To demonstrate the timeliness of task deployment, we randomly select an ML task, monitor its release process, and depict in Figure 13 how the number of covered devices changes as the elapsed time grows. The first segment of the curve shows the gray release stage, which takes 7 minutes to cover all the 6 million online devices. In particular, roughly 4 million devices are incrementally covered within the last minute. Then, the number of covered devices increases as more mobile devices become online. Until 19 minutes later, almost 22 million devices have been covered. The statistics show the scalability and timeliness of the deployment platform in Walle.

### 8 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review some related work in both academia and industry.

**Cloud-Based ML System.** Many companies have built their ML systems on the cloud, which are backed by their...
cloud computing platforms, such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Alibaba Cloud, and Google Cloud. The architecture is clear and comprises the standard modules of data storage (e.g., HBase [14] and HDFS [13]), batch and stream processing (e.g., Storm [42], Spark [45], and Flink [7]), ML engines (e.g., TensorFlow [1], PyTorch [36], and MXNet [8]), virtualization and containerization (e.g., KVM [37] and docker [26]), and elastic orchestration (e.g., Kubernetes [15]).

On-Device ML System. Some modules are open source with rapid development in terms of well-balancing light weight, necessary functionality, and high performance, including on-device inference engines (e.g., TensorFlow Lite [16], PyTorch Mobile [12], Core ML [3], and NCNN [39]); and SQLite [24], which is a small and self-contained SQL database engine. However, the whole architecture is still in the dark, and several core capabilities are absent, such as an on-device execution environment that supports quick development and concurrent execution of multiple ML tasks, and light-weight data processing and model training libraries for diverse CV, NLP, and recommendation tasks.

Device-Cloud Collaborative ML. The concept can stretch back to edge/mobile computing, but focuses on the collaboration of the cloud and mobile devices in executing complex ML tasks, rather than offloading simple data analysis tasks from the cloud to edge servers or mobile devices. Previous work focused on the algorithmic framework or solution and was normally specific to a certain kind of application. In contrast and in parallel, Walle targets at the general-purpose and large-scale production system support. We review some representative work as follows.

An initial paradigm is to keep model training on the cloud but offload model inference (e.g., facial recognition, photo beautification, and question answering) to mobile devices, validating the on-device advantages in reducing latency and protecting privacy. The key of this paradigm’s proliferation is the advances of model compression algorithms to reduce model size and optimize model structure, such as quantization [19], pruning and sparcification [20], knowledge distillation [23], and neural architecture search [47]. Later, Mistify [18] automated the cloud-to-device model porting process given the customized requirements of heterogeneous mobile devices, while some work designed more reasonable task splitting strategies rather than offloading the full inference task. For example, Neurosurgeon [29] was proposed to automatically partition DNN computation between a mobile device and the cloud at the granularity of DNN layers.

Besides inference, the popular cross-device federated learning (FL) framework [34] elegantly generalizes the conventional parameter server framework [30] and enables multiple mobile devices to collaboratively train a global model under the coordination of a cloud server. The tenet of FL is to keep user data on local devices, thereby protecting data security and privacy. The device-cloud collaboration in FL is purely through exchanging model and its update periodically. The task splitting strategy is that mobile devices conduct model training, and the cloud aggregates model updates. Google has experimentally deployed FL on its Android keyboard, called Gboard, to polish language models [5].

Finally, many application-specific solutions were proposed under the principle of device-cloud collaboration. FilterForward [6] and Reducto [31] considered how to effectively and efficiently do camera-side frame filtering with ML techniques to facilitate cloud-side video analytics. DDS [11] adopted an interactive workflow, where a camera first uploads a low-quality video stream and re-sends a few key regions with higher quality according to the cloud’s feedback to improve inference accuracy. COLL A [32] studied the user behavior prediction task with RNN and leveraged knowledge distillation to mutually and continuously transfer the knowledge between the device-side small models and the cloud-side large model, thereby mitigating data heterogeneity and data drift over time. DDCL [44] and CoDA [17] focused on recommendation. DDCL relied on patch learning for on-device model personalization and adopted model distillation to integrate the patches from mobile devices into the cloud-side global model. CoDA, instead, was proposed to retrieve similar samples from the cloud’s global pool to augment each mobile device’s local dataset for training personalized recommendation models. Backed by Walle, CoDA was deployed in Mobile Taobao.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we have built the first end-to-end, general-purpose, and large-scale production system, called Walle, for device-cloud collaborative ML. Walle is oriented by the lifecycle of ML tasks and consists of a cross-platform, high-performance, and quickly iterative compute container; a more reasonable and efficient data pipeline; and a scalable, timely, and robust deployment platform. Evaluation of Walle in practical e-commerce scenarios and extensive micro-benchmarks have demonstrated the necessity of device-cloud collaboration and the superiority of each ingredient. Walle has been deployed in Alibaba for wide scale production use, serving billion-scale users with mobile devices every day.
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Abstract

This paper presents Unity, the first system that jointly optimizes algebraic transformations and parallelization in distributed DNN training. Unity represents both parallelization and algebraic transformations as substitutions on a unified parallel computation graph (PCG), which simultaneously expresses the computation, parallelization, and communication of a distributed DNN training procedure.

Optimizations, in the form of graph substitutions, are automatically generated given a list of operator specifications, and are formally verified correct using an automated theorem prover. Unity then uses a novel hierarchical search algorithm to jointly optimize algebraic transformations and parallelization while maintaining scalability. The combination of these techniques provides a generic and extensible approach to optimizing distributed DNN training, capable of integrating new DNN operators, parallelization strategies, and model architectures with minimal manual effort.

We evaluate Unity on seven real-world DNNs running on up to 192 GPUs on 32 nodes and show that Unity outperforms existing DNN training frameworks by up to 3.6× while keeping optimization times under 20 minutes. Unity is available to use as part of the open-source DNN training framework FlexFlow at https://github.com/flexflow/flexflow.

1 Introduction

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are becoming progressively larger and computationally more expensive to train, and as they have grown, so has interest in optimizing their execution to reduce training times and improve scalability. Two key classes of optimizations shown to yield significant performance improvements across diverse model architectures are algebraic transformations and parallelization.

Algebraic transformations exploit operator identities to perform the underlying computation in a more efficient way, but ignore parallelization and distribution of training. Common examples of algebraic transformations include operator fusion, which merges two operators into a single semantically-equivalent operator whose computation is more efficient, and operator reordering, where the associativity or commutativity of sets of operators allows them to be reordered into more efficient configurations or to expose further optimization opportunities. More explanation of algebraic transformations, along with examples, is provided in Section 2.2.

Parallelization, in contrast, distributes operators over multiple devices, but does not change the way in which the underlying computation is performed. DNN training exploits a class of parallelism named partition-n-reduce [59], in which every distributed subcomputation of an operator must perform the same computation, and may only differ in the input data it consumes. The tensor computations in DNN training are particularly well-suited to this form of parallelism, and many parallelism dimensions along which to divide distributed operators have been identified, such as data [6], model [13], spatial [27], reduction [50], and pipeline [39]. For a detailed overview of these various approaches, see Section 2.1.

When applied effectively, these two techniques can improve training times by more than an order of magnitude. However, effective application is nontrivial. Rewriting the computation graph for maximum speedup can require many transformations, some of which may harm performance except in the context of a longer sequence of transformations [26]. The optimal parallel execution strategy for a model often requires simultaneously exploiting multiple parallelization dimensions and using different parallelization schemes for each operator [24]. Early work relied on the programmer to manually determine the correct optimizations to apply [6]. While manual optimization allows fine-grained control over the model’s performance, it requires many hours of tuning by experts to achieve good performance. As the pace of new developments in model design has increased, manual optimization has struggled to scale beyond the most commonly used models.

Recent work has focused on automating optimizations. MetaFlow [26], TASO [25], and PET [58] propose algorithms for automatically generating and applying algebraic transformations by posing optimization as a search problem.

† Contributed equally.
FlexFlow [27], automap [48], Tofu [59], and Whale [23] bring a similar approach to parallelism. These works present impressive benchmarks, yielding the impression that automating algebraic and parallelization optimization is a solved problem.

However, to reduce training time as much as possible, we want to apply both of these optimizations, but the most effective way to combine algebraic and parallelization optimizations is not obvious. The simplest solution is to apply them independently, in one of two orders: algebraic optimization followed by parallelization, or the reverse. The reverse order turns out to be problematic: since algebraic transformations can introduce new operations or replace existing ones, running algebraic optimization after parallelizations have been assigned can lead to the final solution having operations without assigned parallelizations (if the operation was created) or invalid parallelizations (if the operation was replaced). Workarounds can be used to fix invalid solutions by using default parallelization strategies or copying the strategies of nearby operators, but it is easy to find cases in which these workarounds lead to suboptimal solutions. As such, applying algebraic optimization before parallelization is the only option, but as we see in the next example, it can miss significant optimization opportunities.

Consider the computation graph shown in Figure 1, which represents a 2-layer multilayer perceptron (MLP). If we are optimizing independently (also referred to as “sequentially”), we start by applying algebraic transformations without considering parallelism. A typical algebraic optimizer will fuse the MatMul and ReLU operators to remove redundant memory loads and stores. The model is then parallelized (we consider only 2 GPUs for simplicity) resulting in Figure 2a: data parallelism is used for both operators and thus the weight gradients must be synchronized with an AllReduce. Since weight 1 has size $c_1 h$ and weight 2 has size $c_2 h$, the total communication is $2(c_1 h + c_2 h)$.

Instead of independently applying algebraic transformations and parallelization, we can combine them and solve a single joint optimization problem that discovers the solution in Figure 2b. By not fusing the first MatMul and ReLU, more efficient reduction parallelism can be used. This requires synchronizing the activation and gradient of the first MatMul’s output, but not the weights: a total inter-GPU communication of $4bh$, or 131,072d bytes for our MNIST example. Joint optimization reduces communication by 6×, which far exceeds the cost of not fusing the first ReLU.

As this example shows, joint optimization is necessary to maximize performance. However, it also poses significant challenges. The first is representation: existing frameworks perform optimizations on a model’s computation graph. As discussed above, algebraic transformations can leave operators in the computation graph with unassigned or invalid parallelizations. To prevent such invalid solutions from arising during search, we need a representation that allows algebraic transformations to consider the current parallelization before being applied. Further discussion of the representation challenges is in Section 3.4.

The second challenge is scalability: existing search-based approaches already struggle to scale up to large models and GPU counts. Improvements have been made for algebraic transformations alone [62], but the complexity of these solutions makes adding parallelization a daunting task. Simultane-
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with hundreds of operators distributed over hundreds of GPUs. The key idea behind Unity is to represent both algebraic transformations and parallelization as graph substitutions on a unified parallel computation graph, and then to use a hierarchical search algorithm to efficiently identify which combination of substitutions yields the best performance. Figure 3b shows an overview of Unity, which differs from existing frameworks in the following ways:

**Unified graph representation.** We introduce the parallel computation graph (PCG)\(^1\) as a unified representation of distributed DNN training that simultaneously expresses computation, parallelism, and data movement. All parallelization strategies used in existing frameworks can be represented as specific PCGs, and parallelization and algebraic transformations as sequences of graph substitutions. pONNX [57] previously proposed merging computation and parallelism into a single graph, but certain design decisions prevent Unity-style joint optimization. For a detailed comparison, see Section 3.4.

**Transformation generation and verification.** Unity does not require users to explicitly define possible parallelization strategies for DNN training. Unlike prior work that automatically generates parallelization strategies [59] or algebraic transformations [25], by using the PCG Unity is able to generate both kinds of transformations with a single approach, as well as hybrid algebraic-parallelization optimizations absent in prior automated approaches. Automatically generating and verifying transformations greatly reduces the engineering effort required to support different parallelism dimensions and enables extensibility to new operators.

**Joint optimization.** Unity uses a hierarchical search algorithm to discover highly optimized PCG substitutions and device placements while maintaining scalability to models with hundreds of operators distributed over hundreds of GPUs. Unity’s cost model includes both computation and communication time, and the search algorithm handles custom network topologies and heterogeneous compute devices. Despite the exponentially larger search space being considered, Unity outperforms existing search-based approaches (see Section 6).

The rest of this paper provides additional background (Section 2), discusses Unity’s design and implementation (Sections 3, 4, and 5), and evaluates its performance on seven real-world DNNs (Section 6). For widely-used DNNs highly optimized by existing frameworks, such as BERT [14], Unity matches the performance of existing expert-designed strategies while being completely automated. For complex DNN architectures with a mixture of compute- and communication-intensive operators, such as DLRM [41] and CANDLE-Uno [1], Unity is up to 3.6× faster than existing frameworks.

## 2 Background

We first provide a brief overview of the two classes of optimizations that Unity exploits, parallelization (Section 2.1) and algebraic transformations (Section 2.2), as well as a discussion of how they are represented in existing systems (Section 2.3). For a discussion of how Unity interacts with other classes of optimizations, see Section 8.

### 2.1 Parallelization

The massively parallel nature of tensor algebra creates many opportunities for parallelizing DNN training. We identify six primary forms of parallelism leveraged in DNN systems:

1. **Data parallelism** is the most common approach used in existing frameworks [6, 9, 42]. Data parallelism keeps a replica of the entire DNN model on every device and assigns each a subset of the training data.
2. **Model parallelism** divides a DNN model into disjoint submodels and trains each sub-model on a dedicated device.
3. **Spatial parallelism**\(^2\) divides the spatial dimensions of a tensor (e.g., the height and width of images) into multiple partitions, each of which is assigned to a specific device [27]. Spatial parallelism often requires synchronizing the shared elements (e.g., the shared pixels along the boundary of different sub-images) between devices.
4. **Reduction parallelism** exploits the linearity of tensor algebra operators. For a matrix multiplication \(C = A \times B\), reduction parallelism splits \(A\) along its columns and \(B\) along its rows as follows: \(A = [A_1, \ldots, A_n], B = [B_1^T, \ldots, B_n^T]^T\). The matrix multiplication is distributed across \(n\) devices, with the \(i\)-th device computing \(C_i = A_i \times B_i\). An extra reduction afterward recovers the original result: \(C = \sum_i C_i\).

---

\(^1\)To prevent ambiguity, we use the term computation graph strictly to refer to the conventional computation graph used in prior work, and parallel computation graph or PCG to refer to Unity’s new unified representation.

\(^2\)Spatial parallelism was called attribute parallelism in [27].
**2.2 Algebraic Transformations**

Algebraic transformations are very diverse and are not as easily categorized as the forms of parallelism, so we instead provide examples. For a more comprehensive exploration of algebraic transformations, see [25].

The most basic algebraic transformation is operator fusion, shown in Figure 4a. Unfused, the device needs to load and store activations to and from memory twice, once before and after each operator. If the two operators are fused, however, the combined kernel can compute the ReLU operation as it stores the outputs of the MatMul back to memory.

For a more complex example, see Figure 4b. By exploiting DepthwiseConv's linearity, a computation that previously required two DepthwiseConv operations now only requires one plus an additional Add, effectively halving the amount of computation needed.

Figure 4: Example algebraic transformations. DWC stands for DepthwiseConv (i.e., depth-wise separable convolution).

5. **Pipeline parallelism** exploits the opportunity to parallelize across different training iterations [39].

6. **Operator-specific parallelism.** The introduction of new DNN operators provides operator-specific parallelization opportunities. For example, the following equation shows the batched matrix multiplication used in Transformer [54]:

\[
output(s, h, o) = \sum_i input(s, h, i) \times weight(h, o, i).
\]

This differs from typical matrix multiplication in that it applies a different weight for each input sample. As a result, these batched matrix multiplications across attention heads can be run in parallel (i.e., the \(h\) dimension) without any tensor replication or synchronization.

Most parallelizations are not pure performance optimizations, but are instead trade-offs among different cost metrics. For example, applying data parallelism reduces per-device computation time at the cost of increased memory usage and data movement for storing and synchronizing model parameters. Thus, DNN operators typically require a combination of these forms of parallelism to achieve optimal performance.

Small algebraic transformations can be composed to create large changes. Consider the sequence of transformations shown in Figure 5: while each individual transformation is relatively small, the final output is radically different from the original computation graph. Also, notice that not all performance gains are realizable in a single transformation: for example, moving from graph 2 to graph 4 reduces the amount of computation by reducing the number of DepthwiseConv operations performed, but it is first necessary to pass through graph 3 which performs worse than either graph 2 or 4.

**2.3 Intermediate Representations**

Most existing optimizing frameworks represent a DNN architecture as a computation graph\(^3\): a node is a mathematical tensor operator (e.g., matrix multiplication, etc.), and an edge is a tensor (i.e., \(n\)-dimensional array) passed between operators. An example computation graph is shown in Figure 6a. Algebraic transformations are performed by iteratively applying graph substitutions, and the model is parallelized by assigning each node a set of parallelism annotations.

This representation has two limitations. First, while using distinct representations for algebraic transformations (i.e., graph substitutions) and parallelization (i.e., node annotations) is convenient, it hinders joint optimization. The key issue is that algebraic transformations can add or replace nodes in the graph, while parallelization views the computation graph as static and thus cannot handle these newly-created, unannotated nodes. This prevents interleaving the two search algorithms, since at any time a substitution can transform a valid parallelization into an invalid one.

Second, a computation graph does not explicitly capture...
3 Parallel Computation Graph

To solve the shortcomings of the existing model representations described in Section 2.3, we introduce the parallel computation graph (PCG) as a unified representation of distributed DNN training that is capable of simultaneously expressing computation, parallelism, and communication. The PCG allows Unity to consider both algebraic transformations and parallelization as graph substitutions on a common graph. While the PCG is not the first to merge computation and parallelism, it is the first to map both computation and parallelism into a single graph, the PCG is tailored for optimization and as such differs from prior unified graph representations in key aspects, which we discuss in Section 3.4.

PCGs extend the existing computation graph representation by allowing nodes to represent changes in parallelization in addition to mathematical tensor operations, and edges to represent distributed movement of tensor data in addition to data dependence. A set of parallelization operators are added that allow PCGs to express all existing parallelization strategies and provide an explicit representation of data movement and its associated costs during training. Additionally, each operator in a PCG is associated with a machine mapping, denoting how the execution of the operator is mapped to individual processors in a parallel machine. Figure 6b shows an example of a PCG.

Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 provide a brief description of the tensor representation, machine mappings, and parallelization operators, respectively. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses the design decisions that make the PCG uniquely suited for joint optimization, and how it differs from alternative unified graph representations.

Figure 6: Comparing computation graph and PCG. Both graphs describe the same parallelization of two consecutive matrix multiplications \((A \times B) \times C\) (a simplified form of attention). The green and orange boxes denote regular DNN operators and Unity’s new parallelization operators (see Section 3.3) respectively.

3.1 Tensor Representation

Unity models tensors as a set of data dimensions, each of which has two fields: a size and a degree. The degree field specifies the number of partitions the tensor has been divided into along that dimension. Every tensor also includes a special replica dimension, which represents the number of replicas of that tensor’s data.

3.2 Machine Mappings

Each operator in a PCG is associated with a machine mapping, an \(n\)-dimensional array of devices/processors that specifies on which device to run each piece of the operator’s computation. More formally, given an operator and a set of \(n\) applicable parallel dimensions with degrees \(d_1, \ldots, d_n\), Unity divides the operator into \(d_1 \times d_2 \times \ldots \times d_n\) parallel tasks, which we reference with tuple indices of the form \((i_1, \ldots, i_n)\) where \(0 \leq i_k < d_k\). A machine mapping is a map from task indices \((i_1, \ldots, i_n)\) to individual GPUs that will be used to run that parallel task. For convenience, we also define the machine mapping of an entire PCG to be the set of machine mappings of each of its constituent operators.

Figure 7 shows some example machine mappings for the Summit compute nodes [55] used in our evaluation. The hardware architecture is depicted in Figure 7a. Figure 7b shows a basic 1-D machine mapping for data parallelism, while Figure 7c shows a 2-D machine mapping of a hybrid parallelization strategy combining data and model parallelism, where model parallelism is applied across GPUs within the same compute node and data parallelism across distinct compute nodes. Figure 7d shows a 3-D machine mapping where we apply model parallelism across GPUs attached to the same...
3. Parallelization Operators

Unity uses six parallelization operators to capture the computation and communication costs associated with different parallelization strategies. These six are further divided into three pairs, where one operator is the “back propagation” of the other (e.g., when back propagation is done on Partition it becomes semantically equivalent to Combine, and the same in reverse). The three pairs are:

1. **Partition and Combine**: Partition and Combine change a tensor’s degree of parallelism. More specifically, Partition increases the parallelism degree of a tensor dimension by splitting the dimension into multiple equal-sized partitions, as shown in Figure 8a. Combine performs the reverse: reducing a tensor’s degree of parallelism by concatenating multiple partitions into one.

2. **Replicate and Reduce**: Replicate and Reduce control the parallelism degree of the replica dimension by copying and summing tensors, as shown in Figure 8b. Parameter synchronization is naturally captured as the back propagation of Replicate operations applied to weight tensors.

3. **Pipeline and Batch**: Pipeline splits a tensor dimension into equal size partitions and processes one partition at a time, while Batch aggregates tensors across iterations (see Figure 8c). Note that Pipeline does not modify the parallelism degree of a tensor dimension, but instead reduce its size.

As a basic demonstration of the PCG’s expressiveness, Figure 9 illustrates how Unity’s six parallelization operators can represent some example parallelization strategies from Section 2.1. These parallelization operators can also be composed to create hybrid parallelism. Figure 8d shows an example that applies Replicate and Partition on the same tensor dimension, replicating the tensor and partitioning each replica. To improve efficiency, Unity replaces particular sequences of parallelization operators with fused versions at run time (e.g., a Reduce followed by a Replicate can be implemented as an AllReduce).

3.4 Discussion and Comparison

Unity’s decision to use the PCG instead of an annotated computation graph is driven by how easily the representations lend themselves to joint search and not a fundamental limitation of annotated computation graphs. Theoretically, there exist annotation languages isomorphic to the PCG, but attempts to design such a language quickly lead to a number of difficulties.

First, because each operator can use different forms of parallelism, including operator-specific forms of parallelism, the number of annotations quickly grows prohibitively large. Which annotations are supported by which operators, along with their semantics and composition, must then be baked into the representation itself. By comparison, Unity’s PCG moves this knowledge into the PCG substitutions, which are generated automatically. This separation of concerns makes the core of Unity simpler and easier to maintain.

Second, not explicitly representing communication forces communication patterns along dataflow edges to be reconstructed from their source and destination node annotations, which is difficult due to the expressive forms of parallelism Unity considers. Specifically, supporting n parallelism dimensions requires considering up to 2^n different subsets of these dimensions and thus 2^n x 2^n = 4^n potential communication patterns between operators. Unity explicitly represents communication patterns throughout search, obviating the need for a complex analysis to reconstruct them. Representing these patterns via a small set of parallelization operators also allows Unity to easily recognize and optimize common communication patterns, such as executing a pair of Replicate-Reduce.
operators as an AllReduce. In an annotated computation graph, these optimizations become entangled with the code for reconstructing the communication patterns themselves, adding significant complexity and implementation effort.

Finally, jointly optimizing an annotated computation graph is challenging, as algebraic transformations can introduce new operators which, since they have not yet been parallelized, lack annotations. As such, the internal representation becomes underspecified and the cost becomes undefined. It is possible to add an additional mechanism to “fill in” these missing annotations such as inserting a random annotation, a fixed value, a value from a neighboring node (though this becomes challenging when neighboring nodes have differing parallelizations), or evaluating the valid parallelizations and choosing the best one. However, Unity’s PCG avoids this additional complexity by representing each parallelization strategy for the new operator as one or multiple PCG substitutions, offering an efficient and uniform approach to joint optimization.

pONNX. Unity is not the first to integrate computation and parallelism into a single graph: pONNX [57] proposed doing so using Split, Concat, and custom operators Send and Recv. However, Unity focuses on optimization while pONNX is designed as a serialization format, leading to critical differences.

First, an operator in pONNX with a parallelism degree of \( n \) is duplicated \( n \) times, requiring an optimizer to reconstruct the operator from multiple nodes. Unity simply adds a parallelism operator so the operator remains a single node in a PCG.

Second, pONNX assigns every communication its own Send/Recv node, which dramatically increases the size of the graph. Since communication patterns in DNN training are highly regular, Unity eschews materializing every communication in favor of optimizing communication patterns (e.g., Reduce, Replicate, etc.), which allows Unity to represent communication costs without reasoning about individual communications.

Finally, pONNX makes device placement part of the operator, while Unity represents it separately as a machine mapping. This allows Unity’s search to optimize device assignments separately and to ignore the symmetries created by a large number of compute devices with identical capabilities.

Additional unified representations have been proposed [47, 48], which are discussed in Section 7.

4 Graph Substitutions

Since Unity represents both algebraic transformations and parallelization as graph substitutions, the effectiveness of joint optimization relies on having an appropriate set of graph substitutions. The number of potential substitutions increases exponentially with size, so Unity represents large and complex algebraic transformations and parallelization strategies as compositions of small PCG substitutions. For example, Figure 10 shows the sequence of substitutions for the hand-tuned parallelization strategy used in Megatron-LM [50].

![Figure 9: Representing different parallelization strategies for batched matrix multiplication with a PCG.](image)

Substitution generation. To reduce the engineering effort to support new parallelization strategies, Unity automatically generates and formally verifies all valid PCG substitutions up to a fixed size to serve as a “basis set” from which the search algorithm can construct sophisticated optimizations. This also allows Unity to not only automatically discover algebraic transformations and parallelization strategies, but also to find novel hybrids of the two missed by prior approaches. To do so, Unity adopts TASO’s super-optimization approach [25].

As in TASO, Unity discovers substitutions in two steps: first it uses a fast heuristic to identify candidate substitutions, and then it uses a more expensive formal verification to ensure correctness. To find candidate substitutions, Unity enumerates all possible PCGs up to a fixed size. Note that this fixed size does not limit the size of the transformations Unity can apply, as many larger substitutions are compositions of smaller ones.

For each generated PCG, Unity computes a fingerprint: a hash of the PCG’s output tensors generated by evaluating the PCG on some fixed input tensors. To allow Unity to account for parallelization, we extend the fingerprint function in TASO [25] to include the parallelism degree of each tensor dimension. A pair of PCGs is considered a candidate substitution if both PCGs have an identical fingerprint. The addition of parallelism causes Unity to discover 651 new candidate substitutions beyond the 743 previously identified by TASO.

Substitution verification. Similar to TASO, Unity formally verifies the new substitutions using an automated theorem prover (Z3 [12] in our implementation). Operator specifications are provided in first-order logic, where an operator is represented as a function of its inputs and configuration parameters. For example, Reduce\((d, x)\) defines a Reduce operator with input \( x \) and parallelism degree \( d \). The fact that Reduce commutes with matrix multiplication is captured by the following operator property (where Replicate\((d, y)\) represents a Replicate with input \( y \) and parallelism degree \( d \)):

\[
\forall d, x, y. \text{Matmul}(\text{Reduce}(d, x), y) = \text{Reduce}(d, \text{Matmul}(x, \text{Replicate}(d, y)))
\]
Figure 10: Representing the hand-tuned parallelization strategies used in Megatron-LM [50] as a sequence of basic graph
substitutions in Unity. BatchMM and MatMul are batched and regular matrix multiplications, respectively. Each arrow denotes
a graph substitution, where the dotted subgraphs in the same color are the source and target graph of the substitution. For
Partition and Combine, the parentheses indicate the data dimension for which they are performed.

![Diagram of parallelization strategies](image)

Figure 11: Substitution (a) shows that spatial parallelism is valid for ReLU. Substitution (b) demonstrates a hybrid
algebraic-parallel transformation: transforming an Add into a Concat followed by a Reduce allows Unity to use the more
efficient AllReduce communication pattern.

![Diagram of substitution examples](image)

We follow TASO’s methodology for developing operators’ parallelization properties: we attempt to formally verify all
candidate substitutions using Z3, and when a substitution cannot be verified but is correct, we add the missing operator
properties. This procedure was repeated until all 651 new substitutions discovered by Unity were verified. Overall, we
introduced 33 operator properties in addition to the 43 properties from TASO [25, Table 2] to verify all PCG substitutions.

Combined, the substitution generation and verification process takes a total of 30 minutes. Since the available substitutions only change on the addition of new operators or forms of parallelism, this process can be run entirely offline so as not to impact the execution time of Unity’s joint search algorithm.

**Example Substitutions.** Most new substitutions generated by Unity simply state the parallelism valid for an operator. For
instance, the substitution in Figure 11a indicates that ReLU supports spatial parallelism in the row dimension. However,
combining algebraic transformations and parallelization also yields novel hybrids, such as the example shown in Figure 11b,
where Unity identifies that an Add operator is equivalent to a Concat followed by a Reduce. In the left PCG, when Input
1 and Input 2 are located on separate devices and Output is required to be replicated across those same devices, Input
1 and Input 2 would have to be sent to and from a single device to be added. By applying this transformation, Unity
is able to merge the input tensors into a single distributed tensor through a Concat (which moves no data) and replace
the communication with a Reduce followed by a Replicate (which is implemented as an AllReduce).

## 5 Joint Optimization

This section describes Unity’s search algorithm for jointly optimizing algebraic transformations and parallelization. The
core problem is as follows: given a PCG (Section 3), a set of operator-level machine mappings (Section 3.2), and a set of
PCG substitutions (Section 4), find (1) a sequence of PCG substitutions and (2) a machine mapping for the resulting
PCG that minimize the per-iteration training time. A key challenge is the exponentially larger search space created by
unifying algebraic transformations and parallelization. The search must also scale to both complex DNNs (i.e., a large
input PCG) and large numbers of compute devices (i.e., a large set of operator-level machine mappings).

Unity uses a three-level hierarchical search algorithm, depicted in Figure 12. In simplified form, Unity breaks an input
PCG into subgraphs, determines an optimized sequence of substitutions for each subgraph (which requires determining
the optimized machine mapping for each candidate), and then
combines these sub-solutions to produce the final output. This allows Unity to scale to DNNs with over 300 operators and machines with 192 GPUs while keeping search times below 20 minutes, which is negligible compared to the hours or days needed to train modern DNNs.

In the following section, we provide a more detailed description of Unity’s search algorithm. Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 describe the three levels of Unity’s search algorithm, starting from the middle layer (substitution selection), then the lowest (machine mapping selection), and finally introducing the highest level (graph splitting) as an optimization to help Unity scale to large DNNs. Afterward, we briefly address Unity’s cost estimation and how the search algorithm can be tweaked to integrate pipeline parallelism.

5.1 Substitution Selection

Unity uses the cost-based backtracking search algorithm from TASO [25] to identify a sequence of substitutions that minimizes the execution time of an input PCG. Unity maintains a queue of candidate PCGs sorted by their execution times, and until the queue is emptied or a fixed budget is exceeded, Unity iteratively removes the best candidate from the queue and uses it to generate new candidates by applying every available substitution at every location in the PCG whenever applicable. Candidate PCGs with execution times that are a threshold factor times worse than the best candidate PCG seen so far are pruned, while the rest are inserted into the queue. The threshold factor allows the user to balance the search time and amount of exploration. In our experiments, we use a threshold factor of 1.05.4

This algorithm allows Unity to explore arbitrary sequences of substitutions, but requires an accurate cost estimator to evaluate the execution time of each candidate PCG. Since a PCG contains only the parallelization of each operator but not the devices to which it is assigned (i.e., the machine mapping), this cost estimator must first determine an optimized machine mapping. An efficient algorithm must be used to identify this mapping, as the cost estimator is called for every candidate PCG. Section 5.2 introduces our algorithm to find optimized machine mappings.

5.2 Finding Optimized Machine Mappings

The lowest level of Unity’s search algorithm identifies the optimized machine mapping for a candidate PCG. The key observation behind this level is that most modern DNN architectures consist of linear chains of independent strands of parallel computation. For example, ResNeXt [19] is built around two parallel strands of convolutions (see Figure 13), which are repeated to form the final model. Unity leverages this structure by recursively decomposing these linear chains and parallel strands into independent subgraphs through sequence and parallel graph splits respectively. Figure 13 demonstrates how sequence and parallel graph splits can be iteratively applied to decompose a ResNeXt module into recursive sub-problems which can be solved via dynamic programming.

A sequence graph split partitions an input PCG \( G \) by finding a postdominator node \( n \), such that all paths from the inputs to the outputs of \( G \) go through \( n \). This post-domino node splits \( G \) into two disjoint subgraphs \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \). Since all of \( G_2 \) depends on \( n \), and \( n \) depends on all of \( G_1 \), every operator in \( G_1 \) must complete before any in \( G_2 \) can start. This reduces the task of finding an optimized machine mapping for \( G \) to optimizing machine mappings for \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \). For example, for split 1 in Figure 13, assuming no other splits (such as 2) had already been applied, \( n \) would be the Add node. \( G_1 \) would be all the nodes from Input up to but not including Add, and \( G_2 \) would be all the nodes after the Add until Output.

A parallel graph split partitions a PCG \( G \) into independent subgraphs whose computations can be performed in parallel. In this case, Unity considers two potential ways of running the sides \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) in sequence (with access to the full machine resources) or in parallel (with each side given a disjoint share of the available resources) and chooses the faster one. Unity

---

4This specific value was chosen to match [25].
does not allow combinations of serial and parallel execution, in which branches are run partially in parallel and partially in serial. While this eliminates certain strategies, considering them would significantly reduce Unity’s scalability as it requires analyzing exponentially many interleavings of operators, and as evidenced by the results in Section 6, these strategies are not necessary to achieve good performance. To determine how to partition the available resources when running in parallel, Unity iterates over all possible resource quantities that can be assigned to each side. By considering resource quantities, Unity ignores redundant divisions that differ only in which GPUs are assigned and not in the number and location of these GPUs, replacing an exponential search over all subsets of devices with a quadratic search over resource quantities.

As an additional optimization, Unity maintains a cache of the selected machine mappings for all subgraphs. Since substitution selection generates a new candidate for each substitution, and each substitution modifies only a small part of a PCG, many candidate PCGs have most of their subgraphs in common with other candidates. This allows Unity to skip computing the cost and machine mapping of all but the part of the PCG modified by the substitution under consideration.

5.3 Scaling to Large Graphs

Even with the dynamic programming algorithm and cross-invocation caching, the search algorithm described so far fails to scale to large models. To understand why, we examine how the number of candidate PCGs in substitution selection scales with the size of the input PCG.

As described in Section 5.1, at each iteration Unity generates a candidate PCG for every possible application of each substitution. In the worst case this would require examining \( O(2^k) \) candidates, where \( g \) is the number of nodes in the PCG and \( s \) is the number of substitutions Unity considers. In practice \( s \) has limited impact on search time as only a small fraction of the substitutions Unity considers can be applied to any one model, but for large models the exponential behavior of \( g \) becomes problematic.

To solve this, we borrow from Section 5.1 and decompose the PCG into independent sequential subgraphs. However, this approach prevents applying substitutions across these splits, which is problematic since Unity uses substitutions to represent parallelization. Thus, naive graph splitting would reduce the parallelism degree across all splits to 1, eliminating many common and important parallelization strategies, such as using data parallelism across the entire model.

Unity addresses this issue by explicitly searching for the optimal parallelization across every split location. More specifically, for every possible partitioning of the tensor communicated across the split, Unity optimizes the resulting two subgraphs under the condition that the first subgraph’s output and the second subgraph’s input must both match the partitioning under consideration. When either subgraph does not meet this condition, parallelization operators are inserted to ensure any communication cost arising from a change in partitioning is accounted for.

This method works for Partition and Combine but encounters a problem with Replicate and Reduce. For example, consider the case of the tensor crossing the split location having its replica degree fixed to 2 by the search algorithm. To coerce the first subgraph to output a tensor in this format, the search algorithm could insert a Replicate as its final operation, and the algorithm similarly could insert a Reduce as the first operation of the second subgraph. However, this will incorrectly scale the tensor by a factor of 2! The core issue is that unlike Partition and Combine, Replicate and Reduce are not inverses of each other. Fortunately, since reduction parallelism that spans many nodes of a computation graph is rarely useful in practice, we limit the partitionings across splits to only those with a replica degree of 1.

To reduce the number of algebraic transformations these splits prevent, Unity follows MetaFlow [26] and chooses split locations that disrupt the fewest substitutions while maintaining a minimum subgraph size \( k \). Thus graph splitting reduces the worst-case number of candidate PCGs from exponential in \( g \) to linear in \( g \), specifically from \( O(2^g) \) to \( O(\frac{g^2}{p} \times 2^{k}) \) where \( p \) is the number of valid tensor partitionings.

Cost estimation. To estimate operator run times and communication costs we use similar methods as prior work [24, 27]. More accurate cost models are possible [47], but we have not noticed any issues caused by inaccuracies in our model.

Pipeline parallelism. When considering pipeline parallelism, Unity adopts the 1F1B schedule (i.e., interleaving forward and backward micro-batches on each device) and the weight update semantics from PipeDream-2BW [40], which achieves both high training throughput and low memory footprint. To reduce the search space, Unity only considers strategies where pipeline parallelism is applied to all operators in a PCG, since a non pipeline-parallel operator in the PCG would disable the benefits of pipeline parallelism. In addition, similar to prior work [20,39,65], Unity only considers sequential pipeline parallelism where each stage only communicates with a single next stage in the pipeline (except for the last stage, which directly performs back propagation after forward processing). Unity also follows prior work [16,20,53] in assuming that the number of micro-batches in a mini-batch is much larger then the number of pipeline stages so the additional latency introduced by pipeline initialization can be ignored. These constraints allow Unity to explore a comprehensive search space that includes existing pipeline parallelism strategies while maintaining reasonable search time. The search algorithm is also slightly modified: instead of using per-iteration run time as a proxy for throughput, we

Our experiments use \( k = 10 \) as it strikes a balance between keeping subgraph sizes small enough for good scalability while blocking relatively few substitutions.
maximize the throughput directly.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Implementation and Experimental Setup

Unity is implemented on top of FlexFlow [27], a distributed multi-GPU runtime for DNN training. We modified FlexFlow to represent models with PCGs, added support for Unity’s additional forms of parallelism, and replaced FlexFlow’s randomized search with the algorithm described in Section 5. The substitution generator (Section 4) is implemented on top of TASO [25], and extends its fingerprint function to consider parallelization. We also add 33 parallelization-specific properties that are used by the substitution verifier as axioms capturing the semantics of the parallelization operators.

All experiments were performed on the Summit supercomputer [2, 56]. Each compute node is equipped with two IBM POWER9 CPUs, 512 GB main memory, and six NVIDIA Volta V100 GPUs. Three of the GPUs within a node are connected to the same CPU and interconnected via NVLink. Nodes are connected with Mellanox EDR 100Gb InfiniBand.

DNNs. Table 1 summarizes the seven DNN models used in our evaluation. ResNeXt-50 [60] and Inception-v3 are commonly used DNNs for image classification. BERT [14] is a language model with state-of-the-art accuracy on a spectrum of language tasks. DLRM [41] and XDL [28] are deep learning recommendation models for personalization and ads recommendation. CANDLE-Uno [3] is a DNN architecture for precision medicine. Multi-layer perceptron [17] (MLP) is a widely used architecture for a variety of regression tasks and a core component in many DNNs.

We follow prior work in setting hyperparameters for training (e.g., batch sizes, learning rates) [3, 14, 38, 41, 60]. We report per-GPU minibatch size \( B \); for runs with \( n \) GPUs, the global minibatch size is \( n \times B \). The global minibatch sizes are consistent with those reported in the literature. We use a per-GPU minibatch size of 64 for ResNeXt-50 and Inception-v3, 4 for BERT-Large, 1024 for DLRM and XDL, and 256 for CANDLE-Uno and MLP. The MLP model includes 16 dense layers, each of which has a hidden dimension of 8192. We use Adam [29] with a learning rate of 0.0001 for BERT-Large, and SGD [18] with a learning rate of 0.01 for the other DNNs.

Unless stated, pipeline parallelism is disabled when comparing against frameworks that do not support this feature. We evaluate the impact of pipeline parallelism in Figure 15a.

Search Time. For all DNNs except Inception-v3, Unity’s search times are under 10 minutes even for the largest GPU count (i.e., 192). Even for Inception-v3, the most complex architecture in our evaluation with 323 operators, search terminates within 20 minutes. These times are negligible compared to the hours or days needed to train these DNNs.

6.2 End-to-end Evaluation

We compare the end-to-end training performance of Unity and existing frameworks such as Megatron [50] and DeepSpeed [43]. We also compare against using TASO [25] and FlexFlow [27] to perform sequential optimization (i.e., TASO first and FlexFlow second). Since Megatron [50] and DeepSpeed [43] require the user to manually optimize each model, these baselines are only present for a subset of the models, while the automated approaches of FlexFlow and Unity can be used across all seven. Figure 14 shows the results.

BERT-Large has been highly optimized by existing frameworks such as Megatron and DeepSpeed which use expert-designed strategies combining multiple forms of parallelism. As such, Unity is not expected to outperform these strategies. Instead, the primary purpose of this evaluation is to determine if Unity can re-discover these hand-tuned strategies within a few minutes of automated search. Note that since Megatron and DeepSpeed require users to manually specify all parallelism degrees for data, tensor-model, and pipeline parallelism, we explore different combinations of the supported parallelism degrees and report the best performance.

Unity achieves on-par performance with Megatron and outperforms both DeepSpeed and FlexFlow. We find that the best strategy discovered by Unity is almost the same as the expert-designed strategy in Megatron: the only difference is that for some matrix multiplications Megatron uses reduction parallelism while Unity uses data parallelism, which has a negligible impact on overall training performance. This shows that even on highly-optimized models Unity is able to automatically generate parallelization optimizations that match those manually designed by domain experts. Megatron is customized for Transformer-based language models and does not support the other DNNs in our evaluation. The fact that the parallelization strategy discovered by Unity matches the expert-designed strategy in Megatron is, in our view, a positive outcome of Unity.

DLRM and CANDLE-Uno both exceed the memory capacity of a single GPU, preventing data parallel training. For both models we use the expert-designed strategy proposed in [38] as a baseline, which parallelizes communication-intensive operators (e.g., embedding tables) in model parallelism and compute-intensive operators (e.g., matrix multiplications) in data parallelism. Unity outperforms both expert-designed strategies and TASO+FlexFlow by up to 3.6× on DLRM and 1.6× on CANDLE-Uno. For all other models, we compare Unity against data parallelism and TASO+FlexFlow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>ResNeXt-50</td>
<td>WikiText-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>ImageNet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Models</td>
<td>BERT-Large</td>
<td>WikiText-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>DLRM</td>
<td>Criteo Kaggle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision Medicine</td>
<td>CANDLE-Uno</td>
<td>Dose response data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Synthetic data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of the seven DNNs evaluated.
Figure 14: Training throughput comparison among existing frameworks and Unity. The experiments were performed on the Summit supercomputer [2] with 6 GPUs per node. All numbers were measured by averaging 1,000 training iterations.

Figure 15: (a) End to end performance of BERT-Large integrating different parallelization dimensions. Speedups relative to data+model parallelism. (b) Speedups solely attributable to joint vs sequential optimization on 96 V100 GPUs (16 nodes). Search space and algorithm are fixed to remove effects from Unity’s larger search space and improved search scalability.

Unity outperforms the best existing approaches by 1.0\ times on ResNeXt-50, 1.3\ times on Inception-v3, 2.0\ times on MLP, and 1.9\ times on XDL. The lack of improvement on ResNeXt-50 is expected as the model’s optimal strategy (data parallelism) is already the default used by most frameworks.

We observe that the performance improvement is achieved by (1) supporting operator-specific parallelism and (2) jointly optimizing algebraic transformations and parallelization. We further analyze these details in the following experiments.

### 6.3 Parallelism Dimensions

To evaluate how different parallelism dimensions improve training performance, we perform an ablation study of Unity on BERT-Large by iteratively adding new dimensions to Unity and measuring the training throughput. Figure 15a shows the results. Compared to data and model parallelism, adding reduction parallelism does not improve training performance, but combining reduction and attention-head parallelism increases performance by up to 1.2\ times because optimizing the attention operators in BERT-Large requires both reduction and attention-head parallelism, as shown in Figure 10. Enabling pipeline parallelism achieves an overall speedup of 1.4\ times. This result shows that hybrid strategies and operator-specific dimensions are critical for DNN training performance.

### 6.4 Joint Optimization

To evaluate Unity’s joint optimization, we compare against sequential optimization of algebraic transformations and parallelization. Results are shown in Figure 15b. Unlike the TASO+FlexFlow baseline in Figure 14, in Figure 15b we include Unity’s additional parallelism dimensions and improved scalability to isolate the effects of joint optimization. As a result, the performance improvement (up to 1.4\ times speedup) comes solely from the ability to optimize jointly rather than sequentially. We study three examples in detail.

The first (Figure 16a) is a slight generalization of the example introduced in Figure 2. By not fusing the first MatMul and ReLU, which would be done in sequential optimization as the algebraic optimizer would ignore parallelism, Unity is able to significantly reduce the amount of communication by using reduction parallelism and a more efficient AllReduce (represented by the Reduce followed by Replicate).

The second is shown in Figure 16b. Concatenation is the main performance bottleneck in DLRM and XDL, since it can-
not be parallelized in the same dimension as the Embedding operators and requires an all-to-all synchronization. The optimization eliminates the Concatenation by replacing the subsequent MatMul with independent MatMuls executed using the same model parallel strategy as the Embedding operators, which reduces communication costs as the Embedding operators’ outputs are only used locally.

The third optimization is shown in Figure 16c. An EmbeddingBag [15] operator computes the sum of a bag of embeddings for each training sample. Unity discovers a joint optimization that transforms an EmbeddingBag to a normal Embedding to enable additional parallelization opportunities.

6.5 Search Algorithm

To evaluate the impact of the three search optimizations (graph splitting, cross-invocation cache, and dynamic programming) presented in Section 5, we perform an ablation study of the search time for ResNeXt-50. With all three techniques enabled (the “All” column), we see roughly linear scaling as we move from 6 to 48 GPUs. This, along with Figure 14, demonstrates that Unity’s search algorithm scales to nontrivial node counts.

Disabling graph splitting increases search times by 4.3-8.8× and causes them to scale nonlinearly, while disabling the cross-invocation cache adds an additional 8.9×. Disabling the dynamic programming algorithm causes even the smallest cases to time out. These results indicate that the three proposed techniques are necessary for adequate performance.

7 Related Work

Manually-designed parallelization strategies. Manually-designed parallelization strategies are used in most existing DNN frameworks to optimize distributed DNN training [5, 6, 42, 43, 49]. For example, Neo [38] optimizes DLRM by using data parallelism for compute-intensive operators and model parallelism for communication-intensive operators. Megatron-LM [50] proposes a model-specific customized strategy that combines data, reduction, and attention-head parallelism for training large language models. These strategies only work for specific DNN models and do not generalize. We use these expert-designed strategies as baselines in our evaluation and show that Unity can automatically discover strategies with improved performance.

Automated DNN parallelization. Recent work has proposed automated approaches to optimizing distributed DNN training. For example, ColocRL [36, 37] and Placeto [7] use reinforcement learning to find efficient device placement for model parallelism. Baechi [22] achieves fast device placement for model parallelism using two memory-constrained algorithms. FlexFlow [27] uses randomized search to optimize data, model, and spatial parallelism. GSPMD [61], a generalization of GShard [34], finds parallelization strategies based on user-provided hints. PipeDream [39] uses dynamic programming to find optimized strategies combining pipeline and data parallelism. Tofu [59] uses recursive search to minimize communication time and automatically discovers parallelization dimensions via interval analysis. Tarnawski et al. [52, 53] propose a two-level dynamic programming algorithm to partition a DNN computation graph across devices by combining data, pipeline, and tensor model parallelism. Alpa [65] automates inter-operator (i.e., pipeline) parallelism using dynamic programming and intra-operator (i.e., data and tensor model) parallelism using integer linear programming. Whale [23] uses computation-balanced partitioning to accommodate heterogenous compute devices and allows specifying parallelization strategies through small parallelization primitives. TensorOpt [8] introduces the cost frontier to simultaneously reason about multiple objectives (e.g., execution time and cloud resource cost) in automatic parallelization. Finally,
AutoSync [63] learns to optimize synchronization strategies for data-parallel training from a few thousand samples. However, existing approaches (except Tofu) only support limited parallelism dimensions and none jointly optimizes algebraic transformations and parallelization. Unity supports all existing parallelism dimensions, is extensible to new operators and forms of parallelism, and jointly optimizes algebraic transformations and parallelization.

Automated algebraic transformations. TASO [25] automatically discovers algebraic transformations for DNNs but does not support parallelization. Unity adopts the super-optimization idea from TASO to generate and verify PCG substitutions. However, unlike the algebraic transformation task considered by TASO, Unity deals with a significantly larger search space and considers additional tasks, such as device assignments. We observe that TASO’s search algorithm alone is incapable of exploring the larger search space. To address this challenge, Unity introduces three novel elements of the search technique: the dynamic programming algorithm for finding optimized machine mappings, the subgraph cache for exploiting the locality of graph substitutions, and the additional parallelism-compatible divide-and-conquer approach to enabling scalability to complex models.

Automated DNN code generation. Recent work has proposed approaches for generating hardware-specific code for DNN operators. TVM [10, 11] uses a learning-based algorithm to generate optimized code for a diverse set of hardware backends. Ansor [64] extends TVM by utilizing a hierarchical search algorithm to explore a much larger search space of program candidates. Unity optimizes DNN computation at a higher level than these approaches. Therefore, Unity’s optimizations are orthogonal and can be combined with existing code generation techniques. We leave integrating code generation into Unity as future work.

Intermediate representations for DNN parallelization. TensorFlow [2], MLIR [31, 32], Relay [45], and ONNX [33] represent DNN computation with graph-based intermediate representations (IRs). Distributed training of a model is represented by annotating each operator with a parallelization strategy describing how the operator is parallelized across devices. These approaches represent algebraic transformations and parallelization separately and optimize them sequentially, missing joint optimizations. pONNX [57], automap [48], and DistIR [47] propose IRs that express both computation and communication, but are too low-level to be used for Unity-style joint optimization (see Section 3.4 for details). Unity uses a higher-level representation better suited to optimization, the PCG, and represents both parallelization and algebraic transformations as graph substitutions on PCGs.

8 Limitations and Future Work

To scale to large DNNs and machines, Unity’s search algorithm exploits the sequential and parallel structure of modern DNNs (see Section 5.2). However, there exist DNN architectures (e.g., NASNet [66]) that violate this structure. Extending Unity to include these DNNs would improve generality, but potentially at the cost of decreased scalability.

While Unity successfully optimizes two of the most prominent classes of optimizations (i.e., algebraic transformations and parallelization), there are a variety of additional optimizations currently not considered, such as tensor offloading and rematerialization [21, 30, 44]. The PCG can be extended to represent these optimizations, but the search algorithm as presented in Section 5 does not reason about memory usage and therefore may generate parallelization strategies that violate memory constraints. While these invalid strategies can be made valid by applying the necessary tensor offloading and rematerialization afterward, not including these optimizations in Unity’s joint search potentially leads to suboptimal performance. Thus, integrating memory optimizations into Unity’s search algorithm is a promising area for future research.

Another limitation of Unity is its support for pipeline parallelism. While PCGs are capable of representing parallelization strategies that interleave pipeline-parallel and non-pipeline-parallel operators in a PCG, our search algorithm excludes these cases to reduce the search space. In addition, Unity’s search algorithm does not consider non-sequential pipeline parallelism strategies, where a stage can have multiple predecessor/successor stages.

9 Conclusion

This paper presents Unity, the first system that jointly optimizes algebraic transformations and parallelization in distributed DNN training. Unity represents both parallelization and algebraic transformations as substitutions on a unified graph representation, uses a novel hierarchical search algorithm to identify an optimized sequence of substitutions, and scales to large numbers of GPUs and complex DNNs.

Our evaluation with seven real-world DNN benchmarks on up to 192 GPUs show that Unity outperforms state-of-the-art parallelization approaches by up to 3.6× while keeping optimization times under 20 minutes. As nearly half of this speedup is attributable solely to the use of joint optimization over sequential optimization, Unity demonstrates that joint optimization is practical and that future systems will need to include it or else miss significant performance gains.
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Abstract

Mobile emulation, which creates full-fledged software mobile devices on a physical PC/server, is pivotal to the mobile ecosystem, especially for PC-based mobile gaming, app debugging, and malware detection. Unfortunately, existing mobile emulators perform poorly on graphics-intensive apps in terms of either efficiency or compatibility or both. To address this, we introduce graphics projection, a novel graphics virtualization mechanism that adds a small-size projection space inside the guest memory of a virtual mobile device. The projection space processes graphics operations involving control contexts and resource handles without host interactions. Novel flow control and data teleporting mechanisms are devised to match the decoupled graphics processing rates of the virtual device and the host GPU to maximize performance. The resulting new Android emulator, dubbed Trinity, exhibits an average of 93.3% native hardware performance and 97.2% app support, in some cases outperforming other emulators by more than an order of magnitude. It has been adopted by Huawei DevEco Studio, a major Android IDE with millions of developers.

1 Introduction

Mobile emulation has been a keystone of the mobile ecosystem. Developers today typically debug their apps on generic mobile emulators (e.g., Google’s Android Emulator, or GAE for short) rather than on heterogeneous real devices. Also, various dedicated mobile emulators (e.g., Bluestacks [14] and DAOW [55]) are used to detect malware in app markets [21, 44, 54], to enable mobile gaming on PCs [14, 55], and to empower the emerging notion of cloud gaming [36].

1.1 Motivation

To create full-fledged software mobile devices on a physical PC/server, mobile emulators usually adopt the classic virtualization framework [33, 40, 45, 46] where a mobile OS runs in a virtual machine (VM), referred to as the guest, hosted on a PC/server, referred to as the host. However, traditional virtualization techniques are initially designed to work on headless servers or common PCs without requiring strong UI interactions within the VM, while real-world mobile apps are highly interactive [37] and thus expecting mobile emulators to have powerful graphics processing capabilities (as provided by real mobile phones) [55]. This capability gap is further aggravated by the substantial architectural differences between the graphics stacks of desktop and mobile OSes [15].

Over the years, several approaches have been proposed to fill the gap. Perhaps the most intuitive is solely relying on a CPU to carry out a GPU’s functions. For example, as a user-space library residing in mobile OSes (e.g., Android), SwiftShader [26] helps a CPU mimic the processing routines of a GPU. This achieves the best compatibility since any mobile app can thus seamlessly run under a wide variety of environments even without actual graphics hardware, but at the cost of poor efficiency since a CPU is never suited to handling the highly parallel (graphics) rendering tasks.

To improve the emulation efficiency, a natural approach is multiplexing the host GPU within a PC/server through API remoting [18, 50], which intercepts high-level graphics API calls at the guest and then executes them on the host GPU with dedicated RPC protocols and guest-host I/O pipes. Unfortunately, the resulting products (e.g., GAE) cannot smoothly run many common apps, let alone “heavy” (i.e., graphics-intensive) apps for AR/VR viewing and 3D gaming. This shortcoming stems from frequent VM Exits to the host to execute API calls, introducing a considerable “tromboning” effect [19] on the control and data flows. This results in additional idle waiting at the guest, as it must wait not only for the API call to complete, but also for the added process of exiting to the host and returning back to the guest.

To mitigate the issue, device emulation [17] moves the virtualization boundary from the API level to the driver level. It forwards guest-side graphics driver commands to the host with a shared memory region inside the guest kernel to realize their effects with the host GPU. Compared to high-level APIs, driver commands are much fewer, more capable, and mostly asynchronous [17], so device emulation effectively reduces host-host control/data exchanges and idle waiting. However, the translation from API calls to driver commands degrades critical high-level abstractions such as windows and threads to low-level memory addresses and register values. Due to the loss of high-level information, driver commands must be sequentially executed at the host, degrading guest-side multi-threaded rendering to host-side single-threaded rendering. Hence, the resulting emulators (e.g., QEMU-KVM) can smoothly run regular apps but not heavy ones.
Another approach is to break guest-host isolation by removing the virtualization layer so apps can directly use the GPU, as embodied in DAOW [55]. This requires manually translating Linux system calls used by Android to Windows ones. Unfortunately, many apps cannot run on DAOW because many (~46%) system calls are not translated due to the huge engineering efforts required for full system calls’ translation. Also, the supported apps must run under the protection of additional sophisticated security defenses to compensate for the lack of guest-host isolation.

1.2 Contribution

We present Trinity, a novel mobile emulator that simultaneously achieves high efficiency and compatibility. Our guiding principle is to decouple the guest-host control and data exchanges and make them as asynchronous as possible when multiplexing the host GPU under the virtualization framework, so that frequent VM Exits for synchronous host-side execution of API calls can be largely reduced. For this purpose, we propose to add a *projection space* inside the guest memory, where we selectively maintain a “projected” subset of control contexts (termed *shadow contexts*) and resource handles. Such contexts and handles are derived but different from the real ones required by a physical GPU to perform rendering, so as to reflect and reproduce the effects of guest-side graphics operations (*i.e.*, API calls). Thus, the vast majority (99.93%) of graphics API calls do not need synchronous execution at the host, while consuming less than 1 MB memory for even a heavy 3D app.

Concretely, when an Android app wants to draw a triangle on a physical phone, it sequentially issues three types of graphics API calls: context setting (Type-1), resource management (Type-2), and drawing (Type-3). Type-1 prepare the canvas and bind resource handles; Type-2 populate the handles’ underlying resources with the triangle’s vertex coordinates, filling colors/patterns, etc.; Type-3 instruct the GPU to render and display the triangle. In contrast, as shown in Figure 1, when the app runs in Trinity, Type-1 and Type-2 calls are first executed only in the projection space, *i.e.*, their effects are temporarily reflected on the shadow contexts and resource handles. Later upon drawing calls (Type-3), their effects are delivered to the host to realize actual rendering.

Combined with graphics projection, an elastic flow control algorithm is devised in Trinity to orchestrate the execution speeds of control flows at both the guest and host sides. Regarding the guest-host data flows, we find that the major challenge of rapidly delivering them lies in the high dynamics of system status and data volume (*e.g.*, bursty data flows are common in graphics operations). To this end, we find that the dynamic situations in fact follow only a few patterns, each of which requires specific data aggregation, persistence, and arrival notification strategies. Therefore, we implement all the required strategies, and utilize *static timing analysis* [12] to estimate which strategy is best suited to a data flow. With these efforts, we achieve high emulation efficiency for Trinity.

Similar to GAE, Trinity is also implemented atop QEMU (for general device extensibility) and hosts the Android OS, with 118K lines of C/C++ code. We evaluate its performance using standard graphics benchmarks, the top-100 3D apps from Google Play, and 10K apps randomly selected from Google Play. We also compare the results with six mainstream emulators: GAE, QEMU-KVM, Windows Subsystem for Android, VMware Workstation, Bluestacks, and DAOW. The evaluation shows that Trinity can achieve 80%−110% (averaging at 93.3%) native hardware performance, outperforming the other emulators by 1.4× to 20×. For compatibility, Trinity can run the top-100 3D apps and 97.2% of the 10K randomly selected apps. To our knowledge, Trinity is the first and the only Android emulator that can smoothly run heavy 3D apps without losing compatibility (or security).

**Software/Code/Data Availability.** Trinity has recently been adopted by Huawei DevEco Studio [28], a major Android IDE (integrated development environment) with millions of developers. Currently, it is going through the beta test run for minor functional adjustments and bug fixes. The binary, code, and measurement data involved in this work are released at https://TrinityEmulator.github.io/.

2 Understanding Mobile Graphics APIs

We first delve into the three types of APIs in OpenGL ES, the de facto graphics framework of Android (§2.1), and then measure real-world 3D apps to obtain an in-depth understanding of their graphics workloads (§2.2).

2.1 Background

Figure 2 shows a basic OpenGL ES program for drawing a triangle. The program creates a graphics buffer in a GPU’s graphics memory using a Type-2 API—`glGenBuffers`, populates the buffer with the coordinate data of the triangle’s
float vertices[9] = { 0.0f, 0.5f, 0.0f, // First vertex
-0.5f, -0.5f, 0.0f, // Second vertex
0.5f, -0.5f, 0.0f }; // Third vertex
}; // Triangle vertices' (x, y, z) coordinates

float *vtx_mapped_buf; // Address of the mapped buffer

void populate_buffer() {
    glBufferData(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, sizeof(vertices),
                 0, GL_DYNAMIC_DRAW);
    ...
    // Type-2: query the buffer size
    int buf_size;
    glGetBufferParameteriv(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, GL_BUFFER_SIZE, &buf_size);
    // Type-2: map the buffer to main memory space
    vtx_mapped_buf = glMapBufferRange(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER,
                                       0, buf_size, GL_MAP_WRITE_BIT);
    memcpy(vtx_mapped_buf, vertices, buf_size);
    // Type-2: unmap the buffer
    glUnmapBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER);
}

(b) Populate the bound graphics buffer by latent mapping.

uint vertex_buffer_handle; // Graphics buffer handle

void draw() {
    ...
    // Type-2: allocate a buffer and generate its handle
glGenBuffers(1, &vertex_buffer_handle);
    1. The buffer’s handle is bound to the context
    glBindBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, vertex_buffer_handle);
    populate_buffer();
    ...
    // Type-3: draw the triangle
    glDrawArrays(GL_TRIANGLES, 0, 3);
    ...}

(b) Draw the triangle.

Figure 2: OpenGL ES code snippet for drawing a triangle.

vertices through a Type-1 API—glBindBuffer and a Type-2 API—glMapBufferRange, and then instructs the GPU to
draw the triangle using a Type-3 API—glDrawArrays.

Type-1: Context Setting. To manipulate or use the allocated
graphics buffer, instead of passing the buffer’s handle to every
API call, the program first calls glBindBuffer, which binds
the handle to a thread-local context, i.e., the transparent, global
state of the thread. Then, all the subsequent buffer-related API
calls (e.g., the buffer population call glBufferData and the
drawing call glDrawArrays that uses the buffer data to draw)
will be directly applied to the bound buffer, without needing
to specify the buffer handle in their parameters.

The above process is called context setting, which config-
ures critical information of the current thread’s context. This
programming paradigm avoids repeatedly transferring context
information from the main memory to the GPU, particularly
when the information is rarely modified. In general, the con-
text information that requires setup includes the current oper-
ation target, render configurations, and resource attributes.
The operation target identifies the object that subsequent API
calls will affect, e.g., in Figure 2 the buffer handle becomes
the operation target of subsequent API calls after it is bound
to the context. Render configurations define certain rendering
behaviors, e.g., whether to perform validation of pixel values
after a frame is rendered. Resource attributes correspond to
resources’ internal information, e.g., formats of images and
data alignment specifications.

Type-2: Resource Management. Resources involved in
graphics rendering include graphics buffers that store ver-
tice and texture data (“what to draw”), shader programs
that produce special graphics effects such as geometrical trans-
formation (“how to draw”), and sync objects that set time-wise
sync points (“when to draw”). Graphics buffers hold most of
the graphics data and thus require careful management. To
populate a buffer with graphics data, there are mainly two
approaches—immediate copy and latent mapping.

With regard to immediate copy, data are passed into the
glBufferData API’s third call parameter and copied from
the main memory to the bound graphics buffer, i.e., the buffer
underlying vertex_buffer_handle. This approach is easy
to implement but involves synchronous, time-consuming
memory copies. In contrast, Figure 2 shows the latent map-
ing approach, where glBufferData is called but no data are
passed to it; glMapBufferRange instead maps the graphics
buffer to a main memory address, i.e., vtx_mapped_buf. The
data can then be directly stored in the mapped main memory
space, without needing to synchronously trigger memory-to-
GPU copies. The data are latently copied to the graphics
buffer by the GPU’s hardware copy engine (a DMA device)
usually when glUnmapBuffer is called to release the address
mapping, thus being more flexible and efficient.

Type-3: Drawing. After the contexts and resources are pre-
pared, the drawing phase is usually realized with just a few
API calls, e.g., glDrawArrays as shown in Figure 2. Such
APIs are all designed to be asynchronous in the first place,
so that the graphics processing throughput of a hardware GPU
can be maximized. When a drawing call is issued, the call is
simply pushed into the GPU’s command queue rather than
being executed synchronously.

Apart from the above operations for rendering a single
frame, graphics apps often need to render continuous frames
(i.e., animations) in practice. To this end, a modern graphics
app usually follows the delta timing principle [16] of graphics
programming, where the app measures the rendering time of
the current frame (referred to as the frame’s delta time) to
decide which scene should be rendered next. For example,
when a game app renders the movement of a game character,
the app would measure the delta time of the current frame to
calculate how far the character should move (i.e., the charac-
ter’s coordinate change) in the next frame based on the delta
time and the character’s moving speed.
Graphics APIs beyond OpenGL. While the above descriptions focus on OpenGL (ES), we find that the API semantics of other existing graphics frameworks (such as Vulkan) have similar characteristics. Their APIs can also be categorized into the aforementioned three types. For example, in Vulkan VKInstance is used for managing context information, vkCreateBuffer is called for allocating buffer resources, and vkCmdDraw issues drawing commands.

This is not surprising, but stems from a common GPU’s internal design. Like a CPU, a GPU usually leverages dedicated state registers for determining the current operation targets and parameters (i.e., contexts), based on which an array of computation cores perform rendering and computing tasks in parallel. Special high-bandwidth graphics memory is often embedded in a GPU for holding a large amount of graphics resources (e.g., vertex and texture), therefore mitigating the memory wall issue observed in a CPU [53], i.e., the speed disparity between memory accesses and computations. Correspondingly, the three types of graphics API calls are then used for manipulating these essential hardware components throughout a rendering thread’s lifecycle.

2.2 Real-World Graphics Workloads

To obtain a deeper understanding of modern graphics workloads in terms of both control flow and data flow, we measure the top-100 3D apps (which are all game apps) from Google Play as of 11/20/2021 [51] by examining the distributions of their API calls and the sizes of their generated graphics data. We instrument vanilla Android 11’s system graphics library to log the API calls and count the graphics data of a test app during its run time. For each game app, we play a full game set (whose specific operations depend on the app’s content) to record the runtime API invocation data. The experiments are conducted on a (middle-end) Google Pixel 5a device, which is equipped with a Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G SoC, 6 GB memory, 128 GB storage, and 1080p display.

Figure 3 shows that an average of 2,187 API calls are issued for rendering a single frame. For most (88%) of the frames, the number of API calls is larger than 1,000. Figure 4 depicts the percentages of specific types of API calls. As shown, the distribution is quite skewed—Type-1 and Type-2 occupy the vast majority (around 94% on average), while Type-3 take up merely 6% on average. Additionally, we find that despite being the majority, most Type-1 and Type-2 calls do not have immediate effects on the final rendering results until Type-3 calls are issued. For example, graphics data stored in a graphics buffer are usually not used by the GPU before certain drawing calls are issued.

With respect to data flow, there also exists considerable disparity in the graphics data amount generated per second, as indicated in Figure 5. While 90% of the graphics data generated per second are less than 60 MB in size, the peak data rate can be as high as 1.06 GB/second, revealing significant data rate dynamics in real-world graphics workloads.

2.3 Implications for Mobile Emulation

Type-1 and Type-2 calls are relatively cheap when executed natively, but this may not be the case in a virtualized environment. If a Type-1 or Type-2 call is synchronously executed on the host GPU, it can be expensive to first exit the guest, then wait for the host to execute the call, and then return back to the guest. This “tromboning” process adds substantial latency to what might otherwise be an inexpensive call, especially when Type-1 and Type-2 calls are very frequent.

To mitigate the problem, an intuitive approach is using a buffer to batch void API calls, i.e., calls that do not return any values, so that not only the void Type-1 and Type-2 calls are delayed, but the asynchronous nature of Type-3 calls (which are all void calls) can also be exploited. However, the resulting efficiency improvement is limited by the proportion of void API calls, i.e., only 41.4% according to our measurement. Thus, it is no wonder that GAE, which takes this approach to improve efficiency, cannot smoothly run many common apps.

In hopes of fundamentally addressing the problem, we make the following key observation—resource-related operations (involving all Type-2 and most Type-1 operations) are fully handle-based. That is to say, these operations only interact with indirect, lightweight resource handles in the main
memory, rather than the actual resources lying in the GPU’s graphics memory. As demonstrated in Figure 2, a resource handle is merely an unsigned integer. In hardware GPU environments, this greatly facilitates the manipulation of graphics resources (without actually holding them in the main memory), thus avoiding frequently exchanging a large volume of graphics data between the main memory and the graphics memory. Note that the two memories are isolated hardware components connected via a relatively slow PCI bus.

We can exploit this key insight to accelerate mobile emulation, given that guest and host are also isolated by virtualization. We “project” a selective subset of contexts and resource handles, which are necessary for realizing actual rendering at the host GPU, onto the address spaces of guest processes; the resulting contexts after projection are termed shadow contexts. With the help of shadow contexts and resource handles, most (void and non-void) APIs can be asynchronously executed at the host. Moreover, certain Type-1 and Type-2 API calls (mostly used for querying context and resource information) can be directly accomplished within the projection space, completely eliminating their execution at the host.

3 System Overview

Figure 6 depicts Trinity’s system architecture. It uses virtualization to isolate guest and host execution environments to retain strong compatibility and security. At the heart of Trinity lies a small-size graphics projection space, which is allocated inside the memory of a guest app/system process. Within the space, we maintain a special set of shadow contexts and resource handles which correspond to a subset of control contexts and resources inside a hardware GPU (cf. §4).

Once Type-1 or Type-2 API calls issued from a guest process are executed in the projection space, the shadow contexts and resource handles will reflect and preserve their effects. Control flow then returns to the guest process for executing its next program logic without synchronously waiting for host-side execution of the API calls (as conducted by API remoting). Meanwhile, the host contexts are asynchronously aligned with the shadow contexts; mappings are asynchronously established between resource handles and host resources.

Since synchronous host-side API execution is avoided, rather than exiting to the host to deliver data, the host can choose to asynchronously fetch the guest data required for API execution from the guest memory space through polling (cf. §6.1), thus reducing frequent VM Exits. Later when the guest process issues Type-3 API calls, they are also asynchronously executed at the host as they are designed to be asynchronous. In this manner, the originally time-consuming guest-host interactions can be effectively decomposed into interleaved and mostly asynchronous guest-projection interactions and projection-host interactions.

For example, when running the program in Figure 2, Trinity directly generates a buffer handle upon the Type-2 API call glGenBuffers, which is then sent to the host. When the program finishes sending the handle, its control flow continues; meanwhile, the host asynchronously allocates a buffer and its handle by also calling glGenBuffers in a dedicated host rendering thread using the host-side desktop OpenGL library, whose APIs are a superset of OpenGL ES APIs.

The relation between the host handle and the guest one is recorded in a hash table at the host. When glBindBuffer (Type-1) is called with the guest handle, Trinity adjusts the shadow context information of the currently bound buffer handle, and then sends the bound guest handle to the host. When the guest finishes sending the handle, the host asynchronously looks up the corresponding host handle in the hash table, and then calls glBindBuffer at the host to bind the host buffer handle in the rendering thread.

When glMapBufferRange (Type-2) is called, Trinity allocates a guest memory space and returns it to the guest program. When glUnmapBuffer (Type-2) is called, Trinity transfers the data in the guest memory space to the host, as no further modifications can be made to the data then. At the host side, the real buffer is then asynchronously populated with the data also through glMapBufferRange. Finally, upon glDrawArrays (Type-3), Trinity asynchronously executes it at the host rendering thread, so as to instruct the host GPU to realize actual rendering with the graphics buffer’s data.

To sum up, Trinity’s projection space provides two key advantages. First, it helps to avoid synchronous host-side execution of APIs (as in API remoting), even for non-void calls (such as glGenBuffers) that need to be processed immediately, so that expensive VM Exits can also be reduced. Second, it can resolve the API calls for querying context and resource information, such as glGetBufferParameteriv
in Figure 2, without sending them to the host. Quantitatively, 99.93% calls do not need synchronous host-side API execution, among which 26% are directly resolved at the guest (cf. §8.3). Although the projection space can involve processing certain calls twice—once at the guest and once at the host, this is done with relatively cheap operations whose extra costs are more than outweighed by the savings from reduced synchronous host-side execution of the APIs and the accompanied VM Exits.

To maximize Trinity’s graphics processing throughput, all the above guest-side and host-side operations are coordinated by an elastic flow control algorithm (§5). Furthermore, the projection-host interactions are accomplished via a data teleporting method (§6) that attempts to maximize the data delivery throughput under high data and system dynamics.

4 Graphics Projection

We present the construction and maintenance of shadow contexts (§4.1) and resource handles (§4.2), i.e., the key data structures that format the projection space.

4.1 Shadow Context

In §2.1, we have introduced that Type-1 APIs are usually used to manipulate three types of context information: 1) operation target, 2) render configurations, and 3) resource attributes. Apart from the above, as shown in Figure 6, context information in a real GPU environment also includes 4) rendered pixels and 5) execution status. Here rendered pixels refer to the rendered pixels stored in graphics memory, and execution status is the current status of the GPU’s command queues.

For a shadow context, we carefully select to maintain the following three types of context information: 1) operation target, 2) render configurations, and 3) resource attributes. Consequently, with the above information, subsequent reads of context information can be directly fulfilled with the shadow contexts without resorting to the host. The shadow context is maintained based on Type-1 calls issued by a guest process. For example, when the process calls glBindBuffer (as shown in Figure 2) to bind a buffer handle (vertex_buffer_handle) as the current operation target, the operation target maintained in the shadow context (usually an integer) will be modified to the buffer handle.

The other two pieces of context information we choose not to maintain, i.e., rendered pixels and execution status, are related to a hardware GPU’s internal states. Managing such information requires frequent interactions with the host GPU, thus incurring prohibitively high overhead. If such information is actually required, it will be retrieved from the host synchronously. Fortunately, such cases occur with a pretty low (0.07% on average) probability during an app’s rendering (according to our measurement in §2.2). Even when such cases occur, we make considerable efforts to minimize the incurred time overhead by carefully designing the data teleporting method, which will be detailed in §6.

Similar to a CPU context, a rendering context is tightly coupled with the thread model of an OS. At any given point of time, a thread is bound to a single rendering context, while a rendering context can be shared among multiple rendering threads of a process to realize cooperative rendering. Thus, in the graphics projection space of a process, we maintained shadow contexts on a per-thread basis, while keeping a reference to the possible shared contexts.

4.2 Resource Handle

As introduced in §2.1, resources involved in graphics rendering include graphics buffers, shader programs and sync objects. Compared to contexts, the allocation of resource handles and management of actual resources often require more judicious data structure and algorithm design, as well as guest-host cooperation, since they can easily induce inefficient memory usage and implicit synchronization, thus impairing system performance.

Handle Allocation. As mentioned before, all the graphics resources are managed through resource handles by modern GPUs. Guided by this, when a guest process requests for a resource allocation, we directly return a handle generated by us, which is not backed with a real host GPU resource upon handle generation. Then, after the control flow is returned to the guest process, the host will perform actual resource allocation in a transparent and asynchronous manner, and record the mapping between the guest handle and the host one in a host-side hash table. To make the guest-side handle allocation efficient, we adopt a bitmap for managing each type of resource handle, with which all the resource creation and deletion can be done in O(1) time complexity, and we can maintain good memory density through handle recycling.

Resource Management. After allocating resource handles for a guest process, we also need to properly manage the actual resources underlying the allocated handles. In particular, the management of buffer resources is critical to system performance as they hold most of the graphics data. As discussed in §2.1, there are two approaches to populating a graphics buffer with data, i.e., immediate copy and latent mapping.

For the former, developers would call glBufferData and pass the data’s memory address to the API to initiate copying the data from the main memory to the graphics buffer. In this case, we need to immediately transfer the data (upon the API call) to the host as required by the API. For the latter, as discussed in §3, the data transfer is conducted when the guest memory space is unmapped (i.e., glUnmapBuffer is called) by the guest process. When the data are transferred to the host, we need to populate the actual host-side graphics buffer with the data. To this end, we first ensure that the host context is aligned with the shadow context so that the correct
buffer is bound and populated. Then, to efficiently populate the buffer, we copy the data to a graphics memory pool we maintain at the host, which maps a pre-allocated graphics memory space to a host main memory address also using latent mapping. In this way, modern GPUs’ DMA copy engine can still be fully utilized to conduct asynchronous graphics buffer population without incurring implicit synchronization (cf. §2.1). After this, the allocated guest memory space will be released, avoiding redundant memory usages.

5 Flow Control

With the guest and host control flows becoming mostly decoupled with the help of the projection space, their execution speeds also become highly uncoordinated. This is because a guest process’ operations at the projection space usually only involve lightweight adjustments to the shadow contexts and resource handles, thus being much faster than host-side operations (i.e., actual rendering using the hardware GPU).

At first glance, this should not raise any problems since guest API calls that require (synchronous or asynchronous) host-side executions can simply queue up at a guest blocking queue—if the queue is filled up, the guest process would block until the host render engine finishes prior operations. However, we find that in practice this could easily lead to control flow oscillation. From the guest process’ perspective, a large amount of API calls are first quickly handled by the projection space when the data queue is not full. Soon, when the queue is filled up, a subsequent call would suddenly take a significantly longer time to complete as the queue is waiting for the (slower) host-side actual rendering. The long processing time further leads to a long delta time of the current frame as discussed in §2.1. As a result, the guest process may generate abnormal animations following the delta timing principle, e.g., a game character could move an abnormally long distance in just one frame due to the long delta time, leading to poor user-perceived smoothness.

To resolve this problem, instead of solely relying on a blocking queue, we orchestrate the execution speeds of control flows at both the guest and host sides. Our objective is the fast reconciliation of the guest-side and host-side control flows, so that the overall performance of Trinity can be staying at a high level. To this end, we design an elastic flow control algorithm based on the classic MIMD (multiplicative-increase/multiplicative-decrease) algorithm [31] in the computer networking area, which promises fast reconciliation of two network flows. To adapt MIMD to our graphics rendering scenario, we regulate control flows’ execution speeds at the fine granularity of each rendered frame.

In detail, when a guest rendering thread finishes all the graphics operations related to a frame’s rendering, we let it sleep for \( T_s \) milliseconds and wait for the host GPU to finish the actual rendering. \( T_s \) is then calculated as \( T_s = \frac{N'}{N} \times (T_h - T_g) \), where \( N' \) is the current difference in the number of rendered frames between the guest’s and host’s rendering threads, \( N \) is the desirable maximum difference set by us (\( N \) is currently set to 3 in Trinity as we use the widely-adopted triple buffering mechanism for smooth rendering at the host). \( T_h \) is the host’s average frame time (for executing all the graphics operations related to a frame) for the nearest \( N \) frames, and \( T_g \) is the guest’s average frame time also for the nearest \( N \) frames. \( T_h \) and \( T_g \) are calculated by counting each frame’s rendering time at the host and the guest sides.

Specifically, if \( N' > N \) (i.e., the guest is too fast), \( T_s \) will be multiplicatively increased to a longer time to approximate the host’s rendering speed. Otherwise, \( T_s \) will be multiplicatively decreased, striving to maintain the current frame number difference at the desirable value. Typically, \( T_s \) lies between several milliseconds and tens of milliseconds depending on the host-guest rendering speed gap. In this way, Trinity can quickly reconcile the guest-side and host-side control flows.

6 Data Teleporting

Fast guest-host data delivery is critical for keeping projection-host interactions efficient. To realize this, we first analyze system and data dynamics (§6.1) that constitute a major obstacle to the goal, and then describe the workflow of our data teleporting method (§6.2), which leverages static timing analysis to accommodate the dynamic situations.

6.1 System and Data Dynamics

When control flows are synchronously accompanied by data flows, the guest-host data delivery mechanism can be very simple. For example, in API remoting, VM Exits/Enters are leveraged to achieve control handover and data exchange at the same time. In Trinity, however, data flows are decoupled from control flows (thanks to the graphics projection space), so we are confronted with complicated situations as well as design choices. Among these data flows, projection-host data exchanges are the most likely to become a performance bottleneck due to their crossing the virtualization boundary.

By carefully analyzing the projection-host data exchanges when running top-100 3D apps, we find that the major challenge of rapidly delivering them lies in the high dynamics of system status and data volume (abbreviated as system dynamics and data dynamics respectively). With regard to system dynamics, the major impact factors are the available memory bandwidth and current CPU utilizations, which are not hard to understand. As to data dynamics, call data of APIs that require synchronous host execution are sensitive to end-to-end latency (i.e., the delay until host-side executions of the calls), while asynchronous ones require high processing throughput. Further, we pay special attention to distinct data sizes and bursty data exchanges (i.e., bulk data exchange during a short period of time) which are common in modern graphics workloads as
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shown in Figure 5. In general, we can classify the dynamic situations into ~16 patterns, roughly corresponding to the combinations of 1) high/low CPU utilization, 2) high/low available memory bandwidth, 3) synchronous/async/ynchronous API call data, and 4) large/small data sizes.

To accommodate the dynamic situations, our key observation is that the guest-host data delivery process can be decomposed into three stages, i.e., data aggregation, data persistence, and arrival notification, as the data travel through the guest user space, the guest kernel space and the host. Moreover, in each of the stages, we find that there are mainly two different data delivery strategies, which make opposing tradeoffs under different dynamic situations as discussed below.

- **Data Aggregation.** As exercised in GAE, aggregating non-void API calls with a user-space buffer can usually reduce the frequency of user/kernel switches. This is also the case for Trinity since host-side execution of API calls is mostly asynchronous. However, if the data to be transferred are particularly large (e.g., in bursty data exchanges), memory copies during data aggregation could bring larger time overhead compared to user/kernel switches; hence, the data should be delivered to the kernel as early as possible without any aggregation.

- **Data Persistence.** For the data of a guest rendering thread, we need to ensure their persistence until they are fetched by the host. To this end, a simple strategy is blocking the thread’s control flow until the data delivery is done (as adopted by GAE). In Trinity, we realize that there is an alternative strategy by using a special persistent space (e.g., in the guest kernel) to maintain the guest thread’s data, so that there is no need to block the thread’s control flow. Intuitively, this strategy is most suited to small data delivery, which does not incur long-time memory copies.

- **Arrival Notification.** To notify the host to fetch the data that have arrived, we can simply leverage the VM Exit-based strategy (adopted by GAE), whose incurred delays can be as low as tens of microseconds. This, however, can lead to the guest core’s being completely stopped. Alternatively, for asynchronous data fetching, we can utilize a data polling-based strategy at the host, which does not incur the guest world’s stopping but would introduce millisecond-level delay due to the thread sleeping and CPU scheduling delays of a common time-sharing host OS.

### 6.2 Workflow

Given that there is no single strategy that can accommodate every dynamic situation, we implement in Trinity all the combinations of strategies. Almost all of them are implemented at the guest side, except that data polling is realized by the host.

To decide the proper strategy during each stage of data delivery, we adopt the static timing analysis [12] method, which calculates the expected delay of each timing step (i.e., stage) incurred by different data delivery strategies. As mentioned before, the stages include data aggregation, data persistence, and arrival notification. Suppose a guest app wishes to deliver a data chunk of size $S_{data}$, the current copy speed of the guest memory is $V_{guest}$, the current copy speed of the host memory is $V_{host}$. Below we elaborate on the workflow of data teleporting which selects the suitable strategy in each data delivery stage based on static timing analysis.

**Data Aggregation.** As shown in Figure 7, if the data to be delivered are asynchronous API call data (i.e., call data of APIs that do not need synchronous host-side execution), we can aggregate them in a user-space buffer to reduce projection-host interactions. However, aggregating the data in the buffer incurs a memory copy, resulting in a delay of $\frac{S_{data}}{V_{guest}}$. Otherwise, an individual write system call will be invoked to write the data to our kernel character device driver (cf. §7), whose time overhead is $T_{write}$. Obviously, if $\frac{S_{data}}{V_{guest}} < T_{write}$, we choose to aggregate the data; else, we choose not to.

In contrast, for synchronous API call data we should always avoid data aggregation since synchronous calls should be immediately delivered to the host for executions. Then, along with these non-aggregation data, the aggregation buffer will also be written to our kernel driver and then cleared. We next enter the data persistence stage.

**Data Persistence.** In this stage, our kernel driver will decide whether to block the guest app’s control flow, or utilize an additional persistent space for ensuring the persistence of a guest thread’s data until the data are fetched by the host. Unlike the user-space data aggregation buffer that serves to reduce the frequency of entering the kernel and interacting with the host, the kernel persistent space allows the app’s control flow to quickly return to the user space for executing its next logic. In practice, if we resort to the control flow blocking strategy, the blocking time will consist of four parts: 1) the delay of adding the data to a ring buffer shared by the guest and the host for realizing data delivery—$T_{ring}$, 2) the delay of host notification—$T_{host}$, 3) the time for a host-side memory copy to fetch data (detailed later in Data Fetching)—$\frac{S_{data}}{V_{host}}$, and 4) the
delay of host-to-guest notification through interrupt injection for returning the control flow to the guest app—\( T_{g} \). Here the ring buffer does not directly store the data; instead, to transfer a large volume of data, it holds a number of (currently 1024) pointers, each of which points to another ring buffer of the same size, whose buffer item stores the data’s physical addresses. Therefore, the blocking strategy’s time overhead \( T_{blocking} \) is the sum of them: \( T_{blocking} = T_{ring} + T_{hn} + \frac{S_{data}}{V_{host}} + T_{gn} \).

Here we encounter a challenge: \( T_{hn} \) is dependent on the arrival notification strategy which we have not decided yet. Fortunately, we find that when the control flow blocking strategy is adopted, the app thread’s execution flow has already stopped. Thus, a VM Exit’s side effect no longer matters in this case, the ring buffer does not directly store the data; instead, to choose the data persistence strategy with a smaller delay. Also, the above are finished, the guest app’s control flow is immediately returned to its user space for executing its next program logic, while the host asynchronously polls for data arrival and fetches data (as to be detailed later).

Based on the calculated \( T_{blocking} \) and \( T_{persistent} \), we can then choose the data persistence strategy with a smaller delay. Also, for synchronous API call data, we directly choose the blocking strategy because during synchronous calls the control flow is naturally blocked until host-side executions. With respect to the parameters used in the above analysis, they can be either directly obtained (e.g., \( S_{data} \)) or statistically estimated by monitoring their recent values and calculating the average (e.g., \( V_{guest} \) and \( V_{host} \)).

**Arrival Notification.** After the data are added to the ring buffer, we then need to choose a proper strategy for notifying the host of data arrival. In practice, we find that the arrival notification strategy is closely related to the data persistence strategy. Specifically, control flow blocking is particularly sensitive to the arrival notification delay, and thus should be coupled with VM Exits. On the contrary, the persistent space-based strategy allows arrival notification and data fetching to be asynchronous, and thus the polling-based strategy should be selected; the polling is performed by a host-side data fetching thread (referred to as Data Fetcher) every millisecond.

**Data Fetching.** When Data Fetcher is notified of data arrival, it would read the ring buffer to acquire the data. If the data are contiguous in the guest physical memory (and thus contiguous in the host virtual memory), the data can be directly accessed without further memory copy; otherwise, they should be copied to a contiguous host buffer. The fetched data are then distributed to the host render engine’s rendering threads for realizing actual rendering.

---

### 7 Implementation

To realize Trinity, we make multiple modifications to the guest Android system and QEMU. First, we find that Android (as well as many UI-centric systems) clearly separates its versatile user-level graphics frameworks/libraries [6, 49] from the underlying system graphics library that realizes actual rendering. This enables us to effectively delegate every graphics API call by customizing only the system graphics library. At the guest user space, we replace the original system graphics library (i.e., libGLES) with our customized one, which maintains the projection space and conducts flow control. The library exposes the standard OpenGL ES interfaces to apps, allowing them to seamlessly run without modifications.

To execute the delegated Type-1 and Type-2 APIs in the projection space, we implement all of them in the system graphics library, involving a total of 220 Type-1 APIs, 128 Type-2 APIs and 10 Type-3 APIs, which fully cover the standard OpenGL ES APIs from OpenGL ES 2.0 to the latest OpenGL ES 3.2. Additionally, we implement all the 54 Android Native Platform Graphics Interface (EGL) [5] functions to interface with the Android native window system. In practice, many APIs have similar functions, simplifying their implementations, e.g., glUnif orm has 33 variants used for data arrays of different sizes and data types, such as glUnif orm2 f for two floats and glUnif orm3 i for three integers.

At the guest’s kernel space and the host, we realize data teleporting via a QEMU virtual PCI device and a guest kernel driver. As a typical character device driver, our kernel driver mounts a device file in the guest filesystem, where the user-space processes can read from and write to so as to achieve generic data transferring. With this, API calls that require host-side executions are compacted in a data packet and distributed to our host-side render engine. The render engine then leverages the desktop OpenGL library to perform actual rendering using the host GPU.

Trinity is implemented on top of QEMU 5.0 in 118K lines of (C/C++) code (LoC). In total, the projection space, flow control and data teleporting involve 113K LoC, 220 LoC and 5K LoC, respectively. Among all the code, only around 2K LoC are OS-specific, involving kernel drivers and native window system interactions.

Trinity hosts the Android-x86 system (version 9.0). Since our modifications to QEMU and Android-x86 are dynamic libraries and additional virtual devices, they can be easily applied to higher-version QEMU and Android. Trinity can run on most of the mainstream OSes (e.g., Windows 10/11 and macOS 10/11/12) with both Intel and AMD x86 CPUs. It utilizes hardware-assisted technologies (e.g., Intel VT and AMD-V) for CPU/memory virtualization. For the compatibility with ARM-based apps, Trinity incorporates Intel Houdini [29] into the guest system for dynamic binary translation.
8 Evaluation

We evaluate Trinity with regard to our goal of simultaneously maintaining high efficiency and compatibility. First, we describe our experiment setup in §8.1. Next, we present the evaluation results in §8.2, including 1) Trinity’s efficiency measurement with standard 3D graphics benchmarks, 2) Trinity’s smoothness situation with the top-100 3D apps from Google Play, and 3) Trinity’s compatibility with 10K apps randomly selected from Google Play. Finally, we present the performance breakdown in §8.3 by removing each of the three major system mechanisms—projection space, flow control and data teleporting.

8.1 Experiment Setup

To understand the performance of Trinity in a comprehensive manner, we compare it with six mainstream emulators, including GAE, QEMU-KVM, VMware Workstation, Bluestacks, and DAOW, as well as Windows Subsystem for Android (WSA)—a Hyper-V-based emulator released in Windows 11. Their architectures and graphics stacks are shown in Table 1. We use their latest versions as of Dec. 2021.

Software and Hardware Configurations. Regarding the configurations of these emulators, we set up all their instances with a 4-core CPU, 4 GB RAM, 64 GB storage, and 1080p display (i.e., the display width and height are 1920 pixels and 1080 pixels, respectively) with 60 Hz refresh rate. However, since WSA does not allow customizing configurations, we use its default settings which utilize the host system’s resources to the full extent. For other options (e.g., network) in the emulators, we also leave them as default.

Our evaluation is conducted on a high-end PC and a middle-end PC. The former has a 6-core Intel i7-8750H CPU @2.2 GHz, 16 GB RAM (DDR4 2666 MHz), and a NVIDIA GTX 1070 MAX-Q dedicated GPU. The latter has a 4-core Intel i5-9300H CPU @2.4 GHz, 8GB RAM (DDR4 2666 MHz), and an Intel UHD Graphics 630 integrated GPU. Their storage devices are both 512 GB NVME SSD. Regarding the host OS, we run most of the abovementioned emulators on Windows 11 (latest stable version) given that WSA, Bluestacks, and DAOW are Windows-specific. However, since QEMU-KVM is Linux-specific, we run it on Ubuntu 20.04 LTS which is also the latest stable version as of Dec. 2021.

Workloads and Methodology. We use three different workloads to drive the experiments, in order to dig out the multi-aspect performance of Trinity. First, we use representative 3D graphics benchmark applications: 3DMark [34] and GFXBench [32], both of which are widely used for evaluating mobile devices’ GPU performance. Together they provide three specific benchmarks, which are referred to as Slingshot Unlimited Test 1 (3DMark), Slingshot Unlimited Test 2 (3DMark) and Manhattan Offscreen 1080p (GFXBench).

These benchmarks generate complex 3D scenes in an off-screen manner, i.e., the rendering results are not displayed on the screen and thus is not limited by the screen’s refresh rate, so the graphics system’s full potential can be tested. In detail, we run each benchmark on every emulator and hardware environment for five times, and then calculate the average results together with the error bars. Also, since the benchmarks come with Windows versions as well, we further run them directly on Windows to figure out the native hardware performance.

Second, to understand Trinity’s performance on real apps, we run the top-100 3D (game) apps from Google Play as of 11/20/2021 [51], which are the same 100 apps discussed in §2.2. Concretely, for each of the apps, one of the authors manually runs a (same) full game set on every emulator, and repeats the experiment five times. During an app’s running, we log the FPS (Frames Per Second) values of the app, which is a common indicator of a mobile system’s running smoothness. We then use the average FPS value of the five experiments as the final FPS value of the app. Generally, we find that for all the studied apps, the standard deviations of the five experiments are all less than 4 FPS, indicating that the workloads are mostly consistent among different experiments. Since all the apps adopt the V-Sync mechanism to align their framers with the screen’s refresh rate (which is 60 Hz), their FPS values are always smaller than 60.

Third, to further evaluate Trinity’s compatibility, we randomly select 10K apps from Google Play in Trinity. We use the Monkey UI exerciser [24] to generate random input events for each app for one minute, and monitor possible app crashes.

8.2 Evaluation Results

Graphics Benchmark. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the graphics benchmarks’ results obtained on the high-end PC and the middle-end PC, respectively. Results of DAOW and WSA are not complete because they cannot successfully run all the benchmarks due to missing graphics APIs or abnormal API behaviors as complained by the benchmark apps. As shown, compared to the other emulators, Trinity can achieve the best efficiency on all the three benchmarks with both PCs.

Table 1: Comparison of the evaluated emulators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Emulator</th>
<th>System Architecture</th>
<th>Graphics Stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAE [23]</td>
<td>x86 Android on customized QEMU</td>
<td>API remoting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSA [41]</td>
<td>x86 Android on Windows Hyper-V</td>
<td>API remoting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEMU-KVM [46]</td>
<td>Android-x86 on QEMU</td>
<td>Device emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware Workstation [52]</td>
<td>Android-x86 on VMware Workstation</td>
<td>Device emulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluestacks [14]</td>
<td>Direct Android emulation on VirtualBox</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAOW [55]</td>
<td>Direct Android emulation on Windows with ANGLE [22]</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Specifically, on the high-end PC that is equipped with a dedicated GPU, Trinity can outperform DAOW by an average of 40.5%, and reach 93.3% of the high-end PC’s native hardware performance. In particular, for Slingshot Unlimited Test 1 we can achieve 110% native performance. This is attributed to the graphics memory pool (§4.2) maintained by Trinity at the host which can fully exploit the host GPU’s DMA capability. Instead, the native version of the benchmark leverages synchronous data delivery into the GPU rather than a DMA-based approach, causing suboptimal performance. Further on the middle-end PC, we observe that Trinity can outperform the other emulators by at least 12.7%, indicating that Trinity can still maintain decent efficiency even on an integrated GPU with much poorer performance.

**Top-100 3D Apps.** Figure 10 depicts the average FPS of the top-100 3D apps from Google Play on different emulator platforms, when the apps are ranked by their FPS values on the corresponding emulator. Particularly, if an app cannot be successfully executed on (i.e., is incompatible with) an emulator, its FPS value is taken as zero. Thus, the FPS values can reflect both the compatibility and efficiency of different emulators. In this regard, Trinity outperforms the other emulators by an average of 22.4%~538% on the evaluated PCs. We next look into the compatibility and efficiency aspects of the evaluated emulators, respectively.

For compatibility, the numbers of compatible apps of Trinity, DAOW, Bluestacks, GAE, WSA, VMware, and QEMU-KVM are 100, 82, 89, 91, 55, 35 and 36, respectively. Delving deeper, we find that the root causes of other emulators’ worse performance vary significantly. In detail, VMware and QEMU-KVM show the worst compatibility, mostly because their guest-side graphics stacks are both built atop the opensource desktop Linux graphics library Mesa [39], whose API behaviors sometimes differ from that of a typical Android graphics library. For GAE, its incompatibility with apps in fact roots in its poor efficiency—many incompatible apps become unresponsive for a long time during a game set, thus leading to Application Not Responding (ANR) [4]. For WSA, the problem is generally the same as GAE, as we find that WSA reuses most of the GAE’s host-side and guest-side system components. Differently, its lack of Google Play Service (essential for many apps’ running) in the guest system introduces more compatibility issues. For Bluestacks, its stable version runs an outdated Android 7.0 guest system, and thus cannot run some recent apps. Notably, despite the selective translation of system calls (cf. §1.1) that compromises compatibility, DAOW’s compatibility with the 100 game apps is
only slightly worse than GAE, because it focuses on translating system calls frequently used by games [55].

For efficiency, we conduct a pairwise comparison between Trinity and each of the emulators in terms of the FPS of the apps that Trinity and the compared emulator can both successfully execute. On the high-end PC, Trinity outperforms DAOW, Bluestacks, GAE, WSA, VMware and QEMU-KVM in terms of the compatible apps by an average of 6.1%, 9.8%, 164.8%, 34.1%, 8.6%, and 132.2%, respectively. We observe a significant visual difference between Trinity and GAE, WSA, and QEMU-KVM across all apps. We observe less visual difference between Trinity and DAOW, Bluestacks, and VMware for many apps. However, the visual difference is very noticeable especially on apps where Trinity performs more than 15 FPS better, for which there were 9, 12, and 5 apps for DAOW, Bluestacks, and VMware, respectively. Regarding the average FPS values of individual apps, we find that Trinity shows the best efficiency on 76 of the apps. For the 24 apps that Trinity shows worse efficiency, we find that the differences in the apps’ average FPS values are all less than 6 FPS, with 12 of them are in fact less than 1 FPS. On these apps, we find that there is not any notable smoothness difference between Trinity and the emulators that yield the best FPS.

Similar situations can also be observed on the middle-end PC (as demonstrated in Figure 10b). Trinity outperforms DAOW, Bluestacks, GAE, WSA, VMware and QEMU-KVM on the middle-end PC in terms of the compatible apps by an average of 4.9%, 16.1%, 168.7%, 84.6%, 17%, and 137.7%, respectively. Also, although there are more (42) apps where Trinity does not yield the best efficiency, the FPS differences are still mostly insignificant, with 36 of them being less than 5 FPS. For the remaining 6 apps, DAOW has the best FPS and outperforms Trinity by 6 to 9 FPS, though we could not perceive any visual difference between the two. Careful examination of the apps’ runtime situations shows that they tend to heavily stress the CPU as its graphics scenes involve many physics effects such as collisions and reflections, which require the CPU to perform heavy computations such as matrix transformations. Thus, DAOW’s directly interfacing with the hardware CPU without the virtualization layer allows it to perform better than Trinity (as well as the other emulators), particularly given the middle-end PC’s rather weak CPU. In comparison, Trinity performs better than DAOW for all the 6 apps on the high-end PC.

**Compatibility with Random 10K Apps.** For the apps randomly selected from Google Play, we can successfully install all of them and run 97.2% of them without incurring app crashes. For the apps we cannot run, we find that some (2.3%) of them have also exhibited crashes on real devices; In addition, 0.43% require special hardware that Trinity currently has not implemented, e.g., GPS, NFC and various sensors, which is not hard to fix given the general device extensibility of QEMU that Trinity is built on. Finally, the remaining 0.07% seem to actively avoid being run in an emulator by closing themselves when they notice that certain hardware configurations (e.g., the CPU specification listed in /proc/cpuinfo) are that of an emulator as complained in their runtime logs.

### 8.3 Performance Breakdown

To quantitatively understand the contributions of the proposed mechanisms to Trinity’s efficiency, we respectively remove each of the three major mechanisms of Trinity (i.e., projection space, flow control and data teleporting), and measure the resulting efficiency degradations when running the top-100 3D apps on the high-end PC. In detail, removing projection space degrades Trinity to API remoting, whose guest-host control and data exchanges are still backed by our data teleporting mechanism. Removing data teleporting disables all the static timing analysis logics apart from data aggregation, which allows us to retain at least the data transferring performance of GAE since it also adopts a moderate buffer to batch void API calls. For data persistence and arrival notification, we adopt control flow blocking and VM Exit following GAE’s design.

Further, to fully demonstrate the efficiency impacts of the three mechanisms, we also measure the performance breakdown when the maximum framerate restriction (which is 60 FPS) of the apps is removed. Note that we do not remove this restriction when evaluating the top-100 3D apps in §8.2 since this requires source code modifications to the emulators, while many of the emulators are proprietary (e.g., DAOW and Bluestacks). Figure 11 depicts the average FPS values of the top-100 3D apps in the breakdown experiments with the 60-FPS framerate restriction, while Figure 12 shows the results without the framerate restriction.

**Projection Space.** After the projection space is removed, the average FPS drops by 6.1 × (8.6 ×) with (without) the framerate restriction, providing the most significant efficiency benefits. This is not surprising as our in-depth analysis of the API call characterizations (by instrumenting our system graphics library as discussed in §2.2 during the breakdown experiments) shows that with the projection space, 99.93% of graphics API calls do not require synchronous host-side executions. The remaining 0.07% API calls are Type-1 calls related to the context information we do not maintain in shadow contexts, including the rendered pixels and execution status of a GPU as discussed in §4.1.

Among these asynchronously-executed calls, 26% are directly resolved at the projection space (with our maintained context and resource information), fundamentally avoiding their needs for any host-side executions. Such calls are mostly related to context manipulation and context/resource information querying. For the remainder (74%), they involve APIs for resource allocations and populations, as well as drawing calls. We also measure the memory consumption of the added projection space when running the top-100 3D apps by monitoring the maximum memory consumed by our provided...
system graphics library at the guest side. We find that the projection space only takes an average of 466 KB (at most 1021 KB) memory for an app. The memory consumption is small because the shadow contexts and resource handles are mostly small integers, and our careful resource management has prevented redundant memory usages.

Flow Control. On the other hand, flow control contributes 2.7% (5%) FPS improvement on average with (without) the framerate restriction. This is because flow control mainly serves to mitigate the control flow oscillation problem (cf. §5), thus contributing less to the running smoothness as measured by FPS. To quantify the actual effects of flow control, we further measure the occurrences of control flow oscillations during the apps’ running. As a result, without flow control, control flow oscillation occurs 20× more frequently on average. When that happens, as discussed in §5, the apps’ animations will look extremely unsmooth from users’ perspective since many essential frames of the animations are skipped (i.e., not rendered) by the apps as dictated by the delta timing principle, while the total number of frames rendered per second (i.e., FPS) remains mostly unchanged.

Data Teleporting. Finally, when data teleporting is disabled, the fixed data delivery strategy cannot well adapt to system and data dynamics, leading to 1.7× (2.2×) FPS degradation with (without) the framerate restriction. To demystify the efficiency gains brought by data teleporting, we further examine its throughput under diverse system and data dynamics on the high-end PC. Specifically, we develop a benchmark app that synthesizes data chunks ranging from 4 KB (a continuous memory page space) to 128 MB, and doubles the size for each successive experiment. In each experiment, the app writes the data chunk to our kernel character device file (cf. §7) to transfer it to the host 1,000 times with one, two, three, or four threads; here the number of threads varies from one to four (the number of the emulator’s CPU cores) to mimic different system dynamics. By measuring the time consumed for data transfer, we can calculate the final throughput result.

In comparison, we conduct the same experiments on GAE’s guest-host I/O pipe called goldfish-pipe, which is GAE’s core infrastructure for sending API call data from the guest to the host and realizing API remoting. To this end, we customize GAE to include a dedicated graphics API for throughput
measurement, which our benchmark app can call to transfer guest data to the host as described above. This API is made to be a void API so that GAE’s buffer for batching void APIs can take effect. Consequently, as shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, data teleporting’s throughput clearly exceeds that of goldfish-pipe under all the data and thread settings. On average, data teleporting’s throughput is 5.3 times larger than that of goldfish-pipe.

Furthermore, we wish to know the effectiveness of static timing analysis. For this purpose, we measure the performance of the data teleporting mechanism using the above experiments when we adopt every possible strategy. Then, we compare the highest throughput produced by the above strategy exhaustion with that produced by the static timing analysis. As shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16, the throughput values produced by strategy exhaustion and static timing analysis are very close (4% average deviation). More in detail, static timing analysis can make the most suitable strategy choice in 95.4% of the data delivery tasks.

9 Related Work

Commercial Mobile Emulators. A plethora of commercial mobile emulators have similar architectures to the ones we evaluate in §8. For instance, Anbox [3], which directly runs Android’s Framework layer on a Linux PC, leverages the container technique to achieve lightweight guest-host isolation, and reuses GAE’s graphics stack—all the guest-side graphics operations are sent to a host-side daemon for execution, thus requiring synchronous inter-process communications. Accordingly, its efficiency is similar to that of GAE.

LDPlayer [35], MEmu [38], NoxPlayer [42] and Genymotion [20] all adopt the AOVB (Android-x86 on VirtualBox) architecture (as in Bluestacks). To realize graphics rendering, they also reuse some of the graphics libraries of GAE, e.g., 1ib6LEsV2_enc at the guest that encodes OpenGL ES API calls into a data packet, and ANGLE [22] at the host that translates guest-side OpenGL ES calls to desktop OpenGL or Direct3D calls. Prior measurements [13,55] show that the performance of such AOVB-based emulators is close to that of Bluestacks, probably due to their similar architectures.

GPU Virtualization. In PC/server virtualization, GPU multiplexing is typically achieved through hardware-assisted GPU passthrough [1,2] or mediated passthrough [27,30,43], which allow a virtual machine (VM) to directly access the host GPU by remapping its DMA channels and interrupts to the guest. Differently, GPU passthrough monopolizes the host GPU, while the mediated approach allows sharing the GPU among multiple VMs through GPU context isolation.

However, the substantial differences between the graphics stacks of desktop OSes and mobile OSes significantly hinder their adoption by mobile emulators, as host GPUs’ drivers are missing in mobile systems and developing them for mobile environments is extremely complicated (since mainstream desktop GPUs’ specifications are often proprietary). Hence, we take a completely different approach of graphics projection to address the problem of multiplexing the host GPU, which is agnostic to the underlying hardware specifications and thus should also be beneficial to PC/server GPU virtualization.

Cross-OS and Cross-Device Graphics Stacks. Trinity focuses on Android emulation on a PC, while several researches have explored running iOS apps on Android graphics stacks based on their similarities in OpenGL ES libraries [7,8]. This suggests that Trinity’s graphics projection mechanism might also be applicable to the emulation of iOS apps on a PC. Also, various approaches remote graphics processing from one device to another over a network [9–11,25,47,48]. For them, data exchanges over network often constitute a major bottleneck, which is similar to the bottleneck of frequent cross-boundary control/data exchanges in the virtualization setting. Thus, our idea of decoupling guest/host control and data flows via graphics projection should also be useful to relevant studies and applications, e.g., cloud/edge gaming.

10 Conclusion

In this paper we present the design, implementation, performance, and preliminary deployment of the Trinity mobile emulator. It substantially boosts the efficiency of mobile emulation while retaining high compatibility and security through graphics projection, a novel approach that minimizes the coupling between the guest-side and host-side graphics processing. This unique design, together with strategic flow control and data teleporting, make Trinity a first-of-its-kind emulator that can smoothly run heavy 3D mobile games (achieving near-native hardware performance) and meanwhile retain comprehensive app support and solid guest-host isolation.

As part of a major commercial Android IDE, Trinity is expected to be used by millions of Android developers in the near future, contributing vibrantly to the ecosystem. We believe that many lessons and experiences gained from this work could also be applied to (graphics-heavy) PC emulation and cloud/edge gaming, as to be explored in our future work.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Trinity’s artifact is publicly available at GitHub. To facilitate developing and using Trinity, we provide step-by-step instructions in the form of both documentations and videos. Please refer to our README file at https://github.com/TrinityEmulator/TrinityEmulator for details.

Scope

The artifact can be used to reproduce all the major results, including those of the graphics benchmarks and 3D apps.

Contents

Trinity’s artifact includes code of the host emulator, binary of the guest Android system, and our evaluation scripts/data.

Hosting

We host the code/binary and data in two repositories (both in the main branch). We also provide a DOI for the artifact.

- Trinity Code and Binary.
  Link: https://github.com/TrinityEmulator/TrinityEmulator

- Evaluation Data and Figure Plotting Script.
  Link: https://github.com/TrinityEmulator/EvaluationScript

- DOI for the Artifact.
  DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6586575
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Abstract
Serverless applications represented as DAGs have been growing in popularity. For many of these applications, it would be useful to estimate the end-to-end (E2E) latency and to allocate resources to individual functions so as to meet probabilistic guarantees for the E2E latency. This goal has not been met till now due to three fundamental challenges. The first is the high variability and correlation in the execution time of individual functions, the second is the skew in execution times of the parallel invocations, and the third is the incidence of cold starts. In this paper, we introduce ORION to achieve this goal. We first analyze traces from a production FaaS infrastructure to identify three characteristics of serverless DAGs. We use these to motivate and design three features. The first is a performance model that accounts for runtime variabilities and dependencies among functions in a DAG. The second is a method for co-locating multiple parallel invocations within a single VM thus mitigating content-based skew among these invocations. The third is a method for pre-warming VMs for subsequent functions in a DAG with the right look-ahead time. We integrate these innovations and evaluate ORION on AWS Lambda with three serverless DAG applications. Our evaluation shows that compared to three competing approaches, ORION achieves up to 90% lower P95 latency without increasing $ cost, or up to 53% lower $ cost without increasing P95 latency.

1 Introduction
Serverless computing (a.k.a., FaaS) has emerged as an attractive model for running cloud software for both providers and tenants. Recently, serverless environments are becoming increasingly popular for video processing [12,58], machine learning [18,55], and linear algebra applications [32,48]. The requirements of these applications can vary from latency-strict (e.g., Video Analytics for Amber Alert responders [61]) to latency-tolerant but cost-sensitive (e.g., Training ML models [28]). Accurate latency estimation is essential to meet the requirements for both, as the cost in FaaS platforms is based on resource usage and runtime. The workflow of these serverless pipelines is usually represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which nodes represent serverless functions and edges represent data flow dependencies between them.

Serverless platforms experience high performance variability [4,27,35,40,42,56] due to three primary reasons: First, some function invocations have cold starts. Second, there is skew in the execution time of various functions because of different content characteristics that the functions operate on. Third, there exists skew in the execution time due to variability in infrastructure resources (e.g., network bandwidth for an allocated VM). Because of this variance in performance, predicting the mean (or median) execution time of individual functions is not sufficient to meet percentile-specific latency requirements (e.g., P95) for serverless DAGs. Rather, a distribution-aware modeling technique is essential to capture this variability and provide accurate latency SLOs.

Key Idea. We propose ORION, a novel technique for performance modeling of serverless DAGs to estimate the end-to-end (E2E) execution time (synonymously, E2E latency). We leverage this model to enable system optimizations such as allocating resources to each function to reduce E2E latency while keeping $ costs low and utilization high. The different components of ORION are shown in Figure 1. We derive insights about serverless DAGs from analysis of production traces at Azure Durable Functions [13]. This analysis drives our performance model and the design features.

First, we observe the inherent performance variability in serverless DAGs and therefore represent the latency of a single function, as well as that of the entire DAG, as a distribution rather than a single value. For example, Figure 5 shows the variance in execution times for the top-5 most frequently invoked DAG-based applications. The execution times of invocations of the same DAG vary significantly, and the P95 latency is 80X of the P25 latency, averaged over the 5 applications. Thus, our performance model profiles the latency distribution for each function in the DAG and builds a performance model to capture the impact of varying the resource allocation to that function on its latency distribution. Afterward, we estimate the DAG E2E latency distribution by applying a se-
ries of two statistical combination operations, convolution and max, for in-series and in-parallel functions, respectively. Moreover, we observe it is essential to consider the correlation between the workers across stages and within the same stage to accurately estimate the joint distributions. Our performance model does not require expensive profiling, as is needed for the leading technique, Bayesian Optimization [3, 5, 15].

We then use our performance model to design three optimizations for serverless DAGs. (1) **Right-sizing**: Finding the best resource configurations for each function to meet an E2E latency objective (e.g., 95-th percentile latency < X sec) with the minimum cost. (2) **Bundling**: Identifying stages where co-locating multiple parallel instances of a function together to be executed on a single VM will be beneficial. The benefit arises when there is computation skew among the parallel workers caused by different content inputs. (3) **Right pre-warming**: The VMs to execute the functions in the DAG are pre-warmed just right, ahead of time, so that cold starts can be avoided while keeping provider-side utilization of resources high. With these three optimizations, RION accurately meets latency SLOs while reducing execution cost (Figure 3).

RION can be deployed by either the cloud service provider or by the end consumer. For the former, the use case is to provision its resources better to meet client SLOs. For the latter, the driving force is the appropriate resource provisioning to minimize E2E latency while minimizing execution cost.

**Evaluation and Insights.** We evaluate RION on three serverless applications on AWS Lambda: two variants of Video Analytics [35], an ML Pipeline [17], and an NLP Chatbot [44] application. Our evaluation, comparing to three approaches: Best-Memory [2, 59], Speculative-Execution [30], and CherryPick [5], shows that the benefits of RION persist across the different applications with different DAG structures, skews in execution times, and invocation frequencies. Our evaluation brings out the following insights:

1. Latency correlation across stages and within a stage is important (Tables 1 and 2). Even when correlations are weak, not taking them into account can introduce significant error in the latency estimations. Further, to make the solution scalable, we have to compute the E2E latency estimation using just the right degree of correlation.

2. Selecting the best VM sizes for serverless functions in a DAG is challenging (Table 3). This is because different resources in a VM scale up differently with their size. For example, for AWS-Lambda, CPU cores go from fractional to a maximum of six, network bandwidth only increases till a level, and disk capacity stays constant.

3. Bundling multiple parallel instances of a function within a single VM helps when there is content skew and the functions are scalable, i.e., they can make use of additional resources (Figure 16). Here also, the degree of bundling has to be carefully determined so as not to cause resource contention.

4. Using the DAG structure and the function latency model, we can estimate the right time to pre-warm VMs and thus mitigate cold starts (Figure 15). With pre-warming, lower P95 latency is achieved with higher resource utilization.

In summary, the main contributions of RION are the following: (1) Workload characterization for serverless DAGs seen by Azure Durable Functions. (2) A performance model for E2E latency of serverless DAGs; (3) A method for assigning the right resources for serverless DAGs to meet the E2E latency requirements within a reduced S cost; (4) An application-independent way to bundle multiple function invocations to mitigate skews. (5) A method for deciding when to start pre-warming VMs for functions in a serverless DAG to minimize initialization latency while providing acceptable resource utilization.

RION is open sourced and we release its code, the workload characterization data, and the evaluation applications at: https://github.com/icanforce/Orion-OSDI22

## 2 Motivation

### 2.1 Workload Characterization

**Definitions.** A DAG is a chain of two or more serverless function stages that execute in-series. A stage consists of one or more parallel invocations (a.k.a. instances) of the same serverless function. DAG depth is the number of stages in the DAG. DAG width is the max number of parallel worker functions (a.k.a. fanout degree) across all stages in the DAG.
A DAG with \( \text{width} = 1 \) means it is a chain of sequential function invocations, whereas a DAG with \( \text{width} > 1 \) means it has at least one parallel stage. We show an illustration of DAG depth and width in Figure 2. Finally, we define skew in a parallel stage as the ratio of the execution times of the slowest to the fastest worker function.

Analysis. In this section, we characterize the workload of serverless DAGs from Azure Durable Functions. We collect a subset of the logs of DAG executions from six datacenters — three located in the US, two in Europe, and one in Asia from 10/19/21 to 10/25/21 (1 week). The workload we analyze includes 20M-30M DAG executions/day. From our characterization, we draw the following conclusions, which in turn motivate various design decisions of Orion.

1. **DAG Structure and Execution Time.** We study the depth and width of serverless DAGs and their distributions in Figure 4. We account for the DAG invocation frequencies — if a DAG is invoked \( N \) times, its width and depth are included \( N \) times in the CDFs. First, we notice that DAG depth is low, with a median of 3 stages and a P95 of 8 stages. Second, although 65% of the DAGs are linear chains (no fanout), the width can grow to as high as 37 in the 95th percentile. We also study the execution time of DAGs and find that they can range from 10 ms to 112 min, with a median of 3.7 sec and a mean (weighted by invocation frequencies) of 48 sec. This motivates the need for considering DAG structure while minimizing the E2E latency.

2. **DAG Invocation Frequency and Relation to Cold Starts.** Figure 7 shows the frequency of invocations/day for each DAG and the corresponding percentages of cold starts. We notice that the frequency of invocations is heavily skewed, with the top-5 most frequent DAGs accounting for 46% of all invocations. Thus, the optimized executions of these frequently invoked DAGs result in higher cost savings. We also notice that the percentage of cold starts decreases with higher invocation frequency. For example, DAGs invoked \( \geq 100 \) times/day have very low percentages of cold start with a median of 0.35%. However, most of the DAGs are rarely invoked: 80% of the DAGs have an invocation frequency of \( < 100 \) times/day, and these experience a high percentage of cold starts with a median of 50%. This shows an increase in the proportion of infrequent serverless applications (DAG-based in our case) compared to a prior study [47], which showed that 55% of the serverless applications are invoked less than 100 times/day.

Hence, using keep-alive policies (as done by most major FaaS platforms) for those DAGs will not be sufficient and pre-warming becomes essential to mitigate cold starts. Even for the DAGs that are not the most frequently invoked, keeping E2E latency low is a desirable feature.

3. **Variance in DAG Execution Time.** Figure 5 shows a boxplot for the execution time of the top-5 most frequently invoked DAGs (which contribute 46% of all invocations). We notice that the variance in execution times across different invocations of the same DAG is high. For example, the P95 latency is 80X the P25 latency, averaged over the five DAGs. We also notice that the distribution of execution times can be heavily skewed. For example, P50 is not centered between MIN and MAX, or between P25 and P75. Hence, it is essential to represent E2E latency of serverless DAGs as a distribution when modeling their performance to capture this variability.

4. **Degree of Skew.** Figure 6 shows the skew distribution for parallel stages for different ranges of DAG widths. We notice that skew among parallel worker functions is at least \( 2 \times \) for 98.2% of the DAGs and increases as the width increases. This motivates the need for a mechanism to mitigate latency skew of parallel worker functions to reduce the E2E latency.

### 2.2 Performance Modeling

**Modeling Latency as a Distribution rather than a Single Statistic.** To estimate the E2E latency and cost of a serverless DAG, it is essential to model the latency of each component as a distribution. For example, the latency of the image classification function (Classify-Frame) in the Video Analytics DAG can vary by up to \( 2 \times \) when processing different frames, even when keeping the VM-size fixed to 1 GB. Although similar performance variability can be observed in server-centric platforms, our model is geared to serverless platforms due to their ability to scale resources according to demand virtually unboundedly and hence showing negligible queuing times [56]. Now consider a simple stage of two Classify-Frame functions running in parallel. Let \( X \) and \( Y \) be random variables representing the latency of each. The E2E latency of the two workers combined is given as \( P(Z \leq z) = P(X \leq z, Y \leq z) \), which depends on the slowest of the two and hence knowing their median or even their P99 latencies is not sufficient to estimate their combined CDF. In fact, we need the entire distribution of both components to estimate the E2E latency distribution. Moreover, simply using statistical tail bounds is not suitable for our purpose. For example, Chebyshev’s inequality uses the mean and variance to establish a loose tail bound and it is not known how to combine tail bounds for in-series and in-parallel functions with their correlations.

**Modeling Correlation.** To accurately estimate the combined latency distribution for in-series or in-parallel functions, we need to capture the correlation between their execution times.
Ignoring correlation by assuming statistical independence leads to over-estimating the combined distribution for in-parallel functions, while it leads to under-estimation for in-series functions. In our evaluation, we give quantitative evidence of these effects ($\S$ 5.4.2) and show that a performance model that is distribution-agnostic (e.g., SONIC [40]), or correlation-agnostic (e.g., [26]), fails to provide accurate E2E latency estimates.

3 Design

We first describe the performance model and E2E latency estimation. Then, we describe how we use the performance model to perform our three optimizations.

3.1 Modeling E2E Latency Distribution

Modeling Functions Runtimes. We represent the runtime of a function as the sum of its initialization and execution times. Since both phases have a high variance, we represent them as separate distributions. This separation allows us to estimate the gains from each optimization. Allocating the right resources and bundling mainly impacts the execution times, whereas pre-warming reduces initialization times.

Combining Latency Distributions. Given a latency distribution for every function, ORION applies a series of statistical operations to estimate the DAG E2E latency distribution.

For two in-series functions with latency distributions represented as random variables $X$ and $Y$, we use Convolution to estimate their combined distribution as: $P(Z = z) = \sum_{k} P(X = k, Y = z - k)$.

If $X$ and $Y$ are independent, we simplify the computation: $P(Z = z) = \sum_{k} P(X = k) \cdot P(Y = z - k)$.

The latter is simpler to estimate since it only requires the marginal distributions of the two components, which can be profiled separately, rather than jointly.

On the other hand, if the two functions execute in parallel, then their combined latency distribution will be defined by the max of the two. Therefore, we use the Max operation to combine their CDFs as follows: $P(Z \leq z) = P(X \leq z, Y \leq z)$. Similar to the Convolution operation, a simpler form can be used when $X$ and $Y$ are independent: $P(Z \leq z) = P(X \leq z) \cdot P(Y \leq z)$, which uses the marginal CDFs of the two functions, rather than their joint CDF.

Handling Correlation Among Functions.

We consider two types of statistical correlation in the DAG: in-series and in-parallel correlation. For example, our Video Analytics application (Figure 8) has high correlation between Pre-process and Classify stages, and also high correlation between parallel Extract invocations or parallel Classify invocations. (Table 1). By analyzing the correlation between the stages as well as the correlation between the parallel invocations in the same stage, ORION identifies both types of correlation. We consider a Pearson correlation coefficient value $>\theta$ experimental parameter $\theta$, as an indication of correlation. This then determines whether to apply the independent
or dependent formulation for the CONV or the MAX operation. In our experiments, we find that the performance of ORION is relatively insensitive for $\theta \in (0.2, 0.5)$ and we run all the experiments with $\theta = 0.4$.

To determine the length of correlation chains (pairwise, etc.), ORION uses conditional entropy measurements of the execution time and compares the reduction in entropy by including additional terms. Thus, if marginal entropy of stage $Y$ is $H(Y) \gg H(Y|X_i) \approx H(Y|X_i, X_j)$, where $X_i$ denotes the random variable of invocation $i$’s execution time, then ORION infers that correlations across stages are at most pairwise. We find that correlations in all our application DAGs across stages are at most pairwise. Our formulation, however, can handle any degree of correlation, not just pairwise. Only the amount of profiling data needed will increase with higher degrees of correlation.

In case of high correlation between $N$ parallel invocations in the same stage, the max operation can be expanded by the chain rule: $P(Z \leq z) = P(X_i \leq z) \cdot P(X_i \leq z|X_i \leq z)$...$P(X_n \leq z|X_n \leq z)$, which is further simplified in case of pairwise correlations by only conditioning on one invocation, hence all conditional terms reduce to: $P(X_i \leq z|X_{i-1} \leq z)$. Since all components within a stage are identical, we estimate the above equation as follows:

$$P(Z \leq z) = P(X_i \leq z) \cdot [P(X_i \leq z|X_{i-1} \leq z)]^{n-1}, k \neq i \quad (1)$$

Therefore, we use two distributions to model the max for any number of parallel components — the marginal distribution and the conditional distribution.

In practice, all individual components are used to estimate the marginal distribution and all pairs of components are used to estimate the conditional distribution, as all marginal distributions are identical and so are all conditional distributions.

Using this performance model, ORION designs three optimizations for serverless DAGs, which we describe next — Right-sizing in § 3.2, Bundling in § 3.3, and Right pre-warming in § 3.4.

### 3.2 Allocating the Right Resources

The target of this optimization is to assign the right resources for each function in the DAG so that the entire DAG meets a latency objective with minimum cost. Normally, the user picks the VM-size for each function, and the VM-size controls the amount of allocated CPU, memory, and network bandwidth capacities. What makes this problem challenging is twofold — the scaling of multiple orthogonal resources is coupled together and the scaling of different resources is not linear. As an example, the Classify-Frame function in the Video Analytics DAG has a small memory footprint (540 MB). However, increasing its VM-size above 1,792 MB (as that size comes with a full vCPU [7]) reduces latency. This is because larger sizes come with a fraction of a second core up to six cores, which this function utilizes. The first step in this optimization is to map a given configuration candidate (i.e., a vector of VM-sizes, with one entry per stage) to the corresponding latency distribution. To achieve this, we build a per-function performance model that maps VM-sizes to latency distributions. Next, we combine these distributions to estimate the E2E latency distribution.

**Per-function Performance Model.** For each function in the DAG, we collect the latency distributions for the following VM sizes: min (the minimum VM size needed for this function to execute), 1,024 MB, 1,792 MB, and max. We pick 1,024 MB as it is the point of network-bandwidth saturation (increasing VM-size beyond it does not provide more bandwidth), and 1,792 MB as it comes with one full CPU core. Hence, this initial profiling divides the configuration space into 3 regions: [Min, 1024], [1024, 1792], and [1792, Max].

In order to estimate latency distribution for intermediate VM-sizes, we use percentile-wise linear interpolation. For example, the P50 for 1,408 MB is interpolated as the average between the P50 for 1,024 MB, and the P50 for 1,792 MB settings. This generates a prior distribution for these intermediate VM-size settings. To verify the estimation accuracy in a region, ORION collects a few test points using the midpoint VM-size in that region to measure its actual CDF (i.e., the posterior distribution) and compares it with the prior distribution. If the error between the prior and posterior CDFs is high, ORION collects more data for the region midpoint and adds it to its profiling data. In summary, this approach divides the space of a potentially non-linear function into a set of approximately linear functions, and hence, more complex functions get divided into more regions, with a profiling cost overhead. In practice, we find that 5 to 6 regions accurately model the latency distributions for all functions in our applications.

**Optimizing Resources for a Latency Objective.** Since the performance model estimates the E2E latency distribution of the DAG, we can use it to choose a configuration (i.e., the set of VM sizes) to execute a DAG in order to meet a user-specified latency objective while reducing $\$ cost. We search for the configurations using a heuristic based on Best-First Search (BFS) [57]. The pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm starts by creating a priority queue, in which all the new states are added. A state here represents a vector of VM sizes, one for each stage. Each new state expands the current state in one dimension (with a step-size of 64 MB) and the start state $S_0$ has the minimum VM size for every function. The priority is set to be the difference between the target latency and each state’s estimated latency multiplied by the $\$ cost of the new state (lower value means higher priority). Our chosen heuristic is suitable for our problem because latency is a monotonically non-increasing function of resources allocated to a function. The worst-case complexity of BFS is $O(n \cdot \log(n))$, where $n$ is the number of states.

### 3.3 Bundling Parallel Invocations

Stragglers can dominate an application’s E2E latency [11, 16, 36, 53]. Here we show how to bundle multiple parallel invocations in one stage within a larger VM, rather than the
current state-of-practice of executing each in a separate VM. This promotes better resource sharing, thus mitigating skew.

To understand how bundling works, consider the example shown in Figure 9 for a stage of 4 parallel worker functions experiencing load imbalance. Specifically, the load for workers #2 and #4 is low and both require only one time step of execution. In contrast, the load for workers #1 and #3 is higher and requires 7 and 3 time steps of execution, respectively. Also, assume that the workers are scalable and can actually make use of additional resources made available. If we execute each worker function on a separate VM, say with 1 core each, the E2E latency is dominated by the slowest worker and the entire stage will take 7 time steps. However, if we bundle the workers together in a single VM with 4 cores, the E2E latency reduces to 3 time steps only. This is because the straggler workers get access to more resources when the lightly loaded workers finish their execution. Notice that the cost remains the same in both cases because they consume 1 core × 12 time steps or 4 cores × 3 time steps for the entire stage.

We make a few observations about the applicability of bundling. First, bundling is useful in reducing the latency if the execution skew is due to load imbalance, which arises from processing bigger partitions of data, or inputs that require more computation. We detect load imbalances due to content by subtracting latency CDF #1 from #2: (#1) When the function is executed multiple times with the same input. (#2) When the function is executed multiple times with different inputs. Moreover, the higher the correlation between workers, the lower the gap between their execution times, and hence, the lower is the benefit from bundling.

Second, for bundling to be useful, the function has to be scalable to benefit from the additional resources. We identify a function’s scalability using our performance model to estimate the impact on the function’s latency CDF when given more resources (§3.2). We benefit from the fact that the community has developed many highly scalable libraries, e.g., [10], which are widely used in serverless applications.

Third, our example in Figure 9 assumes there will be no contention between bundled workers. However, in practice, we find that this contention can be high, especially for network-bound or IO-bound functions, as these resources do not scale linearly with the VM size. For example, all VM sizes in AWS Lambda get the same disk space of 512 MB and network bandwidth scales only for VM sizes until 1,024 MB.

Based on these three requirements, ORION identifies the best bundle size in two steps. First, ORION identifies functions that experience execution skew and are scalable using the performance model. Second, ORION searches the space of bundle sizes through multiplicative increase (i.e., bundle sizes of 1, 2, 4, etc.). At each step, ORION collects very few profiling runs (we use 10) to capture contention. The search terminates when bundling more workers causes contention and hence increases the E2E latency. ORION strives to spread stragglers across different VMs, by performing a “redistribute” operation if needed, so that each straggler has excess resources to speed up its execution. Since skew often shows up with temporal locality, we spread the parallel functions among the available bundles in a round-robin manner. For example, for the Video Analytics application, load typically varies gradually across consecutive frames.

ORION’s security considerations: ORION does not currently bundle functions in different stages for security purposes. Moreover, all the invocations to be bundled together belong to the same user and the same DAG invocation. Additionally, in cases when the stages have very different resource requirements, it becomes counter-productive to come up with one VM size that fits multiple stages. We defer the possibility of bundling invocations across different functions as future work.

### 3.4 Pre-warming to Mitigate Cold Starts

We describe our approach to mitigating cold starts, leveraging the DAG structure of the application. We describe how to identify when to start pre-warming the VMs for each stage in the DAG, in order to balance the E2E latency and the utilization of the computing resources. This step is performed after we perform the previous two optimizations: Right-sizing and Bundling. Figure 10 shows conceptually the impact of different pre-warming delays on E2E latency and utilization. At the extreme, a delay of zero for every stage minimizes the E2E latency but also minimizes the utilization. The other extreme is no pre-warming at all, which is the state-of-practice. First, we define pre-warming delay for a stage S as the time elapsed between the start of the DAG execution and the beginning of initialization of the VMs for that stage. For a given DAG of
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**Algorithm 1** Best-First algorithm to identify the best VM sizes for functions in a DAG given a user-defined latency objective.

**Input:** Latency-Percentile = P, Latency-Objective: T₀  
**Output:** Best VM sizes \( S_{\text{best}} \)

1. ## Initialize priority queue \( pq \), performance model GetLatency, cost model GetCost, StepSize = 64 MB
2. ## Set start state \( S₀ \) to minimum VM size for every function in DAG
3. \( pq \).insert(\( S₀ \))
4. while \( pq \) is not empty do
5. \( S_{\text{new}} = pq\).pop()
6. ## Create N new states by adding StepSize to each function
7. ## Set the priority of each state and add to \( pq \)
8. for \( i = 0 \rightarrow |S_{\text{new}}| \) do
9. \( S_{\text{new}} = S_{\text{best}} \)
10. \( S_{\text{new}}.\text{VMsize}[i] = S_{\text{best}}.\text{VMsize}[i] + \text{StepSize} \)
11. \( S_{\text{new}}.\text{latency} = \text{GetLatency}(S_{\text{new}}, P) \)
12. \( S_{\text{new}}.\text{priority} = -1 \times S_{\text{new}}.\text{latency} \times \text{GetCost}(S_{\text{new}}) \)
13. \( pq\).insert(\( S_{\text{new}} \))
14. ## Check if latency objective is met
15. if \( S_{\text{new}}.\text{latency} \leq T₀ \) then
16. return \( S_{\text{new}} = S_{\text{best}} \)
17. end if
18. end for
19. end while
20. ## If no explored state meets the latency objective
21. return State \( S_{\text{best}} \) with closest latency to \( T₀ \)
$N$ stages, we want to select a vector $\vec{d} = [d_1, d_2, ... d_N]$ representing the pre-warming delays for each stage in the DAG. For the first stage in the DAG, we have the degenerate case and set its delay ($d_1$) to zero. This is because pre-warming requires predicting when the DAG will be invoked, which is challenging in the general case. The optimal delay vector, given a performance model $\mathcal{P}$, is defined as follows:

$$\vec{d}^* = \arg \min_{\vec{d}} E2E\text{-}Latency(\mathcal{P}, \vec{d})$$

subject to $Util(\mathcal{P}, \vec{d}) \geq \text{Target Utilization}$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

The selected vector is the one that minimizes the DAG E2E latency while achieving the target resource utilization as set (and dynamically adjusted) by the provider. Both the utilization and the E2E latency are estimated by our performance model $\mathcal{P}$. The metric $Util(\mathcal{P}, \vec{d})$ measures the utilization for a given delay vector using the performance model, and is estimated as $Util(\mathcal{P}, \vec{d}) = \frac{BusyTime(VM)}{BusyTime(VM) + IdleTime(VM)} \cdot BusyTime(VM)$. Both initialization and execution times, while $IdleTime(VM)$ is the time between when the initialization completes to when the function starts executing. We again use Best-First Search (BFS) to select vector $\vec{d}^*$ as follows. We start by setting all values of $d_i = 0$. In each iteration, we add a delta (100 ms) to the delay factor $d_i$ that yields the best improvement in utilization over the current state without increasing the E2E latency. The algorithm terminates when adding delta to any delay factor does not improve utilization but increases E2E latency.

### 3.5 Further Design Considerations

**Deployment.** ORION is designed to serve as a DAG optimization layer. Although the primary use case is to be deployed by the provider, ORION can also be deployed by end-users. In the latter, users are able to select the VM sizes for their functions. For this, the end-user will need to profile her code and also send pre-warming requests to the provider at the right times, as identified by ORION. However, users do not need to change their function code for Bundling. Instead, ORION identifies the bundle size for each parallel stage in the DAG and executes multiple invocations together. The cloud provider still decides the mapping of specific VMs to function bundles.

Naturally, ORION’s performance model is trained faster for functions with higher invocation frequency as they provide natural training data points. As discussed in 2.1, frequently invoked DAGs dominate the total set of DAG invocations. For example, the 5%-most frequent DAGs have an invocation rate of 2.3K per day. Hence, it will take us less than 3.5 hours to gather 300 training samples per function. We can accelerate this, and also handle less frequently invoked DAGs, by inserting synthetic but realistic DAG invocations to generate training data points. It is also possible that we will have to re-train our models from time to time when the workload characteristics have changed significantly, or less commonly, the application DAG or the infrastructure characteristics has changed significantly. This incremental training is not a computationally heavy task as it involves updating only parts of the distribution curves. Maintaining the latency data for performing such updating is also not a memory-heavy task.

### 4 Implementation

We implement ORION in C# and Python 3.8 with 2,100 LOC. We execute the serverless DAG applications in AWS Lambda and use Amazon S3 for data passing between the functions. We use AWS Step Functions [6] to orchestrate the DAG. Function bundling is implemented without any code change by using a wrapper around the (developer-provided) entry point to each function. We use the Python multiprocessing library [9] to execute bundled invocations together.

**Runtime Overhead.** In theory, the worst-case runtime of Algorithm 1 increases exponentially with the number of stages in the DAG. However, we find that ORION’s BFS algorithm has a very low overhead in practice: Each iteration in Algorithm 1 takes $[3,7.5]$ msec, and the best solution takes between 6 and 88 iterations while exploring $< 1\%$ of all possible states. The number of iterations depends on the latency target, the steepness of the latency-VM size relation, and the step size (we use 64 MB). For finding the best pre-warming delays, BFS takes between $[0.4,3]$ seconds across all applications.

**Scalability.** We evaluate the scalability of ORION in Figure 18 with respect to increasing the number of stages. We synthetically replicate the last (and most time consuming) stage of the Video Analytics application to create a DAG of up to 8 stages. The overhead is defined as the inference time divided by the application lifetime, and it ranges between 0.12% for 3 stages to 0.07% for 8 stages. Also, increasing the number of stages, the prediction error increases, but slowly. Specifically, with up to 8 stages, P50 error is stable, and P90 and P95 increase by $\pm 0.3%$ for $\pm 0.7%$ respectively.
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**Figure 9:** (Left) Separate VMs: workers #2 & #4 finish early, while workers #1 & #3 take longer. (Right) Bundling: after workers #2 & #4 finish, workers #3 & #4 get more resources reducing stage latency.

**Figure 10:** Impact of different pre-warming decisions on the E2E latency and utilization for a chain of two in-series functions. Without pre-warming, the E2E latency increases due to added initialization time of function F2. Both early and late pre-warming are not desirable.
slowly but never reach 15%. With wider DAGs, our inference time remains unchanged as the fanout degree is used as a parameter in our estimation of MAX (Eq. 1).

**Pre-warming.** Ideally, implementing pre-warming in AWS Lambda requires our control over assigning invocations to warm containers or VMs. Since we do not have such control, we rely on AWS Lambda’s container reuse to implement pre-warming. Specifically, we perform pre-warming by sending a dummy call to a function, then send the actual call right after the response from the dummy call is received.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate ORION running on AWS Lambda. First, we describe the three serverless DAG applications used in our evaluation. Then, we show an E2E evaluation compared to three alternatives. Next, we show a set of microbenchmarks to evaluate each component of ORION. Finally, we provide a unit experiment on Azure Functions, a platform that allows less configurability for an external mechanism like ORION.

5.1 Serverless DAG Applications

**Video Analytics.** This application, adopted from Pocket [35], analyzes an input video by extracting representative frames from the video and classifying each frame. The application stages are shown in Figure 8. The first variant of this application directly calls a third function, Classify-Frame, which uses a YOLO [45] pre-trained DNN model to classify object(s) in the frame into 1,000 classes. The second variant calls an intermediate pre-processing function, Pre-process, which applies a sharpening filter to improve image quality before classification. We refer to this variant as “Video Analytics w/ Preprocess” (VA-Pre, for short). Finally, all classification results are uploaded to remote storage. For VA-Pre, there is a high correlation between the times of the Pre-process and the Classify functions. We use 600 YouTube videos (300 for profiling, 300 for testing), each of length 1 min, belonging to the “Nature” and “News” categories.

**ML Pipeline.** This application is a machine learning pipeline (adopted from Cirrus [18]). It consists of three stages: dimensionality reduction (PCA), model training, and testing (Combine). The second function, Train-Model, runs in parallel and each instance trains a decision tree model using the LightGBM Python library [37]. In this stage, a user-specified number of functions is triggered (we use 64 trees in our evaluation), and every function trains a different decision tree. The third function, Combine, combines the trained models into a random forest and evaluates its joint accuracy on a held-out test dataset. We use the MNIST [23] database of handwritten digits that has a total of 60K images. We execute the application with 600 runs (300 profiling, 300 test), and in each run, we use 5K images to train the ML model, and 15K for testing.

**Chatbot.** This application trains a domain-specific Natural Language Understanding (NLU) model, whose task is to identify the accurate “intent” of a user-spoken utterance. We use the Chatbots Intent Recognition Dataset, available on Kaggle [44], which consists of 22 intents and 455 utterances. As before, we evaluate with 300 profiling and 300 test runs. The first lambda in this application parses the dataset and constructs bag-of-words representation for all utterances. Next, a stage of parallel lambdas trains One-vs-Rest classifiers with one lambda per intent. The models are then uploaded to remote storage for real-time intent detection.

The three applications cover important characteristics of serverless DAGs. Specifically, Video Analytics and Chatbot have scatter communication pattern, whereas ML Pipeline has a broadcast pattern. They also cover different fanout degrees (22 for Chatbot, 32 for Video Analytics, 64 for ML Pipeline) and their execution times resemble the average latency of DAGs in our workload characterization (§ 2.1). Moreover, Video Analytics and ML Pipeline are both compute bound, whereas Chatbot is network bound.

5.2 ORION and Competing Approaches

We compare our E2E latency and cost to multiple resource allocation, skew mitigation, and pre-warming approaches: (1) **Best-Memory:** This is a resource allocation approach that uses our performance model and progressively increases the VM size for every function in the DAG till the latency objective is met. This mimics the standard VM autoscaling that is employed in many cloud scheduling solutions [2, 59]. All invocations run in separate VMs of the same size.

(2) **CherryPick** [5]: CherryPick uses Bayesian-Optimization (BO) to find latency-optimized memory configurations. BO relies on an acquisition function to propose new points to sample next. This makes BO a distribution-agnostic baseline as each VM size is profiled once, then a new size is selected by the acquisition function. We set the loss function in BO to be the difference between the achieved latency and the user-specified latency target. Since CherryPick is distribution agnostic, it cannot detect execution time skew and hence performs no bundling. We choose CherryPick as it (BO with Gaussian processes) was recently demonstrated as the most competitive approach in the category [15] and recent approaches have used it for configuring serverless functions [3].

(3) **Speculative-Execution:** This is a skew mitigation approach that identifies stragglers at runtime and executes a duplicate invocation on a different VM. Speculative execution is widely used in MapReduce, Hadoop, and Spark systems for skew mitigation to reduce tail latency [11, 19, 31, 51]. We adapt this baseline from Spock [30] (specifically the technique called “conservative autoscaling in predictive mode”). Since the skew is caused by the input’s content, the new invocation will likely take as long as the first one unless it is assigned more resources. Accordingly, we modify the technique by assigning the “Max” resources (10 GB) for the new invocation.

(4) **ORION Right-Sizing:** This variant of ORION performs Right-Sizing only, and not the other two optimizations.

(5) **ORION Full:** This is our complete solution, which includes
Right-Sizing, Bundling, and Pre-Warming.

### 5.3 End-to-End Evaluation

We show the P95 latency (primary Y-axis, shown using bars) and cost (secondary Y-axis, shown using lines) of each approach in Figures 11, 12, and 13 for the three applications. The numbers above the bars are the latency improvements of ORION Full relative to the alternates. First, we set the latency objective to the minimum achievable latency, which is identified by executing all functions with max VM size, while computation skew is minimized. For each application, we vary the skew in a controlled manner through application-specific parameters. For each solution and for each experimental point, we execute each application 300 times and highlight the gains of ORION’s right sizing and bundling. In this part, we take care to eliminate all cold starts for the experimental data points. Later, we show the impact of cold starts and the additional gain due to ORION’s pre-warming design in Figure 14. Compared to Best-Memory, ORION has a slightly higher latency since Best-Memory assigns high resources to all workers, including stragglers. However, this baseline increases the cost significantly by assigning identical resources for each stage and parallel running workers in separate VMs, which over-provisions the resources to meet the latency objective. ORION provides [33%, 71%] lower cost by assigning the right resources for each function and bundling parallel workers. Compared to Speculative-Execution, we notice that ORION has consistently lower latency and cost across all skew levels. For example, with the lowest skew, ORION shows [18%, 32%] lower latency and [46%, 57%] lower cost for the three applications. This is because Speculative-Execution detects straggling workers (using a user-specified threshold) and re-executes them on new VMs with the max size. This causes an additional delay due to the wasted execution time. It also increases cost as it sometimes mistakenly re-executes workers that would finish shortly after the threshold. ORION’s bundling does not require any user-specified threshold to detect straggling workers, assigning them more resources once co-located workers finish and release their resources.

For CherryPick, since it is distribution-agnostic, we modify the BO algorithm so that 100 points are profiled for each point selected by BO’s acquisition function to measure the latency percentiles. We run CherryPick for 100 iterations total (a generously high number compared to the original work and follow-on works), resulting in 10K profiles for each application. Notice that ORION requires only 300 profiling runs to model the E2E latency distribution, reducing the profiling burden of CherryPick by 97%. Compared to CherryPick, we notice that ORION Full consistently provides lower latency and cost, except for Chatbot where CherryPick has higher latency but lower cost. Specifically, with the highest skew, ORION Full shows [16%, 90%] lower latency and [38%, 53%] lower cost for Video Analytics and ML Pipeline. For Chatbot, this application has a lower bundle size than the others, reducing the gain from ORION’s bundling mechanism. Compared to ORION Right-Sizing, adding bundling significantly reduces the latency across the three applications. However, bundling causes a slight increase in the cost for Video Analytics by
22% (relative to No-Bundling), while it causes a decrease in cost for ML Pipeline by 30%. The reason is that the ML Pipeline experiences higher skews (up to 10X), and for higher skew, Bundling is more beneficial. We also notice that the reduction in latency increases with higher skews. For Chatbot also, bundling reduces the latency compared to no bundling, but increases the cost by 163%. This is because the Chatbot application is more network bound and not compute bound than the other two, and hence the best bundle size is only 2, vs [6,8] for the other applications. However, cost with bundling is still 33% lower than Best-Memory, which is the closest to us in latency among all baselines.

**Mitigating Cold Starts with Pre-warming.** So far, we have compared ORION to the baselines with only warm executions. Now we show the gain of our pre-warming technique and how useful it is in reducing cold starts. Figure 14 shows ORION’s latency and cost vs other baselines in the case of cold start for every function in the DAG. We notice that all baselines are impacted by cold starts and their latencies increase, whereas ORION’s pre-warming technique is able to mitigate the impact of cold starts. For example, Best-Memory shows an increase of E2E latency over ORION by 19%, 36%, and 12% for Video Analytics, ML Pipeline, and Chatbot, respectively. Similarly, Speculative-Execution suffers from cold starts twice, once for the first execution with the small VM, and once more for the second execution with the max VM size. Hence, ORION’s improvements in latency over Speculative-Execution increase to 42%, 36%, and 17% for the three applications. To summarize, ORION’s three optimizations of Right-sizing, Bundling, and Right pre-warming provide lower E2E latency and cost over all competing approaches. In the next section, we show a set of microbenchmarks to separately evaluate the performance of each component of ORION.

**5.4 Microbenchmarks**

**5.4.1 Impact of Pre-warming on Utilization & Latency**

Figure 15 shows the latency and utilization achieved by ORION versus its two variants. The first, called ORION Cold-Start, does not perform any pre-warming and hence suffers from increased latency, yet has very high utilization as it causes no idle times. The second, called ORION Zero-Delay, initializes all the containers with zero delay for all stages, i.e., at the beginning of the DAG execution. Hence it ensures the lowest latency that can be achieved, but incurs increased idle times due to early pre-warming and hence suffers from low utilization. On the other hand, ORION Full uses the right delay times identified by BFS (§ 3.4). As shown in Figure 15, ORION Full consistently achieves lower latency than ORION Cold-Start, and consistently higher utilization over ORION Zero-Delay for all three applications. We also notice that the latency gains are higher for ML Pipeline and Video Analytics than for Chatbot, which is due to the higher initialization times observed in these two applications when downloading the heavy ML packages and the large pre-trained object detection models. Therefore, estimating the right values of the delays for each stage, as done by ORION, is essential to mitigate cold starts without significantly reducing utilization.

**5.4.2 Evaluation of Performance Model**

**Capturing Correlation between Functions.**

Here we evaluate how much correlation exists in our target applications. We calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between in-series functions (e.g., between Split-Video and Extract-Frame), and between in-parallel functions (e.g., between multiple instances of Extract-Frame). We show the correlation scores in Table 1 for Video Analytics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VM-Sizes (in MB)</th>
<th>In-series Correlation</th>
<th>In-parallel Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preprocess ↓ Split 💔 Extract ↑ Classify</td>
<td>Preprocess ↓ Split 💔 Extract ↑ Classify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192, 192, 512</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024, 1024, 1024</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792, 1792, 1792</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3008, 3008, 3008</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation scores between in-series components are close to zero (0.036 on average for Video Analytics, 0.06 for ML Pipeline, and 0.04 for Chatbot), while the correlation scores between functions in the same stage are high for Video Analytics (0.55), while low for ML Pipeline (0.052) and for Chatbot (0.03). For Video Analytics w/ Preprocess, Pre-process has a high correlation with in-series Classify functions (0.65). Therefore, we apply the dependent conv operation between Pre-process and Classify, while we use the independent conv operation for all other in-series functions for all applications. Additionally, we incorporate correlation when performing max operation (if correlation is detected) by using the conditional distribution.

**Estimating E2E Latency Distribution.** Here we evaluate the accuracy of ORION in predicting the E2E latency distribution.
distribution for the entire DAG. We compare to two baselines — distribution-agnostic (as mentioned earlier, any BO-based technique like CherryPick falls in this category) and correlation-agnostic (e.g., [26]). The results are shown in Table 2 for Video Analytics.

**Table 2: Video Analytics: Error rates for ORION’s E2E latency estimation. Abbreviations: S → Split, E → Extract, and C → Classify**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VM Sizes (MB)</th>
<th>ORION</th>
<th>Distribution-Agnostic</th>
<th>Correlation-Agnostic [26]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S, E, C</td>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>PSR</td>
<td>PSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512, 1280, 1536</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768, 1280, 2240</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536, 512, 1536</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1792, 1792, 576</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9600, 9600, 9600</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAPE**: 13.0% 12.0% 32.8% 21.0% 60.0% 39.0%

ORION estimates the E2E latency distribution for the applications with low error rate (<15%), much lower than those of both baselines. We find through drill down of our estimation error that: (i) our estimated length of correlation chains as pairwise (§ 3.1) is accurate and hence does not lead to much error (ii) the dominant source of error lies in the interpolation of the CDFs for each function for the unseen memory configurations. This is despite our design, where if the interpolation causes too much error, the memory region is split into two and further data points are collected (§ 3.2). These observations hold across all three applications. Error rates are higher in Video Analytics relative to ML Pipeline because the execution time is content sensitive for the former. Our technique does not create content-specific models since we (and any provider-side tool) cannot have visibility into user data due to privacy concerns. The Distribution-Agnostic baseline uses the median execution time and predicts the median execution times for unseen configurations by interpolation. This baseline has a high error rate in the range of [-39%, 40%] for Video Analytics, [-5%, 108%] for ML Pipeline, and [-6%, 66%] for Chatbot. The Correlation-Agnostic baseline from [26] also has a higher error rate in the range of [-18%, 79%] for Video Analytics, [-5.4%, 103%] for ML Pipeline, and [80%, 111%] for Chatbot. Note that the majority of the errors for the Correlation-Agnostic baseline are over-estimation, which is caused by ignoring the correlation between parallel workers. In conclusion, it is important to take into account the latency distributions and not simply a point estimate and to account for the correlation across stages and across workers within a stage, even when the correlations are quite weak (Table 1).

### 5.4.3 Optimizing Resources for a Target E2E Latency

We profile the applications to build the E2E performance model in ORION for all three applications as mentioned in § 5.4.2, then set 6 latency targets per application. ORION proposes the DAG configuration (i.e., VM size for each function in the DAG) to meet each latency target at while reducing cost. We validate ORION’s accuracy by executing the application with the proposed configuration and comparing the achieved latency to the user requirement. We notice that ORION’s proposed configurations are very close to the latency requirement in all applications, with error rate of [-2.75%, 4.93%] for Video Analytics, [-1.37%, 2.6%] for ML Pipeline, and [-3.5%, 3.7%] for Chatbot. Table 3 lists detailed configurations for Video Analytics. We notice that expectedly, ORION tends to assign more resources as the latency percentile increases (i.e., P50 → P95) or as the latency requirement decreases (50 sec → 30 sec). Also ORION decides to increase the allocated resources for a subset of functions and by different amounts, based on the latency requirement. For example, for ML Pipeline, ORION increases the VM-size of PCA from 768 MB to 832 MB to achieve a latency requirement of (P90 ≤ 50 sec). However, ORION decides to increase the VM-size of Combine from 1,408 MB to 1,472 MB to achieve a latency requirement of (P90 ≤ 40 sec). This shows ORION’s BFS adjusts the Best function to increase its resources according to the estimated latency of the current state.

### 5.4.4 Impact of Varying Bundle Size

We evaluate the impact of varying bundle sizes on the E2E latency CDF and cost (Figure 16). First, we run our Video Analytics application with the best VM size selected by BFS but without bundling. This is an application that is both CPU bound and scalable, and thus a good candidate for demonstrating the effect of bundling. Next, we progressively increase the bundle size and the VM size proportionally. For example, if the best VM size selected by BFS is 1,792 MB (1 core), we use a VM of size 1,792 × 2 when we bundle pairs together, and so on. We notice that increasing the bundle size from 2 to 6 workers reduces the latency; however, increasing the bundle size beyond that (to 10 and 30) causes an increase in the latency. This is because the maximum number of cores available in AWS Lambda is 6 and hence, at the higher bundle sizes (10 or 30), each worker is getting less than its required resource.

Thus, the design of ORION to choose the best bundle size is essential to optimize latency by avoiding contention.

### 5.5 Generalizability to Microsoft Azure

To test if ORION generalizes to other FaaS providers, we evaluate our model using Azure Functions as the serverless environment. Azure Functions supports a few plans, but the most popular one is the Consumption Plan. In this plan, users are charged for the exact amount of resources consumed by their functions at runtime, whereas all other plans have a flat rate pricing model. Although we have no control over the resources assigned to individual functions when selecting the Consumption Plan, we wanted to measure the accuracy of ORION’s E2E latency estimates compared to the actual la-
We use our E2E performance model to estimate the CDF for the entire DAG. For fair comparison to AWS-Lambda, we also rely on remote-storage (i.e., Azure Blob Storage) for data-passing between the functions. We also show the estimated CDF when correlations among functions are ignored — this corresponds to the "Correlation-Agnostic" baseline from our earlier experiment (§ 5.4.2). We notice that ORION predicts the E2E latency with very low error rates (-0.12% for P50, 1.9% for P90, and 2.5% for P95 latencies). The Correlation-Agnostic baseline has significantly higher errors (11.6% for P50, 14.4% for P90, and 29.2% for P95). Thus, the baseline suffers more for higher percentiles.

6 Pre-warming Policy Simulator

To better understand different pre-warming policies without being constrained by privileges granted by the cloud provider, we build a policy simulator, implemented in Python 3.8 with 1,058 LOC. The simulator takes as input the latency CDFs for stages in the DAG. Policies are implemented through a state machine with different actions being taken in each state (such as FUNC_START, FUNC_END, FUNC_PREWARM, etc.). The output of the simulator are the E2E latency CDF of the DAG and the overall resource utilization. We open source the simulator for future exploration of serverless DAGs [1].

Simulation Results. Figure 19 shows the utilization achieved by a policy with optimal pre-warming using an Oracle that knows the exact runtimes of each function invocation. The input DAG has 2 stages with width of 10 for each stage. The X-axis denotes the skew on the runtime of the first stage. The Y-axis denotes the percentage of variance on the delay chosen by the Oracle for pre-warming functions of the second stage — so if the value is X% and ORION calculated deterministic delay is Y, then the Oracle can pick a delay in the range \([Y - X\% of Y, Y + X\% of Y]\). Thus, the range of values the Oracle can choose from is capped even if the Oracle determines the optimal pre-warming time for a specific function invocation lies outside of the range. The lowest point on the Y-axis is the optimal deterministic delay determined by ORION for all function invocations in the second stage. We find that the E2E latency is unaffected (not shown) by increasing the size of the range on higher skews, but utilization increases. This is because the policy is able to pre-warm with the ideal delay and hence does not incur any idle time. This shows the theoretical best achievable utilization since we use an Oracle. However, implementing this Oracle has two challenges: (1) Predicting per-function exact latency is impractical. (2) Selecting a delay factor for each function invocation rather than each stage increases search space exponentially with DAG width.

7 Related Work

Minimizing cost and/or execution time for serverless chains is the target of a few recent studies. For example, Sequoia [52] makes the observation that current serverless platforms treat functions within a DAG separately, without making use of the DAG structure. SONIC [40] reduces the communication latency between in-series serverless functions by optimizing the data passing strategy. SONIC selects from among the data passing strategies: direct passing, remote storage, and local VM-storage, where only the latter two can be implemented directly in AWS Lambda. Caerus [60] stresses the importance of optimizing latency and cost jointly for serverless DAGs, and achieves this by identifying pipeline-amenable data de-

---

**Table 3: ORION’s E2E latency-optimized VM sizes. ORION meets the latency objective with a low error rate in the range of \([-2.75%, 4.93\%]\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Requirement</th>
<th>ORION’s configs (MB)</th>
<th>Achieved Latency</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Split,Extract,Classify</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50 ≤ 18 s</td>
<td>192, 192, 640</td>
<td>18.3 s</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95 ≤ 18 s</td>
<td>384, 192, 768</td>
<td>17.5 s</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50 ≤ 17.5 s</td>
<td>192, 192, 704</td>
<td>18.4 s</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95 ≤ 17.5 s</td>
<td>640, 192, 768</td>
<td>17.4 s</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50 ≤ 17 s</td>
<td>256, 192, 768</td>
<td>17.8 s</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P95 ≤ 17 s</td>
<td>832, 256, 1024</td>
<td>17.3 s</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pendencies between stages to find ideal task launch times. Xanadu [21] and Kraken [14] tackle the problem of cascading cold starts in a dynamic DAG. Neither can determine the optimal pre-warming time to mitigate cold starts.

Overall, no prior work in this category considers execution time variance and its impact on cost or utilization.

Latency and Cost Prediction for Serverless Functions. A few prior studies have targeted predicting the execution time and cost for serverless functions. For example, [25] predicts (a point estimate) and optimizes resources for a single serverless function by building regression models from a host of synthetic functions. The authors in [26] also observe a variance in execution time in serverless environments, and hence, apply mixture density networks to predict the distribution of the function cost. However, their Monte-Carlo simulation mechanism is very sample inefficient.

ORION uses a more direct method by applying statistical operations to combine the distributions of individual functions and thus, to infer the E2E latency distribution. A number of prior works target reducing the cost of serverless DAGs by optimizing the intermediate data transfer between functions, such as, Costless [27], SONIC [40], Locus [43], and Pocket [35]. They solve an orthogonal problem to ours, namely, reducing the cost of intermediate data transfer. ORION does not introduce a new mechanism for intermediate data transfer, nor does it limit or specify the method for state transfer between functions. We use state-of-practice remote storages, such as AWS S3 and Azure Blob Storage. However, ORION would integrate seamlessly with the mentioned systems as the read/write times are included in the latency profiles used in ORION’s model.

Scheduling in Serverless Computing. Photon [24] optimizes single-stage serverless functions by doing the equivalent of bundling in ORION, but not for skew mitigation. Its main motivation is to reduce the memory footprint of parallel invocations of a function, while its design sophistication is meant to address security concerns of bundling (out of scope for ORION). One work that targets meeting latency SLAs for serverless DAGs is Atoll [50].

It takes a complementary approach to ours—partitioning a cluster to lower scheduling overheads, and proactively starting up containers and then routing function requests to the appropriate containers.

Resource Optimization in the Cloud. Black-box configuration tuning systems such as CherryPick [5], Selecta [34], OptimusCloud [39], and Ernest [54] target optimizing the cloud resources for a wide range of applications by selecting the right VM type and size, which vary in the amount of allocated resources. However, these systems treat the application as a single component, and thus, do not take the DAG workflow information into account. Further, they are not directly applicable to serverless applications.

Cold Starts Mitigation. Many prior works identified cold starts as a major performance bottleneck in FaaS platforms. Accordingly, several solutions have been proposed such as keeping containers alive [29], leveraging checkpoint/restore operations [49], or using Pause containers [41]. Although these solutions reduce the initialization time significantly, there is still a significant user-observable initialization time. ORION hides this initialization time through pre-warming and decides the right time to start pre-warming to minimize idle time, hence keeps resource utilization high.

8 Discussion

Profiling and Modeling Overheads. ORION requires monitoring the execution of the application for a number of runs to accurately capture the latency distribution for each function in the DAG. In our evaluation, for all the applications, a total of 300 profiling runs was found sufficient for accurate 95-percentile latency estimates. Initially, and before convergence is reached, the data collection is performed as a background
process while the DAG executes with user-provided configurations. An important design consideration for ORION is that this data collection does not have to happen purely offline and in batch mode. Rather, that is complemented with online data collection and incremental model refinement, which is a lightweight task. When predicted and observed latencies differ significantly (as can happen if the workload or the application changes), we restart the data collection phase to capture the changes in the latency distributions.

**Bundling and Performance Model Interaction.** Bundling changes the DAG structure (by reducing the fanout degree), and hence, the performance prediction model needs to be updated. Therefore, this becomes an iterative process, with each iteration being *Performance model building ⇒ Resource optimization ⇒ Bundling*. In practice, we find that a single iteration, or at most two iterations, leads to convergence.

**Impact of The Three Optimization.** The three optimizations of ORION can have a negative impact on performance, resource utilization, or $\$ cost if not performed carefully. First, over-provisioning the VM size for all workers to mitigate execution skew (as done by the Best Memory baseline in our evaluation) unnecessarily increases the $\$ cost (Figures 11, 12, & 13). Second, excessive Bundling (bundle size > right bundle size) can lead to resource contention and increase of the latency (Figure 16). Third, early pre-warming (delay < right delay) decreases resource utilization, whereas late pre-warming increases latency (Figure 15). This motivates the need for an accurate performance model to accurately perform these three optimizations. In terms of cost, we notice that users do not pay for initialization times, hence pre-warming does not impact cost. However, the provider should treat a pre-warming request as a hint since a true invocation is always more important.

**Applicability of Performance Model.** ORION is tailored to model the performance for serverless DAGs. In general, the response time of a job includes queuing and execution times. Cloud providers operate large serverless platforms, providing virtually infinite capacity, reducing queuing delays to primarily cold-start latencies [38]. Further, serverless platforms typically limit the execution time of each invocation [8] favoring modular reusable functions. The combination of short queuing and execution times enables ORION to model E2E latency, without the need to predict variable (and long), heavy-tailed queuing times that appear in other environments [20, 33, 46].

**Mitigating Infrastructure-caused Delays.** In serverless platforms, two types of stragglers can be observed: (1) Stragglers that experience longer execution times due to their input content (e.g., larger data portions or more complex inputs such as video frames with many objects). (2) Stragglers that appear due to infrastructure causes (e.g., network fluctuations). Bundling mitigates the first type of stragglers. The second type is well studied in the literature, and solutions such as *Speculative Execution* [11] work well in practice.

Nevertheless, Bundling has a positive side effect of using fewer VMs/containers, reducing the likelihood of occurrence for infrastructure stragglers.

**Supporting Dynamic DAGs.** In a dynamic DAG, the execution flow is identified at runtime, say based on input data. Such DAGs appear in microservice-based applications [14], among others. ORION, as well as other provider-side tools, cannot have visibility into user data due to privacy concerns. Hence, ORION cannot support dynamic DAGs where the path is determined based on request content.

**Future Work.** Our bundling approach increases VM size proportionally with the bundle size. For example, assuming a single function invocation use a VM of size $V_{M\text{single}}$, we bundle $N$ invocations in a VM with a size of $N \times V_{M\text{single}}$. There is, however, room to explore choosing other VM sizes beyond linear scaling. Furthermore, combining two or more in-series functions together to execute in a single VM can improve performance compared to invoking those function in separate VMs (e.g. due to avoiding remote storage communication). We plan to explore the performance benefits of these ideas.

## Conclusion

We proposed ORION as a novel optimization technique for serverless DAGs. It presents four design innovations: a distribution and correlation-aware performance model for E2E latency, a resource optimization strategy, a design for bundling multiple invocations of a function within a stage to mitigate execution time skews, and a pre-warming strategy to mitigate cold starts. We evaluate ORION on AWS Lambda on three serverless applications with different DAG structures, skews in execution time, and communication patterns. We compare ORION to three competing approaches and show significant improvements in E2E latency, $\$ cost, or both. We highlight the following insights: (1) It is challenging to decide on the right resource configurations that accurately meet latency SLOs for serverless DAGs. (2) It is important to bundle parallel workers together to mitigate skew, yet it is challenging to pick the right bundle size that avoids resource contention. (3) We can leverage the DAG structure information along with latency CDF estimates to find efficient pre-warming delays that minimize E2E latency without degrading utilization.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

This artifact appendix includes all the necessary information to reproduce the main evaluation results of the OSDI’22 paper: Orion and the Three Rights: Sizing, Bundling, and Prewarming for Serverless DAGs.

Scope and Usage

Orion is a serverless DAG optimization layer implemented in C# and Python 3.8. Orion accepts a DAG as an input and profiles the execution time for each function in the DAG as well as the entire DAG. The execution times are represented as distributions (CDFs) to capture the variability in runtimes. Afterward, users provide Orion with requirements such as a latency target (e.g., P95 ≤ 20 seconds) and/or an upper limit on the budget (e.g., cost of 1K executions ≤ $1000). Next, Orion performs three optimizations to achieve user-provided requirements. The three optimizations are: (1) Right-sizing: Finding the best resource configurations for each function to meet the E2E latency objective with the minimum cost. (2) Bundling: Identifying stages where co-locating multiple parallel instances of a function together to be executed on one VM will be beneficial. The benefit arises when there is computation skew among the parallel workers caused by different content inputs and functions are scalable. (3) Right pre-warming: The VMs to execute the functions in the DAG are pre-warmed just right, ahead of time, so that cold starts can be avoided while keeping provider-side utilization of resources high. With these three optimizations, Orion accurately meets latency service level objectives (SLOs) while reducing execution cost. The output of Orion is a transformed DAG that has the same semantics as the user-provided DAG, but with higher performance (i.e., lower latency) and lower execution cost.

Contents

1. Benchmarks-AWS-Lambda: This folder contains the code for the three evaluation applications (Video-Analytics, ML-Pipeline, and NLP-ChatBot). By running deploy_application.sh in each application directory, a DAG serverless workflow can be deployed on AWS Lambda using AWS Step Functions.

2. DAG_Profiler: This folder contains the code for our DAG profiler. The code is generic enough to profile any application defined as a standard state machine on AWS Step Functions.

3. DAG_Modeler: This folder contains the code used to build the E2E performance model of the DAG. This module also contains the VM_Size_Optimizer to select the best VM size for each function in the DAG.

4. Bundling_Manager: This folder contains the code of Orion’s Bundling optimization. This component of Orion profiles the DAG with varying bundle sizes and shows the P50 Latency, P95 Latency, and $ cost for each bundle size.

5. Prewarming_Optimizer: This folder contains the code to select the best pre-warming delays for each stage in the DAG.

6. Comparison_to_Baselines: This folder contains the code that compares Orion to two baselines: Best memory and CherryPick. The script produces the tail latency and cost (in $) for Orion as well as the two baselines.

7. Policy_simulator: This folder contains the code for our pre-warming policy simulator. This component compares different pre-warming policies without being constrained by what is possible in commercial public cloud.

Hosting

Orion is open sourced and we release its code, the workload characterization data, and the evaluation applications. All these components can be obtained at: https://github.com/icanforce/Orion-OSDI22

Requirements

The artifact uses AWS Lambda to host serverless functions, and AWS Step Functions to orchestrate the functions and organize them in a DAG. Some functions have large dependencies and hence are deployed as images on AWS ECR (Amazon Elastic Container Registry). Accordingly, users need to install the following dependencies:

1. Amazon AWS CLI: Can be obtained at: https://aws.amazon.com/cli/

2. Docker: Can be obtained at: https://www.docker.com/

Environment Setup

1. First, deploy one of the evaluation applications from Benchmarks-AWS-Lambda directory in AWS StepFunctions.

2. Then, use the DAG_Profiler to profile and generate the latency distributions for each function in the DAG.

3. Use DAG_Modeler to build the E2E performance model of the DAG, this module also contains the VM_Size_Optimizer to select the best VM size for each function in the DAG.

4. Use Bundling_Manager to select the best bundle size.

5. Use Prewarming_Optimizer to select the best pre-warming delays for the stages in the DAG.

6. Use Comparison_to_Baselines to compare Orion with CherryPick and Best Memory baselines.
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Abstract

This paper presents Occualizer, a mechanical source code transformation for adding scalable optimistic synchronization to a sequential search tree implementation. Occualizer injects synchronization only to the update steps of tree operations, leaving traversal steps to execute unsynchronized, thereby maximizing parallelism.

We use Occualizer to create concurrent versions of a sequential B+tree, trie, and red-black tree. Evaluation on a 28-core machine shows that Occualizer’s trees significantly outperform prior mechanically-crafted trees on non-read-only workloads and are comparable (within 4%) on read-only workloads. Overall, Occualizer shrinks the performance gap between mechanically- and hand-crafted trees by up to 13×. When using Occualizer’s B+tree as the index in the STO main-memory database, the system’s throughput degrades by less than 30% compared to the default Masstree index, and it scales better.

1 Introduction

In-memory tree data structures, or search trees, lie at the foundation of many systems, from databases [30, 58–60, 80] through operating systems [19–21] to storage engines [46, 68, 71]. Performance in such multicore systems depends not only on the sequential (single-threaded) speed of searching the tree, but also—often, mostly—on the scalability of the tree’s synchronization protocol, which ensures correctness of concurrent tree operations [29, 47].

Scalable synchronization protocols typically apply optimistic concurrency control (OCC). In an optimistic protocol, traversals of tree paths are read-only and do not perform synchronization such as acquiring locks or executing atomic read-modify-write (RMW) instructions [11, 16, 29, 71]. Synchronization occurs only if and when an operation starts updating the tree. The optimistic approach thus limits serialization of tree operations (due to locking and/or cache coherence contention) mostly to the step that physically mutates the tree, allowing other steps to execute completely in parallel. The result is scalable performance that improves as the amount of hardware parallelism grows (unless the workload is contended at the semantic level, e.g., operations updating the same key).

Deploying an optimistic concurrent search tree in a system can be a hard problem, however. Systems often cannot deploy “off the shelf” trees, as their target use cases and workloads call for new, customized data structures [6, 17, 65, 67, 71, 80]. But designing a scalable synchronization protocol for a custom data structure—particularly an optimistic protocol—is notoriously challenging, because it involves concurrent reasoning to verify the algorithm’s correctness under any possible thread interleaving allowed by the protocol [55, 64]. This effort also needs to be repeated whenever the data structure’s algorithm changes, e.g., due to new optimizations or features.

To solve the problem of manually adding synchronization to a data structure, concurrency research has proposed automatic transformations such as universal constructions [2, 3, 18, 26, 35, 40, 51, 52] and transactional memory [54, 77]. These transformations receive a sequential data structure implementation (code) and produce a correctly synchronized version.

When applied to search trees, however, the automatic transformations do not produce efficient, scalable data structures. Some transformations inject pessimistic synchronization, which fully serializes all operations [18, 40, 51, 52] or all non-read-only operations [5, 26, 35]. Transactional memory-style transformations [2, 3, 31, 35, 41, 77] use optimistic synchronization, but block or restart operations whose path crosses nodes modified by a concurrent update operation, which degrades scalability. Overall, current automatic transformations produce trees whose throughput flatlines beyond 12 cores if even 3% of the workload’s operations are not lookups (§7), as typically happens in dynamic workloads [4, 20, 58, 71].

Solution: Occualizer. This paper proposes Occualizer, a mechanical transformation for augmenting common sequential search tree implementations with scalable optimistic synchronization,1 producing linearizable [56] concurrent trees. Occualizer’s transformation requires the input tree to satisfy certain natural prerequisites, which most algorithms we are aware of meet, and our current prototype requires some manual effort to transform the input code. Occualizer injects synchronization only to the update steps of an operation (if any), leaving traversal steps to execute unsynchronized, unchanged from their baseline sequential code. Our key idea is to design Occualizer’s injected synchronization so that it satisfies the “forepassed” condition of Feldman et al. [44]—which they prove implies the correctness of unsynchronized traversals in the presence of concurrent updates. We thus design synchronization to satisfy a proof instead of endeavoring to find a proof for our synchronization.

1Occualizer: one that adds OCC (optimistic concurrency control).
Informally, the “forepassed” condition requires that if a memory write \( w \) in the concurrent tree changes the search path for a key \( k \), then any node \( v \) removed from the path must become immutable [44]. To obtain this property, Occualizer uses localized copy-on-write (LCOW), wherein all of an operation’s writes are performed by atomically replacing the written-to nodes with new, updated copies, and making the old copies immutable. Crucially, LCOW does not require copying the entire path from the root to the updated nodes and thereby avoids synchronization bottlenecks at the top of the tree—a fundamental difference from prior COW techniques [5, 19].

We use Occualizer to produce concurrent versions of the sequential \( t \times 1 \) B+tree [8], a radix tree (trie), and a red-black tree, and evaluate them on a dual-socket 28-core machine. Compared to prior transformations, Occualizer’s search trees are far faster and more scalable in dynamic (non-read-only) workloads, outperforming trees using GCC’s transactional memory by up to \( 17 \times \) and the CX universal construction [26] by orders of magnitude. On read-only workloads, Occualizer’s trees are comparable to prior constructions’ (within 4%). Due to instrumentation overheads, however, Occualizer’s trees do not match the performance of hand-crafted concurrent algorithms. For instance, when used as an index in the STOv2 main-memory database system [58], Occualizer’s B+tree has better scalability but is 25%–30% slower than the default index, Masstree [71], a hand-crafted concurrent trie/B+tree hybrid.

Overall, Occualizer significantly changes the cost/benefit analysis of hand-crafting a concurrent search tree. By shrinking the performance gap between mechanically- and hand-crafted trees by up to \( 13 \times \), Occualizer makes mechanically-crafted trees applicable in many more contexts and performance targets, freeing up time and costs that would otherwise be spent on designing, implementing, and testing a hand-crafted implementation.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

- **Transformation.** We describe Occualizer, a mechanical transformation for augmenting common sequential search tree implementations with optimistic synchronization.

- **Implementation.** We implement Occualizer and use it to produce concurrent versions of the sequential \( t \times 1 \) B+tree, a radix tree (trie), and a red-black tree. Occualizer’s code is available at https://github.com/tomershanny/Occualizer.

- **Evaluation.** We show that Occualizer’s trees outperform trees using GCC’s transactional memory by up to \( 17 \times \) and the CX universal construction by orders of magnitude, but are slower than hand-crafted concurrent trees.

2Intuitively, this condition guarantees that any operation whose search for \( k \) is currently located at \( v \) will either rejoin the new path or will end at an immutable node from which it cannot “damage” the tree.

## 2 Background, motivation, and related work

Designing efficient fine-grained synchronization for data structures is notoriously hard, because verifying synchronization correctness requires reasoning about every possible thread interleaving allowed [55, 64], while scalability requires the protocol to allow more possible interleavings. Optimistic search tree design exemplifies this challenge. On one hand, to maximize scalability, the synchronization protocol should not block or restart a traversal that encounters concurrent updates of its search path [11]. On the other hand, a traversal encountering such updates can observe inconsistent tree states, which cannot occur in a sequential execution but must be reasoned about to verify the protocol’s correctness [43, 44, 61, 62, 66, 73, 81, 82].

The difficulty of designing a highly-scalable and correct optimistic tree lead some systems to deploy search trees with relaxed correctness guarantees. Linux’s red-black tree, for instance, guarantees only that searches do not crash in the face of concurrent updates—but not search correctness [69]. Researchers have identified principles for designing optimistic synchronization protocols [11] as well as compiler support to simplify their implementation [84], but such research does not address the fundamental verification difficulty of a scalable, human-designed synchronization protocol.

Our motivation is therefore to automate the task of adding optimistic synchronization to a custom-designed sequential search tree. Concurrency research has proposed approaches for automatically transforming a sequential data structure into a concurrent one: universal constructions (§ 2.1) and transactional memory (§ 2.2). But these approaches do not produce scalable concurrent data structures when applied to search trees, as we discuss next.

### 2.1 Universal constructions

A universal construction (UC) [51] takes a sequential implementation of a data structure and outputs a linearizable concurrent version of it, without modifying the sequential code—i.e., by “wrapping” it in synchronization in some fashion. UCs can apply nonblocking or blocking synchronization.

Nonblocking universal constructions create concurrent data structures with nonblocking progress properties: either wait-free, which means every operation can complete in a finite number of its own steps, or lock-free, which means that some operation always completes after a finite number of execution steps [51]. Achieving these progress guarantees typically requires operations to coordinate and help each other make progress, which adds overhead [35].

Blocking universal constructions are based on the delegation technique [10, 15, 39, 50, 70, 74], which delegates the execution of the data structure operations threads to one thread. This “server” thread executes operations on behalf of the other, “client” threads. Delegation schemes differ in the types of operations delegated (e.g., all operations [39, 50, 70], up-
date operations [15], or read-only operations [10]) and/or their
inter-thread communication techniques [14, 75].

The flip side of UCs’ treatment of the input code as a black box is that the synchronization they add is coarse-grained, pessimistic, and slow. Early nonblocking UCs [18, 38, 40, 51, 52] work by having each operation execute on a local copy of the entire data structure which it then tries to install as the new version. This approach fully serializes all operations and is prohibitively slow on real-world-sized data structures. Early delegation UCs [39, 50, 70] also fully serialize all operations, as they delegate every operation to the “server” thread. Modern nonblocking UCs [5, 26, 35] improve on the full serialization aspect by optimizing read-only operations, allowing them to execute in parallel, but non-read-only operations are still serialized. Likewise, modern delegation UCs allow certain types of operations to execute in parallel (updates [10] or read-only operations [15]), but all other operations remain serialized by delegation.

**COW UC.** A nonblocking UC technique that reduces copying overhead (and is closely related to Occualizer) is copy-on-write (COW), used in the transactional system of Ben-David et al. [5]. The core idea is for a writing operation to create its updated version without copying the entire data structure, by having it share as much as possible with the previous version. For trees, this technique updates a node by creating an updated version of the node and the path that leads to it, and atomically swapping the updated root with the new one (Figure 1). The COW approach allows read-only operations to proceed without synchronization, since the version they observe is immutable. Writing operations, however, remain serialized.

### 2.2 Transactional memory

Transactional memory (TM) [54, 77] executes sequential code segments as isolated atomic transactions. With hardware TM (HTM), serializability of the transactions is enforced by the hardware [54]. HTM can thus be viewed as a UC. Real-world HTM extensions, however, have several limitations [33, 33, 34] and are currently disabled on many processors due to hardware errata [63]. We therefore focus on software TM (STM). STMs differ from UCs in that they require code instrumentation, so that the STM runtime can mediate reads/write to memory and (in some cases) memory allocation/deallocation.

Modern STMs have converged on designs using optimistic-style lock-based synchronization [36, 48]. In these designs, the STM algorithm performs transactional reads without writing to memory (e.g., to acquire a lock); writes either acquire locks (“eager” locking) or are buffered in a write set (“lazy” locking). When the transaction ends, the STM checks whether there is a point in time in which all of the transaction’s reads and writes can appear to take place atomically. If so, the transaction commits and its writes are made visible to other transactions (e.g., locks are released). Otherwise, the transaction aborts and must restart.

Unfortunately, since the STM does not understand the semantics of the underlying code, its validation conservatively depends on every value read by the transaction [31, 41]. Therefore, if any memory location read by a transaction is written to before the transaction commits, the transaction will abort. This effect severely limits scalability of STM-based trees, because any concurrent write to an operation’s search path causes the operation to abort—even if the operation would have reached the same location in the tree had it executed on the new path (a fact the STM cannot know). In our experiments, TM performance can flatline at low core counts even if as few as 3% of the tree operations are updates (§ 7).

TM research has proposed several approaches to address the above problem. First, an STM can determine the serial order of transactions (conflict detection) more intelligently [76, 85]. But this typically requires transactional reads to write to memory, which can lead to undesirable serialization of readers. Second, transactions can be built over higher level objects instead of low-level memory reads/writes [49, 53, 57]. But this requires designing the underlying thread-safe objects, which was our original problem. Finally, transactional semantics can be relaxed [42] to avoid aborting a transaction in cases such as search path changes. But then one has to prove the resulting relaxed transactions correct, which requires the concurrent reasoning about thread interleaving that we wish to avoid.

### 2.3 Summary and goals

In summary, there is still no mechanistic way to transform the source code of a sequential tree implementation into an optimistic, fast, and scalable concurrent tree—without needing to perform concurrent reasoning to verify the correctness of the produced concurrent code. This is our goal.

Occualizer sits in the middle between UCs and TM. Compared to universal constructions, Occualizer takes a pragmatic approach. Instead of accepting arbitrary sequential code as input, Occualizer requires the input to have certain natural prerequisites, and also transforms/instruments the sequential code. Compared to transactional memory, Occualizer is specialized to search trees, which enables us to design an optimistic synchronization protocol that does not restart operations whose search path is modified by concurrent operations.

### 3 Occualizer Overview

Occualizer receives source code of a sequential (single-threaded) search tree and transforms it into an optimistic concurrent implementation by adding calls to Occualizer’s synchronization library into the input source code. This section gives an overview of the Occualizer transformation.
We first define the family of sequential tree implementations to which Occualizer is applicable (§ 3.1). (We discuss verifying that a sequential tree meets Occualizer’s requirements in § 3.5.) We then give an overview of Occualizer’s source code changes (§ 3.2) and the run-time synchronization protocol they inject, called localized copy-on-write (§ 3.3). The details are described in §§ 4–5. Finally, we outline the correctness proof of the produced concurrent tree (§ 3.4), which appears in § 6.

3.1 Scope

We consider correct sequential implementations of a dictionary datatype, namely, that provide lookup, insert, and delete operations on key-value pairs. The implementation may also (optionally) support ordered iteration over the stored keys, provided via key predecessor/successor operations. We assume a programming language with manual memory management. (Our prototype targets C++.)

Occualizer requires the sequential input algorithm to meet certain prerequisites (PRs), detailed below. At a high level, the prerequisites are that (1) tree operations are composed of a read-only traversal followed by reads and writes which are determined only by what the operation observes after the traversal; (2) each step in the traversal depends only on the target key and the current node; and (3) any operation that moves a node off some search path(s) must also access v.

The user is responsible for verifying that the input meets Occualizer’s prerequisites, and the concurrent tree produced by Occualizer is not guaranteed to be correct if they are not met. The human effort required for this verification (and the possibility of errors there) are limitations of Occualizer compared to general universal constructions that accept arbitrary code. While our experience has been that the prerequisites are met by many algorithms and that verifying them requires reasonable effort (see § 3.5), our vision is to develop automated verification of the prerequisites to fully automate Occualizer.

Prerequisites. We define the prerequisites in terms of an algorithm maintaining a directed graph G of nodes, whose edges represent pointers between nodes.

PR1 Maintain a rooted tree: At the end of any sequence of operations, the graph G is a rooted tree.

Crucially, PR1 does not care about intermediate states that occur while a tree operation executes, only about the graph’s structure upon its completion. PR1 is conservative, as Occualizer can support structures with auxiliary edges linking nodes to their successor/predecessor, which create multiple paths from the root to nodes and so are not formally trees. We defer these details to § 4.

PR2 Read-only traversals: Every operation op(k) consists of a read-only traversal traverse(k) that searches for k followed by read/write steps.

PR2 is not met by self-balancing trees that perform balancing during traversals, such as splay trees [78]. But PR2 is met by self-balancing trees such as red-black, AVL, or B-trees, which perform self-balancing after updating the tree (post-traversal).

PR3 Traversals are single-step: The next node visited by traverse(k) depends only on k and on the current node.

PR3 is met by trees with comparison-based traversals, such as B-trees [22], Bw-Trees [67, 83], red-black and AVL trees, etc., where how traverse(k) proceeds depends only on how k compares to the key(s) of the current visited node. PR3 can also be met by tries, provided that nodes encode the key offset they represent; otherwise, the next node visited becomes dependent on all the nodes visited so far, which violates PR3.

Our next prerequisite states that the reads and writes an operation performs after its traversal are not a function of observations made during the traversal:

PR4 Post-traversal actions depend only on subgraph accessed post-traversal: Consider an operation op(k) that executes on tree T, whose traverse(k) finishes at node v. Let RWop(k) be the set of nodes read/written to by op(k) after finishing its traversal. Let T RWop(k) ⊆ T be the smallest subgraph of T containing RWop(k). Then for any sequence of operations that execute on T resulting in tree T′, if T RWop(k) ⊆ T′ and traverse(k) executed on T′ finishes at the same node v as in T, it holds that running op(k) over T′ results in exactly the same reads and writes as in op’s execution over T.

PR4 does not preclude an algorithm from reading or writing parts of its search path after completing the traversal—as in, e.g., rebalancing of red-black, AVL, and B-trees—because any node on the path that an operation op(k) reads or writes post-traversal becomes part of RWop(k). PR4 is thus met by classic tree algorithms that perform post-traversal rebalancing.

PR5 Moving off a search path implies a post-traversal access: For any operation op and any key k, consider the paths P and P′ that would be taken by traverse(k) before and after op executes. Then if v ∈ P but v ∉ P′, op must read, write, or destroy v after its traversal.

For an implementation that does not expose nodes to its client, PR5 is met by every tree algorithm we are aware of. In these algorithms, a node moves off a search path due to either (1) a structural modification that changes the node’s position in the tree, in which case the node is written and/or read; or (2) being removed from the tree, in which case the implementation destroys and frees the node, as it has no other references.

Occualizer for managed languages. Occualizer’s design and its prerequisites are programming language agnostic. Most tree implementations, however, fail to meet PR5 when implemented in a managed language. The reason is that
node destruction in managed languages is performed asynchronously by the garbage collector and not explicitly by the program, so a managed tree implementation meets PR5 only if it writes to a node when removing it from the tree—which most algorithms do not do. This problem can be fixed (currently, manually) by adding no-op writes to removed nodes.

3.2 Code transformations

Occualizer transforms the sequential input code by adding calls to Occualizer’s synchronization library. These calls are similar to object-level transactional memory instrumentation. They include calls to demarcate each operation’s start and completion, and to access (read/write) node fields only through the library’s interface. Field accesses are captured straightforwardly by requiring the sequential input code to access fields using only getter/setter methods, which the transformation then replaces. The transformation also adds locks and metadata fields to the node structure.

The code transformation is mechanic and our design is for it to be done automatically, with minimal user involvement. In our current prototype, however, we implement only the synchronization library and perform the code transformations of the evaluated trees manually (following the mechanical recipe given in § 4). Implementing the automatic code transformation is an ongoing effort.

3.3 LCOW synchronization library

Occualizer’s code transformation leaves the logic of traversals unchanged. In particular, traversals do not block or retry mid-operation. The synchronization added to writing operations guarantees the correctness of both traversals and writing operations. To this end, the library uses a technique we call localized copy-on-write (LCOW). LCOW exposes all of an operation’s writes atomically, using one atomic write. Unlike other COW techniques [5, 19], this write does not typically target the tree’s root and thereby avoids creating a synchronization bottleneck.

LCOW works as follows. Once an operation op finishes its traversal, the library uses a combination of locking and validation checks to maintain an invariant that op’s further observations of the tree are consistent with some sequential execution. This invariant is needed to guarantee that op’s code behaves correctly. In particular, whenever op first writes to some node \( v \), the library locks \( v \) and creates a copy of \( v \), \( v' \). (If a lock acquisition fails, \( op \) is restarted, releasing any locks it holds and freeing node copies it had made.) Subsequently, all of \( op \)’s accesses to \( v \) are redirected to \( v' \), ensuring \( op \) “sees its own writes.” When \( op \) completes, the library identifies a minimal subgraph containing all written nodes, called the copied region. This subgraph is itself a tree rooted at some node \( n \), but it may not be \( n \)’s subtree (i.e., it may not include all of \( n \)’s descendants). Next, the library locks and creates a copy of the copied region, updated to contain the nodes written to by \( op \). Finally, the library exposes \( op \)’s writes atomically by linking \( u' \), the root of the copied region, instead of its original version \( u \) with one atomic write. Crucially, the old versions of the nodes remain locked, making them immutable.

The library reclaims the memory of the old copied region only once it is guaranteed that no concurrent operation may be accessing the old region, using a read-copy update (RCU) epoch-based memory reclamation scheme [45, 72].

Figure 2 illustrates LCOW on some abstract operation \( op \). Figure 1 shows the initial tree state. Assume that executing \( op \)’s sequential code from start to finish in this state would make
3.4 Linearizability argument

Trees produced by Occualizer are linearizable [56], i.e., operations appear to execute atomically. The main challenge of proving linearizability is that because traversals are unsynchronized and can observe inconsistent tree states, it is not clear that a traversal ultimately reaches the correct node.

The key idea of Occualizer is to design its synchronization to satisfy the precondition of an existing proof (from the concurrency literature) that an unsynchronized traversal is correct. Occualizer’s trees satisfy the “forepassed” condition, which Feldman et al. [44] prove implies that if an unsynchronized traversal searching for key \( k \) reaches node \( v \), then at some point during its execution, \( v \) was on the search path for \( k \). (That is, the state of the tree was such that had the traversal executed from start to finish then, it would have reached \( v \).)

The above immediately proves the linearizability of read-only lookups that consist only of traversals. To prove linearizability of writing operations, we show that when a writing operation atomically performs its writes using LCOW, then the state of the tree is such that had the operation’s sequential code executed atomically now, it would have behaved exactly the same. In other words, the state of the tree in memory remains consistent with some sequential execution of the original sequential code. We show this by first proving an invariant that an operation locking node \( v \) implies that \( v \) is on the relevant search path at lock acquisition time (“now”). The proof then follows from PR4, since the copied region locked by an operation contains the subgraph it accessed post-traversal.

3.5 Discussion: Prerequisite verification

For our evaluation (§ 7), we use Occualizer on sequential implementations of classic tree algorithms, such as the B+tree. We draw on this experience to discuss the effort and reasoning needed to manually verify that an implementation meets Occualizer’s prerequisites. In a nutshell, we find that the prerequisites are met by many algorithms (e.g., red-black and B-trees) and tree design techniques. We also find that checking the prerequisites requires reasonable effort, given basic understanding of the input tree’s algorithmic properties. In particular, there is no need for concurrent reasoning, as the prerequisites are properties of sequential code.

Verifying PR1–PR3 involves straightforward code inspection. In particular, verifying that every tree operation begins with a read-only traversal (PR2) is easy for implementations with an explicit traversal method and for recursive implementations, where one only needs to check the recursive function.

Verifying PR4–PR5 requires reasoning about the principles driving the sequential input algorithm. To verify that post-traversal actions depend only on the subgraph accessed post-traversal (PR4), we need to check that the nodes and fields an operation chooses to access and the values it writes depend only on what it reads after its traversal. PR4 would be violated, for example, by an operation writing a node’s depth (distance from the root) that was computed while searching for the node. On the other hand, PR4 is satisfied by an operation maintaining the height of a node (or the balance factor in an AVL tree) using a bottom-up computation after the traversal. PR4 holds trivially if traversals are performed as a subroutine call that returns only the target node, thereby making the search path opaque to the operation.

To verify that if a node stops being on the search path for some key \( k \), then the node must be accessed or destroyed (PR5), we need to verify that a node removal destroys it, and to reason about how tree structure modifications affect the behavior of searches. We find that common tree algorithmic techniques meet PR5. For instance, consider a binary tree rotation [25] moving node \( y \) above its parent \( y \) (Figure 3). The only node that moves off a search path as a result of the rotation is \( y \) (which moves off the paths leading to subtree A) and \( y \) is indeed written by the rotation (its left child changes). As another example, in a binary tree that deletes an internal node by replacing it with its successor [25] (the leftmost node of its right subtree), the nodes on the path to the successor move off the search path to the successor. These nodes are read by the removing operation as it searches for the successor, so PR5 is met.

4 Design

This section describes Occualizer’s design. We first describe Occualizer’s synchronization library interface and the mechanical rules for calling its methods from a sequential tree implementation (§ 4.1). We next describe how the library

Figure 3: Rotation moving \( x \) above \( y \).
implements the LCOW synchronization protocol (§ 4.2) and then extend the design to support algorithms with auxiliary edges between nodes, which are typically used to optimize iteration over nodes (§ 4.3).

4.1 Library interface & code transformations

Interface. Occualizer augments the input with calls to its library. Table 1 describe the library’s transactional memory-like interface, which consists of “macro” and “micro” methods.

The “macro” methods demarcate the points in which the operation starts/finishes and where its traversal ends. In particular, occ_start checkpoints the calling thread’s register state (e.g., with set jmp()) and restores it if the library decides to abort the operation. When an abort happens, occ_start returns a failure indication.

The “micro” methods read and write node fields (or the root pointer) and notify the library of allocated or destroyed nodes. For simplicity, we show the read/write methods as taking the field name as an argument. An implementation either generates specific methods for each field or has a general method that takes the field’s offset and size in the node.

Transformation. Transforming a sequential tree to an optimistically-synchronized one using Occualizer requires two types of transformations. Macro transformations add macro calls to demarcate each operation with occ_start, occ_traverse_done, and occ_finish calls, and restart it after an abort (Listing 1). Occualizer does not require modifying the input code to separate the traversal into its own method, only to call occ_traverse_done when it is done. This property allows the operation’s subsequent code to reuse information learned during the traversal, e.g., to climb back up the path for tree maintenance.

Micro transformations replace calls to node setter/getter methods with the appropriate occ_set/occ_get calls, and add occ_node_born/occ_node_dies calls to the node constructor/destructor.

Mechanizing the transformation. The transformation can be performed automatically by a source-to-source transformer tool, which we are in the process of implementing. The transformer requires the user to supply the tree’s sequential source code, the names of methods to be macro-transformed and structure(s) implementing nodes, and to manually add the occ_traverse_done call. The transformer performs the following steps: (1) Ensure that all node fields are accessed via setter/getter methods, by replacing every direct field access with an appropriate setter/setter call and generating getter/setter methods if they do not exist in the input code. (2) Perform the micro-transformations by modifying methods in the node structure. (3) Generate the macro-transformed operations.

4.2 LCOW synchronization library

Occualizer’s synchronization library has two high level tasks. First, it tracks the tree as observed by the operation, so that once the operation’s traversal finishes, Occualizer can guarantee that the tree is in a consistent state from the operation’s perspective. Second, the library buffers the operation’s writes and exposes them atomically when the operation completes. We now walk through the library’s flow.

Initialization (occ_start). This method checkpoints the thread’s local state, so that execution can restart if the operation subsequently aborts. It then initializes the library’s thread-local bookkeeping variables (Table 1), which track edges observed by the operation, nodes allocated, destroyed, locked, and copied, and other flags, such as whether the operation is in the midst of its traversal. We treat these variables as abstract datatypes for now (in particular, without considering implementation efficiency); § 5 describes our implementation.

Node reads (occ_get). We first focus on the case of reading a node pointer (child), i.e., reading an edge. As long as an operation is traversing the tree, its reads are handled with minimal overhead. The library only stores traversed edges in the edgeSet, to verify their consistency in case the operation rereads them in its post-traversal steps. Once the traversal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Called when (and why)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occ_start</td>
<td>Operation starts (to initialize bookkeeping data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_traverse_done</td>
<td>Traversal finishes (to start consistency checks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_finish</td>
<td>Operation finishes (to atomically perform operation’s writes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_restart</td>
<td>Restarting an aborted operation (to free resources acquired during the failed execution)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Called when (and why)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occ_set(n,f,v)</td>
<td>Writing n,f ← v (to lock and copy n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_get(n,f)</td>
<td>Reading n,f (to read from n’s copy, if it exists)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_node_born(n)</td>
<td>Node is allocated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_node_dies(n)</td>
<td>Node is destroyed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Occualizer synchronization library interface.
completes, the library switches to a mode that guarantees consistency of the observed tree. This is accomplished by locking any node accessed post-traversal, while verifying that the locked node belongs to the most updated tree in memory. If this verification fails, the operation is aborted (releasing any locks it acquired and nodes it allocated) and restarted.

Listing 2 shows the pseudo code of `occ_get`. Suppose operation \( \text{op} \) is trying to read the \( c \)-th child of node \( n \). (For generality, we assume child pointers are stored in a children vector in the node.) If \( \text{op} \) previously created a copy of \( n \), the read is satisfied from the copy \( n' \) without further checks. Otherwise, \( n \)'s \( c \)-th child, \( u \), is read from \( n \). If \( \text{op} \) is traversing, the method `trackEdge` only remembers the edge \((n, c, u)\) in `edgeSet`. Otherwise, `trackEdge` locks \( n \) by calling `lockNode`.

The `lockNode` method locks \( n \) while checking its consistency with \( \text{op} \)'s observations of the tree. If \( n \) is not present in \( \text{op} \)'s `lockedSet`, \( \text{op} \) tries to acquire \( n \)'s lock. If \( n \) is locked, \( \text{op} \) aborts, to avoid deadlocks. Then \( \text{op} \) checks that any edge into or out of \( n \) that \( \text{op} \) previously observed still exists. If so, \( n \) is added to \( \text{op} \)'s set of locked nodes. Otherwise, \( \text{op} \) aborts.

Reads of non-pointer fields are handled identically (locking the node, etc.) except that the read values are not tracked.

**Node writes (occ_set).** On any write to a node \( n \), the library locks \( n \) and creates a copy of it, \( n' \). If the operation completes successfully, \( n' \) will take the place of \( n \) in the tree and \( n \) will remain locked and hence immutable until its memory is reclaimed. Listing 3 shows the pseudo code of `occ_set`, again focusing on the case of writing a child pointer. If \( \text{op} \) has made a copy, \( v' \), of the pointed-to node \( v \), the value to be written is changed to \( v' \). Next, \( \text{op} \) checks if the written node \( n \) is part of the tree, i.e., it was not allocated by \( \text{op} \) itself and is not a copy. If so, \( \text{op} \) creates a copy of \( n \) by calling `occ_create_copy`. Finally, the write is performed.

To copy \( n \), the `occ_create_copy` methods locks \( n \) using the `lockNode` method described above. It then copies the (now locked) \( n \) into a new node, \( n' \), records that \( n \) has a copy \( n' \) in \( \text{op} \)'s `copySet`, and finally adjusts the links between the existing copied nodes to reflect the new copy. For every \((x, x') \in \text{copySet} \), the `fixLinks` method changes any edge pointing from \( x' \) to \( n \) to point to \( n' \) instead, and changes any edge from \( n' \) pointing to \( x \) to point to \( x' \) instead. It similarly fixes any edge pointing to \( n \) from nodes allocated by \( \text{op} \).

Writes of non-pointer fields are handled identically, except that value written is not “translated” as it is not a node pointer.

**Traversal completion (occ_traverse_done).** On traversal completion, the library switches to its post-traversal mode, in which any accessed nodes is locked. In addition, the last node read by the traversal is locked using the `lockNode` method. This locking is needed to guarantee that concurrent tree modifications do not “invalidate” the node’s traversal (see § 6).

**Node allocation/deallocation.** On node allocation, the new node \( n \) is added to `bornSet`. On node destruction, the destroyed node \( n \) is locked (using `lockNode`) and added to `destroyedSet`. This is done so that \( n \) can be left immutable when the operation completes.
Operation commit (\texttt{occ\_finish}). This method commits an operation by atomically applying its writes to the tree. Consider first the simple case in which the operation \textit{op} finishes its traversal at node \textit{n} and subsequently accesses nodes only down the tree. In this case, the paths to nodes written by \textit{op} form a tree \textit{T}_n rooted at \textit{n}, and all nodes in \textit{T}_n are locked by \textit{op}. Occualizer can thus atomically apply \textit{op}'s writes by creating a copy of \textit{T}_n, \textit{T}'_n, which contains the updated versions of the nodes \textit{op} wrote to and then swinging the pointer to \textit{n} from its parent, \textit{p}, to point to \textit{n}', the root of \textit{T}'_n. (Figure 2, with \textit{p} being the orange node.) We thus call \textit{T}_n the \textit{copied region}.

To ensure atomicity, \textit{op} must verify that \textit{p} is still in the tree and that the edge \((p, c, n)\) that it swings has not changed since \textit{op} originally crossed \textit{p} during the traversal. If \textit{n} is a non-root node, this is done by locking \textit{p} and validating that \textit{p}.\texttt{children}[\textit{c}] = \textit{n} before overwriting it. If \textit{n} is the root, this is done by locking a global root lock and validating the root’s value (which also gets saved in \texttt{edgeSet}). Although we describe this parent validation step last, it chronologically occurs before copying any yet uncopied nodes from \textit{T}_n, to avoid wasting CPU cycles in case \textit{op} is doomed to abort.

Finally, nodes locked by \textit{op} that are not in \textit{T}_n are released. The nodes of \textit{T}_n are \textit{retired}, which means that their memory is freed/reclaimed once no concurrent operation can observe them. (Occualizer relies on an RCU-like epoch-based safe memory reclamation (SMR) management library \cite{24, 72} to provide this functionality.) Until reclamation, these nodes remain locked and thus immutable.

In the general case, \textit{op} may have proceeded up the tree, by accessing nodes it observed while traversing. The above discussion still holds, except that instead of taking \textit{n} as the copied region’s root, \texttt{occ\_finish} needs to find the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of all written nodes and lock every path from that LCA to each written node. This is straightforward to do, because the LCA and all relevant edges have been read during \textit{op}’s run (possibly only in the traversal step).

4.3 Optimizing range scans

An important feature of search trees is that they support range scans, the ability to iterate over the stored keys in order by using successor/predecessor calls. Specifically, we assume the tree implements a C++ standard library (STL)-like \texttt{iterator} object. The iterator maintains a key \textit{k}, which is initially the predecessor or successor of its constructor argument. The iterator provides next/prev calls, each of which updates \textit{k} to its successor/predecessor, respectively. As with other concurrent search trees \cite{9, 71}, our goal is for the individual next/prev calls to be atomic (linearizable)—not for an entire range iteration performed by a sequence of such calls to be atomic with respect to insertions/deletions.

In sequential trees, a common method of implementing an iterator is to add auxiliary next/prev pointers to node fields, so that advancing an iterator does not require walking paths in the tree. Occualizer supports trees with such auxiliary edges, provided that they are symmetric (i.e., \textit{v} points to \textit{u} via an auxiliary link if and only if \textit{u} points to \textit{v}), as is the case of next/prev pointers. In addition, the user is required to specify the field names of auxiliary links in the node structure. Occualizer then leaves iterator movement over auxiliary edges as a read-only operation.

Extended commit protocol. We extend Occualizer’s commit protocol to support auxiliary edges as follows. When an operation \textit{op} is ready to commit, after having locked and validated \textit{p}, the parent of \textit{r}, the copied region’s root, \textit{op} checks each auxiliary edge \((v, u)\) pointing to the copied region (i.e., such that \textit{u} is in the copied region and \textit{v} is not) and attempts to lock \textit{v} (aborting if it fails).\footnote{Our requirement that auxiliary edges are symmetric guarantees that \textit{op} finds every node with an auxiliary edge to the copied region.} Once all these “border” nodes are locked, \textit{op} updates \textit{p} to point from \textit{r} to its new version \textit{r}' with one atomic write, and then iterates over each locked border node \textit{v}, updating its relevant auxiliary edges to point to the new version of the neighbor \textit{u} (from \((v, u)\) to \((v, u')\)), and releasing \textit{v}'s lock afterwards. This protocol may seem heavyweight, but in practice copied regions tend to be small, so the extra cost of handling auxiliary edges is not substantial.

Unfortunately, the extended commit protocol breaks Occualizer’s LCOW technique of replacing a copied region with one atomic memory write. The problem is that a sequential tree with auxiliary edges does not meet our PR1, because the auxiliary edges create more than one path to a node, and the commit protocol needs to update these paths when replacing a copied region. For example, in an external binary tree whose leaves are connected with next/prev links, Occualizer needs three writes to replace a copied region—to the parent of the region’s root and to the predecessor and successor nodes of the region’s leftmost and rightmost leaves, respectively.

Because Occualizer cannot physically atomically update all edges crossing the border between a copied region and the rest of the tree, our solution is to make the update logically atomic, as detailed below.

Logically atomic updates. To make iterators observe updates atomically, we ensure that an iterator only moves across auxiliary edges that exist in the latest version of the tree—i.e., edges that are not part of, or cross into, a copied region which is being replaced. To achieve this, Occualizer prevents iterators from moving to a locked node, relying on the fact that every node in a copied region is locked. When an iterator positioned at node \textit{v} attempts to move to \textit{v}'s neighbor \textit{u} and finds either \textit{v} or \textit{u} locked, the iterator instead “resynchronizes” its position using the latest version of the tree. Specifically, the iterator searches from the root for \textit{v}'s predecessor or successor \textit{x} (as during iterator construction), according to where the iterator was trying to move. The iterator then positions itself at \textit{x} and returns \textit{x}'s key.

This protocol guarantees that after an updating operation \textit{op} exposes its writes (by updating some child pointer to link...
the new version of op’s copied region into the tree), no iterator can move into the copied region (whether the iterator is positioned inside or outside the copied region). Attempting such a move causes the iterator to “resynchronize” itself in the updated tree, which no longer contains the copied region. The protocol is conservative, however, in that while op holds the copied region locked but has not yet exposed its writes, an iterator moving across an auxiliary edge \((v, u)\) to such a locked node \(u\) will “resynchronize” superfluous, ending up at \(u\) again, as it remains reachable from the root. Such a superfluous “resynchronization” does not violate the iteration’s correctness; it can be thought of as reaffirming the iterator’s position in the tree, with the iterator’s move being linearized before op’s updates.

5 Implementation

In our Occualizer prototype, we perform the input code transformations manually (following the recipe of § 4.1) and implement the synchronization library in C++ using pthread spinlocks. This section describes the library’s implementation.

Thread-local structures. We implement the various sets using thread-local dictionary (unordered map) objects, for efficient access. The copySet is implemented as a pair of maps, from nodes to their copies and vice versa. The edgeSet is implemented as a pair of maps, an incoming map that maps a node to its parent and child index there, and an outgoing map that maps a node to a list of its children indices read. The lockedSet is implemented as a map from locked nodes to a boolean indicating if the lock should be released on commit. The other sets are implemented as C++ STL vectors.

Efficient copySet searches. We further optimize copySet searches by adding a flag into the node structure which is set when a node is copied. The occ_get method uses this flag to avoid superfluous copySet searches. When an operation aborts, it clears this flag from all the nodes it copied.

Optimized dictionaries. Our initial implementation used C++ STL hash tables (unordered_map), but we observed that they impose considerable overhead. We therefore replace them with an optimized design, which initially inserts items into a small STL vector, and if the vector becomes full, stores overflowing items in an unordered_map. The observation underlying this optimization is that in most tree algorithms, the thread-local data structures Occualizer maintains will be small. But for correctness, we must support worst-case behavior in which these structures may contain every node in the tree. Overall, this optimization improved the throughput of an Occualizer B+tree by a factor of two.

Correctness testing. We use a couple of testing techniques to gain confidence in the correctness of the Occualizer prototype. First, we use the linearizability checking option of the SetBench [13] benchmarking harness (§ 7.1). With this option, SetBench verifies that every successful insert/delete operation during the execution is correctly reflected in the final state of the tree—so that, for example, inserted items were not lost or inserted more than once. We test different tree sizes, to test executions with varying contention levels and thread interleavings. Second, we check that tree-structural invariants of the sequential implementations we transform (e.g., the red-black property of a red-black tree) hold, both at random times during the execution and after it completes.

6 Correctness

This section sketches the proof that trees produced by Occualizer are linearizable [56], i.e., tree operations appear to execute atomically. We consider the shared-memory system running the tree. A state of the system consists of the memory state (contents of each address) and the local states of each thread. In each step of the execution, some thread accesses memory, and as a result, its internal state and/or memory change.

Our proof works as follows. We first show that traversals are correct. That is, if traverse \(k\) stops at node \(v\) in the concurrent execution, then at some point during its run, the memory state \(\sigma\) was such that had traverse \(k\) executed atomically (from start to finish) on \(\sigma\), it would also reach \(v\). We denote this property of a state \(\sigma\) by \(\sigma : \prec \prec v\). We then use traversal correctness and Occualizer’s synchronization protocol to show that if an operation op commits in memory state \(\sigma\), then had op run from start to finish on \(\sigma\), it would have executed exactly the same. Hence, op appears to execute atomically at \(\sigma\).

Showing traversal correctness is hard, because traversals are unsynchronized and can observe inconsistent tree states. We solve this problem by applying the theorem of Feldman et al. [44], which says that in a concurrent tree satisfying a “forepassed” condition, unsynchronized traversals are correct. The “forepassed” condition requires (1) traversals to be single-step, which we satisfy by PR3; and (2) that if the concurrent algorithm performs a write \(w\) moving the system from state \(\sigma\) to \(\sigma’\), such that \(\sigma : k \prec v\) but \(\sigma’ : k \prec v\) for some \(k\) and \(v\), then \(v\) is never modified later.

Requirement (2) above follows from PR5 and the fact that Occualizer leaves written/destroyed nodes immutable (locked). There is a subtle issue, however, which is that the prerequisites are met by the sequential code, so unless we know operations in the Occualizer tree behave correctly, we cannot rely on the prerequisites. But we need traversal correctness to prove this fact, creating a “chicken and egg” problem.

We address this problem using a proof technique suggested by Feldman et al. for proving “forepassed” is satisfied [44, §7]. The technique is to prove both that “forepassed” is satisfied and that the concurrent tree is correct in tandem, inductively (on steps of the execution), so that each proof can rely on the other property holding on the execution thus far.
Accordingly, we prove correctness of an Occualizer tree assuming traversal correctness. The proof is inductive: we need to show that in every state $\sigma$, if $op(k)$ runs sequentially on $\sigma$, its post-traversal memory accesses are identical to its post-traversal memory accesses so far.

In the base case, $\sigma$ is when $op$’s traversal’s stops at node $v$. Traversal correctness implies that for some $\sigma'$ during $op$’s execution, $\sigma' \vdash k \mapsto v$. Now, Occualizer locks $v$. Based on the induction hypothesis, a lock acquisition implies that $\sigma' \vdash k \vdash v$—i.e., $v$ is on the search path for $k$ “now”—as otherwise, $v$ would have been locked and copied between $\sigma'$ and $\sigma$ and $op$’s lock acquisition would have failed. Thus, if $op$ runs sequentially at $\sigma$, its traversal would reach $v$. But the lock acquisition then implies that the traversal would also stop at $v$, since only pointer fields in $v$ could have changed, but $op$ verifies that any pointer it read did not change after locking $v$.

The inductive step is similar. We are in state $\sigma$ with $op$ successfully locking some node $u$. Inductively, we know that (1) in some $\sigma'$ in the past, the state of the tree was such that $op$’s execution on it would have lead it to its current local state, and (2) any modifications made to the tree since $\sigma'$ have only moved it through consistent states. Moreover, due to $op$’s locking, these changes in tree state do not change the nodes and edges $op$ has observed post-traversal. It follows from PR4 that if we run $op$ in state $\sigma$, it will behave exactly the same. This concludes the overall proof, when $\sigma$ is the state in which $op$ commits its writes.

## 7 Evaluation

We compare Occualizer trees to mechanically- and hand-crafted trees on workloads with increasing amounts of writing operations.

### Trees.

We compare to the following trees, which unless noted otherwise are mechanically-crafted from the same sequential code used for Occualizer:

- **Global-Lock**: Created by serializing operations with a global lock.
- **GCC-TM** [1]: Created by wrapping operations in transactions using GCC’s transactional memory (TM) support. The underlying TM algorithm uses optimistic concurrency control with eager locking and tracks conflicts at word granularity.
- **CX** [26]: Created with the CX universal construction, which produces wait-free operations and does not serialize read-only operations. It is the fastest wait-free universal construction we are aware of, although it still copies the entire data structure. We use the original authors’ implementation [27].
- **COW** [5]: Created with a COW-based approach inspired by Ben-David et al., which produces lock-free writing operations and wait-free read-only operations, without serializing read-only operations. We implement COW ourselves.
- **Hand-Crafted**: We use hand-crafted designs of comparable algorithms, as we are not aware of concurrent implementations of exactly the same trees. We compare occ[RB] to SnapTree, a concurrent AVL tree with optimistic (lock-based) synchronization [11]. We compare occ[Radix] to a lock-free version from the same repository [79]. We compare occ[B-tree] to Brown’s lock-free B-slack tree [12] (a B-tree variant). We use the original authors’ implementations.

Our tree selection covers a spectrum of mechanically- and hand-crafted synchronization techniques. While some of these techniques do not form an “apples to apples” comparison with Occualizer’s optimistic lock-based synchronization (e.g., due to being lock- or wait-free), the point is that they represent the space of currently available mechanical techniques.

### Workloads.

We populate the tree with 64 M uniformly random 8-byte keys and then run a workload for 3 seconds. Each workload has a different mix of operation types (Table 3). Our workloads are inspired by the standard Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [23] workloads, which are designed to simulate real-world application workloads, but differ in that (1) we replace updates with insertions and do not test range
queries, as not all implementations support these operations; and (2) we use more levels of writing operations, for more fine-grained insight. Experiments run under SetBench [13], a benchmarking harness for concurrent C++ dictionaries that provides epoch-based memory reclamation.

**Throughput.** Figures 4–6 show the aggregate throughput for each workload with varying numbers of threads for the B+tree, radix, and red-black tree variants, respectively. All variants except Global-Lock scale on the read-only workload (R-100), although GCC-TM’s throughput drops for RB at 24–28 cores. But for workloads with any level of writing operations, only Occualizer and the hand-crafted trees scale, with throughput of mechanically-crafted trees typically flattening at low core counts.5

The mechanically-crafted trees do not scale due to suboptimal synchronization. In CX and COW, all writing operations are serialized, although serialization in COW, which is done with a CAS to the tree root, is significantly faster than in CX, where writing operation participate in a helping scheme and may copy the entire data structure. In GCC-TM, the problem is its conservative version of optimistic synchronization, which retries any transaction if any node it reads is updated before the transaction commits. Thus, for example, GCC-TM breaks down on RB—where tree rebalancing writes to the top of the tree—much earlier than on Radix.

Compared to the hand-crafted trees, Occualizer achieves comparable or better throughput when the level of mutation is low (R100-R97). The cases in which Occualizer is faster are due to differences in the underlying algorithms, which manifest when synchronization overhead is low. This effect demonstrates the power of Occualizer’s approach, which removes the difficulty of adding synchronization to a tree from consideration, and thereby allows focusing on the (sequential) “quality” of the tree, i.e., how fast it is to search.

As mutations increase (R75-R50), however, synchronization becomes the dominating factor and Occualizer significantly underperforms the hand-crafted trees. The reason is that Occualizer writing operations are slower than in the hand-crafted trees, due to bookkeeping and copying overhead (see § 7.3), and so as the proportion of mutations grows, overall throughput degrades.

5The only exception is GCC-TM on Radix. In Radix, the tree only grows downwards, so any non-null pointer read during a traversal is immutable. GCC-TM thus rarely aborts transactions even with moderate mutation levels, and so achieves high throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-100</td>
<td>100% lookups (YCSB-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-97</td>
<td>97% lookups, 3% insertions (≈ YCSB-B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-75</td>
<td>75% lookups, 25% insertions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-50</td>
<td>50% lookups, 50% insertions (≈ YCSB-A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Contention workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Throughput relative to hand-crafted</th>
<th>R-100</th>
<th>R-97</th>
<th>R-75</th>
<th>R-50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B+tree</td>
<td>Best mech-crafted</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap shrink</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>13.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radix</td>
<td>Best mech-crafted</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap shrink</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Best mech-crafted</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap shrink</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Throughput difference between Occualizer and the best result of the mechanically-crafted trees at 28 cores, for each workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>B+tree</th>
<th>Radix</th>
<th>RB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>occ[-]</td>
<td>2.14 GB</td>
<td>2.10 GB</td>
<td>3.12 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global-Lock</td>
<td>0.91 x</td>
<td>0.93 x</td>
<td>0.93 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCC-TM</td>
<td>0.91 x</td>
<td>0.96 x</td>
<td>0.95 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX</td>
<td>13.5 x</td>
<td>13.18 x</td>
<td>13.03 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COW</td>
<td>1.02 x</td>
<td>1.18 x</td>
<td>1.04 x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-Crafted</td>
<td>1.12 x</td>
<td>0.97 x</td>
<td>1.01 x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Memory use at 28 cores (R-50), normalized to Occualizer’s.

The takeaway is that Occualizer significantly shrinks the performance gap between mechanically- and hand-crafted trees in workloads with mutations. Table 4 reports this gap, and by how much Occualizer shrinks it. Overall, Occualizer shrinks the gap by up to 13.54×, 1.38×, and 8.64× for B+tree, Radix, and RB, respectively.

**Memory use.** Node copies made by an Occualizer tree may increase memory use compared to its sequential version, as a function of how quickly old nodes are reclaimed. To quantify this effect, Table 5 shows peak memory use for each tree in the R-50 workload (results for other workloads are similar). Both Occualizer and COW indeed use more memory than the sequential baseline (captured by Global-Lock), but Occualizer’s LCOW increases memory use by 7%–9% whereas COW, which copies entire paths, adds an overhead of 11%–26%. In contrast, CX uses about 14× the memory of Global-Lock. The reason is that CX maintains multiple replicas of the data structure, so that read-only operations can read from a replica and avoid being serialized. Results of the hand-crafted algorithms are shown only for completeness, as they are not implementations of the same algorithm.

### 7.2 Full-system benchmark

We add occ[B+tree] as the index data structure in the STOv2 main-memory database system [58], and compare the result to the default index, Masstree [71], a hand-crafted concurrent
tree combining aspects of B+trees and tries.\footnote{We use a B+tree here because it is closest algorithmically to Masstree, which is a B-tree variant. Comparing to, say, a red-black tree would not be meaningful, because Masstree outperforms a red-black tree for reasons unrelated to concurrency control (e.g., its much “shallower” tree structure).}

STO provides serializable transactions. Transactions are specified via C++ programs accessing STO’s transactional interface. STO’s transaction concurrency control is tightly coupled with Masstree, as it relies on Masstree node version numbers to detect and block certain anomalies. To integrate occ[B+tree] into STO, we therefore implement an equivalent versioning scheme in the \text{tlx} B+tree.

**Workloads.** We evaluate two transactional workloads, TPC-C and Voter. TPC-C is the industry standard benchmark for evaluating the performance of online transaction processing (OLTP) systems \cite{TPC-C}, by simulating an order processing application. We use a database with one warehouse, 100,000 items, and run the full mix of all TPC-C transactions. This workload performs index range queries. Voter is a benchmark that simulates a phone-based voting application. It consists of many short transactions and does not perform range queries.

**Results.** Figure 7 shows the throughput (committed transactions per second) and scalability of the system for both workloads, measured over a 10-second run. Scalability is measured by normalizing the throughput obtained with each index to the single-threaded throughput obtained with that index. On both workloads, occ[B+tree] is slower than Masstree, but has better scalability. As a result, the performance gaps between them shrinks as more threads are added: from a single-threaded difference of 12\% and 26\% at 28 threads. The reason behind occ[B+tree]’s better scalability is that Occualizer’s optimistic synchronization protocol causes fewer operations to abort and retry than Masstree’s protocol (which is also optimistic). Masstree uses per-node version counters to guarantee that searches observe only consistent node states. In Masstree’s protocol, any operation—including a lookup—might abort and retry if its version checking indicates it may
have observed an inconsistent node state. In contrast, Occualizer relies on LCOW to guarantee that observed nodes are consistent, and on the “forepassed” condition [44] to guarantee correctness of searches that traverse inconsistent tree states. In Occualizer’s protocol, read-only lookups never abort and retry—only update operations do. As a result, as Figures 7b and 7d show (on the right Y axis), the average number of attempts required to complete an operation is larger in Masstree than in occ[B+tree]—and the difference grows with the number of threads.

7.3 Overhead analysis

To break down the sources of Occualizer’s performance overhead, we evaluate the throughput impact of making the transformation but using a no-op implementation of each library method, then gradually adding in each method’s actual implementation. We use single-threaded execution for this evaluation, because an Occualizer tree does not run correctly when any of the methods are disabled.

Table 6 shows the results, comparing occ[B+tree] to the original sequential B+tree, on the R-50 workload. The lion’s share of overhead is due to occ_get and occ_set, which interpose on node field accesses. The impact of occ_get is \( \approx 2x \) that of occ_get, as reading fields is more frequent. Invoking the methods, occ_start, and occ_finish each degrade throughput by 6–7% points.

Table 6: Single-threaded throughput of occ[B+tree] relative to sequential B+tree (R-50 workload) as Occualizer’s synchronization functionality is gradually enabled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enabled methods</th>
<th>Relative throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (call overhead)</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_start</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_finish</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_get</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occ_set = occ[B+tree]</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Conclusion

This paper presented Occualizer, a mechanical transformation for adding scalable optimistic synchronization to a sequential search tree implementation. Occualizer’s specialization to trees enables designing a synchronization protocol that does not suffer from the limitations of transactional memory and universal constructions. Overall, Occualizer trees shrink the performance gap between these automatic transformations and hand-crafted trees by up to 13x.

Occualizer is limited, however, in that it applies only to sequential search trees that satisfy its prerequisites. Relaxing the prerequisites and automating the verification that an input tree satisfies them are interesting future directions, as is reducing the overhead of Occualizer’s synchronization library. Our current Occualizer prototype also requires some manual steps to transform the input tree; automating these steps is an ongoing effort.

Occualizer’s code is available at https://github.com/tomershanny/Occualizer.
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Abstract

We introduce Immortal Threads, a novel programming model that brings pseudo-stackful multithreaded processing to intermittent computing. Programmers using Immortal Threads are oblivious to intermittent execution and write their applications in a multithreaded fashion using common event-driven multithreading primitives. Our compiler fronted transforms the stackful threads into stackless threads that waste a minimum amount of computational progress upon power failures. Our runtime implements fair scheduling to switch between threads efficiently. We evaluated Immortal Threads on real hardware by comparing it against the state-of-the-art intermittent runtimes. Our comparison showed that the price paid for the Immortal Threads is a runtime overhead comparable to existing intermittent computing runtimes.

1 Introduction

Advancements in low-power electronics and energy harvesters exploiting ambient sources (e.g., solar [20], indoor light [21], and radiofrequency [27]) paved the way for sustainable systems that can work without batteries. Recent studies have demonstrated promising examples of these systems, such as body implants [23] and long-lived wearables [51], where continuous power is not available and changing batteries is difficult. There are several microcontroller-based batteryless computing platforms (e.g., WISP [46], Flicker [24], Camaroptera [42] and Engage [16]) developed by the researchers. Instead of a battery, these platforms comprise a capacitor that powers all hardware components, including the ultra-low-power microcontroller (MCU), sensors, communication circuitry, and other peripherals. When a batteryless platform consumes the energy stored in its capacitor, it turns off due to a power failure. The platform charges its capacitor until the stored energy exceeds an operating threshold, which turns on the platform again. Therefore, the software on batteryless platforms runs intermittently due to frequent power failures and charge-discharge cycles.

Each power failure clears the CPU registers and the volatile memory during an intermittent execution. Hence, the computation might not progress forward since the control returns to the application’s entry point [11]. Moreover, power failures may cause data stored in non-volatile memory to be partially updated, leading to memory inconsistency [43]. The prior art proposed mainly two approaches to overcome these issues. The first one is to place checkpoints in program source [6, 8, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33, 36, 44, 53], which store their continuation (i.e., the control state including the registers, stack and global data) in non-volatile memory. After a power failure, control resumes from the latest successful checkpoint location. Another approach is to employ a task-based programming model [10, 19, 25, 34, 37, 38, 45, 54], which requires programmers to implement their programs as a collection of tasks and transitions between them. This model eliminates the cost of checkpoints, since the all-or-nothing semantic of tasks, defined by the programming model, means that a function pointer to the current task is enough to represent the continuation of the program, which makes saving and restoring it from non-volatile memory extremely cheap [10].

Despite efficiency, the task-based model poses significant problems in developing event-driven applications [17, 32]. This situation prevents the widespread adoption of intermittent systems since most sensing applications are event-driven.

P1-Event Handling Complexity: Event handling, in general, is implemented in the form of state machines that require explicit management of states and transitions [18]. Implementing event-driven applications using the task-based model requires programmers to manage (i) task partitioning, (ii) task-based control flow, (iii) event states, and (iv) state transitions simultaneously. This situation creates an excessive cognitive burden concerning event-driven intermittent computing.

P2-Limited Concurrency: Existing event-driven task-based systems (e.g., [45, 54]) cannot fully support preemptive threads. Since tasks execute atomically, they voluntarily yield the control, and other tasks cannot preempt them. Moreover, tasks cannot block on events, trigger new threads of execution, and notify the completion of event processing. Therefore, pro-
grammers need to partition long-running computation (e.g., compression [29]) into a set of tasks to avoid missing events.

**P3-Wasted Progress:** Partial execution of tasks (due to power failures) leads to loss of computational progress within tasks since tasks have all-or-nothing semantics. This issue increases event response time, which is critical for event-driven systems. Recent work proposed loop continuation to preserve computational progress after each loop iteration by selectively violating the task-based model [22] (see Sections 1 and 6).

**Problem Statement.** Considering the mentioned problems, we seek a programming model that:

- **(Req.-1)** removes the cognitive load of the task-based model while retaining its lightweight characteristics;
- **(Req.-2)** brings the flexibility of preemptive multithreaded programming to intermittent systems;
- **(Req.-3)** enables progress from the point where a thread has been interrupted due to a power failure.

**Challenges.** Fulfilling these requirements is not trivial. To satisfy (Req.-1), Kortbeek et al. [31] proposed giving up the task-based model and using lightweight and sparse checkpoints that save all registers and only the memory segments modified by the program. However, to fulfill (Req.-2), checkpoints need to be placed almost at each line in the code. This situation creates an unmanageable overhead even with these lightweight checkpoints. Finally, concerning (Req.-2), we note that it is not enough to use a checkpoint runtime on top of an existing multithreaded OS, since OS primitives such as mutexes, semaphores, as well as interrupt handling, must be implemented taking the intermittence into account, to avoid memory consistency issues due to partial updates.

**Contributions.** In this paper, we introduce Immortal Threads that brings pseudo-stackful preemptive multithreaded programming model to event-driven intermittent computing. Programmers using Immortal Threads are oblivious to intermittent execution and write their applications in a multithreaded fashion using plain C without tasks (see Figure 1). Immortal Threads compiler fronted transforms stackful threads into stackless threads, inserts ultra-lightweight checkpointing mechanisms under the hood to minimize wasted progress, and maintains the memory consistency. The Immortal Threads library implements a preemptive scheduler to switch between threads and provides common event-driven primitives such as semaphores and blocking event wait operations. Our real-world experiments showed that Immortal Threads has runtime overhead comparable to the prior art intermittent runtimes InK [54], Alpaca [34] and TICS [31]. Moreover, during frequent power failures, Immortal Threads reduced execution time and wasted work by up to 40% and 90%, respectively.

In summary, Immortal Threads introduces the following contributions:

1. **Preemptive Multithreading:** For the first time, we enable preemptive multithreading for event-driven intermittent systems, which provides programming flexibility and eliminates the cognitive burden of task-based programming.

![Figure 1: With Immortal Threads, programmers write applications in a multithreaded fashion without concerning intermittent execution, and focus only on event-driven aspects.](image)

(2) **Almost-Free Checkpoints:** We propose a novel checkpointing technique, inspired by Dunkels et al. [18], that saves only the program counter rather than all registers and memory.

(3) **Just-in-time Privatization:** We propose a novel technique that eliminates the need for creating static versions of non-volatile program variables to keep memory consistent.

(4) **Micro Continuation:** Thanks to almost free checkpoints and just-in-time privatization, threads always progress from their latest memory update, and they do not waste computational progress upon power failures.

(5) **Open-source Release:** We release Immortal Threads as a C library with compiler support (via [55]) for the widespread adoption of intermittent computing.

## 2 Background and Related Work

Batteryless computing platforms comprise ultra-low-power MCUs with embedded non-volatile memory. For instance, MSP430FR5969 [48], one of the mainstream MCUs used in batteryless platforms, has 64kB of FRAM [50] and 2kB of SRAM memory. FRAM stores data that will persist upon power failures. The key challenges of intermittent computing are the loss of computational progress after power failures and memory inconsistency issues. Power failures reset the MCU, and the control returns to the application’s entry point. Moreover, power failures might keep persistent variables (i.e., variables maintained in non-volatile memory) partially updated and in an inconsistent state. Code blocks with WAR
(Write-After-Read) dependencies on persistent variables are not idempotent, since they might produce different results when the MCU re-executes them after a power failure [43]. For example, assume that $x$ is a persistent variable and the program executes $\{x++; \text{ vector}[x]=v; \}$. A power failure after $x++$ re-executes $x++$ and leads $x$ to be increased twice.

2.1 Intermittent Computing Approaches

The prior art focused on the forward progress and memory consistency aspects of intermittent execution but also considered the timeliness of data processing and event-driven concurrency.

Checkpoints. In energy-guided checkpointing, the device continuously monitors the capacitor to perform a checkpoint on imminent power failure, as in Hibernus [6]. However, voltage monitoring is quite expensive in terms of energy consumption [52]. In software-only checkpointing (e.g., DINO [33], Chinchilla [36] and TICS [31]), the program source is instrumented with checkpoints, either by a programmer or a compiler. The checkpoints are double-buffered in non-volatile memory to prevent the latest consistent checkpoint from being superseded immediately by an inconsistent (i.e., partially updated) checkpoint. Moreover, a compiler analysis is required to determine the modified persistent variables between two checkpoints and create their versions to prevent violations of idempotency upon resumption [33]. After a power failure, the checkpointing runtime restores the versions that isolate the code from partially updated versions, and the control resumes from the latest successful checkpoint location. There are several other works that aim to reduce the overhead of checkpoints [3, 4].

![Figure 2: The task-based and checkpoint-instrumented versions of a 1-D convolution code. Arrows among the tasks denote channels that hold versions of task-shared variables.](image)

Task-based Model. This model eliminates the overhead of checkpoints by proposing tasks that do not have a restoration cost. Tasks have read-only inputs and write-only outputs (called channels [10]), which are maintained in non-volatile memory separately. Tasks are inherently idempotent since separate channels avoid WAR dependencies in the task body. Runtimes execute tasks atomically with all-or-nothing semantics. The task-based model employs static multi-versioning by creating multiple copies of the data distributed over the inputs and outputs of the tasks (see Figure 2). Alpaca [34] avoided multi-versioning by proposing privatization that creates local copies of the task-shared persistent variables. Each task loads its local copies with the original values, manipulates local copies, and commits them to the original locations upon completion.

Timely Execution. Data (processing) might expire due to charging times during intermittent execution. Mayfly [25], InK [54] and CatNap [37] proposed extensions to the task-based programming model to express timely data constraints and time-critical code. TICS [31] added extensions to checkpointing systems to enable timely data processing.

Event-driven Intermittent Computing. InK [54] proposed task threads, which are triggered by events to execute a sequence of tasks. Coati [45] handles the event-driven concurrency issues by serializing concurrent interrupts with the tasks to keep the shared persistent state consistent. CatNap [37] isolated energy for reliable intermittent execution of periodic events, which are time-critical tasks in a task-based model. TICS [31] does not support event-driven constructs, but it can checkpoint event-driven legacy code—though these checkpoints do not guarantee the semantically correct operation [31] (see Section 5.1).

2.2 Embedded Concurrency Models

Several studies proposed different concurrency models for embedded systems [2, 7, 29, 32, 30, 40, 41]. We classify the main differences in these models into two spheres: whether the concurrency is cooperative or preemptive, and whether the concurrency units (i.e., “threads”) are stackful or stackless.

Concurrency Approaches. Stackful concurrency has programming expressiveness, since continuations can be set anywhere in the thread’s call stack by preserving the local variables [29]. It is costly since each thread requires its own stack, and thread preemption requires storing all registers into the continuation. In stackless concurrency, threads share the same stack, and local variables are not maintained when a thread blocks. As an example, Protothreads [18] implements a stackless cooperative concurrency model. Consequently, a protothread can yield control only within its main body, not within the body of a function it calls.

Concurrency and Checkpoints. The former sets continuations (a.k.a. execution context) to switch context among threads, while the latter sets them to restore the program state after reboot. Therefore, from the perspective of concurrency, software-only checkpointing systems are non-preemptive, in the same way stackful threads voluntarily set a continuation and yield control. Besides, energy-guided checkpointing systems are preemptive since they stop thread execution and set a
continuation upon an imminent power failure. Intuitively, the task-based model is a form of static non-preemptive stackless checkpointing system. Static and non-preemptive because task decomposition is done at programming time and checkpoints are taken only at task boundary, and stackless because only the active task’s function pointer is checkpointed. Similar to stackless threads, the low-overhead of the task-based model comes at the cost of imposing a programming model with a high cognitive load.

### 2.3 Drawbacks of Prior Works

Table 1 presents a comparison of the main features of Immortal Threads with the relevant intermittent computing approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermittent Runtimes</th>
<th>Task-based or Checkpointing</th>
<th>Run-time Overhead</th>
<th>Event-driven Support</th>
<th>Main Features</th>
<th>Lost Work</th>
<th>Micro Continuation</th>
<th>Timely Execution</th>
<th>Timely, Event-Driven Intermittent Program Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dewdrop [9], Mementos [44], DINO [33], HarvOS [8]</td>
<td>Checkpointing</td>
<td>High $\times$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Low to High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratchet [53]</td>
<td>Checkpointing</td>
<td>Very High $\times$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Very Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinchilla [56]</td>
<td>Checkpointing</td>
<td>Medium $\times$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain [10], Coala [38], Alpaca [34]</td>
<td>Task-based</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayfly [25]</td>
<td>Task-based</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TICS [31]</td>
<td>Checkpointing</td>
<td>Medium $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No Support $\times$</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>N/A $\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink [54], Rehash [5]</td>
<td>Task-based</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Limited Support $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Difficult $\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat [45]</td>
<td>Task-based</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Limited Support $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Difficult $\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CatNap [37]</td>
<td>Task-based</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Limited Support $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>High $\checkmark$</td>
<td>No $\times$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Difficult $\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immortal Threads (this work)</td>
<td>Checkpointing (almost zero overhead)</td>
<td>Low $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Full Support $\checkmark$ (multithreading)</td>
<td>Very Low $\checkmark$ (almost zero)</td>
<td>Very Low $\checkmark$ (almost zero)</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Yes $\checkmark$</td>
<td>Easy $\checkmark$ (almost the same as in continuous systems)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A comparison of the main features of Immortal Threads with the relevant intermittent computing approaches.

3 Immortal Threads: Overview

Immortal Threads consists of a programming interface, a compiler frontend, and a small run-time library, which bring pseudo-stackful preemptive multithreading model into intermittent computing. Programmers using Immortal Threads are oblivious to intermittent execution, and they develop their programs in a multithreaded fashion as they are programming a continuously powered system. The compiler frontend transforms the source code into stackless continuations that handle intermittency without programmer intervention.

As depicted in Figure 1, the main building block of an intermittent event-driven application is the thread of execution that continues running from where it left upon power failures, which we call immortal thread. Unlike the task-based model (which requires explicit idempotent code generation via task splitting), the unnecessary details of the intermittent execution are not visible to the programmers. The duties of the programmers are to (i) identify the events in their system, (ii) design their systems as a set of threads that are the handlers of these events, (iii) manage the necessary state management and state transitions, and (iv) consider timing aspects during event-driven intermittent execution. It is worth mentioning that duties (i)--(iii) are identical to the steps followed to develop event-driven applications in continuously powered systems [17, 32]. Differently, in (iv), programmers embed (if required) the necessary program logic to check event expiration due to the delays stemming from the charge/discharge cycles during the intermittent execution.
Wait and Post Semaphores. Immortal Threads provides an event primitive that builds a bridge between threads and ISRs (interrupt service routines). Threads can block (i.e., wait) on events using _EVENT_WAIT and _EVENT_WAIT_EXP interfaces, which suspend threads until the relevant event occurs. Signaling an event via the _EVENT_SIGNAL interface unblocks the waiting thread to continue its execution. Immortal Threads cannot guarantee event handling deadlines, but programmers can provide an expiration time to catch outdated events and prevent unnecessary event processing. To detect event expiration, programmers can use _EVENT_WAIT_EXP, which subtracts the current time from the timestamp of the event. This interface unblocks the corresponding thread if the result of the subtraction is less than the expiration time provided by the programmer. Blocking wait interfaces also pass a pointer to the event data to let the waiting thread copy these data into its thread-local buffer.

Wait and Post Semaphores. Immortal Threads provides a binary semaphore implementation for inter-thread signaling. A thread can block (wait) on a semaphore using the _SEM_WAIT interface. Another thread can post this semaphore using _SEM_POST to unblock that thread. ISRs can also post semaphores using a separate interface _SEM_POST_ISR.

ISRs and Event Signaling. In Immortal Threads model, interrupts have all-or-nothing semantics. ISRs interface with the hardware, obtain the data, and deliver it to threads. Each ISR has an associated event structure. When an interrupt (i.e., an event) occurs, the ISR obtains a pointer to the event data buffer via the _EVENT_GET_BUFFER interface. ISRs store the event data (e.g., the sensor reading) into this buffer and set the event timestamp via _EVENT_SET_TIMESTAMP. ISR commits these changes atomically and notifies the waiting thread via the _EVENT_SIGNAL interface. A power failure up to this point might lead to an event loss. Otherwise, the notified thread will obtain the event data and perform the necessary processing.

### Table 2: Immortal Threads core language constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Construct</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_SEM_WAIT(sem)</td>
<td>wait on semaphore sem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_SEM_POST(sem)</td>
<td>post semaphore sem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_SET_TIMESTAMP(e, t)</td>
<td>sets the timestamp of e as t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_GET_BUFFER(e)</td>
<td>returns a pointer to the data buffer of e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_GET_TIMESTAMP(e)</td>
<td>returns the timestamp of e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_WAIT(e, buf)</td>
<td>blocking wait on e w/o expiration time, returns the event data via buf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_WAIT_EXP(e, buf, t)</td>
<td>blocking wait on e w/ expiration time t, returns the event data via buf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_EVENT_SIGNAL(e)</td>
<td>signals the event and unlocks the thread waiting on the event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Programming Model

Immortal Threads supports the common multithreaded event-driven language constructs, as presented in Table 2.

Timely Events and Blocking Wait. Immortal Threads provides an event primitive that builds a bridge between threads and ISRs (interrupt service routines). Threads can block (i.e., wait) on events using _EVENT_WAIT and _EVENT_WAIT_EXP interfaces, which suspend threads until the relevant event occurs. Signaling an event via the _EVENT_SIGNAL interface unblocks the waiting thread to continue its execution. Immortal Threads cannot guarantee event handling deadlines, but programmers can provide an expiration time to catch outdated events and prevent unnecessary event processing. To detect event expiration, programmers can use _EVENT_WAIT_EXP, which subtracts the current time from the timestamp of the event. This interface unblocks the corresponding thread if the result of the subtraction is less than the expiration time provided by the programmer. Blocking wait interfaces also pass a pointer to the event data to let the waiting thread copy these data into its thread-local buffer.

Wait and Post Semaphores. Immortal Threads provides a binary semaphore implementation for inter-thread signaling. A thread can block (wait) on a semaphore using the _SEM_WAIT interface. Another thread can post this semaphore using _SEM_POST to unblock that thread. ISRs can also post semaphores using a separate interface _SEM_POST_ISR.

ISRs and Event Signaling. In Immortal Threads model, interrupts have all-or-nothing semantics. ISRs interface with the hardware, obtain the data, and deliver it to threads. Each ISR has an associated event structure. When an interrupt (i.e., an event) occurs, the ISR obtains a pointer to the event data buffer via the _EVENT_GET_BUFFER interface. ISRs store the event data (e.g., the sensor reading) into this buffer and set the event timestamp via _EVENT_SET_TIMESTAMP. ISR commits these changes atomically and notifies the waiting thread via the _EVENT_SIGNAL interface. A power failure up to this point might lead to an event loss. Otherwise, the notified thread will obtain the event data and perform the necessary processing.

### Table 3: Main interfaces used by the compiler frontend.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Construct</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>begin(name)</em>/ _end(name)</td>
<td>immortal body start/ end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_def_type</td>
<td>pseudo local variables and persistent global variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_WR(arg, val)</td>
<td>arg = val (variable assignment operations w/o W-A-R, e.g., x+=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_WR_SELF(type, arg, val)</td>
<td>arg = type val (variable assignment operations w/ W-A-R e.g., x+=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_call(name,...)</td>
<td>call immortal function name with appropriate arguments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 3: Output of the compiler frontend. Initially thread1 and thread2 are blocked. The timer ISR signals the event and unblocks thread1 that unblocks thread2.

### 3.2 Execution Model and Multi-threading

Immortal Threads employs a multithreaded preemptive execution model by implementing a simple but efficient Round-Robin scheduling mechanism. Threads are initially blocked on events, waiting for ISRs to signal them. When an interrupt is triggered, the corresponding ISR signals an event, and the event handler thread wakes up and performs the computation. Therefore, there might be several threads running simultaneously during the execution of programs. Thanks to the compiler frontend, Immortal Threads manages the forward progress and memory consistency without programmer intervention.

### 3.3 Pseudo-Stackful Threads

The Immortal Threads compiler frontend performs a source-to-source transformation to convert the stackful threads into stackless continuations by employing almost-free checkpoints and just-in-time privatization. To do so, it uses the interfaces in Immortal Threads library (see Table 3). After the compiler pass, the transformed source code is linked with the Immortal Threads library. Figure 3 presents the output of the compiler frontend for a multithreaded event-handling example.

The compiler frontend instruments all programmer-defined functions, including thread entry points, to create immortal
functions. More specifically, an immortal thread is a concurrency unit whose entry point is an immortal function.

### Instrumentation of an Immortal Function

The compiler frontend instruments all local variables by using \_\_def followed by the data type and name (i.e., the ordinary way of variable declaration in C language). This operation converts programmer-defined local variables to persistent static variables with local scope. Compiler frontend instruments variable manipulations using \_\_WR and \_\_WR\_SELF interfaces to ensure memory consistency. These interfaces manage WAR dependencies, perform checkpoints, and keep functions idempotent. \_\_WR manipulates variables when the update operation does not include any WAR dependency. \_\_WR\_SELF manipulates variables when there is a WAR dependency during the update operation. For example, the Immortal Threads library implements the assignment \(x=0\) using \_\_WR\(x,0\) since there is no WAR dependency during this update. For \(x=x+5\), the necessary operation becomes \_\_WR\_SELF\((\text{uint32_t}*x,x+5)\) since the variable \(x\) is read first and then written. Immortal Threads provides different interfaces for variable manipulations with WAR dependencies to implement just-in-time privatization, which we will explain in Section 4. Additionally, calls to other immortal functions in an immortal function body are instrumented with the \_\_call interface, which makes setting micro-continuations inside called immortal functions possible. Finally, the compiler frontend also instruments the function body by wrapping it using \_begin/_end block. When a thread starts running for the first time, the first instruction in its entry immortal function is executed. If a power failure interrupts thread execution, the thread continues from the last checkpoint performed by the underlying Immortal Threads runtime, which can also be deep down in the call stack.

### Thread Preemption

Unlike common preemptive models, where the continuation is saved on preemption, Immortal Threads saves the continuation (i.e., checkpoint) on each memory update. This guarantees the idempotence of the execution until the next checkpoint. Therefore, the scheduler can simply interrupt the execution of a thread and switch to the other one.

### Implementation of Immortal Threads

We implemented Immortal Threads library mainly using standard C macros and preprocessor directives. The library also includes functions for system initialization and scheduling operations. We implemented the source-to-source transformation using the LLVM & Clang LibTooling library [1].

#### Target Hardware

The current implementation of Immortal Threads library targets MSP430FR5994 [48] microcontroller from Texas Instruments that is equipped with 256KB FRAM and 8KB SRAM memory. Immortal Threads library uses a persistent time circuitry (which keeps track of time) to handle events and data expiration. It is worth mentioning that a persistent timekeeper is not a mandatory requirement for Immortal Threads runtime since it will work even without checking event time constraints. On the other hand, de facto intermittent computing platforms, e.g., Flicker [24], already include a persistent timekeeper circuit.

#### 4.1 Immortal Function and Threads

Each immortal function (which can also be the entry point of a thread) maintains \imm_fn_t structure that comprises a program counter (pc) to enable micro continuations, and a pointer to the same structure (callee) for calling other functions (via \_call). For the just-in-time privatization operations, a privatization buffer (represented by \priv_buf_t) is also maintained. All local variables are allocated in non-volatile memory as variables with static storage duration, which makes immortal threads (based on immortal functions) stackless. Figure 4 presents a sample output of the C preprocessor, which depicts how the privatization buffer (\_\_priv_buf) and the function structure (this) are allocated in non-volatile memory.

#### 4.2 Enabling Micro Continuations

Threads can be interrupted at any time by power failures, and their execution continues from the latest checkpoints. Immortal Threads library performs an almost-free checkpoint at each memory update via the \_\_WR and \_\_WR\_SELF interfaces. Memory updates that lead to WAR dependencies (i.e., \_\_WR\_SELF) require just-in-time privatization to keep memory consistent.

### Almost Free Checkpoints

Figure 4 presents how \_begin/_end blocks (which are just C macros) are transformed into \_\_switch/_case structures in C. Since the \imm_fn_t structure for each immortal function is statically allocated, the pc field of is initialized with zero. Therefore, a function initially starts by executing its first case block \case 0:. The almost-free checkpoint is just adding a new case statement at compile-time and modifying pc of the function. We implemented almost-free checkpoints using the standard GNU C preprocessor macro \_\_COUNTER, whose value increments each time the preprocessor encounters it. We implemented the core checkpoint code as follows:
If the thread (in which the function is running) restarts, the execution will continue from the case statement of the last checkpoint. However, only checkpoints are not sufficient to keep memory consistent. As indicated previously, \_WR performs single-memory updates that do not lead to WAR dependencies. However, a sequence of operations \_WR\((x, y); \_WR\((y, z); form a WAR dependency. Therefore, we need to take a checkpoint before each memory update operation using \_WR. We implemented this macro as follows:

```c
#define _WR(arg, val) _CP(); arg = val;
```

### Just-in-Time Privatization

Single memory updates that include WAR dependencies, e.g., x++, require a two-phase commit operation to keep memory consistent. In the first phase, Immortal Threads library creates a private version of the variable in the privatization buffer (\_priv_buf) and updates the private version. Then a checkpoint is taken. In the second phase, Immortal Threads library commits the private version to the original variable. We present the implementation of the \_WR\_SELF macro that captures these steps below:

```c
#define _WR\_SELF(type, arg, val) \ 
  _CP(); *((type*)\&\_priv_buf.buffer) = val; \ 
  _CP(); arg = *((type*)\&\_priv_buf.buffer);
```

Thanks to just-in-time privatization, Immortal Threads does not require a compiler analysis to detect idempotent code blocks, as in Woude et al. [53]. Furthermore, there is no need for static versioning, as in Colin et al. [10]. Immortal Threads library forms a continuous sequence of idempotent code blocks by connecting them using almost-free checkpoints on the fly.

### Calling other functions

When there is a power failure while a callee executes, the control should resume from the last memory update in the callee body. To call an immortal function, Immortal Threads library first checkpoints, saves the pointer to the callee in the caller’s _imm_fn_t structure, and then makes the call as shown in the following pseudo-code:

```c
#define __call(name, args) \ 
  _CP(); this.callee = name(args); \ 
  _CP(); this.callee->pc = 0; _CP();
```

If the callee successfully returns, the caller sets the program counter (pc) of the callee to zero and checkpoints. Consequently, the function will be able to be called again. If there is a power failure before the callee returns, the thread execution will restart from the entry immortal function, which will perform a set of nested function calls to reach the callee that has not finished yet. Therefore, the execution resumes from the last memory update in the leaf callee’s body.

---

### 4.3 Thread Scheduling Implementation

The Immortal Threads scheduler includes platform-specific assembly code that switches the execution from the current thread to the next one. Figure 5 presents a part of our scheduler implementation. When the system restarts, the value of the stack pointer is saved in the variable \_sp. The array functions contains pointers to the thread entries that are ready to run. The while loop indexes the threads with the persistent variable \_th and calls them in order.

When the periodic timer of the scheduler fires, it interrupts the current thread, and the execution jumps to the _schedISR routine. This ISR modifies the stack to replace the interrupt return address with the address of the label ISR\_return in the scheduler loop. Upon interrupt return instruction (ISR routines execute iret upon return), the execution jumps to ISR\_return label. At this point, the stack pointer is restored (using the old stack pointer in \_sp) to continue the execution of the scheduler loop using its stack frame. Then, the value of the index \_th is incremented, and the corresponding thread function is called. It is worth mentioning that thanks to micro continuation, the interrupted thread will not be in an inconsistent state. When the scheduler loop starts running again, it will continue execution from its latest checkpoint. Indeed, the ISR interruption acts as an artificial power failure.

**Semaphores, Events and Data Races.** Power failures might break the atomicity of operations on semaphores and events (e.g., post and wait) and might lead to data races. For example, if a thread modifies the semaphore but does not checkpoint due to a power failure, it will post the semaphore again after recovery. This situation leads to incrementing the semaphore twice. To prevent such issues, Immortal Threads library im-

---

#### Figure 5: The Round-Robin scheduler, which is the only platform-specific code in Immortal Threads library.
plements event and semaphore operations by employing two-phase commit and double buffering, which are the main techniques proposed in the prior art to keep memory consistent despite power failures [31, 34, 54]. These operations firstly update the temporary values dedicated to events and semaphores. Then, the temporary values are atomically committed to their original locations. Upon system reboot, the scheduler checks if there is an uncommitted semaphore or event operation. If this is the case, it commits this operation. Then, it enables the interrupts and starts executing the threads. Immortal Threads library manages the data races between ISRs and threads by employing the same approach. Each event has a double-buffered event data buffer. An ISR does not modify the original buffer and immediately overwrites the event data. It uses the temporary buffer and then atomically commits it using a two-phase commit operation. These operations prevent the data races and inconsistency issues.

4.4 Compiler Frontend Implementation

We implemented Immortal Threads compiler frontend using the LLVM & Clang LibTooling framework. The AST produced by Clang is generally immutable, and source code rewriting cannot be directly reflected on the AST and its associated metadata. Therefore, it is necessary to keep track and manage the position offsets introduced by the transformations and solve conflicts when these transformations overlap. This limitation of Clang libraries, combined with the relative complexity of the entire source transformation for Immortal Threads, led us to adopt a multi-pass architecture inspired by the LLVM IR Pass framework. Each pass matches some parts of the AST and performs the appropriate source code rewriting. The rewritten source code is used to generate a new AST, on which the next pass operates.

Syntax Decomposition. One of the main challenges for source-to-source transformation is the switch constructs used in Immortal Threads lightweight checkpoints, which allow checkpoints only with a statement granularity. However, C programs might include expressions with WAR dependencies inside them, so it must be possible to perform checkpoints inside expressions. To this end, we decomposed these syntax constructs into separate statements so that it is possible to perform Immortal Threads lightweight checkpoints. In doing so, we paid special attention to aspects such as operator precedence and short-circuit evaluation.

Pessimistic Privatization due to Aliasing. The _WR_SELF interface, which performs JIT privatization, must be used for assignments where the left-hand side operand aliases with the right-hand side operand. In general, it is not possible to deduce all such aliases at compile time, e.g., when pointers are involved. Our current implementation pessimistically uses _WR_SELF instead of _WR when at least one operand contains a pointer dereference. We left integrating more advanced aliasing analysis as future work.

Shim API replacement. While a significant portion of the Immortal Threads operations is hidden from the programmer by the compiler frontend, primitives such as semaphores, mutexes, etc. (see Table 2) are visible to the programmer. These primitives have C macro-based implementations that generate _case statements for _switch blocks, which are inserted by the compiler frontend via _begin and _end statements later. Therefore, Clang fails to generate the initial AST that sets off the transformation pipeline. We solved this issue by providing these primitives as shim functions, and the compiler frontend replaces them with their actual macro-based implementations.

Pass Grouping Optimization. While the compilation time of the C language by modern compilers such as Clang is generally fast enough, having to re-parse the translation unit after each transformation is still a noticeable overhead when long source files are involved. Some of the presented passes depend on others. For example, instrumenting assignments with _WR and _WR_SELF is easily performed once syntax decomposition is done. On the other hand, some passes operate on orthogonal elements of the AST, for which we don’t need to worry about source rewriting conflicts. We grouped these passes and executed them using the same AST.

Compiler Directives and Code Optimization. In exceptional cases, the programmer can modify the behavior of the Immortal Threads compiler using custom attribute directives (__attribute__). For example, we allow the programmer to mark idempotent functions so that they are not instrumented for the sake of some manual optimizations. This feature reduces the overhead of frequent checkpoints but creates a risk of wasted work. In Section 6 we discuss ways to improve this aspect. Furthermore, we also implemented a specific compiler optimization to coalesce successive _WR and _WR_SELF macros in the code to eliminate frequent checkpoints that might degrade the execution time of time-sensitive computational loads. The programmer can enable this optimization by passing a flag to the compiler frontend. In this case, the compiler puts the best effort to reduce the number of checkpoints in basic blocks. In summary, Immortal Threads compiler frontend enables the developers to select the trade-off between the checkpointing overhead and wasted work based on the specific requirements of their applications.

Switch Statements. We allow programmers to use a subset of the switch statement in their code (unlike Protothreads, which does not permit programmers to use switch statements). Specifically, we support switch statements in which all the statements associated with case labels either finish with a break statement or are empty, i.e., the case directly falls through to the next case. Given the constraint we put, it is straightforward to transform such use of the switch into an equivalent if/else based code. The compiler frontend terminates with an error message if it encounters an unsupported usage of the switch statement.

Function Reuse. Immortal Threads needs to create different instances of thread-shared immortal functions to prevent data
races and memory inconsistencies. We implemented function reuse through a combination of compiler and Immortal Threads library support. Figure 6 presents a sample function that is shared among several immortal threads, and its instrumented version. The programmer uses a compiler directive (`_fn_max_instances` as indicated in the figure) to declare the maximum number of concurrent callers for the shared functions in the application. If the number of instances is not provided, the compiler can also use a default number to avoid programmer intervention. Our compiler modifies the signature of each shared immortal function by prepending an id parameter. Moreover, the compiler also transforms all local variables into arrays whose lengths correspond to the number of instances. Thus, each access to any local variables becomes an array access, where the index is the id. Alternatively, to avoid the overhead of accessing the array, the Immortal Threads compiler can also create copies of the same immortal function at the source code level. Therefore, it can replace the original immortal function’s body with a call table that calls the appropriate function copy depending on the id parameter. This support lets the developer trade executable size for runtime efficiency. Besides, for each shared immortal function, the compiler allocates an associated metadata data structure containing a bitmap to represent unused instances, where each bit that is one represents a free instance. We present the pseudo-code of the macro that is used for calling shared functions as follows:

```c
#define _call_multi(name, args) 
  _CP(); get_instance_id(&this->callee_id); 
  this.callee = name(this->callee_id, args); 
  _CP(); release_instance_id(&this->callee_id); 
  this.callee->pc = 0; _CP();
```

The caller of an immortal function must first get a free instance, that is, access the bitmap and clear a bit that is set (using `get_instance_id`). It is worth mentioning that not getting a free instance should not happen by design. The programmer must ensure to provide the correct `_fn_max_instances` number configuration. If no free instance is available at runtime, it’s an assertion failure. Once the immortal function returns, the caller must release the called immortal function instance by setting the previously cleared bit (using `release_instance_id`). As a side note, recursive functions are not supported in the current implementation of Immortal Threads. We argue that this is not a significant limitation, as recursion is generally avoided in embedded systems.

## 5 Evaluation

We proceed with the evaluation of Immortal Threads by presenting a performance comparison against three state-of-the-art runtimes: Alpaca [34], InK [54], and TICS [31].

**Benchmarks.** We selected Bitcount (BC), Cuckoo Filter (CF), and Activity Recognition (AR) as the main benchmarks since they are widely used in previous works [31, 34, 54]. We also considered the DNN inference presented in Gobieski et al. [22] as a benchmark since the inference operations are computationally intense (e.g., the first convolution layer requires 150080 multiplications) and access non-volatile memory excessively (FRAM is more expensive compared to SRAM access). We used the BC, CF, and AR implementations in publicly available code repositories of Alpaca, InK, and TICS during our evaluations. We also considered the publicly available plain C versions of these benchmarks, which we call *Plain-Ram*, where all variables are in SRAM (no FRAM access). Therefore, they do not have overheads regarding non-volatile memory access, checkpoints, privatization, etc. Moreover, we created the *Plain-Fram* versions of these benchmarks where all variables are maintained in FRAM. Therefore, they have an additional FRAM access overhead compared to Plain-Ram versions. Note that the Plain-Ram and Plain-Fram implementations do not guarantee forward progress and memory consistency.

**Compiler Directives.** In the task-based implementations of the benchmarks (in Alpaca and InK), we observed that some functions are not declared as tasks to reduce task transition overheads and employ a manual compile-time optimization for these task-based systems. These functions are idempotent since they do not modify their inputs or global variables. Moreover, they are mostly small in size and frequently called at runtime. Similarly, in Immortal Threads implementations of these benchmarks, we annotated these idempotent functions (using the compiler directives mentioned in Section 4.4) to bypass unnecessary compiler instrumentation and reduce the number of checkpoints and the execution time overhead of Immortal Threads. Using annotations, we marked eight functions in BC, six functions in CF, three functions in AR, and seven functions in DNN, respectively. Furthermore, for the DNN benchmark, we enabled the checkpoint coalescing feature of our compiler frontend to reduce the memory access overhead of the data-intensive computations. These features of Immortal Threads compiler frontend allowed us compile-time optimizations without programmer involvement (excluding the annotation of idempotent functions).

**Target Platform and Tools.** We used the MSP-EXPFR5994 evaluation board [48], which includes 256kB FRAM and 4kB SRAM memory and can operate at up to 16MHz. We
used the 1 MHz frequency during the experiments on performance comparison (to be compatible with existing studies [31, 34, 54]. We used the GNU GCC v9.2.0.50 to compile our applications. To measure the time overhead and energy consumption, we used a logic analyzer and TI EnergyTrace software [49], respectively. We used the Powercast TX91501-3W [12] RF transmitter operating at 915 MHz center frequency to power wirelessly our evaluation board connected to the P2110-EVB [13] RF receiver. We used the 1mF and 50mF capacitors on P2110-EVB as energy storage to observe different power failure patterns. We also emulated power failures for the repeatability and replicability of comparative measurements. We generated a random soft reset triggered by an MCU timer with a uniformly distributed firing period in the interval of [5ms, 20ms] (as in Yildirim et al. [54]).

**Evaluation Metrics.** We considered *execution time* and *energy consumption* as the main metrics to evaluate the benchmarks. We also measured *wasted work* (which denotes computational progress lost due to power failures), *runtime overhead* introduced to progress the computation and keep memory consistent, and the memory requirements and code sizes of the benchmark implementations.

### 5.1 Evaluation Using BC, CF and AR

The InK and Alpaca implementations of the benchmarks have identical task boundaries. We placed TICS checkpoints aligned with task boundaries in the InK and Alpaca implementations for the sake of a fair comparison.

**Continuous Power.** Table 4 presents the continuously-powered execution time and energy consumption of the benchmarks. These benchmarks have different characteristics; for example, BC accesses memory more frequently to manipulate variables, and CF is more computationally dense. The differences in the time and energy overheads of the plain-Ram and plain-Fram versions show that intermittent computing, which requires frequent FRAM access, comes with significant overheads. Immortal Threads, InK, Alpaca, and TICS introduce additional overhead to Plain-Fram versions of the benchmarks to ensure forward progress and memory consistency. We observed that the performance of Immortal Threads is quite comparable to that of InK, TICS, and Alpaca during the continuous execution of the benchmarks. The reason is that InK and Alpaca need to perform bulk copy operations to commit the temporary buffers atomically during task transitions. Similarly, TICS needs to copy the stack and registers upon each checkpoint. Even though Immortal Threads maintains all variables in FRAM (which increases the time and energy overhead), almost-free checkpoints reduce the checkpointing cost, and just-in-time privatization eliminates block FRAM copy operations. Table 5 summarizes the average execution time of a task and the overhead of task transitions and checkpoints.

**Intermittent Power.** Figure 7 presents the wasted computational progress due to power failures and runtime overheads during intermittent execution with randomly generated power failures. The runtime overhead in InK and Alpaca is mainly due to the undo and redo logging operations performed by the tasks to recover computation upon power failures. Alpaca has a lower task transition overhead since it only double-buffers the task-shared variables with WAR dependencies and commits them upon task completion. Similarly, the overhead of TICS is due to the checkpoints and their restoration. TICS has more commit overhead since it checkpoints at the end of each task boundary, which requires a large bulk memory copy operation compared to task transitions in InK and Alpaca (see Table 5). During our experiments, Alpaca implementations of the benchmarks led to shorter task execution times and reduced wasted work since Alpaca introduced a lower runtime overhead compared to InK and TICS. In Immortal Threads, the runtime overhead is the total overhead of almost-free checkpoints, just-in-time privatization, and restoring compu-

### Table 4: Execution time and energy consumption of the benchmarks on continuous power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Bitcount (BC)</th>
<th>Cuckoo (CF)</th>
<th>Activity (AR)</th>
<th>DNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (ms)</td>
<td>Energy (µJ)</td>
<td>Time (ms)</td>
<td>Energy (µJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain-Ram</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>41.54</td>
<td>36.81</td>
<td>63.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plain-Fram</td>
<td>213.23</td>
<td>344.57</td>
<td>48.03</td>
<td>87.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>285.29</td>
<td>690.46</td>
<td>79.25</td>
<td>210.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InK</td>
<td>497.19</td>
<td>1287.05</td>
<td>376.12</td>
<td>1016.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TICS</td>
<td>482.38</td>
<td>1205.20</td>
<td>1229.30</td>
<td>2025.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immortal Threads (IT)</td>
<td>274.43</td>
<td>456.31</td>
<td>53.91</td>
<td>108.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Average execution time of a task, and task transition/checkpoint overhead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>~50.33</td>
<td>~14.44</td>
<td></td>
<td>280.97</td>
<td>127.56</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>169.69</td>
<td>537.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>~31.97</td>
<td>~9.52</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.92</td>
<td>121.08</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>129.23</td>
<td>716.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>~23.22</td>
<td>~17.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>829.87</td>
<td>124.55</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>880.36</td>
<td>670.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>~20.57</td>
<td>~14.45</td>
<td></td>
<td>1865103</td>
<td>570.05</td>
<td>2412</td>
<td>31765.28</td>
<td>1130.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Execution time and energy consumption of the benchmarks on continuous power.

Table 5: Average execution time of a task, and task transition/checkpoint overhead.
worth mentioning that loop continuation relies on manually wasted work and the total execution time significantly compared to existing runtimes. It is again worth mentioning that loop continuation relies on manually eliminated WAR dependencies and violates the task-based model. The implementation of TICS (from its public repository) could not support DNN inference, since its checkpoints lead to memory inconsistencies when the application accesses the higher regions of FRAM. InK requires DNN weights and input matrix to be allocated in task-shared memory regions. However, InK double buffers all task-shared variables and commits them non-selectively at each task completion. Therefore, the implementation of DNN in InK is not feasible since it needs to commit a large amount of task-shared data at each task transition. However, by violating the InK model, we provided loop continuation support, allowed tasks to manipulate FRAM directly, and managed to implement DNN, which has 16 tasks (2 tasks specific to Alpaca are not required). Since our platform has only 4kB SRAM, we could not implement the Plain-RAM version of DNN.

### Continuous Power
Due to the increased number of memory write operations, the overhead of Immortal Threads is more visible in this case (see Figure 8a). Immortal Threads introduced almost twice more overhead compared to Plain-Fram DNN (see Table 4). The main reason for performance degradation is committing each memory update atomically via the JIT privatization. INK and Alpaca performed better since they eliminated memory commit overheads by violating the task-based model via loop continuation. This violation allowed for larger tasks, which reduced the number of task transitions.

### RF Powered
We used 1mF and 50mF capacitors as energy storage and three different distances from the RF power transmitter to observe different power failure patterns. The charging time of the capacitor increases with the distance between the receiver and the power transmitter. The charging time of the 50mF capacitor is longer than that of the 1mF capacitor. On the other hand, the 50mF capacitor provides a longer operation time. We observed significantly higher power failure rates with the 1mF capacitor. We conclude from Figure 8b and Figure 8c that Immortal Thread’s performance becomes superior to the other runtimes as the power failure rate increases—it wastes less computational progress thanks to the micro-continuations.

### Unviolated Task Model
We implemented DNN in Alpaca without the loop continuation to answer the question of what the DNN performance is without violating the task-based model. Our implementation, which we call the original Alpaca (Alpaca (Org.), introduced an additional 11 tasks to the DNN implementation with loop continuation. This violation allowed for larger tasks, which reduced the number of task transitions.

### 5.2 Evaluation Using DNN Inference
Immortal Threads showed promising performance with relatively small benchmarks. To evaluate it under excessive memory access and computational load, we used the deep neural network (DNN) inference presented in [22]. This DNN model requires approximately 180kB FRAM to maintain the DNN weights and input matrix. The Alpaca DNN implementation in [22] employs loop continuation and has 18 tasks (2 tasks are for specific initialization operations). It is again worth mentioning that loop continuation relies on manually eliminated WAR dependencies and violates the task-based model. The implementation of TICS (from its public repository) could not support DNN inference, since its checkpoints lead to memory inconsistencies when the application accesses the higher regions of FRAM. InK requires DNN weights and the input matrix to be allocated in task-shared memory regions. However, InK double buffers all task-shared variables and commits them non-selectively at each task completion. Therefore, the implementation of DNN in InK is not feasible since it needs to commit a large amount of task-shared data at each task transition. However, by violating the InK model, we provided loop continuation support, allowed tasks to manipulate FRAM directly, and managed to implement DNN, which has 16 tasks (2 tasks specific to Alpaca are not required). Since our platform has only 4kB SRAM, we could not implement the Plain-RAM version of DNN.

### Continuous Power
Due to the increased number of memory write operations, the overhead of Immortal Threads is more visible in this case (see Figure 8a). Immortal Threads introduced almost twice more overhead compared to Plain-Fram DNN (see Table 4). The main reason for performance degradation is committing each memory update atomically via the JIT privatization. INK and Alpaca performed better since they eliminated memory commit overheads by violating the task-based model via loop continuation. This violation allowed for larger tasks, which reduced the number of task transitions.

### RF Powered
We used 1mF and 50mF capacitors as energy storage and three different distances from the RF power transmitter to observe different power failure patterns. The charging time of the capacitor increases with the distance between the receiver and the power transmitter. The charging time of the 50mF capacitor is longer than that of the 1mF capacitor. On the other hand, the 50mF capacitor provides a longer operation time. We observed significantly higher power failure rates with the 1mF capacitor. We conclude from Figure 8b and Figure 8c that Immortal Thread’s performance becomes superior to the other runtimes as the power failure rate increases—it wastes less computational progress thanks to the micro-continuations.

### Unviolated Task Model
We implemented DNN in Alpaca without the loop continuation to answer the question of what the DNN performance is without violating the task-based model. Our implementation, which we call the original Alpaca (Alpaca (Org.), introduced an additional 11 tasks to the DNN implementation with loop continuation. Figure 9 presents execution time, runtime overhead, and wasted work during controlled power failures. We observed that Immortal Threads outperformed the original Alpaca significantly, i.e., led to a twice shorter execution time. Furthermore, even though
Figure 9: DNN execution time, runtime overhead and wasted work with controlled power failures.

Immortal Threads has more overhead compared to the InK and Alpaca implementations, it wasted significantly less work.

Figure 10: Performance of DNN at different frequencies.

**Fram-CPU Bottleneck.** As CPU speed increases, the FRAM access latency becomes more dominant in system performance. The FRAM in our platform can operate at a maximum speed of 8 MHz. We evaluated the original Alpaca and Immortal Threads DNN inference performances using clock frequencies of 4MHz, 8MHz and 16MHz with controlled power failures, as presented in Figure 10. We observed that as the clock frequency increases, the performances of both systems come closer to each other due to the latency of FRAM access, but Immortal Threads still performs better.

We used the number of tasks (and checkpoints) and task-based control-flow declarations (in addition to the number of lines of code) shown in Table 6 as a metric to measure the burden. Thanks to the Immortal Threads compiler frontend, programmers write their programs without focusing on the details of the intermittent execution. The compiler frontend automatically wraps variable manipulations using the macros shown in 3, inserts checkpoints and creates idempotent code sections on the fly. Programmers use only the interfaces in Table 2, which are almost identical to the interfaces found in continuously powered event-driven systems [17, 32]. It is worth mentioning that Table 6 presents the number of lines after the Immortal Threads compiler pass (which has additional code inserted by the compiler). Even in this case, the number of lines in the implementations with Immortal Threads is almost half of that in the implementations with task-based models. As shown in Table 7, the code size of the application implemented in Immortal Threads library is larger than others. The main reason is that Immortal Threads library is implemented using C macros. It is worth mentioning that just-in-time privatization eliminates data versioning, reflected as considerably reduced data section requirements.

### 5.4 Summary of Evaluation Results

Our results showed that Immortal Threads has comparable runtime overhead to the existing runtimes. The runtime overhead and benefits of Immortal Threads depend on the application’s memory access patterns and the frequency of the power failures. Compared to Immortal Threads, InK (violated task-based model) had approximately ten times more wasted computation and 1.5 times more execution time DNN inference under power failures. Besides, the original Alpaca (the violated task-based model) had approximately 17 times more wasted computational progress and 2.4 times more execution time. Therefore, we observed that during frequent power failures Immortal Threads reduced execution time and wasted work by up to 40% and 90%, respectively. We conclude that Immortal Threads brings pseudo-stackful multithreaded programming with acceptable overhead and no cognitive burden.

### 5.5 Greenhouse Monitoring Application

We proceed with greenhouse monitoring, which is a common application shown in intermittent computing studies (e.g., [31]), to demonstrate a time-constrained event-driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alpaca</th>
<th>InK</th>
<th>TICS</th>
<th>Immortal Th.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Num. lines of code, num. of tasks and transitions (Alpaca and InK), num. of checkpoints (TICS and InK).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alpaca</th>
<th>InK</th>
<th>TICS</th>
<th>Immortal Th.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text</td>
<td>Ram</td>
<td>Fram</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>2254</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>3148</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN</td>
<td>13898</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>192K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Memory and Code Size requirements (in B).
scenario. To this end, we used a temperature sensor on the MSP430FR5994 MCU, a solar panel for energy harvesting, and an eZ430-RF2500 [47] board equipped with a CC2500 transceiver to transmit and receive data. MCU used a UART connection to send commands to eZ430-RF2500 for data transmission. We used the DS1302 [39] Real-Time Clock for time tracking despite power failures. As energy storage, we used the 50 mF supercapacitor of the P2110-EVB since it has a voltage regulator. Figure 11 shows our experimental setup.

**Figure 11: Greenhouse monitoring experimental setup.**

**GHM Implementation.** A timer thread checks the RTC to signal timer events every 6 seconds. The sense thread blocks on the timer event to sense the temperature and store it in a buffer with a timestamp. When the number of samples reaches 10, the sense thread calculates the average and signals the send event. The send thread unblocks, checks the event timestamp (via _EVENT_WAIT_EXP), and sends data to eZ430-RF2500 if the event has not expired. Otherwise, it ignores the event.

**Results.** We placed our setup in an outdoor location on our campus for 24 hours. Figure 12 shows the results according to the parts of the day. To expose the effects of energy availability, we split the results into 6-hour timeframes. Since there was not enough energy at night, no events occurred. Due to power failures and charging times, 16 out of 177 events expired in the morning. The available environmental energy was high during the afternoon, and none of the 276 events expired since there were no power failures. Similarly, 9 out of 42 events have expired in the evening. We conclude that Immortal Threads successfully caught these expirations and stopped data processing to save precious harvested energy.

**6 Discussion and Future Work**

**Programming models.** Protothreads [18] is an abstraction designed for continuously-powered sensors. Its local continuation concept enables blocking threads, but such continuations can be saved only in the thread’s entry function. InK task-threads provide a solution for intermittent event-driven applications, but they have mentioned drawbacks in this paper, e.g., the cognitive load of the task-based systems. Immortal Threads is an abstraction that provides micro continuation in intermittently powered systems, which is as lightweight as Protothreads’s local continuation. In addition, they can be saved anywhere in the call stack of a thread, not only in the entry function. However, the current implementation of micro continuations achieves pseudo-stackfulness by employing switch-based constructs. An essential question for our future work is whether it is possible to control the compiler’s usage of registers so that continuations can be composed of only the program counter and stack pointer while maintaining the remaining state in the (non-volatile) memory. Checkpointing at the statement boundary, combined with declaring variables as volatile or compiler fences, may provide a possible direction.

**Peripheral operations support** As previous works (e.g., [35]) point out, peripheral interaction should be atomic, which means no power failure can be allowed in between. In order to enable atomic execution of I/O handling operations, Immortal Threads compiler frontend can be extended to support a new compiler directive to mark atomic I/O functions, i.e., functions that should not contain checkpoints. The compiler frontend can add the necessary code that performs privatization of the parameters passed by address to such functions.

**Checkpoint Optimization.** Immortal Threads performs frequent checkpoints. Compiler analysis can be performed to merge and reduce unnecessary checkpoints. However, this may lead to more wasted work. In general, there is always a trade-off between checkpoint frequency (and the associated overhead) and the amount of waste work. Maeng et al. [36] proposes an adaptive approach: checkpoints are disabled at runtime when the system has still enough energy. However, this approach is effective only when determining whether to checkpoint has much less cost than taking the checkpoint, which does not apply to Immortal Threads, where checkpointing is merely an atomic write. One possible way to introduce adaptive checkpointing is to have multiple versions for each immortal function with a different checkpoint density. The runtime can then determine which version to call based on the energy availability. We leave this issue for future work.
7 Conclusions

Immortal Threads is the first intermittent computing runtime that enables pseudo-stackful multithreaded programming. Using Immortal Threads, programmers focus only on their multithreaded program logic that handles events instead of focusing on managing intermittent execution. Immortal Threads brings the missing event-driven primitives to intermittent computing, e.g., semaphores and event expiration handling. All these features come with an overhead comparable to the overhead of existing intermittent computing runtimes. We observed that, depending on the application and power failure frequency, Immortal Threads can even reduce execution time and wasted work by up to 40% and 90%, respectively.
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Abstract
Debugging is time-consuming, accounting for roughly 50% of a developer’s time. To identify the cause of a failure, a developer usually tracks the state of their program as it executes on a failing input. Unfortunately, most debugging tools make it difficult for a developer to specify the program state that they wish to observe and computationally expensive to observe execution state. Moreover, existing work to improve our debugging tools often restrict the state that a developer can track by either exposing incomplete execution state or requiring manual instrumentation.

In this paper, we propose an OmniTable, an abstraction that captures all execution state as a large queryable data table. We build a query model around an OmniTable that supports SQL to simplify debugging without restricting the state that a developer can observe: we find that OmniTable debugging queries are more succinct than equivalent logic specified using existing tools. An OmniTable decouples debugging logic from the original execution, which SteamDrill, our prototype, uses to reduce the performance overhead of debugging. The system employs lazy materialization: it uses deterministic record/replay to store the execution associated with each OmniTable and resolves queries by inspecting replay executions. It employs a novel multi-replay strategy that partitions query resolution across multiple replays and a parallel resolution strategy that simultaneously observes state at multiple points-in-time. We find that SteamDrill queries are an order-of-magnitude faster than existing debugging tools.

1 Introduction
Developers spend the majority of their time debugging their software [26]. Usually, a developer debugs by iteratively executing their program and using debugging tools to observe its state during the failing execution.

A developer can often identify the root cause of a simple bug by making a few observations about their program’s execution state. However, to identify the root cause of a complex bug, such as a atomicity violation or performance degradation, the developer will need to make sophisticated observations. Conceptually, we can model the logic for such sophisticated observations as a debugging program, designed to make sense of the failing program. For example, when debugging, a developer may observe all of the values to which a variable is assigned during an execution. Their debugging program consists of a set data structure to store the values, logic after each assignment in the failing execution that adds the assigned value to the set, and a print statement to print the set when the execution terminates.

Unfortunately, many debugging tools, such as gdb, “printf”, debugging, and binary instrumentation, support debugging programs that have both high programming complexity and high performance overhead. Such tools support procedural debugging programs that observe state as a failing program executes. Procedural debugging programs have considerable programming complexity, especially for sophisticated tasks that track execution state over time (§6.2). High complexity can lead to bugs [15, 44] that prevent a developer from understanding the failing program. Additionally, such debugging programs impose high performance overhead since sophisticated debugging programs observe a lot of execution state which existing tools extract within the same execution context as the failing program. Consequently, procedural debugging programs can slow execution by between a factor of 2–1000 (§6.3), which can preclude the use of sophisticated debugging programs [11].

Alas, prior debugging work retains, or even exacerbates, high programming complexity or high performance overhead to improve the other. Some proposals lower the performance overhead of debugging by employing parallelism (e.g., Speck [30], SledgeHammer [35]) or low-level optimizations (e.g., optimistic hybrid analysis [9], efficient path profiling [3]). At best, such techniques require redesigning debugging programs, at worst, they require novel research contributions to accelerate even a single task (e.g., taint tracking [4]).

High-level debugging tools decrease programming complexity by allowing a developer to observe and summarize execution state using a high-level programming model (e.g.,
Fay [12], G2 [17], EndoScope [7]). However, such tools retain high performance overhead since they perform a debugging program’s observations while executing the original failing program. To curtail the effect of high performance overhead, high-level debugging tools restrict the execution state that a developer can observe, either explicitly (e.g., by minimizing the times when a debugging program can observe state [12, 14, 25]) or implicitly (e.g., by requiring extensive manual instrumentation to specify observable execution state [17, 24, 40]). Such systems are well suited for tasks that only need to observe partial execution state, such as distributed tracing [24] or identifying specific classes of bugs [25], but are less suited for debugging complex issues.

This paper proposes the OmniTable query model, a new debugging paradigm that reduces the programming complexity and performance overhead of debugging without restricting the execution state that a developer can observe. The new OmniTable abstraction empowers the model. An OmniTable reduces programming complexity by presenting all of an execution’s state as a large queryable data object. An OmniTable reduces performance overhead by decoupling a debugging program’s observations from the original programs’ execution to enable automated optimizations of debugging programs.

The OmniTable query model enables debugging programs that can observe any execution state with low programming complexity by turning to relational logic. Concretely, an OmniTable is a database table representation of an execution that contains all architectural state (i.e., the value of all bytes of memory and all registers) before every instruction executed by the program. From a developer’s perspective, an OmniTable is extracted as a program executes and can later be queried using an extended SQL language to observe the execution’s state. The model bridges the gap between the architectural state in an OmniTable and common debugging abstractions (e.g., the functions executed, variables assigned, etc.) by re-purposing existing database primitives (e.g., high-level views) and creating new query operators (e.g., traversal functions).

Unfortunately, naively materializing an OmniTable would lead to considerable performance overhead, since it would require performing a core-dump before every instruction. Instead, our prototype, SteamDrill, employs lazy materialization. Lazy materialization defers the calculation of an OmniTable’s state until a developer queries it. Rather than extract an OmniTable in its entirety during execution, SteamDrill uses deterministic record and replay to store the execution associated with the OmniTable. Deterministic record and replay enables SteamDrill to compress and store years worth of OmniTables on a commodity hard drive [10]. When a developer issues a query over an OmniTable, SteamDrill generates instrumentation which it injects into a new replay of the execution associated with the OmniTable to produce the execution state needed for the query.

SteamDrill reduces performance overhead by decoupling a debugging query’s execution from the original program execution. SteamDrill uses a query planning approach that decomposes a debugging query into independent stages. SteamDrill implements a novel multi-replay query resolution strategy that executes each stage in a separate replay so that it can use data that is computationally inexpensive to observe (e.g., data about functions in an OmniTable) to reduce the compute cost of observing data that is computationally expensive to observe (e.g., data about each instruction in an OmniTable). In essence, multi-replay resolution uses the decoupling between an OmniTable query and the original execution to repeatedly observe OmniTable state at increasing detail. SteamDrill also uses decoupling to observe execution state from multiple points-in-time in parallel using thousands of machines [35, 47].

We built a SteamDrill prototype on top of Spark [47] and Arnold [10]. We evaluate the prototype using 5 detailed case studies of bugs reported in popular open-source applications (Memcached, redis, Apache, and SQLite). We identified 14 debugging programs that a developer would use to identify the root cause of each bug, including ad-hoc programs (e.g., “How many control-flow instructions did my function issue?”) and standard dynamic analyses (e.g., a memory leak detector). We implemented the debugging programs using OmniTable queries and gdb’s python bindings, which provide a high-level language over gdb features. We found that OmniTable queries require up to 11.67 times fewer lines (with a geometric mean of 3.74 times fewer lines), up to 5.73 times fewer terms (with a geometric mean of 1.70 times fewer terms), and up to 23.49 times less estimated development time (with a geometric mean of 2.75 times less estimated development time) than gdb scripts. We evaluated the performance of SteamDrill on 3 representative debugging queries and find that it is faster than gdb by a factor of 99 based upon geometric mean.

We make the following contributions:

• The OmniTable query model, which decouples a debugging program from a failing execution to reduce the programming complexity and performance overhead of debugging.

• SteamDrill, which optimizes OmniTable queries using query planning, cluster-scale parallelization, and a novel multi-replay query resolution approach.

• An evaluation of 5 case studies and 14 queries that shows that OmniTable queries are more succinct and SteamDrill has lower latency than state-of-the-art tools.

2 Motivation

In this section, we describe a motivational case study showing how the OmniTable query model simplifies debugging. In the case study, a developer uses an OmniTable to diagnose a performance problem in redis [36]. In the study, a developer deploys redis as an in-memory key-value LRU cache for a
slow back-end service. Over time, the average end-to-end latency of their deployment creeps upwards; the developer notices that the increase correlates with the back-end service processing a higher percentage of requests.

The bug is challenging to diagnose since the developer only starts with a high-level symptom and is unaware of which parts of the program are related to the error. To determine the root cause of the bug, the developer summarizes an execution’s behavior over time. The OmniTable allows the developer to observe all of the execution state of the program without requiring instrumentation; the query model’s support for SQL aggregations allows the developer to succinctly summarize large amounts of execution state. Moreover, the OmniTable enables repeated queries over the same buggy execution, instead of requiring the bug be reproduced for each query.

In contrast, summarizing execution state over time is challenging with existing tools (§7). To use a procedural debugging tool (e.g., gdb), the developer must identify numerous instrumentation points, track execution state over time in complex data-structures, and implement algorithms to group data and calculate statistics. Other debugging tools simplify execution summarization, but provide incomplete interfaces in that they do not expose the execution state (e.g., PTQL [25], Fay [12]) or do not support the operators (e.g., Pivot Tracing [24], Execution Mining [20]) required for this case study. Finally, instrumentation-based tools (e.g., G2 [17], Pivot Tracing [24]) require extensive manual instrumentation to perform the necessary observations.

The developer uses 5 OmniTable queries to identify the root cause of the performance degradation. Rather than query an OmniTable directly, the developer uses derived views to simplify their queries. A derived view labels execution state according to an abstraction of execution behavior, such as the functions, in-scope variables, or memory read by each instruction in an OmniTable. Below, we describe the derived views that the developer uses. Then, we describe the OmniTable queries that the developer uses and compare them to debugging programs expressed using existing debugging tools.

### 2.1 Views

The developer uses two derived views, Vars(ot) and Funcs(ot), which can be calculated over an OmniTable: ot. Figure 1 shows their schemas.

- **Vars(ot)**: The Vars view contains the value of all in-scope variables at each instruction in an OmniTable. Each row identifies the value of a single in-scope variable at a single instruction, regardless of whether that instruction accesses the variable. Figure 2 shows a few rows of the Vars(ot) view for the OmniTable for the buggy execution of redis used during this case study. A developer references the Vars view of an OmniTable, ot, by specifying Vars(ot) in their query.

- **Funcs(ot)**: The Funcs(ot) view contains information about the functions executed in an OmniTable—each row contains state from either the entry to or exit from a function execution contained in the OmniTable, ot. For example, Figure 3 contains a few rows of the Funcs(ot) view for the OmniTable for the buggy execution of redis used during this case study. The enterTime, callStack, and args columns are extracted upon function entry; the exitTime and rVal columns are extracted upon function exit (and are NULL for functions that never return); and the name and thread are extracted at both entry and exit and joined to match the entry and exit of each function. The rVal and args columns use the polymorphic type, Any, to encode different function signatures. For example, a developer specifies args["i"] to get the value of the argument i passed to a function.

The time, enterTime and exitTime columns from Vars(ot) and Funcs(ot) expose an ordering of events contained in the views and provide a primary key that uniquely identifies each row in the views. Moreover, a developer can use the time, enterTime, and exitTime columns to correlated data across the Funcs(ot) and Vars(ot) views for the OmniTable. For example, a developer can determine the value of each in-scope variable at the entry to each function by joining Funcs(ot) and Vars(ot) on enterTime = time; the second query uses this feature (§2.2.2).

---

**Figure 1:** The schema of the Funcs(ot) and Vars(ot) views. Each line in each table describes a column in the view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Time of instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Thread that executed instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eip</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Program counter of instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Variable name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Assigned value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>enterTime</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Time of function entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exitTime</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Time of function exit (or null)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Function name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thread</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Thread that executed function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>callStack</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Call stack of function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>args</td>
<td>Map[String-&gt;Any]</td>
<td>Argument values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rVal</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Return value of function execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Example data from Vars(ot). Each row contains state from either the entry to or exit from a function execution contained in the OmniTable, ot.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>enterTime</th>
<th>exitTime</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>args</th>
<th>rVal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>“lookupKey”</td>
<td>{&quot;key&quot;: &quot;k1&quot;}</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>“lookupKey”</td>
<td>{&quot;key&quot;: &quot;k2&quot;}</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>“incrRefCount”</td>
<td>{&quot;key&quot;: &quot;k1&quot;}</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3:** Example data from Funcs(ot) (omitting the callStack and thread columns).

---
The developer's first query (Listing 1) uses a windowed aggregation to approximate the number of items that the deployment caches in Redis (i.e., the working set size) during the performance degradation. The developer suspects that the working set size increases over time, which would lead to additional cache misses in Redis. Each cache miss sends a request to the back-end service, so this hypothesis would explain the creeping latency of the deployment.

The developer begins by inspecting Redis's source code to identify the function, `lookupKey`, which finds an item in the cache. For each `lookupKey` execution, the developer creates a window containing the preceding 10,000 executions of `lookupKey` and counts the number of distinct keys passed to each function call in this window. The OmniTable query model succinctly represents this logic using SQL aggregates. SQL aggregates calculate a mathematical operation (e.g., `SUM` or `COUNT`) over a group of rows. An aggregate can operate over a window of requests, in which each group is an ordered list of rows that match an `OVER` clause, as is the case in this query. Alternatively, an aggregate can operate over a group of rows that match a `GROUP BY` clause, as is the case in the developer's third query (§2.2.3).

In detail, the query uses the `OVER` operator to create sliding windows, each of which contains 10,000 consecutive calls to `lookupKey`, by ordering `Funcs(o)` by `enterTime` (Lines 2–3). The query filters non-`lookupKey` windows (Line 5). It counts the number of distinct keys passed to each function call in each window using the `key` argument (`args["key"]`) and the `COUNT` and `DISTINCT` operators.

Existing debugging tools either cannot support the query, impose high programming complexity, or impose high performance overhead. EndoScope [7] and Fay [12] could support the developer's query, but imposes a high overhead since they tightly couple debugging logic's execution with the original program execution. Most high-level debugging tools do not support windowed-aggregations and are either unable to compute the query (e.g., Pivot Tracing [24], Execution Mining [20]) or require a developer to write a custom operator to compute the query (e.g., G2 [17] requires expressing the window clause in terms of a vertex-based graph-traversal). Instrumentation-based debugging tools (e.g., Pivot Tracing [24]) would require the developer manually instrument the `lookupKey` function to produce the value of `key`.

An equivalent procedural debugging program is complex. The debugging program must navigate the performance-complexity tradeoff—creating a program with high overhead is straightforward, but creating one with low overhead requires complex logic to ensure consistency of two data structures. A mistake can lead to a misdiagnosis of the bug—our first version of the debugging program included such a mistake.

Listing 2 shows an implementation for gdb's Python bindings, which provide a Python interface for gdb features such as breakpoints and backtraces. The developer creates a custom `Breakpoint` class, `bp` (Lines 6–15); by creating a `bp` with the argument "lookupKey" (Line16), the developer instructs the gdb framework to call the developer-supplied `stop` function at each call to `lookupKey`. The developer tracks the sliding window of 10,000 requests by storing the value of the key argument into `keys`, a queue, and removing the first element if there are more than 10,000 elements in `keys` (Lines 7, 9, and 13). The developer could recompute the unique values in `keys` in `stop`, but that would add significant performance overhead since `lookupKey` is executed frequently. Instead, the developer uses a dictionary object, `indexed`, to track the number of times each `key` value appears in the `keys` window (Lines 5, 8, and 10–12). This logic is subtle and challenging to get right—for example, we initially used a set to track the unique elements in `keys` instead of using a dictionary to track the number of times each element appears in `keys`. Our buggy implementation erroneously removes elements from `indexed` and produces misleading results.
2.2.2 Second Query

Surprisingly, the working set size of the cache is fairly constant throughout the execution. Consequently, poor cache performance may arise from poor eviction decisions for the workload or from a decrease in the number of items in the cache over time. The developer’s second query determines the number of items in the cache over time by checking the number of items in the cache before each execution of the `lookupKey` function (Listing 3). Redis stores the size of the cache in a global variable, `used`; the query uses the `Vars` view to access the value of the variable (Lines 2–3). It prevents the query from producing extremely large amounts of data by using a `Join` to limit the rows to only those when the execution enters `lookupKey` (Lines 2–4).

Unlike the OmniTable query model, many debugging tools do not expose the value of variables at arbitrary points-in-time and cannot support the developer’s second query (e.g., Fay [12], PTQL [14]). Endoscope [7] could support the query, but only exposes variable values when they are assigned and requires the query identify the most recent preceding assignment of used for each call to `lookupKey`. Instrumentation-based tools (e.g., Pivot Tracing [24], G2 [17]) and procedural tools (e.g., gdb) require instrumenting the `lookupKey` function to produce the value of used.

2.2.3 Third Query

The second query’s output shows that the number of items in the cache decreases throughout the execution. Since the redis configuration specifies a total memory size for the cache and the deployment uses constant sized items, a declining number of items in the cache implies that there is a memory leak. Unfortunately, redis does not clean up memory on shutdown, so existing leak detection tools (e.g., memcheck [29] and AddressSanitizer [39]) report nearly all memory allocations as leaks.

The developer’s third query uses an alternative approach: it tracks the number of leaked bytes by each allocation site (defined as the call stack of the allocation) over time. Allocation sites that produce bug-inducing leaks will have a gradual increase of leaked bytes throughout the execution. The developer’s query observes three separate types of execution events with different happens-before relationships, which is greatly simplified by the OmniTable query model.

The developer first creates a view, DefinedMemory(ot), that contains the window of time during which each memory object is defined, i.e., allocated and not freed (Listing 4). The view joins each call to `malloc` with the subsequent call to free whose pointer argument, `ptr`, is equal to the return value from malloc (Lines 5–8). Since a pointer could be reallocated by malloc after being freed, the query only matches calls to free that occur after the call to malloc (`m.exitTime< f.enterTime` at Line 7). Additionally, it only matches each malloc with the next matching call to free, as ordered by `exitTime` and `enterTime`, respectively, by using `NextJoin`, a new operator provided by the OmniTable query model (Lines 5–6). The developer uses `Left NextJoin`, which produces output from the left relation even if there is no matching row in the right relation, so that memory which is never freed (i.e., leaked) has a NULL value for the end column.

The third query tracks the amount of data leaked by each allocation site over time. For each leaking allocation (Lines 12–13), the developer constructs a window containing all preceding leaking allocations from the same allocation site by using the `Over` operator (Line 11). They sum the number of bytes leaked within each window (Line 10).

Like with the previous queries, existing debugging tools either cannot support the third query, impose high programming complexity, or impose high performance overhead.

2.2.4 Fourth Query

The output of the third query identifies a single leaking allocation site, `leakSite`. Redis uses reference counters to manage allocations from `leakSite`. Each counter tracks the number of live references to each object; redis should garbage collect the object when the count reaches 0. So, the developer suspects a problem in the reference counting and writes a query to count the updates to the reference counters of leak-
ing objects (Listing 5). They identify leaked objects that were allocated at leakSite (Lines 2–3) and match each leaked object with corresponding executions of decrRefCount and incrRefCount, the functions that modify reference counts (Lines 2, 4, and 5). The developer groups the rows by object and function name (Line 6) and determines the number of calls to increment and decrement the counter (Line 1).

Like the previous queries, existing debugging tools either cannot support the developer’s fourth query, impose high programming complexity, or impose high performance overhead.

### 2.2.5 Fifth Query

The fourth query’s output shows that the execution calls incrRefCount and decrRefCount the same number of times on the leaked objects, indicating a problem in the implementation of incrRefCount or decrRefCount. The developer chooses a few candidate objects and determines the call stack of the calls to incrRefCount and decrRefCount for these objects. The final query shows that the leaked object’s reference counts are decremented by a lazy deallocation thread and by a logging thread and points to the root cause of the bug, a race condition in decrRefCount. In the fix for the original bug report, the developer redesigning the logging thread to copy objects instead of sharing them.

### 3 The OmniTable Query Model

We outline the features of the OmniTable query model that enable a developer to succinctly reason about the entire history of execution state. The central abstraction is an OmniTable, a database table containing all user-level architectural state of an execution immediately before every instruction in the execution. Concretely, an OmniTable contains a column for every byte of architectural state and a row immediately before each instruction. The model supports debugging queries over every byte of architectural state and a row immediately before execution. Concretely, an OmniTable of an execution immediately before every instruction in the state according to familiar debugging abstractions such as traversal functions and new functions that allow queries to reference non-execution state.

#### 3.1 Relations

The OmniTable query model supports two relational base tables, OmniTables and Generators. It supports columns with primitive types (e.g., Long, String), Structs, Maps, Arrays, and Any, a polymorphic type.

OmniTable. An OmniTable is a database table that includes all architectural execution state immediately before each instruction in the execution; Figure 4 shows an example. Before each instruction, the OmniTable contains the current thread, the value of all registers and memory addresses, and the top of the stack of the thread. To dereference an address, addr, a query specifies Memory[addr]. Additionally, each row includes a monotonically increasing logical time, which provides a total ordering of events in the OmniTable and uniquely identifies each row. In a multi-threaded program, the time field is a total ordering that is consistent with the partial ordering of the original execution. Together, the thread and time columns enable a developer to reason about concurrency.

Generators. Generators allow developers to bridge the semantic gap between traditional programming abstractions (e.g., functions, lines of code) and an OmniTable’s architectural state by referencing non-execution state (e.g., debugging symbols). For example, Defs identifies the functions defined in a binary; the following produces all such definitions for an executable, “a.out”: Select * From Defs("a.out"). Generator input can depend on query data. For example, Binaries is useful for bootstrapping queries; it uses the deterministic record/replay log to identify the binaries mapped into the address space of an OmniTable. The following determines all functions defined in all binaries that are loaded in ot, an OmniTable, which we use to define the FuncDefs view: Select * From Defs(Select * From Binaries(ot)). Developers create Generators by writing a program that produces relational output; we have built a Generator that determines all variables defined in all binaries mapped into an OmniTable, and one that creates stored procedures that produce the memory read and written by each instruction in an OmniTable.

#### 3.2 Relational Operators

The model supports join, group by, order by, and pivot. It also introduces three Join variants for debugging.

StackJoin. SQL is unable to model a function stack, which would prevent the OmniTable query model from expressing critical debugging abstractions, such as Funcs(ot), which is used in all of the queries in the redis case study (§2). Prior high-level debugging tools either remove support for such se-
metadata (e.g., PTQL [14]) or require manual instrumentation (e.g., G2 [17]). Instead, the OmniTable model creates a new operator, StackJoin.

As an example, suppose that fenter(ot) is a view that contains a row for each function entry in ot, an OmniTable, with columns name, thread, and time for the name of the function, thread that entered the function, and time of entry; and that freturn(ot) is a view containing a row for each function return in ot, an OmniTable, with columns name, thread, and time for the name of the function, thread that returned from the function, and time that the function returns. Listing 6 shows a StackJoin that matches each function entry with its function return. StackJoin partitions fenter(ot) and freturn(ot) into groups that match on thread and name. For each group, the operator orders the rows fenter(ot) by time and orders the rows from freturn(ot) by time. Repeatedly, the operator pushes all rows from fenter(ot) onto a stack until it finds a row that occurs after the next row in freturn(ot); it then produces a row by joining the last row added to the stack and the next row in freturn(ot).

OrderedJoins. When debugging, developers often reason about the next, or previous, event that satisfies some condition. For example, in the DefinedMemory(ot) view, the developer matched each call to malloc with the next call to free on the same pointer (§2.2.3). SQL requires inconvenient subqueries for this reasoning, so, the OmniTable query model adds two new ordered join operators. The NextJoin operator determines the next matching row across two relations and can be used to determine the next function executed by a thread or the next access to a shared variable: NextJoin on ord1, ord2, equals joins each row in the left relation, ordered by ord1, with the next row from the right relation, ordered by ord2, where equals is true. The PrevJoin operator does the opposite.

### 3.3 Column Operators

The OmniTable query model supports many column operators, including arithmetic and conditional operators, field expressions (a.b), subscript expressions (a[b]), traversal functions, stored procedures, and standard aggregations (e.g., Count, Max, Min, etc.) over groups and windows. The model also supports pointer dereferences by converting them into expressions over the Memory column (e.g., a->b becomes Memory[a].b). We elaborate on traversal functions and stored procedures.

**Traversal Functions.** SQL makes it difficult to traverse the elements in a data structure since it does not support unbounded traversals. So, the OmniTable query model builds new primitives for these operations. Given a pointer-typed column and a field within the pointed-to type, the traverse (column, field) expression produces a row of output for each element in the transitive closure of the structure by starting at column and following field pointers until the value is NULL. For example, traverse(node, "next") traverses the next pointer of all elements in a structure, starting at node.

**Stored Procedures.** Debugging logic often varies by execution context (e.g., the memory location of function arguments varies by function). Stored procedures [43] store relational logic in a table and allow a query to decide query logic during query resolution. Developers call stored procedures in their OmniTable queries with function syntax; for example, a developer could specify Var_Loc(esp) to use Var_Loc, a stored procedure that calculates the memory location of a variable given the value of the stack pointer.

### 3.4 Derived Views

The OmniTable query model allows developers to construct derived views for labeling execution state. The Define operator in Listing 4 shows how a developer constructs DefinedMemory(ot). Our implementation provides three high-level views, Funcs(ot) (§2.1), Vars(ot) (§2.1), and Insts(ot), a view that encodes information about each instruction in an OmniTable.

### 4 Design

In this section, we describe the design of SteamDrill, our system that supports the OmniTable query model. From a developer’s perspective, SteamDrill computes queries over OmniTables that are extracted during execution and stored in a database. However, materializing an entire OmniTable is infeasible due to high storage and compute costs: an OmniTable’s size is equal to the addressable memory size.

---

![Table](image-url)

**Figure 4:** An OmniTable for a short execution.

```
1 Select *
2 From fenter(ot) as e StackJoin freturn(ot) as r
3 On e.time, r.time, e.thread=r.thread AND e.name=r.name
```

Listing 6: An Example StackJoin.
times the number of executed instructions and reaches petabytes, or even exabytes, for mere seconds of execution.

SteamDrill introduces lazy materialization as a solution. Rather than materializing an OmniTable during execution, SteamDrill uses deterministic record and replay [10] to capture a log of non-deterministic inputs to the execution. The system uses the log to generate OmniTable state on-demand by instrumenting and re-executing the original execution as necessary to resolve debugging queries. Delaying OmniTable materialization allows SteamDrill to filter OmniTable data before extracting state instead of afterwards.

In the rest of this section we describe how SteamDrill resolves debugging queries. Listing 7 presents a simplified use-after-free query as a running example. The query uses the Insts(ot) view to identify the memory read and written by each instruction in an OmniTable. It joins Insts(ot) with the DefinedMemory(ot) view from the third redis query, to match each memory access with the region of time during which its pointer was defined (Listing 4). The query uses a Left Join and identifies rows where dm.start is NULL to identify the instructions that operate on undefined memory.

SteamDrill’s design mirrors that of typical database management systems [2] (Figure 5). First, SteamDrill uses conventional SQL parsing to decompose a query into a tree of relational operators (internal nodes) over data tables (leaves) (§4.1). The tree contains a separate leaf node for each OmniTable referenced in the query. The relational operators that consume data from each OmniTable in the tree identify the execution state that the query needs from that OmniTable. During execution, SteamDrill uses these operators to limit the materialization of each OmniTable in the query by generating instrumentation that it injects into replay executions (§4.3).

The order of OmniTable materialization has a large impact on the amount of materialized data and the latency of query resolution. Delaying the materialization of an otherwise computationally expensive-to-materialize OmniTable often allows SteamDrill to filter the computationally expensive materialization using data from a less computationally expensive-to-materialize OmniTable. For example, to reduce the latency of the use-after-free query, the system first materializes the OmniTable state needed for the DefinedMemory view and uses the materialized data to filter the materialization of the Insts(ot) view.

Accordingly, SteamDrill uses multi-replay resolution—it splits OmniTable materialization across multiple replay executions. It uses query planning to determine the OmniTable materialization order and assigns OmniTable materialization to replay executions (§4.2). SteamDrill implements OmniTable-specific optimization strategies to decide the join order and join algorithm for each join in the tree (§4.2.1) which it uses to assign each operator to a stage. The system uses a single replay execution to materializes all OmniTables in the same stage. This approach minimizes the number of replay executions (since each replay execution adds additional overhead) and enables SteamDrill to limit OmniTable materialization.

### 4.1 Parsing

First, SteamDrill converts the query into a tree of relational operators over data tables using a standard SQL parser [2]; the tree encodes the logic required to resolve the query in terms of easy-to-optimize relational operations. The tree encodes each relational operator in the query as an internal node (i.e., a projection (Π), selection (σ), or join operator) and each OmniTable and each Generator in the query as a separate
leaf node. SteamDrill recursively decomposes each view into the relational logic that generates them until the tree is comprised entirely of relational logic and base tables (§3.1). A directed edge from node \( n_1 \) to node \( n_2 \) in the tree identifies that the operator \( n_2 \) consumes the output of \( n_1 \).

Figure 6 is the relational tree produced by SteamDrill for Listing 7. SteamDrill contains the internal logic of the \( \text{Insts}(\text{ot}) \) and \( \text{DefinedMemory}(\text{ot}) \) views (shown as dotted rectangles). The tree contains the logic of the \( \text{Insts}(\text{ot}) \) view: a \textit{Join} between an \textit{OmniTable} and \textit{InstructionDefs}, a Generator containing metadata about the instructions defined in binaries used by an \textit{OmniTable}.

The tree includes the internal logic of \( \text{DefinedMemory}(\text{ot}) \) and, recursively, all of the derived views comprising \( \text{DefinedMemory}(\text{ot}) \). The tree contains the \( \text{DefinedMemory}(\text{ot}) \) logic (Listing 4): a \textit{Join} between two \( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) views, one for executions of malloc (\( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) as \( m \)) and one for executions of free (\( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) as \( f \)). The tree contains the logic of each \( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) view (§3.2 and Listing 6): a \textit{StackJoin} that combines \( \text{fentry}(\text{ot}) \) and \( \text{fexit}(\text{ot}) \), relations over the entry and exit to each function in the \textit{OmniTable}. Finally, the tree contains the logic for each \( \text{fentry}(\text{ot}) \) and \( \text{fexit}(\text{ot}) \): a \textit{Join} between an \textit{OmniTable} and \textit{FuncDefs}. Note, the tree includes the \( \text{fentry}(\text{ot}) \) of malloc and \( \text{fexit}(\text{ot}) \) of free even though the query does not use their output; during planning, SteamDrill determines that the query does not use the views and prunes them.

### 4.2 Planning

SteamDrill performs two tasks during planning. During logical planning, the system optimizes the relational tree using standard optimizations (e.g., predicate push-down) and determines the join order and algorithm for each join in the tree using \textit{OmniTable}-specific strategies (§4.2.1). The most crucial task in logical planning is determining the join order and algorithms for the query, since the join order and algorithms imply the partial order in which SteamDrill will materialize the \textit{OmniTable} nodes contained in the query. SteamDrill supports two join algorithms: merge joins, which operate over two fully realized relations, and block-nested-loop joins (loop joins), which first calculate the left relation and use the left relation’s output to limit right relation materialization.

During physical planning, SteamDrill produces a staged execution plan, which uses the join order and algorithms assigned during logical planning to assign each operator in the tree to a stage. In particular, physical planning assigns the children of merge joins to the same stage (so SteamDrill materializes them using the same replay) and assigns the right child of a loop join to the stage after the loop join’s left child (so SteamDrill materializes them using different replays).

Figure 7: The relational tree for Figure 6 after logical planning.

#### 4.2.1 Logical Planning

Traditional techniques for deciding join order and algorithms perform poorly on \textit{OmniTable} queries for three reasons: First, similar subtrees in a relational tree have vastly different computational costs to materialize (e.g., the \textit{join} subtree in the \( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) subtree is similar but much less computationally expensive than the \( \text{join} \) subtree in the \( \text{Insts}(\text{ot}) \) subtree). Second, the materialization cost of an \textit{OmniTable} often depends on unpredictable properties of the underlying execution (e.g., it is difficult to predict the execution frequency of a particular function). Third, the enormous compute cost of materializing an \textit{OmniTable} invalidates conventional rules.

Consequently, SteamDrill turns to a rule-based planner [1] that enables developers to encode semantic information that would be difficult or impossible for SteamDrill to deduce on its own. Each rule specifies regular-expression-like rules that pattern match subtrees of the relational tree and produce modified operators [1]. The join order and algorithm rules produce a left-deep join structure in which \textit{OmniTable} nodes are isolated on the right-hand side of a join node (Figure 7), since these structures allow SteamDrill to perform as much filtering as possible when extracting data from an \textit{OmniTable}. When queries join relations with different expected materialization compute costs, the rules place the less expensive relations on the left side, the more expensive relation on the right side and employ a loop join. When joining relations with the same expected materialization compute costs (e.g., two instances of \( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \)), the rules use a merge join. Heuristically, SteamDrill expects that \( \text{Funcs}(\text{ot}) \) relations are less computationally expensive to materialize than \( \text{Vars}(\text{ot}) \) relations, which are less computationally expensive than \( \text{Insts}(\text{ot}) \) relations, which are less computationally expensive than \textit{OmniTables}. Rules also encode traditional database optimizations.

Executing the relational tree in Figure 6 without logical planning would have high latency; SteamDrill would materialize the \textit{OmniTable} five separate times! In contrast, SteamDrill’s logical plan (Figure 7) uses multi-replay resolution to
observe only the exit from malloc, entry to free, and load/store instructions. Moreover, the plan reduces latency by only producing data for load/stores to undefined memory as they are observed, rather than producing data for all loads/stores and performing a join to determine undefined uses afterwards.

First, SteamDrill uses traditional database optimizations (e.g., operator push-down) to push operators towards leaf nodes to (1) produce FuncDefs data for only malloc and free (σ₁ and σ₂), (2) produce InstructionDefs data only for loads and stores (σ₃) and (3) eliminate the entry(ot) for malloc and exit(ot) for free. The system uses loop joins for Loop Join₁ and Loop Join₂, which materialize σ₁ and σ₂ before OT₁ and OT₂ to limit OmniTable state to the exit of malloc and entry to free in OT₁ and OT₂, respectively. The system joins them using a Merge Join (Merge Join₁) to limit the number of replay executions that it uses. OT₂, created for the Instrs(ot) view, is computationally expensive to materialize, so SteamDrill defers its materialization. SteamDrill uses a Merge Join (Merge Join₂) to join σ₁ and Merge Join₁, which requires a Cartesian product and violates the traditional rule that such approaches be avoided. Materializing Merge Join₂ and using a loop join (Loop Join₃) to join it with OT₂ allows SteamDrill to identify only the loads/stores to undefined memory (i.e., loads/stores that read/write an address at a time when it is not contained in DefinedMemory(ot)) as they are performed by the execution rather than in an expensive join afterwards. In some queries, using a loop join like Loop Join₁ enables SteamDrill to elide inspection of some instructions altogether (e.g., Listing 8).

4.2.2 Physical Planning

Next, SteamDrill converts the optimized relational tree into a staged execution plan by assigning each operator from the tree into a stage. Each stage corresponds to a new replay execution (§4.3). SteamDrill assigns operators to stages that follow the partial order of OmniTable materialization that is implied by the join order and algorithm, but uses as few stages as possible, since each stage will require the additional latency and overhead of a replay execution.

SteamDrill performs a depth-first traversal of the tree starting at the root node and maintains an integer id for the current stage, starting at 1. The system assigns leaf nodes (OmniTable, Generators) to the current stage and unary nodes (i.e., all non-join operators) to their child’s stage. The system assigns merge join operators to the largest stage among the join’s children. For loop join operators, SteamDrill first assigns stages to operators in the left (inexpensive) child, adds one to the current stage, assigns the loop join to the new stage and traverses the right (expensive) child.

Figure 8 shows the staged execution plan for Listing 7. SteamDrill assigns FD₁, σ₁, FD₂, σ₂, ID₁, and σ₃ to the first stage. It assigns OT₁ and OT₂ to the second stage since Loop Join₁ and Loop Join₂ indicate that OT₁ and OT₂ should be materialized after σ₁ and σ₂, respectively. SteamDrill also assigns Π₁, Π₂, Merge Join₁, and Merge Join₂ to the second stage since they inherit the largest stage of their children. The system assigns Loop Join₃, Π₃, and Π₁ to the third stage to follow the order required for Loop Join₃.

4.3 Execution

Finally, SteamDrill executes the staged execution plan. For each stage, the system generates instrumentation to materialize the state needed from each OmniTable, materializes each OmniTable, and calculates each operator in the stage.

4.3.1 Instrumentation Generation

SteamDrill generates instrumentation that it will inject into a replay execution for the OmniTables in a stage by determining instrumentation operators for each OmniTable node in the stage. For each OmniTable node, the system gathers all stateless operators (e.g., projections (Π) and selections(σ)) that only consume data from (1) the OmniTable node, (2) nodes resolved in previous stages, or (3) other nodes satisfying (1) and (2). For example, the instrumentation operators for OT₁ in Figure 8 includes Π₁ and Loop Join₁. Selecting stateless operations ensures that the resulting instrumentation will be parallelizable during materialization.

Then, SteamDrill creates a cursor object for each OmniTable node that combines all of the node’s instrumentation operations. Cursor objects contain a filter and an output clause; logically, a cursor inspects the execution instruction-by-instruction, producing the output whenever the filter is true. SteamDrill generates the filter clause of the cursor for each OmniTable in the stage by combining all selection (σ) and loop join instrumentation operators and generates the output clause using the output of the top-most projection (Π) instrumentation operator.
4.3.2 Materialization

Next, SteamDrill materializes OmniTable nodes by executing the cursor objects on top of a replay of the execution associated with the tables. It uses epoch parallelism [34, 35] to parallelize cursor evaluation. Epoch parallelism partitions a replay execution into time slices, called epochs. It assigns each epoch to a separate core in a compute cluster and uses checkpoints, generated during recording, so that each core executes each cursor over only its assigned epoch.

However, naive cursor evaluation (i.e., instrumenting every instruction) imposes a many orders of magnitude slowdown. So, SteamDrill analyzes the filter clause of each cursor to identify instructions at which the system can elide cursor evaluation to optimize performance. For example, SteamDrill identifies that the cursors in the second stage of Figure 8 only need to be evaluated at malloc and free and removes all other cursor evaluations. Our prototype identifies these optimizations by finding comparisons to the program counter.

Additionally, SteamDrill calculates operators in the stage that were not assigned as instrumentation operators for any OmniTable node (e.g., Merge Join, and Merge Join, in Figure 8). SteamDrill uses existing algorithms to calculate merge join and aggregation operators [1, 16]. Additionally, it executes the program associated with each Generator in the stage to calculate Generator operators.

5 Implementation

We implement our SteamDrill prototype on top of Spark [1] and Arnold [10]; below, we describe its key components.

Spark SQL. Our prototype introduces new relational operators and base tables for OmniTables and Generators. We added support for block-nested-loop joins, stored procedures, and polymorphic columns (§3) by serializing data to and from a JSON format. We added catalyst rules for our OmniTable-specific join order and algorithm preferences (§4.2.1). Each rule required 25 lines of code, so we expect that developers will be able to easily add custom rules as needed for their debugging workflows.

Instrumentation. Efficient cursor instrumentation plays a vital role in our prototype’s performance. Debugging tools often use dynamic instrumentation frameworks (e.g., PIN [23]), which are a scalability bottleneck when SteamDrill parallelizes the replay execution across many cores [34]. Our prototype performs static binary instrumentation. It disassembles the application binaries and rewrites the basic blocks contained in the application to call cursors, as required for the breakpoints determined from each cursor. The system single-steps execution for cursors that do not produce breakpoints.

Time Column. The time column is a critical element of the OmniTable query model, but, deriving the column by counting all instructions or basic blocks would be too expensive. We observe that instructions progress from low to high, except in the case of a backwards control-flow (e.g., branch, call, or return instructions that jump to a program location at a lower address). Thus, our prototype uses the number of backwards control-flow operations as the first element of the time column and breaks ties using the instruction pointer. Serendipitously, Intel provides deterministic performance counters for conditional branch and call instructions, which allow our prototype to compute the number of backwards control-flow operations by counting the number of unconditional backwards branches during execution and adding the value of these performance counters.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the OmniTable query model and SteamDrill by answering the following questions: “Does the OmniTable query model improve upon existing debugging interfaces?”, “Does SteamDrill accelerate debugging questions?”, and “How do SteamDrill design decisions impact query performance?”,

We perform 5 detailed case studies of how a developer could use an OmniTable and SteamDrill to solve real-world bugs from open-source servers (§6.1) from which we derive 14 debugging questions. We implement the debugging questions using OmniTable queries and gdb’s python bindings, which provide a python interface for traditional gdb features (e.g., breakpoints and backtraces). We compare the complexity of the 14 OmniTable queries and gdb scripts using metrics from the software engineering community (§6.2). We deploy SteamDrill on a CloudLab [37] cluster of 8 r320 machines (8-core Xeon E5-2450 2.1 GHz processor, 16 GB Ram, 10 Gbps NIC) to evaluate the performance for 3 representatives from the original 14 debugging questions (§6.3). We calculate the latency results below as the average over 10 trials and include 95% confidence intervals.

6.1 Case Studies

We performed 5 detailed case studies by identifying the debugging questions that a developer would ask when solving real-world bugs. We choose notoriously difficult bugs including livelock, intermittent performance problems, and atomicity violations (on average, the bugs in our study took 159 days from being opened to the commit that fixed the bug). We choose case studies from popular open-source applications: redis, Memcached, Apache, and Sqlite. The redis 4323 case study is described in §2; below, we describe case studies for debugging a livelock [28] and atomicity violation [27] in Memcached. We omit a description of a performance degradation in Apache [6] and a segmentation fault in Sqlite [41].

The case studies illustrate the benefits of the OmniTable query model along two key dimensions: first, the all-inclusive...
state exposed by the table offers a powerful window into an execution’s behavior. Second, SQL aggregations provide a powerful tool for summarizing and comparing program state. These features are particularly powerful when used in tandem. For example, in Memcached 271, the developer identifies the function that contains a livelock by counting the number of instructions executed by the functions left on the call stack at the end of the execution. This logic cannot be expressed in existing high-level debugging tools and is very complex when expressed using procedural tools such as gdb.

Memcached 271. In this case study, a developer observes livelock in the Memcached key-value store [28]. Livelock is notoriously difficult to diagnose since a developer needs to identify the cause of a missing property: forward progress [33].

In contrast, the OmniTable model allows the developer to succinctly track millions of execution events and use aggregations to identify anomalous execution state. Their first query, shown in Listing 8, identifies which function contains the livelock by counting the number of instructions executed during each function on each thread’s call stack at program termination. The query matches each executed instruction with the most recent function called on the same thread to determine which function contained the instruction (Lines 2 and 3). It counts how many instructions were executed (Line 1) by each function that did not return (Line 4).

The output identifies a single function with a high number of branches. The function traverses a linked-list, which the developer suspects is corrupted. The developer’s second query counts how many times each function that updates the linked list is called with every possible function argument value and shows a single anomalous call to free a linked-list item in which the item is still resident in the linked-list. Memcached reference counts linked-list items, so the developer’s third and final query tracks all reference count updates and identifies an overflow that leads to the erroneous free of the item.

Memcached 127. This case study involves an atomicity violation in Memcached. An integer stored in the cache has the wrong value after all updates, which is challenging to debug since the developer does not know which program state to track or when to track it. Atomicity violation tools [32] use heuristics and may misidentify the root cause of the bug.

The OmniTable model, particularly SQL aggregations, provide a powerful tool for comparing the state of their program at many points-in-time to identify anomalous program state. The developer first isolates the module that contains the error. In particular, they determine if the bug arises when initially parsing requests or when processing them by using a count aggregate to count the number of times the function at the boundary between parsing and processing is called with each possible set of arguments. The query shows that the problem arises when processing requests.

The processing code maintains a boolean variable, valid, that tracks the validity of a global pointer used by the code. The developer’s second query, shown in Listing 9, identifies how often valid is set to true and false during each of the instruction within the processing logic. It uses a Pivot operator to produce a row for each instruction and show the number of times valid is set to true and false across all executions of the instruction. The second query identifies a few instructions at which status has an anomalous state. The anomalous instructions do not modify the status, so the developer concludes that another thread must modify the status and identifies a mistake in the processing logic’s use of a mutex.

6.2 Complexity

We implemented the 14 debugging queries from our 5 case studies using OmniTable queries (OT) and gdb python scripts (gdb).

### Table 1: Lines, Nodes, and Halstead Complexity for debugging questions expressed using OmniTable queries (OT) and gdb python scripts (gdb).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Halstead(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 271 Q1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 271 Q2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 127 Q1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 127 Q2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 271 Q1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 271 Q2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached 271 Q3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis 4323 Q1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis 4323 Q2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis 4323 Q3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis 4323 Q4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis 4323 Q5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqlite 787fa71 Q1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sqlite 787fa71 Q2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Average                | 20    | 5     | 88          | 54  | 694 | 357 |
regular expressions to identify instrumentation points. We measure complexity of each OmniTable query and gdb script using three software engineering metrics: the number of lines of code, the number of terms in the abstract syntax tree (AST), and the Halstead complexity, which estimates the amount of time it would take to correctly produce the query or script using properties of the AST [18]. We included the definition of user-defined views (e.g., DefinedMemory(ot)) into the OmniTable queries that use them, so our results are an upper-bound on OmniTable query complexity.

Table 1 shows the results, indicating that OmniTable queries are less complex than gdb scripts. By geometric mean, OmniTable queries require 3.74 times fewer lines, 1.70 times fewer nodes, and 2.75 times less estimated time to develop than gdb scripts. There are only three queries that are more complex when expressed using the OmniTable model, the second and fifth redis 4323 queries, and the second Apache 60956 query. The two redis queries are small for both representations. The second Apache query suffers from the lack of kernel state in an OmniTable. The query identifies all blocking file descriptors, which requires substantial logic to track all function calls in the OmniTable model, but can be calculated in gdb using fcntl. Extending the OmniTable to include kernel state would reduce the complexity.

### 6.3 Query Latency

We evaluate the latency of OmniTable queries and gdb scripts for 3 representative queries from our case studies. We choose queries that use all of the high level views in our prototype (i.e., Funcs(ot), Vars(ot), and Insts(ot)) and offer a wide range of performance on current tools, from ~22 minutes to ~2 days. Figure 9 shows the latency of each debugging question evaluated using gdb, SteamDrill with a single core, and SteamDrill with 64 cores, with latency plotted on a log-scale. We executed Memcached 271 Q1 for 48 hours before killing the program and report its latency as 48 hours.

SteamDrill is significantly faster than gdb. SteamDrill query latency is between 2 and 290 times (with a geometric mean of 17) faster than gdb latency when using a single core, and between 6.9 and 1809 (with a geometric mean of 99) times faster than gdb latency when using 64 cores.

### 6.4 Optimizations

Next, we evaluate the impact of three optimizations on SteamDrill’s latency: parallelization, multi-replay resolution, and performance-counters.

**Scalability.** We evaluate the query latency of SteamDrill queries when using 1–64 cores; Figure 10 shows the speedup on a log-log scale. SteamDrill queries are 10.5 times faster using 64 cores than when run sequentially. Importantly, whereas prior parallelization efforts require the developer to substantially redesign their debugging code [30, 34, 35, 38, 46], the parallelized and sequential OmniTable queries are identical. The current scalability bottlenecks are caused by high initialization and serialization cost in Spark and the high cost of compiling cursors.

**Multi-Replay Resolution.** We evaluate the impact of multi-replay query resolution on the Memcached 271 Q2 query. We calculate the query latency when using two rounds of replay (the approach chosen by the SteamDrill planner) and when using a single round of replay on 64 cores. SteamDrill is 3.6 times faster when using multi-replay resolution.

**Performance Counters.** We evaluate the impact of using performance counters to accelerate the calculation of the time column in an OmniTable. We executed the 3 queries with and
without using performance counters (when disabled, SteamDrill instruments all jump, call, and return instructions) on 64 cores. The performance counter optimization accelerates query latency by a factor of 1.6.

7 Related Work

The OmniTable query model is the first debugging model that exposes all application state as a single entity and enables succinct observations via a high-level declarative language. Below we describe work related to high-level languages for debugging, using deterministic replay for debugging, and applying optimizations to accelerate debugging.

Existing systems support high-level debugging languages to reduce programming complexity; Table 2 illustrates the limitations of prior work compared to the OmniTable model. Execution Mining [20], PQL [25], EBBA [5] and EndoScope [7] expose a time-stream model of execution, which complicates debugging since it is difficult to summarize data over time (e.g., these tools cannot express the \texttt{Funcs(ot)} view since it contains execution data from multiple points-in-time). Other systems limit visibility of execution state: Fay [12], PQL [25], EBBA [5], EndoScope [7], and PTQL [14] expose partial program state consisting of only the function calls or global variables values in an execution. Pivot Tracing [24], G2 [17], EBBA [5], and TQuel [40] require manual instrumentation to enable observations, which essentially amounts to supporting queries over software logs. Finally, many tools provide no, or very few, aggregates [14, 20, 25]; G2 [17] supports aggregates but requires that they be expressed in terms of a graph processing language.

Many OmniTable queries compare correct execution behavior to incorrect execution behavior, similar to statistical debugging approaches [22]. There are two key differences (1) statistical bug isolation requires observing many correct and incorrect executions to come to a statistical verdict, whereas developers can often get a “sense” for correctness using an OmniTable query with fewer examples and (2) statistical debugging approaches hard code the values that they compare (e.g., function argument values), whereas developers can customize OmniTable queries to use program constructs best suited to their applications.

Many systems have noted that deterministic replay can be a great help when debugging software problems [8, 13, 19, 31, 42, 45]. Such systems enable a debugging program to explore an execution’s time-sequence in reverse, but retain a procedural interface.

Recently, JetStream [34] and Sledgehammer [35] use deterministic replay as a vehicle for parallelizing debugging, which our prototype uses to accelerate OmniTable queries. However, these tools support procedural debugging models, similar to \texttt{gdb}, and consequently suffer from the programming complexity.

Existing tools do not decouple debugging logic’s execution from the original execution to optimize query latency. PARTICLE [14], Fay [12], Pivot Tracing [24] and PMSS [21] reduce the debugging performance overhead using traditional SQL optimizations (e.g., predicate push-down). However, these tools add instrumentation to the program and re-execute it to recreate the bug, which tightly couples the execution of debugging and the original execution and increases performance overhead. Additionally, by inspecting new executions, these systems are cannot perform all SteamDrill performance optimizations, particularly multi-replay query resolution.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the OmniTable query model, a new debugging paradigm that reduces the programming complexity and performance overhead of debugging without restricting the execution state that a developer can observe. We show that the query model simplifies debugging questions compared to existing state-of-the-art tools by performing case studies of bugs reported in popular open-source software. Unfortunately, an OmniTable, the key abstraction in the model, cannot be stored or calculated due to its extreme size. So, our prototype, SteamDrill, implements lazy materialization: it delays an OmniTable’s calculation until a developer queries the table. It uses deterministic record and replay to store the execution associated with each OmniTable and then generates instrumentation and traces a new replay execution to resolve each developer query on-demand. The system uses declarative optimizations, debugging optimizations, and a novel multi-replay strategy to accelerate debugging queries by an order of magnitude compared to state-of-the-art tools.
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Abstract

With the emergence of microsecond-scale NVMe storage devices, the Linux kernel storage stack overhead has become significant, almost doubling access times. We present XRP, a framework that allows applications to execute user-defined storage functions, such as index lookups or aggregations, from an eBPF hook in the NVMe driver, safely bypassing most of the kernel’s storage stack. To preserve file system semantics, XRP propagates a small amount of kernel state to its NVMe driver hook where the user-registered eBPF functions are called. We show how two key-value stores, BPF-KV, a simple B⁺-tree key-value store, and WiredTiger, a popular log-structured merge tree storage engine, can leverage XRP to significantly improve throughput and latency.

1 Introduction

With the rise of new high performance memory technologies, such as 3D XPoint and low latency NAND, new NVMe storage devices can now achieve up to 7 GB/s bandwidth and latencies as low as 3 µs [11, 19, 24, 26]. At such high performance, the kernel storage stack becomes a major source of overhead impeding both application-observed latency and IOPS. For the latest 3D XPoint devices, the kernel’s storage stack doubles the I/O latency, and it incurs an even greater overhead for throughput (§2.1). As storage devices become even faster, the kernel’s relative overhead is poised to worsen.

Existing approaches to tackle this problem tend to be radical, requiring intrusive application-level changes or new hardware. Complete kernel bypass through libraries such as SPDK [82] allows applications to directly access underlying devices, but such libraries also force applications to implement their own file systems, to forgo isolation and safety, and to poll for I/O completion which wastes CPU cycles when I/O utilization is low. Others have shown that applications using SPDK suffer from high average and tail latencies and severely reduced throughput when the schedulable thread count exceeds the number of available cores [54]; we confirm this in §6, showing that in such cases applications indeed suffer a 3× throughput loss with SPDK.

In contrast to these approaches, we seek a readily-deployable mechanism that can provide fast access to emerging fast storage devices that requires no specialized hardware and no significant changes to the application while working with existing kernels and file systems. To this end, we rely on BPF (Berkeley Packet Filter [67, 68]) which lets applications offload simple functions to the Linux kernel [8]. Similar to kernel bypass, by embedding application-logic deep in the kernel stack, BPF can eliminate overheads associated with kernel-user crossings and the associated context switches. Unlike kernel bypass, BPF is an OS-supported mechanism that ensures isolation, does not lead to low utilization due to busy-waiting, and allows a large number of threads or processes to share the same core, leading to better overall utilization.

The support of BPF in the Linux kernel makes it an attractive interface for allowing applications to speed up storage I/O. However, using BPF to speed up storage introduces several unique challenges. Unlike existing packet filtering and tracing use cases, where each BPF function can operate in a self-contained manner on a particular packet or system trace — for example, network packet headers specify which flow they belong to — a storage BPF function may need to synchronize with other concurrent application-level operations or require multiple function calls to traverse a large on-disk data structure, a workload pattern we call “resubmission” of I/Os (§2.3). Unfortunately the state required for resubmission such as access-control information or metadata on how individual storage blocks fit in the larger data structure they belong to is not available at lower layers.

To tackle these challenges, we design and implement XRP (eXpress Resubmission Path), a high-performance storage data path using Linux eBPF. XRP is inspired by XDP, the recent efficient Linux eBPF networking hook [28]. In order to maximize its performance benefit, XRP uses a hook in the NVMe driver’s interrupt handler, thereby bypassing the kernel’s block, file system and system call layers. This allows XRP to trigger BPF functions directly from the NVMe driver as each I/O completes, enabling quick resubmission of I/Os that traverse other blocks on the storage device.
The key challenge in XRP is that the low-level NVMe driver lacks the context that the higher levels provide. Those layers contain information such as who owns a block (file system layer), how to interpret the block’s data, and how to traverse the on-disk data structure (application layer).

Our insight is that many storage-optimized data structures that power real-world databases [10, 12, 20, 27, 44, 66, 70, 80] – such as on-disk B-trees, log-structured merge trees, and log segments – are typically implemented on a small set of large files, and they are updated orders of magnitude less frequently than they are read; we validate this in §3. Hence, we exclusively focus XRP on operations contained within one file and on data structures that have a fixed layout on disk. Consequently, the NVMe driver only requires a minimal amount of the file system mapping state, which we term the metadata digest; this information is small enough that it can be passed from the file system to the NVMe driver so it can safely perform I/O resubmissions. This allows XRP to safely support some of the most popular on-disk data structures.

We present a design and implementation of XRP on Linux, with support for ext4, which can easily be extended to other file systems. XRP enables the NVMe interrupt handler to resubmit storage I/Os based on user-defined BPF functions.

We augment two key-value stores with XRP: BPF-KV, a B+-tree based key-value store that is custom-designed for supporting BPF functions, and WiredTiger’s log-structured merge tree, which is used as one of MongoDB’s storage engines [27]. With random 512 B object reads on BPF-KV with multiple threads using a B+-tree that has three index levels on disk, XRP has 47%–94% higher throughput and 20%–34% lower p99 latency than read(). XRP also enables more efficient sharing of cores among applications than kernel bypass: it is able to provide 56% better p99 latency than SPDK with two threads sharing the same core. In addition, XRP is able to consistently improve WiredTiger’s performance by up to 24% under YCSB [41]. We open source XRP and our changes to BPF-KV and WiredTiger at https://github.com/xrp-project/XRP.

We make the following contributions.

1. **New Datapath.** XRP is the first datapath that enables the use of BPF to offload storage functions to the kernel.
2. **Performance.** XRP improves the throughput of a B-tree lookup by up to 2.5× compared to normal system calls.
3. **Utilization.** XRP provides latencies that approach kernel bypass, but unlike kernel bypass, it allows cores to be efficiently shared by the same threads and processes.
4. **Extensibility.** XRP supports different storage use cases, including different data structures and storage operations (e.g., index traversals, range queries, aggregations).

## 2 Background and Motivation

In this section we show why the Linux kernel is becoming a primary bottleneck with fast NVMe devices and provide a primer on BPF.

### 2.1 Software is Now the Storage Bottleneck

New media like 3D Xpoint [1] and low-latency NAND [26], have led to new NVMe storage devices that exhibit single-digit µs latencies and millions of IOPS [11, 19, 24, 26]. The kernel storage stack is becoming a major performance bottleneck when accessing these devices. Figure 1 shows the percentage of time spent in the Linux stack when issuing a 512 B random read I/O on different storage devices. While the software overhead for the first generation of fast NVMe devices (first generation Intel Optane or Z-NAND) was non-negligible (~15%), with the latest generation of devices (Intel Optane SSD P5800X) the software overhead accounts for about half of the latency of each read request. The kernel’s relative overhead will only get worse as storage devices become even faster.

**Where is the time going?** Table 1 shows the time spent in the different storage layers when issuing a random 512 B read with O_DIRECT on Optane P5800X. The experimental setup, which is used throughout this section, is a server with 6-core i5-8500 3 GHz with 16 GB of memory, using Ubuntu 20.04, and Linux 5.8.0. We also disable processor C-states and turbo boost, use the maximum performance governor, and disable KPTI [30]. The experiment shows that the most expensive layer is the file system (ext4), followed by the block layer (bio) and the kernel crossing, and that the total software overhead accounts for 48.6% of the average latency.

**Why not just bypass the kernel?** One approach to eliminate kernel overhead is to bypass it altogether [7, 65, 82, 83], leaving just the cost to post a request to the NVMe driver and the device’s latency. However, kernel bypass is no panacea: each user is entrusted with full access to the device; they must also construct their own user space file systems [73, 74]. This means that there is no mechanism to enforce fine-grained

---

**Table 1:** Average latency breakdown of a 512 B random read() syscall using Intel Optane P5800X.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Latency (µs)</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVMe driver</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage device</td>
<td>3224</td>
<td>51.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bio</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read syscall</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kernel crossing</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Kernel’s latency overhead with 512 B random reads. HDD is Seagate Exos X16, NAND is Intel Optane 750 TLC NAND, NVM-1 is first generation Intel Optane SSD (900P), and NVM-2 is second generation Intel Optane SSD (P5800X).
isolation or to share capacity among different applications accessing the same device. In addition, there is no efficient way for user space applications to receive interrupts on I/O completions, so applications must directly poll on device completion queues to obtain high performance. Consequently, when I/O is not the bottleneck, cores cannot be shared among processes, which results in significant under-utilization and wasted CPU. Furthermore, when more than one polling thread shares the same processor, the CPU contention between them coupled with the lack of synchronization lead all polling threads to experience degraded tail latency and significantly lower overall throughput. Recent work has highlighted this issue [54] and we reproduce it in §6.2.

### 2.2 BPF Primer

BPF (Berkeley Packet Filter) is an interface that allows users to offload a simple function to be executed by the kernel. Linux’s framework for BPF is called eBPF (extended BPF) [23]. Linux eBPF is commonly used for filtering packets (e.g., TCPdump) [5, 6, 28, 52], load balancing and packet forwarding [5,18,25,60], tracing [2,4,50], packet steering [46], network scheduling [53,58] and network security checks [15]. Functions are verified by the kernel at install-time to ensure they are safe; for example, they are checked to make sure they do not contain too many instructions, unbounded loops, or accesses to out-of-bounds memory addresses [29]. After verification, which typically takes a few seconds or less, the eBPF functions can be called normally.

### 2.3 The Potential Benefit of BPF

BPF can be a mechanism for avoiding data movement between the kernel and user space in cases when a logical lookup requires a sequence of “auxiliary” I/O requests that generate intermediate data not needed directly by the application, such as in pointer-chasing workloads. For example, to traverse a B-tree index, a lookup at each level traverses the kernel’s entire storage stack only to be thrown away by the application once it obtains the pointer to the next child node in the tree. Instead of a sequence of system calls from user space, each of the intermediate pointer lookups could be executed by a BPF function, which would parse the B-tree node to find the pointer to the relevant child node. The kernel would then submit the I/O to fetch the next node. Chaining a sequence of such BPF functions could avoid the cost of traversing kernel layers and moving data to user space.

Other popular on-disk data structures, such as log-structured merge trees (LSM trees) [70], also have such auxiliary pointer lookups which can be accelerated using BPF functions. Other types of operations that would benefit from such an approach include range queries, iterators, and other types of aggregations (e.g., obtain the maximum or average value in a range of key-value pairs). In all of these cases, only a single result or a small subset of the objects that might be accessed by the storage system ultimately need to be returned to the application.

The BPF function that resubmits (dispatches) I/O in auxiliary I/O workloads could be placed at any layer of the kernel. Figure 2 shows the I/O paths for both normal user space dispatch and for two possible locations of BPF resubmission hooks: in the syscall layer and in the NVMe driver. Zhong et al. [85] compared the performance improvement from a resubmission hook in both locations on workloads with auxiliary I/O by measuring the speedup of lookup queries on an on-disk B-tree of depth 10. The baseline for comparison is reading I/O through the read system call. Table 2 summarizes the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Latency Speedup</th>
<th>Throughput Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Space</td>
<td>78 µs</td>
<td>1×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syscall Layer</td>
<td>68 µs</td>
<td>1.15×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe Driver</td>
<td>40 µs</td>
<td>1.95×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Average latency and throughput improvement with respect to user space when resubmitting I/O from the given layer; for kernel layers, resubmission is executed with a BPF function. Results shown for lookups on an on-disk B-tree of depth 10 [85].
As shown in the previous section, I/O resubmission must occur as close as possible to the storage device to dramatically improve the performance of a traversal. Hence to obtain the highest possible speedup, XRP’s resubmission hook should reside in the NVMe driver.

What about io_uring? io_uring is a new Linux system call framework [9] that allows processes to submit batches of asynchronous I/O requests, which amortizes user-kernel crossings. However, each I/O submitted with io_uring still passes through all the layers shown in Table 1, so each individual I/O still incurs the full storage stack overhead. In fact, BPF I/O resubmissions are largely complementary to io_uring: io_uring can efficiently submit batches of I/Os that trigger different I/O chains managed by BPF in the kernel.

Figure 3 shows throughput improvements when using io_uring with a BPF hook in the NVMe driver. I/O Chain Length denotes the total number of I/Os, including the initial I/O and the resubmitted I/Os. Figure 3 shows that BPF can increase throughput with respect to io_uring by up to $1.5 \times$ for small batch sizes and up to $2.5 \times$ as batch sizes increase.

In summary, BPF can benefit both legacy read and io_uring system calls. By placing the hook in the kernel NVMe driver, BPF may increase throughput of both legacy I/O and single-threaded io_uring by up to $2.5 \times$.

3 Design Challenges and Principles

As shown in the previous section, I/O resubmission must occur as close to the device as possible in order to reap the greatest benefits. In the NVMe software stack, this is the NVMe interrupt handler. However, executing the resubmissions from within the NVMe interrupt handler, which lacks the context of the file system layer, introduces two major challenges.

Challenge 1: address translation and security. The NVMe driver has no access to file system metadata. In the example of an index traversal, XRP issues a read I/O to a particular block and executes a BPF function that would extract the offset of the next block it would like to query. However, this offset is meaningless to the NVMe layer, since it cannot tell which physical block the offset corresponds to without having access to the file’s metadata and extents. Even if the application developer made the effort to embed physical block addresses to avoid the translation of the file system offset, which would be burdensome, the BPF function could access any block on the device, including blocks that belong to a file that the user does not have permissions to access.

Challenge 2: concurrency and caching. It is challenging to enable concurrent reads and writes issued from the file system with XRP. A write issued from the file system will only be reflected in the page cache, which is not visible to XRP. In addition, any writes that modify the layout of the data structure (e.g., modify the pointers to the next block) that are issued concurrently to read requests could lead XRP to accidentally fetch the wrong data. Both of these could be addressed by locking, but accessing locks from within the NVMe interrupt handler may be expensive.

Observation: most on-disk data structures are stable. Both of these challenges would make it difficult to implement arbitrary concurrent BPF storage functions. However, we make the observation that the files of many storage engines (e.g., LSM trees and B-trees) remain relatively stable. Some data structures simply do not modify on-disk storage structures in-place. For example, once an LSM tree writes its index files (called SSTables) to disk, they are immutable until they are deleted [12, 27, 44]. Accessing these immutable on-disk storage structures requires less synchronization effort. Similarly, even though some on-disk B-tree index implementations support in-place updates, their file extents remain stable for long periods of time. We verify this in a 24-hour YCSB [41] (40% reads, 40% updates, 20% inserts, Zipfian 0.7) experiment on MariaDB running TokuDB [20], which uses a B-tree (an on-disk B-tree variant) as its lookup index. We found the index file’s extents only changed every 159 seconds on average, with only 5 extent changes in 24 hours unmapping any blocks, making it possible to cache file system metadata in the NVMe driver without the overhead of frequent updates. We also make the observation that in all of these storage engines, the indices are stored on a small number of large files, and each index does not span multiple files.

Design principles. These observations and experiments inform the following design principles.

• **One file at a time.** We initially restrict XRP to only issue chained resubmissions on a single file. This greatly simplifies address translation and access control, and it minimizes the metadata that we need to push down to the NVMe driver (the metadata digest, §4.1.3).

• **Stable data structures.** XRP targets data structures, whose layout (i.e. pointers) remain immutable for a long period of time (i.e. seconds or more). Such data structures include the indices used in many popular commercial storage engines, such as RocksDB [44], LevelDB [12], TokuDB [12] and WiredTiger [27]. Since the cost of im-
plementing locks in the NVMe layer is high, we also initially do not plan to support operations that require locks during the traversal or iteration of data structures.

- **User-managed caches.** XRP does not interface with the page cache, so XRP functions cannot safely be run concurrently if blocks are buffered in the kernel page cache. This constraint is acceptable since popular storage engines often implement their own user space caches [20, 27, 39, 44]; Commonly they do this to fine-tune their caching and prefetching policies and to cache data in an application-meaningful way (e.g., cache key-value pairs or database rows instead of physical blocks).

- **Slow path fallback.** XRP is best-effort; if a traversal fails for some reason (e.g., the extent mappings become stale), the application must retry or fall back to dispatching the I/O requests using user space system calls.

4 **XRP Design and Implementation**

This section presents XRP’s design and implementation with Linux eBPF and ext4. We describe the kernel modifications that enable XRP’s resubmission logic in the interrupt handler, and how applications are modified to use XRP. We also discuss XRP’s synchronization and scheduling limitations.

4.1 **Resubmission Logic**

The core of XRP augments the NVMe interrupt handler with resubmission logic that consists of a BPF hook, a file system translation step, and the construction and resubmission of the next NVMe request at the new physical offsets (Figure 4). Our modifications to the Linux kernel consist of ~900 lines of code: ~500 lines for the BPF hook and the changes to the NVMe driver, ~400 lines for the file system translation step.

When an NVMe request completes, the device generates an interrupt that causes the kernel to context switch into the interrupt handler. For each NVMe request that is completed in the interrupt context, XRP calls its associated BPF function (bpf_func_0 in Figure 4), the pointer of which is stored in a field in the kernel I/O request struct (i.e. struct bio). After calling the BPF function, XRP invokes the metadata digest, which is usually a digest of file system state that enables XRP to translate the logical address of the next resubmission.

Finally, XRP prepares the next NVMe command resubmission by setting the corresponding fields in the NVMe request, and it appends the request to the NVMe submission queue (SQ) for that core.

For a particular NVMe request, the resubmission logic is called as many times as necessary for subsequent completions as determined by the specific BPF function registered with the NVMe request. For example, for traversing a tree-like data structure, the BPF function would resubmit I/O requests for branch nodes and end resubmission whenever a leaf node is found. In our current prototype there is no hard limit on the number of resubmissions before the completion returns control to the application; such a limit would be necessary to prevent unbounded execution. A hard limit can be enforced by maintaining a resubmission counter in each I/O request descriptor. Since I/O request descriptors cannot be accessed from user space or from XRP’s BPF programs, their hard resubmission limits cannot be overridden by users even if XRP has multiple BPF functions that execute request resubmissions. BPF function contexts are per-request, while the metadata digest is shared across all invocations of the interrupt handler across all cores. Safe concurrent access to the metadata digest relies on read-copy-update (RCU) (§4.1.3).

4.1.1 **BPF Hook**

XRP introduces a new BPF type (BPF_PROG_TYPE_XRP) with the signature shown in Listing 1 — any BPF function that matches the signature can be called from the hook. §5 presents one concrete BPF function matching this signature that is used in our application. For example, for on-disk data structure

```c
struct bpf_xrp {
    // Fields inspected outside BPF
    char *data;
    int done;
    uint64_t next_addr[16];
    uint64_t size[16];
    // Field for BPF function use only
    char *scratch;
};
uint32_t bpf_PROG_TYPE_XRP(struct bpf_xrp *ctxt);
```

Listing 1: Signature of BPF programs that can be loaded by XRP.
traversal, the BPF function typically contains logic to extract the next offset to fetch from the block.

BPF_PROG_TYPE_XRP programs require a context with five fields, categorized into fields that are accessed or modified by the BPF caller (resubmission logic in the interrupt handler), and fields that should be private to the BPF function. Fields that are accessed externally include data, which buffers data read from the disk (e.g., a B-tree page waiting to be parsed by the BPF function). done is a boolean that notifies the resubmission logic whether to return to the user or continue resubmitting I/O requests. next_addr and size are arrays of logical addresses and their corresponding sizes that indicate the next logical addresses for resubmission.

In order to support data structures with fanout, multiple next_addr values can be supplied. By default we limit fanout to 16; on-disk data structures align their components to small multiples of device pages, so we have not encountered a need for higher fanout per completion. For example, chained hash table buckets are likely implemented as a chain of individual physical pages and the elements of an on-disk linked list are likely implemented at the granularity of physical pages. Setting a corresponding size field to zero issues no I/O.

scratch is a scratch space that is private to the user and the BPF function. It can be used to pass the parameters from the user to the BPF function. Also, the BPF function can use it to store intermediate data in between I/O resubmissions and to return data to the user. For example, in the first BPF invocation, the application can store a search key in the scratch buffer so that the BPF function can compare it with the keys in the disk block in order to find the next offset. When the I/O chain reaches the leaf node of the B-tree, the BPF function then places the key-value pair in the scratch buffer to return it back to the application. For simplicity, we assume that the size of the scratch buffer is always 4 KB. We find that a 4 KB scratch buffer is sufficient to support a BPF function for a production key-value store (§5). BPF functions can also use BPF maps to store more data if their intermediate data cannot fit into the scratch buffer. Each BPF context is private to one NVMe request, so no locking is needed when working with BPF context state. Letting the user supply a scratch buffer (instead of using BPF map) avoids the overhead of processes and functions having to call bpf_map_lookup_elem to access the scratch buffer.

### 4.1.2 BPF Verifier

The BPF verifier ensures memory safety by tracking the semantics of the value stored in each register [14]. A valid value can either be a scalar or a pointer. SCALAR_TYPE represents a value that cannot be dereferenced. The verifier defines various pointer types; most of them include extra constraints beyond the no out-of-bound access requirement. For example, PTR_TO_CTX is the type for the pointer to a BPF context. It can only be dereferenced using a constant offset so the verifier can identify which context field a memory operation

```c
void update_mapping(struct inode *inode);
void lookup_mapping(struct inode *inode,
        off_t offset, size_t len,
        struct mapping *result);
```

**Listing 2:** Metadata digest: XRP exposes an interface to share logical-to-physical-block mappings between the file system and the IRQ handler.

accesses. Each BPF function type also defines a callback function is_valid_access() to perform additional checks on context accesses and to return the value type of the context field. PTR_TO_MEM describes a pointer referring to a fixed-size memory region. It supports dereferencing using a variable offset as long as the access is always within bounds. The data and scratch fields of the BPF_PROG_TYPE_XRP context are PTR_TO_MEM and the rest are SCALAR_TYPE. We augment the verifier to allow the BPF_PROG_TYPE_XRP’s is_valid_access() callback to pass the size of the data buffer or scratch buffer to the verifier so that it can perform the boundary check. We discussed our proposed modification to the verifier with the Linux eBPF maintainers, and they think it is sensible.

### 4.1.3 The Metadata Digest

In the conventional storage stack, the logical block offsets in on-disk data structures are translated by the file system in order to identify the next physical block to read. This translation step also enforces access control and security, preventing reading in regions that are not mapped to the open file. In XRP, the next logical address for a lookup is given by the next_addr field after the BPF call. However, translating this logical address to a physical address is challenging since the interrupt handler has no notion of a file and does not perform physical address translation.

To solve this, we implement the metadata digest, a thin interface between the file system and the interrupt handler that lets the file system share its logical-to-physical-block mappings with the interrupt handler, enabling safe eBPF-based on-disk resubmissions. The metadata digest consists of two functions (Listing 2). The update function is called within the file system when the logical-to-physical mapping is updated. The lookup function is called within the interrupt handler; it returns the mapping for a given offset and length. The lookup function also enforces access control by preventing BPF functions from requesting resubmissions for blocks outside of the open file. The inode address of the open file is passed to the interrupt handler in order to query the metadata digest. If an invalid logical address is detected, XRP returns to user space immediately with an error code. The application can then fall back to normal system calls to attempt its request again.

These two functions are specific to each file system, and even for a particular file system, there may be multiple ways to implement the metadata digest, presenting a tradeoff between ease of implementation and performance. For example, in
our implementation for ext4, the metadata digest consists of a cached version of the extent status tree, which stores the physical-to-logical block mappings. This cached tree is accessed by the update and lookup function of the interface, and it uses read-copy-update (RCU) for concurrency control. RCU enables the lookup function to be lockless and fast (96 ns on average).

To keep the cached tree up-to-date with the extents in ext4, the update function is called in two places in ext4: whenever extents are inserted or removed from the main extent tree. To prevent a race condition where an extent is modified while there is an inflight read on it, we maintain a version number for each extent to track its changes. After data is read, but before it is passed to the BPF function, a second metadata digest lookup is performed. If the corresponding extent no longer exists or its version number has changed, XRP will abort the operation. Since application-level synchronization usually prevents concurrent modifications and lookups on the same region of a file at the same time, version mismatches should only occur if the application is buggy or malicious.

An alternative, simpler implementation of the metadata digest for ext4 could simply pass through to existing update and access functions of the extent tree in ext4. In this case, the update function would be a no-op, because ext4 already keeps its extent tree up-to-date. However, such an implementation would be much slower on the lookup path, because the extent lookup function in ext4 acquires a spinlock, which would be prohibitively expensive in the interrupt handler.

For now, XRP only supports the ext4 file system, but the metadata digest can be easily implemented for other file systems. For example, in f2fs [64], logical-to-physical-block mappings are stored in the node address table (NAT). Similar to the ext4 implementation, an implementation of its metadata digest could cache a local copy of the NAT, which would be consulted in lookup_mapping. Then update_mapping would need to be called anywhere in f2fs where the NAT is updated.

4.1.4 Resubmitting NVMe Requests

After looking up the physical block offsets, XRP prepares the next NVMe request. Because this logic occurs in the interrupt handler, to avoid the (slow) kmalloc calls needed to prepare NVMe requests, XRP reuses the existing NVMe request struct (i.e. struct nvme_command) of the just-completed request. XRP simply updates the physical sector and block addresses of the existing NVMe request to the new offsets derived from the mapping lookup. Reusing NVMe request structs for immediate resubmission is safe because neither user space nor XRP BPF programs can access the raw NVMe request structs.

While struct bpf_xrp supports a maximum fanout of 16, in the current implementation a resubmitted I/O request can only fetch as many physical segments as the initial NVMe request. For example, if an initial NVMe request only fetches a single block, then all subsequent resubmissions for that request can only fetch a single physical segment. During a resubmission chain, if the BPF call returns multiple valid addresses in next_addr, XRP will abort the request. This limitation can be worked around by allocating and setting up 16 dummy NVMe commands in the first I/O request so that subsequent resubmissions can express fanout if necessary.

4.2 Synchronization Limitations

BPF currently only supports a limited spinlock for synchronization. The verifier only allows BPF programs to acquire one lock at a time, and they must release the lock before returning. Also, user space applications do not have direct access to these BPF spinlocks. Instead, they must invoke the bpf() syscall; the syscall can read or write the lock-protected structure while holding the lock for the duration of that operation. Hence, complex modifications that require synchronizing across multiple reads and writes cannot be accomplished in user space.

Users can implement custom spinlocks using BPF atomic operations. This allows both BPF functions and user space programs to acquire any spinlock directly. However, the termination constraint prohibits BPF functions from spinning to wait for a spinlock infinitely. Another option for synchronization is RCU. Since XRP BPF programs are run in the NVMe interrupt handler, which cannot be preempted, de-facto they are already in an RCU read-side critical section.

4.3 Interaction with Linux Schedulers

Process scheduler. Interestingly, we observed that a microsecond-scale storage device like Optane SSD interferes with Linux’s CFS when multiple processes share the same core, even when all I/O is issued from user space. For example, in the case where an I/O-heavy and compute-heavy process share the same core, the I/O interrupts generated by the I/O-heavy process will be handled in the timeslice of the compute-heavy process. This may cause the compute-heavy process to be starved of CPU; in the worst case in our experiments, the compute-heavy process only received about 34% of what would be a “fair” allocation of CPU time. We experimentally verified this does not occur when using a slower storage device, which generates interrupts much less frequently. While XRP exacerbates this problem by generating chains of interrupts, this issue is not specific to eBPF, and can also be caused by network-driven interrupts [59]. We leave this problem for future work.

I/O scheduler. XRP bypasses Linux’s I/O scheduler, which sits at the block layer. However, the noop scheduler is already the default I/O scheduler for NVMe devices, and the NVMe standard supports arbitration at hardware queues if fairness is a requirement [17].

5 Case Studies

To use XRP, applications use the interface shown in Listing 3. Applications call libbpf [13] function bpf_prog_load to load a BPF function of type BPF_PROG_TYPE_XRP to be offloaded
We built a simple key-value store, called BPF-KV, with which we can evaluate XRP against other baselines: Linux's sync_read_xrp function. Applications can load multiple BPF functions into the kernel and to specify the BPF function to use in each read syscall. We present two case studies on how applications should be modified to use XRP.

### 5.1 BPF-KV

We built a simple key-value store, called BPF-KV, with which we can evaluate XRP against other baselines: Linux's sync_read_xrp function. BPF-KV is designed to store a large number of small objects and to provide good read performance even under uniform access patterns. BPF-KV uses a B^+-tree index to find the location of objects, and the objects themselves are stored in an unsorted log. For simplicity, BPF-KV uses fixed-sized keys (8 B) and values (64 B). The index and the log are both stored in one large file. The index nodes use a simple page format with a header followed by keys followed by values. Leaf node contains a file offset pointing to the next leaf node, enabling efficient index traversal for range queries and aggregation. Object sizes are fixed, so updates occur in-place in the unsorted log. Newly inserted items are appended to the log; their index is initially stored in an in-memory hash table. Once the hash table fills, BPF-KV merges it with the on-disk B^+-tree file.

#### Caching

BPF-KV implements a user space DRAM cache for index blocks and objects. To reduce the number of I/Os it needs to issue for lookups, BPF-KV caches the top k levels of the B^+-tree index. With a sufficiently large number of objects, it is not possible to fit the entire index in the cache. Consider the case where BPF-KV is used to store 10 billion 64 B objects. In BPF-KV's index, each node is 512 B (matching the access granularity of the Optane SSD); hence, the tree has a fanout of 31 (i.e. each internal node can store pointers to 31 children). Therefore, 10 billion objects would require an index with 8 levels. Fitting 6 index levels in DRAM is expensive and would require 14 GB, while fitting 7 levels or more becomes prohibitively expensive (437 GB of DRAM or more). So, to support a large number of keys, BPF-KV would require at the minimum 3-4 I/Os from storage for each lookup, including a final I/O to fetch the actual key-value pair from disk. Also note that having a hard memory budget for caching the index is common in many real-world key-value stores (e.g., RocksDB [45], DocumentDB [78], SplinterDB [40], TokuDB [20]), since the index cache often competes with other parts of the system that need memory, such as filters and the object cache.

BPF-KV also maintains a least recently used (LRU) object cache of the most popular key-value pairs. Before looking up an object on disk, BPF-KV first checks whether it is stored in the object cache. If not, it checks whether it is indexed in the in-memory hash table. If the item is not found in the in-memory hash table, it looks up the object by accessing the first k cached levels of the index. Once it encounters an index node that is not cached, it completes the index and the final lookup on disk.

To find an object without XRP, BPF-KV traverses the B-tree until the desired value is found using an I/O request per level. For example, if the index contains 7 levels and the first 3 are cached and read from DRAM, then the traversal will issue 4 I/Os to navigate the rest of the tree, followed by a final I/O to fetch the object from the log.

#### BPF function

Listing 4 shows the BPF function used in BPF-KV to lookup a key-value pair. We omit the code to handle the final lookup in the log for simplicity. struct node defines the layout of B^+-tree index nodes whose size is 512 B. The BPF function bpfkv_loadfirst extracts the target key stored in the scratch buffer, and then it linearly searches the slots in the current node to find the next node to read.

#### Interface modifications

We replace read calls with read_xrp. Before calling into read_xrp, BPF-KV first allocates a buffer for the scratch space and calculates the offset at which to start the lookup.

#### Range queries

BPF-KV supports range queries returning a variable number of objects. We implement a BPF function that runs as a state machine, allowing the operation to be suspended and resumed when objects are returned to the application for processing. The BPF function state, including the beginning and end of the range, and the retrieved objects, are stored in the scratch space (up to 32 72-byte key-value pairs). On the initial invocation, the function traverses to the leaf node that contains the starting key. Once the first key in the range is found, the function stores the leaf node in the scratch space and requests the block containing the corresponding value. On the next BPF invocation, the function stores the value in the scratch space and it continues the index scan.
When the buffer is full, the data is written out in a new file. We WiredTiger is a popular key-value store that is the default where data is split into different levels; each level contains a values read from the log. In the last case, the application can

```c
struct node {
    uint64_t num; uint64_t type;
    uint64_t key[31]; uint64_t ptr[31];
};

uint32_t bpfkv_bpf(struct bpf_xrp *ctxt) {
    uint64_t key = *((uint64_t*)ctxt->scratch);
    struct node *n = (struct node *)ctxt->data;
    if (n->type == LEAF_NODE) {
        ctxt->done = true;
        return 0;
    }
    int i;
    for (i = 1; i < n->num; i++)
        if (key < n->key[i]) break;
    ctxt->done = false;
    ctxt->next_addr[0] = n->ptr[i - 1];
    ctxt->size[0] = 512;
    return 0;
}
```

Listing 4: BPF function for BPF-KV.

on the cached leaf node. When the leaf node has been read completely, the function submits a request for the next leaf node using the node’s next-leaf file offset. The function returns to the application in three cases: 1) the function reaches a key past the end of the range; 2) the function reaches the end of the index; 3) the function fills the scratch space with values read from the log. In the last case, the application can process the values and re-invoke the BPF function with the range query state, allowing the range query to resume from where it left off.

**Aggregations.** BPF-KV also supports aggregation operations, such as SUM, MAX and MIN. We implement these operations on top of the BPF range query function by setting a bit that causes the function to perform the corresponding aggregation instead of returning the individual values. Since aggregation queries return a single answer, storing values in the scratch space does not limit the number of I/O resubmits the BPF function can request.

### 5.2 WiredTiger

WiredTiger is a popular key-value store that is the default backend for MongoDB [27]. We use it as a case study since it is a relatively simple and open key-value store that is used in production. WiredTiger provides an option to use an LSM tree where data is split into different levels; each level contains a single file. Each file uses a B-tree index with the key-value pairs embedded in the tree’s leaf nodes. The files are read-only; updates and inserts are written into a buffer in memory. When the buffer is full, the data is written out in a new file. We configure the B-tree page size to be the same as our Optane SSD’s block size (512 B). Our modification to WiredTiger is around 500 lines of code, which mainly consist of buffer allocation, extending function signatures and wrapping the XRP syscall. XRP helps accelerate reads that are serviced from disk, and it does not affect updates or inserts, which are always absorbed by WiredTiger’s in-memory buffer.

**BPF function.** To use XRP, WiredTiger installs a BPF function similar to the one shown in Listing 4. The difference is in order to find the next lookup address from the current page, the BPF function contains a port of WiredTiger’s B-tree page parsing code. This parsing logic replaces the for loop in Listing 4.

The WiredTiger BPF function also makes several modifications to make the BPF program compile correctly and pass the BPF verifier. The modifications mainly consist of adding bounds on loops to avoid infinite loops, masking pointers to eliminate out-of-bound access, and initializing local variables to prevent access to uninitialized registers. We also use the BPF function-by-function verification feature [3] to break a complex function into several simple sub-functions. This allows BPF functions to be verified independently, so the functions that have been verified do not need another round of verification when being called by other functions. The function-by-function verification feature also supports more complex BPF programs without exceeding the verifier’s restrictions on function length.

**Caching.** WiredTiger maintains a least recently used (LRU) cache for its B-tree internal pages and leaf pages. When looking up a new key-value pair, WiredTiger caches the entire lookup path including the leaf page in the cache. In order to comply with WiredTiger caching semantics, the BPF function described in the previous section also returns all traversed pages so that WiredTiger can cache them. The BPF function stores traversed pages in the scratch buffer of its context. When the scratch buffer is exhausted, the BPF function will stop resubmitting requests and return to user space immediately. After WiredTiger adds those pages into its cache, it will call read_xrp again to continue the lookup starting at the previous page. Since we set the size of the scratch buffer to 4 KB, a BPF function can store up to 6 traversed 512 B pages in the scratch buffer, which leaves room for necessary metadata such as the search key.

**Interface modifications.** To integrate WiredTiger with XRP, we replace normal read calls with read_xrp, read_xrp is called when the next page is not in the cache and needs to be read from disk. The eviction policy of WiredTiger enforces that only the pages without any cached children pages can be evicted, so any uncached page will not have cached descendants. Therefore, it is safe to call read_xrp to read all of the remaining path from disk without checking the application-level cache again. If read_xrp fails for any reason, WiredTiger falls back to the normal lookup path. We allocate a data and scratch buffer for each WiredTiger session to avoid the overhead of allocating and freeing buffers for every request. WiredTiger sessions synchronously process
one request at a time, which avoids concurrency issues.

6 Evaluation

In this section we seek to answer the following questions:
1. What are the overheads of using BPF for storage (§6.1)?
2. How does XRP scale to multiple threads (§6.2)?
3. What types of operations can XRP support (§6.3)?
4. Can XRP accelerate a real-world key-value store (§6.4)?

Experimental setup. All experiments are conducted on a 6-core i5-8500 3 GHz server with 16 GB of memory, using Ubuntu 20.04, and Linux 5.12.0 with an Intel Optane 5800X prototype. All experiments use O_DIRECT, turn off hyper-threading, disable processor C-states and turbo boost, use the maximum performance governor, and enable KPTI [30]. We use WiredTiger 4.4.0 in the experiments.

Baselines. We compare the following configurations: (a) XRP, (b) SPDK (a popular kernel-bypass library), (c) standard read() system calls, and (d) standard io_uring system calls.

6.1 BPF-KV

Latency. To answer the first evaluation question, we measure the performance of BPF-KV on a benchmark that performs a million read operations with keys drawn randomly with uniform probability. The experiment varies the number of operations per lookup.

Table 3: Average latency of a random key lookup with BPF-KV as a function of the depth of the B⁺-tree stored on-disk. # ops is the number of index I/Os per lookup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Ops</th>
<th>SPDK</th>
<th>io_uring</th>
<th>read()</th>
<th>XRP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average latency of a random key lookup with BPF-KV as a function of the depth of the B⁺-tree stored on-disk. # ops is the number of index I/Os per lookup.

6.2 Thread Scaling

Since storage applications often use a large number of concurrent threads that access I/O devices, for example in order to process concurrent requests and to perform background garbage collection [12, 20, 27, 44], XRP needs to be able to provide good tail latency and throughput under a large number of threads. We analyze how XRP scales as a function of the num-
Tail latency and percentage of requests with extreme latency of XRP and SPDK against XRP’s performance speedup remains relatively constant as a function of the length of the aggregation, since XRP performs only one storage stack traversal for every 32 values retrieved. SPDK’s throughput steady decreases while XRP still provides stable throughput. SPDK’s throughput collapse stems from its polling-based approach; SPDK threads never yield, leaving scheduling up to Linux’s CFS which works in coarse 6 ms timeslices. However, idle XRP threads will voluntarily yield the CPU to busy threads, so more CPU cycles are spent on actual work. Figure 7b presents the throughput-latency relationship under 12 working threads as a function of the load. With more threads than CPU cores, both average and tail latencies also increase more significantly in SPDK, as each thread waits longer to be scheduled than in XRP.

### 6.3 Range Query

Figure 8 compares the average latency and the throughput of running a range query with XRP against performing the query with read() system calls. In both cases the range query performs a single index traversal to find the first object, and traverses the leaf nodes of the index to find the address of subsequent objects. The index depth is 6 in this experiment. Even though the XRP range query can only retrieve 32 objects per syscall, the results show this adds negligible overhead. XRP’s performance speedup remains relatively constant as a function of the length of the aggregation, since XRP performs only one storage stack traversal for every 32 values retrieved.

---

**Figure 5:** Tail latency and percentage of requests with extreme latency of XRP and SPDK against read and io_uring with BPF-KV with index depth 6, random key lookups, and closed-loop load generator.

**Figure 6:** Throughput of XRP and SPDK against read and io_uring with BPF-KV with random key lookups and closed-loop load generator.

**Figure 7:** XRP vs. SPDK with open-loop load generator.

**Figure 8:** Average read latency and throughput of BPF-KV with XRP vs. read() when performing a range query over a varying number of objects.
Figure 9: Throughput of reads/scans in WiredTiger with (a) varying client threads with a 512 MB cache and (b) varying cache size.

Figure 10: (a) Throughput speedup of WiredTiger on YCSB C with a varying Zipfian constant and with a uniform distribution. (b) 99th-percentile latency of reads/scans in WiredTiger with varying number of threads with 512 MB cache.

6.4 WiredTiger

To understand whether XRP can benefit a real-world database, we evaluate the performance of WiredTiger with and without XRP on YCSB [41]. We run the different YCSB workloads so that their runtime takes more or less the same time: YCSB A, B, C and E use 10M operations, D uses 50M operations and E uses 3M. The baseline WiredTiger uses `pread()` to read B-tree pages, while the WiredTiger with XRP uses `read_xrp()`. We populate the database with 1 billion key-value pairs and set the size of both key and value to 16 B. The total size of the database is 46 GB. WiredTiger runs eviction threads to evict pages when its cache usage is close to full, and we set the number of eviction threads to 2.

**Throughput.** Figure 9 shows the total throughput of WiredTiger with different cache sizes and different numbers of client threads. We configure WiredTiger with 512 MB, 1 GB, 2 GB, and 4 GB cache sizes to ensure that WiredTiger can cache at least 1% of its database while not exhausting all the available memory on the machine. We run up to 3 client threads to avoid context switches. The results show that XRP speeds up most workloads consistently by up to 1.25×. The throughput improvements are mostly affected by the cache size. The speedup generally goes down when the cache size becomes larger. In general, XRP provides a lower speedup on WiredTiger than on BPF-KV, because WiredTiger is less optimized than BPF-KV for reading from fast NVM storage, and only spends 63% of its total time on I/O. In particular, XRP does not provide significant improvements on YCSB D and YCSB E. This is because YCSB D follows a latest distribution where the newly inserted items are the most popular ones. Since new inserts are always written into in-memory buffers, most read operations read from those buffers in YCSB D. On the other hand, YCSB E only has inserts and scans. WiredTiger supports scans via an iterator interface, which only looks up one key-value pair at a time. XRP can only benefit the lookup of the first key-value pair of a scan operation, since the rest of the key-value pairs mostly either reside on the same leaf node or require only one additional I/O to fetch the next leaf node.

To study the effect of access distribution on XRP, we run YCSB C with a varying Zipfian constant and with a uniform distribution. Figure 10a shows that XRP’s benefit decreases when the Zipfian constant becomes larger (i.e., the distribution is more skewed) because of the increased cache hit ratio. Note that skews greater than 0.99 represent very high skew levels. We also see that the throughput gain on WiredTiger is lower than that on BPF-KV with the uniform YCSB C. This is again because WiredTiger spends 37% of its total time on non-I/O operations.

**Tail latency.** We measure the tail read latency of WiredTiger with and without XRP under a fixed load: 20 kops/s per client thread for YCSB A, B, C, D, F, and 5 kops/s per client thread for YCSB E. Since YCSB E has scans instead of reads, we set a lower load for it and measure the tail scan latency instead of the tail read latency. Figure 10b shows that XRP can reduce the 99th-percentile latency by up to 40%. Similar to the throughput, the 99th-percentile latency improve-
7 Related Work

There are four areas of related work: (a) using BPF to accelerate I/O (typically networking), (b) kernel-bypass systems, (c) near-storage compute, and (d) extensible operating systems and library file systems.

BPF for I/O. There is a large number of systems and frameworks that use BPF to accelerate I/O processing, primarily focused on networking and tracing use cases [2, 4–6, 15, 18, 25, 28, 37, 46, 49, 50, 52]. Most closely related to XRP, XDP [28] accelerates networking I/O by adding a hook in the NIC driver’s RX path. It then provides an interface for eBPF programs that either filter, redirect, or bounce the packet.

There are no existing systems that use BPF to resubmit storage requests from within the kernel. Kourtis et al. [62] propose a system that uses eBPF functions as an interface to submit disaggregated storage requests in order to avoid crossing the network. In their system, resubmissions occur from a user space service sitting at the host and are not serviced by the kernel itself, since the network is the primary bottleneck (not the kernel software stack). ExtFUSE [36] allows user space file systems on Linux to load BPF functions into the kernel to serve low-level file system requests and thus eliminates unnecessary context switches. While ExtFUSE accelerates user space file systems, it provides no performance benefits for an application that already uses a standard kernel file system (e.g., ext4), since it does not allow applications to bypass the kernel’s storage stack. BMC [49] uses BPF to accelerate memcached by intercepting packets on the network path at the host. The BPF functions can then access a separate small kernel-based cache, which serves as a first-level cache and is not synchronized with the user space memcached application. Zhong et al. [85] provide motivation for using BPF for accelerating storage from within the kernel, but do not provide a concrete design, implementation or evaluation.

Kernel bypass. In order to reduce the kernel’s overhead when processing I/O, several libraries and operating systems have been designed to let users directly access I/O devices [7, 33, 34, 42, 47, 57, 65, 69, 71, 72, 82–84]. Most relevant to our work, Intel’s SPDK [82] is a popular kernel-bypass library for storage. In general, the downside of allowing users to access I/O directly is that applications must directly poll for I/O to obtain high performance. This means that cores cannot be shared among processes, which leads to significant underutilization when I/O is not the bottleneck.

Near-storage compute. There are several systems that allow applications to offload their storage functions to the processor embedded within or attached to a storage device [16, 22, 31, 38, 43, 51, 55, 61, 63, 74, 75, 77, 81]. The downside of this approach is that it requires specialized storage devices, dedicated hardware, or both.

Extensible operating systems and library file systems. Our approach is reminiscent of extensible operating systems and library file systems from the 1990s. Extensible operating systems (e.g., SPIN [35] and VINO [76, 79]) allow extension of kernel functionality via user-defined functions. For example, a client can write kernel extensions that read and decompress video frames from disk. Another related approach is library file systems, such as XN [48, 56]. Similar to XRP, XN allows userspace library file systems to load untrusted metadata translation functions into the kernel, while guaranteeing disk block protection without understanding file systems’ data structures. These approaches required using dedicated operating and file systems, while XRP is compatible with Linux and its standard file systems. ExtOS [32], a more recent extensible OS, minimizes data movements in read() and splice() by using BPF functions to filter data before copying them to user space or another file, but it still incurs the full storage stack overhead and does not allow I/O request resubmissions.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

BPF has the potential to accelerate applications using fast NVMe devices by moving computation closer to the device. XRP lets applications write functions that can resubmit dependent storage requests to achieve speedups close to kernel-bypass while retaining the advantages of being OS-integrated. Beyond fast lookups, we envision XRP can be used for many types of functions such as compaction, compression and deduplication. In addition, XRP in the future can be developed as a common interface for other use cases where computation needs to be moved closer to storage, such as programmable storage devices and networked storage systems. For example, XRP could be used as an interface that can dynamically support both in-kernel offloading, as well as offloading functions to a smart storage device or an FPGA. Another direction we plan to explore is networked storage. XRP storage functions could be chained with XDP networking functions to create a datapath that bypasses both the kernel’s networking and storage paths.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

We open-source XRP, a high-performance storage data path using Linux eBPF. The artifact includes the implementation of XRP in the Linux kernel and two key-value stores that leverage XRP to significantly improve throughput and latency.

Scope

The artifact allows readers to run all the experiments in §6 and generate Table 3, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10.

Contents

The artifact provides the following parts.
1. XRP: the implementation of XRP in the Linux kernel v5.12.0.
2. BPF-KV: a simple key-value store that uses XRP to accelerate both point and range lookups.
3. WiredTiger: a modified WiredTiger (based on v4.4.0) that integrates with XRP to speed up index lookups.

Test scripts and drawing scripts are also provided for all the experiments and results in §6.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted on the main branch (commit fae90c5) of the Github repository https://github.com/xrp-project/XRP.

Requirements

XRP requires a low latency NVMe SSD on which the overhead of the Linux storage stack is significant. We use Intel Optane SSD P5800X in all the experiments. In the test scripts, we assume that the operating system is Ubuntu 20.04, and there are 6 physical CPU cores on the machine. Other configurations may require changing the scripts accordingly.
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Abstract

Out-of-core systems rely on high-performance cache sub-systems to reduce the number of I/O operations. While the page cache in modern operating systems enables transparent access to memory and storage devices, it suffers from efficiency and scalability issues on cache misses, forcing out-of-core systems to design and implement their own cache components, which is a non-trivial task.

This study proposes TriCache, a cache mechanism that enables in-memory programs to efficiently process out-of-core datasets without requiring any code rewrite. It provides a virtual memory interface on top of the conventional block interface to simultaneously achieve user transparency and sufficient out-of-core performance. A multi-level block cache design is proposed to address the challenge of per-access address translations required by a memory interface. It can exploit spatial and temporal localities in memory or storage accesses to render storage-to-memory address translation and page-level concurrency control adequately efficient for the virtual-memory interface.

Our evaluation shows that in-memory systems operating on top of TriCache can outperform Linux OS page cache by more than one order of magnitude, and can deliver performance comparable to or even better than that of corresponding counterparts designed specifically for out-of-core scenarios.

1 Introduction

NVMe [45] Solid State Drives (NVMe SSDs) have drawn a wide range of interest because of their high I/O performance. The U.2 interface [48] and PCIe 4.0 standard [47] have also increased the storage density of NVMe SSDs in recent years. For instance, a dual-socket commodity server can mount an array of more than 16 NVMe SSDs to provide tens of TB of storage capacity, tens of millions of random IOPS, and dozens of GB/s of bandwidth while being 20–40 times cheaper than Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM).

Although NVMe SSD arrays can improve the aggregated performance and capacity of the system, they still suffer from block-wise I/O accesses and have latencies at least 100 times longer than those of DRAM. To efficiently process datasets that are significantly larger than available memory, out-of-core systems rely on cache sub-systems to maintain frequently operated data in memory. I/O operations can be merged or skipped on cache hits, bridging the performance gap between DRAM and SSDs.

Page cache [46] is a cache sub-system in modern operating systems (OS) that manages data on the granularity of pages (typically 4KB) across DRAM and SSDs. It enables in-memory applications to support out-of-core processing on SSDs without requiring any rewrite through swapping [44] or memory-mapping [43] based on virtual memory.

However, current implementations of page cache encounter issues related to scalability and performance on cache misses owing to global locking on internal data structures [29]. Recent literature [27, 34, 55] indicates that the heavy I/O stack, page faults, and context switching overheads also limit kernel swapping and I/O performance on fast storage devices such as NVMe SSD arrays.

Therefore, data-intensive applications such as databases and data processing systems [6, 12, 15, 20–22, 52, 54] usually design and implement their own user-space block caches (also known as buffer managers) that manage data by blocks (typically of a fixed size that is a multiple of the physical sector size). In contrast to OS page cache, block cache reduces context switching overhead by running mainly in the user space, and supports customization in terms of tuning block sizes and replacement policies to further improve performance.

Nevertheless, designing and implementing block caches and upper-level components imposes expensive development costs. Existing block caches in the user space usually ask users to explicitly acquire/release blocks [12, 20] or manipulate data through an asynchronous interface [54]. Developers often have to re-design and re-implement the entire system according to the API requirements of the block cache, which is non-trivial. To fill the gap between out-of-core performance and development costs, we investigate a new general cache mechanism that can transparently extend in-memory systems.
for efficient out-of-core processing on NVMe SSDs without requiring any manual modification.

Efficient kernel-bypass I/O stacks, such as SPDK [50], can achieve good out-of-core performance in the user space by avoiding expensive kernel I/O operations to take advantage of the high IOPS from the NVMe SSD array. It inspires us to explore a user-space solution that can eliminate the overhead due to page faults and context switching. A solution in the user space is cross-platform, easy to deploy and customize, and avoids introducing potential security vulnerabilities caused by kernel modifications.

To ensure transparency for the user, a virtual memory interface is expected to fill the semantic gap between fine-grained memory accesses in existing in-memory programs and block-wise I/O operations on physical block devices as in the case of the virtual memory provided by OS. A virtual memory interface makes it possible for in-memory software to run on NVMe SSDs without requiring any modification if we can automatically redirect memory accesses to the block cache.

Several challenges need to be addressed to implement a user-space block cache with a virtual memory interface. First, the cache system requires good scalability to achieve high out-of-core performance so that it can fit in the hundreds of CPU cores and the tens of millions of SSD IOPS in use today. Second, it requires an efficient address translation mechanism that looks up in-memory addresses for cached blocks, to provide a virtual memory interface with fine-grained accesses. Such fine-grained accesses and per-access address translations pose a much more significant challenge than block lookups in current user-space block caches. Third, it requires a scheme to redirect the memory accesses of existing in-memory systems to the cache system without any manual modification.

To address the above challenges, we propose the following contributions:

- We build a scalable block cache based on a concurrency mechanism named Hybrid Lock-free Delegation that combines message passing based delegation with lock-free hash tables. It can utilize the NVMe SSD array with only a few server threads.
- We design a two-level Software Address Translation Cache (SATC) to support lightning-fast address translation in the user space, replacing human effort for writing block-aware code with an automatic mechanism by exploiting locality at runtime. SATC can accelerate software address translation by some orders of magnitude.
- We propose a pure software-based scheme to supervise memory accesses based on compile-time instrumentation and library hooking techniques. Existing in-memory applications can efficiently run on NVMe SSDs through the block cache without requiring any code modification.

Based on these techniques, we design and implement a user-transparent block cache providing a virtual memory interface, named TriCache. Our results show that TriCache enables in-memory programs to efficiently process out-of-core datasets without requiring manual code rewrite, by using various domains of application. TriCache can outperform OS page cache by some orders of magnitude, and can often reach or even exceed the performance of specialized out-of-core systems.

## 2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we briefly introduce the two types of general caches that can be used for out-of-core processing. OS page cache and user-space block cache, and use a motivating example to show the benefits as well as the challenges of a new approach that combines the advantages of both.

Page cache is a transparent cache for pages originating from storage devices [46]. Modern operating systems keep the page cache in unused portions of the main memory. Some accesses to storage devices can be handled by the page cache to improve performance. The page cache is implemented in kernels through virtual memory management and is mostly transparent to applications. Users can use a memory-mapping system call [43] to map a file to a segment in virtual memory, or rely on swapping [44] to swap out/in pages to/from disks on-demand, thus accessing storage just like memory.

While the memory interface of the page cache provides maximal user transparency for developing out-of-core applications [9, 26], its use can lead to severe performance bottlenecks, especially on cache misses when the backed storage is an array of high-performance NVMe SSDs. It results from various factors, including but not limited to its global locking in the kernel, the heavy I/O stack, page faults, and context switching overheads [27, 29, 34, 55]. Although some studies have attempted to modify the kernel to improve the performance of the page cache [27–29, 39, 41], it is challenging to apply the relevant modifications in the kernel space, which may introduce potential portability and security issues.

To this end, most out-of-core systems design and implement their own block caching components in the user space to mitigate and even eliminate the above issues. Like the OS page cache, a block cache manages a pool of pages in memory, and loads/evicts pages from/to disks upon user requests. The major difference is that the block cache runs mostly in user space and provides a block interface. Users first pin the blocks to be accessed in memory, then read/write data in corresponding blocks, and finally invoke unpin to mark the blocks that can be evicted or flushed to storage later, when needed according to the replacement policy [15, 20]. There are also some other forms of the block interface, such as asynchronous read/write routines with user-defined callbacks [54]. Block cache may be further customized for better performance according to the needs of the application. For example, it is unnecessary to support writing blocks back to the storage if cached contents are known to be read-only [12].

While an efficient and scalable block cache can make full use of storage devices in terms of performance, its block interface requires a considerable amount of work to be put
size_t strlen_memory(char* str) {
    size_t len = 0;
    while (str[len] != '\0') {
        ++len;
    }
    return len;
}

size_t strlen_block(char* str_in_block) {
    size_t block_id = get_block_id(s);
    size_t block_offset = get_block_offset(s);
    char* raw_ptr = pin(block_id);
    while (raw_ptr[block_offset] != '\0') {
        len += 1;
        block_offset += 1;
        if (block_offset == BLOCK_SIZE) {
            unpin(block_id);
            block_id += 1;
            block_offset = 0;
            raw_ptr = pin(block_id);
        }
    }
    unpin(block_id);
    return len;
}

Figure 1: Out-of-core implementations of strlen with memory (upper) and block (lower) interfaces

into use. Figure 1 illustrates this with a concrete example: calculating the length of a string. The upper part presents the implementation by using a memory interface, and the lower part shows an alternative version with a block interface. It is evident that the block version is far more complex than the memory version because system developers have to take care of more details, such as checking the block boundaries and making pin/unpin calls manually, while the memory version only needs to perform memory accesses.

It thus motivates us to explore a block cache providing a virtual memory interface in the user space, that can combine the advantages of high out-of-core performance and high user transparency from both types of caches. The user-space approach drops some functional capabilities of the OS page cache, such as sharing memory across processes with consistency guarantees. However, it allows us to redesign the cache sub-system towards new high-performance storage. Although the virtual memory interface forces applications to manipulate the cache synchronously and manage data in fixed-size blocks (rather than objects or rows), such an interface enables user transparency and saves developers considerable effort.

However, a user-space block cache with a virtual memory interface is not as easy as it might appear. Since every memory access now needs to involve a pair of pin and unpin calls to ensure that the data accessed reside in memory, as well as given that pin and unpin imply storage-to-memory address translation and concurrency control operations\(^1\), we need optimizations in addition to those in current block cache designs to make pin/unpin as fast as possible.

\(^{1}\)In case of cache misses, the victim blocks resident in memory need to be replaced with the requested blocks on storage; in case of cache hits, the reference counts need to be updated with locks/latches or atomic operations.

3 Design and Implementation of TriCache

In this section, we first present an overview of the system design of TriCache, and then describe its efficient multi-level block cache runtime in a bottom-up manner, including how to build a scalable block cache and reduce the cost of cache accesses in the user space to support transparent usage. Finally, we introduce how to automatically apply TriCache to in-memory applications via compiler techniques.

3.1 Overview of TriCache

Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of TriCache. It consists of an LLVM compiler plugin and a runtime module. TriCache LLVM Compiler Plugin first instruments each memory instruction, such as load and store, in the user application code, inserting a software address translation call (named get_raw_ptr) before the memory instructions. Upon execution, the instrumented binary calls the interface every time it tries accessing a storage address and retrieves a memory address pointing to data cached in memory. The translated address is then used as usual for the memory instruction.

TriCache Runtime is the core of TriCache (the dashed box in Figure 2). It is a multi-level block cache that supports fast address translation and provides a virtual memory interface. It implements get_raw_ptr to translate blocks to their corresponding cached memory addresses, manages the in-memory data cache for recently accessed blocks, handles I/O operations when the cache misses, and evicts blocks when the cache is full.

In the implementation of get_raw_ptr, TriCache Runtime introduces a two-level Software Address Translation Cache...
(SATC) on top of the conventional block cache (Shared Cache in Figure 2). The first level is a directly mapped Direct SATC, and the second level is a set-associative Private SATC (under the three User Threads in Figure 2). They serve purposes similar to those of the hardware TLB, and accelerate address translations for hot blocks. We implement them as thread-local metadata caches for storage-to-memory address mappings. Direct SATC is responsible for efficient translation when operating the most recently used entries, while Private SATC aims to provide sufficient entry caching capacity and merge inter-thread operations. Meanwhile, the SATC employs a pin/unpin protocol (as mentioned in Section 2) to implement an inclusive two-level metadata cache. TriCache deploys SATC to automatically exploit localities in running programs for address translation and reduce the cost of runtime API calls, rather than relying on manually programming against blocks to reduce the number of API calls and amortize the runtime overheads.

Below SATC, TriCache Runtime manages data with Shared Cache (in the middle of Figure 2, gray background). Shared Cache is a full-featured block cache shared by multiple threads that maintains an in-memory cache pool for reading and writing the underlying storage. It manages a block table for all in-memory blocks and serves address translations when SATC misses. The block table exposes a pin/unpin interface to SATC as well, with the guarantee that recently used data pinned by SATC are not swapped out to external storage. To prevent scaling bottlenecks introduced by locking, the block space is partitioned, and each partition is owned by a single thread. Message passing based delegation is used to render critical operations (including block replacements and I/O accesses) single-threaded and lock-free. Moreover, Shared Cache can use kernel-bypass I/O stacks to eliminate context switching for I/O operations.

For Shared Cache, we propose a Hybrid Lock-free Delegation based concurrency control scheme. First, we distinguish between address translations and data accesses. Only address translations call pin/unpin remotely through message passing, while data accesses directly manipulate memory and rely on the CPU cache to ensure data consistency. The cached data are thus stored only in the Shared Cache and directly accessed by threads without any redundant memory copies. Second, we design and implement the per-partition block table as a concurrent lock-free hash table to further reduce inter-thread message passes. With this concurrent block table, only pinning operations that are missed in Shared Cache require a synchronous remote call.

In Figure 3, we present an example of a user program, a follow-up of Figure 1, instrumented by and then running with TriCache. The C program is first compiled to LLVM IR (Intermediate Representation) with Clang, with the memory read compiled to a load instruction. TriCache LLVM Compiler Plugin instruments the load instruction into two operations: one calls get_raw_ptr to retrieve the translated memory address, and the other loads the cached data. Upon execution, the get_raw_ptr call of TriCache Runtime results in an address translation operation sequence. If Direct SATC hits, the result is returned; otherwise, it pins the corresponding block in Private SATC. If the block is found in Private SATC, the result is returned; otherwise, it pins the corresponding block in Shared Cache. If Shared Cache is holding the block, the pin operation finds the memory address of the cached block in the concurrent block table. Otherwise, as invoked by a remote call, Shared Cache reads the block from storage and loads it into memory.

### 3.2 Shared Cache

As the core module of TriCache, Shared Cache determines TriCache’s throughput, especially its I/O performance. Therefore, good scalability is the primary design goal of Shared Cache for the effective use of hundreds of CPU cores, tens of NVMe SSDs, and millions of IOPS.

**Design Decisions.** Figure 4a shows a straightforward design used by the current Linux Kernel. It uses a global lock to protect the block table (or page table) and the cache. However, the single lock leads to heavy lock contention and is difficult to scale for high-performance storage devices [29]. The sharding technique can help mitigate the scalability issue, as shown in Figure 4b. The block cache [12, 29] can use a predefined function (usually hashing) to partition the blocks into several shards and then assign a lock to each shard. In addition, recent work proposes that well-designed delegation based on message passing can provide better scalability and hotspot tolerance than locks [23, 33, 53] on NUMA (Non-uniform Memory Access) architectures.

Therefore, we propose a Hybrid Lock-free Delegation for Shared Cache of TriCache, as shown in Figure 4c. The Shared Cache adopts a client-server model based on message passing (solid lines in Figure 4c). Each client-server pair shares a lightweight message queue with a size of two cache lines, similar to ffwd [33]. Each user thread corresponds to a client, and several dedicated servers handle requests from clients.
Each server is single-threaded, lock-free, and only responsible for managing a part of the blocks (e.g., partitioned by hashing block IDs). Multiple partitions and servers can achieve concurrency and scalability, and more servers can be added when a higher throughput is desired. In addition to message passing based delegation, clients can directly access per-partition block tables on cache hits to reduce server-side CPU consumptions (dashed lines in Figure 4c; more details are provided in the Client-side Fast Paths on Cache Hits paragraph below).

**Metadata-only Delegation.** When a user thread accesses block data, TriCache divides the block access into a metadata operation and a data operation. Metadata operations include address translations, reference count management, and evict policy enforcement. Data operations are memory accesses, such as load and store. In TriCache, only metadata operations are processed by servers through delegation while clients issue data operations by themselves.

A block is accessed in three stages. In the first stage, the client asks the server to cache the block in memory (pin) and translate the storage address to its address in memory. The server updates the metadata of the requested block, reads uncached blocks, and evicts unused blocks, without touching the actual data. In the second stage, after receiving the response, the client will directly perform its memory access on the translated memory address. In the last step, the client notifies the server that the block has been released and can be further evicted by the server (unpin).

This design eliminates redundant memory copies between servers and clients. Servers focus on metadata operations so that a few server threads can achieve good performance. Meanwhile, it helps TriCache provide the same consistency and atomicity guarantees as memory, which is necessary for user transparency and compatible with in-memory applications. CPU directly executes data operations on the client side via memory instructions, and cache coherence is ensured by hardware. TriCache only needs a memory fence to ensure that the updates are visible before evicting modified blocks.

**Client-side Fast Paths on Cache Hits.** We propose using concurrent block tables to avoid server-side synchronizations on cache hits. A client first tries to directly find a block in the block table and update the block reference counts (number of clients in use) by using atomic operations. If it succeeds, the client can translate the address from the concurrent block table by itself, thus skipping synchronous message passing. The client then sends an asynchronous message if this direct operation changes the reference count from 0 to 1 or conversely, to notify the server to update the eviction policy for the block. Multiple asynchronous messages can be batched and processed together to amortize message passing overheads.

**Workflow and Implementation.** Figure 5 shows the workflow and implementation of Shared Cache. Each user thread corresponds to a Shared Cache Client and gets its unique Client ID. Each partition has a polling-based message passing server that is used to process requests sent from clients and return results to them. In addition, each partition maintains a concurrent block table for blocks cached in the memory, and each entry in the block table stores the Block ID (BID) of the block, Memory ID (MID) of its in-memory cache, and its metadata (Meta). The metadata include information on whether the block is available and whether it has been modified, and the reference count pertaining to the clients in use. We use the compact hashed block table similar to [51], in which each entry occupies only an average of 8 bytes, and uncached blocks do not occupy memory.

The cached blocks are indexed by their Memory IDs and stored in a Memory Pool. Meanwhile, an Evict Policy tracks all cached blocks with a zero reference count as they can be
safely evicted. Every time the cache is full, the Evict Policy chooses and evicts one or more blocks based on its statistics and strategies. TriCache uses the CLOCK algorithm [40] by default, and it is replaceable, allowing users to customize the policy based on their application characteristics. In addition, policy implementations in TriCache are completely single-threaded, so users do not need to consider any concurrency issues. At the bottom, an asynchronous I/O backend (Storage Backend) manages pending I/O requests in an I/O Queue to continuously poll and process I/O operations. The I/O backend is also customizable and defaults to SPDK that is backed by user-space NVMe drivers. A kernel-space alternative based on Linux AIO is also supported as another candidate.

When a user thread operates on a block, its client (N in the figure) first computes the Partition ID (M in the figure) by a predefined partition function. The client then searches for a valid block entry from the block table of Partition M, and if such an entry exists, the client tries increasing the reference count by using atomic operations. If the atomic operations succeed on cache hits (Cache-hit Fast Path in Figure 5), the client pins the block in memory and can directly query the memory address of the cached block. The client may further send an asynchronous request to the server if it is updating the reference count from 0 to 1, or the converse. The server then performs the corresponding actions according to the Evict Policy, such as enabling or disabling evictions of the block.

If the atomic operations fail on cache misses or when the block is being swapped in/out, the client requests a remote operation via synchronous message passing, immediately releases CPU resources, and waits for responses from the server (Remote Operation in Figure 5). After receiving the request, the server creates a block table entry and sets its valid bit to false. If the block table is full, the server evicts blocks according to the Evict Policy and sets their valid bit to false. The server then appends I/O operations for new blocks and the evicted blocks to the I/O queue. The I/O Backend processes the I/O requests by polling and controlling NVMe SSDs to perform DMA operations directly on the Memory Pool. And the server sets valid bits to true once the I/O requests have been processed, and it sends the memory addresses of the blocks to clients via message passing. After receiving the response, the client resumes and performs its memory accesses.

We use a micro-benchmark on a 128-core machine to test the effectiveness of TriCache Shared Cache. It can scale linearly to 256 threads (1/8 of the threads are servers), reaching 96.8M ops/s, and the hybrid mechanism provides an improvement of 52% compared with the delegation-only approach.

3.3 Software Address Translation Cache

The Shared Cache of TriCache provides scalable I/O performance and an efficient set-associative cache. However, block table lookups and atomic operations are required for each access on cache hits, still limiting the performance of TriCache.

Guiding Ideas. Considering the manual use of the block cache (e.g., Figure 1), users call the pin interface to get the in-memory address for a block, and then use the memory address to perform multiple operations; they finally call the unpin interface to release the block. Multiple read and write operations can be performed between a pair of manual pin and unpin operations to reduce the number of cache lookup operations. Users manually take advantage of data locality while investing extra effort in development.

In contrast, we design TriCache to automatically exploit locality to simulate manual coding without requiring human effort. We propose to build a two-level Software Address Translation Cache (SATC) on top of Shared Cache. The higher-level cache stores hotter data and provides faster access and smaller capacities than the lower-level cache, similar to the multi-level cache of the CPU and hierarchical storage [32, 49, 56]. Based on this idea, we now show how to implement the multi-level cache in software and where to divide the levels.

SATC Design. In our design, only the last-level cache manages data, and higher-level translation caches manage only metadata, such as modifying the reference counts of the blocks and translating block IDs to memory addresses. Managing metadata instead of data can help avoid redundant memory consumption, additional memory copies, and memory consistency issues caused by the multi-level design. The multi-level cache of TriCache is designed to be an inclusive cache, which means that all blocks in the higher-level cache are also present in the lower-level cache. With this inclusive policy, higher-level caches need to only interact with their next level. Moreover, TriCache guarantees that the capacity of higher-level caches is no greater than the lower-level cache, thus eliminating out-of-space errors from the lower-level cache when the higher-level cache requests to swap in blocks.

On top of the Shared Cache, we build a thread-local set-associative cache called Private SATC. When the Private SATC hits, the user thread uses its thread-local block table and evict policy, and only when the Private SATC swaps in/out blocks does the user thread need to operate on the Shared Cache. Private SATC is purposed to reduce Shared Cache operations for the hot data of its thread. Examples include thread-local hot data when each thread computes a segment of data independently, and hot elements shared by all threads when processing skewed data. Private SATC also helps reduce concurrent block table operations with cross-NUMA memory accesses and false sharing, which could take about 3–8 times higher latency than local memory accesses in our evaluation.

We further build a direct mapping cache called Direct SATC on top of the Private SATC to alleviate overheads due to hash table lookups and evict policy maintenance. Direct SATC maintains a few recently accessed pages in a fixed-size array to speed up address translation to a few bitwise operations and avoid having to update the evict policy for each access. The goal of Direct SATC is to cover multiple consecutive
operations on the hottest blocks, such as sequential reads and writes, and displace manually written pin/unpin operations.

**Implementation.** As shown in Figure 6, we implement an inclusive multi-level cache with pin and unpin interfaces. Blocks in Direct SATC must exist in Private SATC, and blocks in Private SATC should also be present in Shared Cache. Private SATC calls the pin interface of Shared Cache to load blocks into the Private SATC, thus increasing reference counts to ensure that Shared Cache does not swap out the blocks. When blocks are evicted from Private SATC, it calls the unpin interface of Shared Cache to release the reference count. On top of Private Cache, Direct SATC also uses a scheme similar to Private SATC but provides a single get_raw_ptr interface implicitly combining a pin call and a following unpin call. It implies caching a block and translating the block ID into its raw address in memory. The raw address is valid until the next get_raw_ptr call because the subsequent access can evict any previous block from Direct SATC and possibly call the unpin interface of Private SATC or Shared Cache.

The right-hand side of Figure 6 presents the state machine maintained in TriCache. Starting from Disk Only state, the user thread loads blocks into Shared Cache, Private SATC, and Direct SATC by calling get_raw_ptr. When Direct SATC evicts blocks, Shared Cache and Private SATC still hold them. When the last thread in use evicts a block from its Private SATC, the block enters Shared Cache Only state. Any get_raw_ptr re-loads the block into all three levels of caches. If Shared Cache also evicts the block, it is removed from the in-memory cache and written back to storage when it is dirty, ending in Disk Only state.

In our implementation, the aggregated capacity of Private SATC entries is equal to that of Shared Cache entries, and the Direct SATC has a size 1/4 of that of the Private SATC.

Our evaluation shows that SATC can improve performance by tens of times over Shared Cache on real-world workloads. When SATC can absorb all accesses, TriCache can reach 57% and 91% of the in-memory performance for purely random and nearly sequential access patterns respectively, making it practical to operate the block cache at per-access granularity.

**Figure 6: Software Address Translation Cache**

**Figure 7: Memory layout and LLVM instrumentation**

### 3.4 Compile-time Instrumentation

With the help of SATC, TriCache opens up opportunities to provide a virtual memory interface and make TriCache fully transparent to users. To this end, we propose a purely user-space scheme based on compile-time instrumentation and library hooking techniques.

**Memory Layout.** We first modify the memory layout as shown in the upper part of Figure 7. In Linux, the current x86_64 virtual memory layout (with four-level page tables) consists of three main parts. User-space takes 47 bits at the beginning, kernel-space occupies 47 bits at the end, and most of the space in the middle is a hole of non-canonical virtual memory. We map the TriCache-managed disks into unused holes by block size, starting from 0x800...000 as TriCache-space virtual memory. Memory addresses in TriCache-space can be translated into an actual user-space memory address by calling the get_raw_ptr interface of TriCache Direct SATC.

**Instrumentation.** To enable transparent read and write operations on top of the TriCache block cache, we perform a translation before each memory operation (e.g. load, store, and atomic operations), so that TriCache-space addresses can be used just like user-space memory. TriCache does not require any manual code modifications with the help of compile-time instrumentation. The lower part of Figure 7 shows pseudo-codes for instrumenting load and store instructions in LLVM IR. TriCache instrumentation takes the highest bit of addresses to determine whether a memory address refers to user-space memory or TriCache-space virtual memory.

While instrumentation provides the virtual memory interface for TriCache-space memory, we still need to determine what data should be placed in TriCache-space memory. First, data on the stack is not necessary to enter the block cache. We perform a data flow analysis from LLVM alloca instructions to eliminate unnecessary instrumentation and overhead for the stack. Second, we set a runtime threshold for TriCache so that only memory allocations greater than the threshold will
belong to TriCache-space memory. In contrast, small chunks of data, usually short-term temporary data, remain in-memory allocation. Finally, TriCache supports limiting the total size of data allocated in memory by a predetermined memory quota. If in-memory data exceed the memory quota, TriCache is able to take over later allocations. Users can adjust the above runtime parameters to obtain a balanced trade-off between the memory usage and the performance.

**Implementation.** Figure 8 illustrates the compiling workflow of TriCache. The user application code is compiled by a compiler based on LLVM. The TriCache LLVM plugin instruments the code and generates instrumented LLVM IR bitcode. The plugin performs instrumentation after all the optimization passes, so it does not affect the compiler optimizations on applications, such as automatic vectorization. Also, TriCache supports vector instructions since TriCache leaves the CPU to perform memory operations.

Then, the bitcode links with the pre-compiled TriCache runtime (including get_raw_ptr implementations). TriCache forces to inline the cache-hitting implementations of Direct SATC and Private SATC through link-time optimization (LTO) to avoid intensive function call overheads.

The TriCache runtime also contains APIs on top of the virtual memory interface for manual optimizations, including pin and unpin. Optionally, users can optimize some bottlenecks of their applications through these APIs, such as using block-wise accesses and prefetching, while leaving other parts to transparently support out-of-core processing by instrumentation. In the TriCache runtime, some common utility functions, such as memcpy and memset, are already manually implemented by block-wise pin and unpin to reduce overheads of per-byte address translation from common components.

### 4 Evaluation

We set up our experiments on a dual-socket server equipped with two AMD EPYC 7742 CPUs (64 physical cores and 128 hyper-threads per CPU) and 512GB DDR4-3200 main memory. The storage devices are 8 PCIe-attached Intel P4618 DC SSDs which provide 51.2TB capacity, 9.6M 4KB-read IOPS, and 3.9M 4KB-write IOPS in total. The server runs Debian 11.1 with Linux kernel 5.10 and uses Clang 13.0.1 to compile TriCache and other systems.

In our evaluation, we limit the total available capacity of DRAM by cgroups to evaluate out-of-core performance. For TriCache and other systems with block caches, we ensure that the overall memory is less than the expected memory limit by adjusting the cache sizes. The SSDs are configured in SPDK mode for TriCache and as raw blocks for swapping. If the system requires a single filesystem, we construct a software RAID-0 by mdadm and use the XFS filesystem. TriCache launches 16 background threads (bound to 8 cores) for Shared Cache and uses 4KB blocks by default. And the total number of threads are searched to maximize performance over powers of two from the number of hardware threads (i.e. 256).

We first evaluate TriCache on four representative domains in terms of end-to-end performance: graph processing (Section 4.1), key-value store (Section 4.2), big-data analytics (Section 4.3), and transactional graph database (Section 4.4).

We then conduct a micro-benchmark, by using a configurable number of threads that issue load/store instructions. We adjust the hit rates and access patterns to explore circumstances in which TriCache outperforms OS page cache and to assess whether the design of TriCache provides a reasonable trade-off between in-memory (i.e. cache hit) and out-of-core (i.e. cache miss) performance (Section 4.5).

Finally, we use a series of breakdown experiments to evaluate the performance-related impact on TriCache, including I/O backends, hit rates and hit latency of SATC, and number of threads (Section 4.6).

### 4.1 Performance on Graph Processing

**Experimental Setup.** Graph processing is a demanding workload for cache systems due to many small and random accesses on large datasets. We transparently apply TriCache to an in-memory graph processing framework Ligra\(^2\) [37] and extend it to out-of-core. The baselines are Ligra with OS swapping and FlashGraph\(^3\) [54], an efficient semi-external memory graph processing framework designed for SSDs.

Both Ligra and FlashGraph use 32-bit vertex IDs, and we force Ligra to use push mode to align with FlashGraph. For FlashGraph, we follow its recommended configuration of creating an XFS filesystem for each SSD block device and binding the device to the corresponding NUMA nodes. Meanwhile, FlashGraph is a semi-external memory graph engine that always stores vertex states in memory and edge lists on SSDs. We thus make TriCache to manage at least edge lists in the cache for a fair comparison.

We evaluate FlashGraph, Ligra on swapping, and Ligra on TriCache by three common graph algorithms: PageRank (PR), Weakly Connected Components (WCC), and Breadth-First Search (BFS). The dataset is a real-world graph dataset, UK-2014 [7,8], with 788 million vertices and 47.6 billion edges. It requires more than 400GB for Ligra in-memory execution.

\(^2\)https://github.com/jshun/ligra [commit 7755d95]

\(^3\)https://github.com/flashxio/FlashX [commit 2a649ff]
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In-memory Performance. Figure 9 shows the computation time of FlashGraph, Ligra on swapping, and Ligra on TriCache under different memory quotas. With 512GB of memory, Ligra can process all three algorithms in memory, and TriCache and FlashGraph can buffer all data in their cache. Under this setting, TriCache incurs overheads of only 34.4% for PageRank, 64.0% for WCC, and 23.5% for BFS. The in-memory performance shows that TriCache can provide efficient address translations and cache hits with its virtual memory interface, owing to the two-level SATC. Meanwhile, TriCache outperforms FlashGraph by 6.08×, 3.85×, and 2.06×, respectively. It illustrates that FlashGraph yields much higher in-memory overheads than TriCache because the block cache of FlashGraph involves redundant memory copies on cache operations with its read/write interfaces.

Out-of-core Performance. Under 256GB memory limitation, the caches start swapping in/out blocks/pages. Compared to the in-memory performance, Ligra on TriCache saves about half of memory and yields 47.7% performance on PageRank, 12.5% performance on WCC, and 78.4% performance on BFS. And TriCache’s speedups over OS swapping and FlashGraph are 6.30× and 5.31× on PageRank, 26.1× and 1.46× on WCC, and 0.85× and 2.05× on BFS, respectively.

As the usable memory further decreases, I/O efficiency becomes the main factor affecting performance. For example, in the case of 64GB of memory, the performance of TriCache is 19.3×, 38.3×, and 26.8× better than that of swapping. Compared with FlashGraph, TriCache can still provide improvements of 54.8% and 58.3% on PageRank and WCC respectively, while the performance of Ligra with TriCache is 34.3% lower than FlashGraph on the BFS algorithm. This is because FlashGraph adopts two-dimension partition for out-of-core graph processing, resulting in a 50.1% cache hit rate that saves 2.68× of I/O volume compared to TriCache. Still, TriCache provides an average I/O bandwidth 1.78× better than FlashGraph and thus reduces the performance gap.

It is noteworthy that the semi-external memory FlashGraph cannot fit vertex states of PageRank and WCC with 16GB of memory. It leads to out-of-memory errors, whereas TriCache can operate the same dataset fully out-of-core.

The above results indicate that TriCache can extend an in-memory graph framework to support out-of-core processing without manual modification and can deliver performance comparable to a well-designed external memory framework. Meanwhile, TriCache outperforms OS swapping by up to 38.3× while providing the same user transparency.

4.2 Performance on Key-Value Stores

Experimental Setup. We use RocksDB[4][12], a persistent key-value store widely used in production systems, for evaluation in this part. RocksDB organizes on-disk data in immutable Sorted Sequence Tables (SSTs). It provides a block-based table format on top of its user-space block cache, and a plain table format optimized for in-memory performance via mmap. We use TriCache to buffer RocksDB plain tables without manual modification and compare it with plain tables based on OS memory-mapped files and block-based tables on RocksDB’s own cache.

We use the mixgraph[10] (prefix-dist) workload proposed by Facebook, which models production use cases at Facebook and emulates real-world workloads of key-value stores with hotness distribution and temporal patterns. The keys and values are 48 and 43 bytes on average, respectively, and there are 83% reads, 14% writes, and 3% scans. We generate 2 billion key-value pairs (consuming 180GB of space) and execute 100 million operations. Both plain and block-based tables use the hash index with a 4 bytes prefix. We set the sharding number of the RocksDB block cache to 1024 to avoid lock contentions on our 256-thread server and use the direct I/O mode for the RocksDB block cache. We also disable WAL to prevent log flushing from becoming a performance bottleneck.

In-memory Performance. Figure 10 illustrates the throughput of Plain Tables on TriCache, Plain Tables on mmap and Block-based Tables on the RocksDB user-space cache with different memory quotas. In memory, RocksDB Plain Tables with mmap provides the best performance, which is 4.28M ops/s. TriCache reaches about 53.5% throughput of mmap, and 73.7% throughput of the RocksDB block cache.

Figure 10: RocksDB throughput with varying memory quotas

Out-of-core Performance. When RocksDB runs out-of-core, TriCache brings performance improvements of 2–3 orders of magnitude compared with `mmap`. Plain Tables with TriCache outperform Block-based Tables by 6.69× under 128GB memory, 10.8× with 64GB, 10.9× with 32GB, and 10.0× with 16GB. Some performance benefits of TriCache come from the efficient I/O stack of SPDK, while the excellent scalability of Shared Cache is another key factor. For example, the RocksDB block cache can deliver a throughput of 122K ops/s with 256 threads. However, our eight NVMe SSDs require about 1024 I/O in-flight requests to maximize the I/O performance. Unfortunately, when the number of threads is increased from 256 to 1024, the throughput instead gradually drops. In the case of 1024 threads, RocksDB only provides 71.3% throughput of 256 threads. In contrast, the performance of RocksDB with TriCache improves by 2.15× from 256 threads to 1024 threads.

The in-memory performance indicates that user-transparent TriCache can provide similar performance as manually managed block cache in RocksDB. Meanwhile, TriCache has the potential to help existing systems with in-memory backends, such as RocksDB with Plain Tables, to achieve better out-of-core performance without any manual modifications.

4.3 Performance on Big-Data Analytics

Experimental Setup. TeraSort [1] is a representative application and an important performance indicator in the domain of big-data analytics [16]. Its typical distributed or out-of-core implementation consists of a shuffle phase followed by a sort phase. The shuffle phase produces parallel sequential reads and writes, which is I/O bound [16] and can stress sequential I/O throughput on cache systems. The sort phase requires the cache to buffer the working partition in memory and issues a vast number of string comparisons and copies that can examine the runtime overhead of cache systems.

We generate two TeraSort workloads, 1.5B records (about 150GB) and 4B records (about 400GB). For TriCache, we first use the parallel sort based on multi-way merge sort in GNU `libstdc++` [38] (named GNU Sort) to implement an out-of-core TeraSort, which requires only a single function call. We also implement a shuffle-based parallel sort by partitioning the first byte of the keys (named Shuffle Sort), which takes 15 additional lines of C++ code. Compared with the multi-way merge sort, the shuffle-based parallel sort mainly issues sequential read/write I/O operations, so it is more friendly to out-of-core processing. We use TriCache to manage memory allocations during sorting and compare TriCache with OS swapping. For Shuffle Sort, we configure the page size of TriCache to 128KB to maximize the sequential I/O performance. We also use a widely used big-data framework Spark5 [52] as a baseline, which supports both scale-up and scale-out processing.

In-memory Performance. Figure 11 shows the computation time of TeraSort. On the 150GB dataset, both GNU Sort and Shuffle Sort occupy about 300GB of memory and fit in 512GB of memory. In this case, Shuffle Sort is 2.01× faster than GNU Sort. Meanwhile, the overheads of TriCache amount to only 14% for GNU Sort and nearly zero (less than 1%) for Shuffle Sort. The reason is that the Shuffle Sort algorithm mainly generates sequential reads and writes for each thread, which can be well handled by thread-local Direct SATC and Private SATC. Compared with Spark, GNU Sort and Shuffle Sort on TriCache is faster by 1.55× and 3.62×, respectively.

Out-of-core Performance. When the memory quota is less than 256GB for the 150GB workload, TriCache can provide tens of times speedups over swapping, up to 39.3× for GNU Sort at 128GB memory and 57.8× for Shuffle Sort at 64GB memory. Meanwhile, the performance of Shuffle Sort with TriCache is up to 20.2× better than Spark at 32GB memory.

For the 400GB dataset, both algorithms keep executing out-of-core. Shuffle Sort on TriCache is faster than swapping by

5https://github.com/apache/spark [tag v3.2.0]
up to 43.6× at 32GB memory and outperforms Spark by up to 13.7× with the same amount of memory. GNU Sort based on swapping is 41.2× slower than TriCache Shuffle Sort with 32GB memory, while its processing time is only 49.3% longer than the processing time at 512GB. We also compared the distributed Spark and TriCache-based scale-up solutions. We use four servers with the same hardware configuration and connect them with 200GB HDR Infiniband NIC. TriCache under 32GB memory outperforms in-memory distributed Spark by 7.20× using Shuffle Sort and 1.33× with GNU Sort on the 400GB workload. So TriCache with NVMe arrays can use less memory and provide nearly in-memory performance for TeraSort. In addition, TriCache can nearly utilize the peak bandwidth of our 8 NVMe SSDs, reaching 44GB/s for read-only operations and 31GB/s for mixed read/write operations.

In summary, developers can write in-memory programs (e.g., less than 20 lines of C++ code for Shuffle Sort), and TriCache then helps them to fully utilize the high-performance NVMe SSD array, especially when the algorithm is friendly to out-of-core processing.

### 4.4 Performance on Graph Database

For workloads in graph databases, we evaluate TriCache on LiveGraph\(^6\) [57], an efficient transactional graph database based on OS memory-mapped files. LiveGraph treats memory-mapped files as in-memory data and relies on atomic memory accesses and cache consistency to support transactional queries. It can examine whether a user-transparent block cache is able to provide the same semantics as in-memory operations. We replace the memory-mapped files with TriCache and compare it with the original LiveGraph. We evaluate their performance on the LDBC SNB interactive benchmark, which simulates user activities in a social network and consists of 14 complex-read queries, 7 short-read queries, and 8 update queries. As the SNB driver occupies part of the memory, we limit LiveGraph to use up to 256GB memory and generate two workloads: SF30 and SF100 datasets. With LiveGraph, these datasets take about 100GB and 320GB memory, respectively. SNB clients request 1.28M operations for the SF30 workload, and 256K operations for the SF100 workload during the benchmark run.

Figure 12 shows the SNB throughputs of LiveGraph on TriCache and mmap. When the dataset can fit into a 256GB memory, the instrumentation and user-space cache of TriCache incur only 21% runtime overheads on the SNB benchmark. As the memory quota gradually decreases, the advantage of TriCache becomes increasingly prominent, e.g., Tri-

\(^6\)https://github.com/thu-pacman/LiveGraph [commit eaa5a40]
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Cache outperforms mmap by 12.4× at 32GB memory as its scalable Shared Cache and the efficient I/O backend supply much higher throughputs. For SF100, LiveGraph keeps running in out-of-core states. TriCache improves the throughput by 5.48× compared with mmap at 256GB memory, and the speedup can grow up to 10.5× at 16GB memory.

We then take a closer look at the latency metrics when running SF100 with 256GB of memory. TriCache cuts the average latency on complex queries by 11.5×, on short queries by 1.79×, and on update queries by 21.1× (geometric means). The P999 tail latency of TriCache keeps 10.9× lower than mmap on complex queries and 1.35× lower on short queries. Meanwhile, TriCache shortens the P999 latency of update queries to 34.6× shorter than the original LiveGraph because TriCache is additionally aware of thread locality while mmap is not. Although TriCache and mmap are both user-transparent, the Private SATC of TriCache can automatically hold recently updated data for writer threads in memory even when writers are waiting for group commits. On the contrary, mmap may evict these dirty pages under memory pressure. Our design helps LiveGraph to reduce tail latencies on update operations.

### 4.5 Micro-benchmarks

We conduct two custom multi-threaded micro-benchmarks which issue random memory-load instructions. The first generates random accesses in 8-bytes (named 8B Random workload), which can stress the systems in the case of completely random memory accesses. We control the random pattern to generate operations with different hit rates of block caches, and we also adjust the hit rate of Private SATC to examine its performance impact. The second randomly chooses 4KB pages and sequentially accesses each page in 8-byte words (named 4KB Random workload) to evaluate the performance when a page is accessed multiple times.
We compare TriCache with Linux `mmap` and FastMap [29] (both given a hint of random accesses, `MADV_RANDOM`). FastMap optimizes the `mmap` path in the Linux kernel, including sharding locks (discussed in Section 3.2) and batching TLB invalidations. It mainly aims to mitigate the scalability limitation of Linux `mmap`. For FastMap, we downgrade the kernel version to 4.14 as suggested by the authors of FastMap, and leverage FastMap to manage bare block devices.

Figure 13 shows TriCache’s speedup compared with `mmap` and FastMap with 8B Random and 4KB Random workloads.

For 8B Random workloads, the performance of TriCache is about 11% of the in-memory (with `mmap`) performance in the worst case, when the memory hit rate is 100% and Private SATC hardly hits. Under the same 100% memory hit rate, when the hit rate of Private SATC grows up to 100%, TriCache can attain 57% of the in-memory (with `mmap`) performance, with a performance improvement of up to $6.07 \times$.

Once the memory hit rate drops to 90%, TriCache can provide improvements of $18.6 \times$ to $31.5 \times$ over `mmap` whose performance is severely limited by lock contentions in the kernel. At the same time, TriCache outperforms FastMap by $1.22 \times$ on average. As the memory hit rate gradually decreases, the advantage of TriCache becomes increasingly significant. For instance, TriCache outperforms `mmap` by $33.6 \times$ and FastMap by $3.34 \times$ with an 80% hit rate. When the memory hit rate reaches 10%, TriCache performs $45.0 \times$ to $47.2 \times$ better than `mmap`, and $5.38 \times$ to $5.60 \times$ better than FastMap. In this case, TriCache provides 12.4 million random accesses per second and fully saturates our 8 NVMe SSDs. However, FastMap can only support 2.22 million accesses per second with all the hardware cores, where this is equivalent to about the I/O performance of only two NVMe SSDs. This indicates that FastMap cannot accommodate currently available high-performance NVMe SSD arrays because it still suffers from the heavy I/O stack of the kernel, page faults, and context switching overheads [27, 34, 55].

For 4KB Random workloads, Direct SATC can mainly absorb the in-memory overheads of TriCache. The performance of TriCache reaches 84% to 91% of the in-memory (with `mmap`) performance when the memory hit rate is 100%. With a 90% memory hit rate, TriCache can provide a speedup of $8.43 \times$ on average over `mmap` and $1.46 \times$ over FastMap. Under a 10% memory hit rate, TriCache can provide 12.3 million random accesses per second, which outperforms `mmap` by $43.1 \times$ and FastMap by $5.08 \times$ on average.

### 4.6 Performance Breakdown

We select five cases under 64GB of memory for the breakdown experiments: PageRank, RocksDB, Shuffle and GNU Sort for the 400GB Terasort dataset, and LiveGraph for the SNB SF100 workload.

**SPDK and Linux AIO.** TriCache currently supports SPDK and Linux AIO as its storage backend. In the default configuration, TriCache uses SPDK to handle I/O operations. We compared the performance of these two backends. The first column in Table 1 shows the performance slowdown when using the AIO backend compared with the SPDK backend.

In terms of the (geometric) average, SPDK performs $1.64 \times$ better than Linux AIO, demonstrating that the user-space NVMe driver enables better IO performance. Nevertheless, SPDK has some drawbacks, such as high programming complexity, deployment difficulties, and not easy for supporting multiple applications. Luckily, TriCache hides SPDK programming details from users, allowing users to code in-memory programs and achieve efficient out-of-core performance. Moreover, the design of TriCache is not coupled with SPDK and can provide comparable performance with Linux AIO. If using or deploying SPDK is not feasible, AIO can serve as a reasonable alternative backend for use in TriCache.

| Table 1: Performance slowdown relative to TriCache |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                | Linux AIO       | W/O Direct      | W/O Private     | Shared Only     |
| PageRank                       | 1.15×           | 2.75×           | 1.03×           | 40.1×           |
| RocksDB                        | 2.16×           | 1.27×           | 1.02×           | 22.0×           |
| ShuffleSort                    | 1.69×           | 1.87×           | 4.67×           | 10.1×           |
| GNUSort                        | 2.36×           | 2.51×           | 4.25×           | 57.9×           |
| LiveGraph                      | 1.21×           | 1.07×           | 1.01×           | 7.55×           |
Breakdown Analysis of SATC. The three columns on the right side of Table 1 break down the performance impact of SATC on TriCache by gradually removing SATC levels. W/O Direct disables Direct SATC, W/O Private disables Private SATC, and Shared Only uses only Shared Cache by removing both SATC levels.

According to the performance degradation listed in Table 1, SATC is an essential component contributing to the good performance of TriCache. The slowdown that occurs by disabling SATC (Shared Only) is $20.8 \times$ on average for the five cases. And even when the memory quotas are less than 1/5 of the working set (i.e., running out-of-core), SATC still yields a speedup of 40.1× for PageRank, 10.1× for Shuffle Sort, and 57.9× for GNU Sort.

Meanwhile, both Direct SATC and Private SATC are indispensible to TriCache. Without Direct SATC, the performance of PageRank is degraded by 2.75× because accessing each edge incurs a heavy overhead due to hash table lookups and evict policy maintenance. However, PageRank is not sensitive to Private SATC because the size of the dataset is more than 5× larger than the available memory, and the edges are visited only once for each iteration. For the shuffle phase of Shuffle Sort, the performance drops by 5.39× without Private SATC but remains almost the same (only 4.8% slower) without Direct SATC. The reason is that string copies constitute the bottleneck in the shuffle phase and are optimized by the compiler to memcpy, which is implemented by manually calling pin/unpin in the TriCache runtime. For GNU Sort, removing Direct SATC and Private SATC degrades the performance by 2.51× and 4.25×, respectively.

Multi-level Cache in TriCache. Next, we use PageRank, Shuffle Sort, and GNU Sort to further examine the design of the multi-level cache in TriCache. Table 2 lists the miss rates for each level of the cache, the average hit cycles (HitC.) for Direct SATC and Private SATC, and the average access cycles (Acc.C.) for Shared Cache.

According to the miss rates listed in Table 1, Direct SATC and Private SATC can handle most memory accesses. The miss rate of Direct SATC is less than 5% for all the three workloads, and the miss rate of Private SATC is less than 1% for Shuffle Sort and GNU Sort. The results show that SATC can cover most accesses to meet the above performance.

And the hit cycles of Direct SATC and Private SATC in Table 1 show that the software address translation of TriCache is quite efficient. The average costed cycles of Direct SATC hits in PageRank and Shuffle Sort are approximately 50 cycles; Direct SATC hits in GNU Sort and Private SATC hits in Shuffle Sort take about 150 cycles; Private SATC hits in GNU Sort use about 450 cycles. To give an idea of how much time they take, we list some hardware latencies: 50 cycles are close to a NUMA-local L3 cache hit or an L2 cache false sharing within a NUMA node; 150 cycles correspond to about the half of a NUMA-local memory access; 450 cycles are less than a cross-NUMA memory access or a cross-NUMA cache false sharing. Therefore, TriCache with SATC is efficient enough to provide a virtual memory interface and also to deliver memory-comparable performance.

Performance and Numbers of Threads. We also compare the performance of TriCache and baselines under different numbers of threads for PageRank and RocksDB with 64GB of memory. More precisely, “the performance under a given number of threads” means the maximum performance with less than or equal to this number of threads (only searched over powers of two). Since TriCache uses 16 server threads as the default configuration in the evaluation section, the number of threads starts with 32 threads (including server threads).

As shown in Figure 14, TriCache achieves good scalability for the workloads of both PageRank and RocksDB, which is one of the reasons for why TriCache performs well. For example, from 32 threads to 256 threads (the number of hard-
ware threads). Ligra with TriCache (in Figure 14a) achieves a \(4.29 \times\) speedup, and RocksDB with TriCache (in Figure 14b) yields a \(13.5 \times\) performance improvement.

Meanwhile, with a small number of threads, TriCache’s performance is worse than that of manually optimized prefetch and asynchronous I/O because of TriCache’s synchronous scheme for triggering I/O and its lack of program-specific optimizations (similar to \texttt{mmap}). In order to mitigate these limitations, over-subscription can help to utilize the queue depth of SSDs as much as possible. Through over-subscription, the performance of TriCache is improved by \(2.58 \times\) for PageRank and \(2.15 \times\) for RocksDB, thus enabling good performance for TriCache even without manual optimizations.

5 Related Work

There is a series of work that tries to improve the page caching performance with customized memory-mapped file I/O paths or swapping approaches [27–30, 39, 41]. \texttt{Kmmap} [28] provides several improvements to reduce the variation in performance owing to the aggressive write-back policy of Linux. \texttt{FastMap} [29] addresses scalability issues by separating clean and dirty pages and using per-core data structures to avoid centralized contentions, with the help of a custom Linux kernel. Still, our evaluation shows that \texttt{FastMap} cannot saturate current high-performance NVMe SSD arrays. \texttt{Aquila} [27] offers a library OS solution that eliminates the need for kernel modifications, relying on hardware support for virtualization, which makes it not easy to deploy on cloud environments. \texttt{Umap} [30] provides an \texttt{mmap}-like interface to user-space page fault handlers based on \texttt{userfaultfd} [2] in Linux, but is faster than \texttt{mmap} only with large page sizes. \texttt{LightSwap} [55] redesigns the swapping system to reduce context switching and page fault overheads, but it requires both kernel and program modifications. TriCache exposes a memory interface like these kernel-involved solutions, but runs completely in the user space to achieve maximal out-of-core performance.

Block caches (or buffer managers) are critical components in data-intensive applications for supporting out-of-core processing [6, 12, 15, 20, 52, 54]. Some attempts try to improve the performance of block caches. \texttt{SAFS} [53], the storage backend for FlashGraph [54], adopts a lightweight cache design based on NUMA-aware message passing. Users need to program with its asynchronous I/O interface to exploit maximal I/O performance on SSD arrays. \texttt{LeanStore} [20] proposes to use pointer swizzling so that pages residing in memory can be directly referenced without page lookups. However, it requires pages to form a tree-like structure, and thus is applicable to limited scenarios. TriCache shares similar goals but provides a memory interface that is user-transparent and more general.

Remote cache systems [14, 24] have been developed upon ideas of the disaggregated architecture [3, 11, 13, 18, 19, 25, 31, 34–36], which utilizes high bandwidth and low latency of modern networks. In this paper, we focus on scaling-up through NVMe SSD arrays. And we intend to consider support for disaggregated architectures in our future work.

Non-volatile memory (NVM) enables larger capacity compared with DRAM, and researches have been devoted to memory management instead of paging strategies to render memory access efficient on hybrid NVM and DRAM architectures [17, 32, 42, 56]. Nevertheless, block caches such as TriCache are still better suited for NVM SSDs due to their higher latencies than NVM or DRAM.

6 Discussion

In TriCache, SATC does not need to be notified by its Shared Cache when a block is swapped out. In contrast, hardware TLB in processors, which also accelerates address translation as SATC, requires OS page cache to explicitly invalidate evicted pages through TLB shootdown, incurring considerable overhead [4, 5] due to inter-processor interrupts (IPIs). A comparison of the mechanisms of SATC and TLB shows that SATC utilizes reference counting to prevent evicting blocks currently being used by clients, while the OS is not directly aware of how many TLB entries are still referring to the pages to be evicted. It is possible to extend the design of SATC to TLB. Processors could mark the reference counts for page tables entries (PTEs), e.g., recording the number of TLB entries that currently hold a specific PTE. The OS can then adapt its page swapping and evict policies to avoid evicting pages currently present in TLBs, thus mitigating the performance issue brought by TLB shootdown.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore a new user-space approach to achieving efficient out-of-core processing with in-memory programs, by providing a virtual memory interface on top of a block cache. We implement TriCache based on a novel multi-level design and applies it to various in-memory or \texttt{mmap}-based programs without manual code modification. TriCache achieves out-of-core performance that is orders of magnitude higher than that of the Linux OS page cache, and is often comparable to or even faster than specialized out-of-core solutions.

The open-source implementation of TriCache and instructions to reproduce the main experimental results are accessible from: \url{https://github.com/thu-pacman/TriCache}.
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Abstract

Large-scale cluster storage systems use redundancy (via erasure coding) to ensure data durability. Disk-adaptive redundancy—dynamically tailoring the redundancy scheme to observed disk failure rates—promises significant space and cost savings. Existing disk-adaptive redundancy systems, however, pose undesirable constraints on data placement, partitioning disks into subclusters that have homogeneous failure rates and forcing each erasure-coded stripe to be entirely placed on the disks within one subcluster. This design increases risk, by reducing intra-stripe diversity and being more susceptible to unanticipated changes in a make/model’s failure rate, and only works for very large storage clusters fully committed to disk-adaptive redundancy.

Tiger is a new disk-adaptive redundancy system that efficiently avoids adoption-blocking placement constraints, while also providing higher space-savings and lower risk relative to prior designs. To do so, Tiger introduces the eclectic stripe, in which redundancy is tailored to the potentially-diverse failure rates of whichever disks are selected for storing that particular stripe. With eclectic stripes, pre-existing placement policies can be used while still enjoying the space-savings and robustness benefits of disk-adaptive redundancy. This paper introduces eclectic striping and Tiger’s design, including a new mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL) approximation technique and new approaches for ensuring safe per-stripe settings given that failure rates of different devices change over time. In addition to avoiding placement constraints, evaluation with logs from real-world clusters shows that Tiger provides better space-savings, less bursty IO for changing redundancy schemes, and better robustness (due to increased risk-diversity) than prior disk-adaptive redundancy designs.

1 Introduction

“A Tiger never changes its stripes”, but can it be made to? In this context, the Tiger is a cluster storage system and its stripes are the erasure coded data that is placed across multiple disks in order to ensure data reliability. In today’s cluster storage systems, most of the data reliability is via erasure coding [13, 21, 37, 40, 50, 58].

Conventionally, a single cluster-wide redundancy scheme is selected for each data corpus (or for all data corpuses) [11, 14, 15, 21, 33]. This approach fails to account for the disk-reliability heterogeneity present in modern storage clusters, which consist of hundreds-of-thousands of hard disk drives (HDDs or just “disks”) of multiple makes/models deployed at different times. This forces conventional storage clusters to use excessive redundancy (wasting capacity, and thus money and energy) to guarantee data safety, given that different disks have different failure rates. Absent other information, redundancy schemes are usually chosen to be safe for stripes fully stored on the least reliable disks (e.g., Fig. 1a). Recent research has showed that adapting redundancy scheme selection...
to the observed failure rates of specific disks can reduce the space (=cost) overhead of redundancy by up to 20% [23].

Existing disk-adaptive redundancy designs [24, 25], however, face several significant adoption hurdles. At their core, these designs rigidly partition a storage cluster into subclusters of disks (called redundancy groups or Rgroups) that have similar failure rates, so they can use a subcluster-wide redundancy scheme tailored to meet the required data reliability target (e.g., Fig. 1b). Key adoption hurdles include: (1) Since each stripe must be entirely within a single Rgroup, this subcluster-based design can interfere with other data placement considerations, such as enhancing risk-diversity by spreading data across fault domains and different makes/models/batches of disks. Indeed, many of the Rgroups consist of a single make/model. (2) To provide reasonable degrees of performance and reconstruction speed scalability, subclusters must be sizable, making these designs only suitable for very large storage clusters. (3) When failure rates rise for a given make/model, as it ages, the redundancy scheme for an entire Rgroup (potentially 100s of PBs) may need to change to maintain target data reliability levels—all at once. The Pacemaker design [24] proposes to predict such changes and start them early, but they need to predict a month or more in advance to avoid reliability problems given the huge amount of data being transitioned, which is inherently a risky proposition. (4) The subcluster-based designs assume full adoption of disk-adaptive redundancy, not allowing for selective adoption for some data corpuses but not for others.

We present Tiger, a disk-adaptive redundancy system that eliminates the placement constraints posed by subcluster-based disk-adaptive redundancy designs while providing equal or greater benefits. Tiger’s core new abstraction is the eclectic stripe, in which disks of different AFRs can be used to store a stripe that has redundancy tailored to the set of AFRs for those disks. In terms of placement flexibility, eclectic stripes are identical to stripes in conventional (non-disk-adaptive redundancy) designs. But, unlike conventional stripes, eclectic stripes do not conservatively assume the worst-case AFR for all disks. Instead, with eclectic stripes, the redundancy scheme is dynamically set for each stripe based on the AFRs of the chosen disks (e.g., Fig. 1c). Tiger’s eclectic stripe approach avoids all the adoption hurdles discussed above, while simultaneously increasing the effectiveness (higher space-savings) and robustness (lower burstiness of urgent transition IO) of disk-adaptive redundancy.

Efficiently incorporating the proposed new abstraction of eclectic stripes is challenging due to multiple reasons. Tiger introduces several new design elements to overcome these challenges. First, calculating the exact reliability in terms of mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL) of a stripe can be prohibitively expensive, since accounting for different failure rates can lead to an exponential number of states in the traditional Markov chain reliability model. To address this, we provide a novel approximation technique that speeds up MTTDL calculation by 2-4 orders of magnitude while always preserving accuracy of over 95%, and on average over 99.5%. Second, while disks for a stripe can be chosen based on pre-existing placement policies, the chosen disks may not form an adequately-reliable stripe for a planned redundancy scheme, since the reliability is dependent on the chosen disks’ AFRs. Tiger uses an AFR-aware stripe-width-reduction policy to quickly achieve sufficient reliability. Third, disk AFRs change over time [25], which can require changing the redundancy schemes of some eclectic stripes. Keeping track of AFRs for each stripe and triggering the redundancy schemes can significantly increase the overhead for metadata and background operations. Tiger introduces an eclectic volume abstraction to reduce metadata overhead and make identification of required changes efficient. It also introduces policies to reduce transition IO: the IO involved with enacting changes to stripe redundancy schemes.

Evaluating the feasibility and efficacy of eclectic stripes requires analysis of long-term effects on huge storage clusters. We evaluate Tiger using the same logs as used to evaluate Pacemaker [24], enabling an apples-to-apples comparison. These logs contain all disk-deployment, failure, and decommissioning events from four production storage clusters: three 160K–450K-disk Google clusters and a ≈110K-disk cluster used for the Backblaze Internet backup service [3]. Simulation driven by production logs allows us to analyze reliability, space usage, and redundancy maintenance traffic for multiple clusters each with over 100K disks and over multiple years, which would be infeasible otherwise as part of a research setup. For all four clusters, Tiger provides equal or better space-savings than Pacemaker, while requiring at most 0.5% of daily IO bandwidth for transition IO. More importantly, the transition IO is both less bursty, in terms of when it is needed, and less urgent, in terms of how unsafe an unsafe stripe might be if the scheme transition were delayed. For instance, in response to a tiny rise in AFR (< 0.25%) for disks of a given make/model, Pacemaker would need 196% of the total IO bandwidth from each of those disks in order to make the data safe—to avoid stealing more than 5% of IO bandwidth for transition IO, Pacemaker would have to know to start 40 days in advance—but Tiger would need <1.6% even for a 1% AFR increase because of the diversity of its eclectic stripes. And, most importantly, Tiger exhibits significantly better risk-diversity, stemming from removing placement constraints and allowing differently-reliable disks (and hence disks of different makes/models) to belong to the same stripe. For example, even with random selection of disks for each stripe, most of Tiger’s eclectic stripes span most of a cluster’s make/models; Pacemaker’s strict Rgroup boundaries disallow use of more than one make/model for most stripes.

Contributions. In this paper, we make four main contributions. First, we introduce eclectic stripes as a tool for realizing disk-adaptive redundancy without the placement restrictions posed by prior designs. Second, we present a reliability model
and its approximation to efficiently calculate the MTTDL of eclectic stripes. A surprising outcome is that a homogeneous stripe with the same scheme and average disk AFR as an eclectic stripe is less reliable! Third, we present the design and architecture of Tiger, the first disk-adaptive redundancy system for supporting and efficiently managing eclectic stripes. Fourth, we evaluate Tiger and compare it to the state-of-the-art, using logs from four large real-world storage clusters, demonstrating its effectiveness in realizing disk-adaptive redundancy without prior designs’ adoption challenges and with greater space-savings and lower risk.

2 Background and Motivation

We first provide a primer on data redundancy done using erasure coding followed by the gist and importance of disk-adaptive redundancy. We then describe the problems with existing disk-adaptive redundancy systems, which is the motivation for this paper.

Erasure Coding for data durability. Modern storage clusters often comprise of hundreds-of-thousands of disks of multiple make/models deployed over time. The sheer scale of the storage clusters makes disk failures a common occurrence [15], which necessitates some form of redundancy to ensure data durability and availability. While replication is popular for availability of hot data, erasure coding (a more space-efficient alternative to replication) is more common for the durability of colder data, which forms the majority of the stored data. In erasure coding (EC), data is split into \( k \) chunks, and \( n-k \) parity chunks are subsequently generated to form a stripe with \( n \) chunks. Each chunk is stored on a separate disk. This \( k\)-of-\( n \) EC scheme (also called “redundancy scheme”) can withstand up to \( n-k \) failures with a storage overhead of \( \frac{k}{n} \). Any \( k \) chunks of an \( n \)-chunk stripe are sufficient to construct the original data.

Reliability Metrics: MTTDL and AFR. The reliability of a stripe is determined by its mean-time-to-data-loss (MTTDL). A stripe’s MTTDL is calculated using a continuous-time Markov chain shown in the left side of Fig. 3. Each state represents the number of simultaneously lost chunks in a stripe. The MTTDL is the mean time to reach state DL (where \( n-k+1 \) chunks are simultaneously lost) from state 0; this is when data is irrecoverably lost. This model assumes a homogeneous stripe, where all disks fail with the same rate \( \lambda \). Downward transitions denote failures, which happen with a rate of \( \lambda \) times the number of available chunks, while upward transitions denote repairs, which happen with a fixed rate \( \mu \). Failure rates are commonly expressed as an annualized failure rate (AFR), which is defined as the expected fraction of failed disks in a year, assuming that failed disks are replaced and the disk population remains fixed.

Disk-adaptive redundancy. Storage clusters have conventionally been using a one-scheme-fits-all redundancy scheme by assuming that all disks fail similarly. Prior work has shown that disk AFRs are highly correlated with their vintage [26, 35]. With modern clusters having a mix of disk makes/models/batches, there can be an order of magnitude difference between AFRs of different groups of disks [25]. Additionally, over their lifetime, disk AFRs follow a “bathtub curve” with multiple failure regimes: infancy (high AFR) followed by useful life with potentially multiple phases (piecewise linear phases with low AFR that increases gradually) and finally wearout (high AFR) [24].

Disk-adaptive redundancy capitalizes on differences in disk AFRs and dynamically tailors data redundancy to observed disk failure rates [23]. Disk-adaptive redundancy systems take into account various constraints including the reconstruction costs when making the decision of a target stripe width to adapt to. Specifically, wide schemes are used only when a stripe’s average AFR is low enough to keep the reconstruction cost contained below a configured limit. More generally, wide stripes provide cost savings in terms of smaller storage overhead at the cost of higher reconstruction costs and higher degraded mode reads. We know from conversing with architects of large-scale storage clusters that the cost of the excess byte footprint matters more than the cost of excess IO required in the context of redundancy, given existing workloads. This is especially so since, in general, large-scale capacity-tier storage cluster workloads tend to be cold (have low IO/s per byte). Additionally, cold data experiences fewer reads, and therefore has very few costly degraded mode reads. Backblaze is an example where, for archival data that has low IO access rates, administrators have publicly confirmed use of wide redundancy schemes such as 17-of-20 [4]. By using more space-efficient redundancy schemes during low AFR regimes, disk-adaptive redundancy can provide substantial space-savings (> 20%) in clusters with over 100K disks.

Prior disk-adaptive redundancy systems. Two disk-adaptive redundancy systems have been proposed in the literature: HeART [25] and Pacemaker [24]. In HeART, the authors propose a tool to statistically learn the AFRs of different disk groups and identify change-points for safe redundancy transitions. By transitioning to an encoding scheme with minimum storage overhead that still meets the target MTTDL, HeART was able to obtain \( \approx 20\% \) space-savings when tailoring erasure codes, and \( \approx 33\% \) space-savings when tailoring replication. Although lucrative, HeART overlooked an important practical hurdle in performing disk-adaptive redundancy: transition overload, i.e. the IO overhead of performing redundancy transitions. Crippling transition overload when thousands of disks require simultaneous redundancy transitions forms the basis for Pacemaker [24]. The gist of Pacemaker is to convert urgent redundancy transitions into schedulable ones by making conservative predictions of the rise in AFR and proactively issuing redundancy transitions. This allows the transition overload to be spread out over time, such that it can be completed within tolerable IO limits without compromising data safety.
2.1 Existing designs are impractical

Despite remarkable space-savings and low IO costs, existing disk-adaptive redundancy systems remain impractical in real-world settings.

**Placement restrictions.** The primary hurdle stems from the placement restrictions posed by reliance on redundancy groups (Rgroups). An Rgroup is a set of disks with similar AFRs, such that they can use the same redundancy scheme. Prior systems redundancy management techniques rigidly partition the cluster’s disks into Rgroups, and every stripe must be stored entirely within a single Rgroup. Fig. 2a shows the percentage of disks that are rendered infeasible for various redundancy schemes Pacemaker can employ on a particular day in four large storage clusters. More than 30% of the disks are deemed infeasible for space-efficient schemes beyond 22-of-25, because their AFRs are not low enough for those disks to participate in an Rgroup for which schemes beyond 22-of-25 can meet the target MTTDL. Furthermore, in order to maintain proper redundancy, stripes are typically constrained to span across different racks, servers, power lines, etc. Adding another placement constraint may be close to impossible.

**Lower risk-diversity.** Due to high correlation of AFRs and makes/models/batches [26,35], and in order to enable efficient transitioning mechanisms, many Rgroups contain disks from just one make/model. This is undesirable from a risk-diversity perspective. Fig. 2b shows the fraction of makes/models that are covered for the same stripe configurations in the same four clusters described above. Higher risk-diversity is valuable for mitigating consequences of bulk failure situations (e.g., from rapid degradation due to manufacturing defects), especially in a disk-adaptive redundancy system where redundancy is tuned rather than regularly excessive.

**Reliance on AFR prediction.** With lower risk-diversity, Pacemaker’s Rgroups are already susceptible to data loss due to bulk failures in a single make/model (uncommon, but not impossible). Furthermore, Pacemaker’s IO cost reduction is highly dependent on being able to accurately predict an AFR rise well in advance. Currently AFR is calculated only on the basis of age. Prior work has highlighted that it is dependent on various factors such as vintage, temperature, vibration, etc. [7, 26, 27, 35]. This makes an already difficult task of accurate AFR prediction even harder.

**All-or-nothing.** Current disk-adaptive redundancy designs depend on forming Rgroups, and work efficiently if entire Rgroups perform redundancy transitions together (for step-deployed disks). This implies that the entire cluster must commit to performing disk-adaptive redundancy for all of their data stored on all disks. Such a restriction makes disk-adaptive redundancy unusable without a major overhaul of the architecture of the existing storage cluster.

The key takeaway is that additional data placement restrictions create adoption-blocking limitations and risks. In order have have both placement flexibility and disk-adaptivity, we need a new approach that includes the ability to reason about and tune the reliability of stripes that span disks with different AFRs. We achieve this via **eclectic stripes**.

3 **Eclectic Stripes and their challenges**

Eclectic stripes are central to Tiger’s approach of providing disk-adaptive redundancy without placement restrictions. An eclectic stripe is an EC stripe placed on a collection of disks that can have different failure rates. The reliability model of conventional EC stripes forces them to be allocated on disks having (or worse, assumed to be having) the same failure rate. In terms of composition an eclectic stripe is no different than what a conventional EC stripe would be. Specifically, the same disks that make up a conventional stripe can also make up an eclectic stripe, just that eclectic stripes are cognizant of the AFR differences of the underlying disks and can accurately reason about the resulting reliability. A disk-adaptive redundancy system that supports eclectic stripes has to overcome several challenges.

1. **Ensure efficient creation of sufficiently reliable eclectic stripes.** Taking AFR differences of all disks in a stripe into account makes exact MTTDL calculation of eclectic stripes prohibitively expensive (see §4.1.1). Since stripe creation is a critical-path operation, it is imperative that a disk-adaptive redundancy system supporting eclectic stripes reasons about its reliability in an efficient and accurate manner.

2. **Ensure efficient management of eclectic stripes.** All underlying disks of an eclectic stripe will not experience an AFR rise or fall together. A system supporting eclectic stripes must efficiently identify which stripes need to change their redundancy in response to changing AFRs.

3. **Support unchanged placement policies.** While tweaking the placement policies might provide additional optimizations, a system that supports eclectic stripes must support existing placement policies without any change.
4. Retain key benefits of disk-adaptive redundancy. Dynamic redundancy adaptation at a low transition IO cost; continuously providing adequate reliability; providing space-savings by using more space-efficient redundancy schemes in low-AFR regimes are the key benefits of disk-adaptive redundancy. Any proposed disk-adaptive redundancy system should strive to maintain these benefits.

5. Ensure an adoption-friendly design. Apart from placement restrictions, existing disk-adaptive redundancy system designs require that the entire cluster commits entirely to perform disk-adaptive redundancy, or it cannot gain any of its benefits. Moreover, only the very large-scale storage clusters can use existing disk-adaptive redundancy designs, whereas the small and medium sized clusters are outside their scope. High emphasis on usability and showcasing a way for easy adoption of disk-adaptive redundancy in existing storage clusters of all shapes and sizes is an important design challenge.

4 Mechanisms to enable eclectic stripes

In this section, we address the two main challenges of eclectic stripes: their reliability and their management.

4.1 Interpreting reliability of eclectic stripes

We first shed light on key takeaways from our study of the reliability of eclectic stripes and then provide the detailed theory and the associated analysis.

Calculating MTTDL of eclectic stripes is efficient and accurate. The exact calculation of the MTTDL of an eclectic stripe is computationally expensive. We provide a novel approximation that provides the MTTDL with over 99.5% accuracy (on average), and always provides over 95% accuracy in our tests. In practice, a difference of 5% in MTTDL typically translates into a difference of around 0.1% AFR for a homogeneous stripe, which is negligible. The exact MTTDL calculation and the approximation are detailed in §4.1.1, 4.1.2.

Eclectic stripes are more reliable than homogeneous stripes. When comparing the MTTDL of an eclectic stripe with a homogeneous stripe having the same EC scheme and same average AFR, the MTTDL of the eclectic stripe is always higher than the MTTDL of the corresponding homogeneous stripe for typical system parameters (§4.2, Fig. 4).

Eclectic stripes are robust to AFR changes of individual disks. The MTTDL of the eclectic stripes does not react abruptly to the increase in AFR of a few disks. Compared to the conventional approach of treating stripes as homogeneous with AFR equal to the maximum AFR in the stripe, MTTDL of eclectic stripes react very gradually to AFR changes.

Eclectic stripes are more robust to AFR misestimations. Due to the nature of empirical data, any system that measures AFR has to estimate it. Since the AFRs of different disk make/models are estimated independently, it is unlikely that there will be simultaneous underestimation of the AFR of every disk in an eclectic stripe, and hence the impact of estimation errors is smaller (Fig. 5) and may even cancel each other out. Furthermore, disk-adaptive redundancy systems are made even more robust against misprediction by the use of confidence intervals. Thus, eclectic stripes are more robust to AFR misestimations compared to homogeneous stripes.

4.1.1 Exact MTTDL calculation is costly

Using a Markov chain model to calculate the MTTDL of storage systems is a classic approach [16]. A generalization of this approach helps us take into account disks with different failure rates. Consider an EC stripe of a k-of-n scheme, placed over n disks with failure rates λ(i ∈ [n]) and a disk repair rate of μ. The state of the system is given by an n-length vector s = (s0, . . . , sn) with si = 1 if disk i has failed, and si = 0 otherwise (i ∈ [n]). The state space is given by states (s1)n−1 such that the total number of failure ∑n−k=0 si is at most the number of parity n − k, and a data loss state labeled DL.

Therefore, the total number of states is 1 + ∑n−k=0 (n choose k). The rate of transition from state s to s′ is defined as:

- λi if si = 0, s′ i = 1, and s j = s′ j for i ≠ j (ith disk fails),
- μ if s i = 1, s′ i = 0, and s j = s′ j for i ≠ j (ith disk repaired),
- ∑n k=1 (1 − si)λj si if si = n − k and s′ = DL (any disk fails when n − k disks have failed and are not repaired).

The MTTDL is defined as the mean time to state DL from the initial state 0 = (0, . . . , 0).

Given the values of n, k, (λν)i=1n, and μ, one can compute the MTTDL by using the standard approach of solving a system of equations. However, this approach is not tractable, due to the exponential explosion on the number of states with respect to n − k (see Fig. 3 to compare conventional Markov chain with that of an eclectic stripe). For example, the Markov chain of a 10-of-14 eclectic stripe has 1472 states, compared to 6 states in the case of a 10-of-14 homogeneous stripe. Reasoning about this model can be hard too, since it is not directly clear how disk AFRs affect MTTDL. Furthermore, this approach tends to be numerically unstable, which makes obtaining precise MTTDLs hard. We find that computing a single MTTDL using this approach with realistic parameters can take up to several seconds using the Mathematica 12...
software [52] on a desktop PC. This is too slow in practice, because not only do we need to compute the MTTDL when creating new stripes, but we also need to periodically compute the MTTDL of every stripe in the system (typically billions) as device AFRs change. The next section describes an efficient approximation that makes the MTTDL calculation of eclectic stripes computationally tractable and highly accurate.

4.1.2 Efficient and accurate MTTDL approximation

In order to compute and better understand the MTTDL of eclectic stripes, we propose an approximation formula, building on the approach presented in [2] for homogeneous stripes. This approximation is extremely good when $\mu \gg \max_i \lambda_i$, which is true for modern cluster storage systems.

The main idea behind this approximation is to note that (in the steady state) disk $i$ will be available a fraction $A_i = \mu / (\mu + \lambda_i)$ of the time, and that the system will reach the DL state when exactly $k - 1$ of the disks are available. Therefore, the MTTDL can be approximated with the following formula (see appendix A for the full derivation):

$$\text{MTTDL} \approx (\mu(n - k + 1) \text{PBin}(k - 1; n, (A_i)_{i=1}^n))^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\text{PBin}(k; n, (p_i)_{i=1}^n)$ is the probability of obtaining exactly $k$ heads when flipping $n$ biased coins with probability of heads $p_i$ for coin $i$. PBin is known as the Poisson-binomial distribution, and it can be efficiently evaluated [12, 19].

We tested this approximation against the Markov chain approach over all values of $6 \leq k \leq 30$, $1 \leq n - k \leq 3$, and AFRs of 1–16%. The relative difference between the two output MTTDLs never exceeded 5% and was less than 0.5% on average.* As a benefit, the approximation is 2–4 orders of magnitude faster to evaluate (in the order of milliseconds), more numerically stable, significantly simpler to implement, and gives direct insight into how the parameters affect MTTDL.

4.2 Understanding MTTDL of eclectic stripes

The main difference between the reliability of an eclectic stripe and a homogeneous stripe is given by the Poisson-binomial factor in Eq. 1, which becomes Binomial when all probabilities are equal. Notice that the difference between $A_i$ in Eq. 1 will be small because $\mu \gg \max_i \lambda_i$, and therefore the corresponding Poisson-Binomial distribution will not deviate too much from a Binomial distribution with trial success probability $A = \sum_{i=1}^n A_i/n$ [6]. Furthermore, we have:

$$\sum_{i=1}^n A_i/n = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^n 1/1 + \lambda_i/\mu \approx 1 - \sum_{i=1}^n \left(1 - \frac{\lambda_i}{\mu}\right) = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^n \lambda_i/n/\mu,$$

where we use the approximation $1/(1 + x) \approx 1 - x$ for small $x$. This means that the reliability of an eclectic stripe will tend to be close to the reliability of a homogeneous stripe with AFR equal to the average AFR of the eclectic stripe.

To measure how close the MTTDL of an eclectic stripe will be to that of a homogeneous stripe with the same scheme and average AFR, we conduct two numerical experiments. Fig. 4 compares eclectic stripes against homogeneous stripes that have the same MTTDL, across different schemes and AFR ranges. In this experiment, instead of directly showing an MTTDL $\rho$ (which is hard to interpret) in the $y$-axis, we show the AFR $\lambda$ of a homogeneous stripe that has MTTDL equal to $\rho$ (under the relevant scheme). The results show that eclectic stripes are more reliable than homogeneous stripes with the same scheme and average AFR. In other words, for a homogeneous stripe composed of disks with AFR $\lambda$ to match

---

*The median relative difference between the exact and approximated eclectic stripe MTTDL was 0.1%, the 90th percentile error was 0.5%, and the 95th percentile error was 0.7%.
the reliability of an eclectic stripe with AFRs \((\lambda_i)_{i=1}^{n}\), the disks in the homogeneous stripe have to be more reliable on average, i.e., \(\lambda < \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i / n\). The difference, however, becomes small when the ratio \(n/k\) is small, or the range of AFRs is small. Fig. 5 shows the reliability of an eclectic stripe when the AFR of a single disk in the eclectic stripe varies in the range 1–30%. This experiment shows that eclectic stripes provide a dampening effect against AFR rises of a small number of devices in two ways: (1) a small number of devices have a smaller impact on the average AFR of the stripe (slope of the dashed line), and (2) the convex shape of the curve shows that the eclectic stripe is even more reliable than a homogeneous stripe with the same scheme and average AFR.

Checking if a stripe is safe: Typically, a minimum level of reliability is set in the cluster by setting a MTTDL threshold that all stripes must satisfy in order to be deemed safe. Given the results presented in this section, we now describe a simple method to determine whether a stripe is safe. We define the critical AFR of a \(k\)-of-\(n\) scheme and MTTDL threshold \(\theta\) as the highest AFR that disks in a homogeneous \(k\)-of-\(n\) stripe can attain while still having an MTTDL of at least \(\theta\). The critical AFRs for the different schemes that are used in a system can be precomputed and stored. Then, a simple and efficient way of checking whether an eclectic stripe under some scheme is safe is to check whether the average AFR in the stripe is less than the critical AFR for that scheme. Since an eclectic stripe is at least as reliable as a homogeneous stripe with the same scheme and average AFR, if the stripe does not pass the check, then we can be certain that the stripe is safe. If the stripe does not pass the check, then it may be unsafe, which can be determined by computing its MTTDL. This test can help greatly reduce the amount of work needed in checking whether stripes are still safe, and it also provides a simple way of understanding the reliability of eclectic stripes.

4.3 Eclectic Volumes

Disk AFR changes may trigger redundancy transitions. Prior designs performed disk-adaptive redundancy at the disk level. Thus, if a disk’s AFR changed, either all or none of the stripes on that disk required a redundancy transition. With eclectic stripes, each disk may store chunks of stripes with different reliabilities. An AFR change might only require redundancy transitions for a subset of those stripes. With millions of eclectic stripe chunks being stored on each disk, a linear search through all of them for each AFR change is impractical.

An eclectic volume is a collection of eclectic stripes that use the same EC scheme and are stored on the same set of disks. A disk can contain multiple volume fragments identified by their globally unique volume ID. Each disk maintains a map of stripe ID to eclectic volume ID. Since each eclectic volume spans the exact same disks, whenever a disk’s AFR changes, Tiger only needs to check whether the EC scheme used for each of the disk’s constituent volumes still meets the required MTTDL target. There is no need to check the reliability of each of the individual eclectic stripes within a volume since they are all identically reliable. The details of how Tiger manages eclectic volumes is described in §5.3.

Eclectic volumes prove to be efficient only if they represent a large number of eclectic stripes. Therefore, in Tiger the default size of an eclectic volume is set to 1 TeraByte (TB). This way, even though Tiger performs reliability monitoring at the volume granularity it ensures that each eclectic stripe is always sufficiently reliable.

5 Design and working of Tiger

Tiger is a practical disk-adaptive redundancy system designed to overcome the challenges described in §3. Fig. 6 shows the architectural components of Tiger (colored boxes) and how they interact with existing cluster storage system components and common disk-adaptive redundancy components.

5.1 Data flow in Tiger

We overview Tiger by explaining the lifecycle of eclectic stripes. An eclectic stripe is created via the Eclectic Stripe Allocator (ESAllocator), which identifies a set of disks and the corresponding scheme on which this data is to be stored. The ES Allocator uses the existing and unmod-
ified data placement policy to obtain a set of disks. That placement policy uses whatever knowledge designers choose (e.g., available freespace, load balance, and fault domain constraints) in selecting the set of disks. The ESAllocator then queries the Eclectic Stripe Manager’s MTTDL Engine (ESMTTDLEngine) with the AFRs of the chosen disks, and a stripe configuration, to verify that the planned stripe’s MTTDL meets the required target MTTDL. If it does not, the ESAllocator boosts the MTTDL by changing the stripe configuration until an appropriately safe redundancy scheme is found. §5.2 details this process.

Once created, the ESAllocator passes the stripe to the Eclectic Volume Manager (EVManager, see §5.3) to either add the stripe to an existing volume, or create a new volume which will contain the new stripe. The Eclectic Volume Health Inspector (EVHInspector) continuously monitors the reliability of the eclectic volume by querying the change point detector, which identifies significant AFR changes in the data from the AFR curve learner. The AFR curve learner, change point detector and the rate limiter can be reused without change from any existing disk-adaptive redundancy system. In reaction to a significant AFR change (rise or fall), the EVHInspector alerts the EVManager, which fetches the eclectic stripe metadata from the EVDirectory and provides both the AFR change and the metadata to the Eclectic Stripe Reorganizer (ESReorganizer; see §5.2). The ESReorganizer includes techniques to efficiently perform redundancy transitions. If eclectic stripes must change, the ESReorganizer consults the ESAllocator in forming them. Non-urgent redundancy transitions (when the target MTTDL is not at risk of being violated) are throttled by the rate limiter in order to not overwhelm the storage cluster.

Tiger’s stripe-by-stripe disk-adaptive redundancy approach enables incremental adoption by allowing data to be stored either as an eclectic stripe or a homogeneous stripe. This is in contrast to subcluster-based designs that are all-or-nothing.

5.2 The Eclectic Stripe Manager

The Eclectic Stripe Manager (ESManager) handles construction, maintenance and reorganization of eclectic stripes.

### Constructing eclectic stripes

In the absence of an existing eclectic volume that has space (described later in §4.3), the ESAllocator asks the existing data placement policy for disks to store each new eclectic stripe. Since that placement policy is unaware of disk-adaptive redundancy, it may return a set of disks whose AFRs produce an MTTDL that either fails to meet or far exceeds the target MTTDL. Algorithm 1 describes the process to build a space-efficient, yet adequately reliable eclectic stripe.

To give itself flexibility, ESAllocator asks the placement policy to provide a set of disks for the maximum-width-allowed stripe (e.g., 33 for 30-of-33). The ESAllocator then queries the ESMTTDLEngine with the provided disks and its planned scheme to get the MTTDL value. If the MTTDL does not meet the target MTTDL, ESAllocator discards a disk from the set and increases the redundancy of the corresponding scheme (e.g., 29-of-32 instead of 30-of-33) to boost the stripe’s MTTDL, repeating this process until sufficient MTTDL is achieved. This process is guaranteed to terminate, since the least space-efficient scheme in a storage cluster must meet the target MTTDL. Moreover, by iterating from the most space-efficient scheme allowed, the algorithm terminates at the most space-efficient scheme for the provided disks.

#### Ensuring reliability amid disk failures

The reliability of each eclectic stripe is a function of the AFRs on the disks on which it is stored. So, when a disk fails, the reconstructed data cannot simply be placed on a randomly chosen disk, since its AFR might be high enough to cause the eclectic stripe’s MTTDL to exceed the target. Recall, from §4.2, that the critical AFR of an EC scheme is the highest AFR that a homogeneous stripe of that scheme can reliably support, and a simple way to test that an eclectic stripe is safe is to check that its average AFR is below the critical AFR for its EC scheme. Therefore, we can ensure that reliability will be preserved if we choose a disk that keeps the average AFR of the affected stripes under their respective critical AFRs.

When a disk in Tiger fails, the EVManager is notified. This triggers a lookup in the EVDirectory for eclectic stripes whose chunks need to be reconstructed. The EVManager forwards the list of chunks to the ESReorganizer. For each stripe, the ESReorganizer asks the ESAllocator for disks to replace the failed disks, providing the critical AFR for the stripe. The ESAllocator returns suitable disks, if they are found, otherwise, it allocates (one or more) new eclectic stripes and moves the prior stripe’s data (including any reconstructed data) to the new stripes. Finding sufficiently reliable disks to store the reconstructed data results in lower transition IO than allocating new eclectic stripes, since the latter involves moving data of disks that did not fail. After the reconstruction process (whether or not new eclectic stripes are formed), ESReorganizer informs the EVManager of the changes, which then updates the EVDirectory accordingly.

#### Dealing with AFR changes over time

A disk’s AFR is not constant throughout its lifetime [9, 10, 23, 56]. In addition to building and maintaining eclectic stripes, ESManager must also ensure that data is kept safe when a disk’s AFR changes.

#### Ensuring data reliability with increasing AFRs

The EVManager monitors AFR by querying the change point detector.

---

### Algorithm 1

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta_{\text{MTTDL}} &\leftarrow \text{target MTTDL} \\
\eta_{\text{max}} &\leftarrow \max\{n \mid (n,k) \in \text{schemes}\} \\
(d_1, \ldots, d_{\eta_{\text{max}}}) &\leftarrow \eta_{\text{max}} \text{ randomly sampled devices} \\
\text{for } (n,k) \in \text{schemes in order of increasing } n/k \text{ do} \\
&\text{if } \text{MTTDL}(n,k, (d_1, \ldots, d_n)) \geq \theta_{\text{MTTDL}} \text{ then return } (n,k)
\end{align*}
\]
Whenever the AFR rises, the EVManager identifies any eclectic volumes whose data is at a risk of becoming under-reliable. It alerts the ESReorganizer, with the necessary stripe metadata of such stripes, which calls the ESAllocator with the current and previous disk AFR values and the number of chunks that need reallocation onto safer disks.

As with failed data reconstruction, ESAllocator prefers finding suitable disk alternates whose AFRs are less than or equal to previous AFRs values of the disks whose AFRs rose. If ESAllocator cannot find suitable disks, new eclectic stripes are formed and data is moved, as described previously.

Reducing data over-protection with reducing AFRs. When a disk’s AFR decreases, there is no reliability threat to the data stored on that disk, but there may be an opportunity to reduce redundancy and obtain space-savings.

The simplest way (that also entails no transition IO cost) of reducing a stripe’s redundancy is by deleting excess parities. However, deleting parities is rarely an option for two reasons. First, most storage clusters have a minimum requirement on the number of parities per stripe, set by the system administrator. Second, adding/deleting a parity has a much higher impact on the MTTDL value of a stripe than adding/deleting a data chunk—deleting even a single parity usually makes the stripe miss the target MTTDL. When ESReorganizer receives metadata of possibly over-redundant stripes from the EVManager, it queries the ESMTTDLEngine whether reducing parities is feasible and, if so, enacts the change.

When deleting parities is not an option, there are two additional ways redundancy can be reduced. First, the ESAllocator could find candidate disks with AFR higher than the current disk’s AFR, but low enough that the mean AFR is below the stripe’s critical AFR. This method is cost-effective, since it involves only reading and writing those chunks that are on over-protected disks. Second, if the ESAllocator cannot find suitable disks, it performs new stripe allocations if it can find a new eclectic stripe with lower storage overhead. Although re-allocation has a high IO overhead (since it involves copying data over to the new stripe), it is not urgent when lowering redundancy and can be throttled by the rate limiter without putting any data at risk.

The eclectic stripe reorganizer (ESReorganizer). The ESReorganizer uses several techniques to ensure adequate reliability and provide maximum space-savings.

At any given time, the ESReorganizer might be dealing with multiple eclectic stripes seeking possible changes. ESReorganizer processes requests in priority of maintaining reliability: failed data reconstruction, then near-risk stripes that need to increase their redundancy, then requests of decommissioning disks to move data off of them, and then stripes seeking a redundancy reduction. It processes eclectic stripes that are requesting reduction in redundancy in descending order of their storage overhead.

---

5.3 The Eclectic Volume Manager

The EVManager is responsible for creating, maintaining and monitoring the health of eclectic volumes. Recall (from §4.3) that an eclectic volume (typically in TBs) contains hundreds-of-thousands of eclectic stripes (typically in MBs). Along with health, the EVManager maintains usage statistics (e.g., freespace and load) for each eclectic volume.

Constructing and populating eclectic volumes. Similar to how ESManger manages eclectic stripes, EVManager dynamically creates and destroys eclectic volumes. The construction of the first eclectic stripe forces the creation of the first eclectic volume on the same set of disks that are chosen by the ESAllocator. When creating subsequent eclectic stripes, the ESAllocator first queries the EVManager to check if there are eclectic volumes that are conducive for storing new stripes. The EVManager does this by maintaining capacity and load-balancing metrics for each eclectic volume. Thus, the EVManager also avoids hot-spotting within eclectic volumes by spreading hot data evenly across multiple eclectic volumes. Once the target eclectic volume is identified, the set of disks comprising the eclectic volume are returned to the ESAllocator. If there is no space available, the ESAllocator gets a new set of disks from the placement policy which causes EVManager to create a new eclectic volume atop those disks. Tiger’s eclectic volumes operate similar to Ceph’s placement groups [51].

The Eclectic Volume Directory. Recall from §4.3 that eclectic volumes are simply a logical grouping of all the eclectic stripes with the same redundancy scheme on the same set of disks. Each eclectic volume has a unique entry in the EVDirectory and stored against the eclectic volume ID are the disks on which the eclectic volume is stored. In addition, the EVDirectory also contains a mapping from disk serial number to list of volume IDs whose fragments are stored on that disk. Note that the size of this metadata is very small. With TB-sized volume fragments, even a 100K disk storage cluster with 20TB disks will have an EVDirectory less than 100MB.

The tiny size of the EVDirectory also implies that it is unlikely to be a bottleneck. The EVDirectory will typically be queried and updated whenever disks fail, or their AFR increases significantly (in order to fetch the eclectic volumes IDs stored on the affected disks). It might also be queried to fulfill an allocation request in order to get the disks on which an eclectic volume is stored, if the eclectic-volume-to-disks mapping is not cached. Even a cluster with 500K disks has at most a few hundred disk failures in a day and typically not more than 10 makes/models, thus limiting the EVDirectory updates to less than 1000 per day. Although allocations are more frequent, caching can filter most queries for them, and their rate is also much lower than the rate of file metadata lookups in a cluster with billions of files. And, if necessary, traditional metadata scaling techniques can be employed to prevent EVDirectory from becoming a bottleneck.

*Deleting parities may not work reducing redundancy of non-MDS codes.
Reacting to failures and AFR changes. The EVHInspector continuously polls the change point detector and the cluster metadata service to gather information about disk failures and significant AFR changes. For all significant changes, the EVHInspector reconfigures the MTTDL of the affected volumes by querying the ESMTTDL Engine with the changed AFRs. Even though it is technically not a stripe, a EVDirectory has all information required to calculate the reliability of an eclectic volume, viz. the AFRs of the disks on which the volume resides, and the redundancy scheme configuration. Due to its small metadata footprint, EVHInspector can check the health of billions of stripes by checking the reliability of only thousands of eclectic volumes.

Whenever a disk fails, or a disk’s AFR increases, the EVHInspector looks up the EVDirectory to find the volumes affected due to this failure / AFR rise. If the disk in question is alive, the volume manager queries the disk to obtain the stripe IDs belonging to that volume ID. If the disk has failed, the EVHInspector queries other disks of that particular eclectic volume and gathers the stripe IDs from them. Note that all disks storing a particular eclectic volume have the same list of eclectic stripe IDs in common (but they also each may have other stripes as well from non-overlapping eclectic volumes).

The EVHInspector then forwards the list of stripe IDs to the ESReorganizer along with the updated and previous AFR information and the action to be taken (reconstruct data, increase redundancy or reduce redundancy). On performing the appropriate task, the ESReorganizer communicates the metadata changes back to the EVManager, and the EVManager subsequently reflects it in the EVDirectory. For reconstruction and increase in redundancy, if a replacement disk is found, and has enough capacity to accommodate all chunks of the failed disk / disks whose AFR has increased, the eclectic volume of all constituting eclectic stripes after the operation remains the same. For redundancy reductions, or in case of not finding a replacement disk, or not finding one with enough capacity, the eclectic stripes depart from their original eclectic volume (unlike Ceph’s placement groups) since they will now be stored on potentially different subset of disks.

6 Evaluation of Tiger

We now evaluate how Tiger performs on real-world data, and show how it fulfills the challenges laid out in §3. Tiger is evaluated using real-world deployment and failure logs from four production clusters at two different organizations (Google and Backblaze). Each cluster has a multi-year lifetime and disks from multiple makes/models/batches. Backblaze uses trickle-deployed disks. These disks are added to the cluster every few days in the tens or hundreds. Google Cluster 2 and Cluster 3 have step-deployed makes/models where disks are introduced into the cluster in large batches of tens-of-thousands of disks within a very short span of time. Google Cluster 1 is a mix of step- and trickle-deployed disks.

The highlights of our evaluation are (1) Tiger significantly lowers placement restrictions posed by Pacemaker (existing state-of-the-art disk-adaptive redundancy system); (2) Tiger’s eclectic stripes provide much higher risk-diversity compared to Pacemaker; (3) Tiger is closer to the target MTTDL, and thus more efficient than existing disk-adaptive redundancy approaches; (4) Tiger outperforms Pacemaker in space-savings while keeping the average transition IO < 0.5% and peak transition IO < 5% of cluster IO bandwidth and (5) Tiger’s eclectic stripes are less sensitive to rising AFR and provide better data safety.

6.1 Tiger enables flexible data placement

We capture the flexibility in data placement by measuring the percentage of the disk fleet that is considered viable for storing data using a particular redundancy scheme. The viability is decided by whether the data stored on those disks will meet the target MTTDL. The X-axis in Fig. 7a shows the various schemes that can be supported in each storage cluster. For estimating Tiger’s viable disk candidates, we perform a Monte-Carlo simulation on specific days in each

*The narrowest scheme is set to 6-of-9 and widest is set to 30-of-33. Schemes with higher width have lower redundancy since the number of parities are kept the same. This is based on reference to prior work [24, 25], and also on the basis of communication with storage administrators of large-scale cluster storage systems at various organizations.
Figure 8: Risk-diversity achieved by Tiger over three large-scale cluster storage systems. All three plots are average risk-diversity measurements taken over 5 days spread equally over the lifetime of the clusters. Pacemaker due its Rgroup based design has much lower risk-diversity compared to Tiger, more evident in Fig. 8c and 8d which are entirely step-deployed clusters.

6.2 Tiger achieves high risk-diversity

Risk-diversity of a stripe is directly proportional to the number of unique makes/models participating in that stripe. If all makes/models in the storage cluster have representation in the stripe, its risk-diversity is defined to be 100%. A 0% risk-diversity implies that there were no disks in the cluster that could be used for the particular scheme. The setup used for evaluating risk-diversity is a Monte-Carlo simulation, where 100 stripes were allocated for each scheme configuration by choosing disks uniformly at random. For Tiger, we measure risk-diversity by capturing the average number of unique disk makes/models on which the chunks of the eclectic stripe are stored for each stripe configuration. For Pacemaker, we again bin the disks by AFR to form Rgroups, and count the unique number of makes/models within each Rgroup. We take the average of this simulation performed on five equally spaced days in the cluster lifetime to get an overall sense of risk-diversity of both systems.

Tiger significantly outperforms Pacemaker in providing high risk-diversity. Fig. 8 captures the risk-diversity achieved by Tiger vs Pacemaker. Since Tiger has no partitioning of disks, all disks of any make/model are viable for allocating any scheme. The minimum risk-diversity achieved by Tiger is 60% across all four clusters, that too for the narrowest scheme (6-of-9) for Backblaze (Fig. 8a) and Google Cluster 1 (Fig. 8b) clusters. Both these clusters have seven makes/models, and it is unlikely that seven out of nine chunks will be across different makes/models. As the stripe width increases, Tiger’s risk-diversity also improves. Entirely step-deployed clusters, Google Cluster 2 (Fig. 8c) and Google Cluster 3 (Fig. 8d) have four and three makes/models respectively. Tiger achieves perfect risk-diversity for all possible schemes in those clusters. For Pacemaker, it is more likely that clusters where all makes/models are trickle-deployed will have a better risk-diversity because multiple makes/models can be a part of the same Rgroup so long as their AFRs are in the same range, for e.g. Backblaze (Fig. 8a). Nevertheless, even clusters with all trickle-deployed disks do not see perfect (or even good) risk-diversity since different makes/models are deployed at different times, and they go through different phases of life at different dates. Risk-diversity is poorer for Pacemaker in clusters with step-deployed makes/models as seen in Figs. 8c and 8d. This is because Rgroups and steps have a 1:1 mapping and each step only contains disks of a single make/model. The reason Pacemaker has 100% risk-diversity for 30-of-33 is because when averaging over multiple days (5 for this experiment), all makes/models on some date belonged to an Rgroup with the 30-of-33 redundancy scheme.

6.3 Tiger adapts redundancy efficiently

The efficacy of disk-adaptive redundancy performed by Tiger is evaluated using three metrics. First, we discuss the MTTDL distribution of data stored using Tiger. Subsequently, using the same four clusters used by Pacemaker we evaluate the resulting space-savings obtained by Tiger because of disk-adaptive redundancy, and finally we measure the IO overhead needed to perform necessary redundancy transitions. For fair comparison, when evaluating Tiger, we employ the same configurations (such as the IO constraints and permitted redundancy schemes) and tools (such as the AFR curve learner and the change-point detector) that are used in Pacemaker.
Tiger achieves tight reliability. Storage clusters have to ensure that all data in the cluster always meets a specified target level of reliability typically specified as a MTTDL value. Tiger’s target MTTDL is set as the lowest acceptable MTTDL in the system. This is calculated using the MTTDL of the most conservative homogeneous stripe possible (6-of-9) having the maximum possible AFR (16%). These settings are borrowed from Pacemaker’s evaluation for a fair comparison with Tiger.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison in the distribution of stripe MTTDL with different approaches to redundancy selection for a specific day in Google Cluster 1. Fig. 10(a) shows conventional systems choosing the redundancy scheme based on the avg. AFR, which results in small storage overhead, but puts a big fraction of the stripes at risk. Fig. 10(b) shows conventional systems that choose the redundancy scheme on the basis of max AFR. Although all stripes are sufficiently protected, the storage overhead is the highest among all four alternatives. Fig. 10(c) shows Pacemaker where the different MTTDL clusters represent different Rgroups with different redundancy schemes. Pacemaker achieves good reduction in storage overhead, and keeps all stripes above the target MTTDL. In fact, some Rgroups (with higher MTTDL values) are too over-protected and denote lost opportunities for space-savings. Finally, Fig. 10(d) shows Tiger’s MTTDL distribution. Despite all its eclectic stripes being above the MTTDL threshold, Tiger has least storage overhead.

Tiger achieves attractive space-savings. Akin to Pacemaker, by dynamically tailoring redundancy to disk AFRs, Tiger’s eclectic stripes can use more space-efficient redundancy schemes to meet the required MTTDL target. Fig. 9 shows that Tiger achieves equal or better average space-savings compared to Pacemaker in all four clusters. For Google Clusters 1, 2 and 3 (Figs. 9b, 9c, 9d), the highly cost-efficient redundancy transitions of Pacemaker allows a large step-deployed make/model to spend more time in lower redundancy. This boosts Pacemaker’s overall space-savings for these clusters and prevents Tiger from surpassing it easily.

In the Backblaze cluster (Figs. 9a), the reason for Tiger achieving better space-savings is because eclectic stripes allow high AFR disks to be mixed with low AFR disks and yet use an optimized redundancy scheme. In Pacemaker, high AFR disks cannot be mixed with other disks, resulting in lower space-savings. In the Backblaze cluster, all the seven makes/models are trickle-deployed. This results in a non-trivial fraction of disks constantly being in high-AFR regimes of infancy or wearout. While Pacemaker is forced to use the default, most conservative redundancy scheme on these disks, Tiger can use these disks for more space-efficient redundancy schemes by combining them with other, more robust disks. As a result, Tiger is able to achieve up to 5% higher space-savings compared to Pacemaker.

Tiger has very low IO overhead. Fig. 11 shows the IO overhead comparison between Pacemaker and Tiger. Although both systems are capped at 5% and in general require very low IO (compared to background tasks such as scrubbing that requires ≈7% [5]), our evaluation shows that Tiger can achieve all its benefits with an average IO bandwidth required for redundancy transitions of at most 0.5%. In an absolute sense, Tiger’s low IO overhead is mainly attributed to Tiger’s efficient redundancy transitions for an AFR rise (detailed in §5.2), where Tiger moves the potentially risky chunk from
an unsafe disk to a safe disk rather than re-encoding it or realocating it; both having a significantly higher IO cost.

Compared to Pacemaker, Tiger still incurs slightly higher IO overhead. This is due to Tiger’s mechanism of coalescing space-inefficient (high-redundancy) eclectic stripes into new space-efficient (low-redundancy) eclectic stripes in response to AFR reduction by moving all chunks. It leads to more data movement compared to moving just the chunks of the high-AFR disks (as is the case when AFR rises). This is a conscious design choice made in Tiger in order to maximize space-savings for non-urgent redundancy transitions at the expense of a minor increase in the IO overhead. Moreover, Pacemaker’s IO-efficient redundancy transitioning mechanisms (that are more suitable for its Rgroup-based design) further help in reducing its IO overhead.

**Tiger does not experience urgent IO bursts.** In order to understand the burstiness of the IO that can be experienced by Tiger compared to Pacemaker, we artificially increase the AFR of a make/model and measure the resulting transition IO load for maintaining data reliability. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of IO loads experienced by Pacemaker vs Tiger for three instances of increasing AFR of a single step-deployed make/model. Performed on three different dates in two Google clusters (Cluster 1 and Cluster 2), we observe that Pacemaker needs orders of magnitude higher IO bandwidth than Tiger to achieve the required transitions. In fact for Google Cluster 2, in both instances none of Tiger’s stripes needed transitioning despite observing a 1% rise in AFR.

We explain Pacemaker’s high IO requirement with an example. Suppose a 20TB disk, which can perform 100MB/s needs to transition away from a 30-of-33 scheme. Despite using Pacemaker’s optimized Type 2 transitions, simply reading the data to recalculate new parities would require 196% of the disk’s possible IO bandwidth in a day (assuming 90% fullness to match Pacemaker’s setup). In a step-deployed make/model all disks of an Rgroup transition together. In order to spread out the resulting IO burst over time, Pacemaker relies on predicting the AFR rise well in advance. To maintain a 5% IO cap, Pacemaker would need to know the AFR rise at least 40 days in advance. Long-term AFR predictions are both non-robust and non-trivial.

In contrast, Tiger for the same transition does not suffer from any IO bursts. Firstly, because of eclectic stripes, even if the disk AFR increases, only a limited fraction of data stored on it will need a redundancy transition, since other stripes might be residing on more robust disks and might continue to meet the target MTTDL. Secondly, other disks over which the eclectic stripes needing an increase in redundancy are spread need not (and probably will not) belong to the same make/model/batch. Therefore, they will not require a simultaneous increase in redundancy and can assist in transitioning data from the affected stripes. Thus disks in Tiger are spared from any sudden IO bursts.

### 6.4 Challenging situations for Tiger

There are certain situations that create fundamental challenges for Tiger and other disk-adaptive redundancy systems.

**Sudden rise in AFRs mimicking bulk failures.** Although...
Fig. 12 shows that Tiger is robust to AFR rises in any make/model in a cluster, there could be bulk failure scenarios where large fraction of the disks in the cluster fail together. On such occasions, any system (including Tiger) that depends on redundancy will suffer from potential data loss unless the system includes cross-cluster redundancy.

A cluster with a single step-deployed make/model. Suppose a cluster had only one make/model, deployed in a step-deployed manner (note: we have not come across such an example for the large clusters targeted): there would be no diversity to exploit and all disks of the cluster would undergo redundancy transitions together. Not only would this produce bursty IO, but also may potentially result in a capacity crunch (when increasing redundancy). Such clusters would either need to keep some space unutilized to account for the bulk redundancy-increasing transitions, or will need to make provisions to add more disks to the cluster before the redundancy-increasing transitions are issued.

7 Additional Related Work

The closest related works, HeART and Pacemaker, are discussed in §2 together with other background. Additional related works can be divided into works that study the reliability of disks and distributed storage, and systems that manage multiple EC schemes and transitions between them. One essential part of disk-adaptive redundancy is the monitoring of disk AFRs, which are used by Tiger to assess the reliability of stripes. Many works have studied the behavior of disk AFRs and their impact on distributed storage reliability [5, 8, 18, 22, 26, 34, 35, 41–44]. Also, multiple works have studied the prediction of disk AFRs based on different features [1, 17, 27, 32, 45, 49, 59].

Many existing distributed storage systems allow for multiple EC schemes to coexist in the same cluster [11, 14]. There are systems that propose choosing different EC schemes for different data [46, 55]. The problem of transitioning data from one EC scheme to another has been widely studied in the Coding Theory literature, with many works studying its cost, as well as proposing special code designs that reduce the cost of transitions [20, 28–31, 36, 38, 39, 53–55, 57, 60]. Such designs could be used with Tiger, though our evaluations indicate that transition IO is not a significant problem.

8 Conclusion

Tiger enables disk-adaptive redundancy without the placement restrictions and associated problems that plague prior designs. Tiger’s eclectic stripes tailor redundancy to whichever disks are chosen for each stripe. Our evaluations indicate that it reduces risk in two major ways: by increasing disk-type diversity in stripes and by reducing burstiness of transition IO urgency. Taken together, Tiger makes disk-adaptive redundancy practical for adoption in real storage clusters.
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A Derivation of approximation of MTTDL of eclectic stripes

In order to approximate the MTTDL of an eclectic stripe, we will assume that the stripe can be repaired in the data loss state and we will approximate the MTTDL as the mean time between visits to the data loss state. In particular, we will analyze the stripe as an alternating renewal process. Let $A_i$ be the stripe availability (i.e., the fraction of the time that the stripe is not in the data loss state), $\mu_i$ be the repair rate in the data loss state, and $\lambda_i$ the stripe data loss rate. As described above, the MTTDL is approximately $\lambda_i^{-1}$. For an alternating renewal process, we have that:

$$A_i = \frac{\mu_i}{\mu_i + \lambda_i} \iff \frac{1}{\lambda_i} = \frac{A_i}{\mu_i (1 - A_i)} \quad (2)$$

The repair rate in the data loss state is simply the number of failed disks in that state:

$$\mu_i = (n - k + 1)\mu. \quad (3)$$

We assume that each disk in the stripe fails independently from the rest, and that it is repaired with rate $\mu$ if it fails. Then, in steady state, disk $i$ is available with probability:

$$A_i = \frac{\mu}{\mu + \lambda_i}. \quad (4)$$

Let $P(j)$ be the probability that we find the stripe in a state where exactly $j$ disks are available in the stripe. Since there are no states with more than $n - k + 1$ failed disks, we have that:

$$P(j) = \frac{Q(j)}{Q(k-1) + \cdots + Q(n)}, \text{ for } k - 1 \leq j \leq n, \quad (5)$$

where $Q(j)$ is the probability that exactly $j$ disks are available. Since disks are independent, $Q(j)$ is equal to a Poisson-binomial distribution, with probabilities $(A_i)_{i=1}^k$. Given this,
the availability of stripe is given by:

\[ A_s = P(k) + \cdots + P(n). \]  

Thus, we have:

\[ \frac{1}{\lambda_s} = \frac{Q(k) + \cdots + Q(n)}{\mu(n-k+1)Q(k-1)} \approx \frac{1}{\mu(n-k+1)Q(k-1)}. \]  

Where the approximation comes from the fact that \( Q(n) \approx 1 \) because \( \mu \gg \max_i \lambda_i \) and thus all \( A_i \) are close to 1.

In summary, we have that:

\[ \text{MTTDL} \approx \frac{1}{\mu(n-k+1)Q(k-1)}. \]
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Abstract
We present zIO, a transparent zero-copy IO mechanism for unmodified IO-intensive applications. zIO tracks IO data through the application, eliminating copies that are unnecessary while maintaining data consistency.

Applications often modify only a part of the data they process. zIO leverages this insight and interposes on IO stack and standard library memory copy calls to track IO data and eliminate unnecessary copies. Instead, intermediate data locations are unmapped, allowing zIO to intercept and resolve any access via page faults to maintain data consistency. To avoid harming application performance in situations where data tracking overhead is high, zIO’s tracking policy decides on a per IO basis when to eliminate copies. Further, we demonstrate how to use zIO to achieve optimistic network receiver persistence for applications storing data from the network in non-volatile memory (NVM). By mapping socket receive buffers in NVM and leveraging kernel-bypass IO, we can rely on zIO to transparently eliminate all copies from the network, through the application, to storage.

We implement zIO as a user-space library. On top of kernel IO stacks, zIO eliminates application-level IO copies. We also integrate zIO with kernel-bypass IO stacks, where it can additionally eliminate copies incurred by the IO stack APIs and enable optimistic network receiver persistence. We evaluate zIO with IO-intensive applications, such as Redis, Icecast, and MongoDB. zIO improves application throughput by up to 1.8\times with Linux and by up to 2.5\times with kernel-bypass IO stacks and optimistic network receiver persistence. Compared to common uses of zero-copy IO stack APIs, such as memory mapped files, zIO can improve performance by up to 17\% due to reduced TLB shutdown overhead.

1 Introduction
Zero-copy IO has been a long-standing performance goal. Copies introduce memory and CPU overhead, limiting the performance of IO-intensive applications. IO data copies are performed within IO stacks, by their application programming interfaces (APIs), and within applications. Existing work has focused on eliminating copies within IO stacks \cite{27,28} and within IO stack APIs by developing zero-copy IO APIs \cite{1,11,12,15,17,28,32}, including some that strive for transparency \cite{8,9,22}.

Despite these advances, data from IO is still copied. We find that IO-intensive applications perform up to 8 copies of request data for each IO request (cf. §2.1). Many of these copies occur among subsystems within the applications themselves (application copies). Only a fraction is performed at the IO stack API (IO copies—for example, many standard POSIX socket and file IO system calls copy data between system and user-provided buffers).

A reason for the continued adoption of copies is that they simplify development. Copies are used as a robust mechanism to pass ownership of data among independent subsystems. A data buffer local to a subsystem cannot be touched by a caller of the subsystem, allowing for subsystem-internal use of the data without worry of corruption or deallocation of the memory backing the data from the outside. For example, copies are used to simplify asynchronous IO. POSIX allows kernel IO stacks to provide internal buffers to IO devices that operate asynchronously. Applications request and copy IO data into user-space buffers, allowing applications synchronous processing of a single buffer at a time, while the IO stack recycles its internal buffers for further asynchronous IO. Finally, applications use copies to simplify data handling, for example to perform alignment, padding, serialization and deserialization, as well as bucketization (cf. §2.2).

Unfortunately, copying is an imperfect tool. While copies provide the aforementioned benefits, they also introduce overhead. Using the Redis \cite{21} key-value store as an example IO-intensive application, we study the overhead of copies for IO, both using Linux kernel IO stacks (§2.2) and using kernel-bypass IO stacks for high-bandwidth IO devices (§2.3). IO copying overhead scales with the amount of copied IO data. As IO devices, in particular for storage and networking, increase bandwidth, copies become the performance-limiting factor in IO-intensive applications \cite{7}.

The question we ask is: can we attain the benefits of simple development offered by copying, while alleviating its increasing overheads? As we have seen, application developers opt for copies regardless of the availability of zero-copy IO APIs. We find that zero-copy APIs require application modification, increase code complexity, and are not widely supported (§2.4). Hence, we strive for a solution that allows application developers the freedom to program with copies and to use any IO API, while transparently eliminating copies where it makes sense, without requiring application modification.

We present zIO, a transparent zero-copy IO mechanism for IO-intensive applications. IO-intensive applications act between IO stacks, examining and potentially transforming input data before output. zIO tracks data that is read by applications from IO stacks to its final destination (typically another
IO stack, but the data may also be held in memory). In the process, zIO eliminates copies that are unnecessary while maintaining consistency for data that the application accesses. By tracking data and eliminating copies, zIO minimizes the overhead incurred by copies, improving application performance.

zIO works under the assumption that IO-intensive applications often touch only a part of the data they process. Untouched data may remain in its original place, while touched data continues to be copied. However, the challenge is that we do not know a priori what data will be touched. zIO optimistically assumes that most data will remain untouched and, by interposing on IO system calls and C standard library calls like memcpy and memmove, eliminates copies, instead simply marking the target memory area as intermediate. zIO can do so transitively for entire copy chains. To maintain consistency, each target area remains unmapped. If the application attempts to touch any intermediate memory area, zIO intercepts the access via a page fault. In this case, zIO performs the copy for touched pages and remaps them. Another challenge is to deal with unaligned memory areas. In this case, zIO performs the copy of unaligned sections of the area and leaves only page-aligned portions unmapped. Unaligned sections are small and copying them does not harm performance.

To avoid harming application performance due to data tracking overhead, zIO dynamically decides on a per IO basis when to track and when to copy (via its tracking policy). If the size of an IO buffer is smaller than 16KB, zIO copies the buffer. zIO also tracks the average number of page faults and eliminated copied bytes per buffer. If the ratio of bytes accessed to bytes eliminated from copies exceeds 6%, we impose too much overhead handling page faults to improve application performance and zIO copies the buffer instead.

In addition to eliminating application copies, we also use zIO to eliminate copies across IO stack APIs. To do so, we use kernel-bypass IO stacks in addition to zIO. Kernel-bypass stacks use shared memory to implement their APIs, allowing zIO to track IO as it arrives from the IO devices and eliminate copies, even across the IO stack API. We implement these changes in the TAS [18] network stack and the Strata [20], enabling it to additionally eliminate copies performed by the IO stack APIs.

We implement zIO as a user-space library. When executing on top of the Linux kernel network and storage stacks, zIO successfully eliminates application copies of IO buffers. We also integrate zIO with the kernel-bypass IO stacks TAS [18] and Strata [20], enabling it to additionally eliminate copies performed by the IO stack APIs.

1.8 Performance improvements
By leveraging non-volatile memory (NVM), we achieve a further optimization: optimistic input persistence. If input received from an IO stack is persisted in NVM via a storage stack by applications, optimistic input persistence enables end-to-end transparent elimination of copies through to storage. To do so without violating application data persistence requirements, we extend zIO to identify NVM mappings. Data copies to NVM may be eliminated if the original data already resides in NVM. Otherwise, a copy is necessary to enforce persistence. Using this technique, we demonstrate how to achieve optimistic network receiver persistence by mapping socket receive buffers in NVM and relying on zIO to transparently eliminate all copies through to the file system.

We make the following contributions:
- An analysis of copying in IO-intensive applications (§2). We study the number of copies made in popular IO-intensive applications and find that copies are common, in particular within applications themselves. We conduct a case study of copies in the Redis key-value store, analyzing when and why copies are carried out. Finally, using the Redis case study, we demonstrate that copies are a performance bottleneck for IO-intensive applications, especially when leveraging optimized kernel-bypass IO stacks.
- We present zIO, a transparent zero-copy IO system for IO-intensive applications. zIO addresses the presented overheads due to copying. We show how to use zIO to eliminate application-level copies. We show how to eliminate IO stack API copies when combining zIO with kernel-bypass IO stacks. We show how to achieve optimistic input persistence by leveraging NVM.
- We break down zIO’s performance contributions with microbenchmarks and analyze the overheads of buffer tracking. We evaluate the performance benefit to IO-intensive applications, like Redis [21], Icecast [37], and MongoDB [25] and compare to Linux and kernel-bypass IO without copy elimination, where zIO improves performance by up to 1.8× and 2.5×, respectively. We also compare zIO’s performance to common uses of zero-copy IO stack APIs, such as memory mapped files, where zIO can improve performance by up to 17% due to reduced TLB shootdown overhead.

2 Background

IO-intensive applications often make several copies of IO data while processing it. We survey the prevalence of these copies in IO-intensive applications (§2.1). To learn how copies are used for IO, we study one of these applications, Redis, and investigate how it uses copies to do IO processing (§2.2). Looking forward, we investigate how copies can become a limiting factor to IO performance (§2.3). Zero-copy APIs are a potential alternative to IO copies. We study their intended use and the tradeoffs they make (§2.4).

2.1 Copies in IO-Intensive Applications

We study the prevalence of IO data copies in popular IO-intensive applications. We identify the call site of these copies and break down occurrences into copies that are involved in an IO stack API call and copies occurring within application subsystems. Our methodology involves a source code analysis of IO data flows through application subsystems from input to output. We identify what methods applications use
to copy IO data and how copies are affected by the executed functionality and its parameters. We find that all applications investigated use C standard library functions, such as memcpy and memmove, to copy data. We use this insight to validate our source code analysis via an execution of the relevant application operations under a debugger set to break on these C library memory copy APIs. For each application operation, we count the number of breakpoints hit on IO code paths between input and output and check that the count matches that of our source code analysis.

Table 1 presents the number of copies made at the IO stack and within various IO-intensive applications, broken down by operation. We are specifically interested in the copy of potentially large IO data, as small data copies do not significantly impact application performance. For example, the Anna [36] key-value store conducts up to 45 copies of keys during a PUT operation. We ignore these copies in the table.

While the number of copies varies among applications and operations, we can see that IO-intensive applications extensively copy IO data between input and output. We can also see that applications often make more internal copies of IO data than at the IO stack API. For example, Redis [21] makes twice as many application-internal copies than at the IO stack for a SET request. IO-intensive applications also often employ third-party libraries. For example, the Anna [36] key-value store uses gRPC [14] and Protobuf [13] to serialize and deserialize data. We observe that these libraries incur up to 3 per-IO data copies for this task, leading Anna to make up to 5 internal IO copies. This indicates that zero-copy IO APIs are only going to eliminate a fraction of the overhead due to copies. Application-internal copies, including in third-party libraries, often constitute a similar or even larger fraction of copy-induced CPU overhead.

2.2 Copy Case Study: Redis

To better understand these IO data copies, we study the Redis SET request. Redis [21] is a popular key-value store providing a rich RPC-based network API to an in-memory store, persisted via snapshots or operation logging. We configure Redis to log SET operations to study a use-case that is equally network and storage IO intensive. In our study, each SET request provides a new value, identified by a 32 byte key. We run a single-threaded Redis server instance on the evaluation platform described in Section 5. We use redis-benchmark [21] to attach 64 clients over a 100G network, enough to saturate the server. We configure Redis to use an append-only file to persist data without delay. This configuration provides strong crash consistency—every operation is persisted before it is acknowledged. We evaluate the number of memory copies that Redis performs per SET request and we study these copies.

As reported in Table 1, we find that Redis copies request data 6 times for each SET request. We list these copies and their call sites in Table 2. As we can see, Redis performs copies to read and deserialize the SET request and to store the request both in an in-memory hash table and in the append-only file. After reading a number of kilobytes from the network socket to an input buffer (copy IO₁), Redis identifies the next request within the input buffer and removes its headers from the buffer (copy A₁). If the identified SET request is admissible, Redis creates a copy of the key and value data to store in its in-memory hash table (copy A₂). Redis then reformats the request so it can be logged to its append-only file and appends the request to a per-client log (copy A₃). Redis uses per-client logs to support group commit—Redis can process a number of pending client requests in-memory and then persist and acknowledge these requests in a batch, eliminating storage stack overheads incurred for small IO. To do so, Redis first combines all pending per-client logs into a single log stream (copy A₄) and then writes the log stream to the append-only file (copy IO₂).

All of these copies could have been avoided. However, it would have required the Redis developers to design a complex set of coordinated, reference counted buffer descriptors that can track each request and its data in each source buffer (in this case, a network socket buffer). Reference counts provide use-after-free protection. Use-after-free [38] is an error condition where one part of an application or IO stack frees an allocated IO data buffer and re-uses it for other purposes while another part of the application or an IO device still uses the data. Use-after-free protection requires complex ownership tracking, including APIs to convey ownership transfer. Further, fine-grained memory management is required, including the ability to free fragments of a previously allocated memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Copy call site</th>
<th>App</th>
<th>IO Stack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Redis [21]</td>
<td>SET</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GET</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ieevast [37]</td>
<td>Cast to N clients</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 + N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceph [34]</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna [36]</td>
<td>PUT</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GET</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB [25]</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disk sync</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Read</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensorflow-serving [26]</td>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebula Graph [33]</td>
<td>Insert vertex</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Store a vertex</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number and call site of copies between input and output for various application operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Call site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IO₁</td>
<td>Socket buffer</td>
<td>c.socket_buffer</td>
<td>readQueryFromClient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₁</td>
<td>c.socket_buffer</td>
<td>c.socket_buffer</td>
<td>processInputBuffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₂</td>
<td>c.socket_buffer</td>
<td>hash_node</td>
<td>dbAdd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₃</td>
<td>c.socket_buffer</td>
<td>c.write_to_aof</td>
<td>feedAppendOnlyFile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A₄</td>
<td>c.write_to_aof</td>
<td>aof_buffer</td>
<td>flushAppendOnlyFile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO₂</td>
<td>aof_buffer</td>
<td>Append-only file</td>
<td>flushAppendOnlyFile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Copies in Redis SET request. IOᵢ are IO stack copies, Aᵢ are application copies. c is a per-client structure.
buffer. For example, the headers of incoming SET requests can be freed after each request is processed, while the keys and values remain in their original buffers for as long as they are stored in the key-value store. This creates buffer fragmentation that is difficult to resolve via memory management alone, requiring further APIs to defragment buffers over time. All of these APIs are complex and it is often impossible to support them in an application when third-party libraries or IO stacks are used that do not support the APIs.

### 2.3 When is IO Performance Copy-Limited?

As hardware IO bandwidth continues to increase and IO stacks become lighter-weight to keep up with increasing application demand for bandwidth, copies start to limit IO performance. In light of these trends, we investigate the performance impact of copying for Redis SET requests over increasing value sizes, while using heavy-weight in-kernel and light-weight kernel-bypass IO stacks. We use the same Redis configuration described in Section 2.2, evaluating the Linux network stack and the ext4 file system, as well as TAS [18] and Strata [20] for kernel-bypass. As we vary the value size, we measure throughput and the fraction of CPU cycles spent in data copies per request with Linux perf.

The results are presented in Figure 1. We can see that larger value sizes imply higher per-core throughput. Also, kernel-bypass IO improves throughput by up to 4×. This is intuitive. Kernel-bypass IO is lighter-weight than in-kernel IO, while larger IO granularity amortizes IO stack overheads. As hardware IO bandwidth continues to increase, it is likely that applications will employ larger IO sizes to leverage the available bandwidth. At the same time, IO stacks will become lighter-weight to provide the necessary performance to keep up with the increasing IO speeds.

We can also see that larger value (and thus IO) sizes cause a noticeable increase of per-request CPU cycles spent in memory copies. We already know that Redis makes 6 copies of IO data for each SET request. As value sizes increase, the amount of CPU cycles spent copying them must naturally also increase. Even moderate value sizes of 64KB cause 39% of per-request CPU cycles to be spent in memory copies using the heavy-weight Linux kernel IO stacks. The lighter-weight kernel-bypass IO causes an even larger fraction of up to 52% of per-request CPU cycles to be spent in memory copies, owing to a reduction of per-request CPU cycles spent in IO stack processing. For even larger value sizes of 512KB, CPU cycles spent in copying reaches 60%.

### 2.4 Limitations of Existing Zero-Copy IO APIs

Various zero-copy APIs have been proposed to limit the number of copies involved in IO-intensive applications. Zero-copy IO APIs fall into two categories. (1) Single-stack APIs, and (2) cross-stack APIs. Single-stack APIs eliminate copies for a particular IO API, such as the network sockets system call API. Cross-stack APIs eliminate copies across IO APIs. For example, across network and storage APIs. We study the tradeoffs made by each category in this section.

**Single-stack APIs.** Single-stack APIs provide zero-copy IO for single IO stacks. The API is specific to the IO stack and is often provided in the form of new parameters or tweaks to a familiar IO API that enable zero-copy, typically along with a set of invocation and environment requirements that have to be met by the application developer for the API to function. We describe a number of storage and networking zero-copy APIs here, including memory mapped files, Linux FreeBSD, and Solaris zero-copy networking, remote direct memory access (RDMA), and the Arrakis [28] zero-copy networking API.

Memory mapping files is one of the oldest zero-copy storage IO APIs. Applications map (parts of) files into their virtual address space, which the OS implements by loading the file into the page cache and providing direct application access to the relevant pages. Page cache entries may be directly written to disk, without further copies. More recently, applications may also map non-volatile memory (NVM) directly into virtual memory, referred to as direct access (DAX) [2]. Memory mapped files restrict some file IO. For example, memory mapped files cannot be appended to. Instead, an application developer has to determine the file size in advance and truncate the file to the desired length before memory mapping it. Further, the interface does not allow applications to make atomic modifications to file data without copying data to their own buffers first.

Linux provides two networking zero-copy APIs [11, 12] for TCP sockets. A zero-copy send will lock a given application buffer into memory and start the transmission. If transmission is not complete by the time send returns, the application must take care not to touch the buffer. The zero-copy mechanism will place a notification message in the error queue associated with the socket, which has to be monitored by the application. When an “error” packet appears, it can be examined to determine the status of the operation, including whether the transmission succeeded and whether it was able to run in zero-copy mode.

For zero-copy receive, Linux allows to memory map a TCP socket. If several network conditions are met, including the next incoming data chunk being page-sized and page-aligned,
the socket buffer containing the incoming chunk will be mapped into the calling process’s address space, where it can be accessed directly. When the incoming data has been processed, the application calls munmap to release the pages and free the buffer for another incoming packet. The mechanism only works if the application developer has knowledge of exactly what each incoming packet will look like.

RDMA [30] provides zero-copy IO either by directly reading/writing remote memory or by pre-registering buffers with the network card for receive and transmit operation. Similarly, Arrakis [28] provides a zero-copy IO network socket interface that returns buffers and consumes them, rather than letting the application specify its own buffers. All of these interfaces introduce the same complexities of buffer ownership management and knowledge of network conditions. These conditions are often difficult to meet and the additional buffer management burden is cumbersome for many developers.

A limited solution proposed by SocksDirect [22] and also implemented in FreeBSD [8] and Solaris [9] to transparently avoid copies in the network sockets API is to simply remap the pages carrying IO data from the network stack to the application-provided buffer location, instead of copying the data. This works in cases where both buffers are page-aligned and it requires the NIC to be able to isolate packet payloads and place them into page-aligned buffers. To isolate payloads, SocksDirect requires RDMA, while Solaris requires ATM. FreeBSD supports traditional Ethernet NICs, but requires that the maximum transfer unit is configured to be greater than the hardware page size, which may be undesirable or difficult. Unfortunately, applications often misalign IO buffers, even if memory allocators return aligned memory. For example, when headers are inserted into a buffer and IO is read to a location after the header. Our investigation into Redis shows that only about 40% of IO data can be remapped using this approach. Further, transmit buffers must be kept until acknowledged, leaking memory if acknowledgments lag. The limited applicability, security concerns (including from malicious NICs [24]), and hardware requirements led the FreeBSD developers to abandon the transparent zero-copy socket API in FreeBSD 11.

**Cross-stack APIs.** A variety of cross-stack APIs attempt to eliminate copies across IO stacks, in particular the networking and storage stacks. To do so, they offer new and often higher-level APIs that the application developer must use. These new APIs avoid copies. We describe three example cross-stack APIs here, the Linux sendfile family of system calls, PASTE, and Demikernel.

The Linux sendfile system call (and cousins splice for pipes and copy_file_range for files) transmits data from the storage stack via the network stack without user-level copies. The API is restricted to network and storage IO and does not permit the application developer to inspect data before transmission. To add any application data, such as headers, the developer must use the TCP_CORK option, requiring them to add the necessary data within a 200 millisecond time window. sendfile does not allow sending or receiving from/to user memory. The API is used to send static files across the network but is increasingly obsolete with the prevalence of dynamic in-memory content.

PASTE [15] provides an API that combines the network stack with persistent data structures in NVM to avoid copies. PASTE builds on the Netmap [31] kernel framework to place packets from the network interface card (NIC) directly in NVM. Developers can refer to these packets from application-specific persistent data structures. However, PASTE operates at the packet level and requires developers to track network connections and decode byte streams to find relevant data to persist. PASTE also requires the developer to implement a copy-on-write scheme to efficiently return packet buffer space to the NIC after use. Due to the complexity of its API, PASTE’s intended use is constrained to run-to-completion processing of requests that fit in individual network packets.

Demikernel [38] eliminates copies between kernel-bypass networking stacks, like DPDK and RDMA, and kernel-bypass storage stacks, like SPDK. The Demikernel memory manager allocates memory to applications from DPDK’s memory pool and it registers that memory with RDMA. This allows Demikernel applications to receive data over the network and to store it without any copies. Demikernel offers a queue-oriented interface, PDPIX, which replaces datapath IO calls with pushes and pops to and from queues that may return tokens if data is unavailable. Demikernel’s interface requires application developers to implement run-to-completion IO processing. This simplifies zero-copy IO for Demikernel, but it limits the application developer. The Demikernel interface does not support making in-place updates to IO data or allow developers to schedule input and output beyond handling each input request to completion, and it cannot eliminate any further copies an application might make internally to process input.

**Summary.** Both categories of zero-copy IO stacks seek to eliminate copies involved in IO stack APIs. However, in doing so they introduce complexities, such as buffer ownership management involving special API calls. They also introduce restrictions, such as requiring run-to-completion processing, buffer alignment, or disallowing in-place updates. Finally, they may enforce external IO properties, such as packet layout and MTU size. These complexities and restrictions are difficult for developers to navigate and external IO properties are often difficult or impossible to enforce. Further, none of the existing zero-copy APIs provide transparent copy elimination across IO stacks or eliminate copies that are made within the application. For these reasons, both application and kernel developers forgo zero-copy APIs, as they often struggle to outperform APIs that involve copies and are deemed not worth the complexity they introduce [12].
3 zIO Design

zIO is a user-level library (libzIO) that may be dynamically and transparently linked to applications. zIO intercepts a number of C standard library and IO system calls (shown in Figure 2), including memory copy and management, and socket and file IO. zIO leverages userfaultfd [5] to intercept page faults, which may be caused by applications touching intermediate memory buffers. We now describe zIO in three parts. First, we describe how zIO tracks data within the application to eliminate application copies (§3.1). Second, we describe how we extend zIO with kernel-bypass IO stacks to allow it to eliminate IO stack copies (§3.2). Third, we describe how to realize optimistic input persistence by mapping appropriate IO buffers into NVM (§3.3).

3.1 Application Copy Elimination

To eliminate application copies, zIO tracks IO data buffer locations transitively through the application. zIO intercepts any copies of IO buffers and optimistically forgoes them. To provide data consistency in the face of the application accessing any intermediate, uncopied buffer locations, zIO leverages page faults to detect and resolve these accesses.

Figure 3 shows the mechanisms involved in this process via an example involving a key-value pair being read from an input IO stack, processed by the application, and written to an output IO stack. On input (e.g., IO stack read/recv calls), the provided location of the application buffer is recorded by zIO (§1). For the purpose of application copy elimination, this is the original location of the IO data. zIO uses this information to track and eliminate any application-level copies of this data. Upon memory copy of any tracked data (memcpy/memmove calls), zIO unmaps the destination buffer, forgoes the copy, and tracks the destination buffer as intermediate (§2). Some buffer locations may not be page aligned, in which case, buffer fringes have to be copied (app_buf3 in Figure 3 is unaligned, causing copies in §3 and §4, where it is used as destination and source buffer, respectively). To provide consistency when applications access intermediate buffers, zIO leverages page faults. If a page fault to any intermediate buffer occurs, zIO finds the original buffer location to resolve the page fault with the appropriate data by lazily copying faulted pages (§5). Finally, when tracked data is written to another IO stack (e.g., send/write calls), zIO intercepts the call and provides the original buffer instead of the application-provided intermediate buffer, but including any intermediate data updates (§6).

Before we detail each of these mechanisms, we describe zIO’s tracking granularity and data structure.

Page granularity copy elimination. To be able to provide data consistency via page faults, zIO eliminates copies only at page granularity. However, buffers may reside at any address in virtual memory. To resolve this issue, zIO will only eliminate the part of a copy that lies within page boundaries of the provided buffer (i.e., unaligned buffer start addresses are rounded up to the page boundary, while unaligned buffer end addresses are rounded down)—the core buffer. The left and right buffer fringe—the beginning and end of an application buffer that is beyond the core buffer page boundaries, respectively—is always copied. While this approach involves small copies for unaligned buffers, we find that it often helps performance. The left and right buffer fringe often contain headers and footers that applications are more likely to access than the core.

Intermediate buffer tracking via skiplists. zIO records the locations of all application data buffers containing IO data. As buffer tracking has to incur minimal overhead and records are frequently mutated, we choose a skiplist for probabilistic fast search and insertion. Each entry in the skiplist keeps track of the original buffer address, a corresponding core intermediate buffer address, the length of the core intermediate buffer as a number of base pages, the size of the left intermediate buffer fringe in bytes, a timestamp of the last copy (cf. §3.1.7), and a free flag (cf. §3.1.4, not shown in Figure 3). The skiplist is sorted by intermediate buffer address. We evaluate the performance of buffer tracking via skiplists in §5.2.1.

3.1.1 Input buffer recording. When data is read from an IO stack via a function or system call, zIO intercepts these operations. We have implemented intercepts for all common POSIX network and file system calls. According to its policy (cf. §3.1.6), zIO records the application-provided destination buffer as the original buffer, along with an identity core intermediate buffer (§4). This record filters IO buffers for copy tracking—zIO only eliminates copies for data originally read from an IO stack.

3.1.2 Copy tracking and elimination. zIO identifies copies within the application by interposing on the standard library memory copy calls memcpy and memmove1. These calls take a source and destination buffer address, as well as a size (in bytes) to copy. On each call, according to policy (cf. §3.1.6), instead of executing the copy, we record in the skiplist the core

---

1Variations of these calls use memcpy and memmove in our standard C library. For other C libraries, variations may need to be explicitly intercepted.
destination buffer and its size as intermediate location and size (e.g., app_buf1 and app_buf2 do not have a fringe).

To determine the original buffer location, we first use the core source buffer address to search through the skiplist to see if it falls within any existing intermediate buffers. If it does, we use that buffer’s original buffer location, and, if this is the first time this original buffer is copied, zIO also remaps the core original buffer read-only to detect any application modification to it. If we find no intersecting intermediate buffer, then this data did not originate from IO (cf. §3.1.1) and we execute the copy, forgoing any tracking of this buffer. Finally, if the data originated from IO, we record the size of the left intermediate buffer fringe (the app_buf3 is unaligned and has a left fringe of 4 bytes—it also has a right fringe, but we do not need to record it). The left buffer fringe is necessary to resolve access conflicts (cf. §3.1.5). If the destination location is within a buffer that is already tracked in the skiplist, the skiplist entry is updated with the new buffer information.

zIO unmaps the core intermediate buffer and registers it with userfaultfd to intercept application access. The union of left and right buffer fringes of original and intermediate buffer is copied. For example, if the source buffer has a left fringe of 4 bytes and the target buffer has no left fringe, then the left fringe of the target buffer becomes 4KB, as the original left fringe taints the first 4 bytes of what could have been a core page of the target buffer, making the entire page part of the fringe (the app_buf3 has a left fringe of 4 bytes, app_buf4 acquires a left fringe of 4KB).

The cost of unmapping intermediate buffers is often avoided or amortized. For example, buffers that are allocated on the heap are backed with physical memory and mapped only on first access (this lazy memory allocation is the default in Linux, for example). zIO can simply register these unmapped buffers with userfaultfd. Statically allocated buffers are often reused across requests instead of freed and reallocated. These buffers remain unmapped across requests if they are not otherwise accessed by the application. Upon reuse, zIO simply updates the skiplist when new IO data is processed.

3.1.3 Input to output buffer resolution. Whenever data is written to an IO stack, zIO interposes on the IO stack API and searches the skiplist to see if the core buffer being written intersects with any intermediate buffers tracked in the skiplist. If a match is found, zIO modifies the write operation to use any original buffer addresses recorded in the skiplist. This may result in a single IO stack source buffer location being transformed into multiple buffer locations (where shaded areas of the output are copied, unshaded areas are sourced from original buffer locations). If the IO stack API supports gather IO, we leverage that API to refer to the appropriate buffer pages when generating the output IO call. If the IO stack does not support gather IO, zIO breaks up the output call into multiple calls that refer to each individual buffer.

3.1.4 Freeing buffers. Finally, zIO interposes on free. This interposition allows zIO to look up and delete skiplist entries that are potentially no longer needed. If an intermediate buffer is freed that means we have successfully eliminated a copy; the contents of the buffer were not touched and the application has specified that it no longer needs it. At this point, the skiplist entry can be deleted and the memory region unregistered from userfaultfd. If an original buffer is being freed, the skiplist entry is only marked as freed to prevent use-after-free violations. Buffers marked as freed are deleted upon garbage collection (see below).

3.1.5 Access conflict resolution. When a core intermediate buffer is touched by the application, it will trigger a page fault. zIO looks up the faulting page number in the skiplist. zIO then maps the faulting page, potentially allocating it (lazy memory allocation), and copies the data from the original buffer, as recorded in the skiplist entry. zIO uses the left buffer fringe size to determine the byte offset of the intermediate core buffer, which is used as an offset into the recorded original buffer to determine the copy source address.

If a page at the beginning or end of a buffer is faulted in, it is removed from the tracked buffer core and thus copied going forward. If a page is faulted in the middle of a buffer, a
new skiplist entry must be created for the second section of the buffer, if it meets the appropriate size threshold (5). The original buffer is effectively split; the buffer before the faulting page is considered part of the originally tracked buffer and the buffer after the faulting page is a newly tracked buffer.

If a core original buffer is modified by the application, it also triggers a page fault. In this case, zIO walks the skiplist to determine any intermediate buffers derived from the core original buffer page. zIO copies the faulting original buffer page to the relevant intermediate buffers and resets the access permissions to the relevant original and intermediate pages.

3.1.6 Tracking policy. We determine experimentally (cf. §5.1.2) that for data buffers smaller than 16KB, the overhead of tracking outweighs any performance benefits from eliminating copies. Hence, we configure zIO to track and elide only sufficiently large cores (core buffer sizes of 16KB or larger).

There is also an overhead for handling page faults. We determine this experimentally (§5.1.4) under a number of conditions. For example, we find that if the ratio of bytes accessed by the application to bytes eliminated from copies exceeds 6%, we no longer see a performance benefit with a single application thread. This number can change with a different number of threads and is fully explored in §5.1.3. After these thresholds, we stop eliding copies for these buffers.

3.1.7 Intermediate buffer garbage collection. zIO avoids tracking an arbitrary number of entries to prevent memory exhaustion and skiplist performance reduction. For example, tracked intermediate buffers may be kept indefinitely in memory by the application, causing skiplist entries to accrue. Hence, skiplist entries are garbage collected periodically (once every second in our prototype). For each collected skiplist entry, we must fill any intermediate buffers with consistent data. This is done via the same process as conflict resolution. The region is mapped and the data is copied from its original location at the appropriate offset. Buffers marked free can be freed immediately.

zIO’s garbage collection policy collects intermediate buffers that have been least recently used in copies. A timestamp on each skiplist entry (not shown in Figure 3) keeps track of the last time the entry was involved in a copy. If the skiplist grows beyond a threshold, zIO collects the least recently used entries.

3.2 IO Stack API Copy Elimination
Simply linking zIO when kernel-bypass IO stacks are used already provides transparent zero-copy IO. However, we can achieve further performance benefits by modifying these IO stacks to integrate with zIO more tightly. We now describe how we integrate zIO with kernel-bypass IO stacks to optimize IO stack API copy elimination.

Kernel-bypass IO stacks are a good fit for zIO, as they communicate with the application via shared library calls and shared memory—mechanisms that zIO can transparently process at user-level—rather than system calls. We choose the TAS [18] and Strata [20] kernel-bypass network and storage stacks, which are state-of-the-art. Strata, in particular, is a good fit, as it uses a per-process operation log in NVM, mapped into userspace, to persist file writes. zIO transparently intercepts Strata’s memory copies into this log and can provide transparent copy elimination, provided that the original buffer already resides in NVM.

Input API copy elimination. POSIX file and socket input calls (e.g., read and recv) require applications to provide a buffer that input data is copied into. In TAS and Strata, these library calls internally call memcopy to copy from an IO stack internal buffer to the application-provided buffer. zIO transparently tracks and eliminates this copy across the IO stack API (cf. §3.1). As the source buffers are IO stack-private, we do not need to protect the original source data buffer by remapping it read-only. Instead, we modify the IO stacks to execute zIO’s garbage collection protocol for any tracked buffers that the IO stack intends to free or overwrite. To prevent this from happening frequently, we can configure the IO stack internal buffers to be sufficiently large. For example, socket receive buffers can be resized to hold at least the expected size of input data per IO request.

Output API copy elimination. POSIX file and socket output calls (e.g., write and send) require applications to provide a source buffer that output data is copied from. As with the input API calls, zIO already transparently eliminates stack-internal memory copies. As output buffers are IO stack-private, no unmapping is necessary. Instead, we modify the IO stacks to fetch the original buffer locations from zIO when the output data is processed. For example, when TAS sends payload from the socket transmit buffer or when Strata “digests” [20] the update log. When zIO has to resolve copies due to mis-speculation or garbage collection, the relevant output buffer fields are simply filled in with the appropriate data. When the IO stacks ask zIO for original buffer locations, filled output buffers will not be marked as intermediate.

3.3 Optimistic Input Persistence
To realize optimistic input persistence for end-to-end IO copy elimination when data is persisted in NVM by a storage stack, we simply have to ensure that the original data already resides in NVM. zIO automatically detects the type of memory backing a virtual memory mapping. If original and intermediate buffers are backed by NVM, zIO can eliminate and track any copies among the buffers, while ensuring persistence. We describe here how we use this feature to realize optimistic network receiver persistence, where incoming data from the network does not need to be copied to storage.

Optimistic network receiver persistence. TAS uses shared memory for socket receive buffers between its TCP fast-path process and processes linking the kernel-bypass libTAS library. The fast-path writes incoming payload directly into
socket receive buffers residing in this shared memory. We can realize optimistic network receiver persistence simply by mapping the socket receive buffers into NVM. zIO will detect that original buffers are backed by NVM and eliminate copies end-to-end to the Strata update log, which also resides in process-local NVM.

3.4 Discussion

Huge pages. Huge pages (pages larger than the system’s base page size) are desirable for improved memory address translation performance. However, tracking IO buffers requires fine-grained page protection, as tracked buffers may be smaller than the huge page size. In this case, zIO’s fine-grained page mapping requests force the OS to break huge pages into base page mappings. Indeed, an investigation of the Redis YCSB benchmark with 512KB value size (cf. §5.2) shows that Linux with transparent huge page (THP) support maps 40% of Redis’ working set with huge pages when zIO is not used, while mapping only 35% of the working set with huge pages when zIO is used.

Unfortunately, if the application stores IO buffers in reserved huge page memory using Linux’s hugetlbfs mechanism, fine-grained page protection is disallowed and zIO can only track buffers at huge page granularity. Note that Linux could technically allow fine-grained protection for reserved huge page memory, while still allocating memory at huge page granularity. This would be compatible with zIO.

Luckily, transparent zero-copy and huge pages do not need to be at odds. zIO operates on the assumption that tracked IO buffers are seldom touched by applications. Hence, leveraging fine-grained page protection for tracking IO buffers does not impact application performance in the common case, as these mappings are seldom exercised. On mis-speculation, zIO’s policy reverts to copying IO buffers and the OS may again map them with huge pages. This may happen transparently when THP support is enabled in the OS. Our application benchmarks run with THP, showing that transparent zero-copy IO still outperforms any potential slow-down from fine-grained page protection.

Linux kernel IO stack API copy elimination. While we present IO stack API copy elimination with kernel-bypass stacks (§3.2), we believe it is possible to provide IO stack API copy elimination for the Linux kernel IO stacks in certain cases by leveraging Linux’s zero-copy IO APIs (cf. §2.4). For example, using Linux’s zero-copy socket receive API (cf. §2.4), zIO can memory map kernel TCP socket receive buffers into user-private memory when sockets are created. It can then intercept application recv calls and track the target application buffer as an intermediate buffer, with the private socket buffer mapping as the original. This eliminates the IO stack API copy for recv, similar to our integration with TAS, as described in §3.2. Network receiver persistence may also be realizable, albeit with kernel modifications, by mapping socket buffers into a file stored in NVM and then using the FICLONERANGE ioctl to remap core data buffers to their final destination upon input to output resolution to a file. We leave IO stack API copy elimination for the Linux kernel IO stacks for future work.

4 Implementation

Our zIO implementation consists of two key components. The first component is tracking data through an application and eliminating copies along the way. The second component is closely integrating this tracking with the kernel-bypass network and storage stacks TAS and Strata, respectively, to provide transparent zero-copy across IO stack APIs, as well as optimistic input persistence.

Application copy elimination. This component of zIO is written in 1,608 lines of C code and is dynamically loaded with LD_PRELOAD.

IO stack API copy elimination. To integrate zIO with TAS and Strata to provide IO stack API copy elimination, we modify 184 lines of code in TAS and 66 lines of code in Strata.

5 Evaluation

We analyze zIO’s performance via a number of experiments based on a multi-threaded IO microbenchmark, using network and storage stacks, and varying relevant IO and copy parameters. We also evaluate zIO with the IO-intensive applications Redis [21], MongoDB [25], and Icecast [37]. We compare zIO to Linux and kernel-bypass IO stacks without any copy optimizations.

Our evaluation answers the following questions:

• What is the impact of copies on IO performance? What benefits to IO processing throughput does zIO provide by transparently eliminating copies? How do the number of copies per IO (§5.1.1), IO size (§5.1.2), and number of IO threads (§5.1.3) affect the observed performance?

• What are the overheads zIO introduces by tracking data? How do overheads increase as applications touch the data they copy, causing zIO to mis-speculate? How effective is zIO’s tracking policy in avoiding mis-speculation? (§5.1.4)

• How does zIO performance improvements break down into its mechanisms? By how much can we improve IO performance when employing optimistic input persistence with NVM? (§5.2.1)

• What benefits to IO processing throughput and latency does zIO provide by eliminating copies within IO-intensive applications, such as Redis (§5.2), Icecast (§5.3), and MongoDB (§5.4)? In what situations might zIO hurt application performance (§5.3.1)?

• How does zIO perform compared to zero-copy IO APIs, such as memory mapped files and sendfile (§5.3.1)

Evaluation platform. We run our evaluation on a single socket of a dual-socket Intel Cascade Lake-SP system running at 2.2GHz with 24 cores per socket and a 100 GbE ConnectX-5
NIC. Each socket has 192 GB of DDR4 DRAM and 3 TB of Intel Optane DC NVM. To leverage all 6 memory channels per processor, there are 6 DIMMs of DRAM and NVM per socket. The machine runs Fedora 27 with Linux kernel version 5.10.0. We use the latest master branches of TAS [3] and Strata [4].

5.1 Microbenchmarks

We quantify the overhead introduced by copies of IO data and the benefit that zIO provides for various IO parameters via a simple echo server benchmark. Our evaluation setup is the same as in §2.2, but in place of Redis we run a simple TCP echo server that echoes client messages back to the sender. To simulate IO-intensive application processing, our echo server can make a configurable number of copies to the IO data. Beyond the number of copies, we also vary other IO parameters, such as IO size, fraction of IO data accessed, and number of echo server threads. We report the average echo server throughput, measured at the client, over 3 runs for each configuration, using the steady-state throughput of each run.

5.1.1 Number of Copies. We first evaluate IO performance with a varying number of copies of the IO data made before it is echoed. We compare four scenarios: Vanilla Linux (Linux), Linux with zIO application copy elimination (zIO), vanilla kernel-bypass (TAS), kernel-bypass with zIO application copy elimination (zIO), and kernel-bypass with zIO application and IO stack API copy elimination (zIO+IO). We run this experiment with 512KB IO, using a single server thread. For each run, we vary the number of times the request is copied before being echoed.

Figure 4. Linux throughput versus zIO application IO copy elimination (512KB IO size).

Figure 5. TAS throughput versus zIO application and IO stack API copy elimination (512KB IO size).

Figure 6. zIO throughput versus Linux with 0 and 5 copies.

Figure 7. zIO throughput versus TAS with 0 and 5 copies.

Figures 4 and 5 present the results. We can see that an increasing number of application IO copies decreases the achieved throughput for Linux and TAS networking, due to the involved copying overhead. Kernel-bypass maintains high throughput with more copies than Linux, as more CPU cycles are available for copies due to the lighter-weight kernel-bypass network stack. zIO maintains performance close to the configuration without copies for both stacks, showing that it successfully eliminates these copies with negligible overhead. With 12 copies, zIO improves throughput by 3.8× with Linux and by 2.8× with TAS. Finally, zIO+IO improves throughput by up to 21% versus zIO by additionally eliminating IO stack API copies.

5.1.2 IO Size. We next investigate how IO size affects performance, using a single echo server thread. To evaluate the overhead of tracking small IO, we disable zIO’s IO size threshold for this benchmark, causing zIO to always track buffers and eliminate copies. We vary the IO size from 8KB to 1MB and evaluate two extreme copy scenarios (cf. Table 1): 5 application copies and 0 application copies. Figures 6 and 7 present the results.

zIO benefits large IO. Firstly, we can see that Linux has poor performance with small IO, but performance improves as IO size increases. TAS performs better with smaller IO size. This is expected, as kernel-bypass stacks are light-weight. When copies are involved, both Linux and TAS perform worse, in particular as IO size increases. This is also expected, as

---

We consistently observe TAS throughput to be lower than Linux with large IO sizes. TAS is optimized for small IO and does not do the necessary batching to handle large IO efficiently.
larger copies require more CPU time. zIO improves throughput by up to 2.9x with Linux and up to 2x with TAS as IO size increases, reaching zero-copy performance with IO sizes larger than 512KB for Linux and 32KB for TAS. zIO+IO improves throughput further, by up to 40% versus zIO, for a combined improvement of up to 2.7x versus TAS.

**Limits of zIO with small IO.** zIO transparent copy elimination is no panacea, as the overhead of zIO tracking with small IO limits throughput. For IO smaller than 16KB, zIO reduces throughput by up to 30% versus Linux. For IO smaller than 32KB, zIO reduces throughput by up to 49% versus TAS. IO sizes smaller than 8KB would incur even further throughput reduction. Based on this measurement, we set zIO’s tracking policy to avoid tracking IO buffers smaller than 16KB (cf. 3.1.6).

### 5.1.3 Scalability

We evaluate two scalability aspects. zIO tracking scalability and the impact of page faults.

**zIO tracking.** We configure the echo server to make 1 application copy of each 512KB IO buffer and vary the number of server threads. Each thread accesses a private pool of clients and uses private IO buffers. Figure 8 shows that zIO improves throughput scalability over Linux by up to 19% due to copy elimination. Copies pollute the CPU caches, causing Linux’s scalability to be impacted.

**Page faults.** Page faults can affect scalability when faulting pages are mapped, requiring TLB shootdowns. In theory, information about newly mapped pages may be lazily synchronized among TLBs, avoiding TLB shootdowns. Other cores accessing the same unmapped page simply fault on the stale TLB information, synchronizing the TLB at this moment. Most

IO-intensive applications use thread-private IO buffers and access across cores is rare. Unfortunately, Linux does not support lazy mapping of pages. Hence, page faults do affect scalability.

To show this effect, we configure the echo server to access a number of pages of each 512KB IO buffer, without application copies, and vary the number of server threads. We supply the same IO buffer each time, requiring zIO to unmap it for each IO request. The results can be found in Figure 9. We can see that, up to 2 page faults, server throughput still scales well. Increasing the number of page faults per IO beyond this point starts limiting server throughput due to TLB shootdowns. With Linux modifications, many of these TLB shootdowns could be avoided.

### 5.1.4 Mis-speculation

To evaluate the impact of zIO mis-speculation on performance, we configure the echo server to access a number of bytes in each IO request before echoing a response. We run this experiment under a variety of IO sizes (64KB, 256KB, and 1MB) and copies (1, 3, and 6), using the Linux network stack.

Figure 10 presents the results as a scatter plot, where we compare zIO throughput improvement over vanilla Linux to the ratio of IO bytes accessed versus elided in copies. This ratio clearly limits zIO’s throughput improvements. Applications accessing copied IO data means that zIO mis-speculated. zIO has to resolve the elided copies for the accessed data, which incurs a performance penalty. Less IO data accessed implies better performance improvements. At the same time, more IO data elided in copies also implies better performance improvements and creates headroom for mis-speculation. Fitting a Bezier curve to the scatter plot shows that zIO improves throughput when the ratio of data bytes accessed versus elided in copies is less than 6%. Above 6%, overheads created by zIO mis-speculation decrease throughput. As an example, for an input buffer of size 200KB that is copied twice, the application may incur up to 6 page faults before output to still yield a speed-up. If the same buffer is copied 4 times, up to 12 page faults are permissible.

### 5.2 Redis

We evaluate how zIO improves Redis throughput with Linux and kernel-bypass IO stacks (TAS and Strata). Our benchmark setup is identical to the one presented in §2.2. We evaluate two
We now look at YCSB workload A, which has a distribution of 50% SETs and 50% GETs. We vary the value size over independent runs for each of these configurations. In addition to zIO’s improvement over vanilla Linux with application copy elimination, we investigate the performance of zIO with additional optimistic receiver persistence and IO stack API copy elimination (zIO+ORP) over kernel-bypass IO stacks. The zIO size threshold is disabled for these experiments; enabling it would allow zIO to match vanilla IO stack performance for smaller values, evaluated in §5.2.1.

We first look at 100% SET throughput. This case involves 2 IO copies (one from the network and one to storage), as well as 4 IO application copies per request (cf. Table 1). The results can be found in Figure 11. zIO with Linux eliminates all application copies, which allows for a throughput improvement of up to 1.8×, especially for larger values. zIO+ORP with kernel-bypass IO stacks improves performance by up to 2.5×, as the IO paths consume noticeably less CPU time.

We now look at YCSB workload A, with 50% GET requests and 50% SET requests. These results can be found in Figure 12. As the 50% GET requests require fewer application copies, zIO with Linux provides less of a performance improvement than in the first benchmark, up to 1.3×. However, GET requests provide an opportunity for zIO+ORP to eliminate IO stack API copies, maintaining a speedup of up to 2× over vanilla kernel-bypass.

5.2.1 zIO Performance Breakdown. We use the Redis 100% SET benchmark to break down the performance contributions of zIO. To do so, we evaluate zIO throughput with kernel-bypass IO in two IO size configurations, progressively enabling different zIO optimizations. These results can be found in Figure 13.

The first configuration uses 8KB SET requests. We evaluate zIO with and without its tracking policy, which applies a 16KB size threshold (§3.1.6). We can see a drastic slowdown of 40% when zIO does not apply this policy, due to the overhead of tracking small IO. Enabling zIO’s policy instead copies the IO buffers and attains a negligible slowdown of 2% versus vanilla kernel-bypass.

We further evaluate a configuration with 256KB SET requests. When eliminating application copies, zIO provides a speedup of 1.7×. When adding IO stack API copy elimination, zIO+IO improves performance by another 9%. Adding optimistic receiver persistence in zIO+ORP finally improves performance by another 7%, for a combined improvement over vanilla kernel-bypass of 2×.

Intermediate buffer tracking overhead. We investigate the overhead of buffer tracking via zIO’s skiplist. For the same 100% SET request Redis configuration, we find an average of 5 skiplist entries per client connection. With 64 clients, we measured a maximum of 640 entries in the skiplist over the duration of the benchmark. For this scenario, we measure the average skiplist operation latency for lookup and insert to be 190ns. This confirms that intermediate buffer tracking via skiplists is lightweight.

5.3 Icecast

Icecast [37] is an audio broadcasting service. Icecast can stream audio from a source client to a number of listener clients or read data from a local file and serve it to a number of listener clients via HTTP. Table 1 shows that Icecast makes no application copies, but it uses the IO stack APIs. We evaluate both Icecast configurations, providing insight into network to network and storage to network performance. We use the kernel-bypass IO stacks for our evaluation, as they support IO stack API copy elimination. The results are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 14. Icecast throughput scalability.

Figure 15. Icecast scalability with pre-faulted buffers.

Storage to network. We configure Icecast to broadcast a 1.1MB audio file to a number of listener clients. We evaluate the amount of audio that a single Icecast file-serving thread can deliver. Icecast reads and sends the audio file in a configurable chunk size, which we set to 64KB. Listener clients request the audio stream via curl-loader [16], a HTTP benchmark tool. We connect enough clients to saturate the Icecast server throughput and measure throughput over a 30 second period. We can see that zIO+IO improves Icecast maximum throughput by 1.25× by eliminating IO stack API copies, freeing CPU cycles for audio streaming.

Network to network. Next, we evaluate Icecast receiving data from a single client and broadcasting it to a number of listeners via a single relay thread. We configure Icecast to relay 64KB at a time and measure the number of concurrent listeners that Icecast can broadcast to. We see a zIO+IO improvement of 1.16× by eliminating IO stack copies. Icecast uses a static buffer for relay, which remains unmapped across IO chunks. This allows zIO+IO to eliminate IO stack copies with minimal overhead.

5.3.1 Scalability. Icecast is a single-threaded application when serving local files to listeners. To evaluate IO-intensive application scalability with zIO, we modify Icecast to create a thread-pool, where each thread can handle listener client HTTP requests from storage via a thread-local IO buffer. This configuration makes Icecast behave like a web server, such as Apache [6]. This version of Icecast is using the read system call to read from each file (read).

zIO scalability versus zero-copy IO interfaces. Web servers (like Apache) often use zero-copy IO interfaces to accelerate service, such as memory mapped files and the sendfile system call. To compare application performance with a zero-copy IO interface to that of zIO’s transparent zero-copy IO, we create a version of Icecast that maps a requested file into memory (cf. §2.4 and sends data to the clients from the memory-mapped file via the socket send call (mmap). Memory mapping each requested file eliminates an IO stack copy on input, but also incurs a TLB shootdown. Common usage (cf. Apache) of the mmap API unmaps each file after serving it, incurring another TLB shootdown. zIO+IO can eliminate copies without having to incur TLB shootdowns if buffers are re-used and remain untouched in the common case.

We evaluate these configurations with a 512KB audio file with an increasing number of threads and measure throughput, as well as the number of TLB shootdowns. These results are found in Figure 14. We can see that zIO+IO consistently performs the best, as it does not incur TLB shootdowns. For a small number of threads, memory mapping input files performs similarly to zIO+IO. However, as the number of threads increases, the number and cost of performing TLB shootdowns increases, which negatively affects mmap performance. The number of TLB shootdowns when using read and zIO+IO are negligible, as no memory mapping calls happen in the common case. zIO outperforms memory mapping of input files by up to 17%.

Finally, we evaluate versions of Icecast using the Linux sendfile API to transmit files to listeners. The first version uses mmap to memory map each file to validate its header before using sendfile to transmit it. The second version uses the read system call to read the file’s header. These versions cannot use the kernel-bypass IO stacks, as sendfile is kernel-specific, and read+sendfile performs up to 7% worse than zIO+IO, while mmap+sendfile performs up to 30% worse than zIO+IO. The scalability trend of read+sendfile follows that of zIO+IO, while mmap+sendfile scales similarly to mmap.

zIO scalability with pre-faulted buffers. We have already evaluated zIO scalability when buffers are touched, incurring page faults (§5.1.3). zIO can detect these cases and stop copy elision (§3.1.6). However, if the application causes page faults before buffers are tracked by zIO, for example by pre-faulting mapped memory (cf. MAP_POPULATE flag for mmap) before using it to buffer memory, then zIO can incur TLB shootdowns by unmapping these buffers for tracking.

To evaluate this scenario, we modify Icecast to pre-fault the IO buffer before reading into it via read and unmapping it after it was sent over the network (pre-fault). This forces zIO+IO to unmap the IO buffer to track potential access. We run these two configurations with a 512KB audio file, a 32KB chunk size, and an increasing number of threads. We measure throughput and TLB shootdowns for both cases. We present these results in Figure 15. With a small number of threads, zIO+IO outperforms pre-fault, as it still eliminates copies in the IO stack API. However, as the number of threads increases, performance is affected by the additional TLB shootdown overhead and
zIO+IO performance degrades. Note that pre-faulting memory causes TLB shootdowns by itself and the scalability of this scenario is already limited.

5.4 MongoDB

We run MongoDB [25] on Linux, with and without zIO. We connect a client over the network running the YCSB [10] load phase and measure request throughput with 1MB values, divided into 10 fields. The YCSB load phase is a workload with 100% inserts of a uniform random distribution. We repeat this benchmark 5 times and report the average throughput for each configuration.

We find that zIO is not able to provide a performance benefit for this workload, with a performance of 191 requests/s compared to 194 for Linux without zIO. zIO is disabling all optimizations due to a large number of page faults. We find that the page faults are generated by MongoDB reading each inserted value in its entirety to calculate a checksum before writing it to the file system.

If we modify MongoDB to skip checksum calculation, zIO is able to eliminate 2 out of 3 application copies (cf. Table 1). Similar to Redis (cf. Table 2), MongoDB copies the inserted value first into an in-memory B-tree (similar to Redis’ copy A2) and then into a log (copy A3). Finally, MongoDB reallocates the IO buffer, causing a copy, before inserting it into an on-disk index. All three copies are initially elided by zIO, the file system writes complete and their buffers are freed. However, the next IO request re-uses the original IO buffer, forcing zIO to execute the elided copy of the previous buffer to the B-tree data structure. zIO achieves a throughput of 222 requests/s, a 6% improvement over Linux’ throughput of 209 requests/s.

We also run MongoDB with the TAS kernel-bypass network stack, allowing us to use zIO+IO to elide an IO stack API copy in recvmsg that MongoDB uses to read data from the network. Doing so additionally implies that original buffer reuse, which is now internal to the IO stack and directly communicated to zIO+IO, is lighter weight, as it is not initiated via a page fault. TAS without zIO+IO achieves a throughput of 191 requests/s, while TAS with zIO+IO achieves a throughput of 229 requests/s, a 19% performance improvement.

6 Related Work

In this section, we cover related work beyond the zero-copy IO APIs studied in §2.4.

Zero-copy networked storage. Reflex [19] is a networked storage system designed to provide fast access to remote flash devices. Reflex gains performance by eliminating software copies between network interface cards and flash storage. Unlike zIO, ReFlex does not focus on eliminating application-level or IO stack API copies.

Hardware-accelerated serialization. Recent work has looked at accelerating serialization with help from hardware. Zerializer [35] proposes DMA hardware with data transformation logic to offload serialization. Breakfast of Champions [29] proposes using existing scatter-gather capabilities of NICs to offload serialization. Unlike these works, zIO provides zero-copy without assuming specialized hardware and can eliminate application copies beyond those needed for serialization.

Custom user-level IO stacks. Sandstorm [23] addresses the idea of specially tailoring user-level IO stacks to meet the specific needs of applications to maximize performance, including zero-copy. However, similar to cross-stack APIs, these customizations are not transparent. Either the IO stack has to be modified to work with the application, the application has to be modified to use new APIs, or both. zIO offers transparent cross-stack zero-copy.

7 Conclusion

We present zIO, a transparent zero-copy IO mechanism for unmodified IO-intensive applications. zIO tracks IO data through the application, eliminating copies that are unnecessary while maintaining data consistency. We implement zIO as a user-space library, supporting Linux kernel and kernel-bypass IO stacks. We evaluate zIO with IO-intensive applications, like Redis, Icecast, and MongoDB. zIO improves application throughput by up to 1.8× with Linux, as well as by up to 2.5× with kernel-bypass IO stacks with optimistic network receiver persistence.
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Abstract

This paper develops a new approach to verifying a performant file system that isolates crash safety and concurrency reasoning to a transaction system that gives atomic access to the disk, so that the rest of the file system can be verified with sequential reasoning.

We demonstrate this approach in DaisyNFS, a Network File System (NFS) server written in Go that runs on top of a disk. DaisyNFS uses GoTxn, a new verified, concurrent transaction system that extends GoJournal [9] with two-phase locking and an allocator. The transaction system’s specification formalizes under what conditions transactions can be verified with only sequential reasoning, and comes with a mechanized proof in Coq [37] that connects the specification to the implementation.

As evidence that proofs enjoy sequential reasoning, DaisyNFS uses Dafny [26], a sequential verification language, to implement and verify all the NFS operations on top of GoTxn. The sequential proofs helped achieve a number of good properties in DaisyNFS: easy incremental development (for example, adding support for large files), a relatively short proof (only 2× as many lines of proof as code), and a performant implementation (at least 60% the throughput of the Linux NFS server exporting ext4 across a variety of benchmarks).

1 Introduction

File systems are important to implement correctly because applications rely on them to safely store user data. Formal verification offers a promise of showing that the implementation of a file system always meets its specification, including a crash safety property that says the file system recovers correctly from a sudden crash and reboot. However, efficient implementations are internally complicated, especially because they support concurrency and aim to minimize disk writes. Complexity makes the code more error-prone and motivates the desire for formal verification, but also poses a challenge: how can a proof cover concurrency, crash safety, and functional behavior while remaining tractable for a program the size of a file system?

The main contribution of this paper is a new approach to verifying a file system that isolates crash safety and concurrency reasoning to a transaction-system implementation. This
quires other shared state, which we address by incorporating allocation with a non-deterministic specification into GoTxn, which is then used in the file system by validating the allocator’s output. For sequential reasoning each operation must be implemented as a single transaction, but operations like removing a file can require a large number of disk writes that might not fit in a transaction. We implement freeing using multiple transactions; a first transaction logically deletes a file, and then asynchronously the implementation can run transactions that recover space from the file but have no other visible effect.

The verified artifact from this work is DaisyNFS, which implements a Network File System (NFS) server in Go on top of a bare disk and comes with a proof that clients observe that each operation follows the NFS specification as laid out in RFC 1813 [4]. Operations appear atomic despite concurrency and crashes. Clients can use the Linux or macOS NFS clients to mount DaisyNFS like any other file system and interact with it using the usual POSIX API. As an end-to-end check that our formalization of NFS is accurate and the implementation is reasonably complete, we tested with both Linux and macOS clients running a variety of programs.

A benefit of this file-system design is that it permits using the sharpest tool for each part of the proof: while we use Perennial [9], a program logic for crash safety and concurrency embedded in Coq, for the transaction system’s proof, we use Dafny [26], a verification-aware programming language with powerful automation, for the file-system operations. Dafny is a purely sequential language, but we are able to use it despite this limitation due to the transaction system’s proof. The value of sequential proofs can be seen in the proof-to-code ratio for the transaction system, which is 20×, versus the Dafny proofs which required about 2× as many lines of proof as code. Further evidence can be seen in the incremental development of DaisyNFS, which we elaborate on in §9.4.

To evaluate DaisyNFS’s performance, we compare it to that of the Linux NFS server exporting an ext4 file system. DaisyNFS achieves within 90% of the throughput of Linux with the ext4 `data=journal` option (which gives the same crash-safety guarantees as DaisyNFS) across a variety of benchmarks both on an NVMe and in-memory disk, and at least 60% on the most challenging ones. The comparable performance is due to the efficiency of GoJournal and adding little overhead in the file-system code (e.g., updating data structures in place to avoid copying). We do note that ext4’s default `data=ordered` mode can get about 60% better throughput for data-heavy workloads, at the cost of weaker guarantees on crash.

The contributions of this paper are:

• *Formalization of a simulation-transfer theorem* that captures how the transaction system provides sequential reasoning (§5.1) for any system implemented using a transaction per operation.

• *A proof that the simulation-transfer theorem holds for the GoTxn implementation* (§6). This proof verifies two-phase locking using a new strategy based on local reasoning to connect to the GoJournal specification. For the theorem to be true, it needs a precisely formulated definition of safe transactions that access shared state through GoTxn in order to behave atomically.

• *Techniques to implement a file system using GoTxn*, including a validation approach to integrating in-memory allocation into GoTxn and an approach for splitting file removal into multiple transactions of bounded size.

• *DaisyNFS, a concurrent, crash-safe file system that is verified in Dafny with sequential reasoning thanks to the above techniques*. The Dafny proofs for the file-system code enjoy low overhead compared to the concurrent proofs for GoTxn (2× vs. 20×). A performance evaluation shows that DaisyNFS gets throughput at least 60% that of Linux ext4 exported over NFS for the most challenging benchmarks, and within 90% for many workloads.

Our approach and DaisyNFS have some limitations. The proof approach relies on transactions appearing to run sequentially, which prevents modifying state outside the transaction system. There are cases where that would get better performance in exchange for a more difficult proof. The transaction system does not have a proof of liveness, and we do not prove that transactions avoid deadlock. DaisyNFS does not support NFS unstable writes, which improve performance by not committing writes to stable storage until explicitly requested. Our NFS implementation does not cover some features, such as symbolic links, hard links, and paginated README; we believe these features could be implemented and specified with the same approach but have not done so in our prototype.

This paper describes work that is part of the first author’s Ph.D. thesis [5], which provides more detail. The thesis also describes the Perennial logic for verifying concurrent and crash-safe systems, the specification and proof of GoTxn (including GoJournal), and Goose, the tool we use to verify GoTxn’s implementation written in Go. It goes into more detail about the DaisyNFS proof and evaluation as well.

## 2 Related work

Our main contribution is a way to use transactions to enable sequential reasoning for a concurrent file system. Our approach allows using Dafny and produces a file system that gets good performance. Prior work has also explored how to compose proofs across layers for modularity, to contain concurrency, or to cross between proof systems in complementary and distinct ways; none use transactions or any similar mechanism to isolate concurrency or crash safety reasoning.

### 2.1 Verifying storage systems

**Directly related systems** DaisyNFS directly builds upon GoJournal [9] to implement the transaction system, together with
its new version of the Perennial framework [8] that is used to verify the transaction system’s proof. This infrastructure is a program logic designed for storage systems that need a combination of concurrency and reasoning about crashes at any time, built on top of the Iris framework [23] in Coq.

The transaction system differs from GoJournal in that the GoJournal specification requires the caller to prove that concurrent transactions do not attempt to read or write the same objects, whereas the transaction system guarantees this automatically with per-object locks. The specification styles are also different: whereas the GoJournal proof is a set of specifications within the Perennial logic, the transaction system’s proof uses a more general refinement-based definition that we can apply to the Dafny code. This is necessary to combine the tools, since Dafny cannot express the GoJournal specification’s concurrency restrictions directly.

**Directly related applications** In prior work with the Perennial framework, we verified a crash-safe, concurrent mail server under the assumption that the file system is crash-safe [8]. DaisyNFS is a crash-safe file system and its complexity is significantly larger than a mail server: the mail server is about 150 lines with a monolithic proof while DaisyNFS combines a transaction system (itself 1,600 lines) with a 4,000-line file system, each of which involve many intermediate abstractions.

The authors of GoJournal verify a simple NFS file server on top of GoJournal, but that server is not complete enough to run real applications (it supports only one directory and 4KB files). Furthermore, the simple NFS server does its own locking and so the proof must reason about concurrency, increasing the proof overhead compared to DaisyNFS.

**Other verified file systems** Flashix [33] is a verified file system for flash storage, recently extended to support concurrency by Bodenmüller et al. [2]. File-system operations are proven to be atomic using a variant of Lipton’s movers [28] technique with additional conditions to ensure crash-atomicity [31]. In contrast, DaisyNFS proves once and for all that operations encapsulated in a transaction are atomic. Flashix uses per-file locks to enable concurrent file accesses, but the directory tree is protected by a single reader-writer lock, so operations creating or moving files cannot proceed concurrently. DaisyNFS’s two-phase locking system allows operations to proceed in parallel if they access disjoint parts of the file system.

VeriBetrKV [18] is a verified key-value store similar to the one that underpins the BetrFS [22] file system. It uses Dafny for crash-safety reasoning but does not layer any file-system proof on top. This file-system design does not involve general transactions, so the code on top of the key-value store must still carry out crash reasoning. The system has I/O concurrency but no CPU concurrency.

AtomFS [39] is a verified concurrent file system that does not persist data. It uses a custom concurrent relational logic implemented in Coq. Because the system does not persist data, AtomFS does not have any transaction system and implements the file-system operations together with appropriate locking for concurrency control.

### 2.2 Concurrency verification

A number of verification frameworks address concurrency, including CIVL [20], CSPEC [6], Armada [29], Iris [24], CCAL [16, 17], and FCSL [34], among many others. These frameworks use a range of methods, such as movers [28] and concurrent separation logic [3]. Although there has been much recent progress in using these frameworks to verify shared-memory concurrent systems, handling concurrency still brings additional proof burden compared to verification of sequential systems. DaisyNFS’s design isolates this verification overhead to the transaction system’s proof, and then uses Dafny to reason about file-system operations. Furthermore, it would be challenging to extend a concurrency framework with crash safety compared to starting with Perennial, which required non-trivial extensions to add crash-safety support to Iris.

IronFleet [19] applies Dafny’s sequential reasoning to a non-sequential setting, namely to verify event handlers for distributed systems. Each event handler is structured in phases: first messages are received, some local computation is done, and then messages are sent. This structuring enables a reduction argument [28] which makes it sound to treat each event handler as if it ran in an atomic step, with no interleaving of steps by other machines. Instead of a reduction argument, DaisyNFS uses the transaction system to make operations atomic. Although DaisyNFS operations may only access shared state through the transaction-system API, there are no phases or constraints on the ordering of reads and writes within a transaction.

### 2.3 Verified two-phase locking


Lesani et al. [27] developed a framework for verifying software transactional memory algorithms, modeled as I/O automata. They applied their framework to sophisticated STM algorithms, such as the NOrec algorithm [14]. The STM algorithms considered do not handle persistence and the framework does not address crash-safety reasoning.

### 2.4 Unverified file systems

We chose to verify an NFS server because it is widely used in practice and the expected behavior of NFS operations is well...
As shown in Figure 1, DaisyNFS is implemented in three layers: 1) a dispatch loop that speaks the NFS wire protocol and calls the appropriate method for each operation; 2) a Dafny class that implements each method; and 3) a transaction system that applies the updates of each method to the disk atomically. The dispatch loop is unverified; we assume that the server correctly decodes messages, calls the right method atomically. The dispatch loop is unverified; we assume that the Dafny code has access to. Allocation does not behave atomically along with the rest of the transaction, which the proof handles by allowing allocation to return any value. In
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**Figure 1:** The structure of the code.

documented in RFCs. FUSE is an alternative for implementing file systems in user space, but its operations have a less clear specification.

IsoTope [35] is a block-level transaction system similar to GoTxn in its API which was used to implement a file system called IsoFS. Its logging design is based on multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [1] rather than our use of pessimistic locking. IsoFS has a similar design to DaisyNFS: it factors out isolation and atomicity to the transaction system, making it easy to handle crashes and concurrency. Unlike GoTxn and DaisyNFS, IsoTope is unverified and thus prone to subtle concurrency bugs in the transaction system and bugs in the IsoFS code, whereas DaisyNFS uses the split design to verify both the transaction system and the transactions themselves.

To be conducive to verification, DaisyNFS is implemented differently than many NFS servers; the main differences are that using two-phase locking is not common practice, and most NFS servers are implemented on top of an existing file system. For example, the Linux NFS server can export any underlying file system supported by the kernel. An exported file system such as ext4 may use a journaling system, but the file system and VFS layers perform locking and are still prone to concurrency bugs. WAFL [21] is an NFS appliance that provides snapshots and logs NFS requests to NVRAM. It has evolved its locking plan to obtain good parallelism [13]. Both the Linux NFS server and WAFL are more complicated and have more features than DaisyNFS.

### 3 System design

As shown in Figure 1, DaisyNFS is implemented in three layers: 1) a dispatch loop that speaks the NFS wire protocol and calls the appropriate method for each operation; 2) a Dafny class that implements each method; and 3) a transaction system that applies the updates of each method to the disk atomically. The dispatch loop is unverified; we assume that the server correctly decodes messages, calls the right method for an operation, and encodes the response. The middle layer implementing the file-system operations is written and verified in Dafny, which has a backend for Go. The third layer is directly written in Go and verified using Coq and Perennial. By implementing the file system on top of the transaction system, we can implement each NFS method in Dafny as sequential code calling into a concurrent transaction system library. The NFS operations supported by DaisyNFS are listed in Figure 6.

#### 3.1 Dafny file system

The file system is responsible for implementing files and directories onto an array of disk blocks that is exported by the transaction system. The disk layout used by the file system is shown in Figure 2, with regions for inode blocks, bitmap blocks, and data blocks for files and directories. This figure is in terms of the disk exported by the transaction system; the transaction system itself has a 513-block write-ahead log to support multi-block atomic writes to the disk.

The high-level organization of the file system separates three concerns, each building upon the previous: (1) implementing indirect blocks so files can be up to 512GB, (2) implementing byte-granularity reads and writes on top of blocks, and (3) implementing directories by encoding them as files with a special type together with operations to manipulate those files. §7 explains the internals of the file-system design in more detail, alongside the structure of the Dafny proof.

#### 3.2 Transaction system

The transaction system handles concurrency and crash safety, and its API is listed in full in Figure 3. The file system creates an empty transaction by calling Begin(). The entire transaction appears to execute atomically when the caller finishes with Commit, or the transaction is discarded with no effect on Abort. Reads and writes operate on addresses which specify a position by giving a block number and an offset in bits (always less than 4096 · 8, the number of bits in a block). The Read method requires an explicit size argument while the size of a Write is implicit in the size of the data slice. We separate out the bit-sized operations to ReadBit and WriteBit (rather than using a single-element byte slice) to simplify the specification.

Figure 3 also shows the allocator API alongside the transaction API because its implementation is part of the interface that the Dafny code has access to. Allocation does not behave atomically along with the rest of the transaction, which the proof handles by allowing allocation to return any value. In
The specification for DaisyNFS is a state machine describing each operation. The implementation of DaisyNFS is a binary daisy-nfsd that implements the NFS protocol, running on top of a disk. Then the DaisyNFS correctness theorem is a refinement property, which intuitively says that for any interaction with the implementation, the ideal, atomic NFS state machine could produce the same responses; §4.2 gives a more formal definition. As a result a client interacting with the server can pretend that it is the NFS state machine and ignore the complexities of its implementation.

4 Specifying DaisyNFS

The specification for DaisyNFS is a state machine describing an ideal NFS server in the form of an abstract state and a transition for each operation. The implementation of DaisyNFS is a binary daisy-nfsd that implements the NFS protocol, running on top of a disk. Then the DaisyNFS correctness theorem is a refinement property, which intuitively says that for any interaction with the implementation, the ideal, atomic NFS state machine could produce the same responses; §4.2 gives a more formal definition. As a result a client interacting with the server can pretend that it is the NFS state machine and ignore the complexities of its implementation.

4.1 Formalizing NFS

RFC 1813 specifies the NFS protocol, which we make mathematically precise with a state-machine representation defined in Dafny. The formalization requires first defining what state operations modify, and then a transition for each NFS operation that specifies how it changes the state and what return values are allowed. While most of the specification is deterministic, some operations have to be specified with non-determinism; for example, we allow returning an out-of-space error in many operations, and the specification allows any timestamp to be picked for the current time. The RFC is precise about arguments and allowed return values, and the text is good about explaining the intended behavior, but it does not describe the state an NFS server maintains. We define the NFS server state as shown in Figure 4.

// the abstract state of the file system
type FilesysData = map<Ino, File>

datatype File =
    | ByteFile(data: seq<byte>, attrs: Attrs)
    | Dir(dir: map<FileName, Ino>, attrs: Attrs)

type Ino = uint64
type FileName = seq<byte>
datatype Attrs = Attrs(mode: uint32, ...)

Figure 4: Dafny definition of the NFS server state (simplified).

This definition says that an NFS server conceptually maintains a mapping from inode numbers to files, where a file can either be a regular file with bytes, or a directory. Both types of files have a number of attributes, storing metadata like the file’s mode (permission bits) and modification time. A directory is a partial map from file names (which are just bytes) to inode numbers. Note that DaisyNFS doesn’t represent the file system as a tree but as a collection of links, which is sufficient to model all NFS operations, because NFS clients resolve pathnames.

The NFS state machine models each operation as a non-deterministic transition, written as a predicate that holds when it is allowed for an operation to change the state from fs to fs’. The return value is always wrapped in a Result type, which can be either Ok(v) for a normal return or an error code for one of the errors defined in the standard. We systematically guarantee that the state is unchanged when an operation returns an error (though this is stronger than what the RFC requires); the transaction system makes this easy to achieve by aborting the whole transaction. For example, Figure 5 shows the specification for a (hypothetical) GETSZ operation that returns the size of the inode ino.

There are four clauses in the specification. The first just says that this operation is read-only. The second is one possi-
Figure 5: Specification of a hypothetical GETSZ operation, a simplification of the real GETATTR operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Verified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File and directory</td>
<td>GETATTR, SETATTR,</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>READ, WRITE</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREATE, REMOVE,</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MKDIR, RENAME</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOOKUP, READDIR</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupported</td>
<td>READLINK, SYMLINK,</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>features</td>
<td>LINK, MKNOD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>READDIRPLUS, ACCESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>FSINFO, PATHCONF,</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FSSTAT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trivial operations</td>
<td>NULL, COMMIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: NFS API and which operations DaisyNFS supports and verifies.

4.2 Specifying correctness for DaisyNFS

The transition system in §4 describes the abstraction of an NFS server, but what does it mean for the daisy-nfsd binary to implement this specification? To formalize DaisyNFS’s correctness we use a definition of concurrent, crash-safe refinement, which informally says that every execution of that server binary — including with concurrent operations and crashes — has user-visible behavior that the specification could also produce (that is, the behavior is allowed by the specification). In DaisyNFS’s specification the visible behavior is defined to be network requests and responses.

To define the specification, we need to be more precise about what a program is and how it executes, since these programs are used to model the DaisyNFS code and specification. We write \( p : \text{Go}(X) \) to say \( p \) is a Go program written using operations from layer \( X \), where \( X \) is one of NFS, Txn, or Disk. Layer operations are always atomic transitions in a state machine. In the NFS layer, the operations behave according to the NFS state machine described previously in §4.1 and defined formally in Dafny. The Txn layer is specified both in Coq where it is part of the transaction system’s correctness theorem and in Dafny where it appears as an assumption. The Disk transition system is formalized in Coq as part of the GoJournal proof, and assumes reads and writes of 4KB blocks are atomic. Each layer includes concurrent threads that interleave layer operations, basic heap operations on pointers, slices, and maps, and computation on primitives like integers and structs.

The correctness of DaisyNFS is stated in terms of a program that repeatedly receives a request, processes it in a background thread, and sends a response, which is intended to model the core behavior of the daisy-nfsd server. A schematic depiction of this server loop is given in Figure 7. This code starts by recovering the state of the system on line 3. Then it repeatedly accepts new requests from the network, abstracted with GetRequest() (including parsing the NFS wire protocol). These requests are each processed in a background thread due to the goroutine spawned on line 6. The processing for each request dispatches to the appropriate file-system operation (e.g., lines 9 and 12). The implementations of these operations are compiled from Dafny to Go and then linked with the transaction system.

The correctness theorem references three versions of this loop, at different levels of abstraction. At the top, the specification is a loop \( s_{\text{NFS}} : \text{Go}(\text{NFS}) \) which atomically processes each NFS operation according to the NFS state machine.

Below the NFS layer, \( s_{\text{dfy}} \) models the server where each operation is replaced with its Dafny implementation, wrapped in a transaction. In this layer we write atomically \( \{ f \} \) to represent a transaction running \( f \), which by definition in the Txn layer runs atomically for specification purposes. An atomically block corresponds to executable code that follows a pattern like \( tx := \text{Begin}(); f(tx); tx.\text{Commit}() \) to run \( f \) in the context of a GoTxn transaction (some additional code handling aborts is omitted in this snippet).

The final layer that models the executable code is given using a function link \( (p,i) \), which takes a program \( p \) using operations from layer \( S \) and substitutes each operation with an implementation according to \( i : S \rightarrow \text{Go}(T) \). The notation “link” is intended as an analogy to the linking phase of compilation, taking a program \( p \) with some undefined symbols.
and substituting each symbol $s$ with a call to an implementation of that method given by the library code $i(s)$. We write $\text{link}(s_{dfy}, \text{txn})$ to represent linking the Dafny code with the transaction system’s implementation $\text{txn}$.

The proof is about the server loop at the core of DaisyNFS at three layers of abstraction. Figure 8 illustrates one execution of the DaisyNFS server where two clients issue LOOKUP and CREATE in parallel, at the three levels of abstraction: the bottom shows an execution of $\text{link}(s_{dfy}, \text{txn})$ at the Disk layer, the middle a corresponding atomic execution of $s_{dfy}$ at the Txn layer, and finally the top-level has a single transition for each operation at the NFS layer.

Refinement relates two programs in terms of their visible behavior, which we will use to connect the server loop at the disk layer to the transaction layer and finally to the NFS layer. For the purposes of this paper, all of the programs involved are servers that issue network I/O, either receiving an NFS request or responding to one. Regardless of the level of abstraction, each model of the server defines a trace of network I/O consisting of requests and responses, and this is the behavior refinement talks about:

**Definition** (Concurrent, crash-safe refinement). An implementation program $p_c$ is a **concurrent, crash-safe refinement** of a specification program $p_s$, written $p_c \subseteq p_s$, if whenever there are initial states $\sigma_i$ and $\sigma_c$ satisfying $\text{init}(\sigma_i, \sigma_c)$ and $p_c$ can execute from $\sigma_c$ and produce a trace of network I/O $tr$, then $p_s$ can execute from $\sigma_i$ and produce the same trace $tr$. Execution might involve crashing and restarting a program (potentially multiple times), wiping out any in-memory state after each crash. When we state $p_c \subseteq p_s$ we leave implicit the definition of initial states $\text{init}(\sigma_i, \sigma_c)$, which will generally say both states are all zeros and of the same size.

The intuition behind the notation $p_c \subseteq p_s$ is that the set of behaviors of $p_c$ (the set of traces of network I/O $tr$) is a subset of the behaviors of $p_s$.

Now we have enough to state the final DaisyNFS correctness theorem:

**Theorem 1** (DaisyNFS correctness). $\text{link}(s_{dfy}, \text{txn}) \subseteq s_{NFS}$.

In this correctness theorem, initialization requires running a Dafny method on an empty disk. Subsequently the system boots by first recovering the transaction system, then restoring the file system. Theorem 1 will follow from the correctness of the transaction system combined with the results from Dafny.

## 5 Verification approach

DaisyNFS’s concurrent, crash-safe refinement is a much more sophisticated property to verify than sequential refinement. Figure 9 illustrates the complexity of proving a concurrent and crash-safe refinement, whereas Figure 10a shows the relatively simple per-operation obligation for sequential reasoning. For both forms of refinement, the basic proof technique is to construct a *forward simulation* from the code execution to the specification transition system, which requires an abstraction relation connecting their states and a proof that shows the abstraction relation is preserved by operations. In a sequential, non-crash simulation, it is sufficient to show that each operation restores the abstraction relation when it returns since its intermediate states are invisible. The complication in a concurrent simulation is that the code can have many concurrent threads, each running a different operation at the specification level. The proof of any given operation must also show that the intermediate states satisfy the abstraction relation, since at any time other threads might run. Similarly, the proof of each operation’s implementation must consider interference with its execution from other threads at any time.
The design of DaisyNFS uses transactions, and in particular GoTxn, to simplify the proof of concurrent refinement. Transactions appear to run sequentially, and thus should permit reasoning about the body of each transaction sequentially even though the actual execution interleaves multiple transactions. A key contribution of this paper is the formalization of a simulation-transfer theorem which proves that a system implemented with transactions that is verified with a sequential forward simulation against some specification refines the same specification in the sense of a concurrent, crash-safe refinement when run through GoTxn.

Due to simulation transfer, we can use the simpler verification methodology of sequential simulation for the DaisyNFS file-system code, compared to the Perennial program logic used to verify the transaction system underneath. To fully take advantage of this difference, DaisyNFS is verified using Dafny [26], an entirely different tool. Dafny is a verification-oriented programming language that is restricted to sequential proofs. The use of Dafny greatly reduces the proof burden for verifying DaisyNFS, because sequential proofs are well-suited to automation and Dafny’s automation is well-developed (in contrast automation for concurrent proofs is still nascent, and would need to be integrated into Perennial to be used for these proofs).

The value of sequential proofs can be seen in the proof-to-code ratio for the transaction system, which is around $20 \times$, versus the Dafny proofs which required about $2 \times$ as many lines of proof as code. Further evidence can be seen in the incremental development of DaisyNFS, which §9.4 further elaborates on.

To make simulation transfer this precise, let us first define “sequential reasoning” more formally. Suppose we have an implementation of layer $S$ using operations from $T$. Note that all the proofs about the transaction system are for an arbitrary system with operations in $S$; though we use the system with an implementation of NFS, the GoTxn proof is more general. The implementation $i$ consists of a function $i(op) : Go(T)$ for each operation $op \in S$. The statement $\text{seq\_refinement}(T,S)(i)$ says that $i$ is a correct sequential implementation of $S$ using $T$. To specify the normal behavior of each operation, the definition refers to $s \rightsquigarrow s'$, which says $op$ can transition from $s$ to $s'$ according to the definition of layer $S$. To specify correctness under crashes, this definition refers to crash$(t,t')$ and crash$(s,s')$, which are the crash transitions for layers $T$ and $S$ respectively and model, for example, clearing the contents of memory.

**Definition** (Sequential refinement). The implementation $i : S \rightarrow Go(T)$ is a sequential refinement, written $\text{seq\_refinement}(T,S)(i)$, if there exists an abstraction relation $R \subseteq \Sigma_S \times \Sigma_T$ such that:

1. For every operation $op \in S$, the following sequential Hoare triple holds:

   \[
   \{ \lambda t. R(s,t) \} i(op) \{ \lambda t'. \exists s' . R(s',t') \land s \rightsquigarrow s' \},
   \]

2. If $R(s,t)$ must imply $R(s,t')$, and

3. If $R(s,t)$ and crash$(t,t')$ hold, then there exists an $s'$ such that $R(s',t')$ and crash$(s,s')$.

Conditions (1) and (2) in this definition are standard for sequential verification of refinement, while condition (3) is a standard condition for sequential crash-safety [7]. Though condition (3) requires the abstraction relation to be preserved by crashes, the proof engineer does not have to reason about crashes in the middle of operations. The diagram in Figure 10 depicts the main refinement condition (1) diagrammatically.

Simulation transfer takes a proof of sequential refinement conditions for a system implemented using transactions and derives a concurrent and crash-safe refinement. A transaction must satisfy some conditions to ensure atomicity. We write safe$(p)$ to say that $p$ is a valid transaction. The main restriction is that $p$ cannot access global state such as the heap, since the transaction system does not make such accesses atomic. The implementation $i$ in this theorem gives only the body of each transaction; the theorem instead references atomically $\circ i$ where (atomically $\circ i)(op) =$ atomically $\{ i(op) \}$ uses the macro from the Txn layer to specify that the operation is wrapped in a transaction and is thus by definition atomic.

**Theorem 2** (Simulation transfer). Let $S$ be a spec layer implemented using transactions with $i : S \rightarrow Go(Txn)$, such that
To prove this, we first use Perennial to show that code encoding

\begin{align*}
\text{CREATE}(d_{ino}: \text{uint64}, \text{name: } \text{Bytes})
\end{align*}

returns \((r: \text{Result<Ino>})\) requires \(R(\text{txn\_disk, fs})\)
ensures \(R(\text{txn\_disk, fs})\)
ensures \(r.\text{ok}\? \Rightarrow \text{nfs3create\_spec(d\_ino, name, old(fs), fs, r.v)}\)

\(\forall \text{txn}\), \(\text{link}(\text{txn}\_\text{disk, fs})\)

The Dafny

Figure 10: Illustration of seq\_refinement\(i_{\text{NFS}}\) (left) and its encoding in Dafny seq\_refinement\(\text{dfy}(i_{\text{NFS}})\) (right), for one particular operation. In the diagram, the solid parts are assumed, and the dashed parts must be shown to exist. The complete Dafny spec is more precise about errors.

\text{seq\_refinement}(i) and \(\forall \text{op}, \text{safe}(i(\text{op}))\) hold. Then

\[
\forall p: \text{Go}(S), \text{link}(p, \text{atomically } \circ i), \text{txn} \sqsubseteq p.
\]

Simulation transfer says that if an implementation of \(S\) using transactions is correct in a sequential sense, then this is sufficient for any spec program \(p\) to have atomic and correct behavior for its primitives when run with GoTxn. The executable code for \(p\) derived in two steps: \(\text{link}(p, \text{atomically } \circ i)\) replaces the operations in \(S\) with their atomic implementations at the GoTxn API level, while \(\text{link}(p, \text{atomically } \circ i), \text{txn}\) takes the result of this process and substitutes the actual GoTxn implementations of \text{Begin}, \text{Read}, \text{Commit}, and so on. In §6 we discuss how this theorem is proven using Perennial and Coq.

5.2 Putting simulation transfer together with Dafny proofs

In order to use simulation transfer to obtain Theorem 1, we need to prove that DaisyNFS’s implementation, \(i_{\text{NFS}}\), satisfies the sequential refinement conditions. To do so, we define seq\_refinement\(\text{dfy}(i)\), an encoding of sequential refinement using Dafny pre- and post-conditions (as illustrated in Figure 10), and prove that DaisyNFS satisfies these conditions in Dafny. The crash refinement condition (3) is straightforward; crashes have no effect in both the Txn layer and the NFS layers because they do not have ephemeral state. Details on how the Dafny obligations handle initialization and recovery are found in the first author’s thesis [5: §6.4].

Lemma 3. seq\_refinement\(\text{dfy}(i_{\text{NFS}})\) holds.

From here we can apply Theorem 2 to Lemma 3 and obtain Theorem 1, which says \(\text{link}(s_{\text{dfy}}, \text{txn}) \sqsubseteq s_{\text{NFS}}\) (note that \(s_{\text{dfy}} = \text{link}(s_{\text{NFS}}, \text{atomically } \circ i)\)). Figure 8 illustrates just one execution that the theorem covers: the transaction system proof guarantees an atomic execution while the sequential refinement guarantees the transactions themselves are correct. There are two trusted assumptions needed for the theorems to compose. First, seq\_refinement\(\text{dfy}(i_{\text{NFS}})\) should imply seq\_refinement\(i_{\text{NFS}}\). That is, the encoding of the refinement conditions in Dafny must be correct, but also the semantics of the transaction system operations modeled in Dafny must match the Coq proof. Second, every Dafny transaction must be valid, meaning \(\text{safe}(i_{\text{NFS}}(\text{op}))\). The Dafny code satisfies safety due to simple syntactic check: the only mutable state in the file-system Dafny class is the transaction system, so file-system operations cannot make modifications other than through GoTxn.

6 Verifying the transaction system

This section describes the implementation and proof of the transaction system, GoTxn. A contribution of this paper detailed in this section is to verify the powerful specification of Theorem 2 on top of a real implementation, which required verifying two-phase locking using local reasoning in Perennial unlike the more typical textbook proofs that reason about the global execution of many concurrent transactions. Note that this section is only about the transaction system and has nothing specific to the file system implemented on top.

6.1 GoTxn’s implementation

GoTxn is implemented as an extension to GoJournal [9], a journaling system verified in Perennial. The journaling system provides the ability to write multiple objects atomically, with an implementation that provides good concurrency. For correctness GoJournal relies on the caller to guarantee that concurrent operations do not access the same disk objects. GoTxn automatically provides the concurrency control to guarantee this precondition using two-phase locking (2PL). The result is an interface that behaves atomically without any concurrency reasoning from the caller.

The two-phase locking system logically maintains a lock per object. The algorithm gets its name from an expanding phase in which reads and writes acquire locks as needed, followed by committing the transaction’s writes to the journal and a contracting phase where all the acquiredlocks are released. Instead of committing, a transaction can abort early to abandon buffered writes and release the locks acquired so far, in which case the disk is unaffected. The whole operation appears to execute atomically at commit time; reads return their results early, but the locks ensure these values remain consistent up until the commit point. The GoTxn proof makes the informal correctness argument precise by giving a proof of a refinement-based specification.

6.2 Verifying two-phase locking with local reasoning

In §5.1, we gave Theorem 2 as the specification for the transaction system. Recall that this theorem converts sequential refinement proofs for transactions into concurrent refinement. To prove this, we first use Perennial to show that code encapsulated in a transaction truly behaves atomically, formalized with the following theorem:
Theorem 4. The GoTxn implementation \(\text{txn}\) is a transaction refinement, meaning for all \(p : \text{Go}(\text{Txn})\) where safe\((p)\) holds, \(\text{link}(p, \text{txn}) \subseteq p\). The definition of init\((s, t)\) in this refinement relates an all-zero physical disk to an all-zero transactional disk of the same size.

Theorem 4 captures the intuition that transactions provide atomicity, while Theorem 2 formalizes why atomicity provides sequential reasoning. The proof of Theorem 2 from Theorem 4 is conceptually straightforward. Since the atomically blocks in \(p\) ensure transaction operations run without interruption, the sequential refinement diagram can be applied to code inside these blocks.

The proof of Theorem 4 itself in Perennial is more involved. The high-level approach is to encode refinement as Perennial Hoare triples, one for each operation \([8, 38]\). To make this sound for concurrent refinement, (1) the proof must identify and verify the linearization point of an operation, the time at which the operation appears to have executed; and (2) the proof tracks logical ownership of state, and threads may only modify state that they have “acquired” ownership of through synchronization. The resulting proof style is called “local” because we reason about each thread in isolation, considering just the parts of state it accesses. Using Perennial enables us to re-use the existing GoJournal proof, but this local proof style is quite different from standard proofs of serializability for two-phase locking, which reason globally about the set of transactions and ordering constraints imposed by locks.

In more detail, the refinement proof must show that the code \(\text{tx} := \text{Begin()} ; f(\text{tx}) ; \text{tx.Commit()}\) has a subset of executions of the atomically\(\{f\}\) construct. The difficulty in proving this is that the linearization point is at the very end when the code calls Commit, at which point the actual earlier execution of \(f\) becomes visible to other threads. We must argue that at this point the entire atomically\(\{f\}\) block’s effect has occurred by tracking the behavior of \(f\).

As the transaction executes, the proof tracks the initial value of any objects accessed in a map \(J\). The domain of this map \(\Sigma = \text{dom}(J)\) is the footprint of the transaction, which two-phase locking keeps locked during the transaction. The intuition behind the invariant is that if the transaction only depends on \(J\), the transaction’s execution can be delayed to take place atomically at the call to Commit, because locking prevents the subset \(J\) of the journal from being accessed by other threads. In particular the proof sets up a set of lock invariants that say the lock for address \(a\) is needed to access the GoJournal resource \(a \rightarrow o\), which gives permission to read and write to \(a\). See the thesis for a more formal connection to the GoJournal specification \([5, \S5.5]\).

The proof maintains a refinement relation during the execution of a transaction \(f\), which is formally expressed using the GoJournal resources but explained more intuitively here. Let \(J\) be a map with the values of each object in the transaction’s footprint \(\Sigma\) at the first time they are accessed by \(f\), and let \(J’\) be a map with the transaction’s current buffered in-memory view of the same addresses. Then, the invariant requires that after \(n\) steps of execution:

1. The transaction holds the lock for every address \(a \in \Sigma\).
2. Executing \(n\) steps of \(f\) in any starting state that has the same values as \(J\) for the addresses in \(\Sigma\) can lead to a state with values given by \(J’\).

At the start of a commit, the locking described by the first part of the invariant ensures that the durable value of each address still match the value in \(J\), and is required to call the GoJournal Commit operation. The second part of the invariant means that even though other parts of the state outside of \(\Sigma\) may have changed, those changes do not affect the execution of \(f\). Thus, executing \(f\) at this point in a single step would have the same behavior as the implementation has observed. The GoJournal Commit specification ensures that the durable values of objects in the footprint are atomically updated to match \(J’\).

Showing that the second part of the invariant holds requires that code within a transaction must not access global state outside of the transaction system, as mentioned at the end of \(\S5.1\). Accesses to such global state would violate the invariant because their behavior would then depend upon things outside of the footprint \(\Sigma\). Because those global values could change by the time the transaction commits, the above argument would no longer work if they were allowed.

The allocator creates another subtlety related to the second part of this invariant. Allocations do not hold the allocator lock throughout the remainder of a transaction. This seems to violate the two-phase locking pattern, since allocations could be implicitly observed by other concurrent transactions from the fact that an allocated address is no longer free. Correspondingly, in the proof, the footprint \(J\) of a transaction does not describe the allocator state. Thus, at the linearization point, the addresses returned by the allocator may no longer be free. However, because the specification for the allocator does not guarantee that returned addresses are actually free, the second part of the invariant above still holds.

7 Verifying the Dafny implementation

We follow the standard approach for verifying software in Dafny: each file-system operation is implemented as a method on a class and its specification is given using pre- and post-conditions. \(\S5.1\) explains how the Dafny proof shows the code is a correct implementation of NFS in terms of sequential refinement. This section provides details about the file-system design and proof.

DaisyNFS is implemented and verified in several layers of abstraction, depicted in Figure 11. Each layer is implemented as a class that wraps the lower layer as a field. The transaction system is an assumed interface in Dafny, while the complete server implements the NFS wire protocol and calls into the top-level Dafny class for each operation.
We address this in the code by returning an error from the
operations. Between the layers of the file system there are three difficult pieces of functionality: organizing data blocks into metadata and data (the indirect and block layers), translating byte-level operations into block operations (the byte and typed layers), and implementing directories as special files that the file system itself reads and writes (the dir layer). The modularity was essential to complete the proof in manageable chunks (to avoid overwhelming the developer and prover), and it would have been natural even without verification.

### 7.1 Implementing the file system using transactions

The design of DaisyNFS is broadly similar to the file system in xv6 [12], as well as Yggdrasil [36], a verified sequential file system. We also adopt the recursive strategy for implementing and verifying indirect blocks from DFSCQ [25]; recursion simplifies the implementation of triple-indirect blocks, which are needed to reach a reasonable maximum file size of 512GB. Unlike most file systems, DaisyNFS is designed to fit every operation into a transaction in order to support our goal of sequential reasoning. This is a non-standard design and we encountered some unique challenges in doing so. In this section we highlight difficulties in fitting two features into transactions: renaming and freeing space from deleted files.

#### 7.1.1 Avoiding deadlock in renames

The NFS RENAME operation is similar to the rename system call: it moves a source file or directory to a destination location. What makes it tricky is that it involves more than one inode and hence introduces the possibility for deadlock. We use the standard strategy of enforcing a global ordering where inodes are always locked in numerical order (smaller inode numbers first); this avoids a deadlock where a cycle of threads is waiting on each other.

In a rename operation, the source and destination are each specified by a combination of the parent directory inode and name within that directory. Rename has an additional functionality of overwriting the destination if the source and destination are files, or if both are directories and the destination is empty. It is this latter check that makes deadlock avoidance difficult: it is necessary to lock the source and destination directories first to lookup the source and destination names, but those might be files that are earlier in the inode lock order. We address this in the code by returning an error from the Dafny transaction before the lock order would be violated. The error comes with the set of inodes that should have been acquired. The rename is then re-run with this set of inodes as a lock hint; these are first acquired in the correct order, then compared against the current source and destination in case they have been renamed concurrently.

At this point it is worth discussing the performance considerations that lead to handling lock ordering in the file system, rather than generically in GoTxn. The transaction system could avoid deadlocks by either enforcing a global order over addresses or by timing-out operations. Enforcing a global order is inefficient for the file system; data blocks will never cause deadlock because the file system only accesses a block after locking the (unique) inode that owns it. Timing-out operations would lead to slow and spurious transaction failures that could more rapidly be avoided in the higher-level code, hence we do not attempt to detect deadlock dynamically.

#### 7.1.2 Freeing space

Freeing space becomes surprisingly tricky with large files. The problem is that a large-enough file may reference too many blocks to be freed in a single transaction. DaisyNFS handles freeing by removing a file from its directory and marking it free in one transaction, and in separate transactions reclaiming the space it took by deallocating its blocks.

Removal is implemented as a combination of two transactions, one which performs the logical operation but leaks space, and an operation ZeroFreeSpace(ino) which frees and zeroes the unused space in an inode that we prove has no effect on the file-system state. Because this operation is a logical no-op, it is safe to call it at any time. In practice the implementation is careful to call it after any operation that leaves unused blocks, in particular SETATTR, which can shrink a file by reducing its size, and REMOVE, which deletes a file. Furthermore since ZeroFreeSpace doesn’t affect the user-visible data, it may return early to avoid overflowing a transaction, which GoJournal limits to 511 blocks.

There is one case where freeing blocks is important for correctness and not just to reclaim space. Growing a file is supposed to logically fill the new space with zeros. If the file had old data in that space, it would not be zero but some previously written and deleted data, which both violates the specification and is a potential security risk. The way we handle this with background freeing is with a run-time check: when the SETATTR operation grows a file checks, it checks if the free space is already zero first, and if not fails with a special error code. The unverified code interprets this as a signal to immediately call ZeroFreeSpace and try the operation again. The same support also handles holes created by writing past the end of a file, which are similarly supposed to be zero.

The freeing implementation is an interesting example of using validation in verification. The specification for much of the freeing code is loose, allowing any data to be written
We implemented DaisyNFS in a combination of Go and Dafny; we use a standard Dafny feature of `extern` classes to specify a Dafny class in terms of ghost state of type `seq<byte>` but then implement it as in Go as a thin wrapper around the native `[]byte` type. This API is trusted, so we test it: for example to catch off-by-one errors in the specification, we wrote tests like `[]byte{1,2,3}[2]` and ran them in Go and (equivalent) Dafny.

The on-disk data structures—ino-odes, indirect blocks, and directories—are represented in memory in their serialized form and modified by updating this representation directly, avoiding copies to move between representations. These were first written with slower purely functional code, which was then migrated to imperative code that used the functional code as a specification.

Dafny’s default integer type `int` is unbounded and compiled to big-integer operations. We used Dafny’s native type support to instead define a type of 64-bit integers (that is, natural numbers less than $2^{64}$) and compile this to Go’s `uint64`. This requires overflow reasoning, but automation makes this palatable in the proof and the performance gain is significant.

### 8 Development effort

We implemented DaisyNFS in a combination of Go and Dafny, with proofs in the Perennial framework (which is a library in the Coq proof assistant, heavily based on Iris [23]) and inline in Dafny. The Go side uses GoJournal, which we extend with a transaction system and concurrent allocator. The implementation is publicly available.\footnote{The Dafny implementation of DaisyNFS is at github.com/mit-pdos/daisy-nfsd. It imports the transaction system from github.com/mit-pdos/go-journal.}

The lines of proof, code, and specification for the layers of the system are summarized in Figure 12. GoJournal is prior work but included for comparison purposes. The GoTxn correctness proof, Theorem 2, is relatively large because code executed in atomically blocks can include many Go operations modeled by Perennial, and the proof has cases to handle each operation. However the result of the proof is a relatively concise specification as a plain Coq statement that doesn’t refer to the Perennial logic.

The file-system operations are implemented in Dafny, which helped us verify a relatively complete system without too much tedium. The proof-to-code ratio (where code is the number of lines extracted by Dafny’s `/printCode:nostdhost` flag) is about $2 \times$ for the file system code. The proof summarizes the implementation well, with about 1/7th as many lines of specification as code (about half that specification is quite verbose and concerns error codes and attributes). For efficiency, the Dafny code has trusted interfaces to primitives like byte slices and integer-to-byte encoding. Together these are written in 558 lines of trusted Dafny code. Finally, to complete the NFS server required around 1,000 lines of Go code, about half of which bridge between the Dafny method signatures and the actual NFS structs.

Similar to VeriBetrKV [18], we followed a discipline of identifying and addressing timeouts in the proof. As a result, the overall build is fast: compiling the proofs takes only 12 minutes on a slow machine in continuous integration and 4 minutes on a laptop using eight CPU cores.

### 9 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate DaisyNFS along the dimensions of performance (§9.1 and §9.2), correctness (§9.3), and ease of change (§9.4).

#### 9.1 Performance

To evaluate the performance of DaisyNFS, we ran three benchmarks: the LFS smallfile and largefile benchmarks, and a development workload that consists of `git clone` from a local repository followed by running make. These are the same benchmarks used by DFSCQ [10] (a state-of-the-art sequential verified file system) and for an unverified NFS server implemented on top of GoJournal [9]. To evaluate the benefit of concurrency, we also evaluate against a “seq txn” variant of DaisyNFS that replaces its per-address locking with a single global transaction lock. In non-concurrent workloads, this variant performs slightly better, demonstrating the overhead of fine-grained locking.

As a baseline, this evaluation uses a Linux NFS server exporting an ext4 file system mounted with `data=journal`.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>proof</th>
<th>code</th>
<th>spec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GoJournal</td>
<td>29,000</td>
<td>1,419</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction system</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>932 (Thm 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File system</td>
<td>6,787</td>
<td>4,051</td>
<td>630 (Thm 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusted interfaces</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daisy-nfsd</td>
<td>unverified</td>
<td>1,144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Lines of proof, code, and trusted specification. GoJournal is included only for comparison; its specification is subsumed by the transaction system’s.
mode. The NFS server lets us compare fairly since both go through the Linux NFS client and use the same underlying protocol. Using data=journal forces all data to go through the journal and disables log-bypass writes, which ensures that ext4 and DaisyNFS both guarantee NFS RPCs are committed durably when they return. The evaluation also presents results with ext4’s log-bypass optimization (in data=ordered mode), which gets better performance for some benchmarks but can lose recently written data if the system crashes.

All of these benchmarks were run using Linux 5.15 and Go 1.18.1 on an Amazon EC2 i3.metal instance, which has 72 cores, 512 GB of RAM, and a local 1.9 TB NVMe SSD. To reduce variability we limit the experiment to a single 36-core socket, disable turbo boost, and disable processor sleep states; the coefficient of variation for all experiments is under 5% so we omit error bars for visual clarity.

The results are shown in Figure 13. DaisyNFS gets about 60% the throughput of Linux on the smallfile benchmark, which is intended to be metadata-heavy. The smallfile benchmark repeatedly creates a file, writes 100 bytes to it and syncs the file, then deletes it. Performance is lower than with Linux due to less efficient use of the drive; we used blktrace to confirm that Linux issues fewer I/O requests per iteration and that those writes are entirely sequential, unlike with DaisyNFS. Performance is comparable when run on an in-memory disk (not shown in the graph).

DaisyNFS gets comparable throughput to Linux on the largefile benchmark, which is intended to bulk data writes. The benchmark creates a 300 MB file by appending repeatedly, then syncs it. Note that in this benchmark ext4 is 60% faster with its log-bypass optimization due to no longer writing all data through the journal. For this workload, the Linux NFS client buffers the entire append process until the final sync, at which point it issues the writes in many chunks in parallel. These RPCs are challenging to support efficiently because they do not arrive at the server in order, so some are past the end of the file. The semantics of such a write are to fill the gap with zeros, but both DaisyNFS and Linux get good performance despite this because they implicitly encode those zeros without even allocating a block.

DaisyNFS achieves good performance on the app workload, which consists of running g++ -c one on the xv6 repo followed by make. xv6 is an operating system, so building it requires running the usual development tools—gcc, ld, ar—but also running dd to generate a kernel image. Builds take about 3s (of which about 1.2s are spent compiling and not in the file system), which are reported as a throughput number so higher is better.

### 9.2 Scalability

DaisyNFS executes NFS operations concurrently to achieve better performance with multiple cores. The transaction system is built on GoJournal, which already demonstrated scalability. Here we report a similar experiment to demonstrate that DaisyNFS can take advantage of GoJournal’s scalability, after accounting for the transaction system’s two-phase locking and any overhead added by the transactions themselves. The benchmark used is the smallfile benchmark from §9.1, with a varying number of cores. Because this experiment runs on a physical drive, other threads have a chance to prepare transactions while the journal is committing to disk.

The results are shown in Figure 14. The graph shows that DaisyNFS gets higher throughput with more clients, though its scalability is not as good as the Linux NFS server and its peak throughput is 60% that of Linux. DaisyNFS scales sub-linearly due to a lock in GoJournal that serializes installation of writes into disk blocks at commit time. As expected, with a global transaction lock performance does not improve with more clients.

### 9.3 Testing the trusted code and spec

For the NFS server to satisfy Theorem 1, we trust that (1) the Dafny code is a “safe” use of the transaction system, (2) sequential refinement is correctly encoded into Dafny, (3) the libraries for Go primitives are correctly specified in Dafny, and (4) the unverified Go code calling the Dafny methods
and implementing the NFS wire protocol is correct. Finally, the user must follow the assumed execution model and run initialization from an empty disk, run recovery after each boot, and the disk should preserve written data and not corrupt it.

Beyond satisfying this formal theorem statement, we want two more things from the implementation and specification: first that the specification as formalized actually reflects the RFC, and second we would like DaisyNFS to be compatible with existing clients, including implementing enough of the RFC’s functionality. These fall outside the scope of verification so we cover them with testing.

To evaluate the file system we mounted it using the Linux NFS client and ran the fsstress and fsx-linux tests, two suites used for testing the Linux kernel. In order to look for bugs in crash safety and recovery, we also ran CrashMonkey [30], which found no bugs after running all supported 2-operation tests.

While elsewhere in this paper we interact with DaisyNFS via the Linux client, a collaborator (but not an author) tested it more directly using an NFS-specific testing tool. This testing produces a wider range of requests than are possible via the Linux client. This process helped us find and fix several bugs in the unverified parts of DaisyNFS and in the specification itself. These are reported in Figure 15.

Two of the specification bugs are particularly interesting. The bounded inode bug was due to an ino argument of type Ino; this type is a Dafny subset type, thus adding an implicit precondition that Ino < NUM_INODES, which is violated by the (unverified) Go code. The fix is to instead use a uint64 and check the bound in verified code. The RENAME bug was due to having an incomplete specification (and implementation) that did not capture that RENAME should only overwrite when the source and destination are compatible.

### 9.4 Incremental improvements

DaisyNFS was implemented and verified over the course of three months by one of the authors, until it had support for enough of NFS to run. We added several features incrementally after the initial prototype worked, both to improve performance and to support more functionality. Some of the interesting changes are listed in Figure 16. To improve performance, we switched to operating on the serialized representation of directories directly (decoding fields on demand and encoding in-place) and then added also multi-block directories. We added support for attributes so that the file system stores the mode, uid/gid, and modification timestamp for files and directories. Finally, we implemented the freeing plan described in §7.1.2, which required additional code through the whole stack (but by design no changes to the file-system invariant). We believe additional features such as symbolic links could be added incrementally with modest effort because of sequential reasoning and proof automation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XDR decoder for strings can allocate $2^{32}$ bytes</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File handle parser panics if wrong length</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITE panics if not enough input bytes</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory REMOVE panics in dynamic type cast</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic on unexpected enum value</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent writes can conflict</td>
<td>Unverified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The names . . . are allowed</td>
<td>Not in RFC 1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAME can create circular directories</td>
<td>Not in RFC 1813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATE/MKDIR allow empty name</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof assumes caller provides bounded inode</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAME allows overwrite where spec does not</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREATE/MKDIR allow empty name</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof assumes caller provides bounded inode</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAME allows overwrite where spec does not</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Bugs found by testing at the NFS protocol level.

and implementing the NFS wire protocol is correct. Finally, the user must follow the assumed execution model and run initialization from an empty disk, run recovery after each boot, and the disk should preserve written data and not corrupt it.

Beyond satisfying this formal theorem statement, we want two more things from the implementation and specification: first that the specification as formalized actually reflects the RFC, and second we would like DaisyNFS to be compatible with existing clients, including implementing enough of the RFC’s functionality. These fall outside the scope of verification so we cover them with testing.

To evaluate the file system we mounted it using the Linux NFS client and ran the fsstress and fsx-linux tests, two suites used for testing the Linux kernel. In order to look for bugs in crash safety and recovery, we also ran CrashMonkey [30], which found no bugs after running all supported 2-operation tests.

While elsewhere in this paper we interact with DaisyNFS via the Linux client, a collaborator (but not an author) tested it more directly using an NFS-specific testing tool. This testing produces a wider range of requests than are possible via the Linux client. This process helped us find and fix several bugs in the unverified parts of DaisyNFS and in the specification itself. These are reported in Figure 15.

Two of the specification bugs are particularly interesting. The bounded inode bug was due to an ino argument of type Ino; this type is a Dafny subset type, thus adding an implicit precondition that Ino < NUM_INODES, which is violated by the (unverified) Go code. The fix is to instead use a uint64 and check the bound in verified code. The RENAME bug was due to having an incomplete specification (and implementation) that did not capture that RENAME should only overwrite when the source and destination are compatible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-place directory updates</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-block directories</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFS attributes</td>
<td>4 days</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeing space (§7.1.2)</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: Incremental improvements were implemented quickly and without much code (which includes both implementation and proof).

### 10 Conclusion

This paper presented DaisyNFS, a verified crash-safe, concurrent file system. DaisyNFS was built with verification in mind in two parts: a transaction system called GoTxn, and a file system on top implemented with one transaction per operation. This design allowed us to use the sharpest tool for each part: Perennial for concurrency and crash-safety reasoning and Dafny for sequential reasoning with much proof automation inside a transaction. The specification of the transaction system was designed to support sequential reasoning from Dafny. Overall this approach results in proof overhead of about 2× for the file system part (vs. 20× for the transaction system), allowing us to verify and build a functional file system with good performance.
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Abstract

The increasing use of sensitive private data in computing is matched by a growing concern regarding data privacy. System software such as hypervisors and operating systems are supposed to protect and isolate applications and their private data, but their large codebases contain many vulnerabilities that can risk data confidentiality and integrity. We introduce Realms, a new abstraction for confidential computing to protect the data confidentiality and integrity of virtual machines. Hardware creates and enforces Realm world, a new physical address space for Realms. Firmware controls the hardware to secure Realms and handles requests from untrusted system software to manage Realms, including creating and running them. Untrusted system software retains control of the dynamic allocation of memory to Realms, but cannot access Realm memory contents, even if run at a higher privileged level. To guarantee the security of Realms, we verified the firmware, introducing novel verification techniques that enable us to prove, for the first time, the security and correctness of concurrent software with hand-over-hand locking and dynamically allocated shared page tables, data races in kernel code running on relaxed memory hardware, integrated C and Arm assembly code calling one another, and untrusted software being in full control of allocating system resources. Realms are included in the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture.

1 Introduction

The use of sensitive private data in many applications from advertising to healthcare, often in the context of machine learning models, has raised concerns regarding the privacy of data in computing. These applications increasingly run on commodity cloud providers. For example, data and computation may be contained in virtual machines (VMs) running on shared hardware in the cloud, relying on a hypervisor to preserve VM isolation to protect applications and their data in VMs.

Software stacks generally require applications to trust system software which they rely on, such as hypervisors and operating systems (OSes). Although hypervisors and OSes are supposed to protect applications and their private data, their large codebases contain vulnerabilities that can risk data confidentiality and integrity. Vulnerable system software running at more privileged levels that can access application data is a significant security issue.

To address this problem, we introduce the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture (Arm CCA). CCA provides Realms, secure execution environments that are completely opaque to privileged, untrusted system software such as OSes and hypervisors. CCA retains the ability of existing system software to manage hardware resources for Realms while preventing it from violating Realm confidentiality and integrity. For example, a hypervisor should retain its ability to dynamically allocate memory to or free memory from a Realm VM, but must never be allowed to access the protected memory contents of a Realm VM. CCA guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of Realm code and data in use, that is data in CPU registers and memory, but makes no guarantees regarding their availability. Confidentiality means that any change that a Realm makes to its private data cannot be observed by other Realms or untrusted system software. Integrity means that a Realm will not observe any changes to its private data that it did not make. Because CCA does not guarantee availability, a Realm data access is allowed to halt Realm execution.

CCA avoids hardware complexity by only introducing core hardware mechanisms for attestation and basic address space protection, then relying on firmware to manage the use of those mechanisms. Specifically, CCA introduces Realm world, a new physical address space for Realms orthogonal to privilege levels and separate from the existing Non-Secure (NS) world used today for running software stacks. Within each world, the normal privilege levels apply and instructions retain their existing semantics, but software in NS world cannot access CPU state and memory used by software in Realm world. CCA introduces a new Realm Management Monitor (RMM), firmware which runs in Realm world at a higher privilege level than Realms. Untrusted system software such as a hypervisor running in NS world can then make requests to RMM to manage Realms, including creating and running Realms. RMM protects the confidentiality and integrity of Realms while handling such requests. System software in NS world is expected to retain full control of the dynamic allocation of hardware resources to Realms, including memory allocation and CPU scheduling.

Because any compromise of RMM could violate the security guarantees of Realms, it is crucial to formally verify its security and functional correctness. However, verifying RMM poses at least four significant challenges. First, RMM employs fine-grained synchronization mechanisms such as hand-over-hand locking to improve performance. Second, RMM has data races and runs on Arm multiprocessor hardware with relaxed
memory behavior. Third, RMM contains both C and Arm assembly code integrated together which call one another freely. Finally, RMM must protect the confidentiality and integrity of Realms even though untrusted system software has full control over the dynamic allocation of Realm resources. Previous verification approaches have not been able to verify system software with these properties [10, 11, 13, 26, 42, 43, 50, 62]

To verify RMM, we introduce VIA (Verification Infrastructure for Armv9-A), which supports four key verification techniques. First, VIA introduces mover oracle queries to combine a local CPU model with mover types [44]. These queries encapsulate how operations on other CPUs are interleaved with local CPU operations and can be reordered using mover types to group local CPU operations together. Along with the local CPU model, this allows easier sequential reasoning and modular verification. This makes it possible for the first time to verify hand-over-hand locking with dynamically allocated shared multi-level page tables in system software.

Second, VIA decomposes concurrent code into data race free (DRF) and not-DRF components, then introduces permutation conditions for the latter such that proofs on a sequentially consistent memory model will hold on relaxed memory hardware for all concurrent code. Instead of having to verify all of the code directly on relaxed memory hardware, all that is required is to prove that the code satisfies the permutation conditions, which ensure equivalent behavior on sequentially consistent and relaxed memory hardware. VIA allows any permutation conditions to be defined, supporting verification of a broad class of programs.

Third, VIA bridges incompatibilities between C and assembly code due to CPU register state being hidden by the former but explicitly used by the latter. To accomplish this without dependencies on a specific compiler, VIA introduces a register accounting mechanism to correctly verify integrated C and Arm assembly code. It leverages the machine-level procedure call standard for the Arm instruction set to specify how registers are potentially used when assembly code calls a C function or is called by a C function. VIA tracks CPU register state across invocations of both C and assembly code primitives, capturing any information flow through CPU registers even if hidden by C semantics.

Finally, VIA introduces an ideal/real paradigm for verifying security properties that can be applied to Realms, even though untrusted system software is in full control of system resources and can reclaim system resources such as memory without Realm permission, breaking noninterference. VIA defines an idealized secure machine model that supports declassification. Realm private data is stored in physically isolated memory and CPU registers. Data channels, governed by security policies, are used to exchange information between Realms and untrusted software. We can then prove the security guarantees of Realms by verifying that the implementation refines its specification and the real system captured by the specification simulates the idealized secure machine model. This approach allows us to prove, for the first time, the integrity and confidentiality of Realms. A key feature of the proof is that it only needs to trust the specification of the small idealized secure machine model; the much larger specification of the real system does not need to be trusted.

We implemented, evaluated, and verified an early prototype of CCA firmware. Although CCA hardware is not yet available, we demonstrated CCA on a functionally accurate Arm Fast Model with CCA support. We modified the Linux KVM hypervisor [19–21] to run on CCA and manage Realm VMs, and ran various VM workloads on the model. We also ported CCA firmware to current Arm hardware to obtain preliminary data on CCA performance, which shows that KVM on CCA incurs modest overhead versus vanilla KVM on real application workloads. We verified the correctness of both the C and Arm assembly CCA firmware implementation, including RMM, proving its implementation refines its specification through 43 abstraction layers. We then proved the specification is equivalent to the behavior of the idealized secure machine model to verify the confidentiality and integrity guarantees of Realms. The proof only needs to trust roughly 200 lines of Coq specification, making the formal security guarantees easy to read and understand. This is the first proof of the security guarantees of a confidential computing architecture. Realms will be included in Armv9-A, the next version of the Arm architecture.

2 Threat Model

We consider an attacker without physical access to the machine and assume the attacker’s goal is to compromise the confidentiality and integrity of VM data. Confidentiality and integrity attacks in scope include compromising the hypervisor or any other software to read or modify private VM memory or register state, including by controlling DMA-capable devices, or via memory remapping and aliasing attacks. We assume a VM does not voluntarily reveal its own private data whether on purpose or by accident, but attacks from other compromised VMs, including confidentiality and integrity attacks, are in scope. Availability attacks by a compromised hypervisor are out of scope. Protection against known software error injection attacks and side-channel attacks require appropriate usage of architectural mitigations and are beyond the scope of this paper. DRAM attacks, such as cold boot attacks, live probing, or replay, require additional hardware and are outside of the scope of the threat model.

3 CCA Design

A key challenge with introducing Realms is how to provide backwards compatibility with a widely-used existing architecture that, like other CPU architectures, was designed based on the fundamental assumption that more privileged levels have greater control and access than less privileged levels of
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software. One issue is understanding the potential interactions of Realms with all the features in the Arm architecture. For example, debug registers defined in the Arm architecture are explicitly designed to allow hypervisors to peer into VM state, which is fundamentally at odds with Realms. The behavior of each instruction could be redefined in the context of Realms, but this would be an enormous undertaking with unclear compatibility implications, given that the Arm instruction set was designed over multiple decades.

Another issue is how to provide memory protection and isolation for Realms. The way this works for VMs is that hypervisors manage nested page tables (NPTs) [9] to isolate physical memory between VMs and protect hypervisor memory from VMs. The physical addresses perceived by a VM are intermediate physical addresses (IPAs), which are translated by an NPT to physical addresses for the hardware. Physical memory not mapped to the NPT is not accessible to the VM. However, NPTs are under full control of the untrusted hypervisor, providing no protection against hypervisor access to VM data. While it would be possible to introduce an additional data structure to track memory ownership for each frame of physical memory [3], this approach comes with several problems. First, the amount of information required for each frame of memory would be substantial and significantly impact TLB design and performance. Second, this data structure would have to be managed either via a separate more privileged software entity than the hypervisor or via complex instructions capable of capturing measurements of data assigned to a Realm. Such complex CISC-like instructions would almost certainly require introducing extensive microcode into an architecture, which does not currently use any.

CCA avoids these problems by only introducing simple hardware mechanisms orthogonal to existing privilege levels and then relies on firmware to manage the use of those mechanisms. This reduces hardware complexity at the cost of depending on the firmware for the security guarantees of the architecture. As a result, verifying CCA firmware is of crucial importance.

Figure 1 shows how CCA extends the Arm architecture. Armv8-A provided two statically partitioned worlds, NS world used by most software stacks and Secure world to host platform security services [4]. CCA introduces Realm world, which is fully compatible with NS world so that existing software stacks that run in NS world can also run in Realm world. CCA provides three privilege levels in each of the NS, Realm and Secure worlds: EL0 for user, EL1 for kernel, and EL2 for hypervisor. Because Realm and Secure worlds are mutually distrusting, CCA introduces a fourth, more privileged Root world to manage switching between the other worlds.

Each world has its own Physical Address Space (PAS). Each 4 KB frame of physical memory, which we refer to as a memory granule, belongs to one PAS at any given time. Individual memory granules can be dynamically transitioned from NS PAS to Realm PAS; there is no static partitioning of resources between NS and Realm worlds. Hardware performs a PAS check on each memory access against a Granule Protection Table (GPT) that tracks the PAS of each memory granule and enforces the access control policy shown in Table 1, forbidding invalid accesses. NS world can only access its own memory. Realm and Secure worlds can access their own respective memory and NS memory, but cannot access each other’s memory. CCA hardware requires all DMA accesses be subject to GPT checks, protecting the Realm PAS against DMA-based attacks. We focus on the interactions between NS and Realm worlds and omit further discussion of Secure world due to space constraints.

CCA relies on two trusted firmware components: RMM and the EL3 Monitor (EL3M). RMM runs at EL2 in Realm world. It controls the execution of Realms and provides services to untrusted system software running in NS world. It isolates Realms from each other using existing virtualization technologies such as NPTs and CPU register save/restore sequences. Because RMM only enforces the security guarantees of CCA, it can be orders of magnitude smaller than bare-metal hypervisors which must also provide virtualization functionality. For example, to run Realm VMs, RMM protects the confidentiality and integrity of Realms while relying on existing hypervisors for everything else, including resource allocation and scheduling, physical hardware support, and complex device emulation.

EL3M runs in Root world at EL3, the highest level of privilege. It is responsible for context switching CPU execution among the three other worlds and managing the GPT. EL3M can access memory in any PAS. Only EL3M can change the PAS of a granule, which involves updating its entry in the GPT. Software running in the three other worlds can issue a Secure Monitor Call (SMC) to EL3M to request a PAS change.

In the current version of CCA, the Realm isolation boundary...
is at the level of entire VMs; applying Realms to secure other entities such as containers [59] is future work. Similar to normal VMs, a Realm VM can concurrently run multiple virtual CPUs (VCPUs) and the number of Realm VMs on a system is only limited by the amount of physical memory available, not by any arbitrary limits. The untrusted hypervisor always has the ability to stop scheduling a Realm and can always reclaim memory assigned to a Realm, but in no circumstances does it have access to Realm CPU or memory state.

This split of responsibility between an untrusted hypervisor and RMM, where the untrusted hypervisor allocates memory, and RMM provides integrity and confidentiality guarantees for the data and code stored in that memory, is accomplished through a simple but powerful delegation concept. The hypervisor delegates memory to Realm world, and undelegates memory back to NS world. All memory used by Realms must first be delegated by the hypervisor; RMM does not itself manage a pool of memory for Realms. Once memory is delegated to Realm world, the hypervisor can request RMM to use it for various purposes, such as storing metadata or data for a Realm. Whenever a memory granule is delegated to Realm world but not used by RMM, RMM ensures that the granule contains only zeros, reducing the risk of accidental information flow when a granule is reused or undelegated.

RMM provides a **Realm Management Interface (RMI)** for the hypervisor to request RMM to delegate memory, create Realms, execute Realms, and allocate memory to Realms. Each RMI command is implemented as an SMC, so when the hypervisor invokes the command, it traps to EL3M, which in turn switches execution to RMM in Realm world to handle the command. Upon completion of the RMI command, RMM issues an SMC to EL3M, which switches execution back to the hypervisor in NS world. Table 2 lists the RMI commands.

RMM must know the state of each memory granule on the system to uphold the security guarantees of Realms, which it accomplishes by maintaining its own **Granule Status Table (GST)** to track the delegation status and current use of each granule. RMM uses the GST to ensure that a granule is in a valid state to perform the requested action. For example, when the hypervisor delegates a memory granule, RMM checks its GST to confirm the granule has not already been delegated, then issues an SMC to EL3M to request a change to Realm PAS. EL3M checks that the granule is currently in NS PAS, then updates the GPT to move it to Realm PAS. Finally, RMM updates its GST to record that the granule has been delegated. If the hypervisor attempts to delegate a granule which is already delegated, or undelegate a granule which is in active use by RMM, RMM returns an error code to the untrusted hypervisor. This pattern of checking valid states and either performing a discrete action or returning an error is used for all RMI commands, allowing RMM to remain in overall control of the consistency of the system, while complex logic for policy and resource allocation remains in the hypervisor. Unlike the GPT, the GST is not checked by hardware and is only a software bookkeeping mechanism. By maintaining a separate GST from the GPT, the GPT can be kept simple so that it only needs to contain information required for hardware-enforced checks.

The hypervisor creates Realms, **Realm Execution Contexts (RECs)**, and **Realm Translation Tables (RTTs)** using the respective commands in Table 2. RECs correspond to VCPUs and RTTs correspond to NPTs for normal VMs. RTTs are Arm stage 2 page tables that translate from an IPA to a physical address. RTTs use the same format and topological layout in Realm world as NS stage 2 page tables, but also provide a bit which allows Realms to access NS granules under the control of RMM, for example, for virtual I/O between a Realm and the hypervisor. On each of the Realm, REC, and RTT create commands, RMM checks the GST entry for the address provided to confirm the granule is already delegated, and updates the GST entry to track that it is being used for Realm, REC, and RTT metadata, respectively. We refer to a Realm’s metadata as its **Realm Descriptor (RD)**.

A Realm provides a **Protected Address Range (PAR)** within its IPA space, which RMM ensures can only be mapped to Realm PAS granules. For accesses within the PAR, RMM guarantees confidentiality and integrity to the Realm; outside the PAR, the hypervisor is free to map NS PAS granules or emulate accesses. This provides an OS running inside a Realm VM with a reliable mechanism to determine whether it is accessing its own private memory, or memory which can be shared with untrusted agents, for example, buffers used for untrusted DMA with virtual or physical network and block devices.

During Realm creation, the hypervisor can assign a granule to the Realm at a specific IPA and copy data to it from an NS granule. The IPA and data are cryptographically hashed and the hash is included in the attestation token of the Realm. The attestation token allows a Realm owner to reason about its initial state and content. Once a Realm has been activated, the measurement is fixed, and memory can only be added to otherwise unused IPAs with unknown content. We refer

---

**Table 2: RMM Realm Management Interface (RMI).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version</strong></td>
<td>Query RMI ABI version.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Granule.Delegate</strong></td>
<td>Change granule (from NS) to Delegated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Granule.Undelegate</strong></td>
<td>Change granule (from Delegated) to NS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Realm.Create</strong></td>
<td>Create Realm Descriptor (RD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Realm.Destroy</strong></td>
<td>Destroy Realm identified by RD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Realm.Activate</strong></td>
<td>Change Realm (from New) to Active.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC.Create</strong></td>
<td>Create Realm Execution Context (REC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC.Destroy</strong></td>
<td>Destroy REC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REC.Run</strong></td>
<td>Enter REC (i.e. run VCPU).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data.CreateUnknown</strong></td>
<td>Change granule to Data with unknown content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data.Create</strong></td>
<td>Change granule to Data, copy NS content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data.Delegate</strong></td>
<td>Change Data granule to Delegated, zeroed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.Create</strong></td>
<td>Create Realm Translation Table (RTT).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.Destroy</strong></td>
<td>Destroy RTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.MapProtected</strong></td>
<td>Map Data granule in RTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.UnmapProtected</strong></td>
<td>Remove mapping from RTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.MapUnprotected</strong></td>
<td>Map NS granule in RTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.UnmapUnprotected</strong></td>
<td>Remove NS mapping from RTT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RTT.ReadEntry</strong></td>
<td>Return context of an RTT entry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to delegated granules used to store data for a Realm as Data granules. The hypervisor can request that RMM maps NS granules outside the PAR at any time. Physically contiguous delegated memory can be mapped to a Realm in blocks larger than 4 KB granules to optimize TLB usage.

The hypervisor can reclaim memory from a Realm at any time. RMM zeros a granule before undelegating it and returning it to the hypervisor. Subsequent accesses from a Realm to the IPA where the memory was reclaimed result in a stage 2 abort to RMM which prevents further execution of the Realm and preserves the CCA integrity guarantee. The hypervisor cannot subsequently map a granule to a previously-backed IPA within a PAR without Realm permission.

As a system designed to scale to many cores, RMM makes extensive use of fine-grained locking to support a high degree of concurrent operation. For example, each memory granule has its own lock so many granule operations can be done in parallel. Similarly, an RTT is a multi-level page table, for which each level has its own lock, and hand-over-hand locking is used to support concurrent operations on RTTs, as discussed in Section 4.1. For example, two Realm VCPUs can each cause a stage 2 page fault at the same time but at different IPAs, which can be resolved by the hypervisor in parallel on two CPUs to improve performance. This is a key requirement to support large Realms. Although most of RMM is written in C, Arm assembly code is also used to implement memory accesses with acquire/release semantics where lockless concurrent accesses are used for performance reasons, and to implement the locking primitives themselves.

CCA firmware is designed for security following best practices. Systems such as Linux map all physical memory to the kernel page table. RMM and EL3M do not. RMM’s own page table statically maps code and metadata exclusively accessed by RMM, such as the GST and locks for each granule. Additional entries in RMM’s page table are used to statically assign a virtual address range to each physical CPU in the system, resulting in a fixed number of virtual address slots per CPU. Memory is then mapped on demand when needed. RMM maps Data granules and metadata granules, such as RD and REC, on demand, and unmaps them once the respective operation is completed. EL3M’s own page table only statically maps the EL3M code, a small fixed size stack, and the GPT; no other memory is mapped to its page table. Furthermore, SMC parameters are only interpreted as values in EL3M, never as pointers used to access memory. Even if a bug is introduced in some future version of CCA firmware that is not completely verified, these defense-in-depth measures make it much harder for a return-oriented or jump-oriented programming attack to succeed.

4 VIA Framework

Because CCA relies on firmware to guarantee the security of Realms, we verify that firmware, namely RMM and EL3M. We prove the CCA firmware implementation refines its layered specification in Coq, then use the top-level specification to prove the system’s security properties hold for the implementation. To accomplish this, we developed the VIA verification framework, which supports layered verification of CCA firmware. VIA introduces four key verification techniques: mover oracle queries, relaxed memory support via permutation conditions, register accounting for C and assembly code integration, and a new ideal secure system model for proving security properties that cannot be verified using traditional noninterference-based approaches.

4.1 Mover Oracle Queries

To verify RMM, it is essential to simplify reasoning about possible interleavings of executions of concurrent software across multiple CPUs. For example, RMM uses hand-over-hand locking to synchronize access to RTTs, which are 4-level page tables, allowing multiple CPUs to manipulate the same page table concurrently. Figure 2 shows the steps to allocate delegated granules as new level T1, T2, and T3 tables of a Realm’s RTT using RTT_Create and then, in step 4, allocate a delegated granule to the Realm for its data and map its physical address to the leaf-level T3 table using RTT_MapProtected, which would typically occur on a page fault. Figure 2 also shows how step 4 uses hand-over-hand locking, in which RMM first acquires T0’s lock so it can lookup and acquire T1’s lock and release T0’s lock. It can then lookup and acquire T2’s lock and release T1’s lock, so it can lookup and acquire T3’s lock and release T2’s lock, and finally update T3’s page entry. At the same time, RMM running on other CPUs can do other page table operations, such as acquiring T0’s lock to work on a different level 1 table.

To verify the page table operations with hand-over-hand locking, we need to reason about the correctness of all possible interleavings of operations. However, reasoning about all possible interleavings of all operations all at once is too difficult to do for a system as complex as RMM. To address this problem, VIA introduces mover oracle queries, a new mechanism that combines the power of local CPU reasoning with mover types [44], building on previous work on CertiKOS [24–27] and CSPEC [10].

To explain how mover oracle queries work, consider first an explicit multiprocessor machine model, whose machine state consists of per-physical CPU private state (e.g., CPU registers) and a global logical log, a serial list of events generated by all CPUs throughout their execution. Instead of explicitly modeling shared objects, events incrementally convey interactions with shared objects, whose state may be calculated by replaying the logical log. An event is emitted by a CPU and appended to the log whenever that CPU invokes a primitive that interacts with a shared object. Our abstract machine is formalized as a transition system, where each step models some atomic computation taking place on a single CPU; concurrency is realized by the nondeterministic interleaving of steps across all CPUs. However, reasoning
about interleavings directly with multiple CPUs is difficult.

To simplify reasoning about all possible interleavings, we instead lift multiprocessor execution to a local CPU model, which distinguishes execution taking place on a particular CPU from its concurrent processor environment [27, 36, 42]. All effects coming from the environment are encapsulated by and conveyed through an event oracle, which yields events emitted by other CPUs when queried. Querying the event oracle can be thought of in the context of the explicit multiprocessor machine model as returning events from the global log generated by all other CPUs; only new events since the last query are returned. How the event oracle synchronizes these events is left abstract, its behavior constrained only by re-apply-guarantee conditions [35]. Since the interleaving of events is left abstract, our proofs do not rely on any particular interleaving of events and therefore hold for all possible concurrent interleavings.

A CPU captures the effects of its concurrent environment by querying the event oracle between local CPU steps. A CPU only needs to query the event oracle when interacting with shared objects, since its private state is not affected by these events. In other words, the CPU repeatedly performs two steps when interacting with shared objects: querying the event oracle to obtain events from other CPUs, then generating a local CPU event. The result is a composite log of events from other CPUs interleaved with events from the local CPU. This is equivalent to the logical log in the explicit multiprocessor model, but without the complexity of directly reasoning about multiple CPUs.

If possible, we would like to move the interleaved event oracle queries out of the way of the local CPU events so we can use sequential reasoning regarding the local execution of any given CPU. By using mover types, we can identify how we can reorder event oracle queries with respect to local CPU events without changing the machine’s behavior. Thus, these queries are mover oracle queries. We classify all local CPU events in the composite log as RightMover, LeftMover, or NoneMover. Mover oracle queries can be reordered before a RightMover and after a LeftMover. For example, acquiring a lock is a RightMover because it does not do something after acquiring the lock on the local CPU, and therefore hold for all possible concurrent interleavings.

If possible, we would like to move the interleaved event oracle queries out of the way of the local CPU events so we can use sequential reasoning regarding the local execution of any given CPU. By using mover types, we can identify how we can reorder event oracle queries with respect to local CPU events without changing the machine’s behavior. Thus, these queries are mover oracle queries. We classify all local CPU events in the composite log as RightMover, LeftMover, or NoneMover. Mover oracle queries can be reordered before a RightMover and after a LeftMover. For example, acquiring a lock is a RightMover because it does not do something after acquiring the lock on the local CPU, and therefore hold for all possible concurrent interleavings.

4.2 Permutation Conditions

To verify RMM, we must account for the relaxed memory behavior of the Arm architecture on code that is not data race free (DRF). For example, Figure 4 shows how a Realm’s list of RECs is updated in REC.Create, REC.Destroy, and Realm.Destroy without holding a common lock. Each Realm’s RD has a RECLIST (rd->rec_list), an array that stores the pointers to all its RECs. The RECLIST can be referenced from both the Realm’s RD and each of the Realm’s RECs (rec->rec_list). Each REC records its index in the RECLIST (rec->id). RD’s counter keeps tracking of how many RECs are in a Realm. The hypervisor must destroy all RECs of a Realm before destroying its RD because once RD is destroyed, the Realm can no longer be referenced. Access to the RECLIST is not synchronized by its own lock, to avoid potential deadlock issues due to needing to hold multiple locks. Instead, in REC.Create, the RD’s lock must be held to insert a new REC in RECLIST to ensure mutual exclusion. However, in REC.Destroy, the REC’s lock is held instead of the RD’s
locks when clearing the REC’s entry from the RECLIST so that multiple CPUs can destroy different RECs of the same Realm concurrently. Furthermore, the RD’s counter is increased or checked in REC.Create and Realm.Destroy while holding RD’s lock, but it is decreased in REC.Destroy without holding any lock. As a result, data races can occur when concurrently executing REC.Destroy with REC.Create or Realm.Destroy.

To address this problem, VIA builds on VRM [57]. VRM verifies programs on Arm relaxed memory hardware that are DRF except for synchronization methods and virtual memory hardware. VRM verifies a program on a sequentially consistent (SC) multiprocessor hardware model, defines and proves that a fixed set of conditions hold for the program running on relaxed memory hardware, and proves that the conditions guarantee that the program has the same behavior on SC and relaxed memory hardware so that its SC proofs also hold for relaxed memory hardware.

VIA generalizes this approach for programs that are not DRF. It ensures that such a program will have the same behavior on SC and relaxed memory hardware by first decomposing the program into components that are DRF and not DRF. Previous work already shows that the DRF components will have the same behavior on SC and relaxed memory hardware [57]. VIA then introduces permutation conditions \( \mathcal{P} \) on the non-DRF components such that \( \mathcal{P} \) can be verified to hold for the program on relaxed memory hardware, and \( \mathcal{P} \) can be proven to guarantee that the non-DRF components will have the same behavior on SC and relaxed memory hardware. Our experience suggests that even for programs that are not DRF, only a small percentage of the code in these programs is not DRF, so non-DRF programs can be verified on relaxed memory hardware by only proving a small number of permutation conditions in practice. This observation holds for RMM, in which almost all of the code is DRF.

VIA uses VRM’s extended Promising Arm model [57] to model Arm’s relaxed memory hardware, such that \( \mathcal{P} \) needs to be verified against all instruction permutations of the program allowed by VRM’s Promising Arm model. Unlike VRM which defines a fixed set of conditions that do not all hold for RMM, VIA allows any condition \( \mathcal{P} \) to be specified for non-DRF components that will result in their behavior being in the same on SC and relaxed memory hardware and that can be proven to hold for the program on relaxed memory hardware. The condition is essentially a constraint based on the program’s semantics that restricts the possible instruction reorderings that can occur on relaxed memory hardware so that resulting program behavior is the same on SC and relaxed memory hardware.

For example, to handle the non-DRF code in Figure 4, we identify \( \mathcal{P} \) to be when Realm.Destroy finds rd->counter equals 0, rd->rec_list must be empty. This is necessary because rd->rec_list must be empty when destroying it in (g), otherwise the system may crash due to reclaiming non-empty memory. Since REC.Create and Realm.Destroy use the same lock, data races can only occur when either runs concurrently with REC.Destroy. We prove each function always behaves the same on SC and relaxed memory. For REC.Create, since (b) and (c) cannot be reordered with (a) due to the branch dependency, as required by Promising Arm, its possible executions are (a)(b)(c) or (a)(c)(b). Since (a) confirms that rec_list[id] is empty, all concurrent Realm.Destroy on other CPUs must destroy slots other than id because REC.Destroy will only work if the rec exists, which must be a non-empty slot in the rec_list. Therefore, swapping (b) and (c) will never change any CPU’s behavior and (a)(b)(c) is equivalent to (a)(b)(c), which is the order on SC. For REC.Destroy, if (e) executes before (d), \( \mathcal{P} \) will be broken because when Realm.Destroy checks counter concurrently on other CPUs, it may find counter is 0 but rec_list is not empty, as shown below:

```
    (a) if (rd->rec_list[id] == NULL) {
      (b) rd->rec_list[id] = NEW_REC;
      (c) atomic_inc(rd->counter);
      rel(rd->lock);
    } else {
      (d) rec->rec_list[rec->id] = NULL;
      atomic_dec(rec->rd->counter);
      rel(rec->lock);
    }
```

This was actually a real bug in the prototype implementation of RMM. Therefore, we must enforce that (d) always executes before (e) by adding a barrier between them so it must follow program order as on SC. For Realm.Destroy, the proof is trivial because the branch dependency between (f) and (g) guarantees that they execute in program order on SC. Therefore, this non-DRF code will not generate more behavior on relaxed memory hardware than on SC.

### 4.3 Register Accounting

To verify CCA firmware with both C and assembly code, we must account for the interactions of C and assembly code primitives that call one another across language boundaries. However, C code hides the details of how it uses CPU registers, as the use of registers during C code execution is decided by the implementation of specific C compiler used. Although register behavior is not expressed by C language semantics, ignoring it causes problems when attempting to verify programs in which C and assembly code call one another, as shown in Figure 5, which illustrates a real bug in the original prototype RMM implementation detected during our verification. Existing verification approaches cannot support bidirectional calls between C and assembly code, such that the example in Figure 5 would be erroneously verified without detecting the information leakage [10, 11, 23, 26, 37, 42, 43, 46].

To address this problem, VIA introduces a novel register accounting mechanism to correctly verify integrated C and Arm assembly code while making minimal assumptions.
Regarding compiler behavior, VIA leverages the Arm64 Procedure Call Standard (AAPCS64) [7] to specify how registers are potentially used when assembly code calls a C function or is called by a C function. It then conservatively marks all registers used by C code whose values cannot be determined based on AAPCS64 as of Unknown value, and requires assembly code to not depend on registers with Unknown values.

AAPCS64 constrains how some Arm registers are used. In CCA firmware, C functions pass no more than eight integer or pointer parameters and return an integer or a pointer. For such functions, AAPCS64 specifies that a C compiler will only pass parameters through registers r0-r7 and save the return value in r0. It also specifies registers that must have their values preserved through a function call, namely all callee-saved registers r19-r29 and the stack register sp. The use of other general-purpose registers (GPRs) may depend on the specific C compiler implementation.

For an assembly function that calls a C function, VIA checks that the assembly code does not read any Unknown registers. Legal assembly code can either keep such Unknown registers untouched or overwrite them before using them. VIA uses AAPCS64 to model the register behavior of the C function by identifying register r0 as containing the return value, and registers r19-r29 and sp as preserving the values. It marks the values of other registers after the C function call as Unknown, including caller-saved registers r1-r18 and the link register lr.

For an assembly function that can be called from a C function, VIA checks that its behavior does not depend on Unknown registers, and that it obeys AAPCS64 C calling conventions so that it will not cause unexpected behavior in its caller. VIA checks that (1) callee-saved registers r19-r29 and sp preserve the values; (2) the program counter pc after the call is equal to lr before the call so the assembly primitive returns like a function call; (3) if the caller expects a return value, r0’s value is never Unknown; and (4) the assembly code behavior remains the same if we initialize all GPRs to Unknown except for those carrying parameters. The last condition implies that the assembly code does not read any Unknown registers, except for saving and restoring callee-saved registers.

VIA also supports GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) inline assembly extensions within a C function. This is used in inline assembly memory accessors in RMM which guarantee atomicity or memory order semantics, as shown in the sca_read64 example in Figure 6. sca_read64 implements a 64-bit single-copy-atomic read in one line of assembly code plus an interface, which can specify a list of input registers, output registers and clobbered registers. VIA translates inline assembly code into an assembly function according to the interface constraints; “r”, “O”, and “m” constraints are currently supported. It then checks its correctness like any other assembly function.

Translation is done using a set of logical registers 18-In for inputs and 00-0n for outputs so that verification does not depend on the specifics of GCC register assignment. Input registers are defined read only. VIA also defines abstract accessors init_pr, which initializes all logical registers to UNKNOWN, set_pr, which writes to a register, and get_pr, which reads from a register. As shown in Figure 6, the translated sca_read64 function first calls init_pr for initialization, saves parameters to input registers by calling set_pr, uses the input and output registers in the assembly code, and gets the return value from the output register by calling set_pr.

For simplicity, VIA imposes additional requirements to guarantee GCC generates correct machine code whose behavior is the same as VIA’s translated code. VIA forbids inline assembly code from explicitly using any GPRs or goto labels. For inline assembly with multiple instructions, VIA enforces that all output registers are constrained by "&" or "+". Thus, an output-only register never doubles as an input register, and the same register is used for input and output of an operand. This avoids any unexpected overlap in the assignment of input and output registers [53].

Finally, because assembly code functions may be at the interface to outside programs that are untrusted, VIA enforces that all register values are not Unknown when returning from those assembly functions. This ensures that there is no unintentional information leakage from assembly code functions to untrusted programs through registers with Unknown values.

### 4.4 Ideal Secure System Model

CCA protects the confidentiality and integrity of Realms’ private data during their lifetime. Confidentiality means any
change a Realm to its private data is only observable by that Realm. Integrity means a Realm will not observe any changes to its private data that it did not make, but does not imply availability; data access should either fail or return the data previously stored. The confidentiality definition is standard, but the integrity definition allows untrusted software to modify a Realm’s private data as long as the Realm does not observe the change. For example, to reclaim memory from Realms, a hypervisor can unmap a Realm’s private data without the Realm’s permission. This is allowed because the Realm’s access to the unmapped data will trigger a page fault so the Realm cannot observe future changes to the data content. However, this breaks noninterference, which therefore cannot be used to prove security as is done for other verified systems [16, 23, 29, 34, 42, 49, 55].

To address this problem, VIA introduces an ideal/real paradigm, shown in Figure 7, inspired by the idea from formal verification of separation kernels [22, 30]. The real system is defined by the RMM top-layer specification, which builds on and incorporates EL3M, in which all memory and CPU registers are shared by Realms, RMM, and the hypervisor. The ideal system is defined by an ideal system model specification, in which each Realm has its own exclusive memory, and each REC of the Realm has its own exclusive CPU registers, while other software can only access the same non-exclusive memory and registers as in the real system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Realm</th>
<th>RMM</th>
<th>Hypervisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If each Realm only accesses its exclusive memory and registers in the ideal system, we could then show that RMM guarantees confidentiality and integrity by proving that the real system simulates the ideal system. This would mean that each Realm only accesses its exclusive memory and registers in the real system as well, so nothing other than a Realm can access its own data. However, such a simplistic model does not work in practice. For CCA, we need a model that allows declassification so Realms can access NS granules for initialization and I/O, and CPU registers can be used to pass parameters between Realms and RMM, or Realms and the hypervisor.

VIA introduces a new ideal system model for Armv9-A that supports declassification of memory and registers based on a set of well-designed rules that define when declassification is allowed. The model has six declassification rules, listed in Table 3. In this model, Realm exclusive memory consists of all memory in its PAR and exclusive CPU registers consists of all registers accessible by a Realm or that can affect its execution, such as system registers. A Realm will only access its exclusive memory and registers, unless it accesses a granule outside its PAR or it accesses a granule or register that is Unknown. If it accesses memory outside its PAR, the Realm will access non-exclusive memory directly. If it accesses a granule or register that is Unknown, the data will be copied from a special initialization buffer or non-exclusive register, respectively, before accessing it. A granule is Unknown if it is not yet initialized. A register is Unknown if it is used by the Realm to communicate with RMM or the hypervisor. For example, when a Realm invokes a hypercall, it exposes the arguments in registers r0 - r6, which RMM will provide to the hypervisor, then return the results back in those registers. Marking a granule or register as Unknown is used to represent declassification in the model.

We can then use this ideal system model with declassification to verify that RMM guarantees Realm confidentiality and integrity. The key is to establish a simulation relation in which all machine states are equivalent between the ideal and real systems and show that, at any step in the two systems satisfying the simulation relation, the same data is obtained when accessing memory or registers. This involves proving a one-to-one mapping of data between the two systems. With declassification, the mapping will change such that a different mapping will be used depending on whether the data is declassified or not. For example, if a granule within a Realm’s PAR is not declassified, we will want to show that accessing that granule in non-exclusive memory in the real system corresponds to accessing it in exclusive memory in the ideal system to get the same data. On the other hand, if a granule within a Realm’s PAR is declassified, because its contents were initialized from an NS granule, we will want to show that first accessing that granule in non-exclusive memory in the real system corresponds to accessing it in non-exclusive memory in the ideal system since the respective exclusive memory is initially Unknown so the data is first copied from non-exclusive to exclusive memory.

### Table 3: Declassification rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mem</td>
<td>When a Realm accesses an IPA within its PAR but it is Unknown, the Realm will copy the data from a special initialization buffer in memory to exclusive memory before accessing the IPA. This can only be done once per granule. The buffer is populated before the Realm is activated, and cannot be changed once it has been activated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mem</td>
<td>When a Realm accesses an IPA outside of its PAR, it will directly access memory, not exclusive memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>On any trap from a Realm to the RMM, a Realm exposes the contents of various exclusive system registers, marking them Unknown, and marks various timer-related exclusive registers Unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>If a trap is due to system register emulation, a Realm will mark a specified exclusive GPR as Unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>If a trap is due to a hypercall, a Realm will expose and mark the seven exclusive GPRs r0 - r6 used for parameter passing as Unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg</td>
<td>If a trap is due to an RMM call, a Realm will expose and mark the four exclusive GPRs r0 - r3 used for parameter passing as Unknown.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5 CCA Implementation and Verification

We used VIA to verify an early prototype implementation of CCA firmware, which includes both RMM and EL3M as
described in Section 3. The verification outcomes, including the discovery of several latent bugs, were confirmed by Arm’s development team and used to further improve the firmware implementation. RMM contains 3.2K lines of code (LOC) in C and .3K LOC in assembly. The runtime critical parts of EL3M contain .1K LOC in C and .7K LOC in assembly; all of the C code is for updating the GPT. All RMM and EL3M code is verified, except for the portion of assembly code for initialization (.1K LOC in RMM and .5K LOC in EL3M). For remote attestation, RMM also uses functions provided by a crypto library, which was not verified, though a verified crypto library could be ported and used instead [42, 61].

Table 4 shows our proof effort, measured in LOC in Coq. 45 abstraction layers were used. The bottom layer machine model is based on VRM’s Promising Arm model [57] to model Arm’s relaxed memory. Another layer was used to verify the spinlock implementation on the relaxed memory model and lift it to an SC model. We verify the EL3M implementation refines its layered specification through three layers. On top of that, we verify the RMM implementation refines its layered specification through 39 layers. The top-level specification reflects RMM’s interface, combining both RMM and EL3M functionality. Another layer defines the ideal secure system model. We verify that the top-level specification simulates the ideal secure system model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine model</td>
<td>1.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock proof</td>
<td>1.7K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL3M layer specs</td>
<td>2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL3M refinement proofs</td>
<td>.9K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMM layer specs</td>
<td>4.4K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMM refinement proofs</td>
<td>6.1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20.6K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Lines of Coq code for verifying CCA firmware.

5.1 Concurrent Multi-level Page Tables

The most challenging refinement proofs were for verifying RMM’s RTT implementation. RTT primitives use hand-over-hand locking to synchronize access to dynamically allocated 4-level page tables, allowing fine-grain concurrent operation on different page table levels. This required nine layers. We leverage mover oracle queries and log refinement, discussed in Section 4.1, to refine all of RMM’s page table operations to atomic operations, verifying the correctness of hand-over-hand locking in a real system for the first time.

Figure 8 visualizes the proof. Since acquiring a lock is a RightMover, releasing a lock is a LeftMover, and reading the page table entry is both a LeftMover and RightMover, we can reorder mover oracle queries to refine the procedure of walking the page table until acquiring the lock of T1 into an atomic step. We group the local CPU events into a single higher-level aggregate “walk until level 1” event. Similarly, we can group events together from creating a level 1 table into a “create level 1 table” event, and destroying a level 1 table into a “destroy level 1 table” event.

We then refine the procedure of walking the page table until acquiring the lock of T2 into an atomic step. We first prove that “walk until level 1” is a RightMover because any subsequent events at this layer from other CPUs can be reordered with it, i.e., “create level 1 table”, “destroy level 1 table”, “walk until level 1”, and acq/rel/LD/ST events for T2 and T3 level tables. A “create level 1 table” from other CPUs is irrelevant to the local “walk until level 1” because it can only create other level 1 tables and cannot overwrite T1 since RMM only allows creating a table that does not exist yet. Events “destroy level 1 table” and “walk until level 1” from other CPUs are irrelevant because they cannot hold T1’s lock so can only access other level 1 tables, not T1. Other events are also irrelevant because they do not manipulate T0 and T1 tables. Therefore, “walk until level 1” is a RightMover and all subsequent mover oracle queries can be reordered before it. Thus, we refine “walk until level 2” into an atomic step, as shown in the bottom of Figure 8. In a similar fashion, we prove “walk until level 2” to be a RightMover and refine the steps of “walk until level 3.” Continuing in this manner, we eventually refine all RTT operations into atomic steps.

Proving RTT operations to be atomic allows us to prove desired properties about RMM’s RTT management. The key property to prove is that each non-empty entry in the RTTs, including both intermediate entries pointing to lower-level RTTs and leaf mappings, uses a unique delegated granule. This prevents page remapping attacks while still allowing fine-grained access to the RTTs for improved performance. The proof is straightforward because every operation on an RTT entry is proved to be atomic, only the PA of a delegated granule is used to populate a previously empty RTT entry, and each such granule is guaranteed to be unused and zeroed. Once a granule is used for an RTT entry, its state changes from delegated to RTT or Data, preventing it from being used for other RTT entries. By using mover oracle queries and log refinement, we complete the first proof of hand-over-hand locking in a real system, and the first proof of a system with fully dynamically allocated shared page tables.

5.2 Relaxed Memory

We prove permutation conditions as discussed in Section 4.2 to verify the proofs hold on Arm relaxed memory hardware. Veri-
fying CCA firmware only requires six permutation conditions, the RECLIST empty condition discussed in Section 4.2, and five conditions previously introduced by VRM, namely (1) NO-BARRIER-MISUSE, (2) TRANSACTIONAL-PAGE-TABLE, (3) SEQUENTIAL-TLB-INVALIDATION, (4) WRITE-ONCE-KERNEL-MAPPING, and (5) MEMORY-ISOLATION. NO-BARRIER-MISUSE requires that barriers are correctly placed. We verified that all lock acquisitions have acquire memory semantics and all lock releases have release memory semantics. We also proved that memory accesses to shared objects outside critical sections have release semantics so that they cannot be reordered, preserving program ordering and SC behavior.

Transactional-Page-Table requires that shared page table writes within a critical section are transactional. This ensures that page table writes will not result in any behavior on relaxed memory hardware that cannot be produced on an SC model. In RMM and EL3M, each critical section contains at most one page table write, so they are obviously transactional.

Sequential-TLB-Invalidation requires that a page table unmap or remap be followed by a TLB invalidation, with a barrier between them. This precludes relaxed memory behavior in TLB management code. There are no remaps in RMM or EL3M. We verified that all page table unmaps are followed by a TLB invalidation with a barrier between them.

Write-Once-Kernel-Mapping requires that if RMM or EL3M’s own page tables are shared, they can only be written once—only empty page table entries can be modified. This precludes relaxed memory behavior due to out-of-order reads of these page tables. For EL3M, this holds as it uses a statically reserved hardcoded page table shared across all CPUs that is never changed after booting. For RMM, although its kernel page table is shared across all CPUs and can be changed, we prove that it is logically partitioned into two tables, as discussed in Section 3. We prove one table is shared but never changed once initialized, and the other table is not shared because it is statically divided into per-CPU ranges private to each CPU.

Memory-Isolation requires that the memory space accessible by RMM and EL3M is partially isolated with Realms and NS hypervisors. This ensures that any relaxed memory behavior of Realms or NS hypervisors cannot be propagated to RMM or EL3M. We verify that Realms and the hypervisor will only access Data and NS granules. Realms’ memory accesses are managed by RTTs. We prove RTTs will only map Data granules and NS granules. A hypervisor’s memory accesses are controlled by the GPT. We prove all delegated granules are in the Realm PAS state in the GPT so the hypervisor cannot access them. We further prove that RMM and EL3M behavior do not rely on what Realms or the hypervisor may do with Data or NS granules. We prove EL3M never accesses memory other than its own, RMM will not access the contents of Data granules, and whenever RMM accesses NS granules, it may obtain arbitrary data because the hypervisor can make arbitrary changes to the data. Thus, we show RMM’s proof on SC does not rely on the concrete implementation of Realms or NS hypervisors.

5.3 C and Assembly Code Integration

Another key aspect of the refinement proofs was verifying the interactions between RMM and EL3M, RMM and Realms, and RMM and the hypervisor, which required the C and assembly code integration techniques discussed in Section 4.3. For RMM and EL3M, we verified the correctness of GPT updates. Figure 9 shows how to verify a C primitive in RMM which issues an SMC to EL3M to update the GPT. Layer L0 verifies the C code for EL3M’s GPT operations. Layer L1 verifies EL3M’s assembly code handler, which handles traps from RMM and calls the GPT operations in C. Finally, layer L2 verifies the C code in RMM that traps to EL3M’s assembly code handler.

For RMM and Realms, we verified REC.Run, which runs a VCPU of a Realm and required five layers. Figure 10 shows this C primitive, which calls the run_realm assembly code primitive, which restores the Realm’s VCPU contexts and enters the Realm. We proved that all GPRs are correctly restored such that there is no information leakage from RMM to the Realm through registers with Unknown values.

For RMM and the hypervisor, we verified the RMM handling of RMI calls from the hypervisor. Figure 11 shows when the hypervisor invokes an RMI call, it traps to EL3M first, then jumps to RMM and calls the C function handle_ns_smc to execute the RMI call. Eventually, RMM returns to EL3M and then the hypervisor. We proved that when returning to the hypervisor, there is no information leakage to the hypervisor through GPRs with Unknown values.

5.4 Security

We prove that the real system specified by the RMM top-level specification simulates the ideal system model with declasification, as discussed in Section 4.4. We discuss the simulation relation in three parts: all machine states except for Data
granules, CPU registers, and VCPU contexts stored in REC granules (Rel 1), data granules (Rel 2), and CPU registers and VCPU contexts (Rel 3). Each relation is proved by induction, in which we assume the relation is initial true at machine boot and prove that it is preserved during RMM, hypervisor, and Realm execution so that the same data is obtained when accessing memory or registers in both real and ideal systems.

We prove that Rel 1 is preserved during execution and all data accessed from memory is the same. Rel 1 concerns NS granules, delegated granules, and granules containing Realm metadata including RTTs, none of which involve declassification. We prove two invariants: (1) all RTTs only map IPAs within the respective Realm’s PAR to data granules and IPAs outside its PAR to NS granules; and (2) the GPT only labels NS granules in the NS PAS while all delegated granules are labeled in the Realm PAS. The first invariant ensures that Realms will only access data and NS granules, and the former will not affect Rel 1. The second invariant ensures that the hypervisor can only access NS granules. Since Realms and the hypervisor access NS granules in the same non-exclusive memory in both real and ideal systems, they will obtain the same data. All other granules for Rel 1 can only be accessed by RMM. Since RMM accesses NS and other granules in the same non-exclusive memory in both real and ideal systems, it will obtain the same data; the VCPU contexts that are part of REC granules are excluded here and considered in Rel 3.

We prove that Rel 2 is preserved during execution. The invariant above ensures that the hypervisor cannot access data granules, and we prove that RMM does not access data granules, so Rel 2 is preserved for both the hypervisor and RMM. Data granules are only accessed by Realms. From Rel 1, the RTTs must be the same in both real and ideal systems. If an RTT maps an ipa within a Realm’s PAR to a data granule at host physical address hpa, the Realm will access the same data at exclusive memory ipa in the ideal system as at hpa in the real system, so Rel 2 is preserved. To ensure that an hpa cannot be mapped to ipas in different Realms, we prove an invariant that if an RTT maps ipa to hpa, then the data granule at hpa inversely maps to (REA@m, ipa). Because there is a one-to-one mapping for each data granule to (REA@m, ipa), any changes at hpa can only be observed by the specific Realm at the specific ipa as is the case in the ideal system, so Rel 2 is preserved for all other data. If an an ipa within a Realm’s PAR is Unknown, the Realm will access the same data at non-exclusive memory hpa in the ideal and real system, so Rel 2 is preserved.

We prove that Rel 3 is preserved during execution. We prove if a Realm’s VCPU V is running, its register r in the real system equals the corresponding exclusive register r if not Unknown or the non-exclusive register r if Unknown in the ideal system. We prove if a Realm’s VCPU V is not running, V’s REC context of r in the real system equals the corresponding exclusive register r if not Unknown or the V’s REC context of r if Unknown in the ideal system. In the ideal system, Realm’s register data is always stored in the exclusive registers except for those being declassified. Exclusive registers are not involved in context switches. We then prove that RMM indeed correctly saves and restores Realms’ VCPU contexts, so that Rel 3 is preserved.

Finally, we note that our simulation proofs between the real system and ideal secure system model verify Realm confidentiality and integrity without even trusting the correctness of the RMM or EL3M specifications. The proofs only need to trust the specification of the ideal secure system model, which encodes the declassification rules and consists of only 2K LOC in Coq. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3, the declassification rules only allow a Realm to disclose its data in two ways, by writing NS granules outside of its PAR or via the eight GPRs used for hypercalls, making the security policy formalization easy to understand.

5.5 Bugs Found

We identified several bugs in the CCA firmware prototype implementation during verification. Through refinement proofs, we detected common bugs such as incorrect boundary checking for some variables and misuse of locks; some locks were released without previously holding them. More importantly, verification of C and assembly code integration identified a serious security bug that neither EL3M nor RMM could block. Clear the caller-saved registers when returning to the hypervisor. This bug could lead to RMM unexpected errors such as Granule Protection Fault (GPF) from the hardware when accessing the granule using the NS PAS, if the granule was delegated by another CPU. This could lead to a denial of service of RMM or have worse consequences if GPF handling was not properly implemented in RMM.

Through permutation condition proofs, we identified an RMM bug that REC_Destroy does not implement “counter−−” with the release semantics (instruction (e) in Figure 4) such that it can be reordered with (d) on Arm’s relax hardware. This may cause REAL_Destroy to wrongly set the RECLIST to be reusable before REC_Destroy clears it because when counter is zero, all REC in the list should have been destroyed, which was not true due to this relaxed memory bug.

Through security proofs, we identified an RMM bug that allows the hypervisor to create two data granules for the same memory address of a Realm. Thus, RMM can unmap one data granule from an IPA of a Realm and map another data granule to the same IPA, violating the Realm integrity guarantee,
because the Realm could observe a change in Realm data not caused by a Realm memory access.

5.6 CCA KVM

CCA provides a standard application binary interface (ABI) to allow hypervisors to communicate their intents to RMM via RMI commands, which is suitable for adoption by commodity hypervisors. However, existing hypervisors do require some modifications to use CCA to support Realm VMs. Regardless of whether a hypervisor is modified to use CCA, it cannot compromise the confidentiality and integrity of Realms. Without modifications, existing hypervisors cannot run Realm VMs, but can still run non-Realm VMs.

We modified the Linux KVM hypervisor to use CCA, which we refer to as CCA KVM. The modifications involved roughly 3K LOC in C to KVM, including .5K LOC for RMI commands, .4K LOC for handling exits from Realms, .8K LOC for creating and destroying Realms, and 1.1K LOC for stage 2 page table management using RMI commands. The modifications also required roughly .5K LOC in C to QEMU, mostly related to VM boot, initialization, and exit handling. Finally, roughly 40 LOC in C of modifications to the virtio driver in the Linux guest kernel were required so that it uses a bounce buffer to communicate I/O data with the hypervisor. This is needed because the ring buffer normally used by the virtio driver in the VM is in memory not accessible to the hypervisor when using Realms. Our experience with KVM indicates that the modifications required for a commodity hypervisor to use CCA are quite modest and involve changes to a very small percentage of its existing codebase.

6 Performance Evaluation

We have run the CCA software stack, including RMM, EL3M, and modifications to the Linux KVM hypervisor to use Realms, on an Arm Fast Model which implements the Realm Management Extensions (RME) CPU architecture. The Fast Model is a valid software emulation of the CPU architecture, allowing us to demonstrate that the CCA software stack provides the desired security guarantees and system functionality. However, Fast Models do not provide any cycle accurate measure of real performance and are too slow to run real application workloads. While CCA will be available in Armv9-A, Armv9-A hardware is not yet available.

To provide a preliminary measure of CCA performance, we have ported the CCA software prototype to run on currently available Arm hardware, an Arm N1 System Development Platform (N1SDP) [5] with an Armv8.2-A Neoverse N1 SoC. This version of EL3M is based on the the Trusted Firmware-A (TFA) codebase. The N1SDP does not provide GPT or Realm world hardware, so it cannot enforce the security guarantees of Realms, but we can use it to mimic the performance costs of Realms by modifying the EL3M code. Context switching between NS and Realm worlds is mimicked by modifying EL3M to switch between two separate contexts within NS world. EL3M is further modified to support the RMI as well as handle GPT update requests from RMM. We did not include EL3M code that controls GPT registers as they do not exist on the N1SDP, but all data written to the GPT memory can be done, although without any effect.

This setup necessarily will have some performance differences from real CCA hardware, but it provides a useful approximation of actual Realm performance. The cost of GPT checks by CCA hardware are not included since no GPT hardware is available, but are expected to exhibit good caching behavior and will not affect the relative performance of VMs versus Realm VMs since they apply equally in NS and Realm worlds. The cost of some hypervisor operations, such as those that require exiting to userspace, will be overly conservative as controlling timer interrupt behavior requires those operations to write to the Arm Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC) on the N1SDP which is slow, whereas real CCA hardware will have system registers that can be used by RMM to achieve the same functionality. Finally, the current prototype lacks support for directly injecting virtual interrupts without hypervisor intervention, which is expected to be available in future CCA hardware.

We ran both microbenchmark and application workloads on VMs on unmodified KVM and CCA KVM in Linux 5.12 on the N1SDP, which has two dual-core 2.6 GHz Neoverse N1 CPUs, 6 GB RAM, a 240 GB SATA3 SSD and a Intel 82574L 1 Gbps NIC. We used QEMU 4.2.0 [8] to run VMs, with the modifications discussed in Section 5.6 to support CCA KVM. VMs were run using KVM or CCA KVM with 4 cores and 1 GB RAM with the VM capped at 2 VCPUs and 512 MB RAM; VCPUs were pinned to individual cores. VHOST networking was used and virtual block storage devices were configured with cache=none [28, 38, 56]. Arm VHE [6, 17, 18] was used for all measurements. For client-server workloads, clients ran on an x86 machine with a 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2690 2.9 GHz CPU, 378 GB RAM and an Intel I350 1 Gbps NIC, connected to the N1SDP via a Linksys LGS108 1 Gbps switch.

6.1 Microbenchmarks

We ran KVM unit tests [39], which execute common micro-level hypervisor operations, plus an additional system register access microbenchmark, as listed in Table 5. For each test, we ran it $2^{16}$ times and report the average latency. Table 6 shows the microbenchmark measurements in nanoseconds for unmodified KVM and CCA KVM. The measurements show that the security benefits of CCA design do come with a performance cost on most micro-level hypervisor operations, because the cost of transitioning between a VM and the hypervisor is much more expensive on CCA KVM than unmodified KVM, which is most clearly shown for Hypercall. Hypercall simply traps from the VM to the hypervisor in EL2 and returns for KVM, but involves additional operations
for CCA KVM: (1) trap from VM in EL1 to RMM in EL2; (2) map NS granule to copy exit info to NS world, unmap granule; (3) trap from RMM to EL3M in EL3; (4) save Realm context, restore NS context; (5) exception return from EL3M to hypervisor in EL2; (6) trap from hypervisor to EL3M in EL3; (7) save NS context, restore Realm context; (8) exception return from EL3M to RMM in EL2; (9) map NS granule to copy entry info from NS world, unmap granule; (10) map and read data in REC and RD granules, unmap granules; (11) exception return from RMM to VM in EL1. The additional operations result in Hypercall costing an additional 1.5 \( \mu \)s on CCA KVM than vanilla KVM. Roundtrip transitions between RMM and the hypervisor take roughly 700 ns, and roundtrip transitions between the VM and RMM take roughly 60 ns. Saving and restoring system registers when transitioning between the VM and RMM takes roughly 200 ns per transition, or 400 ns total. The four map/unmap operations take roughly 100 ns each, 400 ns total. The remaining roughly 250 ns is due to other bookkeeping code, including saving and restoring GPRs and error checking.

I/O Kernel and I/O User include the same transition from the VM to the hypervisor and back as the Hypercall, so they also require more than 1.5 \( \mu \)s to execute on CCA KVM than vanilla KVM. Although the difference between CCA KVM and vanilla KVM is roughly 1.5 \( \mu \)s for I/O Kernel, the difference for I/O User is roughly 2.3 \( \mu \)s. This is because on the N1SDP, CCA KVM must write to the GIC when going to userspace, which is quite slow and takes an extra 800 ns.

Virtual IPI is more expensive on CCA KVM versus vanilla KVM because it involves multiple transitions between a VM and the hypervisor. Sending the virtual IPI involves the source vCPU writing to a system register, causing a trap to the RMM, which forwards the operation to the hypervisor (1). The hypervisor issues a physical IPI to the CPU running the destination vCPU, then returns to the source vCPU (2). The physical IPI causes an exit from the destination vCPU (3). On taking this exit, the hypervisor detects that there is a pending virtual IPI, and returns to the destination vCPU (4). Of these four transitions, approximately two occur in parallel, so the cost is roughly twice that of a Hypercall on CCA KVM for the transitions, plus the cost of the actual operation. Because Hypercall is much faster for unmodified KVM, its Virtual IPI cost is not dominated by the transition cost between VM and hypervisor.

The one microbenchmark that is much faster on CCA KVM than KVM is Sysreg. Accessing system registers is roughly 5 times as expensive on KVM versus CCA KVM. On CCA KVM, RMM handles this register access directly without returning to the hypervisor. RMM’s system register trap handling mechanism is simpler than KVM’s because it does not need to support KVM’s more general hypervisor functionality that requires synchronizing accesses to hypervisor-related data structures and additional conditional checks.

### 6.2 Application Benchmarks

We next ran the application benchmarks listed in Table 7 to measure performance on more realistic workloads. We also ran the workloads on native hardware running the same kernel to provide a baseline for comparison, restricting the system to use 2 CPUs and 512 MB RAM to provide a comparable configuration to the VMs. For each platform, we ran each workload 50 times and measured the average, worst, and best performance.

Figure 12 shows the average performance for each benchmark for unmodified KVM versus CCA KVM, with error bars indicating worst and best performance. Performance was normalized to average native execution on the N1SDP hardware; lower is better. Unlike microbenchmark performance, the application benchmark performance shows that CCA KVM and KVM have much more modest performance differences on more realistic workloads.

CCA KVM has less than 8% overhead versus unmodified KVM for most workloads, but in the worst case, overhead was 18% for MongoDB, an I/O intensive workload. The I/O intensive workloads have higher overhead for a couple reasons. The main reason is because the VM exits more frequently, so the cost of exits has a more significant impact on performance. Exits are more expensive on CCA KVM as shown by the Hypercall microbenchmark results in Table 6, in which an exit to the hypervisor costs an extra 1.5 \( \mu \)s. If there are many exits as will be case for I/O intensive workloads, this additional cost can become significant. For example, Memcached incurs roughly a million VM exits to the hypervisor. This results in roughly 1.5 s of additional overhead, or .75 s of overhead per core if the exits are split evenly across cores for a VM with 2 VCPUs. Memcached takes 9 s to run on vanilla KVM, so this is 8% overhead due to the extra latency for exits on CCA KVM, which roughly matches the actual overhead measured for Memcached on CCA KVM versus vanilla KVM.

A secondary reason is because CCA KVM needs to use a bounce buffer while vanilla KVM does not. CCA KVM needs a bounce buffer to support virtio because Realm memory is protected from the hypervisor. KVM uses the default virtio...
mechanism to directly access VM memory, so it does not require bounce buffers and does not need to perform the additional data copying. Since KVM can also be configured to use a bounce buffer, we also measured KVM with this configuration to isolate the impact of using a bounce buffer on performance. The overhead with versus without a bounce buffer was negligible in most cases, but in the worst case as high as 3-4% for the more disk I/O intensive workloads, MongoDB and MySQL.

We expect the overheads for I/O intensive workloads on real CCA hardware to be less than what we measured on the N1SDP hardware. Exits are expected to occur less frequently on real CCA hardware when support for direct virtual interrupt injection is added. Exits that go to userspace are expected to cost less on real CCA hardware as the expensive GIC writes required for N1SDP hardware will be eliminated, though this was not a dominant factor in our results with the use of VHOST networking. This cost can be further mitigated by using device passthrough instead of paravirtual I/O, which will largely avoid these exits and their associated performance overhead. Support for Realm device passthrough will be added to future CCA hardware. Overall, our measurements indicate that CCA's security guarantees can be delivered with acceptable performance overheads for real application workloads.

### 7 Related Work

Hardware-enforced trusted execution environments have become an important feature of major computer architectures. Arm TrustZone [4] can be used to statically partition and isolate a memory region in Secure world, but most implementations only support a small number of such memory regions, limiting its scalability. Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [33] can be used by application developers to protect userspace memory from other programs, including a potentially malicious OS or hypervisor. SGX is not suitable for securing VMs.

AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [2] and Intel Trust Domain Extensions (TDX) [32] provide protection at the level of VMs with similar threat models to CCA. The initial version of SEV ensured confidentiality by encrypting VM memory at runtime, but did not ensure memory data integrity, which has been utilized as an attack vector such that a compromised hypervisor can tamper with or steal private VM data [31,40,47,48,60]. Secure Nested Paging (SNP) [3] now provides the previously missing integrity protection capability. SEV-SNP allows an untrusted hypervisor to directly manage NPTs, but checks accesses against a reverse map table, an additional data structure managed by a security co-processor. In contrast, Intel TDX runs a TDX module in a privileged SEAM (Secure-Arbitration Mode) root CPU mode. The firmware manages NPTs used by protected VMs in response to requests issued by the untrusted hypervisor. Unlike CCA, the security of SGX, SEV, SEV-SNP and TDX relies on complex implementations in unverified microcode and firmware [12,15]. They are difficult to update, either to patch security flaws or introduce new features.

Komodo [23] draws on ideas from SGX, but is implemented as a software monitor in verified Arm assembly code on top of TrustZone instead of requiring hardware to support complex enclave-manipulation instructions. This avoids hardware complexity and enables deployment of new enclave features independently of CPU upgrades. Komodo does not support multiprocessor execution, largely due to the challenge of verifying low-level concurrent code. CCA retains the advantages of Komodo’s approach by relying on a verified software monitor to implement Realms, but supports verified VM protection and multiprocessor execution.

The idea of retrofitting a commodity hypervisor so that its security guarantees are enforced by a small trusted core was first explored by SeKVM [41–43, 57]. SeKVM was the first to show how this retrofitting approach, known as microverification, makes it possible to verify that a commodity hypervisor guarantees the confidentiality and integrity of VMs. CCA allows hypervisors to be modified to support Realm VMs, whose confidentiality and integrity are protected by a verified monitor, reminiscent of SeKVM. While SeKVM uses existing Arm hardware, CCA introduces new hardware mechanisms that protect VMs from untrusted software running in both NS and Secure world, and allow hypervisors to make full use of Arm virtualization features such as VHE for better...
performance. Furthermore, CCA firmware is designed to support a higher degree of scalability and concurrent operation by allowing data races, leveraging fine-grain synchronization, and enabling the hypervisor to provide fully dynamic memory allocation for all VM-related metadata.

While verifying CCA firmware required new VIA verification techniques, many of them build on previous work. Various concurrent systems have been verified, including CertiKOS [26, 27, 45], SeKVM, and CMAIL using CSPEC [10]. CertiKOS and SeKVM support sequential reasoning with a local CPU model and encapsulate other CPUs’ behavior by rely/guarantee conditions, but do not support reordering using mover types, making proving hand-over-hand locking infeasible. Although hand-over-hand locking can theoretically be proved using rely/guarantee reasoning [58], the approach is not machine-checkable or scalable to a real system like RMM. CSPEC provides proof patterns with mover types, but lacks a local CPU model and does not verify C code; it offers little help for RMM code not reducible by movers (e.g., REC_Destroy in Figure 4) that still need rely/guarantee reasoning to verify. VIA builds on CertiKOS, SeKVM, and CSPEC to combine a local CPU model with mover types.

Some programs have been previously verified on relaxed memory hardware. Armada [46] supports verifying programs on the x86-TSO memory model, but their approach of verifying the entire program on a relaxed memory model has not been shown to scale to real systems such as RMM. VRM [57] instead allows proofs on an SC model to hold on relaxed memory hardware by ensuring certain conditions hold, making possible the verification of SeKVM, the first machine-checked proof for concurrent systems software on Arm relaxed memory hardware. VIA generalizes VRM to arbitrary non-DRF programs.

Verifying programs with both C and assembly code has been done to varying degrees, but none support bidirectional calls between them. sel4 [37] verifies C code, but its assembly code is unverified. CertiKOS relies on a verified x86 C compiler to verify assembly primitives invoking C primitives by compiling the invoked C primitives into assembly primitives, but cannot verify C primitives that invoke assembly primitives. Since no verified Arm C compiler exists, this approach cannot be used for CCA. SeKVM verifies C and Arm assembly code separately, but does not link the proofs, in part because no verified Arm C compiler exists. Komodo is written entirely in assembly code which is then verified, but this is difficult to scale to a large system as it is hard to write and maintain a large codebase in assembly. Ironclad [29] conducts verification at the assembly level by compiling programs in a high-level language down to assembly. This is also difficult to scale as it is harder to verify the much larger generated assembly code than the original high-level language implementation. VIA allows most proofs to be done at the C level while verifying interactions between C and assembly code are safe.

Noninterference has been frequently used to prove information-flow security [16, 23, 29, 34, 42, 49, 55], but cannot be applied to RMM given the definition of data integrity and confidentiality supported by Realms. While most of these approaches rely on some static partitioning of memory to simplify their noninterference proofs, RMM imposes no such scalability limitations. The ideal/real simulation paradigm has been used to verify information-flow security of a simple 750 LOC two-user uniprocessor separation kernel without page tables [22], but we show for the first time how it can be applied in the presence of declassification to verify data confidentiality and integrity of a real system that supports modern multiprocessor and MMU hardware with page tables.

8 Conclusions

Arm CCA is the first confidential compute architecture backed by verified firmware that is correct and secure. CCA introduces Realms, secure execution environments that protect the confidentiality and integrity of VMs against untrusted system software such as hypervisors. Realms are made possible by hardware support for Realm world, a new physical address space for Realms inaccessible to untrusted system software, and a firmware monitor that runs in Realm world to control CCA hardware to secure and manage Realms, including handling requests from untrusted hypervisors to create Realms, run Realms, and allocate memory to Realms. This design maintains compatibility with the Arm architecture without introducing complex hardware mechanisms by relying on firmware, and avoids complexity in the firmware by relying on existing hypervisors to provide virtualization functionality.

We formally verified CCA firmware, demonstrating the feasibility of relying on trustworthy firmware for the security guarantees of the architecture. We introduced various verification techniques to make it possible to verify for the first time concurrent firmware with data races running on relaxed memory hardware, fine-grain synchronization such as hand-over-hand locking, dynamically allocated shared multi-level page tables, and integrated C and assembly code. We also prove the security guarantees despite untrusted software being in full control of resource allocation decisions. The proof only needs to trust roughly two hundred lines of C code specification, making the formal security guarantees easy to read and understand. CCA provides its security guarantees with only modest performance overhead compared to running VMs with the Linux KVM hypervisor without verified VM protection.
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Abstract

Distributed systems are complex and difficult to build correctly. Formal verification can provably rule out bugs in such systems, but finding an inductive invariant that implies the safety property of the system is often the hardest part of the proof. We present DuoAI, an automated system that quickly finds inductive invariants for verifying distributed protocols by reducing SMT query costs in checking invariants with existential quantifiers. DuoAI enumerates the strongest candidate invariants that hold on validate states from protocol simulations, then applies two methods in parallel, returning the result from the method that succeeds first. One checks all candidate invariants and weakens them as needed until it finds an inductive invariant that implies the safety property. Another checks invariants without existential quantifiers to find an inductive invariant without the safety property, then adds candidate invariants with existential quantifiers to strengthen it until the safety property holds. Both methods are guaranteed to find an inductive invariant that proves desired safety properties, if one exists, but the first reduces SMT query costs when more candidate invariants with existential quantifiers are needed, while the second reduces SMT query costs when few candidate invariants with existential quantifiers suffice. We show that DuoAI verifies more than two dozen common distributed protocols automatically, including various versions of Paxos, and outperforms alternative methods both in the number of protocols it verifies and the speed at which it does so, including solving Paxos more than two orders of magnitude faster than previous methods.

1 Introduction

The world relies on distributed systems, but these systems are increasingly complex and hard to design and implement correctly. To address this problem, developers are starting to turn to formal verification techniques to prove the correctness of distributed systems [11, 20, 35]. This involves formally verifying that desired safety properties hold for the distributed protocol. A safety property is an invariant that should hold true at any point in a system’s execution. It ensures the protocol does not reach invalid or dangerous states. For example, the safety property for a distributed lock protocol [11] is that no two nodes in the system hold a lock at the same time. The proof requires finding an invariant that implies the safety property, then proving that it is inductive. An invariant is inductive if it holds for all initial states of the system, and is preserved on all valid transitions so that it holds for any reachable state of the system.

Unfortunately, finding an inductive invariant is often the hardest part of the proof [21]. Invariants can be expressed as logical formulas consisting of universal ($\forall$) and existential ($\exists$) quantifiers with a certain number of variables, and a set of logical relations among the variables. Recent work has focused on automating the process of finding an inductive invariant, but has various limitations. I4 [21] was the first to automate the process, but provides no guarantee that it can find the inductive invariant and does not work for invariants with existential quantifiers. Our previous work DistAI [38] provides speed advantages over I4 and a guarantee of finding an $\exists$-free inductive invariant if one exists, but also does not work for invariants with existential quantifiers. FOL-IC3 [13] was the first to handle existential quantifiers, but is inefficient due to its heavy use of expensive SMT queries. It often fails to find invariants for protocols that can be solved by other approaches such as I4 and DistAI. SWISS [10] can successfully find an inductive invariant for Paxos, but does not work for more complex protocols such as stoppable Paxos [27]. It fails or is much slower than I4 and DistAI for many protocols without existential quantifiers.

We present DuoAI, an automated system to quickly find inductive invariants for verifying distributed protocols, with and without existential quantifiers, including complex versions of Paxos. Even though a distributed protocol may be used in very large systems, its invariants are likely to be concise, as protocols need to be designed and understood by humans to be correct. As a result, DuoAI operates in formula space and considers smaller formulas first to enumerate candidate invariants, which are then checked by an SMT solver. Formula size is defined by a maximum number of quantified variables (a variable and its quantifier $\forall$ or $\exists$) and relations. If DuoAI does
First, DuoAI runs protocol simulations at various instance sizes and logs the reached protocol states, which we call samples. Instance size refers to the size of distributed system (number of nodes, packets, etc.) running the protocol. These simulations are fast to execute. DuoAI directly checks candidate invariants against the samples, pruning those that do not hold to reduce the number of invariants checked by an SMT solver. To do this systematically, DuoAI introduces the minimum implication graph, which for a given invariant, shows all its implied weaker invariants. It then selects the strongest candidate invariants in the graph that hold for the samples.

Second, DuoAI combines the strongest candidate invariants with the safety property and feeds them to an SMT solver to check if the conjunction is inductive. If the check fails, it monotonically weakens the invariants using the graph and repeats the process until an inductive invariant is found. If the number of candidate invariants is not too large and most are required in the final solution, this method will be effective at reducing the number of SMT queries by feeding all of the candidate invariants to the SMT solver at once.

Third, DuoAI feeds the strongest candidate universal invariants, those without existential quantifiers, from the graph to an SMT solver to check if the conjunction, without the safety property, is inductive. If the check fails, it monotonically weakens the invariants using the graph, only considering candidate universal invariants, and repeats the process until an inductive invariant is found. If the number of candidate invariants is not too large and most are required in the final solution, this method will be effective at avoiding too complex SMT queries, because it only feeds a few invariants to the SMT solver each time.

DuoAI runs these two methods for refining candidate invariants in parallel, a top-down refinement that weakens the candidates and a bottom-up refinement that strengthens the candidates, returning the result from the method that succeeds first. We prove that both methods are guaranteed to find the inductive invariant that proves the desired safety property, but they may have very different running times and resource requirements depending on the distributed protocol being verified. Using both methods together provides the best of both worlds in addressing the inefficiencies of SMT solvers.

We evaluated DuoAI using 27 widely-used distributed protocols in a head-to-head comparison against other approaches, including I4, DistAI, FOL-IC3, and SWISS. DuoAI outperforms all of the other approaches in terms of both the number of protocols for which it finds an inductive invariant and the speed at which it does so. DuoAI solves Paxos more than two orders of magnitude faster than any other approach, and is the only system that can solve more complex versions of Paxos including multi-Paxos, stoppable Paxos, and fast Paxos.

2 Overview

We use a simplified consensus protocol as an example to show how DuoAI works. Figure 1 shows the protocol written in Ivy [28], a language and tool for specifying, modeling, and verifying distributed protocols built on top of the S3 SMT solver.

Figure 1: The simplified consensus protocol written in Ivy. Capitalized variables are implicitly quantified. For example, Line 16 means \( \forall N:node. \forall V: value. \text{decided}(N, V) \equiv \text{false} \). "\( \sim \)" stands for negation.
indicates whether node \( n_1 \) has voted for node \( n_2 \). \( \text{voted}(n) \) indicates whether node \( n \) has ever cast a vote. \( \text{leader}(n) \) indicates if \( n \) is the leader among nodes. \( \text{decided}(n,v) \) indicates whether node \( n \) has decided on value \( v \). \( \text{member}(n,q) \) indicates if node \( n \) belongs to quorum \( q \), where each quorum is a set of nodes. The axiom (Line 10) dictates a property of the member relation: any two quorums of nodes must have at least one node in common. After initialization (Lines 13-16), the protocol can non-deterministically transition from one state to another as described by the three actions \( \text{cast\_vote} \), \( \text{become\_leader} \), and \( \text{decide} \) (Lines 19-34). For example, \( \text{cast\_vote}(n_1,n_2) \) lets a node \( n_1 \) vote for another node \( n_2 \), under the precondition that \( n_1 \) has not voted before (Line 20). Then the protocol will transition to a new state where \( \text{vote}(n_1,n_2) = \text{true} \) and \( \text{voted}(n_1) = \text{true} \). Finally, the safety property (Line 36) encodes the desired property of correctness of the protocol that the system cannot decide on two different values.

The safety property is an invariant of the protocol, but is not inductive as taking an action from a state satisfying the safety property may result in a new state that breaks the safety property. To verify the protocol, we need four additional invariants:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\forall N_1, N_2: \text{node} \cdot \text{vote}(N_1, N_2) \rightarrow \text{voted}(N_1) \quad (1) \\
&\forall N_1, N_2, N_3: \text{vote}(N_1, N_2) \land \text{vote}(N_1, N_3) \rightarrow N_2 = N_3 \quad (2) \\
&\exists Q: \text{quorum} \cdot \forall N_1, N_2: \text{node} \cdot \text{leader}(N_1) \land \text{member}(N_2, Q) \rightarrow \text{vote}(N_2, N_1) \quad (3) \\
&\forall N: \text{node} \cdot \forall V: \text{value} \cdot \text{decided}(N, V) \rightarrow \text{leader}(N). \quad (4)
\end{align*}
\]

The first invariant says that if a node has voted for another node, then it must be recorded as \( \text{voted} \) in the protocol. The second says that one node cannot vote for two different nodes. The third says that a leader must be endorsed by a quorum of nodes. More specifically, we can find a quorum \( Q \) that every node \( N_2 \) in the quorum must have voted for the leader \( N_1 \). The fourth says that only a leader can decide on a value. The conjunction of the four invariants and the safety property is inductive.

To find this inductive invariant, DuoAI simulates the protocol using different instance sizes and logs the samples. It then builds a minimum implication graph, a small fragment of which is shown in Figure 2. The full graph for simplified consensus has over 35K nodes and 170K edges. Nodes represent formulas and edges represent implication between formulas. A stronger formula will have a directed edge to an implied weaker formula. DuoAI enumerates possible candidate invariants following the graph and adds it to the candidate invariant set if it holds on the samples. For example, DuoAI checks the root node in Figure 2 and it does not hold on the samples. DuoAI then checks its implied weaker formulas, the two nodes in the second layer, iteratively going down the graph. For the simplified consensus protocol, enumeration ends with 19 candidate invariants, including equivalent forms of Eq. (1), (2), (3), and (4).

After enumeration, DuoAI runs top-down and bottom-up refinement in parallel. Top-down refinement feeds all candidate invariants and the safety property to Ivy to see if their conjunction is inductive. For simplified consensus, the conjunction is inductive, so no further weakening is required. Bottom-up refinement feeds all \( \exists \)-only invariants from the initial candidate set to Ivy then weakens them until the set of invariants is itself inductive, but may not imply the safety property. For simplified consensus, this universal core includes three invariants Eq. (1), (2), and (4). DuoAI then tries to search a small number of \( \exists \)-included invariants to add to the universal core along with the safety property so that the resulting set is inductive. DuoAI uses counterexamples from Ivy to guide the search for additional invariants and eventually identifies invariant (3) for the simplified consensus protocol, forming an inductive invariant set. For simplified consensus, top-down refinement succeeds more quickly than bottom-up refinement.

### 3 Minimum Implication Graph

The backbone of DuoAI is the minimum implication graph, which encodes implication relations among formulas. The graph is used to determine the order of formulas to be enumerated, and how invariants are weakened. We present formulas in prenex normal form, where the quantified variables, called the prefix, appear at the beginning of the formula followed by quantifier-free relations, called the matrix. The matrix is required to be in disjunctive normal form (DNF). For simplicity, here we only consider predicate symbols with equality. The methods can be extended to uninterpreted functions in the same manner as DistAI [38].

A formula \( P \) is strictly stronger than \( Q \) if \( P \Rightarrow Q \) and \( Q \not\Rightarrow P \). For two formulas \( P, Q \in S \), where \( S \) is a finite formula search space, there is a directed edge from \( P \) to \( Q \) in the minimum implication graph if and only if \( P \) is strictly stronger than \( Q \) and there is no formula \( R \) which is strictly weaker than \( P \) while strictly stronger than \( Q \). For example, the fragment of the minimum implication graph in Figure 2 includes three formulas:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\forall N: \text{vote}(N,N) \quad (5) \\
&\exists N: \text{vote}(N,N) \quad (6) \\
&\exists N_1, N_2: \text{vote}(N_1,N_2) \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]
since vote(N,N) is true for all N, there must exist some N for which it is true. Eq. (6) ⇒ (7) since if vote(N,N) is true for some N, there must exist some N₁ = N₂ for which vote(N₁,N₂) is true. Because Eq. (5) ⇒ (6) ⇒ (7), there is an edge from Eq. (5) to (6), an edge from Eq. (6) to (7), but no edge from Eq. (5) to (7), because Eq. (6) is between them.

DuoAI defines the search space S as all formulas in conjunctive normal form for a given set of quantified variables and formula size. The formula size is defined by four parameters: max_exists sets the maximum number of existentially quantified variables, max_literal sets the upper bound of the total number of literals in the formula, max_and sets the maximum number of literals connected by AND, and max_or sets the maximum number of conjunctions connected by OR.

The minimum implication graph has two important properties as stated in Lemmas 1 and 2:

**Lemma 1.** The minimum implication graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

*Proof.* Suppose there is a cycle P₁ → P₂ → ... → Pₖ → P₁. The edges P₁ → P₂, ..., Pₖ₋₁ → Pₖ imply that P₁ ⇒ P₂, ..., Pₖ₋₁ ⇒ Pₖ. From the transitivity of ⇒ we know P₁ ⇒ Pₖ. Since there is an edge from Pₖ to P₁, we know P₁ ⇏ Pₖ, a contradiction. □

**Lemma 2.** For any P,Q ∈ S, there is a path from P to Q in the minimum implication graph if and only if P ⇒ Q ∧ Q ≏ P.

*Proof.* We first prove the “if” direction by induction on the number of formulas in S that are strictly weaker than P while strictly stronger than Q. For the base case, if there are zero such formulas, then by definition there is an edge from P to Q. Next we prove the induction step. Suppose for any P,Q ∈ S, if P ⇒ Q ∧ Q ≏ P, and there is no more than n formulas that are strictly weaker than P while strictly stronger than Q, then there is a path from P to Q. Now consider the case that there are n + 1 formulas that are strictly weaker than P while strictly stronger than Q. By the induction hypothesis, there is a path from P to R. In the same manner, we can show there is a path from P to R. Then we concatenate the two paths and get a path from P to Q.

Next we prove the “only if” direction. If there is a path from P to Q, Let P₁, F₁, F₂, ..., Fₖ, Q be the path. We know P ⇒ F₁, ..., Fₖ ⇒ Q, so F₁ ⇒ Q. We prove Q ⇒ P by contradiction. Suppose Q ⇒ P, then P ⇏ Q, so there must be an edge from Fₖ to P. This forms a cycle P₁, F₁, ..., Fₖ, P, a contradiction to Lemma 1. □

1. P has no ∃-quantified variable and no logical OR. For example:
   \[
   \forall N: \text{vote}(N,N) \land \text{leader}(N).
   \] (8)

2. P has unique ∃-quantified variables and no logical OR. For example:
   \[
   \exists N₁,N₂: \text{node}. \, N₁ \neq N₂ \land \text{vote}(N₁,N₂).
   \] (9)

Intuitively, if a formula has an ∃, then by changing it to a ∀, we can get a stronger formula. If a formula has a logical OR, then by removing the OR and any literals followed by it, we can get a stronger formula. So in general, a root formula should have no ∃ and no OR, such as Eq. (8). There is one exception, represented by Eq. (9). At first sight Eq. (9) has a predecessor ∀N₁,N₂: node. N₁ ≠ N₂ ∧ vote(N₁,N₂). However, this formula is a contradiction because ∀N₁,N₂: node. N₁ ≠ N₂ cannot be true. The minimum implication graph does not include tautologies and contradictions, so Eq. (9) itself is a root formula.

Starting from the root nodes, DuoAI incrementally builds the minimum implication graph. For formulas P,Q ∈ S, DuoAI adds an edge from P to Q if the shapes of P and Q fall into one of five cases:

1. P and Q share the same matrix. Q replaces the ∀-quantified variables of one type with ∃-quantified variables. For example:
   \[
   P = \forall N: \text{node}, V: \text{value}. \, \neg \text{decided}(N,V)
   \]
   \[
   Q = \exists N: \text{node}, \forall V: \text{value}. \, \neg \text{decided}(N,V).
   \]

2. P and Q share the same prefix. Q has one less ANDed literal than P. For example:
   \[
   P = \text{Eq. (8)} \quad Q = \text{Eq. (5)}.
   \]

3. P and Q share the same prefix. Q has one more ORed conjunction than P. For example:
   \[
   P = \forall N: \text{node.} \, \text{vote}(N,N)
   \]
   \[
   Q = \forall N: \text{node.} \, \text{vote}(N,N) \lor (\text{vote}(N) \land \text{leader}(N)).
   \]

DuoAI requires that the ORed conjunction be maximal, which means it contains the maximum number of literals for the search space. The conjunction \text{vote}(N) \land \text{leader}(N) in Q is maximal if max_and = 2 or max_literal = 3. For example, \text{Q'} = \forall N: \text{node.} \, \text{vote}(N,N) \lor \text{vote}(N) also adds one more ORed conjunction from P, but DuoAI does not add an edge from P to Q', because Q is strictly stronger than Q'.

4. Starting from P, Q projects two ∀-quantified variables of the same type into one variable. For example:
   \[
   P = \forall N₁,N₂: \text{node.} \, \text{vote}(N₁,N₂)
   \]
   \[
   Q = \forall N: \text{node.} \, \text{vote}(N,N) \lor \text{leader}(N).
   \]

5. Starting from Q, P projects two ∃-quantified variables of the same type into one variable. For example:
   \[
   P = \text{Eq. (6)} \quad Q = \text{Eq. (7)}.
   \]
The graph constructed in this way may differ slightly from the exact minimum implication graph due to equivalent formulas. For example, formulas $\forall x. p(x) \lor (\neg p(x) \land q(x))$ and $\forall x. p(x) \lor q(x)$ fall into the second case, so there is an edge in the constructed graph. However, the two formulas are equivalent so there is no edge in the exact graph. We call the graph constructed by DuoAI an approximate minimum implication graph, whose properties are formalized in Lemmas 3, 4, and 5:

**Lemma 3.** The approximate minimum implication graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

**Proof.** For all of the five cases, we can show that for formulas along any path in the approximate minimum implication graph, there exists one function that is strictly increasing, so there can be no cycle. For example, this is true for the function $(\# \exists \text{-variables})-(\# \forall \text{-variables})+(\text{max}_{\text{and}}\times(\# \lor))-(\# \land)$, where $\#$ denotes “the number of” (e.g., $(\# \lor)$ is the number of logical OR in a formula).

**Lemma 4.** For any $P, Q \in S$, there is a path from $P$ to $Q$ in the approximate minimum implication graph only if $P \Rightarrow Q$.

**Proof.** From the transitivity of $\Rightarrow$, we only need to show that if there is an edge from $P$ to $Q$ in the approximate minimum implication graph, then $P \Rightarrow Q$. This can be proved by showing $P \Rightarrow Q$ holds in each of the five cases. The first three cases are trivial. For the fourth case, in general $P = \ldots \forall x_1 x_2 \ldots \text{matrix}(x_1, x_2)$ and $Q = \ldots \forall x_1 \ldots \text{matrix}(x_1, x_1)$. Let $P' = \ldots \forall x_1 x_2 \ldots x_1 = x_2 \rightarrow \text{matrix}(x_1, x_2)$, then $P \Rightarrow P' \equiv Q$. Similarly, for the fifth case, $P = \ldots \exists x_1 \ldots \text{matrix}(x_1, x_1)$ and $Q = \ldots \exists x_1 x_2 \ldots \text{matrix}(x_1, x_2)$. Let $Q' = \ldots \exists x_1 x_2 \ldots x_1 = x_2 \land \text{matrix}(x_1, x_2)$, then $P \Rightarrow Q' \Rightarrow Q$.

**Lemma 5.** For any formula $P \in S$ that is not a tautology or a contradiction, there exists a directed path from a root node $Q \in S$ to $P$ in the approximate minimum implication graph.

**Proof.** We prove this by construction. For a $\exists$-free formula $P$, if it includes no logical OR, then it is a root formula itself. Otherwise, we find the root formula $Q$ by removing all but one ORed conjunctions. Starting from $Q$, we can iteratively apply the second and third cases to add conjunctions and remove literals until we reach $P$. For a $\exists$-included formula $P$, if it includes unique $\exists$-quantified variables then it is a root formula itself. Otherwise, we iteratively find a predecessor by replacing $\exists$ with $\forall$ for quantified variables of each type, until the formula becomes the $\exists$-free $P^*$. The first case guarantees that there is a path from $P^*$ to $P$, and we have already shown for the $\exists$-free $P^*$, there exists a path from a root node $Q$. Putting it together, we have a path from $Q$ to $P$ in the approximate minimum implication graph.

In other words, the approximate minimum implication graph is as useful and complete as the exact graph. DuoAI uses the approximate minimum implication graph, which, for simplicity, we will continue to refer to as the minimum implication graph unless otherwise specified.

DuoAI requires that formulas in $S$ must be in a decidable fragment of first-order logic. In general, satisfiability in first-order logic is undecidable [23], so an SMT solver can get stuck in infinite instantiations and never give the sat/unsat answer. DuoAI ensures that the formulas are decidable by enforcing a fixed order of types if there is quantifier alternation (i.e., alternating $\forall$ and $\exists$) [1]. If a type $A$ is ordered before type $B$, then for any formula, if there exists a quantified variable $V$ of type $A$, any quantified variable of type $B$ can only occur after $V$ if there is quantifier alternation. For example, if type $node$ is ordered before type $packet$, then $\forall N: node. \exists P: packet$ and $\exists N: node. \forall P: packet$ are allowed while $\forall P: packet. \exists N: node$ and $\exists P: packet. \forall N: node$ are not. DuoAI tries to infer the order of types from the protocol specification and obtains input from the user when necessary. For example, for the simplified consensus protocol, DuoAI can infer from Line 10 that type quorum must be ordered before type node, then ask the user to place type value in the order. Absent user input, DuoAI will try different possible orders in parallel.

4 Candidate Invariant Enumeration

Similar to DistAI [38], DuoAI first repeatedly simulates the distributed protocol using various instance sizes, and records the reached states as samples. For example, DuoAI simulates the simplified consensus protocol on concrete instances of different numbers of values, quorums, and nodes. The simulations of different instance sizes are done in parallel and yield samples of different lengths. DuoAI follows the minimum implication graph to enumerate candidate invariants, but rather than feeding all of them to an inefficient SMT solver, it checks them directly on the samples first. A correct invariant must hold on every reachable protocol state and thus on every sample. A key difference between DuoAI and DistAI is that DuoAI keeps the original variable-length samples and uses them in invariant enumeration, while DistAI projects all samples to fixed-length vectors that it calls subsamples. The problem is that DistAI is not exhaustive in its subsampling, so that a formula with existential quantifiers that holds for DistAI’s subsamples may not actually hold for the original samples. DuoAI avoids this problem by effectively considering all possible subsamples that can be derived from the original samples.

Algorithm 1 shows the enumeration algorithm, in which pending is a queue whose elements are formulas that will be checked on the samples, candidates is the set of formulas that hold on all the samples and invalidated is the set of formulas that do not hold on at least one of the samples. Both candidates and invalidated are initially empty (Lines 2-3), and pending initially consists of the root nodes of the minimum implication graph, that is, formulas that cannot be implied by any other formula. In each iteration, a formula $f$ is popped from the pending queue (Line 5). If one of $f$’s ancestors in the graph has already been added to candidates, DuoAI will not check $f$ on the samples or add $f$ to the candidates invariants (Lines 6-7). Oth-
Algorithm 1 Invariant Enumeration Algorithm

Input: Distributed protocol \( \mathcal{P} \), invariant search space \( S \), a set of samples from protocol simulation samples
Output: Candidate invariants

1: graph := build_minimum_implication_graph(\( \mathcal{P}, S \))
2: candidates, invalidated := \( \emptyset, \emptyset \)
3: pending := graph.rootNodes
4: while pending notEmpty() do
5:   \( f := \) pending.dequeue()
6:   if graph.ancestors(\( f \)) \( \cap \) candidates \( \neq \emptyset \) then
7:     continue
8:   if check_inv_holds(\( f, \) samples) then
9:     candidates := candidates \( \cup \) \{\( f \}\}
10: else
11:    invalidated := invalidated \( \cup \) \{\( f \}\}
12:   for next_\( f \) \( \in \) graph.successors(\( f \)) do
13:     if next_\( f \) \( \notin \) candidates and next_\( f \) \( \notin \) invalidated
14:        pending.enqueue(next_\( f \))
15: return candidates

DuoAI will check \( f \) on the samples and if it holds, add it to candidates (Lines 8-9). If \( f \) does not hold on at least one sample, DuoAI will add it to invalidated (Line 11), and add its successors, which are formulas weaker than \( f \), to the pending queue if they have not already been added (Lines 12-14).

Figure 3 shows an example of invariant enumeration using the graph in Figure 2. DuoAI starts from the root nodes, iteratively goes down the minimum implication graph, and checks formulas against the samples. Because of this design, formulas D and E are never checked against the samples and are not added to the candidates, because their predecessor B, a formula stronger than both D and E, is already a candidate invariant. This design not only saves time checking formulas on samples, but also avoids burdening the SMT solver later with checking the inductiveness of redundant invariants.

More importantly, this procedure guarantees that the resulting invariants, formulas B and F in this example, are the strongest candidate invariants that hold on the samples, which is formally stated in the following theorem:

**Theorem 1.** For any correct invariant \( I \in S \) held by the protocol \( \mathcal{P} \), at the end of invariant enumeration, either 1) \( I \in \) candidates, or 2) one of \( I \)'s ancestors \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \) candidates.

**Proof.** Consider three cases: 1) \( I \) has been checked on the samples, 2) \( I \) has been added to the pending queue but was not checked on samples, and 3) \( I \) has been never added to the pending queue. In the first case, since \( I \) is a correct invariant held by the protocol, it must hold on all the samples and will be added to candidates (Lines 8-9), so \( I \in \) candidates. In the second case, after \( I \) is popped from the pending queue, there must be an ancestor \( I_{\text{anc}} \) of \( I \) already in candidates (Line 6), otherwise \( I \) will be checked on the samples, so \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \) candidates. In the third case, we show that an ancestor \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \) candidates exists. From Lemma 5, there must be a path from a root node \( I_0 \) to \( I \), namely \( I_0, I_1, \ldots, I \). On Line 3 the root node \( I_0 \) is added to the pending queue. Since \( I_0 \) is added to the pending queue and \( I \) is not, let \( I_k \) be the last formula on the path \( I_0, I_1, \ldots, I \) that is ever added to the pending queue. After \( I_k \) is dequeued, there are three possible branches to take: Lines 6-7, Lines 8-9, or Lines 10-14. If it takes Lines 6-7, then there is an ancestor \( I_{\text{anc}} \) of \( I_k \) such that \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \) candidates. If it takes Lines 8-9, then \( I_k \) will be added to candidates so \( I_k \) is the ancestor \( I_{\text{anc}} \) of \( I_k \) such that \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \) candidates. If it takes Lines 10-14, its successors will be added to the pending queue unless the branch condition at Line 13 evaluates to false. From our hypothesis, \( I_k \) is last formula on path \( I_0, I_1, \ldots, I \) that is ever added to the pending queue. Thus, the branch condition for \( I_k+1 \) must evaluate to false, so either \( I_k+1 \in \) candidates or \( I_k+1 \in \) invalidated. However, \( I_k+1 \) must be added to the pending queue before it can be added to either candidates or invalidated, a contradiction. \( \square \)

Theorem 1 says that any correct invariant has either itself or...
its ancestor (a stronger formula) in the candidate invariants. Figure 4 gives an illustration. A direct corollary is that, the set of candidate invariants after the enumeration is at least as strong as the correct invariant in \( S \).

5 Top-down Invariant Refinement

Based on Theorem 1, the candidate invariants can only be too strong, so DuoAI can monotonically weaken the candidate invariants until a correct inductive invariant is reached, which we refer to as top-down invariant refinement. Algorithm 2 shows the top-down refinement algorithm. In each iteration, DuoAI feeds the current candidate invariants to Ivy. Ivy invokes the Z3 SMT solver to check the inductiveness of each candidate invariant and the safety property. Ivy will return which invariants fail the check: if there are none, the correct inductive invariant has been found (Lines 4-5). If the safety property fails, there is no point to weaken it, and the system returns NotProvable (Lines 6-7). If one of the candidate invariants fails, DuoAI moves it from candidates to invalidated (Lines 9-10), then adds its successors (i.e., formulas that can be implied by the failed invariant) to candidates so long as the successor does not have a reachable ancestor in candidates and has not already been invalidated (Lines 12-13). An ancestor of a node is reachable if there is a path from the ancestor to the node along which no node is invalidated.

Figure 5 shows an example of top-down refinement. Suppose the current candidate invariants include formulas \( B \) and \( F \), and by invoking the Z3 SMT solver, Ivy indicates that \( B \) is not inductive. Formulas \( D \) and \( E \) are not in candidates, because they can be implied by formula \( B \) which is already in candidates. After \( B \) is invalidated, both \( D \) and \( E \) will be added to candidates to let Ivy decide their inductiveness in future iterations. Alternatively, if formula \( F \) is invalidated by Ivy, no formula will be added to candidates because \( F \) has no successor in the minimum implication graph of search space \( S \).

By weakening failed invariants based on the minimum implication graph rather than discarding them, DuoAI can guarantee that it never overweakens invariants to bypass the correct invariants in between. In other words, top-down refinement has a theoretical guarantee to eventually find an inductive invariant if one exists in the search space, as stated in the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.** For any protocol \( \mathcal{P} \) and finite search space \( S \), if there exists an inductive invariant \( II^* \subset S \) that can prove the safety property, then Algorithm 1 followed by Algorithm 2 will output such an inductive invariant \( II \) in finite time.

**Proof.** The key is to prove that the while loop (Lines 2-13) maintains the following loop invariant: For any invariant \( I \in II^* \), either 1) \( I \in \text{candidates} \), or 2) there exists a reachable ancestor \( I_{\text{anc}} \) of \( I \) such that \( I_{\text{anc}} \in \text{candidates} \). The loop invariant says that after any rounds of invariant weakening, the candidate invariants must be still at least as strong as the correct invariants. If Algorithm 2 terminates, it is impossible to have the safety property fail (Line 7). The only possibility is that a correct inductive invariant is returned (Line 5).

Algorithm 2 Top-down Invariant Refinement Algorithm

**Input:** Distributed protocol \( \mathcal{P} \), minimum implication graph \( \mathcal{G} \), candidate invariants from enumeration \( CI \)

**Output:** Either an inductive invariant \( II \), or NotProvable

1: candidates, invalidated := \( CI, \emptyset \)
2: while candidates notEmpty() do
3: failed_inv := Ivy_check(\( \mathcal{P} \), candidates)
4: if failed_inv is None then
5: return candidates
6: else if failed_inv = safety_property then
7: return NotProvable
8: else
9: candidates := candidates \( \setminus \) {failed_inv}
10: invalidated := invalidated \( \cup \) {failed_inv}
11: for next_inv in graph.successors(failed_inv) do
12: if graph.reachable_ancestors(next_inv) \( \cap \) candidates = \( \emptyset \) and next_inv \( \notin \) invalidated then
13: candidates := candidates \( \cup \) {next_inv}
14: return NotProvable

Figure 4: Possible (left) and impossible (right) candidate invariants after enumeration. Formulas \( C \) and \( E \) are correct invariants held by the protocol. It is possible that after enumeration, \( \text{candidates} = \{C, D\} \) (left). Correct invariant \( C \) is in the candidate invariants itself. For correct invariant \( E \), its ancestor \( D \) is in the candidate invariants. Theorem 1 guarantees that \( \text{candidates} = \{B, F\} \) is not a possibility after enumeration, because for correct invariant \( C \), neither itself nor its lone ancestor \( A \) is in the candidate invariants.
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not on the path from $I_{anc}$ to $I$. If it is not on the path, $I_{anc}$ remains a reachable ancestor of $I$ and $I_{anc} \in candidates$ still holds at the beginning of iteration $k + 1$. If it is on the path, let $I_o$ be the successor of the invalidated invariant on the path. From Lines 11-13, either $I_o$ is added to $candidates$, in which case $I_o$ can be the new $I_{anc}$ for iteration $k + 1$, or $I_o$ has a reachable ancestor $I_e \in candidates$, in which case we choose $I_e$ as the new $I_{anc}$ for iteration $k + 1$. In all cases, we can find either $I$ or a reachable ancestor $I_{anc}$ in the candidate set, therefore the loop invariant holds.

Now we only need to prove that Algorithm 2 terminates, which follows from three observations: 1) In each loop iteration a formula is removed from $candidates$ (Line 9); 2) each formula can only be added to $candidates$ once (Lines 10 & 12); and 3) the formula search space $S$ is finite.

6 Bottom-up Invariant Refinement

Although top-down refinement provides a strong theoretical guarantee of finding an inductive invariant, it may take too long or run out of memory given limited computing resources if there are too many unnecessary invariants to consider. For the simplified consensus protocol in Figure 1, besides the four invariants (1)(2)(3)(4), many other invariants hold for the protocol but are unnecessary to prove the inductiveness of the safety property, for example,

$$\forall V : value, Q : quorum, \exists N : node.
member(N,Q) \land (leader(N) \lor \neg decided(N,V)). \tag{10}$$

Invariants such as Eq. (10) do not affect the soundness of DuoAI, but they will significantly slow down the validation of candidate invariants by the SMT solver. If there are $m$ candidate invariants, validating each invariant takes $O(m)$ time in the worst case, since the inductiveness of one invariant can depend on any other invariant, so checking all candidate invariants can take $O(m^2)$ time. Adding unnecessary invariants can increase validation time quadratically.

The key issue though is not just how many unnecessary invariants there are, but whether they have quantifier alternation (i.e., alternates $\forall$ and $\exists$), which we observe causes

Algorithm 3 Bottom-up Invariant Refinement Algorithm

**Input:** Distributed protocol $P$, minimum implication graph $graph$, candidate invariants from enumeration $CI$  
**Output:** Either an inductive invariant $II$, or NotProvable

**Procedure 1**

1. $CI_y := \{ I | I \in CI \land I \text{ is } \exists\text{-free} \}$  
2. $core := Algorithm2(P, graph, \{CI_y\})$  
3. $noncore := CI \setminus core$

**Procedure 2**

4. $CE := \emptyset$  
5. **for** $sub$ in $powerset(noncore)$ **do**  
6. **if** $\exists \in CE : invs\_hold\_on\_state(sub, s)$ **then**  
7. **continue**  
8. result := Algorithm2($P, graph, core \cup sub$)  
9. **if** result $=$ NotProvable **then**
10. $s \rightarrow s' := get\_counterexample()$
11. $CE := CE \cup \{s\}$
12. **else**
13. **return** result
14. **return** NotProvable

SMT solvers to struggle. For the Paxos protocol, a correct inductive invariant set of size 14 can be validated in less than a second. If we add 10 correct but unnecessary invariants with quantifier alternation, the validation will take 5 minutes. If we add 20 such invariants, the validation will take over 3 hours. In contrast, the chord ring maintenance protocol [21] with 149 $\forall$-only invariants only takes 8 seconds to validate.

However, a correct distributed protocol typically has a clear and human-understandable intuition, which leads to concise invariants [10]. This motivates our bottom-up invariant refinement algorithm shown in Algorithm 3. In essence, the algorithm tries to identify a small set of correct and helpful invariants that can eventually prove the safety property. §8 shows that the combination of bottom-up with top-down refinement provides fast performance for finding inductive invariants across a wide-range of protocols.

Algorithm 3 consists of two procedures. In Procedure 1, DuoAI first extracts all the $\forall$-only invariants from the candidate invariants (Line 1), which are guaranteed to be the strongest $\forall$-only invariants that hold on the samples. Then, DuoAI runs the top-down refinement algorithm (Line 2) using only the universal invariants and the universal portion of the minimum implication graph by removing all nodes representing existentially quantified formulas. The safety property is neglected in this top-down refinement. In this way, the $\forall$-only invariants are monotonically weakened until they become inductive, regardless of whether the safety property can be proved (it probably cannot). Recall that we call the now inductive $\forall$-only invariants the universal inductive core. DuoAI then puts every enumerated candidate invariant that is not in the universal inductive core
into noncore (Line 3), noncore mainly consists of formulas with existential quantifiers, but also includes ∃-only formulas that are not in the core, whose inductiveness may depend on ∀-included invariants. For example, for the simplified consensus protocol, the universal inductive core includes five candidate invariants, which are exactly the equivalent forms of Eq. (1), (2), and (4). There are 14 non-core candidate invariants, 13 of which have quantifier alternation, including Eq. (3) and (10).

Based on our observation that SMT solvers struggle with quantifier alternation, we expect noncore formulas will have a much higher cost of checking. Procedure 2 aims to identify a small subset of noncore to strengthen the candidate invariants, such that the conjunction of the universal inductive core and the subset (denoted as core∪sub), or their weaker forms, can prove the safety property. Procedure 2 enumerates each subset sub of noncore (Line 5), and runs the monotonic weakening algorithm (Algorithm 2) on core∪sub (Line 8). If Algorithm 2 returns NotProvable (Line 9), DuoAI moves on to consider the next subset. Otherwise, Algorithm 2 outputs a correct inductive invariant (Line 13). The enumeration of subsets is conducted in increasing order of size, starting from the ∅, followed by all single formulas from noncore, then pairs, triples, and so on.

Whenever Algorithm 2 finds the safety property failed and reports NotProvable, Ivy returns a counterexample of inductiveness s → s′ (Line 10), which means starting from a protocol state s satisfying the safety property and the candidate invariants, and taking an action a, the system reaches a new state s′ where the safety property is violated.¹ If we view the samples from protocol simulation as positive samples on which the invariants must hold, then we can view these counterexample states s as negative samples which the invariants must exclude. DuoAI needs to identify and include another invariant I that does not hold on s, so that the counterexample s → s′ can be excluded. When enumerating a subset of noncore, Procedure 2 first checks if the subset can exclude all counterexamples seen so far (Line 6). If there exists one counterexample state s on which all invariants in the subset hold, or in other words, the counterexample cannot be excluded, the monotonic weakening algorithm is bound to fail, because if a stronger invariant cannot exclude the counterexample, then its weaker forms cannot either. So Procedure 2 simply moves on to enumerate the next subset (Line 7).

For the simplified consensus protocol, when sub = ∅, the safety property fails and Ivy gives the counterexample s = {vote(n1, n1) = vote(n1, n2) = vote(n2, n1) = vote(n2, n2) = false, voted(n1) = voted(n2) = false, leader(n1) = leader(n2) = true, member(n1, q) = member(n2, q) = true, decided(n2, v1) = true, decided(n1, v1) = decided(n1, v2) = decided(n2, v2) = false}. Eq. (3) does not hold on s, so it can exclude this counterexample. In contrast, Eq. (10) holds on s, so the counterexample will persist even if Eq. (10) is added to the candidate set. Therefore, DuoAI will skip Eq. (10) and try Eq. (3), and run Algorithm 2 on its conjunction with the universal core, which gives a correct inductive invariant set consisting of Eq. (1)(2)(3)(4).

Although counterexamples can be used for top-down refinement, DuoAI currently does not because Ivy cannot return counterexamples in batch. When Ivy is configured to return a counterexample, it terminates once it identifies the first broken invariant. This is inefficient for top-down refinement, but for bottom-up refinement, counterexamples are only needed for the safety property, so DuoAI puts the safety property on top of other invariants and Ivy will give the desired counterexample.

Like top-down refinement, bottom-up refinement has a theoretical guarantee to eventually find an inductive invariant if one exists in the search space, as stated in the following theorem:

**Theorem 3.** For any protocol P and finite search space S, if there exists an inductive invariant I′ ⊂ S that can prove the safety property, then Algorithm 1 followed by Algorithm 3 will output such an inductive invariant I′ in finite time.

**Proof.** We first prove that Algorithm 3 terminates in finite time. This directly follows from three facts: 1) powerset(noncore) is a finite set so the for loop (Line 5) has a finite number of iterations; 2) In each loop iteration, there is at most one invocation of Algorithm 2 (Line 8); and 3) From Theorem 2, Algorithm 2 terminates in finite time.

To prove the soundness of Algorithm 3, we first observe that if Algorithm 3 outputs an invariant, it must be a correct inductive invariant, because the output must come from Algorithm 2, in which the output can only occur when the safety property is proved.

Now we prove that there will be an output invariant eventually. Observe that noncore ∈ powerset(noncore) (Line 5). When sub = noncore, we have CI ⊂ core∪sub, then Line 8 degenerates to Algorithm 2 in §5. From Theorem 2, we know a correct inductive invariant will be outputted.

For both the top-down and bottom-up refinement, if NotProvable is returned, we know the protocol cannot be verified using invariants in the search space S. DuoAI will try a larger search space by increasing either max_literal, max_or, max_and, or max_exists, or the per-domain number of quantified variables. By default, DuoAI alternates among the five in a round-robin manner. DuoAI sets the initial max_literal = 4, max_or = max_and = 3, and max_exists = 1 unless the safety property already involves k ≥ 2 existentially quantified variables, in which case DuoAI sets max_exists = k. DuoAI sets the initial number of quantified variables for domain T as the maximum number of variables of type T in any relation. For example, the relation vote(N1:node, N2:node) guarantees type node has at least two variables.

Because SMT solvers are much less efficient at checking invariants with existential quantifiers, and many distributed protocols are provable by ∀-only invariants [21], DuoAI runs

¹In general, other than showing an invariant is not inductive, a counterexample may also show an invariant does not hold at the protocol initial state. But this cannot happen to the safety property, unless the protocol is wrong.
7 Optimizations Based on Mutual Implication

In using the minimum implication graph, DuoAI introduces several optimizations based on mutual implication relations among formulas. These relations further prune the search space and avoid redundant candidate invariants. DuoAI considers two kinds of mutual implication relations, 1) \( P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_k \Rightarrow Q \), and 2) \( P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_k \Leftrightarrow Q \). Although the latter is a special case of the former, DuoAI treats them differently. We refer to \( Q \) as a conjunction implied formula in the former and an equivalently decomposable formula in the latter. Since checking inductiveness has a quadratic complexity with the number of invariants, these optimizations have a significant improvement on efficiency.

Conjunction implied formulas. DuoAI identifies conjunction implied formulas to avoid redundant candidate invariants. Given a mutual implication relation \( P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_k \Rightarrow Q \), if all \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \) are already in the candidate invariants, DuoAI will mark \( Q \) as a conjunction implied formula and not add \( Q \) to the candidate invariants. Later during refinement, if one of \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \) is invalidated by Ivi, then the conjunction implied invariant \( Q \) is no longer redundant and will be added to the candidate invariants.

For example, suppose we have a disk replication protocol with the following three invariants:

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R: \text{replica}. \text{crashed}(E, R) \rightarrow \neg \text{readable}(E, R) \tag{11}
\]

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R: \text{replica}. \text{readable}(E, R) \tag{12}
\]

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R: \text{replica}. \neg \text{crashed}(E, R). \tag{13}
\]

One can check that among Eq. (11)(12)(13), no formula can imply another. But the conjunction of Eq. (11) and (12) can imply Eq. (13). This is because Eq. (12) says that for every epoch \( E \), there must be a readable replica \( R \). Then from Eq. (11), the readable replica \( R \) cannot be crashed. Therefore, for every epoch \( E \), there must be a replica \( R \) that does not crash, which is expressed by Eq. (13). If Eq. (11) and (12) are already candidate invariants, DuoAI will mark Eq. (13) as a conjunction implied formula and not add it to the candidate invariants.

There are many classes of mutual implication relations in first-order logic. DuoAI identifies three classes of conjunction implied formulas to prune candidate invariants; in each class, the first two formulas mutually imply the third:

1. Replace a literal with a weaker literal, as discussed in the example Eq. (11)(12)(13):
   \[
   P_1 = \forall X. r(X) \rightarrow s(X)
   \]
   \[
   P_2 = \text{prefix}. (r(X) \land \ldots) \lor \ldots
   \]
   \[
   Q = \text{prefix}. (s(X) \land \ldots) \lor \ldots
   \]

2. Conject a literal with a weaker literal:
   \[
   P_1 = \forall X. r(X) \rightarrow s(X)
   \]
   \[
   P_2 = \text{prefix}. (r(X) \land \ldots) \lor \ldots
   \]
   \[
   Q = \text{prefix}. (s(X) \land \ldots) \lor \ldots
   \]

3. “Merge” a \( \forall \) formula and an \( \exists \) formula:
   \[
   P_1 = \exists X. r(X)
   \]
   \[
   P_2 = \forall X. s(X) \lor \ldots
   \]
   \[
   Q = \exists X. (r(X) \land s(X)) \lor \ldots
   \]

In all three classes, \( r \) and \( s \) can be generalized to conjunctions (e.g., \( r_1(X) \land \neg r_2(X), \neg s_1(X) \land s_2(X) \land s_3(X) \)). A key advantage of this optimization is that given a finite search space, DuoAI can identify conjunction implied formulas based on invariants within that search space, even though the conjunction of invariants is not in that search space.

Equivalently decomposable formulas. DuoAI also identifies equivalently decomposable formulas to avoid redundant candidate invariants. Given a mutual implication relation \( P_1 \land P_2 \land \ldots \land P_k \Rightarrow Q \), DuoAI will mark \( Q \) as an equivalently decomposable formula and never add \( Q \) to the candidate invariants. Later during refinement, if one of \( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k \) is invalidated by Ivi, \( Q \) will also be invalidated and therefore there is never any reason to consider \( Q \) further as a candidate invariant.

For example, suppose the disk replication protocol has invariant:

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R_1, R_2: \text{replica}.
\]

\[
\text{readable}(E, R_1) \land \text{ writable}(E, R_2). \tag{14}
\]

There is no need to ever include such an invariant in the candidate set, because it is equivalently decomposable to invariants (15) and (16).

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R: \text{replica}. \text{readable}(E, R) \tag{15}
\]

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R: \text{replica}. \text{ writable}(E, R). \tag{16}
\]

However, suppose we slightly modify invariant (14) to one of the following two formulas:

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R_1: \text{replica}.
\]

\[
\text{readable}(E, R_1) \land \neg \text{ writable}(E, R_2). \tag{17}
\]

\[
\forall E: \text{epoch}. \exists R_1, R_2: \text{replica}.
\]

\[
R_1 \neq R_2 \land \text{readable}(E, R_1) \land \neg \text{ writable}(E, R_2). \tag{18}
\]

These invariants are not equivalently decomposable to invariants (15) and (16). Take Eq. (17) as an example. One can verify that (17) \( \Rightarrow \) (15) \( \land \) (16), but (15) \( \land \) (16) \( \not\Rightarrow \) (17), because Eq. (17) requires the same replica to be both readable and writable, while for Eq. (15) and (16), it is possible to have one readable replica and a different writable replica.

DuoAI identifies if a formula is equivalently decomposable based on the structure of the formula itself by considering two classes of equivalently decomposable formulas. One class is embodied by the following lemma:
Lemma 6. For a formula \( F \) in prenex and disjunctive normal form, we build a graph \( G_C \) for each conjunction \( C \) in \( F \). \( G_C \) has one node for each literal, and an edge between two literals if and only if they share an existentially quantified variable. If for some \( C \) in \( F \), the graph \( G_C \) has \( k \geq 2 \) connected components, then \( F \) is equivalently decomposable into \( k \) formulas.

Proof. For simplicity, here we show the proof for \( k = 2 \) (i.e., the literals in \( C \) form two connected components). If there are \( k > 2 \) connected components, then the same analysis below will show that formula \( F \) is equivalently decomposable into \( k \) formulas.

Literals that share \( \exists \)-variables must be in the same connected component. So we can divide the \( \exists \)-variables into two sets \( \{ Y_1, ..., Y_m \} \) and \( \{ Z_1, ..., Z_n \} \). The first connected component can only include \( \exists \)-variables \( Y_1, ..., Y_m \), while the second can only include \( Z_1, ..., Z_n \). Assume the quantifier prefix has shape \( \forall X_1 ... X_n \wedge Y_1 ..., Y_m \wedge Z_1 ..., Z_n \). We use \( X, Y, Z \) to denote \( X_1 ..., X_n \), \( Y_1 ..., Y_m \), and \( Z_1 ..., Z_n \). The proof can be generalized to any alternating \( \forall \exists \) using skolemization.

Let \( f(X,Y) \) be the disjunction of literals in the first connected component, and \( g(X,Z) \) be the disjunction of literals in the second connected component. Let \( h(X,Y,Z) \) be the disjunction of all conjunctions other than \( C \) in formula \( F \). Then formula \( F \) can be rewritten as:

\[
\forall X \exists Y \exists Z. (f(X,Y) \wedge g(X,Z)) \lor h(X,Y,Z).
\] (19)

We now show that, Eq. (19) is equivalently decomposable into:

\[
\forall X \exists Y \exists Z. f(X,Y) \lor h(X,Y,Z) \quad (20)
\]

\[
\forall X \exists Y \exists Z. g(X,Z) \lor h(X,Y,Z). \quad (21)
\]

It is trivial that Eq. (19) implies both Eq. (20) and (21). We now show the interesting direction — the conjunction of Eq. (20) and (21) implies Eq. (19). Suppose both Eq. (20) and (21) hold. For any \( X \), consider two cases: 1) \( \exists Y \exists Z. h(X,Y,Z) \). In this case Eq. (19) directly holds. 2) \( \forall Y \exists Z. \neg h(X,Y,Z) \). Then according to Eq. (20), \( \exists Y \exists Z. f(X,Y) \). Similarly, from Eq. (21), \( \exists Y \exists Z. g(X,Z) \). If we select \( Y_1 \) and \( Z_1 \), then we have \( f(X,Y_1) \wedge g(X,Z_1) \), so Eq. (19) still holds. Putting the two cases together, when both Eq. (20) and (21) are true, Eq. (19) must be true.

The proof also gives an algorithm to find the \( k \) decomposed formulas. Figure 6 shows how to apply Lemma 6 on the aforementioned formulas. For Eq. (14), the two literals \( \text{readable}(E,R_1) \) and \( \text{writeable}(E,R_2) \) share no \( \exists \)-quantified variable \( (E \) is \( \forall \)-quantified), so there is no edge between the two literals. The graph has two connected components, so Eq. (14) is equivalently decomposable into two formulas (Eq. (15)(16)). For Eq. (17), the two literals share an \( \exists \)-quantified variable \( R_1 \), so there is an edge between the two literals and the graph is connected, which means Eq. (17) cannot be decomposed in this way. The same analysis can be applied to Eq. (18).

We note a corollary of Lemma 6. For an \( \exists \)-free formula, it is equivalently decomposable if it has any conjunction.

For example, \( \forall X. p(X) \wedge q(X) \) is equivalent with the pair \( \forall X. p(X) \) and \( \forall X. q(X) \). This indicates that we do not need to consider any conjunction when enumerating \( \forall \)-only formulas, a significant reduction in search space.

The other class of equivalently decomposable formulas that DuoAI identifies is embodied in the following:

\[
\forall X_1 X_2. \text{matrix}(X_1,X_2) \quad (22)
\]
\[
\forall X_1. \text{matrix}(X_1,X_1) \quad (23)
\]
\[
\forall X_1 X_2. X_1 \neq X_2 \rightarrow \text{matrix}(X_1,X_2) \quad (24)
\]

One can check that Eq. (22) is equivalently decomposable to Eq. (23) and (24), and will therefore not be added as a candidate invariant. In general, DuoAI only considers formulas whose leading \( \forall \)-quantified variables are unique. Similar optimizations have been used in DistAI [38].

8 Evaluation

Experimental setup. To demonstrate the performance of DuoAI, we implemented and evaluated DuoAI on 27 distributed protocols from multiple sources [12,13,21,27,28], including those that can only be proved by inductive invariants with \( \exists \)-quantifiers. The DuoAI implementation consists of 6.1K lines of C++ code for invariant enumeration and refinement, compiled by gcc 7.5.0, and 2.3K lines of Python code running with Python 3.8.10 for protocol simulation. For comparison, we also ran 6 other invariant inference tools: SWISS [10], IC3PO [8,9], FOL-IC3 [13], DistAI [38], UPDR [12], and I4 [21]. All experiments were performed on a Dell Precision 5829 workstation with a 4.3GHz 28-core Intel Xeon W-2175, 62GB RAM, and a 512GB Intel SSD Pro 600p, running Ubuntu 18.04.

We configured the alternative invariant inference tools following their best practices. SWISS requires the user to bound the search space by specifying 4 parameters, including the number of existentially quantified variables and the number of literals in a formula. For every protocol, we use the same parameter settings as in SWISS’s own evaluation [10]. IC3PO and I4 require the user to specify a finite instance size for their model checkers to work on. For IC3PO, we only specified the minimum size and the tool itself could determine how to increase the instance size. For I4, we started from the minimum size where the protocol can function and iteratively increased
the instance size upon failure (e.g., node = 2, node = 3, ...).
FOL-IC3 provides a ∀-only mode and a default mode. We ran both and report the runtime of whichever succeeded first.

Results summary. Table 1 shows the running time in seconds for each tool on each protocol. For each protocol, we also report the number of relations and lines of code in its Ivy specification; for example, Figure 1 is a simplified version of consensus epr. The top portion of the table shows protocols provable with a ∀-only inductive invariant, while the bottom portion shows protocols that can only be proved with a ∃-included inductive invariant. We allowed each tool to spend up to an entire week trying to solve each protocol. For protocols that a tool fails to solve, we report “fail” if the tool terminated without an inductive invariant, “error” if the tool itself returned an error, “Z3 error” if the underlying SMT solver used returned an error, “memout” if the tool ran out of memory and terminated, and “timeout” if the tool did not complete within a week.

DuoAI dominates all other tools in the number of protocols it solves, solving all but 1 of the 27 protocols. SWISS cannot solve 8 protocols, FOL-IC3 and IC3PO cannot solve 9 protocols, DistAI and UPDR cannot solve 13 protocols, while I4 cannot solve 15 protocols. DuoAI is the only tool that solves all ∀-only protocols, is the only tool that solves Paxos as well as all other non-Paxos protocols with ∃ quantifiers, and is the only tool that solves 3 of the more complex Paxos variants, including multi-Paxos, stoppable Paxos, and fast Paxos. There were no protocols solvable by another tool that were not solved by DuoAI.

DuoAI also dominates all other tools in how fast it solves the protocols, solving 15 of the protocols faster than any other tool. DuoAI is faster than SWISS on all but 3 of the protocols solved by SWISS, is faster than IC3PO on all but 3 of the protocols solved by IC3PO, is faster than FOL-IC3 on all but 2 of the protocols solved by FOL-IC3, and is faster than UPDR on all of the protocols solved by UPDR. DuoAI is up to 3 orders of magnitude faster than each of these protocols. DuoAI is faster than DistAI on all but 5 of the protocols solved by DistAI, and is faster than I4 on all but 2 of the protocols solved by I4. DuoAI is up to an order of magnitude faster than either DistAI or I4. The speed differences versus DistAI and I4 appear less in part because neither could solve any of the protocols with existential quantifiers. In most cases in which DuoAI is slower than other protocols, it is by at most a few seconds.

Detailed comparison and discussion. For the protocols provable with ∀-only invariants, DuoAI is the only tool that solves all 15 protocols. On ∀-only protocols, DuoAI’s ∀-only instance is similar to DistAI, without subsampling and with mutual implication optimization and parallelism in simulation. DuoAI beats DistAI on 10 protocols. Unlike DuoAI, DistAI times out on ticket lock, which we discovered is due to a bug in the implementation of its protocol simulation. Chord ring maintenance is the only protocol on which DuoAI is much slower than DistAI. DistAI only allows invariants as disjunction of literals, and implements an invariant as a vector<int>. In contrast, DuoAI considers invariants in disjunctive normal form, so an invariant is a disjunction of conjunction of literals, implemented as a set<vector<int>>. This makes invariant operation slower in DuoAI. Chord ring maintenance is the only ∀-provable protocol that takes significant time on candidate invariant enumeration so the overhead is exacerbated.

For the protocols that require invariants with ∃-quantifiers to prove, DuoAI solves 11 out of 12 protocols, more than any other tool. DuoAI only fails on vertical paxos, which other tools also fail on. DistAI, I4, and UPDR fail on all of these protocols because they can only generate ∀-only invariants. IC3PO solves 4 protocols and fails on 3 protocols, but runs out of memory on 6 protocols, because it requires model checking to infer invariants on a finite instance. For more complex protocols like fast Paxos, the model checker requires too large of an instance size. In contrast, DuoAI searches in formula space and its performance does not depend (exponentially) on instance size.

For the complex Paxos-family protocols, only SWISS also verified Paxos and flexible Paxos, though it required several hours to do so. All other tools failed on all Paxos-family protocols. In contrast, DuoAI verified Paxos and flexible Paxos in less than 2 minutes. Only DuoAI verified multi-Paxos, stoppable Paxos, and fast Paxos.

As the only other tool that solves Paxos, it is instructive to compare SWISS with DuoAI. Similar to DuoAI, SWISS also enumerates candidate invariants given a bounded search space and checks their inductiveness using the SMT solver. However, it has two fundamental differences compared with DuoAI. First, SWISS relies exclusively on the SMT solver to tell the correctness of invariants, while DuoAI also uses the samples from protocol simulation to filter out invalid invariants. As we demonstrated in §6, SMT calls can be expensive with quantifier alternation and will negatively affect performance. Second, SWISS struggles to find mutually inductive invariants, i.e., a bundle of invariants that are inductive together but none are inductive individually. This is because SWISS can only build the invariant set by adding one and only one invariant each time and keep the set inductive. In the lock server async and the sharded key-value store protocols, where mutually inductive invariants are required to prove the safety property, SWISS has to manually increase the maximum number of literals from 6 to 9. This allows the mutually inductive invariants to be conjuncted into one big invariant, but results in a much larger search space and long runtimes of 44 and 128 minutes, respectively. DuoAI enumerates candidate invariants following the minimum implication graph and generates the strongest candidate invariants. The mutually inductive invariants (or their stronger forms) are guaranteed to be in the candidate invariants together. DuoAI solved both protocols within 2 seconds.

For the vertical paxos protocol, the human-expert inductive invariants include an invariant with 8 literals. Even after the optimization based on mutual implication, it still has 7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributed protocol</th>
<th>Relations</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>DuoAI</th>
<th>SWISS</th>
<th>IC3PO</th>
<th>FOL-IC3</th>
<th>DistAI</th>
<th>UPDR</th>
<th>I4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chord ring maintenance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>200.9 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>17.1 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consensus forall</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11.9 s</td>
<td>40.3 s</td>
<td>457 s</td>
<td>1500 s</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consensus wo decide</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3.9 s</td>
<td>26.1 s</td>
<td>160 s</td>
<td>24.8 s</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>database chain replication</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>9.5 s</td>
<td>10895 s</td>
<td>4.5 s</td>
<td>559 s</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>66.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decentralized lock</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9.9 s</td>
<td>5.8 s</td>
<td>24.3 s</td>
<td>69.0 s</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distributed lock</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>6.1 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>12856 s</td>
<td>1660 s</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>63568</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ring leader election</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.5 s</td>
<td>14.3 s</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning switch ternary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14.2 s</td>
<td>308 s</td>
<td>23.8 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning switch quad</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52.4 s</td>
<td>1322 s</td>
<td>63.6 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>372 s</td>
<td>273 s</td>
<td>memout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock server async</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.9 s</td>
<td>2625 s</td>
<td>5.6 s</td>
<td>4.8 s</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock server sync</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.3 s</td>
<td>1.0 s</td>
<td>3.2 s</td>
<td>1.0 s</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharded key-value store</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.9 s</td>
<td>7662 s</td>
<td>5.4 s</td>
<td>9.7 s</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ticket lock</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>23.9 s</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>56.2 s</td>
<td>58.1 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>143 s</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toy consensus forall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.9 s</td>
<td>5.9 s</td>
<td>3.0 s</td>
<td>5.4 s</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-phase commit</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.5 s</td>
<td>9.1 s</td>
<td>4.7 s</td>
<td>4.8 s</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>client server ae</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.5 s</td>
<td>5.2 s</td>
<td>2.3 s</td>
<td>355 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>client server db ae</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>3.1 s</td>
<td>33.7 s</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consensus epr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>4.8 s</td>
<td>28.8 s</td>
<td>1118 s</td>
<td>471 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>memout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hybrid reliable broadcast</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1211.2 s</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>931 s</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sharded kv no lost keys</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.1 s</td>
<td>1.8 s</td>
<td>4.8 s</td>
<td>3.7 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toy consensus epr</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.6 s</td>
<td>4.3 s</td>
<td>2.4 s</td>
<td>32.9 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paxos</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60.4 s</td>
<td>16665 s</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flexible Paxos</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>78.7 s</td>
<td>28337 s</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>memout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-Paxos</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1549 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stoppable Paxos</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4051 s</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>error</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast Paxos</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>26979 s</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical Paxos</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>timeout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>memout</td>
<td>fail</td>
<td>error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of different tools for finding inductive invariants for 27 distributed protocols (running time in seconds).

literals. Under the minimum per-domain number of quantified variables that can encode the human-expert invariants, there are 60 predicates that can appear in the invariants. Considering their negations, the size of the invariant search space is at the magnitude of 12^0 ≈ 4^14, well exceeding the computational power of a normal workstation. In comparison, for fast paxos, the largest invariant includes 5 literals, and there are 38 predicates. The size of the search space is at the magnitude of 3^e9. For vertical Paxos, DuoAI ends with a universal core and a set of checked non-core invariants when exhausting memory. These invariants are inductive and can be utilized as hints, although they cannot imply the safety property.

As explained in §6, DuoAI runs top-down refinement, bottom-up refinement, and a ∀-only instance in parallel. Not surprisingly, the ∀-only instance generates the inductive invariants first for all 15 protocols that do not require existential quantifiers. Among the 11 protocols solved by DuoAI that require existential quantifiers, the top-down refinement gives the inductive invariants first for the 5 simpler protocols — client server ae, client server db ae, toy consensus epr, consensus epr, and sharded kv no lost keys. The bottom-up refinement also succeeded but took longer. For example, for client server db ae, there are 8 candidate invariants in noncore. A subset of size 3 was sufficient to prove the safety property. However, the bottom-up refinement would first enumerate and fail on all single invariants and pairs before enumerating the correct triple. This takes more than 3 times longer than top-down refinement, in which after a single round of weakening, DuoAI found an inductive invariant.

For the 6 more complicated protocols with existential quantifiers, including hybrid reliable broadcast and the 5 Paxos-family protocols solved, only the bottom-up refinement generated the inductive invariants. The top-down refinement got stuck at checking the inductiveness of the invariants. For example, for multi-Paxos, after enumeration, DuoAI has a candidate invariant set of size 615, and 581 of them have quantifier alternation. Checking inductiveness of this many formulas is a hopeless task for the Z3 SMT solver. However, to prove the safety property, only 2 of the 581 candidate invariants are needed. In the bottom-up refinement, each time only a
small subset of noncore invariants conjuncted with the \(\forall\)-only core are fed to Ivy, so the Z3 SMT solver could handle the candidate invariants. For Paxos, flexible Paxos, multi-Paxos, and stoppable Paxos, a subset of size 2 were sufficient, while a subset of size 6 was needed for fast Paxos. This also validates our assumption that real-world distributed protocols should have concise invariants, and should not require too many invariants with quantifier alternation to verify.

**Limitations** By requiring quantifier alternation to conform to a fixed order of types, DuoAI ensures that the verification condition is in a decidable fragment of first-order logic. However, without decidability, an SMT solver may still succeed. For client server db ae and hybrid reliable broadcast, the invariants written by human experts are not in a decidable fragment, yet they can be efficiently verified by the SMT solver. For both protocols, DuoAI found alternative inductive invariants within the decidable fragment. If a protocol cannot be verified in decidable logic, DuoAI will fail to prove it.

9 Related Work

Many studies [11, 17, 20, 31, 34–36] verify the correctness of distributed protocols with manually given inductive invariants. Early systems [12, 21, 29, 38] for automatically inferring inductive invariants do not work for invariants with \(\exists\)-quantifiers which are required for protocols such as Paxos, though pdH [29] can find inductive invariants for retrofitted Paxos-family protocols without \(\exists\)-quantifiers.

Recent systems consider invariants with \(\exists\)-quantifiers. FOL-IC3 [13] generates an invariant candidate that can separate a positive and negative example set, and iteratively adds more examples until the invariant is correct. It has no theoretical guarantee of success. Its heavy use of SMT queries to validate as well as synthesize invariants makes it slow in practice, timing out on even protocols with \(\forall\)-only inductive invariants.

SWISS [10] iteratively strengthens an invariant by adding small inductive formulas until the invariant is strong enough to prove the safety property. It was the first tool to automatically verify Paxos. Its inefficiency in exploring the search space and inability to infer mutually inductive invariants make it fail on several protocols solved by alternative tools.

IC3PO [8, 9] applies model checking on a finite instance similar to I4, while adding support to generalize existentially quantified invariants. The model checker functions well on small instances, but frequently exhausts memory on complex protocols that require larger instances, as shown in Table 1.

P-FOL-IC3 [14] is concurrent work that extends FOL-IC3 by exploiting parallelism in formula search, introducing the invariant-friendly k-Term Pseudo-DNF to bound the search space, and randomly guessing some not-yet-inductive formulas to be eventually inductive, forcing their counterexamples to be excluded. P-FOL-IC3 has no theoretical guarantee and is less robust in practice due to its randomized nature; it failed in three out of five trials on stoppable Paxos, and two out of five trials on fast Paxos.

The tools discussed above, along with DuoAI, only verify safety properties of distributed protocols. Complementary work has explored connecting verification of protocols to their practical implementations [11, 31], and verifying liveness properties of distributed protocols [26].

AutoML [5, 18, 33] searches for machine learning models and hyperparameters, which may appear similar to finding inductive invariants. However, the inductiveness of invariants has strong correlation, which is difficult to capture for AutoML.

Many automated invariant inference tools have been built for other domains, mostly on learning loop invariants to verify sequential programs [3, 4, 6, 7, 15, 24, 25, 30, 32, 37, 39]. Invariant inference has been used to prove properties on inductive algebraic data types [16, 22], integer linear dynamical systems [19], and deep neural networks [2]. None of these methods consider nondeterminism in concurrent or distributed settings, thus they cannot be directly applied to distributed protocols.

10 Conclusions

DuoAI automatically and efficiently infers inductive invariants for verifying distributed protocols by reducing SMT costs. It introduces the minimum implication graph to define the structure of the invariant search space. This enables efficient enumeration of possible invariants, which are checked on samples from protocol simulation to reduce SMT queries. DuoAI guarantees that the enumerated candidate invariants are at least as strong as any correct invariants. DuoAI then runs top-down and bottom-up refinement in parallel. The former monotonically weakens the candidate invariants following the minimum implication graph. The latter divides the candidate invariants into an SMT-friendly universal inductive core and other noncore invariants, and searches for a small subset of noncore invariants that can be added to the core to prove the safety property of the protocol. Both top-down and bottom-up refinement have strong theoretical guarantees for finding inductive invariants, and their combination is effective at reducing SMT query costs for invariants with existential quantifiers. DuoAI dominates alternative tools in both the number of protocols it verifies and the speed at which it does so, including giving automated proofs for several Paxos variants.
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Abstract
Knox is a new framework that enables developers to build hardware security modules (HSMs) with high assurance through formal verification. The goal is to rule out all hardware bugs, software bugs, and timing side channels.

Knox’s approach is to relate an implementation’s wire-level behavior to a functional specification stated in terms of method calls and return values with a new definition called information-preserving refinement (IPR). This definition captures the notion that the HSM implements its functional specification, and that it leaks no additional information through its wire-level behavior. The Knox framework provides support for writing specifications, importing HSM implementations written in Verilog and C code, and proving IPR using a combination of lightweight annotations and interactive proofs.

To evaluate the IPR definition and the Knox framework, we verified three simple HSMs, including an RFC 6238-compliant TOTP token. The TOTP token is written in 2950 lines of Verilog and 360 lines of C and assembly. Its behavior is captured in a succinct specification: aside from the definition of the TOTP algorithm, the spec is only 10 lines of code. In all three case studies, verification covers entire hardware and software stacks and rules out hardware/software bugs and timing side channels.

1 Introduction
A powerful approach for building secure computer systems is to factor out the core security functionality onto a separate device. For example, on the server side, certificate authorities use hardware security modules (HSMs) to store their signing key and sign certificates [10, 58]; credit card networks use HSMs for pin translation, secure re-encryption of payment requests during routing; cloud providers use HSMs to safeguard PIN-protected backup keys [9, 43, 47]; and some tax authorities require the use of an HSM to timestamp invoices. On the client side, the iPhone uses its secure enclave processor to enforce PIN guessing limits for unlocking the phone [15]; and users often rely on USB security keys to protect their authentication private key in the face of a compromised computer [65]. For simplicity, this paper refers to all of these types of devices as HSMs. These devices are in widespread use; e.g., there are hundreds of millions of deployed secure enclaves and security keys.

This approach defends against a broad class of attacks where an adversary gains access to any host computer that the HSM might be connected to, regardless of the specific attack vector (exploiting a buffer overflow, missing access control checks, or even gaining access to the administrator’s SSH key). As long as the security of the overall system is rooted in the device, an adversary that controls the host cannot undermine the security of the overall system. Of course, the device must be correctly implemented to make sure that the adversary cannot compromise it, which in practice means that the device must provide simple, well-defined functionality.

Although HSMs are relatively simple, any vulnerability in their hardware or software can undermine their security. HSMs have suffered from bugs throughout the hardware/software stack, such as logic bugs, memory corruption, hardware bugs, and timing side channels [1–8, 21, 31, 45, 51, 68]. This paper presents an approach for ruling out such bugs through formal verification, with a particular focus on eliminating leakage through timing side channels.

Our approach is to relate the behavior of the HSM implementation at the wire level interface — the ground truth of what the host machine controls and observes at the digital level, which captures timing channels at a cycle-accurate level — to a functional specification of the methods that the HSM exposes. Figure 1 shows the implementation of a simplified PIN-protected backup HSM, which we use as a running example through the paper. The host connects to this HSM via two input wires and two output wires, which the host can read/write at every cycle. Figure 2 shows the functional specification for this HSM. It exposes two operations, store and retrieve. The specification does not have an operation for reading back the PIN, and it enforces a guess limit on PINs.

We relate a physical implementation to a functional specification with a new definition called information-preserving refinement (IPR), inspired by definitions of zero-knowledge proofs in cryptography [40, 41]. IPR captures the notion that the implementation implements the spec, and that its wire-level I/O behavior leaks no additional information. In IPR, a driver describes the I/O protocol that a host computer can follow to get correct results from the HSM, describing how each spec-level operation translates to wire-level I/O with the HSM. The driver is a part of the specification (and is trusted). Its dual, an emulator, is a proof artifact that describes how wire-level behavior can be explained in terms of spec-level operations. The existence of an emulator shows that no matter what wire-level inputs are given to the device (including inputs that violate the I/O protocol), its outputs reveal no more information than the specification.

Applied to HSMs, IPR can capture subtle security bugs: for example, Figure 3 shows code that is correct and even crash safe but has a subtle bug involving persistence and
The Knox framework. Developers using Knox write HSM implementations using standard languages (i.e., Verilog and C code), write specifications in Knox DSLs, and use a combination of lightweight annotations and interactive proofs to show that the implementation is an information-preserving refinement of the specification.

To demonstrate that IPR and the Knox framework can be applied to HSMs and catch bugs in their implementations, we developed and verified three HSMs: a PIN-protected backup HSM, a password-hashing HSM, and an RFC 6238-compliant TOTP token [54]. The Knox HSMs do not have the implementation complexity of commercial HSMs: for example, the RISC-V processor they use is simpler than the ARM Cortex-M series embedded processors ubiquitous in security tokens such as SoloKeys. Still, the HSMs demonstrate many of the hardware and software complexities present in real HSMs. They all use an embedded processor (a RISC-V CPU) and interface with the host via digital I/O (UART), and the password hasher and TOTP token include hardware cryptographic accelerators. All three run application-specific C code, with some including cryptographic functionality, such as HMAC in the TOTP token. Knox proofs are end-to-end, encompassing hardware and software and showing that the implementation is free of exploitable hardware bugs, software bugs, and timing side channels.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• The definition of information-preserving refinement (IPR), which relates a physical implementation to a functional specification and captures that it: (1) implements the specification, and (2) leaks no additional information
• The Knox framework for proving that an HSM implementation satisfies its specification under the IPR definition
• An evaluation of the IPR definition and Knox’s application to three simple HSMs

This paper applies IPR to HSMs, but we believe the definition is broadly applicable to other contexts for capturing non-leakage properties.

This paper has several limitations. The three HSMs verified using Knox are relatively simple: for example, they do not use public-key signatures, which are common HSM operations, because it is difficult to scale up proofs in Knox to handle sophisticated arithmetic needed for public-key implementations. Relatedly, for cryptographic operations such as public-key signatures, IPR requires the emulator to be efficient. Knox currently relies on a manual audit to ensure that the emulator does not brute-force secrets or run in exponential time (§8.1). Finally, IPR does not support true random number generators (TRNGs) — the functional specification has to be deterministic. We believe that a pseudo-random number generator is a reasonable workaround that fits into IPR (§8.2).
2 Threat model and security goal

This paper considers a powerful adversary that gains direct access to the wire-level digital I/O of the HSM, with the ability to set logic levels on the input wires and read logic levels on the output wires at every cycle. This captures many realistic attacks, such as an adversary that compromises the host computer and is able to send malformed commands or observe all wire-level outputs at every clock cycle. Such an adversary may be able to extract secrets from an HSM, even if that HSM operates correctly when the host computer is well-behaved.

Our threat model is focused on remote compromise of the host machine, one of the primary attacks that HSMs aim to defend against, so it does not include physical attacks on the HSM. While the adversary can perform arbitrary digital I/O to the HSM through a compromised host, remote compromise is unlikely to allow the adversary to violate the HSM’s electrical specifications (e.g., supply 5V into an input wire expecting 3.3V logic or supply current to an output pin of the HSM) or observe analog characteristics of the I/O interface (e.g., measure analog voltage on a pin).

While the threat model includes (digital) timing side channels due to the level at which we model the host-HSM interface (wire-level I/O at every cycle), the threat model does not include arbitrary side channels [73] such as electromagnetic radiation [12], temperature [44], and power [49], because a remote attacker is unlikely to be able to make such observations.

The goal of a Knox HSM is to be as secure as its specification. A host machine should be able to follow an I/O protocol to invoke spec-level operations on the HSM and obtain the correct outputs, but the host machine should not be able to abuse the wire-level interface to subvert the HSM and bypass its API or cause it to leak secrets.

3 Information-preserving refinement

The goal of information-preserving refinement (IPR) is to define what it means for an implementation with a wire-level physical interface to implement a functional specification and leak no additional information. IPR achieves this by establishing a bi-level correspondence between implementation and specification, at both the level of the functional interface (spec-level operations) and the physical interface (wire-level I/O). Illustrated in Figure 4, IPR is defined as an indistinguishability between two worlds: the real world, and an ideal world that is correct and secure by construction.

Figure 4: Information-preserving refinement (IPR), defined as an indistinguishability between a real world and an ideal world that is correct and secure by construction.

The real world models the host machine connected to the actual HSM implementation. The host can take a physical view of the device and directly perform arbitrary wire-level I/O (reading and writing the I/O pins at every cycle). The host can also take a functional view of the device and follow the HSM’s I/O protocol, which is described by a driver that is part of the specification. The driver translates spec-level operations to wire-level I/O, describing how the host invokes the operation and reads the return value by interacting with the HSM over its wire-level interface.

The ideal world is set up to provide the same interface as the real world but be correct and secure by construction. In the ideal world, a host machine that takes a functional view of the device invokes operations directly on the specification. To provide a physical view, an emulator mimics wire-level behavior, given only query access to the functional specification. The emulator is a dual of the driver; it translates wire-level I/O into spec-level operations. Unlike the driver, the emulator is merely a proof artifact. The ideal world can be instantiated with any emulator, and it remains secure by construction. IPR is defined to hold if there exists some emulator such that the real and ideal worlds are indistinguishable.

The host can switch between the functional view and the physical view at any time. Switching from the functional view to the physical view models compromise of the host machine; switching from the physical view back to the functional view models recovery (for example, by unplugging the device and moving it to an uncompromised machine). When switching views from physical to functional, in the real world, the driver is re-initialized; when switching from functional to physical, in the ideal world, the emulator is re-initialized.

The ideal world is correct and secure by construction. When the host takes a functional view of the device, operations are invoked directly on the specification, so the behavior is correct and secure by definition. Under the functional view, spec-level operations are not seen by the emulator. When the host takes a physical view of the device, the wire-level I/O behavior it observes is produced by an emulator that only has query access to the specification, so the physical interface leaks no more information than the specification exposes through its API. Furthermore, when the host switches back to the functional view of the device, it continues interacting with the same specification that was queried by the emulator, so the effect of any queries made by the emulator in order to mimic wire-level outputs is present in the specification state.

In the ideal world, any execution, no matter how it switches between functional and physical interfaces, maps to some sequence of operations invoked on the specification.
Due to the indistinguishability that IPR requires between real and ideal worlds, any execution in the real world also maps to some sequence of operations invoked on the specification. In other words, when IPR holds, any attack that an adversary could execute on the real device could be transformed into an attack on the specification itself: the adversary could run the emulator and then execute the original attack using the emulator, which matches the implementation’s wire-level behavior, given only query access to the specification. Indistinguishability between real and ideal worlds guarantees that the implementation is as secure as the specification.

**Definition** (Information-preserving refinement). A physical implementation is an information-preserving refinement of a functional specification with respect to a driver if there exists an emulator such that the real world is indistinguishable from the ideal world as illustrated in Figure 4.

### 3.1 Applying IPR to HSMs

IPR, without explicitly talking about hardware, software, or timing side channels, captures exploitable bugs in all of these. If there were such exploitable bugs, IPR would not be satisfied: when there are implementation behaviors that can’t be explained in terms of the specification, there does not exist an emulator that makes the real world and ideal world indistinguishable.

IPR relates any wire-level interaction with the HSM to an interaction with the specification. For example, suppose that the host machine follows the driver to perform a number of spec-level operations, and then it gets compromised, at which point it begins performing arbitrary I/O in an attempt to subvert the HSM. IPR, by requiring indistinguishability between the real and ideal worlds, says that this scenario corresponds to some sequence of spec-level operations, and that the arbitrary I/O reveals no more information than those spec-level operations do. Furthermore, IPR says that after the HSM is moved to an uncompromised host, normal operation can resume (as the host follows the driver), and that the behavior of the device will reflect any specification state changes that were a result of queries made by the emulator (any operations that were effectively invoked during arbitrary wire-level I/O).

The definition directly addresses host machine compromise by an adversary while the host is in between spec-level operations. It might seem like IPR only addresses arbitrary I/O that begins between these operations; however, a compromise in the middle of an operation can be thought of as a compromise that happens slightly earlier, at the start of the operation, and IPR covers this case.

Information-preserving refinement transfers both cryptographic and non-cryptographic security properties from the specification to the implementation. For example, the PIN-protected backup specification limits PIN guesses, and so IPR implies that the implementation enforces the guess limit as well. If it didn’t limit guesses, it would reveal more information than the specification (through subsequent retrieve operations), which IPR prohibits. This rules out the subtle bug shown in Figure 3, even though the information disclosure manifests after the buggy code executes. If a specification computed signatures without revealing a key, then IPR would imply that the implementation also doesn’t leak the key, including through its timing behavior.

### 4 Proving IPR

Knox models the specification and the implementation (§4.1) as state machines, relates the two with a refinement relation, and proves three properties: an initialization property (§4.2), functional equivalence (§4.3, indistinguishability of the functional view), and physical equivalence (§4.4, indistinguishability of the physical view), tying together these properties with the refinement relation. Together, these properties imply IPR.

#### 4.1 Physical implementation

Knox models HSM implementations with a cycle-accurate description of their wire-level I/O behavior, covering hardware and software. Figure 1 shows the interface of a circuit implementing PIN-protected backup. The HSM interface allows for: (1) setting input wires, (2) reading output wires, and (3) waiting for the HSM to execute for a clock cycle of the HSM’s internal clock.

In the case of the PIN-protected backup HSM, the UART rx and cts wires can be set and the tx and rts wires can be read at every cycle. The baud rate is independent of the HSM clock frequency; the IPR formalism itself has no notion of a serial port or baud rate, only wires and hardware-level clock cycles. The three main Knox case studies use UART, but simpler Knox examples use different I/O protocols.

The HSM model comprises the circuit state, a step function describing behavior for a single cycle, the initial state of the HSM (contents of non-volatile memory, such as ROM containing code and read-write persistent memory being zero-initialized), and a description of the power-on / reset behavior of the circuit (losing the contents of volatile memory).

#### 4.2 Refinement relation and initialization

Knox uses a refinement relation $R$, a proof artifact supplied by the developer, to relate the state of the implementation to the state of the specification in between spec-level operations. That is, it is not required to hold at arbitrary steps of the circuit, only before/after spec-level operations, or after switching from the physical view to the functional view, which involves re-initializing the driver (which in our implementations, resets the circuit). Use of a common $R$ connects functional equivalence and physical equivalence.

$R$ relates states and usually includes an invariant that captures circuit quiescence (it holds in between spec-level operations). Figure 5 shows the refinement relation used in
Figure 5: A simplified version of the refinement relation used in the proof of PIN-protected backup. $impl.frame$ refers to the persistent memory of the implementation. $swap32$ performs a byte order swap. $Inv$ is the invariant (not shown here).

```lisp
(define (store secret pin) ) ; command number
    (send-byte #x02) ; command number
    (send-bytes pin) ; send for ack
    (send-bytes secret) ; send for ack
    (recv-byte)) ; wait for expected

(define (send-byte byte)
    (set-input 'rx bit) ; send data bits
    (for ([i (in-range BAUD-RATE)])
        (set-input 'rts)
        (tick))) ; wait a cycle

(define (send-bit bit)
    (for ([byte bytes])
        (send-byte #x02)) ; send start bit
        ;; send data bits
        (for ([i (in-range 8)])
            (send-bit (extract-bit byte i))
            (send-bit #b1)) ; send stop bit
        (yield) ; wait for arbitrary number of cycles
        (send-byte byte))

Figure 6: A code snippet from the PIN-protected backup driver. The function corresponding to a spec-level operation is shown in blue. Driver-language primitives are in red.

```

The proof of the PIN-protected backup HSM. It relates each variable in the specification to the persistent memory of the circuit.

Knox requires that the initial implementation state is related by $R$ to the initial specification state.

### 4.3 Functional equivalence

Functional equivalence states that spec-level behavior is obtained from the implementation’s wire-level interface by following the I/O protocol described by the driver. The driver is a program, written in Knox’s driver language, that is part of the specification of the HSM. For every spec-level operation, the driver has a corresponding function that describes how the host invokes the operation on the HSM over its wire-level I/O interface.

For example, Figure 6 shows the driver for the PIN-protected backup HSM. The driver exposes a function corre-

```lisp
spec.bad_guesses = swap32(impl.frame[0..3]) \land
spec.pin = impl.frame[4..9] \land
spec.secret = impl.frame[10..19] \land
Inv(impl)
```

Figure 7 defines functional equivalence: starting from circuit/spec states related by $R$, invoking an operation on the specification gives the same result as running the corresponding driver function against the circuit, and the final circuit/spec states continue to be related by $R$.

The HSM runs asynchronously from the host: its clock keeps ticking even if there is no operation to perform. To model this, the driver also describes a spec-level no-op: e.g., in the case of the PIN-protected backup HSM, the host sets the $rx$ line high, indicating that it has nothing to transmit. Functional equivalence also covers this no-op case.

### 4.4 Physical equivalence

Physical equivalence states that wire-level behavior matching the real circuit’s behavior can be obtained by running an emulator (with query access to the specification), capturing the notion that the circuit leaks no more information than the specification. The emulator in IPR is a dual of the driver: it is a program, written in Knox’s emulator language, that implements wire-level interactions in terms of spec-level operations. Unlike the driver, the emulator is a proof artifact: if there exists an emulator that mimics circuit behavior, then physical equivalence holds.

An emulator exposes a function corresponding to each wire-level interaction: setting the input, getting the output, and running for a cycle. These are implemented in terms of emulator-language primitives for invoking spec-level operations (e.g., $(store \ldots)$ and $(retrieve \ldots)$, for the PIN-protected backup). Besides the ability to make black-box queries to the functional specification, the emulator can maintain auxiliary state across emulating multiple cycles; the auxiliary state is initialized to a null value whenever the emulator is re-initialized.
Figure 8: Physical equivalence: for all spec states $f_1$ and implementation states $c_1$ that are related by $R$, and for all wire-level inputs $i_1, ..., i_n$:
1. the circuit outputs $o_1, ..., o_n$ match the emulator outputs $f_2$.
2. the final states $f_2$ and $c_3$ (after a reset) are related by $R$.

Figure 9: Crash safety: for all implementation states $c_1$ and spec states $f_1$ that are related by $R$, and for all spec-level operations $op$: if the driver is interrupted at any point, the post-reset state of the circuit $c_2$ is related by $R$ to either $f_1$ or $f_2$.

Figure 8 defines physical equivalence: starting from circuit/spec states related by $R$, any wire-level I/O behavior exhibited by the circuit is matched by the emulator, which makes queries to the specification as it runs. Furthermore, the final specification state is related by $R$ to the final circuit state (after the circuit is reset).

IPR is satisfied as long as there exists some emulator such that the real and ideal worlds are indistinguishable. Proofs of physical equivalence in Knox involve constructing an emulator (i.e., writing a program in the emulator language) that satisfies the definition of physical equivalence. Because the emulator is merely a proof artifact, the details of the construction do not matter, as long as the program satisfies the definition. The Knox case studies (§7) describe the techniques used in practice to write emulators.

4.5 Crash safety

Physical equivalence already covers the case of an interrupted spec-level operation, because an interrupted protocol-following execution can be viewed as a case of arbitrary I/O: physical equivalence guarantees that any wire-level I/O corresponds to some sequence of spec-level operations. However, we can state an additional property that is stronger: when the HSM is interrupted in the middle of an operation while the host is following the driver, the implementation is crash safe, acting either as if the operation never started or as if the operation completed successfully. Figure 9 defines this crash-safety property.

5 The Knox framework

The Knox framework uses hybrid symbolic execution [67] and SMT solvers to help developers prove IPR. Knox includes techniques to handle the challenges that arise when applying symbolic execution for proving functional equivalence and physical equivalence. In functional equivalence proofs, Knox handles the nondeterminism of yield in drivers by automatically finding fixed points (§5.1). In physical equivalence proofs, Knox supports reasoning about unbounded-length inputs using an approach we call guided symbolic model checking (§5.2). In both, Knox allows the proof developer to supply hints, untrusted guidance where the framework invokes the solver as necessary to ensure soundness (§5.3).

5.1 Nondeterminism

Knox verifies the functional equivalence property using symbolic execution of the driver-language program against the HSM implementation, comparing the execution of each driver operation against the corresponding spec operation. However, symbolic execution cannot directly handle the nondeterminism of (yield), which has the semantics of the driver waiting for an arbitrary number of cycles while the HSM runs.

Knox addresses this by finding a fixed point of the circuit’s step function at every yield point. During symbolic execution, the circuit’s state is a symbolic term. Stepping the circuit produces a new symbolic term, and so on. At yield points, Knox computes a set of symbolic terms such that the set is closed under the circuit’s step function, and it forks symbolic execution for each term in the set.

Closure is defined in terms of symbolic state subsumption. A symbolic term $t$ under a path condition $p$, written as $t|p$, can be thought of as representing a set of concrete values, $[t|p]$, the set of values that $t$ can evaluate to for all possible assignments satisfying $p$ of values to $t$’s symbolic variables. A term $t_1$ under path condition $p_1$ is subsumed by a term $t_2$ under path condition $p_2$, written as $t_1|p_1 \subseteq t_2|p_2$, if $[t_1|p_1] \subseteq [t_2|p_2]$. For a set $S$ of symbolic terms paired with path conditions, let $|[S]| = \{[t|p] : t|p \in S\}$. Finally, call $S$ a fixed point of the step function if $\forall x \in |[S]|$, step$(x) \in |[S]|$.

Knox includes an efficient algorithm for subsumption checks, and fixed points are found through iteratively calling the step function on the symbolic circuit state to build up a set of symbolic terms. Once a fixed-point $S$ is found, symbolic execution proceeds for each of the $t|p \in S$, similar to how branching produces multiple paths to be checked.

Left unchecked, multiple (yield)s can result in an exponential number of cases to check, analogous to the problem of branching resulting in path explosion in symbolic execution. For this reason, Knox uses untrusted (merge) hints in the driver at points where some branches could be merged together. At merge points, Knox uses subsumption checks to automatically find a smaller set of symbolic terms $|S'| \leq |S|$ that still represent all the concrete values included in the original, i.e., $|[S]| \subseteq |[S']|$, which addresses case explosion.
Figure 10: An illustration of guided symbolic model checking exploring a state space. Each green circle is a symbolic term representing a set of states. Black arrows show STEP invocations and purple arrows show SUBSUMED invocations.

5.2 Unbounded-length inputs

In Knox, emulators can be symbolically executed with black-box query access to a functional specification. Unlike the functional equivalence property which considers a single (spec-level) input, the physical equivalence property considers an arbitrary-length sequence of (wire-level) inputs, so Knox can’t prove the physical equivalence property in the same way. Symbolic execution could verify this property for a fixed-length input, but it cannot directly handle arbitrary-length input.

The standard approach to handling arbitrary-length inputs is to write down an inductive invariant and reason about one step at a time. This approach does not work for large circuits because of the infeasibility of manually writing down the inductive invariant. It would have to include an invariant of circuit execution, capturing which states are reachable and which are not, and it is infeasible to manually write down exactly how CPU microarchitectural registers, peripheral registers, RAM state, etc. are related to each other at every cycle of execution of the software.

Instead, Knox uses an approach that we describe as guided symbolic model checking. At a high level, Knox uses a model-checking-style approach to start from the initial states of the circuit and emulator in the definition of physical equivalence, explore all reachable states, and ensure that the circuit’s behavior matches the emulator’s behavior and the recovery condition holds at every step. Exploration starts out at a circuit state $c_1$, an emulator state $e_0$ (the initial emulator auxiliary state, null), and functional spec state $f_1$, where both $f_1$ and $c_1$ are symbolic terms, and $R$ is assumed to relate $f_1$ and $c_1$. Knox can step the circuit and step the emulator, given the same symbolic input, and check that their outputs match. Knox repeats this process until it has explored all reachable states.

This model-checking process involves guidance from the developer in the form of a proof script. Knox provides two primitives that allow the developer to guide exploration of the state space:
- **STEP** steps the circuit and the emulator/spec (with the same symbolic input) for one cycle and verifies the output equivalence and recovery properties for that single cycle
- **SUBSUMED** checks that the state currently under considera-

5.3 Hints

In both functional equivalence proofs and physical equivalence proofs, relying only on hybrid symbolic execution quickly results in an explosion in term size, and in the case of HSMs involving cryptography, queries that make the SMT solver time out.

Knox addresses this with untrusted (solver-checked) human guidance called hints. Knox has 8 primitive hints:
- **CASE-SPLIT** performs case analysis
- **CONCRETIZE** invokes the solver to prove that a symbolic term is concrete and replaces it with the concrete value
- **OVERAPPROXIMATE** replaces a term with a fresh variable
- **WEAKEN** weakens the current path condition
- **REPLACE** rewrites or simplifies terms
- **REMEMBER, SUBSTITUTE, and CLEAR** effectively allow marking terms as opaque to symbolic execution and substituting in their values later

Furthermore, Knox supports writing higher-level tactics that can reflect on the current state of symbolic execution and invoke primitive hints (or other tactics). A tactic might, for example, analyze the state of the circuit to determine if a CPU is about to branch, and in that situation, it can invoke a CASE-SPLIT hint with the appropriate cases constructed based on analyzing the symbolic circuit state.

All invocations of hints are verified by the Knox framework with an call to the SMT solver when necessary. Hints are untrusted: at worst, hints can be incorrect and fail (e.g., when attempting to replace a term with an unequal term), which will result in an error message to the user, or the given hints can be inadequate to ensure good performance, in which case verification will be slow or fail to terminate.
6 Implementation

The Knox framework builds on top of Racket [37] and the Rosette solver-aided programming language [67], and it relies on the Z3 SMT solver [32]. To compile circuits to a shallow embedding in Rosette, Knox uses GCC and its RISC-V backend to compile C code, Yosys [69] and its SMT-LIB backend to process Verilog, and #lang yosys (700 LOC of Racket and Rosette) from Notary [16] to convert the SMT-LIB output into a Rosette model.

The Knox framework’s core — the semantics for the driver and emulator languages, and the tools for verifying functional equivalence and physical equivalence — is implemented in 3000 lines of Racket and Rosette. Achieving good verification performance required many optimizations and some new techniques, including symbolic state serialization, term substitution, fixpoint finding, state merging, and a new algorithm for symbolic subsumption checking based on a disjoint-set data structure.

The case studies are implemented in Verilog, C, and assembly (summarized in Figure 16). The case studies run on a $65 1BitSquared iCEBreaker development board, which has a Lattice iCE40UP5K FPGA, and use an open-source FPGA toolchain: the Yosys synthesis tool, the nextpnr place and route tool [72], and Project IceStorm [70] to create the bitstream and flash the FPGA. The FPGA connects using an FTDI cable to a host computer running Linux, for which we wrote client libraries for the three HSMs.

Figure 11 shows an overview of the different components that the developer writes when using Knox to verify an HSM. The functional specification, physical implementation, and refinement relation R are common inputs, used when verifying both functional equivalence and physical equivalence. When verifying functional equivalence, Knox takes as additional input the driver, along with hints to guide symbolic execution. When verifying physical equivalence, Knox takes as additional input the emulator and a proof script. The functional specification and the driver, highlighted in green, comprise the code written by the developer that is trusted. Other components, the HSM implementation and proof artifacts, are verified by the framework. Similar to other tools based on symbolic execution, when verification in Knox fails, the framework can provide a concrete counterexample, aiding the developer in debugging the implementation or the proof.

Source code for Knox and the case studies is available at https://github.com/anishathalye/knox.

7 Evaluation

To evaluate information-preserving refinement and the Knox framework, we ask the following questions:

- Can IPR and Knox be applied to HSM hardware/software?
- What types of bugs does verification prevent?
- What is the performance of the Knox framework?
- What is the performance of HSMs verified with Knox?

Figure 11: An overview of the Knox workflow. Trusted inputs are shown in green.

Methodology. We evaluate the first two questions through case studies (§7.1) that formally verify three HSMs with different types of specification and implementation complexity: a PIN-protected backup HSM, a password-hashing HSM, and an RFC 6238-compliant TOTP token [54]. To answer questions related to verification performance and the performance of the HSM implementations, we report on measurements (§7.2).

7.1 Case studies

7.1.1 PIN-protected backup HSM

Specification. A simplified PIN-protected backup HSM (Figure 2) was a running example through this paper; we verified an HSM with additional functionality: storing multiple secrets, each protected by its own PIN, and indexed by a slot number. The specification exposes four functions: status, store, retrieve, and delete. The specification demonstrates support for non-cryptographic security properties, such as the guess limit on PINs.

Implementation. Figure 12 shows a schematic of the implementation. It uses the PicoRV32 RISC-V CPU and the SimpleUART peripheral from the PicoSoC [71] with minimal modifications: we removed asynchronous reset from the CPU and added hardware flow control to the UART. The HSM uses ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) for persistent storage. Knox requires cycle-accurate models of the entire hardware, and FRAM has simple cycle-precise behavior, supporting durable word-level writes in a single cycle. For convenience, to avoid wiring an external chip, the prototype uses FPGA Block RAM in place of FRAM for the experiments. In total, the HSM hardware is described in 2670 lines of Verilog.

The software is written in a combination of C and assembly. To simplify verification, the HSM uses a strategy inspired by Notary [16] to minimize variation in the states that the hardware can be in. The HSM uses a reset-based design: the SoC is held in an “embryo” state until the host is ready to perform an operation, and after the HSM performs a single operation, it enters the embryo state again until the host begins the next operation. This is done through a combination of hardware and software: the HSM’s cts input doubles as a signal that the host is ready to perform an operation, and a
small amount of logic implemented in hardware holds the rest of the circuit in a reset state until the host is ready to perform an operation. After the HSM performs a single operation, it signals this power management hardware to reset the SoC and return to the embryo state.

The software on the HSM includes a driver for the memory-mapped UART peripheral, along with code to implement each of the operations. The main function of the HSM reads a command and arguments from the UART, calls the appropriate handler, and then shuts down. The code for the HSM is written in 150 lines of C and 40 lines of assembly.

**Verification and bugs caught.** Knox physical equivalence proofs are constructive. We designed the emulator for the PIN-protected backup as follows. The emulator runs a copy of the circuit with dummy data. The emulator does not have access to the data in the real circuit, in particular the read-write persistent memory, but the structure of the circuit and the code in the ROM is common knowledge. The emulator carefully watches the internal state of its copy of the circuit: when the circuit is about to perform an operation, the emulator reads input data out of its circuit’s state and translates it into a spec-level input, makes a query to the specification, and injects the result back into its circuit’s state, so that the output behavior of the circuit copy matches that of the real circuit. For example, for the retrieve operation, when the emulator sees that its circuit copy has just completed the equality comparison, the emulator extracts the slot number and PIN guess from the circuit copy’s RAM, makes a retrieve query to the specification, and injects the result (match or no match) back into its copy of the circuit, also injecting the secret into the appropriate location in memory if the guess indeed matched. All of the emulators for the case studies follow this general construction. Through the physical equivalence proof, we show that all implementation-level behavior can be explained with spec-level behavior, proving that the implementation leaks no more than the spec.

Verifying physical equivalence catches classic security bugs, such as a bug where the implementation’s timing behavior leaks how many bytes of the PIN guess matches due to using strcmp. This information is not revealed by the spec — which only reveals whether or not the guess is correct (and the

```python
var secret = 0

def config(new_secret):
    secret = new_secret

def hash(password):
    return sha256(password || secret)
```

Figure 13: The functional specification for the password-hashing HSM.

secret, when the guess is correct), not how many bytes of the guess match the PIN — so IPR prevents the implementation from leaking it. For such a buggy implementation, an emulator satisfying the IPR definition doesn’t exist: the emulator doesn’t have direct access to the true PIN (only query access through the specification), so its behavior can’t match the real circuit’s leaky behavior.

Verifying physical equivalence caught a subtle security bug involving persistence and timing. Figure 3 shows a code snippet from the insecure implementation. The compiler happens to compile this code using a branch instruction, branching in the case where the guess is incorrect, and the CPU implementation takes longer to take the branch than to fall through to the next instruction. This has the effect that the circuit takes longer to write the updated bad_guesses value to persistent memory in the case of an incorrect PIN guess (where it’s executing entry->bad_guesses++) than in the case of a correct PIN guess (where it’s executing entry->bad_guesses = 0). An attacker can abuse this to reset the guess count by guessing a PIN, powering off the device after just enough cycles to reset the guess count in the case that the guess is correct (but not waiting long enough that entry->bad_guesses++ has a chance to run, in the case that the guess is incorrect), and repeating this process for every possible PIN. This is not a correctness or even a crash-safety bug: this insecure implementation is both correct and crash safe. However, physical equivalence prevents this security bug in the implementation. The bug is fixed by using constant-time code to make the commit point of the operation independent of whether the PIN guess is correct.

### 7.1.2 Password-hashing HSM

**Specification.** Figure 13 outlines the specification for the password-hashing HSM. It includes a specification of SHA256 (not shown) that follows FIPS 180-4 [57]. The password hasher is configured with a secret, and then it computes salted hashes using the stored secret. There is no function to retrieve the secret after it is stored. The specification also guarantees that future operations cannot leak past inputs, because the secret cannot be read back, and passwords are not stored.

**Implementation.** The hardware is similar to that of the PIN-protected backup HSM. This HSM adds a hardware SHA256 cryptographic accelerator (about 300 lines of Verilog), which
implements the SHA256 block function. We originally used an off-the-shelf SHA256 core [66], but we switched to a custom implementation to minimize FPGA area so the design would fit on our low-cost board. The software includes a driver for the SHA256 peripheral, which implements the message padding function and drives the memory-mapped SHA256 peripheral, one block at a time. The software is written in 200 lines of C code and 40 lines of assembly.

The HSM needs to be crash safe, and the specification has operations that require updating multi-word values (the secret, in our specification, is 20 bytes), but the FRAM only supports word-level (32-bit) atomic writes. For this reason, the HSM uses a simple journaling strategy where it keeps two copies of the state in persistent memory and uses a flag to determine which one is active. To do an atomic write, the HSM writes to the inactive region and then toggles the flag.

**Verification and bugs caught.** The functional equivalence proof caught a bug in the hardware implementation, in the integration of the SHA256 peripheral into the SoC. The memory-mapped SHA256 peripheral’s chip select input was being set based on the CPU’s mem_addr bus, but the mem_addr is uninitialized on reset (it becomes stable after a couple cycles), so the SHA256 hardware could receive an unintended command right at boot. This bug would be difficult to catch through testing because it is only triggered in rare cases, when the uninitialized address bus contains a particular value on reset. The bug was fixed by adding an additional condition that mem_valid was also asserted (which all the other peripherals did, but the SHA256 peripheral didn’t when it was first integrated).

Verification caught a security bug in the software, where the code branched on the flag indicating which region of persistent memory was active, and so there was observable timing variation where the circuit leaked more than the spec. Leaking which region of memory was active effectively leaked the parity of the total number of hash operations that the HSM had processed, which the specification does not expose. We fixed this by writing more careful C code that GCC compiled without branches so that there was no leakage.

### 7.1.3 TOTP token

**Specification.** Figure 14 outlines the specification for the TOTP token. It includes a specification of the TOTP algorithm (not shown) that follows RFC 6238 [54], which relies on HOTP [53], HMAC [46] and SHA1 [57]. The spec doesn’t support reading back the secret after it has been set. It allows computing TOTP values given a timestamp supplied by the host machine, but it doesn’t allow rewinding the timestamp. It supports an audit function to get the last timestamp value, to be able to identify if the HSM was ever abused to compute future TOTP values.

**Implementation.** The hardware is similar to that of the password-hashing HSM, except this token uses a hardware SHA1 cryptographic accelerator. Its software includes a driver for the SHA1 peripheral that implements message padding, along with a software implementation of HMAC and the TOTP algorithm. Part of the TOTP algorithm is implemented in assembly, carefully written to prevent timing side channels. In one situation, we had to modify C code to be more amenable to symbolic execution, avoiding symbolic memory addresses in favor of fixed addresses and bit-twiddling tricks, as shown in Figure 15. The software for the TOTP token comprises 300 lines of C code and 60 lines of assembly.

### Verification and bugs caught

The TOTP token uses a strategy matching the password hasher for achieving atomic state updates. Verifying functional equivalence caught a crash-safety bug where a struct field was missing a volatile qualifier and the compiler re-ordered a commit point (toggling the flag) before a write that should happen first (updating state in the inactive region of memory).

The emulator for the TOTP token follows the same basic construction as the others. One interesting detail: the get_totp implementation branches based on whether the timestamp is less than the last seen timestamp value; because the timestamp is a 64-bit value and PicoRV32 uses a 32-bit architecture, this turns into a number of comparisons/branches. The emulator, in order to make sure its behavior matches the real circuit’s timing behavior, calls the audit function to retrieve the real last timestamp value and inject it in place of the

```python
var secret = 0, last_timestamp = 0

def set_secret(new_secret):
    secret = new_secret

def get_totp(timestamp):
    if timestamp < last_timestamp:
        return 'Cannot rewind timestamp'
    last_timestamp = timestamp
    return totp(secret, timestamp)

def audit():
    return last_timestamp
```

Figure 15: Rewriting TOTP dynamic truncation to avoid symbolic memory addresses.
dummy data in the circuit copy, so that the timing behavior matches the real circuit. Also, the commit point for the TOTP operation is right after saving the new timestamp value, before the actual call to the TOTP function, so the emulator calls the functional specification’s get_totp operation at the commit point in order to satisfy the recovery condition, stashes the output in auxiliary state, and when the circuit copy gets to the point where it’s returning from its call to the TOTP function (computing with dummy data), injects the cached return value in place of the dummy value in the circuit.

The physical equivalence proof caught an issue with the TOTP implementation: it was using the C modulus (%) operator to compute the final mod 10⁶ operation, but this operation had variable latency dependent on its input, which leaks information that is not available in the functional specification. The spec doesn’t reveal the output of the HMAC or dynamic truncation, only the final 6-digit code. The fix was to implement this functionality in constant time, which we did in assembly code using sltu and bitwise/arithmetic instructions.

### 7.1.4 Summary

**IPR and Knox can be applied to simple HSM hardware and software.** A design goal of the Knox HSMs, the implementations are minimal, using simple hardware throughout the SoC (e.g., a small RISC-V processor, simpler than the ARM Cortex-M found in many security tokens). Still, the Knox HSMs have implementation features found in real-world HSM hardware (e.g., microprocessor, I/O peripheral, persistent memory, cryptographic accelerator) and software (e.g., peripheral drivers, cryptography, crash safety), and Knox verification covers all of these.

Knox specs are succinct and proofs are manageable. Figure 16 shows lines of code in the spec and driver, implementation (hardware and software), and proof required for verifying each HSM. We break down spec lines of code into “core” and “total”, where core doesn’t include boilerplate or definitions of functions like SHA1, HMAC, and TOTP. Knox specifications are as short as their pseudocode: for example, aside from the definition of the TOTP algorithm as specified in RFC 6238, the core of the TOTP token specification in Knox is only 10 lines of code, as shown in Figure 17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSM</th>
<th>Spec core</th>
<th>Driver HW</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>Proof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIN backup</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW hasher</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3020</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTP</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 16:** Lines of code for case studies. Lines of code for the spec are broken down into “core” and “total”, where core is the main HSM functionality and doesn’t include boilerplate or definitions of functions like SHA1, HMAC, and TOTP.

**Figure 17:** The core of the Knox specification for the TOTP token. The definition of get_totp, not show here, is a pure function that follows the spec in RFC 6238.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSM</th>
<th>FE-N</th>
<th>FE-N+C</th>
<th>FE</th>
<th>FE+C</th>
<th>PE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIN backup</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW hasher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 18:** Time taken (in minutes) for verification by Knox. FE is functional equivalence; the -N variable disables nondeterminism in the driver; +C adds verification of crash safety. PE is physical equivalence. The two bolded columns, FE and PE, together imply IPR.

**Knox catches bugs throughout hardware/software.** Verification caught bugs across hardware (e.g., SHA256 peripheral initialization, in the password hasher) and software (e.g., compiler re-ordering a commit point, in the TOTP token), including timing side channels (e.g., variable-time modulus, in the TOTP token) and subtle bugs involving hardware, software, timing, and persistence (e.g., commit point dependent on the PIN guess being correct, in the PIN-protected backup).

### 7.2 Performance

**Verification performance.** Figure 18 shows Knox’s verification performance, evaluated on a 2014-era Intel i7-5930K. The implementation is currently single-threaded. Most of the time in functional equivalence proofs is due to nondeterminism (yield and merge) or verifying crash safety. The relatively low performance of verifying PIN-protected backup is due to performing case analysis on the slot number, which causes many paths to be explored independently.

When developing functional equivalence proofs, we usually begin by disabling driver nondeterminism and verification of crash safety. This significantly reduces verification time, and the tighter feedback loop speeds up the initial proof development process. After verification completes successfully in this simplified setting, we add back complexity and fix up the implementation and proof as needed.

**Implementation performance.** The case studies showed that hardware or software may need to be modified to satisfy
the strict definition of IPR and simplify verification. The TOTP token required the most modifications among the case studies. Figure 19 shows the impact of these modifications on hardware (FPGA area and maximum clock frequency) and software (code size and performance). Code performance was measured at a clock of 12 MHz and baud rate of 2M for the TOTP operation. Most of the slowdown results from the modification to the dynamic truncation code (Figure 15).

The verified TOTP token can perform TOTP operations with a latency of 0.83 ms, which is fast enough for interactive use [50]. The other HSMs have similar per-operation latency.

8 Discussion

This section elaborates on some of the design decisions made in IPR and Knox and discusses their implications.

8.1 Emulator efficiency

To meaningfully apply IPR to specifications that involve cryptography, the adversary must be efficient, and therefore, the emulator must be efficient as well. Without an efficiency requirement, an implementation that, for example, leaks an RSA signing key, could be justified by an emulator that calls the specification to get the public key, factors products of large primes in exponential time to compute the private key, and then perfectly mimics the physical interface because it has determined the implementation’s internal state.

The emulator must satisfy a coarse-grained notion of efficiency: being prohibited from performing exponential-time computation and brute-forcing secrets. Without an efficiency requirement, information-preserving refinement captures an information-theoretic notion of information preservation, rather than a computational one.

The Knox framework does not fully formalize or mechanically verify emulator efficiency. Instead, the proofs rely on a manual audit of the emulator code. The emulators we construct are simple, so the efficiency property is easy to check. In fact, the Knox emulators in our case studies satisfy a stricter definition of efficiency than necessary — per cycle of the circuit that they emulate, they perform at most one query to the specification and perform computation roughly equivalent to what the circuit does in one cycle — meaning that an adversary could run the emulator with computational resources equivalent to the circuit itself.

8.2 Randomness

Functional specifications in IPR are deterministic, so IPR cannot be used to verify HSMs that use true random number generators (TRNGs). As an alternative, HSMs can use cryptographically-secure pseudo-random number generators (CSPRNGs), and this fits into IPR, because IPR supports internal state. The specification can internally use a CSPRNG, the spec can be augmented to expose an operation to add entropy to the CSPRNG, and this operation can be called by the host at device initialization time (and again at any time later) to seed the random number generator. IPR ensures that the CSPRNG’s internal state cannot be leaked by the implementation.

8.3 Allowed leakage

IPR enforces that the implementation leaks no more than the specification; sometimes, it is desirable to allow the implementation to leak some non-sensitive information, e.g., the current bad_guesses count in the PIN-protected backup. This fits in to IPR: the leakage can be expressed as a spec-level leak operation. Knox supports leakage specifications using this strategy, and it allows the user to skip proving functional equivalence for leak operations (a well-behaved host does not need to invoke this operation; it is only relevant for modeling leakage as part of physical equivalence).

8.4 Monolithic end-to-end verification

Knox performs monolithic end-to-end verification, which has some benefits over modular verification. There is no need to define intermediate specifications and prove that layers satisfy these specs; there is no distinction between hardware and software, or a notion of, e.g., an instruction set architecture. Knox simply reasons about the cycle-accurate behavior of the entire circuit. If the circuit happens to contain a CPU that runs some software, the software is “inlined” into hardware (the initial contents of a ROM, for example).

Knox uses symbolic execution, and due to performing symbolic execution end-to-end across software and hardware, symbolic execution can be kept as concrete as possible, which improves performance. For example, Knox doesn’t attempt to prove a CPU correct (that it executes any program correctly); this would require reasoning about symbolic instructions/programs. Instead, a proof of a Knox HSM only shows (indirectly) that the CPU executes the HSM’s particular software correctly, which is an easier task.

Lack of modularity could be a challenge when scaling up Knox to more sophisticated HSM implementations, because end-to-end symbolic execution across hardware and software will perform poorly as hardware gets more sophisticated, and the proof developer might have trouble with non-modular reasoning as complexity increases. But modular reasoning about security properties is also challenging; e.g., proving software correct with respect to an ISA specification is inadequate for proving absence of timing side channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Verified</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPGA LUTs</td>
<td>3966</td>
<td>3962</td>
<td>(-0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max clock freq</td>
<td>20.01 MHz</td>
<td>20.53 MHz</td>
<td>(+3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code size</td>
<td>2412 B</td>
<td>2592 B</td>
<td>(+7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTP op latency</td>
<td>0.73 ms</td>
<td>0.83 ms</td>
<td>(+14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Overhead of modifications to TOTP token.
A potential approach to this problem could involve structuring the HSM implementation to delay responses until a worst-case execution time bound, and then specializing the verification framework to reason about HSMs following such a design. With such a structure, precise Knox-style reasoning about software executing on hardware may not be necessary, making it possible to separately reason about correctness (following standard approaches) and then reason about worst-case execution time bounds of software executing on hardware to show a top-level property like IPR.

9 Related work

Noninterference. Noninterference [39] captures confidentiality properties in systems where high-sensitivity inputs should not affect low-sensitivity outputs, which are separate from high-sensitivity outputs. seL4 [55], mCertiKOS [30], Komodo [36], and Nickel [64] verify noninterference properties such as process isolation. HACL* [62, 74], Vale [25, 38], EverCrypt [63], and Jasmin [14] phrase freedom from timing side channels in crypto code as noninterference by defining a leakage trace (the low-sensitivity output) that captures adversary observations, such as every program counter value, and showing that two executions that have matching public inputs but differing secrets (high-sensitivity inputs) produce identical leakage traces.

The Knox setting does not have separate low/high-sensitivity outputs: there is just one output, the logic levels on the output wires at every cycle, and this is what the adversary observes. Noninterference does not hold in the Knox setting: the output can and will be secret-dependent. Instead, IPR says that the output does not leak more information than the spec, which is not a noninterference property.

Declassification. Noninterference with declassification [56] separates low and high-sensitivity inputs (i.e., public and secret inputs) and supports controlled influence of secrets on outputs through an explicit declassify function that marks secret-dependent values as safe to output. Ironclad [42] uses this style of security definition; the proofs cover only software, not hardware, and do not rule out timing side channels.

The Knox setting does not separate low and high-sensitivity inputs. There is just one input, the logic levels on the input wires at every cycle. IPR says that after the HSM receives inputs from the driver (i.e., corresponding to a spec-level operation), its future behavior does not leak more information than the specification, which is not a declassification property.

Ironclad contains a PassHash app similar to the Knox password hasher. PassHash generates a secret internally, from a computer’s TPM, and it services network requests: given a password, it returns a hash of the password salted with the secret. The secret is a high-sensitivity input (from the TPM) and the password is low-sensitivity input (from the network); the security definition is phrased as noninterference with declassification, allowing the final output to the network to depend on the secret in a controlled way. In the Knox HSM, the secret is not generated internally but received from the host, and both secrets and passwords are received over the same input wires (there are no separate public and secret inputs). A declassification-style definition does not apply. IPR says that the implementation’s behavior can’t leak more information than the specification, so for example, after a host sets the secret, the HSM can’t leak the secret. IPR also gives the same property with passwords: the HSM can’t leak passwords that were input earlier. In contrast, the noninterference property for PassHash doesn’t prevent the implementation from leaking passwords, because they are low-sensitivity inputs.

Hardware/software verification. A long line of work performs end-to-end verification of functional correctness properties for hardware/software systems, with an emphasis on modular verification [13, 23, 35, 48]. Proving functional correctness does not rule out timing side channels, while addressing side channels is a central goal of IPR and Knox.

Knox uses Notary’s toolchain to convert C/Verilog to Rosette models, and Knox uses Notary’s idea of reset-based design for simplifying verification [16, 52]. Knox solves a different problem than Notary. IPR is a new security definition for HSMs that captures the notion that a hardware/software implementation satisfies a functional specification and leaks nothing more, and Knox is a framework for proving this property, including support for writing specifications, encoding drivers and emulators, and proving correctness and security. Notary’s focus is a hardware/software architecture for better isolation between multiple mutually-distrustful agents running on the same device, and Notary only verifies a simple (but key) property of an embedded system and its boot code, that all internal state is cleared after reset.

Simulation-based definitions of security. IPR is inspired by simulation-based definitions of security for multiparty computation (MPC) and universal composability (UC) [28, 40, 41]. The Knox emulator is similar to the MPC simulator, which formalizes the notion of zero knowledge in an MPC protocol. Knox uses this concept to define non-leakage for a hardware/software system.

Verified cryptography. Some tools [18, 19, 24, 61] verify cryptographic properties of functional specifications and protocols. These are complementary to Knox, as illustrated by work that formally analyzes HSM interfaces [26, 33].

Other works prove functional correctness of crypto implementations [17, 22, 27, 29, 34]. Some of these provide side-channel resistance with cryptographic constant-time code, which can be compiled to machine code while preserving constant-time [20], but the security property does not go down to the hardware/wire I/O level.

Verifying efficiency. Cryptographic proofs generally reason about efficient adversaries, and some frameworks for verified cryptography support proving polynomial bounds on
programs’ running time [18, 61]. Knox could follow their approach, adding a cost semantics for the emulator language, to formally reason about emulator efficiency.

Secure compilation. In Knox, the circuit is not derivable from the specification via compilation, but the IPR definition bears some resemblance to the properties secure compilers guarantee about their compilation results. Fully-abstract compilers [11] preserve and reflect observational equivalence from the source to the target language. Some security properties can be stated as program equivalences [60], but IPR’s non-leakage property is not captured by this type of definition. In fact, some Knox specifications such as the password hasher have no instances that are observationally (extensionally) equivalent but not intensionally equal, so a secure-compilation-style equivalence preservation at the circuit level would be vacuous. Trace-preserving compilation [59] preserves trace equivalence between source and target and handles invalid target-level inputs. The definition is not general enough to apply to the HSM setting because source-level inputs don’t map to single target-level inputs (function call to wire input for a single cycle), and there is no notion of “ignoring invalid inputs” (for any wire-level inputs, the HSM will have wire-level outputs). Furthermore, similar to the case of program equivalence, some Knox specifications such as the password hasher have no instances that are trace-equivalent but not equal, so trace-equivalence preservation at the circuit level would be vacuous.

10 Conclusion

Information-preserving refinement (IPR) is a new security definition that captures the idea that a circuit-level implementation should implement its logical-level specification and leak nothing more. Knox demonstrates that IPR is useful in practice for ruling out bugs in an HSM’s hardware and software. We believe that IPR is applicable beyond HSMs and hope that it can serve as a foundation of future security definitions.
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Abstract

Large-scale Transformer-based models trained for generation tasks (e.g., GPT-3) have recently attracted huge interest, emphasizing the need for system support for serving models in this family. Since these models generate a next token in an autoregressive manner, one has to run the model multiple times to process an inference request where each iteration of the model generates a single output token for the request. However, existing systems for inference serving do not perform well on this type of workload that has a multi-iteration characteristic, due to their inflexible scheduling mechanism that cannot change the current batch of requests being processed; requests that have finished earlier than other requests in a batch cannot return to the client, while newly arrived requests have to wait until the current batch completely finishes.

In this paper, we propose iteration-level scheduling, a new scheduling mechanism that schedules execution at the granularity of iteration (instead of request) where the scheduler invokes the execution engine to run only a single iteration of the model on the batch. In addition, to apply batching and iteration-level scheduling to a Transformer model at the same time, we suggest selective batching, which applies batching only to a selected set of operations. Based on these two techniques, we have implemented a distributed serving system called ORCA, with additional designs for scalability to models with hundreds of billions of parameters. Our evaluation on a GPT-3 175B model shows that ORCA can significantly outperform NVIDIA FasterTransformer in terms of both latency and throughput: 36.9× throughput improvement at the same level of latency.

1 Introduction

Language generation tasks are becoming increasingly paramount to many types of applications, such as chatbot [9, 52], summarization [41, 45, 54], code generation [13], and caption generation [65, 66]. Moreover, recent works published by AI21 Labs [37], DeepMind [26, 48], Google [15, 21, 63], Meta Platforms [10, 67], Microsoft [50], Microsoft & NVIDIA [59], and OpenAI [12] have reported that every language processing task, including translation [11, 17], classification [20, 53], question-answering [32, 33, 40] and more, can be cast as a language generation problem and have shown great improvements along this direction. The rise of generative models is not limited to the language domain; the AI community has also given growing interest to generation problems in other domains such as image, video, speech, or a mixture of multiple domains [19, 38, 51, 62]. At the heart of generative models lies the Transformer architecture [60] and its variants [15, 47–49]. By relying on the attention mechanism [60], Transformer models can learn better representations where each element of the sequence may have a direct connection with every other element, which was not possible in recurrent models [25].

To use generative models in real-world applications, we often delegate the inference procedure to a separate service responsible for ML inference serving. The growing demands for this service, which should provide inference results for client requests at low latency and high throughput, have facilitated the development of inference serving systems such as Triton Inference Server [7] and TensorFlow Serving [42]. These systems can use a separately-developed DNN execution engine to perform the actual tensor operations. For example, we can deploy a service for language generation tasks by using a combination of Triton and FasterTransformer [4], an execution engine optimized for the inference of Transformer-based models. In this case, Triton is mainly responsible for grouping multiple client requests into a batch, while Faster-Transformer receives the batch from Triton and conducts the inference procedure in the batched manner.

Unfortunately, we notice that the existing inference systems, including both the serving system layer and the execution engine layer, have limitations in handling requests for Transformer-based generative models. Since these models are trained to generate a next token in an autoregressive manner, one should run the model as many times as the number of tokens to generate, while for other models like ResNet [24] and
BERT [18] a request can be processed by running the model once. That is, in order to process a request to the generative model, we have to run multiple iterations of the model; each iteration generates a single output token, which is used as an input in the following iteration. Such multi-iteration characteristic calls into question the current design of inference systems, where the serving system schedules the execution of the engine at the granularity of request. Under this design, when the serving system dispatches a batch of requests to the engine, the engine returns inference results for the entire batch at once after processing all requests within the batch. As different client requests may require different numbers of iterations for processing, requests that have finished earlier than others in the batch cannot return to the client, resulting in an increased latency. Requests arrived after dispatching the batch also should wait for processing the batch, which can significantly increase the requests’ queuing time.

In this paper, we propose to schedule the execution of the engine at the granularity of iteration instead of request. In particular, the serving system invokes the engine to run only a single iteration of the model on the batch. As a result, a newly arrived request can be considered for processing after waiting for only a single iteration of the model. The serving system checks whether a request has finished processing after every return from the engine – hence the finished requests can also be returned to the clients immediately.

Nevertheless, a noticeable challenge arises when we attempt to apply batching and the iteration-level scheduling at the same time. Unlike the canonical request-level scheduling, the proposed scheduling can issue a batch of requests where each request has so far processed a different number of tokens. In such a case, the requests to the Transformer model cannot be processed in the batched manner because the attention mechanism calls for non-batchable tensor operations whose input tensors have variable shapes depending on the number of processed tokens.

To address this challenge, we suggest to apply batching only to a selected set of operations, which we call selective batching. By taking different characteristics of operations into account, selective batching splits the batch and processes each request individually for the Attention operation while applying batching to other operations of the Transformer model. We observe that the decision not to batch the executions of the Attention operation has only a small impact on efficiency. Since the Attention operation is not associated with any model parameters, applying batching to Attention has no benefit of reducing the amount of GPU memory reads by reusing the loaded parameters across multiple requests.

Based on these techniques, we design and implement ORCA, a distributed serving system for Transformer-based generative models. In order to handle large-scale models, ORCA adopts parallelization strategies including intra-layer and inter-layer model parallelism, which were originally developed by training systems [55, 58] for Transformer models. We also devise a new scheduling algorithm for the proposed iteration-level scheduling, with additional considerations for memory management and pipelined execution across workers.

We evaluate ORCA using OpenAI GPT-3 [12] models with various configurations, scaling up to 341B of parameters. The results show that ORCA significantly outperforms FasterTransformer [4], showing 36.9× throughput improvement at the same level of latency. While we use a language model as a driving example throughout the paper and conduct experiments only on language models, generative models in other domains can benefit from our approach as long as the models are based on the Transformer architecture and use the autoregressive generation procedure [19, 38, 51, 62].

2 Background

We provide background on the inference procedure of GPT [12, 47], a representative example of Transformer-based generative models that we use throughout this paper, and ML inference serving systems.

Inference procedure of GPT. GPT is an autoregressive language model based on one of architectural variants of Transformer [60]. It takes text as input and produces new text as output. In particular, the model receives a sequence of input tokens and then completes the sequence by generating subsequent output tokens. Figure 1a illustrates a simplified computation graph that represents this procedure with a three-layer GPT model, where nodes and edges indicate Transformer layers and dependencies between the layers, respectively. The Transformer layers are executed in the order denoted by the numbers on the nodes, and the nodes that use the same set of model parameters (i.e., nodes representing the same layer) are filled with the same color.

The generated output token is fed back into the model to generate the next output token, imposing a sequential, one-by-one inference procedure. This autoregressive procedure of generating a single token is done by running all the layers of the model with the input, which is either a sequence of input tokens that came from the client or a previously generated output token. We define the run of all layers as an iteration of the model. In the example shown in Figure 1a, the inference procedure comprises three iterations. The first iteration (“iter 1”) takes all the input tokens (“I think this”) at once and generates the next token (“is”). This iteration composes an initiation phase, a procedure responsible for processing the input tokens and generating the first output token. The next two iterations (“iter 2” and “iter 3”), which compose an increment phase, take the output token of the preceding iteration and generate...
the next token. In this case, “iter 3” is the last iteration because it produces “<EOS>”, a special end-of-sequence token that terminates output generation. Note that while the increment phase comprises multiple iterations because each iteration is only able to process a single token, the initiation phase is typically implemented as a single iteration by processing all the input tokens in parallel.

The original Transformer [60] employs two stacks of Transformer layers, while GPT’s architecture consists of a single layer stack, namely decoder. Figure 1b shows a Transformer layer used in GPT. Among the operations that compose the Transformer layer, Attention is the essence that distinguishes Transformer from other architectures. At a high level, the Attention operation computes a weighted average of the tokens of interest so that each token in the sequence is aware of the other. It takes three inputs, query, key, and value, computes dot products of the query (for the current token) with all keys (for the tokens of interest), applies Softmax on the dot products to get weights, and conducts weighted average of all values associated with the weights.

Since the Attention requires keys and values of all preceding tokens, we consider the keys and values as internal states that should be maintained across multiple iterations. A naive, stateless inference procedure would take all tokens in the sequence (including both the client-provided input tokens and the output tokens generated so far) to recompute all the keys and values at every iteration. To avoid such recomputation, fairseq [43] suggests incremental decoding, which saves the keys and values for reuse in successive iterations. Other systems for Transformer such as FasterTransformer [4] and Megatron-LM [3] also do the same.

Figure 1c illustrates the state usage pattern of Transformer, along with LSTM [25] that also maintains internal states. The main difference is that the size of the states (k for Attention key and v for value) in Transformer increases with iteration, whereas the size of the states (c for LSTM internal memory and h for LSTM layer’s input/output) in LSTM remains constant. When processing the token at index i, the Attention operation takes all previous Attention keys k_{l+1:t−1} and values v_{l+1:t−1} along with the current key k_i and value v_i. Therefore, the Attention operation should perform computation on tensors of different shapes depending on the number of tokens already processed.

Prior to the Attention operation, there are the layer normalization operation (LayerNorm) and the QKV Linear (linear and split operations to get the query, key and value). Operations performed after Attention are, in order, a linear operation (Attn Out Linear), an add operation for residual connection (Add), layer normalization operation (LayerNorm), the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) operations, and the other residual connection operation (Add).

**ML inference serving systems.** Growing demands for ML-driven applications have made ML inference serving service a critical workload in modern datacenters. Users (either the end-user or internal microservices of the application) submit requests to an inference service, and the service gives replies on the requests based on a pre-defined ML model using its provisioned resource, typically equipped with specialized accelerators such as GPUs and TPUs. In particular, the service runs a DNN model with input data to generate output for the
request. Just like other services operating on datacenters, a well-managed inference service should provide low latency and high throughput within a reasonable amount of cost.

To meet such constraints, service operators often use ML inference serving systems such as Triton Inference Server [7] and TensorFlow Serving [42]. These systems can be seen as an abstraction sitting atop underlying model execution engines such as TensorRT [6], TVM [14], TensorFlow [8], and many others [44,46], being agnostic to various kinds of ML models, execution engines, and computing hardware. While delegating the role of driving the main mathematical operations to the engines, serving systems are in charge of exposing endpoints that receive inference requests, scheduling executions of the engine, and sending responses to the requests. Accordingly, these systems focus on aspects such as batching the executions [7, 16, 35, 42, 56], selecting an appropriate model from multiple model variants [16, 27, 30, 57], deploying multiple models (each for different inference services) on the same device [7, 29, 35, 56], and so on.

Among the features and optimizations provided by serving systems, batching is a key to achieve high accelerator utilization when using accelerators like GPUs. When we run the execution engine with batching enabled, the input tensors from multiple requests coalesce into a single, large input tensor before being fed to the first operation of the model. Since the accelerators prefer large input tensors over small ones to better exploit the vast amount of parallel computation units, the engine’s throughput is highly dependent on the batch size, i.e., the number of inference requests the engine processes together. Reusing the model parameters loaded from off-chip memory is another merit in batched execution, especially when the model involves memory-intensive operations.

Figure 2 shows an overall workflow of serving a generative language model with existing serving systems and execution engines. The main component of the serving system (e.g., Triton [7]) is the scheduler, which is responsible for (1) creating a batch of requests by retrieving requests from a queue and (2) scheduling the execution engine (e.g., FasterTransformer [4]) to process the batch. The execution engine (3) processes the received batch by running multiple iterations of the model being served and (4) returns the generated text back to the serving system. In Figure 2, the serving system schedules the engine to process two requests ($x_1$: “I think”, $x_2$: “I love”) in a batch and the engine generates “this is great” and “you” for requests $x_1$ and $x_2$, respectively.

3 Challenges and Proposed Solutions

In this section, we describe challenges in serving Transformer-based generative models and propose two techniques: iteration-level scheduling and selective batching.

C1: Early-finished and late-joining requests. One major limitation of existing systems is that the serving system and the execution engine interact with each other only when (1) the serving system schedules the next batch on an idle engine; or (2) the engine finishes processing the current batch. In other words, these systems are designed to schedule executions at request granularity; the engine maintains a batch of requests fixed until all requests in the batch finish. This can be problematic in the serving of generative models, since each request in a batch may require different number of iterations, resulting in certain requests finishing earlier than the others. In the example shown in Figure 3, although request $x_2$ finishes earlier than request $x_1$, the engine performs computation for both “active” and “inactive” requests throughout all iterations. Such extra computation for inactive requests ($x_2$ at iter 3 and 4) limits the efficiency of batched execution.

What makes it even worse is that this behavior prevents an early return of the finished request to the client, imposing a substantial amount of extra latency. This is because the engine only returns the execution results to the serving system when it finishes processing all requests in the batch. Similarly, when a new request arrives in the middle of the current batch’s execution, the aforementioned scheduling mechanism makes the newly arrived request wait until all requests in the current batch have finished. We argue that the current request-level scheduling mechanism cannot efficiently handle workloads with multi-iteration characteristic. Note that this problem of early-finished and late-joining requests does not occur in the training of language models; the training procedure finishes processing the whole batch in a single iteration by using the teacher forcing technique [64].
Figure 4: System overview of ORCA. Interactions between components represented as dotted lines indicate that the interaction takes place at every iteration of the execution engine. \(x_{ij}\) is the \(j\)-th token of the \(i\)-th request. Shaded tokens represent input tokens received from the clients, while unshaded tokens are generated by ORCA. For example, request \(x_1\) initially arrived with two input tokens \((x_{11}, x_{12})\) and have run two iterations so far, where the first and second iterations generated \(x_{13}\) and \(x_{14}\), respectively. On the other hand, request \(x_3\) only contains input tokens \((x_{31}, x_{32})\) because it has not run any iterations yet.

**S1: Iteration-level scheduling.** To address the above limitations, we propose to schedule executions at the granularity of iteration. At high level, the scheduler repeats the following procedure: (1) selects requests to run next; (2) invokes the engine to execute one iteration for the selected requests; and (3) receives execution results for the scheduled iteration. Since the scheduler receives a return on every iteration, it can detect the completion of a request and immediately return its generated tokens to the client. For a newly arrived request, the request gets a chance to start processing (i.e., the scheduler may select the new request to run next) after execution of the currently scheduled iteration, significantly reducing the queuing delay. With iteration-level scheduling, the scheduler has a full control on how many and which requests are processed in each iteration.

Figure 4 depicts the system architecture and the overall workflow of ORCA using the iteration-level scheduling. ORCA exposes an endpoint (e.g., HTTPS or gRPC) where inference requests arrive at the system and responses to the requests are sent out. The endpoint puts newly arrived requests in the request pool, a component that manages all requests in the system during their lifetime. The pool is monitored by the scheduler, which is responsible for: selecting a set of requests from the pool, scheduling the execution engine to run an iteration of the model on the set, receiving execution results (i.e., output tokens) from the engine, and updating the pool by appending each output token to the corresponding request. The engine is an abstraction for executing the actual tensor operations, which can be parallelized across multiple GPUs spread across multiple machines. In the example shown in Figure 4, the scheduler \(\text{①}\) interacts with the request pool to decide which requests to run next and \(\text{②}\) invokes the engine to run four selected requests: \((x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4)\). The scheduler provides the engine with input tokens of the requests scheduled for the first time. In this case, \(x_3\) and \(x_4\) have not run any iterations yet, so the scheduler hands over \((x_{31}, x_{32})\) for \(x_3\) and \((x_{41}, x_{42}, x_{43})\) for \(x_4\). The engine \(\text{③}\) runs an iteration of the model on the four requests and \(\text{④}\) returns generated output tokens \((x_{15}, x_{23}, x_{33}, x_{44})\), one for each scheduled request. Once a request has finished processing, the request pool removes the finished request and notifies the endpoint to send a response. Unlike the method shown in Figure 2 that should run multiple iterations on a scheduled batch until finish of all requests within the batch, ORCA’s scheduler can change which requests are going to be processed at every iteration. We describe the detailed algorithm about how to select the requests at every iteration in Section 4.2.

**C2: Batching an arbitrary set of requests.** When we try to use the iteration-level scheduling in practice, one major challenge that we are going to face is batching. To achieve high efficiency, the execution engine should be able to process any selected set of requests in the batched manner. Without batching, one would have to process each selected request one by one, losing out on the massively parallel computation capabilities of GPUs.

Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that even for a pair of requests \((x_i, x_j)\), for the next iteration, their executions can be merged and replaced with a batched version. There are three cases for a pair of requests where the next iteration cannot be batched together: (1) both requests are in the initiation phase and each has different number of input tokens (e.g., \(x_3\) and \(x_4\) in Figure 4); (2) both are in the increment phase and each is processing a token at different index from each other \((x_1\) and \(x_2)\); or (3) each request is in the different phase: initiation or increment \((x_1\) and \(x_3)\). Recall that in order to batch the execution of multiple requests, the execution of each request must consist of identical operations, each consuming identically-shaped input tensors. In the first case, the two requests cannot be processed in a batch because the “length” dimension of their input tensors, which is the number of input tokens, are not equal. The requests in the second case have difference in the tensor shape of Attention keys and values because each processes token at different index, as shown in Figure 1c. For the third case, we cannot batch the iterations of different phases because they take different number of tokens as input; an iteration of the initiation phase processes all input tokens in parallel for efficiency, while in the increment phase each iteration takes a single token as its input (we assume the use of fairseq-style incremental decoding [43]).

Batching is only applicable when the two selected requests are in the same phase, with the same number of input tokens (in case of the initiation phase) or with the same token index (in case of the increment phase). This restriction significantly reduces the likelihood of batching in real-world workloads.
because the scheduler should make a wish for the presence of two requests eligible for batching at the same time. The likelihood further decreases exponentially as the batch size increases, making it impractical to use a large batch size that can pull out better throughput without compromising latency.

**S2: Selective batching.** We propose selective batching, a technique for batched execution that allows high flexibility in composing requests as a batch. Instead of processing a batch of requests by “batchifying” all tensor operations composing the model, this technique selectively apply batching only to a handful of operations.

The main problem regarding batching described above is that the three aforementioned cases correspond to irregularly shaped input (or state) tensors, which cannot be coalesced into a single large tensor and fed into a batch operation. In the canonical batching mechanism, at each iteration, a Transformer layer takes a 3-dimensional input tensor of shape \([B, L, H]\) generated by concatenating multiple \([L, H]\) input tensors of requests in a batch, where \(B\) is the batch size, \(L\) is the number of tokens processed together, and \(H\) is the hidden size of the model. For example, in Figure 3, “iter 1” (initiation phase) takes an input tensor of shape \([2, 2, H]\) and “iter 2” (increment phase) takes a tensor of shape \([2, 1, H]\). However, when the scheduler decides to run an iteration on batch \((x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4)\) in Figure 4, the inputs for requests in the initiation phase \((x_1 : [2, H] \text{ and } x_4 : [3, H])\) cannot coalesce into a single tensor of shape \([B, L, H]\) because \(x_3\) and \(x_4\) have different number of input tokens, 2 and 3.

Interestingly, not all operations are incompatible with such irregularly shaped tensors. Operations such as non-Attention matrix multiplication and layer normalization can be made to work with irregularly shaped tensors by flattening the tensors.

For instance, the aforementioned input tensors for \(x_3\) and \(x_4\) can compose a 2-dimensional tensor of shape \([\Sigma L, H] = [5, H]\) without an explicit batch dimension. This tensor can be fed into all non-Attention operations including Linear, Layer-Norm, Add, and GelU operations because they do not need to distinguish tensor elements of different requests. On the other hand, the Attention operation requires a notion of requests (i.e., requires the batch dimension) to compute attention only between the tokens of the same request, typically done by applying cuBLAS routines for batch matrix multiplication.

Selective batching is aware of the different characteristics of each operation; it splits the batch and processes each request individually for the Attention operation while applying token-wise (instead of request-wise) batching to other operations without the notion of requests. Figure 5 presents the selective batching mechanism processing a batch of requests \((x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4)\) described in Figure 4. This batch has 7 input tokens to process, so we make the input tensor have a shape of \([7, H]\) and apply the non-Attention operations. Before the Attention operation, we insert a Split operation and run the Attention operation separately on the split tensor for each request. The outputs of Attention operations are merged back into a tensor of shape \([7, H]\) by a Merge operation, bringing back the batching functionality to the rest of operations.

To make the requests in the increment phase can use the Attention keys and values for the tokens processed in previous iterations, ORCA maintains the generated keys and values in the Attention K/V manager. The manager maintains these keys and values separately for each request until the scheduler explicitly asks to remove certain request’s keys and values, i.e., when the request has finished processing. The Attention operation for request in the increment phase \((x_1 \text{ and } x_2)\) takes keys and values of previous tokens \((x_1, x_2, x_3)\) for \((x_1; x_2)\) from the manager, along with the current token’s query, key, and value from the Split operation to compute attention between the current token and the previous ones.

### 4 ORCA Design

Based on the above techniques, we design and implement ORCA: a distributed serving system for Transformer-based generative models. We have already discussed the system components and the overall execution model of ORCA while describing Figure 4. In this section, we answer the remaining issues about how to build an efficient system that can scale to large-scale models with hundreds of billions of parameters. We also describe the scheduling algorithm for iteration-level scheduling, i.e., how to select a batch of requests from the request pool at every iteration.

#### 4.1 Distributed Architecture

Recent works [12, 31] have shown that scaling language models can dramatically improve the quality of models. Hence,
system support for serving such large language models is getting more importance, especially when the model does not fit in a single GPU. In such a case, one should split the model parameters along with the corresponding computation and distribute them across multiple GPUs and machines.

**ORCA** composes known parallelization techniques for Transformer models: intra-layer parallelism and inter-layer parallelism. These two model parallelism strategies, which are also used by FasterTransformer [4], have been originally developed for distributed training. Intra-layer parallelism [55,58] splits matrix multiplications (i.e., Linear and Attention operations) and their associated parameters over multiple GPUs. We omit the detail about how this strategy partitions each matrix multiplication. On the other hand, inter-layer parallelism splits Transformer layers over multiple GPUs. **ORCA** assigns the same number of Transformer layers to each GPU. Figure 6 illustrates an example application of intra- and inter-layer parallelism to a 4-layer GPT model. The 4 layers are split into 2 inter-layer partitions, and the layers in the partition are subdivided into 3 intra-layer partitions. We assign each partition to a GPU, using a total of 6 GPUs.

The **ORCA** execution engine supports distributed execution using the techniques described above. Figure 7 depicts the architecture of an **ORCA** engine. Each worker process is responsible for an inter-layer partition of the model and can be placed on a different machine from each other. In particular, each worker manages one or more CPU threads each dedicated for controlling a GPU, the number of which depends on the degree of intra-layer parallelism.

The execution procedure of the **ORCA** execution engine is as follows. Once the engine is scheduled to run an iteration of the model for a batch of requests, the engine master forwards the received information about the scheduled batch to the first worker process (Worker1). The information includes tokens for the current iteration and a control message, which is composed of ids of requests within the batch, current token index (for requests in the increment phase), and number of input tokens (for requests in the initiation phase). The controller of Worker1 hands over the information received from the engine master to the GPU-controlling threads, where each thread parses the information and issues proper GPU kernels to its associated GPU. For example, the kernel for the Attention operation uses the request id and the current token index to get the GPU memory address of previous keys and values kept by the Attention K/V manager. In the meantime, the controller also forwards the control message to the controller of the next worker (Worker2), without waiting for the completion of the kernels issued on the GPUs of Worker1. Unlike Worker1, the controller of the last worker (Worker2) waits for (i.e., synchronize with) the completion of the issued GPU kernels, in order to fetch the output token for each request and send the tokens back to the engine master.

To keep GPUs busy as much as possible, we design the **ORCA** engine to minimize synchronization between the CPU and GPUs. We observe that current systems for distributed inference (e.g., FasterTransformer [4] and Megatron-LM [3]) have CPU-GPU synchronization whenever each process receives control messages\(^5\) because they exchange the messages through a GPU-to-GPU communication channel – NCCL [5]. The exchange of these control messages occurs at every iteration, imposing a non-negligible performance overhead. On the other hand, **ORCA** separates the communication channels for control messages (plus tokens) and tensor data transfer, avoiding the use of NCCL for data used by GPUs. Figure 7 shows that the **ORCA** engine uses NCCL exclusively for exchanging intermediate tensor data (represented by dashed arrows) as this data is produced and consumed by GPUs. Control messages, which is used by the CPU threads for issuing GPU kernels, sent between the engine master and worker controllers by a separate communication channel that does not involve GPU such as gRPC [2].

\(^5\)This includes various metadata such as batch size, sequence length, and whether a request within the batch has finished processing.

### 4.2 Scheduling Algorithm

The **ORCA** scheduler makes decisions on which requests should be selected and processed at every iteration. The scheduler has high flexibility in selecting a set of requests to com-
pose a batch, because of the selective batching technique that allows the engine to run any set of requests in the batched manner. Now the main question left is how to select the requests at every iteration.

We design the ORCA scheduler to use a simple algorithm that does not change the processing order of client requests; early-arrived requests are processed earlier. That is, we ensure iteration-level first-come-first-served (FCFS) property. We define the iteration-level FCFS property for workloads with multi-iteration characteristics as follows: for any pair of requests \((x_i, x_j)\) in the request pool, if \(x_i\) has arrived earlier than \(x_j\), \(x_j\) should have run the same or more iterations than \(x_i\). Note that some late-arrived requests may return earlier to clients if the late request requires a smaller number of iterations to finish.

Still, the scheduler needs to take into account additional factors: diminishing returns to increasing the batch size and GPU memory constraint. Increasing the batch size trades off increased throughput for increased latency, but as the batch size becomes larger, the amount of return (i.e., increase in throughput) diminishes. Therefore, just like other serving systems [7, 16], ORCA also has a notion of a max batch size: the largest possible number of requests within a batch. The ORCA system operator can tune this knob to maximize throughput while satisfying one’s latency budget. We will discuss this in more details with experiment results in Section 6.2.

Another factor is the GPU memory constraint. Optimizing memory usage by reusing buffers for intermediate results across multiple operations is a well-known technique used by various systems [4, 6], and ORCA also adopts this technique. However, unlike the buffers for intermediate results that can be reused immediately, buffers used by the Attention K/V manager for storing the keys and values cannot be reclaimed until the ORCA scheduler notifies that the corresponding request has finished processing. A naive implementation can make the scheduler fall into a deadlock when the scheduler cannot issue an iteration for any requests in the pool because there is no space left for storing a new Attention key and value for the next token. This requires the ORCA scheduler to be aware of the remaining size of pre-allocated memory regions for the manager.

The ORCA scheduler takes all these factors into account: it selects at most “max batch size” requests based on the arrival time, while reserving enough space for storing keys and values to a request when the request is scheduled for the first time. We describe the scheduling process in Algorithm 1. The algorithm selects a batch of requests from the request pool (line 4) and schedules the batch (line 5). The Select function (line 17) selects at most max_bs requests from the pool based on the arrival time of the request (lines 20-22). Algorithm 1 does not depict the procedure of request arrival and return; one may think of it as there exist concurrent threads inserting newly arrived requests into request_pool and removing finished requests from request_pool.

### Algorithm 1: ORCA scheduling algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><code>n_scheduled ← 0</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><code>n_rsrv ← 0</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><code>while true do</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><code>batch, n_rsrv ← Select(request_pool, n_rsrv)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><code>schedule engine to run one iteration of the model for the batch</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><code>foreach req in batch do</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><code>req.state ← RUNNING</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><code>n_scheduled ← n_scheduled + 1</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><code>if n_scheduled = n_workers then</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><code>wait for return of a scheduled batch</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><code>foreach req in the returned batch do</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td><code>req.state ← INCREMENT</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td><code>if finished(req) then</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td><code>n_rsrv ← n_rsrv − req.max_tokens</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td><code>n_scheduled ← n_scheduled − 1</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td><code>def Select(pool, n_rsrv):</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td><code>batch ← {}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>`foreach req ∈ pool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td><code>SortByArrivalTime(pool)</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td><code>foreach req in pool do</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td><code>if batch.size() = max_bs then break</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td><code>if req.state = INITIATION then</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td><code>new_n_rsrv ← n_rsrv + req.max_tokens</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td><code>if new_n_rsrv &gt; n_slots then break</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td><code>n_rsrv ← new_n_rsrv</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td><code>batch ← batch ∪ {req}</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td><code>return batch, n_rsrv</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the scheduler considers a request in the initiation phase, meaning that the request has never been scheduled yet, the scheduler uses the request’s max_tokens\(^6\) attribute to reserve max_tokens slots of GPU memory for storing the keys and values in advance (lines 23-26). The scheduler determines whether the reservation is possible (line 25) based on n_rsrv, the number of currently reserved slots, where a slot is defined by the amount of memory required for storing an Attention key and value for a single token. Here, n_slots is a parameter tuned by the ORCA system operator indicating the size of memory region (in terms of slots) allocated to the Attention K/V manager. Since the number of tokens in a request cannot exceed max_tokens, if the reservation is possible, it is guaranteed that the manager can allocate buffers for the newly generated keys and values until the request finishes.

Unlike the tuning of max_bs that requires quantifying the trade-off between latency and throughput, the ORCA system

---

\(^6\)The max_tokens attribute is a per-request option, meaning the maximum number of tokens that a request can have after processing.
Pipeline parallelism. ORCA’s scheduler makes the execution of workers in the engine to be pipelined across multiple batches. The scheduler does not wait for the return of a scheduled batch until \( n_{\text{scheduled}} \), the number of currently scheduled batches, reaches \( n_{\text{workers}} \) (line 9-10 of Algorithm 1). By doing so, the scheduler keeps the number of concurrently running batches in the engine to be \( n_{\text{workers}} \), which means that every worker in the engine is processing one of the batches without being idle.

Figure 8a depicts the execution pipeline of 3 ORCA workers, using a max batch size of 2. We assume that the request A arrives before B, which arrives before C, and so on. At first, the scheduler selects requests A and B based on the arrival time and schedules the engine to process a batch of requests A and B (we call this batch AB), where Worker1, Worker2, and Worker3 process the batch in turn. The scheduler waits for the return of the batch AB only after the scheduler injects two more batches: CD and EF. Once the batch AB returns, requests A and B get selected and scheduled once again, because they are the earliest arrived requests among the requests in the pool.

In contrast, the interface between current serving systems and execution engines (e.g., a combination of Triton [7] and FasterTransformer [4]) does not allow injecting another batch before the finish of the current running batch, due to the request-level scheduling. That is, Triton cannot inject the next request C to FasterTransformer until the current batch AB finishes. To enable pipelined execution of multiple inter-layer partitions under such constraint, FasterTransformer splits a batch of requests into multiple microbatches [28] and pipelines the executions of partitions across the microbatches. In Figure 8b, FasterTransformer splits the batch AB into two microbatches, A and B. Since each partition processes a microbatch (which is smaller than the original batch) in the batched manner, the performance gain from batching can become smaller. Moreover, this method may insert bubbles into the pipeline when the microbatch size is too large, making the number of microbatches smaller than the number of partitions. While FasterTransformer needs to trade batching efficiency (larger microbatch size) for pipelining efficiency (fewer pipeline bubbles), ORCA is free of such a tradeoff – thanks to iteration-level scheduling – and can easily pipeline requests without dividing a batch into microbatches.

## 5 Implementation

We have implemented ORCA with 13K lines of C++, based on the CUDA ecosystem. We use gRPC [2] for the communication in the control plane of the ORCA engine, while NCCL [5] is used in the data plane, for both inter-layer and intra-layer communication. Since we design ORCA to focus on Transformer-based generative models, ORCA provides popular Transformer layers as a building block of models including the original encoder-decoder Transformer [60], GPT [47], and other variants discussed in Raffel et al. [49].

We have also implemented fused kernels for LayerNorm, Attention, and GeLU operators, just like other systems for training or inference of Transformer models [1, 4, 58]. For example, the procedure of computing dot products between Attention query and keys, Softmax on the dot products, and weighted average of Attention values are fused into a single CUDA kernel for the Attention operator. In addition, we go one step further and fuse the kernels of the split Attention operators by simply concatenating all thread blocks of the kernels for different requests. Although this fusion makes the thread blocks within a kernel have different characteristics and lifetimes (which is often discouraged by CUDA programming practice) because they process tensors of different shapes, we find this fusion to be beneficial by improving GPU utilization and reducing the kernel launch overhead [34, 39].

**Table 1: Configurations of models used in the experiments.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Params</th>
<th># Layers</th>
<th>Hidden size</th>
<th># Inter-partitions</th>
<th># Intra-partitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13B</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101B</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10240</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175B</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>12288</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>341B</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15360</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8:** Comparison of the use of pipeline parallelism in ORCA and FasterTransformer where \( X_i \) is the \( i \)-th iteration of request \( X \).

Operator can easily configure \( n_{\text{slots}} \) without any experiments. Given a model specification (e.g., hidden size, number of layers, etc.) and degrees of intra- and inter-layer parallelism, ORCA’s GPU memory usage mostly depends on \( n_{\text{slots}} \). That is, the operator can simply use the largest possible \( n_{\text{slots}} \) under the memory constraint.
6 Evaluation

In this section, we present evaluation results to show the efficiency of ORCA.

Environment. We run our evaluation on Azure ND96asr A100 v4 VMs, each equipped with 8 NVIDIA 40-GB A100 GPUs connected over NVLink. We use at most four VMs depending on the size of the model being tested. Each VM has 8 Mellanox 200Gbps HDR Infiniband adapters, providing an 1.6Tb/s of interconnect bandwidth between VMs.

Models. Throughout the experiments, we use GPT [12] as a representative example of Transformer-based generative models. We use GPT models with various configurations, which is listed in Table 1. The configurations for 13B and 175B models come from the GPT-3 paper [12]. Based on these two models, we change the number of layers and hidden size to make configurations for 101B and 341B models. All models have a maximum sequence length of 2048, following the setting of the original literature [12]. We use fp16-formatted model parameters and intermediate activations for the experiments. We also apply inter- and intra-layer parallelism strategies described in Section 4.1, except for the 13B model that can fit in a GPU. For example, the 175B model is partitioned over a total of 16 GPUs by using 2 inter-layer partitions subdivided into 8 intra-layer partitions, where the 8 GPUs in the same VM belongs to the same inter-layer partition.

Baseline system. We compare with FasterTransformer [4], an inference engine that supports large scale Transformer models via distributed execution. While there exist other systems with the support for distributed execution such as Megatron-LM [3] and DeepSpeed [1], these systems are primarily designed and optimized for training workloads, which makes them show relatively lower performance compared to the inference-optimized systems.

Scenarios. We use two different scenarios to drive our evaluation. First, we design a microbenchmark to solely assess the performance of the ORCA engine without being affected by the iteration-level scheduling. In particular, we do not run the ORCA scheduler in this scenario. Instead, given a batch of requests, the testing script repeats injecting the same batch into the ORCA engine until all requests in the batch finishes, mimicking the behavior of the canonical request-level scheduling. We also assume that all requests in the batch have the same number of input tokens and generate the same number of output tokens. We report the time taken for processing the batch (not individual requests) and compare the result with FasterTransformer [4].

The second scenario tests the end-to-end performance of ORCA by emulating a workload. We synthesize a trace of client requests because there is no publicly-available request trace for generative language models. Each request in the synthesized trace is randomly generated by sampling the number of input tokens and a max_gen_tokens attribute, where the number of input tokens plus max_gen_tokens equals to the max_tokens attribute described in Section 4.2. We assume that all requests continue generation until the number of generated tokens reaches max_gen_tokens. In other words, we make the model never emit the “<EOS>” token. This is because we have neither the actual model checkpoint nor the actual input text so we do not have any information to guess the right timing of the “<EOS>” token generation. Once the requests are generated, we synthesize the trace by setting the request arrival time based on the Poisson process. To assess ORCA’s behavior under varying load, we change the Poisson parameter (i.e., arrival rate) and adjust the request arrival time accordingly. We report latency and throughput using multiple traces generated from different distributions for better comparison and understanding of the behavior of ORCA and FasterTransformer.

6.1 Engine Microbenchmark

We first compare the performance of FasterTransformer and the ORCA engine using the first scenario. We set all requests in the batch to have the same number of input tokens (32 or 128) and generate 32 tokens. That is, in this set of experiments, all requests within the batch start and finish processing at the same time. We conduct experiments using three different models: 13B, 101B, and 175B. For each model, we use the corresponding parallelization strategy shown in Table 1.

Figure 9 shows the performance of FasterTransformer and the ORCA engine for processing a batch composed of the same requests. In Figure 9a, the ORCA engine shows a similar (or slightly worse) performance compared to FasterTransformer across all configurations. This is because ORCA does not apply batching to the Attention operations, while FasterTransformer apply batching to all operations. Still, the performance difference is relatively small. Despite not batching the Attention operation, the absence of model parameters in Attention makes this decision has little impact on efficiency as there is no benefit of reusing model parameters across multiple requests.

Figure 9b presents similar results for the 101B model that uses all of the 8 GPUs in a single VM. From these results, we can say that the ORCA engine and FasterTransformer have comparable efficiencies in the implementations of CUDA kernels and the communication between intra-layer partitions. Note that FasterTransformer cannot use a batch size of 8 or larger with the 13B model (16 or larger with the 101B model) because of the fixed amount of memory pre-allocation for each request’s Attention keys and values, which grows in proportion to the max sequence length of the model (2048 for this case). In contrast, ORCA avoids redundant memory
allocation by setting the size of buffers for the keys and values separately for each request based on the max_tokens attribute.

Next, we go one step further and experiment with the 175B model, which splits the layers into two inter-layer partitions. In this case, for better comparison, we disable pipelined execution of the inter-layer partitions for both systems. For FasterTransformer, we set the size of a microbatch to be equal to the batch size to disable pipelining. As shown in Figure 9c, the ORCA engine outperforms FasterTransformer by up to 47%. We attribute this performance improvement to the control-data plane separation described in Section 4.1. We omit the 341B model as it has similar results compared to the 175B model.

### 6.2 End-to-end Performance

Now we assess the end-to-end performance of ORCA by measuring the latency and throughput with the synthesized request trace under varying load. When synthesizing the trace, we sample each request’s number of input tokens from $U(32, 512)$, a uniform distribution ranging from 32 to 512 (inclusive). The max_gen_tokens attributed is sampled from $U(1, 128)$, which means that the least and the most time-consuming requests require 1 and 128 iterations of the model for processing, respectively.

Unlike the microbenchmark shown in Section 6.1, to measure the end-to-end performance, we test the entire ORCA software stack including the ORCA scheduler. Client requests arrive to the ORCA scheduler following the synthesized trace described above. We report results from various max batch size configurations. For FasterTransformer that does not have its own scheduler, we implement a custom scheduler that receives client requests, creates batches, and injects the batches to an instance of FasterTransformer. We make the custom scheduler create batches dynamically by taking at most max batch size requests from the request queue, which is the most common scheduling algorithm used by existing serving systems like Triton [7] and TensorFlow Serving [42]. Again, we report results from various max batch size configurations, along with varying microbatch sizes, an additional knob in FasterTransformer that governs the pipelining behavior (see Section 4.2).

Figure 10 shows median end-to-end latency and throughput. Since each request in the trace requires different processing time, which is (roughly) in proportion to the number of generated tokens, we report median latency normalized by the number of generated tokens of each request. From the figure, we can see that ORCA provides significantly higher throughput and lower latency than FasterTransformer. The only exception is the 101B model under low load (Figure 10a). In this...
workloads. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the max batch size will mostly depend on the engine’s performance, which is af- fect the latency, for arbitrary hardware settings, models, and no guarantee that increasing the batch size will not negatively early-finished and late-joining requests. Nevertheless, there is iteration-level scheduling of $O_{RCA}$ through-put without affecting the latency. This is because the increase of the max batch size of $O_{RCA}$ provides higher throughput with a relatively small increase in latency, because the ORCA scheduler makes late-arrived requests hitch a ride with the current ongoing batch. In con- trast, FasterTransformer fails to efficiently handle multiple requests that (1) arrive at different times; (2) require different number of iterations to finish; or (3) start with different number of input tokens, resulting in a peak throughput of 0.49 req/s and much higher latency. If we use the 175B or 341B model (Figures 10b and 10c) that employs more than one inter-layer partitions, ORCA outperforms FasterTransformer under every level of load in terms of both latency and through-put, resulting in an order of magnitude higher throughput when we compare results at a similar level of latency. For example, to match a median normalized latency of 190ms for the 175B model, which is a double of the normalized execution time (by the number of generated tokens) of “orca(128)” shown in Figure 9c, FasterTransformer provides a throughput of 0.185 req/s whereas ORCA provides a throughput of 6.81 req/s, which is a 36.9× speedup.

**Varying batch size configurations.** Figure 10 shows that the increase of the max batch size of ORCA results in a higher throughput without affecting the latency. This is because the iteration-level scheduling of ORCA resolves the problem of early-finished and late-joining requests. Nevertheless, there is no guarantee that increasing the batch size will not negatively affect the latency, for arbitrary hardware settings, models, and workloads. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the max batch size must be set carefully by considering both the required latency and throughput requirements.

Interestingly, larger max batch size in FasterTransformer does not necessarily help improving throughput. By testing all possible combinations of max batch size ($\text{max\_bs}$) and microbatch size ($\text{mbs}$) on all models under varying load, we find that ($\text{max\_bs, mbs}$) = (1, 1) or (8, 8) are the best options. Per our discussion in Section 4.1, FasterTransformer’s microbatch-based pipelining can be less efficient because the engine is going to process at most $\text{mbs}$ number of requests in the batched manner, which explains why the configurations with the maximum possible $\text{mbs}$ (which is the same as $\text{max\_bs}$) have better performance than others. In addition, while increasing $\text{max\_bs}$ can improve performance due to the increased batch size, at the same time, this also increases the likelihood of batching requests with large difference in the number of input tokens or the number of generated tokens. In such cases, FasterTransformer cannot efficiently handle the batch because (1) for the first iteration of the batch, Faster- Transformer processes requests as if they all had the same input length as the shortest one; and (2) early-finished requests cannot immediately return to the clients.

**Trace of homogeneous requests.** We test the behavior of ORCA and FasterTransformer when using a trace of homogeneous requests, i.e., all requests in a trace have the same number of input tokens and the same $\text{max\_gen\_tokens}$ attribute. Since all requests require the same number of iterations to finish processing, the problem of early-leaving requests does not occur for this trace. As a result, now the increase of the $\text{max\_bs}$ has a noticeable positive impact on the performance of FasterTransformer, as shown in Figure 11. Still, ORCA outperforms FasterTransformer ($\text{max\_bs} = 8$) except for the case using a max batch size of 1, where ORCA degenerates into a simple pipeline of the ORCA workers that does not perform batching.

### 7 Related Work and Discussion

**Fine-grained batching for recurrent models.** We would like to highlight BatchMaker [23] as one of the most relevant previous works. BatchMaker is a serving system for RNNs that performs scheduling and batching at the granularity of RNN cells, motivated by the unique RNN characteristic of repeating the same computation. Once a request arrives, BatchMaker breaks the dataflow graph for processing the request into RNN cells, schedules execution at the granularity of cells (instead of the entire graph), and batches the execution of identical cells (if any). Since each RNN cell always performs the exact same computation, BatchMaker can execute multiple RNN cells in a batched manner regardless of the position (i.e., token index) of the cell. By doing so, BatchMaker allows a newly arrived request for RNN to join (or a finished request
to leave) the current executing batch without waiting for the batch to completely finish.

However, BatchMaker cannot make batches of cells for Transformer models because there are too many distinct cells (a subgraph that encapsulates the computation for processing a token; Figure 1c) in the graph. Each cell at a different token index \(t\) must use a different set of Attention Keys/Values. As the cell for each \(t\) is different, the graph comprises \(L\) different cells (\(L\) denotes the number of input and generated tokens), significantly lowering the likelihood of cells of the same computation being present at a given moment (e.g., in Figure 10, \(L\) ranges from \(33 = 32 + 1\) to \(640 = 512 + 128\)). Thus execution of the cells will be mostly serialized, making BatchMaker fall back to non-batched execution. BatchMaker also lacks support for large models that require model and pipeline parallelism.

While BatchMaker is geared towards detecting and aligning batch-able RNN cells, our key principle in designing ORCA is to perform as much computation as possible per each round of model parameter read. This is based on the insight that reading parameters from GPU global memory is a major bottleneck in terms of end-to-end execution time, for large-scale models. Adhering to this principle, we apply iteration-level scheduling and selective batching to process all “ready” tokens in a single round of parameter read, regardless of whether the processing of tokens can be batched (non-Attention ops) or not (Attention ops).

Specialized execution engines for Transformer models. The outstanding performance of Transformer-based models encourages the development of inference systems specialized for them. FasterTransformer [4], LightSeq [61], TurboTransformers [22] and EET [36] are such examples. Each of these systems behave as an backend execution engine of existing serving systems like Triton Inference Server [7] and TensorFlow Serving [42]. That is, these systems delegate the role of scheduling to the serving system layer, adhering to the canonical request-level scheduling. Instead, ORCA suggests to schedule executions at a finer granularity, which is not possible in current systems without changing the mechanism for coordination between the scheduler and the execution engine. Note that among these systems, FasterTransformer is the only one with the support for distributed execution. While systems like Megatron-LM [3] and DeepSpeed [1] can also be used for distributed execution, these systems are primarily optimized for large-scale training rather than inference serving.

Interface between serving systems and execution engines. Current general-purpose serving systems such as Triton Inference Server [7] and Clipper [16] serve as an abstraction for handling client requests and scheduling executions of the underlying execution engines. This approach is found to be beneficial by separating the design and implementation of the serving layer and the execution layer. However, we find that the prevalent interface between the two layers is too restricted for handling models like GPT [12], which has the multi-iteration characteristic. Instead, we design ORCA to tightly integrate the scheduler and the engine, simplifying the application of the two proposed techniques: iteration-level scheduling and selective batching. While in this paper we do not study a general interface design that supports the two techniques without losing the separation of abstractions, it can be an interesting topic to explore such possibility; we leave this issue to future work.

8 Conclusion

We present iteration-level scheduling with selective batching, a novel approach that achieves low latency and high throughput for serving Transformer-based generative models. Iteration-level scheduling makes the scheduler interact with the execution engine at the granularity of iteration instead of request, while selective batching enables batching arbitrary requests processing tokens at different positions, which is crucial for applying batching with iteration-level scheduling. Based on these techniques, we have designed and implemented a distributed serving system named ORCA. Experiments show the effectiveness of our approach: ORCA provides an order of magnitude higher throughput than current state-of-the-art systems at the same level of latency.
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Abstract
Many intelligent applications like autonomous driving and virtual reality require running both latency-critical and best-effort DNN inference tasks to achieve both real time and work conserving on GPU. However, commodity GPUs lack efficient preemptive scheduling support and state-of-the-art approaches either have to monopolize GPU or let the real-time tasks to wait for best-effort tasks to complete, which causes low utilization or high latency, or both.

This paper presents REEF, the first GPU-accelerated DNN inference serving system that enables microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling. REEF is novel in two ways. First, based on the observation that DNN inference kernels as mostly idempotent, REEF devises a reset-based preemption scheme that launches a real-time kernel on the GPU by proactively killing and restoring best-effort kernels at microsecond-scale. Second, since DNN inference kernels have varied parallelism and predictable latency, REEF proposes a dynamic kernel padding mechanism that dynamically pads the real-time kernel with appropriate best-effort kernels to fully utilize the GPU with negligible overhead. Evaluation using a new DNN inference serving benchmark (DISB) with diverse workloads and a real-world trace on an AMD GPU shows that REEF only incurs less than 2\% overhead in the end-to-end latency for real-time tasks but increases the overall throughput by up to 7.7\times, compared to dedicating the GPU to real-time tasks. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approaches on closed-source GPUs, we further ported and evaluated a restricted version of REEF on an NVIDIA GPU with a reduction of the preemption latency by up to 12.3\times (from 6.3\times).

1 Introduction
Deep Neural Network (DNN) inference has been widely adopted by modern intelligent applications, such as autonomous driving \cite{2, 37, 41, 80}, virtual reality \cite{58, 83}, speech/image recognition \cite{32, 75}, and healthcare \cite{19, 24}, just to name a few. Many of them demand real-time inference serving in mission-critical tasks, where GPUs have emerged as a popular accelerator to serve DNN inferences \cite{15, 33, 47, 89}.

Although the low-latency demand of DNN inferences can be fulfilled by dedicating the whole GPU to sequentially serve requests from a single DNN application \cite{10, 80, 91}, it is hard to fully exploit the massive parallelism of the GPU \cite{47}. Hence, it is a common practice to share a GPU among multiple applications with different timing constraints in emerging intelligent systems \cite{41, 78}, which can greatly improve overall throughput, as shown in Fig. 1(a). For example, autonomous vehicles use DNNs to recognize obstacles and traffic lights \cite{9, 59}, which are latency-critical tasks (called real-time tasks in this paper). Meanwhile, other tasks with no hard real-time requirement \cite{78} (called best-effort tasks in this paper), such as monitoring human driver’s emotion and fatigue, are also served within the GPU using DNNs \cite{19, 48, 84}.

Typically, DNN inferences have two potentially conflicting goals for GPU scheduling. First, the real-time tasks should be treated as first-class citizens on the GPU without interference from other tasks to achieve low end-to-end latency. Second, both real-time tasks and best-effort tasks should be served concurrently on the GPU to achieve high overall throughput (work-conserving).

![Fig. 1: (a) The overall throughput of DNN inferences (both real-time and best-effort tasks) and (b) the end-to-end latency of real-time tasks when using concurrent GPU scheduling (i.e., multiple GPU streams \cite{46, 49, 60}), (c) the end-to-end latency of real-time tasks when using preemptive GPU scheduling (i.e., wait-based preemption \cite{12, 77, 90}), and (d) the throughput of best-effort tasks as the frequency of real-time tasks increases. Workload: VGG \cite{68} (real-time) and ResNet \cite{30} (best-effort). Testbed: one AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 GPU with 16 GB of memory (see §7 for details).](image-url)
State-of-the-art GPU libraries (e.g., CUDA [52] and ROCm [3]) commonly provide multiple GPU streams (e.g., CUDA Streams [60]) to concurrently execute multiple tasks on the same GPU. However, as shown in Fig. 1(b), although the end-to-end inference latency of real-time tasks is low (about 4 ms) and stable when monopolizing the GPU, the tail latency of real-time tasks significantly increases by over an order of magnitude (close to 50 ms) when running concurrently with best-effort tasks. This, unfortunately, is unacceptable for real-time scenarios [85].

Similar to operating systems using preemptive scheduling to provide real-time guarantees, an intuitive approach is to provide preemption for GPU scheduling, which is unfortunately missing in commodity GPUs [70]. Prior work [12, 77, 90] proposed a wait-based approach to passively waiting until the completion of running blocks, which may cause a preemption delay of several milliseconds. Although it may be sufficient for traditional GPU workloads, this approach is still far from optimal for DNN inference tasks since the preemption latency is non-trivial compared to the execution time of real-time inference tasks, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Further, when the real-time inference requests arrive at high frequency (e.g., camera (120 reqs/s) [16] or multiple sensors [41]), the best-effort tasks may even get starved, as shown in Fig. 1(d).

This paper presents REEF, the first DNN inference serving system for commodity GPUs with microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling to achieve both real time and work conserving. Specifically, the arriving real-time task should instantly preempt the GPU from the running best-effort kernels without waiting for their completion. Meanwhile, the best-effort kernels should be executed concurrently by using GPU resources leftover from the real-time kernels.

A key insight of REEF is that each kernel in DNN inference is mostly idempotent. This implies that the running best-effort kernels can be proactively killed and restored without saving contexts. Based on this, REEF proposes a reset-based preemption scheme. To thoroughly flush hundreds of outstanding kernels in both GPU runtime and devices, REEF designs different approaches to resetting different software queues and retosits the GPU driver to exactly use existing hardware mechanisms to reset compute units while preserving device memory of the GPU. It can improve both kernel preemption and restore. Therefore, REEF can launch a real-time task on the GPU in tens of microseconds, regardless of the number of preempted kernels and their execution time.

REEF further proposes a dynamic kernel padding mechanism based on the observation that the execution time of GPU kernels in DNN inferences is deterministic and predictable. This implies that the pending best-effort kernels can be carefully selected to pad the real-time kernel without performance interference, based on offline profiling in advance. REEF extended GPU compiler to construct a template of padded kernels by using function pointers. Further, to eliminate the overhead of indirect function calls on the GPU, REEF introduces proxy kernels to address register allocation problem and avoid unnecessary context saving at runtime. Therefore, REEF can concurrently execute the real-time task with best-effort tasks at the expense of negligible performance and memory overhead (less than 1% and about 10 KB).

We have implemented REEF by extending Apache TVM [73] (a compiler for deep learning) and AMD ROCm [3] (an open-source GPU computing platform). We evaluate REEF using a new DNN Inference Serving Benchmark (DISB) with diverse workloads and models, as well as a real-world trace from Apollo [7] (an open autonomous driving platform). Our experimental results show that REEF only incurs less than 2% of the end-to-end latency overhead for real-time tasks but increases overall throughput by up to 4.3×, compared to dedicating the GPU to real-time tasks. Our approach further reduces the preemption latency by over one order of magnitude against the state-of-the-art, less than 40 microseconds for all models. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approaches on closed-source GPUs, we further ported and evaluated a restricted version of REEF on an NVIDIA GPU with a reduction of the preemption latency by up to 12.3× (from 6.3×).

Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows.

- An in-depth understanding on the characteristics of GPU-accelerated DNN inferences such as idempotence and the issues of state-of-the-art GPU scheduling schemes (§2).
- A new reset-based preemption scheme that can launch a real-time kernel on the GPU in a few microseconds, regardless of the number of preempted kernels (§4).
- An elegant mechanism that can dynamically pad the real-time kernel with best-effort kernels to fully exploit the massive parallelism of the GPU (§5).
- An implementation (§6) on both AMD and NVIDIA GPUs and an evaluation that demonstrates the advantage and efficacy of REEF over state-of-the-art (§7).

The source code of REEF is publicly available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/reef. The DNN Inference Serving Benchmark (DISB) framework can be obtained separately from https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/disb.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Characterizing GPU-Accelerated DNN Inference

Deep neural network (DNN) comprises multiple instances of versatile layers, such as convolutional, pooling and fully-connected layers. GPUs have been widely exploited to accelerate DNN inference serving [20, 28, 64]. To serve inference requests on GPUs, the pre-trained DNN model (e.g., ResNet [30]) is loaded into GPU memory ahead of time. Fig. 2 outlines the implementation of GPU-accelerated DNN inference. For each arriving request, all kernels of the DNN
model are executed in turn with the input, and the resulting output is returned to the DNN application.

DNN inference is now used by both real-time (RT) tasks, such as obstacle and traffic lights recognition [9, 59], and best-effort (BE) tasks, such as emotion and fatigue monitoring [19, 48, 84]. The real-time tasks are latency-critical, because violating the end-to-end latency requirement may cause system failures or even safety problems. In addition, such requests are usually issued periodically at various frequencies by input sensors (e.g., camera and LiDAR [7, 41]). On the contrary, the best-effort tasks have no hard timing requirement, but are repetitively executed in the background.

Idempotence. The GPU-accelerated DNN model for inference tasks consists of a sequence of kernels, which implement one or several DNN layers. We observe that GPU kernels in DNN models are mostly idempotent as they consist of almost only dense linear algebra computations without side effects.\footnote{We validated using our tool that all 320 GPU kernels of the 11 DNN models from Apache TVM’s test suite [72] are idempotent.}

Hence, the kernel can always produce the same output with the same input no matter it has been retried or not. Meanwhile, in the DNN model, the ($k$)-th kernel always uses the outputs of the ($k-1$)-th kernel and static arguments (e.g., weight) as inputs, e.g., `conv_relu` and `dense` kernel in Fig. 2. Therefore, the execution of DNN inference task can be restored from any kernel before the interrupted kernel and will not change the inference results.

Massive kernels. Unlike traditional GPU applications that only contain a few kernels (e.g., at most 14 kernels in Rodinia [11]), it is common to see hundreds of kernels in modern DNN models (see Table 1). In response, large amounts of kernels—usually hundreds or more—would be submitted in advance to hide the lengthy kernel launching time. Further, to fully exploit the GPU, the serving system may concurrently execute multiple kernels from different inference tasks using the same or different DNN models. Therefore, the performance penalty of preempting the GPU would be significant (a few milliseconds) and even comparable to the execution time of hundreds of kernels.

Latency predictability. We observe that the execution time of GPU kernels in DNN inferences is deterministic and predictable when running individually on the GPU (no interference). The reasons are two-fold. First, the kernel is mostly linear algebra computations such as matrix multiplication and convolution, which contains neither conditional branches nor inconstant loops. Second, all kernel arguments (e.g., input and weights) and the output are fixed-size arrays. Therefore, the execution time of such kernels is independent of the input of inference request and can be measured and accurately predicted in advance. In practice, we observe that the variance in kernel execution time of DNN models is typically only a few microseconds (see Fig. 3(a)). This is also confirmed in recent literature [6, 28, 47].

### Table 1: The amount of GPU kernels in DNN models evaluated in §7 and the execution time (in millisecond). The codes are generated by TVM [15] and run on AMD Radeon Instinct M10 GPU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>ResNet</th>
<th>DenseNet</th>
<th>VGG</th>
<th>Inception</th>
<th>Bert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Kernels</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exec. Time</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Fig. 2: An example of DNN inference using a model like ResNet.}\]

\[\text{Fig. 3: (a) The CDF of execution time of several typical kernels in VGG, and (b) the timeline of CU usage during VGG execution on a GPU with 60 CUs. Note that the execution time of GPU kernels in VGG covers a fairly wide range from 10 \(\mu\)s to 255 \(\mu\)s (see Fig. 10).}\]

\[\text{Variied parallelism. The GPU kernels in DNN inferences usually exhibit completely different parallelism due to varied input scales. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, the pooling kernel uses 64 thread blocks, while the softmax kernel just uses 1 thread block. Consequently, the computational demand for DNN inferences, namely the number of compute units (CUs), is ever-changing during the execution. As an example, Fig. 3(b) shows the CU usage during VGG execution varies between 6.7% and 86.7%. Therefore, to efficiently exploit the GPU, it is indispensable to leverage a dynamic mechanism to select and execute multiple kernels from different DNN inference tasks at runtime.}\]
As stated before, DNN inference serving system relies on GPU has four compute units (CUs).
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preemptive scheduling on the GPU due to the large context
ning best-effort tasks. However, it is difficult to implement
real-time tasks, it is necessary to preempt the GPU from run-
To reduce end-to-end latency for
Block-level preemption. To reduce end-to-end latency for
real-time tasks, it is necessary to preempt the GPU from run-
ing best-effort tasks. However, it is difficult to implement
preemptive scheduling on the GPU due to the large context
(e.g., a large amount of registers) [56, 70]. Meanwhile, com-
modation GPUs also lack hardware support for the preemption
mechanism. As a compromise, prior work [8, 90] proposes
wait-based approaches to implementing block-level preemp-
tion for GPU scheduling. The real-time task still needs to
passively wait until the completion of running blocks, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). Further, the preemption latency will in-
crease with the number of preempted kernels (see Fig. 1(c)).
As a compromise, prior work [8, 90] has to limit the num-
ber of kernels submitted to the GPU, which is impractical
for DNN inferences. Further, a high-frequency real-time task
will break the execution of best-effort tasks, even leading to
starvation (see Fig. 1(d)).

Multiple GPU streams. To improve overall throughput,
modern GPU libraries (e.g., CUDA [52] and ROCm [3])
commonly provide multiple GPU streams (e.g., CUDA
Streams [60]) to concurrently execute kernels from indepen-
dent tasks. The runtime scheduler dispatches kernels from
GPU streams on demand to keep all compute units (CUs)
busy, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Although leveraging multiple
GPU streams can improve throughput (see Fig. 1(a)), the
latency of real-time tasks can be significantly degraded by
concurrent tasks, e.g., the last kernel of RT Task#1 in Fig. 4(c).
Even worse, the latency overhead will increase with the num-
ber of concurrent tasks (see Fig. 1(b)).

3 REEF Overview

3.1 System Architecture

The goal of REEF is to provide preemptive GPU scheduling to
achieve real time for latency-critical tasks and work conserv-
 ing for best-effort tasks (see ideal scheduling for the example
in Fig. 4). Based on the insight that DNN inference kernels
are mostly idempotent and there are a massive number of
kernels with varied parallelism and predictable latency, REEF
provides two novel designs called reset-based preemption and
dynamic kernel padding.

Fig. 5 illustrates an overview of REEF’s architecture. REEF
consists of (a) an offline part, which compiles and loads user-
provided DNN models, and (b) an online part, which sched-
ules and serves DNN inference requests.

DNN model preparation (offline). Typically, DNN models
are first compiled and optimized for accelerator back-ends
(e.g., GPU) and then loaded into the model pool. Inspired by
prior work [12, 36, 77], REEF extends the model compiler
(e.g., TVM [15]) with a code transformer module, which first
validates the idempotence of kernels in DNN models and then
transforms the source code to assist GPU scheduling in REEF.
Moreover, REEF develops a kernel profiler to measure the
computational requirements and the execution time for each
kernel of the model, which is accurate and practical for DNN
models (see §2).

Although NVIDIA claims that their GPUs have been equipped with pre-
emption support since Pascal architecture [51], there is no public available
information or a software controllable interface [12, 39, 77].
DNN inference serving (online). REEF extends a state-of-the-art GPU runtime (e.g., ROCm [3]) with four major components for DNN inference serving.

Task Queues. REEF maintains one real-time task queue and several best-effort task queues. Each queue is bound to a GPU stream for launching GPU kernels, where inference requests are served in a FIFO order. For simplicity, REEF executes real-time requests one at a time. Note that any scheduling policy that treats the whole GPU as a single device, such as EDF [10], can be adopted by REEF for real-time requests. Further, REEF offers an RPC-based interface for DNN-based applications to deliver inference requests to task queues.

Scheduler. The scheduler in REEF uses busy polling on task queues and assigns tasks to the associated GPU streams. Corresponding to whether there are real-time tasks, REEF provides two execution modes, namely real-time mode and normal mode. The scheduler will switch from normal mode to real-time mode when encountering real-time tasks, and switch back to normal mode when the real-time task queue is empty.

Preemption module. In normal mode, REEF concurrently serves best-effort tasks from different task queues using multiple GPU streams [3, 60] provided by GPU runtime. In real-time mode, REEF first uses the preemption module to instantly preempt the GPU from all running best-effort tasks (§4) and then launches the real-time task on the GPU immediately.

Dynamic kernel padding (DKP). In real-time mode, before launching a real-time kernel, the DKP module will select appropriate best-effort kernels and dynamically pad them to the real-time kernel (§5). REEF will execute the padded kernel on the GPU to achieve high throughput. Note that the best-effort kernels will only use GPU resources leftover from the real-time kernel.

Fig. 6: An example of timeline in REEF. The DNN inference tasks here are the same as that in Fig. 4.

3.2 An Illustrative Example

Fig. 6 illustrates the timeline of scheduling five DNN inference tasks in REEF. Upon receiving the first two best-effort requests $r_1$ and $b_1$, REEF runs in normal mode, and the kernels of two different tasks are scheduled to two different GPU streams. The GPU runtime will concurrently execute the kernels on the GPU. While $r_1$ and $b_1$ execute, a realtime request $v_1$ arrives. The scheduler immediately switches to real-time mode, and GPU runtime instantly preempts the GPU by killing all running kernels of best-effort tasks (i.e., $r_1$ and $b_1$). Meanwhile, the DKP module selects appropriate kernels from restored tasks to dynamically pad the kernels of real-time task $v_1$. After that, the padded kernel will be executed on the GPU alone. While $v_1$ is completed, the scheduler switches back to normal mode. All running and later best-effort tasks (i.e., $r_1$, $b_1$, $b_2$, and $r_2$) will concurrently execute on the GPU through two GPU streams.

4 Reset-based Preemption

The key insight behind our idea, namely reset-based preemption, is that the GPU kernels in DNN models are mostly idempotent, which enables proactive preemption—killing all running kernels on the GPU immediately and restoring them later. The benefits are two-fold. First, it avoids saving and restoring the large context of the GPU (e.g., a 256 KB register file per CU) [70]. Second, there is no need to wait for all running kernels to complete, which can take hundreds of microseconds.

However, there are still new challenges before making our reset-based preemption come true on commodity GPUs. Except for the kernels running on the GPU, hundreds of launched kernels are buffered in multiple queues maintained by GPU runtime. This is necessary to hide the kernel launch time and fully exploit the massive parallelism of GPU. Whereas, evicting all launched kernels makes it indeed difficult to preempt the GPU in tens of microseconds.

Fig. 7 illustrates the lifetime of launched kernels in the GPU runtime and devices. First, the scheduler launches all kernels of an inference task and specifies a GPU stream for each task. The GPU runtime maintains a linked list, called
host queue, for each GPU stream to buffer launched kernels. Each host queue has a background thread that transmits the buffered kernels asynchronously to a ring buffer, called device queue, which is accessed by CPU and GPU simultaneously. The command processor of GPU will poll all device queues to fetch the buffered kernels and eventually dispatches them to compute units. Therefore, launched kernels of an inference task may exist in three places, namely host queues (HQs), device queues (DQs), and compute units (CUs). To achieve instant preemption, kernels in all three places must be evicted.

4.1 Evicting Buffered Kernels

The reset-based approach requires proactively evicting all buffered kernels from both host queues and device queues. For host queues, it is straightforward to reset them (1 in Fig. 7), dequeuing all buffered kernels and reclaiming memory, as they are fully controlled by the GPU runtime. For device queues, however, the GPU runtime cannot evict buffered kernels from device queues, because the command processor of GPU can directly fetch kernels from device queues [23], resulting in data races and unpredictable results. In addition, the CPU also does not provide a way to safely evict kernels from device queues. A potential solution is to notify the GPU to re-register a new device queue [62]. However, it would incur an unacceptable latency overhead (e.g., about 1 ms on our testbed).

Inspired by evictable kernels [12], we propose lazy eviction to reset device queues without extending GPU runtime and hardware. The code transformer of REEF injects a piece of code at the beginning of each kernel in advance, which checks the preemption flag to realize whether it has been evicted. When the preemption flag is true, the kernel will voluntarily terminate itself. Therefore, when a preemption occurs, the preemption module will immediately set the preemption flag to true in GPU memory (see 2 in Fig. 7). The kernels buffered in device queues will be fetched and dispatched to the CUs as usual, but will terminate themselves immediately.

Our initial queue eviction mechanism imposes a non-trivial overhead on the preemption process, taking more than 500 µs to preempt a single task (see §7.3). An in-depth analysis shows that the overhead comes mainly from (a) reclaiming memory from the host queue and (b) waiting to fetch kernels from the device queue. Therefore, we propose two optimizations to mitigate overheads.

Asynchronous memory reclamation. The preemption latency is proportional to the host queue length when using synchronous memory reclamation for evicted kernels in the host queues. Therefore, the performance penalty of preempting a DNN inference task would be significant, since it requires buffering hundreds of kernels in the host queue. To instantly evict GPU kernels from the host queue, REEF leverages a background GC thread to reclaim memory asynchronously. Specifically, REEF resets the host queue by simply nullifying the head pointer first and then notifying the GC thread to reclaim memory in the background.

Device queue capacity restriction. Although using lazy eviction can terminate kernels in the device queue immediately at the beginning of execution, the kernels still have to be fetched and dispatched to the CU, which takes around 20 µs per kernel. It is common to buffer hundreds of kernels in a device queue, since it can reduce the frequency of context switches by filling up the device queue with a large number of kernels from host queues at a time. However, it may also increase the preemption delay to even more than 1 ms. Therefore, REEF restricts the capacity of the device queue to achieve microsecond-scale kernel preemption. Tuning the device queue capacity provides a tradeoff between preemption latency and execution time. As the queue capacity decreases, the preemption latency also decreases because fewer kernels need to be evicted, but normal execution time increases because the GPU has more idle time waiting for the runtime to fill device queues with the kernels from host queues. We empirically choose a device queue capacity to 4 on our testbed, since it is sufficient to reset the device queue in 30 µs with negligible overhead on normal execution time (i.e., less than 0.3%). Furthermore, using a smaller device queue also produces slightly higher CPU utilization (e.g., about 15% increase) due to more frequent filling of the device queue.

4.2 Killing Running Kernels

To avoid waiting for the completion of running kernels, the reset-based preemption proactively kills the running kernels in the GPU. Unfortunately, there is neither an API provided by GPU runtime nor a functionality exposed by GPU driver that can kill the running kernels from the host side. We observed that GPU driver has the ability to terminate CPU process and also kill associated GPU kernels, even when the kernel sticks in an infinite loop. It implies that GPU driver can indeed kill an uncompleted kernel. However, this function will also reclaim GPU memory allocated by the process and GPU kernels. Thus, the preempted kernel has to reload DNN model parameters to GPU memory, taking even a few seconds.
To remedy it, REEF retrofits the kernel killing function of GPU driver and exposes it to the preemption module in GPU runtime. The new function will instruct the command processor to kill all running kernels on the CUs but preserve their running state in GPU memory. The preemption module will use it to kill all running kernels (see \( \theta \) in Fig. 7) after evicting host queues and device queues.

4.3 Restoring Preempted Tasks

The best-effort tasks should be restored after being preempted. In general, the task has to be re-executed from the beginning, and is assumed to have no side effects. Fortunately, the idempotence characteristic of kernels in the DNN model ensures that the execution of DNN inference task can be restored from any kernel before the interrupted kernel. This implies that the scheduler can safely re-execute the preempted best-effort tasks. However, this may incur severe additional overhead because DNN models commonly have massive kernels (usually hundreds or more). Therefore, it is important to restore the preempted task from the kernel close to where it was interrupted. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to precisely identify the interrupted kernel, because the kernel running on the CUs is killed directly by the command processor of GPU.

To remedy this problem, REEF adopts an approximation approach to ensure that the preempted task is restored from at most a constant number \( c \) of kernels before the interrupted kernel. More specifically, the preemption module first records the last kernel \( k_l \) transmitted to the device queue when it starts resetting the task queue, and then restores the preempted task from \( c \) kernels before \( k_l \), where \( c \) denotes the device queue capacity. We observe that the command processor sequentially fetches a kernel from the device queue and runs it on the CUs. This implies that the interrupted kernel will not be earlier than \( c \) kernels before the last kernel \( k_l \) in the device queue. Furthermore, REEF will redundantly execute at most \( c+1 \) kernels. Since \( c \) is configured to be relatively small (i.e., 4), the restore overhead is negligible (about 30 µs).

4.4 Preemption on closed-source GPUs

Many commodity GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA GPUs) are still closed source. This poses new challenges to our reset-based preemption scheme, which has to treat the GPU runtime as a black box. The primary limitation is that we cannot reset CUs to proactively kill running kernels (\( \theta \) in Fig. 7). Apart from that, REEF is also unable to manipulate host queues and device queues directly outside of the GPU runtime. But fortunately, the lazy eviction scheme proposed by REEF for resetting DQs (\( \theta \) in Fig. 7) does not require any modification to the GPU runtime.

We propose a restricted version of reset-based preemption, called REEF-N, for closed-source GPUs. REEF-N first wraps each GPU stream, the general abstraction provided by GPU runtime, into a virtual host queue (vHQs), which intercepts and buffers all launched kernels. Similar to the (physical) HQ inside the GPU runtime, each vHQ also has a background thread to transmit buffered kernels asynchronously to the GPU runtime. After that, REEF-N treats the whole GPU runtime as several device queues (one for each GPU stream), such that REEF can easily reset vHQs to evict buffered kernels, instead of resetting HQs directly (\( \theta \) in Fig. 7). REEF-N still follows the lazy eviction to reset DQs, and then waits for all running kernels to complete. Finally, to simulate DQ capacity restriction, REEF limits the number of outstanding kernels in the GPU runtime; the background thread of vHQ transmits a fixed number of kernels to the GPU runtime in a closed loop.

5 Dynamic Kernel Padding

To achieve high throughput, both real-time and best-effort tasks should be concurrently executed on the GPU to achieve work conserving. However, to avoid interference with real-time tasks, the best-effort tasks should be only served by using GPU resources leftover from the real-time tasks. Regrettably, none of the existing approaches can provide such controlled concurrent execution on the GPU.

First, using different GPU streams to launch real-time and best-effort tasks cannot avoid interfering with each other. As shown in Fig. 8, the dispatch delay between GPU streams (20–40 µs) might postpone the execution of real-time kernels or limit the available resources (e.g., CUs) to them. Using additional inter-stream barriers to synchronize kernel dispatch among CUs will also cause performance overhead.

Second, static kernel fusion [74] can merge multiple kernels from different tasks into a single one at compile time and then launch the fused kernel on the GPU using a single stream. It can avoid interference between real-time tasks and best-effort tasks in advance. However, static kernel fusion has to pre-compile all possible combinations of all kernels in DNN models to enable scheduling at runtime. As mentioned above, DNN inferences have hundreds of kernels in common (see Table 1), which makes it impractical for static kernel fusion. For example, it requires more than 35 GB of GPU memory to store the fused kernels for five DNN models in Table 1—considering only all combinations of no more than three kernels.
Our approach: dynamic kernel padding. Inspired by kernel fusion, our approach also combines real-time kernels and best-effort kernels into a single one and launches it using a single GPU stream, as shown in Fig. 8. Differently, we construct a template (called dkp kernel) at compile time and use function pointer to fill and execute kernels at runtime. Further, we dynamically select best-effort kernels to avoid interference with the real-time kernel.

Fig. 9 shows an example of a dkp kernel (dkp) for dynamic kernel padding, declared as a global function (i.e., kernel entry). Instead of being statically inlined into the dkp kernel, candidate kernel functions (e.g., dense) are declared as individual device functions, which can be passed as dkp kernel arguments and called by function pointers (line 3 and 8). The dkp kernel partitions the CUs to execute one real-time candidate kernel (rt_kern) and a set of best-effort candidate kernels (be_kerns) in parallel. It first allocates sufficient CUs for the real-time kernel (line 1–3) and then assigns the leftover CUs to the best-effort kernels (line 5–8). When launching a real-time kernel, the DP kernel module selects appropriate best-effort kernels to concurrently execute with the real-time kernel (line 10, see also §5.2).

5.1 Efficient Function Pointers

Without specific optimizations, the naive design would significantly decrease the performance of real-time kernels, due to the unique characteristics of function pointers on the GPU. We summarize the two key performance issues of the default function pointer mechanism on the GPU.

Limited register allocation. Unlike CPU programs, GPU programs require a diverse yet fixed amount of registers, which is counted at compile time and encoded into the model executable. Such an attribute prohibits the direct use of function pointers in GPU kernels, as the number of registers used by the indirectly called function cannot be determined statically. The default behavior of the GPU compiler is to assign a predefined static upper bound to limit the callee’s register usage, which may force the callee to save variables on the stack due to the insufficient registers, leading to poor performance compared to purely using registers [43].

Expensive context saving. Indirect function calls on GPUs are much more expensive than CPU programs, due to the enormous context (e.g., dozens of registers) that needs to be saved and restored before and after the function call. For thousands of threads, there might be MB-sized registers saved and restored, introducing significant overheads. Although the compiler will inline as many functions as possible to avoid this overhead, indirect function calls via function pointers cannot be inlined, which may impose significant performance penalty on dynamic kernel padding.

REEF tackles the two above issues by introducing global function pointer as a substitution of the default function pointer mechanism. Since global functions are treated as kernel entries, the compiler neither applies register limitations nor adds context saving/restoring code to them. Thus, declaring candidate kernels as global functions instead of device functions can solve both issues. According to our observation, context saving in candidate kernels is actually unnecessary, as the dkp kernel exits immediately after calling rt_kern or be_kerns[1] (see Fig. 9). Therefore, the lack of context saving code in candidate kernels does not affect the execution correctness.

However, as the kernel entry, a global function cannot be called by another global function (e.g., dkp kernel). To bypass this restriction, we replace indirect function calls with jump instructions in assembly code, and manually prepare the initial state of candidate kernels by following the conventions [45]. This approach makes no changes to the compiler and only incurs a trivial function call overhead (around 1%).

Dynamic register allocation. The real-time kernel performance is still not ideal after applying the global function pointer technique because of the over-allocation problem. To meet the varied register demands of candidate kernels, the dkp kernel has to allocate as many registers as possible (i.e., over-allocation), which may decrease the CU occupancy¹, and thus increase the execution time. An intuitive solution is to overwrite the register count of the dkp kernel just-in-time before it is launched, making it adaptive to selected candidate kernels. Unfortunately, the kernel’s register count has been loaded to the GPU memory with the model in the off-line phase (§3), which means overwriting its value requires a CPU-to-GPU memory copy before every kernel execution, severely affecting the execution performance.

REEF addresses the dynamic register allocation problem

¹The CU occupancy implies how many blocks can be executed on a CU simultaneously. It depends on how many resources (e.g., register) each block demands. Higher CU occupancy can lead to better performance.
by introducing a set of proxy kernels. Proxy kernels share the same source code as the dkp kernel in Fig. 9, but allocate different number of registers, allowing the scheduler to dynamically pick the proper proxy kernel according to each candidate kernel’s register demand. Unfortunately, generating proxy kernels for every possible register count faces the kernel amount explosion problem. For example, on AMD Instinct MI50 GPU with at most 128 scalar registers and 256 vector registers for each thread, it will generate 32,768 proxy kernels to cover all possible register configurations.

To reduce the proxy kernel amount, we generate proxy kernels to cover all possible CU occupancies rather than register counts. Since proxy kernels are introduced to prevent over-allocation from decreasing the CU occupancy, proxy kernels that have different register count yet share the same CU occupancy are actually redundant and can be merged together. More specifically, there are 10 CU occupancy levels on AMD Instinct MI50 GPU we use, corresponding to 10 register count ranges, which allows us to generate only 10 proxy kernels, each allocating the maximum amount of registers allowed in a CU occupancy level. For each candidate kernel, the scheduler picks the proxy kernel with the fewest allocated registers that fulfill the candidate kernel’s demand, which achieves the highest CU occupancy possible. This way, the amount of proxy kernels is narrowed down from 32,768 to 10 without affecting the candidate kernel’s performance.

Dynamic shared memory. In addition to registers, over-allocation of shared memory may also decrease the CU occupancy of proxy kernels. Fortunately, the kernel is enabled to dynamically allocate shared memory by setting a property (i.e., “dynamic shared memory”) when launching the kernel. During model compilation, REEF converts the declaration of variables from fixed-size shared memory to dynamic shared memory (i.e., adding extern before __shared__). Consequently, the amount of shared memory used by proxy kernels can be set at runtime, depending on the maximum demand of candidate kernels.

5.2 Kernel Selection

For dynamic kernel padding, the kernel selection policy is important to avoid latency interference with real-time tasks, which selects a set of blocks from candidate best-effort kernels to share the GPU with the arriving real-time kernel. REEF proposes a greedy heuristic to ensure that the best-effort blocks will only use GPU resources (i.e., CUs) leftover from the real-time kernel. Specifically, it first reserves enough CUs for the real-time kernel, and then checks best-effort task queues to select appropriate blocks for the remaining CUs, until there are no free CUs or candidate tasks. The selected best-effort blocks should meet the following two rules.

Rule 1. The execution time of best-effort kernels must be shorter than that of the real-time kernel, since the execution time of the dkp kernel is determined by the slowest block. Based on the observation of latency predictability for GPU kernels in DNN models (see §2.1), we develop an offline kernel profiler to measure the computational requirements and the execution time for each kernels of loaded models.

Rule 2. The CU occupancy of best-effort kernels must be higher than that of the real-time kernel, since the CU occupancy of the dkp kernel is determined by the minimum of kernels. Note that the CU occupancy of kernels can be directly obtained from the source code of DNN models.

The kernel selection policy fully meets the design goal of treating the real-time tasks as first-class citizens on the GPU. It is not only efficient, selecting best-effort kernels in less than 1 µs, but also effective, limiting the latency overhead of real-time kernels to less than 1% on average, see §7.4 for details. However, the policy is also conservative, so the constraint may limit room for improvement in overall throughput. For example, when the execution time of best-effort kernels is often longer than that of real-time kernels (e.g., VGG and DenseNet in Fig. 10), the throughput improvement of dynamic kernel padding may be trivial, even if the real-time tasks only use a few CUs.

6 Implementation

We first implemented and deployed REEF on AMD GPUs because of its open-source platform and ISA [26, 54], which can fully demonstrate the efficacy of reset-based preemption and dynamic kernel padding. REEF was implemented by extending Apache TVM [73] and AMD ROCm [3], with about 5,500 lines of C++ code. Beyond that, to further show the feasibility of REEF on closed-source GPUs, we also ported REEF-N, a restricted version of reset-based preemption, on NVIDIA GPUs with CUDA [52].

Model compiler. REEF extends Apache TVM [15], a machine learning compiler framework, with a code transformer, which mainly adds two modifications to the source code of DNN inference: (1) a preemption flag, which is injected into kernel arguments to lazily evict the kernel; (2) a set of proxy kernels, which is constructed for the padded kernels.

GPU runtime. For AMD GPUs, REEF builds the preemption module on HIP [63] of ROCm, a portable GPU runtime and programming library, similar to NVIDIA CUDA [52]. Specifically, REEF adds three new APIs to GPU runtime: (1) hip_reset_hq, which resets host queues and moves
commands to the GC thread; (2) hip_set_stream_cap, which limits the capacity of the device queue used by a GPU stream; (3) hip_reset_kern, which resets the compute units by using hardware mechanisms via the GPU driver in Linux [61].

For NVIDIA GPUs, REEF-N intercepts three CUDA APIs related to kernel launch and stream management, and adds the following operations: (1) cuStreamCreate, which creates a vHQ and links it to the created CUDA stream; (2) cuKernelLaunch, which buffers the launched kernel in the vHQ and transmits it to GPU runtime (i.e., CUDA [52]) in the background; (3) cuStreamSynchronize, which waits for GPU runtime to complete all launched kernel of the CUDA stream. Finally, REEF-N provides a new API cuResetHQ to reset vHQ by dequeuing all buffered kernels.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. The experiments were mainly conducted on a GPU server that consists of one Intel Core i7-10700 CPU (total 8 cores), 16 GB of DRAM, and one AMD Radeon Instinct MI50 GPU (60 CUs and 16GB of memory). The software environment of the server was configured with ROCm 4.3.0 [3], Apache TVM [73] 0.8.0, and Ubuntu 18.04. The hardware platform resembles the computational resources of autonomous vehicles [4, 71]. We further evaluate REEF-N on a closed-source GPU (NVIDIA V100 GPU) to demonstrate the generality of our approach, using the same server with CUDA 10.2 [52] installed.

Workloads. Inspired by YCSB [17, 18], we build a new DNN inference serving benchmark (DISB) that contains a suite of tools and five workloads: (A) low load, (B) high RT load, (C) high BE load, (D) multi-RT load, and (E) random load, summarized in Table 2. The real-time (RT) clients in DISB A–D uniformly send inference requests at a given frequency, which simulates real-time DNN applications in autonomous driving (e.g., obstacle recognition with cameras [7]), while the clients in DISB E send 20 requests per second with a Poisson arrival distribution, which simulates event-driven real-time DNN inference requests (e.g., speech recognition [32, 75]). Note that serving 220 RT requests per second sequentially for VGG would saturate our testbed (see Fig. 1(d)). On the other hand, the closed-loop best-effort (BE) client continuously issues inference requests, which simulates a contention load on the GPU (e.g., driver monitoring).

Five representative DNN models are deployed in DISB, including ResNet-152 [30] (RNET), DenseNet-201 [35] (DNET), VGG-19 [68] (VGG), Inception v3 [69] (IN3), and DistilBert [66] (BERT), all generated by Apache TVM [15]. Each client always submits inference requests for a certain DNN model. Specifically, VGG is used by DISB A–C for their RT clients, and RNET is used by DISB A and B for their BE clients. Workloads with 5 RT/BE clients deploy all five DNN models in their clients separately, which simulates multiple DNN applications in a single scenario (e.g., autonomous vehicles [7, 41]).

Furthermore, we use a real-world trace from an open autonomous driving platform (i.e., Apollo [7]) as the real-time workload, which provides a realistic arrival distribution of real-time tasks in autonomous driving. The trace was collected from the logs of the perception module [5] when running Apollo with SVL simulator [42, 65], and we selected the closest DNN models in terms of execution time from the above five models for the inference requests. Meanwhile, the same best-effort workload as DISB C–E is used, where five clients continuously issue different DNN inference requests.

Currently, each workload in DISB represents a particular mix of real-time and best-effort DNN inference tasks, the number of clients, and request frequency, which focuses on a particular point in the performance space. Users can further extend DISB with new workloads, or even some production traces from specific applications, to model more different scenarios.

Comparing targets. We compare REEF with typical scheduling approaches. SEQ sequentially runs each DNN inference task on the GPU with passive task preemption, which is adopted by Clockwork [28]. Specifically, when there are multiple tasks waiting in the queue, it prioritizes real-time tasks, but still needs to wait for the completion of launched best-effort tasks. GPUStreams runs both real-time and best-effort tasks simultaneously on the same GPU through multiple GPU streams, which is adopted by TensorRT [50]. As a reference, we further provide RT-Only, which represents the optimal end-to-end latency for real-time tasks, as it dedicates the GPU to real-time tasks.\footnote{In this case, additional GPUs are dedicated to best-effort tasks, which also result in extra cost and energy consumption, as well as low GPU utilization.}

7.2 Overall Performance

We first compare the end-to-end latency of real-time tasks and the overall throughput of REEF with other approaches using DISB workloads and a real-world trace, as shown in Fig. 11.

Table 2: DISB workload description. \#model denotes the number of clients and their DNN models. [U/P] denotes an arrival distribution (i.e., Uniform or Poisson).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISB</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Num. of RT clients</td>
<td>1/VGG</td>
<td>1/VGG</td>
<td>1/VGG</td>
<td>5/ALL</td>
<td>5/ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. of BE clients</td>
<td>1/RNET</td>
<td>1/RNET</td>
<td>5/ALL</td>
<td>5/ALL</td>
<td>5/ALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single BE Client (DISB A and B). For workloads with a single BE client, the performance impact of using SEQ or GPUStreams is relatively low, since GPU contention from best-effort tasks is not severe, either in terms of wait time (SEQ) or concurrent interference (GPUStreams). For DISB
A, compared with RT-Only, SEQ and GPUStreams improve overall throughput by 1.46× and 1.66×, but also amplify real-time task latency by 1.95× and 1.84×, respectively. In contrast, REEF incurs negligible (0.5%) overhead on real-time task latency, but improves overall throughput by 1.60×, comparable to GPUStreams.

For DISB B, due to running real-time tasks more frequently, SEQ suffers 1.12× slowdown on real-time task latency, slightly better than DISB A, as it only has to wait for fewer best-effort tasks. However, its throughput only achieves 96% of RT-Only, since real-time tasks saturate the GPU and best-effort tasks have little chance to run. For similar reasons, the overall throughput of GPUStreams also drops to 76% of RT-Only, while its real-time task latency is still 1.70× higher than RT-only. Conversely, REEF can still limit the overhead on real-time task latency to 1% (about 60 µs) and provides a 1.14× speedup on overall throughput, thanks to our reset-based kernel preemption and dynamic kernel padding.

**Multiple BE Clients (DISB C, D, and E).** With the increase of best-effort workloads, the overall throughput of all approaches improve to varying degrees over RT-Only by sharing the GPU between two types of tasks. However, they have very different performance in terms of real-time task latency. Both SEQ and GPUStream make the same tradeoff between real-time task latency and overall throughput, differing only in the magnitude of the performance impact. For three workloads, SEQ improves overall throughput by 1.34× to 2.10×, but also amplifies real-time task latency by 1.51× to 1.86×. For GPUStreams, the above numbers become 3.94× to 8.19× and 2.65× to 3.31×.

Differently, REEF improves overall throughput as much as possible, based on the premise that real-time tasks should not be affected in any way. As a result, REEF offers almost the same real-time task latency as RT-Only in all workloads, with less than 1.5% overhead (0.1 ms). For overall throughput, REEF provides a close result of GPUStreams on DISB C, since VGG is easy to be padded with most DNN models (see §5.2). On DISB D and E, the throughput of REEF is about 25% lower than that of GPUStreams, due to using a mix of five DNN models for real-time tasks, while DKP does not always work well on a few combinations of real-time and best-effort tasks (see §7.4 for details). However, REEF still outperforms RT-Only by 3.00× and 2.96×, respectively.

**Real-world workload from Apollo (REAL).** For the real-world workload, compared to RT-Only, SEQ and GPUStreams increase overall throughput by 3.6× and 8.3×, while amplifying the latency of real-time tasks by 1.35× and 3.35×, respectively. Due to the low load of real-time tasks in the real-world trace (about 43 reqs/s), REEF stays in normal mode to execute best-effort tasks concurrently most of the time, similar to GPUStreams. Therefore, compared to RT-Only, REEF achieves 7.7× throughput improvement with less than 2% latency overhead for real-time tasks, thanks to our reset-based preemption, which can preempt the GPU within tens of microseconds after the real-time task arrives.

### 7.3 DNN Inference Preemption

The vanilla wait-based preemption approach proposed in prior work [12] is not practical for DNN inference serving, since it only allows executing tasks one by one. Therefore, we extended it to allow concurrent inference serving by removing the limit on the amount of launched kernels and also implementing lazy eviction. This version is used as the baseline to demonstrate the efficiency of our reset-based preemption.

**Preemption latency.** Fig. 12(a) compares the preemption latency of two approaches. The reset-based preemption outperforms the wait-based approach by more than an order of magnitude for all DISB workloads, from 15.3× (DISB E) to 18.5× (DISB C). The main reason is that the wait-based approach has to passively wait for the completion of running kernels in CUs and the eviction of massive kernels in host and device queues, while the reset-based approach is able to proactively kill all kernels (usually much less) in these three places. As expected, both approaches take more time to handle multiple concurrent BE clients (DISB C, D, and E) than a single BE client (DISB A and B).

Furthermore, we evaluate the preemption latency for di-
verse DNN models, where we use a single BE client to send inference requests for a given model and send a real-time request after a random time interval to preempt the GPU. As shown in Fig. 12(b), the wait-based preemption latency highly depends on the type of models, from 268 µs (VGG) to 790 µs (RNET), due to the difference in the number of kernels and the execution time (see Table 1). In contrast, the reset-based approach is not sensitive to DNN models and can preempt the GPU in the range of 35 µs to 38 µs for all five models.

To further investigate the impact of different model properties on the preemption latency, we simulate DNN models with different number of launched kernels and kernel execution times. By default, we set the number of launched kernels and the kernel execution time to 100 and 100 µs, respectively. As shown in Fig. 13, the preemption latency of wait-based approach raises linearly, while our reset-based preemption approach remains stable at very low latency (less than 40 µs). For wait-based approach, the preemption latency is significantly positively correlated with as number of launched kernels and the kernel execution time, since it has to wait for the eviction of launched kernels and the completion of running kernels. In contrast, the reset-based approach proactively resets the host and device queues in GPU runtime, as well as the CUs, where the cost is independent of model properties.

**Optimizations.** We propose two optimizations on the reset-based preemption approach, namely asynchronous memory reclamation and queue capacity restriction. To demonstrate the effect of optimizations, Fig. 14 shows the preemption latency with the increase of BE clients (RNET), and the latency breakdown for a single BE client. By enabling two optimizations, the preemption latency significantly drops by up to 92% (from 87%), as shown in Fig. 14(a). As a reference, even without optimization, the reset-based approach still outperforms wait-based approach by up to 3.0× (from 1.7×).

Since the two optimizations are used when resetting host and device queues, respectively, Fig. 14(b) breaks down the preemption latency to show the contribution of two optimizations separately. For a single BE client, using asynchronous memory reclamation reduces the latency of resetting host queue from 17 µs to 3 µs. Meanwhile, using queue capacity restriction further reduces the latency of resetting device queue from 424 µs to 31 µs. Note that using command processor to reset CUs is extremely fast (less than 3 µs).

**Queue capacity.** We restrict the device queue capacity to mitigate the overhead incurred by lazily evicting the remaining kernels in the queue (see §4.1 for details). However, reducing queue capacity also increases normal execution time and CPU utilization. Fig. 15(a) shows the preemption latency and normal execution time when serving RNET inferences as the queue capacity increases. When the device queue capacity increases from 1 to 4, the execution time reduces from 14.3 ms to 12.3 ms. However, when the capacity further increases, the change in execution time becomes trivial (less than 0.3%). Conversely, the preemption latency increases linearly with the queue capacity. Therefore, as a reasonable tradeoff between preemption latency and normal execution time, REEF adopts a default capacity of 4 for the device queue on our testbed, which has almost zero overhead for normal execution and provides acceptable preemption performance (about 30 µs). Finally, using a smaller device queue also results in higher CPU utilization. For instance, reducing the queue capacity from 256 to 4 increases CPU utilization from 17% to 31%.

**Task restore.** We further evaluate the execution time overhead of preempted tasks due to task restore. We use a single BE client to send inference requests; for each task, we randomly preempt and restore it. As shown in Fig. 15(b), the restore time for all DNN models is low, ranging from 70 µs to 245 µs, which mainly depends on the kernel execution time of DNN models (see Fig. 10). Note that REEF redundantly executes at most five kernels for restoring preempted tasks, thanks to the queue capacity restriction. Further, the execution time overhead is about 2% for all DNN models, except for VGG (5.1%), as it has the fewest kernels (55), and its kernel...
To study the efficacy of dynamic kernel padding, we use the overhead of just 1% (up to 3%).

Fig. 16: Comparison of (a) end-to-end latency of RT tasks and (b) overall throughput using different concurrent execution schemes.

Fig. 17: The average CU usage for running real-time and best-effort kernels with different combinations of DNN models using dynamic kernel padding.

execution time is longer (see Fig. 10).

7.4 Dynamic Kernel Padding

To study the efficacy of dynamic kernel padding, we use a high contention workload, where one RT client and one BE client simultaneously send requests at a high-enough frequency to keep the GPU busy. RT-Only serves only real-time tasks to ensure optimal (real-time) task latency, while GPUStreams serves both types of requests concurrently to achieve the highest overall throughput. Differently, dynamic kernel padding also serves only real-time tasks but pads best-effort tasks to avoid starvation and improve overall throughput.

Performance. Fig. 16 reports the experimental results for one-to-one combinations among five DNN models using above workload. As expected, GPUStreams significantly amplifies real-time task latency by an average of 1.35×, ranging from 1.04× to 1.70×, due to severe interference from concurrent best-effort tasks. However, REEF is able to provide almost optimal latency to real-time tasks, with an average overhead of just 1% (up to 3%).

For overall throughput, we separately report the throughput of real-time tasks and the normalized throughput of best-effort tasks. For RT-Only, the GPU is busy serving real-time tasks, so the throughput of best-effort tasks is zero (even if RT-Only is willing to serve them). Although GPUStreams increases overall throughput by an average of 1.52×, the throughput of real-time tasks drops by 24.4% on average, due to severe interference in concurrent execution. Conversely, REEF first guarantees throughput for real-time tasks and then leverages dynamic kernel padding to increase overall throughput. The performance improvement mainly depends on two conditions. First, the execution of real-time tasks on the GPU leaves room for improvement. As shown in Fig. 17, the real-time kernels in IN3 and BERT use an average of 85% and 70% of CUs, respectively. Therefore, dynamic kernel padding hardly improves such cases, increasing just 6% on average. Note that GPUStreams can still improve overall throughput of them, but also greatly sacrifices the performance of real-time tasks. Second, the execution time of best-effort kernels must be shorter than that of the padded real-time kernels. This explains why REEF can achieve large improvement (1.41×) by padding VGG with RNET, but not vice versa, which is also confirmed by the increase of CU usage (BE) in Fig. 17.

Fig. 18: Comparison of (a) execution time overhead and (b) memory overhead for padded kernels using different optimizations.

Optimizations. To investigate the impact of optimizations on both performance and memory usage, we first evaluate the overhead using different implementations of the function pointer on the GPU. We measured such overhead by launching real-time kernels through the dkp kernel without padding any best-effort kernels. As shown in Fig. 18(a), the default function pointer implementation (Default) incurs execution time overhead from 78% up to 503% for real-time tasks with different DNN models. By using the global function pointer (GlobalPtr), the overhead is significantly reduced to 46.4% on average (from 11.5% to 120%), as it eliminates the limit on the number of registers for device function pointers and avoids additional register saving and restoring during the function call. Finally, the overhead drops to 0.8% on average (1.21% at most) by using proxy kernel (ProxyKernel), which can dynamically allocate registers to each kernel and maximize CU occupancy. The minimal overhead comes from the logic branch of CU partition and the initial state preparation for global function pointers.

We further evaluate the impact of optimizations on reduc-

5The throughput of best-effort tasks is normalized to that of real-time tasks, following the formula: \( \text{throughput}_{BE} \times \left( \frac{\text{latency}_{BE}}{\text{latency}_{RT}} \right) \).
ing GPU memory usage. As shown in Fig. 18(b), using static kernel fusion (Kernel Fusion) requires over 35 GB of GPU memory to store the fused kernels for five DNN models—all combinations of no more than three kernels, which even exceeds the memory capacity of most commodity GPUs. REEF proposes proxy kernels (DKP w/o OPT) to reduce GPU memory usage to about 32 MB. Finally, generating proxy kernels to cover all possible CU occupancies (DKP w/ OPT), instead of all possible register configurations, can dramatically reduce GPU memory usage to only 10 KB.

Kernel selection. Fig. 19(a) shows the average time of kernel selection for DISB A-E during dynamic kernel padding. For workloads with a single BE client (DISB A and B), REEF takes about 0.2 µs to select best-effort kernels for the given real-time kernel. The selection time increases to 0.4 µs for workloads with multiple BE clients (DISB C, D, and E) due to more candidates. In general, the cost of kernel selection is quite trivial and can be easily hidden by kernel execution.

To further study the accuracy of kernel selection, we evaluate the execution time overhead for the real-time kernel due to padding best-effort kernels on all DISB workloads. As shown in Fig. 19(b), over 37% of real-time kernels are not negatively impacted by concurrent execution with best-effort kernels, and the overhead of more than 90% real-time kernels is still less than 4 µs. The increase of execution time is mainly due to the contention on GPU memory and shared L2 cache.

7.5 Closed-source GPUs

Finally, we evaluate REEF-N, a restricted version of reset-based preemption using DISB workloads on both NVIDIA and AMD GPUs, and compare it to the wait-based approach and REEF, respectively. As shown in Fig. 20, even if REEF-N does not reset CUs to proactively kill running kernels, the preemption latency just ranges from 71 µs to 288 µs, which still outperforms the wait-based approach by up to 12.3× (from 6.3×) on the NVIDIA GPU. By comparing REEF-N and REEF on the AMD GPU, we observe that killing running kernels proactively further contributes to an average speedup of 2.0× in preemption latency, especially for preempting concurrent tasks (e.g., 2.3× for DISB C). In addition, the performance of REEF-N is close on two GPUs.

8 Discussion

Assumption of idempotence. The reset-based preemption in REEF is based on the assumption that each kernel in DNN inference should be idempotent. Currently, all DNN inference kernels we encountered, a total of 320 kernels from 11 models [72], are shown to be idempotent. However, readers might be interested in whether our approach still works with kernels without the idempotence assumption. Strictly speaking, the reset-based preemption demands that the kernel always produces the same output for the same input no matter it has been retried or not. Therefore, a transactionization approach [40] can be used to transform non-idempotent kernels into idempotent ones if necessary. Furthermore, since only best-effort kernels may be preempted in REEF, this transformation only sacrifices the performance of transformed kernels (i.e., best-effort kernels) to ensure that real-time kernels can be instantiated upon arrival with no performance penalty. We leave the incorporation of this technique to future work until we actually encounter non-idempotent DNN kernels.

Restrictions on kernel selection. The current kernel selection policy is effective but conservative, since the primary goal of REEF is to avoid performance interference with real-time tasks. An obvious limitation is the constraint that the execution time of best-effort kernels must be shorter than that of the padded real-time kernel, which limits room for improvement in overall throughput. We found that the GPU kernel can be tailored towards shorter execution time per block by using more thread blocks during model compilation. For example, Apache TVM automatically tunes the number of thread blocks for overall performance, but also allows developers to customize it [38]. Currently, the overall throughput improvement of REEF is largely attributed to enabling instant kernel preemption, which allows the idle GPU to perform best-effort tasks. Thus, we leave it to future work to overcome the restriction on kernel selection. Furthermore, the policy does not consider the contention for GPU memory between real-time and best-effort kernels, since it is still sufficient for running multiple DNN inference tasks. We also leave it to future work.

Future GPU APIs and runtime. We leverage several subtle hacks on the GPU runtime to enable µs-scale reset-based preemption on commodity GPUs. Our work also inform the design of future GPU APIs and runtime. First, given that com-
modity GPUs are generally capable of resetting compute units (CUs), a separate GPU API to precisely reset CUs is feasible and would be useful to kill and restore all running kernels. Second, we propose a new GPU API that instructs the command processor to discard fetched kernels and stop fetching more kernels from the device queue (DQs). Based on it, DQs can be proactively reset with a hardware-software co-design, replacing our software-only solution (i.e., lazy eviction). Finally, the GPU runtime could provide a high-level API for developers to reset the GPU stream, by discarding kernels buffered in internal data structures (e.g., host queues) and resetting the GPU via two new APIs. We believe that these extensions can greatly simplify implementation, even fully implementing reset-based preemption on closed-source GPUs, and further improve performance, for example instantly preempting the GPU in 10 µs.

9 Related Work

DNN inference serving systems. Prior model serving systems [21, 25, 29, 53, 79] mainly focus on meeting service-level objectives (SLO), typically in the tens of milliseconds [22, 31, 81], and improving overall throughput of datacenter applications. Clockwork [28] leverages the latency predictability of DNN inference to achieve low tail latency. It runs inferences sequentially on dedicated GPUs to provide predictable performance. Clipper [20] and Nexus [67] enables batching inferences on the same model to improve GPU utilization and inference throughput. Abacus [22] enables simultaneous DNN inferences by accurately predicting the latency of the overlapped operators. INFaaS [64] can automatically select the right variant with different optimizations for each inference to meet diverse SLOs. However, the latency SLOs for datacenter applications are much more relaxed than those for real-time systems, for example 2× of their solo-run latencies [22]. Therefore, using non-preemptive scheduling or batching scheme is effective for datacenter applications, but not for real-time scenarios (e.g., autonomous vehicles). Furthermore, the design of REEF is orthogonal to the above distributed serving systems. Two key mechanisms in REEF can also be integrated into them to improve per-GPU throughput and preserve low latency for real-time inferences.

GPU kernel preemption. Apart from the software preemption techniques, prior work also has proposed hardware enhancement to support preemptive GPU scheduling [44, 56, 70]. An intuitive solution is to support context switch on GPUs [70]. However, it is far more expensive on GPU than CPU due to the large context (e.g., a large amount of registers). Zhen et al. [44] proposed lightweight context switching to avoid unnecessary register saving. Tanasić et al. [70] extended the hardware to passively preempt a streaming multiprocessor (SM) of GPU by stopping issuing new thread blocks. Chimera [56] further proposed SM flushing to instantly preempt an SM when detecting idempotent execution. Differently, our approach retrofits existing hardware mechanism and requires no modification on the GPU to implement instant preemption.

GPU multitasking. There have been many efforts to concurrently execute multiple GPU kernels for high throughput [27, 43, 55, 57, 74, 76]. For DNN computation, Rammer [47] takes a holistic approach to exploit both inter- and intra-kernel parallelisms at compile time, which uses static kernel fusion [74] to enforce the CU assignments of the concurrent kernels. However, static kernel fusion requires the fused kernels to be known at compile time, which is not applicable for dynamic task scheduling in REEF. REEF proposes dynamic kernel padding to allow making scheduling decisions at runtime. Prior work has also proposed approaches to model and predict the slowdown of concurrent kernel execution [13, 14, 86, 88]. DASE [34] models the memory contention of concurrent kernels. Themis [87] uses a neural network to predict the performance interference. The prediction can help make scheduling decisions to match the latency requirements of real-time kernels. However, the prediction cannot always be accurate, and the slowdown actually happens. Differently, dynamic kernel padding in REEF enforces concurrent kernels to use only GPU resources leftover from the real-time kernel. Currently, REEF mainly focuses on GPU computational resources (i.e., CUs) and assumes that other resources are sufficient (e.g., GPU memory and bandwidth). We leave it as future work.

10 Conclusion

This paper presented REEF, the first DNN inference serving system for commodity GPUs. It enables microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling to achieve real time and work conserving. First, REEF can launch a real-time kernel on the GPU by proactively killing and restoring best-effort kernels at microsecond-scale. Second, REEF can dynamically pad the real-time kernel with appropriate best-effort kernels to fully exploit the GPU with negligible overhead. In addition, we built a new benchmark (DISB) for DNN inference serving that contains diverse workloads and a real-world trace. Evaluation using DISB and microbenchmarks confirmed the efficacy and efficiency of REEF on AMD and NVIDIA GPUs.
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A Artifact Appendix

This artifact provides the source code of REEF, a detailed readme, and scripts to reproduce the main experimental results from the OSDI 2022 paper—“Microsecond-scale Preemption for Concurrent GPU-accelerated DNN Inferences” by M. Han, H. Zhang, R. Chen, and H. Chen. REEF is the first GPU-accelerated DNN inference serving system that enables microsecond-scale kernel preemption and controlled concurrent execution in GPU scheduling. We provide instructions to build the software package and run experiments. Our artifact obtained the “Artifacts Available”, “Artifacts Functional” and “Artifacts Reproduced” badges from the Artifact Evaluation process of OSDI 2022. The DOI of our artifact is https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6586106.

Artifact repository. All project source code, including full instructions on how to build and run the main experiments on REEF and benchmarks is available in the following git repository: https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/reef-artifacts/tree/osdi22-ae.
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Abstract
Alpa automates model-parallel training of large deep learning (DL) models by generating execution plans that unify data, operator, and pipeline parallelism. Existing model-parallel training systems either require users to manually create a parallelization plan or automatically generate one from a limited space of model parallelism configurations. They do not suffice to scale out complex DL models on distributed compute devices. Alpa distributes the training of large DL models by viewing parallelisms as two hierarchical levels: inter-operator and intra-operator parallelisms. Based on it, Alpa constructs a new hierarchical space for massive model-parallel execution plans. Alpa designs a number of compilation passes to automatically derive efficient parallel execution plans at each parallelism level. Alpa implements an efficient runtime to orchestrate the two-level parallel execution on distributed compute devices. Our evaluation shows Alpa generates parallelization plans that match or outperform hand-tuned model-parallel training systems even on models they are designed for. Unlike specialized systems, Alpa also generalizes to models with heterogeneous architectures and models without manually-designed plans. Alpa’s source code is publicly available at https://github.com/alpa-projects/alpa.

1 Introduction
Several of the recent advances [10, 22, 49] in deep learning (DL) have been a direct result of significant increases in model size. For example, scaling language models, such as GPT-3, to hundreds of billions of parameters [10] and training on much larger datasets enabled fundamentally new capabilities. However, training these extremely large models on distributed clusters currently requires a significant amount of engineering effort that is specific to both the model definition and the cluster environment. For example, training a large transformer-based language model requires heavy tuning and careful selection of multiple parallelism dimensions [40].

* Lianmin, Zhuohan, and Hao contributed equally. Part of the work was done when Lianmin interned at Amazon and Zhuohan interned at Google.

Training the large Mixture-of-Expert (MoE) transformers model [16, 31] on TPU clusters requires manually tuning the partitioning axis for each layer, whereas training the same model on an AWS GPU cluster calls for new pipeline schemes that can depend on the choices of partitioning (§8.1).

More generally, efficient large-scale model training requires tuning a complex combination of data, operator, and pipeline parallelization approaches at the granularity of the individual tensor operators. Correctly tuning the parallelization strategy has been shown [30, 33] to deliver an order of magnitude improvements in training performance, but depends on strong machine learning (ML) and system expertise.

Automating the parallelization of large-scale models would significantly accelerate ML research and production by enabling model developers to quickly explore new model designs without regard for the underlying system challenges. Unfortunately, it requires navigating a complex space of plans that grows exponentially with the dimensions of parallelism and the size of the model and cluster. For example, when all parallelism techniques are enabled, figuring out the execution plan involves answering a web of interdependent questions, such as how many data-parallel replicas to create, which axis to partition each operator along, how to split the model into pipeline stages, and how to map devices to the resulting parallel executables. The interplay of different parallelization methods and their strong dependence on model and cluster setups form a combinatorial space of plans to optimize. Recent efforts [17, 38, 55] to automatically parallelize model training are constrained to the space of a single model-parallelism approach, or rely on strong assumptions on the model and cluster specifications (§2.1).

Our key observation is that we can organize different parallelization techniques into a hierarchical space and map these parallelization techniques to the hierarchical structure of the compute cluster. Different parallelization techniques have different bandwidth requirements for communication, while a typical compute cluster has a corresponding structure: closely located devices can communicate with high bandwidth while distant devices have limited communication bandwidth.
With this observation in mind, in this paper, we take a different view from conventional data and model parallelisms, and re-categorize ML parallelization approaches as **intra-operator** and **inter-operator** parallelisms. Intra-operator parallelism partitions ML operators along one or more tensor axes (batch or non-batch) and dispatches the partitions to distributed devices (Fig. 1c); inter-operator parallelism, on the other hand, slices the model into disjoint stages and pipelines the execution of stages on different sets of devices (Fig. 1d). They take place at two different granularities of the model computation, differentiated by whether to partition operators.

Given that, a parallel execution plan can be expressed **hierarchically** by specifying the plan in each parallelism category, leading to a number of advantages. First, intra- and inter-operator parallelisms feature distinct characteristics: intra-operator parallelism has better device utilization, but results in communicating at every split and merge of partitioned operators, per training iteration; whereas inter-operator parallelism only communicates between adjacent stages, which can be light if sliced properly, but incurs device idle time due to scheduling constraints. We can harness the asymmetric nature of communication bandwidth in a compute cluster, and map intra-operator parallelism to devices connected with high communication bandwidth, while orchestrating the inter-operator parallelism between distant devices with relatively lower bandwidth in between. Second, this hierarchical design allows us to solve each level near-optimally as an individual tractable sub-problem. While the joint execution plan is not guaranteed globally optimal, they demonstrate strong performance empirically for training various large models.

Guided by this new problem formulation, we design and implement Alpa, the first compiler that automatically generates parallel execution plans covering all data, operator, and pipeline parallelisms. Given the model description and a cluster configuration, Alpa achieves this by partitioning the model into a number of **device meshes**, each of which contains devices with preferably high-bandwidth connections, and partitioning the computation graph of the model into **stages**. It assigns stages to device meshes, and automatically orchestrates intra-operator parallelisms on a device mesh and inter-operator parallelisms between device meshes.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We design tractable optimization algorithms to derive near-optimal execution plans at each level.
- We implement Alpa, a compiler system for distributed DL on GPU clusters. Alpa features: (1) a set of compilation passes that generate execution plans using the hierarchical optimization algorithms, (2) a new runtime architecture that orchestrates the inter-op parallelism between device meshes, and (3) a number of system optimizations that improve compilation and address cross-mesh communication.

Figure 1: Generation of parallelization plans for a computational graph shown in (a). Different colors represent different devices, dashed boxes represent pipeline stages. (b) creates the plan manually. (c) and (d) automatically generate plans using only one of intra- and inter-operator parallelisms. (e) shows our approach that creates a hierarchical space to combine intra- and inter-operator parallelisms.

- We evaluate Alpa on training large models with billions of parameters. We compare Alpa with state-of-the-art distributed training systems on an Amazon EC2 cluster of 8 p3.16xlarge instances with 64 GPUs. On GPT [10] models, Alpa can match the specialized system Megatron-LM [40,49]. On GShard MoE models [31], compared to a hand-tuned system Deepspeed [45], Alpa achieves a 3.5× speedup on 2 nodes and a 9.7× speedup on 4 nodes. Unlike specialized systems, Alpa also generalizes to models without manual strategies and achieves an 80% linear scaling efficiency on Wide-ResNet [59] with 4 nodes. This means developers can get efficient model-parallel execution of large DL models out-of-the-box using Alpa.

2 Background: Distributed Deep Learning

DL computation is commonly represented by popular ML frameworks [1,9,42] as a dataflow graph. Edges in the graph represent multi-dimensional tensors; nodes are computational operators, such as matrix multiplication (matmul), that transform input tensors into output tensors. Training a DL model for one iteration consists of computing a loss by **forwarding** a batch of data through the graph, deriving the updates via a reverse **backward** pass, and applying the updates to the parameters via **weight update** operations. In practice, model developers define the dataflow graph. An execution engine then optimizes and executes it on a compute device.

When either the model or data is large that a single device cannot complete the training in a reasonable amount of time, we resort to ML parallelization approaches that parallelize the computation on distributed devices.
2.1 Conventional View of ML Parallelism

Existing ML parallelization approaches are typically categorized as data, operator, and pipeline parallelisms.

**Data parallelism.** In data parallelism, the training data is partitioned across distributed workers, but the model is replicated. Each worker computes the parameter updates on its independent data split, and synchronizes the updates with other workers before the weight update, so that all workers observe consistent model parameters throughout training.

**Operator parallelism.** When the model is too large to fit in one device, operator parallelism is an effective model parallelism option. Operator parallelism refers to approaches that partition the computation of a specific operator (abbreviated as \(op\) in the following text), such as \(\text{matmul}\) shown in Fig. 2b, along non-batch axes, and compute each part of the operator in parallel across multiple devices.

Because input tensors are jointly partitioned, when a device computes its op partition, the required portions of input tensors may not reside in its local memory. Communication is thus required to fetch the input data from other devices. When the tensors are partitioned evenly, i.e., SPMD [57], all devices will follow the same collective communication patterns such as all-reduce, all-gather, and all-to-all.

**Pipeline parallelism.** Instead of partitioning ops, pipeline parallelism places different groups of ops from the model graph, referred as \(\text{stages}\), on different workers; meanwhile, it splits the training batch as a number of microbatches, and pipelines the forward and backward passes across microbatches on distributed workers, as Fig. 2d shows. Unlike operator parallelism, pipeline parallelism transfers intermediate activations at the forward and backward passes between different workers using point-to-point communication.

**Manual combination of parallelisms.** Recent development shows the approaches mentioned above need to be combined to scale out today’s large DL models [40, 57]. The state-of-the-art training systems, such as Megatron-LM [40, 49], manually design a specialized execution plan that combines these parallelisms for transformer language models, which is also known as \(3D\) Parallelism. By assuming the model has the same transformer layer repeated, it assigns an equal number of layers to each pipeline stage and applies a hand-designed operator and data parallelism configuration uniformly for all layers. Despite the requirement of strong expertise, the manual plan cannot generalize to different models or different cluster setups (§8.1).

**Automatic combination of parallelisms.** The configurations of each individual parallelism, their interdependence, and their dependence on model and cluster setups form an intractable space, which prevents the trivial realization of automatically combining these parallelisms. For examples, when coupled with operator parallelism, each time adding a data-parallel replica would require allocating a new set of devices (instead of one single device) as the worker, and figuring out the optimal operator parallelism configurations within those devices. When including pipeline parallelism, the optimal pipelining scheme depends on the data and operator parallelism choices of each pipeline stage and how devices are allocated for each stage. With this conventional view, prior explorations [17, 25, 55, 60] of auto-parallelization are limited to combining data parallelism with at most one model parallelism approach, which misses substantial performance opportunities. We next develop our view of ML parallelisms.

2.2 Intra- and Inter-Operator Parallelisms

Different from the conventional view, in this paper, we re-catalog existing parallelization approaches into two orthogonal categories: intra-operator and inter-operator parallelisms. They are distinguished by if they involve partitioning operators along any tensor axis. We next use the examples in Fig. 2 to introduce the two types of parallelisms.

**Intra-operator parallelism.** An operator works on multi-dimensional tensors. We can partition the tensor along some dimensions, assign the resulting partitioned computations to multiple devices, and let them execute different portions of the operator at the same time. We define all parallelization approaches using this workflow as intra-operator parallelism.

Fig. 2a-c illustrates the application of several typical instantiations of intra-op parallelism on an MLP. Data parallelism [29], by definition, belongs to intra-op parallelism – the input tensors and \(\text{matmul}\)s are partitioned along the batch dimension, and weight tensors are replicated. Alternatively, when the weights are very large, partitioning the weights (Fig. 2b) leads to the aforementioned operator parallelism adopted in Megatron-LM. Besides operators in the forward or backward passes, one can also partition the operators from the weight update phase, yielding the weight update sharding or equivalently the ZeRO [44, 56] technique, commonly comprehended as an optimization of data parallelism.

Due to the partitioning, collective communication is re-
quired at the split and merge of the operator. Hence, a key characteristic of intra-operator parallelism is that it results in substantial communication among distributed devices.

**Inter-operator parallelism.** We define inter-operator parallelism as the orthogonal class of approaches that do not perform operator partitioning, but instead, assign different operators of the graph to execute on distributed devices.

Fig. 2d illustrates the batch-splitting pipeline parallelism as a case of inter-operator parallelism.2 The pipeline execution can follow different schedules, such as Gpipe [22], PipeDream [38], and synchronous 1F1B [17, 39]. We adopt the synchronous 1F1B schedule throughout this paper as it respects synchronous consistency, and has the same pipeline latency but lower peak memory usage compared to Gpipe.

In inter-operator parallelism, devices communicate only between pipeline stages, typically using point-to-point communication between device pairs. The required communication volume can be much less than the collective communication in intra-operator parallelism. Regardless of the schedule used, due to the data dependency between stages, inter-operator parallelism results in some devices being idle during the forward and backward computation.

By this categorization, the two parallelisms take place at different granularities of the DL computation and have distinct communication requirements, which happen to match the structure of today's compute clusters. We will leverage these properties to design hierarchical algorithms and compilation passes to auto-generate execution plans. Several concurrent work [2, 33, 39, 50] have proposed similar categorization, but Alpa is the first end-to-end system that uses this categorization to automatically generate parallel plans from the full space.

### 3 Overview

Alpa is a compiler that generates model-parallel execution plans by hierarchically optimizing the plan at two different levels: intra-op and inter-op parallelism. At the intra-op level, Alpa minimizes the cost of executing a stage (i.e., subgraph) of the computational graph, with respect to its intra-operator parallelism plan, on a given device mesh, which is a set of devices that may have high bandwidth between each other (e.g., GPUs within a single server). Different meshes might have different numbers of computing devices according to the workload assigned. At the inter-op level, Alpa minimizes the inter-op parallelization latency, with respect to how to slice the model and device cluster into stages and device meshes and how to map them as stage-mesh pairs. The inter-op optimization depends on knowing the execution cost of each stage-mesh pair reported by the intra-op optimizer. Through this hierarchical optimization process, Alpa generates the execution plan consisting of intra-op and inter-op plans which are

---

2Device placement [36] is another case of inter-op parallelism, which partitions the model graph and executes them on different devices but does not saturate pipelines using multiple microbatches. Hence pipeline parallelism is often seen as a better alternative to it because of less device idle time.

---

Figure 3: Compiler passes and runtime architecture. A sharded stage is a stage annotated with the sharding specs generated by intra-op pass.

```python
# Put @parallelize decorator on top of the Jax functions @parallelize
def train_step(state, batch):
    def loss_func(params):
        out = state.forward(params, batch["x"])
        return jax.numpy.mean((out - batch["y"])) ** 2
    grads = grad(loss_func)(state.params)
    new_state = state.apply_gradient(grads)
    return new_state

# A typical training loop
state = create_train_state()
for batch in data_loader:
    state = train_step(state, batch)
```

Figure 4: An example to demonstrate Alpa's API for Jax. The developers uses a Python decorator @parallelize to annotate functions that need to be parallelized. The rest of the program is kept intact.

locally near-optimal at their respective level of the hierarchy.

To achieve this, Alpa implements three novel compilation passes as Fig. 3 shows. Given a model description, in the form of a Jax [9] intermediate representation (IR), and a cluster configuration, the inter-op compilation pass slices the IR into a number of stages, and slices the device cluster into a number of device meshes. The inter-op pass uses a Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm to assign stages to meshes and invokes the intra-op compilation pass on each stage-mesh pair, to query the execution cost of this assignment. Once invoked, the intra-op pass optimizes the intra-op parallel execution plan of the stage running on its assigned mesh, by minimizing its execution cost using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation, and reports the cost back to the inter-op pass. By repeatedly querying the intra-op pass for each allocation of a stage-mesh pair, the inter-op pass uses the DP to minimize the inter-op parallel execution latency and obtains the best slicing scheme of stages and meshes.

Given the output hierarchical plan and a designated pipeline-parallel schedule, each stage is first compiled as a
parallel executable on its located mesh. A runtime orchestration pass is invoked to fulfill the communication requirement between two adjacent stages that require communication between the two meshes they locate on. The runtime orchestration pass then generates static instructions specific to each mesh according to the pipeline-parallel schedule and invokes the execution on all meshes.

API. Alpa has a simple API shown in Fig. 4. Alpa requires developers to annotate functions to be parallelized, such as the \texttt{train\_step()}, using a Python decorator \texttt{@parallelize}. Upon the first call to \texttt{train\_step()}, Alpa traces the whole function to get the model IR, invokes the compilation, and converts the function to a parallel version.

Since the inter-op pass depends on the intra-op pass, in the following text, we first describe the intra-op pass, followed by the inter-op pass, and finally the runtime orchestration pass.

4 Intra-Operator Parallelism

Alpa optimizes the intra-operator parallelism plan within a device mesh. Alpa adopts the SPMD-style intra-operator parallelism [31,57] which partitions operators evenly across devices and executes the same instructions on all devices, as per the fact that devices within a single mesh have equivalent compute capability. This SPMD style significantly reduces the space of intra-operator parallelism plans; meanwhile, it conveniently expresses and unifies many important approaches such as data parallelism, ZeRO, Megatron-LM’s operator parallelism, and their combinations, which are not fully covered by existing automatic operators parallelism systems, such as Tofu [55] and FlexFlow [25]. Unlike systems that perform randomized search [25] or assume linear graphs [55], Alpa formalizes the problem as an integer linear programming (ILP) and shows it can be solved efficiently for computational graphs with tens of thousands of operators. Next, we describe the space of intra-operator parallelism and our solution.

4.1 The Space of Intra-Operator Parallelism

Given an operator in the computational graph, there are multiple possible parallel algorithms to run it on a device mesh. For example, a matrix multiplication $C_{ij} = \sum_k A_{ik}B_{kj}$ corresponds to a three-level for-loop. To parallelize it, we can parallelize the loop $i$, loop $j$, loop $k$, or combinations of them across devices, which would have different computation and communication costs, require different layouts for the input tensors, and result in output tensors with different layouts. If an input tensor does not satisfy the layout requirement, a layout conversion is required, which introduces extra communication costs. The goal of the intra-op pass is to pick one parallel algorithm for every operator to minimize the execution time of the entire graph. Next, we formally define the device mesh and the layout of a tensor and discuss the cost of layout conversion.

Device mesh. A device mesh is a 2-dimensional logical view of a set of physical devices. Each device in the mesh has the same compute capability. Devices can communicate along

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>Device 0</th>
<th>Device 1</th>
<th>Device 2</th>
<th>Device 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 2: Several cases of sharding spec. $all\text{-}gather(x,i)$ means an all-gather of $x$ bytes along the $i$-th mesh axis. $M$ is the size of the tensor. $(n_0,n_1)$ is the mesh shape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Src Spec</th>
<th>Dst Spec</th>
<th>Communication Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>S0S1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>S0R</td>
<td>RR</td>
<td>$all\text{-}gather(M,0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>S0S1</td>
<td>S0R</td>
<td>$all\text{-}gather(M,1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>S1R</td>
<td>R0</td>
<td>$all\text{-}to-all(M,0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>S0S1</td>
<td>S001</td>
<td>$all\text{-}to-all(M,1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sharding specs of a 2-dimensional tensor on a 2 $\times$ 2 device mesh. $A$ is a $(N,M)$ tensor. The device mesh is $[[\text{Device 0, Device 1]}, [\text{Device 2, Device 3}]]$. Each device stores a partition of $A$. The first column is the name of the sharding spec. The latter columns use Numpy syntax to describe the partitions stored on each device.

the first mesh dimension and the second mesh dimension with different bandwidths. We assume different groups of devices along the same mesh dimension have the same communication performance. For a set of physical devices, there can be multiple logical views. For example, given 2 nodes and 8 GPUs per node (i.e., 16 devices in total), we can view them as a $2 \times 8$, $1 \times 16, 4 \times 4, 8 \times 2$, or $16 \times 1$ device mesh. The mapping between physical devices and the logical device mesh view is optimized by the inter-op pass (§5). In the rest of this section, we consider one fixed device mesh view.

Sharding Spec. We use sharding spec to define the layout of a tensor. For an $N$-dimensional tensor, its sharding spec is defined as $X_0X_1\cdots X_{n-1}$, where $X_i \in \{S, R\}$. If $X_i = S$, it means the $i$-th axis of the tensor is partitioned. Otherwise, the $i$-th axis is replicated. For example, for a 2-dimensional tensor (i.e., a matrix), $SR$ means it is row-partitioned, $RS$ means it is column-partitioned, $SS$ means it is both row- and column-partitioned. $RR$ means it is replicated without any partitioning. After we define which tensor axes are partitioned, we then have to map the partitioned tensor axes to mesh axes. We only consider 2-dimensional device meshes, so a partitioned tensor axis can be mapped to either the first or the second axis of the device mesh, or both. We added a superscript to $S$ to denote the device assignment. For example, $S^0$ means
Table 3: Several parallel algorithms for a batched matmul $C_{b,i,j} = \sum_k A_{b,i,k} B_{b,k,j}$. The notation \textit{all-reduce}(x,i) means an all-reduce of $x$ bytes along the $i$-th mesh axis. $M$ is the size of the output tensor. $(r_0,n_1)$ is the mesh shape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Parallel Mapping</th>
<th>Output Spec</th>
<th>Input Spec</th>
<th>Communication Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$i \rightarrow 0,j \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$RS^0</td>
<td>R$</td>
<td>$R$, $RS^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$i \rightarrow 0,k \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$RS^0$</td>
<td>$R$, $RS^1$, $R$, $RS^1$</td>
<td>all-reduce($</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$j \rightarrow 0,k \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$RRS$</td>
<td>$R$, $RS^1$, $R$, $RS^1$</td>
<td>all-reduce($</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$b \rightarrow 0,i \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$S^0</td>
<td>S$</td>
<td>$R$, $S^1$, $R$, $S^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$b \rightarrow 0,k \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$S^0</td>
<td>S$</td>
<td>$R$, $S^1$, $R$, $S^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$i \rightarrow {0,1}$</td>
<td>$RS^0$</td>
<td>$R$, $RS^1$, $R$, $RR$</td>
<td>all-reduce($</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$k \rightarrow {0,1}$</td>
<td>$RRR$</td>
<td>$R$, $RRS^1$, $R$, $RS^1$</td>
<td>all-reduce($</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 ILP Formulation

The total execution cost of a computational graph $G = (V,E)$ is the sum of the compute and communication costs on all nodes $v \in V$ and the resharding costs on all edges $e \in E$. We formulate the cost minimization as an ILP and solve it optimally with an off-the-shelf solver [18].

For node $v$, the number of possible parallel algorithms is $k_v$. It then has a communication cost vector $c_v$ of length $k_v$, or $c_v \in \mathbb{R}^{k_v}$, where $c_v$ is the communication cost of the $i$-th algorithm. Similarly, node $v$ has a compute cost vector $d_v \in \mathbb{R}^{k_v}$. For each node $v$, we define an one-hot decision vector $s_v \in \{0,1\}^{k_v}$ to represent the algorithm it uses. $s_v = 1$ means we pick the $i$-th algorithm for node $v$. For the resharding cost between node $v$ and node $u$, we define a resharding cost matrix $R_{vu} \in \mathbb{R}^{k_v \times k_u}$, where $R_{vu}$ is the resharding cost from the output of $i$-th strategy of node $v$ to the input of $j$-th strategy of node $u$. The objective of the problem is

$$\min_s \sum_{v \in V} s_v^T (c_v + d_v) + \sum_{(v,u) \in E} s_v^T R_{vu} s_u,$$

where the first term is the compute and communication cost of node $v$, and the second is the resharding cost of the edge $(v,u)$. In this formulation, $s$ is the variable, and the rest are constant values. The term $s_v^T R_{vu} s_u$ in Eq. 1 is quadratic, and cannot be fed into an ILP solver. We linearize [19] the quadratic term by introducing a new decision vector $v \in \{0,1\}^{k_v k_u}$, which represents the resharding decision between node $v$ and $u$.

Although we can use profiling to get the accurate costs for $c_v$, $d_v$, and $R_{vu}$, we use the following methods to estimate them for simplicity. For communication costs $d_v$ and $R_{vu}$, we compute the numbers of communicated bytes and divide them by the mesh dimension bandwidth to get the costs. For compute costs $c_v$, we set all of them as zero following the same motivation in [55]. This is reasonable because: (1) For heavy operators such as matmul, we do not allow replicated computation. All parallel algorithms always evenly divide the work to all devices, so all parallel algorithms of one operator have the same arithmetic complexity; (2) For lightweight operators such as element-wise operators, we allow replicated computation of them, but their computation costs are negligible.

To simplify the graph, we merge computationally-trivial operators, such as element-wise operators, transpose, and reduction, into one of their operands and propagate the sharding spec from the operand. This greatly reduces the number of nodes in the graph, thus the ILP problem size. We do a breath-first-search and compute the depth of each node. The node is merged to the deepest operand.

Once the parallel plan is decided by ILP, we also apply a set of post-ILP communication optimizations, such as replacing all-reduce with reduce-scatter and all-gather, whenever applicable, because the latter reduces the number of replicated tensors and corresponding computations, while keeping the communication volume the same. This achieves the effect of weight update sharding [56] or ZeRO optimizer [44].
5 Inter-Operator Parallelism

In this section, we develop methods to slice the model and device cluster into stage-mesh pairs. Our optimization goal is to minimize the end-to-end pipeline execution latency for the entire computational graph. Previous works \cite{17, 33} have considered simplified problems, such as assuming the device for each stage is pre-assigned, and all stages have fixed data or operator parallelism plan. Alpa rids these assumptions by jointly considering device mesh assignment and the existence of varying intra-op parallelism plans on each stage.

5.1 The Space for Inter-Operator Parallelism

Assume the computational graph contains a sequence of operators following the topology order of the graph, noted as \( o_1, \ldots, o_K \), where the inputs of an operator \( o_k \) are from operators \( o_1, \ldots, o_{k-1} \). We slice the operators into \( S \) stages \( s_1, \ldots, s_S \), where each stage \( s_i \) consists of operators \( (o_{i1}, \ldots, o_{iN}) \), and we assign each stage \( s_i \) to a submesh of size \( n_i \times m_i \), sliced from a computer cluster that contains devices, noted as the cluster mesh with shape \( N \times M \). Let \( t_i = t_{\text{intra}}(s_i, \text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i)) \) be the latency of executing stage \( s_i \) on a submesh of \( n_i \times m_i \), minimized by the ILP and reported back by the intra-op pass (§4). As visualized in Fig. 5, assuming we have \( B \) different input microbatches for the pipeline, the total minimum latency\(^3\) for the entire computation graph is written as:

\[
T^* = \min_{s_1, \ldots, s_S} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{S} t_i + (B - 1) \cdot \max_{1 \leq j \leq S} \{ t_j \} \right\}. \tag{2}
\]

The overall latency contains two terms: the first term is the total latency of all stages, interpreted as the latency of the first microbatch going through the pipeline; the second term is the pipelined execution time for the rest of \( B - 1 \) microbatches, which is bounded by the slowest stage (stage 3 in Fig. 5).

We aim to solve Eq. 2 with two additional constraints: (1) For an operator in the forward pass of the graph, we want to colocate it with its corresponded backward operator on the same submesh. Since backward propagation usually uses the similar set of tensors during forward propagation, this effectively reduces the amount of communication to fetch the required tensors generated at the forward pass to the backward pass. We use the sum of forward and backward latency for \( t_{\text{intra}} \), so Eq. 2 reflects the total latency, including both forward and backward propagation. (2) We need the sliced submeshes \( (n_1, m_1), \ldots, (n_S, m_S) \) to fully cover the \( N \times M \) cluster mesh – we do not waste any compute device resources. We next elaborate on our DP formulation.

\(^3\)We simply use the order of how users define each operator, reflected in the model IR, with the input operator as the origin. This allows us to leverage the inherent locality present in the user's program – closely related nodes in the graph will be more likely to be partitioned into the same stage.

\(^4\)This formulation holds for GPipe and synchronous 1F1B schedules. Other pipeline schedules may require a different formulation.

5.2 DP Formulation

To ensure all submeshes \( (n_1, m_1), \ldots, (n_S, m_S) \) fully cover the \( N \times M \) cluster mesh, we reduce the available submesh shapes into two options: (1) one-dimensional submeshes of sizes \((1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), \ldots, (1, 2^m)\) and (2) two-dimensional submeshes of size \((2, M), (3, M), \ldots, (N, M)\) that fully use the second dimension of the cluster mesh (i.e., on a GPU cluster, this means using all compute devices in each physical machine). We include a theorem in Appendix A that proves these submesh shapes can always fully cover the cluster mesh. To assign physical devices in the cluster to the resulting submeshes find by the DP algorithm, we enumerate by assigning devices to larger submeshes first and then to smaller ones. When there are multiple pipeline stages with the same submesh shape, we tend to put neighboring pipeline stages closer on the device mesh to reduce communication latency.

The simplification on submesh shapes works well for most available cloud deep learning setups: On AWS \cite{3}, the GPU instances have 1, 2, 4, or 8 GPUs; on GCP \cite{20}, the TPU instances have 8, 32, 128, 256 or 512 TPUs. The set of submesh shapes \( (n, m) \) excluded by the assumption is with \( n > 1 \) and \( m < M \), which we observe lead to inferior results, since an alternative submesh with shape \( (n', M) \) where \( n' \cdot M = n \cdot m \) has more devices that can communicate with high bandwidth. With this reduction, we only need to ensure that \( \sum_{i=1}^{S} n_i \cdot m_i = N \cdot M \).

To find \( T^* \) in Eq. 2, we develop a DP algorithm. The DP first enumerates the second term \( t_{\text{max}} = \max_{1 \leq j \leq S} t_j \) and minimizes the first term \( t_{\text{total}} = \sum_{1 \leq i \leq S} t_i \) for each different \( t_{\text{max}} \). Specifically, we use the function \( F(s, k, d; t_{\text{max}}) \) to represent the minimal total latency when slicing operators \( o_k \) to \( o_k \) into \( s \) stages and putting them onto \( d \) devices so that the latency of each stage is less than \( t_{\text{max}} \). We start with \( F(0, K + 1, 0; t_{\text{max}}) = 0 \), and derive the optimal substructure of \( F \) as

\[
F(s, k, d; t_{\text{max}}) = \min_{k \leq i \leq K} \begin{cases} 
\text{if } n_i \cdot m_i \leq d \\
\text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
\begin{cases} 
t_{\text{intra}}((o_k, \ldots, o_i), \text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i), s) + F(s - 1, i + 1, d - n_i \cdot m_i; t_{\text{max}}) \\
t_{\text{intra}}((o_k, \ldots, o_i), \text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i), s) \leq t_{\text{max}}
\end{cases}
\tag{3}
\]
and derive the optimal total latency as

\[
T^*(t_{\text{max}}) = \min_s \left\{ F(s, 0, N \cdot M; t_{\text{max}}) \right\} + (B - 1) \cdot t_{\text{max}}.
\] (4)

The value of \( t_{\text{intr}a}((o_1, \ldots, o_l), \text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i), s) \) is determined by the intra-op pass. It is the lowest latency of executing the subgraph \((o_k, \ldots, o_l)\) on mesh \(\text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i)\) with \(s\) subsequent stages. Note that \(\text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i)\) is a set of physical devices – hence, we enumerate all the potential choices of logical device mesh shapes \((n_l, m_l)\) satisfying \(n_l \cdot m_l = n_i \cdot m_i\). For each choice, we query the intra-op pass with subgraph \((o_k, \ldots, o_l)\), logical mesh \((n_l, m_l)\), and other intra-op options as inputs and get an intra-op plan. We then compile the subgraph with this plan and all other low-level compiler optimizations (e.g., fusion, memory planning) to get an executable for precise profiling. The executable is profiled in order to get the stage latency \(t_i\) and the memory required on each device to run the stage \((\text{mem}_{stage})\) and to store the intermediate activations \((\text{mem}_{act})\). We check whether the required memory fits the device memory \((\text{mem}_{device})\) according to the chosen pipeline execution schedule. For example, for 1F1B schedule [17, 39], we check

\[
\text{mem}_{stage} + s \cdot \text{mem}_{act} \leq \text{mem}_{device}.
\] (5)

We pick the logical mesh shape that minimizes \(t_i\) and fits into the device memory. If none of them fits, we set \(t_{\text{intr}a} = \infty\).

Our algorithm builds on top of that in TeraPipe [33]. However, TeraPipe assumes all pipeline stages are the same, and the goal is to find the optimal way to batch input tokens into micro-batches of different sizes. Instead, Alpa aims to group the operators of a computational graph into different pipeline stages, while assuming the input micro-batches are of the same size. In addition, Alpa optimizes the mesh shape in the DP algorithm for each pipeline stage in inter-op parallelism.

**Complexity.** Our DP algorithm computes the slicing in \(O(K^3NM(N + \log(M)))\) time for a fixed \(t_{\text{max}}\). \(t_{\text{max}}\) has at most \(O(K^2(N + \log(M)))\) choices: \(t_{\text{intr}a}((o_1, \ldots, o_l), \text{Mesh}(n_i, m_i))\) for \(i, j = 1, \ldots, K\) and all the submesh choices. The complexity of this DP algorithm is thus \(O(K^5NM(N + \log(M))^2)\).

This complexity is not feasible for a large computational graph of more than ten thousand operators. To speed up this DP, we introduce a few practical optimizations.

**Performance optimization #1: early pruning.** We use one optimization that is similar to that in TeraPipe [33]. We enumerate \(t_{\text{max}}\) from small to large. When \(B \cdot t_{\text{max}}\) is larger than the current best \(T^*\), we immediately stop the enumeration. This is because larger \(t_{\text{max}}\) can no longer provide a better solution. Also, during enumeration of \(t_{\text{max}}\), we only evaluate a choice of \(t_{\text{max}}\) if it is sufficiently larger than the last \(t_{\text{max}}\) (by at least \(\varepsilon\)). This allows the gap between the solution found by the DP algorithm and the global optima to be at most \(B \cdot \varepsilon\). We empirically choose \(\varepsilon = 10^{-6}\) s, and we find that the solution output by our algorithm is the same as the real optimal solution (\(\varepsilon = 0\)) for all our evaluated settings.

**Algorithm 1 Inter-op pass summary.**

1. **Input:** Model graph \(G\) and cluster \(C\) with shape \((N, M)\).
2. **Output:** The minimal pipeline execution latency \(T^*\).
3. **Preprocess graph.**
   4. \((o_1, \ldots, o_K) \leftarrow \text{Flatten}(G)\)
   5. \((l_1, \ldots, l_L) \leftarrow \text{OperatorClustering}(o_1, \ldots, o_K)\)
4. **Run the intra-op pass to get costs of different stage-mesh pairs.**
   7. \(\text{submesh}_{shapes} \leftarrow \{(1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 4), \ldots, (1, M)\} \cup \{(2, M), (3, M), \ldots, (N, M)\}\)
   8. for \(1 \leq i \leq j \leq L\) do
   9. \(\text{stage} \leftarrow (l_1, \ldots, l_j)\)
   10. for \((n, m) \in \text{submesh}_{shapes}\) do
   11. \(\text{for } s \text{ from } 1 \text{ to } L\) do
   12. \(t_{\text{intr}a}((\text{stage}, \text{Mesh}(n, m), s) \leftarrow \infty\)
   13. **end for**
   14. for \((n_l, m_l), \text{opt} \in \text{LogicalMeshShapeAndIntraOpOptions}(n, m)\) do
   15. \(\text{plan} \leftarrow \text{IntraOpPass}((\text{stage}, \text{Mesh}(n_l, m_l), \text{opt})\)
   16. \(t_1, \text{mem}_{stage}, \text{mem}_{act} \leftarrow \text{Profile}((\text{plan})\)
   17. for \(s\) satisfies Eq. 5 do
   18. \(\text{T}_{\text{intra}}((\text{stage}, \text{Mesh}(n, m), s) \leftarrow t_1\)
   19. for \(s\) from 1 to \(L\) do
   20. **end for**
   21. **end for**
   22. **end for**
   23. **end for**
   24. **end for**
   25. **// Run the inter-op dynamic programming**
   26. \(T^* \leftarrow \infty\)
   27. for \(t_{\text{max}} \in \text{SortedAndFilter}(t_{\text{intra}}, \varepsilon)\) do
   28. if \(B \cdot t_{\text{max}} \geq T^*\) then
   29. break
   30. **end if**
   31. \(F(0, L + 1, 0; t_{\text{max}}) \leftarrow 0\)
   32. **for } s \text{ from } 1 \text{ to } L\) do
   33. **for } l \text{ from } L \text{ down to } 1\) do
   34. **for } j \text{ from } 1 \text{ to } N \cdot M\) do
   35. Compute \(F(s, l, d; t_{\text{max}})\) according to Eq. 3
   36. **end for**
   37. **end for**
   38. **end for**
   39. \(T^*(t_{\text{max}}) \leftarrow \min\) \(\{F(s, 0, N \cdot M; t_{\text{max}}) + (B - 1) \cdot t_{\text{max}}\)
   40. if \(T^*(t_{\text{max}}) < T^*\) then
   41. \(T^* \leftarrow T^*(t_{\text{max}})\)
   42. **end if**
   43. **end for**

**Performance optimization #2: operator clustering.** Many operators in a computational graph are not computationally intensive (e.g., ReLU), and the exact placement of these operators has little impact on the total execution time. We develop another DP algorithm [4] to cluster neighboring operators to
reduce the total size of the graph Eq. 2 works on. We cluster
the operators \((o_1, \ldots, o_K)\) into a series of layers\(^3\) \((l_1, \ldots, l_L)\),
where \(L \ll K\). The goal of the algorithm is to merge two types
of operators: (1) those that do not call for much computation
but lengthen the computational graph and (2) neighboring
operators that may cause substantial communication if put
on different device meshes. We define function \(G(k, r)\) as
the minimum of maximal amount of data received by a single
layer when clustering operators \((o_1, \ldots, o_k)\) into \(r\) layers.
Note that \(G\) has the following optimal substructure:

\[
G(k, r) = \min_{1 \leq i \leq k} \left\{ \max\{G(i - 1, r - 1), C(i, k)\} \right. \\
\left. \frac{FLOP(o_1, \ldots, o_k)}{L} \leq \frac{(1 + \delta)FLOP_{total}}{L}, \right.
\]

where \(C(i, k)\) denotes the total size of inputs of \((o_1, \ldots, o_k)\) re-
ceived from \((o_1, \ldots, o_{i-1})\) and \(FLOP_{total} = FLOP(o_1, \ldots, o_K)\)
is the total FLOP of the whole computational graph. We make
sure that each clustered layer’s FLOP is within \(1 + \delta\) times of
the average FLOP per layer while minimizing the communication.
For the solutions with the same communication cost, we choose
the one with the most uniform structure by also minimizing the variance of per-layer FLOP. With our DP al-
gorithm, we can compute the best layer clustering in \(O(K^2L)^2\)
time. Note that \(L\) here is a hyperparameter to the algorithm.
In practice, we choose a small \(L\) based on the number of de-
vices and the number of heavy operators in the graph. We
find different choices of \(L\) do not affect the final performance
significantly.

Alg. 1 summarizes the workflow of the inter-op pass and
illustrates its interactions with the intra-op pass in §4.

6 Parallelism Orchestration

After stages, device meshes, and their assignments are de-
cided, at the intra-op level, Alpa compiles each stage against
its assigned device mesh, respecting the intra-op parallelism
plan output by the ILP solver. The compilation depends on
XLA [51] and GSPMD [57], and generates parallel executables
for each stage-mesh pair. When needed, the compilation
automatically inserts collective communication primitives
(see §4) to address the within-mesh communication caused
by intra-op parallelism.

At the inter-op level, Alpa implements an additional paral-
lelism orchestration pass to address the cross-mesh commu-
nication between stages, and generate static instructions for
inter-op parallel execution.

**Cross-mesh resharding.** Existing manual systems, such as
Megatron-LM [45, 49], constrain all pipeline stages to have
the same degrees of data and tensor model parallelism, so
the communication between pipeline stages is trivially re-
alized by P2P send/recv between corresponding devices of

\(^3\)Note that the clustering does not exactly reproduce the layers with
original machine learning semantics in the model definition.

![Figure 6: Cross-mesh resharding. Red arrows denote send/recv on slow connections. Green arrows denote all-
gather on fast connections. (a) The scatter-gather optimization for equal mesh shapes in Megatron-LM. (b) The naive
send/recv for unequal mesh shapes. (c) The generalized local all-gather optimization for unequal mesh shapes.
](image-url)
generate the instructions in advance and dispatches the whole instruction lists to each worker before execution, avoiding driver-worker coordination overheads during runtime.

7 Limitations and Discussion

In this section, we discuss advantages of our view of parallelisms and several limitations of our algorithms.

Compared to existing work that manually combines data, operator, and pipeline parallelism, such as 3D parallelism [45] and PTD-P [40], Alpa’s hierarchical view of inter- and intra-op parallelisms significantly advances them with three major flexibility: (1) pipeline stages can contain an uneven number of operators or layers; (2) pipeline stages in Alpa might be mapped to device meshes with different shapes; (3) within each stage, the data and operator parallelism configuration is customized non-uniformly on an operator-by-operator basis. Together, they allow Alpa to unify all existing model parallelism approaches and generalize to model architectures and cluster setups with more heterogeneity.

Despite these advantages, Alpa’s optimization algorithms currently have a few limitations:

- Alpa does not model the communication cost between different stages because the cross-stage communication cost is by nature small. In fact, modeling the cost in either the DP or ILP is possible, but would require enumerating exponentially more intra-op passes and DP states.
- The inter-op pass currently has a hyperparameter: the number of micro-batches $B$, which is not optimized by our current formulation but can be searched by enumeration.
- The inter-op pass models pipeline parallelism with a static linear schedule, without considering more dynamic schedules that, for example, parallelize different branches in a computational graph on different devices.
- Alpa does not optimize for the best scheme of overlapping computation and communication; Alpa can only handle static computational graphs with all tensor shapes known at compilation time.

Nevertheless, our results on weak scaling (§8) suggest that Alpa is able to generate near-optimal execution plans for many notable models.

8 Evaluation

Alpa is implemented using about 16K LoC in Python and 6K LoC in C++. Alpa uses Jax as the frontend and XLA as the backend. The compiler passes are implemented on Jax’s and XLA’s intermediate representation (i.e., Jaxpr and HLO). For the distributed runtime, we use Ray [37] actor to implement the device mesh worker, XLA runtime for executing computation, and NCCL [41] for communication.

We evaluate Alpa on training large-scale models with billions of parameters, including GPT-3 [10], GShard Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) [31], and Wide-ResNet [59]. The testbed is a typical cluster consisting of 8 nodes and 64 GPUs. Each node is an Amazon EC2 p3.16xlarge instance with 8 NVIDIA V100 16 GB GPUs, 64 vCPUs, and 488 GB memory. The 8 GPUs in a node are connected via NVLink. The 8 nodes are launched within one placement group with 25Gbps cross-node bandwidth.

We compare Alpa against two state-of-the-art distributed systems for training large-scale models on GPUs. We then isolate different compilation passes and perform ablation studies of our optimization algorithms. We also include a case study of the execution plans found by Alpa.

8.1 End-to-End Performance

Models and training workloads. We target three types of models listed in Table 4, covering models with both homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures. GPT-3 is a homogeneous transformer-based LM by stacking many transformer layers whose model parallelization plan has been extensively studied [40, 49]. GShard MoE is a mixed dense and sparse LM, where mixture-of-experts layers are used to replace the MLP at the end of a transformer, every two layers. Wide-ResNet is a variant of ResNet with larger channel sizes. It is vastly different from the transformer models and there are no existing manually designed strategies.

To study the ability to train large models, we follow common ML practice to scale the model size along with the number of GPUs, with the parameter range reported in Table 4. More precisely, for GPT-3, we increase the hidden size and the number of layers together with the number of GPUs following [40], whereas for MoE we mainly increase the number of experts suggested by [31, 57]. For Wide-ResNet, we increase the channel size and width factor in convolution layers. For each model, we adopt the suggested global batch size per ML practice [10, 31, 40, 59] to keep the same statistical behavior. We then tune the best microbatch size for each model and system configuration that maximizes the system performance. The gradients are accumulated across microbatches. The detailed model specifications are provided in Appendix B.

Baselines. For each model, we compare Alpa against a strong baseline. We use Megatron-LM v2 [40] as the baseline system for GPT-3. Megatron-LM is the state-of-the-art system for training homogeneous transformer-based LMs on GPUs. It combines data parallelism, pipeline parallelism, and manually-designed operator parallelism (denoted as TMP later). The combination of these techniques is controlled by three integer parameters that specify the parallelism degrees assigned to each technique. We grid-search the three parameters following the guidance of their paper and report the results of the best configuration. Megatron-LM is specialized for GPT-like models, so it does not support other models in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>#params (billion)</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3 [10]</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.35, 1.3, 2.6, 6.7, 15, 39</td>
<td>FP16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GShard MoE [31]</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.38, 1.3, 2.4, 10, 27, 70</td>
<td>FP16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide-ResNet [59]</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>0.25, 1.0, 2.0, 4.6, 6.7, 13</td>
<td>FP32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Models used in the end-to-end evaluation. LM = language model, IC = image classification.
We use DeepSpeed [45] as the baseline for MoE. DeepSpeed provides a state-of-the-art implementation for training MoE on GPUs. It combines handcrafted operator parallelism for MoE layers and ZeRO-based [44] data parallelism. The combination of these techniques is controlled by several integer parameters that specify the parallelism degree assigned to each technique. We also grid-search them and report the best results. The performance of DeepSpeed on GPT-3 is similar to or worse than Megatron-LM, so we skip it on GPT-3. Note that original GShard-MoE [31] implementation is only available on TPU, thus we do not include its results, though their strategies [31] are covered by Alpa’s strategy space.

For large Wide-ResNet, there is no specialized system or manually designed plan for it. We use Alpa to build a baseline “PP-DP” whose space only consists of data parallelism and pipeline parallelism, which mimics the parallelism space of PipeDream [38] and Dapple [17].

For all models, we also include the results of using Alpa with only one of intra- and inter-operator parallelism, which mimics the performance of some other auto-parallel systems. The open-source Flexflow [25] does not support the models we evaluate, as it lacks support for many necessary operators (e.g., layer normalization [5], mixed-precision operators). Tofu [55] only supports single node execution and is open-sourced. Due to both theoretical and practical limitations, we do not include their results and we do not expect Flexflow or Tofu to outperform the state-of-the-art manual baselines in our evaluation.

**Evaluation metrics.** Alpa does not modify the semantics of the synchronous gradient descent algorithm, thus does not affect the model convergence. Therefore, we measure training throughput in our evaluation. We evaluate weak scaling of the system when increasing the model size along with the number of GPUs. Following [40], we use the aggregated peta floating-point operations per second (PFLOPS) of the whole cluster as the metric. We measure it by running a few batches with dummy data after proper warmup. All our results (including those in later sections) have a standard deviation within 0.5%, so we skip the error bars in our figures.

**GPT-3 results.** The parallelization plan for GPT-3 has been extensively studied [10, 33, 40]. We observe in Fig. 7a that this manual plan with the best grid-searched parameters enables Megatron-LM to achieve super-linear weak scaling on GPT-3. Nevertheless, compared to Megatron-LM, Alpa automatically generates execution plans and even achieves slightly better scaling on several settings. If compared to methods that only use intra-operator parallelism, our results are consistent with recent studies – “Intra-op only” performs poorly on >16 GPUs because even the best plan has to communicate tensors heavily on cross-node connections, making communication a bottleneck. Surprisingly, “Inter-op only” performs well and maintains linear scaling on up to 64 GPUs.

We investigate the grid-searched parameters of the manual plan on Megatron-LM, and compare it to the plan generated by Alpa. It reveals two major findings. First, in Megatron-LM, the best manual plan has TMP as 1, except in rare settings, such as fitting the 39B model on 64 GPUs, where pipeline parallelism alone is unable to fit the model (stage) in GPU memory; meanwhile, data parallelism is maximized whenever memory allows. In practice, gradient accumulation (GA) is turned on to achieve a desired global batch size (e.g., 1024 in our setting). GA amortizes the communication of data parallelism and reduces the bubbles of pipeline parallelism, but the communication of TMP grows linearly with GA steps, which puts TMP disadvantaged. Second, Alpa-generated plan closely resembles the best-performed ones in Megatron-LM, featuring (1) evenly-sized stages, (2) partitioning along the batch dimension in stages when memory is not stressed, but along non-batch dimensions when memory is stressed. One key difference between our plan and the manual plan is that Alpa also partitions the weight update operations when data parallelism exists, which contributes to the slight performance improvement over Megatron-LM. This attributes to the fact that Alpa, as a generic compiler system, can compose a wide range of parallelism approaches, while Megatron-LM, for now, misses weight update sharding support.

**MoE results.** DeepSpeed adopts a manual operator parallelism plan for MoE models, developed by GShard [31], called **expert parallelism**, which uses a simple rule: it partitions the expert axis for the operators in MoE layers, but switches back to data parallelism for non-expert layers. This expert parallelism is then combined with ZeRO data parallelism and TMP. All of these techniques belong to intra-operator parallelism. Unfortunately, DeepSpeed’s specialized implementation does not include any inter-operator parallelism approach, which is
required for scaling across multiple nodes with low inter-node bandwidth. Therefore, Deepspeed only maintains a good performance within a node (≤ 8 GPUs) on this cluster. “Intra-op only” fails to scale across multiple nodes due to the same reason. “Inter-op only” runs out of memory on 32 GPUs and 64 GPUs because it is not easy to equally slice the model when the number of GPUs is larger than the number of layers of the model. The imbalanced slicing makes some memory-intensive stages run out of memory.

By contrast, Alpa automatically discovers the best execution plans that combine intra- and inter-operator parallelism. For intra-operator parallelism, Alpa finds a strategy similar to expert parallelism and combines it with ZeRO data parallelism, thanks to its ILP-based intra-op pass. Alpa then constructs stages and uses inter-operator parallelism to favor small communication volume on slow connections. Alpa maintains linear scaling on 16 GPUs and scales well to 64 GPUs. Compared to DeepSpeed, Alpa achieves 3.5× speedup on 2 nodes and a 9.7× speedup on 4 nodes.

**Wide-ResNet results.** Unlike the previous two models that stack the same layer, Wide-ResNet has a more heterogeneous architecture. As the data batch is forwarded through layers, the size of the activation tensor shrinks while the size of the weight tensor inflates. This leads to an imbalanced distribution of memory usage and compute intensity across layers. For this kind of model, it is difficult, if not impossible, to manually design a plan. However, Alpa still achieves a scalable performance on 32 GPUs with 80% scaling. The baselines “PP-DP” and “Inter-only” run out of memory when training large models, because they cannot partition weights to reduce the memory usage, and it is difficult to construct memory-balanced stages for them. “Intra-only” requires a lot of communication on slow connections, so it cannot scale across multiple nodes. A case study on the generated plan for Wide-ResNet is in §8.6.

### 8.2 Intra-Op Parallelism Ablation Study

We study the effectiveness of our intra-operator parallelism optimization algorithm. We compare our ILP-based solution against alternatives such as ZeRO optimizer and rule-based partitioning strategies.

**Experimental setup.** We run a weak scaling benchmark in terms of model size similar to §8.1, but disable pipeline parallelism and gradient accumulation to control variables. The benchmark is done on one AWS p3.16xlarge instance with 8 GPUs. In order to simulate an execution environment of large-scale training in one node, we use larger hidden sizes, smaller batch sizes, and smaller numbers of layers, compared to the model configurations in §8.1.

**Baselines.** We compare automatic solutions for intra-operator parallelism. “Data” is vanilla data parallelism. “ZeRO-2” [44] is a memory-efficient version of data parallelism which partitions gradients and optimizer states. “ZeRO-3” [44] additionally partitions parameters on top of “ZeRO-2”. “Heuristic” uses a rule combined with the sharding propagation in GSPMD. It marks the largest dimension of every input tensor as partitioned and runs sharding propagation to get the sharding specs for all nodes in the graph. “ILP” is our solution based on the ILP solver.

**Results.** As shown in Fig. 8, “Data” runs out of memory quickly and cannot train large models. “ZeRO-2” and “ZeRO-3” resolve the memory problem of data parallelism, but they do not optimize for communication as they always communicate the gradients. When the gradients are much larger than activations, their performance degenerates. “Heuristic” solves the memory issue by partitioning all tensors, but can be slowed down by larger communication. “Auto-sharding” performs best in all cases and maintains a near-linear scaling, because it figures out the correct partition plan that always minimizes the communication overhead.

### 8.3 Inter-Op Parallelism Ablation Study

We study the effectiveness of our inter-operator parallelism optimization algorithm. We use “DP” to denote our algorithm.

**Experimental setup.** We report the performance of three variants of our DP algorithm on GPT and Wide-ResNet. The

---

**Figures:**

(a) GPT

(b) MoE

(c) Wide-ResNet

Figure 8: Intra-operator parallelism ablation study. “X” denotes out-of-memory. Black boxes represent linear scaling.

Figure 9: Inter-operator parallelism ablation study.
8.4 Compilation Time

Fig. 10 shows Alpa’s compilation time for all the GPT settings in §8.1. The compilation time is a single run of the full Alg. 1 with a provided number of microbatches $B$. According to the result, Alpa scales to large models or large clusters well, because compilation time grows linearly with the size of the model and the number of GPUs in the cluster. Table 5 reports the compilation time breakdown for the largest GPT model in our evaluation (39B, 64 GPUs). Most of the time is spent on enumerating stage-mesh pairs and profiling them. For the compilation part, we accelerate it by compiling different stages in parallel with distributed workers. For profiling, we accelerate it using a simple cost model built at the XLA instruction level, which estimates the cost of matrix multiplication and communication primitives with a piece-wise linear model. With these optimizations, the compilation and search over the convolution operators. The result shows that it can be done in a few minutes. “w/o local all-gather” disables our local all-gather optimization and uses only send/recv. “w/ local all-gather” enables our local all-gather optimization to move more communication from slow connections to fast local connections, which brings 2.0× speedup on 32 GPUs.

8.6 Case Study: Wide-ResNet

We visualize the parallelization strategies Alpa finds for Wide-ResNet on 16 GPUs in Fig. 12. We also include the visualization of results on 4 and 8 GPUs in Appendix C. On 4 GPUs, Alpa uses only intra-operator parallelism. The intra-operator solution partitions along the batch axis for the first dozens of layers and then switches to partitioning the channel axis for the last few layers. On 16 GPUs, Alpa slices the model into 3 stages and assigns 4, 4, 8 GPUs to stage 1, 2, 3, respectively. Data parallelism is preferred in the first two stages because the activation tensors are larger than weight tensors. In the third stage, the ILP solver finds a non-trivial way of partitioning the convolution operators. The result shows that it can be done in a few minutes. “w/o local all-gather” disables our local all-gather optimization and uses only send/recv. “w/ local all-gather” enables our local all-gather optimization to move more communication from slow connections to fast local connections, which brings 2.0× speedup on 32 GPUs.

9 Related Work


Systems for model-parallel training. The two major classes of model parallelisms have been discussed in §2.
TensorFlow [48], GSPMD [31,57] and OneFlow [58] provide annotation APIs for users to manually specify the intra-op parallel plan. ColocRL [36] puts disjoint model partitions on different devices without pipelining, thereby the concurrency happens only when there exist parallel branches in the model. In contrast, Gpipe [22] splits the input data into micro-batches and forms pipeline parallelisms. PipeDream [38, 39] improves GPipe by using asynchronous training algorithms, reducing memory usage, and integrating it with data parallelism. However, PipeDream is asynchronous while Alpa is a synchronous training system. TeraPipe [33] discovers a new pipeline parallelism dimension for transformer-based LMs. Google’s Pathway system [7] is a concurrent work of Alpa. Pathway advocates a single controller runtime architecture combining “single program multiple data” (SPMD) and “multiple program multiple data” (MPMD) model. This is similar to Alpa’s runtime part, where SPMD is used for intra-op parallelisms and MPMD is used for inter-op parallelism.

**Automatic search for model-parallel plans.** Another line of work focuses on the automatic discovery of model-parallel training plans. Tofu [55] develops a dynamic programming algorithm to generate the optimal intra-op strategy for linear graphs on a single node. FlexFlow [25] proposes a “SOAP” formulation and develops an MCMC-based randomized search algorithm. However, it only supports device placement without pipeline parallelism. Its search algorithm cannot scale to large graphs or clusters and does not have optimality guarantees. TensorOpt [11] develops a dynamic programming algorithm to automatically search for intra-op strategies that consider both memory and computation cost. Varuna [2] targets low-bandwidth clusters and focuses on automating pipeline and data parallelism. Piper [50] also finds a parallel strategy with both inter- and intra-op parallelism, but it relies on manually designed intra-op parallelism strategies and analyzes on a uniform network topology and asynchronous pipeline parallel schedules.

**Techniques for training large-scale models.** In addition to parallelization, there are other complementary techniques for training large-scale models, such as memory optimization [12, 14, 21, 23, 28, 46], communication compression [6, 53], and low-precision training [35]. Alpa can incorporate many of these techniques. For example, Alpa uses rematerialization to reduce memory usage and uses mixed-precision training to accelerate computation.

**Compilers for deep learning.** Compiler techniques have been introduced to optimize the execution of DL models [13,24,34,51,52,54,62]. Most of them focus on optimizing the computation for a single device. In contrast, Alpa is a compiler that supports a comprehensive space of execution plans for distributed training.

**Distributed tensor computation in other domains.** Besides deep learning, libraries and compilers for distributed tensor computation have been developed for linear algebra [8] and stencil computations [15]. Unlike Alpa, they do not consider necessary parallelization techniques for DL.

10 Conclusion

We present Alpa, a new architecture for automated model-parallel distributed training, built on top of a new view of machine learning parallelization approaches: intra- and inter-operator parallelisms. Alpa constructs a hierarchical space and uses a set of compilation passes to derive efficient parallel execution plans at each parallelism level. Alpa orchestrates the parallel execution on distributed compute devices on two different granularities. Coming up with an efficient parallelization plan for distributed model-parallel deep learning is historically a labor-intensive task, and we believe Alpa will democratize distributed model-parallel learning and accelerate the adoption of emerging large deep learning models.
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A Proof of Submesh Shape Covering

We prove the following theorem which shows we can always find a solution that fully covers the cluster mesh \((N,M)\) with our selected submesh shapes in §5.2: (1) one-dimensional submeshes of shape \((1,1)\), \((1,2),(1,4)\ldots(1,2^m)\) where \(2^m = M\) and (2) two-dimensional submeshes of shape \((2,M),(3,M),\ldots,(N,M)\).

**Theorem 1.** For a list of submesh shapes \((n_1,m_1),\ldots,(n_S,m_S)\), if \(\sum n_i \cdot m_i = N \cdot M\) and each \((n_i,m_i)\) satisfies either (1) \(n_i = 1\) and \(m_i = 2^{p_i}\) is a power of 2 or (2) \(m_i = M\), then we can always cover the full \((N,M)\) mesh where \(M = 2^m\) with these submesh shapes.

**Proof.** We start with putting the second type submesh into the full mesh. In this case, because \(m_i = M\), these submeshes can cover the full second dimension of the full mesh. After putting all the second kind of submeshes into the mesh, we reduce the problem to fit a cluster mesh of shape \((N,M)\) with submeshes with shape \((1,2^{p_1}),\ldots,(1,2^{p_S})\) where all \(p_i \in \{0,1,\ldots,m-1\}\). Note that now we have

\[
2^{p_1} + \ldots + 2^{p_S} = N \cdot 2^m.
\]

We start an induction on \(m\). When \(m = 1\), we have all \(p_i = 0\) and thus all the submeshes are of shape \((1,1)\), which means that all the submeshes can definitely cover the full mesh. Assume the above hold for all \(m = 1,2,\ldots,k-1\). When \(m = k\), note that in this case the number of submeshes with \(p_i = 0\) should be an even number, because otherwise the left hand side of Eq. 7 will be an odd number while the right hand side is always an even number. Then we can split all submeshes with shape \(p_i = 0\) into pairs, and we co-locate each pair to form a \((1,2)\) mesh. After this transformation, we have all \(p_i > 0\), so we can subtract all \(p_i\) and \(m\) by 1 and reduce to \(m = k-1\) case. Therefore, the theorem holds by induction.

B Model Specifications

For GPT-3 models, we use sequence length = 1024 and vocabulary size = 51200 for all models. Other parameters of the models are listed in Table. 6. The last column is the number of GPUs used to train the corresponding model.

For GShard MoE models, we use sequence length = 1024 and vocabulary size = 32000 for all models. Other parameters of the models are listed in Table. 7. The last column is the number of GPUs used to train the corresponding model.

For Wide-ResNet models, we use input image size = (224, 224, 3) and #class = 1024 for all models. Other parameters of the models are listed in Table. 8. The last column is the number of GPUs used to train the corresponding model.

C Extra Case Study

We visualize the parallelization strategies Alpa finds for Wide-ResNet on 4 and 8 GPUs in Fig. 13.
Figure 13: Visualization of the parallel strategy of Wide-ResNet on 4 and 8 GPUs. Different colors represent the devices a tensor is distributed on. Grey blocks indicate a tensor is replicated across all devices. The input data and resulting activation of each convolution or dense layer can be partitioned along the batch axis and the hidden axis. The weights can be partitioned along the input and output channel axis.
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Abstract

Training Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) is a popular workload in both enterprises and cloud data centers. Existing schedulers for DNN training consider GPU as the dominant resource and allocate other resources such as CPU and memory proportional to the number of GPUs requested by the job. Unfortunately, these schedulers do not consider the impact of a job’s sensitivity to allocation of CPU and memory resources. In this work, we propose Synergy, a resource-sensitive scheduler for shared GPU clusters. Synergy infers the sensitivity of DNNs to different resources using optimistic profiling; some jobs might benefit from more than the GPU-proportional allocation and some jobs might not be affected by less than GPU-proportional allocation. Synergy performs such multi-resource workload-aware assignments across a set of jobs scheduled on shared multi-tenant clusters using a new near-optimal online algorithm. Our experiments show that workload-aware CPU and memory allocations can improve average job completion time by up to $3.4 \times$, by better utilizing existing cluster resources, compared to traditional GPU-proportional scheduling.

1 Introduction

The widespread popularity of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) makes training such models an important workload in both enterprises and cloud data centers. Training a DNN is resource-intensive and time-consuming. Enterprises typically setup large multi-tenant clusters, with expensive hardware accelerators like GPUs, to be shared by several users and production groups [31, 56]. In addition to the model-specific parameters and scripts, jobs specify their GPU demand before being scheduled to run on available servers. Jobs are scheduled and managed either using traditional big-data schedulers, such as Kubernetes [10] or YARN [51], or using modern schedulers that exploit DNN job characteristics for better performance and utilization [11, 26, 33, 35, 42, 46, 55]. These DNN schedulers decide how to allocate GPU resources to many jobs while implementing complex cluster-wide scheduling policies to optimize for objectives such as average job completion times (JCT), makespan, or user-level fairness.

Current DNN cluster schedulers assume GPUs to be the dominant resource in the scheduling task [11, 26, 31, 33, 35, 42, 46, 55]; i.e., a user requests a fixed number of GPUs for her DNN job, and when the requested number of GPUs are all available, the job is scheduled to run. Other resources such as CPU and memory are allocated proportional to the number of GPUs assigned to the job (GPU-proportional allocation).

However, we identify an important property of DNN training jobs that GPU-proportional allocation is unable to exploit: DNNs exhibit varied sensitivity to the amount of auxiliary resources like CPU and memory allocated to the job. Prior work has shown that ingesting data for ML training jobs, i.e., reading data from storage to memory, and pre-processing them at the CPU is computationally expensive, thereby resulting in data stalls in both research [39] and industry scale training at large enterprises such as Google [40] and Facebook [59]. For instance, some image and video recognition models achieve up to $3 \times$ speedup by overcoming data stalls (§2) when the CPUs allocated exceed their GPU-proportional share, while other models like GNMT are unaffected when the CPUs assigned are less than GPU-proportional share.

Our main insight here is that allocating these auxiliary resources in a workload-aware fashion, rather than the traditional GPU-proportional allocation can significantly improve performance by effectively utilizing cluster-wide resources. Based on this insight, we propose Synergy, a resource-sensitive scheduler for homogeneous, multi-tenant GPU clusters. Figure 1 shows the average job completion time (JCT)
in the cluster as we vary load, for two scheduling policies; Synergy’s resource-sensitive allocation is able to significantly improve average JCT in the cluster and sustain a higher load compared to GPU-proportional allocation.

Synergy profiles the sensitivity of DNNs to auxiliary resources and allocates them disproportionately among jobs rather than using traditional GPU-proportional allocation. While doing so, Synergy ensures that a job gets less than GPU-proportional auxiliary resources only if such an allocation does not degrade the job throughput compared to a GPU-proportional allocation. Such allocation enables Synergy to mitigate data stalls in several models, thereby significantly increasing the overall cluster throughput.

Efficiently exploiting the heterogeneity in resource sensitivity among DNN jobs raises two important problems which have not been tackled by prior work:

- What is the ideal resource requirement for each job (with fixed GPU demand) and how can this be determined with low overhead?
- How should we pack these jobs onto servers along multiple resource dimensions efficiently, especially when we can tune the job’s demand for these resources?

**Optimistic profiling.** Synergy exploits the predictability of DNN computation to measure the job throughput as we vary the amount of CPU and memory allocated to the job. This is performed offline by the Synergy scheduler, prior to job execution on the cluster. However, profiling all possible combinations of CPU, and memory values is computationally expensive. Therefore, Synergy introduces optimistic profiling: it empirically profiles the job throughput for varying CPU allocations, assuming maximum memory allocation. It then analytically estimates the job throughput for all combinations of CPU and memory. A key insight that makes such analytical modelling feasible is the predictable nature of job performance to memory allocation when using DNN-aware caching like MinIO [39] that guarantees a certain cache hit rate. We show in §3.1 that our optimistically profiled model performance closely resembles the true empirical values, while significantly reducing profiling time (by up to 30×). Using these profiles, Synergy identifies the best resource allocation beyond which the job throughput has diminishing returns.

**Scheduling mechanism.** Synergy makes a round-based scheduling decision similar to prior DNN schedulers [42]. In each round (say 5 minutes), we identify the set of jobs that are runnable in the cluster using a scheduling policy such as FIFO [51, 57], SRTF [12], LAS [26, 43], FTF [35], etc. Synergy’s scheduling mechanism then packs these jobs among available servers in the cluster along all resource dimensions identified in the profiling phase. This is analogous to multi-dimensional bin-packing problem, which is NP-Hard [53], and hence requires approximate solutions. But unlike prior work in big-data scheduling which tackles the problem of multi-dimensional bin-packing with fixed resource demands (for e.g., Tetris [23], DRF [21]), Synergy has to contend with fungible resource demands. This introduces two challenges that need to be solved in tandem: First to find an optimal partition of CPU and memory among jobs to maximize throughput while ensuring fair allocations (every job’s throughput is at least that of GPU-proportional allocation), and second, a feasible packing of these resources among jobs.

In this paper, we propose two effective algorithms to enable such fungible multi-dimensional bin-packing. Our first algorithm, Synergy-OPT, is formulated as a linear program and enables determining an upper-bound on achievable throughput by an optimal solution for a given workload trace. However, we find that Synergy-OPT is impractical for two reasons: (1) it is computationally expensive as we scale cluster size, and (2) it produces fractional GPU allocations that cannot be achieved in real deployments. Nevertheless, its solution provides an aspirational optimal goal that we can use to measure the efficacy of any practical solution. The second algorithm, Synergy-TUNE, is fast and near-optimal (within 10% of Synergy-OPT in evaluation). If a job to be scheduled does not fit in the cluster along all the resource dimensions, we revert the job demands to GPU-proportional if its current demands are above it. If the job’s demands are already GPU-proportional or below, then we find a suitable job in the cluster with higher than GPU-proportional allocation, which is then reverted to GPU-proportional. Synergy-TUNE also outperforms simpler greedy approaches (Synergy-GREEDY) that recursively pack jobs along multiple resource dimensions using a first-fit allocation strategy [20].

We implement a prototype of Synergy and an accompanying event-driven simulator in Python. Synergy transparently communicates with the DNN job using a thin iterator API, that is a wrapper around the existing data iterator, thereby requiring minimal code changes to the DNN job script. Across various scheduling policies, and workload traces, we show that Synergy improves cluster objectives such as average JCT by up to 1.5× on a physical cluster of 32 GPUs. On a large simulated cluster of up to 512 GPUs, Synergy improves average JCT by up to 3.4×. Synergy is open sourced at [https://github.com/msr-fiddle/synergy](https://github.com/msr-fiddle/synergy).

In summary, our paper makes the following contributions.

- We identify the importance and need for resource-sensitive scheduling of DNN jobs in multi-tenant GPU clusters (§2).
- We present Synergy, a resource-sensitivity aware scheduler that optimistically profiles the job’s resource demands and performs disproportionate allocations such that no job achieves lower than GPU-proportional throughput (§3).
- We present a heuristic scheduling mechanism Synergy-TUNE, that maps the allocations calculated by the profiler onto the cluster, while better utilizing the resources compared to a GPU-proportional allocation (§4).
- In extensive experimentation on physical and simulated clusters, Synergy’s techniques improve average JCT by up to 3.4×, thus supporting a higher input load (§5).
Figure 2: CPU sensitivity. This graph plots the epoch time for DNNs as we vary the CPU:GPU ratio for single-GPU training. Some jobs such as Transformers need as few as 1 CPU core per GPU to achieve maximum training speed; others like ShuffleNet need more than 12 CPU cores per GPU to eliminate data stalls. State-of-the-art GPU VMs have a CPU:GPU ratio as few as 3.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we briefly describe DNN scheduling, introduce the terminology used in the rest of the paper, and motivate resource-sensitive DNN cluster scheduling.

Scheduling ML training jobs in a cluster. Training a ML model is a resource intensive and long-running task (order of hours to days). Collocating ML training workloads in a shared, multi-tenant cluster is a very common setup in several large organizations, for both research and production [26, 35, 42, 46, 55]. Our work targets state-of-the-art multi-tenant clusters similar to the ones published by prior large-scale studies by organizations like Microsoft [31] and Alibaba [56]. These clusters use on-premise servers or cloud VMs with pre-defined GPU, CPU, and memory resources. The cluster itself is shared by multiple users and jobs, and each server can host more than one job each with varying resource usage (some heavy on CPU side pre-processing, while others heavy on GPU computation). For example, a server with 8 GPUs can host 8 single-GPU jobs from different users.

Scheduling policy and mechanism. When jobs are submitted to a scheduler, a scheduling policy such as First In, First Out (FIFO) [51, 57], Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) [12], Least Attained Service (LAS) [26, 43], or Finish Time Fairness (FTF) [35] decides the set of jobs (J) to be run on the cluster. A scheduling mechanism then identifies where job J should be run, and how much resources to allocate to the job. The GPU demand for a job is fixed (requested by the user), while the CPU and memory allocation is fungible.

GPU-proportional allocation. During DNN training, a mini-batch of data is first fetched from storage to memory, where it is cached for subsequent accesses. It is then pre-processed at the CPU, and then copied over to the GPU for processing. Existing DNN schedulers [26, 35, 42, 55], and those used in real-world GPU clusters [5, 31], including recent schedulers that offer GPU elasticity [30, 48], all allocate CPU and memory resources to a job using a GPU-proportional allocation. For instance, consider a server with 4 GPUs, 16 CPUs and 200 GB memory. If a job requests 1 GPU, then it is allocated 4 CPUs and 50GB memory.

2.1 Motivation : Resource sensitivity

Insight. The main insight that motivates our work is that DNNs co-scheduled on a cluster exhibit different levels of sensitivity to CPU and memory allocations during training. Therefore, it is possible to improve the overall cluster utilization and efficiency by performing resource-sensitive allocations instead of the ubiquitously used GPU-proportional allocation. Prior work on characterization study of jobs in Microsoft’s Philly cluster [31] shows that CPU cycles are under-utilized in multi-tenant clusters; we use this as motivation to show that we can exploit the disparity in resource requirements across jobs to improve overall cluster utilization without any hardware upgrades (storage, CPU, or memory).

Figure 2a plots the per-epoch time for various DNNs when trained on a single GPU by varying the number of CPUs allocated to the job (ensuring that the dataset is fully cached for each job). Figure 2a(i) shows that most image and speech models are sensitive to CPU allocations; smaller models like ShuffleNet and ResNet18 require 9–24 CPU cores per GPU to pre-process data items. However, state-of-the-art ML optimized servers and cloud GPU VMs have a CPU:GPU ratio as few as 3 as shown in Table 2b [1–3, 6, 18, 34]. Increasing the CPU:GPU ratio from 3 to 12 results in 3.1× faster training for AlexNet, and increasing it to 9 results in 2.3× faster training for ResNet18. On the other hand, most language models are insensitive to CPU allocations as shown in Figure 2a(ii). This is because they have modest input data pre-processing requirements. Transformer models for example, unlike image classification models, do not perform several unique data augmentation operations for each data item in every epoch [39].


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Job</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Mem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>ResNet18</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>J1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>Audio-M5</td>
<td></td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>J3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J4</td>
<td>GNMT</td>
<td></td>
<td>J4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example jobs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Job</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Mem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>J1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: GPU-proportional allocation

Figure 3: Resource sensitive scheduling. We compare the runtime of the jobs with two different schedules; GPU-proportional and resource-sensitive. By allocating resources disproportionately, CPU and memory sensitive jobs see increased throughputs which reduces the average JCT by 1.5×.

Table 3: Resource-sensitive allocation

2.2 Synergy Scheduling Policies

Synergy is not constrained to one particular scheduling policy, but is instead general enough to improve a wide range of scheduling policies (e.g., LAS, FIFO, SRTF, FTF, etc), creating Synergy-augmented variants for all of them. The main challenge that Synergy addresses is, finding an efficient partition of available cluster CPU and memory among jobs to maximize throughput while ensuring that every job’s throughput is at least that of GPU-proportional allocation. Synergy’s innovation thus lies in exploiting the differences in resource sensitivity across jobs to improve overall cluster metrics.

2.3 Assumptions & Limitations

In the context of this work, we explicitly highlight certain practical assumptions, many of which are derived directly from large multi-tenant clusters we analyze - homogeneous clusters, fixed GPU allocation for the lifetime of a job, and the use of MinIO cache. Synergy’s design is not tied to these assumptions, but it aids in focused profiling (reducing the dimensionality of the search space). In a large scale, multi-tenant, production cluster, it is practical to assume that there are tens of thousands of accelerators per homogeneous cluster, and the GPU allocation for a job remains constant. While recent works explore scheduling DNN jobs in heterogeneous clusters [11,33,42], and GPU elasticity [48], there are several practical challenges in seamlessly supporting these features. For instance, with elastic training, the impact of changing batch sizes and hyperparameters on training accuracy is unclear for a wide variety of tasks. We provide a detailed discussion on the practicality of each of these assumptions made by Synergy, and what it means to relax these assumptions for Synergy in Section 6.

3 Synergy: Design

Overview. Synergy is a round-based scheduler that arbitrates multi-dimensional resources (GPU, CPU, and memory) in a
We observe that, with DNN-specific, application-level caches, a DNN job is profiled for its resource sensitivity once per lifetime of the job, i.e. on job arrival. Each incoming job is profiled by varying the CPU and memory allocated to the job. A resource sensitivity matrix is then constructed for discrete combinations of CPU and memory allocations as shown in Figure 4. Since DNN training has a highly predictable structure, empirically evaluating training throughput for a few iterations gives a fair estimate of the actual job throughput [39, 55].

It is easy to see that naively profiling different combinations of CPU and memory can be very expensive. For instance, if the cost of profiling one combination of CPU, and memory for a job is 1 minute, then to profile all discrete combinations of CPU and memory (assuming allocation in units of 50GB) on a server with 24 CPUs and 500GB DRAM takes about $24 \times 10 = 240$ minutes (4 hours)!

To tackle this problem, Synergy introduces an optimistic profiling technique that exploits the predictability in the relationship between job throughput and memory allocation. We observe that, with DNN-specific, application-level caches like MinIO [39], it is easy to model the job throughput behaviour as we vary the amount of memory allocated to a job at fixed CPU allocation. This is because, MinIO ensures that a job gets a fixed number of cache hits per epoch. Synergy makes a conscious decision to use application-level MinIO cache instead of Page Cache because MinIO provides memory isolation across independent jobs sharing the machine. If we do not use MinIO, we will have to profile the model at discrete memory allocations which could result in increased profiling costs, and also potentially change the trends in profiling matrix. However, the use of MinIO in Synergy makes cache performance predictable and hence reduces Synergy’s profiling costs – allowing optimistic profiling.

For a given CPU allocation that determines the preprocessing speed, and a known storage bandwidth, it is easy to analytically model the job throughput for varying memory allocation. Therefore, we only need to empirically profile the job for varying CPU values at full memory allocation as shown in Figure 4. All the other entries can be estimated using the above technique. This leads to a $10 \times$ reduction in profiling time, bringing it down to 24 minutes! We experimentally validate this in Figure 5a. For a 8-GPU ResNet18 job, we compare the modeled job throughput using Synergy to the empirical results obtained by training the job for 2 epochs with varying memory allocations. As we see in Figure 5a, Synergy’s estimations are within 3% of the empirical results, without having to actually run the model.

To further optimize profiling time, we observe that we do not require exact throughput values for a job with varying CPU allocations. We instead need a curve depicting the empirical job throughput. Therefore, instead of profiling the job for all possible CPU values, we pick discrete points for CPU profiling using the following algorithm. We start with the maximum CPU allocation and do a binary search on the CPU values to estimate job throughput. If the profiled point resulted in a throughput improvement that is less than a fixed threshold (say 10%), then we continue binary search on the lower half of CPU values, else we profile more points on the upper half. The idea here is to empirically profile CPU regions that show significant difference in job throughput, while skip those regions with little to no improvement in throughput. We experimentally show the efficacy of our CPU profiling technique in Fig 5b for a 1-GPU ResNet18 job. We compare the normalized job runtime (wrt 1 CPU) using empirical results averaged over 2 epochs of the job and Synergy’s optimistic profiling averaged over 50 iterations (approximately, a minute per profile). Synergy is able to mimic the empirical job performance very closely, in under 8 minutes (using just 8 CPU profile points instead of 24). We believe that this is a reasonable overhead as it is incurred only once per lifetime of the job, which typically runs for hours.

After profiling a job on arrival, the job along with its resource sensitivity matrix is enqueued into the main scheduling queue, from which the scheduling policy picks a set of runnable jobs every round.

![Figure 4: Optimistic profiling](image)
3.2 Scheduling mechanism

Synergy performs round-based scheduling. At the beginning of each scheduling round, Synergy identifies a set of runnable jobs from the scheduling queue that can be packed on the cluster in the current round duration using a scheduling policy such as FIFO, SRTF, LAS, or ETF. Using the resource sensitivity matrix, Synergy packs these jobs onto the available servers in the cluster while satisfying the multi-dimensional resource constraints as opposed to simply performing a CPU-proportional allocation.

**Job demand vector.** To pack the jobs onto servers, we first construct a job demand vector that indicates the CPU and memory that saturates the job throughput.

Packing a job with multi-dimensional resource demands is analogous to multi-dimensional bin packing problem which is NP hard [53]. Therefore, we first evaluate the efficacy of a naive greedy scheduling mechanism as an approximation to tackle the multi-dimensional resource allocation problem.

3.3 Synergy-GREEDY: Greedy Scheduling

A naive greedy multi-resource packing algorithm translates to a first-fit approximation of the multi-dimensional bin packing problem [20]. Given a job demand vector, the greedy algorithm picks the next runnable job decided by the scheduling policy, and places it on the server that can satisfy the job’s demands in all dimensions. If no such server exists, the job is skipped over for this round and the next runnable job is checked for schedulability. Synergy-GREEDY thus introduces two major problems in the cluster -

- It can result in auxiliary resources being exhausted by jobs, while leaving GPUs underutilized, and fragmented. We show that GPU fragmentation in Synergy-GREEDY severely degrades cluster objectives (5.4).
- It also hurts the fairness of the scheduling policy as some jobs can be skipped over for a long time if their resource demands cannot be satisfied in the cluster.

The challenge ahead of us is to design a scheduling mechanism that eliminates GPU under-utilization due to fragmentation, and upholds the fairness properties of the given scheduling policy, while performing multi-dimensional resource allocation. Before we come up with a heuristic scheduling approach to tackle the above problems, one pertinent question is to understand how good is the allocation produced by our heuristic when compared to an optimal solution.

To this end, we first formulate a theoretical upper bound on the optimal throughput achieved by the cluster given a set of jobs and their resource sensitivity profiles. We then discuss the challenges associated with materializing the optimal allocation on a physical cluster and introduce Synergy-TUNE, an empirically close-to-optimal heuristic solution.

4 Scheduling Algorithms

We first present our formulation of an optimal allocation that provides an upper bound on the achievable cluster throughput.

4.1 Synergy-OPT

Our goal is to allocate CPU and memory to each job so as to maximize overall throughput, while guaranteeing that each job makes at least as much progress as it would do if we allocate its CPU-proportional share. It is not hard to show that our problem is NP-hard. So, we resort to finding approximate solutions using LP formulation. To find an upperbound on achievable throughput, we solve two LPs. In the interest of space, we describe the first LP formulation here, and summarize the challenges in operationalizing Synergy-OPT. A complete description of Synergy-OPT formulation and proof can be found in the extended version [38]. While the focus of this work is on homogeneous cluster, we show how our formulation can be extended to a heterogeneous GPU cluster in the extended version of the paper [38].

4.1.1 Finding ideal allocation

First, we assume an idealized setting: all the CPU and memory available across all the machines is present in one (super) machine. Say there are a total of $s$ homogeneous machines in the cluster. We assume that, there is only one machine with $G$ units of GPU, $C$ units of CPU, and $M$ units of memory. Note that, in reality $G_i, C_i,$ and $M_i$ denote the total GPU, CPU, and memory in each machine $i$, which is $G/s, C/s$, and $M/s$ respectively in a homogeneous cluster. Based on this assumption, we find the ideal CPU $(c^*_j)$ and memory $(m^*_j)$ allocation for every job $j$ (whose GPU demand is denoted by $g_j$) in the set of runnable jobs ($J$) for a round.

The variables of our LP are denoted by $y_{(c,m,j)}$, which should be interpreted as follows. If for a job $j \in J$, $y_{(c,m,j)} = 1$, then it means that in the LP solution $c$ units of CPU and $m$ units of memory are allocated. We further note that for
every job \( j \), there is a variable \( y_{c,m,j} \) for every possible allocation of CPU and memory. We consider these variables in the discrete space as identified by our resource sensitivity matrix \((W_j)\). \( W_j[c,m] \) denotes the amount of progress made by job \( j \) per round if \( c \) units of CPU and \( m \) units of (RAM) memory are allocated to job \( j \). For each machine \( i \in [s] \), we denote \( C_{g_i}, M_{g_i} \) as the GPU-proportional allocation of CPU and memory. That is, \( C_g = C_i/G_i * g_j \) and \( M_g = M_i/G_i * g_j \). With a baseline GPU-proportional allocation strategy the progress a job makes in each round is equal to \( W[C_g, M_g] \).

Our objective function is to maximize the throughput. We formulate it as follows using our LP variables.

\[
\text{Maximize } \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{c,m} W_j[c,m] \cdot y_{c,m,j} \quad (1)
\]

Now, we enforce constraints such that LP solution is feasible in the idealized setting we talked about.

- Total CPU and memory allocated to jobs is no more than the total capacity available:

  \[
  \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{c,m} c \cdot y_{c,m,j} \leq C \quad (2)
  \]

  \[
  \sum_{j \in J} \sum_{c,m} m \cdot y_{c,m,j} \leq M \quad (3)
  \]

- We want the LP to allocate only one configuration of CPU and memory to each job.

  \[
  \forall j \in J: \sum_{c,m} y_{c,m,j} = 1 \quad (4)
  \]

- LP solution is atleast as good as the fair allocation.

  \[
  \forall j \in J: \sum_{c,m} W_j[c,m] \cdot y_{c,m,j} \geq W_j[C_g, M_g] \quad (5)
  \]

**Theorem 4.1.** Throughput achieved by LP\((1-5)\) is at least the throughput achieved by an optimal solution to our problem.

**Proof.** Consider an optimal solution \( O \) to our problem. Suppose job \( j \) receives \( c^o \) units of CPU and \( m^o \) units of memory in \( O \). Then we define the following feasible solution to our LP \((1-5)\): Set \( y_{c,m,j} = 1 \). Clearly, this is a valid solution and satisfies constraints \((1-4)\). \( \square \)

In our experiments, we solve this as a Integer Linear Program (ILP) where \( y_{c,m,j} \) takes boolean values. For every job, we define the total CPU \((c_j^o)\) and memory \((m_j^o)\) allocated by the optimal ILP solution as follows.

For each job \( j \), define \( c_j^o := c \) if \( y_{c,m,j} = 1 \).

\[
\text{and } m_j^o := m \text{ if } y_{c,m,j} = 1 \quad (6)
\]

**4.1.2 Feasible Allocation on Multiple Machines**

Recall that in the LP\((1-5)\), we assumed that all the resources are present on a single machine. In reality, since these resources are spread across machines, we find a feasible allocation on multiple machines by solving a second LP. The objective here is to minimize the number of jobs that get fragmented to account for the communication overhead when jobs are split across machines. The variables of the second LP are denoted by \( x_{i,j} \). Here index \( i \) denotes the machine and \( j \) denotes the job. If \( x_{i,j} = 1 \), it means that resources of job \( j \) (that \( g_j \) units of GPU, \( c_j^o \) units of CPU, and \( m_j^o \) units of memory) are allocated on machine \( i \). Note that \( x_{i,j} \) can be fractional; if so, then job \( j \) is split across multiple machines. We can prove that the solution to the second LP ensures that the total number of jobs that get fragmented is at most 3x. Detailed formulation is in the extended version of the paper [38].

**4.1.3 Challenges with operationalizing Synergy-OPT**

While the allocations identified by Synergy-OPT provides an upper bound on the optimal cluster throughput, it is challenging to materialize these allocations in the real world due to two main reasons:

- Solving two LPs per scheduling round is computationally expensive. As cluster size and the number of jobs per round increases, the time to find an optimal allocation increases exponentially (§5.6)
- The allocation matrix obtained with the second LP can result in fractional GPU allocations when jobs are split across servers; for instance, a valid allocation might assign 3.3 GPUs on server 1 and 2.7 GPUs on server 2 for a 6 GPU job. Realizing such an allocation requires a heuristic rounding off strategy to ensure non-fractional GPU allocations, as GPU time or space sharing, and its impact on job performance is considered beyond the scope of this work.

**4.2 Synergy-TUNE**

We now describe Synergy-TUNE, our heuristic scheduling mechanism. Our goal is to design a scheduling mechanism that performs multi-dimensional resource allocation for DNN jobs, where the GPU demand is fixed, but the auxiliary resource allocations are fungible. In doing so, we want to ensure that (1) we do not affect the fairness properties of the scheduling policy used, (2) the expensive GPU resources are not underutilized.

**Allocation Requirements.** Synergy-TUNE’s allocation must satisfy the following requirements.

- The GPU, CPU, and memory resources requested by a single-GPU job must all be allocated on the same server.
- A multi-GPU distributed-training job can either be consolidated on one machine, or split across multiple machines.
In the latter case, the CPU and memory allocations must be proportional to GPU allocations across servers. For instance, if a job requires (2GPU, 12 CPU, 300GB DRAM), then while splitting it across two servers, we need to ensure that each server gets (1GPU, 6CPU, 150GB DRAM). This is because, multi-GPU jobs train on a separate process on each GPU, and synchronize at regular intervals, i.e., after one or many iterations. The job performance will vary across processes if each GPU does not get the same ratio of resources, and will eventually proceed at the speed of the process with the lowest allocation of CPU and memory.

In a multi-tenant cluster, while carving out resources such as CPUs and memory for jobs, it is important to enforce fairness in terms of throughput achieved by individual jobs. We need to ensure that no job runs at a throughput lower than what it would have achieved if we allocated a GPU-proportional share of CPU and memory resources. Additionally, we need to respect the priority order of jobs identified by the scheduling policy. For instance, a FIFO scheduling policy can be implemented using a priority queue sorted by job arrival times. Synergy-TUNE identifies a set of runnable jobs for a round as the top n jobs from the scheduling queue, whose GPU demands can be exactly satisfied by the available servers in the cluster. Synergy-TUNE picks this runnable job set irrespective of the job’s other resource demands - which are fungible. Note that, unlike Synergy-GREEDY, we do not skip over any jobs unless it cannot be scheduled (GPU demand cannot be met). Therefore, we never underutilize the GPUs when the cluster is at full load.

Next, Synergy-TUNE greedily packs each of these runnable jobs along multiple resource dimensions on one of the available servers, with the objective of minimizing fragmentation. To achieve this, Synergy-TUNE sorts the runnable jobs by their GPU demands, followed by CPU, and memory demand. For each job j in order, Synergy-TUNE then picks the server with the least amount of free resources just enough to fit the demand vector of j. If it is a multi-GPU job, then we find a minimum set of servers with sufficient GPU availability that can fit the job’s demands in entirety. However, it is possible that the job cannot fit in the cluster along all dimensions. In such a case,

1. We check if the job’s demand vector is greater than proportional share of resources. In this case, we switch the job’s demand to GPU-proportional share and retry.

2. If the job still does not fit the cluster, or if the job’s demand vector was less than or equal to GPU proportional allocation in step (1), then, we do the following.

(a) We repeat step (1) ignoring the job’s CPU and memory requirements. We find a server that can just satisfy the job’s GPU requirements. We know by construction that there is at least one job on this server, which is allocated more than GPU-proportional share of resources. We identify the job or a set of jobs (J_i) on this server by switching whom to GPU-proportional share, we can release just as much resources required by the current job j. We switch the jobs in J_i to fair-share and by design, job j will fit this server.

(b) We continue this recursively for all runnable jobs.

In the worst case, all the running jobs in a round could be allocated GPU-proportional share of resources. Therefore, Synergy ensures that its allocations result in job throughputs that are never worse than GPU-proportional allocation. In §5.6, we empirically compare Synergy-TUNE to Synergy-OPT showing that it is practical and near-optimal.

4.3 Implementation

We implement Synergy and an associated simulator in Python. Our scheduler is event-driven. There is a global event queue where job arrivals, schedule events, and deploy events are queued. These events are handled in the order of their arrival time. There is a priority job queue, where all the jobs arriving into the cluster are added, post profiling. This queue is sorted by the priority metric decided by the scheduling policy; for instance, SRTF sorts the jobs in the order of job remaining time.

When a schedule event occurs, the scheduler collects a list of runnable jobs from the job queue and identifies the appropriate placement for these jobs for the following round, either using Synergy-GREEDY, Synergy-TUNE or Synergy-OPT. Then when a deploy event is triggered, these allocations are deployed on to the cluster. By default, every job requests for a lease update to continue running on the same server [42]. The scheduler then either grants a lease update or terminates the lease for the job, adding it back to the job queue.

The scheduler and the DNN jobs interact via a thin API provided by the Synergy data iterator. DNN job scripts must be updated to call the Synergy iterator which is a wrapper around the default PyTorch [8] and DALI [7] iterators. The iterator handles registering the job with the scheduler, and appropriately sending lease updates. It also checkpoints the job to a shared storage if its lease is terminated. The iterator also synchronizes across GPU processes for a multi-GPU job to ensure that each process makes identical progress. We use gRPC [4] to communicate between the scheduler and the jobs.

We implement Synergy-OPT in cvxpy [19] for use in our simulator. The optimistic profiling module is also implemented in Python, and it profiles the incoming jobs hooked to the Synergy iterator, prior to the job’s initial addition to the scheduling queue (a one time overhead for each job).

5 Evaluation

In this section, we use trace-driven simulations from production cluster traces, and physical cluster deployment to evaluate
the efficacy of Synergy. Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions.

- Does Synergy’s resource-sensitive scheduling improve cluster objectives such as makespan and average JCT in a physical cluster (§5.2) and in trace-driven simulations of large-scale clusters (§5.3)?
- How does Synergy-TUNE and Synergy-GREEDY perform with different workload splits and how well do they utilize available resources (§5.4)?
- How does Synergy perform on different CPU:GPU ratios (§5.5)?
- Compare Synergy-TUNE to Synergy-OPT (§5.6)?
- Compare Synergy to big data schedulers (§5.7)?

5.1 Experimental setup

Clusters. Our experiments run on both a physical and a large simulated, homogeneous cluster. Our experiments are performed on state-of-the-art internal servers at Microsoft - these servers are part of a larger multi-tenant cluster. We run physical cluster experiments on a cluster with 32 V100 GPUs across 4 servers. Each server has 500GB DRAM, 24 CPU cores, and 8 GPUs. Unless otherwise specified, our experiments assume a CPU:GPU ratio of 3 and fair-share memory allocation of 62.5GB per GPU, matching the server configurations above. For simulations, we assume two cluster sizes; a 128 GPU cluster across 16 servers and a 512 GPU cluster across 64 machines, where each machine resembles the physical server configuration mentioned above.

Models. Our experiments consider 10 different DNNs (CNNs, RNNs, and LSTMs) as shown in Table 4. We categorize these models by task (image, language, and speech) and assign a certain weight to these tasks in our traces. We call this a workload split. For instance, if the split for a given trace is (30,40,30), then the percentage of image, language, and speech models in the job trace is 30%, 40% and 30% respectively. All experiments are performed on PyTorch 1.1.0.

Traces. We run our physical and simulated experiments using publicly available production traces from Microsoft Philly cluster [5]. We show evaluation with the actual Philly trace preserving the job GPU demand, arrival time, and duration,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>ShuffleNetv2 [58]</td>
<td>ImageNet [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AlexNet [32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resnet18 [28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MobileNetv2 [50]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ResNet50 [28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>GNMT [54]</td>
<td>WMT16 [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSTM [47]</td>
<td>WikiText-2 [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepSpeech [27]</td>
<td>LibriSpeech [45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Models used in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy (Metric)</th>
<th>Workload Split</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Time (hrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIFO (Makespan)</td>
<td>60-30-10</td>
<td>Proportional</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tune</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opt</td>
<td>11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRTF (Avg JCT)</td>
<td>30-60-10</td>
<td>Proportional</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tune</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opt</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRTF (99 Percentile JCT)</td>
<td>30-60-10</td>
<td>Proportional</td>
<td>17.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tune</td>
<td>8.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opt</td>
<td>8.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Physical cluster experiments. This table compares the makespan, average JCT, and 99th percentile JCT for two different traces; (1) a static trace using FIFO (2) a dynamic trace using SRTF. Synergy-TUNE improves makespan by 1.4×, average JCT by 1.5 × and 99th percentile JCT by 2× on a cluster of 512 GPUs in §5.3.1. We use a subrange of the trace containing 8000 jobs.

However, to comprehensively evaluate how Synergy reacts to varying cluster load, workload composition, and job duration, for all other experiments, we construct a production-derived trace as follows: we extract job GPU demand from the Philly trace and assign a model based on the chosen split. We then appropriately scale the job runtime and arrival time for the chosen cluster size, while keeping the job duration distribution similar to the one in Philly trace as follows:

- **Duration.** The duration of each job for the baseline GPU-proportional allocation is sampled from an exponential distribution: the job duration is set to $10^x$ minutes, where $x$ is drawn uniformly from $[1.5, 3]$ with 80% probability, and from $[3, 4]$ with 20% probability similar to the trace duration used in prior work [42].

- **Arrival.** We classify derived traces into two kinds based on the job arrival time: (1) a static trace where all the jobs arrive at the start of the workload, and (2) a dynamic trace, where the job arrival time is determined by load, a Poisson distribution at a rate $\lambda$.

The derived traces with varying job arrival rates uses a 128 GPU cluster. In both cases, we report the average metrics such as JCT across a set of 1000 jobs in steady state.

For the physical cluster experiment, we choose a fixed arrival rate for the derived trace that keeps our cluster at full load (GPU demand of all runnable jobs > available GPUs in the cluster). For the simulated experiments, we vary the load $\lambda$ on the cluster to evaluate its impact on cluster metrics. For the simulated experiments, we show results for two trace categories - (1) all jobs request single-GPU (2) multi-GPU distributed training jobs that request upto 16 GPUs.

Policies and metrics. We evaluate Synergy against GPU-proportional scheduling for 4 different scheduling policies; FIFO, SRTF, LAS, and FTF. For a static trace, we measure makespan (time to complete all jobs submitted at the beginning of the trace) and for the dynamic job traces, we measure
the average job completion time (JCT) of a subset of jobs in steady state (cluster at full load), and their CDF.

## 5.2 End-to-End Physical Cluster Experiments

For the physical cluster experiments, we run a Synergy-TUNE (tune) and GPU-proportional allocation (proportional) for two different workload traces. (1) A static production-derived trace of 100 jobs with a split (60,30,10), scheduled using FIFO and evaluated for makespan. (2) A dynamic production-derived trace with continuous job arrivals and a split of (30,60,10), scheduled using SRTF and evaluated for average and 99th percentile JCT. Both scenarios use an appropriately sized trace that keeps the cluster fully loaded. We compare the obtained results to that of the simulator by replaying the same trace. Additionally, we compare our metrics to the upper bound generated by the optimal solution, Synergy-OPT (opt).

The results are shown in Table 5.

Synergy-TUNE reduces the makespan of static trace by 1.4× when compared to GPU-proportional allocation. For the dynamic trace, Synergy-TUNE reduces average JCT of steady-state jobs by 1.5× while reducing the 99th percentile JCT of these jobs by 2× as shown in Table 5.

We compare the observed results from physical experiments to the same trace replayed on our simulator. As shown in Table 5, the difference between metrics in real and simulated clusters are less than 5%, demonstrating the fidelity of the simulator. We also see from Table 5 that the cluster objectives achieved by Synergy-TUNE are within 4% of the optimal solution in this case. We do not deploy the optimal allocations due to the challenges enumerated in §4.1.3

## 5.3 End-to-end results in simulation

### 5.3.1 Simulation with production traces

We run simulated experiments on a cluster of 512 GPUs across 64 servers using a subrange of the publicly available Philly trace published by Microsoft [5]. We assume a workload split of (20,70,10) for this trial. Table 6a lists the average JCT with Synergy and GPU-proportional scheduling for three differ-
ent scheduling policies. Across all policies, Synergy is able to reduce the average JCT compared to GPU-proportional scheduling due to better split of resources between jobs. The gains in Synergy can be attributed to reallocating the underutilized resources from a job to a different, resource-sensitive job whose throughput can improve with the increased allocation.

We show a detailed overview of the average and 99th percentile JCT for SRTF policy in Table 6b. We split the set of 1000 monitored jobs into short (JCT < 4 hrs) and long jobs. Synergy reduces the tail of the distribution by 2.2 × for short jobs and the average JCT of both long and short jobs by 15%. For each of the 1000 monitored jobs, we plot the individual job speedup with respect to GPU-proportional scheduling in Figure 6c. We see that Synergy speeds up jobs by up to 9 × using better resource allocations.

5.3.2 Simulation with varying load

We run simulated experiments on a cluster of 128 GPUs across 16 servers using production-derived traces. We evaluate Synergy against GPU-proportional allocation mechanism for 4 different scheduling policies - FIFO, SRTF, LAS and FTF. We run dynamic workload traces, where jobs arrive continuously at a rate governed by a Poisson distribution. We show results for both single-GPU traces (where all jobs request 1 GPU) and multi-GPU traces (where jobs request upto 16 GPUs). Our metric of evaluation is the average JCT of a set of 1000 jobs in cluster steady state.

We show the results for three scenarios: LAS (multi-GPU trace) in Figure 7, SRTF (multi-GPU trace) in Figure 8, and FIFO (single GPU trace) in Figure 9. In all cases, we assume a workload split of (20,70,10). We plot both average JCT and the CDF of job completion times for a specific cluster load in both scenarios. For the multi-GPU trace, we split the CDF into those for short and long jobs to distinctly differentiate the tail of the distribution. We make three key observations.

First, Synergy-TUNE improves average JCT by up to 3.4 × in the single-GPU trace, and up to 1.6 × in the multi-GPU trace by speeding up resource sensitive jobs with disproportionate allocation. The improvement in average JCT is higher as the load increases, because at low load the cluster is not at full capacity. As load increases, jobs start to get queued and incur queuing delay before being scheduled on the cluster. Since Synergy significantly speeds up individual jobs using disproportionate resource allocation, pending jobs can get scheduled faster, thereby reducing their queuing delays. Therefore Synergy improves cluster metrics by both reducing queuing delays and speeding up individual jobs. Note that, in GPU-proportional allocation, at higher loads, all CPUs and memory in the system are allocated to the running jobs but they can still be underutilized by individual jobs. We show later in Figure 10b, how Synergy’s resource-sensitivity aware allocation improves CPU utilization in the system compared to GPU-proportional allocation. At low load, jobs are spread across the cluster and the unallocated CPU and memory is assigned to the jobs that benefit from additional auxiliary resources. Second, Synergy-TUNE is able to sustain a larger cluster load than GPU-proportional allocation. For multi-GPU scheduling with LAS, Synergy-TUNE reduced the 95th percentile JCT of long jobs by 2 ×. Third, the average JCT achieved with Synergy-TUNE is within 10% of the optimal solution in all cases.

Similarly, for FTF scheduling policy, Synergy-TUNE observed 2.3 × and 2 × improvement in average JCT for a single-GPU and multi-GPU trace respectively.

5.4 Impact of workload split

Workload split decides the percentage of resource sensitive jobs in the workload. As the percentage of speech and image models increase in the trace, there may not be enough spare CPU and memory resources to perform disproportionate allocation, as they are mostly CPU- and memory-hungry. Figure 11 plots the average JCT with varying load for 3 different workload splits with FIFO scheduling for multi-GPU jobs. As the percentage of resource-sensitive jobs increase, we observe that Synergy-GREEDY breaks down, and ends up degrading JCTs significantly compared to a GPU-proportional allocation. This is because, the naive greedy technique results in resource fragmentation when the demand along CPU and memory dimensions are high, leaving several GPUs underutilized. Whereas, by the design of Synergy-TUNE, it allocates at least as many resources required to achieve the throughput of GPU-proportional allocation; therefore, even in the worst case workload split shown in Figure 11c, where all the jobs...
are CPU- and memory-sensitive, Synergy-TUNE performs as good as GPU-proportional allocation.

**Resource utilization.** Figure 10a plots the GPU allocation over time for the workload in Figure 11c at a load of 5.5 jobs/hr where the cluster GPU demand is higher than 100%. While Synergy-TUNE is able to sustain a higher load by finishing jobs faster, Synergy-GREEDY severely under-utilizes GPU resources throughout the workload, trading it off for higher CPU and memory allocation. At low loads, as shown in Figure 10b, GPU-proportional allocation only utilized 60% of the available CPU resources, while Synergy-TUNE utilized it up to a 90%, resulting in $1.5 \times$ lower average JCT.

### 5.5 Impact of CPU:GPU ratio

While our prior experiments assume a CPU:GPU ratio of 3 (similar to the NVIDIA DGX-2), Figure 12 plots the average JCT for a FIFO scheduler on a single-GPU trace as we increase cluster load and vary the CPU:GPU ratio from 4 to 6 (corresponding to other server SKUs in Table 2b). As the CPU:GPU ratio in a server increases, the baseline GPU-proportional scheduler gets more CPU cores per GPU, thereby reducing data stalls in the baseline. This in turn, reduces the gap between GPU-proportional and Synergy-TUNE. Despite that, at a load of 9 jobs/hr, Synergy-TUNE lowers the avg JCT by $3.4 \times$, $3.2 \times$, and $1.8 \times$ for a CPU:GPU ratio for 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively.

### 5.6 Comparison to Synergy-OPT

Calculating optimal allocations for every scheduling round with Synergy-OPT can be quite expensive, especially for large cluster sizes. We experimentally validated that the time taken for per-round allocations for Synergy-OPT increases exponentially with increasing cluster sizes, while that for Synergy-TUNE is hardly a second. We also show experimentally that the allocations given by Synergy-TUNE are close to those estimated by Synergy-OPT in §5.2 and §5.3.2. For a cluster size of 128 GPUs used in our experiments, Synergy-TUNE converges at allocations that are within 10% of the optimal value, $200 \times$ faster than Synergy-OPT.

### 5.7 Comparison to DRF and Tetris

Big data schedulers like Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [21] and Tetris [23] have explored multi-dimensional resource allocation for map-reduce jobs. DNN jobs have different properties when compared to big-data jobs. DNN jobs are gang-scheduled, meaning they can run only when all the GPUs requested by them are available on the cluster at once. Further, the auxiliary resource requirements like CPU and memory are fungible unlike the GPU demand. DRF and Tetris assume resources to be statically allocated throughout the life-
time of a job, whereas Synergy assumes these resources to be fungible and could result in varied allocations throughout the lifetime of a DNN job. Furthermore, profiling the DNN job’s resource demands is unique to Synergy; big data schedulers assume that the job request already encodes resource demands across all dimensions. To evaluate Synergy against these policies, we assume that the best-case resource requirement for CPU and memory is fed as input to the big data scheduling policies using Synergy’s profiling mechanism.

On a cluster of 128 GPUs, we evaluate these policies on two different workload compositions: W1 (20,70,10), and W2 (50,0,50) and compare the naive policy with its Synergy-variant, which allows resource tuning. W1 represents a workload split with a good mix of resource-sensitive as well as resource-insensitive jobs. W2 is a workload dominated by resource-sensitive jobs, which is one of the worst-case scenarios for multi-dimensional scheduling as it could lead to GPU fragmentation (explained in §5.4).

We plot the results in Figure 13. Tuning resource allocation across jobs using Synergy reduced the average JCT of DRF by 7.2× and that of Tetris by 1.8× for the workload split W2. This is because Synergy is able to allocate auxiliary resources in a fungible manner every round, whereas the big data scheduler’s static allocations performs similar to greedy techniques, resulting in GPU fragmentation, and thereby degrading the overall cluster metrics. Synergy performs the best in each scenario as it uses the best-case resource demands of jobs to perform fungible, disproportionate allocation.

6 Discussion and Future Work

In this section, we elaborate on some of the assumptions made by Synergy, derived from our experiences with large scale deployed cluster schedulers at Microsoft, and discuss what happens if these assumptions are relaxed.

Homogeneous clusters. Scheduling in Synergy assumes that the GPU cluster is homogeneous. This assumption is based on the practical observation that our clusters have thousands of accelerators per homogeneous cluster [5]. While there is heterogeneity in hardware across clusters, it is often the case that users select one homogeneous cluster to run their job in production. For instance, a production cluster could have two homogeneous virtual clusters (VCs), each comprising of a specific generation of GPU. Each VC is managed separately, and assigned to a specific task - training or inference, for predictable performance. While recent works have explored the impact of blurring these boundaries and scheduling across heterogeneous hardware [11, 33, 42], such co-scheduling poses several practical challenges [52]. For example, some tasks such as low-latency inference are business-critical, user-facing applications which need to run on specific hardware, and need data isolation. Others have specific GPU memory requirements, or need advanced hardware features like NVLink. Hence, users in our production settings specify a specific instance type to run each of their jobs on. Hence it is useful for a scheduler to optimize resource utilization in the context of homogeneous clusters. That said, Synergy’s ideas can also be extended to a heterogeneous cluster by profiling CPU and memory requirements along an additional dimension - GPU type, at an additional profiling cost. The optimal algorithm can then maximize throughput based on a 3-dimensional resource-sensitivity matrix Wj. We present the formulation for this in the extended version of the paper [38].

Use of MinIO. Synergy assumes the use of MinIO [39] because it is a DNN-aware caching mechanism that outperforms traditional OS page caching and allows performance predictability. It provides resource isolation and reduces storage fetch stalls [39]. If we do not use MinIO, we will have to profile the model at discrete memory allocations which will increase the profiling costs, and also potentially change the trends in profiling matrix.

Preprocessing overhead. Preprocessing for vision tasks includes random cropping and transformations of the image in the critical path. Reusing the same transformed images across epochs hurts accuracy [34, 37, 39], whereas it is practically infeasible to pre-process offline due to the prohibitive storage cost (dataset size * epochs). It is possible to alter the extent of CPU intensiveness by varying the number of augmentations performed. In this work, we have assumed that the augmentations required for each model are as specified by the published models themselves and we do not change this so as to not affect accuracy. On the horizon, we do observe recent schemes such as RandAugment [14], AutoAugment [13] which consider more computationally-intensive augmentation schemes (and associated accuracy gains). Such a rising trend in extreme preprocessing, makes a strong case for a system like Synergy.

Sharing storage and network. In our paper, we show how to reallocate CPUs and memory across jobs resident on the same server, for example, by co-locating a CPU-intensive task with a non CPU-intensive task. For our DNN training jobs, we assume that a dataset is downloaded locally and loaded into server memory when the job is started (constrained by the memory allocation limits). Prior work has similarly looked at co-locating network-intensive jobs with non network-intensive jobs [26, 35], but unlike Synergy, re-allocation of shared network bandwidth is not explicitly handled by those schedulers. We leave it to future work to explore how ideas in Synergy can also be extended to reason about demands that individual jobs place on storage and network bandwidths.

GPU elasticity and sharing. While some recent works explore transparently changing the GPU allocation during the life of a job [48], the impact of changing batch sizes and hyperparameters on training accuracy is unclear for a wide variety of tasks. It is therefore practical to assume that the
GPU demand of a job is constant throughout its lifetime as is the case for jobs in our production clusters.

Synergy works by improving the throughput of jobs that are bottlenecked on data stalls. For jobs that have data stalls, GPU efficiency cannot be improved by multiplexing (spatial sharing) because they are waiting for input data. However, for a subset of jobs that are insensitive to auxiliary resource allocation, GPUs could be multiplexed between jobs. It would be interesting to explore how to impart resource-sensitivity awareness alongside GPU spatial sharing, which we leave for future work.

**Tradeoff between consolidation and allocation.** When multi-GPU jobs are split across physical servers, they may incur a penalty due to network communication [41, 55]. DNN jobs therefore prefer consolidation. In this work, we assume that no more than a server’s worth of CPU or memory resources can be allocated to a job if its GPU demands can be satisfied by one server. However, we find that some jobs may benefit from giving up consolidation if the throughput gain due to increased CPU or memory allocation is higher than the penalty due to splitting. We leave the exploration of the tradeoff between consolidation and allocation, while taking into account the network overhead, to future work.

**Leveraging model and pipeline parallelism.** Our evaluation assumes distributed data-parallel jobs. But model and pipeline parallel execution schemes also have an input stage that ingest and pre-process data. Unlike data-parallel training, each stage in the pipeline might have a different CPU-GPU and memory-GPU requirement. While these jobs would have to be profiled to identify the CPU and memory sensitivity of each stage of the pipeline, Synergy’s contributions directly carry forward to such settings.

7 **Related Work**

**DNN cluster schedulers.** A number of recent schedulers for DNN workloads each focus on improving a certain objective; Cluster utilization (Gandiva [55]), JCT (Tiresias [26]), and fairness (Themis [35], Gandiva-Fair [11]). Some have also looked at exploiting performance heterogeneity among accelerators to improve cluster objectives [33, 42]. All these schedulers assume GPU to be the dominant resource in the scheduling task; i.e., a user requests a fixed number of GPUs for her DNN job, and when the requested number of GPUs are all available, the job is scheduled to run. Rather than allocating a fixed number of GPUs, building on GPU-elasticity for a single job [44], some recent schedulers like AFS [30] and Pollux [48] leverage throughput metrics to provide GPU elasticity in multi-tenant clusters (in addition to tuning batch size and learning rate). However, in all these cases, auxiliary resources such as CPU and memory are allocated proportional to the number of GPUs allocated to the job. Existing schedulers thus ignore resource-sensitivity of the DNN tasks to CPU and memory. Synergy shows that, irrespective of the number of GPUs allocated, auxiliary resource-sensitive allocation is crucial to achieve better cluster utilization.

**Big data schedulers.** Our work builds upon the insights drawn from the rich literature of schedulers for big data jobs [21, 23–25, 29, 51]. Big data schedulers like Tetris [23], and DRF [21] have looked at the problem of multi dimensional resource allocation for big data jobs. They propose new scheduling policies aimed at optimizing a specific cluster objective for jobs whose resource demands are prior known. In contrast, the primary resource in a DNN job is the accelerator (GPU), whose requirement is specified by the job; other resources are fungible. Our work exploits this insight to perform disproportionate allocations by profiling job resource sensitivity, and then appropriately packing them onto servers.

**Data stalls.** Recent, deep characterization studies explored the impact of CPU and memory on individual DNN jobs [39, 40]. Unlike prior work that focuses on individual jobs, the focus of our paper is on the tricks we can play when we schedule multiple jobs together in a cluster.

**Disaggregated data prep.** There have been recent orthogonal efforts that aim at reducing the cost of data preprocessing, and thereby the load on CPUs using disaggregated data prep [59]. However, one has to pay the network cost of shuffling preprocessed tensors, which could quickly become the bottleneck especially for vision models with rich datasets. Synergy on the other hand, assumes standard pre-processing pipelines at the training servers, and aims to reduce the cost of pre-processing using better resource allocation.

8 **Conclusion**

This paper introduces Synergy, a resource-sensitive scheduler for DNN training jobs. Synergy is based on the insight that not all jobs exhibit the same level of sensitivity to CPU and memory allocation during DNN training; breaking the shackles of GPU-proportional allocation can result in improved utilization of existing cluster resources and improved job and cluster-wide objectives. Our experiments on physical and large simulated clusters show that Synergy can reduce average JCT by up to $3.4 \times$ over GPU-proportional allocation.
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**Abstract**

Cloud stacks must isolate application components, while permitting efficient data sharing between components deployed on the same physical host. Traditionally, the MMU enforces isolation and permits sharing at page granularity. MMU approaches, however, lead to cloud stacks with large TCBs in kernel space, and page granularity requires inefficient OS interfaces for data sharing. Forthcoming CPUs with hardware support for memory capabilities offer new opportunities to implement isolation and sharing at a finer granularity.

We describe cVMs, a new VM-like abstraction that uses memory capabilities to isolate application components while supporting efficient data sharing, all without mandating application code to be capability-aware. cVMs share a single virtual address space safely, each having only capabilities to access its own memory. A cVM may include a library OS, thus minimizing its dependency on the cloud environment. cVMs efficiently exchange data through two capability-based primitives assisted by a small trusted monitor: (i) an asynchronous read/write interface to buffers shared between cVMs; and (ii) a call interface to transfer control between cVMs. Using these two primitives, we build more expressive mechanisms for efficient cross-cVM communication. Our prototype implementation using CHERI RISC-V capabilities shows that cVMs isolate services (Redis and Python) with low overhead while improving data sharing.

1 Introduction

Cloud environments require application compartmentalization. Today, isolation between application components is enforced by virtual machines (VMs) [10, 32, 63] and containers [2, 40], either separately or in combination. Yet, current applications push the limits of these mechanisms in terms of performance and security: when application components communicate heavily with each other, VMs and containers add substantial overheads, even when they are co-located to improve communication performance; furthermore, the implementation of the isolation mechanisms may also rely on a large trusted computing base (TCB).

VMs provide strong isolation through a relatively narrow hardware interface. Since a guest VM has its own OS kernel, its TCB can be reduced to a relatively small hypervisor, which multiplexes VM access to the hardware [56]. Efficient inter-VM data sharing, however, is challenging to achieve due to performance and page granularity trade-offs [17, 71].

In contrast, containers isolate processes into groups [2] and provide faster inter-process communication (IPC) primitives, including pipes, shared memory, and sockets. Similar to VMs, they face problems of page-level sharing granularity and overheads due to frequent user/kernel transitions. Their richer IPC primitives for data sharing come at the cost of a larger TCB—a shared OS kernel implements both namespace isolation between process groups and complex IPC primitives, increasing the likelihood of security vulnerabilities.

Existing cloud stacks thus face a fundamental tension when application components are compartmentalized but must communicate. They must either copy data or modify page tables, both of which are expensive operations that involve a privileged intermediary, e.g., a hypervisor or OS kernel, and lead to coarse-grained interfaces designed around page granularity.

In this work, we explore a different approach to designing a cloud stack that isolates application components, while supporting efficient sharing. We ask the question “if the hardware supported dynamic, low-overhead sharing of arbitrary-sized memory regions between otherwise isolated regions, how would this impact the cloud stack design?” We exploit hardware support for memory capabilities [23, 70], which impose flexible bounds on all memory accesses, allowing components to be isolated without page table modifications or adherence to page boundaries. This offers a new opportunity to design memory sharing primitives between isolated compartments with zero-copy semantics.

We describe CAP-VMs (cVMs), a new VM-like abstraction for executing isolated components and sharing data across them. cVMs are enforced by a small TCB that uses memory capabilities to isolate and share data between compartments efficiently. Through the use of a hybrid capability model [66], cVMs avoid having to port application components to use
capability instructions, circumventing compatibility issues that typically plague capability architectures.

Using memory capabilities as part of a cloud stack, however, raises new challenges: the cloud stack must (i) support existing capability-unaware software without cumbersome code changes, bespoke compiler support, or manual management of capabilities across isolation boundaries; (ii) remain compatible with existing OS abstractions, e.g., POSIX interfaces, all while keeping the TCB small; and (iii) offer efficient IPC-like primitives for otherwise untrusted components to share data safely and take advantage of the potential zero-copy sharing enabled by capabilities.

To address the above challenges, cVMs make the following design contributions:

(1) **Strong isolation through capabilities.** Multiple cVMs share a single virtual address space safely through capabilities. Each cVM is sandboxed by a pair of default capabilities, which confine the accesses of all instructions inside a cVM to its own memory boundaries. To avoid having to port existing application components to a capability architecture, cVMs allow them to execute unmodified by using CHERI’s hybrid capability architecture [66], which integrates capabilities with a conventional MMU architecture. In addition, cVMs strictly limit how CHERI capabilities can be used to avoid known capability revocation overheads: cVMs are not permitted to store or export capabilities, and the transitions of communication capabilities are controlled by a trusted component.

(2) **Bespoke OS support through a library OS.** cVMs are self-contained with a small TCB, reducing reliance on the external cloud stack, while providing POSIX compatibility. They include a bespoke library OS with POSIX interfaces for, e.g., filesystem and network operations with cryptography for transparent protection, which is protected from application code using capabilities. In the library OS, each cVM implements its own namespace for filesystem objects, virtual devices, cryptographic I/O keys etc. Only low-level resources, e.g., execution contexts for threads and I/O device operations, are shared and provided by an external host OS kernel.

(3) **Efficient data sharing primitives.** cVMs offer two low-level primitives to share data efficiently without exposing application code to capabilities, which are hidden behind a small, trusted Intravisor: (i) a CP_File API allows application components to share arbitrary buffers through an asynchronous read/write interface. Under the hood, the cVM implementation uses capability-aware instructions to exchange the rights to safely access each other’s memory, and read/write data at byte granularity at the cost of a single memory copy (whereas traditional file-oriented IPC would require two copies); and (ii) a CP_Call API transfers control between cVMs, which, e.g., can be used to implement synchronization mechanisms. By combining these two primitives, higher-level APIs are possible: (iii) a CP_Stream API supports efficient stream-oriented data exchange between cVMs with one memory copy.

We implement cVMs on the CHERI RISC-V64 architecture, executable on FPGA hardware with CHERI support and multicore RISC-V hardware. Our evaluation shows that cVMs provide a practical isolation abstraction with efficient data sharing: using the CP_Stream API for inter-cVM communication reduces latency for Redis by up to 54% compared to classical socket interfaces, and reduces its standard deviation by up to 2.1×. When isolating a cryptography component of a Python-based service, cVMs introduce an overhead of up to 12% compared to a monolithic baseline.

## 2 Hardware Isolation Support

Next we survey the design space for isolation and sharing in cloud environments in more detail (§2.1), provide background on capability support on modern hardware (§2.2), and describe our threat model (§2.3).

### 2.1 Isolation and sharing in the cloud

We argue that VMs and containers are two extremes of component isolation. VMs virtualize hardware interfaces such as page tables, instructions, traps, and physical device interfaces to manage both isolation and communication; containers virtualize pure software interfaces such as processes, files, and sockets for the same purposes.

**Compatibility.** Both VMs and containers are compatible with existing applications, which is critical for adoption in cloud environments. VMs can execute an unmodified guest OS on top of a hypervisor, making virtualization transparent to applications inside VMs. Conversely, containers execute unmodified applications on top of the same host OS kernel that manages other containerized and non-containerized applications. In both cases, OS interfaces and semantics used by the virtualized applications remain unmodified compared to a non-virtualized environment.

But the compatibility offered by these technologies lowers communication performance, which is often exacerbated as we try to achieve better isolation between components.

**Isolation.** Despite strict isolation between the memory of containers, there is a lack of isolation of the TCB that manages the virtualization mechanism itself. Conventional container platforms, e.g., Linux containers [2], share privileged state, as they employ namespace virtualization: the OS kernel creates separate process identifiers, devices, filesystem views etc., which offer the illusion that a process group exists in isolation. In reality, containers share kernel data structures, and privilege escalation inside one container may lead to the compromise of all containers [3,5]. In comparison, VMs are virtualized through narrower interfaces, resulting in a conceptually simpler hypervisor that is harder to compromise [15, 56].

Unfortunately, stronger isolation comes at a performance price from both known hardware inefficiencies [14, 41, 61] as well as less flexible mechanisms for data sharing.

**Sharing.** Components of cloud applications typically use...
networking as a means of communication. Even if multiple components are co-located on the same host, they may use a reliable network transport protocol, e.g., TCP. While this helps with scalability, it adds overhead for co-located components, making optimizations based on direct memory sharing attractive. Both VMs and containers use page-based memory isolation, which limits the performance of memory sharing: mechanisms must be aware of page boundaries to avoid leaking sensitive data, and page table modifications for on-demand sharing are known to be expensive [62].

Co-location opens up two avenues for performance improvements: (1) sharing can transparently speed up communication of co-located components [44,47]; and (2) new communication interfaces can be tailored toward efficient sharing between components.

### 2.2 CHERI capability architecture

In cloud applications with many services [26], traditional network-based communication shows its performance limits between tightly-coupled components [33]. Therefore, we aim to co-locate components and design a cloud stack with efficient isolation and communication interfaces and mechanisms. This requires, however, new hardware support for isolation and sharing that is free of the “MMU tax” of page-level privileged memory protection.

*Memory capabilities* [18] are a protection and sharing mechanism supported by the hardware. The *CHERI architecture* [64, 70] implements capabilities as an alternative to traditional memory pointers. A capability is stored in memory or registers, and encodes an address range with permissions, e.g., referring to a read-only buffer or a callable function.

CHERI protects capabilities by enforcing three properties:

1. **Provenance validity** ensures that a capability can only be “derived”, i.e., constructed, from another valid capability, i.e., it is not possible to cast an arbitrary byte sequence to a capability;
2. **Capability integrity** means that capabilities stored in memory cannot be modified, which CHERI achieves through transparent memory tagging [70]; and
3. **Capability monotonicity** requires that, if a capability is stored in a register, its bounds and permissions can only be reduced, e.g., a read-only capability cannot be turned into a read-write one.

**Building capability-based compartments.** CHERI capabilities can be used to compartmentalize software components, e.g., plugins or libraries in a program, by giving each capabilities to separate memory regions. The above properties enforced by CHERI ensure that compartments can coexist in the same address space, and remain isolated as long as their initial capabilities point to disjoint data and code in memory. The application can, of course, grant each compartment extra capabilities, e.g., to allow particular cross-compartment memory accesses or function calls.

**Pure- and hybrid-cap code.** CHERI distinguishes between two execution modes [66]: (i) in pure-cap mode, all point-ers must be capabilities,¹ and code must use a new set of capability-aware instructions; and (ii) in hybrid-cap mode, code can mix ordinary and capability-aware instructions, which allows the coexistence of capability-unaware and pure-cap code via wrapping functions. This facilitates the incremental adoption of capabilities in software.

When accessing memory, pure-cap code must use new instructions that use capability registers instead of regular registers. In addition, secure calls across capability-isolated components must use a CInvoke instruction, which requires a pair of capabilities: the target function address, and an arbitrary value that is meaningful to the callee function (e.g., an identifier for an object managed by the callee).

To ensure that both capabilities are used correctly by CInvoke, e.g., thwarting a malicious caller from passing a callee object identifier that was meant for a different callee function, the callee can “seal” pairs of capabilities together using the CSeal instruction. CInvoke only accepts correctly sealed pairs of capabilities.

Hybrid-cap code relies on two new capability registers, the default data capability (ddc) and the program counter capability (pcc), which are used implicitly by capability-unaware instructions. The OS starts all processes by setting ddc and pcc to the entire virtual address space. Capability-aware code then creates new capabilities from these registers, preserving CHERI’s provenance, integrity and monotonicity properties.

Pure-cap code thus introduces compatibility challenges:

- All pointers in pure-cap code are capabilities that occupy 16 bytes instead of the ordinary 8 bytes, and must be 16-byte aligned. This decreases CPU cache effectiveness, and may require extra effort to align capability and non-capability elements in data structures.
- It is not possible to cast between addresses and various types of capability-based pointers, because CHERI distinguishes between them and imposes bounds on pointers [65].
- C/C++ code that uses raw casts—a commonly found idiom in low-level system software—requires substantial modifications. For example, the strict bounds in capabilities are typically incompatible with memory allocators that place metadata before allocated data.
- While CHERI compresses capabilities, they can still result in memory bloat, because larger sizes are subject to coarser address discretization. Large allocations with capabilities may require stronger alignment and extra padding [69].
- CHERI advocates for a trusted, system-wide garbage collector to manage capabilities to dynamically-allocated memory [66]. It is important to ensure that allocations are not reused while valid capabilities pointing to them still exist. Since new capabilities can be derived from existing ones, and stored on the heap, stack, and in registers, all capabilities derived from an allocation must be either invalidated (i.e., revoked), or allocations cannot be reused.

¹CHERI has separate registers for regular data and capabilities.
while such capabilities are valid. A garbage collector (as opposed to expensive hardware support for capability re-
vocation) addresses this issue, but it is a disruptive change
in cloud environments, potentially leading to delays in re-
source reclamation and increased tail latencies.

Removing the need to use capability-aware code is impor-
tant in cloud environments with limited control over tenant
code. Therefore, we want to explore a design for a cloud
stack that compartmentalizes application components using
CHERI’s hybrid-cap mode, without the disadvantages of pure
capability-aware code.

2.3 Threat model

Cloud environments support multiple, isolated application
components, and thus we consider attacks in which an at-
tacker controls a malicious component that interferes with
another component by probing interfaces or trying to escape
its sandbox. We assume that the attacker has full control over
the application components and a library OS, e.g., by exploi-
ting vulnerabilities inside the compartment or by executing
arbitrary code that includes capability-aware instructions.

Our TCB includes the underlying host OS kernel, but the
entire application stack (program, libraries and library OS) is
considered untrusted. We assume that the CHERI hardware
implementation is correct. We do not analyse side-channel
attacks against CHERI, which is an important, yet orthogonal
consideration that affects both the architectural and micro-
architectural levels [67].

3 cVM Design

cVMs are a new virtualisation and compartmentalization ab-
straction for application components. Such components can
can be co-located and exchange data, and cVMs isolate them
with support for low-overhead data exchange using CHERI
capabilities. The design of cVMs has the following features:

Separate namespaces. Unlike containers, cVMs do not rely
on a shared OS kernel for namespace isolation. They use cap-
abilities to add a new userspace-level isolation boundary,
moving OS kernel functionality from a privileged to an un-
privileged layer. cVMs only use the host OS for execution
contexts, synchronisation, and I/O, thus resembling VMs.

Bypassed communication. cVMs are mutually untrusted,
but communication bypasses the host OS kernel for perfo-
rmance. They use capabilities for on-demand access to mem-
ory regions used for communication, without compromising
neighbouring memory.

Low-overhead isolation. cVMs use capabilities for low-
overhead isolation of both process and program modules.
For example, cVMs can isolate shared libraries with minimal
changes to the calling interface.

Compatibility. cVMs use CHERI’s hybrid-cap mode. Ca-
pabilities are thus hidden from application code, which only
needs changes to use new communication APIs.

3.1 Architecture overview

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of cVMs. Each cVM A is an
application component, such as a process or library, and has
three parts: (i) program binaries and their libraries; (ii) a
standard C library; and (iii) a library OS.

cVMs add two new isolation boundaries, enforced through
capabilities. The Intravisor boundary B separates the Intravi-
sor from all cVMs, and cVMs from each other. The Intravisor
is responsible for the lifecycle and isolation of cVMs, allows
safe communication between them, and provides other prim-
itives that cannot be implemented inside the unprivileged
library OS (e.g., storage and networking I/O, time, thread-
ing and synchronisation). It has access to the memory of all
cVMs, but not the other way around.

The Program boundary C separates programs from the
library OS that provides them the namespace for all OS prim-
itives. A single library OS instance can thus host multiple,
mutually-isolated programs with their own code and data
(left-most cVM in Fig. 1).

These isolation boundaries are enforced by CHERI capa-
bilities; compartmentalized content cannot access memory
beyond its boundary, except through the controlled interfaces
described next. Finally, there is a classical separation from
the host OS, using CPU rings and MMU-based isolation.

3.2 Isolation boundaries

We now describe how cVM are isolated in more de-
tail (see Fig. 2). Each program compartment contains the
code and data of its binary, its dependencies (shared libraries),
and the standard C library; the cVM also contains the library
OS, which provides the OS functionality.

Isolation boundaries are enforced by giving each its own
default CHERI capabilities using the pcc and dcc regist-
ners (see §2.2) with non-overlapping address ranges; compart-
mentalized code thus cannot load, store or jump into memory
outside that granted by the capabilities that it holds. To allow
program → libOS and libOS → Intravisor calls, cVMs
use extra capabilities that grant controlled access to functions
outside the respective compartment.
cVMs use CHERI capabilities for efficient inter-cVM communication. The Intravisor exchanges an initial set of capabilities between cVMs to allow communication.

**CP_File.** This primitive introduces a file-like API to access memory from another cVM at arbitrary granularity; the use of capabilities in CP_File permits bypassed access to memory without repeated mediation by the Intravisor.  

A donor cVM registers a memory region with the Intravisor to share with other cVMs via cp_file_make(); a recipient cVM calls cp_file_get() with the same key to obtain access. The cVMs then access data in the memory region via cp_file_read/write(). Internally, the library OS uses capability-aware code to copy data directly between the cVMs (using capcpy; see §4).

To support asynchronous data transfers, cp_file_wait() and cp_file_notify() allow callers to wait for and notify events on a CP_File, respectively. Finally, the donor cVM calls cp_file_destroy() to destroy it, revoking all access.

**CP_Call.** This primitive invokes functions outside the calling cVM, e.g., a callback function in the library OS, or a function in a shared library. cVMs manage CP_Calls as follows: cp_call_make() registers a function in the donor that recipients can look up using cp_call_get() and then call with cp_call(). The call is received by the Intravisor, which creates a new thread in the donor’s cVM, sets it to execution to the target function with given arguments and, optionally, waits for its completion, based on the async argument.

**CP_Stream.** By composing the CP_Files and CP_Calls APIs, it is possible to construct more complex communication mechanisms. For example, we have built a stream-oriented API for inter-cVM communication in which the sender does not need to know where data is copied.

A recipient cVM calls cp_stream_recv() to register buffers for incoming messages (internally, a list of CP_Files); a sender cVM calls cp_stream_send() to copy data into any of the buffers available in the recipient. The recipient is then informed of data transfers when calling cp_stream_poll().

---

**Tab. 1: cVM API**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>API function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td><code>cp_cvm_make(cp_config_t *cfg, char *libos, char *disk.img, int argc, char *argv[])</code></td>
<td>Create new cVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_File</td>
<td><code>cp_file_make(char *key, size_t key_size, void *addr, size_t size)</code></td>
<td>Make CP_File for buffer addr &amp; publish with key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_file_destroy(int file)</code></td>
<td>Destroy CP_File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_file_get(char *key, size_t key_size)</code></td>
<td>Get CP_File with key from another cVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_file_read(cp_file_t file)</code></td>
<td>Read/write data via CP_File file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_file_write(cp_file_t file)</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_file_notify(int file)</code></td>
<td>Wait/notify signal via CP_File file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_Call</td>
<td><code>cp_call_make(char *key, size_t key_size, void *func)</code></td>
<td>Make CP_Call for func &amp; publish with key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_call_destroy(int call)</code></td>
<td>Destroy previously created CP_Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_call_get(char *key, size_t key_size)</code></td>
<td>Get CP_Call with key from another cVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_call(c_int call, bool async, void *arg, size_t size)</code></td>
<td>Call CP_Call with arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_Stream</td>
<td><code>cp_stream_make(char *key, size_t key_size)</code></td>
<td>Make CP_Stream &amp; publish with given key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_stream_destroy(int stream)</code></td>
<td>Destroy CP_Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_stream_get(char *key, size_t key_size)</code></td>
<td>Destroy CP_Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_stream_send(int stream, void *buf, size_t size)</code></td>
<td>Send buffer through CP_Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_stream_recv(int stream, long id, void *buf, size_t size)</code></td>
<td>Post buffer to receive through CP_Stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>cp_stream_poll(int stream, long *id, size_t nid, int timeout)</code></td>
<td>Poll for data on receive buffers of CP_Stream</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2: Anatomy of a cVM**

The Intravisor exchanges an initial set of capabilities between cVMs to allow communication.
3.4 Capability management

The use of CHERI capabilities introduces two problems that cVMs must avoid: avoiding the need for application code to become capability-aware and performance problems when revoking capabilities.

As explained in §2.2, making an application fully capability-aware requires code changes. The design of cVMs avoids this by limiting the use of capability-aware code to a small portion of the standard C library, the library OS and the Intravisor, which explicitly handle the CP_Files and CP_Calls abstractions through syscall trampolines.

In the cVM design, we want to avoid centralized trusted mechanisms for capability revocation (see §2.2), as this goes against our goal of minimizing overheads and TCB size. Therefore, only the Intravisor is permitted to store CHERI capabilities in memory: all capabilities that are passed by the Intravisor to cVMs have the CAP_STORE permission withheld. Instead of having to perform expensive garbage collection, revocation can now be done by clearing a small number of capability registers. This can be done efficiently when programs call the cVM API to avoid interrupting execution.

4 Implementation

Next, we report implementation details of cVMs on the CHERI RISC-V64 platform. Our implementation consists of 5,200 lines of C code and 100 lines of assembly for the Intravisor, and 1,800 lines of C code and 200 lines of assembly for the Init service, the Hostcall interface and CAP Devices. It uses the Linux Kernel Library (LKL) v4.17.0 [36] as the library OS and the musl standard C library v1.2.1 [42]. As the host OS kernel, we use CheriBSD [25].

4.1 cVM lifecycle

Initialisation. The boot process of a cVM is triggered by the Intravisor. It receives a deployment configuration for the cVM, which includes the heap size, the disk image location, the capability-aware and performance problems when revoking capabilities.

As explained in §2.2, making an application fully capability-aware requires code changes. The design of cVMs avoids this by limiting the use of capability-aware code to a small portion of the standard C library, the library OS and the Intravisor, which explicitly handle the CP_Files and CP_Calls abstractions through syscall trampolines.

In the cVM design, we want to avoid centralized trusted mechanisms for capability revocation (see §2.2), as this goes against our goal of minimizing overheads and TCB size. Therefore, only the Intravisor is permitted to store CHERI capabilities in memory: all capabilities that are passed by the Intravisor to cVMs have the CAP_STORE permission withheld. Instead of having to perform expensive garbage collection, revocation can now be done by clearing a small number of capability registers. This can be done efficiently when programs call the cVM API to avoid interrupting execution.

4 Implementation

Next, we report implementation details of cVMs on the CHERI RISC-V64 platform. Our implementation consists of 5,200 lines of C code and 100 lines of assembly for the Intravisor, and 1,800 lines of C code and 200 lines of assembly for the Init service, the Hostcall interface and CAP Devices. It uses the Linux Kernel Library (LKL) v4.17.0 [36] as the library OS and the musl standard C library v1.2.1 [42]. As the host OS kernel, we use CheriBSD [25].

4.1 cVM lifecycle

Initialisation. The boot process of a cVM is triggered by the Intravisor. It receives a deployment configuration for the cVM, which includes the heap size, the disk image location, the permitted interfaces, etc. It also defines the version and location of an Init service (see below) and the library OS binaries. The Intravisor first allocates memory for the cVM binary, stack and heap. It also allocates memory for the thread stack pool. Our implementation of cVMs cannot change the size of heap and stack at runtime, but this is a minor limitation given the size is in terms of virtual memory, and is only committed to physical memory on demand. Just as cloud providers prefer re-instantiating VMs over the use of memory ballooning, we expect large resource size changes to re-instantiate cVMs.

All threads must be created inside a compartment’s memory, thus the Intravisor pre-allocates memory for future thread stacks. After that, the Intravisor deploys the image of the Init service into the cVM and spawns the initial thread in the context of the cVM. This thread prepares the hostcall callback tables, and enters the cVM via the CInvoke-based interface created by the Intravisor.

The Init service (see Fig. 2) is responsible for initializing all components at deployment, and creates the communication interface between the library OS and the host system. It is part of the library OS isolation layer, which means that it can access the memory of the application component. It initialises the library OS, builds the syscall interface for the program (or library), deploys its binary and calls the entry function (e.g., c_start()). For an executable binary, it launches the program; for a library, the entry function initializes a CP_Stream and registers the public library functions with the Intravisor.

Execution. cVMs use the Linux kernel library (LKL) [36] as a library OS that provides a Linux-compatible environment. LKL processes system calls and requests the host OS kernel to perform actions as needed.

LKL’s storage and networking backends implement lean interfaces for hardware I/O devices: disk I/O has three hostcalls (disk_read/write(), disk_getsize()); networking uses only net_read/write(). The disk_read/write functions are applied to a file descriptor of the disk image; the network functions are invoked on a TAP device. The remaining functions in the hostcall interface are straightforward: they offer support for time and timer functions, debug output, threading and locking, and management of CAP Devices (see §4.3).

Threading. For simplicity, cVMs use a 1-to-1 threading model. When a cVM creates a thread, the pthread library requests an execution context from LKL, which in turn, requests a new thread from the host OS kernel. This requires the integration of the pthread implementations inside the cVM and the host—both must maintain their own thread-local stores, pointers to thread structs, etc.

When LKL requests a thread, it prepares a structure with an address of the entrance function, and a pointer to the arguments. This is passed to the host OS kernel, and the Intravisor creates a new thread with the provided arguments: it allocates a stack for the thread from the thread stack pool, pre-allocated at boot. After that, the new thread is ready to enter the cVM using CInvoke and capabilities are created by the hostcall interface. Prior to entering, the Intravisor switches the thread pointer tp register. Inside a cVM, threads have LKL TP values; when processing hostcalls, they have host ones.
4.2 Calls between nested compartments

cVMs use the CInvoke instruction to call functions between isolation layers, both (i) from an outer to an inner layer (ICALL), e.g., when the Intravisor invokes Init; and (ii) from an inner to an outer layer (OCALL), e.g., when performing a syscall or hostcall.

CInvoke takes two sealed capabilities (see §2.2) as arguments: (i) one with a new Program Counter Capability (pcc) value and another that points to a memory region that becomes accessible after the instruction execution. The pcc is replaced by the first unsealed capability; the second capability moves to the ct6 (C31) register in the unsealed form.

Next, we explain how CInvoke is used to implement both ICALLs and OCALLs:

**ICALLs.** Fig. 3 shows the switching mechanism for ICALLs. In this example, the Intravisor in the outer layer calls Init in the inner layer. To make the call, the caller prepares the first capability that points to the entry point inside the compartment. This capability, together with the corresponding data capability, defines the default capabilities of the inner compartment. Inside the compartment, these capabilities, COMP.DDC and ENTRY.PCC become ddc and pcc, respectively. While the ENTRY.PCC capability can be passed as the first argument of CInvoke, COMP.DDC must be loaded by the caller prior to switching (see Fig. 3).

To return from the compartment or grant permission to invoke functions in the outer layer from the inner layer, further capabilities are needed: these are stored in memory by the Intravisor before CInvoke is called, in a structure that we call the Affix. They include a sealed ddc of the outer layer (MON.DDC.sealed). Without this capability, the Intravisor could not change ddc from the inner to the outer layer on return in order to access the Intravisor’s data. This capability can only be fetched from the inner layer—the accessible memory is restricted by the ddc of the inner layer.

The Affix also includes RET.sealed and OCALL.sealed, which are two sealed pcc capabilities to entry functions in the outer layer. The former is used to return from the compartment; the latter points to an entry function, which is used when the inner layer calls a function of the outer layer (MON.DDC.sealed). Without this capability, the Intravisor would have to stop the cVM when the recipient cVM issues a cp_file_write() call, and return to continue execution inside the compartment. This is used for the syscall and hostcall interfaces. Capabilities in the Affix are created by the Intravisor and stored on the stack and inside per-compartment private stores.

**OCALLs** share many similarities with ICALLs. The caller prepares a sealed capability of the return address. After the end of a function, the callee uses CInvoke and the execution of the caller continues from the desired address. Together with CInvoke, the callee passes the sealed capability MON.DDC.seal, which was passed originally inside the Affix. It is put into ddc after the function returns.

4.3 Communication mechanisms

The data sharing API between cVMs from §3.3 is also based on capabilities. Data referenced by capabilities, however, can only be manipulated by capability-aware instructions, which do not exist in native code. To resolve this issue, we mediate the interaction between hybrid-cap code and capabilities using virtual devices called CAP Devices.

The CP_Files, CP_Calls, and CP_Streams primitives are implemented using character devices, which are created by the library OS and Intravisor. A program can read/write from/to these devices, and the corresponding operations are performed by capability-aware code inside drivers.

This design has two advantages: (i) despite its one memory copy, it is faster than traditional communication interfaces (see §6.5); and (ii) it supports a simple mechanism to revoke capabilities. A remote cVM can inform the Intravisor of the revocation, which then requests the library OS to destroy the corresponding CAP Device. To revoke capabilities in pure-cap code, a Intravisor would have to stop the cVM execution and destroy capabilities manually.

**CP_Files** support regular POSIX file operations. In contrast to ordinary files, the content of CP_Files is not cached by the page cache, and read/write operations can be unaligned.

Fig. 4a shows the implementation. A donor cVM advertises one or more memory regions defined by keys, and a recipient cVM probes the Intravisor for a given key. The Intravisor verifies the access control list and builds a CAP Device for the target CP_File (e.g., /dev/cf0). For the donor cVM to revoke access, it uses its own CAP Device to request revocation, and the Intravisor, together with the library OS, destroys the CP_Files (cf0) driver along with its capabilities.

When the recipient cVM issues a cp_file_read() call, the driver uses capcpy to copy data. For cp_file_read(), it uses ld.cap to read data from a remote cVM and store it via sd; a cp_file_write() does the reverse.

**CP_Calls.** To expose a function, a cVM creates an ICALL entry and registers it with the Intravisor (see Fig. 4b). The Intravisor keeps track of the table of all registered functions and passes them to the Intravisor. When the recipient cVM issues a cp_call() call, the driver uses capcpy to copy data. For cp_call(), it uses ld.cap to read data from a remote cVM and store it via sd; a cp_call() does the reverse.
travisor maintains a table of exported functions for each cVM, called cVM-RPCs. It consists of access control records with capabilities, name identifiers and permissions. Application components interact with the cVM-RPCs via CAP Devices, a management interface (/dev/cf), and the Intravisor.

Any function can be invoked by CP_Calls including ones inside the library OS. This enables the use of CP_Calls as a notification mechanism between CP_Files. The donor blocks execution until the recipient cVM reads data. It makes the wait() call with the driver, the driver puts the execution thread in the work queue and waits for the signal. Prior to blocking, it registers a wake-up CP_Call with the Intravisor. The recipient cVM, in turn, finishes its operations with the CP_Files, and notifies the donor via this CP_Call.

These basic operations can be composed to create higher-level protocols, and a single CAP Device can handle multiple memory regions. For example, for Redis (see §6.3), we use a series of read/write operations with a single notification as well as batched reads with different capabilities.

**CP_Streams.** In contrast to CP_Files, when sending data, the destination for CP_Streams is unknown, and cp_stream_send() only knows the source. Therefore, one side of the communication pre-registers one or more destination buffers via cp_stream_recv(), and uses cp_stream_poll() to block. The remote side uses CP_Call to enter the remote compartment, atomically fetches one destination buffer from a pre-registered queue of buffers, and copies into this buffer data via capcpy. It then wakes up the poll queue and returns.

**Hostcall Interface.** The Intravisor does not impose restrictions on the number of calls in the hostcall interface. For the LKL library OS, the Intravisor provides 24 hostcalls for minimal operation. In addition, 2 hostcalls are necessary for disk I/O, 3 for network I/O, and 10 for the capability-based communication primitives.

### 4.4 Capability revocation

Data transfers (capcpy) are performed by the drivers of CAP Devices without direct involvement of the Intravisor, which enhances performance and reduces the TCB. This, however, means that the driver must have access to the capabilities provided by the donor. We do not consider the driver trusted, thus it may be compromised by an adversary who obtains access to capabilities and memory outside the cVM after the end of a communication session. To mitigate against this threat, cVMs support a revocation mechanism. It guarantees that, once the donor cVM revokes capabilities, they are destroyed, and a recipient cVM cannot use them.

First, cVMs or communication capabilities are not created with the PERMIT_STORE_CAP permission. Code inside a cVM thus cannot store capabilities to memory: it can load them, modify, create new capabilities, but it fails on ST. The communication capabilities are stored once by the Intravisor, when the communication is established, and destroyed at the end.

Second, the revoked capabilities in the CPU context are destroyed after a context switch by the host OS kernel.

### 5 Security Analysis

According to our threat model from §2.3, an attacker can gain control over a cVM. However, we guarantee that they cannot escape the compartment or access memory beyond its boundary due to the CHERI architectural properties (see §2.2): the ddc and pcc capabilities always apply, are non-extensible, and are controlled by the Intravisor.

Hybrid-cap code may be vulnerable to attacks that attempt to break execution flow. An adversary may inject capability-aware instructions (e.g., CLD/CSO, CInvoke) to access data and code outside of the compartment. To do this, the adversary requires capabilities, which they cannot construct from the available data inside a cVM.

To escape a compartment, an adversary must obtain appropriate capabilities. Each cVM, however, only maintains a few capabilities: a compartment (i) receives three sealed capabilities via Affixes, which can be inspected by an adversary but not unsealed to create new capabilities; and (ii) may receive capabilities used by CP_Files and CP_Streams. These capabilities can be exploited by an adversary after gaining full control over the library OS. Since these are data capabilities, they cannot be used to create code capabilities, which are needed to escape the compartment. The adversary also cannot store these capabilities due to their permissions. Finally, they also cannot be exported outside of the compartment via the hostcall interface, because the interface does not handle capabilities and instead corrupts them.

Hybrid-cap code may contain security flaws, but an adversary cannot escape confinement, unless a flaw in the outer level provides them with unsealed capabilities. In our design, this is unlikely due to the Intravisor’s small TCB. The adversary cannot export or import capabilities via the hostcall interface or use them beyond a communication session. Vulnerable hybrid-cap code cannot abuse host system calls, escalate privileges or attack other cVMs, because the host OS kernel ignores all direct system calls from cVMs.

cVMs are intra-process compartments that share micro-architectural state and rely on the correctness of the CHERI architecture, which does not have special mechanisms to prevent side-channel attacks. Nonetheless, there are plans for CHERI to include explicit compartment identifiers (CIDs) in a future version of the architecture [67]. This will ensure that sensitive micro-architectural state is appropriately tagged by each cVM, similar to tagged TLB entries. This can be used to prevent attacks, such as training the branch predictor by one cVM to direct speculative execution in another cVM.

### 6 Evaluation

We now explore the performance of cVMs and the proposed communication interfaces. We begin with an overview of our evaluation platforms and workloads (§6.1). We then compare
the performance of applications deployed with cVMs and Docker containers (§6.2). In §6.3, we validate the efficiency of inter-cVM communication mechanisms; in §6.4, we explore the use of cVMs for component compartmentalisation; and in §6.5, we compare inter-cVM communication mechanisms with existing OS mechanisms. Finally, §6.6 explores the deployment performance of cVMs and Docker containers.

6.1 Experimental environment

The CHERI architecture is under active development and, while ARM’s Morello board with CHERI support has been announced [9], it is unavailable at the time of writing. Therefore, we use two evaluation platforms: (1) a single-core FPGA-based CHERI implementation [21]; and (2) a multi-core SiFive RISC-V implementation without CHERI support.

FPGA CHERI. We synthesize an FPGA image from DARPA’s CHERI FETT program [22] (agfi-0268d5303d6c433a), that ships with a single-core RISC-V64 CHERI system based on the FLUTE core (5-stage, in-order pipeline, running at 100 MHz) [49], and execute it on AWS F1 [8]. We use CheriBSD as the host OS kernel, compiled as a hybrid-cap system with LLVM v11.0.0 and cheribuild [16].

The FPGA implementation enables a quantitative evaluation of cVMs, but has limitations: (i) it has a single-core CPU with low clock frequency; (ii) its peripheral devices, in particular storage devices, are emulated by the host; and (iii) DRAM latency is disproportionately low compared to the CPU clock speed. As a consequence, we cannot realistically execute typical cloud workloads that are memory- and I/O-bound and use multiple CPU cores. We also cannot eliminate system noise by pinning tasks to separate cores.

SiFive RISC-V. To avoid the above-mentioned limitations, we also evaluate cVMs on a HiFive Unmatched RISC-V board [30], which has 4 RISC-V64 (dual-issue, in-order) CPU cores running at 1.2 GHz. The CPU does not have CHERI support, and we instead replace all CHERI instructions with their native RISC-V versions. Our applications execute on Ubuntu v20.04 with Linux v5.11.0 and the RISC-V Docker port [48] with Alpine containers [7]. Our IPC micro-benchmarks execute on FreeBSD 14, as the FPGA version uses CheriBSD, and we run them on both platforms.

This approach allows us to execute realistic cloud applications. We run CHERI-equivalent code and data paths while remaining compatible with existing RISC-V platforms (e.g., by replacing capability loads/stores with ordinary ld/st instructions, CInvoke with jr, etc.). Note that security is therefore not enforced.

Application workloads. We explore cVMs using several cloud applications and micro-benchmarks to evaluate their performance and isolation requirements:

NGINX/Redis (§6.2). This is a two-tier microservice deployment that evaluates the YCSB benchmark [72] using the NGINX [43] web server and the Redis [46] key/value store. NGINX acts as an API gateway and translates REST requests into Redis queries. When co-located, these services have a substantial amount of communication between them. We demonstrate that the cVMs interfaces, CP_Files and CP_Streams, significantly reduce overhead, using the SiFive platform to compare cVMs against a deployment using Docker containers [40].

Redis (§6.3). We execute a single-core Redis instance [46] and measure the latency of fixed-size GET and SET operations, comparing sockets and the equivalent cVM interface with CP_Streams. This experiment validates our previous results by also comparing the FPGA and SiFive environments.

Python/Library (§6.4). We measure the cost of using cVMs to isolate the components of a simple cryptographic application in Python, by deploying the Python runtime [58] and the PyCrypto cryptographic library [1] in mutually isolated cVMs that use the CP_Call and CP_File interfaces to communicate. This experiment runs on the FPGA environment.

6.2 Multi-tier deployment with NGINX/Redis

First, we compare the benefits of using cVMs when co-locating communicating components, compared to a traditional deployment with Docker containers [40].

The computational limitations of our FPGA and SiFive platforms make it unfeasible to execute a complete microservice benchmark suite such as DeathStarBench [26]. Instead, we deploy a representative YCSB benchmark [72] (workloadb; 1 KB records; read/update ratio of 95%/5%) on the SiFive platform with two-tiers: the NGINX web server [43] acts as an API gateway that redirects incoming HTTP requests to the Redis key/value store [46], which acts as a cache for frequently used data. We use wrk2 [6] to generate NGINX requests over a 1 GbE network, measuring the latency of different configurations (10 connections; 4 I/O threads).

The application components benefit from co-location due to the frequent interaction between the (NGINX) API gateway
and its (Redis) cache. Fig. 5 compares the Docker and cVM deployments. Docker incurs multiple data copies between the components and the TCP/IP network stacks. As Fig. 5a shows, Redis copies values into a send buffer that is passed to the TCP/IP stack, which NGINX copies into an output buffer that is, in turn, passed to the client’s network stack (for a total of 4 copies, including the kernel’s TCP/IP stack).

In contrast, cVMs reduce the number of copies. Fig. 5b shows that the CP_Stream primitive requires only 2 copies: Redis values are always copied directly into NGINX’s output buffer. To support this optimization, NGINX and Redis must replace their use of sockets with CP_Streams. NGINX registers the output buffer with a CP_Stream, and the CP_Stream write in Redis uses capabilities to copy data directly into the output buffer, which NGINX can then send to the client.

Fig. 6 shows the median and 95th percentile latencies for the 4 YCSB queries under various throughput regimes, comparing the baseline Docker deployment with cVMs. We can see that cVMs are more efficient: they have lower latencies in all cases (20–40% for median latency), and substantially higher throughput, with send latencies below 5 ms (33–50% for median latency).

**Conclusion.** In a typical deployment with multiple application components, cVMs can achieve isolation while lowering latencies and increasing throughput compared to containers. This performance gain is due to a reduced number of memory copies (via CP_Stream), using fast calls to the capability-hiding TCP in cVMs (via CP_Call within CP_Streams). Furthermore, cVMs come with a smaller TCB compared to containers. We also expect cVMs to outperform VMs because of VMs’ higher overheads caused by memory virtualization (especially for memory-bound applications) and communication mechanisms (e.g., extra data copies by the guest OS and/or hypervisor, or cross-VM copies via PCIe with directly assigned devices).

### 6.3 Platform validation with Redis

We now validate our results by comparing the FPGA and SiFive platforms. We use Redis with a single connection that measures the latency of 1000 GET or SET operations with fixed-size keys (1 byte) and values (100 bytes). We use a simple client application that is co-located with the Redis instance. The baseline system uses separate processes and TCP/IP sockets; we use separate cVMs for each application and CP_Stream for communication (similarly to §6.2).

Fig. 7 shows the latency distribution of the GET and SET requests for all configurations. The results indeed validate our observations from the multi-tier YCSB benchmark in §6.2. cVMs exhibit lower latencies with less deviation on both platforms, compared to a native system with TCP/IP sockets: 90% of cVM requests take 14–19 ms; the baseline takes 19–35 ms on the FPGA platform. The SiFive platform supports the same conclusions, albeit with different absolute numbers. This is because the FPGA device runs at a lower clock frequency, and two processes must be co-scheduled on the same core (with both the baseline and cVMs).

**Conclusion.** The CP_Stream primitive in cVMs shows better performance on both the FPGA and SiFive platforms, achieving lower communication latencies across the whole throughput spectrum. We thus conclude that our end-to-end evaluation in §6.2 is representative of how cVMs would perform on a real-world CHERI-enabled CPU. In §6.5, we re-validate this by comparing cVMs against IPC primitives on all platforms.
6.4 Process compartmentalization with Python library

Next, we explore the overhead of compartmentalizing a shared library with cryptographic operations in Python. In this case, we harden the security of a cloud application by mutually isolating the Python runtime and a native cryptographic module, PyCryptodome [1]. By using separate cVMs, we can safeguard the application against malicious interference by package managers [59], or protect the library against unauthorized access to its cryptographic keys [4].

Python creates CP_Files for the input/output buffers that it passes to the PyCryptodome library, and it uses CP_Call to transfer control to the library, using the CP_Files as arguments. (The original version instead passes raw buffer pointers.) PyCryptodome then uses these CP_Files to read its input and encrypt/decrypt it into the output buffer using AES-128. Finally, it uses CP_Call to return execution to Python.

Fig. 8 shows the average throughput for encryption/decryption with different buffer sizes for cVMs, using the FPGA platform, and the baseline (non-isolated) system. Note that the low absolute numbers and variance (shown as shaded areas) are due to the platform limitations (single core), described in §6.1. The results in §6.3, however, show the same trend on a platform without these limitations.

We observe that cVMs have a negligible performance impact. Throughput grows until its peak with 32 KB buffers, where the encryption/decryption rates of cVMs are only 7% and 12% lower than the baseline, respectively. This amounts to 0.79 MB/s and 0.96 MB/s for the baseline, and 0.74 MB/s and 0.85 MB/s for cVMs, respectively. As expected, these overheads become even smaller as the buffer sizes grow.

Our experiment shows that CP_Call and calls into the Intravisor are reasonably efficient. For reference, the mean execution time for the AES cryptographic code with a 16 byte buffer is comparable to the time for a C binding invocation in Python. At such sizes, CP_Call invocations account for half of the overhead, which is at 97% and 101% for encryption and decryption, respectively, only slightly above a C binding invocation. The overhead reduces to 7% with larger buffers.

Conclusion. cVMs is effective at hardening applications by isolating some of their components, such as shared libraries. The required changes are minimal and do not change the semantics of the application interfaces, because the CP_File and CP_Call primitives follow well-understood memory copy and function call semantics. Note that CP_Streams are constructed on top of these. The cost of this extra isolation is small, even for small buffers, and it becomes negligible as the amount of work performed between cVMs-enabled operations increases.

6.5 Inter-cVM communication

We compare cVMs to other IPC primitives in a baseline system, and re-validate our performance results across our two platforms (FPGA and SiFive). The baseline system uses two threads in a single process instead of cVMs; otherwise the FPGA implementation shows low TLB performance. We measure the performance of CP_Files and CP_Streams, pipes (PIPE), unix sockets (UNIX), TCP/IP sockets (TCP) and a combination of mmap+memcpy+munmap (MAP+CPY). For comparison, we also consider a raw local memcpy (MEMCPY; 4 instructions; aligned data; double-word load/store operations) as an upper performance bound. We do not evaluate CP_Calls due to the lack of an equivalent operation in the baseline kernel.

Fig. 9 shows the results under different buffer sizes on both the FPGA and SiFive platforms. First, the peak performance of MEMCPY on the FPGA platform is limited and fluctuates due to the TLB size and simple indexing function of its Flute CPU—these issues carry onto the other primitives, too.

The overhead of CP_Files is 6% compared to MEMCPY on the FPGA platform and negligible for SiFive; it significantly outperforms all baseline IPC mechanisms. This is because we do a simple cross-cVM memcpy using CHERI’s ld.cap and
We measure two intervals, averaged over 5 runs: from the API. For the same reason, all IPC primitives have lower relative performance close to CP_File on the SiFive platform. This is because CP_Sets offer an asynchronous communication primitive in which two concurrent processes time-share a single CPU core on the FPGA platform when using the cVM API. For the same reason, all IPC primitives have lower relative performance on the FPGA platform compared to SiFive.

UNIX sockets are the closest to CP_Sets, because both are bi-directional, support more than two parties, and have sequenced packet modes. They exhibit only 10% and 54% of the performance of CP_Sets for 4 MB buffers on the FPGA and SiFive platforms, respectively. Here, the impact of MMU manipulation can be seen: the combination of memory copies and remapping reaches 3.4 MB/s and 89 MB/s on the FPGA and SiFive platforms, respectively. This mechanism lacks a notification primitive, and, compared to CP_Files, it is 15× and 1.5× slower on each platform, respectively.

Conclusion. For a multi-core CPU architecture with CHERI, we would expect the results to be close to those of the SiFive platform, with a minor performance decrease, similar to the difference between memcpy and CP_Files in Fig. 9a. This potential performance degradation is significantly smaller than the measured improvements: they range between 2× for the multi-core SiFive platform against the best baseline primitive, and 2× to an order of magnitude for the single-core FPGA platform, depending on the mechanism and buffer size.

6.6 Deployment time
We compare the deployment time of cVMs with that of Docker containers. We create a Docker image with a simple “hello world” program and measure the time to execute it using a cVM and a container. For the cVM, we use a debug-free binary with the LKL library OS and the musl standard C library (≈30 MB in size) and a 10 MB application disk image. We measure two intervals, averaged over 5 runs: from the start until the output of the program, and until its termination.

On average, the Docker container requires 1.9 s to produce the output, and 2.8 s until container termination. The times for the cVM deployment are comparable, which demonstrates their low overhead: 1.7 s and 2.6 s, respectively.

7 Related Work
Intra-process compartments. Various projects apply intra-process isolation or introduce isolation primitives. CubicleOS [52] isolates components of a user-level library OS using Intel MPK; unlike cVMs, it cannot readily and efficiently support legacy POSIX calls. Shreds [20], Janus [28], Kontainer [57] offers containers based on the LKL library OS [36]; Williams et al. [68] show that library OSs can be executed efficiently on

NaCl [73] and WASM [27] face similar problems, as they require obsolete Intel segmentation and/or proof-carrying code that must be verified by a toolchain or loader. ConfLlVM [12] also uses MPK to isolate code inside a process, but only supports two domains with asymmetric data exchange: trusted code can only interact with untrusted code. cVMs do not limit the number of protection domains, and inter-cVM communication is symmetric.

LwCs [37] are an OS abstraction for intra-process protection, but they have page granularity, and switching domains comes at the cost of switching page tables. XFI [24] provides fine-grained memory protection and control flow integrity by extending software-based fault isolation (SFI), but SFI incurs runtime overheads and is error-prone due to its complexity.

Compartmentalisation frameworks. cVMs allow the deployment of isolated shared libraries. Prior work proposes frameworks for such compartmentalization: Wedge [11] identifies code parts that can be isolated; PrivTrans [13] is a source-code partitioning tool that separates trusted and untrusted components; Glamdring [35] does the same for trusted execution. These approaches are orthogonal to cVMs, and they could be used to generate application components.

Trusted execution. Intel SGX [31, 38, 39] provides enclaves as an intra-process isolation primitive. Enclaves are part of processes and cannot be accessed by privileged software or other enclaves. Frameworks, such as Graphene-SGX [19], SGX-LKL [45], Panoply [55], and Spons and Shields [51], deploy programs inside enclaves together with a library OS. Such designs decrease the potential impact of the untrusted OS kernel on enclaved software.

cVMs also use a library OS and share design features with these frameworks, but provide effective data sharing that cannot be implemented using enclaves. Enclaves can only share untrusted memory and cannot access each others memory, which is necessary for fast inter-cVM communication. Since enclaves do not trust the host, they must use encryption, impacting performance [50]. Therefore, an interface similar to CP_Files cannot be implemented with enclaves.

Library OSs can be used to de-privilege OS kernel components or create user-level containers. µKontainer [57] offers features such as the source-code partitioning tool that separates trusted and untrusted components. Enclaves are part of processes and cannot be accessed by privileged software or other enclaves. Frameworks, such as Graphene-SGX [19], SGX-LKL [45], Panoply [55], and Spons and Shields [51], deploy programs inside enclaves together with a library OS. Such designs decrease the potential impact of the untrusted OS kernel on enclaved software.
top of processes instead of bare VMs; X-Containers [54] offer a cloud platform using library OSs. cVMs share similarities with user-level library OS-based containers but enhance them with strong isolation and a secure communication mechanism using capabilities.

**Machine and process isolation.** As discussed in §2.1, traditional process-based isolation has shortcomings in terms of performance and TCB size when compared to cVMs. One could envision using virtualization and Intel’s vmfunc to strike a balance between shared TCB size and communication performance [34]. Virtualization introduces well-known I/O and memory translation overheads, which are costly in a cloud stack, but are not present in cVMs.

### 8 Conclusions

CVMs are a new VM-like abstraction for cloud applications that use memory capabilities for secure isolation. CVMs include a library OS to minimize how much of the cloud environment is within the TCB. Multiple CVMs safely share an address space, allowing more efficient interaction of application components than when crossing current VM/container boundaries. Their asynchronous read/write and synchronous call interfaces allow capability-unaware, legacy code to run within CVMs.
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\section*{Abstract}
Researchers have shown that recent CPU extensions support practical, low-overhead driver isolation to protect kernels from defects and vulnerabilities in device drivers. With performance no longer being the main roadblock, the complexity of isolating device drivers has become the main challenge. Device drivers and kernel extensions are developed in a shared memory environment in which the state shared between the kernel and the driver is mixed in a complex hierarchy of data structures, making it difficult for programmers to ensure that the shared state is synchronized correctly. In this paper, we present KSplit, a new framework for isolating unmodified device drivers in a modern, full-featured kernel. KSplit performs automated analyses on the unmodified source code of the kernel and the driver to: 1) identify the state shared between the kernel and the driver and 2) to compute the synchronization requirements for this shared state for efficient isolation. While some kernel idioms present ambiguities that cannot be resolved automatically at present, KSplit classifies most ambiguous pointers and identifies ones requiring manual intervention. We evaluate our solution on nine subsystems in the Linux kernel by applying KSplit to 354 device drivers and validating isolation for 10 drivers. For example, for a complex ixgbe driver, KSplit requires only 53 lines of manual changes to 2,476 lines of automatically generated interface specifications and 19 lines of changes to the driver’s code. The KSplit analysis of the 354 drivers shows a similar fraction of manual work is expected, showing that KSplit is a practical tool for automating key tasks to enable driver isolation.

\section{Introduction}
Device drivers have long been and continue to be a major source of defects and vulnerabilities in modern kernels [19, 32, 50, 65]. Drivers are expected to support a variety of complex protocols and comply with numerous kernel conventions [23, 76, 77], creating challenges in ensuring that device drivers operate correctly in the face of concurrent and asynchronous accesses on multiple CPU cores. In addition, while the core kernel is relatively stable, the number of kernel extensions and device drivers is large and continues to grow. A modern Linux 5.12 kernel contains around 8,960 device drivers that account for 67.7\% of the kernel source [3], a number that has nearly doubled since 2013. With a rate of 80,000 commits a year, defects and vulnerabilities are an inherent part of the fast growing and evolving driver codebase.

The recent availability of hardware features for efficient isolation [1, 5] and system support that leverages such features [40, 43, 47, 61, 63, 82] have made low-overhead device isolation frameworks practical [66, 68]. The upcoming hardware extensions, e.g., native page-granularity support for isolation of kernel code [5], and 16 byte-granularity isolation with memory tagging extensions (MTE) [1], which are key for enabling low-overhead software fault isolation (SFI) implementations [53], will reduce isolation overheads even more.

Despite the availability of low-overhead isolation mechanisms, the task of isolating existing driver code remains challenging. For decades, device drivers and kernel extensions have been developed in the shared memory environment of a monolithic kernel, where they freely exchange references to large and complex data structures (e.g., hierarchical, cyclic data structures with many data and pointer fields) that mix the state of the driver and the kernel. Isolating a driver requires a careful analysis of the flow of execution between isolated subsystems to identify how the complex state of the system is accessed on both sides of the isolation boundary.

Recent techniques to isolate legacy driver code utilize manual analysis of complex kernel-driver dependencies [18, 62, 66, 68, 80], requiring an immense decomposition effort that limits their applicability. Moreover, proposed techniques to automate such analyses [33, 72] only address a small fraction of the task. For example, LXFI, an SFI framework, utilized an iterative procedure to identify all the state required for execution of a driver, gradually annotating the missing parts of the shared state [62]. The scale and complexity of modern drivers make such manual analysis impractical. In the Linux kernel, even simple drivers like msr, that provide an interface to model specific CPU registers (MSRs), require analysis of 459 functions and around 10,000 object fields that are transitively reachable from the 21 functions of the driver interface. A more complex network driver, ixgbe, requires analysis of...
In this paper, we present KSplit, a new framework for isolating device drivers in the Linux kernel. KSplit performs a collection of static analyses on the source code of the kernel and the driver to generate the synchronization code that is required to execute the driver in isolation. Specifically, KSplit identifies the shared state that is accessed by both driver and kernel, computing how this state is used on either side of the isolation boundary, and how it should be synchronized on each kernel-driver invocation, or when a shared synchronization primitive (e.g., a spinlock or an RCU) is invoked. The result of the analysis is a collection of procedure call specifications in the KSplit interface definition language (IDL). The KSplit IDL compiler then generates glue code that ensures synchronization of data structures between isolated subsystems. Some kernel idioms, such as concurrency and complex data structures, present ambiguities that cannot be resolved automatically at present, so KSplit also identifies these specific problems for developers to focus their effort. This allows one to take an existing driver and produce the data synchronization code necessary to run the driver in isolation, automatically, if possible, and identify remaining tasks that require manual intervention, if needed.

Kernel software presents several challenges for developing accurate and scalable analyses for automating the isolation of legacy drivers, which we address in the design of KSplit. First, modern kernels have evolved to share fine-grained access to large, hierarchical data structures with their drivers, which enables joint, optimized operation over shared state, remaining inside the unisolated kernel. In addition, these techniques did not aim to minimize data synchronization overhead and required several manual tasks.

Second, modern drivers execute in a concurrent, fully-reentrant environment of the kernel, which complicates the challenge of ensuring that the shared state is synchronized correctly when the driver is isolated. KSplit provides algorithms to ensure correct synchronization of shared state for driver invocations, nested calls to kernel functions by drivers, and a variety of concurrency primitives, including spin and sequential locks, read-copy-update (RCU), mutexes, and atomic operations. KSplit provides an analysis to identify concurrency primitives that operate over shared data, finding that such primitives rarely cross the kernel-driver boundary.

Third, kernels utilize a wide range of low-level idioms that create ambiguities for marshaling in synchronization, e.g., sentinel-terminated and sized arrays, tagged and anonymous unions, self-referential data structures like linked lists, etc. To separate complete drivers, these ambiguities need to be resolved automatically. KSplit partitions these data structures into classes to apply algorithms to determine whether marshaling requirements can be inferred or not. KSplit is able to automate most cases and provide warnings for the rest.

We develop KSplit for the Linux kernel and a recent device driver isolation framework, LVDs [68]. KSplit is a fully parallel analysis that takes only a few seconds to complete for simple drivers, and completes within minutes for complex device drivers like ixgbe. We evaluate driver isolation using KSplit on 10 Linux device drivers, intentionally choosing drivers representing a wide variety of functionality and kernel programming idioms. Simple device drivers like msr can be isolated with no changes to their code, and only 2 lines of IDL changes are required to resolve ambiguities in the driver’s IDL. More complex drivers like ixgbe require less than 19 lines of driver code changes and only 53 lines of IDL changes for the 2,476 lines of device interface definitions. We also apply KSplit to 354 drivers, finding that the amount of manual effort is expected to be a similar fraction of the driver size. Drivers isolated using KSplit leverage the low-overhead hardware and software isolation mechanisms, retaining 5.4–18.7% of the non-isolated system’s performance. Our experience with isolating device drivers confirms that KSplit is a practical tool for enabling isolation of complete, legacy device drivers through the use of emerging low-overhead hardware and software isolation mechanisms.

2 Background: Device Driver Isolation

Over the years, a range of techniques to isolate kernel extensions explored execution of device drivers in clean-slate microkernels [10,12,13,27,30,35,39,44–46,49,57] and virtual machines [14,15,31,34,55,70,75], re-implementing device drivers in safe programming languages [9,11,37,48,56,67,84], developing backward-compatible driver execution frameworks [8,17,22,24,29,36,38,42,52,71,81,83,86], and finally, isolating unmodified driver code with hardware [33,66,68,80] and software [18,25,62] mechanisms. While it is possible to enforce isolation of the driver code through programming language safety [11,48,56] and formal verification [7,20], to achieve isolation of unmodified drivers, driver isolation frameworks rely on either hardware isolation mechanisms (e.g., segmentation, paging, extended page table (EPT) switching),
core-isolation [66], or techniques of software fault isolation (SFI) [18, 25, 62, 85] that enforce a segment-like isolation boundary around the driver code through instrumentation of control flow and memory instructions.

The main challenge in isolating legacy drivers is to provide controlled access to the state that is shared by the kernel and the isolated driver. Commodity operating systems allow kernels to share an address space, and hence, its entire state with drivers, implementing driver operations on objects jointly accessible to both the kernel and the driver. Often these objects have a complex, hierarchical structure, e.g., sk_buff network packet buffers, but only a fraction of these objects (i.e., a small subset of their fields) are accessed by both the kernel and the driver in practice, these forming the shared state. In order for the isolated driver to work correctly, KSplit must identify this shared state comprehensively, but to provide efficient isolation, KSplit must not overapproximate the shared state significantly.

Hardware and SFI frameworks take different approaches to protecting access to the state shared between the kernel and the driver. Hardware approaches control access by executing the driver on an isolated copy of the shared state that is synchronized with the kernel on each driver invocation [33, 66, 68, 80]. SFI approaches, in contrast, execute the driver and the kernel on a single copy of the shared state. This eliminates the need for maintaining two copies of the shared state, but requires access-control checks on each memory access to the shared state [62]. To provide fine-grained access control on the kernel state, SFI systems implement a concept of “capability tables”, which allow quick byte-granularity lookup of each kernel field accessible to the driver [62].

Irrespective of the isolation mechanism, however, both solutions require analysis of which state can be accessed by the driver and the kernel, and when each access is allowed [62]. Decaf [72] and Microdrivers [33] took a first step in automated analysis of shared state for isolated drivers by computing the state accessed by the driver on each invocation. However, not all of this state is shared with the kernel, as we find that drivers operate on a significant amount of state that is private to the driver. In addition, these projects only decomposed the non-performance-critical driver code into isolated domains to retain reasonable performance.

Historically, isolation in the kernel remained prohibitive due to the high overhead of hardware and software isolation mechanisms. Recent CPUs, however, signal the growing support for low-overhead isolation primitives. Extended page-table switching with VM functions [6] and user-space memory protection keys (MPKs) [6] already provide support for memory isolation with overheads comparable to system calls for Intel machines [43, 63, 68, 82]. The next generation of Intel machines promises to extend MPK with native support for isolation of ring 0 code [5]. Similarly, the newest ARM CPUs provide support for 16 byte-granularity isolation with memory tagging extensions (MTE) [1], which is key for enabling low-overhead SFI implementations [53].

Recent work has shown that using domain-based isolation can be practical. LXDs [66] and LVDs [68] develop a Nooks-like isolation framework using extended page tables to improve boundary-crossing performance, providing an interface definition language (IDL) for specifying which data requires synchronization in driver interfaces. This work demonstrates the potential for the efficient hardware-based protection domain isolation of legacy drivers. However, such isolation required a significant manual effort to develop IDL definitions for complete drivers. While previous work [33, 72] proposed a method to generate the base IDL, configuring the marshalling requirements for a variety of complex data types and handling concurrency was performed manually. While SFI does not require synchronization on boundary crossings, SFI methods must compute essentially the same information to enable correct isolation with good performance.

A variety of projects have explored techniques to automate various aspects of decomposing user-space programs [16, 21, 41, 58–61, 74, 87–89], called privilege separation [78], but these techniques fail to address issues critical to isolating kernel code. For example, PtrSplit [59] proposed techniques to compute marshalling requirements for objects based on runtime tracking, but this adds non-trivial overhead.

In addition, these techniques are not designed to handle multi-threaded programs like a kernel.

3 KSplit Overview

KSplit transforms complete, shared-memory device drivers into equivalent drivers that can execute in an isolated domain and on an isolated copy of the driver state. Specifically, KSplit identifies the subset of the kernel state that is required for an isolated driver to run, and derives how this state must be synchronized on invocations that cross the isolation boundary, and also at the points where the driver uses concurrency primitives, e.g., atomics, spinlocks, mutexes, ready-copy-update (RCU), etc.

For example, the kernel submits a network packet to a network device with the `ndo_start_xmit()` function:

```c
1  ndo_start_xmit(struct sk_buff *skb, 
2       struct net_device *netdev)
```

KSplit ensures that all the fields shared between the kernel and driver of all the data structures that are recursively reachable from the two input arguments (i.e., skb and netdev), and all global kernel variables, are synchronized with the driver. After the invocation completes, the fields updated by the driver are synchronized back to the kernel. Nested invocations into the kernel also trigger synchronization to ensure that the kernel and driver use the current state. If the driver code uses a concurrency primitive that is shared with the kernel, e.g., a global lock, like the `rtnl_lock` used by network device drivers

2To distinguish between the synchronization of shared state in general with primitives to synchronize state used in concurrent operations, we refer the latter as concurrency primitives in this paper.
To register with the kernel, KSplit synchronizes the state of the driver with the kernel on entry and exit from the atomic region to maintain up-to-date copies in both domains.

KSplit provides software analysis algorithms that 1) compute the subset of the kernel state that is accessed by the driver (i.e., the shared state) and 2) synchronize the shared state on cross-domain invocations and on the use of concurrency primitives that access shared state. While appearing to be conceptually straightforward, isolating legacy drivers is complicated by several factors caused by how drivers are currently deployed in monolithic kernels, specifically:

**Complex shared state** Kernel data structures often consist of a large number of fields that may be referenced in a variety of ways. The *sk_buff* structure that represents a network packet has 66 fields (5 pointers and 2 offsets) through which 3,132 fields (1,214 pointers) are recursively reachable in other data structures (Figure 1a). The kernel and driver operate jointly on only a small fraction (52 shared fields) of these fields. In addition, like many kernel data structures, the *sk_buff* structure is accessed through complex memory references (Figure 1b). For example, some *sk_buff* pointers are used for in-place access to parts of the network packet, i.e., head and data mark the beginning of the packet header, and the data regions from which the packet is assembled, respectively.

To compute shared state accurately under these requirements, KSplit employs a field-sensitive data-flow analysis using a modular alias analysis to capture field references common to the kernel and the driver. To do this efficiently, we apply the parameter tree approach [59], which computes aliases intra-procedurally [79] and propagates those alias results inter-procedurally. This approach was employed previ-

---

```c
1 struct sk_buff {
2 struct net_device *dev;
3 unsigned int len, data_len;
4 u8 xmit_more;
5 ...
6 sk_buff.data_t tail;
7 sk_buff.data_t end;
8 unsigned char *head, *data;
9 unsigned int truesize;
10 };
```

---

Figure 1: Definition of the *sk_buff* data structure and its layout

to register with the kernel, KSplit synchronizes the state of the driver with the kernel on entry and exit from the atomic region to maintain up-to-date copies in both domains.

KSplit provides software analysis algorithms that 1) compute the subset of the kernel state that is accessed by the driver (i.e., the shared state) and 2) synchronize the shared state on cross-domain invocations and on the use of concurrency primitives that access shared state. While appearing to be conceptually straightforward, isolating legacy drivers is complicated by several factors caused by how drivers are currently deployed in monolithic kernels, specifically:

**Complex shared state** Kernel data structures often consist of a large number of fields that may be referenced in a variety of ways. The *sk_buff* structure that represents a network packet has 66 fields (5 pointers and 2 offsets) through which 3,132 fields (1,214 pointers) are recursively reachable in other data structures (Figure 1a). The kernel and driver operate jointly on only a small fraction (52 shared fields) of these fields. In addition, like many kernel data structures, the *sk_buff* structure is accessed through complex memory references (Figure 1b). For example, some *sk_buff* pointers are used for in-place access to parts of the network packet, i.e., head and data mark the beginning of the packet header, and the data regions from which the packet is assembled, respectively.

To compute shared state accurately under these requirements, KSplit employs a field-sensitive data-flow analysis using a modular alias analysis to capture field references common to the kernel and the driver. To do this efficiently, we apply the parameter tree approach [59], which computes aliases intra-procedurally [79] and propagates those alias results inter-procedurally. This approach was employed previ-

---

**Low-level C idioms** Kernel code utilizes a range of low-level idioms that create ambiguities for static analysis (Figure 2). For example, device drivers rely on sentinel values (e.g., NULL) to represent variable-sized arrays, e.g., the PCI subsystem uses the *pci_id_table* array to store a set of devices supported by a particular driver (Figure 2a). To optimize allocation and
While recursive data structures are rarely passed across the kernel-driver interface, some drivers use linked lists, and even use-after-free (e.g., driver can trigger deallocation of objects, kernel can collocate multiple data structures into one memory area, and use pointer arithmetic to access them (Figure 2b). Further, the lack of a fast array or vector abstraction forces the kernel to use references in place of arrays and keep the length as a separate field. Some memory regions, like user and device I/O memory, require special treatment, when passed into an isolated driver, e.g., marked as allocated in user memory with the user attribute (Figure 2c). While recursive data structures are rarely passed across the kernel-driver interface, some drivers use linked lists, and even generic graphs of recursive objects (Figure 2d). Tagged and anonymous unions are used by the driver to implement polymorphic functions that can take generic arguments of a union type (Figure 2e). Device drivers frequently rely on void* pointers to express type polymorphism (Figure 2f).

Prior approaches assumed that programmers would provide the annotations to resolve ambiguities in marshaling manually for most cases [33, 51, 62, 66, 68], but that is impractical when isolating complete device drivers. Instead, KSplit takes the opposite approach, aiming to resolve ambiguities in most cases and providing warnings in the remaining ones. For example, char * references, such as the head and tail fields in the sk_buff data structure, may refer to singletons, arrays, strings, or even other data types (e.g., for type casts). KSplit utilizes a series of classification methods to distinguish among these caonesserically, enabling nearly all ambiguities to be resolved for the drivers we have isolated.

Prior work Microdrivers [33], Decaf [72], and FGFT [51] developed static analysis methods aimed at the isolation of legacy driver code. Due to the sheer complexity of the whole-driver analysis, these past approaches were limited to isolating only select driver functions, and supported only a limited subset of kernel idioms. KSplit leverages advances in static analysis: specifically, a combination of an accurate program dependence graph (PDG) representation, and modular alias analysis with parameter trees [59]. This allows KSplit to scale the analysis and implement isolation of the entire driver. A clean separation of shared and private state allows us to scale static analysis and resolve almost all ambiguous annotations required for marshaling of data in the low-level driver code.

3.1 Threat Model and Security Goal

The goal of KSplit is the same as the majority of prior research on driver isolation [35, 66, 68, 80]. Specifically, KSplit aims to improve kernel reliability, i.e., prevent flaws in the driver domain, such as memory errors, from affecting the rest of the kernel. We trust that the kernel domain is free of software flaws, but assume that the driver domain may contain flaws originated from a driver as future work. We note that LXFI [62] prevents certain driver-originated attacks by generating dynamic checks based on user-specified safety conditions at the kernel-driver boundary. However, identifying and specifying safety conditions for individual drivers is a labor-intensive task. Plus a range of security attacks are still possible, such as resource exhaustion (e.g., the driver can allocate objects to consume memory), protocol violations (e.g., the driver can unregister itself from the kernel), and even use-after-free (e.g., driver can trigger deallo-
capture control and data dependencies between instructions. An instruction $n_1$ is control dependent on $n_2$ if, intuitively, $n_2$’s outcome decides whether $n_1$ gets executed [26]. An instruction $n_1$ is data dependent on instruction $n_2$ if $n_1$ uses some data produced by $n_2$. Data dependence is critical for determining how the data structures that are exchanged between the driver and the kernel are used in cross-domain invocations. Specifically, KSplit computes how the objects are used by each side of the isolation boundary to then compute data synchronization requirements, as described in Section 4.3. In particular, we need to find all operations that may read or write data, which should be marshaled across the boundary.

Scaling alias analysis with parameter trees A common type of data dependence happens when an instruction writes to a memory region from which another instruction reads. Computing such memory-related data dependence issues requires alias analysis, which computes the variables or expressions that may reference (i.e., point to) the same memory object, and are called aliases. We must compute aliases in KSplit because we must detect all objects that may be accessed by both the kernel and the drivers. Further, the isolation of the driver code requires an interprocedural alias analysis, as both the kernel and driver code may pass pointers to data objects through function calls, as well as through global variables. The alias analysis problem is known to be undecidable; devising a precise analysis that is scales well and is guaranteed to capture all aliases is a challenge. Current interprocedural alias analysis techniques (e.g., [54,79]), however, do not scale to low-level kernel code with its complex uses of memory references. Instead, we propose to deploy a modular form of alias analysis that enables us to manage scalability more effectively.

In the KSplit approach to modular alias analysis, we employ SVF [79] to compute aliases intra-procedurally and then propagate those alias results inter-procedurally using the parameter tree approach [59]. This allows us to efficiently compute memory dependencies across function boundaries in a context-insensitive way. Specifically, it first constructs PDGs for each function in the program (which includes inter-procedural memory dependencies) and then glues them together by connecting actual parameter trees for arguments at function call sites with formal parameter trees for parameters; details can be found in [59].

To illustrate the idea of parameter trees, consider the msr_read() function of the MSR driver. For each argument of the function we construct a parameter tree that represents storage locations that the callee can access. For example, Figure 4 shows a parameter tree for two arguments of the msr_read() function: 1) the file argument of type struct file* and 2) the int argument count. The parameter tree for the file argument has a root node labeled "file:struct file*" for representing the storage for the pointer, and a child node labeled "+file:struct file" for the memory region that the pointer points to. The references of each storage location in the pro-

Figure 3: KSplit analysis workflow.
4.2 Computing Shared and Private Data

Accurate separation of shared and private state is critical for the precision and scalability of KSplit analyses. However, the size of the kernel makes it impractical to perform an accurate analysis to find the shared state at the level of fields (i.e., field-sensitive analysis). On the other hand, the kernel’s use of interrupt handlers makes it difficult to ensure that all the code that may impact a particular driver interface invocation has been accounted for. For example, an interrupt handler does not have an explicit caller and is thus unreachable in a typical control-flow graph (CFG) from neither the driver nor regular kernel code. It only runs in response to the corresponding interrupt.

As a result, we develop a shared-state algorithm that first determines the scope of code in the kernel and driver to consider (i.e., the functions and data types that may be shared), as described in steps (1) and (2) of the detailed algorithm below. Then, we perform an accurate, field-sensitive analysis on the PDG. This analysis leverages the modular alias analysis described above to capture the shared state of the kernel and driver in terms of data-structure fields.

The detailed algorithm steps are as follows: (1) the algorithm computes a set of struct types that are accessible by both sides of the isolation boundary. This is performed by collecting all the struct types that are accessible transitively through interface function parameters, global variables, and interrupt handlers. These struct types are referred as shared

4.3 Cross-Domain Synchronization

When a function invocation crosses the domain boundary, KSplit synchronizes the shared state required by the callee domain to execute the call. Similarly, when the function returns, the changes the callee made to any shared state must be synchronized back to the caller, to reflect updates on its copy. We develop parameter access analysis to compute all data structures and fields that require synchronization.

Basic parameter access analysis At a high level, this algorithm tracks the parameter reads that require data to be synchronized on calls and parameter writes that require data to be synchronized on responses for each cross-domain invocation and any functions reachable from that invocation. Algorithm 1
presents a worklist-based algorithm: 1) for each function in
the worklist, it performs an intraprocedural parameter access
analysis; 2) it collects call instructions in the function be-
ing analyzed and performs an interprocedural analysis; and
3) it repeats steps (1) and (2) until the analysis reaches a
fixed point (when the worklist becomes empty). Algorithm 1
computes field usage that is only dependent on parameters
passed between domains. Dependence is computed using the
parameter-tree alias analysis to ensure an overapproximation.

Algorithm 1: Parameter access analysis

\[
\text{Input: } G \text{ is a PDG, } T \text{ is a parameter tree, } f \text{ is the target function of a cross-domain call}
\]

Output: Access Information Map \( AM \)

1. initialize \( AM \) to be empty
2. \( \text{worklist} \leftarrow \{f\} \)
3. while \( \text{worklist is not empty} \) do
   4. \( f_1 \leftarrow \text{remove Any(worklist)} \)
   5. for node \( n \) in \( T \) do
      6. for instruction \( i \) in \( f_1 \) do
         7. if \( G \) has a dependence edge from \( i \) to \( n \) then
            8. \( \text{AL} \leftarrow \text{the edge's access label} \)
            9. \( AM[n] \leftarrow AM[n] \cup \text{AL} \)
         10. else if \( i \) calls \( f_2 \) then
             11. \( \text{worklist} \leftarrow \text{worklist} \cup \{f_2\} \)
      12. end
   13. \( \text{worklist} \leftarrow \text{worklist} \cup \{f_2\} \)
   14. end
15. end

The analysis goal is to compute a set of access labels (AL)
for each parameter tree node of a function parameter. The
access label of a node represents how the storage represented
by the node is used by the callee of a cross-domain call
(\( \text{READ/WRITE} \)). We further define a global map \( AM \), which
maps from parameter tree nodes to sets of access labels \( AL \).
For example, if there is a read access to the \( .i n o d e \) field of
the file data structure, we associate a \( \text{READ} \) label with the
parameter tree node that represents the storage of that \( .i n o d e \).
After \( AM \) is computed, the fields for shared state corre-
ponding to nodes with the \( \text{READ} \) label are copied from the caller
to the callee when the call happens, and those for shared state
with the \( \text{WRITE} \) label are copied from the callee to the caller
when the callee returns.

The previous analysis identifies the correct state to synchro-
nize, but might include unnecessary fields because of nested
boundary crossings, which cause the call-graph transitive close-
sure to include functions from both sides of the isolation
boundary. KSplit distinguishes reads and writes of different
domains and avoids sending shared data to a callee if the data
is only used in the caller’s domain due to a nested call. Simi-
larly, KSplit avoids copying shared data back to the caller if
the writes only occur in the caller domain. To do this, KSplit
removes shared fields accessed only in the caller domain from
the closure computed in Algorithm 1. For the above example,
suppose the driver function \( d \) reads shared field \( t_\alpha d_1 \) and \( k \)
reads shared field \( t_\alpha d_2 \). The previous analysis determines both
\( t_\alpha d_1 \) and \( t_\alpha d_2 \) need to be sent when \( k \) calls \( d \). However, our
optimization distinguishes the two reads and sends only \( t_\alpha d_1 \).

4.4 Critical Sections and Atomic Primitives

Modern device drivers are often invoked in parallel on all
CPUs of the system, and are fully concurrent outside of small
critical sections. The kernel and drivers synchronize access to
the shared state through a variety of kernel-provided concurre-
cy mechanisms: atomic operations, spinlocks, sequential
and reader/writer locks, read-copy-update critical sections
(RCU), etc. To support correct execution of an isolated driver,
we provide support for concurrency primitives across the iso-
lation boundary. We identify two large classes of concurrency
primitives: locking and lock-free (i.e., atomic operations). For
atomic update primitives, e.g., \( \text{atomic} \_\text{inc()} \), \( \text{atomic} \_\text{set()} \), we
perform all updates on the primary copy of the data main-
tained in the kernel; i.e., drivers call into the kernel to update
the primary copy. For synchronization primitives that acquire
and release a lock (we support spinlocks, seqlocks, RCU, reader/
writer locks, and mutexes), we compute the state that is
accessed in each critical section and synchronize it across
the isolation boundary. To enforce atomicity across isolated
domains, we rely on a mechanism similar to combolocks [33].

The high-level steps for the analysis are as follows: 1) iden-
tify shared critical sections where cross-subsystem synchro-
nization is required; and 2) identify read/write accesses to
shared data in critical sections.

Identifying critical sections To identify critical sections, we
perform a search in the CFG of the program, looking for a set
of function invocations that implement critical section syn-
chronization primitives, e.g., \( \text{spin} \_\text{lock()} \), \( \text{mutex} \_\text{lock()} \), etc.
For each call to a function marking the beginning of a critical
section, we perform a search in the CFG of the program, looking for a set
of function invocations that implement critical section syn-
chronization is required; and 2) identify read/write accesses to
shared data in critical sections.

Shared data accesses in critical sections Given a critical
section, we identify all shared state that is modified within the
critical section. Our goal is to: 1) classify critical sections and
atomic operations as either private or shared, i.e., whether the
data accessed is private or shared, and then 2) if the critical
section operates on shared data, compute the state required
for correct synchronization. Specifically, we identify read and
write accesses to shared data from inside the critical section
(similar to Algorithm 1). For read accesses, we ensure that the
state is synchronized right after entering the critical section—
this ensures that the code inside operates on a consistent,
fresh copy of the state. For write accesses, we synchronize
all updates by sending it to the other side of the isolation
boundary right before exiting the critical section.

Handling optimized primitives KSplit has support for a va-
riety of concurrency primitives that are optimized to reduce
the use of locking. In most cases, such as sequential locks, the main issue is to determine the corresponding reader and writer critical sections accurately without explicitly locking. For example, we describe how KSplit handles RCU primitives. An RCU lock is often used in manipulating linked list data structures inside the kernel to enable multiple readers and a single writer to access the same data structure concurrently, which reduces the time-consuming lock acquire and release operations. In KSplit, we consider the non-preemptable reader implementation of RCU locks. In this implementation, the start and end of a reader section is defined by calls to rcu_read_lock() and rcu_read_unlock() functions, respectively. The reader critical section disables preemption. For an RCU writer, KSplit searches for the call sites of functions that may update the data reachable through a pointer used in one of the RCU update primitives, such as rcu_assign_pointer() and rcu_replace_pointer(). After identifying those reader and writer sections, the same synchronization algorithm as before is used. While this design negates the benefits of RCU locks, they are rarely used across the isolation boundary. Designing a more optimal cross-domain primitive is future work.

5 Low-Level Kernel Programming Idioms

Interface definition language KSplit IDL builds on the ideas from existing driver isolation projects [33, 62, 66]. Specifically, we borrow the idea of “projections”, which describe the state synchronized across domains, from LXDs [66] and extend them with rich IDL annotations that provide support for marshaling of low-level C idioms [33]. For every function crossing the boundary of an isolated domain, an IDL remote procedure call declaration is generated.

```c
rpc netdev_tx_t ixgbe_xmit_frame(
    projection sk_buff [alloc(callee)] skb,
    projection net_device *netdev)
```

For each argument of a composite type, e.g., `struct, union`, the IDL includes a projection that lists the shared-state fields that are read or written by the callee function, as determined by the parameter-access analysis (see the example projection for `struct sk_buff` in Section 7.1.1). For ambiguous cases, additional annotations are included to specify type of the object and in-memory representation (e.g., whether a pointer refers to a singleton or an array, and also type-specific formatting, such as null-termination) and size. KSplit aims to produce these annotations automatically, or generate warnings for programmers to address.

Pointer classification The main challenge for the static analysis is to infer IDL specifications from the low-level type information available in C. For each field type in a projection whose marshaling requirements are ambiguous, we leverage our PDG representation to compute: 1) aliases and def-use chains for references to the ambiguous argument, in order to determine what kinds of operations may be performed on it (e.g., to distinguish singletons and arrays), and 2) all the call sites in which the ambiguous argument is used to infer semantics from uses (e.g., to infer strings from the argument’s use in string manipulation functions).

KSplit uses this information to iteratively refine knowledge about the marshaling requirements of arguments, resolving the ambiguities in some cases, and producing specific warnings in others. For example, suppose that an argument has the type `char *`, but we do not know whether this type refers to a singleton, an array, a null-terminated array (i.e., a sentinel array), or another data type altogether (e.g., due to a type cast). KSplit resolves such ambiguities by first leveraging the def-use information of the argument’s aliases and then refining the knowledge by applying further analyses. For classification, we employ the CCured method [69], as implemented for LLVM in the NesCheck system [64]. CCured classifies pointers by whether they are involved in type casts (wild), are referenced using pointer arithmetic (sequential), or neither (safe). Pointers classified as safe by CCured/NesCheck are singletons, as these pointers reference only one location. Sequential pointers may be either arrays or structures, although these can be distinguished based on the way they are accessed. Finally, wild pointers involve type cast operations, which make their types ambiguous; although, we can still infer type information in several cases for common patterns.

Once we have performed the classification, we then perform specialized analyses based on the pointer class for further disambiguation:

Sized and null-terminated arrays KSplit can identify arrays whose size is determined at allocation time. It statically detects strings from uses of pointer aliases in any string manipulation functions.

Tagged and anonymous unions Deriving projections for union types is challenging: types and named of the union’s fields are lost at the level of LLVM IR, as the compiler treats unions as raw bytes, and simply accesses the fields as offsets. We develop an analysis algorithm that reconstructs field name information by matching the offsets accessed by the IR instructions with the offsets of each field. To marshal the union, the IDL compiler relies on a user-supplied discriminator function to determine the union’s active field at runtime.

Recursive data structures KSplit supports marshaling of generic recursive data structures, e.g., linked lists, trees, and graphs. For example, to support a linked list, the static analysis generates a projection that includes a pointer to a projection of the same type as one of the fields. The marshaling code generated by the IDL compiler traverses all the pointers creating a map of visited objects until a fixed point is reached.

Opaque pointers and error pointers If an argument is found to be wild, KSplit can resolve the type in some cases, e.g., void pointers cast to a single type [33]. KSplit handles some other common cases, such as the pattern where kernel APIs may return a reference to either an object or an error.

Other idioms KSplit is able to detect other special cases, such as buffers allocated in user space, co-located data struc-
tures, and “container-of”/“member-of” data structures, to enable special handling (e.g., marshaling of user memory) and targeted warnings (e.g., for marshaling objects collocated within a memory region or a data structure).

6 Implementation

The KSplit system consists of a set of LLVM passes to perform the static analysis, an IDL compiler to generate synchronization code, and a runtime component to track the allocation and deallocation of objects. The LLVM static analysis passes consist of 8,373 SLOC in C++ for PDG construction [59], shared data analysis (Section 4.2), parameter access analysis (Section 4.3), and atomic region analysis (Section 4.4). PDG construction additionally uses the SVF framework [79] for performing the intra-procedural alias analysis. We also use NesCheck [64] for pointer classification required to resolve ambiguities in kernel idioms. To preserve the source semantics, we use optimization level 0 to generate the LLVM bitcode.

We implement KSplit for the LVDs framework, which supports isolation of privileged kernel code through a combination of hardware-assisted virtualization and EPT switching [68]. Specifically, we rely on the LVDs execution environment to run isolated drivers. We, however, implement a new IDL compiler to support synchronization between subsystems; LVDs supported synchronization of only basic types and data structures, but lacked support for arrays, unions, and recursive data structures. The compiler is implemented from scratch in 4,100 lines of C++.

Object lifetimes The main challenge for the runtime is to ensure that object allocation and deallocation on one side of the isolation boundary is reflected on the other side. Tight integration of the kernel and drivers has historically created irregular allocation and deallocation patterns. KSplit relies on a hybrid static and dynamic approach in which the execution runtime tracks new objects and allocates them each time a new object is passed across the isolation boundary. We, however, rely on static analysis to identify deallocation sites and instrument them to propagate deallocations across the isolation boundary.

7 Evaluation

To evaluate KSplit, we utilize CloudLab [73] c220g2 servers configured with two Intel E5-2660 v3 10-core Haswell CPUs running at 2.60 GHz, 160 GB RAM, and a dual-port Intel X520 10Gb NIC. We use an Intel i7-4790K desktop for evaluation of the alx network, xhci USB host-controller, and Intel ME drivers. Both machines run 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 Linux, with kernel version 4.8.4.

7.1 Generality of Static Analysis

The main question is whether KSplit can be used as a general tool for the isolation of device drivers in the Linux kernel. To answer this question, we use the KSplit analysis to produce IDL for 354 drivers from multiple Linux subsystems (Table 2), and then evaluate the effectiveness of the analysis and IDL generation algorithms by isolating and validating the correctness of 10 drivers (Table 1). We chose a range of device and protocol drivers that represent typical kernel programming and communication idioms: 1) msr: a high-level interface to the model specific registers (MSRs) on the Intel CPUs, which exercises several patterns typical for nearly every Linux device driver—dynamic registration of interfaces and callbacks, synchronization of null-terminated and statically sized arrays; 2) nullnet: a software-only network driver that emulates an infinitely fast network adapter, which relies on complex allocation of objects on both sides of the isolation boundary, and implements a fast data plane, requiring careful handling of data structures to achieve optimal performance; 3) coretemp: temperature monitoring for CPU cores, which utilizes void pointers and two-dimensional arrays; 4) sb_edac: error detection and correction (EDAC) for the Intel Skylake server integrated memory controllers, which requires marshaling of a graph of objects that describe the hierarchy of DRAM banks and memory controllers across the isolation boundary; 5) null_blk: a software-only emulation of the NVMe interface; the driver is similar to nullnet, i.e., it allows us to stress-test the overheads of isolation on a fast NVMe interface; 6) ixgbe: an Intel 82599 10Gbps Ethernet driver, which exhibits several critical characteristics that are interesting for decomposition: first, it relies on atomic operations to update packet statistics in the kernel; second, it exhibits a broad range of asynchronous accesses from system calls, interrupt contexts, software IRQs, and New API (NAPI) threads that implement submission of packets and polling; third, it relies on system timers for several control-plane operations that allow us to test static analysis for support of callback functions dynamically registered with the kernel; 7) alx: a Linux Qualcomm Atheros ethernet driver; we select alx to compare the complexity and manual effort of decomposing device drivers within the same device class (i.e., we compare three ethernet drivers: ixgbe, alx, and nullnet); 8) can raw: a raw CAN protocol driver using the sockets API, which represents a class of protocol drivers that exhibit typical protocol-layer patterns by interacting with the kernel network stack; 9) dm zero a software block driver that returns 0 on reads and drops writes; dm zero tests if KSplit can fully automate isolation of simple device drivers; 10) xhci-hcd: an xHCI protocol driver for supporting USB 3.0, which handles complex interactions of the USB communication protocol.

A wide variety of drivers allows us to examine the generality of the KSplit analyses for producing IDL specifications, and assess the manual effort required for isolation. While we did not run all 354 drivers, we compare metrics related to the effort of isolating an average driver to those we validated. To validate the 10 drivers, we first perform manual tasks required to complete the IDL by resolving all warnings generated by KSplit, and then test the isolated driver trying to evaluate cor-
Table 1: Driver complexity and impact of shared state optimizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>coretemp</th>
<th>nullnet</th>
<th>ixgbe</th>
<th>alx</th>
<th>can_raw</th>
<th>sb_edac</th>
<th>null_blk</th>
<th>dhc_zeb</th>
<th>msr</th>
<th>xhci-hcd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLOC</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>27K</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvr.→kern.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kern.→dvr.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>1K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Complexity of driver analysis

Deep copy          | 31K      | 46K     | 999K    | 214K    | 153K    | 24K     | 75K      | 11K     | 24K | 134K     |
Access analysis    | 127      | 231     | 4K      | 1K      | 696     | 91      | 562      | 29      | 66  | 375      |
Shared analysis    | 87       | 156     | 3K      | 831     | 368     | 70      | 406      | 21      | 55  | 265      |
Boundary analysis  | 87       | 155     | 2K      | 806     | 333     | 70      | 379      | 21      | 51  | 194      |

(b) Total number of fields marshaled across all interface functions by each algorithm

Pointers           | 12K/64K | 19K/96K | 404K/1.5K | 84K/356 | 60K/178 | 9K/58 | 29K/220 | 4K/16 | 9K/44 | 51K/189 |
Unions             | 0/0      | 5/0      | 114/33   | 29/17   | 22/30   | 0/12  | 0/0      | 0/0    | 0/7  | 0/7      |
Critical sections  | 5/0      | 5/1      | 70/3     | 25/2    | 19/2    | 2/0   | 31/0     | 0/0    | 8/0  | 10/0     |
RCU                | 0/0      | 1/0      | 8/0      | 6/0     | 9/0     | 0/0   | 6/0      | 0/0    | 0/0  | 0/0      |
Seqlock            | 0/0      | 0/0      | 3/0      | 0/0     | 0/0     | 0/0   | 0/0      | 0/0    | 0/0  | 0/0      |
Atomic operations  | 0/0      | 25/1     | 173/35   | 59/22   | 49/1    | 5/0   | 37/2     | 3/0    | 3/0  | 5/0      |
Container of       | 225/4    | 557/2    | 2K/20    | 1K/12   | 749/8   | 419/0 | 627/5    | 73/3   | 68/2 | 1K/6     |

(c) Impact of shared state optimizations (private/shared)

Singleton          | 70/0     | 84/0     | 1,261/0  | 307/0   | 147/0   | 39/0  | 183/0    | 15/0   | 41/0 | 172/0    |
Array              | 0/1      | 3/2      | 92/27    | 32/2    | 21/5    | 5/6   | 10/5     | 0/0    | 0/1  | 1/0      |
String             | 1/0      | 1/0      | 2/0      | 0/0     | 0/0     | 2/0   | 0/0      | 1/0    | 1/0  | 1/0      |
Wild pointer (void)| 2/1      | 4/0      | 14/21    | 12/0    | 5/0     | 3/0   | 17/0     | 1/0    | 1/0  | 1/0      |
Wild pointer (other)| 1/0     | 0/2      | 1/3      | 0/3     | 0/0     | 0/3   | 0/0      | 0/0    | 0/0  | 0/0      |

(d) Inference type semantics on shared pointers (handled/manual)

Time               | 17       | 217      | 546      | 190     | 135    | 22    | 490      | 5       | 7    | 238      |

(e) Analysis execution time (seconds)

Statements         | 70%      | 86%      | 50%      | 72%     | 79%    | 63%   | 79%      | 85%     | 77%  | 55%      |
Branches           | 57%      | 81%      | 48%      | 76%     | 79%    | 65%   | 91%      | 100%    | 96%  | 53%      |

(f) Test coverage

IDL (LOC)          | 163      | 221      | 2K       | 674     | 470    | 236   | 306      | 47      | 109  | 1K       |
IDL changes (LOC)  | 1        | 5        | 53       | 25      | 30     | 5     | 11       | 0       | 2    | 7        |
Dvr. changes (LOC) | 10       | 6        | 19       | 11      | 12     | 0     | 0        | 0       | 0    | 0        |
False positives    | 1        | 25       | 129      | 43      | 30     | 6     | 34       | 2       | 5    | 12       |
Ptr. misclassifications | 0     | 0        | 7        | 3       | 2      | 2    | 3        | 0       | 2    | 0        |
Warnings           | 1        | 8        | 65       | 22      | 35     | 5     | 20       | 0       | 3    | 7        |

(g) Manual effort

rectness of isolation what allows us to judge precision and accuracy of the static analysis.

**Complexity of driver interfaces** To justify the need for automated analysis techniques, we collect several metrics that illustrate the complexity of the 10 drivers isolated using KSplit (Table 1a). The two most complex drivers are `ixgbe` (over 27K SLOC) and `xhci` (over 10K SLOC). The `ixgbe` driver consists of over 2,000 functions, registers 81 callback functions with the kernel, and relies on 134 kernel functions for its operation. Isolation of the `ixgbe` driver involves analysis of the 5,782 functions that may access the state shared between the kernel and the driver. A total of 999,136 fields and scalar arguments are transitively reachable from the arguments of the driver functions that define its isolation boundary (Table 1b). While partial isolation of the `ixgbe` driver was demonstrated before [66, 68], isolation of the complete driver is beyond the reach of manual human analysis.

**Impact of shared state optimizations** KSplit distinguishes the shared state from the private state, which is critical for the scalability of the analysis algorithms (Section 4.3). We
Table 1: Performance and complexity metrics across several subsystems (average per driver).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>can_raw</th>
<th>alx</th>
<th>skb_edac</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>out of 73</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pb</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New IDL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Similarity within a class

collect the total number of fields in all data structures that are recursively reachable from all the arguments passed across the isolation boundary—previous approaches relied on naïve “deep copy” [59] and field-access approaches [33] (Table 1b). Out of 999K fields reachable through the isolation boundary of the ixgbe driver, only 4,509 fields are accessed, and an even smaller fraction of them, or 3,029, are shared (Table 1a). Furthermore, by reasoning about nested crossings of the isolation boundary, we reduce this number to 2,669. Most critically, the shared-state optimization radically simplifies the isolation of the driver, as in many cases, complex low-level idioms, e.g., tagged unions, stay on only one side of the isolation boundary (Table 1c). For example, out of 73 critical sections in ixgbe, only 3 are shared (ixgbe relies on the global rtnl_lock to register the driver with the kernel); all RCU and seqlocks are private, and do not trigger cross-boundary synchronization.

**Pointer classification** To understand how well KSplit supports the classification of pointer references, we characterize the number of supported and problematic pointer patterns in our drivers (Table 1d). In many cases, KSplit is able to infer the types and sizes to enable automatic IDL generation. Table 1d shows that for ixgbe, out of 1,529 pointers (“Pointers” in Table 1c) that require marshalling across the isolation boundary, only 31 require manual inspection to generate correct marshalling attributes. There is a small number of misclassified pointers (“Ptr. misclassifications” in Table 1g). We found that these misclassified pointers are sequential pointers that are wrongly classified as singleton pointers; CCured fails to identify pointer-arithmetic operations on them. A detailed study of these misclassified pointers revealed the main reason for misclassification is due to not analyzing library code. For example, the ixgbe driver calls the kernel function pci_request_selected.regions() with a reference to the driver name string, but the kernel function itself does not perform pointer-arithmetic operations on the reference; instead it passes the reference to a string library. This causes CCured to misclassify the pointer as a singleton pointer. It is possible to resolve some misclassification cases by either extending our analysis to kernel libraries (note, some library functions like printk() are challenging for static analysis), and by manually annotating how pointers are used in such functions. For example, if a pointer is passed to a string manipulation function, e.g., strcmp(), we can classify the pointer as sequential.

**Analysis execution time** To understand the practicality of KSplit and its fit for the kernel development toolchain, we measure the execution time of the analysis (Table 1e). The execution time is largely influenced by the number of functions that are involved in the analysis (this number is determined primarily by the size of the driver and by the size of the kernel subsystem the driver interacts with). Complex device drivers that interact with multiple subsystems (e.g., can_raw, null_blk, xhci, and ixgbe), require 190-546 seconds to complete. Simple device drivers finish in under a minute.

**Precision of the analysis and manual effort** To understand the precision of the analysis and the manual effort involved in the isolation of a driver, we compare an automatically-generated IDL with the final, manually-checked and tested IDL used for the isolation of the driver. As we do not have the ground truth, to gain confidence in the correctness of the isolated driver, we execute a collection of tests on each driver. We use Gcov to collect the code-coverage metrics for the tests we run (Table 1f). The code coverage is less than 50% in some cases, since we can only trigger the execution of a subset of the driver code. For example, EDAC drivers support multiple generations of Intel CPUs from Ivy Bridge to Xeon Phi; ixgbe supports multiple hardware interfaces, e.g., x540, 82599, 82598; xhci, being a protocol driver, has a lot of error handling code, e.g., in a representative function handle_tx_event() that handles all the USB transmit events, out of 348 source lines, 198 lines (or 56%) are error handling code that we cannot trigger without fault injection; sb.edac driver consists of 1162 lines of code, out of which only 492 (42%) are executable on our Haswell hardware, out of which our tests cover 373 lines of code (thus increasing our coverage.
from 63% to 76%).

We collect several metrics that characterize the amount of manual effort involved in resolving IDL warnings (Table 1g). The IDL of a complex driver like ixgbe, generated by KSplit, consists of 2,476 lines of code. Isolation of the driver required changing 53 lines of automatically-generated IDL (or 2% of the IDL). We only had to introduce 19 lines of changes to the driver’s code, which mostly involve redefinition of certain macros as helper functions (e.g., setup timer, INIT_WORK, etc.). KSplit misclassified 7 out of 1,529 pointers shared across the isolation boundary. Two pointers were strings that were passed across the isolation boundary, but were not accessed through pointer arithmetic or string-manipulation functions. One pointer was referring to a DMA memory region that was only accessed by the device but was not involved in any pointer arithmetic in the driver. Four pointers were misclassified due to being passed as arguments to the memcpy() function. For smaller drivers, isolation required less than 30 lines of IDL changes. Furthermore, most small drivers required no changes to the driver code.

The “False positives” row lists the number of fields falsely classified by KSplit as shared. We identify them as not shared through manual inspection and driver profiling. The ground truth may be incomplete, so this number represents an upper bound on the number of false positives. The fraction of false positives is generally low (<10%). The dominant reason for false positives are aliases in the shared-data analyses (shared data uses a type-based approach that leads to the overapproximation of fields and inout attributes).

Finally, the “Warnings” row shows the number of warnings KSplit’s static analyses generate for each driver. These warnings must be resolved by developers to obtain a working IDL.

### Similarity within a class
A key insight for scaling the isolation to a large fraction of all kernel drivers is grounded on the assumption that drivers within the same class have a significant degree of similarity across their interfaces. Isolation of one driver within the class, therefore, could guide the isolation of other drivers in a relatively straightforward manner, hence amortizing manual effort across the class. To understand the effort involved in isolating multiple drivers in the same class, we choose a base driver within a class and compare it with other drivers in its class (Table 3). We compare two network drivers, alx and nullnet, to the base ixgbe driver. The alx driver shares 73 function definitions with ixgbe (the total number of functions crossing the isolation boundary in both directions is in Table 1a). After ixgbe was decomposed, decomposition of alx required changes to 6 annotations and a total 41 lines of changes in the shared part of the IDL.

### Generality of IDL generation
To judge if KSplit can be used as an isolation tool for the entire population of drivers, we apply it to 354 drivers across nine subsystems in the Linux kernel (Table 2). To make a prediction about the manual effort involved in isolation of the average driver, we collect the same metrics as the ones collected for the validated drivers (Table 1), although all the counts in Table 2 are averages per-driver. In general, we see a huge impact due to the shared-state optimizations (Table 2b) and a low number of problematic pointer instances (i.e., cases that are not “singletons”) that could result in warnings (Table 2c). We therefore believe that the effort of isolating an average driver in these subsystems is comparable to the drivers we validated.

### IDL warnings
KSplit produces IDL warnings for the following patterns in Table 2c: 1) arrays and “strings” of undetermined size; 2) wild pointers whose type cannot be inferred deterministically from “void (void)”; 3) anonymous unions in “wild (other)”; and 4) potential cases of collocated data structures in “wild (other)”. In general, the number of IDL warnings for each driver is dependent not only on the size of the driver, i.e., lines of code, and complexity of the driver interface, i.e., lines of IDL code, but also on the types of kernel idioms used for communication across the isolation boundary. For example, isolation of the alx driver involves an IDL file that consists of 674 lines of code and requires analysis of 22 warnings. The alx driver contains 17 anonymous unions, 2 undetermined size arrays and 3 non-void wild pointers. At the same time, isolation of the can-raw driver that uses a smaller IDL (470 lines of IDL code) yields 35 warnings. The high number of warnings for can-raw is attributed to the 30 instances of anonymous unions and 5 indeterminate-size arrays in its interface.

### 7.1.1 Case Study: Ixgbe Network Driver
To illustrate the process of decomposition, we consider an example, the ixgbe driver, that combines a representative set of complex kernel data structures, low-level idioms, and synchronization patterns. As discussed above, separation of shared and private state is critical for reducing the complexity of the IDL required for the isolation of ixgbe. KSplit automatically resolves all function pointers that ixgbe registers with the kernel as its interface, identifies five user and ioremap memory regions used by the interfaces of the driver. Out of 143 wild void pointers that ixgbe exchanges across the isolation boundary only one required manual intervention (“Wild pointer (void)” in Table 1d). We then had to inspect 3 wild pointers that are type casted between non-void types (“Wild pointer (other)” in Table 1d). The driver requires manual inspection of 27 array pointers (out of 119 exchanged across the boundary). The driver uses one function that returns a pointer-as-error, which is successfully identified by KSplit.

One of the most challenging parts of the ixgbe interface is the proper handling of the skb data structure, representing a network packet (Figure 1). Several integer fields are used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>Integer</th>
<th>Array</th>
<th>String</th>
<th>Void</th>
<th>Union</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32 * 8</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>24 + 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1310</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Overhead of marshaling various data structures
as offsets into the data: 1) tail marks the end of the packet’s data, and 2) end represents the start of the struct skbuff that is collocated inside the data memory. The low-level PDG representation of the program allows us to derive that the skb_sha info data structure is allocated within the data object. As the tail and end fields participate in pointer-arithmetic operations, KSplit generates a special within IDL attribute that instructs the marshaling code to check that the field is within a specific range, but the range has to be specified manually (Listing 1). KSplit’s support for recursive data structures allows us to marshal skb buffers that consist of multiple fragments (skbuff contains an optional list of fragments).

### 7.2 Performance

In general, the performance of the isolated driver is largely determined by the performance of the underlying isolation framework, i.e., LVDs, in our current implementation [68]. We, however, quantify the impact of the KSplit marshaling protocol, and conduct an end-to-end performance measurement of an application using the isolated ixgbe driver.

**Marshaling overheads** We perform microbenchmarks to evaluate the overheads of marshaling various data structures that are commonly used in the Linux kernel (Table 4). For each data structure, the test involves marshaling the data structure, passing it across the isolation boundary, and unmarshaling it. We perform ten million iterations and report an average. On the LVDs system, a null call-reply invocation takes 502 cycles, which includes the overhead of executing the vmfunc instruction, saving and restoring general registers, and selecting a stack inside the driver domain. KSplit adds 30 cycles for marshaling simple scalar fields, such as integers. For marshaling tagged unions, we rely on a user-supplied discriminator function that identifies the tag and marshals the union according to the active field’s type. In our experiment, we marshal a union that represents a string of 32 characters, which incurs an overhead of 208 cycles.

**Memcached** To understand end-to-end overheads of isolation on real application workloads, we utilize an experiment that runs memcached, a high-performance, in-memory object-caching system [4] and compare a native, non-isolated kernel with the performance of a system that utilizes an isolated version of the ixgbe network driver. We run memcached version 1.5.12 with a single service thread and a cache size of 5GB. We use the memaslap [2] load-generator to send random UDP requests of 64B keys and 1024B values to the server (90% get and 10% set) with a concurrency of 128. To ensure a fair comparison, we limit the number of available cores to 10, as we are limited by the performance of a 10Gbps adapter (all 20 cores would allow isolated drivers to bridge the performance gap, but at a cost of higher CPU utilization). We report both the number of key-value transactions per second and total network bandwidth (Figure 5). For experiments with 1-4 threads, KSplit stays within 5.4-18.7% of the non-isolated system’s performance. With 10 threads, both isolated and native drivers saturate the network interface and hence demonstrate nearly identical performance (albeit at higher CPU utilization, due to domain crossings).

### 8 Conclusions

After decades of research, commodity CPUs are converging on a set of practical hardware mechanisms capable of providing support for low-overhead isolation. With performance no longer being the main roadblock, complexity becomes the main challenge for enabling isolation in commodity systems. Our work on KSplit takes a step forward by enabling isolation of unmodified device drivers in the Linux kernel. A combination of practical static analysis techniques allows us to address the daunting complexity of the driver interfaces—KSplit supports isolation of complex, fully-featured device drivers with only minimal changes or human involvement. While our current implementation works with Linux and a specific isolation framework, we argue that our analysis and state-synchronization techniques are general and can serve as a foundation for a range of isolation solutions enabled by the emerging hardware mechanisms.
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**Listing 1:** Projection of an skbuff data structure

```c
1     projection struct sk_buff> skb_xmit {
2     projection net_device *dev;
3     unsigned int len;
4     unsigned int data_len;
5 ... 
6     void * [alloc_size<callee>(self->true_size)] head;
7     void * [within<self->head, self->true_size>] data;
8     unsigned int [within<., self->true_size>] tail;
9     unsigned int [within<., self->true_size>] end;
10       
10   }
```

Figure 5: Memcached performance
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

We release the source code of all software used in this paper along with detailed build instructions and automated scripts used for running the benchmarks as a collection of publicly-hosted Git repositories.

Scope

The artifact allows one to run static analysis on the set of drivers we isolated for this paper and collect metrics that are reported in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 4.

Contents

The artifact consists of the source code for the following subsystems: 1) KSplit analysis framework used to generate interface definition language (IDL) files https://github.com/ksplit/pdg; 2) LLVM bitcode files for the drivers analyzed in the paper https://github.com/ksplit/bc-files (we provide detailed instructions for how to re-generate the bitcode files, however, to simplify the process of re-creating results reported in the paper, we provide a collection of pre-generated files); 3) KSplit IDL compiler that generates the glue code required to execute the driver in isolation from the IDL files https://github.com/ksplit/idlc; and 4) a modified Linux kernel that executes isolated drivers in Lightweight Virtualized Domains (LVDs) https://github.com/ksplit/lvd-linux; and 5) a modified Bareflank hypervisor that provides secure and efficient isolation boundary based on VMFUNC EPT switching interface used by LVDs https://github.com/ksplit/bflank.

Hosting

The artifact is hosted on GitHub. The README.md file under https://github.com/ksplit/ksplit-artifacts details the steps required to build and run the benchmarks.

We conduct all experiments in the openly-available CloudLab cloud infrastructure testbed [28] and make our experimentation environment available via an open CloudLab [73] profile that automatically instantiates the software setup required to run KSplit: https://github.com/ksplit/ksplit-cloudlab/.

Requirements

The KSplit build infrastructure was tested on an x86-64 Ubuntu 18.04 LTS system. The static analysis framework is built and tested against LLVM v10.0.1. We rely on LVDs [68] to execute isolated drivers. LVDs run on any modern Intel x86-64 hardware (Haswell or later) that supports virtualization (Intel VT-x) and EPTP switching via VMFUNC. LVDs rely on a customized Bareflank hypervisor and a modified Linux kernel based on v4.8.4. We have tested KSplit on the following hardware (available in CloudLab): a Cisco UCS C220 machine configured with an Intel Xeon E5-2660 CPU, and a Dell PowerEdge C6420 machine configured with an Intel Xeon Gold 6142 CPU.
Operating System Support for Safe and Efficient Auxiliary Execution
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Abstract

Modern applications run various auxiliary tasks. These tasks gain high observability and control by executing in the application address space, but doing so causes safety and performance issues. Running them in a separate process offers strong isolation but poor observability and control.

In this paper, we propose special OS support for auxiliary tasks to address this challenge with an abstraction called orbit. An orbit task offers strong isolation. At the same time, it conveniently observes the main program with an automatic state synchronization feature. We implement the abstraction in the Linux kernel. We use orbit to port 7 existing auxiliary tasks and add one new task in 6 large applications. The evaluation shows that the orbit-version tasks have strong isolation with comparable performance of the original unsafe tasks.

1 Introduction

Applications in production frequently require maintenance to examine, optimize, debug, and control their execution. In the past, maintenance was primarily manual work done by administrators. Today, there are increasing needs for applications to self-manage and provide good observability. Indeed, many modern applications execute auxiliary tasks. These tasks are designed for various purposes including fault detection [18,27,37,43], performance monitoring [21,28,35], online diagnosis [25], resource management [14,31], etc.

For example, PostgreSQL users can enable a periodic maintenance operation called autovacuum [17] that removes dead rows and updates statistics; MySQL provides an option to run a deadlock detection task [30], which tries to detect transaction deadlocks and roll back a transaction to break a detected deadlock; HDFS server includes multiple daemon threads, such as a checkpoint that periodically wakes up to take a checkpoint of the namespace and saves the snapshot.

Essentially, the structure of applications splits into two logical realms of activities (Figure 1)—the main and the auxiliaries. Despite being peripheral, the latter tasks are important for the reliability and observability of production software.

At the implementation level, though, auxiliary tasks’ execution is mixed with the main program’s in the same address space, via direct function calls or as threads. Unfortunately, this choice means the auxiliary tasks can incur severe inter-
or key signing, in case the application is compromised.

These existing mechanisms are insufficient for the third protection scenario (3)—maintenance. The auxiliary tasks are written by the same developers and are trusted. They are also by nature interactive with the main program and need to constantly inspect the latest states of the main program. They often need to additionally alter the main program execution.

In this paper, we investigate this under-explored protection scenario. We summarize the common characteristics of auxiliary tasks, articulate the unique challenges of protecting such tasks, and advocate for special OS support to close this gap.

We then take the first step to propose a new OS abstraction called orbit for auxiliary execution. Orbit enables developers to conveniently add a wide range of auxiliary tasks that execute safely and efficiently while assisting the application.

Orbit has several unique features compared to existing sub-process abstractions such as threads, SFI, and lwC. An orbit is a first-class execution entity with a dedicated address space and is schedulable. Each orbit is bound with a main process but provides strong isolation: (i) if an orbit task is buggy and crashes, it does not affect the main process; (ii) orbit executes asynchronously and can be directly enforced with resource control, thus the main process is isolated from an auxiliary task’s performance interference. At the same time, orbit provides high observability. Each orbit’s address space is mostly a mirror of the main program’s. Thus, when the main process calls an orbit, the orbit can run the task functions with the latest main program states. To meet the need for some auxiliary task to change the main process, orbit provides controlled alteration to safely apply updates.

There are two challenges in designing orbit. First, isolation and observability are difficult to achieve together. Second, isolation is known to be costly. Since the main process often calls auxiliary tasks continuously, orbit can incur large performance slowdown to the main process. Optimizations such as using shared memory conflict with the goal of isolation.

To address the first challenge, we design a lightweight memory snapshotting solution that leverages the copy-on-write mechanism and provides automatic state synchronization from the main process’ address space to orbit’s address space whenever the main process calls the orbit task. To address the second challenge, our insight is that while an auxiliary task may inspect various state variables in the main program, the total size of the inspected state at each invocation is often a relatively small portion of the entire program state. Thus, we take a simple approach that coalesces only those state variables that an orbit task needs into what we call orbit areas. The kernel dynamically identifies the active memory pages in the orbit areas that an orbit invocation requires and only synchronizes these pages to the orbit side.

The lightweight memory snapshotting solution works at page granularity, which has the advantages of simplicity, robustness, and ease of integration with all mainstream OSes without depending on perfect instrumentations as in more complex techniques such as shadow memory. The disadvantage is that the page granularity incurs higher snapshot overhead due to write amplification (snapshot an entire page even if only one small object is changed) and often false sharing (write protection on shared COW pages). We design several optimizations including incremental snapshot, dynamic page mode selection, and delegate objects to reduce the cost.

We have implemented a prototype of orbit in the Linux kernel 5.4.91. To evaluate the generality of the orbit abstractions, we collect 7 auxiliary tasks from 6 large applications including MySQL, Apache, and Redis, and successfully port these tasks using orbit. We also use orbit to write a new auxiliary task for Apache. To demonstrate the isolation capability of orbit, we inject faults to the orbit version of the tasks. Some faults are directly based on real bugs in the task code. The experiments show that the applications are protected from the faults in all cases. We measure the cost of the isolation by comparing the end-to-end application performance. The orbit version applications only incur a median overhead of 3.3%.

In summary, this paper’s main contributions are as follows:

- We identify an under-explored category in protection for auxiliary execution and summarize its characteristics.
- We design a new OS abstraction orbit to enable auxiliary tasks that have both strong isolation and high observability.
- We implement orbit in the Linux kernel and evaluate it on real-world auxiliary tasks in large applications.

The source code of orbit is publicly available at:

https://github.com/OrderLab/orbit

2 Motivation and Goals

2.1 Auxiliary Tasks

Modern applications often execute various auxiliary tasks designed for assisting reliability, performance, and security. A few typical categories of auxiliary tasks include:

- **Fault detection.** Many applications have checkers to detect faults dynamically. Examples include watchdogs [26] to catch gray failures [19], deadlock checkers, and GC pause detector. Some checkers are instrumented with compilers, such as sanitizers to detect memory leaks.

- **Performance monitor.** It is common for applications to have monitors that collect performance data. For instance, Redis includes a slow log monitor to record queries that take unusually long time.

- **Resource management.** Large applications run resource management routines. For example, Cassandra periodically runs compaction tasks to improve performance for future queries; it also runs a task to asynchronously remove stale records based on past delete requests.

- **Recovery.** Some routines in an application are designed for assisting active recovery. HDFS continuously scans blocks and schedules tasks to reconstruct blocks with low redundancies. Databases also often employ checkpoint threads that flush modified pages and write checkpoint records.
To make the discussion concrete, we use a representative scenario. In other scenarios, a buggy task may cause the main program to fail with out of memory errors [4].

It might seem that crashing the main program when the auxiliary task is broken is acceptable for some critical auxiliary tasks. For example, since the deadlock detector is important for resolving deadlocks in transactions, if the detector has an invalid memory access, it might be reasonable to crash the main program. However, in practice, crashing the main program is usually too costly (unavailability and slow recovery) and often incurs unintended side effect (inconsistency and data loss), especially considering that the bugs are not from the main program. Alternatively, if we provide strong isolation for auxiliary tasks, we can decouple the fate of the main program from the fates of the auxiliary tasks, which will allow developers to make better choices. For instance, developers can implement a policy that if an auxiliary task dies, it will be automatically restarted and pick up the previous progress, without affecting the main program’s execution.

Besides safety, auxiliary tasks can also incur interference to the main program’s performance. For instance, we measure the MySQL performance with the deadlock detector task running. The result shows a 3.5%–79.5% drop in the query throughput. This issue was reported by users [1].

In summary, auxiliary tasks are designed to actively improve application reliability and performance, but paradoxically the shared-address-space execution model can cause them to hurt the main program.

2.4 Why Fork or Sandbox Is Insufficient?

To address the safety and performance concerns of auxiliary tasks, two potential alternatives exist: fork and sandbox.

Fork-based Execution Model In this approach, the application makes a fork() system call before an auxiliary task executes and switches to run the task functions in the child process. The separate address space provides strong memory isolation. In addition, the task has a copy of address space and thus can inspect any main program states easily. Once fork() completes, the main program can continue, while allowing the auxiliary task to execute asynchronously.

Unfortunately, there are several issues. First, the cost is substantial, which includes the creation of a heavy-weight execution entity, as well as the copying of an address space. Even with the copy-on-write optimization, the main program may modify many pages afterward and trigger excessive copying. Moreover, for auxiliary tasks that execute frequently, the fork overhead will be incurred at each task invocation.

Besides overhead, with the auxiliary task running as a child process, it is difficult for the task to perform maintenance work that requires modifying the main program states. For instance, the MySQL checker can identify a victim transaction and...
perform a rollback, but the resolution only affects the child process and would not help the parent process.

**Sandbox-based Execution Model** Another solution is to execute an auxiliary task in a sandbox, which is well-suited to execute untrusted code, e.g., browser renderer. A sandboxed process has reduced privileges in accessing resources including file systems and system calls, and may reside in a separate fault domain using SFI techniques [42].

However, auxiliary tasks are not untrusted codes that sandboxes are designed for. They are written by the application developers and are trusted. Their safety issues arise because of bugs or unintended side effects such as invalid memory access, infinite loops, using too much CPU, etc., rather than accessing unwanted system calls or files. A sandboxed process in a separate fault domain can access only the memory segment allocated to them. It thus gains little observability of the main program and cannot change the main program state.

**RPCs or Shared Memory** In principle, some aforementioned limitations can be circumvented using RPCs or shared memory. In practice, such workarounds are not favored by developers, because neither model matches with how developers write auxiliary tasks. Developers currently add auxiliary tasks directly in the application codebase and can easily refer to variables in the main program or invoke its functions. To use the RPC model, developers need to convert many variables and functions to be amenable to RPCs. Variables such as lock and trx in MySQL are difficult to marshal and unmarshal across calls. Frequent RPCs also add large overhead.

The shared memory model similarly requires cumbersome setup and coordination. In addition, the main process would have to wait until the auxiliary task finishes before continuing. Otherwise, the task would inspect inconsistent states. Another issue is that shared memory defeats the isolation purpose. An auxiliary task may need to access variables that scatter across the main program’s address space. As a result, the main process may share a large portion of its address space, posing significant safety issues like a thread-based auxiliary task.

### 3 Orbit: OS Support For Auxiliary Executions

The aforementioned challenges are largely because existing OS abstractions for execution are designed for activities that have clear modularity and isolation boundaries. Auxiliary tasks are inherently interactive with the main program, but it is also desirable to isolate their faults and avoid interference. Developers are forced to choose either an abstraction that offers high observability but weak isolation (e.g., thread), or one with strong isolation but low observability (e.g. process).

To address this gap, we propose direct OS support for auxiliary execution with a new abstraction called orbit. Orbit offers high observability of another execution entity, while providing strong isolation. Its end goal is to enable developers to create a variety of auxiliary tasks that assist applications in production to enhance the applications’ reliability and performance.

---

**Figure 3:** Multiple orbits co-exist with the main program at runtime to provide observability and maintenance support.

### 3.1 Overview

An orbit task is a lightweight OS execution entity. Each task is bound to “watch” one target process. A process can have multiple orbit tasks as shown in Figure 3. They inspect different parts of the target’s states for different maintenance purposes. Compared to existing abstractions, orbit has several major unique properties:

- **Strong Isolation.** Each orbit task has its own address space. Faults in an orbit would not jeopardize the main program or other orbit tasks. Most orbit tasks execute asynchronously without blocking the main program for a long time.

- **Convenient Programming Model.** The orbit abstraction preserves the current way of how developers write auxiliary tasks. Developers write the orbit task functions within the main program and directly refer to almost any state variables of the main program. They can also easily convert existing functions into orbits. This programming model is close to the thread model that developers are familiar with.

- **Automatic State Synchronization.** A defining characteristic of the orbit task’s address space is that it is mostly a mirror of fragments in the target’s address space. The fragments are those states that the orbit task needs to inspect. The underlying OS will automatically synchronize the specified states to the orbit address space in one direction, which occurs before each task invocation in the main program.

- **Controlled Alteration.** A regular orbit only observes the main program, while a privileged orbit is allowed to alter the main program state. However, it cannot change arbitrary state at arbitrary times. The modification has to be made using scratch space and well-defined interfaces.

- **First-class Entity.** Orbit tasks are first-class OS entities. They are schedulable like a normal process or thread. This property differs from existing sub-process abstractions such as SFI-based sandboxes and lightweight-context [24], which are subordinates to the main program and not schedulable. These abstractions typically have to execute synchronously. An orbit task can be also directly enforced with various limits such as CPU quota.

### 3.2 Design Challenges and Insight

There are two core challenges that we need to address. First, how to enable orbit tasks to continuously inspect the main...
program states conveniently, given that observability and isolation are difficult to achieve together? Second, how to minimize the performance cost while providing strong isolation? Isolation inevitably incurs cost. A straightforward design can incur excessive performance slowdowns. Optimizations that can potentially reduce costs, such as using shared memory, are often in conflict with the goal of fault isolation.

Our observations about the characteristics of typical auxiliary tasks reveal insight to address the challenges. While an auxiliary task may inspect various states in an execution, the total size of the inspected state at each invocation is often a relatively small portion of the entire program state. In addition, an auxiliary task often performs work incrementally: once the task inspects some state instance in one invocation, the task may not inspect that instance in the next invocation.

### 4 Orbit Designs

In this section, we describe the designs of the orbit abstraction and how to achieve the properties described in Section 3.

#### 4.1 System Interfaces

The orbit abstraction is exposed through system calls accompanied by a user-level library. Table 1 shows the major APIs.

Developers create an orbit task in place in the application codebase using `orbit_create`, specifying the task entry function. The entry function pointer is defined as `void (*)(void)` and the invocation is decoupled from the orbit creation and can occur repeatedly. The `void *argbuf` points to a buffer in the orbit’s address space, which is used later during each task invocation to hold the arguments. An optional initialization function can be passed to `orbit_create`. It is useful when some orbit task needs to allocate structure in its address space to keep bookkeeping information. The `orbit_create` returns an orbit handle for the main program to use in later invocations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>orbit_create(const char *, orbit_entry, void (*)(void))</code></td>
<td>create an orbit task with a name, an entry function, and an optional initialization function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>int orbit_destroy(orbit *)</code></td>
<td>destroy the specified orbit task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>orbit_area *orbit_area_create(size_t init_size, orbit *ob)</code></td>
<td>create an orbit memory area with an initial size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void *orbit_alloc(orbit_area *area, size_t size)</code></td>
<td>allocate an object of size from the orbit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>long orbit_call(orbit *, size_t area, orbit_area** areas, orbit_entry func.once, void *arg, size_t argsize)</code></td>
<td>invokes a synchronous call to the orbit task function with the specific area(s) and arguments, blocks until task finishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>orbit_future *orbit_call.async(orbit *, int flags, size_t area, orbit_area** areas, orbit_entry func.once, ...)</code></td>
<td>invokes an asynchronous call to the orbit task function, returns an orbit_future that can be later retrieved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>long pull_orbit(orbit_future *, orbit_update *update)</code></td>
<td>the main program waits and retrieves update from orbit future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>long orbit_push(orbit_update *update, orbit_future *)</code></td>
<td>orbit passes update to an existing orbit future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main orbit APIs.

![Figure 4: Using orbit to enhance the MySQL deadlock detector. The core logic check_and_resolve in Figure 2 remains the same.](image)

The orbit task invocations are done through either the synchronous `orbit_call` or asynchronous `orbit_call.async`. The latter would be particularly common to use. The semantics of the `orbit_call.async` guarantee that the states needed for the task are snapped before the API returns. As a result, the main program can continue executing other logic while the orbit task runs concurrently.

This API will return an `orbit_future` f. The main program can wait on f later through `orbit_future.get` when it requires knowing the update from the orbit task, just like the typical asynchronous programming models that developers are familiar with. Asynchronous orbit task execution along with the automatic state synchronization feature allows developers to exploit concurrency in the system.

Figure 4 shows an example of using orbit for the MySQL deadlock detector. The task core logic remains the same, but the invocation is split into two steps. Developers use `orbit_create` to create an orbit at the beginning (line 4), which specifies the entry function `check_and_resolve`. An orbit area is created. The allocations of the lock (line 12) and trx objects are changed to allocate from the orbit area. The original function call (line 19) is replaced with an `orbit_call` to invoke the previously created orbit with the area and argu-
When a process creates an orbit using `orbit_create`, we currently re-use the existing addresses and sizes of these variables can change over time. In order to address this challenge, we take a simple approach that coalesces only those state variables that the orbit tasks need into what we call orbit areas. Orbit areas are fragments of the main program’s address space. Each orbit area is composed of contiguous virtual pages. An orbit’s address space is mostly a mirror of orbit areas (Figure 5). The main program creates an orbit area through `orbit_area_create` with an initial size that is dynamically expandable. This API takes an orbit argument. If specified, the kernel will create a memory region in the orbit’s address space and ensure it has the same virtual address of the orbit area in the main program before the API returns. Otherwise, this mapping mirroring will be done when an orbit later binds to an orbit area.

Figure 5: Orbit areas in the main program to be monitored.

4.2 Managing Orbit
When a process creates an orbit using `orbit_create`, the kernel internally represents the orbit with a control block and records the target process the orbit is bound with. To avoid intrusive code changes to the Linux kernel function interfaces, we currently re-use the existing `task_struct` (with new fields and a subset of existing fields) to represent the orbit entity.

The main program maintains an orbit’s list in its `task_struct`, mapping orbit IDs to the orbit’s `task_struct`. Each orbit maintains a `orbit_info` structure in its `task_struct`, that contains the basic execution states of orbit and a FIFO queue of orbit calls.

The kernel also allocates a dedicated address space for the orbit, which is initially kept to a minimum (mostly code pages of the main program). As a first-class OS abstraction, orbit is a schedulable entity and can be enforced with resource limits like a regular process. At the creation time, the orbit is in an idle state, waiting for the task invocations. If an orbit task is terminated (e.g., because of its own bugs), it can be configured to be automatically restarted. In that case, after a restart, the orbit task will be reattached to the main program. The main program can explicitly destroy a specific orbit task.

4.3 Synchronizing States to Orbit
Each orbit executes in a separate address space but regularly inspects the state in the main program. To facilitate convenient inspection, the orbit abstraction provides a key feature of automatic synchronization for the referenced state. This automatic synchronization is one-way from the address space of the main to the orbit. We propose a lightweight memory snapshotting solution for providing this feature.

For example, the MySQL deadlock detector checks different lock and txn objects in different invocations.

To address this challenge, we take a simple approach that coalesces only those state variables that the orbit tasks need into what we call orbit areas. Orbit areas are fragments of the main program’s address space. Each orbit area is composed of contiguous virtual pages. An orbit’s address space is mostly a mirror of orbit areas (Figure 5). The main program creates an orbit area through `orbit_area_create` with an initial size that is dynamically expandable. This API takes an orbit argument. If specified, the kernel will create a memory region in the orbit’s address space and ensure it has the same virtual address of the orbit area in the main program before the API returns. Otherwise, this mapping mirroring will be done when an orbit later binds to an orbit area.

For the state variables that may be accessed by some orbit task, their allocation points need to be replaced to allocate from an orbit area through the `orbit_area_alloc` API. Similarly, these variables can be freed using the `orbit_area_free` API. The main program can still use these variables like before.

Taking a Snapshot
Dynamically, when the main program makes a call to an orbit task function, the kernel identifies the memory pages in the orbit area that contain the variables the orbit task requires. Then the kernel updates the page table entries (PTEs) of these pages to mark them as write-protected for copy-on-write (COW). The PTEs are also copied to orbit task’s page table with write-protected bit set. For consistent snapshotting, the orbit call will return only after all needed mappings are updated. Afterward, as long as the main program and orbit task do not modify a page, no copying is incurred; otherwise, they will have separate copies of the page. Note that the above snapshotting process occurs on each orbit call, so the mappings in the orbit address space constantly change, but the orbit task is not re-created.

Concurrency
To ensure safety under concurrency, the kernel acquires necessary locks (e.g., `map_sem` in Linux) while accessing the PTEs in the main program and the orbit. In one orbit call, multiple pages may need to be snapshotted. To provide a consistent snapshot for multi-threaded applications, a conservative solution is to pause all the application threads so that these pages are not modified during the snapshotting. This pausing will incur a significant performance penalty.

We instead rely on application-level synchronization to handle this situation properly. Indeed, if the objects needed in an orbit call may be concurrently modified by some other thread, the application would add proper locks in the original call site to prevent race conditions. For example, the MySQL deadlock checker invocation (Figure 4) is already inside a critical section. Thus, when we port it to an orbit call, the snapshot of the `lock` and `m_trx` objects is consistent.

Locks are intentionally not shared between orbit and the main program, and thus orbit cannot directly alter the main program’s lock states. It is possible that a complex orbit task function acquires and releases locks during its execution. In
such cases, acquiring locks can be moved upfront before the orbit call. From our experience of porting tasks that require synchronization (MySQL and Apache), we find that the original auxiliary functions only run within a single global critical section, which makes it straightforward to guarantee consistency. Also, since a consistent snapshot is obtained under a global lock, the orbit task can omit lock acquires in these cases, since it runs single-threaded in another address space.

**Concurrent Orbit Calls** Another challenge is to handle state synchronization when some orbit tasks may be invoked concurrently. For example, the MySQL deadlock detector is invoked during request handling. Since MySQL uses multiple threads to handle concurrent requests, the main program may make another orbit call while the previous call is ongoing.

To address this challenge, the kernel maintains a task queue for each orbit (Section 4.4 will describe this part). After introducing the task queue mechanism, we need to ensure `orbit_call()` async preserves the semantics that the task invocation will get a consistent snapshot of relevant objects at the time of the API call. The kernel does so by marking COW for the main program’s PTEs of relevant orbit area pages, storing the marked PTEs, and returning. The stored PTEs will be installed to the orbit’s page table later when the queued task executes. This works because, assume that the main program has modified some page in the orbit area while this invocation is in the task queue, COW will be triggered in the main program side and the main program will get a new page. The stored PTEs still point to the old physical page containing the data at the time of the invocation.

**Design Choice Rationale** Our memory snapshotting leverages the page protection and COW mechanism. Although snapshot at the page granularity can be costly, it integrates well in mainstream OSes and works reliably. Through several optimizations (Section 4.6), we can effectively reduce its performance costs. An alternative solution is to use fine-grained object-level shadow memory, which allocates shadow memory region, uses static analysis to identify and instrument memory writes to the target objects, and checkpoints these writes to the shadow memory region. We did not choose this approach for several reasons. First, the shadow memory consumes significant (often half) of the main program’s address space, and because it is in the same address space, the isolation is weak. Second, there can be many objects repeatedly and unnecessarily checkpointed even when the orbit task does not need them. Third, handling concurrency is challenging. Lastly, it makes strong assumptions about the target application and instrumentation accuracies, which are fragile to apply to many complex applications.

### 4.4 Orbit Task Execution

When an orbit is created, it waits for the main program to make orbit calls. Implementing the task execution is non-trivial, because each call crosses two address spaces. In addition, the orbit may receive different styles of orbit calls, including concurrent calls. The kernel side needs to support these different styles together.

For supporting potential concurrent calls, the kernel maintains a task queue for each orbit. For each invocation from the main program, the kernel assigns a call id within an internal call structure and inserts it into the queue. The orbit task execution workflow processes the pending invocations in FIFO order. Serializing the task invocation processing makes it much simpler to ensure the correctness of the state synchronization.

To properly implement orbit task execution, we introduce a helper system call `orbit_task_return`. As Figure 6 shows, each orbit is a single-threaded worker executing this loop, and invokes this system call in each iteration. When trapped into the `orbit_task_return` syscall, the kernel knows which main program this orbit corresponds to by looking up the information in its `orbit_info`.

Internally, this kernel function consists of two halves. In the first half, it returns the return value of the last orbit call to the main program. Specifically, the kernel stores the passed return value into an internal struct corresponding to the last orbit call, and then signals the thread that was executing the last orbit call and blocked waiting for the call to finish. If no orbit call has been made, this first half is skipped.

In the second half, the function waits for the next task from the main program. This is done by waiting on a semaphore in the orbit control block. Once the orbit tasks queue is non-empty, the `orbit_task_return` proceeds and dequeues an invocation. Recall that state snapshotting stores the marked PTEs (Section 4.3) in an array for the pending invocation. The kernel function at this point applies the snapshot by installing the PTEs to the orbit’s page table. It then sets up the user-space `argbuf` and `func_ptr`, and returns.

The kernel setups the user-level `argbuf` by copying the orbit call arguments into it. The arguments are typically pointers (e.g., `lock` and `m_trx` in Figure 4), thus only the address values are copied. The actual objects to be referenced in the task are in the orbit area. With the mirroring setup of the orbit area (Section 4.3), the addresses map to equivalent objects. The `func_ptr` is set to either the task entry function or the function pointer specified in the pending `orbit_call`. The
void trx.rollback(trx t, victim){ // within orbit task
orbit.update + scratch = orbit.update.create();
orbit.update.add.data(scratch, &victim->version);
victim->lock.cancel = true;
orbit.update.add.modify(scratch, &victim->lock, cancel, true);
orbit.update.add.operation(scratch, pthread.cond.signal, 
&trx->slot->condvar);
... 
orbit.push(scratch);
}
}

Figure 7: Controlled state alteration for MySQL deadlock detector.

latter is particularly useful for an orbit to provide query functionalities. For example, if an orbit stores some bookkeeping information, the main program may want to query the orbit about this information occasionally. Finally, the orbit execution loop invokes the appropriate task function with the prepared argbuf (line 7 in Figure 6) at the user level.

The major task execution workflow described earlier applies to the asynchronous orbit calls as well. The orbit.call.async returns an orbit.future, which is a reference to the asynchronous task. The main program can later wait on this reference and retrieves updates from the completed asynchronous task, just like the typical asynchronous programming models that developers are familiar with.

4.5 Controlled State Alteration

A privileged orbit is allowed to modify the main program states. One solution is to identify pages in the orbit area that the orbit has modified in its private copies and transparently update the corresponding copies in the main program. The updates are restricted to states belonging to an orbit area. A complication arises if the main program also has since made modifications to some pages in an orbit area. Automatically merging the updates could introduce accidental changes.

To avoid introducing such accidental incorrectness, we instead use a more controlled alteration mechanism by exposing the pull_orbit and orbit.push system calls. Developers call the orbit.push API in the orbit task functions to explicitly decide which updates to push to the main program side. A corresponding call of pull_orbit in some main program function will retrieve the updates and explicitly apply the updates to the appropriate state variables. The orbit.push API supports pushing flexible data types including raw bytes.

A scratch space is backed by some memory region holding the data. The pushing is done efficiently by moving the PTEs of the scratch space pages in the orbit page table to the main program’s page table. Besides data, orbit.push also supports pushing some operation (function pointer). This is useful if the maintenance operation is difficult to conduct in the orbit side, such as killing some main program’s thread.

Example Figure 7 shows an example for the MySQL deadlock detector, which represents a relatively complex use case. Function trx.rollback creates a scratch orbit.update and then pushes a TrxVersion by calling add.data. This data can later be used to check whether the victim transaction is still alive. A following add.modify call records the modification of a single field. The next add.operation pushes a function with its argument, which will later be invoked in the main program side when the updates are applied and will signal the specified conditional variable. The function pointers are valid for both sides, since the code pages mapping are preserved. The updates are then sent in a batch by calling orbit.push.

The handle.rollback function then pulls updates from the future. If the task fails, the orbit task is recreated (omitted in the figure). When the main program retrieves an update, it applies the update if the transaction’s version is still alive.

4.6 Optimizations

We design several optimizations to further reduce the cost of our memory snapshotting. There are two main overhead sources: (1) iterate the PTEs for the active pages in an orbit area, update COW flags, and create mappings in the orbit’s address space; (2) page faults when an orbit area is modified.

4.6.1 Incremental Snapshotting

Overhead source (1) is incurred upon each orbit.call. In addition, we tear down the orbit’s mappings and reset the COW flags of relevant PTEs in the main program when the orbit runs finishes to avoid unnecessary page faults. For orbit areas that have many active pages, this overhead can be significant.

We introduce an incremental snapshotting optimization to reduce this overhead. We keep the mappings after an orbit run finishes. Upon the next orbit.call, we iterate through each remained PTE and check if it is the same as the main program’s counterpart. If so, we keep it. Otherwise, we recreate the mapping or discard it if the orbit area page is no longer active. Thus, we only pay the mapping cost for the orbit area’s pages that are modified by the main program since the last run. One caveat is that keeping the mappings may incur unnecessary page faults. This optimization helps when the main program is not intensively updating the orbit area. We allow developers to pass a flag in an orbit.call to indicate whether to enable this mode (keep the mappings).

A second part of this optimization is a region-based marking scheme that aims to reduce the cost of looping through each PTE in an orbit area. We track the PTEs by regions. Specifically, we maintain a bitmap for each range of 512 PTEs (one PMD entry) in the orbit area. A 64-bit bitmap partitions the 512 entries into 64 groups of 8 PTEs. Each bit represents whether the consecutive 8 PTEs have faulted since the last snapshot. During a page fault, the corresponding bit is set to 1. After a snapshot, the snapshotped group’s bits are set to 0. In this way, we can jump to the next group of PTEs that have changed by using bit-wise operation on the bitmap.
// allocate with normal malloc
struct trx_t {
  ...
  lock_t* wait_lock; // allocate with orbit_alloc
  + lock_t* wait_lock;
  struct trx_t_delegate {
    ...
  } lock;
  lock_t* wait_lock;
  + trx_t_delegate *delegate();
  };

(a) original full object (b) delegate object

Figure 8: Delegate object for the struct trx_t in MySQL.

// new constructors
trx_t::trx_t(trx_t.delegate = d) : lock(d) {}
trx_lock_t::trx_lock_t(trx_t.delegate = d)
  : wait_lock(d->lock.wait_lock) {}

// creating and binding delegate objects
void trx_init(trx_t &trx) {
  auto delegate = (trx.t.delegate)->orbit_alloc(area,
          sizeof(*trx.delegate));
  new(trx) trx.t(delegate);
}

Figure 9: Create and bind delegate object for trx_t in MySQL.

4.6.2 Dynamic Page Mode Choice
Overhead source (2) is inherent in the COW mechanism. This cost becomes significant when the orbit area pages are frequently updated by the main program. In this case, COW may perform worse than directly copying the page, which eliminates later page fault penalty to the main program. COW is effective if an orbit area page is infrequently updated.

We support page mode choice (COW or COPY) for an entire orbit area and each page in the orbit area. The former is specified by developers when creating an orbit area. The (likely) update-intensive objects can then be allocated from a COPY-mode orbit area, which will use copying during snapshot. For page-level mode choice, the kernel tracks the statistics of fault rate as \# of faults/\# of snapshots for each page. If the percentage exceeds a heuristic threshold of 30\%, we determine the page mode as COPY. Besides, we also impose a limit of 32KB on the total size of COPY pages, and we choose the pages with the highest scores. This is used to prevent exhausting too much memory, and achieve a relatively balanced performance between COPY and COW (because copying large memory region is slower than snapshotting).

4.6.3 Delegate Objects for Large Structs
Complex applications may define large structs, while the states that an orbit is concerned with may be only a small subset of the fields in a large struct. If we allocate the entire large struct from the orbit area, it can incur unnecessary snapshot and page faults due to false sharing.

We use delegate objects to mitigate this issue. The basic strategy is to define a delegate struct for the large struct and keep only the fields that are needed in the orbit task functions. Then we allocate the delegate struct from an orbit area but preserve the normal allocation (e.g., malloc) for the underlying large struct. Each delegate object has a one-to-one binding to its original struct. It is created at the same time of the original struct as an additional argument to its constructor. To connect the two structs, the relevant fields in the large struct are changed to reference types (e.g., int to int & int * to int * &), and the struct constructor is modified to bind the references to the delegate struct argument. The main program still uses these fields like before without changes.

Figures 8 and 9 show an example of defining and using delegate object for the trx_t struct in MySQL. After introducing this delegate object, the main program does not need to change its usages, e.g., trx->lock.wait_lock still works. The orbit task function uses the delegate object fromtrx->delegate().

In our ported systems, we pick those large structs whose total size of accessed fields is smaller than the size of the remaining fields as the target for optimization. Developers can have their own choices to determine what are large structs for delegate object optimization.

4.7 Compiler Support
Our current design requires replacing allocation points for needed state variables (Section 4.3). Some applications already use custom functions to allocate their main objects. In these cases, developers may only need to make minor changes in the custom allocation function to use orbit_alloc.

In other cases, developers may need to find individual allocation points and replace them. To help developers with this task, we build an analyzer on top of LLVM [23].

Given an entry function to be converted to an orbit task, e.g., check_and_resolve in Figure 2, the analyzer runs forward data-flow analyses to locate all relevant definition and allocation points. Specifically, the analyzer first identifies heap allocation calls in the main program. For each call, it constructs a use graph with the return value variable as the root. Nodes in the use graph include both direct and indirect usage points of the root based on the standard def-use chain analysis.

After constructing the use graphs, the analyzer checks whether any use graph can reach the arguments in a callsite of the target function. If so, the allocation point associated with the use graph is included in the result. Besides arguments, the compiler also analyzes the non-local variables referenced in the target function body and leverages the use graphs to identify their allocation points. If no allocation points are found for an argument or non-local variable, the analyzer identifies the definition point (e.g., it is a static global variable) using reaching definition analysis and includes it in the result.

Currently, the analyzer only outputs a list of candidate allocation or definition points. It does not replace these points with orbit_alloc automatically, although that is feasible.

5 Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer several major questions: (1) Is orbit general to (re)write auxiliary tasks in complex applications? (2) Can orbit-based tasks provide strong isolation? (3) How much overhead does orbit incur for achieving isolation?
We compare the orbit creation with fork. We first evaluate the performance of creating and invoking orbit, with 8GB snapshotted takes 58.6 ms, which is slightly higher than forking 8GB memory. This is due to the more complicated implementation of snapshotting, such as incremental snapshotting and support for several snapshotting modes.

### 5.1 Evaluation Setup

The experiments are performed in a KVM-enabled QEMU virtual machine with 4-core vCPU and 10GB memory by default, running Debian 10 with our custom kernel. The host machine provides a 20-core Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPU (2.20GHz), 32GB memory and 480GB SSD running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. We run all experiments using Linux’s default 4KB-sized pages on x86-64, with huge page disabled.

We additionally repeat the experiments on a bare-metal machine, which show matching relative results. Our technical report [20] presents the bare-metal version experiment results.

### 5.2 Microbenchmark

We first evaluate the performance of creating and invoking orbit with microbenchmarks. We measure the orbit creation under different memory footprint settings of the main program. For a given memory setting, the benchmark program allocates the size, fills it with non-zero data to ensure the kernel actually allocated a physical page for it before running the measured action. It then calls \texttt{orbit\_create} and measures the latency. We compare the orbit creation with \texttt{fork}.

Table 3 shows the result averaged over 100 runs. The initial address space for orbit is minimum with mostly code and stack pages (Section 4.2). Compared to fork, this gives performance benefits for creating isolated address spaces even with a large memory footprint, as most unneeded data are not copied. When the main program has an 8GB memory footprint, \texttt{fork} is $464 \times$ slower than creating an orbit.

We also measure the latency of \texttt{orbit\_call\_async}. Figure 10 shows the result averaged over 20 runs. In general, orbit call time increases almost linearly with the size of orbit area, because it is dominated by the snapshotting cost. For example, making an orbit call with 32MB memory snapshotted takes 272.9 $\mu$s, which is comparable to the performance of forking a process with 32MB data shown in Table 3. An orbit call with 8GB snapshotted takes 58.6 ms, which is slightly higher than forking 8GB memory. This is due to the more complicated implementation of snapshotting, such as incremental snapshotting and support for several snapshotting modes.

### 5.3 Applying Orbit on Large Applications

To evaluate the generality of the orbit abstraction, we apply orbit on 6 large applications, MySQL, Apache, Nginx, Varnish, Redis and LevelDB, which have complex codebases and use diverse programming paradigms.

We use orbit to port 7 existing, representative auxiliary tasks in the applications (Table 2). They cover typical auxiliary tasks ranging from fault detection, debugging, resource management, and performance optimization. Two tasks, the Apache proxy balancer and the Nginx WebDAV handler, can be also considered main features. We evaluate them to test the boundaries of tasks that orbit can support. We successfully port all 7 tasks. We run each application’s unit tests to verify the ported tasks preserve the original functionalities, even though the tasks now execute the separate address spaces.

We also use orbit to write a new auxiliary task, a lock watchdog, in Apache as an exercise. This task periodically checks if some thread in Apache is stuck and pinpoints the long-holding locks. We add a counter and held locks in thread-local storage. For every lock operation, the main program threads increment the counter, and the number of held locks. A background thread makes an \texttt{orbit\_call} to the watchdog every second with all threads’ counters and held locks. The orbit resets all counters. It also stores historic data of the last held locks and the number of iterations that there is no activity for each thread. When the orbit finds that some thread has no activity over a threshold (60s), it \texttt{orbit\_pushes} a return value to inform the main program, which triggers another \texttt{orbit\_call} to the orbit’s diagnosis function that finds the root cause. Figure 11 shows the watchdog thread function.
void watchdog_loop() {
    long next_op = WATCHDOG;
    while (true) {
        if (next_op == WATCHDOG) {
            next_op = orbit_call(..., wd_areas, wd_func, ...);
        } else if (next_op == DIAGNOSIS) {
            next_op = orbit_call(..., diag_areas, diag_func, ...);
        }
        ...
    }
}

Figure 11: The Apache lock watchdog thread

5.4 Fault Isolation

5.4.1 Fault Injection Testing

We evaluate the isolation capability of orbit by performing fault injection testing on all 8 auxiliary tasks. We inject null pointer dereference faults at different times during a task’s execution. In all cases, the system successfully isolates the faulty orbit without causing impact to the application and restarts the task gracefully to reattach to the running main process. In some systems, graceful failure handling is implemented by returning an application-specific error code after witnessing an error return code from orbit_call. For example, in Apache proxy handler, we return a HTTP_SERVICE_UNAVAILABLE after checking the orbit state in main program.

As a first-class OS entity, orbit also provides isolation of performance interference and resource overuse faults in auxiliary tasks. We inject two such faults in Redis slowlog (t6), and mitigate them with cgroup. We enforce a memory limit of 256MB on the orbit task, and inject a memory allocation of 512MB in orbit task, which this task would never use up. Cgroup triggers an OOM kill immediately when the task goes over the memory limit, and the main process gracefully restarts the orbit task. We also inject one CPU hogging for 10 seconds, and modify cfs_quota scheduler parameter with cgroup to bring CPU usage from taking up one whole core down to 10% of single-core CPU time shown in top.

For our newly implemented task in Apache (t3), we inject a long sleep right after one thread has acquired a lock. The watchdog immediately triggers a diagnosis once it finds the counter has not been updated for 60s. The diagnosis function pinpoints the thread ID that holds the lock, along with the location where the lock is acquired.

5.4.2 Real-world Bug Testing

We reproduced 4 real-world bug cases from MySQL, Apache, Redis and Nginx that involve the four tasks.

MySQL assertion failure We reproduced the MySQL Bug #28523042 [7]. This bug is introduced in MySQL 8.0 and adds incorrect assertions, which result in assertion failures. We reintroduced this bug into our orbit-enabled MySQL 5.7.31. For demonstration purposes, we modified some part of the expressions that touch the new variables in the 8.0 version, to make the backported code run on the 5.7.31 version.

When a deadlock occurs in the original buggy version, the whole MySQL server crashes, and all clients’ connections are dropped. With the orbit-protected deadlock detector, even though the orbit task crashed, the MySQL server is still alive. After the default MySQL lock wait timeout is exceeded, one transaction is chosen as the victim, and all other transactions can continue to finish successfully.

Apache proxy balancer segfault We reproduced Apache Bug #59864 [6]. The user reported that under a proxy balancer configuration with a pair of unavailable fail-over backends pointing to each other, Apache entered infinite recursion when it searched for suitable backend, resulting in stack overflow. We isolate the backend selection in orbit, and successfully catch such failure. Instead of dropping connection, the main program now returns a more meaningful “Temporary Unavailable” message when it finds that orbit task has failed.

Furthermore, although web servers like Apache and Nginx often use fault-tolerance mechanisms like multi-process workers, such mechanisms cannot provide fault isolation for concurrent requests within the same worker. When one of the requests triggers a fault, all other connections to this worker also gets disconnected. This applies to both multi-threading (Apache) and event-driven architecture (Nginx) within one worker. Orbit further provides a finer level of isolation by isolating auxiliary tasks within one worker.

Nginx WebDAV segfault Nginx Bug #238 [5] was triggered when a custom WebDAV PUT (i.e., file upload) user request did not include document body. The PUT handler assumes the request body pointer to have been allocated, and thus causes null pointer dereference. Similar to the previous Apache bug, the ported orbit version gracefully catches the failure and returns meaningful messages, while also preventing other requests in the same worker from disruption.

Redis Slowlog memory leak Although Redis uses single-threads for its request processing, its background threads can still cause issues. In case #4323 [2], a race condition happens when both slowlog and asynchronous lazy-free thread decrement a refcount, leading to neither of them freeing the object. Developer mitigated this issue by making a copy of the object. Our orbit implementation, on the other hand, transfers the object from snapshoted orbit area and designates resource management solely to the orbit’s address space. Since orbit and the main process do not share the reference counter, race condition is eliminated in the first place.

5.5 Performance Overhead

We measure the end-to-end application performance impact with the orbit-based tasks. We choose application workloads that ensure the auxiliary tasks are triggered frequently.

For MySQL (t1), we run OLTP read-write test provided by the sysbench [3] benchmark tool with 16 clients. We run both Apache watchdog task (t3) and Varnish (t5) using ab with 1KB document length and 4 clients. Varnish web cache service uses a stock Nginx as backend. For Apache proxy balancer case (t2), we wrote a custom benchmark using libcurl to mix 90% non-proxy requests with 10% proxy requests with 4 clients because ab does not support mixed requests. Nginx
WebDAV (t4) benchmark is written in a similar way, with 10% WebDAV upload requests. We run both of the Redis tasks (t6, t7) with YCSB 95% read 5% write test using 32 threads, with either of the tasks enabled separately. We run LevelDB (t8) using a sequential-fill workload with LevelDB built-in benchmark tool to trigger compaction frequently.

Figure 12 shows the normalized throughput for the 8 cases. Most of the (safe) orbit tasks show comparable performance to vanilla (unsafe) tasks. The median overhead is 3.3%. The new task t3 in Apache is compared with the original Apache without our lock watchdog. It has the smallest overhead (0.04%). The largest overhead (10.2%) is the MySQL deadlock checker, which is acceptable considering the strong isolation.

We choose workloads that stress test the orbit tasks. As Table 4 shows, all the tasks are frequently invoked. For example, the MySQL deadlock checker orbit is invoked 510 times per second. In practice, it may not be invoked this frequently. Developers can also add sampling logic for orbit calls.

We also tested less intensive workloads. We reduced the write operations in MySQL (t1)’s OLTP workload, and changed the 90%/10% mix of t2 and t4 to 99%/1% mix. Task t1 and t2 only incur 1.6% and 1.2% overhead, respectively, while t4 has a negligible overhead of 0.18%.

For the MySQL deadlock detector, we implemented a fork version by creating a fork on each invocation to check_and_resolve. However, we did not implement IPC to pass results back to the main process, but if implemented, the fork-based performance would become even worse. In comparison, the orbit version has full functionality of pushing updates. We compare the MySQL performance under the three versions of detector: vanilla, fork-based, and orbit-based, using a user workload [1]. Figure 13 shows the result. The orbit version is slower than the vanilla as expected, but 6× faster than the fork-based version. For the orbit version we also compare the performance difference using the synchronous orbit_call versus using orbit_call_async. Under 8 threads, the performance with asynchronous call is only 1.2% faster than the synchronous call because of limited concurrency opportunities. But under 16 threads, the performance difference becomes much larger as Figure 14 shows.

### Table 4: Orbit call frequency in evaluated auxiliary tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
<th>t8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calls/s</td>
<td>510.1</td>
<td>1127.8</td>
<td>1142.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Optimization effect of delegate object technique. (FPQ stands for page faults per query)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
<th>t8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>1728.0 QPS</td>
<td>340.5 μs</td>
<td>25.7 MB</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>912 bytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>3308.1 QPS</td>
<td>39.3 μs</td>
<td>1.0 MB</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>104 bytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit area</td>
<td>1288.0 QPS</td>
<td>349.3 μs</td>
<td>25.7 MB</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>912 bytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPQ</td>
<td>+91.4%</td>
<td>-88.5%</td>
<td>-96.1%</td>
<td>-40.9%</td>
<td>-88.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Snapshot sizes (KB) in evaluated auxiliary tasks and their relative percentages (%) of the main program memory footprint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t3</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
<th>t8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orbit area</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>80,644</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.6 Effectiveness of Optimizations

**Incremental snapshotting** We show the effect of incremental snapshotting by gradually allocating new objects in the orbit area and making orbit calls. We measure orbit call latencies with area sizes from 2 to 256 MB with an increment of 2 MB. Figure 15 shows the result averaged over 20 runs.

Without the optimization, the kernel wastes most cycles walking all the unchanged PTEs and thus requires longer latency. With the optimization, the new data that needs to be snapshotted in every call is a constant (2 MB). For an orbit area of 256 MB, the optimization reduces the latency by 40×.

**Delegate Objects** We use delegate object technique to minimize states size during snapshots, while also reduce unnecessary page faults due to main process memory writes to the other fields that orbit task does not use.

In the MySQL deadlock detector, we applied delegate object technique to transaction type trx_t, lock type lock_t, and lock information lock_sys. We observe that identifying such optimization opportunities is straightforward. For example, the trx_t is 70-field struct with only 4 fields being used in the orbit task, which is clearly an optimization target.

We run the user workload [1] with 16 clients on a 8-core vCPU QEMU VM and compare the throughput, latency, orbit area size, and average page faults per query. Table 5 shows the results. The optimization improves average throughput by 91%, and the orbit call latency to be 7.7× shorter. The total number of page faults throughout the run increases because the throughput also improves, but on average, the number of page faults each request incurs is reduced by 40.9%. In orbit calls, 96.1% of unneeded memory is saved from snapshots. In particular, the delegate object size for trx_t is only 11% of the original transaction structure.

### 5.7 Memory Footprint

Orbit provides efficient snapshotting because orbit only snapshots on necessary data for auxiliary task. We measure the average memory footprint of orbit area that was snapshotted during orbit calls. Table 6 shows the snapshot sizes along with their percentages of the main process’s memory footprint. Among the ported tasks, 6 out of 8 allocate less than 1% of process data in orbit area. Redis RDB takes snapshot on its...
We count the lines of code changes we make to applications in
porting the 7 existing auxiliary tasks. The changes include (1)
replacing the allocation and free points with orbit allocations;
(2) making orbit calls, pushing updates, and applying updates.
The combined changes for (1) range from 40 to 158 lines with a median of 115 lines. The Redis RDB task requires the most changes. We modified some application functions that create certain data structures to provide two versions (one for regular code paths, another for code paths to the orbit task) to avoid putting many unneeded objects in the orbit area. These modifications involved either duplicating the original function or changing its interface. The combined changes for (2) range from 45 to 272 lines with a median of 96 lines.

Our analyzer (Section 4.7) was developed after and motivated by our manual porting effort. We apply it on 6 of the evaluated tasks. The new implementation (t5) case has 0 original allocation points, thus it does not apply. The tool cannot analyze allocations in C++ STL container accurately due to its limited support for STL’s complicated internal allocation implementation, thus t8 is excluded.

Table 7 shows the result of manually ported allocation points, detected points and the common ones between the two. From all 56 ported allocation points, our compiler detects 39 of them (70%). The detected points include ported, unported correct points, and false points. For the tasks that have larger number of detected but un-ported points (such as t7), we observe that most of these detected points are correct. They are missed from porting because our workload does not exercise those functionalities. There are also a few cases missing from detection because of unexpected corner cases. For example, a variable in Varnish (t5) used by the auxiliary task was directly allocated on stack instead of using allocator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>t1</th>
<th>t2</th>
<th>t4</th>
<th>t5</th>
<th>t6</th>
<th>t7</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual port</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Allocation points in our manual port and compiler result.

**5.8 Usage Effort**

We count the lines of code changes we make to applications in porting the 7 existing auxiliary tasks. The changes include (1) replacing the allocation and free points with orbit allocations; (2) making orbit calls, pushing updates, and applying updates.

The combined changes for (1) range from 40 to 158 lines with a median of 115 lines. The Redis RDB task requires the most changes. We modified some application functions that create certain data structures to provide two versions (one for regular code paths, another for code paths to the orbit task) to avoid putting many unneeded objects in the orbit area. These modifications involved either duplicating the original function or changing its interface. The combined changes for (2) range from 45 to 272 lines with a median of 96 lines.

Our analyzer (Section 4.7) was developed after and moti-
vated by our manual porting effort. We apply it on 6 of the evaluated tasks. The new implementation (t5) case has 0 original allocation points, thus it does not apply. The tool cannot analyze allocations in C++ STL container accurately due to its limited support for STL’s complicated internal allocation implementation, thus t8 is excluded.

Table 7 shows the result of manually ported allocation points, detected points and the common ones between the two. From all 56 ported allocation points, our compiler detects 39 of them (70%). The detected points include ported, unported correct points, and false points. For the tasks that have larger number of detected but un-ported points (such as t7), we observe that most of these detected points are correct. They are missed from porting because our workload does not exercise those functionalities. There are also a few cases missing from detection because of unexpected corner cases. For example, a variable in Varnish (t5) used by the auxiliary task was directly allocated on stack instead of using allocator.

**6 Discussions and Limitations**

As a new abstraction support for auxiliary tasks, our current orbit design has several limitations.

**State synchronization** Our state synchronization mechanism works at the page granularity, which can incur unnecessary snapshot costs and page faults. Fine-grained object-level snapshotting is feasible but heavily depends on accurate static analysis and instrumentation. We plan to explore potential hybrid solutions that have the advantages of both approaches.

**Observable states** Our design only considers observing memory states, but not other system states such as file states. Those states would be more complicated to coordinate as they involve kernel and library buffer and position pointer. Creating file snapshots will require a different technique. The tasks we ported are relatively modular and self-contained. For example, our ported checkpointing tasks (Redis RDB, LevelDB compaction) require file operations, but they can create, write, close, and move files within the same orbit context, without the need to share file descriptors with the main program.

**Code changes and compiler support** We currently require developers to replace the allocation points of needed state variables. For some tasks, a relatively large number of places may need to be replaced. Our future work plans to leverage lightweight memory tracing [32] to dynamically identify the state variables and minimize the code changes.

The analysis in our compiler support for assisting develop-
ers to use orbit is basic. Although it supports field-sensitive pointer analysis, it can still miss corner-case allocation points. Developers need to manually find these points. Furthermore, our implementation of def-use chain analysis is not accurate enough to determine complex data flow, and thus will yield a handful of false positives. We will enhance the compiler support to enable fully automated porting for developers.

**Comparison of programming difficulty** Compared to programming with threads, using orbit requires the additional effort to properly change some allocation points. However, although developers do not need to change allocations when using threads, they still need clear knowledge of all the global variables that will be accessed in the thread, and ensure proper synchronizations for them. Thus, developers likely already have some knowledge about the allocation points of these variables. In addition, some of the synchronization would become unnecessary when using orbit. Therefore, the programming overall would be comparable.

Compared to the RPC model, orbit allows developers to write task functions in the same application codebase and directly refer to existing variables and functions. Unlike RPCs
that require code changes to enable object marshalling and unmarshalling, which are difficult for complex objects like transactions and locks, using orbit does not require such changes. With the mirroring orbit area, orbit calls directly access needed objects when crossing the address spaces.

**Tolerance of bugs** Orbit aims to protect the main program from issues in the auxiliary task execution. It tolerates common bugs such as memory errors in the auxiliary task functions, as well as bugs in the main program that pass bad (or corrupt) values to the auxiliary tasks.

It does not prevent an auxiliary task from sending an incorrect update back to the main program and cause the main program to malfunction. But the orbit abstraction encourages modularization for auxiliary execution, i.e., an orbit task performs most of its operations in a separate address space before pushing updates back. This modularization minimizes the time window for the main program to see bad values and increases the chance that the orbit task itself encounters issues (e.g., dereferencing a bad pointer) before the main program does, which still achieves protection. This is also one reason we choose to provide one-way automatic state synchronization (Section 4.3) with controlled state alteration, instead of a transparent, eager bidirectional state synchronization.

**Auxiliary versus main tasks** Determining whether a task is auxiliary or main can be subjective. While orbit is designed for auxiliary tasks, it does not require a clear-cut distinction—developers can use it to execute some tasks that they consider as main features for achieving strong isolation. We demonstrate this usage in the evaluation with two cases (t2 and t4).

## 7 Related Work

There is a wealth of work on protection and fault isolation. They vary widely in their target scenarios (OS extensibility, application extensions, sensitive code, etc.), goals (reliability, security, etc.), and approaches (software, hardware, hybrid).

Our work is complementary to the existing efforts and targets a different, emerging protection scenario—auxiliary tasks in modern applications. Our proposed orbit abstraction aims to provide strong isolation for auxiliary tasks, while also achieving high observability and convenient usage.

SFI [42] is a software isolation technique that restricts the memory accesses of untrusted code in an application by rewriting the application binary. XFI [16] similarly uses binary rewriting to instrument software guards to check memory accesses. Extensive work has followed up this direction, such as NaCl [47] and RLBox [29]. As Section 2.4 elaborates, the sandbox model is not well suited for auxiliary tasks.

Several sub-process OS abstractions [10, 12, 24] provide secure partitioning in applications. They generally use private memory for executing sensitive code to ensure security. Wedge [10] provides the sthread primitive to partition an application into compartments and a scheme to tag memory regions and define access rights for the tags. Shreds [12] provides a segment of an execution unit called shred and relies on the ARM memory domains hardware feature to provide a private memory pool for each shred. Lightweight context (lwC) [24] creates a separate address space for each lwC in an application and allows a process to switch to some lwC when executing sensitive code. These abstractions typically get executed synchronously and are not independently schedulable.

Determinator OS [9] provides a private workspace model for deterministic parallelism. It runs user code in spaces and relies on processes to explicitly synchronize the spaces. Orbit provides automatic, fine-grained state address space synchronization between orbit and the main program. An orbit also has richer features due to its completely different design purpose. SpaceJMP [15] allows a process to define multiple address spaces and switch between address spaces, but with a main goal of enabling applications to use more physical memory rather than fault isolation.

Memory checkpointing takes snapshots of a running program’s memory for debugging, failure recovery, quick initialization, etc. [11, 13, 22, 46] The checkpoint techniques usually rely on the copy-on-write (COW) mechanism through fork [33, 34, 38] or mprotect. On-demand-fork [48] optimizes the fork performance by extending COW to page tables. Orbit synchronizes only needed objects in the orbit areas. Lightweight memory checkpointing [41] uses shadow memory to checkpoint at object granularity. While it is more fine-grained than the page-level COW, shadow memory has several disadvantages for our scenario as described in Section 4.3. Overall, we focus on designing a complete OS abstraction for the isolation of auxiliary tasks. Our work is complementary to existing solutions and can benefit from their optimizations.

Protection schemes are also extensively explored in the context of OS extensibility. To name a few, Nooks [39] provides isolation of device drivers by executing them in different protection domains and using Extension Procedure Call (XPC) for control transfer; Mondrian memory protection (MMP) [44, 45] provides fine-grained protection by using hardware extensions and permission tables.

## 8 Conclusion

We discuss the trend of auxiliary tasks in applications and the lack of system support for providing safe and efficient execution for these tasks. We propose a new OS abstraction orbit to address the gap. Orbit offers high observability and flexible control, while providing strong isolation and efficiency. We evaluate orbit on 8 auxiliary tasks from 6 large applications. The applications achieve enhanced safety with the orbit tasks, and only incur a median of 3.3% performance overhead.
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Abstract

The dynamic linker and loader has been one of the fundamental software, and more than 99% of binaries are dynamically linked on Ubuntu. On one hand, vendors are going to break production software into more and more dynamic libraries to lower the maintenance cost. On the other hand, customers require the dynamic loader to provide rich functionalities to serve their isolation, security, and performance demands. However, existing dynamic loaders are implemented in a monolithic fashion, so they are difficult to extend, configure and optimize.

This paper presents iFed, an infrastructure for extensible and flexible dynamic library transformation. We design iFed in a pass-based architecture to compose various functional and optimization passes. iFed uses a runnable in-memory format to represent libraries and coordinate among multiple transformation passes. We further implement two optimization passes in iFed, which efficiently leverages hugepages and eliminates relocation overhead. iFed is implemented as a drop-in replacement of the current system default dynamic loader. We evaluate iFed and its optimization passes with a wide range of applications on different hardware platforms. Compared to the default glibc dynamic loader, iFed reduces an order of magnitude of TLB miss. We improve the throughput of a dynamic website by 13.3%, along with a 12.5% reduction of tail latency without any modifications to the applications.

1 Introduction

Since the 1990s, dynamic linkers and loaders have been one of the most critical software tools for computer programs and applications [11, 15, 23]. Opposite to static linking, which generates a single big application binary, dynamic loading permits complex software to be shipped, delivered, and distributed as a collection of libraries, modules, or components. For low-level languages, such as C/C++ and Rust, these components are implemented as dynamic libraries, also called dynamic-link libraries (.dll in Windows) or shared objects (.so in Linux). Only when a program starts will its dynamic libraries be integrated to form a runnable application by the dynamic loader. In this way, each dynamic library can be distributed and patched individually without modifying the entire application. As a result, software maintenance cost is greatly reduced while it gains much more flexibility. A study shows that more than 99% of binaries are dynamically linked on Ubuntu [46].

While the dynamic loader’s functional structure has been mature and stable for more than one decade, we found it cannot meet the requirements of rapidly developing software and complicated architectures today. Two primary driving factors call out a new infrastructure for extensible and modular transformation on dynamic libraries: (1) the massively increasing number of dynamic libraries used in an application and (2) the emerging diversity of manipulation and operations on dynamic libraries.

Complex commercial software heavily relies on dynamic libraries to decompose a single huge binary into many loosely-coupled, fine-grained modules. This is particularly motivated by two considerations. First, some open source license requires all statically linked code should also be open-sourced. This is so-called “license contamination”. GPL license [12] (used by glibc) is one such example. Consequently, production software has to use dynamic libraries to avoid “license contamination”.

Second, modern software needs frequent updates because of CVE fixes, bug fixes, or adding new features. However, it is painful for vendors to re-compile or link the whole software, and ask customers to reinstall the entire application. Therefore, vendors always break up software into many fine-grained dynamic libraries, and each library can be maintained,
updated, or replaced independently. For instance, Figure 1 lists the number of dynamic libraries shipped in the CUDA Toolkit. As it shows, the number has grown rapidly over the last decade. Based on our observation from the industry, this trend will continue in the future.

Along with the growing dynamic library count, the dynamic loader is required to provide more features to make better use of emerging hardware and software technologies. For example, when using recent hardware memory protection (e.g., Intel MPK [17] and SGX [16]) to achieve in-process isolation, the dynamic loader has to perform more work. It loads isolated libraries into different memory regions, setups up memory protection and permission properties, and optionally verifies the signature of loaded binaries [7, 14, 37, 38, 40]. Load time code randomization and binary rewriting, provided by the dynamic loader, are widely adopted for profiling, security hardening, and architectural adaptation [51, 53, 54]. Library debloating relies on the dynamic loader to examine and eliminate unused library code from program memory [33, 35]. Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) and Sandbox also require miscellaneous modifications to the dynamic loader, such as analyzing relocation entries and overwriting the entry point [24, 47, 58].

However, the current dynamic loading infrastructure is insufficient and inefficient to offer rich functionalities over a large number of dynamic libraries. This leads to ad-hoc changes to the dynamic loader to satisfy various requirements from different productions. Such customized modifications are incompatible with each other, and cannot be integrated or reused, causing enormous development and maintenance costs. Even worse, the fundamental infrastructure of dynamic loader has been kind of ignored by academia and industry. Thus neither research nor open source community proposes systematic solutions to deal with these issues. For instance, while there are 100+ commits in glibc related to the dynamic loader in the last two years, they are almost bug fixes or cleanup without new features developed.

According to our many years’ industry experience and realistic production requirements, intrusive and customized modifications cause unacceptable maintenance cost. On the one hand, a large number of source code patches are hard to be accepted by upstream. This also happens to academia work listed above. On the other hand, production departments do not have enough source code level knowledge to maintain patches. Therefore, it is painful for the OS department to maintain many ad-hoc patches and sometimes it has to release different OS distributions with different loaders (along with glibc). As a result, it motivates a new infrastructure which satisfies following requirements:

- It offers more functionalities than existing loader.
- It can be flexibly configured for different trade-off and extended to adopt future enhancements.
- Its modifications can be implemented in a modular way that minimizes the effort to align with upstream and fix conflicts due to patch maintenance.

In summary, the issue of current loader design is that it has no interface to allow extensions, thus intrusive modifications cannot be avoided. The loader is historically designed for a few simple functionalities and acts as a “translator”. However, now it has to be redesigned, instead of re-engineer, to adopt emerging functionalities and allow future updates in a modular and flexible way, and becomes another platform for application optimization.

We address these challenges by designing iFed, a new infrastructure that achieves extensibility, modularity, and flexibility for dynamic library operations. Our key idea is to organize the iFed as a pipeline of distinct transformation passes instead of a monolithic tool. Each pass only implements some specific manipulation on dynamic libraries to realize its desired functionality, such as security enhancement, memory isolation, or performance optimization. We also design a runnable in-memory format (RiMF) to describe the runtime status and properties of an application and its dynamic libraries (§3.4). RiMF serves as an intermediate representation that every pass operates on, thus different passes are decoupled. By including complete status and information of all dynamic libraries, RiMF further enables iFed passes to do global and aggressive analysis and optimizations. A pass manager orchestrates the series of passes to be applied upon program launch (§3.5). Combined, these features produce the first infrastructure, as far as we know, that satisfies diverse functional requirements without loss of extensibility, flexibility, and modularity.

With various transformation passes plugged in, iFed is able to support much richer features beyond existing dynamic linking and loading. We demonstrate this by implementing two performance optimization passes. The first pass combines the same type of sections from different dynamic libraries into a continuous one, and then leverages hugepages to load the combined section (§3.6). The second one converts relocation branches into direct function calls, thus reducing the overhead of cross-library function calls (§3.7). iFed and its optimization passes are implemented to replace the GNU dynamic loader. We evaluate iFed with a large range of application
benchmarks on different architectures. The results illustrate how iFed optimization passes offer better throughput, latency, and predictability than current dynamic loaders. Without any modifications to the applications in a dynamic website, iFed improves the throughput by 13.3% and reduces the average end-to-end response time by 12.5%.

Our contributions are not only enhancing current loader with some specific optimizations, but also proposing a new infrastructure that is capable to host many other loader features in production. Concretely, the contributions of this paper include:

- We introduce iFed, a pass-based infrastructure for extensible, flexible, and modular transformation on dynamic libraries during load time.
- We design two performance optimization passes in iFed. One pass enables efficient utilization of hugepages by re-arrangement and concatenation of multiple libraries. The other pass aggressively eliminates the overhead of cross-library invocations resulting from inefficient relocation.
- We implement iFed infrastructure with the above optimization passes as a drop-in replacement of the default dynamic loader in Linux (ld.so in glibc). iFed is fully compatible with ld.so and its all interfaces.
- An exhaustive evaluation of iFed on different architectures with a wide range of applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 provides background and motivation for the redesigned dynamic loaders. §3 introduces iFed and discusses its design, while §4 details the implementation of iFed. In §5, we present the performance evaluation of iFed for a wide range of applications. §6 discusses the related work, and §7 concludes.

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Insufficient Functionality

The basic functionalities of dynamic loading include three parts: (1) library lookup and collection; (2) memory layout preparation; and (3) symbol resolution and name binding. The core jobs to implement these functionalities in existing dynamic loaders are simple. The loader allocates memory and maps libraries into the address space with the given layout specified in library object files. Then it resolves external symbols by populating some lookup tables with the actual memory address. While these steps are just enough to execute programs with dynamic libraries, they are not able to further transform libraries to meet diverse isolation, security, and execution requirements. Thus, many projects have to customize the loader to fulfill their system objectives. We list a few examples here.

- CubicleOS [38] is a library OS that isolates components in MPK protected memory regions, called cubicles. It implements a new cubicle loader who acts as the dynamic loader. The loader is responsible for cubicle creation and component loading. It additionally scans binaries to ensure that there are no any MPK-related operations, and resoles cross-cubicle calls with special trampolines.
- BlankIt [33] is a dynamic loading framework that predicts and loads only the set of library functions that will be used by the application. At load time, BlankIt iterates over all executable’s dynamic libraries, wipes out unused functions it predicates, and overwrites these functions with a mis-predication trampoline.
- Shuffler [53] patches the loader to support continuous code re-randomization. The modified loader implements constructor prioritization in multiple libraries, and employs binary rewriting to track and update all code pointers.

In summary, while many projects illustrate the necessity and benefit of loader modification, they have to do some redundant work, yet their own work cannot be easily integrated by others. Hence, a new infrastructure for extensible and modular dynamic loading is necessary.

### 2.2 Inefficient Performance

Even worse, current dynamic loaders fail to effectively utilize modern hardware capabilities and global system resources, resulting in sub-optimal performance. A representative case is ineffective hugepage usage.

The current loader loads each dynamic library individually, and within each library, maps code and data section randomly. Thus sections are likely loaded into fragmented memory which only uses small pages (4K) for physical memory. This leads to more TLB miss, slower library function calls, and unpredictable execution time. A better loading strategy is combining the same sections of all libraries into a big one, and loading it into hugepage memory. We study performance penalties incurred by the current loader from glibc. On an Intel machine, we conduct a micro-benchmark that simply invokes 100 dynamic libraries, and each library contains only one function accessing memory (full details in §5). Table 1 depicts the micro-architecture impact of (instruction) TLB miss and instruction per cycle (IPC), as well as benchmark results of 99th percentile library function call latency and total execution time. Due to loading libraries with small pages, the benchmark suffers frequent TLB miss, which further leads to slow and unpredictable execution. In contrast, dynamic library concatenation pass in iFed effectively loads libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TLB miss</th>
<th>IPC</th>
<th>99th percentile latency (cycle)</th>
<th>Execution time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>glibc</td>
<td>1,231,950</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iFed</td>
<td>117,782</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance comparison between glibc and iFed on x86 machine.
into hugepages, providing an order of magnitude reduction on TLB miss and 23.6% improvement on execution time. Next, we discuss how iFed enables more optimization and transformation of dynamic libraries in a modular and flexible way.

3 iFed Design

3.1 Design Principles

iFed integrates the lessons we learned from the experience of supporting diverse production demands on the dynamic loader. We below outline the key principles, the guidance throughout iFed design.

**Extensibility and Modularity (P1).** Due to different security or performance considerations, different production always requires a distinct subset of loader features. Therefore, various functionality should be organized in a loosely-coupled way instead of a monolithic implementation. Additionally, iFed should allow applying new features easily without intrusive modification to the loader itself.

**Flexibility and Customizability (P2).** It is desirable that iFed capabilities can be customized on per-application, customer, or even per-run basis. Such flexibility is important for system managers and end customers to have more control over running applications, opposite to accepting everything from the current loader passively.

**Compatibility and Transparency (P3).** Compatible with the existing loader interface is critical for iFed to be production-ready. Changes to the loader should be transparent to application developers, and require minimal modification of legacy code. Thus, we aim to design iFed as a drop-in replacement for the existing loader from the beginning.

3.2 iFed Functionality and Usage

As discussed in §2.1, current dynamic loaders cannot keep up with application demands on new functionalities. According to these demands, we summarize the desired features a loader should provide beyond existing ones.

- **Memory management.** The loader should be responsible for memory allocation, library address space layout, and content initialization. This has a large impact on application performance or memory consumption. Some examples of load time memory management are library debloating [33, 35], replaying the profiled hot regions [28], and hugepage optimization (§3.6).

- **Isolation.** The loader is the first place to partition and load different libraries into isolated regions. The customers’ strong demand to isolate untrusted or vulnerable third-party libraries paired with the emerging MPK and SGX technologies, motivate the loader to offer more isolation capabilities [7, 14, 40, 50] beyond the traditional read/write/execute permission restrictions.

- **Security enhancement.** The loader is convenient to perform transparent security hardening regardless of running applications. For instance, we can enable CFI or sandbox [5, 24, 47, 58], apply code randomization [26, 51] or perform binary encryption/decryption or signature verification [25, 56].

- **Binary rewriting and execution control.** In addition to traditional relocation, the loader is feasible to perform more advanced binary rewriting and control program execution, such as Shuffler [53] and Egalito [54]. Furthermore, load time transformation is also necessary to migrate applications among heterogeneous environments or offload execution to smart devices [8, 52]. We will discuss a relocation elimination pass in iFed in §3.7.

Current usage of dynamic loader is a mass of interplay among build toolchains, such as compiler and linker. Some configurations and functionalities are scattered in various parts. For example, to prevent GOT overwrite attack [18], the following gcc options are widely used: `-Wl,-z,relro,-z,now`. gcc passes these options down to the linker, but these options do not take effect until the dynamic loader marks the corresponding memory region as read-only. However, existing usage is not appropriate. We argue that the dynamic loader should be hidden from application developers, but configured and controlled totally by end users or system administrators. This is because customers do not trust that developers properly
When designing a loader, we should separate functional modules from low-level infrastructure. Functional modules will impact the application run-time behavior and the infrastructure orchestrates these modules. Furthermore, functional modules can be easily replaced or combined without intrusive modifications to the infrastructure and other modules.

We choose pass-based architecture for the loader design. As a result, source code patches are no longer needed, and independent modules with enough semantics can be developed, configured and maintained. The overall iFed architecture is shown in Figure 2. The core component in iFed is a series of transformation and optimization passes that manipulate and transform dynamic libraries for various purposes related to security, isolation, and performance. Each pass is a separate module which can be enabled or disabled independently. Such pass-based modular architecture gives great flexibility and extensibility to users to customize iFed functionality according to their own demands. All passes are managed and controlled by a pass manager (§3.5). Users configure the pass manager to instruct it to construct and execute the pass pipeline. The pass manager also maintains all libraries’ in-memory status, and organizes them using RiMF format (§3.4). RiMF is an intermediate representation that is shared by all passes. In this way, passes are able to retrieve global information scattered in many libraries and to perform advanced inter-library transformations. Same as the existing loader, iFed offers other utility components as well, such as library discovery and elf parser.

### 3.4 Runnable In-memory Format

A main goal of iFed is splitting the current monolithic dynamic loader into extensible passes. On the one hand, it is desirable that a pass does not rely on another, thus enabling different passes to be developed and evolve independently. On the other hand, when multiple passes run together, they should be aware of how others transform libraries. Hence, we need a kind of intermediate representation that captures all libraries’ status originating from library objects and generated by iFed passes on the fly. Runnable in-memory format (RiMF) is intended to coordinate iFed passes by providing a central place to hold library information at load time.

Passes in iFed do not communicate with each other directly, instead, the shared RiMF is the only interface for library transformation any pass can use. In this way, RiMF hides iFed internal complexity and other pass’s implementation details to pass developers. Currently, whenever modifying the dynamic loader to add new features, a developer has to understand most of its codebase, even though much of them are irrelevant. In contrast, all a developer needs to know to write a transformation pass in iFed is the format and properties inside RiMF, and the operations it exposes. iFed maintains a single RiMF image which includes all dynamic libraries a program requires, instead of a separate object file for every library as today. Thus, iFed pass has more opportunities to apply global analysis and optimization. Our dynamic library concatenation pass demonstrates the power of global RiMF. Different from ELF object file which is designed for the dense on-disk format, RiMF rather focuses on load time in-memory representation, such as isolation constraints, memory placement and attributes, and code interposition.

The first-class object in RiMF is the isolation domain, which comprises a subset of libraries within the same protection boundary. The actual isolation domain implementation depends on the iFed pass. It could be implemented by MPK, SGX or even device offloading. At the top level, RiMF consists of a list of isolation domains, inter-domain invocations that need to be resolved specially and a global application entry point. Inside each isolation domain, similar to an ELF file, RiMF provides sections, exposed symbols, and relocation records. These information are organized in a set of tables. Primary tables provided by RiMF are: (1) memory-mapping tables which describe library address space layout and memory attributes; (2) symbol tables dealing with symbol definition, binding, reference, and so forth; (3) section metadata tables that associate RiMF sections to original ELF object files. A RiMF section does not contain the actual binary, but maps to one or more ELF sections initially. RiMF varies throughout the iFed transformation pipeline. RiMF exports multiple interfaces to query, insert, modify and commit its internal tables. For example, a pass can update section metadata tables to combine different ELF sections into a new RiMF section. By manipulating symbol tables, a pass is able to remove unused code or override a function call with a customized trampoline. The commit interface is used to apply table modifications to the actual binary, such as interposing them in the library code and loading sections to memory.

### 3.5 iFed Pass Manager

The iFed pass manager orchestrates transformation passes to operate on RiMF sequentially. The pass manager takes a user-provided configuration file and invokes each pass accordingly. In essence, the pass manager is mainly responsible for two tasks. First, the pass manager maintains the RiMF image and provides interfaces to various passes to query and modify RiMF. Second, the pass manager acts as a meta loader, which loads and executes each transformation pass. Consistent with iFed overall design principle, each transformation pass is also implemented as a dynamic library, which needs to be loaded before execution as well. For simplicity, we reuse the existing glibc loader for this minimal meta loader, so any transformation trick is not applied to pass libraries.
Current iFed does not contain a sophisticated scheduling policy for running passes nor supports parallel pass execution. We leave these as future work. Thus, the user has to explicitly deal with pass dependency and pass confliction in the configuration file.

**Pass Dependency.** In general, passes are not aware of each other because they only use RiMF as the communication medium. However, the order of passes impacts the runtime overhead a lot in some use cases. For example, a binary verification pass is preferred to run as early as possible, so following passes will not waste time on bad libraries. It is also beneficial to place one pass behind another, if it can reuse the analysis result from the previous pass, avoiding repeated work.

Some special cases must be handled carefully. vDSO is one such tricky example. vDSO is a virtual dynamic library (*e.g.*, `linux-vdso.so`) inserted into the application by the kernel, but still uses the standard dynamic loading mechanisms. Popular usage of vDSO is mapping some kernel regions into the application’s address space, thus some system calls can directly execute on these regions. As a consequence, vDSO libraries must be loaded earlier than any pass that will issue vDSO related system calls. Otherwise, iFed pass itself will fault due to incomplete vDSO even before the application starts running. Similarly, if a pass relies on `malloc` from libc, it has to make sure that `malloc` is working properly ahead of the pass execution.

**Pass confliction.** With more passes integrated together, they are possible to introduce conflict transformations on libraries. Different passes may partition libraries into different isolation domains, or they have opposite optimization objectives. Currently, iFed relies on users to construct the transformation pipeline properly. Automatic dependency extraction and confliction detection will be supported in the future.

Figure 2 demonstrates a potential iFed transformation pass pipeline. All libraries are verified first using security signatures in the first verification pass. Then an isolation pass divides libraries into several isolation domains. Libraries in each domain are loaded into memory, where the memory management pass allocates and sets up memory permissions appropriately. The last binary rewriting pass completes symbol resolution, relocation, and other intent manipulations.

### 3.6 Dynamic Library Concatenation

Hugepages (superpages) can greatly reduce the address translation overhead, because it eliminates one level page table hierarchy and occupies fewer TLB entries. However, the current loader does not explicitly leverage hugepages. As shown in Figure 3 (a), the current loader individually maps every section in each library into the process’s address space. If these sections use a small amount of memory (*i.e.*, smaller than the size of a hugepage), the operating system is unlikely to allocate hugepages for them automatically. As a result, frequent inter-library function calls will trigger more TLB misses, causing expensive page table walk, stalling the CPU instruction pipeline and slowing down applications.

The industry has two approaches to mitigate the impact of high TLB miss, but neither of them is ideal. Figure 3 (b) depicts the first approach, which allocates hugepages to hold all sections in the same library. While this approach reduces the number of used TLB entries, it brings many security vulnerabilities. Since all sections are in the same hugepage, that page should have all read/write/execute permissions required by different sections. For example, `.code` section becomes writeable and `.data` section is executable. Thus, this approach is only used in some closed environments. This, once again, indicates that the loader is capable to alter any policies designated during the development phase, making those policies unreliable. Therefore, the loader should provide capabilities to enforce security policies at load time.

The second method is illustrated in Figure 3 (c), such as the transparent hugepages for file systems proposed in the Linux kernel [27]. In this case, hugepages are used for large sections in each library. While it works well for applications using only a few large libraries, it cannot scale to a larger number of libraries. However, as we discussed in §1, using more and more libraries is the trend for production software, which leads to that such method will be less effective.

In iFed, we design a different approach and implement using in a iFed pass called dynamic library concatenation. The basic idea is intuitive as Figure 3 (d) shows. We collect the same sections, such as code, from all dynamic libraries and concatenate them one by one to form a big section. This combined section is large enough to fit in hugepages. More importantly, all the sections share the same memory permissions, so it is safe to place them in the same hugepage. Thanks to RiMF holding all libraries’ information, the dynamic library concatenation pass is able to disassemble and rearrange libraries easily.

By combining all libraries .code sections into a big one, we might reduce the possible address range used by address space layout randomization (ASLR). To mitigate this security
concern, we have some options. (1) We can concatenate these libraries in random order. (2) Hugepages do not have to be continuous in the virtual address space as long as the original section does not cross two hugepages. (3) We can leverage other code randomization techniques at load time [51] or runtime [53], which is easier to employ in iFed.

Another potential negative impact introduced by dynamic library concatenation is library sharing. Dating back to the early days of computing, the motivation for using dynamic libraries is to save limited memory. When multiple running processes require the same library, they only share a single in-memory copy of the libraries. Library concatenation makes the sharing more difficult, as different processes have to use the same set of libraries. However, from our experience, this issue is acceptable for the following reasons. (1) The shared region is mainly the immutable code section. However, the code size of libraries is negligible compared to today’s memory capacity. For instance, glibc has around 1.3 million lines of code and its un-stripped binary is only 17 MB, while a common server in the data center has 500 GB memory. (2) Thanks to the customizability of iFed, we can apply library concatenation only to key applications, while other utility or background processes still use the default memory management policy to share dynamic libraries. (3) In some cases, such as edge computing or micro-service, the same process will fork multiple times to serve different customers [36]. Since the forked process has the same address layout, they can share the concatenated library without any problem. (4) In the extreme case where the library must be shared, we align sections from different libraries at the 4K boundary. Thus, the 4K page in the middle of a hugepage can still be mapped to other applications at the cost that others are unable to utilize hugepages.

3.7 Relocation Branch Elimination

An important job accomplished by dynamic loaders is relocation, because the compiler cannot statically resolve cross-library function calls due to lack of address information. After the dynamic loader maps all libraries into process address space, it populates the actual address of unresolved functions in a lookup table. Then every call to a function in a dynamic library first retrieves the address from the lookup table and jumps to that destination. These extra actions result in a trampoline code, which is stored in another table.

Figure 4 (a) shows a simplified execution flow of relocation. The table used to serve address lookup is usually called global offset table (.got) and the procedure linkage table (.plt) saves the trampoline code. When functions in foo.so (e.g. foo1 and foo2) call the function bar in bar.so, they call the trampoline (bar@plt) instead. The trampoline issues an indirect jump instruction, whose destination address is fetched from an entry in .got (bar@got). Thus, the execution finally branches to the real address of bar (bar@bar.so). The above relocation mechanism is applied to every function call across dynamic libraries, thus incurring pervasive performance overhead. Figure 4 (b) depicts the performance cost in detail.

More executed instructions. Obviously, the single call instruction is expanded to multiple trampoline instructions, consuming more CPU cycles. Even worse, the additional indirect jump puts more challenge on the branch predictor. This is exacerbated by the fact that the trampoline code is not densely packed and .plt is often sparsely accessed, leading to more branch misses.

Extra memory access. The existing relocation approach also introduces more memory access. First, .plt asks for more memory to store the trampoline. Second, the trampoline needs to load from the extra .got memory. More memory access compete for the TLB and cache more frequently. Worse still, they are likely to be evicted from TLB and cache by other data access within the applications, especially in data-intensive scenarios, causing increased function call latency and unpredictability.

2 Existing loader (e.g. ld.so) loads libraries in a deterministic way, which is decided by its internal library discovery algorithm according to the dependency information from application binaries.

3 This simplified execution flow omits some complexities. .got entries are initially populated with a pointer to a loader’s own resolver function. So when a library function is invoked at its first time, it branches to the resolver function, which then updates the .got entry using the actual address. This also requires additional instructions to be patched into the trampoline.
However, there are no practical solutions to eliminate these performance penalties. Switching to statically linked libraries is not always feasible as discussed in §1, and some hardware methods [1] are not available in production due to architectural modifications. It is also difficult to replace the relocation mechanism in the current dynamic loader with little effort.

Thanks to iFed, we have a chance to insert an optimization pass to reduce the relocation cost in an extensible manner. We design the relocation branch elimination pass for this purpose. The key idea inside relocation branch elimination is pretty intuitive. As shown in Figure 4 (c), we can directly rewrite the call instructions to replace their target address using the address of library functions, instead of the address of the trampoline in .plt. The performance gain is obvious. We eliminate the extra two memory access and one instruction branch as shown in Figure 4 (d). As a result, we essentially achieve the performance of static linking on top of dynamic libraries. Despite its simple idea, we have to deal with instruction decoding, relocation sites management, and other implementation issues carefully. Implementation details are discussed in §4.

Rewriting instructions causes it more difficult to share libraries among applications, since they have to be organized in the exact same address space layout. Thus, the relocation branch elimination pass is preferred to be used in environments with sufficient memory. Another challenge that needs to be overcome is the distance restriction of a relative branch. When using relative addressing mode, the CPU has restrictions on the distance between the call site and the target address. Therefore, only rewriting the target address is not always possible if the library functions are loaded far from the call sites. This issue can be handled in multiple ways. (1) When combined with the dynamic library concatenation pass, it is rare that the distance exceeds the architectural constraint. (2) We can change the relative addressing to absolute addressing mode at the cost of an extra instruction to load the address into a register. This change can be done by re-compiling the code or rewriting the instructions by the loader. For instance, the Linux kernel module loader rewrites the instructions when detecting the constraint violation. (3) For the call sites that are far away from the target function, we can fall back to the existing relocation method using .plt and .got.

3.8 Discussion and Summary

The pass-based architecture enables iFed to accommodate much more load time technologies and functionalities. However, we do not argue that our architecture is the only or best way to design a loader. Other methods are possible, such as “Linux kernel module” or “systemd service unit” approach. This is an open and new research area, and researchers are welcome to investigate more. iFed also brings side effects to program launch time and binary size, and we discuss these trade-offs below.

Loading Time. While iFed infrastructure itself does not introduce additional overhead to program launch, boot time will increase as more iFed transformation passes are enabled. End users have to make the judgment on the trade-off between longer loading time and secure or faster application in run time. According to our experience so far, the increased loading time in iFed is acceptable. This is because (1) For applications that already require a modified loader to provide new functionalities, they do not suffer more extra launch costs after switching to iFed; (2) For long-running services, such as web server and database, the one-time overhead during the startup is always negligible; and (3) For short-lived tasks in high churn environments, we can explore process template and in-memory caching technology [36] to fork processes from an initialized template, thus all forked processes will bypass iFed loading phase and its associated overhead. We study how our dynamic library concatenation and relocation branch elimination passes impact loading time in §5.

Binary Size. As some iFed transformation passes may need extra binary information to perform in-depth analysis, it is likely to bloat the application binaries. For example, the relocation branch elimination optimization requires the linker to retain all relocations in the executable file, resulting in larger binaries. While it is possible to scan the binary to re-generate these information, it is not wise to waste time on these redundant work. So far, the bloated binaries are not a big deal given the current massive persistent storage, but we argue the ELF-based binary scheme can be improved in the following senses. First, developers should keep relevant binary information (e.g. data generated by static analysis or bitcode of LLVM IR) as much as possible to reflect more comprehensive semantics close to the source code, instead of throwing them away at build-time and hiding them from the users. It is the user who makes the decision whether these information should be stripped at deploy- or install-time. Second, while iFed uses ELF-based objects for compatibility now, it is better to have a different object file format in iFed to match the pass-based structure and RiMF image. Particularly, object files can be disassembled into per-pass pieces, and these pieces can be fetched, trimmed, or analyzed through per-pass configuration. These improvements are left as future work.

Summary. We summarize how iFed resolves the issues discussed in §1 based on our design principles. Organizing iFed with a collection of transformation passes inherently achieves modularity (P1). Passes do not directly interact with each other, but rely on the pass manager to mediate and operate on RiMF image as the only interface for collaboration. New passes are easily plugged into iFed, which significantly improves extensibility in iFed (P1). Therefore, vendors do not need to randomly modify the loader nor maintain multiple
versions to satisfy customers’ different demands, and in the meantime, customers are able to enjoy more features for free. Since users can choose which pass to be used in iFed via iFed configuration, they can flexibly construct transformation pipelines to customize the application at load time (P2). Paired with the iFed’s capability to transform libraries with a global view, customers are flexible to determine the trade-off among security, isolation, and performance. iFed is implemented to be compatible with the current loader, so no application modification is required (P3). More importantly, iFed enables another level of transparency for system administrators. For example, managers can insert a default security enhancement pass to iFed, regardless of if applications are built with security options.

4 iFed Implementation

Figure 2 depicts the typical workflow of iFed during program launch. A program’s binary is first loaded by the operating system, which then loads the dynamic loader’s binary if necessary. Next, the kernel returns to user space and hands over the control to iFed. After discovering all required libraries, iFed invokes the pass manager with an initial RMF image which simply contains all libraries in a single isolation domain. Based on the iFed configuration, the pass manager loads and executes each pass in sequence. Finally, iFed invokes the application’s entry point and completes the loading phase.

Compatibility. Current iFed is implemented on top of glibc 2.28. We reuse some utility components, such as library discovery and ELF parser from the glibc. As a result, iFed is able to load unmodified ELF binaries and supports common loader extensions, such as LD_PRELOAD. For compatibility, the existing dynamic loader (i.e. ld.so) is organized as a special fake pass in iFed. Linux allows an application to specify the dynamic loader it will use. Thus, we use this facility to enable the usage of iFed within applications.

Dynamic Library Concatenation. In this pass, we collect the same sections from all libraries and pack them into continuous memory backed by huge pages. To save memory, the last page is converted to small pages if less than 64 KB memory is occupied. While the implementation is intuitive, we must fix up the global variable access. Global variables are always accessed via offset, which is the difference between the address of the accessing instruction and the variable itself. For example, in Figure 3 (a) and (d), the offset between the .code and .data section within the foo.so is changed due to the rearrangement. Thus accessing variables in the .data section is broken. Our current solution is to instruct the compiler to emit all the symbol access information (e.g. using \texttt{–emit-relocs} options in gcc), and to fix the offset during the pass execution. The book-keeping information inside iFed is also updated according to the finalized address, so as to serve run-time loader interfaces, such as dlsym() and dladdr(). We only rearrange the libraries which are position independent.

Relocation Branch Elimination. This pass rewrites the branch instructions so that they do not need indirect jump based on .plt and got. First, we identify all branch instructions from the relocation records. Each record saves the position of the instruction and the remote symbol it references. The symbol could be either a function or a variable. Then, we find the actual address of the symbol and modify the instruction to use the address instead. Modifying instructions is architecture-dependent. We further optimize the function pointer invocations. In case of the function address can be determined at the loading time, we substitute the function pointer with the actual function.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation goals include:

- Illustrate the effectiveness of dynamic library concatenation and relocation branch elimination pass using micro-architecture statistics.
- Understand the applicability of iFed along with our optimization with a wide range of applications.
- Assess the generality when running iFed on different hardware architectures.

Setup. We evaluate iFed on two architectures. The first one is two 26-core sockets Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.3GHz, with hyper-threading enabled, resulting in 104 cores in total. The other is ARM Kunpeng-920 CPU @ 2.6GHz with four NUMA nodes, and each node has 24 cores. All experiments run on openEuler 20.03 [30] based on Linux 4.19 kernel. We compare iFed with the system default dynamic loader, ld.so in glibc 2.28.

5.1 Micro-benchmarks

We conduct a set of micro-benchmarks to evaluate the performance improvement of library concatenation and relocation branch elimination passes in iFed. Each test calls functions provided by a configurable number of dynamic libraries, and each function accesses a certain amount of memory. Figure 5 and Figure 6 study the impact of different library counts and working set sizes in the library function, respectively. All tests are run 500K iterations on the Intel machine. We compare four different implementations, (1) glibc – the system default dynamic loader. (2) iFed–hugepage – iFed with only dynamic library concatenation pass. (3) iFed-relocation – iFed with only relocation branch elimination pass. (4) iFed–iFed with both optimization passes.

Micro-architecture Impact. Figure 5 (a) shows the number of misses in instruction TLB. With more libraries involved, the total iTLB miss grows rapidly. glibc incurs the most iTLB miss because it uses 4K pages to load libraries and runs out of the limited number of iTLB entries. iFed-
relocation has little difference with glibc as it uses 4K pages, too. However, iFed-hugepage and iFed perform much better than glibc (note the log scale of y axis). Thanks to the usage of hugepage, they reduce the iTLB miss by an order of magnitude when the library count is smaller than 160, and by 40% with larger library counts. Less TLB miss leads to higher IPC as shown in Figure 5 (b). In addition to TLB miss, fewer code branches also decrease IPC. Thus, glibc has lower IPC than iFed-relocation, and iFed performs the best after integrating both optimizations. While the purposed optimizations almost work on .code sections, they also get benefits with a varied amount of data access as shown in Figure 6. With more data access, they compete for the cache and TLB when shared with .code, .plt and .got sections. This is illustrated in Figure 6 (a) where iFed-relocation triggers less TLB miss than glibc. In Figure 6 (b), IPC increases with the larger working set, as the memory access dominates the program execution. However, glibc performs worse than all iFed variants.

Latency Analysis. The improvements on micro-architecture further lead to the reduction in total execution time as depicted in Figure 5 (c) and Figure 6 (c). All execution time rise linearly with the test scale, but iFed runs faster than glibc in all cases. For instance, with 200 libraries and a 256 KB working set, iFed is 6% faster than glibc. More importantly, due to less TLB miss and branch, the predictability of library function invocation is improved a lot. To better understand the latency of library function calls, Figure 7 presents a CDF of function call latencies under different configurations. From the results, we observe that glibc has higher tail latency than iFed. For the 99th percentile latencies under the three configurations, iFed has improvements of 19%, 27%, and 3%, respectively.

Loading Time Discussion. Since iFed incorporates more functionalities, it inevitability slows down the time to launch a

---

Table 2: Loading time overhead comparison. These are the cost to load a redis server which has 36195 relocation sites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>glibc</th>
<th>iFed-hugepage</th>
<th>iFed-relocation</th>
<th>iFed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Load Time</td>
<td>1.42 ms</td>
<td>5.96 ms</td>
<td>7.02 ms</td>
<td>9.07 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 5: Micro-benchmarks: the working set is fixed at 256 KB.

Figure 6: Micro-benchmarks: the number of dynamic library is 100.

Figure 7: Library function invocation latency distribution.
5.2 Application Benchmarks

We evaluate iFed with Phoronix test suite v10.4.0 [42], which has a wide range of common applications and realistic workloads. We selected 23 applications from multiple domains that stress different components in the system, such as memory (zstd-compress), processor (botan), disk (postmark) and network (iperf). These tests also cover different running forms of multi-process, single- and multi-thread. We run these tests in two environments, the ARM Kunpeng server and a 60-core KVM-based virtual machine hosted in the Intel machine, because VMs are popularly deployed to hold applications today. Hardware virtualization is enabled, and the VM is configured with 128G memory. The guest OS is also openEuler 20.03 based on Linux 4.19 kernel. We enable all optimization passes in iFed, and report the average performance speedup compared to glibc in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The data is gathered from the built-in performance comparison tool in Phoronix. Since better hugepage usage and eliminated .got/.plt indirection in iFed will improve many tightly correlated micro architecture factors, we use perf to measure some typical CPU events for each benchmark. Table 3 lists the percentage of TLB miss reduction, branch miss reduction, and IPC improvement compared to glibc on both ARM and Intel testbeds.

Whether an application can get benefits from iFed depends on its bottleneck. For computing intensive applications who do not suffer from TLB miss or branch mispredictions, iFed keeps the same performance with glibc. For example, botan is a C++ crypto library and the benchmark measures the performance of many cryptographic algorithms. iFed has less than 1.5% performance difference with glibc in all test cases. As shown in Table 3, iFed has a negligible impact on IPC. xsbench tests a key computational kernel of the Monte Carlo neutronics application OpenMC. iFed does not reduce branch misses on ARM, thus the performance difference between iFed and glibc is less than 2%.

When the application is memory bound and its data compete for the shared TLB and cache with the code, iFed is able to mitigate the interference and improve the performance. For instance, the zstd-compress benchmark compresses and decompresses a 1 GB Linux kernel image. iFed reduces the number of TLB misses by 16.56% and 19.4% on Intel and ARM machine, respectively. Please note that our dynamic library concatenation deals with both .code and .data section, thus iFed does not only reduce iTLB misses. As a result, iFed speedups the benchmark by 7.3% on Intel and 25.7% on ARM.

For complicated applications that have complex function call patterns across libraries or use many dynamic libraries, iFed can boost their performance. For example, leveldb from Google gets 1.1% and 21.2% better performance on Intel and ARM platform, respectively. On ARM, glibc in-
curs $10^9$ instruction TLB misses, while iFed just incurs $10^5$ iTLB misses! ncnn is a mobile neural network inference framework developed by Tencent. Its IPC is improved by 3.04% and 6.36% on Intel and ARM platform respectively, and correspondingly iFed gets 7.7% and 24% overall better performance. iperf and nuttcp have a large performance boost because both benchmark server and client are loaded by iFed.

In some cases, iFed shows large relative improvements on perf events while has little impacts on the benchmark performance. That is because the event’s absolute numbers are so small that slight variations of the event result in large percentage difference. For example, on the Intel machine, optcarrot shows 10.45% less TLB misses while its performance is only 2.9% better. After examining the absolute number of TLB misses, we found there are only 1.8 million misses with glibc and iFed lowers it to 1.6 million. Those numbers are several orders of magnitude smaller than those in other memory intensive benchmarks. Another example is branch miss reduction in botan benchmark on the ARM platform. botan experiences around 323K and 311K branch misses under glibc and iFed respectively. Despite 3.65% reduction in branch misses, iFed does not have speedup over glibc.

To further validate our results, we analyse the rocksdb benchmark on the Intel VM in depth. The benchmark contains 3857 .got entries and 8153 .plt entries, and 94327 relocation sites point to these entries. With glibc, 15.6% of total cycles are spent on page table walk due to TLB misses, while this ratio is reduced to 10% after iFed optimization. Relocation branch elimination pass contributes 6% improvement, and dynamic library concatenation pass continues to improve 10%, leading to an overall improvement of 18%. We also tested a statically linked version which performs 9% better than the dynamic one with glibc. This improvement is less than iFed with the hugepage optimization, but is better than iFed with relocation elimination since static linking has more chance to apply link-time optimization.

In general, we do not observe the loading time overhead causing performance degradation even for the benchmarks which need to frequently boot up and shut down the test programs. On the Intel virtual machine, compared to glibc, the average TLB miss is reduced by 8.58%, the average branch miss is reduced by 3.28%, and the average IPC is improved by 3.02%. iFed is 3.7% better than glibc on average and achieves 18% maximum improvement. On the ARM physical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark name</th>
<th>x86</th>
<th>ARM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>apache</td>
<td>12.27%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>botan</td>
<td>8.01%</td>
<td>3.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>couchdb</td>
<td>3.86%</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daphne</td>
<td>8.25%</td>
<td>5.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espeak</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>git</td>
<td>3.85%</td>
<td>6.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iperf</td>
<td>7.58%</td>
<td>5.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kripke</td>
<td>4.56%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lame</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>11.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leveldb</td>
<td>3.15%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minion</td>
<td>13.66%</td>
<td>0.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ncnn</td>
<td>7.98%</td>
<td>5.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuttcp</td>
<td>3.12%</td>
<td>3.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optcarrot</td>
<td>10.45%</td>
<td>1.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postgresql</td>
<td>5.93%</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postmark</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>redis</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rocksdb</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tjbench</td>
<td>14.82%</td>
<td>-0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tnn</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264</td>
<td>1.99%</td>
<td>0.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xsbench</td>
<td>4.21%</td>
<td>1.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd-compress</td>
<td>16.56%</td>
<td>1.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>8.58%</td>
<td>3.28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Application benchmarks: percentage of TLB miss reduction, branch miss reduction, and IPC improvement.
We run the client and server on two ARM machines under the working engine. Since the current Clousuite is not supported web serving benchmark from Clousuite [10]. This benchmark VMs have an extra address translation layer. Thus if the host (e.g. send a message and post a tweet), while containing fewer login/logout operations. Each test case runs 5 minutes, and Clousuite collects the throughput and response time.

Figure 10 shows the normalized performance with various simulated concurrent users. The efficiency is seen in the improved throughput, reduced response time, and tail latency. The performance keeps increasing with more users until the system is saturated. For the peak performance, iFed has 13.3% higher throughput, 14.7% smaller average response, time and 12.5% lower 99th percentile latency. Figure 11 shows the detailed performance statistics of each operation with 110 concurrent users. iFed is better than glibc in most cases. For the throughput of register operation, iFed is lower because the client issues less register operation due to the probabilistic workload distribution. This is also confirmed by the reduced response time from Figure 11 (b) and (c). To summarize, these results demonstrate that optimizations in iFed are effective in the realistic multi-application environment.

6 Related Work

Loader modification and improvement. Many projects have to modify the loader to achieve their specific goals, even though the loader is not of their research contribu-
tion. However, the current dynamic loading infrastructure is neither flexible nor extensible to accommodate those modifications, causing their research to have limited applications in the industry. When utilizing MPK [14, 38, 50] or SGX [7, 13, 32, 37, 40, 44, 60] for stronger isolation or security, most works have to modify the loader to be aware of such isolation facility. Besides hardware-assistant isolation, software implementation also require to coordinate with loader, such as sandbox [5,6,24,55] and CFI [22,25,47,58]. It is necessary to change the loader to support program migration and execution on remote, heterogeneous, or smart devices [3,8,52]. Kard [2] leverages MPK for per-thread memory protection to implement a dynamic data race detector, which uses a custom loader to handle global variables. Shuffler [53] continuously re-randomizes code locations in a separate thread, but requires a small loader patch for bootstrap. With iFed, these modifications will be made easily and further reused across different projects.

Agrawal et al. propose a speculative hardware mechanism to avoid executing relocation trampolines [1], while we provide a pure software approach to eliminate relocation overhead in iFed. Stephen Kell et al. describe the formal semantics for static linking [19]. As iFed decouples a monolithic dynamic loader into smaller pieces, we expect a similar formal method can be applied to dynamic linking as well.

**Load time technologies.** There is a large body of research focusing on load time technology. Paschalis Mpeis et al. introduce a capture and replay mechanism [28] that detect and profile hot code regions, and optimize them offline. Instead of the original code from binary, these captured and optimized hot regions are fed into the loader to replay. Egalito [54] is a binary transformation framework that supports dynamic analyses or code-generation at load time. Load time binary stirring [51] randomly reorders some code sections and repairs code pointers accordingly. ASLR-Guard [26] contains a dynamic loader, which decouples code sections from data sections and encrypts some sensitive regions. Library debloating [33,35] is a type of load time optimization that loads only the set of library functions that will be used at each library call site within the application at runtime. iFed provides a platform to explore and integrate broader load time technologies. Wei Dong et al. propose a holistic dynamic linking and loading mechanism in networked embedded systems to generate minimal code size [9].

**Loader on new system and architecture.** Since dynamic loader is a basic toolkit, it has to be rewritten whenever a new system or hardware comes. For example, RedLeaf [29] is a rust-base OS with a new abstraction, called Domains, for lightweight isolation, and supports dynamically loaded Domains. CARAT [41] allows programs to run efficiently in a physical address space and needs a loader to collaborate properly. Different loaders are also implemented within different system architectures, such as microkernel [20,49], unikernel [43] or LibOS [4,34,45,59]. Similarly, the loader is always needed to be updated to explore new hardware features for isolation [39], security [31], communication [48], container [57], and embedded device [21]. With the help of iFed’s modular design, we are able to extract the system agnostic or architecture independent parts and reduce the porting effort.

## 7 Conclusions

We introduce iFed, an infrastructure for dynamic library transformation. While iFed is compatible with the current dynamic loader, its function goes beyond the traditional dynamic linking and loading. By a pass-based architecture and RiMF, iFed can provide much richer functionalities over isolation, security, and optimizations in a flexible, extensible, and modular way. We demonstrate the extensibility of iFed by implementing two optimization passes. One pass reduces TLB miss and improves IPC because of the effective usage of hugepages. The other pass rewrites the call sites to eliminate function relocation overhead. Modularity and extensibility are crucial to reducing the development, deployment, and maintenance costs of today’s complicated system software. We believe it is an open research area to investigate modular design in many other monolithic system software, not just in the loader.

Our evaluation shows optimizations in iFed improve performance and predictability for a wide range of applications on multiple architectures and platforms. On an ARM physical machine, iFed achieves up to 33% speedup, and on an Intel virtual machine, iFed gets a maximum improvement of 18%. In a complex dynamic website that requires collaboration among multiple applications, iFed improves the throughput by 13.3% and achieves a 12.5% reduction of end-to-end 99th percentile latency. More importantly, iFed boosts the performance transparently with no application changes. Building on both customers’ demands from industry and load technology advances from academia, the dynamic library manipulation infrastructure is a promising area of research. We believe that iFed paves the first example of a new generation of dynamic loaders for integrating research advancement of load-time transformations and technologies.
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Abstract

Kernel synchronization primitives are the backbone of any OS design. Kernel locks, for instance, are crucial for both application performance and correctness. However, unlike application locks, kernel locks are far from the reach of application developers, who have minimal interpolation of the kernel’s behavior and cannot control or influence the policies that govern kernel synchronization behavior. This disconnect between the kernel and applications can lead to pathological scenarios in which optimizing the kernel synchronization primitives under one context, such as high contention, leads to adversarial effects under a context with no lock contention. In addition, rapid-evolving heterogeneous hardware makes kernel lock development too slow for modern applications with stringent performance requirements and frequent deployment timelines.

This paper addresses the above issues with application-informed kernel synchronization primitives. We allow application developers to deploy workload-specific and hardware-aware kernel lock policies to boost application performance, resolve pathological usage of kernel locks, and even enable dynamic profiling of locks of interest. To showcase this idea, we design SynCord, a framework to modify kernel locks without recompiling or rebooting the kernel. SynCord abstracts key behaviors of kernel locks and exposes them as APIs for designing user-defined kernel locks. SynCord provides the mechanisms to customize kernel locks safely and correctly from the user space. We design five lock policies specialized for new heterogeneous hardware and specific software requirements. Our evaluation shows that SynCord incurs minimal runtime overhead and generates kernel locks with performance comparable to that of the state-of-the-art locks.

1 Introduction

With the ending of Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling, the exponential growth of single-processor performance has come to a standstill. Hence, application developers now resort to customization, rather than generalization, to further squeeze out the performance from the hardware. For instance, different applications work best with changing underlying system mechanisms. Although a generic mechanism often provides acceptable performance, it rarely matches the performance of a specialized mechanism, whose performance difference often is an order of magnitude or more [10, 34, 59, 70].

Such a major improvement stems from the fact that specialization bridges the semantic gap between applications and the underlying system [23, 63]: It establishes the context under which an application requests functionality from the system. Thus, the underlying system can provide the most suitable implementation or even allow applications to provide their own implementation. The method of specialization is not new. For instance, prior works have targeted the widely used Linux OS that has become a major performance bottleneck for applications [29, 33, 47, 53, 61]. As a result, kernel customization has been extensively studied in the context of scheduling [34], networking [49], storage [70], and accelerators [10]. Although such works mostly focus on the scheduling aspect of the IO, they do not expose one of the basic building blocks of today’s software design: concurrency control. Hence, this work takes a step in that direction by enabling the customization of the kernel synchronization primitives that have never been exposed to applications.

Kernel synchronization primitives, especially locks, are of paramount importance to ensuring correctness, achieving good performance, and scalability for applications [8, 9, 35, 37, 52]. Traditionally, kernel developers bake these primitives as a part of the OS implementation. Since it is difficult to change these primitives dynamically, the kernel developers favor supporting common scenarios and make all the decisions regarding their design and implementation. Thus, all these primitives are invisible and are out of reach of applications.

Given evolving hardware and changing software requirements, this static approach of lock design raises two issues: missing hardware and software contexts. From the hardware perspective, applications using kernel components, which rely on such generic primitives, suffer from regression issues in pathological cases [8, 37, 52]. In particular, these primitives
suffer from a high level of contention with increasing core count [8], which requires further optimization for the underlying hardware [11, 21, 51]. In addition, increasing hardware heterogeneity in modern systems further exacerbates this issue [4, 5, 16, 41]. Second, from the software perspective, these baked generic primitives lack application context. As a result, it can lead to pathological cases, such as missing readers-writer context [11], priority inversion [35, 38, 52], scheduler subversion [58], and lock-holder preemption [36].

The current practice of addressing these issues involves developing synchronization primitives for specific scenarios [12, 21, 26, 39, 42, 45, 46, 51]. However, designing, implementing, and verifying new synchronization primitives is challenging. In addition, developers need a huge amount of effort to upstream and maintain them. To satisfy fast-evolving scenarios and requirements, synchronization primitives should be easily changeable and even on the fly instead of providing point-solutions as in previous works.

This paper proposes the idea of application-informed kernel synchronization primitives that enables users to develop custom lock policies to maximize performance or resolve pathological cases. For example, with an asymmetric multicore processor machine, in which processors operate at a different speed [4, 5, 16], application developers may want to prioritize lock waiters on fast cores to maximize performance. To demonstrate this idea, we design and implement SynCord, a framework built to safely modify kernel locks on the fly without recompiling or rebooting the kernel. We abstract and modularize the semantics of the locking primitives and expose them in the form of APIs. A developer uses these APIs for implementing policies, such as NUMA-awareness, priority boosting, readers-writer preference [11, 21, 37] etc. SynCord then verifies these policies and safely patches the running kernel in the end. It provides the capability to deploy custom code for a wide range of lock instances: from a single lock instance to a set of locks, or every lock in the kernel. Besides deploying lock policies, SynCord further allows users to profile locks at fine granularity. Our approach departs from the conventional tools profiling a fixed set of statistics for all kernel locks [73]. Instead, a user can now collect any lock statistic on arbitrary locks.

The ultimate goal of SynCord is to completely realize the idea of contextual concurrency control [57], which enables users to modify any synchronization primitives from the user space in a safe manner. As a first step in kernel lock customization, our SynCord prototype currently supports non-blocking locks. In particular, SynCord allows users to write their own logic for reordering lock waiters, setting priorities between competing threads to acquire a lock. We support three existing non-blocking primitives: ShflLock [37], CNA [19], and the stock readers-writer lock in Linux. We further demonstrate the generality of SynCord by adapting four different locking algorithms to the kernel and optimizing them based on our evaluation platform. In addition, we provide a case study of lock profiling using SynCord and show how it simplifies the performance analysis of a lock algorithm. Our evaluation shows that the custom algorithms developed with SynCord increase the application performance by up to three orders of magnitude compared to the generic locks.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- **Application-defined concurrency.** We propose the idea of on-the-fly modification of lock design. To realize that, we design and implement the SynCord framework.
- **APIs for non-blocking locks.** We provide a set of APIs that exposes the key decisions of non-blocking locks to implement various lock algorithms.
- **Lock algorithms.** We implement four lock algorithms and optimize them based on the platform. The optimized versions outperform generic locks up to three orders of magnitude.
- **Custom fine-granularity profiling.** SynCord provides custom, fine-granularity lock profiling that simplifies locks’ performance analysis with smaller overhead.

## 2 Background And Motivation

Modifying kernel locking primitives without recompiling and rebooting the OS spans various domains of concurrent OS design. We first discuss the evolution of locks, followed by various mechanisms for kernel customization and the specific need for dynamic patching for kernel locks.

### 2.1 Lock evolution

Locks are widely used and heavily influenced by hardware. For example, queue-based locks minimize cache-line contention [51] among CPUs by forming a queue of waiters who spin on private cache lines. Hierarchical locks [11, 17, 21] improve application throughput for non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture, in which local memory is faster than remote NUMA memory. Such locks exploit the NUMA characteristic by batching requests from the same NUMA node at the cost of higher memory use and lower throughput in non-contended scenarios. CNA [19] and ShflLock [37] address these limitations by dynamically reordering the queue. ShflLock enforces policies given by hardware characteristics and software behaviors through shuffling. Although both locks allow designing new lock algorithms by abstracting both hardware and software requirements in the form of policy, their approach is insufficient for changing kernel locks on the fly. A developer still needs to recompile and reboot the kernel to test a new policy. SynCord allows users to develop custom policies and safely deploy them to a live kernel.

### 2.2 Kernel customization

With the introduction of fast IO devices, hardware accelerators and hundreds of cores, customizing the kernel on the fly is the new norm for improving application performance. However, this idea is not new, as Exokernel [22] is
the first kernel design that enables customization by safely exporting hardware resources to untrusted library OSes and downloading application code to the kernel. Another prominent one that enables customization is the split-level I/O scheduling [70], which enables users to deploy custom I/O scheduling mechanisms across various layers of the storage stack.

Recently, Linux has been allowing user-level applications to customize the kernel by handling page faults in user space [14] or using the eBPF framework [23]. eBPF has seen wide deployment at various places in the kernel. For example, EXTFuse speeds up user-level file systems with eBPF [6]. eXpress Data Path (XDP) [63] introduces a programmable network data path that allows a user-supplied eBPF program to control network packets. Moreover, recent work proposed delegating kernel operations to user space. For example, Syrup [34], ghOST [28] and Scheduler BPF [15] allow users to specify scheduling policy and deploy it in the kernel networking stack and thread schedulers. Snap [49] enables the development of networking features in user space, while DPDK [61] and SPDK [29] provide libraries to accelerate packet processing and develop storage features. Compared to these works, SynCord takes a step further in customizing the kernel: it allows users to control the concurrency mechanisms in the underlying kernel.

2.3 Application-defined locking matters

Figure 1 illustrates the fact that one lock design cannot perform the best in all scenarios. For example, when the workload is read-dominant, rwlock outperforms spinlock because spinlock requires mutual exclusion even between read operations. In particular, per-CPU rwlock works better than a centralized one by avoiding cache traffic caused by a reader indicator across cores. However, with a write-dominant workload, the per-CPU rwlock performs the worst. In addition to the application semantics, underlying hardware also requires a different lock [17]. The NUMA-aware spinlock performs better than the MCS spinlock when threads execute across multiple sockets, but MCS can be a better choice on a single socket machine for the first few threads.

One might solve this problem by designing and implementing a special kernel lock. However, developing and maintaining kernel locks customized for each application and hardware is difficult, time-consuming, and costly. Meanwhile, SynCord eases the development of new lock algorithms. First, unlike other subsystems, synchronization primitives are not well isolated in the kernel. Hence, changes to synchronization primitives require understanding the surrounding details that impact a lot of other kernel codes. SynCord provides modularity for synchronization primitives. Second, SynCord APIs serve as an abstraction layer. These APIs hide the underlying tricky implementation details of lock, such as concurrency, memory model, and atomic instructions use. Instead, developers implement policies for scheduling waiters, such as what to do before and after acquiring a lock, and which type of waiters should be prioritized (§5). Moreover, locks designed with SynCord require no changes to the kernel’s components and achieve similar speed up with only a few lines of code (Table 5).

2.4 The need for dynamic lock patching

Apart from the difficulty of designing and implementing new lock algorithms in the kernel, installing a modified kernel requires a system reboot. However, there are common scenarios where applications or underlying hardware change during execution, requiring live kernel lock changes. In terms of application changes, applications whose performance matters might change over runtime. This case is possible in a cloud environment, as multiple applications execute in a particular order. In addition to performance, applications try to maintain some form of service level agreements in the form of latency or fairness. Besides this, a scenario of runtime hardware modification is virtual machine (VM) live migration [2]. For example, if a cloud provider migrates a VM from a single socket machine to a multi-socket NUMA machine, users should modify their kernel locks’ policies to handle the NUMA behavior. Moreover, with increasing hardware heterogeneity, applications require policies incorporating both hardware and software policies for better performance. One might argue that the traditional approach of kernel patching is sufficient. In this case, the conventional static kernel patching approach cannot efficiently handle such scenarios, motivating the need for the SynCord dynamic approach, which allows developers to implement specific APIs and patch a set of locks, while generally ensuring safety properties.

3 The SynCord Framework

SynCord is a framework for customizing kernel locks on the fly without recompiling or rebooting the kernel. To modify kernel locks, a user writes custom lock algorithms in user space, and SynCord safely deploys them in the kernel. SynCord can patch individual lock instances or every lock in the kernel. In addition, SynCord enables fine-grained profiling of kernel locks, helping users better understand the impact the kernel has on their application. We design
A user creates custom code with the target point

```
bool lock_enable_fastpath (qspinlock *lock) {
  return true;
}
```

...notify the user on failure

```
spin_lock (&inode->i_lock)
```

Bytecode

Verify

Verifier

Successful

Patch

Table 1: A summary of SynCord APIs. General APIs intercept the entry and exit points of the lock acquire and release phase. Today most of the lock algorithms have at least two paths to enter the critical section: fast path and slow path. Here, the fast path APIs intercept the fast path access to acquire the lock. Meanwhile, the slow path provides waiter reordering APIs that control the reordering of waiters for lock acquisition. Lock bypass APIs allow threads to bypass locks. The lock bypass APIs allow expert developers to design their algorithm, which comes at their own risk.

SynCord to modify kernel locks as a sandbox that adds new policies on top of existing locks.

**Design goals.** SynCord has three main design goals:

- **Correct lock patching.** SynCord must maintain the mutual exclusion of the lock instances being patched and should not introduce any correctness bugs through the process of patching.

- **Sandboxed user’s code.** Users may provide unsafe code that leads to mutual exclusion violation. SynCord aims to prevent such code from corrupting the kernel as long as they use SynCord’s safe APIs, so that relieves users’ concerns about the correctness of their lock design.

- **Usability and expressiveness.** SynCord aims to provide APIs expressive enough to tune kernel locks for various platforms or requirements.

To strike a balance between expressiveness and sandboxed impact, we design two sets of APIs. A set of safe APIs (1–5 in Table 1) guarantees mutual exclusion for general use, and the other set of unsafe APIs (6, 7) grant expert kernel developers full control of locks at their own risk.

Moreover, we envision that a single organization uses SynCord to modify kernel locking primitives. In particular, the sysadmins of that organization, with root privileges, handle the conflicting policies for various applications contending on the same lock or a set of locking instances. We follow this model because unlike other subsystems, locking primitives guard shared resources, which an unprivileged user should not change. In addition, we assume that such kernel changes do not occur frequently. Thus, a single policy optimized for underlying hardware or applications’ usage patterns may last several minutes.

### 3.1 SynCord overview

Figure 2 illustrates SynCord’s key components and workflow. SynCord exposes a set of APIs (Table 1) to abstract underlying lock implementation and allows users to write custom kernel locks in the abstracted layer. These APIs are the pre-defined hooking points that developers use for inserting their custom code to control the logic of underlying locks. To use SynCord, a privileged user first specifies the lock instance they want to patch and writes the custom locking code in C with SynCord APIs in a separate file (1). SynCord processes this file in a semi-interactive fashion. It first reads the file and compiles the custom code (2). It then passes the compiled program to the verifier that performs static analysis to validate the safety requirements (3). The verification process usually takes a few milliseconds. If the verification fails, SynCord notifies the user (4). Otherwise, it loads the policy into the kernel and gets a unique ID of the policy (5). With the ID, SynCord patches the locking func-
To design a custom kernel lock with SynCord, a developer first specifies a set of lock instances to patch and implements a new policy by writing code blocks for each API. At a high level, there are two main purposes for developers to write code in the APIs: to enforce user-defined policies on scheduling waiters, and fine-grained profiling. From the scheduling perspective, a lock algorithm ensures the mutual exclusion property while scheduling a set of waiters based on user requirements, e.g., FIFO. Thus, SynCord exposes various means to schedule lock waiters, such as queue ordering and backoff schemes. In addition, both custom lock design and profiling often record extra information. Thus, we also provide auxiliary data structures (refer to §3.2.2) that serve as the extra storage space for the custom code.

### 3.2 Programming with SynCord

To design a custom kernel lock with SynCord, a developer first specifies a set of lock instances to patch and implements a new policy by writing code blocks for each API. At a high level, there are two main purposes for developers to write code in the APIs: to enforce user-defined policies on scheduling waiters, and fine-grained profiling. From the scheduling perspective, a lock algorithm ensures the mutual exclusion property while scheduling a set of waiters based on user requirements, e.g., FIFO. Thus, SynCord exposes various means to schedule lock waiters, such as queue ordering and backoff schemes. In addition, both custom lock design and profiling often record extra information. Thus, we also provide auxiliary data structures (refer to §3.2.2) that serve as the extra storage space for the custom code.

#### 3.2.1 SynCord APIs

Table 1 summarizes the APIs in the current SynCord prototype. The APIs expose several key behaviors of queue-based non-blocking locks, especially the ordering between lock waiters. We design SynCord APIs to be general across many existing lock designs and safe enough to use in user space. Most locks have well-known interfaces: acquire() and release(). Hence, the first category of our APIs (①–③) hooks these interfaces. Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code of spin_lock and spin_unlock with the hooking points for SynCord APIs. The General APIs allow users to intercept the entry and exit points of the acquire and release phase. These APIs are particularly useful for lock profiling as their hooking points are inspired by Linux’s lockstat to profile every kernel lock. For example, users can use these APIs to record the time spent in acquiring the lock or the time spent in the critical section.

The second set of APIs—the Fast path—hooks the entry of a slow path (⑤) or controls the fast path of the lock (⑥). The fast path uses test-and-set-based lock for low contention scenarios [13, 19, 37]. For example, in qspinlock, CNA and ShflLock, a thread first tries to issue a test-and-set instruction to grab the lock, and only queues itself on failure. The fast path optimizes performance but may impact fairness, which now can be easily controlled with APIs. The slow path involves queue maintenance when the lock is in use, which applies to almost all queue-based lock algorithms [13, 44, 54, 55].

To design policies controlling the order to acquire a lock, we rely on a queue-based lock design that provides a powerful abstraction to reorder the waiting queue on the fly without using extra memory. Both CNA and ShflLock allow arbitrary dynamic queue ordering to achieve user-defined policies. Thus, we provide two reorder APIs (⑦–⑨). should_reorder() moves a waiter in front of the queue by comparing the current node with an anchor node. skip_reorder() skips the reordering procedure. When the reordering is skipped, the waiting queue goes back to the first-in-first-out policy to maintain waiting threads. This is useful to enforce fairness for specific scenarios or purposes.

Although these APIs can implement several queue-based lock algorithms, they cannot change the basic mechanism of the underlying kernel locks. However, an experienced lock developer may want to redesign the kernel lock completely [17, 20, 21]. Thus, SynCord introduces a set of APIs that allow the custom code to bypass the lock acquire and release phase (⑩–⑪). These APIs grant users complete control of the kernel lock and thus allow users to design arbitrary lock algorithms. Since these APIs bypass underlying locks, it is the user’s responsibility to correctly maintain the mutual exclusion property.

A point to note is that most of the APIs only introduce performance bugs with incorrect usage. Although the reordering API might affect the fairness, SynCord prevents threads from starvation with runtime checks. Meanwhile, our APIs are designed not to introduce correctness bugs (e.g., infinite loops, mutual exclusion violations) except for the lock bypass APIs.
3.2.2 Auxiliary data structures

Sometimes, designing new lock algorithms or profiling existing locks might require extra information. For example, to implement a NUMA-aware lock scheduling algorithm (§5.1), each waiter needs to record its socket ID. Hence, we support auxiliary data structures to save some semantic information. In particular, we support three such types: per-node data, per-lock data, and global data. Per-node data is associated with a thread (node) that waits to acquire the lock. Its lifetime starts when a thread joins the waiting queue and ends when the thread acquires the lock. Per-lock data is associated with a lock instance, and global data plays the identical role as global variables in the kernel. Both per-lock and global data structures are created and destroyed explicitly by SynCord and follow the lifetime of the associated policy in most cases. The user, while implementing custom code, also defines the required types of auxiliary data structures, which get compiled along with the lock.

3.3 SynCord properties for lock design

Unlike current kernel customization approaches that localize resources within a process model, exposing dynamic lock modification requires reasoning about the mutual exclusion properties, minimizing the impact of starvation and ensuring that we patch the lock code correctly.

Sandboxed impact. If the user provides buggy code, SynCord should prevent such code from corrupting the kernel. SynCord guarantees code safety: memory safety (no access to illegal memory address), termination (no infinite loop), liveness (no deadlock) and mutual exclusion. The current verifier, which relies on the eBPF verifier, uses static analysis to enforce code safety. In particular, SynCord APIs pass a lock instance as a read-only argument to prevent arbitrary changes to the lock state during the lock acquisition and release phases. For instance, SynCord APIs (except the bypass ones) do not modify the functioning of the existing lock algorithm, such as atomic instruction, barriers, and concurrent executions. Because of this, SynCord does not introduce any new deadlock situation, meanwhile maintaining the liveness of the underlying lock even after adding the user logic. Our APIs only provide suggestions/hints to existing locks, as we do not change their underlying working. Hence, it is impossible to incur mutual exclusion violation. Meanwhile, we advise only lock experts to use the bypass APIs for complete access to the lock state.

Avoiding starvation. The reordering of waiters by SynCord introduces starvation that can severely affect the kernel response. We address this issue with bounded runtime checks. For example, if a custom lock uses backoff, we ensure that a waiter only waits for a maximum amount of time. To ensure this behavior, SynCord disables the custom logic for the respective APIs if the thread is suffering from starvation. We currently set the bounded time to 10 ms.

Correct lock patching. If a user provides the correct code, SynCord must address three issues: 1) only patch the required code, 2) apply the patch when the system is in a quiescence state to avoid any inconsistency, and 3) resolve the lock patch if multiple conflicting policies exist. We address these issues by using the mature patching service in Linux: Livepatch [32], which works as follows. Livepatch first generates a difference between the changed code. It then compiles the diff as a kernel module. Now, Livepatch inserts the module once the system reaches a quiescent state, i.e., when a thread leaves the kernel space or CPUs are in idle mode.

In the case of SynCord, Livepatch can fail to insert the code if a user patches the same lock instances with multiple policies. We address this issue as follows: Before applying a patch, SynCord checks for an existing patch on the lock. If so, it aborts and reports the conflict to the system administrator. We also support re-patching the same locking call site by bypassing the previous check. Thus, SynCord provides the flexibility to resolve patch conflicts. For example, the user can completely override the old patch with the new one. Alternatively, they can develop and apply a new patch by manually merging those two patches.

4 SynCord Implementation

We now discuss the implementation of SynCord. First we present a summary of SynCord’s implementation and then the two existing mature Linux kernel tools SynCord builds upon: eBPF (§4.1) and Livepatch (§4.2).

The current SynCord prototype targets non-blocking locks and supports both exclusive locks (e.g., spinlocks) and readers-writer locks. For spinlocks, we implemented SynCord with the stock Linux spinlock, CNA [19] and ShflLock [37]. For readers-writer locks, we implemented SynCord with the readers-writer locks in ShflLock and the Linux kernel. Our current prototype uses Linux v5.4.

SynCord requires a one-time kernel modification to expose APIs (§3.2.1), extra eBPF helper functions, and runtime checks. Exposing the current SynCord APIs is relatively straightforward. Except for the waiter reordering APIs, we exposed all the other APIs by inserting a dummy function. We expose the waiter reordering for ShflLock and CNA in the form of a comparison function and also support the case for skipping the comparison with the skip_reorder() function. In total, we modify 143 lines of code in the Linux kernel. Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/rs3lab/SynCord.

4.1 eBPF for SynCord

eBPF allows applications to run custom code at specific points in the kernel (called hook points or target points). To use eBPF, a user first writes a program in C and compiles it into the eBPF bytecode. The kernel then loads the bytecode, verifies the memory safety, and then deploys it at the specified hook points. The eBPF verifier uses static analysis to check any illegal memory access in the program and also
verifies if the program terminates. To guarantee the termination of a program, the verifier only allows bounded loops and rejects unreachable instructions or out-of-bound jumps. eBPF further tries to ensure safety by only whitelisting a set of safe functions (called helper functions), so that applications can obtain system state, such as the current time, CPU ID, etc. SynCord exploits the eBPF safety guarantees to enforce several safety requirements.

Several lock algorithms require threads to spin until they satisfy a set of specific conditions. However, the eBPF verifier does not allow loops since it cannot guarantee termination. To address this issue, SynCord introduces a new eBPF helper function: `backoff()`. With this helper function, a thread terminates its spinning either by meeting the defined condition or the specified time is over. SynCord further sets an upper limit on the timeout value (10 ms) to avoid starvation. We designed `backoff()` as an eBPF helper function so users can use these functions in any SynCord APIs.

### 4.2 Kernel livepatching for SynCord

Kernel livepatch [32, 56, 60, 66] modifies the kernel on the fly without rebooting the system. While eBPF alone can deploy user-defined code into the kernel (§4.1), the effect is global and thus affects all the lock instances in the kernel. To support a finer deployment granularity (§3) and auxiliary data structures (§3.2.2), SynCord uses Livepatch, specifically `patch` [60] to deploy the custom code.

#### Implementing auxiliary data structures.
We expose three types of auxiliary data structures: per-node data, per-lock data, and global data. Per-node data stores additional information when a thread joins a waiting queue in a queue-based lock design. Currently, the per-node data is 16 bytes but it is aligned at a cache-line boundary (64 bytes) to avoid false sharing. Thus, SynCord uses the remaining 48 bytes to store extra information. Presently, the current spinlock size is fixed at 4 bytes, and modifying the lock itself increases the memory footprint of any lock instance. Hence, for per-lock data, we use shadow variables [40] to allocate extra memory only for the target lock instances. In particular, we store the auxiliary data inside an in-kernel key-value store created by Livepatch. The address of a target lock instance serves as the key, while the value is per-lock auxiliary data. In addition to the per-lock data, global data such as per-CPU data can be also stored in that key-value store. SynCord frees the extra memory allocated as shadow variables when it removes the corresponding policy. In other words, SynCord does not modify the structure of the lock itself, instead it stores the additional per-lock data separately from the parent lock object. Hence, our design choice does not increase the memory footprint of all locks in the kernel. SynCord only allocates memory for the target locks, thereby having no additional memory footprint without an installed policy.

### 5 Use Cases

We discuss the design and evaluation of various use cases enabled by SynCord. We first cover lock scheduling algorithms that manipulate the ordering of the lock acquisition. SynCord provides the means to define a custom lock acquisition order either by reordering the waiting queue or by blocking specific threads from joining the queue. We classify the lock scheduling algorithms into two types: (1) acquisition-aware scheduling, which considers the characteristics of lock waiters to enter the critical section, such as NUMA-awareness (§5.1) or biased readers-writer (§5.4); (2) occupancy-aware scheduling, which involves scheduling based on the time a thread spends in the critical section (§5.2, §5.3). The second use case focuses on customized fine-grained profiling (§5.5). Finally, we discuss our experience of using SynCord to implement these use cases (§5.6). Note that every lock implemented with SynCord is marked with “*” in figures. “-static” represents Linux kernel compiled with a static implementation of the equivalent locking strategy.

#### Experimental setup.
We evaluate SynCord on an 8-socket, 224-core machine equipped with Intel Xeon Platinum 8276L CPUs. The machine runs Ubuntu 20.04 with Linux kernel 5.4.0 with disabled hyperthreading. Table 2 lists the benchmarks we use for the evaluation.

#### 5.1 NUMA-aware spinlock

**Motivation.** Modern servers have non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architectures, with multiple sockets, multi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Lock: Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files from/to an empty directory</td>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files from/to an empty directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files within a directory</td>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files from/to an empty directory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files within a directory</td>
<td>Rename lock: Rename files from/to an empty directory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Lock usage in each benchmark.

**Figure 4:** Pseudocode of a NUMA-aware lock with SynCord.
ple cores, locally attached memories, and shared last-level caches. In such a server, accessing local memory is faster than accessing remote NUMA memory [21, 62]. NUMA-aware locks improve application throughput by batching lock acquisitions from the same socket together [19, 37].

**Design.** SynCord adopts the dynamic reordering mechanism for NUMA-aware locking from ShflLock and CNA, and batches requests from the same socket. NUMA locks ensure long-term fairness by periodically passing the lock to another socket. Figure 4 shows the implementation of this algorithm with SynCord. We add a per-node auxiliary integer: socket_id to record the socket ID of each waiting thread (line 4). The pseudocode denotes it inside Class, while the actual implementation is the struct of C code. We also enabled the fast path (lines 6–7) for lock stealing. If the fast path fails, the waiter enters the slow path after recording the socket ID (lines 9–10). The reordering process occurs in the slow path, and the underlying lock decides a reordering strategy. For example, in the case of ShflLock, the shuffler (S) first checks whether it should skip reordering by invoking the skip_reorder (lines 18–19) API. If not, S iterates the queue starting from itself; it invokes should_reorder (lines 14–15) with itself being the anchor and a waiting thread as curr. For all the waiting threads that make should_reorder return true, S moves that waiter forward, which groups waiters from the same socket. If skip_reorder returns true, S assigns the next waiter as the new shuffler, which ensures long-term fairness. The CNA lock also applies the same approach of grouping, but with a queue-splitting mechanism.

**Evaluation.** Figure 5 compares the stock version and two versions of ShflLock and CNA. The first is a static implementation requiring kernel re-install and reboot, while the other is the SynCord-based (marked *). Since ShflLock and CNA have a NUMA-aware policy on default, the evaluation shows how much overhead is introduced by SynCord’s dynamic approach compared to the static implementation of the identical policy. We evaluate two microbenchmarks that contend on a single lock, and LevelDB’s readrandom, which contends on the lock guarding the futex bucket. We find that theSynCord-based locks enforce a NUMA-aware policy on the fly without any significant overhead. Their performance is similar to their static counterparts and outperforms the stock version present in the Linux kernel, without having to compile or reboot the kernel. LevelDB’s performance drops can be attributed to its use of a global database lock, which is not NUMA-aware.

### 5.2 Asymmetric multicore lock

**Motivation.** Asymmetric multicore processors (AMP) [4, 5, 16] consist of heterogeneous cores with different computing powers: energy-efficient slow cores and power-hungry fast cores. By combining both fast and slow cores in one processor, an AMP machine can adjust for dynamic usage patterns, for example, utilizing all cores to maximize the performance or using only slow cores for better energy-efficiency. Moreover, an AMP-aware scheduler can place low computation tasks on slow cores and place compute-intensive tasks on the fast ones. Unfortunately, current lock designs are unsuitable for the AMP architecture, as most lock designs assume homogeneous cores [41]. In particular, their performance significantly degrades when running on an AMP machine. This happens because slow cores execute critical sections up to 4× slower than faster cores [4], leading to lower throughput and higher latency [41]. Moreover, no lock design works efficiently for a multi-socket NUMA server, each has AMP.

**Design.** Our design is inspired by the LibASL [41], an AMP-aware user space lock without NUMA-awareness. Taking a step further, we extend LibASL’s design for future AMP NUMA machines. LibASL works as follows: During a low contention scenario, it allows both slow cores and fast cores to acquire the lock to maximize performance. Meanwhile, during high contention, it penalizes slow cores so that fast cores can acquire the lock more aggressively for better performance. We slightly depart from LibASL with regards to penalty. In particular, we penalize slow core threads by forcing them to wait for a maximum of fixed time (10ms) before acquiring the lock. Providing appropriate wait time prevents starvation and ensures acceptable latency for workloads running on slow cores.

Figure 6 shows our version of the AMP-aware lock implemented using SynCord APIs. We use MAX_WAIT_TIME (line 2) as the maximum wait time for threads running on slow cores, and per-node socket ID (line 6) is used for NUMA-awareness.
Similar to ShflLock, we allow lock stealing in the fast path (lines 8–9). On failing the fast path, the waiter assigns itself a socket ID (line 15) and checks its core type (line 21). If the waiter runs on a fast core, it immediately enters the slow path and joins the waiting queue. Otherwise, the waiter needs to wait before joining the waiting queue using the backoff function (lines 21-22). The thread on the slow core spins either until the MAX_WAIT_TIME has elapsed or if the lock has been released (lines 11–12). After returning from the backoff function, the waiter finally enters the slow path and joins the waiting queue. Once a thread enters the slow path, it follows a similar strategy as that of the NUMA lock for queue reordering and skipping. Thus, our NUMA-aware AMP lock prioritizes threads on fast cores before joining the queue, and further prefers the thread from the same socket after entering the queue. On the other hand, slow cores do acquire the lock after spinning for a predefined time (10ms). With the time-bound spinning, our approach prevents starvation while boosting application throughput.

Evaluation. Since there is no NUMA-AMP machine, we emulate the AMP environment by changing the CPU frequency. The fast cores are $4 \times$ faster than the slow cores and each socket has 14 fast and 14 slow cores, respectively. We use the same workloads as before (§5.1) and compare stock, ShflLock, and AMP. AMP is implemented statically (static-AMP) and using SynCord (+AMP) to compare the overhead coming from SynCord. Figure 7 shows that AMP outperforms both ShflLock and stock by 1.5x and 13.4x each and maintains the performance with increasing core count. To dig deeper, we measure the throughput of fast and slow cores separately. We find that all three locks have similar throughput under low contention (eight threads) for all workloads. This happens because all three locks are able to steal locks during the fast path. However, when the contention becomes high, both stock and ShflLock allow slow cores to acquire the lock, leading to lower throughput. On the other hand, AMP lets fast cores acquire the lock most of the time and thus achieves higher throughput.

5.3 Scheduler-cooperative lock

Motivation. Patel et al. [58] described the scheduler subversion problem, in which competitive threads hold the same lock for varying times, leading to a subversion of CPU scheduling goals. In particular, current CPU schedulers let each thread have an equal share of the CPU time. Suppose two threads are spending most of their CPU time executing in a critical section protected by the same lock; one thread (the bully thread) holds the lock for a much longer time ($e.g.$, orders of magnitude longer) than the other (the victim thread). In this case, the bully thread essentially receives a much longer CPU time than the victim thread, subverting the scheduling goal. This can lead to pathological cases of denial of service attacks, and lower application performance [58].

Design. To address this problem, we implement a new lock algorithm, that strives to achieve fair hold time across threads: SCL. SCL utilizes ShflLock as the underlying kernel lock and uses SynCord APIs. The algorithm assumes that all threads have the same priority and receive the same CPU time. The algorithm tracks the time spent in the critical section for each thread. If one thread holds the lock longer than its share, it cannot acquire the lock until other threads have received an equal chance to acquire the lock. On top of SCL, we also implement a NUMA-aware version: NUMA-SCL.

Figure 8 presents the implementation of SCL. We have not included the NUMA part for brevity, which is similar to §5.1. We introduce several auxiliary data structures to implement this algorithm: a per-thread lock hold time variable (line 3), a per-thread variable for recording the beginning of the critical section (line 5), a per-lock integer for counting contending thread (line 9), and total hold time for each lock (line 10). The algorithm works as follows: Before a thread ($t$) joins the waiting queue, it first computes the lock quota based on the number of threads and overall lock holding time (line 14). Based on the time $t$ spent in the critical section (line 15), it waits until other threads get the equal opportunity (lines 15–20) by backing off for that approximated time (line 20). We track the per-lock total lock hold time and per-thread lock hold time by tracking when the thread enters the critical section (line 23) and update the overall lock usage in the release phase (lines 26–31).

Evaluation. We evaluate five locks with a workload proposed by Patel et al. [58]. The workload creates two types of threads: victim threads and bully threads that contend on the rename_lock. Table 2 shows the configuration of the work-

Figure 6: AMP algorithm pseudocode with SynCord.
class global_aux: # Global auxiliary data structures
    # Per-thread variable to record the lock hold time
    # Per-thread variable to timestamp the beginning of CS
    int lock_hold_time[thread]
    int cs_beg_ts[thread]

def lock_to_enter_slowpath(lock, node):
    if lock_hold_time[curr_thread] > quota:
        # Exceeded local quota. Wait until threads
    # use same amount of quota
    wait = lock_hold_time[curr_thread] / lock.num_threads
    wait -= lock.tot_lock_hold_time
    lock_to_release(lock):
        # Calculate the length of the critical section
        cs_len = get_time() - cs_beg_ts[curr_thread]
        # Update the lock usage for this thread and the lock
        lock_hold_time[curr_thread] += cs_len
        lock_tot_lock_hold_time += cs_len

lockhold_time[thread] = (lock_hold_time[thread] * lock.num_threads)
quota = lock.tot_lock_hold_time / lock.num_threads # Calculate the lock hold quota

def lock_to_release(lock):
    lock.tot_lock_hold_time += cs_len
    lockhold_time[thread] += cs_len
    # Update the lock usage for this thread and the lock

lock_to_enter_slowpath(lock, node):
lock_to_release(lock):
lock_acquired(lock):

Figure 7: Overall throughput (up) and the throughput of fast and slow cores (down) for stock, ShflLock, and AMP implemented statically (static-AMP) and with SynCord (+AMP). Throughput of AMP-slow after 28 threads is very low but not zero. Refer to Table 4 for details.

Figure 8: Pseudocode of NUMA-SCL with SynCord. We omit the NUMA-awareness code (refer to Figure 4).

load, in which the bully holds the lock up to three orders of higher magnitude than the victim. These five locks include Linux’s stock, ShflLock, static-SCL [58], SCL (SCL without NUMA) and -NUMA-SCL. We implement the last two SCL locks with SynCord. Figure 9 shows the overall throughput and Jain’s fairness index [31] of these locks. Jain’s fairness index ranges from zero to one, where zero and one indicate completely unfair and fair, respectively. Since the SCL policy ensures that each thread holds the lock for the same length, all SCL versions allow the victim threads to hold the lock much more often than the bully threads. As a result, SCL implementations achieve orders of magnitudes higher throughput than both stock and ShflLock. Moreover, -NUMA-SCL outperforms the non-NUMA version (+SCL) by minimizing cache-line buncing, thereby having the best overall throughput. The static implementation of SCL performs worse than SynCord versions, as it requires periodic scanning of the thread lists to remove inactive waiters. Such an approach is not required for SCL locks with SynCord because the user can dynamically decide the timeframe to enforce the lock hold time fairness.

Figure 9: Impact of different lock designs on throughput and fairness. The workload is a rename program contending on rename lock where bully threads hold lock much longer than victim threads. Refer to Table 2 for more details.
for more than 99.9% in the stock version while -NUMA-SCL ensures a better share between bully and victim.

5.4 Biased per-cpu readers-writer lock

This section shows the use of SynCord lock bypass APIs.

**Motivation.** Readers-writer lock (rwlock) is one of the most widely used primitives in Linux [37]. This primitive allows either multiple readers or one writer to acquire a lock. Most rwlock designs track active readers with a centralized readers indicator. However, the centralized readers indicator has poor scalability (Figure 1) because frequent atomic instructions for readers result in cache-line invalidation and coherence traffic. Prior work addressed this issue using distributed counters, but with the cost of high memory usage and longer writer latency. Thus, it is a good candidate only for read-intensive workloads [18, 42].

**Design.** We design a distributed readers-writer lock using the SynCord bypass APIs. Our design is inspired by the BRAVO design [18]. With SynCord’s dynamic approach, users can enable the distributed rwlock only when needed and disable it to avoid unnecessary overhead, such as memory footprint and writer latency. Note that SynCord cannot ensure the mutual exclusion property for the unsafe APIs, and it is up to the lock developers to ensure the correctness. Moreover, we also use another unsafe function (backoff_unsafe) that waits indefinitely until the condition is met. We forbid the user from using this unsafe function with our safe APIs, as we throw an error on detecting it.

**Figure 11** shows the per-CPU rwlock implementation in SynCord. We add two more fields per lock: rbias to track the read bias mode, and visible_readers table with cache-line aligned entries. Before a reader (R) acquires a lock, it first checks the read-biased mode. If the read-biased mode is set, R marks itself as an active reader (lines 7–9) and checks the rbias again due to a possible race from the writer’s side (line 33). If rbias is still set, R bypasses the underlying lock, else it falls back to the underlying implementation (lines 11–13). At the time of release, R checks whether it acquired the lock in the read-biased mode (lines 16–20), and bypasses the underlying lock release if so. R is also responsible for setting rbias once it acquires the underlying lock without bypassing it (lines 24–25) so that other readers can directly acquire the read lock by setting their respective indicators. In the case of writer acquisition, a writer (W) first acquires the underlying writer lock. W will only acquire the lock when there are no active readers that hold the underlying lock. After that, W further checks for the read-biased mode (line 32). If it is active, W first disables it and waits for all readers to exit the critical section that used the per-CPU indicator (lines 34–35).

**Evaluation.** Figure 12 compares the stock rwlock with our version using SynCord (-per-CPU rwlock). We evaluate these locks with a page fault microbenchmark from will-it-scale [7] and Metis [48], a MapReduce framework, contending on the reader side of mmap_sem. Figure 12 shows that -per-CPU rwlock outperforms stock by 2.2x and maintains the performance with increasing core count.

**5.5 Dynamic lock profiling**

**Motivation.** Several works [8, 19, 35, 37, 52] have shown that kernel locks mostly determine the scalability of applications. Hence, lock profiling tools are critical to understanding a lock’s performance. Unfortunately, only few tools exist for kernel lock profiling, and even those have limited analysis capability. For example, developers often use Linux perf [1] to measure the aggregated CPU cycles in each code region. While this is useful to find lock contention, it does not pro-

---

**Figure 11:** Pseudocode of the BRAVO algorithm. We omit the code to get CPU ID for brevity.
provide any lock-specific performance stats, such as the time spent in the critical section. As a result, Linux perf is not always the right tool for understanding lock performance. On the other hand, Linux provides another tool: lockstat [73] which exposes various statistics of kernel locks. However, it profiles all the kernel locks together and only shows the system-wide statistics. Moreover, a user can neither choose the lock instance nor specific lock data to profile. To make matter worse, lockstat requires a kernel to be compiled with a specific configuration, which significantly increases the size of every lock data structure and introduce performance overhead. For example, a kernel with lockstat uses 423MB of extra memory over the stock version even from booting.

**Design.** SynCord can patch locks at various granularities, from an individual lock instance to a set of locks. In addition, SynCord provides the ability to profile any lock instance with arbitrary lock-specific performance stats. In particular, a user can now customize which set of lock instances to profile with specific statistics (even the algorithm-specific ones). For example, a user can profile only the rename lock and count the number of lock acquisitions across socket instead of collecting a set of statistics for all the locks in the kernel. We reproduce the statistics provided by lockstat using SynCord. Since the hooking points of SynCord General APIs (Table 1) have the same context as those of lockstat, the implementation is straightforward with simple updates of the counters and timestamp in each API.

**Evaluation.** We compare the overhead of lock profiling between lockstat and SynCord. lockstat keeps track of 10 counters for each lock. We implement two versions of SynCord-based lockstat having identical 10 counters and

![Figure 12: Comparison between Linux rwlock and our distributed per-CPU rwlock with SynCord. Refer to Table 2 for workload details.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>policy</th>
<th>acquisitions</th>
<th>x-socket</th>
<th>avg-batch</th>
<th>violation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCL+ReorderBully</td>
<td>4042</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>14.59</td>
<td>1659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL+BackoffBully</td>
<td>918765</td>
<td>8678</td>
<td>105.87</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Statistics collected by SynCord to analyze our two different implementations of NUMA-SCL: SCL+ReorderBully and SCL+BackoffBully. We collect this result from the same benchmark used in §5.3 with 224 threads.**

![Figure 13: Performance overhead of lock profiling in MWRL for both lockstat and our custom implementation of lockstat with SynCord. The overhead increases with increasing counters.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>policy</th>
<th># threads</th>
<th>acqst-fast</th>
<th>acqst-slow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMP+ReorderFast</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20,340,943</td>
<td>8,192,987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP+BackoffSlow</td>
<td></td>
<td>24,825,644</td>
<td>5,267,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP+ReorderFast</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>571,712</td>
<td>571,354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP+BackoffSlow</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>37,937,529</td>
<td>54,941</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Statistics collected by SynCord to analyze our two different implementations of AMP: AMP+ReorderFast and AMP+BackoffSlow. We collect the result for MWRL with the same environment as in §5.2.**

one counter. Figure 13 shows that lockstat constantly incurs a 60% application slowdown. We observe that the overhead of SynCord profiling increases with an increased number of counters. With 10 counters, SynCord profiler incurs a similar overhead as that of conventional lockstat, while it is only 24% for one counter. Furthermore, unlike lockstat, SynCord opens the door for lock profiling even on production servers, as SynCord can dynamically turn on the profiling feature and does not introduce overhead when the profiling is uninstalled.

**Simplifying performance analysis.** We now illustrate an example of how SynCord’s custom profiling can significantly simplify the performance analysis. Our initial implementation of the AMP (§5.2) and SCL (§5.3) algorithms only utilized the reordering mechanism of CNA and ShflLock (§5.1). In particular, we only used the should_reorder API to enforce both NUMA-awareness to handle hardware characteristics and SCL and AMP algorithms for software requirements. However, the reordering API alone has limitations in strictly enforcing the policy, thus it is difficult to have desired performance as the number of threads increases.

To understand the NUMA-SCL algorithm, we collect the following statistics for the reordering-based algorithm (SCL+ReorderBully), and the current algorithm-based on bully backoff with NUMA-aware reordering (SCL+BackoffBully): the total number of lock acquisitions, the number of lock acquisitions across socket, the average times of lock passing within a socket, and the number of policy violations (a bully
A lock acquires the lock when it shouldn’t). Table 3 shows that SCL+ReorderBully fails to enforce the policy, leading to a high violation count. This happens because the reordering approach guarantees that a waiter will acquire the lock once it is part of the waiting queue. Thus, a bully can still grab the lock even though it is penalized, if a victim has not yet joined the waiting queue. Instead, the backoff-based approach (SCL+BackoffBully) avoids this problem by preventing the bully thread from joining the wait queue, thereby effectively enforcing the policy.

Table 4 shows the collected statistics for AMP locks using two variations: AMP+ReorderFast, which uses reordering only to enforce both fast-core preference and same-socket preferences, and AMP+BackoffSlow, shown in §5.2. We collect the number of lock acquisitions separately on the fast and slow cores. Under low contention (eight threads), both algorithms have similar throughput. However, under a highly contended scenario (224 threads), the reordering approach cannot correctly enforce the fast-core preference anymore, leading to a performance drop. The same reasoning from SCL holds true here too.

5.6 Experience with SynCord

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMA-aware spinlocks (§5.1)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduler-cooperative locks (§5.3)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetric multicore-aware locks (§5.2)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalable reader-writer locks (§5.4)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock profiling (§5.5)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Development effort of the use cases.

We now discuss the efforts and lessons we have learned in developing the use cases with SynCord.

Lock development effort. Table 5 summarizes the development effort of all use cases. We spent most of the development time understanding, debugging, and testing the lock algorithm. Implementing the algorithms in SynCord involves only tens of lines of code and is relatively straightforward. In addition, SynCord allows users to modify the lock without kernel installation and rebooting, which dramatically reduces the overall development effort.

Hardware is (still) the key factor of performance. We include the NUMA grouping policy even for SCL and AMP algorithms to make them perform well on a NUMA machine. Initially, we did not plan to include the NUMA grouping algorithm since we thought the performance gain achieved by task-specific scheduling should dominate. For example, due to the big performance gap between fast and slow cores in AMP machines, scheduling fast cores should achieve good enough performance without NUMA grouping. However, this has proven to not be the case. LibASL performs even worse than ShflLock on our emulated AMP NUMA machine due to the cache-line bouncing among sockets. Hence, we believe that a lock developer still needs to consider and prioritize the underlying hardware when designing a lock.

Avoid overloading APIs. As discussed in §5.5, our initial implementation of the SCL and AMP algorithms only used reordering mechanisms to enforce both customized policy and the NUMA-grouping algorithm. However, the profiling results show that complex policy in the reordering API does not work at a high thread count. The root cause of this issue is that the node reordering mechanism in ShflLock and SCL cannot strictly prevent certain nodes from acquiring a lock once they join the queue. Specifically, the reordering mechanism makes the scheduling decision as soon as it encounters the first suitable candidate, without considering whether a better candidate exists in the entire waiting queue. With the current lock implementation, we believe the best way to address this issue is to avoid overloading APIs. Specifically, a lock developer should not specify too complicated policies in one API and, if possible, divide the policies into small pieces and enforce each one of them with the suitable APIs. For example, in our AMP implementation, we enforced the NUMA grouping policy through reordering and the fast core scheduling policy when cores enter the wait queue.

6 Discussion

6.1 Generality of SynCord

SynCord’s current implementation focuses on non-blocking locks, but the fundamental concept can be applied to other synchronization primitives, such as blocking locks (mutex) [55], RCU [50], seqlocks [27], and wait events [68]. SynCord can similarly modularize key decisions and behaviors of these synchronization primitives and expose them as APIs. For example, SynCord may expose the condition to wake up or park a thread as APIs for a blocking lock. Moreover, with lock bypass APIs, which grant privileged users complete control of the kernel lock, the implementation of kernel locks can even be moved to user space.

6.2 Support for multi-tenancy

The current SynCord prototype targets an environment where one user or a set of users trust each other to share the machine. In this scenario, SynCord can resolve patch conflicts (i.e., a lock instance is patched by multiple patches) by allowing a privileged user to provide a final patch (§3.3). However, this approach no longer works in a multi-tenancy cloud environment.

To extend SynCord to a multi-tenancy environment, we plan to apply the widely used cgroup and namespace concepts to kernel synchronization primitives. For example, a synchronization cgroup controls the set of kernel synchronization primitives that an application can change. A synchronization namespace virtualizes the underlying synchronization primitives. For example, for a shared kernel lock, a corresponding virtual lock is created in every synchronization namespace. The kernel implements an arbitration mechanism, such as
time-sharing, to decide which virtual lock can hold the physical lock. Hence, the synchronization namespace enables applications to modify synchronization primitives while still enforcing performance isolation. With this change, we can drop privilege for SynCord to each namespace instead of limiting it to system administrators.

6.3 Easier programming of lock policy

In the current SynCord prototype, a user needs to provide the entire code for each policy. For example, both AMP (§5.2) and SCL (§5.3) policies include NUMA grouping code to achieve better scalability. We can extend SynCord to compose multiple policies into one (i.e., merge NUMA-grouping and AMP to get NUMA-aware AMP) unless there is a duplicate use of the API between policies.

SynCord currently only supports C to write customized lock code, but it can be further extended to support more languages. With several toolchains [24, 30, 64] that allow writing eBPF programs in languages other than C, SynCord can support more expressive and memory-safe languages such as Python or Rust with better libraries and ecosystems.

6.4 Patching time

With our environment, the patching time is typically 10-40ms, and at a maximum of 5 seconds in an extreme case: patching every spinlock in the kernel. Livepatch applies the patch by checking each thread’s stack whether the thread has invoked any patched functions. If so, Livepatch waits until all threads exit the patched function. One of the reasons for long patching time derives from a few tasks blocking the completion of a patching operation. The five-second patching time looks unreasonably long to us and further reducing the patching time is possible by sending a fake signal to the remaining blocking tasks.

7 Related Work

In section §2.2, we covered several works that customize kernel from user space. While SynCord is the first work to expose the concurrency control to user space, the need for different locking designs depending on hardware or software requirements has been also discussed in previous works.

Dice and Kogan [18] presented the BRAVO lock which can dynamically switch between a centralized reader-writer lock and a lock using distributed reader indicators. When the BRAVO algorithm detects a read-biased workload pattern, it improves scalability between readers by using distributed reader indicators, but at a cost of a potential slow down when released from the read-biased mode. This clear trade-off shows that the logic to turn on the read-biased mode is critical to performance, but BRAVO relies on heuristic parameters because it was impossible to change lock algorithms on the fly. Once ported to SynCord, when to turn on the read-biased mode can be an open problem for users.

Recently, Chehab et al. [17] proposed CLoF, which generates hundreds of possible combinations of spinlocks to create NUMA-aware hierarchy locks. CLoF first generates a set of locks and then selects the best performing lock for the target environment. The work emphasizes the need for different lock designs depending on the underlying hardware, which strengthens our motivation. Constructing and finding the best performing lock is an orthogonal topic to our work.

Lock profiling. Synchronization primitives play a significant role in application scalability, thus sophisticated lock profiling tools can help users understand the performance bottleneck. In addition to the perf [1] and lockstat [73] introduced in §5.5, there are several more works to improve lock profiling.

SyncPerf [3] hooks pthread related functions and provide a synchronization analysis tool with low overhead. Tallent et al. [67] used a sampling approach to quantify lock contention and SyncProf [71] collects profiling data through repetitive execution of an application to find the source of contention. Although these studies contributed to a better understanding of lock contention, all three works profile locks used in the user space, not the kernel locks.

LockDoc [43] traced the usage of kernel locks and automatically generates documentation describing the order in which each lock should be used. The work mainly focused on inferring locking rules instead of the performance aspect of each lock. wPerf [72] analyzes waiting events to find the source of a performance bottleneck, but does not provide lock-specific statistics.

8 Conclusion

Kernel synchronization primitives greatly impact application performance and scalability. However, the current kernel design prevents application developers from controlling the kernel synchronizations. This paper proposes application-informed kernel synchronization primitives which allow users to customize the kernel locks on the fly. To showcase the idea, we implemented SynCord, a framework for user-defined custom lock code. SynCord allows a privileged user to deploy custom code into the kernel lock safely and efficiently without recompiling or rebooting the kernel. We show that applications can leverage SynCord to achieve significant performance gains by developing hardware- or workload-specific lock algorithms. Furthermore, SynCord enables users to perform custom, fine-granularity lock profiling, which can greatly simplify the performance analysis of lock algorithms.
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Abstract
Containers are widely deployed to package, isolate, and multiplex applications on shared computing infrastructure, but rely on the operating system to enforce their security guarantees. This poses a significant security risk as large operating system codebases contain many vulnerabilities. We have created BlackBox, a new container architecture that provides fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without trusting the operating system. BlackBox introduces a container security monitor, a small trusted computing base that creates protected physical address spaces (PPASes) for each container such that there is no direct information flow from container to operating system or other container PPASes. Indirect information flow can only happen through the monitor, which only copies data between container PPASes and the operating system as system call arguments, encrypting data as needed to protect interprocess communication through the operating system. Containerized applications do not need to be modified, can still make use of operating system services via system calls, yet their CPU and memory state are isolated and protected from other containers and the operating system. We have implemented BlackBox by leveraging Arm hardware virtualization support, using nested paging to enforce PPASes. The trusted computing base is a few thousand lines of code, many orders of magnitude less than Linux, yet supports widely-used Linux containers with only modest modifications to the Linux kernel. We show that BlackBox provides superior security guarantees over traditional hypervisor and container architectures with only modest performance overhead on real application workloads.

1 Introduction
Containers are widely deployed to package, isolate, and multiplex applications on shared computing infrastructure. They are increasingly used in lieu of hypervisor-based virtual machines (VMs) because of their faster startup time, lower resource footprint, and better I/O performance [6, 15, 26, 47]. Popular container mechanisms such as Linux containers rely on a commodity operating system (OS) to enforce their security guarantees. However, commodity OSes such as Linux are huge, complex, and imperfect pieces of software. Attackers that successfully exploit OS vulnerabilities may gain unfettered access to container data, compromising the confidentiality and integrity of containers—an undesirable outcome for both computing service providers and their users.

Modern systems incorporate hardware security mechanisms to protect applications from an untrusted OS, such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [30] and Arm TrustZone [2], but they require rewriting applications and may impose high overhead to use OS services. Some approaches have built on these mechanisms to protect unmodified applications [7] or containers [3]. Unfortunately, they suffer from high overhead, incomplete and limited functionality, and massively increase the trusted computing base (TCB) through a library OS or runtime system, potentially trading one large vulnerable TCB for another.

As an alternative, hypervisors have been augmented with additional mechanisms to protect applications from an untrusted OS [11, 12, 27, 35, 67]. This incurs the performance overhead of hypervisor-based virtualization, which containers were designed to avoid. The TCB of these systems is significant, in some cases including an additional commodity host OS, providing additional vulnerabilities to exploit to compromise applications. Theoretically, these approaches could be applied to microhypervisors [10, 61] with smaller TCBS. Unfortunately, microhypervisors still inherit the complexity of hypervisor-based virtualization, including virtualizing and managing hardware resources. The reduction in TCB is achieved through a much reduced feature set and limited hardware support, making their deployment difficult in practice.

To address this problem, we have created BlackBox, a new container architecture that provides fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without the need to trust the OS. BlackBox introduces a container security monitor (CSM), a new mechanism that leverages existing hardware features to enforce container security guarantees in a small
trusted computing base (TCB) in lieu of the OS. The monitor creates protected physical address spaces (PPASes) for each container to enforce physical memory access controls, but provides no virtualization of hardware resources. Physical memory mapped to a container’s PPAS is not accessible outside the PPAS, providing physical memory isolation among containers and the OS. Since container private data in physical memory only resides on pages in its own PPAS, its confidentiality and integrity is protected from the OS and other containers.

The CSM repurposes existing hardware virtualization support to run at a higher privilege level and create PPASes, but is itself not a hypervisor and does not virtualize hardware. Instead, the OS continues to access devices directly and remains responsible for allocating resources. This enables the CSM to be minimalistic and simple while remaining performant. By supporting containers directly without virtualization, no additional guest OS or complex runtime needs to run within the secured execution environment, minimizing the TCB within the container itself.

Applications running in BlackBox containers do not need to be modified and can make use of OS services via system calls, with the added benefit of their data being protected from the OS. The monitor interposes on all transitions between containers and the OS, clearing container private data in CPU registers and switching PPASes as needed. The only time in which any container data in memory is made available to the OS is as system call arguments, which only the monitor itself can provide by copying the arguments between container PPASes and the OS. The monitor is aware of system call semantics and encrypts system call arguments as needed before passing them to the OS, such as for interprocess communication between processes, protecting container private data in system call arguments from the OS. Given the growing use of end-to-end encryption for I/O security [55], in part due to the Snowden leaks [36], the monitor relies on applications to encrypt their own I/O data to simplify its design. Once a system call completes and before allowing a process to return to its container, the monitor checks the CPU state to authenticate the process before switching the CPU back to using the container’s PPAS.

In addition to ensuring a container’s CPU and memory state is not accessible outside the container, BlackBox protects against malicious code running inside containers. Only trusted binaries, which are signed and encrypted, can run in BlackBox containers. The monitor is required to decrypt the binaries, so they can only run within BlackBox containers with monitor supervision. The monitor authenticates the binaries before they can run, so untrusted binaries cannot run in BlackBox containers. It also guards against memory-related Iago attacks, attacks that maliciously manipulate virtual and physical memory mappings, that could induce arbitrary code execution in a process in a container by preventing virtual or physical memory allocations that could overwrite a process’s stack.

We have implemented BlackBox on Arm hardware, given Arm’s growing use in personal computers and cloud computing infrastructure along with its dominance on mobile and embedded systems. We leverage Arm hardware virtualization support by repurposing Arm’s EL2 privilege level and nested paging, originally designed for running hypervisors, to enforce separation of PPASes. Unlike x86 root operation for running hypervisors, Arm EL2 has its own hardware system state. This minimizes the cost of trapping to the monitor running in EL2 when calling and returning from system calls because system state does not have to be saved and restored on each trap. We show that BlackBox can support widely-used Linux containers with only modest modifications to the Linux kernel, and inherits support for a broad range of Arm hardware from the OS. The implementation has a TCB of less than 5K lines of code plus a verified crypto library, orders of magnitude less than commodity OSes and hypervisors. With such a reduced size, the CSM is significantly easier for developers to maintain and ensure the correctness of than even just the core virtualization functionality of a hypervisor. We show that BlackBox can provide finer granularity and stronger security guarantees than traditional hypervisor and container architectures with only modest performance overhead for real application workloads.

2 Threat Model and Assumptions

Our threat model is primarily concerned with OS vulnerabilities that may be exploited to compromise the confidentiality or integrity of a container’s private data. Attacks in scope include compromising the OS or any other software to read or modify private container memory or register state, including by controlling DMA-capable devices, or via memory remapping and aliasing attacks. We assume a container does not voluntarily reveal its own private data whether on purpose or by accident, but attacks from other compromised containers, including confidentiality and integrity attacks, are in scope.

Availability attacks by a compromised OS are out of scope. Physical or side-channel attacks [5, 32, 43, 52, 68, 69] are beyond the scope of the paper. Opportunities for side-channel attacks are greater in BlackBox than in systems that isolate at a lower level, e.g. VMs. The trust boundary of BlackBox is that of the OS’s system call API, enabling adversaries to see some details of OS interactions such as sizes and offsets.

We assume secure key storage is available, such as provided by a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [31]. We assume the hardware is bug-free and the system is initially benign, allowing signatures and keys to be securely stored before the system is compromised. We assume containers use end-to-end encrypted channels to protect their I/O data [21, 37, 55]. We assume the CSM does not have any vulnerabilities and can thus be trusted; formally verifying its codebase is future work. We assume it is computationally infeasible to perform brute-force attacks on any encrypted container data, and any encrypted communication protocols are assumed to be designed to defend against replay attacks.
3 Design

BlackBox enclaves traditional Linux containers to protect the confidentiality and integrity of container data. We refer to a container as being enclaved if BlackBox protects it from the OS. From an application’s perspective, using enclaved containers is little different from using traditional containers. Applications do not need to be modified to use enclaved containers and can make use of OS services via system calls. Container management solutions [48, 49] such as Docker [20] can be used to manage enclaved containers. BlackBox is designed to support commodity OSes, though minor OS modifications are needed to use its enclave mechanism, in much the same way that OS modifications are typically required to take advantage of new hardware features. However, BlackBox does not trust the OS and a compromised OS running enclaved containers cannot violate their data confidentiality and integrity.

BlackBox introduces a container security monitor (CSM), as depicted in Figure 1, which serves as its TCB. The CSM’s only purpose is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of container data in use. It achieves this by performing two main functions, access control and validating OS operations. Its narrow purpose and functionality makes it possible to keep the CSM small and simple, avoiding the complexity of many other trusted system software components. For example, unlike a hypervisor, the CSM does not virtualize or manage hardware resources. It does not maintain virtual hardware such as virtual CPUs or devices, avoiding the need to emulate CPU instructions, interrupts, or devices. Instead, interrupts are delivered directly to the OS and devices are directly managed by the OS’s existing drivers. It also does not do CPU scheduling or memory allocation, making no availability guarantees. The CSM can be kept small because it presumes the OS is CSM-aware and relies on the OS for complex functionality such as bootstrapping, CPU scheduling, memory management, file systems, and interrupt and device management.

To enclave containers, the CSM introduces the notion of a protected physical address space (PPAS), an isolated set of physical memory pages accessible only to the assigned owner of the PPAS and the CSM. Each page of physical memory is mapped to at most one PPAS. The CSM uses this mechanism to provide memory access control by assigning a separate PPAS to each enclaved container, thereby isolating the physical memory of each container from the OS and any other container. The OS determines what memory is allocated to each PPAS, but cannot access the memory contents of a PPAS. Similarly, a container cannot access a PPAS that it does not own. Memory not assigned to a PPAS, or the CSM, is assigned to and accessible to the OS. The CSM itself can access any memory, including memory assigned to a PPAS. Within a PPAS, addresses for accessing memory are the same as the physical addresses on the machine; physical memory cannot be remapped to a different address in a PPAS. For example, if page number 5 of physical memory is assigned to a PPAS, it will be accessed as page number 5 from within the PPAS. Container private data in memory only resides on pages mapped to its own PPAS, therefore its confidentiality and integrity is protected from the OS and other containers. Section 4 describes how BlackBox uses nested page tables to enforce PPASes.

The CSM interposes on all transitions between containers and the OS, namely system calls, interrupts, and exceptions, so that it can ensure that processes and threads, which we collectively refer to as tasks, can only access the PPAS of the container to which they belong when executing within context of the container. The CSM ensures that when a task traps to the OS and switches to running OS kernel code, the task no longer has access to the container’s PPAS. Otherwise, the OS could cause the task to access the container’s private data, compromising its confidentiality or integrity. The CSM maintains an enclosed task array, an array with information for all tasks running in enclaved containers. When entering the OS, the CSM checks if the calling task is in an enclaved container, in which case it saves to the enclosed task array the CPU registers and the cause of the trap, switches out of the container’s PPAS, and clears any CPU registers not needed by the OS. When exiting the OS, the CSM checks the enclosed task array if the running task belongs to an enclaved container, in which case it validates the current CPU context, namely the stack pointer and page table base register, matches what was saved in the enclosed task array for the respective task. If they match, the CSM switches to the respective container’s PPAS so the task can access its enclosed CPU and memory state. As a result, container private data in CPU registers or memory is not accessible to the OS.

To support OS functionality that traditionally requires access to a task’s CPU state and memory, the CSM provides an application binary interface (ABI) for the OS to request services from the CSM. The CSM ABI is shown in Table 1. For example, create_enclave and destroy_enclave are called by the OS in response to requests from a container runtime, such as runc [29], to enclave and unenclave containers, respectively. For CSM calls that require dynamically allocated memory, the OS must allocate and pass in the physical address of a large enough region of contiguous memory to perform the respective operation. Otherwise, the call will fail and return the amount of memory required so that the OS can
make the call again with the required allocation. For example, create_enclave requires the OS to allocate memory to be used for metadata for the enclaved container. Upon success, the allocated memory is assigned to the CSM and no longer accessible to the OS until destroy_enclave is called, at which point the memory is assigned back to the OS again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSM Call</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create_enclave</td>
<td>Create new enclave for a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroy_enclave</td>
<td>Destroy enclave of a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protect_vectors</td>
<td>Validate OS exception vectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alloc_iopgtable</td>
<td>Allocate I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free_iopgtable</td>
<td>Free I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_iop</td>
<td>Update entry in I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_ioaddr</td>
<td>Get physical address for I/O virtual address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enter_os</td>
<td>Context switch CPU to OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exit_os</td>
<td>Context switch CPU from OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_vma</td>
<td>Update virtual memory areas of a process/thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_pt</td>
<td>Update page table entry of a process/thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy_page</td>
<td>Copy contents of a page to a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_clone</td>
<td>Run new process/thread in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_exec</td>
<td>Run in new address space in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_exit</td>
<td>Exit a process or thread in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futex_read</td>
<td>Read the value of a futex in a container.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: BlackBox Container Security Monitor ABI

3.2 Enclaved Container Initialization

To securely initialize an enclaved container, an image that is to be used for such a container must first be processed into a BlackBox container image, using a process similar to how Amazon enclaves are created using Docker images [1]. BlackBox provides a command line tool build_bb_image, which can be used by a cloud customer, that takes a Docker image, finds all executable binary files contained within the image, and encrypts the sections containing the code and data used by the code using the public key paired with a trusted private key stored in the secure storage of the host and accessible only by the CSM. These encrypted sections are then hashed and their hash values recorded along with the binaries they belong to. These values are then signed with the private key of the container image’s creator whose paired public key is accessible in the secure storage of the host to ensure authenticity and bundled with the container image for later reference during process creation, as described in Section 3.3. This ensures the binaries cannot be modified without being detected, or run unless decrypted by the CSM. Other than additional hashes and using encrypted binaries, the BlackBox container image contains nothing different from a traditional Docker image.

To start a container using a BlackBox container image, the container runtime is modified to execute a simple shim process in place of the container’s specified init process. The container runtime passes the shim the path of the init process used by the container along with any arguments and its environment. The shim is also given the signed binary hash information bundled with the container image. The shim process runs a tiny statically linked program that initiates a request to the OS to call the create_enclave CSM call before executing the original init process, passing the signed hash information to the CSM as part of the call. Other than the shim process, which exits upon executing the init process, there is no additional code that runs in a BlackBox container...
3.3 Enclaved Task Execution

BlackBox supports the full lifecycle of tasks executing in enclaved containers, including their dynamic creation and termination via standard system calls such as fork, clone, exec, and exit. This includes tracking which tasks are allowed to execute in which containers. This is achieved by requiring the OS to call a set of CSM calls, task_clone on task creation via fork and clone, task_exec when loading a new address space via exec, and task_exit when a task exits via exit. These calls request the CSM to perform various functions related to task execution that the OS is not able to do because it does not have access to task CPU state and memory. If the OS does not make the respective CSM call, the created task and executed binary will simply not run in its enclave and therefore will not have access to its data. These calls update the enclaved task array, the index of which is used as the enclaved task identifier. Each entry in the array includes the enclave identifier of the container in which the task executes, as well as the address of the page table used by the task as discussed earlier.

When a task running in an enclaved container creates a child task via a system call, the OS calls task_clone with the enclaved task identifier of the calling task and a flag indicating whether the new task will share the same address space as the caller, as when creating a thread, or have its own copy of the address space of the caller, as when creating a process. In the latter case, new page tables will be allocated for the child task and the CSM will ensure that they match those of the caller’s and cannot be directly modified by the OS. The CSM will also confirm that the calling task issued the task creation system call. If all checks pass, the CSM will create a new entry in the enclaved task array with the same enclave identifier as the calling process, and return the array index of the new entry as the identifier for the task. The entry will also contain the address of the task’s page table, which will be the same as the caller’s entry if it shares the same address space as the caller.

When the OS runs the child and the task returns from the OS, the OS provides the CSM with the enclaved task’s identifier. The CSM then looks up the task in its enclaved task array using this identifier and confirms that the address of the page table stored in the entry matches the address stored in the page table base register of the CPU. If the checks pass, it will then restore CPU state and switch the CPU to the container’s PPAS, thereby allowing the task to resume execution in the container. If the OS does not call task_clone, then upon exiting the OS, the task’s PPAS would not be installed and it would fail to run.

On exec, the calling task will replace its existing address space with a new one. The OS calls task_exec, which, like task_clone for fork, creates a new enclaved task entry with a new address space. The difference is that the new address space is verified by executing the disk and executable binary is signed and in the BlackBox container image, as described in Section 3.6. After creating the new enclaved task entry, the original address space is disassociated from the container, scrubbing any memory pages to be returned to the OS and removing them from the container’s PPAS.

On exit, the OS will call task_exit so the CSM can remove the enclaved task entry from the enclaved task array. If an address space has no more tasks in the container, the CSM disassociates it in a similar manner to the exec case.

3.4 Memory

BlackBox prevents the OS from directly accessing a container’s memory, but relies on the OS for memory management, including allocating memory to tasks in the container. This avoids introducing complex memory management code into BlackBox, keeping it small and simple, but means that BlackBox also needs to protect against memory-based Iago
attacks [9] by the untrusted OS through manipulation of system call return values. For example, if a process calls `mmap`, it expects to receive an address mapping that does not overlap with any of its existing mappings. If the OS were to return a value overlapping the process’s stack, it could manipulate the process into overwriting a return address on its stack through a subsequent `read` with an attacker controlled address, opening the door for return-oriented-programming [53] and return-into-libc [58] attacks. Furthermore, the OS may return an innocuous looking non-overlapping virtual address from `mmap`, but still maliciously map the returned address to the physical page the stack is on.

To rely on the OS for memory management while preventing memory-based Iago attacks, BlackBox protects the container’s memory at the application level by preventing the OS from directly updating per process page tables. It instead requires the OS to make requests to the CSM to update process page tables, allowing the CSM to reject updates if the OS behaves incorrectly. Figure 2 depicts how a container’s page table is updated during a page fault. When a process in a container faults on a page, an exception causes control to transfer to the OS by way of the CSM (steps 1-3). The OS then allocates a page for the process, but instead of updating the process page table directly, it performs a `set_pt` CSM call (step 4). Upon receiving the `set_pt` call, the CSM verifies if the allocation is acceptable (step 5). To do so, the CSM maintains a list of valid mappings for each process. This list is maintained by interposing on system calls that adjust memory mappings. In Linux these calls include `mmap` and `brk`. Prior to writing the page table entry, the CSM first verifies that the virtual address specified belongs to a valid mapping. If it does not, the update is rejected. Second, the CSM checks if the physical page assigned is already in the container’s PPAS and therefore already in use. This can commonly occur innocuously when, e.g., two processes in a container have the same file mapped in their address spaces. However, to prevent the risk of a malicious OS coercing an enclave to overwrite existing memory via a malicious memory allocation, the CSM marks any physical page mapped more than once read only in the container’s PPAS, unless it was inherited from a parent as part of process creation in which case it can be trusted. While this is effective at preventing these attacks, the downside is that writes to such memory will trap and need to be handled by BlackBox; for simplicity, BlackBox disallows writable memory-mapped file I/O as it is uncommonly used. Finally, if the virtual address is valid and not mapped to an existing physical page in a container’s PPAS, the CSM unmaps the assigned physical page from the OS and maps it into the container’s PPAS. The CSM then updates the page table entry on the OS’s behalf (step 6). Control is then returned back to the OS (step 7). When returning control back to the process that faulted, the process’s container PPAS will be switched to (steps 8-10). Section 4 describes further details about this process. The CSM also invalidates TLB entries as needed when it performs page table updates, ensuring that a malicious OS cannot violate a container’s PPAS through stale TLB entries.

BlackBox provides support for copy-on-write (CoW) memory, a key optimization commonly used in OSes. The OS traditionally expects to be able to share a page in memory among multiple processes and when a write is attempted, break the CoW by copying the contents of the page to a new page assigned to the process. With BlackBox, the OS does not have the ability to copy container memory though, so the OS instead makes a `copy_page` CSM call to have the CSM perform the CoW break on its behalf. The CSM will check that the source page belongs to the container’s PPAS and the destination page is in the OS’s memory. If so, it will move the destination page into the container’s PPAS and perform the copy.

BlackBox supports the dynamic release of memory back to the OS as tasks adjust their heap, unmap memory regions, and exit, while preserving the privacy and integrity of a container’s memory. As with memory allocation, system calls that can allow for returning of an application’s memory, like `munmap` and `_exit` are tracked to maintain an accurate view of a container’s memory mappings. During these calls, the OS may attempt to free pages allocated to the process. In doing so, as with memory allocation, it must make use of the `set_pt` CSM call since it cannot update page tables directly. The CSM will then check if the application has made a call to release the specified memory and reject the update if it has not. If the update is valid, the CSM will perform the page table update, and if no longer needed, scrub the page and remove it from the container’s PPAS.

While BlackBox ensures that container memory is not accessible to the OS, many OS interactions via system calls expect to use memory buffers that are part of an application’s memory to send data to, or receive data from, the OS. BlackBox treats the use of such memory buffers in system calls as implicit directives to declassify the buffers so they can be shared with the OS. To support this declassification while ensuring that a container’s PPAS is not accessible to the OS, BlackBox provides a syscall buffer for each task running in an enclaved container that is outside of the container’s PPAS and accessible to the OS. When interposing...
on a system call exception, the CSM replaces references to memory buffers passed in as system call arguments with those to the task’s syscall buffer. For buffers that are used to send data to the OS, the data in those buffers is copied to the syscall buffer as well. When returning to the container, the references to the syscall buffer are replaced with those to the original memory buffers. For buffers that are used to receive data from the OS, the data in the syscall buffer is copied to the original memory buffers as well.

Most system calls are interposed on by a single generic wrapper function in the CSM that uses a table of system call metadata to determine which arguments must be altered. System calls with more complex arguments, like those involving iovec structures are interposed on with more specific wrapper functions. On Linux, this interposing and altering of arguments works for most system calls with a few notable exceptions as discussed in Section 3.5.

As part of the copying of data from the OS to an enclaved container, BlackBox also does simple checks on system call return values to ensure they fall within predefined correct ranges. This has been shown to protect against many Iago attacks [14]. However, to keep its TCB simple and small, BlackBox only guarantees the correctness of system call semantics for memory management and inter-process communication (IPC), the latter discussed in Section 3.5. As a result, BlackBox protects against Iago attacks related to memory management and IPC, but is susceptible to some other Iago attacks. Augmenting BlackBox with a user-level runtime library in an enclaved container that guarantees the correctness of system call semantics could improve Iago attack protection, but at the cost of a larger TCB and potential additional limitations on system call functionality.

3.5 Inter-process Communication

While BlackBox declassifies data to the OS passed in as system call arguments, it protects inter-process communication (IPC) among tasks running in the same enclaved container by encrypting the data passed into IPC-related system calls. This prevents applications using IPC, which is transferred through and accessible to the OS. System calls that can create IPC-related file descriptors, such as pipe, and Unix Domain Sockets are interposed on and their returned file descriptors (FDs) recorded in per-process arrays marking them as related to IPC. When the CSM interposes on system calls that pass data through FDs, like write and sendmsg, it checks if the given FD is one related to IPC for that process. If it is, the CSM first uses authenticated encryption with a randomly generated symmetric key created during container initialization to encrypt the data before moving it into the task’s syscall buffer. A record counter, incremented on each transaction, is included as additional authenticated data to prevent the host from replaying previous transactions. Similarly, data is decrypted and authenticated when interposing on system calls like read and recvmsg before copying it to the calling process’s PPAS. With this mechanism, IPC communication is transparently encrypted and protected from the OS.

As mentioned in Section 3.4, to avoid trusting the OS’s memory allocations, memory pages that are used by more than one process in a container are marked read-only in the container’s PPAS unless the pages are known to belong to a shared memory mapping and are inherited during process creation. Shared memory regions created by a parent process through mmap with MAP_SHARED and faulted in prior to forking can be written to by both parent and child processes since the child’s address space is validated after fork, as discussed in Section 3.3. However, for simplicity, BlackBox does not allow for writable IPC shared memory via XSI IPC methods such as shmat and shm_open, which are no longer widely-used. Modern applications instead favor thread-based approaches for performance or shared mappings between child worker processes via mmap compatible with BlackBox.

Futexes are used among threads and processes to synchronize access to shared regions of memory. As part of the design of futex, the OS is required to read the futex value, which is in the process’s address space and included in the respective container’s memory. This direct access to container memory is incompatible with BlackBox’s memory isolation. To support futex, the OS makes a futex_read CSM call to obtain the value of a futex for container processes, rather than try and access the memory directly. The CSM ensures that only the futex address passed to futex can be read, and only if a futex call has been made.

Signals, used to notify processes of various events, present two issues for BlackBox. First, when delivering a signal to a process, a temporary stack for the signal handler is set up in the process’s memory. With enclaved containers, this memory is not accessible to the OS. To remedy this, the OS is modified to setup this stack in a region of memory outside of the container’s PPAS, which is then moved to the PPAS when the signal handler is executed and returned to the OS when the signal handler returns via rt_sighandler. Second, the OS has to adjust the control flow of the process to execute the signal handler instead of returning to where it was previously executing. BlackBox cannot allow the OS to adjust the control flow of an enclaved process without validating it is being properly. To achieve this, as part of the CSM interposing on system calls, it tracks signal handler installation via system calls such as rt_ sigaction. Upon handling a signal, the CSM ensures that the process will be correctly returning to a registered handler.

3.6 Container File System

Files within a container can only be accessed through an OS’s I/O facilities making access to a container’s files inherently untrustworthy without additional protection. A userspace encrypted file system could potentially be used to provide transparent protection of file I/O, but this would likely signif-
significantly increase the container’s TCB. BlackBox relies on applications to use encryption to fully protect sensitive data files within a container, and provides a simple mechanism to allow the OS to load encrypted executable binaries for execution.

As discussed in Section 3.2, container images for BlackBox are pre-processed. For example, ELF binaries, widely-used on Linux, have .text, .data, and .rodata sections that contain the executable code and data used by the code. These sections are combined into various segments when loaded into memory. In a BlackBox container image, the ELF headers are left unencrypted, but the .text, .data, and .rodata sections are encrypted then hashed, and their hash values are recorded along with the binaries. This enables BlackBox to validate the integrity and authenticity of executable binaries.

An ELF binary is executed by the OS as a result of a process calling exec, upon which the OS loads the binary by mapping its ELF headers into memory, reading the ELF headers to determine how to process the rest of the binary, then mapping the segments of the binary to memory. As discussed in Section 3.3, the OS is required to call task_exec, which passes the virtual addresses of the binary’s loaded segments containing the .text, .data, and .rodata sections to the CSM. During this call, the CSM moves the process’s pages, corresponding to the loaded binary, into the container’s PPAS, validates that the hashes of the encrypted .text, .data, and .rodata sections match the hashes for the given binary from the BlackBox container image to confirm the authenticity and integrity of the loaded segments, then decrypts the sections in memory. The virtual to physical address mappings of these binary segments are recorded for later use. Upon returning from task_exec, the OS will begin running the task whose binary is now decrypted within protected container memory. If checking the hashes or decryption fails, the CSM will refuse to run the binary within an enclave container, ensuring only trusted binaries can run within.

For dynamically linked binaries, in addition to the binary segments the OS maps during exec, the OS also maps the segments of the loader in the process’s address space. These segments are verified in the same manner as the binary’s segments. Dynamically linked binaries load and execute external libraries that BlackBox must validate are as expected and trusted. During the container image creation process, as with executable binaries, library binaries are also encrypted preventing their use without the CSM. These libraries are loaded and linked at runtime in userspace by a loader that is part of the trusted container image. To do this, the loader, running as part of a process’s address space, mmaps library segments into memory. The CSM intercepts these mmaps by interposing on FD-related system calls, such as open. If an FD is created for one of the libraries within a container, as recorded during container image creation, the CSM marks that FD as associated with the given library. If this FD is then used with mmap, the CSM intercepts it. Based on the size of the mmap request and the protection flags used, the CSM can infer which segment the loader is mapping. If it is a segment containing one of the encrypted sections, the CSM performs the same hashing, decryption, and memory map recording as it does with executable binaries.

4 Implementation

We have implemented a BlackBox prototype by repurposing existing hardware virtualization support available on modern architectures, including a higher privilege level, usually reserved for hypervisors, and nested page tables (NPTs). NPTs, also known as Arm’s Stage 2 page tables and Intel’s Extended Page Tables (EPT), is a hardware-assisted virtualization technology that introduces an additional level of virtual address translation [8]. When NPTs are used by hypervisors, the guest OS in a VM manages its own page table to translate a virtual address to what the VM perceives as its physical address, known as a guest physical address, but then the hypervisor manages an NPT to translate the guest physical address to an actual physical address on the host. Hypervisors can thereby use NPTs to control what physical memory is available to each VM.

BlackBox uses hardware virtualization support to run the CSM in lieu of a hypervisor to support PPASes. The CSM runs at the higher hypervisor privilege level, so that it is strictly more privileged than the OS and is able to control NPTs. The CSM introduces an NPT for each container and the OS, such that a container’s PPAS is only mapped to its own NPT, isolating the physical memory of each container from the OS and each other. The CSM switches a CPU from one PPAS to another by simply updating its NPT base register to point to the respective container’s NPT. Similarly, the CSM uses NPTs to protect its own memory from the OS and containers by simply not mapping its own memory into the NPTs. The memory for the NPTs is part of the CSM’s protected memory and is itself not mapped into any NPTs so that only the CSM can update the NPTs. When the CSM runs, NPTs are disabled, so it has full access to physical memory.

Specifically, BlackBox uses Arm hardware virtualization extensions (VE) [16–19]. The CSM runs in Arm’s hypervisor (EL2) mode, which is strictly more privileged than user (EL0) and kernel (EL1) modes. EL2 has its own execution context defined by register and control state, and switching the execution context of EL0 and EL1 are done in software. The CSM configures Stage 2 page tables in EL2, and the System Memory Management Unit (SMMU), Arm’s IOMMU. The Linux kernel runs in EL1 and has no access to EL2 registers, so it cannot compromise the CSM. CSM calls are made using Arm’s hvc instruction from EL1.

Before and after every transition to the OS, BlackBox traps to the CSM, which in turn switches between container and OS NPTs. One might think that imposing two context switches to the CSM to swap NPTs for every one call to the OS would be prohibitively expensive, but we show in Section 5
that this can be done on Arm without much overhead. The flexibility that Arm EL2 provides of allowing software to determine how execution context is switched between hypervisor and other modes turns out to be particularly advantageous for implementing the CSM because it does not lock its implementation into using heavyweight hardware virtualization mechanisms to save and restore hypervisor execution context that are not required for the CSM.

Trapping to the CSM before and after every transition to the OS requires that the CSM interpose on all system calls, interrupts, and exceptions. Hypervisors traditionally accomplish similar functionality by trapping interrupts and exceptions to itself, then injecting virtual interrupts and exceptions to a VM. BlackBox avoids the additional complexity of virtualizing interrupts and exceptions by taking a different approach. The CSM configures hardware so system calls, interrupts, and exceptions trap to the OS and modifies the OS’s exception vector table for handling these events so that enter_os and exit_os CSM calls are always made before and after the actual OS event handler. To guarantee these handlers are installed and not modified by the OS at a later time, BlackBox requires the OS to make a protect_vectors CSM call with the address of the text section of the vector table during system initialization, before any container may be enclaved. The CSM then prevents the OS from tampering with the modified vector table by marking its backing physical memory read only in the OS’s NPT. Similarly, the vDSO region of memory is marked read only to prevent malicious tampering of the region.

Figure 3 depicts the steps involved in interposing on transitions between the containers and OS when repurposing virtualization hardware. While running in a container, an exception occurs transferring control to the protected OS exception vector table (step 1). All entry points in the exception vector table invoke the enter_os CSM call (step 2). During this, the CSM switches to the OS’s NPT (step 3). The OS will therefore not be able to access private physical memory mapped into container NPTs. For system call exceptions, system call arguments are copied to an OS accessible syscall buffer (step 4). Control is transferred back to the OS (step 5) to perform the required exception handling. When the OS has finished handling the exception, the exit_os CSM call is made as part of the return path of the exception vectors when returning to userspace (step 6). For system call exceptions, OS updated arguments are copied back to the original buffer (step 7). On exit_os, the CSM verifies the exception return address to ensure the call is from the trusted exception vectors, which the OS cannot change, rejecting any that are not. The CSM then checks if the running task belongs to an enclaved container, in which case the CSM switches to the respective container’s NPT so the task can access its PPAS memory state (step 8). Control is restored to the container by returning from exit_os (step 9) and back to userspace (step 10). If exit_os is not called, the CSM will not switch the CPU to use the container’s PPAS, so its state will remain inaccessible on that CPU.

BlackBox protects a container’s memory by using separate NPTs for the OS and each container, but still relies on the OS to perform all complex memory management functions, such as allocation and reclamation, to minimize the complexity and size of the CSM. This is straightforward because unlike hypervisors which virtualize physical memory using NPTs, the CSM merely uses NPTs for access control so that the identity mapping is used for all NPTs including the OS’s NPT. The OS’s view of memory is effectively the same as the actual physical memory for any physical memory mapped into the OS’s NPT. Except for the CSM’s physical memory, all physical memory is initially assigned to the OS and mapped to its NPT. When the OS allocates physical memory to processes in containers, the CSM can just unmap the physical memory from the OS’s NPT and map it to the respective container’s NPT at the same address. The CSM does not need its own complex allocation functionality. The CSM checks the OS’s NPT to make sure that the OS has the right to allocate a given page of memory. For example, should the OS attempt to allocate a physical page belonging to the CSM, the CSM will reject the allocation and not update the OS’s or container’s NPT. The CSM also checks that any page allocation proposed by the OS for a container is not mapped into the IOMMU page tables and will therefore not be subject to DMA attacks, as discussed in Section 3.1.

Note that the OS is oblivious to the fact that its allocation decisions for process page tables, Arm’s Stage 1 page tables, are also used for Stage 2 page tables. Furthermore, since Arm hardware first checks Stage 1 page tables before Stage 2 page tables, page faults due to the need to allocate physical memory to a process all appear as Stage 1 page faults, which are handled in the normal way by the OS’s page fault handler. Since the CSM maps the physical memory to the respective Stage 1 and Stage 2 page table entries at the same time, there are no Stage 2 page faults for memory allocation.

As discussed in Section 3.4, BlackBox requires that process page tables cannot be directly modified by the OS. At the same time, commodity OSes like Linux perform many operations that involve walking and accessing process page tables. To minimize OS modifications required to use enclaved containers, BlackBox makes the process page tables readable but not writable by the OS by marking the corresponding entries in the OS’s NPT read only. All existing OS code that walks
and reads process page tables can continue to function without modification, and only limited changes are required to the OS to use CSM calls for any updates to process page tables. A process’s page tables are also mapped to its respective container’s NPT, so they can be accessed by MMU hardware for virtual address translation while executing the process. BlackBox also maps tasks’ syscall buffers, used for passing system call arguments to and from the OS, to their Stage 1 page tables. This allows OS functions designed to copy data to and from buffers in the calling process’s address space to function correctly without modification. The tasks’ syscall buffers themselves are only mapped to the OS’s NPT, not the container’s NPT, as they are shared directly only by the CSM and OS.

To optimize TLB usage, physically contiguous memory can be mapped to an NPT in blocks larger than the default 4 KB page size. The BlackBox implementation supports transparent 2 MB stage 2 block mappings by first fully populating the last-level stage 2 page table with 4 KB mappings, then folding all 512 entries into a single entry. BlackBox checks that all 512 entries are contiguous in physical memory and that the first entry is aligned to a 2 MB boundary. BlackBox will unfold a block mapping if one of the original 512 entries is unmapped, such that all 512 entries are no longer contiguous in physical memory. Similarly, BlackBox will unfold a block mapping if there is a need to change the attributes of one of the original 512 entries, such as marking it read only while other entries remain writable. This approach is advantageous over just supporting huge pages allocated by the OS because it improves TLB usage even when the OS does not use huge pages.

Although BlackBox is designed to work using existing hardware virtualization support, the upcoming Armv9 architecture with its inclusion of the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture (CCA) [41] offers alternative mechanisms that may be used for implementing BlackBox. CCA introduces secure execution environments called Realms. The memory and execution state of these Realms are inaccessible to existing privileged software like OSes and hypervisors guaranteeing their confidentiality and integrity from them. Realms are supported by a separate Realm World and managed by a Realm Management Monitor (RMM) running in EL2 within the Realm World giving it full access to Realm memory and CPU state as well as control over their execution. Although Realms are currently only designed to support VMs, it may be possible to use them to support enclave containers by integrating the functionality of the CSM with the RMM and extending its ABI to encompass the CSM’s ABI.

BlackBox’s implementation is relatively small. The implementation is less than 10K lines of code (LOC), most of which is the 5K LOC for the implementation of Ed25519, ChaCha20, and Poly1305 from the verified HACL* crypto library [70]. Other than HACL*, BlackBox consisted of 4.9K LOC, all in C except for 0.4K LOC in Arm assembly. Table 2 shows a breakdown by feature. 0.3K LOC was for verifying the CSM was correctly booted and initialized. 1K LOC was for enclave management, including enclave creation and handling enclave metadata. 0.1K LOC was for switching between enclaves and the OS. 0.2K LOC was for protecting data in CPU registers. 1K was for system call interposition, including marshaling of arguments. The table used for determining how to marshal system calls and check return values is dynamically generated as a single line of C code at compile time. 2.3K LOC was for memory protection, including NPT management of PPASes, Iago and DMA protection, and handling and validating page table update requests. BlackBox’s CSM TCB implementation complexity is similar to other recently verified concurrent systems [39–41, 63], suggesting that it is small enough that it can be formally verified. Beyond the CSM itself, only 0.5K LOC were modified or added to the Linux kernel to support BlackBox.

Table 2 also compares the code complexity of BlackBox versus the Linux kernel and KVM hypervisor. This is a conservative comparison as the LOC for Linux and KVM only include code compiled into the actual binaries for one specific Arm server used for the evaluation in Section 5. Even with this conservative comparison, BlackBox is orders of magnitude less code, in part because its functionality is largely orthogonal to both OSes and hypervisors, which have much more complex functionality requirements.

### 5 Experimental Results

We quantify the performance of BlackBox compared to widely-used Linux containers, and demonstrate BlackBox’s ability to protect container confidentiality and integrity. Ex-
Table 3: Microbenchmarks and Application Workloads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>Hackbench [54] using Unix domain sockets and 100 process groups running in 500 loops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Apache v2.4.46 server handling 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [64] v2.3 client, serving the 12 KB default Debian index.html.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>HAProxy v1.8.19 server proxying 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [64] v2.3 client to remote Apache v2.4.29, serving the 82 KB index.html of the GCC 13.0.0 manual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernbench</td>
<td>Compilation of the Linux 5.4 kernel using allnoconfig for Arm with GCC 8.3.0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>memcached v1.6.9 using the memtier [51] benchmark v1.3.0 with default parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MariaDB v10.3.27, a MySQL fork, handling requests from remote YCSB [13] v0.17.0 client running workload A with 200 parallel transactions, recordcount=500K, and opcunt=100K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netperf</td>
<td>netperf v2.6.0 [33] running netserver on the server and the client with default parameters in three modes: TCP_STREAM (receive throughput), TCP_MAERTS (send throughput), and TCP_RR (latency).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>Nginx v1.18.0 server handling 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [64] v2.3 client, serving the 12 KB default Debian index.html.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BlackBox configurations were used to quantify the cost of different protection mechanisms. BlackBox NS provides the same security as Docker, the only difference being that BlackBox NS runs the containers on BlackBox with the OS’s NPT enabled, to quantify NPT overhead. BlackBox NE provides stronger security by enclaving the container but without enabling IPC encryption, thereby quantifying BlackBox overhead without IPC encryption. BlackBox Enclaved is the same as BlackBox NE but with IPC encryption enabled. When using BlackBox, its DMA protection is not available on the Raspberry Pi 4 because it has no SMMU. Docker’s default seccomp policy is enabled for all configurations. Versions of libseccomp prior to v2.5 had a significant performance issue on policies like Docker’s default [65]. The Docker version we use incorporates this performance fix.

5.1 Performance Measurements

Figure 4 shows performance measurements for each microbenchmark and application workload for each container configuration normalized to native execution; lower numbers are better. Solid bars indicate results run on the Raspberry Pi and the overlaid outlined bars indicate results run on the AMD Seattle Arm server. BlackBox has the highest overhead relative to native execution on the null system call measurement, but most of the overhead is from Docker, due to its use of seccomp to configure and limit the system calls available in a container to reduce the available attack surface area. Although seccomp is used for all system calls, its overhead is most apparent for the null system call as its base cost is the lowest since it does no work. In contrast, the overhead due to BlackBox, from the two CSM calls that BlackBox makes on every system call, is small relative to seccomp. Although CSM calls require switching to and from Arm’s EL2 mode, it requires no more than EL2’s system register state to execute, eliminating the need to save and restore system registers when switching between EL1 and EL2; only general-purpose registers need to be saved and restored. Taking advantage of Arm’s architectural features makes CSM calls relatively inexpensive, enabling fine-grained container protection without significant overhead from system call interposition. The key aspect of Arm’s design that is crucial for the CSM is that software determines what state needs to be saved and restored. Running the CSM in the equivalent x86 hypervisor root mode would be much more expensive as it provides a hardware instruction that must be used to context switch to root mode that requires saving and restoring the entire CPU system state [17]. The x86 mechanism works well for hypervisors since they already require this operation, but poorly for the CSM which makes minimal use of CPU system state, and therefore does not need the expensive save and restore.

For the read, write, stat, open/close, and select system call measurements, BlackBox Enclaved is less than two times the cost of Docker. The overhead for the
enclaved configurations is due to the need to copy system call arguments back and forth between the container PPAS and OS, since enclaved container memory is not accessible to the OS. open additionally incurs overhead as part of checking the path being opened to identify FDs associated with shared libraries as part of BlackBox’s binary decryption mechanism. For all system calls, the overhead on the AMD server, as indicated by the outlined bars, exceeds that of the Raspberry Pi’s. In most cases, this is due to the server hardware performing the CPU bound system call operations more quickly than the Raspberry Pi while their memory performance remains similar, resulting in the similar costs for BlackBox’s system call argument copying having relatively higher overhead.

fork and exec measurements show the highest overhead for BlackBox Enclaved versus Docker, less than three times the cost of Docker. This is due to validating that the new process’s address space matches its parent’s on fork, and additionally validating the address space against the new binary’s mappings on exec. Although the binary must be decrypted for exec measurements, it is only decrypted once and all subsequent iterations just confirm the mappings match the first’s, thereby amortizing the cost of the initial decryption.

Page fault measurements show the one microbenchmark for which there is noticeable overhead for BlackBox NS versus Docker. This is due to the added cost of using NPTs for the BlackBox NS configuration. This overhead then increases for enclaved containers due to needing to verify the fault resides within a known address mapping to protect the container from potential lago attacks from the OS. Although a page fault results in several context switches to the CSM, the context switches themselves are not a significant cost because they are relatively inexpensive on Arm.

Protecting container IPC communication through encryption imposes little cost for most workloads, but this overhead is noticeable for pipe, UNIX domain sockets (AF_UNIX), and hackbench measurements. These benchmarks represent worst-case overheads for IPC encryption because they all use IPC to read and write a single byte to signal other processes. When encrypting, this single byte is padded and written along with authentication data, significantly increasing the relative write size and affecting read/write latency measurements. In contrast, the context switch microbenchmark, in which a parent process spawns two child processes that communicate between each other with pipes, has almost no overhead. In this case, 4 byte reads and writes are used so the extra data that encryption adds, and therefore the time to complete the calls, is relatively less, and context switching and rescheduling dominates IPC encryption costs. The signaling microbenchmarks do not involve any encryption. BlackBox Enclaved overhead for signal installation is due to copying the sigaction struct in and out, and for signal delivery is due to verifying the control flow.

Apache, HAProxy, Kernbench, memcached, MySQL, and Nginx measurements show that BlackBox overhead is much less on realistic application workloads than microbenchmarks. In most cases, BlackBox Enclaved overhead versus native execution is less than 15% on both the Raspberry Pi and AMD server, demonstrating modest overhead across both Arm embedded and server hardware. As indicated by the BlackBox NS measurements, NPT usage is a source of overhead, though more so on the Raspberry Pi than the AMD server. Apache, HAProxy, and Nginx workloads measure latency in addition to throughput. In terms of latency, the overhead for these workloads for BlackBox Enclaved versus native execution is less than 15% on both the Raspberry Pi and AMD server. Furthermore, Netperf measurements show that BlackBox provides fast networking performance as it involves no I/O virtualization, in contrast to using VMs. Applications are able to make full use of the host’s networking capabilities. Although applications are expected to encrypt their network I/O to protect their data, we did not encrypt network connections for these measurements to avoid encryption costs obscuring BlackBox’s overhead.

Figure 5 quantifies the CPU utilization when running the application workloads, as a measure of computational overhead. Solid bars indicate results run on the Raspberry Pi and the overlaid outlined bars indicate results run on the AMD server. CPU utilization is generally lower on the AMD server than the Raspberry Pi, since the AMD server is more powerful with more CPUs. On the Raspberry Pi, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox Enclaved and native execution is less than 15% across all workloads, and less than 5% for all workloads except Apache and Memcached. On the AMD server, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox
Enclaved and native execution is less than 15% across all workloads, except Apache. Apache CPU utilization for BlackBox Enclaved is high because at higher throughput rates, the cost of extra copying to use syscall buffers, as discussed in Section 3.4, becomes dominant. The buffers are used to send data from a container’s PPAS to the OS to perform network I/O. Other than Apache, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox Enclaved and native execution is quite modest across both Arm embedded and server hardware.

5.2 System Call Coverage

We evaluated the completeness of Linux system call support in the current BlackBox prototype implementation by running the Linux Test Project (LTP) [44] version 20210524 system call test suite. LTP consists of 1344 test cases designed to test for correct functionality across the entire Linux system call interface. We compared system call support results for running LTP in an enclaved container on BlackBox versus running it natively, in both cases using the Raspberry Pi. When running LTP natively, 1149 test cases pass and 195 fail. These failures are expected and are a combination of missing dependencies and unsupported features of the kernel and architecture used. For example, test cases for the 16-bit version of fchown are not supported on the platform. When running LTP using BlackBox, 1012 test cases pass and 332 fail, demonstrating support for almost 90% of test cases that passed when run natively. The additional 137 failed tests are due to the current prototype not yet supporting lesser used system calls like process_vm_readv.

5.3 Evaluation of Practical Attacks

We evaluated BlackBox’s effectiveness against a compromised OS by analyzing CVEs related to the Linux kernel and various Linux container engines such as Docker. We considered 23 CVEs which could result in privilege escalation, code execution, and memory corruption in Linux capable of compromising the integrity and confidentiality of container data; we did not consider denial of service attacks, as BlackBox does not guarantee availability. Specifically, privilege escalation occurs if the exploit enables the attacker to gain root access or kernel privilege level, and code execution occurs if the exploit enables executing arbitrary code at the same privilege as the software with the bug.

Table 4 lists the CVEs considered. We considered both malicious containers and unprivileged host users who exploit bugs in the kernel and container engines to elevate privileges and compromise container data. In general, these CVEs exploit flaws in container runtime systems and the kernel that enable an attacker to obtain kernel-level or root-level access. Ordinarily, this level of access compromises all container data and integrity on the system. Linux and the relevant container engine do not fully protect against any of these compromises. In contrast, BlackBox protects against all of them.

6 Related Work

Various approaches have been explored to securing applications from untrusted OSES. Hardware-based trusted execution environments (TEEs) such as ARM TrustZone [2] and Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [30] can protect application memory from higher privileged software, but require applications to be written or rewritten specifically for this purpose and may impose other functionality restrictions. Some systems have built on TEEs. Haven [7] aims to en-
clave Windows applications by porting a Windows library OS to run inside SGX, avoiding Iago attacks by trusting the library OS at the cost of a significant TCB. Other systems also propose running library OSes enclaved by SGX [50, 59, 66]. CubicleOS [57] is a library OS designed to be runnable within containers that makes use of Intel MPK hardware extensions to isolate apps. Scone [3] uses SGX to enclave Linux containers, requiring its own custom threading model and a modified C library within SGX to provide system call support and shielded I/O interfaces for interacting with the OS. TZ-Container [28] leverages a shield layer and a container manager inside TrustZone to protect containers, but relies on the OS not modifying the memory mappings used to protect containers by scanning the OS image to ensure it does not contain instructions capable of updating page tables. TrustShadow [24] introduces a runtime system within TrustZone so that a limited number of security-critical legacy apps operate on TrustZone memory isolated from the OS. Unlike these approaches, BlackBox does not rely on TrustZone or SGX and does not rely on a library OS or other significant runtime system running inside an enclave execution environment, avoiding increasing TCB complexity. Unlike Haven, its small TCB comes with potentially greater susceptibility to Iago attacks by allowing applications to use the system call interface of the untrusted OS.

Commodity hypervisors have been modified to secure applications from an untrusted OS by restricting a guest OS in a VM to an encrypted view of application memory [4, 10, 11, 27, 35, 45, 67]. For example, InkTag [27] uses two NPTs as part of its isolation mechanism, one for the OS and the other for all applications, separating the plaintext memory of isolated applications from encrypted memory, but relying on paravirtualized page table updates to isolate applications from each other. Appshield [12] uses virtualization techniques to protect and isolate critical applications against OS-level malware attacks. Appshield’s memory protection model requirements are not compatible with Linux’s copy-on-write semantics and its limited system call interface is insufficient to support significant workloads. In contrast, BlackBox does not rely on a hypervisor or traditional memory virtualization, but instead introduces a new concept of protected physical address spaces implemented as part of a container security monitor, enabling it to have a much smaller TCB.

Various approaches reduce the hypervisor’s TCB. Microhypervisors [25, 34, 61] build new hypervisors from scratch with smaller TCBS, but at the cost of a significantly reduced feature set. BlackBox’s approach allows for a small TCB while still maintaining a significant feature set and the full hardware support available in a commodity OS. SeKVM [38–40, 63] retrofits KVM with a small verified TCB to provide VM data confidentiality and integrity. In contrast, BlackBox provides container-level isolation and does not require a hypervisor, introducing a new concept, the CSM, that avoids the cost and complexity of hypervisor-based virtualization.

X-Containers [60] targets securely isolating containers in the cloud. Its containers include an entire library OS based on Linux and run on top of a Xen hypervisor, providing a model more akin to nested virtualization. Unlike BlackBox, X-Containers have a large TCB from requiring both large library OSes and a commodity hypervisor.

Other approaches have looked at ways to harden traditional containers. gVisor [23] runs a limited userspace kernel within a container and beneath applications. System calls are intercepted to further isolate applications from the host OS through reduced interactions and potential attack surfaces. gVisor’s increased isolation comes at the cost of a increased TCB size in the container. Distrole images [22] aim to limit the contents of a container to precisely what is necessary for the target app to run, reducing what must be trusted and maintained within a container. Linux Container Hardening [42] aims to improve the security of Linux containers through improving the kernel subsystems and primitives used by containers to be more secure. These approaches are complementary to BlackBox, and although they improve container security, unlike BlackBox, they all must still trust the OS and its large codebase.

7 Conclusions

BlackBox is a new container architecture providing fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without trusting the OS. BlackBox achieves this by introducing a container security monitor, a new software component that creates protected physical address spaces for containers. The monitor enforces protected address spaces to isolate container memory and CPU state from the OS and other containers. It facilitates the use of OS facilities via system calls by passing required data between protected address spaces and the OS, implicitly declassifying such data. This narrow purpose keeps it small and simple. Unlike a hypervisor, the monitor performs no virtualization or resource management. Instead, it relies on the OS to provide complex functionality required to manage hardware resources, including CPU scheduling, memory management, file systems, and device management. We have implemented BlackBox by repurposing Arm hardware virtualization support. Our results demonstrate that BlackBox supports existing unmodified containerized application workloads with modest overhead while maintaining a trusted computing base orders of magnitude less than an OS or commodity hypervisor.
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Abstract

Modern web applications serve large amounts of sensitive user data, access to which is typically governed by data-access policies. Enforcing such policies is crucial to preventing improper data access, and prior work has proposed many enforcement mechanisms. However, these prior methods either alter application semantics or require adopting a new programming model; the former can result in unexpected application behavior, while the latter cannot be used with existing web frameworks.

Blockaid is an access-policy enforcement system that preserves application semantics and is compatible with existing web frameworks. It intercepts database queries from the application, attempts to verify that each query is policy-compliant, and blocks queries that are not. It verifies policy compliance using SMT solvers and generalizes and caches previous compliance decisions for better performance. We show that Blockaid supports existing web applications while requiring minimal code changes and adding only modest overheads.

1 Introduction

Many modern web applications use relational databases to store sensitive user data, access to which is governed by organizational or regulatory data-access policies. To enforce these policies, today’s web developers wrap each database query within access checks that determine whether a user has access to the queried data. As an application can query the database at many call sites, getting access checks right at every call site is challenging, and erroneous or missing checks have exposed sensitive data in many production systems [4,30,37,38,47,64].

Prior work has suggested a variety of languages, frameworks, and tools that simplify the enforcement of data-access policies. As we detail in §2, these approaches either (1) require applications be written using specialized web frameworks, hindering their adoption; or (2) transparently remove from query results any data that cannot be revealed, possibly resulting in unexpected application behavior (e.g., the user has no idea that there are missing results and reaches the wrong conclusion).

1Work done while at UC Berkeley.

This paper proposes an alternative approach to enforcing data-access policies that meets four goals:

1. **Backwards compatibility**: Applies to applications built using common existing web frameworks.
2. **Semantic transparency**: Fully answers queries that comply with the policy and blocks queries that do not (rather than providing partial, and potentially misleading, results).
3. **Policy expressiveness**: Supports a wide range of policies.
4. **Low overhead**: Has limited impact on page load time.

We implement this approach in Blockaid, a system that enforces a data-access policy at runtime by intercepting SQL queries issued by the application, verifying that they comply with the policy, and blocking those that do not. We assume non-compliant queries are rare in production (having been mostly eliminated in testing), and focus on efficiently checking compliant queries. Blockaid expects the developer to insert access checks as usual; it merely ensures that the checks are adequate.

A Blockaid policy consists of SQL view definitions that specify what information can be accessed by a given user, although the application still issues queries against the base tables as usual (rather than against the views). Under this setting, a query is compliant if it never reveals—for any underlying dataset—a well-studied property in databases called query determinacy [51].

While determinacy characterizes the compliance of one query in isolation, it is too restrictive in the context of web applications, which typically issue multiple queries when serving a request. In this setting, what queries can be allowed often depends on the result of previous queries in the same web request. Thus, we extend determinacy to take a trace of previous queries and their responses, a novel extension we call trace determinacy, and use that as the criterion for compliance.

To verify compliance, Blockaid frames trace determinacy as an SMT formula and checks it using SMT solvers. As we later explain, a solver returns an unsatisfiability proof when a query is compliant, and a test demonstrating a violation otherwise.

This basic method, while correct, is impractically slow as it invokes solvers on every query. Thus, we use a decision cache to record compliant queries (with traces) so that future
occurrences need not be rechecked. But caching exact queries and traces would be ineffective: a query is usually specific to the user and page visited, and so is unlikely to occur many times.

Thus, to increase cache hit rate, we implement a novel generalization mechanism which, given a compliant query-trace pair, extracts a small set of assumptions on the query and trace that alone would guarantee compliance. These assumptions are cached in the form of a decision template, which will apply to all future query-trace pairs that meet those assumptions. Blockaid generates decision templates by progressively relaxing a query and trace while maintaining compliance, with the help of solver-generated unsat cores [8, § 11.8]. It does not cache noncompliance results, which we expect to be rare in production as they typically indicate application/policy bugs.

We applied Blockaid to three existing applications—diaspora* [25], Spree [63], and Autolab [5]—and found that it imposes an overhead of 2 % to 12 % to the median page load time when compliance decisions are cached.

Blockaid has some important limitations. It assumes that the application obtains all of its information through SQL queries visible to Blockaid or from a caching layer or file system mediated by Blockaid. It also supports only a subset of SQL and is at the mercy of solver performance and unsat-core size.

Blockaid is open source at https://github.com/blockaid-project, and further theoretical discussions can be found in the appendices of our extended technical report [73].

2 Related Work

The subject of data-access control has been studied by many. We compare our approach to prior ones along our goals (§1).

Static verification. Several systems have been proposed to statically verify that application code can only issue compliant queries; examples include Swift [17], SELINKS [22], UrFlow [15], and STORM [42]. These systems incur no run-time overhead and can be more precise than Blockaid as they analyze source code. However, they typically require using a specialized language or framework like Jif [50] or Ur/Web [16], sacrificing compatibility with common web frameworks.

Query modification. A popular run-time approach is query modification [65]: replacing secret values returned by a query with placeholders (or dropping any rows containing secrets). This is implemented in commercial databases [13,49] and academic works like Hippocratic databases [3], Jacqueline [72], Qapla [48], and multiverse databases [46]. While this approach allows programmers to issue queries without regard to policies, it lacks semantic transparency as it can alter query semantics in unexpected ways and return misleading results [32, 58, 69].

Furthermore, many of the query modification mechanisms use row- and cell-level policies (e.g., SQL Server RLS and DDM, Oracle VPD). As we discuss in §9, this row-cell-level format is less expressive than Blockaid’s view-based scheme.

View-based access control. Many databases allow creating views and granting access to views and tables. Although identical in expressiveness to Blockaid, this mechanism requires queries to explicitly use view names instead of table names (like Users). This marks a significant deviation from regular web programming, as programmers must now sort out which views to use for each query. In contrast, Blockaid allows queries to be issued against the base tables directly.

While some prior work has studied view-based compliance of queries issued against base tables [10, 11], they only check single queries, while Blockaid checks a query in the context of a trace, a crucial feature for supporting web applications.

3 System Design

3.1 Application Assumptions and Threat Model

Blockaid targets web applications that store data in a SQL database. We assume that a user is logged in and that the current user’s identifier is stored in a request context. The application can access the database and the request context when serving a request; each request is handled independently from others. We assume that the application authenticates the user correctly, and that the correct request context is passed to Blockaid (§3.2).

A data-access policy dictates, for a given request context, what information in the database is accessible and what is inaccessible. We treat the database schema and the policy itself as public knowledge and assume that the user cannot use side channels to circumvent policies. We enforce policies on database reads only, as done in prior work [2, 10–12, 33, 41, 46, 58, 61, 65, 69]. Ensuring the integrity of updates, while important, is orthogonal to our goal and is left to future work.

3.2 System Overview

Blockaid is a SQL proxy that sits between the application and the database (Figure 1). It takes as input (1) a database schema (including constraints), and (2) a data-access policy specified as database views (§4), and checks query compliance for each web request separately. For each web request, it maintains a trace of queries issued so far and their results; the trace is cleared when the request ends. Blockaid assumes that the results returned by queries in the trace are not altered till the end of the request.

When a web request starts, the application sends its request context to Blockaid. Then, every SQL query from the application traverses Blockaid, which attempts to verify that the query
Throughout the paper, we will use as a running example a calendar application with the following database schema:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>UId, Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>EId, Title, Duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendances</td>
<td>UId, Eid, ConfirmedAt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A policy is a collection of SQL queries that, together, define what information a user is allowed to access. Each query is called a view definition and can refer to parameters from the request context. As an example, Listing 1 shows four view definitions, $V_1$–$V_4$: we denote this policy as $\mathcal{V} = \{V_1, V_2, V_3, V_4\}$.

Notationally, for a view $V$ and a request context $ctx$, we write $V^{ctx}$ to denote $V$ with its parameters replaced with values in $ctx$. We often drop the superscript when the context is apparent.

4.2 Compliance to View-based Policy

Under a policy consisting of view definitions, Blockaid can allow an application query to go through only if it is certain that the query’s result is uniquely determined by the views. In other words, an allowable query must be answerable using accessible information alone. If a query’s output might depend on information outside the views, Blockaid must block the query.

Example 4.1. Let $MyUId = 2$. The following query selects the names of everyone whom the user attends an event with:

```
SELECT DISTINCT u.Name
FROM Users u
JOIN Attendances a_other ON a_other.UId = u.UId
JOIN Attendances a_me ON a_me.EId = a_other.EId
WHERE a_me.UId = 2
```

Looking at Listing 1, this query can always be answered by combining $V_4$, which reveals the $UId$ of everyone whom the user attends an event with, with $V_1$, which supplies the names associated with these $UId$’s. Hence, Blockaid allows it through.
Whether or not the user is an attendee of the event is a query and each \( Q_i \) is a collection of tuples.

Such a trace denotes that the application has issued queries \( Q_1, \ldots, Q_n \) and received results \( O_1, \ldots, O_n \) from the database.

We now motivate the formal definition of query compliance given a trace (using colors to show correspondence between text and equations). Consider any two databases that are:

1. Equivalent in terms of accessible data (i.e., they differ only in information outside the views), and
2. Consistent with the observed trace (i.e., we consider only databases that could be the one the application is querying).

Blockaid must ensure that such two databases are indistinguishable to the user—by allowing only queries that produce the same result on both databases.

**Definition 4.5.** Let \( ctx \) be a request context, \( \mathcal{V} \) be a set of views, and \( T = \{(Q_i, O_i)\}_{i=1}^n \) be a trace. A query \( Q \) is \( ctx \)-compliant to \( \mathcal{V} \) given \( T \) if for every pair of databases \( D_1, D_2 \) that conform to the database schema and constraints,\(^1\) and satisfy:

\[
V^{ctx}(D_1) = V^{ctx}(D_2), \quad (\forall V \in \mathcal{V}) \tag{1}
\]

\[
Q_i(D_1) = O_i, \quad (\forall 1 \leq i \leq n) \tag{2}
\]

\[
Q_i(D_2) = O_i, \quad (\forall 1 \leq i \leq n) \tag{3}
\]

we have \( Q(D_1) = Q(D_2) \). We will simply say \emph{compliant} if the context is clear.

We call Definition 4.4 \emph{trace determinacy} because it extends the classic notion of query determinacy \([51,60]\) with the trace. Query determinacy is undecidable even for conjunctive views and queries \([27,28]\); trace determinacy must also be undecidable in the same scenario. Although several decidable cases have been discovered for query determinacy \([1,51,53]\), they are not expressive enough for our use case. A promising direction is to identify classes of views and queries that capture common web use cases and for which trace determinacy is decidable.

### 4.3 From Query Compliance to Noninterference

Blockaid’s end goal is to ensure that an application’s output depends only on information accessible to the user. In relation to this goal, query compliance (Definition 4.5) satisfies two properties, making it the right criterion for Blockaid to enforce:

1. **Sufficiency:** As long as only \emph{compliant queries} from the application are let through, there is no way for an execution’s outcome to be influenced by inaccessible information.
2. **Necessity:** Any enforcement system that makes per-query decisions based solely on the query and its preceding trace cannot safely allow any non-compliant query without the risk of the application revealing inaccessible information.

Before stating and proving these properties formally, let us first model our target applications, enforcement systems, and goals.

We model a web request handler as a program \( \mathcal{P}(ctx, req, D) \) that maps a request context \( ctx \), an HTTP request \( req \), and a database \( D \) to an HTTP response.\(^2\) A program that abides by a policy \( \mathcal{V} \) satisfies a \emph{noninterference} property \([21,29]\) stating that its output depends only on the inputs that the user has access to—namely, \( ctx, req, \) and \( V^{ctx}(D) \) for each \( V \in \mathcal{V} \). The formal definition follows from a similar intuition as Definition 4.5.

**Definition 4.6.** A program \( \mathcal{P} \) satisfies noninterference under policy \( \mathcal{V} \) if the following condition holds:

\[
\text{NI}_\mathcal{V}(\mathcal{P}) := \forall ctx, req, D_1, D_2, \left[ \left( \forall V \in \mathcal{V}, V^{ctx}(D_1) = V^{ctx}(D_2) \right) \implies \mathcal{P}(ctx, req, D_1) = \mathcal{P}(ctx, req, D_2) \right].
\]

An enforcement system must ensure that any program running under it satisfies noninterference. We now model such a system that operates under Blockaid’s assumptions.

\(^1\)We will henceforth use “schema” to mean both schema and constraints, and rely on the database and/or the web framework to enforce the constraints.

\(^2\)For simplicity, we assume \( \mathcal{P} \) is a pure function—deterministic, terminating, and side-effect free—although this assumption can be relaxed through standard means from information-flow control \([34, \S \ 2]\).
**Example 5.1.** Let us translate into FOL the following query $Q$ executed on a database $D$:

```
SELECT e.EId, e.Title
FROM Events e, Attendances a
WHERE e.EId = a.EId AND a.UId = 2
```

Let $E^D(\cdot,\cdot)$ and $A^D(\cdot,\cdot)$ be FOL predicates representing the `Events` and `Attendances` table in the database $D$ in:

$Q^D(x_e, x_t) := \exists x_d, x_u, x', x_e. E^D(x_e, x_t, x_d) \land A^D(x_u, x', x_e) \land x_e = x'_e \land x_u = 2.$

$Q^D(x_e, x_t)$ encodes the statement $(x_e, x_t) \in Q(D)$, i.e., that the row $(x_e, x_t)$ is returned by $Q$ on database $D$. Note that $Q^D$ is not a logical symbol, but merely a shorthand for the right-hand side.

**Example 5.2.** We now present the noncompliance formula for a single query $Q$ with respect to $\Psi$ from §4.1. Let $V_1^1, \ldots, V_4^1$ and $Q^D$ encode the views and query on database $D_i$ ($i = 1, 2$) in FOL. The desired formula would then be the conjunction of:

\[
\forall x. V_1^1(x) \leftrightarrow V_1^2(x), \quad (V_1(D_1) = V_1(D_2)) \\
\vdots \\
\forall x. V_4^1(x) \leftrightarrow V_4^2(x), \quad (V_4(D_1) = V_4(D_2)) \\
\exists x. Q^1(x) \not\leftrightarrow Q^2(x), \quad (Q(D_1) \neq Q(D_2))
\]

where $x$ denotes a sequence of fresh variables. Database constraints and consistency with a trace can be encoded similarly.

## 5 Compliance Checking with SMT

Having defined view-based policy and compliance, we now introduce how Blockaid verifies compliance using SMT solvers.

### 5.1 Translating Noncompliance to SMT

Blockaid verifies query compliance by framing noncompliance (i.e., the negation of Definition 4.5) as an SMT formula and checking its satisfiability—a query is compliant if and only if the formula is unsatisfiable. We use a straightforward translation based on Codd’s theorem [20], which states, informally, that relational algebra under set semantics is equivalent in expressiveness to first-order logic (FOL). Relational algebra has five operators—projection, selection, cross product, union, and difference—and tables are interpreted as sets of rows (i.e., no duplicates). Under this equivalence, tables are translated to predicates in FOL, and operators are implemented using existential quantifiers, conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations.

---

3For example, a SQL `SELECT` clause can return duplicate rows, but the `UNION` operator removes duplicates.

4The `MINUS` operator is not used in our applications and is omitted.
When the application issues a query \( Q \), Blockaid attempts to rewrite it into a basic query \( Q' \) and verify its compliance instead. Ideally, \( Q' \) would be equivalent to \( Q \), but when this is not possible, Blockaid produces an approximate \( Q' \) that reveals at least as much information as \( Q \) does. Such approximation preserves soundness but may sacrifice completeness, although it caused no false rejections in our evaluation. We now explain how to rewrite several types of queries encountered in practice.

**Inner joins.** A query of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1 \\
\text{INNER JOIN } R_2 \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2
\]

is equivalently rewritten as the basic query:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1, R_2 \text{ WHERE } C_1 \text{ AND } C_2
\]

**Left joins on a foreign key.** Consider a query of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1 \\
\text{LEFT JOIN } R_2 \text{ ON } R_1.A = R_2.B \text{ WHERE } \ldots
\]

If \( R_1.A \) is a foreign key into \( R_2.B \), then every row in \( R_1 \) matches at least one row in \( R_2 \). In this case, the left join can be equivalently written as an inner join, which is handled as above.

**Order-by and limit.** Blockaid adds any ORDER BY column as an output column and then discards the ORDER BY clause. It also discards any LIMIT clause but, when adding the query to the trace, uses a modified condition \( O_i \subseteq D(O_i) \) (instead of \( = \) ) to indicate that it may have observed a partial result.

**Aggregations.** Blockaid turns \( \text{SELECT SUM}(A) \text{ FROM } R \) into \( \text{SELECT PK, A FROM } R \text{ WHERE } PK \) is table \( R \)'s primary key. By projecting the primary key in addition to \( A \), the rewritten query reveals the multiplicity of the values in \( A \)—necessary for computing \( \text{SUM}(A) \)—without returning duplicate rows.

**Left joins that project one table.** Left joins of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT DISTINCT } A.* \text{ FROM } A \\
\text{LEFT JOIN } B \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2
\]

\[\text{It suffices to guarantee that } Q \text{ can be computed from the result of } Q'.\]

\[\text{can be equivalently rewritten to the basic query:}\]

\[
(\text{SELECT } A.* \text{ FROM } A \\
\text{INNER JOIN } B \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2)
\]

\[\text{UNION}\]

\[
(\text{SELECT } * \text{ FROM } A \text{ WHERE } C_3)
\]

where \( C_3 \) is obtained by replacing each occurrence of \( B.? \) with \( \text{NULL} \) in \( C_2 \) and simplifying the resulting predicate. The first subquery covers the rows in \( A \) with at least one match in \( B \), and the second subquery covers those with no matches.

**Feature not supported.** The SQL features not supported include \( \text{GROUP BY}, \text{ANY}, \text{EXISTS}, \text{etc.} \), although they can also be formulated/approximated using basic queries. In the future we plan to leverage other formalisms [14, 18, 19, 66–68, 70] to model complex SQL semantics more precisely.

### 5.2.2 Rewriting Into Basic Queries

When the application issues a query \( Q \), Blockaid attempts to rewrite it into a basic query \( Q' \) and verify its compliance instead. Ideally, \( Q' \) would be equivalent to \( Q \), but when this is not possible, Blockaid produces an approximate \( Q' \) that reveals at least as much information as \( Q \) does. Such approximation preserves soundness but may sacrifice completeness, although it caused no false rejections in our evaluation. We now explain how to rewrite several types of queries encountered in practice.

**Inner joins.** A query of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1 \\
\text{INNER JOIN } R_2 \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2
\]

is equivalently rewritten as the basic query:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1, R_2 \text{ WHERE } C_1 \text{ AND } C_2
\]

**Left joins on a foreign key.** Consider a query of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT} \ldots \text{FROM } R_1 \\
\text{LEFT JOIN } R_2 \text{ ON } R_1.A = R_2.B \text{ WHERE } \ldots
\]

If \( R_1.A \) is a foreign key into \( R_2.B \), then every row in \( R_1 \) matches at least one row in \( R_2 \). In this case, the left join can be equivalently written as an inner join, which is handled as above.

**Order-by and limit.** Blockaid adds any ORDER BY column as an output column and then discards the ORDER BY clause. It also discards any LIMIT clause but, when adding the query to the trace, uses a modified condition \( O_i \subseteq D(O_i) \) (instead of \( = \) ) to indicate that it may have observed a partial result.

**Aggregations.** Blockaid turns \( \text{SELECT SUM}(A) \text{ FROM } R \) into \( \text{SELECT PK, A FROM } R \text{ WHERE } PK \) is table \( R \)'s primary key. By projecting the primary key in addition to \( A \), the rewritten query reveals the multiplicity of the values in \( A \)—necessary for computing \( \text{SUM}(A) \)—without returning duplicate rows.

**Left joins that project one table.** Left joins of the form:

\[
\text{SELECT DISTINCT } A.* \text{ FROM } A \\
\text{LEFT JOIN } B \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2
\]

\[\text{It suffices to guarantee that } Q \text{ can be computed from the result of } Q'.\]

\[\text{can be equivalently rewritten to the basic query:}\]

\[
(\text{SELECT } A.* \text{ FROM } A \\
\text{INNER JOIN } B \text{ ON } C_1 \text{ WHERE } C_2)
\]

\[\text{UNION}\]

\[
(\text{SELECT } * \text{ FROM } A \text{ WHERE } C_3)
\]

where \( C_3 \) is obtained by replacing each occurrence of \( B.? \) with \( \text{NULL} \) in \( C_2 \) and simplifying the resulting predicate. The first subquery covers the rows in \( A \) with at least one match in \( B \), and the second subquery covers those with no matches.

**Feature not supported.** The SQL features not supported include \( \text{GROUP BY}, \text{ANY}, \text{EXISTS}, \text{etc.} \), although they can also be formulated/approximated using basic queries. In the future we plan to leverage other formalisms [14, 18, 19, 66–68, 70] to model complex SQL semantics more precisely.

### 5.3 Optimizations and SMT Encoding

We end this section with several optimizations for compliance checking and some notes on the SMT encoding.

**Strong compliance.** We define a stronger notion of compliance, which we found SMT solvers can verify more efficiently.

**Definition 5.4.** A query \( Q \) is **strongly ctx-compliant** to policy \( \mathcal{P} \) given trace \( \{ (Q_i, O_i) \}_{i=1}^n \) if for each pair of databases \( D_1, D_2 \) that conform to the schema and satisfy:

\[
V^{\mathcal{P}}(D_1) \subseteq V^{\mathcal{P}}(D_2), \quad (\forall V \in \mathcal{P}) \tag{4}
\]

\[
Q(D_1) \supseteq O_i, \quad (\forall 1 \leq i \leq n) \tag{5}
\]

we have \( Q(D_1) \subseteq Q(D_2) \).

**Theorem 5.5.** If \( Q \) is strongly compliant to \( \mathcal{P} \) given trace \( T \), then \( Q \) is also compliant to \( \mathcal{P} \) given \( T \).

**Proof.** Let \( Q \) be strongly compliant to \( \mathcal{P} \) given \( T \). To show that \( Q \) is also compliant, let \( D_1, D_2 \) be databases that satisfy Equations (1) to (3) from the compliance definition. These imply the strong compliance assumptions (Equations (4) and (5)), and so we have \( Q(D_1) \subseteq Q(D_2) \). By symmetry, we also have \( Q(D_2) \subseteq Q(D_1) \). Putting the two together, we conclude \( Q(D_1) = Q(D_2) \), showing \( Q \) to be compliant to \( \mathcal{P} \) given \( T \). \( \square \)

For faster checking, Blockaid verifies strong compliance rather than compliance; by Theorem 5.5, soundness is preserved. However, there are scenarios where a query is compliant but not strongly compliant (see our extended paper [73, § C]); such queries will be falsely rejected by Blockaid. This did not pose a problem in practice as we found the two notions to coincide for every query encountered in our evaluation.

**Fast accept.** Given a view \( \text{SELECT } C_1, \ldots, C_k \text{ FROM } R \), any query that references only columns \( R.C_1, \ldots, R.C_k \) must be compliant and is accepted without SMT solving.

\[\text{As long as } C_2 \text{ contains no negations, it is safe to treat a NULL literal as FALSE when propagating through or short-circuiting AND and OR operators.}\]
Trace pruning. Queries that returns many rows can inflate the trace and slow down the solvers. Fortunately, often times only few of the rows matter to a later query’s compliance. We thus adopt a trace-pruning heuristic: when checking a query $Q$, look for any previous query has returned over ten rows, and keep only those rows that contain the first occurrence of a primary-key value (e.g., user ID) appearing in $Q$. This heuristic is sound, but may need to be adapted for any application where our premise for pruning does not hold.

SQL types and predicates. To model SQL types, we use SMT’s uninterpreted sorts, which we found to yield better performance than theories of integers, strings, etc. We support logical operators AND and OR, comparison operators $<$, $<=$, $>$, $>$=, and operators IN, NOT IN, IS NULL, and IS NOT NULL. We model $<$ as an uninterpreted relation with a transitivity axiom.

NULLs. We model NULL using a two-valued semantics of SQL [31, § 6] by (1) designating a constant in each sort as NULL, and (2) taking NULL into account when implementing SQL operators. For example, the SQL predicate $x \neq y$ translates into the following SMT formula: $x = y \wedge x \neq null \wedge y \neq null$.

6 Decision Generalization and Caching

While SMT solvers can check a wide range of queries, doing so often takes 100s of milliseconds per query. As a page load can often takes 100s of milliseconds per query. As a page load can indicate bugs in the application or the policy.

Let us start with an example of a decision template.

6.1 Example

Suppose a user with $UId = 1$ requests Event #42 in the calendar application, resulting in the application issuing a sequence of SQL queries. Consider the third query, shown in Listing 2a. As we explained in Example 4.2, Query #3 is compliant because Query #2 has established that the user attends the event.

Blockaid aims to abstract this query (with trace) into a decision template that applies to another user viewing a different event. Listing 2b shows such a template; the notation says: If each query-output pair above the line has a match in a trace $T$, then any query of the form below the line is compliant given $T$. This particular template states: after it is determined that user $x$ attends event $y$, user $x$ can view event $y$ for any $x$ and $y$.

Compared with the concrete query and trace, this template (1) omits Query #1, which is immaterial to the compliance decision; and (2) replaces the concrete values with parameters. Occurrences of $\{\ldots\}$ here constrain the event ID fetched by the query to equal the previously checked event ID. We use '*' to denote a fresh parameter, i.e., any arbitrary value is allowed.

We now dive into how Blockaid extracts such a decision template from a concrete query and trace. But before we do so, let us first define what a decision template is, what it means for a template to have a match, and what makes a “good” template.

6.2 Definitions and Goals

For convenience, from now on we will denote a trace as a set of query-tuple pairs $\{(Q_i, t_i)\}_{i=1}^n$, where each $t_i$ is one of the rows returned by $Q_i$. A query that returns multiple rows is represented as multiple such pairs. This change of notation is permissible because under strong compliance (Definition 5.4), we no longer take into account the absence of a returned row.

Definition 6.1. We say a trace $T = \{(Q_i, t_i)\}_{i=1}^n$ is feasible if there exists a database $D$ such that $t_i \in Q_i(D)$ for all $1 \leq i \leq n$.

Definition 6.2. A decision template $D[x, c]$, where $c$ denotes variables from the request context and $x$ a sequence of variables disjoint from $c$, is a triple $(Q_D, T_D, \Phi_D)$ where:

- $Q_D$ is the parameterized query, whose definition can refer to variables from $x \cup c$;
- $T_D$ is the parameterized trace, whose queries and tuples can refer to variables from $x \cup c$; and
- $\Phi_D$, the condition, is a predicate over $x \cup c$.

We will often denote a template simply by $D$ if the variables are either unimportant or clear from the context.

As we later explain, $\Phi_D$ represents any extra constraints that a template imposes on its variables (e.g., $\forall y. \text{false} < \forall y.$).

Definition 6.3. A valuation $v$ over a collection of variables $y$ is a mapping from $y$ to constants (including NULL), extended to objects that contain variables in $y$. For example, given a parameterized query $Q$, $v(Q)$ denotes $Q$ with each occurrence of variable $y \in y$ substituted with $v(y)$. 

\[\text{We only support IN and NOT IN with a list of values, not with a subquery.}\]
A decision template generated by Blockaid.

Thus, Blockaid aims to generate a decision template that (1) is sound, (2) matches \((Q,T)\), and (3) is general enough for practical purposes. We now explain how this is achieved.

### 6.3 Generating Decision Templates

Blockaid starts from the trivial template \(D_0 = (Q,T,\top)\), which is sound but not general, and generalizes it in two steps:

1. Minimize the trace \(T\) to retain only those \((Q_i,t_i)\) pairs that are required for \(Q\)'s compliance (§6.3.1).
2. Replace each constant in the trace and query with a fresh variable, and then generate a weak condition \(\Phi\) over the variables that guarantees compliance (§6.3.3).

#### 6.3.1 Step One: Trace Minimization

Blockaid begins by finding a minimal sub-trace of \(T\) that preserves compliance. It removes each \((Q_i,t_i)\in T\) and, if \(Q\) is no longer compliant, adds the element back. For example, for Listing 2a this step removes Query #1. Denote the resulting minimal trace by \(T_{\text{min}}\) and let decision template \(D_1 = (Q,T_{\text{min}},\top)\).

**Proposition 6.9.** \(D_1\) is sound, matches \((Q,T)\), and is at least as general as \(D_0\).

As an optimization, Blockaid starts the minimization from the sub-trace that the solver has actually used to prove compliance. It extracts this information from a solver-generated unsat core [8, §11.8]—a subset of clauses in the formula that remains unsatisfiable even with all other clauses removed. If we attach labels to the clauses we care about, a solver will identify all labels in the unsat core when it proves the formula unsatisfiable.

To get an unsat core, Blockaid uses the following formula:

\[
\forall V, (V(D_1) \subseteq V(D_2), \forall t_i \in T_{\text{min}}, t_i \in Q(D_1))
\]

where the clause asserting the \(i\)th trace entry is labeled \(LQ_i\). If \(Q\) is compliant, the solver returns as the unsat core a set \(S\) of labels. Blockaid ignores any \((Q_i,t_i)\in T\) for which \(LQ_i \notin S\).

#### 6.3.2 Interlude: Model Finding for Satisfiable Formulas

A common operation in template generation is to remove parts of a formula and re-check satisfiability. A complication arises...
when the formula turns satisfiable—while solvers are adept at proving unsatisfiability, they often fail on satisfiable formulas.\(^9\)

To solve these formulas faster, we observe that they are typically satisfied by databases with small tables. We thus construct SMT formulas to directly seek such “small models” by representing each table not as an uninterpreted relation, but as a conditional table [35] whose size is bounded by a small constant.

A conditional table generalizes a regular table by (1) allowing variables in its entries, and (2) associating with each row a condition, i.e., a Boolean predicate for whether the row exists. For example, a Users table with a bound of 2 appears as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UId</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Exists?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x(_{n,1})</td>
<td>x(_{n,1})</td>
<td>b(_1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x(_{n,2})</td>
<td>x(_{n,2})</td>
<td>b(_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where each entry and condition is a fresh variable, signifying that the table is not constrained in any way other than its size.

Queries on condition tables are evaluated via an extension of the relational algebra operators [35, §7]. This allows queries to be encoded into SMT without using quantifiers or using relation symbols for tables.\(^10\) For example, the query SELECT Name FROM Users WHERE UId = 5 can be written as:

\[
Q(x_n) := \forall i (x_{n,i} = x_n \land b_i).
\]

We found that such formulas could be solved quickly by Z3.

After Blockaid generates an unsat core as described in §6.3.1, it switches to using bounded formulas (i.e., ones that use conditional tables instead of uninterpreted relations) for the remainder of template generation. Blockaid sets a table’s bound to one plus the number of rows required to produce the sub-trace induced by the unsat core;\(^11\) it relies on the solvers to produce small unsat cores to keep formula sizes manageable.

Care must be taken because using bounded formulas breaks soundness—a query compliant on small tables might not be on larger ones. Therefore, after a decision template is produced Blockaid verifies its soundness on the unbounded formula, and if this fails, increments the table bounds and retry.

### 6.3.3 Step Two: Find Value Constraints

Taking the template \(D_1 = (Q, T_{\text{min}}, \top)\) from Step 1, Blockaid generalizes it further by abstracting away the constants. To do so, Blockaid parameterizes \(T_{\text{min}}\) and \(Q\) by replacing each occurrence of a constant with a fresh variable. We use a superscript “p” to denote the parameterized version of a query, tuple, or trace. Listing 3a shows \(T_{\text{pp}}\) and \(Q^p\) from our example. As an optimization, Blockaid assigns the same variable (e.g., \(x0\)) to locations that are guaranteed by SQL semantics to be equal.

\(^9\)For example, finite model finders in CVC4 [57] and Vampire [56] often time out or run out of memory on tables with only tens of columns.

\(^10\)To avoid using quantifiers in these formulas, we drop the transitivity axiom for the uninterpreted less-than relation (§5.3).

\(^11\)If the bounds are too small for a database to produce the trace, the resulting formula will be unsatisfiable regardless of compliance.

---

**Listing 3:** Parameterization and candidate atoms for Listing 2a.

(a) Parameterized trace \(T_{\text{min}}^p\) and query \(q^p\).

2. SELECT * FROM Attendances
   WHERE UId = x0 AND Eid = x1
   \(\leftarrow (\text{UID} = x0, \text{EID} = x1, \text{ConfirmedAt} = x2)\)

3. SELECT * FROM Events WHERE Eid = x3

(b) Candidate atoms (with symmetric duplicates removed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form (x = v)</th>
<th>Form (x = x')</th>
<th>Form (x &lt; x')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MyUId = 1</td>
<td>MyUId = x0</td>
<td>MyUId &lt; x1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0 = 1</td>
<td>x1 = x3</td>
<td>MyUId &lt; x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x1 = 42</td>
<td>x0 &lt; x1</td>
<td>x0 &lt; x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x2 = &quot;05/04 1pm&quot;</td>
<td>x3 = 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blockaid must now generate a condition \(\Phi\) such that the resulting template \(D_2 = (Q^p, T_{\text{min}}^p, \Phi)\) meets our goals. It picks \(\Phi\) as a conjunction of atoms from a set of candidate atoms. Let \(x\) denote all variables generated from parameterization, and let \(v\) map \(x\) to the replaced constants and \(c\) to the current context \(ctx\).

**Definition 6.10.** The set of candidate atoms is defined as:

\[
C = \bigcup\{ \{x = v \mid x \in x \cup c, v = v(x) \neq \text{NULL} \}, \{x \text{ IS NULL} \mid x \in x \cup c, v(x) = \text{NULL} \}, \{x = x' \mid x, x' \in x \cup c, v(x) = v(x') \neq \text{NULL} \}, \{x < x' \mid x, x' \in x \cup c, v(x) < v(x') \} \}
\]

(We write atoms in monospace font to distinguish them from mathematical expressions. Following SQL, the “=” in an atom implies that both sides are non-NULL.)

Note that all candidate atoms hold on \(Q\) and \(T_{\text{min}}\). Blockaid now selects a subset that not only guarantees compliance, but also imposes relatively few restrictions on the variables.

**Definition 6.11.** With respect to \(Q^p\) and \(T_{\text{min}}^p\), a subset of atoms \(C_0 \subseteq C\) is sound if the decision template \((Q^p, T_{\text{min}}^p, C_0)\) is sound. \((\land \neg C_0\) denotes the conjunction of atoms in \(C_0\)).

**Definition 6.12.** Let \(C_1, C_2 \subseteq C\). We say that \(C_2\) is at least as weak as \(C_1\) (denoted \(C_1 \preceq C_2\)) if \(\land \neg C_1 \implies \land \neg C_2\), and that \(C_2\) is weaker than \(C_1\) if \(C_1 \preceq C_2\) but \(C_2 \not\preceq C_1\).

**Example 6.13.** Listing 3b shows all the candidate atoms from Listing 3a (after omitting symmetric ones in the \(x = x'\) group). Consider the following two subsets of atoms:

\[
C_1 = \{\text{MyUId} = x0, \text{x1} = 42, \text{x3} = 42\}, \quad C_2 = \{\text{MyUId} = x0, \text{x1} = x3\}
\]

While both are sound, \(C_2\) is preferred over \(C_1\) as it is weaker and thus applies in more scenarios. In fact, \(C_2\) is maximally weak: there exists no subset that is both sound and weaker than \(C_2\).
Ideally, Blockaid would produce a maximally weak sound subset of $C$ to use as the template condition, but finding one can be expensive. It thus settles for finding a subset that is weak enough for practical generalization. It does so in three steps.

First, as a starting point, Blockaid generates a minimal unsat core of the formula:

\[
V^{\text{core}}(D_1) \subseteq V^{\text{core}}(D_2), \quad \forall \forall \in V'
\]

\[
i^p \in Q^p(D_1), \quad (\forall i^p, Q^p) \in \mathcal{P}^p
\]

\[
[LC_i] \quad c_i \quad (\forall c_i \in C)
\]

\[
Q^p(D_1) \not\subseteq Q^p(D_2).
\]

Let $C_{\text{core}}$ denote the atoms whose label appears in the unsat core. For example, $C_{\text{core}} = \{\text{MyUid = x0}, x1 = 42, x3 = 42\}$.

Second, it augments $C_{\text{core}}$ with other atoms that are implied by it: $C_{\text{aug}} = \{c \in C | \land C_{\text{core}} \implies c\}$. In our example,

\[
C_{\text{aug}} = C_{\text{core}} \cup \{x1 = x3\} = \{\text{MyUid = x0, x1 = 42, x3 = 42, x1 = x3}\}.
\]

$C_{\text{aug}}$ enjoys a closure property: if $C_0 \subseteq C_{\text{aug}}$ and $C_0 \subseteq C_1$, then $C_1 \subseteq C_{\text{aug}}$. In particular, $C_{\text{aug}}$ contains a maximally weak sound subset of $C$. Thus, Blockaid focuses its search within $C_{\text{aug}}$.

Finally, as a proxy for weakness, Blockaid finds a smallest sound subset of $C_{\text{aug}}$, denoted $C_{\text{small}}$, breaking ties arbitrarily. It does so using the MARCO algorithm [43, 44, 55] for minimal unsatisfiable subset enumeration, modified to enumerate from small to large and to stop after finding the first sound subset. In our example, the algorithm returns $C_{\text{small}} = \{\text{MyUid = x0}, x1 = x3\}$ of cardinality two, which is also a maximally weak subset (even though this might not be the case in general). Nevertheless, searching for a smallest sound subset has produced templates that generalize well in practice.

At the end, Blockaid produces the decision template:

\[
D_2[x, c] = \left( Q^p, Q^p_{\min}, \land C_{\text{small}} \right).
\]

**Proposition 6.14.** $D_2$ is sound, matches $(Q, T)$, and is at least as general as $D_1$.

As an optimization, whenever $\land C_{\text{small}} \implies x = y$ for $x, y \in x \cup c$, Blockaid replaces $x$ with $y$ in the template. This is how, e.g., in Listing 2b Journal.80 appears in both the trace and the query.

### 6.3.4 Optimizations

We implement two optimizations that improve the performance of template generation and the generality of templates.

**Omit irrelevant tables.** Given trace $T$ and query $Q$, we call a table relevant if (1) it appears in $T$ or $Q$, or (2) the table appears on the right-hand side of a database constraint of the form $Q_1 \subseteq Q_2$, given that a relevant table appears on the left. Blockaid sets the size bounds of irrelevant tables to zero, reducing formula size while preserving compliance.

**Split IN.** A query $Q$ that contains “$c \in \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}$” often produces a template with a long trace. If $Q$ is a basic query that does not contain the NOT operator, it can be split into $q_1, \ldots, q_n$ where $q_i$ denotes $Q$ with the IN-construct substituted with $c = x_i$, such that $Q \equiv q_1 \cup \ldots \cup q_n$. If $q_1, \ldots, q_n$ are all compliant then so is $Q$, and so Blockaid checks the subqueries instead. This is usually fast because $q_2, \ldots, q_n$ typically match the decision template generated from $q_1$. If any $q_i$ is not compliant, Blockaid reverts to checking $Q$ as a whole.

This optimization also improves generalization. Suppose $Q'$ has structure identical to $Q$ but a different number of IN operands. It would not match a template generated from $Q$, but its split subqueries $q_i$ could match the template from $q_1$.

### 6.4 Decision Cache and Template Matching

Blockaid stores decision templates in its decision cache, indexing them by their parameterized query using a hash map. When checking a query $Q$, Blockaid lists all templates whose parameterized query matches $Q$; for each such template, it uses recursive backtracking (with pruning optimizations) to search for a valuation that results in a match. This simple method proves efficient in practice as the templates tend to be small.

### 7 Implementation

We implemented Blockaid as a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver that interposes on an underlying connection. It thus supports only applications on the JVM and runs within the web server, although our design allows it to reside elsewhere (e.g., in the database). The JDBC driver accepts custom commands that (1) set the request context, (2) clear the context and the trace, and (3) check an application cache read.

Blockaid parses SQL using Apache Calcite [9] and caches parser outputs. To check compliance, it uses Z3’s Java binding [23] to generate formulas in SMT-LIB 2 format [7] and invokes an ensemble of solvers in parallel. Our ensemble consists of Z3 [24] (v4.8.12) and cvc5 [6] (v0.3) using default configurations, and Vampire [40] (v4.6.1) using six configurations from its CASC portfolio. The ensemble is killed as soon as any solver finishes. If a query is not compliant, or all solvers time out after 5 s, Blockaid throws a Java SQLException.

To generate decision templates, Blockaid uses the same ensemble to produce the initial unsat core (§6.3.1), but kills the ensemble only when a solver returns a small core of up to 3 labels (subject to timeout). It uses only Z3 on bounded formulas.

Our prototype does not verify that queries return no duplicates and does not look at any ORDER BY columns. We manually ensured that queries in our evaluation return no duplicates and do not reveal inaccessible information through ORDER BY.

---

13Every constraint encountered in our evaluation can be written in the form $Q_1 \subseteq Q_2$, including primary-key, foreign-key, and integrity constraints.

We use Blockaid to enforce data-access policies on three existing open-source web applications written in Ruby on Rails:

- **diaspora*** [25]: a social network with 850 k users.
- **Spree** [63]: an e-commerce app used by 50+ businesses.
- **Autolab** [5]: a course management app used at 20 schools.

For each application, we devised a data-access policy, modified its code to work with Blockaid, and measured its performance. In summary, Blockaid imposes overheads of 2%–12% to median page load time when compliance decisions are cached; the decision templates produced by Blockaid generalize to other entities (users, etc.); and no query was falsely rejected in our benchmark. Instructions for reproducing our experiments can be found in Appendix A.

### 8.1 Constraints, Policies, and Annotations

Table 1 summarizes the constraints and policies for database tables queried in our benchmark, including any necessary application-level constraints (e.g., a reshared post is always public in diaspora*). Spree and Autolab use the Rails cache, and we annotate their cache key patterns with queries (§3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Changes (LoC)</th>
<th>diaspora*</th>
<th>Spree</th>
<th>Autolab</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boilerplate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetch less data</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL feature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameterize queries</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File system checking</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.2 Code Modifications

Our changes to application code fall into five categories:

1. **Boilerplate**: We add code that sends the request context to Blockaid at request start and clears the trace at request end.
2. **Fetch less data**: We modify code to not fetch potentially sensitive data unless it will be revealed to the user; some of these changes use the `lazy_column` gem [45].
3. **SQL features**: We modify some queries to avoid SQL features not supported by Blockaid (e.g., general left joins) without altering application behavior.
4. **Parameterize queries**: We make some queries parameterized so that Blockaid can effectively cache their parsing results. Most changes are mechanical rewrites of queries with comparisons, as idiomatic ways of writing comparisons [54] cause query parameters to be filled within Rails.
5. **File system checking**: Autolab uses files to store submissions; the file name are always accessible but the content is inaccessible during an exam. We modify it to store the submission content under a randomly generated file name and restrict access to the file name in the database (§3.2).

### 8.3 Experiment Setup and Benchmark

We deploy each application on an Amazon EC2 c4.8xlarge instance running Ubuntu 18.04. Because our prototype only supports JVM applications (§7), we run the applications using JRuby [36] (v9.3.0.0), a Ruby implementation atop the JVM (we use OpenJDK 17). In Rails’ database configuration, we turn on `prepared_statements` so that Rails issues parameterized queries in the common case. The applications run atop the Puma web server over HTTPS behind NGINX (which serves static files directly), and stores data in MySQL (and, if applicable, Redis) on the same instance. To reduce variability, all measurements are taken from a client on the same instance.

For each application, we picked five page loads that exercise various behaviors (Table 2). Each page load can fetch multiple URLs, some common among many pages (e.g., D9, which is the notifications URL). All queries issued are compliant, and all experiments are performed with the Rails cache populated.

### 8.4 Page Load Times

We start by measuring page load times (PLTs) using a headless Chrome browser (v96) driven by Selenium [62]. PLTs are reported as the time elapsed between `navigationStart` and `loadEventEnd` as defined by the PerformanceTiming interface [71]. The one exception is the Autolab “Submission” page.

---

15 In case a Rails query is not fully parameterized (e.g., due to the use of raw SQL), it gets parameterized by Blockaid as described in §6.3.3.
### Table 2: Application benchmark

For a page we list the page URL followed by other URLs fetched (URLs for assets are excluded). When compliance decisions are cached, Blockaid incurs up to 12% overhead to the median PLT over the modified applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>URLs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page Load Time (median / P95; default unit: ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>diapora</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple post</td>
<td>D1, D2, D9 View a simple post shared with the user.</td>
<td>169 / 173 169 / 175 174 / 179 2.5 s / 2.6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex post</td>
<td>D3, D4, D9 View a public post with 30 votes and comments.</td>
<td>171 / 178 171 / 178 176 / 183 2.6 s / 2.7 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibited post</td>
<td>D5 Attempt to view an unauthorized post.</td>
<td>32 / 34 32 / 34 33 / 35 262 / 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>D6, D9 View a conversation (5 messages).</td>
<td>253 / 258 255 / 262 260 / 267 2.1 s / 2.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile</td>
<td>D7, D8, D9 View someone’s profile (basic info and 3 posts).</td>
<td>142 / 148 145 / 152 150 / 156 1.3 s / 1.4 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spree</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account</td>
<td>S1, S6–S8 View the user’s account information.</td>
<td>74 / 80 76 / 83 78 / 84 588 / 611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available item</td>
<td>S2, S6–S8 View a product for sale.</td>
<td>122 / 133 115 / 167 122 / 173 4.4 s / 4.4 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unavailable item</td>
<td>S3 Attempt to view a product no longer for sale.</td>
<td>20 / 22 21 / 23 22 / 24 350 / 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart</td>
<td>S4, S6–S8 View the current shopping cart (3 items).</td>
<td>116 / 131 118 / 132 124 / 137 7.6 s / 7.7 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>S5, S6–S8 View a summary and status of a previous order.</td>
<td>160 / 170 164 / 174 173 / 182 39 s / 39 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autolab</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homepage</td>
<td>A1 View a summary of 3 courses enrolled.</td>
<td>56 / 61 59 / 64 65 / 70 1.4 s / 1.6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>A2, A3 View summary of one course (15 assignments).</td>
<td>84 / 96 87 / 101 97 / 116 3.9 s / 4.1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>A4 View a quiz (incl. 3 submissions and grades).</td>
<td>97 / 110 103 / 118 115 / 138 3.5 s / 3.6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission</td>
<td>A5 Download a previous homework submission.</td>
<td>22 / 26 26 / 31 27 / 33 1.1 s / 1.2 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradsheet</td>
<td>A6 Instructor views grades for 51 enrollees.</td>
<td>456 / 474 474 / 493 504 / 530 72 s / 73 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that when compliance decisions are cached, Blockaid incurs up to 12% overhead to median PLT over the modified application (and up to 17% overhead to P95). When caching disabled, Blockaid incurs up to 2x–3 higher median PLT. Compared with the original applications, the modified versions result in up to 6% overhead to median PLT for all pages but Autolab’s “Submissions”, which suffers a 19% overhead. (The P95 overhead is up to 7% for all but two pages with up to 26% overhead.) We will comment on these overheads in the next subsection, where we break down the pages into URLs.

### 8.5 Fetch Latency

To better understand page load performance, we separate out the individual URLs fetched by each page (Table 2), omitting URLs for assets, and measure the latency of fetching each URL (not including rendering time). The median latencies are shown in Figure 2. In addition to the four settings from §8.4, it includes performance under a “cold cache”, where the decision cache is enabled but cleared at the start of each load (100 warmup runs followed by 100 measurements). When all compliance decisions are cached, Blockaid incurs up to 10% of overhead (median 7%) over “modified”. In contrast, it incurs 7×–310× overhead if the decision cache is disabled altogether.

For most URLs, “cold cache” is slower than “no cache” due to the extra template-generation step. Two exceptions are D4 and A6, where many structurally identical queries are issued, and so the performance gain from cache hits within each URL offsets the performance hit from template generation.

Compared to the original, the modified diaspora* and Spree are up to 5% slower (median 2%), but Autolab is up to 21% slower (median 8%). Autolab routinely reveals partial data on objects that are not fully accessible. For example, a user can distinguish among the cases where (1) a course doesn’t exist, (2) a course exists but the user is not enrolled, and (3) the user is enrolled but the course is disabled. The original Autolab fetches the course in one SQL query but we had to split it into multiple—checking whether the course exists, whether it is disabled, etc.—and return an error immediately if one of these checks fails.

In one instance (S2), the modified version is 11% faster than the original because we were able to remove queries for potentially inaccessible data that is never used in rendering the URL.

### 8.6 Solver Comparison

When a query arrives, Blockaid invokes an ensemble of solvers to check compliance when decision caching is disabled, and to generate a decision template on a cache miss when caching is enabled. The winner, in the no-cache case, is the first solver to return a decision; and in the cache-miss case, the first to return a
Listing 4: Two (abridged) decision templates generated for the same parameterized query from Spree. Token is a Spree request context parameter identifying the current (possibly guest) user, and NOW is a built-in parameter storing the current time.

(a) This template doesn’t fully generalize.

```sql
SELECT * FROM products WHERE id IN (*, *, *)
-> (id = ?1, available_on < ?NOW,
    discontinue_on IS NULL, deleted_at IS NULL, *)
```

(b) This template does fully generalize.

```sql
SELECT * FROM orders WHERE ...
-> (id = ?0, token = ?Token, *)
```

```sql
SELECT * FROM line_items WHERE order_id = ?0
-> (variant_id = ?1, *)
```

Small enough unsat core (§7), assuming the query is compliant.

Figure 3 shows, in the fetch latency experiments (§8.5), the fraction of wins by each solver in the two cases. In the no-cache case, the wins are dominated by Z3 followed by CVC5, with none for Vampire. In the cache-miss case, however, Vampire wins a significant portion of the time. This is because Z3 and CVC5 often finish quickly but with large unsat cores, causing Blockaid to wait till Vampire produces a smaller core.

8.7 Template Generalization

We found that the generated decision templates typically generalize to similar requests. The rest generalize in more restricted scenarios, and none is tied to a particular user ID, post ID, etc.

To illustrate how Blockaid might produce a template that fails to generalize fully, consider a query from Spree’s cache key annotations (Listing 4). This query fetches assets for product variants in the user’s order. (Here, the asset of a variant belongs to its product’s “master variant”.) Listing 4a shows a template that fails to generalize fully, for three reasons.

First, due to the queries with the IN operator in its premise (above the horizontal line), this template applies only when an order has exactly three variants. The IN-splitting optimization from §6.3.4 only applies to the query being checked, and we plan to handle such queries in the premise in future work.

Second, this template constrains the variant to be “not discontinued”, which is defined as discontinue_on IS NULL or discontinue_on >= NOW. But because disjunctions are not supported in decision templates, Blockaid picked only the condition that matches the current variant (IS NULL).

Third, in this example there are multiple justifications for
this query’s compliance, and Blockaid happened to pick one that does not always hold in a similar request. The policy states that a variant’s asset can be viewed if it is not discontinued, or if it is part of the user’s order. This particular variant in the user’s order happens to not be discontinued, and the template captures the former justification for viewing the asset. However, it does not apply to variants in the order that are discontinued; indeed, for such variants, Blockaid produces the template in Listing 4b, which generalizes fully. We could address this issue by finding multiple decision templates for every query.

Incidentally, inspecting decision templates has helped us expose overly permissive policies. When writing the Autolab policy, we missed a join condition in a view, a mistake that became apparent when Blockaid generated a template stating that an instructor for one course can view assignments for all courses. Although manual inspection of templates is not required for using Blockaid, doing so can help debug overly broad policies, whose undesirable consequences are often exposed by the general decision templates produced by Blockaid.

9 Additional Issues

Comparison to row- and cell-level policy. Several commercial databases (such as SQL Server [49] and Oracle [52]) implement row- and/or cell-level data-access policies, which specify accessible information at the granularity of rows or cells.

Such policies are less expressive than the view-based ones supported by Blockaid. For example, suppose we wish to allow each user to view everyone’s timetables (i.e., the start and end times of the events they attend). Querying someone’s timetable requires joining the Events and Attendances tables on the EId column, which must then be treated as visible by a cell-level policy. But this inevitably reveals meeting attendee information as well. Instead, we can implement this policy using a view:

SELECT UID, StartTime, EndTime
FROM Events e
JOIN Attendances a ON e.EId = a.EId

which lists the times of events attended without revealing EId.

False rejections. Even though false rejections of compliant queries never occurred in our evaluation, they remain a possibility for several reasons, including: (1) approximate rewriting into basic queries, which is incomplete; (2) our use of strong compliance; and (3) solver timeouts. Developers can reduce the chance of false rejections by running an application’s end-to-end test suite under Blockaid before deployment, and manually examining any rejected query to determine whether it is due to a false positive, a bug in the code, or a misspecified policy.

Off-path deployment. If an operator is especially worried about false rejections affecting a website’s availability, we can modify Blockaid to log potential violations instead of blocking any queries. We can even move Blockaid off-path by having the application stream its queries to Blockaid to be checked asynchronously, further reducing its performance impact.

What if Blockaid could issue its own queries? Suppose Blockaid can issue extra queries—but only ones answerable using the views, lest the decision itself reveal sensitive data—when checking compliance. Blockaid can now safely allow more queries from the application. For example, faced with the formerly non-compliant single query from Example 4.3:

```
SELECT Title FROM Events WHERE EId = 5
```

Blockaid can now ask whether the user attends Event #5 and if so, allow the query. In fact, under this setup the “necessary-and-sufficient” condition for application noninterference (in the sense of §4.3) becomes instance-based determinacy [39,58,74], a criterion less stringent than trace determinacy.

We decided against this design alternative for two reasons. First, it seems nontrivial to check instance-based determinacy efficiently: Blockaid must either figure out a small set of queries to ask, a difficult problem, or fetch all accessible information, an expensive task. Second, Blockaid is designed for conventional applications that do not rely on an enforcer for data-access compliance. These applications should not be issuing queries that fail trace determinacy but pass instance-based determinacy: Such queries can, in Blockaid’s absence, reveal inaccessible information on another database and typically indicate application bugs. Thus, Blockaid is right to flag them.

Theoretically optimal templates. While decision templates produced by Blockaid are general enough in practice, they might not be maximally general among all sound templates that match the query and trace being checked. For one thing, the template condition might not be maximally weak (§6.3.3). For another, a maximally general template can have a longer trace than the concrete one, a possibility Blockaid never explores.

Fundamentally, our template generation algorithm is limited by its black-box access to the policy: It interacts with the policy solely by checking template soundness using a solver. Producing maximally general templates might require opening up this black box and having the policy guide template generation more directly, a path we plan to explore in future work.

10 Conclusion

Blockaid enforces view-based data-access policies on web applications in a semantically transparent and backwards compatible manner. It verifies policy compliance using SMT solvers and achieves low overhead using a novel caching and generalization technique. We hope that Blockaid’s approach will help rule out data-access bugs in real-world applications.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Our artifact includes our Blockaid implementation, which is compatible with applications that can run atop the JVM and connect to a database via JDBC (§7). We also provide the three applications we used for our evaluation—modified according to §8.2—as as well as the data-access policy we wrote for each. Finally, we provide a setup for reproducing the evaluation results from §8.
Table 3: Where artifact contents are hosted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Branch / tag / release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artifact README</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/artifact-eval">https://github.com/blockaid-project/artifact-eval</a></td>
<td>main branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockaid source</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/blockaid">https://github.com/blockaid-project/blockaid</a></td>
<td>main branch (latest version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment launcher</td>
<td><a href="https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/blockaid/ae">https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/blockaid/ae</a></td>
<td>latest tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launcher source</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/ae-launcher">https://github.com/blockaid-project/ae-launcher</a></td>
<td>main branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM image</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/ae-vm-image">https://github.com/blockaid-project/ae-vm-image</a></td>
<td>osdi22ae release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment scripts</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/experiments">https://github.com/blockaid-project/experiments</a></td>
<td>osdi22ae branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diaspora*</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/diaspora">https://github.com/blockaid-project/diaspora</a></td>
<td>blockaid branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spree</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/spree">https://github.com/blockaid-project/spree</a></td>
<td>bv4.3.0-orig branch (original)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autolab</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/Autolab">https://github.com/blockaid-project/Autolab</a></td>
<td>bv2.7.0-orig branch (original)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policies for applications</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/blockaid-project/app-policies">https://github.com/blockaid-project/app-policies</a></td>
<td>main branch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The “AE version” is the version of Blockaid used in artifact evaluation.
b The same diaspora* branch is used for both baseline and Blockaid measurements. The code added for Blockaid is gated behind conditionals that check whether Blockaid is in use.
c “(original)” denotes the original application modified only to run on top of JRuby.
d “(modified)” denotes the “(original)” code additionally modified to work with Blockaid (§8.2).

Scope

This artifact can be used to run the main experiments from this paper: the page load time (PLT) measurements (§8.4) and the fetch latency measurements (§8.5 and §8.6) on the three applications. From these experiments, it generates Table 2 (with URLs and descriptions omitted), Figure 2, and Figure 3. Because the full experiment can be time- and resource-consuming (taking roughly 15 hours on six Amazon EC2 c4.8xlarge instances), the experiment launcher can be configured to take fewer measurement rounds at the expense of accuracy.

Our Blockaid implementation can also be used to enforce data-access policies on new applications, as long as they have been modified to satisfy our requirements (§3.3), run atop the JVM, and connect to the database using JDBC (§7).

Contents

This artifact consists of our Blockaid implementation, the three applications used in our evaluation (with modifications described in §8.2), the data-access policy we wrote for each, and scripts and virtual machine image for running the experiments.

Hosting

See Table 3.

Requirements

The experiment launcher, which relies on Docker, launches experiments on Amazon EC2 and so requires an AWS account. By default, it uses six c4.8xlarge instances—to run the PLT and fetch latency experiments for the three applications simultaneously. However, it can be configured to launch fewer instances at a time (e.g., to run the experiments serially, using one instance at a time).
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Abstract
Many applications that benefit from data offload to cloud services operate on private data. A now-long line of work has shown that, even when data is offloaded in an encrypted form, an adversary can learn sensitive information by analyzing data access patterns. Existing techniques for oblivious data access—that protect against access pattern attacks—require a centralized and stateful trusted proxy to orchestrate data accesses from applications to cloud services. We show that, in failure-prone deployments, such a centralized and stateful proxy results in violation of oblivious data access security guarantees and/or in system unavailability. We thus initiate the study of distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data access.

We present SHORTSTACK, a distributed proxy architecture for oblivious data access in failure-prone deployments. SHORTSTACK achieves the classical obliviousness guarantee—access patterns observed by the adversary being independent of the input—even under a powerful passive persistent adversary that can force failure of arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset of proxy servers at arbitrary times. We also introduce a security model that enables studying oblivious data access with distributed, failure-prone, servers. We provide a formal proof that SHORTSTACK enables oblivious data access under this model, and show empirically that SHORTSTACK performance scales near-linearly with number of distributed proxy servers.

1 Introduction
Cloud services offer applications scalable, fault-tolerant, and easy-to-manage systems for storing and querying data. Many applications that benefit from offloading data to these cloud services operate on private data that can reveal sensitive information even when stored in an encrypted form [1–6]. An example is that of medical practices offloading patient health data to the cloud [7–9]—charts accessed by oncologists can reveal not only whether a patient has cancer, but also depending on the frequency of accesses (e.g., the frequency of chemotherapy appointments), indicate the cancer’s type and severity. Several such applications are subject to severe security concerns.

*Equal contributions.

There is a large and active body of research on building systems for oblivious data access, that is, hiding not only the content of the data, but also data access patterns (e.g., access frequency across data objects). These systems use one of the two techniques—Oblivious RAM [10–17] that enables oblivious data access against active adversaries but has bandwidth overheads that are logarithmic in the number of data objects, or Pancake [6, 18, 19] that enables oblivious data access against passive persistent adversaries with a small constant bandwidth overhead. Both of these techniques provide a powerful oblivious data access guarantee: an adversary observing all queries to and all responses from the cloud storage service observes uniform random accesses over the encrypted data objects. The challenge, however, is that both of these techniques require a centralized, stateful, proxy to orchestrate data access from applications to cloud services. Such a centralized and stateful proxy means that existing systems for oblivious data access suffer from two core issues (§3.1):

• Security violation, or long periods of system unavailability during proxy failures: The proxy being stateful means that, upon a failure, the proxy may lose state. We show in §3.1 that, if the proxy state is lost, naïvely restarting a new proxy and executing queries without restoring the state would lead to violation of oblivious data access security guarantees. To avoid such a security violation, upon restarting a new proxy, the state must be restored before executing any queries, e.g., by downloading the entire data and metadata from the cloud, decrypting all the data, reconstructing the (ORAM or Pancake) data structure, re-encrypting all the data, and uploading all the data back to the storage service; this would lead to long periods of system unavailability.

• Bandwidth and/or compute scalability bottlenecks: Since the proxy receives multiple responses for each client query, it has bandwidth overheads ($\Omega(\log n)$ in ORAM [20–25] and $3 \times$ in Pancake [6]); and, since the proxy is responsible for both data encryption/decryption and processing for each individual query and response, it has non-trivial compute overheads. Thus, the centralized proxy can become bandwidth or compute bottlenecked, limiting system throughput.
We present SHORTSTACK, a distributed, fault-tolerant, system for oblivious data access. SHORTSTACK achieves three desirable goals: (1) formal oblivious data access guarantee against passive persistent adversaries, even under failures; (2) system availability even when an arbitrary, bounded-sized, subset of distributed proxy servers may fail; and (3) near-linear throughput scalability with number of distributed proxy servers. In designing SHORTSTACK, we make three core contributions.

Our first contribution is to fundamentally establish security goals for oblivious data access in failure-prone deployments. Indeed, existing security models [6, 10–17, 26] do not capture failures. We introduce a formal security model and a security definition to study distributed, fault-tolerant, systems for oblivious data access under passive persistent adversaries. The model requires the classical oblivious data access guarantee [6, 10]—access patterns observed by the adversary must be independent of the input; in addition, to capture failures, the model requires this guarantee to hold under a powerful adversary that can fail an arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset of distributed proxy servers at arbitrary times. Informally, under our security definition, a scheme is considered secure if the access distribution over encrypted data objects is independent of the input distribution, even with adversarial choice and time of proxy server failures.

Our second contribution is design of a distributed, fault-tolerant, proxy architecture—SHORTSTACK—that enables oblivious data access against passive persistent adversaries, system availability (under a bounded number of failures), and near-linear throughput scalability with number of proxy servers. Simultaneously guaranteeing these three properties, especially when proxy servers can fail, turns out to be challenging: to avoid bandwidth and compute bottlenecks, multiple proxy servers must simultaneously process and send queries to the storage server; this makes it non-trivial, if not impossible, to ensure uniform random access over encrypted objects at all times (e.g., right after one of the proxy server fails) without giving up on availability. The key insight in SHORTSTACK design is that obliviousness only necessitates that access patterns observed by the adversary are independent of the input; the requirement of uniform random access over all encrypted objects as in prior designs is one, but not the only way to achieve such independence. SHORTSTACK design achieves such independence as follows. The security of oblivious data access techniques stems from “flattening” the access distribution over unencrypted (plaintext) objects to a uniform random one over encrypted (ciphertext) objects (Figure 1 (a)). As illustrated visually in Figure 1 (b), any uniform random distribution over ciphertext objects can be decomposed into multiple sub-distributions in a manner that (1) each sub-distribution is uniform random over its support; and (2) the set of objects in any sub-distribution is equal in size, disjoint, and random. Thus, if each proxy server that forwards queries to the storage server is responsible for one of the sub-distributions, even with failure of a subset of these objects, the adversary observes nothing but a uniform distribution (using (1)) over a random subset (using (2)) of objects. Achieving independence, and not necessarily a uniform random access pattern, at all times is at the core of the SHORTSTACK design. In §4, we present a novel layered SHORTSTACK architecture that, using $k$ physical proxy servers, maintains system availability with up to $(k - 1)$ proxy server failures and achieves throughput a factor $\sim k$ higher than a single proxy, all while enabling oblivious data access.

Our third contribution is a formal proof that SHORTSTACK enables oblivious data access under the above security model, and empirical evidence that SHORTSTACK can achieve near-perfect scalability with number of proxy servers (assuming storage server is not the bottleneck). We also show that SHORTSTACK gracefully handles failures: in the worst-case, SHORTSTACK throughput reduces linearly with number of proxy server failures (as one would expect). For the current SHORTSTACK implementation, the cost of achieving oblivious data access, availability and scalability is a $\sim 7$ms increase in latency, a tiny fraction of the usual wide-area network latency. An end-to-end implementation of SHORTSTACK is available at https://github.com/pancake-security/shortstack.

2 SHORTSTACK Background

We describe our system, failure, and threat models, followed by a brief primer on oblivious data access approaches.

2.1 System, Threat and Failure Models

System model. We consider settings where applications offload data to the cloud to benefit from the many properties enabled by cloud services, e.g., strong data durability and persistence, geo-replication, lower cost than provisioning dedicated and replicated storage servers, transparent handling of devices wearing out, and others. Examples of such applications include cloud-based healthcare services [9, 27–29] as well as classical applications from access pattern attack literature [6, 11]. The cloud-based storage service implements a key-value (KV) store that stores a collection of KV pairs, and support the following single-key operations: get, put, and delete. SHORTSTACK design can be applied to any data store that supports single-key read/write/delete operations.

SHORTSTACK employs the standard encryption proxy model, commonly used in encrypted data stores [6, 15, 16, 26].
Threat model. SHORTSTACK builds upon the widely-used trusted proxy threat model [11–13, 15], where one or more mutually-trusting clients execute operations on an untrusted cloud storage service via a trusted proxy; as mentioned earlier, the only difference in SHORTSTACK is that the proxy is logically-centralized but comprises physically-distributed servers. As in many prior works [6, 11, 30], we consider scenarios where the clients and the proxy servers all belong to a trusted domain. The storage service is controlled by an honest-but-curious (or, a passive persistent) adversary that observes all encrypted accesses but does not actively perform its own accesses. Since network channels are encrypted using TLS, the adversary cannot observe communications within the trusted domain, that is, the adversary cannot observe traffic between the clients and proxy servers.

We model queries to the KV store using the Pancake model [6]: queries are generated as a sequence of accesses sampled from a (time-varying) distribution \( \pi \) over \( n \) KV pairs. While the encryption mechanism has an estimate of the distribution \( \hat{\pi} \), the adversary knows both the distribution \( \pi \) and the transcript of encrypted queries and responses. We define a formal security model and definition in §5, but informally, the system is secure if the transcript is independent of the underlying distribution \( \pi \), i.e., the adversary cannot identify an association between the two.

Failure model. We assume the cloud service provides data durability. However, proxy servers can fail. We consider the fail-stop model [36] for proxy server failures.

2.2 Oblivious Data Access Approaches

There are two approaches to oblivious data access today—the classical ORAM [10–17], and the more recent approach of frequency smoothing as in Pancake [6, 18, 19]. ORAMs are designed to prevent a broad range of attacks (e.g., active adversaries); accordingly, they also suffer from high overheads, e.g., recent results [20–25] have established strong lower bounds on ORAM overheads—for a data store with \( n \) KV pairs, any ORAM design must incur bandwidth overheads of \( \Omega(\log n) \) (for proxy storage sublinear in KV store size). For KV stores that store millions or billions of KV pairs, these overheads may amount to orders-of-magnitude of throughput loss [6,37], making ORAMs impractical. Pancake enables oblivious data access against passive persistent adversaries, and incurs a small, constant, bandwidth overhead of \( 3 \times \), independent of the number of objects in the KV store. Thus, we focus on building a distributed, fault-tolerant, proxy architecture within the Pancake context. To keep the paper self-contained, we summarize the Pancake mechanisms necessary to understand the SHORTSTACK architecture.

A brief primer to oblivious data access using Pancake. The Pancake approach combines the knowledge of the distribution estimate \( \hat{\pi} \) with several techniques (selective replication, fake accesses, batching, etc.) to transform a sequence of queries into uniform accesses over encrypted KV pairs. Selective replication creates “replicas” of KV pairs that have high access probability relative to other KV pairs, which serves to partially smooth the distribution over (replicated) KV pairs, while also ensuring that the total number of keys to be stored in the KV store is exactly \( 2n \) (if needed, dummy replicas are added so that the number of replicas does not reveal any distribution-sensitive information). To hide the association between the original keys and their replicas, each replica \((k,i)\) of an unencrypted key \(k\) is protected by applying the pseudorandom function \( F \), discussed in §2.1, to the replica identifier to generate an encrypted label \( F(k,i) \) for the replica. In the rest of the paper, we refer to the original unencrypted key as the plaintext key, and the encrypted label for each replica as the ciphertext key. To remove the remaining non-uniformity, “fake” queries are added: these queries are sampled from a carefully crafted fake access distribution \( \pi_f \) to boost the likelihood of accessing replicated KV pairs, until the resulting distribution is uniform.

Security requires ensuring that fake and real queries be indistinguishable; to achieve this, encrypted queries are issued in small batches of size \( B \), where each query is either real or fake with equal probability. Since the adversary cannot observe traffic between the clients and the proxy server, it has no way to distinguish real and fake queries within any batch. To prevent an adversary from distinguishing between reads and writes, every access is performed as a read followed by write of a freshly encrypted value. Writes to keys with multiple replicas could reveal which replicas belong to the same key; thus, only one replica is updated at the time of the write query, and the write value is cached at the proxy in
a data structure called the UpdateCache, and the remaining replicas are opportunistically updated during subsequent fake or real queries to the replicas.

Dynamic adaptation to changes in the underlying access distribution is achieved by adjusting the fake-distribution ($\pi_f$), and by reassigning the number of replicas across keys. This can be done securely by exploiting the observation that the total number of replicas is exactly $2n$, regardless of the underlying distribution. As such, when the distribution changes, for every key that must lose a replica, another must gain a replica to ensure the distribution remains smooth. Thus, replicas can be reassigned opportunistically for all such key-pairs using a replica-swapping protocol.

In summary, to enable oblivious data access for the general case of read/write workloads and for time-varying distributions, Pancake uses a centralized, stateful, proxy that stores (1) the UpdateCache to buffer writes until they are opportunistically propagated to all the replicas; (2) distribution-related state; and (3) replica-related state, to execute the replica swapping process during distribution changes. Using this state, Pancake enables oblivious data access by performing three tasks at the proxy in failure-free scenarios: (1) generating “fake” queries for each real client query; (2) updating UpdateCache upon each query; and (3) issuing a batch of queries comprising real and fake queries to the server, and relaying the response for the real query back to the client.

3 Limitations of Strawman approaches

In this section, we describe subtle security vulnerabilities with strawman approaches to designing distributed, fault-tolerant, systems for oblivious data access.

3.1 Centralized proxy: Insecure and/or long periods of unavailability

The stateful nature of the centralized proxy makes it challenging to simultaneously achieve oblivious data access security guarantees, availability and scalability upon a failure. If achieving scalability were the only goal, the proxy server could be overprovisioned with large bandwidth and/or compute resources; however, achieving security and availability upon a failure is hard due to the proxy being stateful: the naïve solution of replacing the failed proxy server with a new one and having clients reissue failed queries results in violating security and correctness guarantees:

- Consider the (simplest) case of a read-only workload with a static access distribution. Replacing a failed proxy server with a new one, and having clients reissue the failed queries, results in the following subtle security issue. Consider a real query on key $k$; and consider the scenario where the proxy fails in the middle of sending out queries (both real and fake) in the batch to the KV store, that is, some of the queries in the batch have been sent out while others are lost. Since the proxy has failed, the client would receive no response for $k$; thus, upon restarting the proxy, the client will retry a real query on $k$. The retried queries will result in the same real accesses, but potentially new fake accesses. An adversary can thus exploit the transcript of queries at the server to identify real queries with high confidence by isolating repeated accesses right before and right after a failure, hence gaining sensitive information.

- Write queries make the problem significantly more challenging. Consider a write query to a key with two replicas; suppose the proxy fails when the write value has propagated to only one of the replicas (and thus, is buffered in the UpdateCache waiting to be propagated to the other replica). We now replace the failed proxy with a new one. Since the UpdateCache state is lost, when a read query for this key is received, the new proxy could end up reading the value from one of the stale replicas, violating the data correctness/consistency guarantee. Alternatively, if the new proxy reads all replicas of the key to determine which one has the latest value (e.g., using timestamps), oblivious data access guarantees would be violated since an adversary can identify replica correlations (replicas being accessed belong to the same key) by analyzing queries right after a failure.

For a centralized stateful proxy design and for the general case of read/write workloads over time-varying distributions, to avoid the above security and correctness violations upon a failure, the proxy state must be reconstructed—e.g., by downloading all the data from the cloud service, decrypting the data, reinitializing the data structures, re-encrypting the new data structures, and writing all the new data back to the server—before issuing new queries. Even for moderate-sized KV stores, this would incur extremely large bandwidth and compute overheads, as well as long unavailability periods.

In summary, replacing the centralized proxy server with a new one (upon a failure) and having clients reissue the queries either fails to ensure critical system properties (security and/or correctness), or results in large unavailability periods. This motivates the need for a distributed proxy architecture.

3.2 Challenges in Distributing Proxy Logic

We now describe security and correctness vulnerabilities with naively distributing the proxy state and logic across multiple physical servers.

Naïvely partitioning both the proxy state and the query execution responsibility leads to security violations. A straightforward approach to designing a distributed proxy for oblivious data access is to partition both the proxy state and the query execution responsibility across multiple physical servers—each proxy server stores the UpdateCache and access distribution for a subset of the plaintext keys (e.g., using hash partitioning over the plaintext keys); clients forward their (real) query on key $k$ to the proxy server responsible for $k$; and, upon receiving a real query, the proxy server generates fake queries based on distribution corresponding to its own partition, and executes these queries on the storage service.
While this approach scales linearly with number of physical proxy servers, it suffers from security vulnerability. In particular, it does not guarantee that the resulting distribution observed by the adversary is independent of the input distribution. Consider the scenario shown in Figure 3 (a). Here, plaintext keys are partitioned across two proxy servers—P1 is responsible for keys \{a, b, c\}, and P2 is responsible for keys \{d, e, f\}. Since, each proxy server operates only on its local plaintext key partition, P1 selectively replicates key \( a \) into 2 replicas \( a_1, a_2 \), and introduces two dummy key replicas \( D_1, D_2 \), leading to a total of 6 ciphertext keys; it then adds fake queries to make the access distribution across these ciphertext keys uniform. Similarly, P2 selectively replicates key \( e \) into 2 replicas \( e_1, e_2 \), and introduces two dummy key replicas \( D'_1, D'_2 \), again leading to a total of 6 ciphertext keys; P2 then adds fake queries to make the access distribution across these ciphertext keys uniform. Figure 3 (b) shows the final output access distribution over ciphertext keys. Since P1 and P2 smooth the distribution over their sets of plaintext keys independently, and since the key set assigned to P2 has a higher average access frequency than the key set assigned to P1, the frequency of accesses over ciphertext keys for P2 is higher than the frequency of accesses over ciphertext keys for P1. In particular, the overall access distribution over all ciphertext keys is dependent on the input distribution over the two subset of keys, thus leaking sensitive information.

**Replicating proxy state across all physical servers but naively partitioning query execution responsibility leads to security violations.** To avoid the security vulnerability in the previous scenario, one possible approach is to replicate the entire proxy state (UpdateCache and access distribution) across all physical servers in the distributed proxy. We will need to keep the state consistent across all physical servers—various mechanisms exist for this; for instance, clients can broadcast each query to each physical server to keep the access distribution consistent, and servers could use a distributed protocol (e.g., state machine replication) to keep the UpdateCache consistent. Let us ignore the scalability issues with maintaining such consistent state for a moment.

To avoid bandwidth and compute bottleneck, we still want each query to be executed at one (or a small number) of the physical proxy servers. Thus, each physical server will now be responsible for receiving real queries from the clients for a subset of the keys (again, e.g., using hash partitioning over the plaintext keys), and generating fake queries for each real query (now on the entire distribution). One question remains: which physical server should send the (real and fake) queries to the storage service on the cloud? Unfortunately, both the obvious solutions—the server generating the batch executes all queries in the batch, and the server responsible for plaintext key \( k \) executes all (real and fake) queries for the key \( k \) (independent of which server generated the fake query)—suffer from security and/or correctness vulnerabilities.

To see the issue with the first solution, consider the example in Figure 4 with two proxy servers P1 and P2: to serve a client query to write value 1 to key \( a \), P2 sends a get(\( F(a, 1) \)) followed by put(\( F(a, 1), E(1) \)) query to the KV store, where \( (a, 1) \) is one of the ciphertext key, or replica, corresponding to \( a \). At the same time, P1, unaware of P2 ongoing write query, sends a fake put query to the same ciphertext key \( (a, 1) \) in response to another client query. Based on the timeline of operations shown in Figure 4, the fake put from P1 overwrites the real put from P2, resulting in incorrect system behavior. Note that the incorrectness occurs since two different proxy servers issue queries for the same ciphertext key.

Unfortunately, the second solution also suffers from security vulnerabilities—partitioning the query execution across physical servers reveals not only which plaintext keys are managed by each server, but also their relative access frequencies. Figure 5 shows an example: the scenario is the same as Figure 3, but with selective replication and fake query generation done over the entire distribution across all plaintext keys—thus, as shown in Figure 5 (b), in addition to selective replication of keys \( d \) and \( e \), 4 dummy key \( (D, D', D_3, D_4) \) were added, and the access distribution across ciphertext keys is uniform. We use the same partitioning of plaintext keys across P1 and P2 as in the example of Figure 3—P1 handles all real and fake queries for the three less popular plaintext keys, while P2 handles all queries for the three more popular plaintext keys and the dummy key. The challenge, however, is that although each server handles roughly equal number of plaintext keys, the number of ciphertext keys handled by P1 \( (=3) \) and P2 \( (=9) \) are very different. This leaks the subset of keys handled by each server and, by extension, their relative popularities to the adversary. Even if the volume of traffic issued by individual proxy servers is hidden (e.g., via a trusted gateway/NAT so that all proxy servers have the same publicly visible IP address), failures of one of the physi-
we now present the SHORTSTACK architecture and query execution in §4.2.

For fault-tolerance against $f$ failures, each of the L1 and L2 proxy servers use $f+1$ replication along with the chain replication protocol [39]. Replicating L1 servers prevents the security vulnerabilities discussed in §3.1 that are caused by clients retrying queries upon failures. Specifically, as we discuss in §4.3, SHORTSTACK uses chain replication to guarantee that a batch of queries is never partially executed—either all the queries in a batch are (eventually) forwarded to the KV store or none of them are—thus preventing access pattern leakage even when failures happen. Replicating L2 servers prevents UpdateCache state from being lost due to failures. As we will show, L3 server failures do not have the same security vulnerability as L1 and L2 server failures. Thus, L3 layer is not chain replicated; however, it needs at least $f+1$ servers to maintain availability during failures—if one of the L3 server fails, the remaining L3 servers take over its load. Upon an L3 server failure, in-flight queries at the server will be dropped and L2 servers will reissue the dropped queries. While this results in duplicate queries being forwarded to the KV store, we will show that these duplicate queries do not reveal any sensitive information—the adversary would only observe duplication of queries to a random subset of labels independent of the input distribution. We provide more details on SHORTSTACK mechanisms for handling failures in §4.3.

SHORTSTACK design allows independently setting desired fault tolerance $f$ and scalability factor $k$. Specifically, to achieve a factor $k$ scalability—that is, achieving system throughput a factor of $k$ higher than a centralized proxy—along with fault tolerance against $f$ failures, SHORTSTACK creates $k$ independent L1 and L2 chains that operate in parallel. The case of L3 is again different; if $f+1 > k$, SHORTSTACK will already have at least $k$ L3 proxy servers to ensure fault tolerance (as described earlier). For $f+1 \leq k$, SHORTSTACK...
uses a total of \(k\) L3 proxy servers, thus guaranteeing both fault tolerance against \(f\) failures and a factor \(k\) scalability. Figure 7 shows an example for \(f = 2\) and \(k = 3\).

**Colocating Shortstack logical layers and their replicas on a small number of physical servers.** Consider an instantiation of Shortstack with fault-tolerance against up to \(f = 2\) failures and \(k = 3\) scalability. Then, given the above design, Shortstack will require 3 L1 and 3 L2 chains, each having 3 logical replicas within the chain replication protocol. In addition, Shortstack will require 3 logical servers in the L3 layer. Overall, for \(f = 2\) and \(k = 3\), Shortstack requires 21 “logical” units. However, as shown in Figure 7, all these 21 logical units can be packed on 3 physical servers without compromising security, fault tolerance, availability and scalability. In particular, the replicas of each logical server in each layer are staggered across the physical servers such that no two replicas of the same logical server within the same layer are co-located on the same physical server. Hence, even upon failure of any two physical servers, one replica from each of the L1 servers, one replica from each of the L2 servers, and one L3 server will still be alive, ensuring security, availability and \(f = 2\) fault tolerance. In general, using a technique from [40], Shortstack achieves a factor \(k\) scalability and fault tolerance against \(f \leq k - 1\) failures, using only \(k\) physical servers. Since any system that tolerates \(f\) failures and achieves a factor \(k\) scalability must require at least \(\max(f + 1, k)\) physical servers, Shortstack uses minimum resources to provide these properties.

We provide more details on design of each layer in the Shortstack layered architecture, the mechanisms for fault tolerance, and the mechanisms for handling dynamic distributions in §4.2, §4.3 and §4.4, respectively.

### 4.2 Shortstack Design Details

In this subsection, we describe Shortstack’s three-layer architecture in detail, for the case of no failures and static access distribution. We will extend this design to handle failures and dynamic distributions in §4.3 and §4.4, respectively.

In a failure-free scenario, the key challenge that Shortstack addresses relative to a single proxy architecture is scalability. To achieve \(k\)-factor scalability in the failure-free scenario, Shortstack uses \(k\) (logical) proxy servers in each layer. For example, in Figure 7, each layer would consist of three nodes, e.g., L1A, L1B and L1C for the L1 layer, L2A, L2B and L2C for the L2 layer, and L3A, L3B and L3C for the L3 layer.

**Details of three-layer operation.** Figure 8 details the precise initialization and L1/L2/L3 server logic in Shortstack. Shortstack employs the following functionalities from Pancake (\(P\)) [6] as a black-box:

- an Init function, which takes as input an estimate of the access distribution \(\hat{\pi}\) and the unencrypted KV store KV of size \(n\) plaintext keys, and generates an encrypted KV store KV’ of size \(2n\) ciphertext keys, along with a fake distribution \(\pi_f\) over KV’;
- a Batch function, which takes a query on a plaintext key \(k\) in KV as input, and generates (using \(\hat{\pi}\) and \(\pi_f\)) a batch of \(B\) (\(B = 3\) by default) ciphertext queries to KV’; and,
- an UpdateCache function that internally updates per-plaintext key state, and returns an encrypted (possibly updated) value to be written to the KV store.

We now outline how Shortstack distributes the execution of Pancake across its three-layer design:

**Initialization (Init() in Figure 8):** Shortstack first performs Pancake initialization (using \(P\).Init), transforming the unencrypted KV store KV with \(n\) plaintext keys to the encrypted KV store KV’ using \(2n\) ciphertext keys, using an estimate of the underlying access distribution \(\hat{\pi}\). During the process, the adversary just observes insert operations of \(2n\) ciphertext keys, which does not reveal any information. Shortstack then initializes and configures \(k\) logical proxy servers in each of the three layers on top of \(k\) physical servers. Finally, Shortstack computes a weight vector \(\delta\), containing weights assigned to each L2 server (proportional to the volume of ciphertext traffic generated by it). As will be discussed, L3 servers use these weights to process L2 queries such that the queries issued by L3 servers appear uniform random (recall, this subsection focuses on failure-free scenario, where Shortstack achieves uniform random distribution over ciphertext keys).

**Query processing logic (sL1.ProcessQuery(), sL2.Process() and sL3.Process() in Figure 8):** Clients forward each query to a randomly chosen L1 proxy server. Upon receiving a query, the L1 server generates a batch of \(B\) queries (using \(P\).Batch) that comprises both real and fake queries to KV’. The L1 server then enqueues each query in the batch across different L2 servers based on the hash of the query’s plaintext key.

Upon receiving a query, an L2 server calls \(P\).UpdateCache which leads to two sequential actions. First, the per-plaintext key state stored at the L2 server is updated; and second, if this query can be used to propagate outstanding write requests into the plaintext key replicas, the value to be written to the KV store is updated. It then forwards the query to the corresponding L3 server based on the hash of the query’s ciphertext key (denoted as “Enqueue” in Figure 8).
Round robin scheduling of queries at L3 queues results in non-uniform distribution
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Figure 8: SHORTSTACK initialization and processing logic at L1, L2 and L3 servers. S1, S2, S3 are sets of proxy servers in each layer, and S is the set of proxy servers upon which they are initialized. \((k, v)\) corresponds to a plaintext key-value pair, while \(j\) is the replica identifier for a given replica of the key. \(F\) is a secretly keyed pseudorandom function and \(\mathcal{H}\) is a consistent hash function.
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Figure 9: Query-scheduling at L3 layer should ensure uniform distribution over ciphertext keys for security. In each figure, (left) shows the probability of scheduling queries from each of the L2 servers, while (right) shows the resulting distribution across ciphertext keys.

Finally, each L3 server maintains a separate queue for each L2 server it receives queries from, and dequeues queries from the queues following a biased distribution determined by the weight vector \(\mathbf{\delta}\). To hide whether the query is a read or a write, SHORTSTACK employs the standard approach from prior oblivious data access schemes of performing each query as a read followed by a write to the KV store. Specifically, in Figure 8’s ReadThenWrite() method, the L3 server first reads and decrypts the value associated with the query from the KV store (for read queries, values are not forwarded; for write queries, values are not updated). Sending the plaintext key and not the encrypted value for the query back to the KV store.

Query scheduling at L3 layer for security. The way in which queries from different L2 servers are scheduled at each L3 server has security implications. As a concrete example, consider a scenario where three plaintext keys \(a, b\) and \(c\) with 6, 4 and 2 replicas (or, ciphertext keys), respectively, are mapped to three different L2 servers \(P_1, P_2\) and \(P_3\). Suppose we have two L3 servers, and one of these handles half of the ciphertext keys for each plaintext key (Figure 9 illustrates the example, focusing only on one of the L3 servers and the ciphertext keys mapped to this server). If the L3 server processes queries from each server with equal likelihood (e.g., using round-robin scheduling), then the distribution across ciphertext keys would no longer be uniform, since queries from the first server would be under-sampled while those from the third server would be over-sampled (Figure 9 (a)). To ensure L3 servers still issue queries that are uniform random, they maintain a separate query queue for each L2 server, and process the queues in proportion to the volume of traffic corresponding to the L2 servers generate. In the above example, the L3 server would schedule queries from each of the L2 servers with probabilities 3/6, 2/6 and 1/6, respectively, leading to a uniform distribution across ciphertext keys (Figure 9 (b)).

Accurately estimating the access distribution. SHORTSTACK employs a lightweight mechanism through which a single L1 proxy server can observe all client queries, enabling distribution estimation as accurately as a centralized proxy system [6]. One of the L1 proxy servers, designated as the leader, monitors the access distribution (handling failures will be discussed in the next subsection). Upon receiving a query, an L1 proxy server asynchronously forwards the corresponding plaintext key—and not the entire query—to the L1 leader, ensuring that the leader has a complete view of the access distribution. Sending the plaintext key and not the entire query to the leader is an useful optimization for both read and write queries—it reduces the additional network load (for write queries, values are not forwarded; for read queries, the responses are not forwarded) since the plaintext key is typically much smaller than the value itself (e.g., 8B keys for 1KB value in [41]). As such, this has negligible impact on SHORTSTACK scalability and performance.

4.3 Handling Failures

We now describe how SHORTSTACK ensures fault-tolerance while preserving security and correctness under failures. We assume the standard fail-stop failure model [36, 39]. SHORTSTACK employs a separate centralized coordinator node which keeps track of the health of the proxy servers using heartbeats, detects failures, and notifies other proxy servers as needed to designate a fail-over node. The coordinator node is also replicated using ZooKeeper [42] for strong consistency. As such, a \((2r + 1)\)-replicated coordinator can tolerate up to \(r\) failures without any security or performance consequences.

Handling L1 and L2 failures. Failure of a single L1 server does not impact the availability of SHORTSTACK, as future client queries could potentially be load balanced across the remaining L1 servers. Such a failure, however, has security implications—consider the case where an L1 proxy server fails in the middle of forwarding a batch of queries, i.e., some of the queries in the batch have been forwarded, but others are lost due to the failure. Any real queries that are lost would need to be retried by clients. The retried queries would now result in the same real accesses, but with new fake accesses generated. This permits an adversary to identify real queries with high confidence by simply isolating the repeated accesses due to failures. To protect against such a vulnerability,
SHORTSTACK ensures the following invariant:

**Invariant 1 (Batch atomicity).** *Either all of the queries in a batch are forwarded to the KV store, or none of them are.*

SHORTSTACK achieves this by replicating the state of the L1 proxy servers across multiple replicas ($f + 1$ replicas to tolerate up to $f$ failures) using chain replication protocol [39]. As shown in Figure 7, SHORTSTACK maintains staggered chains across a fixed pool of physical servers, such that each physical server hosts the head node of a single chain. Chain replication ensures that all L1 replicas in the chain buffer a batch of queries, before the queries are forwarded to L2 servers—the buffered batches are only cleared when all corresponding acknowledgements are received from the L2 servers. As such, as long as any L1 replica in the chain is online, the set of buffered batches is available and can be used to retry queries as required, ensuring Invariant 1.

Since L2 servers store UpdateCache partitions, ensuring fault-tolerance for them is crucial for availability, correctness, and security. As such, SHORTSTACK replicates the UpdateCache state for any key across multiple L2 proxy replicas using chain replication, similar to L1 servers.

Within each chain of L1 and L2 servers, failures of replicas are handled as per the standard chain replication protocol [39]. Since the L1 server chains interact with the L2 server chains, additional failure handling is necessary in certain cases. Consider the interaction between an L1 tail and an L2 head: if the L1 tail fails, its predecessor in the chain becomes the new tail, and resends the queries in the buffered (unacknowledged) batches to the corresponding L2 head replicas. The L2 servers, on the other hand, discard the queries that they have already seen and forward the remaining down the chain. SHORTSTACK facilitates the detection of duplicate queries by assigning unique sequence numbers to each query. If an L2 head fails, on the other hand, its successor becomes the new head. All L1 tails then examine their buffered batches to resend queries that were destined to the failed L2 head. As before, the new L2 head simply discards any queries that it has already seen, forwarding the remaining down the chain.

**Handling L3 failures.** Unlike L1 and L2 servers, L3 servers are not replicated, and hence entail different failure handling. Since L3 servers are stateless, if an L3 server fails, the remaining L3 servers can assume the responsibility of the ciphertext labels that the failed server was handling. Since the system remains available as long as at least one of the L3 servers is online, we need at least $f + 1$ L3 servers to tolerate $f$ failures. However, there are two subtle issues that can arise due to L3 failures—we describe these next, along with how SHORTSTACK addresses them.

On an L3 server failure, queries that were in-flight at the failed L3 server would be lost, which can then be retried by the L2 servers. Note that such retries can cause duplicate queries being sent to the KV store. Since the duplicate queries are to uniformly accessed ciphertext keys, it may seem like they do not reveal any distribution-sensitive information. However, repeating the queries in exactly the same order (or a correlated order) introduces a subtle security vulnerability. Specifically, when an L3 server fails, L2 tail servers repeat buffered queries (which are uniform random) and redistribute them to different L3 servers. If the order of these queries is exactly the same as before, an adversary can identify the sequences of repeated queries and correlate them to the L2 server that generated those queries. Moreover, the adversary can also map the specific ciphertext keys corresponding to the plaintext keys managed by a particular L2 server, revealing distribution sensitive information. To prevent this leakage, SHORTSTACK randomly shuffles buffered queries before repeating them—we formally prove in [43] how this ensures security under L3 server failures.

Recall that the L3 server performs a read followed by a write for all queries. For read queries (fake or real), the write simply writes back the value read from the KV store, i.e., a fake write. This can lead to consistency issues during failure of L3 servers—fake in-flight write queries sent by a failed L3 server prior to failure could be delayed by the network and overwritten a real write query sent by the new L3 proxy server responsible for the same ciphertext key. To address this issue, after an L3 failure, the L2 servers delay repeating buffered queries for a fixed amount of time to allow potential in-flight queries from the failed L3 server to get delivered to the KV store. We select the wait time at L2 servers long enough to ensure all in-flight queries are propagated to the KV store.

### 4.4 Handling Dynamic Distributions

Designing distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data access systems is challenging when underlying distribution can change over time. We outline two reasons. First, the centralized proxy design (§2.2) relies on having a complete view of the underlying distribution to detect and to react to distribution changes. Detecting the change when queries are spread across multiple proxy servers, and informing other proxy servers about the same, introduces the first challenge. Second, if different proxy servers independently initiate and terminate the replica swapping phase at different times, the resulting distribution may not appear uniform random to an adversary. As such, the adversary may be able to leverage this information to identify the keys that may have changed in popularity. We next discuss how SHORTSTACK resolves these challenges.

To detect distribution changes, SHORTSTACK leverages the L1 leader, which has visibility of all client queries (§4.2). The L1 leader is responsible for monitoring the access distribution and employs standard statistical tests to check if there is a change in distribution (i.e., from ℜ to ℜ′) similar to PANCAKE. Upon detecting a change in distribution, the L1 leader initiates the distribution change process. To ensure security and correctness during distribution change, the L1 leader employs a specialized protocol inspired by two-phase commit (2PC) [44] to facilitate an atomic transition from ℜ to ℜ′ across all servers.
in its three-layer design, both during the initiation and termination of the replica-swapping phase employed by PANCAKE. Our 2PC-based approach guarantees:

**Invariant 2** (Distribution change atomicity). Once any $L3$ proxy server issues a query according to $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$, all subsequent queries issued by any $L3$ server must be according to $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$.

In other words, there is an instant of time $t_r$ in the protocol’s execution, such that: (1) before $t_r$, all queries are processed according to the distribution $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$, and (2) after $t_r$, all queries are processed using $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$. This allows us to ensure security for SHORTSTACK even under dynamic distributions, as we detail in §5. The invariant also ensures consistency during distribution change. In particular, since the change of distribution can result in a change in number of replicas for various plaintext keys, the invariant ensures queries from old and new distributions are not mixed together; this guarantees consistency by ensuring stale replicas from the old distribution are not updated incorrectly due to the new distribution by different $L2$ proxy servers. We show that our protocol guarantees the above invariant, with a precise specification in [43]. Failures during the above protocol are handled transparently by chain replication as $L1$, $L2$ servers are chain replicated. This ensures that even with failures during protocol execution, Invariant 2 is still preserved. As demonstrated in §6, SHORTSTACK can recover from such failures quickly enough so as to ensure that their effects are not perceptible to an adversary.

5 Security Analysis

This section presents a security model for access pattern attacks on a system with distributed, fault-tolerant proxy servers, and a proof that SHORTSTACK achieves security under this model.

5.1 Need for New Security Definitions

State-of-the-art ROR (real-or-random indistinguishability) based security definitions for access pattern attacks [6] are unable to capture the security implications of our distributed proxy setting due to two main reasons. First, ROR-based definitions focus on indistinguishability between a real and a uniform random distribution (over the entire support). However, as discussed in §3.2, we do not yet know whether it is possible to guarantee uniform random distribution over the entire support during failures for any distributed proxy architecture. Our IND-based security model and definitions capture the powerful intuition that uniform random distribution is not even necessary: even though the distribution is non-uniform under failures, the adversary does not gain any usable advantage as long as the final distribution is independent of the real distribution. More precisely, our IND-based security focuses on demonstrating indistinguishability between two arbitrary input distributions. As we will show, under our model, the only information revealed to the adversary is that a failure occurred, information the adversary already possess; it cannot, however, use this information in inferring any information about the underlying distribution itself. While it is not uncommon for IND security to reduce to ROR security in many settings, this is clearly not the case in our setting if (and, as we note later, only if) there are failures.

The second reason for needing new security model and definitions is that ROR-based definitions fail to capture the impact of query reordering on the transcripts observed by an adversary due to (i) distributed query processing, and (ii) worst-case timings of proxy failures. Specifically, a key challenge in demonstrating security lies in precisely capturing the effect of the distributed and failure-prone execution of any scheme in a sequential game-based proof, which the ROR-based approach omits. We thus have to develop accurate simulators that transform distributed query processing to an equivalent sequential one. Our model and definitions are not specific to SHORTSTACK, and can be used as templates for any distributed, fault-tolerant, proxy design.

When there are no failures, our security definition captures the same security guarantees as prior work [6] — our extensions to the model are required to capture the effect of failures in the distributed proxy setting. In incorporating these extensions, we have only strengthened the adversary.

5.2 Security Definitions and Proof of Security

We call our security definition Indistinguishability under Chosen Distribution and Failure Attack, or IND-C DFA (Figure 10). The game IND-C DFA is parameterized by bit $b$ (to pick one out of the two given distributions), number of queries $q$, the set of proxy servers $S$ on which the distributed oblivious data access protocol runs, the maximum number of server failures $f$ allowed (similar to classical distributed systems literature that provides fault tolerance up to a fixed number of failures), and two distributions (and their estimates) that the adversary tries to distinguish between.

The adversary first outputs KV pairs $KV$ and a queue $T$ of at most $f$ failure events. Each failure event $e$ is characterized by the tuple $(n,t,\gamma,r)$, where $n$ is the server in $S$ that fails, $t$ is the time at which the last query is issued by $n$ before failure, $t - \gamma$ is the time at which the last query was acknowledged at $n$ before failure, and $r$ is the failure recovery time. Next, the distributed proxy scheme’s Init function generates transformed KV pairs $KV'$, a set of (potentially replicated) servers $C$, and internal state $\delta$ specific to the scheme. For instance, in SHORTSTACK, $C$ consists of two sets of replicated server
chains (with replication factor $f + 1$) corresponding to L1 and L2 layers, and a set of $> f$ unreplicated servers for the L3 layer. The state $\delta$ corresponds to weights for L3 servers used in query scheduling, as outlined in §4.2.

After initialization, $q$ queries are drawn from the distribution $\pi_0$ and populated into the vector $W$. The proxy scheme's Process function takes $W$, $C$, $T$, $KV'$ and $\delta$ as input, and generates the output transcripts $\tau$, which is fed to the adversary to try and guess the underlying distribution (i.e., the bit $b$). The adversary "wins" if it guesses $b$ correctly. Intuitively, the security goal captured by the definition rules out access pattern attacks since the probability of accessing an encrypted label in $KV'$ is independent of the underlying distribution itself, and an adversary cannot determine which distribution was used to generate accesses to $KV'$.

Note that, IND-CDDFA definition is independent of SHORTSTACK’s design. Specifically, our definitions only assume the presence of multiple failure-prone proxy servers which are initialized using an Init function and process queries using a Process function, neither of which are specific to SHORTSTACK. Thus, our security model and definitions can be used to study oblivious data access properties of any distributed system that can factor its initialization and query processing logic along these two functions.

The following theorem establishes the security of SHORTSTACK under IND-CDDFA:

**Theorem 1 (IND-CDDFA Security).** Let $q \geq 0$ and $Q = q \cdot B$. Let $\pi_0, \pi_1, \pi_1'$ be query distributions. For any $q$-query IND-CDDFA adversary $\mathcal{H}$ against SHORTSTACK there exist adversaries $\mathcal{B}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{D}_1, \mathcal{D}_2$ such that

$$
Adv_{\text{SHORTSTACK}}^{\text{IND-CDDFA}}((A)) \leq Adv_F^{\text{prf}}((B)) + Adv_E^{\text{prf}}((C)) + Adv_{Q, \pi_0, \pi_1}^{\text{dist}}((D_1)) + Adv_{Q, \pi_1, \pi_1'}^{\text{dist}}((D_2))
$$

where $F$, $E$ are PRF, AE schemes used by SHORTSTACK. Adversaries $\mathcal{B}, \mathcal{C}, \mathcal{D}_1, \mathcal{D}_2$ run in same time as $\mathcal{H}$ with $Q$ queries.

Our security proof stems from three key components:

- **Security of $E$** as a randomized authentication scheme applied over values and $F$ as a pseudorandom function applied over keys; this is rigorously analyzed in prior work [45, 46].

- Our estimate $\hat{\pi}$ of the underlying distribution $\pi$ is sufficiently accurate. While this estimate may not be perfect, our security model only requires that $\hat{\pi}$ and $\pi$ be indistinguishable for a limited number of samples, which holds for estimators used in prior work [6] on real-world workloads [41]. Since our design employs a single leader L1 server to estimate the underlying distribution using the keys for all client queries (§4.2) and employs the same estimators as prior work, its estimation is just as accurate.

- **Accesses issued to the KV store reveal nothing about the underlying distribution $\pi$.**

To prove the third component, we introduce simulators to sequentiallyize the distributed execution of SHORTSTACK’s query processing to make it compatible with our game-based definition (Figure 10). Specifically, we simulate Process function for SHORTSTACK by first generating the intermediate transcript, $\beta$, assuming no failures. We do so by (i) going layer by layer and executing processing logic at appropriate servers in SHORTSTACK, and (ii) incorporating the impact of network reordering across queries between layers. We then use a Transform simulator to capture the effect of failures and generate the final transcripts $\tau$ from $\beta$. We do so by recursively applying the effect of L3 server failure events in $T$ on the intermediate transcripts $\beta$ in the order that they occur.

Finally, we show that the final transcripts $\tau$ are independent of intermediate transcripts $\beta$, and then show that $\beta$ are independent of the underlying distribution $\pi$. The first part holds since SHORTSTACK randomly shuffles buffered queries before replaying them post failure (§4.3) and failure recovery time in SHORTSTACK is short enough to not be visible to an external observer given our failure model (§4.3) and as shown empirically in (§6.2). The second part holds, since the underlying oblivious data access scheme [6] in SHORTSTACK generates uniform random queries (§4.2) and network reorderings between layers are independent of $\pi$.

Finally, to model dynamic distributions, we generalize the above definition to Indistinguishability under Chosen Dynamic Distribution and Failure Attack or IND-CDDFA. This definition, along with the proof of SHORTSTACK’s security under it, formal descriptions of our simulators, and the proof for independence of $\tau$ and $\pi$ are presented in [43].

### 6 Evaluation

SHORTSTACK is implemented in ~6k lines of C++, using Thrift as the RPC library, AES-CBC-256 for encrypting values, HMAC-SHA-256 as our PRF, and Redis as the KV store.

**Compared systems.** We compare SHORTSTACK performance against two baselines. The first baseline is distributed, but encryption-only, that is, it encrypts data and client queries, but does not guarantee oblivious data access; here, client queries are randomly load balanced across stateless proxy servers that perform encryption/decryption and forward queries to the KV store. This baseline serves as an upper bound on the performance that can be achieved by any oblivious data access system (including SHORTSTACK). The second baseline is a centralized PANCAKE [6] proxy server. While this suffers from security and availability problems in the face of failures (§3.1), its performance serves as a reference point for understanding SHORTSTACK’s scalability.

**Experimental setup.** We run our experiments on Amazon EC2. By default, we host the proxy instances across c5.4xlarge VMs with 16 vCPUs (8 cores with 2 threads per core), 32 GB RAM and 10Gbps network links. In order to emulate a cloud KV store with practically infinite bandwidth,
we use a single powerful VM, c5d.metal (96 vCPUs, 128 GB RAM) with large network bandwidth (25 Gbps). Similar to prior work [6], we emulate WAN access link bandwidth by throttling the bandwidth from each proxy server to the KV store server to 1Gbps. The clients run on lightweight t3.2xlarge VMs (8 vCPUs, 32GB RAM) in the same LAN. Both Pancake and Shortstack use a batch size of $B = 3$.

**Dataset and Workloads.** We use the standard YCSB benchmark [41] to generate our dataset and workloads. The dataset comprises 1 million KV pairs, with 8B keys and 1KB values. We use workloads A (50% reads, 50% writes) and C (100% reads) for our experiments. YCSB workloads perform accesses distributed according to the Zipfian distribution [41]; unless otherwise stated, the skewness parameter for the Zipfian distribution in our experiments is set to the YCSB default of 0.99 (that is, heavily skewed), which is representative of many real-world workloads. We also perform sensitivity analysis against distribution skew.

### 6.1 Scalability Analysis

We now analyze Shortstack’s scalability with varying number of physical proxy servers under different workloads.

**Throughput scaling under bandwidth bottleneck.** We study throughput scaling for Shortstack by varying the number of physical proxy servers and comparing its performance against the baselines. For Shortstack, $k$ physical proxy servers constitute $k$ chain-replicated L1 instances with $\min(k, 3)$ replicas each, $k$ chain-replicated L2 instances with $\min(k, 3)$ replicas each, and $k$ unreplicated L3 instances (i.e., the system can tolerate up to $\min(k, 3) - 1$ failures). For the encryption-only baseline, a separate instance is run on each physical proxy server, and the Pancake baseline always uses only one physical proxy server.

Figure 11 shows the scalability results for two cases: one where the physical proxy servers are network-bound (solid lines), and another where they are compute-bound (broken lines). We begin with the former case; we see that Shortstack throughput scales linearly with the number of physical proxy servers. Note that we normalize each system’s throughput by its throughput with a single physical proxy server —

Figure 11 (right) shows normalization factors for each system, i.e., throughput with single physical proxy server. The red cross shows the throughput of the Pancake baseline (38 KOPS): Shortstack’s distributed design enables linear throughput gains relative to Pancake via scaling. The insecure baseline also scales linearly due to random load-balancing across its proxy instances. Since all proxy servers are network bound, Shortstack incurs only a constant overhead (corresponding to the relative bandwidth increase due to the oblivious data access protocol) compared to the encryption-only baseline for all configurations as we scale the number of physical proxy servers. For the YCSB-C workload, the gap between Shortstack and Encryption-only baseline throughput stems from the $3 \times$ overhead imposed by the Pancake protocol for a batch size of $B = 3$. For the YCSB-A workload, however, the encryption-only baseline throughput is $6 \times$ higher than Shortstack since it can exploit the bidirectional bandwidth to the KV store for 50% reads and 50% writes. Shortstack, however, already issues a read followed by a write for every query, so it is unable to similarly exploit the bidirectional bandwidth. Since YCSB-A has equal proportion of read and write queries, this situation corresponds to the worst-case bandwidth increase ($6 \times$) for Shortstack relative to the encryption-only baseline.

**Throughput scaling under compute bottleneck.** We now analyze throughput scaling when the physical proxy servers are compute-bound: we re-run the same experiments as above, but using c5d.metal EC2 VMs (96 vCPUs, 192GB RAM, 25Gbps network bandwidth) for all systems without throttling the access link bandwidth to the KV store server. As the broken lines corresponding to the compute-bound case in Figure 11 show, with a single physical proxy server Shortstack achieves slightly lower throughput than Pancake for both workloads. This is because, under a compute bottleneck, Shortstack incurs additional RPC processing overheads for communication between its layers. Shortstack’s throughput increases significantly with more physical proxy servers, achieving $3.4 - 3.6 \times$ higher throughput with 4 physical proxy servers. The increase in throughput is not perfectly linear, since workload skew results in load imbalance at the L2 layer. This effect
workload. At $X$ we now study scalability on a per-layer basis. Since each layer performs a different component of PANCAKE logic ($\S$4), varying the scale of each layer independently while keeping the scale of the other two layers fixed allows us to understand which step becomes a throughput bottleneck before the others. For this, we use a setup similar to Figure 11. To understand L1 layer scalability, we fix the number of physical proxy servers to 4, the number of replicated L2 instances and unreplicated L3 instances to the default (4), and vary the number of replicated L1 instances from 1 – 4. We perform similar experiments for the L2 and L3 layers as well. Figure 12 shows the corresponding results for the YCSB-A and YCSB-C workloads. For the L1 layer, throughput increases slightly from $X = 1$ to 2, beyond which it saturates, since L1 is no longer the bottleneck. For the L2 layer, from $X = 1$ to 3 throughput increases, albeit non-linearly due to plaintext key-based partitioning — while the number of plaintext keys handled by each L2 server is roughly equal, the number of replicas handled by them is skewed due to the skew in the YCSB workload. At $X = 4$, the L2 layer is no longer the bottleneck. For the L3 layer, throughput scales linearly from $X = 1$ to $X = 4$ due to ciphertext key-based partitioning, with each L3 proxy handling roughly the same number of ciphertext keys.

As expected, the bottlenecks are different at different SHORTSTACK layers. When all layers are sufficiently provisioned, SHORTSTACK is able to saturate the access link bandwidth between the L3 layer and the KV store. Reducing the number of L1 and L2 proxy instances, however, leads to compute becoming the bottleneck at the respective layers. One of the key contributors of compute overheads are serialization/deserialization for network queries. Finally, layer-wise scaling characteristics are similar for YCSB-C and YCSB-A workloads, as UpdateCache processing in YCSB-A due to writes does not account for much of the compute overheads.

**Throughput scaling with skew.** We evaluate SHORTSTACK scaling for workloads with different skew for a setup similar to Figure 11. We vary the skew parameter for YCSB’s Zipf distribution from 0.2 (close to uniform) to 0.99 (heavy skew) to consider both extremes. We only show our results for YCSB-A in Figure 13(a), since results for YCSB-C were similar. SHORTSTACK system throughput scales linearly regardless of skew, because the bottleneck in the end-to-end query execution is the access link bandwidth between the L3 layer and the KV store for all scales. Since the skew only affects processing at L2 layer (which is not the bottleneck), our throughput is independent of skew. While SHORTSTACK throughput scales linearly even for heavily skewed workloads, there could indeed be rare extreme-case scenarios where such would not be the case, e.g., if all popular plaintext keys get consistently hashed to a single L2 instance, resulting in a compute bottleneck at that instance.

**SHORTSTACK Latency overheads.** To quantify SHORTSTACK’s latency overheads, we evaluate end-to-end query latency for varying number of physical proxy servers for compared systems using a setup similar to Figure 11 with one change: we separate the KV store and physical proxy servers by the WAN. Figure 13(b) shows the results; again, we only show YCSB-A workload results, as YCSB-C results are similar. Independent of the scale, SHORTSTACK increases query latency by a modest 8% (additional 6.8ms) compared to PANCAKE. This increase in latency is due to additional processing and network hops introduced by SHORTSTACK’s multiple layers and chain replication within the L1 and L2 layers. Nevertheless, these overheads are masked by the significantly larger WAN access latency.

**6.2 Failure Recovery**

We now evaluate SHORTSTACK’s ability to recover from failures and also validate our assumptions in proving SHORTSTACK security. We fix the number of physical proxy servers
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**Figure 12:** SHORTSTACK layer-wise scaling for YCSB workloads A and C. See §6.1 for details.

**Figure 13:** SHORTSTACK throughput scaling with varying skew (a) and SHORTSTACK latency overheads (b). See §6.1 for details.
to 4, the number of $3 \times$-replicated L1, $3 \times$-replicated L2, and unreplicated L3 instances to 4 each, and use the YCSB-A workload. To understand the impact of failures on each layer independently, we fail one proxy instance in a particular layer by killing its associated process; for L1 and L2, we kill an arbitrary replica from one of the instances. We measure the instantaneous throughput of our system during each experiment at 10ms granularity; when measured at finer-grained timescales, we found that the instantaneous throughput numbers were too noisy to discern any meaningful trends.

Figure 14 shows the effect of failure at each layer on SHORTSTACK throughput. We find that failures in L1 and L2 proxy chains do not cause any noticeable dip in the throughput, since SHORTSTACK can quickly recover from failures within 3–4 ms — much faster than the average query latency over WAN ($\sim$ 90ms), and smaller than the typical variance in query latencies. Hence, an adversary cannot reliably distinguish between a failure event and variations in instantaneous throughput due to noise caused by network delays, independent of the timescale at which measurements are done. This validates our assumption for SHORTSTACK security under failures discussed in §5 — specifically, L1 and L2 failures have an imperceptible impact on an adversary’s observed access pattern to the KV store. Upon an L3 proxy failure, the throughput reduces by 25% — commensurate with the reduction in the bandwidth to the KV store server; however, since L3 layer partitions queries by ciphertext keys, it does not reveal any information about the client access patterns.

7 Related Work

We now discuss the works most closely related to SHORTSTACK’s goals of distributed, fault-tolerant, oblivious data access. ORAM [10] approaches have been adapted to real world cloud storage [12–17, 26], with recent efforts enabling concurrency and asynchrony. Oblivious Parallel RAM (OPRAM) [12, 14, 47–50] permits multiple concurrent clients to query the storage, but requires cross-client coordination per-query (e.g., using oblivious aggregation [12]) to ensure no two clients concurrently issue a query for the same data. This severely limits throughput scaling under high query traffic due to compute bottlenecks.

CURIOUS [16] and TaoStore [15] employ a centralized proxy model, but permit client parallelism via asynchrony. Since each operation requires updates to per-plaintext key proxy state for multiple random KV pairs, extending their design to a distributed and secure one is challenging. The latest in this line of work, ConcurORAM [17] and Snoopy [26], permit multiple parallel clients to query a cloud-hosted ORAM without inter-client or proxy based coordination. ConcurORAM achieves this by offloading much of the synchronization to the cloud, which not only requires non-trivial changes to cloud storage, but also limits system throughput under high load. Concurrent to our work, Snoopy builds a distributed oblivious data access system (for ORAM-based designs); however, Snoopy does not prove security for scenarios where servers can fail. In any case, SHORTSTACK and Snoopy offer the same trade-offs as discussed in [6]—Snoopy can handle active adversaries, but also incurs significantly higher overheads relative to SHORTSTACK. Prior work [6] has empirically shown that state-of-the-art single proxy ORAM schemes achieve $220 \times$ lower throughput than PANCake for the same workloads as in our evaluation. Since SHORTSTACK can scale PANCake’s throughput linearly ($§6$) with number of proxy servers, even if one could design a distributed ORAM system that scales near-perfectly with number of proxy servers, the maximum achievable throughput would still be orders of magnitude lower than SHORTSTACK.

8 Conclusion

Existing systems for oblivious data access rely on a centralized, stateful, proxy to coordinate queries between applications and the storage server. We have demonstrated that, in failure-prone deployment, such systems can suffer from security violations, long periods of unavailability and/or scalability limits. Our core contribution is SHORTSTACK, a distributed, fault-tolerant and scalable system for oblivious data access. Using a novel layered architecture, SHORTSTACK achieves the classical obliviousness guarantee—access patterns observed by the adversary being independent of the input—even under a powerful passive persistent adversary that can force failure of arbitrary (bounded-sized) subset of proxy servers at arbitrary times. We also introduce a security model to study oblivious data access with distributed, failure-prone, servers.
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Abstract

Metadata-private messaging designs that scale to support millions of users are rigid: they limit users to a single device that is online all the time and transmits on short regular intervals, and require users to choose precisely when each of their buddies can message them. These requirements induce high network and energy costs for the clients, restricting users to communicate via one powerful device, like their desktop.

Groove is the first scalable metadata-private messaging system that gives users flexibility: it supports users with multiple devices, allows them to message buddies at any time, even when those buddies are offline, and conserves the user’s device bandwidth and energy. Groove offers flexibility by introducing oblivious delegation, where users designate an untrusted service provider to participate in rigid mechanisms of metadata-private communication. It provides differential privacy guarantees on par with rigid systems like Stadium and Karaoke.

An evaluation of a Groove prototype on AWS with 100 servers, distributed across four data centers on two continents, demonstrates that it can achieve 32 s of latency for 1 million users with 50 buddies in their contact lists. Experiments with a client running on a Pixel 4 smartphone show that it uses about 100 MB/month of bandwidth and increases battery consumption by 50 mW (+16%) compared to an idle smartphone. These measurements show that Groove makes it realistic to hide messaging metadata on a mobile device.

1 Introduction

There has been significant recent progress in scalable metadata-private messaging systems. These systems hide who communicates with whom and can support more users by deploying proportionally more servers (supporting a large user base is crucial for privacy [9]). However, systems that are scalable and provide strong privacy guarantees impose rigid requirements on users [16, 19, 20, 26, 27], like needing users to synchronize messaging into rounds and coordinate precisely in which rounds they will communicate with their buddy. If two buddies are not simultaneously online, they cannot communicate. Naively storing a message for a buddy to fetch later exposes the age of the message, which can be used to correlate the sender. Instead, this line of work has relied on expensive dialing protocols [21, 27] to coordinate conversations, which are impractical for mobile devices.

Rigidity in private messaging systems is inherently costly for clients. Since communicating users must be simultaneously online, an attacker monitoring the network can correlate buddies over time. To combat such attacks, clients submit and poll for messages at every round, leading to high bandwidth and energy overhead. This makes running a client on a phone prohibitively expensive and effectively requires the users to have an always-on desktop computer (e.g., at home). However, many users do not have such a computer, e.g., if they use a laptop that they carry with them. Finally, using metadata-private messengers from multiple devices poses a risk if the devices become partitioned and accidentally send multiple messages to the same buddy in the same round (which reveals the sender). These limitations stand out compared to traditional messaging systems (without metadata privacy) and hinder adoption.

We present Groove, the first flexible messaging system that provides metadata privacy and scales well to support a large user base. Groove’s users can send messages to any of their buddies from any device, and can go offline and retrieve messages sent to them later. Groove provides similar messaging latency to recent metadata-private communication systems under the same global active adversary model [15, 16, 19, 20, 26]. Groove builds on mixnets, where servers shuffle messages in batches, to unlink senders from their messages. However, mixnets are inherently rigid: they require all users to submit a message in every round to mix all conversations together, and for all users to receive messages from the mixnet at the same rate to avoid correlated traffic patterns between buddies. To handle this rigidity, Groove introduces oblivious delegation to an untrusted service provider. Groove clients interact with a service provider who participates in the rigid mixnet protocol on their behalf and synchronizes multiple devices. Oblivious delegation ensures that an adversary cannot learn anything about users’ communication metadata by compromising their service providers, even if the users’ devices go offline or get partitioned. Achieving oblivious delegation involves three mechanisms, as follows.

Non-interactive setup (Figure 1a). Establishing a message channel between buddies requires them to submit just one setup message through the mixnet, without waiting for their peer’s response. A non-interactive setup protocol is crucial since buddies might not be simultaneously online to run the
(a) **Non-interactive Setup.** Groove’s async setup protocol enables metadata-private messaging between buddies, even if they are not simultaneously online. The service provider buffers setup messages and submits them to the mixnet at the right time.

(b) **Uncoordinated Replacement.** Groove allows multiple clients (on different devices) of the same user to interact with the system safely, even if they cannot coordinate. Clients can replace old messages buffered at the service provider to support new buddies.

(c) **Oblivious Fetch.** Groove’s clients avoid retrieving cover traffic messages stored at the service provider, without revealing which messages they fetch. The servers only process a user’s messages once per client, regardless of the number of messages stored.

**Figure 1:** The three mechanisms that allow oblivious delegation in Groove.

---

Groove hides communication metadata even if only one buddy attempts this setup (or their peer’s provider discards the other setup message). Message channels persist for long epochs, and this protocol allows Alice to prepare setup messages at her service provider well in advance and for many epochs. Service providers, if they’re honest, submit setup messages to the mixnet at the right time, allowing Alice’s buddies to send her messages even she goes offline. If the service provider misbehaves, messages might be (noticeably) lost but privacy is preserved, and Alice can switch to a different provider.

**Uncoordinated replacement** (Figure 1b). The adversary may partition a user’s devices and prevent them from deciding which device communicates at a given round. If several devices of the same user accidentally submit messages to the same buddy in the same round, they can expose the recipient, who receives extra messages. Groove solves the issue with a new message replacement technique: each device can independently refresh the messages queued at the service provider without coordinating with other devices. Crucially, the protocol ensures that no metadata is revealed to the adversary, even if the provider is rogue and submits all messages (old and new) to the mixnet. This is achieved through path selection and message-tagging mechanisms, which ensure that each buddy receives at most one message from all of the user’s devices. The replacement protocol allows clients to update setup messages, and hence to add buddies after preparing message channels for future epochs. It also allows users to switch between their devices, like traditional messaging applications.

**Efficient messaging with many buddies** (Figure 1c). Groove avoids expensive dialing (as in [21, 27]) by keeping a message channel open for each of a user’s buddies. To minimize client costs when having many message channels, Groove’s clients use a submission protocol that avoids sending a cover message for each idle channel, and a fetch protocol that avoids retrieving cover messages from idle channels. Crucially, both protocols are oblivious and do not reveal sensitive information to the service provider (e.g., which channels were active and carried real messages from buddies). Finally, Groove minimizes the cost that each message channel induces on the mixnet, with the most crucial improvement over prior work being the memory footprint. Groove supports 75M parallel message exchanges with 100 servers (prior work supports 1M–10M parallel message exchanges in the same deployment [16, 19, 20, 26]).

We analyze Groove’s design and show that it achieves differential privacy against an attacker who has complete control over the network and has the power to compromise many servers that make up the system (including all service providers). Through this analysis, we choose the system’s parameters that would provide a strong degree of privacy.

To demonstrate that Groove can support a large user base, we built a prototype and evaluated its performance on AWS servers distributed across four data centers. We also implemented a mobile client, deployed it on a Pixel 4 phone, and measured Groove in terms of battery and network usage. We show that Groove scales well with the number of servers and using 100 servers, it supports 1–3 million users sending and receiving messages from 50 buddies every 32–80 seconds. The client uses 54MB–106MB of network bandwidth per month and its battery consumption increases by 16% compared to the idle phone (when using cellular data). We recognize that Groove’s latency is high compared to traditional messaging apps; nonetheless, it removes the rigid client requirements of previous designs and enables large-scale metadata-private messaging for mobile users.

In summary, our contributions are the following:

- oblivious delegation, an approach for offloading rigid mixnet requirements to an untrusted service provider, which enables client flexibility;
- Groove, a scalable metadata-private messaging system, and an analysis proving Groove’s privacy guarantee;
- an implementation of Groove and an experimental evaluation of its performance, showing that it can support mobile clients and scale well to handle a large user base.
2 Related Work

Differential privacy. Groove’s approach of providing differentially-private communication using a mixnet is based on prior work [19, 26, 27]. However, these earlier designs impose rigid requirements on users. First, users must be simultaneously online, and their clients must send and receive messages at every round to communicate. Second, users can only run a client on a single device, which also sidesteps the problem of device partitions. When a user’s devices cannot coordinate, a conversation (which normally has one message per round) might end up with multiple messages per round, revealing the recipient. Groove addresses these problems through oblivious delegation.

Private Information Retrieval (PIR). PIR protocols support storing and retrieving information asynchronously from a database, without revealing anything about which message is retrieved [7, 23]. These protocols could provide a good degree of flexibility to clients: they have low client bandwidth requirements and allow the recipient to read a message at any time after the sender deposits it in a database. However, as users’ messages accumulate in the database, processing each client’s PIR query requires more work from the database server, limiting scalability. For example, Pung [2, 4] supports up to 20k–60k fetches per minute with 1M messages in its database. Express [11] optimizes PIR retrievals at the cost of making writes more expensive, but still the system only supports sending tens of messages per second across all clients. In contrast, Groove clients induce the same amount of work independent of how many messages accumulate in the system, enabling millions of users to send and receive messages every minute.

Communicating with many buddies. Metadata-private messaging systems minimize the load on the servers and overhead for the client by limiting users to receive messages from one buddy at a time [2, 4, 16, 19, 26, 27]. They require buddies to run a hefty dialing protocol to agree on when to communicate. For PIR systems, such as Pung and Addra [1, 4], relying on dialing is even more essential; since reading is expensive for the servers, clients cannot retrieve messages from each buddy all the time. Many systems [1, 2, 16, 19, 26] propose using Alpenhorn’s differentially private dialing [21], which takes about 5 minutes to coordinate between buddies and requires 62 GB of client bandwidth per month [21, §8.2]. Groove mitigates the clients’ costs through its oblivious message fetching protocol and minimizes the load each message channel induces on the system, so users can keep channels with many buddies (e.g., 50 buddies per user in our implementation). Dialing may also be seen as a limited form of asynchronous messaging between users. The Vuvuzela [27] and Alpenhorn [21] dialing protocols use at least 3000× more bandwidth on clients than Groove, when configured to provide 1-minute messaging latency like Groove.

Metadata-private communication over persistent channels. Groove’s users communicate over persistent message channels, similar to Tor’s circuits. However, Tor does not protect users from a strong adversary model. An adversary monitoring the network can infer the path of users’ messages across relays by correlating incoming and outgoing packets. Hydra [25] uses circuits to connect two endpoints, like Tor’s hidden services [5], but does not hide the number of active conversations to the adversary [25, §4.6][1], which allows for intersection attacks. Yodel [20] uses a mixnet with persistent circuits but requires two communicating users to be online at the same time to coordinate their circuits. Both Hydra and Yodel support only one device per user and have clients send and receive messages every round, two rigid shortcomings that Groove addresses.

Flexible clients through trusted servers. Loopix [24] hides metadata by relaying messages through a mixnet. It addresses the client flexibility problem by storing messages for users at trusted service providers. The service providers sees when a user receives a message, and can thus perform intersection attacks with other users who were online in time to send this message. Thus, users must make a tricky decision about which service providers they trust. Furthermore, the service provider is a singular target for learning about the relationships of its users. Pond [17] requires users to run a trusted server themselves. This leads to a simpler design than Groove (e.g., partitioned devices are not a concern) but limits the system to savvy users who can securely operate their own servers.1 This is problematic for metadata-private communication, which benefits from a large user base [9]. In Groove, users maintain privacy even if their service providers fall under the attacker’s control, so they do not need to operate servers themselves.

3 Overview

Groove allows buddies that share a secret to secretly exchange short text messages (e.g., 100B). Each buddy can run clients on multiple devices and seamlessly switch between them. Service providers bridge between the rigid mixnet protocol and the flexible clients, that can send and receive messages asynchronously. Each user designates a service provider and runs Groove’s oblivious protocols for setting up message channels (Figure 1a), replacing messages (Figure 1b), and fetching messages (Figure 1c). The service provider submits messages to the mixnet on the user’s behalf and stores messages that the user receives from the mixnet. It also helps the user synchronize their clients across all devices. Users
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1Running a personal server in the cloud undermines security against a strong adversary that may be able to compel the cloud operator to disclose data or exploit side channels by deploying a VM on the same machine, and operating a physical server requires significant effort and expertise.
need not trust their service provider for privacy. To anonymize messages, Groove uses a parallel mixnet [12]. Parallel mixnets scale well with the number of servers by offering many parallel routes for processing messages. Groove extends the servers’ message processing logic to enable oblivious delegation, and it is otherwise agnostic to the mixnet’s internal design choices, such as the server topology or verification protocol (that ensures servers process messages correctly).

3.1 Threat model
Groove aims to hide its users’ communication metadata from a global active attacker that controls all network links. In particular, this attacker observes when clients (dis)connect from the network and may partition users’ devices. The attacker may also control all service providers, and each mixnet server with some probability $f$, which is provided as an assumption in the system’s configuration. A smaller $f$ yields better performance at the expense of a stronger trust assumption. The attacker can also run arbitrarily many clients. Still, an attacker could learn about a user’s communication by directly compromising their device or the devices of their buddies [3], although forward secrecy prevents them from learning about the user’s communication in the past. Finally, Groove assumes that the attacker is computationally bounded, so standard cryptographic primitives, such as hash functions and encryption schemes, are secure.

3.2 Goals
Privacy. Groove achieves differential privacy [10]. Consider an attacker and their view of the system through all network links and service providers, and the mixnet servers and clients that they operate. Groove ensures that the attacker’s view is likely to be the same whether two users, call them Alice and Bob, are buddies or not. More formally, consider the attacker’s observations $\mathcal{O}$ and the following two scenarios. In one scenario, Alice and Bob are buddies and can chat (denoted by $A \leftrightarrow B$), and in the other, they are not buddies and cannot chat (denoted by $A \not\leftrightarrow B$). Groove ensures the following inequalities for small $\varepsilon, \delta \geq 0$:

\[
\begin{align*}
Pr[\mathcal{O}|A \leftrightarrow B] &\leq e^{\varepsilon}Pr[\mathcal{O}|A \not\leftrightarrow B] + \delta, \\
Pr[\mathcal{O}|A \not\leftrightarrow B] &\leq e^{\varepsilon}Pr[\mathcal{O}|A \leftrightarrow B] + \delta
\end{align*}
\]

That is, the probability for any observations the attacker could make is close under both scenarios (up to small constants $\varepsilon, \delta$). Informally, Alice being buddies with Bob appears to the adversary almost as likely as them not being buddies. Thus, Alice could plausibly deny being buddies with Bob or claim to be buddies with anyone else. This privacy guarantee holds even if Alice or Bob is the sole honest user of a rogue service provider, the attacker partitions their devices, and observes the system for a long time.

Client flexibility. Groove should not impose strong timing or resource requirements on clients. It should allow Bob to retrieve Alice’s message at any time after it reaches Bob’s service provider and accommodate clients with network and battery constraints (that need to minimize communication or that might go offline). In particular, Groove should support clients running on mobile devices. At the same time, Groove should allow other clients to connect more often and achieve lower message latency. Finally, Groove should enable users to run clients on multiple devices and switch between them.

Performance. Groove aims to support millions of users with dozens of buddies. Once Alice sends a message, Bob can retrieve it with a latency on the order of a minute. The system should scale, i.e., provide the same performance to a larger user base by deploying proportionally more servers.

Availability. Groove’s availability guarantees in the face of failing servers should primarily come from the mixnet and not degrade by its oblivious delegation approach. An overloaded or downed service provider can prevent service to its users, but the system’s availability for users of other service providers should not be affected. Since the service provider is untrusted, it can use replication for better availability guarantees without security implications for its users. Moreover, having untrusted service providers also allows users to change to another provider if they suspect their provider is preventing service without risking exposing sensitive information to more parties (the current and new provider). We describe how users can detect and combat such providers in Groove’s design (§5).

4 Background
Groove’s users send and receive messages over message channels called circuits. A circuit is a fixed route of servers in the mixnet that persists for an epoch, which consists of many communication rounds (e.g., an hour to a day’s worth). Each circuit connects a user’s service provider to a dead drop, an ephemeral address where users exchange messages. Two buddies coordinate pseudorandom dead drops using a shared secret. The mixnet ensures that an adversary cannot correlate which service provider connects to what dead drop using noise messages. Groove borrows this communication model from previous systems [5, 19, 20, 25] (see §2), but changes the way circuits establish to support oblivious delegation. We summarize below the existing techniques that Groove uses to simplify the exposition of its new mechanisms in §5.

Like other mixnets [15, 26, 27], Groove’s mixnet servers have unique public keys per epoch. Clients know the servers’ public keys, e.g., through a transparent public key infrastructure [18, 22]. The way rounds are kicked-off depends on the mixnet, which Groove abstracts; e.g., many designs use an untrusted coordinator that announces to all mix servers when to start new rounds [15, 16, 19, 20, 26, 27].

Messaging over circuits and dead drops. The circuit setup message is onion encrypted with the public keys of the servers on the route. Each onion layer includes the next
server’s ID, an ephemeral Diffie-Hellman public key, and an authentication code that ensures no earlier server has modified the onion. Each server completes the Diffie-Hellman handshake to derive a shared symmetric key with the client, and uses this key to verify the authentication code. After receiving messages from all servers in the previous hop, the server deduplicates and shuffles messages, and forwards them to the next hop. Servers store their shuffle’s permutation and the symmetric keys; later, they use these records to process messages over the circuit.

During a communication round, mixnet servers process one message on each circuit. Each message is onion encrypted with the symmetric keys registered at circuit setup. The mixnet’s servers shuffle and decrypt messages they receive using the permutation and symmetric keys they stored earlier. Servers deduplicate messages on the same circuit. If a server does not receive a message on a circuit, it fills in a cover message to ensure all circuits have one message. The symmetric encryption ensures that any random message that a server fills in is indistinguishable from a real message to other servers along the route. When two circuits connect to the same dead drop, the server hosting its address swaps the messages on these circuits and sends them back through the circuits, which is how buddies exchange messages.

Noise. Previous work shows how mixnet servers can add noise messages to protect metadata [19, 27]. We apply this technique in the context of Groove’s circuits. For each inter-server mixnet link, each server decides on the number of noise circuits to route over that link by drawing from the Poisson distribution. Servers generate two kinds of noise: “doubles” which is a pair of circuits bound to the same dead drop to obscure the number of buddy-relationships, and “singles” which is a circuit terminating at a dead drop without a pair, to obscure the case where one of the buddies does not create their circuit to the shared dead drop. Like Karaoke [19], Groove uses Bloom filters to ensure that malicious servers do not drop the noise circuits.

5 Design

Figure 1 illustrates the parties in Groove: users, clients running on different types of devices, service providers, and the mixnet. When Alice and Bob become buddies, they add each other to their address books, and their clients establish a fresh shared secret. This secret allows Alice and Bob’s clients to authenticate and encrypt messages (end-to-end) and coordinate dead drops for exchanging messages. The clients might create this secret out-of-band (e.g., by scanning QR codes if users meet in person) or via a metadata-private “add-friend” protocol (like in Alpenhorn’s protocol suite [21]2).

Users designate a service provider that stores their messages and participates in the rigid mixnet protocol on their behalf. The mixnet operates in rounds, where messages are exchanged over circuits. We envision rounds being relatively frequent, e.g., starting every 30 seconds to a minute. Every round, service providers submit messages to the mixnet. The mix servers shuffle messages and ensure each circuit carries precisely one message per round (by deduplicating messages on the same circuit and filling in a cover message when one is missing, as §4 describes). Messages are exchanged between circuits at the end of the mixnet and then sent back through the mixnet towards the service providers, where users can fetch their messages.

In the remainder of this section, we introduce the concept of client schedules, present the protocols for oblivious delegation from Figure 1, and the mechanism for forward secrecy. Our descriptions follow the client’s operation, outlined in Figure 2, and its interactions with the service provider via the API depicted in Figure 3.

5.1 Client schedules

To achieve Groove’s privacy goal, the network traffic pattern between a user’s client and their service provider must not reveal information about the user’s communication with their buddies. In particular, this pattern includes when the client initiates requests to the service provider, which we call the client’s schedule. The adversary can potentially infer any information that goes into deciding the client’s schedule, and hence it should be independent of the user’s buddy-relationships, which Groove aims to hide. Groove gives flexibility for clients to operate on their own schedule, independent from other clients. In this manner, it can accommodate clients on low-power devices with lightweight schedules without impacting other clients. A simple and safe schedule is to communicate with the service provider at regular intervals. Clients can use different intervals to trade network and power consumption for communication latency. They can also piggyback on other device wake-
var B = MaxBuddies

type Onion = [setMessageSize + SymmetricOnionOverhead]byte

rpc BeginTransaction() *txn
rpc (t *txn) Commit() error

rpc (t *txn) GetAddressBook() ([]byte, int)
rpc (t *txn) SetAddressBook(data []byte, round int)

// RPC to set the circuit setup onions for an epoch.
// Each buddy corresponds to 2 circuits.
rpc (t *txn) SetEpochOutgoing(epoch int, onions [B][2][]byte)

// RPC to fetch messages from our buddies.
rpc (t *txn) GetHeaders(epoch int, round int) [B][2]byte
rpc (t *txn) ShuffleInbox(ShuffleParams) []byte
rpc (t *txn) FetchInbox(DHkey []byte, indices []int) [][]byte

// RPCs to queue a message for a buddy.
rpc (t *txn) GetRoundOutgoing(epoch int, round int) RoundData
rpc (t *txn) SetRoundOutgoing(epoch int, round int, rd RoundData)

type RoundData struct {
    // Messages are split into two, one for each buddy circuit.
    Onion [2]Onion
    // Previously sent message for this round.
    OutboundMsg []byte
}

Figure 3: Service provider API. Clients use these RPCs asynchronously to setup circuits to their buddies and send/receive messages through them.

ups (like checking for software updates) to interact with the service provider at a relatively low cost.

Clients can change their communication patterns if this change is independent of the user’s buddies. For instance, it is safe for Alice’s client to skip transmissions due to a network outage or because Alice boards a flight and her phone disconnects from the internet. It is also safe for users to have correlated schedules, as long as the correlation is not caused by their relationship status (being buddies or not). For example, users in the same time zone may prefer their devices to be more conservative during the day when on battery, but less at night when near a power outlet. Such correlations do not leak new information to the attacker (who can already observe their IP addresses and deduce their geographic locations). However, changes in the client’s network patterns that depend on a user’s buddies are unsafe; e.g., if Bob’s client stops sending messages whenever Alice’s device goes offline, an adversary might infer that Bob is connected with Alice.

5.2 Non-interactive circuit setup

Groove splits time into epochs, which correspond to the circuits’ lifetimes. Periodically, e.g., once a day, clients call RefreshCircuits to generate circuit setup messages and upload them to their service provider (see the client’s main loop in Figure 2). The service provider queues these messages and sends them to the mixnet at the appropriate time (sending circuit setup messages for the next epoch when the preceding epoch nears its end), even if all of the user’s clients go offline. Users exchange messages over circuits, so adding or removing buddies only takes effect on epoch boundaries, when circuits are established. The more epochs a client prepares for in advance (by uploading circuit setup messages for future epochs in RefreshCircuits), the longer the user can go offline and keep receiving messages from their buddies. If all of a user’s clients remain offline beyond this number of epochs, Groove will eventually not be able to establish circuits with the user’s buddies, preventing them from communicating. Differential privacy is still maintained, however, due to mixnet noise during circuit setup. The epoch’s duration is a knob that allows Groove to trade less client communication for higher latency in setting up circuits with new buddies.

Figure 4 gives the pseudocode for RefreshCircuits. First, the client synchronizes the user’s contacts through the service provider, since the user might have added or removed a buddy through another device. The service provider’s BeginTransaction and Commit APIs allow each of the user’s clients to retrieve and upload data atomically with respect to the user’s other clients, which may simultaneously call RefreshCircuits. Rogue providers can break the transactional semantics or deliver different address books to different clients, leading clients to set up circuits for stale address books; Groove protects against such providers, as we prove in §6. The client retrieves the address book from the
service provider, appends new buddies to the first available slots, and pushes the new address book to the service provider. Clients pad the address book to MaxBuddies slots and encrypt it under the multidevice key, which hides when users add or remove buddies.

Next, the client prepares two circuit setup messages for each buddy and many upcoming epochs (e.g., for the next month) and uploads these messages to the service provider. The reason for creating two circuits per buddy, rather than one circuit, is to allow clients to fake connections to buddies when the user has less than MaxBuddies friends, hiding their number of friends. In this case, the client creates two “cover circuits” to one dead drop, so there are precisely two circuit setup messages to all dead drops a client uses (regardless of the number of buddies the user has). The client learns the epoch number from the service provider and relies on it to submit circuit setup messages at the right epoch; however, the provider can cheat. Thus, the client writes the epoch number in each onion layer, so the mixnet servers can discard circuit setup messages the provider sends at the wrong time. As one epoch nears the end, the mixnet runs circuit setup for the next epoch, so circuits are ready at all times to route messages between buddies. The mixnet servers then process the setup messages as in previous works (§4).

One issue is that Groove must ensure privacy when one user establishes a circuit and their buddy does not. Groove handles this challenge by noising the circuit setup step with cover circuits generated by the mix servers. The cover circuits ensure that, regardless of whether Alice and Bob are buddies, the attacker observes the same traffic pattern (on the network and to dead drops). Groove applies Karaoke’s noising technique [19], of creating “single” and “double” dead drop accesses, to circuit setup messages (summarized in §4).

Circuit setup messages in Groove are acknowledged to the clients, which then learn whether anyone dropped their circuit or the circuit from their buddy. This allows users to detect active attacks and, as in previous systems [19, 20], provision a tighter privacy budget when choosing the system parameters (and thus, achieving better performance) compared to systems that do not detect active attacks (like [26, 27]). To achieve this in Groove, the content of circuit setup messages is a pseudorandom ID that each user derives from the secret they share with their buddy (or the multidevice key if the circuit is cover). When the circuit setup message reaches the dead drop, the server hosting that dead drop swaps the content of messages (see §4) and returns it through the mixnet to the user’s service provider. The next time the client connects to the provider and learns the current epoch, it downloads the returned IDs of the circuits from previous epochs and checks they are correct by deriving the IDs the buddies would use. Correct IDs acknowledge to clients that the circuit setup message from them and their buddy had propagated to the dead drop, so all servers in the route shuffled these messages with the other setup messages.

5.3 Oblivious replacement
Preparation of circuits for future epochs allows users to go offline for a long time. However, users might add buddies after submitting circuit setup messages. Groove clients can update the circuit setup messages stored at the service provider, so users can communicate with new buddies soon after adding them to their address books. Each client performs this replacement periodically, according to its schedule (Figure 2); if there are no changes in the address book, the client uploads fresh circuit setup messages pointing to the same dead drops. The key challenge in performing this replacement is that, without coordination across the user’s devices, several of their clients might establish circuits to the same dead drop. This will create a distinct access pattern (i.e., not the single- or double-dead drop access patterns covered by the noise). An attacker controlling the dead drop’s hosting server can then associate that dead drop with the user.

Groove introduces circuit tagging, which enables safe replacement of old setup messages without relying on communication between a user’s devices, as illustrated in Figure 1b. When choosing the circuit’s path, RefreshCircuits seeds a pseudorandom number generator (randRouteTag in Figure 4) for each epoch with the multidevice key and the buddy’s slot number in the user’s address book. This pseudorandom number generator is the same across all of the user’s devices. The clients then use it to choose the route for each address book slot and include a pseudorandom tag derived from this generator in each layer of the circuit’s setup message. Honest servers on the route deduplicate circuit setup messages according to this tag. Although the routes are the same, each client submits different-looking messages to the service provider since the onion encryption scheme is randomized.

This route and tag selection procedure ensures that Alice submits circuit setup messages with the same route and tags across all her devices for each buddy in her address book. If all of Alice’s devices upload circuit setup messages and a malicious service provider submits all of them, the first honest server along each the (identical) routes of duplicate messages observes the duplicate tags and discards the redundant messages. This ensures the user’s circuits do not access a dead drop an unusual number of times.

5.4 Efficient messaging
Groove uses oblivious protocols for efficiently submitting and fetching messages over many concurrent circuits.

Sending messages. During an epoch, there are 2 \times MaxBuddies circuits available to the client for messaging. Uploading a message to every circuit every time the client’s schedule is triggered (Figure 2) incurs unnecessary bandwidth costs, especially since users do not typically talk to all of their buddies at once. Instead, the Groove client submits just one message (split into two parts, leveraging two circuits
Figure 5: Client pseudocode for sending messages.

```go
func (c *Client) SendMessage(buddy string) error {
    epoch := c.currentEpoch
    round := c.nextRound
    
    txn := c.serviceProvider.BeginTransaction()
    rd := txn.GetRoundOutgoing(epoch, round)
    prevMsg, prevBuddy := Decrypt(c.MultiDeviceKey[epoch], rd.OutMsg)
    if IsRealMessage(prevMsg) {
        return "refusing to overwrite user-typed message"
    }
    msg, buddy := prevMsg, prevBuddy
    if IsRealMessage(prevMsg) {
        // Re-encrypts previous content.
        msg, buddy := prevMsg, prevBuddy
    }
    
    msg1, msg2 := SplitMessage(msg)
    ix := GetBuddyIndex(buddy)
    onion1 := EncryptSymOnion(epoch.circuits[ix][0].keys, msg1)
    onion2 := EncryptSymOnion(epoch.circuits[ix][1].keys, msg2)
    
    txn.SetRoundOutgoing(epoch, round, RoundData{
        Onions: {onion1, onion2},
        OutMsg: Encrypt(c.MultiDeviceKey[epoch], {buddy, msg}),
    })
    
    return txn.Commit(), err
}
```

Figure 6: Client pseudocode for oblivious fetch. Clients first fetch headers from the service provider and identify indices of interest. Finally, they request the shuffled indexes corresponding to the result of the mixing step of the oblivious fetch.

```go
func (c *Client) CheckForMessages(epoch int) ([]int, []byte) {
    round := c.GetNextRound()
    mixers := RandomMixnetPath(11) // Path of length 11
    
    hdrs := c.serviceProvider.GetHeaders(epoch, round)
    
    // Identify the indices of real messages from buddies
    idxs := []
    for i, buddy := range c.buddies {
        if hdrs[i] == MsgHeader(epoch, round, buddy.key[epoch]) {
            idxs = append(idxs, i)
        }
    }
    
    // Shuffle user's inbox with a fresh key
    pk, sk := GenerateDHKeypair()
    nonces := c.serviceProvider.ShuffleInbox(ShuffleParams{
        Epoch: epoch,
        Round: round,
        PublicKey: pk,
        Mixers: mixers,
    })
    
    // Predict the indices after mixing step in ShuffleInbox
    shuffledIxs := PredictPositions(sk, mixers, nonces, idxs)
    
    // Ensure we fetch a constant number of messages
    PadWithFakeRequests(shuffledIxs)
    
    // Fetch messages at the (shuffled) indices
    onions := c.serviceProvider.FetchInbox(shuffledIxs)
    
    // Remove onion encryption from ShuffleInbox's mixing step
    msgs := DecryptOnions(onions, sk, mixers, nonces)
    
    // Map the messages back to the correct buddy
    Unshuffle(msgs, sk, mixers, nonces)
    
    return idxs, msgs
}
```

Fetching messages. The recipient’s service provider receives messages from the mixnet (one message per circuit per round) and stores them for the clients to fetch later. Clients should avoid fetching cover messages to minimize their bandwidth and energy costs (e.g., messages that mixnet servers fill in or that are intended for another buddy), and at the same time, hide which circuits carry real messages to hide when someone messages the user. We could use PIR to fetch messages, but this comes at high cost and complexity clients and the service provider, especially as messages accumulate. Instead, Groove’s fetch protocol relies on mixing messages, where a set of servers processes the messages from the provider just once regardless of the number of messages a client retrieves. We describe it following the illustration in Figure 1c and the pseudocode in Figure 6.

When Bob’s client calls CheckForMessages from its main loop (Figure 2), it first retrieves from the service provider a short header for each stored message (e.g., two bytes per buddy). The header acts as a pseudorandom flag, shared between the two buddies: when Alice sends a message to Bob, her client derives the header’s value from the current round and the key that Alice and Bob share, and sends it along with the content (inside the onion). Bob’s client derives the same header and compares it against the header from Alice’s circuit (users only need to check one of the circuits in the pair). If the header values match, his client knows to fetch the corresponding message next. To avoid revealing messaging rates between buddies, the service provider must not learn from which circuits Bob fetches messages. Groove hides this by mixing Bob’s messages again, as follows.

CheckForMessages instructs the service provider to submit all messages pending for Bob to a “fetch mixchain,” which is a sequence of mixnet servers chosen by the client. The client also supplies a new Diffie-Hellman public key, which the service provider relays to the first server in the sequence. The first server uses its secret key to complete the Diffie-Hellman handshake and derives a shared secret with the client; it then chooses a fresh nonce and hashes it with this shared secret to derive an ephemeral symmetric key. The server derives the shuffle permutation from this ephemeral
key and encrypts the messages. The server passes its nonce, the client’s public key, and the list of the remaining servers to the next mixchain server, which continues in the same fashion. The nonces ensure that a mixchain server’s output looks freshly random, even if a rogue service provider replays an old request. The last server passes the shuffled messages and the nonces to the recipient’s service provider, who in turn forwards the nonces to the client. The client then derives the symmetric key for each server and computes the (shuffled) position of the messages it should fetch. Finally, it fetches messages at the shuffled indices directly from the service provider. The freshness of the client’s Diffie-Hellman key ensures that it accesses random-looking locations each time it runs the protocol.

Clients download a small fixed number of messages in every round. For example, a client could always download six messages per round to support up to three buddies simultaneously messaging the user. This way, the number of messages clients retrieve does not reveal information about messaging rates to the attacker. The oblivious fetch mechanism also lets clients retrieve a different number of messages to quickly catch up after being offline for an extended time. Similarly, if there’s a burst of real messages in some round (beyond the fixed fetch rate), the client can run a large daily fetch procedure (e.g., for 100 messages) to catch any missed messages at relatively low cost.

5.5 Forward secrecy

Groove achieves forward secrecy for both the message contents as well as metadata, meaning that an adversary that compromises a user’s device cannot retroactively decrypt messages, determine who the user communicated with, or who was in the user’s address book. Note, however, that an adversary that compromises a user’s device does get to see the device’s current address book and messages.

The challenge in achieving forward secrecy in Groove is that user devices may be partitioned from one another, and thus cannot refresh their keys by coordinating over the network. To achieve forward secrecy in this setting, Groove deterministically evolves secret keys based on the epoch: for each passing epoch, clients hash the keys (as described below) and erase the pre-image. Clients evolve the multidevice key, ensuring that an adversary compromising a device cannot track old circuit routes from the user to a dead drop, and cannot decrypt old copies of the user’s address book. Clients also evolve shared secrets across buddies to ensure that the adversary cannot decrypt old messages.

Deterministically evolving keys could allow an adversary that obtains old keys (e.g., by compromising a user’s old powered-off phone) to derive all future keys, thereby compromising data and metadata privacy for all epochs since the stale compromised key, a form of post-compromise insecurity [8]. To avoid this vulnerability, Groove involves the servers in computing the hash function for evolving keys, and honest servers refuse to compute this hash function for epochs in the past or that are more than $T$ epochs in the future. This limits the vulnerability window by ensuring that an adversary with access to older keys cannot evolve them forward to decrypt newer user data or metadata.

Realizing this approach is challenging because it requires combining secrets from two parties, without either party learning the other’s secret. The client wants to hash a key without giving it to the server, and the server must not reveal its secret that would allow hashing arbitrary values in the future. We address this by using an oblivious pseudorandom function (OPRF), specifically, the verifiable DH-OPRF construction from [13]. Groove’s clients run the verifiable DH-OPRF protocol with each server (evolving their keys with each server in turn). This ensures that the keys are evolved with at least one honest server’s secret key. Clients verify the DH-OPRF result against the server’s public key for that epoch (§4). Verifying this result is critical here, since it ensures that an adversary cannot cause two of a user’s devices to diverge in their multidevice key, which would cause them to create different circuit paths and thus leak metadata.

The client evolves keys every day (see Figure 2), deleting keys older than $T$ epochs from the newest key. The client keeps keys for $T$ epochs in the future, which allows circuit setup messages to be prepared in advance. If the device is off for longer than $T$, the client’s newest key becomes stale, and the servers will refuse to roll it forward with their old keys. Thus, the duration $T$ is a tradeoff between security and user convenience: after $T$ epochs offline, a device must be set up again manually (e.g., by copying keys from another device). If the provider lies about committing the address book, then the evolved key on the device is also useless since it cannot decrypt the address book.

5.6 Provider availability and switching providers

Groove’s service providers are not trusted for privacy (as we prove in §6), but a service provider can still block communication for its users. To address this, Groove clients can periodically send messages to themselves (on empty buddy circuits) and detect provider malfunction in case these messages often do not route back intact (the provider cannot tell which message is for a buddy and which would route back to the user). In this case, the client notifies the user to switch providers. Such self-addressed messages were proposed in prior work to detect attacks [24]. Keeping providers untrusted for privacy, however, simplifies dealing with such availability attacks compared to prior work since users can switch providers without risking exposing their communication metadata to more parties. Moreover, this property also protects against attacks that steer users towards corrupt providers and contrasted against systems with trusted providers (§2).

Users can also submit copies of messages to multiple providers to ensure availability when all but one provider...
fail. This is safe since Groove ensures privacy even if rogue providers duplicate messages (by deduplicating messages in the mixnet, §5.3). One detail when using multiple providers is that Groove delivers only one message copy (to defend against malicious providers submitting multiple messages). Malicious providers can thus actively try to prevent service by submitting corrupt messages, hoping their copies will prevail. Users can detect this intervention and switch providers (as discussed above).

6 Privacy analysis

Clients send and receive messages through the user’s service provider. They communicate according to a schedule that is independent of their buddy relationships (§5.1); thus, the clients’ network pattern does not leak sensitive information about the user.

Since it places the users’ trust in the mixnet’s servers as a collective rather than their service provider, our analysis focuses on reducing the security of Groove to the security of the mixnet (§6.1). We analyze each oblivious protocol and show that a more restricted attacker, who controls the network and the same mixnet servers but not the service provider, can obtain the same information. Groove’s design uses a parallel mixnet as a black box that hides the sender of messages. The dead drop-based message exchange provides differential privacy for every epoch (since users can change their communication patterns by setting up circuits on epoch boundaries), similar to prior work [19, 26, 27]. The advanced composition theorem [10, 3.20] allows to compute Groove’s privacy guarantee after multiple epochs, as we do in §7.

6.1 Oblivious delegation

We now prove that the security of Groove reduces to the mixnet; controlling the service providers does not enable an attacker that already controls the network and some mixnet servers to learn new information. In particular, this implies that it is safe to be the sole user of a rogue service provider.

Theorem 1. Consider Groove’s attacker, who controls the users’ service providers, the network, and a portion of the mixnet servers, and his observations about the users’ communication. A restricted attacker, who only controls the network and the same mixnet servers (but not the service providers), can obtain the same observations.

Proof. We consider all the ways a user’s clients interact with their service provider. These interactions take part in three oblivious protocols (non-interactive circuit setup, oblivious replacement, and efficient messaging). We analyze each protocol in §6.1.1 – §6.1.3 and show that Groove’s attacker cannot learn any information that the restricted attacker could not obtain (e.g., by dropping network packets).

6.1.1 Non-interactive setup

The user’s clients synchronize address books through one service provider. Clients always update the user’s address book before preparing circuit setup messages (§5.2). On each update, the client uploads the address book under fresh encryption, padded to a fixed length (MaxBuddies), so the service provider cannot tell whether it has changed. The service provider may give stale address books to clients; this is our focus in §6.1.2.

Clients also retrieve the current epoch number from their service provider before preparing circuit setup messages. A malicious service provider can lie about the epoch number or submit the circuit setup messages to the mixnet at the wrong epoch. The client writes the epoch number in every onion layer of the setup message, and honest mix servers discard onions with the wrong epoch number. Thus, if an honest server exists en route, this service provider’s attack is equivalent to a network attacker simply dropping the user’s circuit setup messages. If there is no honest server on the route, then even the restricted attacker can learn everything about the circuit by observing the setup message going from one malicious mix server to the next. (Groove mitigates this risk by using sufficiently long mixnet routes, §7.1.)

6.1.2 Oblivious replacement & device partitions

A rogue service provider may interfere when clients replace circuit setup messages, or collect and submit setup messages from multiple devices. Since the attacker controls the network, it might partition devices and prevent them from communicating. The risk with partitioned devices is that a rogue service provider submits circuits from different devices and creates distinct dead drop access patterns (i.e., a dead drop getting more than two accesses, which is not obscured by the “single” and “double” noise). Groove solves this problem with its mechanism for choosing circuit routes and tagging circuit setup messages (§5.3), as we prove next.

Consider the user Alice with two partitioned devices, d and d’, and a circuit they establish for the buddy at slot i ∈ [1, MaxBuddies] in their respective address books for the same epoch. Both devices submit setup messages for circuits with the same route and tag: they derive them from the buddy’s slot number i, the multidevice key, and the epoch number, which are all the same for both devices, even if their address book differs and have different buddies for the same slot (see Figure 4). (The multidevice key is identical on all devices for the same epoch. If two devices use different epochs, the mixnet will discard the circuit setup message from the device using the wrong epoch, as described above.) If there is no honest server on this route, then the attacker can trace Alice’s messages through the malicious mixnet servers to the dead drop, regardless of controlling her provider.

Otherwise, an honest mix server exists on the circuits’ route. It will de-duplicate the two circuit setup messages and ensure that only one circuit will be established. There
are two cases regarding the dead drops at the end of these circuits. First, the circuits from $d, d'$ reach the same dead drop. In this case, since the honest server drops one message, the attacker’s observations will be precisely the same as if the devices could coordinate and only one device submitted setup messages. The second case is that device $d$ submits a circuit setup message to a different dead drop than device $d'$. A device-partitioning attacker can cause this, e.g., by giving one device an old address book where a now-occupied slot was free. In this case, one of the circuits’ dead drops receives one less circuit, i.e., becomes a “singleton-access dead drop, which is covered by Groove’s noise. The attacker could obtain the same view by dropping one circuit setup message from Alice on the network (even if Alice had just one device).

6.1.3 Efficient messaging

The sender’s client submits one fixed-length, onion-encrypted message to the service provider. However, it does not contain any information about the intended recipient and, therefore, cannot teach the provider about the user’s communication (the service provider broadcasts it on all circuits, §5.4).

The service provider serves messages to the recipient’s client by routing them through the fetch mixchain, which the client chooses when calling CheckForMessages (see §5.4). The choice of mixchain servers is independent of the user’s buddy-relationships, so it leaks nothing about them. Since mixchain servers choose fresh nonces when shuffling messages, they uses different ephemeral keys for processing every fetch. Thus, the messages output from the fetch mixchain always appear random to the recipient’s service provider. Furthermore, the client chooses a new ephemeral key each time it calls CheckForMessages, so it always fetches messages from random-looking locations (even if the service provider replays old headers). Therefore, having one honest server on the fetch mixchain ensures that the client’s pattern of retrieving messages appears random every time.

7 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of Groove in Go on top of Yodel’s mixnet framework [20] in 20k lines of code. The mixnet has a full-mesh server topology [19,20], which allows Groove to scale with the number of servers. The prototype uses ChaCha20 for symmetric onion encryption, the NaCl box primitive to generate circuit setup onions, and the Blake2b hash function. To implement forward secrecy with DH-OPRF, we use BLS12-381 in the CIRCL library [6].

Communications between clients, service providers and mixnet servers all use gRPC over TLS 1.3 for transport security. The service provider uses BadgerDB to implement atomic transactions and manage user state.

Our implementation includes two types of clients, for desktop and mobile devices. The desktop client is a command-line program, and the mobile client is built for Android using the gomobile tool.

Memory usage. A prominent challenge in implementing Groove has been minimizing the circuits’ memory footprint to allow users receive messages from any of their buddies in parallel. With 3M users, 100 circuits per user, 100 mix servers, and 14 mixnet hops, each server needs to keep track of at least 42 million pieces of cryptographic state per epoch:

$$\text{100 circuits} \times 3,000,000 \text{ users} \times \frac{1}{100 \text{ servers}} \times 14 \text{ hops} = 42M.$$ 

Initially, we used AES-GCM to implement Groove’s circuits, but its state is 512B, resulting in at least 20GB of memory usage per mixnet server. To reduce memory, we replaced AES-GCM with ChaCha20, which requires only 32B per state, reducing this memory usage to 1.3GB per server, but increasing CPU usage due to lack of hardware acceleration.

7.1 Parameter selection

We set Groove to resist $f = 20\%$ malicious mixnet servers, and the mixnet path length to be 14 hops (similar to prior work with the same mixnet topology [19,20]). As shown in prior work, this topology requires two honest servers on a circuit’s route, and the probability that this holds for all four circuits that two buddies use to communicate in Groove is $\geq 1 - 4 \cdot 10^{-8}$, assuming $f = 20\%$. The fetch mixchain requires only one honest server on its path, so we set its length to 11, which fails with even smaller probability. Users send 128-byte messages, split over the two circuits they create per buddy. Out of the 128 bytes, 2 bytes are reserved for the pseudorandom header indicating whether the message is real or cover traffic (§5.4). 12 bytes are reserved for the end-to-end authentication code, and 12 bytes are reserved for a nonce. Thus, recipients get a 102 byte encrypted text message per buddy per mixnet round.

Noise in practice. We configure Groove to tolerate 245 epochs of active attacks and 9600 epochs of passive observations. These parameters are comparable to the suggested configuration in Karaoke [19], which resists the same number of active attacks, and sustains passive attacks for a year (if epochs are at least 1 hour long, then 9600 epochs are over a year’s worth).

Specifically, with 100 mixnet servers, each honest server creates 88,000 noise circuits on average in every epoch to provide $(\epsilon = \ln 2, \delta = 10^{-4})$-differential privacy (the same $\epsilon, \delta$ as Vuvuzela’s implementation, and better than Karaoke’s $\epsilon = \ln 4, \delta = 10^{-4}$ and Stadium’s $\epsilon = \ln 10, \delta = 10^{-4}$ [19,26, 27]). The more servers there are, the less noise each server contributes (e.g., a mixnet with 50 servers requires each of them to create 125k noise circuits for the same privacy level).
Figure 7: Latency of circuit setup and messaging rounds with respect to the number of circuits. The figure also compares with Karaoke’s messaging round as a baseline (1 user relationship in Karaoke equals 2 Groove circuits) [19]. The mixnet has 100 servers.

8 Evaluation

We use the prototype to evaluate Groove’s performance and costs. Our experiments answer the following questions:
1. What throughput and latency can Groove achieve?
2. How does Groove scale with the number of servers?
3. What are Groove’s deployment costs?
4. What are the costs for a mobile client in terms of battery consumption and network usage?
5. What is the cost for a client catching up to old messages after having been offline?
6. How does Groove’s performance compare to prior work?

First, we focus on the Groove’s servers, i.e., the service providers and mixnet, and then on the mobile client.

8.1 Server performance and costs

Setup. We test Groove with 25–150 mixnet servers that we deploy evenly split across 3 EC2 regions across the US and one in Europe: us-east-1, us-east-2, us-west-2, eu-west-1. Each server is an r5.8xlarge VM with an Intel Platinum 8000 3.1 GHz CPU with 32 cores, 256 GB of memory, and a 10 Gbit/s network link. We evaluate with a single service provider on us-east-1: since service providers only buffer and relay messages, but do not participate in processing messages through the mixnet, the performance of Groove’s mixnet does not depend on the number of service providers. Only clients connected through an overloaded service provider will experience performance issues.

We simulate hundreds of millions of circuits by having mix servers create extra circuits. Assuming each user has up to 50 buddies, and hence requires 100 circuits, the system load corresponds to relationships between millions of users. Although clients do not use these circuits, they correspond to real conversation load on the servers. We set Groove’s system parameters as described in §7.

Throughput and latency. We measure messaging latency for a given circuit load in deployment of 100 mixnet servers. To measure the latency, we measure the time from when the service provider submits a message until the mixnet completes the round and returns the result to the service provider, plus the time needed for the fetch protocol (§5.4). Users will experience additional latency depending on their schedules and the network RTT to their service provider. Groove is not tied to one configuration of buddies per user, so we use the number of circuits to quantify Groove’s load (each buddy requires two circuits). Since Groove ensures there is one message delivered on every circuit in every round §4, the number of circuits sets the load on its servers.

In Figure 7, we observe that the Groove’s messaging round latency is 32.4 s, 55.9 s and 79.83 s for 100M, 200M and 300M circuits, respectively. The measured latencies have two components: The first, larger, component is mixing the users’ messages and routing them from the source to the destination service provider; this represents the majority of the duration of Groove’s messaging round (28.7 s, 50.8 s and 71.3 s for 100M, 200M and 300M circuits). The second, smaller, component (= 11% of the total duration) is the time spent on running Groove’s fetch protocol (§5.4). For this second part, we model an average load of clients running the fetch protocol: we simulate fetches at the end of each round, and we wait for all messages of a round to be fetched before moving on to the next round. Thus, assuming the average user sets up 100 circuits (to communicate with up to 50 buddies), Groove could support 1M–3M users with these latencies.

The duration for setting up the circuits in Groove is 13.3 minutes for 300 million circuits (Figure 7). Since circuit setup is relatively infrequent (e.g., once a day), it can run in the background and stretch up to an epoch’s duration. Groove’s circuit setup is similar to a messaging round in Karaoke [19], which also offers differential privacy, though there is a difference in the payload size (Groove’s payload is about 200 bytes smaller than Karaoke). For the same setup, where the system processes 300M messages per round, a communication round in Karaoke takes 14 minutes (Figure 7).

Scalability. We test how Groove scales with the number of users by measuring the latency for varying deployment sizes of 25–150 mixnet servers and keeping the number of circuits per server constant at 1M (so the load on the system increases proportionally to the number of servers). Figure 8 shows that

Figure 8: Scalability of the mix servers. The mixnet server load is constant (1 million circuits per server). This experiment shows that by having more mix servers, Groove can support more clients with the same communication latency.
Groove scales well: it can support additional users at almost the same latency by proportionally increasing the number of servers. We attribute the slight latency increase to the fact that shuffling messages together requires each server, in every hop along the mixnet route, to wait for inputs from all other servers that processed messages at the previous hop.

**Deployment costs.** With 300 million circuits, each of the 100 mixnet servers sends at about 2 Gbps at peak usage, for a network usage of 13.4 GB per messaging round. In this deployment, setting up circuits for one epoch uses 47.5 GB of network data per mixnet server.

Service providers buffer messages for their users. For a user who generates circuit setup messages for the next 30 epochs (i.e., the next month if epochs last a day), the storage requirement for circuit setup is 2.1 MB. Further, if messaging rounds happen every minute, then storing a month’s worth of received messages amounts to 264 MB per user.

**Forward secrecy.** On the server, computing OPRF incurs low overheads. A single server can answer 12k DH-OPRF requests per second, or 10⁹ per day. A client evolves keys with all its buddies and the multidevice key every epoch (§5.5), creating 51 requests/day with day-long epochs. Servers can run the OPRF computations in the background and load-balance client requests throughout the day, allowing servers to easily support 1–3M users as in the earlier experiments. On the client-side, it takes 2.03 s to run ForwardSecrecy with 100 servers (primarily due to the network latency, then to the two pairing operations used in the verification), and the bandwidth usage is 150 kB/day.

**8.2 Mobile clients**

We evaluate Groove’s mobile client, which represents an important class of clients enabled by its flexibility. We focus on two metrics: the impact on battery life and network usage. We run the mixnet with 32s messaging round time, which correspond to the latency with 100M circuits and 100 servers (Figure 7). We evaluate the mobile client on a Pixel 4 cellphone running the stock Android 10 OS. Our tests include cellular (3G with HSDPA) and WiFi networks.

**Battery usage.** We explore the impact of different schedules on battery life. To evaluate battery consumption, we connected the mobile device to a USB power meter (UM25C) and collected energy consumption roughly every 1 second.

We force-enable *doze mode* to reduce noise from apps running in the background; this is the battery-saving optimization that typically runs when the device’s USB port is unplugged. Yet, running Groove’s app in this mode implies that the client’s transmissions may change without adhering to the schedule. Therefore, we excluded our app from doze mode (Android’s AlarmManager provides APIs to avoid it).

First, we measure the baseline energy consumption when the phone is fully charged, idle, the screen is turned off, and Groove’s client is not installed. We observe that after an hour, the idle phone consumes about 310 mWh of energy, both when the phone uses WiFi and cellular networks. Then, we run Groove’s client with different schedules. At the beginning of the experiment, the client uploads circuit setup messages for the next 30 epochs. Then, the client sends a message and downloads pending messages according to its schedule (following Figure 2).

Figure 9 shows the energy consumption over an hour for different schedules compared to the baseline. It is apparent from the figure that as the schedule becomes more frequent, the energy consumption increases, especially when using cellular networks. A mobile client following the mixnet’s ≈30s round-schedule would have increased battery usage by 47% over the idle phone, but flexibility allows the mobile client to use lighter schedules. On a 1-minute schedule, the client on the cellular network uses an extra 50 mWh compared to the baseline, a 16% increase. Moreover, the energy cost from running the client is substantially reduced further when the client runs on a 5-minute schedule (about 6% over idle). We hypothesize that this allows the phone to hibernate and save power. The energy consumption is more modest when using WiFi, which is more energy-efficient [14].

**Network usage.** We monitored the link between the client and service provider to quantify the client’s network usage. It uploads one message to the service provider every time the schedule triggers and downloads a message per round (see Figure 2). Consequently, different schedules affect the message upload volume, which ranges from 33 kB/h with a 5-minute send schedule to 77 kB/h with a 1-minute schedule. The download volume is 39 kB/h on the 5-minute schedule and 69 kB/h on the 1-minute schedule. In addition, the client sends about 110 kB for the circuit setup per epoch; for a month’s worth of prepared circuits, this phase costs 3.2 MB. These measurements show that Groove’s client uses a total of 54 MB to 106 MB of bandwidth per month, depending on the schedule. We believe that Groove’s moderate network usage is compatible with mobile data packages.
Catch-up. Groove’s oblivious fetch protocol filters cover messages, allowing clients to quickly catch up on messages that buddies send their users after being offline for an extended time (§5.4). Consider a client that catches up on a month by downloading 500 messages per offline day (15k total); we evaluate it requires 11 MB of bandwidth.

8.3 Comparison with prior work
Groove provides asynchronous messaging with many buddies, whereas recent mixnet-based work, like Karaoke, Stadium, and Yodel [19, 20, 26], provide synchronous communication with one buddy. PIR-based approaches, like Pung [4], could allow asynchronous messaging but with a significant performance cost compared to [19, 20, 26] (owing to stronger privacy guarantees and weaker trust assumptions); see discussion in §2.

Thus, these prior systems rely on a hefty dialing protocol (Alpenhorn [21]) to synchronize between buddies before they can communicate. Groove outperforms prior designs when users talk with multiple buddies since dialing through Alpenhorn adds about 5 minutes of latency when users switch between buddies. On the other hand, if users communicate with just one buddy who is simultaneously online, they can avoid frequent dialing, and in this case, Yodel and Karaoke outperform Groove.

In more detail, Stadium, Karaoke, Yodel, Pung, and Groove were evaluated on a similar 100 server configuration, which we use to compare. We assume that users in Stadium, Karaoke, Yodel, and Pung only chat with one buddy that is simultaneously online. Karaoke supports 1M users with 7 s of latency (Figure 6 in the Karaoke paper [19]), while 1M Groove users can communicate with 50 buddies with a latency of 32 s. The increase in latency is only 4× that of Karaoke, despite Groove supporting all 50 buddies to message the user at the same time, since Groove establishes circuits through the mixnet (allowing for more efficient symmetric onion encryption rather than the public-key onion encryption used in Karaoke). Stadium induces latency on the order of minutes (see Figure 9 in the Stadium paper [26]) largely because of its use of zero-knowledge proofs to ensure that mixnet servers process messages correctly. Pung’s latency increases quadratically with the number of users [2, 4]; with millions of users, latency is over 30 minutes (as we interpolate from Figure 8 in the Pung paper [2] assuming that a 100-server Pung cluster performs 100× better than one server). This performance gap grows with the size of the user base. Yodel builds on its interactive circuit establishment protocol to directly connect (not through the mixnet) each user to its buddy’s dead drop. Groove avoids this direct connection to protect the user’s communication metadata-privacy if the buddy is offline (hiding the user was trying to connect with an offline buddy). For 1M users, Yodel’s latency is 750 ms (Figure 10 from the Yodel paper [20]), 42× better than 1M Groove users that can communicate with 50 buddies simultaneously (corresponding to the 100M circuits data-point in Figure 8). If we limit Groove to allow one buddy per user, then it needs to support only 2M circuits per 1M users (as in Yodel), and Groove’s latency shrinks to about 4× that of Yodel. This remaining performance gap is primarily due to Groove connecting both buddies to dead drops through the mixnet (above) and Groove’s fetch protocol that conserves client bandwidth at the expense of routing the messages buffered at the recipient’s service provider again through the mixnet.

Another significant difference is the client bandwidth. Dialing through Alpenhorn requires clients to receive 62 GB per month (§2), on top of the overlying system’s bandwidth requirements (such as Karaoke, Stadium, etc.). In contrast, Groove’s oblivious messaging protocols allow communication with many buddies while reducing clients’ bandwidth costs by orders of magnitude (see §8.2).

9 Conclusion
Groove removes the rigid requirements that prior metadata-private messaging systems imposed on clients. Groove allows users to have asynchronous text message chats with multiple buddies, while seamlessly switching between resource-constrained mobile devices. It does so with similar scalability and privacy guarantees as prior rigid differentially-private messaging systems. Groove achieves this advancement by introducing protocols for oblivious delegation that allow users to have an untrusted service provider participate in the rigid messaging protocol on their behalf. Our evaluation of a prototype of Groove shows that it can support a large user base with latency on the order of a minute. Our experiments with a Pixel 4 smartphone demonstrate that Groove can accommodate the network and power constraints of a mobile device, unlike previous rigid systems. Groove’s techniques narrow the gap between metadata-private messaging and standard messaging apps, allowing for broader adoption.
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Abstract

Applications often have fast-paced release schedules, but adoption of software dependency updates can lag by years, leaving applications susceptible to security risks and unexpected breakage. To address this problem, we present UPGRADVISOR, a system that reduces developer effort in evaluating dependency updates and can, in many cases, automatically determine which updates are backward-compatible versus API-breaking. UPGRADVISOR introduces a novel co-designed static analysis and dynamic tracing mechanism to gauge the scope and effect of dependency updates on an application. Static analysis prunes changes irrelevant to an application and clusters relevant ones into \textit{targets}. Dynamic tracing needs to focus only on whether targets affect an application, making it fast and accurate. UPGRADVISOR handles dynamic interpreted languages and introduces call graph over-approximation to account for their lack of type information and selective hardware tracing to capture program execution while ignoring interpreter machinery.

We have implemented UPGRADVISOR for Python and evaluated it on 172 dependency updates previously blocked from being adopted in widely-used open-source software, including \texttt{Django}, \texttt{aws-cli}, \texttt{tfx}, and \texttt{Celery}. UPGRADVISOR automatically determined that 56% of dependencies were safe to update and reduced by more than an order of magnitude the number of code changes that needed to be considered by dynamic tracing. Evaluating UPGRADVISOR’s tracer in a production-like environment incurred only 3% overhead on average, making it fast enough to deploy in practice. We submitted safe updates that were previously blocked as pull requests for nine projects, and their developers have already merged most of them.

1 Introduction

Powered by agile development methodologies and supported by continuous integration and testing infrastructure, modern software companies achieve blazing fast release cycles, quickly pushing bug fixes and new features to production servers or client devices. For instance, Google’s Chrome ships a new major version to the stable channel every four weeks [3], while Facebook publishes updates to their front-end three times a day and releases a new version for iOS and Android every week [7].

A key enabler to this fast development cycle is the large collection of preexisting frameworks and libraries to build on. One open source software (OSS) discovery service tracking popular libraries in leading package managers lists almost 5 million open-source libraries [40]. We surveyed OSS projects developed with prominent interpreted languages\textsuperscript{1} (§2) and found that an application, on average, depends on tens to hundreds of frameworks and libraries; these are known as dependencies.

Unfortunately, our survey shows that despite the fast pace of application updates, the adoption of dependency updates is delayed by years, and this delay is getting worse (see Fig. 1 in §2). We believe a key reason behind this dichotomy is the knowledge gap between application and dependency developers. Although dependency developers invest significant effort in creating robust and often backward-compatible updates, they typically have no direct access to the dependent applications, hindering their ability to gauge potential update risks. Application developers want the security fixes and performance enhancements in dependency updates, but lack knowledge of the dependency internals and therefore fear that dependency updates may cause the application to malfunction.

The effect of dependency update delays aggregates across projects and even whole software ecosystems. For a given installation composed of an ensemble of software components, even if only one component requires an older version of a dependency, the entire installation is forced to use the same older version. This older version might accumulate unpatched vulnerabilities over time or break unexpectedly due to deprecation. Moreover, when many older dependency versions are involved, attempts to update subsets of the dependency graph become impossible due to dependency

\textsuperscript{1}We surveyed Python, JavaScript, and Ruby projects from GitHub.

\textsuperscript{1}Also with State Key Laboratory for Novel Software Technology.

\textsuperscript{‡}Also Founder of CertiK with an equity interest.
conflicts (a.k.a "dependency hell" [30]). Ideally, an application’s test suite should discover any malfunctions due to interactions with dependencies, but this is sadly not the reality. Application and dependency developers strive to make their unit, integration, and system tests have high coverage of their projects. However, state of the art tools for coverage metrics do not examine the difficult-to-measure interfaces between applications and their dependencies. Thus, it is dangerous to rely on application test suites to detect dependency update incompatibilities. The problem is worse for dynamic interpreted languages, as without compilation, API breaking changes not discovered during testing become runtime errors on production servers.

We present \textsc{Upgradvisor}, a system for maximizing the safety of and reducing developer efforts invested in dependency updates. \textsc{Upgradvisor} is based on the observation that changed dependency code that does not run cannot affect application semantics. \textsc{Upgradvisor} works by combining sound static analysis with efficient dynamic tracing to aid developers in the timely adoption of dependency updates. Given a dependency update that developers want to adopt, \textsc{Upgradvisor} computes the code difference between its old and new versions and then employs static analysis to discard semantically irrelevant differences and cluster potentially meaningful ones into tracing targets.

To enable this process for modern applications written in widely-used interpreted languages, \textsc{Upgradvisor} first builds an over-approximating call graph that accurately accounts for the lack of type information in variables and function arguments in these languages as well as handling implicit language-specific call-site creation features. It then creates a fused abstract syntax tree (AST) representing both the old and new versions of the dependency and tags all changes on a per statement basis. The change tags are propagated up the AST to the call graph, clustering code differences into call targets (Python functions or methods) for later tracing. \textsc{Upgradvisor} can then statically discard unreachable or semantically irrelevant code changes, such as backward-compatible changes to API signatures and changes in imports location (see §7). If there are no call targets tagged with change tags, the dependency update is safe because it has no changes that can possible affect application execution. Unlike test suites, the static analysis provides complete code coverage, allowing \textsc{Upgradvisor} to accurately determine if a dependency update is safe.

While static analysis may be sufficient in many cases to determine the safety of a dependency update, it is conservative, identifying calls not actually used in practice. \textsc{Upgradvisor} therefore performs dynamic tracing to determine if call targets with change tags remaining after static analysis actually influence application execution. Dynamic tracing is performed without applying the dependency update and is designed to incur little overhead. Both of these features allow it to be used in a production environment, giving a complete trace of a production server over a substantial amount of time to serve as the ground truth of application-dependency interactions. Running \textsc{Upgradvisor} on production servers allows mitigating the inherent unsoundness of dynamic analysis.

\textsc{Upgradvisor} achieves low-overhead tracing using two key mechanisms. First, \textsc{Upgradvisor} can select which parts of application execution to trace, tracing only the call targets with change tags identified through static analysis. Second, \textsc{Upgradvisor} leverages the hardware tracing module in modern CPUs using a novel coarse-grained tracing technique to collect data only for chosen bytecodes while ignoring unnecessary low-level interpreter instructions. In particular, using our technique, each bytecode branch executes exactly one native branch. Tracing only one branch creates one trace record, reducing tracing data size and runtime overhead. Combining the two allows lowering overhead while retaining precision: we only collect the minimal information required to fully capture control flow in the updated parts of the dependency.

We have built an \textsc{Upgradvisor} prototype that supports dependency updates for Python programs. It contains an analysis framework and a tracer implanted into our fork of the Python 3.7 interpreter. We evaluated \textsc{Upgradvisor} on 172 potential dependency updates that were previously blocked from being adopted by applications in top-starred OSS repositories on GitHub. The dependency updates include popular frameworks such as \texttt{Django}, \texttt{aws-cli}, \texttt{tfx} and \texttt{Celery}. Our results show that \textsc{Upgradvisor} is effective. \textsc{Upgradvisor} determines through static analysis that 98 (56%) dependencies can be automatically updated, meaning the majority of blocked dependency updates can be adopted without manual inspection. When static analysis cannot completely determine if an update is safe, the analysis reduces the code differences that must still be reviewed by an order of magnitude compared to the overall changes between old and new dependency versions. \textsc{Upgradvisor} determines through dynamic tracing that various dependencies not automatically deemed safe through static analysis can still be updated. (see §7.1)

We randomly sampled several dependency updates deemed safe: although we were not developers of either the applications or the dependencies, we were able to quickly submit pull request (PR)s, most of which were subsequently merged by the corresponding developers. The PRs that were merged included dependency updates deemed safe by just static analysis as well as by combining static and dynamic analysis, demonstrating that dynamic tracing can indeed provide additional upgrade opportunities beyond static analysis.

Finally, we performed an extensive performance evaluation, including running a production Django workload published by Instagram and Intel [8]. Our measurements show that our tracer incurs an average overhead of 3%, much lower than other tools.

\textsc{Upgradvisor}’s code, evaluation datasets, and other resources are available at \url{http://upgradvisor.github.io}. 
2 Survey of Dependency Usage in OSS

Modern applications declare their dependency requirements in metadata files as a list of (package name, version specifier) tuples. These direct dependencies also have their own dependencies, creating a graph of transitive dependencies for the application. The version specifier follows a common version structure, “MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH”, where MAJOR increments signal API breakage, MINOR increments signal backwards-compatible feature additions, and PATCH increments signal backwards-compatible bug fixes. For example, if the old API is `foo(int a, int b)` and the new one is `foo(int a, int b, int c)` the API was broken. A version specifier in a metadata file can be expressed as conditions, which can directly point to a specific version, also called pinning, or use a combination of lower/upper-bounding terms to define a range of possible versions. Out of a range of allowed versions, the latest one is selected. A given dependency may be specified by the application and by any number of dependencies. All these specifiers must overlap to have a viable dependency set. Using range-defining conditions allow developers to block a version update if they deem it not compatible with their code, e.g., <=2.5.1.

Table 1 summarizes the results for projects with dependencies, showing the maximum, average, and standard deviation in the number of dependencies per project. Each project is considered an application. For example, Python applications averaged seven direct dependencies and 16 transitive ones for an average of 23 total dependencies per application, but the standard deviations (STDs) show significant differences among applications. The number of direct and transitive dependencies for a Python application was as high as 118 and 480, respectively.

For the 389 Python applications, we examined the dependency requirement conditions for not just the latest version of the application, but also earlier versions published from August 2019 to October 2021. 2% have no restrictions (latest), 29% are lower-bound only, 38% are double-bound (both lower- and upper-bound), and 31% are pinned version specifiers. In other words, more than two-thirds of the version specifiers, double-bound and pinned, may block available updates. A developer whose application may have dozens of dependencies, including transitive dependencies, cannot update dependency X unless every other dependency which depends on X also includes the new version in the specifier.

We measured the historical delay for Python, Ruby, and JS applications in updating their dependencies by examining all versions of the applications published from August 2019 to November 2021. For each released application version, we examine direct dependency requirements. Considering only the dependency versions which existed on the application version’s release date, we check if the dependency offered an updated version. If an updated version exists, we consider the application to be delaying updates and measure the number of delay days. Delay days are counted from the dependency’s new version release date up to the application’s release date. If an application has multiple delayed dependencies, we consider only the most severely delayed dependency.

Fig. 1 shows the delay days for all applications as measured each month from August 2019 to November 2021. We show both the average delay days as well as the standard deviation. For example, Fig. 1a shows that Python applications start from filtered those with no direct dependents as of November 2021. 2

Table 1: Dependency usage in OSS projects on GitHub.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Direct Dependencies</th>
<th>Transitive Dependencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To better understand dependency usage patterns in the leading dynamic interpreted languages, Python, Ruby, and JavaScript (JS), we performed a survey of OSS projects using them. We randomly sampled top starred (>1k) project repositories on GitHub, for which Python, Ruby, or JS, was the primary programming language. Starting from 1,382 Python, 913 Ruby, and 1,144 JS projects, we examined the dependency requirement conditions of the latest version of each project and

2Unlike JS and Ruby, Python projects declare dependencies implicitly in their setup scripts. We discarded projects when we could not extract dependency constraints.
We use Qlib, a popular Python AI-oriented quantitative investment platform developed by Microsoft, as a motivating example of the dependency update problem and show how UPGRADVISOR solves it. Qlib version 0.7.1, released on 15-Sep-2021, relies on 30 direct dependencies. One of them is hyperopt version 0.1.1, released on 27-Aug-2018, a distributed asynchronous hyper-parameter optimization library for Python.

3 UPGRADVISOR Overview

We use Qlib, a popular Python AI-oriented quantitative investment platform developed by Microsoft, as a motivating example of the dependency update problem and show how UPGRADVISOR solves it. Qlib version 0.7.1, released on 15-Sep-2021, relies on 30 direct dependencies. One of them is hyperopt version 0.1.1, released on 27-Aug-2018, a distributed asynchronous hyper-parameter optimization library for Python.

3.1 An Example Dependency Update Problem

hyperopt’s developers changed 828 line of code (LOC) spanning 14 files to go from version 0.1.1 to 0.1.2. Because Qlib uses a pinned version specifier “hyperopt==0.1.1”, it did not adopt version 0.1.2. Counting the days between hyperopt’s version 0.1.2 release on 21-Feb-2019 to Qlib’s 0.7.1 release on 15-Sep-2021, the number of delay days for Qlib due to not updating hyperopt is 937.

To update Qlib to use hyperopt version 0.1.2, Qlib’s developers need to ensure the update is safe. It should not cause Qlib to crash, experience other silent failures, or change Qlib’s API. A change in hyperopt’s output content or structure could propagate to Qlib’s output. An update solving a bug in hyperopt might benefit Qlib, yet still requires Qlib’s developers to check for unexpected side effects. Ideally, Qlib’s developers can use the opportunity of updating to a new hyperopt version to incorporate improvements in hyperopt’s functionality they already use or explore its new features.

This process offers the developers a tradeoff between short-term safety by not updating versus investing efforts towards gaining long-term safety and quality. We aim to maximize the safety of the update and its benefits while reducing the developer’s efforts required to examine the dependency update.

The easiest way to evaluate the updated dependency is to run Qlib’s test suite with hyperopt’s new version. It turns out that all of Qlib’s tests pass. Sadly, this result is ambiguous as it can not differentiate between the tests not covering hyperopt and the update being safe. In fact, measuring the coverage of hyperopt when running Qlib’s test suites shows that no line in hyperopt’s code is covered.

Instead of using its test suite, Qlib’s developers can examine all code changes made to hyperopt to assess the safety of the update. Fig. 2 shows a few changed code snippets from hyperopt’s update. Fig. 2a shows a change in the way worker helpers initialize signal handlers. After the update, when the code runs in a Windows environment, the SIGHUP handler is no longer set. Fig. 2b shows a change in the run method in charge of running the trial’s computations, adding an optional progress bar (controlled by the disable flag). Fig. 2c shows a change to the serial_evaluation method, turning the condition on trial[‘state’], which was never assigned (effectively redundant code), into an assignment.

Fig. 2a and Fig. 2c are bug fixes, which might benefit Qlib, but Fig. 2b constitutes a change to Qlib’s CLI, which might break other systems using the CLI output.

The changes in these procedures require human review. Doing this for a few changes may be manageable, but is too difficult for all changes on each update; manual code examination is not scalable.

3.2 Using UPGRADVISOR to Update Qlib

UPGRADVISOR is based on the observation that changed dependency code that does not run cannot affect application semantics. If we can show such code is unreachable, we can ignore it. Fig. 3 shows UPGRADVISOR’s process for analyzing the dependency update (steps 1-3), employing the tracer (steps 4-6), and gathering and summarizing results towards update advice (steps 7-8).
Analyzing the dependency update. Our analysis goal is to determine statically if the update is safe, or if not possible, reduce the number of changed procedures that need to be tracked by the tracer or examined by a developer. Static analysis involves the following steps.

Step 1: Build call graphs for Qlib (the application) and hyperopt’s old version (the dependency). Call graph nodes represent procedures, and directed edges represent call relations.

Step 2: Compare hyperopt versions to create a fused abstract syntax tree (AST) containing a set of fine-grain change tags. Change tags label the affected AST subtree with the type of change made and the change position in the source code. As we see later, specific change types and location combinations will be handled differently. A change can be a statement modification (e.g., Fig. 2c), an addition of several statements to an existing procedure (e.g., Fig. 2a), or the deletion of a method from a class, possibly breaking any code calling it. We group all change tags in the same procedure because UPGRADVISOIR traces at procedural level.

All non-semantic changes, adding a space or changing comment text, are ignored by using an AST representation. Change tags are discarded by employing a language-specific analysis using the AST-subtrees content. For example, for Python, any changes involving type annotations and order changes between unrelated import statements are discarded.

Step 3: Merge the application and dependency graphs, connecting all interfaces between Qlib and hyperopt in the graph, and fuse the grouped changes into the relevant graph nodes. We discard hyperopt nodes that are not reachable from any of Qlib’s nodes, along with any change tags connected to these nodes. For example, the changes depicted in Fig. 2a are discarded as no graph path from Qlib into hyperopt leads to the main_worker_helper function.

Starting from 72 changed procedures in hyperopt, performing steps 1-3 leaves only four nodes with change tags in the merged graph. Fig. 4 shows part of the merged call graph containing these four nodes, which represent changed procedures. Qlib’s only procedure calling into a changed procedure in hyperopt is contrib.tuner.(...) (in green), calling fmin, a part of hyperopt’s API (in orange). The changed procedures, e.g., FMinIter.init are marked as red stars, while other non-changed hyperopt procedures connecting them, e.g., (...).exhaust, are shown as well (in red).

Employing the tracer. UPGRADVISOIR traces the existing dependency code, ideally running on a production server. These traces can then be used to simulate the dependency update, which can catch breaking changes and discard changes to unreached parts of the dependency.

Step 4: After statically determining the four changed hyperopt procedures which might be reachable from Qlib’s code, their names are sent on the fly to the tracer already running on the production server.

Step 5: The tracer then starts tracking them by logging every control-flow decision in the procedure, including conditional branches and exceptions. Qlib’s test suite did not cover any of hyperopt’s code and specifically did not exercise contrib.tuner.(...) which calls the changed part of hyperopt from Qlib. However, if a production environment is not available to trace, the static analysis provides insight on what kind of test cases should be created to provide better coverage. For this example, we manually created a production-like workload which covered calls to hyperopt and ran them on the traced system. Specifically, we made Qlib use hyperopt’s asynchronous computation mode. Tracing relevant methods in hyperopt incurs only ~5% runtime overhead on the system.

Step 6: The tracer’s output is decoded offline to reconstruct execution traces for tracked procedures.

Gathering and summarizing results. Step 7: The graph created in step 3 is augmented with the collected traces. Any change tag is excluded if its code location is not present in the traces. If all tags in a group are excluded, the whole procedure is discarded. The changed statement in serial.evaluate, shown in Fig. 2c, does not exist in the traces, so it is discarded.

At this stage, only three changed procedures, including run shown in Fig. 2c, require manual examination. Taking a closer look at the changes in these three methods shows...
that all changes relate to the addition of the progress bar in run. fmin.fmin’s signatures adds a new variable:

```python
def fmin(..., prog_bar: bool = ...)
```

Its value is then propagated to the `fmin.FminIter` class, which then uses it when calling `tqdm(disable=prog_bar)`.

Adding arguments to a function declaration might be a source for API breakage, as a change to required positional arguments might cause a runtime error. In this example, because the new argument has a default value (“True”), a runtime error will not occur. `UPGRADVISOR` still marks this update as a “possible API break” due to the change in `Qlib`’s output caused by the progress bar. Specifically, this can be avoided by changing `Qlib`’s code to assign “False” to `prog_bar` when calling `fmin.fmin`. Following this, developers can move forward with the updating `hyperopt` to version 0.1.2.

We submitted a PR to the `Qlib` project, recommending the changes described above. This PR was adopted quickly by the maintainers and merged into the `Qlib`’s main code branch within five hours, even though `hyperopt`’s version 0.1.2 had been available almost three years (released 21-Feb-2019) at the time of the PR.

### 4 Static Analysis of Dependency Updates

As shown in steps 1-3 from Fig. 3, `UPGRADVISOR` uses static analysis to determine if a dependency update is safe, or identify what procedures may be affected by the update so they can be further considered by dynamic tracing. The inputs are the application code, A, and dependency code D in two versions before and after the update, D\_Before and D\_After, respectively.

Throughout this section, we use Python terminology for methods and functions, where a method is a block of code associated with a class and a function is a block of code that can be called but is not associated with a class.

#### 4.1 Application and Dependency Call Graphs

`UPGRADVISOR` first builds call graphs for A and D\_Before, which are merged into one graph G. Building an accurate call graph requires: (1) mapping call sites and (2) detecting callees (call targets). However, dynamic interpreted languages such as Python typically do not require specifying types, causing callee uncertainty. Consider the following Python snippet:

```python
def foo(a):
    return a
```

The function `foo` has an untyped argument `a`, and it calls `a`’s method `get_size`. `a` can be any class that has a method `get_size`, and there is no type information to help narrow down the potential callees. We refer to `get_size` as a named method with an unknown class because the method name called is known but the class to which it belongs to is unknown. Alternatively, consider the following Python code snippet:

```python
def foo(a):
    return a
```

However, this is optional in Python, so call graph construction must account for the absence of types.

We use call graphs to decide if an update is safe or identify tracing targets, so their soundness is crucial. While false edges can be tolerated (false positives), there cannot be missing edges (false negatives). We achieve this by over-approximating calls in the graph. The basic idea is to use type information when available to build a context-sensitive [15] call graph to pinpoint the exact method called, but then combine this with context-insensitive analysis for missing targets. We split missing targets into two types: (1) named methods with unknown class and (2) anonymous functions. To express the first type of missing targets in our call graph, we create an edge with a “magic” prefix followed by the callee name, e.g., `UNK.get_size`. To express the second type in the graph, we create a magic edge from the node to `ANON`.

Using the process described above, we construct call graphs for A and D\_Before, and merge them into one graph G = (V,E) with V nodes and E edges. We split V into two groups depicting M methods or F functions, respectively: V = M ∪ F. To make G over-approximate for missing call targets we apply the following edge adding rules:

1. (n, UNK.x) ∈ E, ∃ y, x ∈ M ⇒ E = E ∪ \{(n,y,x)\}

2. (n, ANON) ∈ E, x ∈ F ⇒ E = E ∪ \{(n,x)\}.

The first rule adds edges from the respective node to all methods with the same name as the named method with unknown class. The second rule adds edges from the respective node to all functions. These rules add all possible call targets for named and anonymous missing targets. Exploring the Python projects discussed in §2, we find a limited amount of named method missing targets exist in almost every project, while anonymous function missing targets were scarce.

Due to their scripting-oriented roots, most dynamic languages allow placing statements in the source-code file outside of procedures or classes. Running this file as a script or importing it from another file will execute these statements. For example, given a file named "h.py" including `print("Hello World")`, putting the import statement `from h import *` in another file will result in “Hello World” printed on the screen. To represent these statements in the call graph, we place them into a special `module_ctor` pseudo-procedure node and add an edge to relevant importing files.
A graph will contain an edge from a procedure to \texttt{module\_ctor} if the procedure contains the relevant import statement.

Similarly, we place class fields and their optional initialization in a special pseudo-class-initializer \texttt{X\_cinit} node, adding edges to and from it between every call site to any class constructor. For example, a statement creating a new class instance, \texttt{ClassA()}, placed inside a procedure named \texttt{foo} will create the following call path: \texttt{foo \rightarrow ClassA\_cinit \rightarrow ClassA\_ctor}.

We treat other language-specific containers for representing code, such as Python's decorators (see §6), similarly.

### 4.2 Grouping Changes

\textsc{PGradvisor} introduces a novel static approach for creating grouped fine-grain changes. We introduce \textit{change tags}, used for tagging individual statements that have changed between \texttt{D\_BEFORE} and \texttt{D\_AFTER} as additions, deletions, or modifications. These fine-grain per statement tags are then grouped together by the lowest-level procedure that contains the respective tags.

\textsc{PGradvisor} fuses the code in \texttt{D\_BEFORE} and \texttt{D\_AFTER} into one AST and marks changes with change tags. For example, for Python, we create one AST per Python module. Each module is contained in a file and has procedures, classes, and other statements. The fused AST contains all deleted and added statements, while modified statements contain the code from \texttt{D\_BEFORE}. For modified code, the code in \texttt{D\_BEFORE}'s copy is stored in the AST because \textsc{PGradvisor} will later need to identify \texttt{D\_BEFORE} code when combining it with collected traces generated by running \texttt{D\_BEFORE}, as discussed in §5. Each change tag represents a change in a statement and contains a pointer and a type, the type being either addition, deletion, or modification. The pointer points to the affected statement, i.e., the lowest statement-tree-node containing the change. For example, in Fig. 2c, the modification tag is applied to AST node representing \texttt{trial['state']} = ..., while in Fig. 2b an addition tag is applied to the node representing \texttt{with tqdm(...)}, and no tag is applied to the node representing \texttt{while n\_queued}. Changes to procedure declarations, such as adding an argument or default value for one, are represented as a tag on the procedure’s declaration node in the AST. If a file was deleted or added, we create an AST with all statements and procedure declarations containing deletion or addition tags to represent it. Change tags are then grouped by the lowest procedure, class, or module containing them by following each AST pointer and moving up the tree.

### 4.3 Clustering Changes Into Call Targets

\textsc{PGradvisor} attaches the grouped changes to nodes in the call graph \texttt{G}, discussed in §4.1. As grouped changes are associated with the lowest procedure, class, or module containing them, it is straightforward to attach them to nodes in the call graph. Any node with at least one change tag attached to it is considered a changed node. Note that changed nodes exclusively appear in the part of \texttt{G} constructed from \texttt{D\_BEFORE}.

\textsc{PGradvisor} then performs the following two steps. First, it discards change tags that, in \texttt{G}'s context, do not affect the semantics of the code. Examples include (1) called APIs adding unused default values, and (2) changes in import location or procedures moving between files. If all change tags in a specific group were discarded, the node associated with this group is no longer considered a changed node. Second, \textsc{PGradvisor} discards any changed node not reachable from an application node. Any changed nodes remaining after this two-step process are marked as call targets, and their corresponding procedures will then be sent to the tracer. These call targets represent changes that can potentially affect the application. If there are no call targets, static analysis alone was successful in automatically determining that the update is safe.

Propagating the indirect effects of direct updates to data is currently out of scope for \textsc{PGradvisor}. These include direct updates to external data used by the code, such as HTML templates, or changes to data in the code itself, such as data used for initialization. \textsc{PGradvisor} can be configured to report on changes to external data. As changes to data in the code are necessarily a change to the code, these will be detected statically through the call graph if it is reachable from the application, ensuring the correctness of the static analysis. However, any effects due to changed data on other non-changed parts of the code will not be propagated. For example, if a dependency's internal state, such as a global variable, is updated and an unchanged method reads this global variable, \textsc{PGradvisor} will not identify the unchanged method as a call target. \textsc{PGradvisor} can be expanded to propagate the effect of the changed state and mark these methods for tracing or report more methods for developer inspection, and we intend to explore this in future work. As discussed in §7, we find such transitive state changes in the code to be rare.

### 5 Dynamic Hardware Tracing

\textsc{PGradvisor} uses dynamic tracing to determine what an application actually does in practice. By tracing application execution in a production environment, we can obtain the ground truth of application-dependency interactions and see which call targets are actually used. To allow dynamic tracing in production environments, it is crucial that tracing have minimal impact in production, including avoiding application changes and incurring minimal overhead. For the former, \textsc{PGradvisor} traces the existing application without applying any dependency updates, so no application changes are required. For the latter, \textsc{PGradvisor} introduces two key mechanisms, target-focused tracing and hardware-assisted coarse-grained tracing for interpreted languages.
5.1 Target-focused Tracing

UPGRADVISOR does not need to trace the entire application execution, but needs only to trace call targets generated from the static analysis discussed in §4.3. This small handful of methods is not known in advance, and may change for different updates. For languages such as Python, a compiler compiles the program written in the interpreted language to a sequence of bytecode instructions, and the interpreter runs a loop that interprets bytecodes one by one at runtime, as shown in Figure 5. UPGRADEVISOR enables on-the-fly selection of which methods are traced by interposing on the interpretation loop used to interpret the intermediate bytecode for dynamic interpreted languages. This logic is illustrated in Listing 1.

We modify the interpreter to allow running a traced version of the loop on demand. UPGRADEVISOR maintains a set, updatable during runtime, of signatures for all methods marked for tracing. Before running any method, the interpreted checks if it is part of this set, directing the execution to the traced or original version (where no tracing is enabled) of the loop accordingly. The traced loop is shown in Figure 6, which only differs from the original loop by adding a jump instruction before each call to a subroutine in the interpreter loop, which enables tracing as discussed further in §5.2.

Listing 1: UPGRADEVISOR’s target-focused tracing check logic.

5.2 Coarse-grained Hardware Tracing

To further reduce tracing overhead, UPGRADEVISOR leverages hardware tracing mechanisms widely available in modern CPUs, specifically Intel Processor Trace (PT) [21]. Intel PT records dynamic control-flow information such as branch targets and branch taken indications, encoding them as trace packets. With the trace packets collected and the program’s native code as input, a software decoder [20] can then be invoked to reconstruct the control flow of the program executed. Although hardware tracing has advantages in terms of low overhead and the absence of intrusiveness, a key challenge is how to leverage it to meaningfully trace interpreted languages since it can only profile native instructions directly running on physical CPUs [43]. For a native program, native instructions can be readily mapped back to the source code with the aid of compilation metadata. This is not the case for programs written in interpreted languages. For interpreted languages such as Python running in a virtual machine, the intermediate bytecode corresponds to the source code, but the native instructions executed by the CPU are those of the interpreter.

To leverage the efficiency of hardware tracing, we need to develop tracing support that can bridge the gap by relating hardware traces generated by CPU to bytecode instructions of interpreted languages that developers can understand. A naive way to obtain the execution trace at the bytecode level is to trace the execution of the entire interpreter code and then reconstruct the execution flow of high-level bytecode based on the mapping between bytecode types and their respective interpreter subroutines. For example, Intel PT generates trace packets with instruction pointers (IPs) to identify the address range for each instruction. In Figure 5, interpreter subroutines such as subroutine_1 and subroutine_2 have static address ranges for their instructions. Knowing that the executed instructions are within the address range of a particular function suggests which bytecode opcode is being interpreted.

Unfortunately, this approach may suffer from data loss as it can record a huge amount of unnecessary low-level trace data.
Intel PT uses a memory buffer to store trace data. Data loss occurs when there is more trace data generated than can be written into the buffer. It is extremely challenging to determine after the fact what data is lost and how to recover it [43]. However, what we are interested in is only the sequence of bytecodes executed, not the low-level control flow of the interpreter subroutines. What is needed is a coarse-grained tracing mechanism that focuses on the collection of the high-level bytecode sequences without capturing extraneous details of the subroutine implementations.

To this end, we developed a novel coarse-grained tracing mechanism that avoids capturing low-level interpretation instructions. We leverage a feature of Intel PT that allows trace packets to be filtered based on their IPs. An address range can be specified such that packets whose IPs are not in the range will be filtered out by the CPU. We create a trampoline (i.e., jump table) and use it as a special memory region that allows us to quickly filter out irrelevant instructions while retaining those that correspond to the bytecode. As shown in Figure 6, the jump table consists of a sequence of contiguously allocated tablets, each corresponding to a particular opcode. A tablet contains only one single jump instruction that jumps back to the call to the subroutine for the opcode. The interpreted interpretation loop has a jump instruction before each call to a subroutine in the interpreter. This instruction takes the control to its corresponding tablet; executing the instruction in the tablet takes the control back to the interpreter code. Essentially, the interpreter takes a “detour” to visit a specific (a priori known) address range defined by the jump table. We use this address range to allow Intel PT to filter out all instructions whose IPs are not in the range. As a result, the trace that PT ends up generating contains only the executed jump instructions in the tablets, and these instructions immediately reveal the bytecode opcodes due to their one-to-one mapping.

5.3 Gather Trace Results

Once hardware traces are collected, we decode them offline to reconstruct the dynamic control-flow of the program execution and deduce the code executed at runtime. The decoder decompresses the hardware trace data as a sequence of executed jump instructions, each corresponding to one tablet in the jump table. Using the one-to-one mapping between tablets and bytecodes, we reconstruct a partial sequence of bytecodes interpreted at runtime. Using the static control-flow graph for each traced method and partial bytecode sequence we project the sequence of bytecodes onto the graph so as to reconstruct the dynamic control flow executed. Once the concrete dynamic control-flow is determined at the bytecode level, we then leverage the available compilation metadata to obtain the exact lines of source code executed.

We then return to the call graph discussed in §4.3 and discard additional changed nodes based on the trace results. Specifically, UPGRADEVISOR discards any change tag not associated with a statement present in the traces. Any remaining changed nodes are used to create a reduced diff file, containing differences between $D_{BEFORE}$ and $D_{AFTER}$ where only reachable changes appear. This reduced diff file is then made available to the developer for further examination to determine if the update is safe for adoption. If there are no changed nodes remaining, the update is considered safe.

The current version of UPGRADEVISOR lacks support for exceptions. Once an exception is raised, the exception mechanism’s unusual execution flow affects the control-flow reconstruction mentioned earlier. In future work, we would like to support exception handling. In brief, an exception redirects execution to a dedicated block inside the interpreter. This block is responsible for directing the execution flow back to the corresponding exception handling bytecode determined by the point where the exception occurs. Supporting hardware tracing of exceptions requires tracing that redirection block to bridge the exception control flow gap.

Apart from interpretation, certain language runtimes also enable just-in-time (JIT) compilation mode for the sake of performance. Our design focuses on interpreted mode. Adding a similar design to the one we proposed by [43] will allow for hardware tracing JITed code.

6 Implementation

We have implemented an UPGRADEVISOR prototype for Python 3 applications. We built the static analyzer on top of Pyre-check [9], a type-checker for Python 3. Pyre infers missing types and generates a set of calling targets for each call site it soundly resolves. For non-resolved targets, we inserted the magic edges explained in §4.1. To perform an AST-based code comparison, we used GumTreeDiff [10], a state-of-the-art code differencing tool employing its JSON-edit scripts creation function to help generate fused and tagged AST.

UPGRADEVISOR handles Python decorators [35] by defining them as procedures so they are represented as nodes in the call graph. For example, given a function \texttt{bar} decorated with \texttt{@dec}, a function \texttt{foo} calling \texttt{bar} will result in the following graph path: \texttt{foo \rightarrow dec \rightarrow bar}. We leave for future work a more subtle analysis allowing separation of the different parts of the decorator logic (i.e., set up, wrapper and cleanup) and subsequent graph edge creation. Any change (add, modify or delete) to a procedure’s decorator or its arguments is handled similarly to a procedure declaration change.

We built the hardware tracer on top of CPython [12], the default and most widely used interpreter of Python. In CPython, the interpretation functionality is directly written as a loop in C code and Python code is compiled into executables once the interpretation starts. We modified the interpretation loop as explained in §5. Instead of allocating a buffer, we statically inserted a trampoline block (equivalent to a jump table) into the interpreter’s codebase. As CPython does not feature any JIT-related optimizations, we only need to monitor bytecodes.
resulting in control-flow divergence. Five kinds of Python bytecode are taken into account: \texttt{POP\_JUMP\_IF\_FALSE}, \texttt{POP\_JUMP\_IF\_TRUE}, \texttt{JUMP\_IF\_FALSE\_OR\_POP}, \texttt{JUMP\_IF\_TRUE\_OR\_POP}, and \texttt{FOR\_ITER}. Each of them has two potential branches, true or false. Thus, the trampoline block has ten tablets.

The current prototype supports only applications written entirely in Python. Performance-minded Python projects may convert computation-heavy code into C. A prominent example is \texttt{numpy}, a scientific computing package. We leave extending \textsc{Upgradvisor}'s approach to mixed language projects for future work, and currently \textsc{Upgradvisor} will alert and stop processing when C code is detected in the project. The prototype supports tracing only on bare-metal machines. To extend it to run in a virtualized environment (e.g., VMs or containers) will require OS support and further changes in memory mappings for tracing. We note that Intel already added initial support to KVM [19], and leave the rest for future work.

7 Evaluation

We evaluated the effectiveness of \textsc{Upgradvisor} in adopting blocked dependency updates and its performance overhead. We first used \textsc{Upgradvisor} to examine possible Python dependency updates from our survey discussed in §2. Although the vast majority of the 389 Python applications blocked dependency updates, we only considered those written entirely in Python 3. Altogether, we examined 50 applications with 172 possible dependency updates. We further tested \textsc{Upgradvisor}'s ability to detect API breakage using known API changing updates. We then measured the performance overhead of \textsc{Upgradvisor}'s tracer using a subset of the 50 applications with available performance test suites. Finally, we also measured \textsc{Upgradvisor}'s tracer performance using Instagram's \texttt{django-workload} [8], based on a real-world large-scale production workload.

Static analysis was done on a machine with an AMD Opteron 6168 CPU (48 cores) and 62GB of RAM. Dynamic tracing was done on a machine with an Intel i7-10700 CPU (8 cores) with 16 GB of RAM. All machines ran Ubuntu 16.4.

7.1 Facilitating Dependency Updates

We evaluated \textsc{Upgradvisor}'s ability to adopt 172 previously blocked dependency updates for 50 GitHub projects, including \texttt{Django}, \texttt{aws-cli}, \texttt{tfx} and \texttt{Celery}. Some of these projects were also dependencies for other projects. When the latest version of a project blocked a dependency update, by pinning or double-bounding dependency requirement conditions, we explored the possibility of removing the block and updating it to the next version of the dependency. For example, in our motivating example presented in §3, \texttt{Qlib} v0.7.1 pinned the dependency \texttt{hyperopt} to version v0.1.1, while version v0.1.2 exists. Out of these 172 possible updates, 45 were major version updates, and the other 127 were minor. Fig. 7 depicts the high-level view of this process.

\textsc{Upgradvisor}'s static analysis was able to determine that the majority of dependency updates, 76 minor and 22 major, were safe and could be automatically updated without further dynamic tracing. These 98 updates are marked as “Static-Safe” in Fig. 7. Referring back to our survey for update delays in Python, Fig. 1a, performing all of these updates to the next available dependency version would save an aggregate of 11,310 delay days, averaging 115 delay days saved per dependency. We further confirmed the “Static-Safe” results by sampling roughly 10\% of them, 11 to be exact, and manually validated that the code changes were safe.

We measured the reduction in code differences that still remained to be considered after static analysis versus the entire code differences of the updates. The total number of diff lines in all 172 updated versions we considered for this experiment was 667,604, with the average update constituting 3,881 diff lines (STD 9,078). While not a perfect metric, we use diff size as a proxy for manual developer effort required to study a de-
we set up a MongoDB instance to allow dynamic tracing. For datasets for multiple supported languages (used for training), we employed trained models, and ran tutorial examples. For Flair, a framework for state-of-the-art (SOTA) Natural Language Processing (NLP), we used publicly available datasets for multiple supported languages (used for training), employed trained models, and ran tutorial examples. For Qlib, we set up a MongoDB instance to allow hyperopt to conduct asynchronous hyper-parameter optimization, and generated testing inputs for various optimization calculations, as discussed in §3.2. For Scylla, a proxy search and connection tool, we scanned for available proxies and used them to crawl major news sites. When applicable, to further increase coverage for possible program behaviors, we used inputs included by the project or created in our environment to drive the atheris fuzzer for Python [14].

Table 2 shows the results of running UPGRADIVISOR end-to-end process on the project’s production-like environments.

Table 2: Diff reduction for dependency updates, showing diff size in LOC and the percentage of lines discarded statically, using dynamic tracing, and in total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project (Dependency)</th>
<th>Diff (LOC)</th>
<th>% Discarded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AutoML (distributed)</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrum (qdarkstyle)</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flair (gdown)</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qlib (Hyperopt)</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scylla (requests)</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, using the tracer further reduced diff sizes by 12%. Furthermore, the tracer allowed for classifying more updates as safe. For other updates, e.g., Qlib, additional manual inspection was required as not all code changes could be discarded from dynamic tracing, but only ~2% of the original code changes required manual inspection, significantly reducing developer effort in adopting the dependency update.

### 7.2 Analyzing Multiple Blocked Updates

When applications fail to perform their dependency’s first update, subsequent updates are blocked as well. Among the 172 blocked dependency updates, the number of blocked updates per dependency is 12.5 on average, with a standard deviation of 43.67. For example, by pinning hyperopt to version 0.1.1, Qlib blocked 8 updates, from 0.1.2 to 2.6. More generally, among the 172 blocked dependency updates, there are 75 dependencies with eight or more blocked updates. Fig. 8 shows the result of using UPGRADIVISOR on each of the eight or more blocked updates for the 75 dependencies. The blocked update index indicates how many versions after the adopted dependency is the update being considered. For example, the first bar shows the next version of the dependency, which is the subset of results from the study in §7.1 limited to just these 75 dependencies. For each blocked update index, we show the percentage of updates UPGRADIVISOR requires tracing for as opposed to deeming safe statically. Starting from 35%, this percentage steadily increases to 44% in the eighth update, constituting a ~30% increase. If we count blocked updates as retaining their previous status (static-safe or tracing required) when no further updates are available, this trend continues as the blocked update index increases from 9 to 20.

To test UPGRADIVISOR’s hybrid approach contribution to the analysis of multiple blocked dependency updates, we employ our production-like testing environment to Qlib’s hyperopt dependency for all available updates. Fig. 9 shows diff sizes and UPGRADIVISOR’s ability to statically and dynamically
discard changed code across hyperopt’s eight updates. Note that the first bar represents the same Qlib data as in Table 2.

7.3 Contributing to the OSS Community

To further validate our results, we selected a sample of dependency updates that UPGRADVISOR considered safe and submitted them to the respective project via a PR. Except Qlib, which was the first PR we submitted, all other dependencies were updated to their latest version. As submitting a PR requires manual effort, we focused on active projects welcoming PRs. We deem projects active if their latest commit was made in or after 2021, and PR-welcoming if they accepted a PR from an external developer in the last month and have less than 100 open PRs. Each PR clearly explained UPGRADVISOR’s goals and affiliation, provided UPGRADVISOR outputs (e.g., graphs such as the one shown in Fig. 4), and any other relevant information (e.g., dependency change log) allowing the developers to examine the updates and validate our results. In some cases, our PR prompted discussions with the developers providing us with ideas for improving UPGRADVISOR’s outputs. Out of nine PRs submitted, seven were merged and two received no response. Furthermore, five of the merged PRs were for dependencies listed in Table 2, validating the results of UPGRADVISOR’s dynamic tracing.

7.4 Detecting API Breakage

We noticed that in OSS projects, API breakage is discovered by dependency users in a few days/weeks. The relevant version will quickly be “yanked” from the repositories, so that the API breaking version ends up not being visible in our experiments in §7.1. As a result, none of the dependency updates considered in §7.1 caused API breakage. While this shows the advantages of OSS, for the individual entities, this discovery might have been made at the price of production failures or even data corruption, and UPGRADVISOR’s goal is to detect these before they happen.

To evaluate UPGRADVISOR’s ability to detect API breakage, we conducted a small controlled experiment with two applications, django-oscar and label-studio, which were examined by UPGRADVISOR in §7.1. These applications have a dependency on Django, which has a well-documented deprecation timeline [4] allowing us to study API breakage.

We consider the recent 7-Dec-2021 release of Django 4.0, which contains 28 API breaking changes including arguments losing default value, removed APIs, etc. Both django-oscar and label-studio are stuck on much earlier 3.x versions of Django. Instead of considering an update to the next available 3.x version of Django, we used UPGRADVISOR to statically analyze the difference between version 4.0 and the 3.x version specified by the application. In these cases, UPGRADVISOR correctly identified all API breaking changes with no false positives or negatives, which we manually confirmed by studying UPGRADVISOR’s output and comparing it to the deprecation information. This experiment also showcases UPGRADVISOR ability to direct developers to the relevant portions of their code which will break and provide context for the fix.

7.5 Tracing Overhead

We evaluated UPGRADVISOR’s tracer overhead using applications from our previous experiments in §7.1 with test suites that we could set up and execute without errors. Ironically, some test suites failed to run due to broken or conflicting dependencies. We selected a subset of qualifying projects to represent the Python open-source eco-system, including ML (Qlib and Flair), data-science (Faust), blockchain (Electrum and Vyper), administration tools (aws-cli), and website-building (Django). Django allowed us to experiment with multi-process code and control the number of processes used. We ran Django’s test suite using 1, 8, and 16 logical CPUs. Each project had some dependency update among the 172 possible updates considered in §7.1. Specifically, the dependency updates for Qlib, Flair, Faust, Electrum, Vyper, aws-cli, and Django were hyperopt, gdown, Croniter, qdarkstyle, asttokens, colorama, and pytz, respectively.

We compared the performance of UPGRADVISOR to several other tools, including cProfile, Coverage.py, and JPortal4Py. cProfile is a de-facto standard tool for cPython that profiles executions at the method-level. Coverage.py is a de-facto standard tool for cPython that tracks statement-level test coverage. Neither of them provide the same functionality of UPGRADVISOR’s tracer, but provide useful performance comparisons. JPortal4Py is a Python-compatible implementation of a hardware tracer that traces the whole interpreter [43]. We also compared against UPGRADVISOR-SW, an implementation of UPGRADVISOR’s tracer that uses software tracing in lieu of Intel PT to trace all procedures. In evaluating UPGRADVISOR, we compared two configurations, UPGRADVISOR-ALL to trace all procedures, and UPGRADVISOR-Targeted to trace only procedures marked by UPGRADVISOR’s static analysis. We ran each application on each tool five times and report the average and standard deviation of the overhead measurements.

Fig. 10 shows the performance overhead measurements...
Figure 10: Comparing the performance of UPGRADVISOR’s two modes, ALL and Targeted, with cProfile, Coverage.py, JPortal4Py, and UPGRADVISOR-SW, a software-only tracer.

normalized to native execution of the application without any tracing. UPGRADVISOR in targeted mode has the least overhead in all cases, averaging 3%, with a standard deviation of 2.15%. It is an order of magnitude faster than all other tools for some applications, except for UPGRADVISOR-ALL. Django’s multiprocess test-suite measurements showcase the advantages of using hardware features for tracing, as all software-based approaches suffer from significant overhead trying to record all control operations made by the interpreter across several processes. Nevertheless hardware tracing is not a panacea as the JPortal4Py hardware tracer performs much worse than UPGRADVISOR-SW on most of the single process measurements. This is because JPortal4Py traces the whole interpreter as well, flooding the memory buffer with trace packets and causing significant disk I/O.

While tracing all methods, UPGRADVISOR-ALL manages to only incur an average of 6.4%, over 60% worse than UPGRADVISOR-Targeted but still much better than all other tools. However, because it traces many more methods and fills up the memory buffer quickly, it suffers data loss, which can lead to misdiagnosing unsafe updates as safe. Data loss measures lost tracing events, those overwritten before they could be read from memory by the CPU and written to disk, as a percentage of all tracing events. We calculated data loss rates by comparing UPGRADVISOR-ALL versus UPGRADVISOR-SW, which also traces all methods but does not suffer the data loss of hardware tracing. UPGRADVISOR-ALL’s data loss rates across the different applications rose as high as 16% for single process workloads and over 20% for Django running with 16 logical CPUs. In our experiments, we set a memory buffer size limit of 128MB per logical CPU. Increasing this limit or using faster disks/memery might help convert some data loss into overhead. In contrast, UPGRADVISOR-Targeted does not suffer from any data loss due to the reduced amount of trace records generated.

To further stress UPGRADVISOR’s tracer, we used Instagram’s django-workload [8]. This testing environment includes a Cassandra database [2], memcached [27] in-memory key-value instance, a Django installation and the Siege load generator [13]. We set up Django according to its recommended configuration for production systems [6] using the WSGI interface. Django depends on pytz, a frequently updated package dealing with time-zone related date manipulations, and supports thousands of plugins and sub-packages [5], including django-cassandra-engine used by django-workload. We measured the performance of UPGRADVISOR’s tracer using django-workload when evaluating updates to both pytz and django-cassandra-engine. Running this workload using both UPGRADVISOR-ALL and UPGRADVISOR-Targeted, we found that UPGRADVISOR incurs an average overhead of only 7% and 3%, respectively. These results are consistent with those in Fig. 10, and indicate that our measurements of UPGRADVISOR’s tracer overhead provide a good indication of its expected performance when running real-world production workloads.

8 Related Work

Dependency upgrade surveys. Other surveys also show that many projects suffer from dependency update delays [23, 38, 41]. For example, a survey of 7.3K Java projects
reports that 81.5% of projects display dependency update lag [23], and a survey of 610K JS projects in the NPM package repository between 09-11-2010 and 02-11-2017 reports a similar number of delay days as ours [41]. Our survey focuses on three modern dynamic languages and investigates historical dependency upgrade patterns.

**AST differencing algorithms.** AST differencing algorithms [10, 11, 16, 29] compute an edit script between two versions of an AST. GumTree [10] first finds isomorphic subtrees through a greedy top-down algorithm then executes a bottom-up algorithm to match sub-trees which share a large number of matching nodes. As discussed in §6, UpGRADVISOR uses GumTree’s AST-differing and builds upon its generated edit-script to generate a fused AST representing the dependency before and after the update.

**Changeset and impact analysis.** Given a set of code changes and test suite runs, change impact analysis tools generate a list of tests affected by the change and re-test them to verify if they pass after the change is adopted. Approaches can be classified based on the techniques used, the granularity of changes considered, and whether static or dynamic analysis is used [24]; only one approach explored statically studying changes at the code-snippet scope (below the method/class level) [32]. Chianti [33] introduced a change impact analysis tool for Java programs, incorporated in the Eclipse IDE. Prior techniques all rely on application test suites and do not scale to allow usage in production servers. UpGRADVISOR expands on these works, representing changes at the statement level and statically discarding them before using a dynamic tracer to validate them on production servers.

**Call graph construction.** PyCG [34] builds call graphs for Python code using assignment graphs. It prioritizes analysis speed and completeness and thus exhibits unsoundness in its evaluation. UpGRADVISOR prioritizes soundness, achieved by over-approximating call targets. Various approaches dynamically generate call graphs for JS code [17]. NodeProf [39] instruments the code under test and gather information in the face of code generation and other JS-born challenges. UpGRADVISOR records similar information via tracking jumps and calls online and then deducing this information offline to avoid high overhead. We plan to leverage these works to add JS support for UpGRADVISOR.

**Hardware tracing.** Modern CPUs provide hardware features for tracing, including Intel PT [21] and ARM embedded trace macrocell (ETM) [26, 37]). These have generally only been applicable to native programs. Our previous work, JPortal [43], showed how to enable hardware tracing for Java bytecode, but it suffers from high overhead and data loss from needing to trace the whole virtual machine. UpGRADVISOR improves on JPortal via novel coarse-grained and selective tracing mechanisms which achieve low overhead without data loss.

**Statistical debugging.** Statistical debugging [25, 42] reduces tracing overhead through randomized sampling and dispersing data collection among different users. UpGRADVISOR achieves low overhead through selective hardware tracing, which maintains completeness.

**Multi variant execution (MVE).** MVE methods [18, 28] split test suite execution at the point of change, then run the two versions (before and after upgrade) and merge them back to show compliance. MVE concepts have also been applied towards detecting exploitation attempts and test generation [22, 31]. To overcome lacking coverage in test-suites, UpGRADVISOR traces production servers focusing only on parts relevant to the dependency update.

**Patch analysis in continuous integration.** SubmitQueue [1] is a system for examining simultaneous application code updates. It combines a build dependency graph with a continuously trained statistical model to optimize the order of application code updates to maximize parallelism for integration tests.

In contrast, UpGRADVISOR provides decision support for evaluating dependency updates using production traces.

## 9 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that many projects suffer from prolonged delays in adopting dependency updates. We have designed and built UpGRADVISOR, a system for reducing developer effort and error risk in adopting dependency updates. UpGRADVISOR features the co-design of a sound static analysis constructed to pinpoint a carefully selected target set of methods to trace and a low-overhead production-ready tracer to observe dependency usage. Using this hybrid analysis together with hardware tracing, UpGRADVISOR has analyzed 172 upgrade opportunities, determining that ~60% of them can be updated safely. For the rest, UpGRADVISOR benefits developers by reducing the manual effort of going over the changes in the dependency.

We plan to extend UpGRADVISOR to benefit more dynamic languages. Moreover, we wish to build upon UpGRADVISOR’s analysis to alert about malicious updates and generate application tests for increasing dependency update coverage. We believe UpGRADVISOR’s low-overhead tracing technique can become useful in other domains and intend to explore its use in debugging and fault isolation.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The version of UPGRADVISOR used to perform the experiments described in the paper may be downloaded from figshare.com. The artifact contains the code for the package survey, the static analyzer, and the hardware tracer. It also contains scripts to compile the tracer, run the experiments described in the paper, and produce most of the figures. For the most up to date version of UPGRADVISOR and other resources please refer to may be accessed on Github at http://upgradvisor.github.io.

Requirements

We provide the analyzer pre-installed in a docker container. The tracer requires a bare-metal machine. It directly employs a tracing capability found in Intel 5th generation CPUs (Broadwell) and above. Installing the tracer software requires root access to the OS.

This artifact will run on a i7-10700 CPU workstation with 16GB RAM. A slower machine may result in reduced performance. We set up the docker container on the tracer machine and encourage you to do the same.

Scope

The artifact may be used to reproduce the experiments described in the paper, including Fig. 1, Fig. 4, Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Table 1, and Table 2.

Contents

- AnalyzerDocker.tar.gz: A docker container for running the survey and static analysis portions of Upgradvisor.
- Cache[2].tar.gz: Cached intermediate results of Upgradvisor to serve as examples and troubleshooting aids.
- UpgradvisorArtifact-main.tar.gz: The code of the Upgradvisor analyzer and tracer.
- README.md: Instructions for setting up and running the Upgradvisor experiments.

We recommend following the README’s instructions for running the survey, and static analysis, as well as for checking compatibility with, compiling, and running the hardware tracer.
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Abstract

Recent shell-script parallelization systems enjoy mostly automated speedups by parallelizing scripts ahead-of-time. Unfortunately, such static parallelization is hampered by dynamic behavior pervasive in shell scripts—e.g., variable expansion and command substitution—which often requires reasoning about the current state of the shell and filesystem.

We present a just-in-time (JIT) shell-script compiler, PaSH-JIT, that intermixes evaluation and parallelization during a script’s run-time execution. JIT parallelization collects run-time information about the system’s state, but must not alter the behavior of the original script and must maintain minimal overhead. PaSH-JIT addresses these challenges by (1) using a dynamic interposition framework, guided by a static preprocessing pass, (2) developing runtime support for transparently pausing and resuming shell execution; and (3) operating as a stateful server, communicating with the current shell by passing messages—all without requiring modifications to the system’s underlying shell interpreter.

When run on a wide variety of benchmarks, including the POSIX shell test suite, PaSH-JIT (1) does not break scripts, even in cases that are likely to break shells in widespread use; and (2) offers significant speedups, whenever parallelization is possible. These results show that PaSH-JIT can be used as a drop-in replacement for any non-interactive shell use, providing significant speedups without any risk of breakage.

1 Introduction

The UNIX shell is an environment for composing programs from components written in a variety of programming languages. Coupled with UNIX’s toolbox philosophy [41], this language agnosticism makes the shell a popular choice for succinctly expressing tasks that involve data processing, system orchestration, and other automation. Recent systems [52, 55, 63] accelerate such tasks by exploiting data parallelism: using ahead-of-time (AOT) analysis and transformation, these systems parse, analyze, and transform shell scripts into new scripts that execute in parallel.

Unfortunately, AOT parallelization quickly becomes intractable due to the dynamic nature of the shell: dynamic features such as variable expansion and command substitution, pervasive in shell scripts, generate and consume values at run-time while depending on and interacting with the broader environment—i.e., the filesystem, the environment variables, and the shell interpreter itself. Additionally, modern shells offer several different configurations and execution modes, leading to complex behaviors described in hundreds of pages of POSIX standards [2]. The complexity of these interactions and their side-effects lead existing parallelization tools to an unavoidable trade-off between (1) being conservative, aborting on scripts that use dynamic features, or (2) being unsound, possibly breaking scripts during parallelization. Recent systems [52, 55, 63] tend to be conservative—operating only on fully expanded shell pipelines and having a hard time even on simple uses of variables (see §2).

This paper presents PaSH-JIT, a production-grade just-in-time (JIT) shell-script compiler aimed at non-interactive parallelization: PaSH-JIT focuses on three practical (but conflicting) goals: (G1) run-time-informed parallelization: PaSH-JIT leverages run-time information to parallelize script fragments that depend on state that is statically indeterminable; (G2) full behavioral equivalence: PaSH-JIT is aware of the full set of dynamic behaviors present in POSIX shells, producing results that are indistinguishable from the sequential execution on the system’s shell interpreter; (G3) loose shell coupling: PaSH-JIT avoids modifications to the system’s underlying shell interpreter, eschewing practical problems (e.g., maintaining two Bash implementations). PaSH-JIT behaves as a drop-in shell shim enhancing any non-interactive shell use, providing significant speedups without any risk of breakage.

PaSH-JIT’s key insight is to parallelize scripts just-in-time: by intermixing evaluation and parallelization during a script’s execution, PaSH-JIT collects and uses the latest possible run-time information about the state of an expression’s vari-
ables, the shell, and the filesystem. PASH-JIT parallelizes script fragments when it is safe to do so, resolving indeterminacies in the broader environment on the fly. Unfortunately, low-overhead run-time-informed parallelization (G1) is particularly challenging to implement in view of full behavioral equivalence (G2) and loose shell coupling (G3). PASH-JIT addresses this conundrum using: (1) a dynamic interposition framework, guided by an instrumentation preprocessing pass; (2) support for reentrance, transparently pausing and resuming the execution of the underlying shell interpreter at run-time; and (3) a stateful, long-lived compilation server that communicates with the current shell by exchanging messages. A 9K-LOC implementation and several run-time optimizations—e.g., dynamic independence discovery, commutative-aware parallelization—complete the picture.

We apply PASH-JIT to a variety of benchmarks, ranging from scripts collected from the wild to the POSIX test suite. PASH-JIT behaves identically to Bash 4.4.20(1) on 406 out of 408 applicable POSIX tests; matching Bash is a significant achievement even for a non-parallelizing shell—shells in widespread use differ on much larger subsets of tests. PASH-JIT offers speedups up to 33× over Bash on a 64-core machine (improving the state of the art [63] by 2× on average), notably parallelizing scripts that prior work failed to parallelize due to dynamic behaviors.

The paper begins by exemplifying dynamic shell features and the application of PASH-JIT’s techniques (§2). Sections 3–6 describe PASH-JIT’s main contributions:

- **A dynamic interposition framework for the shell**: A just-in-time analysis and optimization subsystem enables safe and effective parallelization during the execution of a script, dealing with the challenges of dynamic shell-script behavior. A first pass determines where to insert calls to a parallelizing optimizer in a given input script (§3), which is then invoked on-the-fly while the script is executing (§4).

- **A stateful, parallelizing compilation server**: PASH-JIT queries a long-lived parallelization server at run-time to compile script fragments. This model improves run-time efficiency by avoiding startup costs on every JIT invocation, and enables additional run-time optimizations for (1) executing independent regions in parallel, and (2) pipelining compilation and execution. The core of the server has been modelled and formally verified using SPIN [29] (§5).

- **Commutativity-aware optimization**: Additional compilation optimizations target commands that are commutative with respect to their input, along with parallelizing transformations and run-time primitives that improve the run-time performance of scripts that contain such commands (§6).

The paper then presents PASH-JIT’s evaluation (§7) and related work (§8), before concluding (§9). PASH-JIT is MIT-licensed open-source software supported by the Linux Foundation at https://github.com/binpash/.

### 2 Example & Overview

Below is a shell program that downloads a compressed archive of text files (books from Project Gutenberg), extracts them in a directory, and then performs an analysis to find the frequencies of all words of a specific form.

```
IN=${IN:=STOP/pg}
mkdir "$IN"
cd "$IN"
echo "Download will take some time, be patient..."
wget "$SOURCE/data/pg.tar.xz"
if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
echo "Download failed!"
ext 1
fi
cat pg.tar.xz | tar -xJ

cd "$TOP"

OUT=${OUT:=STOP/output}

for input in ${ls "$IN"}; do
cat "$IN/$input" | tr -sc '[A-Z][a-z]' `| grep '^...4' | sort | uniq -c > "$OUT/$input.out"
done
```

The program makes pervasive use of the shell’s dynamic features. For example, it uses environment variables such as $TOP, variable expansion like $IN (itself resolved dynamically). PASH-JIT instead takes a JIT approach that interjects parallelization opportunities during and throughout the script’s execution (Fig. 1).

**Dynamic interposition (§3)**: PASH-JIT first uses a preprocessing step to instrument all potentially optimizable program regions with calls to the JIT engine. PASH-JIT chooses regions to maximize the potential benefits of parallelizing them: intuitively, commands and pipelines can yield significant benefits, whereas word expansion, control flow, and variable assignments are operations that do not perform heavy computation and can therefore be left as they are. PASH-JIT’s preprocessor and compiler both make extensive use of parsing/ unparsing of shell source code, implemented as a new parsing library. After PASH-JIT has inserted calls to the JIT engine, it invokes the user’s shell interpreter to execute this transformed script. During this execution, the JIT engine calls the parallelizing compiler at run-time—right before the execution of each fragment, when the state of the shell and the file system have already been resolved. The transformed program
maps original commands to regions—for example, region8 corresponds to the cd call and region10 corresponds to the pipeline in the for loop:

```
source jit.sh "$region8"  # cd $TOP
OUT=$($TOP:/STOP/output)
source jit.sh "$region9"  # mkdir -p "$OUT"
for input in "$IN"; do
  source jit.sh "$region10" # cat "$IN/$input" | ...
done
```

The command `source jit.sh "$region8"` invokes the JIT engine passing as argument the corresponding fragment. The `source` built-in retains the same shell environment, reflecting any effects directly into the current environment.

**JIT engine (§4):** Internally, the JIT engine first saves the state of the shell at that point in the script’s execution to isolate it from compilation—protecting the shell from the JIT engine and protecting the JIT engine from obscure shell configurations. PASH-JIT then invokes the compiler to attempt to parallelize the fragment. If the compiler succeeds, PASH-JIT runs the resulting parallel fragment; if not, it runs the original, unmodified region. In both cases, PASH-JIT will first restore the state of the shell before executing the fragment. Whether the compiler succeeds or not depends on the properties of the fragment’s code—e.g., PASH-JIT will reject region8 due to the side-effectful cd command, but will accept region10 compiling grep and sort into the parallel fragment below:

```
c_split /tmp/fifo8 /tmp/fifo9 /tmp/fifo10 &
c_wrap "grep "^....$"" /tmp/fifo9 /tmp/fifo11 &
c_wrap "grep "^....$"" /tmp/fifo10 /tmp/fifo12 &
c_strip /tmp/fifo11 >/tmp/fifo13 &
c_strip /tmp/fifo12 >/tmp/fifo14 &
sort </tmp/fifo11 >/tmp/fifo15 &
sort </tmp/fifo14 >/tmp/fifo16 &
eager.sh </tmp/fifo15 >/tmp/fifo17 &
eager.sh </tmp/fifo16 >/tmp/fifo18 &
sort -m /tmp/fifo17 /tmp/fifo18 >/tmp/fifo19 &
```

The resulting compiled fragment executes in a data-parallel fashion: data is split by PASH-JIT primitives, then fed to multiple instances of grep and sort running in parallel, and finally merged at the end of the parallel execution.

**Dependency untangling (§5):** While the JIT engine operates as if invoked on every region, PASH-JIT is engineered to spawn a long-running stateful compilation server just once, feeding it compilation requests until the execution of the script completes. This design has two benefits: (1) it reduces run-time overhead by avoiding reinitializing the compiler for each compilation request; and (2) it allows maintaining and querying past compilation results when compiling a new fragment. The latter allows PASH-JIT to untangle dependencies across regions, finding and exploiting opportunities for cross-region parallel execution. For example, the server’s first invocation on region10 (the body of the loop) determines that all prior successfully compiled regions have finished executing. PASH-JIT can thus simply run the loop in the background and continue with the second iteration in a task-parallel fashion, without waiting for the first iteration to complete executing. During the second invocation on region10, PASH-JIT will use the dependency state to determine that while the previously compiled fragment is still running, the input and output files of the two regions are completely independent and can thus be executed in parallel: our loop is now pipelined! PASH-JIT goes beyond intra-region data parallelism: the JIT enables inter-region task parallelism by resolving dependencies and confirming they are independent.

**Commutativity analysis & compilation (§6):** The first goal when compiling fragments such as region10 is to identify command sequences that are parallelizable using a divide-and-conquer strategy. Due to the shell’s order-aware nature [28], naive divide-and-conquer would need to (1) read the entire input before splitting it, to determine the exact size of each batch, leading to stalled pipeline parallelism; and (2) wait until all of its predecessors have consumed their batch, storing data after split on disk, to ensure that all parallel nodes will not wait for their input.

While these overheads are unavoidable in the general case, and are indeed incurred by prior systems [55, 63], they can fortunately be alleviated for subsets of parallelizable commands. Two such subsets include (1) stateless commands such as `grep -c "^....$"` that operate in a line-oriented fashion, meaning that data-parallel copies of these commands can combine their partial output using a reordering operation, and (2) commutative commands such as `sort -u` that produce equivalent output regardless of the order of the input lines. PASH-JIT leverages this insight to achieve more effective parallelization by splitting into streaming micro-batches (using `c_split`) in a round-robin fashion—avoiding the overheads of reading all the input before splitting and of unnecessary storage to disk. It also wraps stateless commands to strip and re-add the microbatch headers (using `c_wrap`) and removes these headers completely before commutative commands (using `c_strip`).

---

[Fig. 1: PASH-JIT overview. PASH-JIT instruments scripts with calls to the JIT engine, which passes program fragments to the compilation server at run-time.]

---
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3 Interfacing With the Shell

PASH-JIT works by interposing on the shell, effectively rewriting invocations to external commands. Challenges arise due to the shell’s complex semantics and its intricate internal state, both of which complicate side-effect-free interposition. The shell uses a string-based, bi-modal semantics: commands undergo expansion, a string rewriting phase where variables, tildes, and globs are processed before the commands undergo evaluation. Both modes have complex semantics heavily involved with the shell’s state [24]; any rewriting must be careful to leave the shell’s state unaltered.

3.1 Dynamic Interposition

To understand PASH-JIT’s interposition, we must first understand the simpler structure of ahead-of-time (AOT) parallelization. While preserving a script’s original behavior, AOT parallelization rewrites calls to external commands to exploit parallelism. External commands consume substantially more time and resources than shell language features (like expansion or loops) during the execution of typical shell scripts.

AOT parallelization centers around the identification of parallelizable regions—script fragments that may be safely parallelized to yield performance gains. Semantically, parallelizable regions only contain a set of command invocations that satisfy the following conditions: (1) they have no file dependencies (interference-free), i.e., all commands can execute concurrently without affecting each other, (2) they communicate with each other using explicit UNIX channels (fifs/pipes); (3) they are pure, only affecting the environment by reading and writing to files, i.e., they do not modify environment variables; and, (4) they are fully expanded. An AOT compiler parses and transforms these regions to an intermediate representation such as directed-acyclic [52] or dataflow [63] graphs, abstracted as functions that take a set of input files and produce a set of output files [28]. It then applies transformations on these graphs to perform the original computation in parallel.

PASH-JIT works similarly, but applies these steps at a much finer granularity and in a dynamic, online fashion. PASH-JIT’s dynamic interposition mechanism pauses execution right before each parallelizable region, compiling it to an efficient and equivalent parallel script fragment, and executing that instead. Working dynamically means PASH-JIT has up-to-date information and can achieve increased parallelism.

3.2 Preprocessor

Dynamic script interposition without any shell-interpreter modifications is hard. To achieve this, PASH-JIT opts for a light-weight script instrumentation pre-processing step: it marks possible parallelizable regions with code that dynamically determines whether or not to invoke the compiler. The intuition behind PASH-JIT’s preprocessor is that a syntactic analysis of a shell script is enough to suggest potential parallelizable regions. This analysis is imprecise: there is no way to determine whether a command invocation will be pure ahead of time. Its goal however, is not to find parallelizable regions exactly, but rather to find potential compilation sites—PASH-JIT sorts out the details at run-time, using up-to-date information about the system’s state.

There is a trade-off when choosing the right size for these regions: the larger the region, the more opportunities exist for analysis and optimization but the less likely it is for the entire region to be parallelizable. PASH-JIT targets a middle-ground: maximal syntactic schedule-free regions—i.e., command sequences composed using shell primitives that do not impose scheduling restrictions. By focusing on maximal schedule-free regions, PASH-JIT minimizes the number of compiler invocations and maximizes the cross-command parallelization opportunities for the compiler. Note that schedule-free regions underapproximate interference-free regions (§3.1), e.g., two commands composed in sequence that write to different files do not interfere but are not syntactically schedule-free.

The preprocessor finds these maximal regions by searching the AST bottom-up, combining schedule-free subtrees when they are composed using constructs that do not introduce scheduling constraints (e.g., or ). When a region cannot outgrow a certain subtree, it is replaced with a call to the JIT engine. If successfully compiled, a region is transformed to a dataflow graph—a convenient and well-studied computation model amenable to transformation-based optimizations [28]. The instrumented AST resulting from the compilation is finally translated (unparsed) back to shell code and sent over to the underlying shell for execution.

3.3 Parsing Library

Parsing and unparsing are key operations in PASH-JIT and must address several challenges. PASH-JIT parses lines of shell script as they come in, and unparses lines in order to execute them in the user’s shell; it also uses parsing and unparsing during compilation, when the compilation server emits an optimized string or parses...
strings to the shell for expansion. PASH-JIT initially used libdash—an OCaml library built using the dash parser and part of Smoosh [23, 24]—that caused two main issues. First, libdash’s unparsing introduced several bugs, as at the time it was used by the libdash project primarily for testing and diagnostics—had much of its was functionality untested. Second, libdash parsing introduced significant run-time overhead due to (1) the cost of forking and executing the OCaml binary, (2) overheads due to serialization and deserialization during communication, and (3) suboptimal implementation. Run-time overheads were a significant concern due to PASH-JIT’s online JIT parallelization, which intermixes calls to the compiler during the program’s execution—bringing parsing and unparsing into the critical path of program execution.

To address these issues, PASH-JIT implements its own version of libdash in Python called Pylibdash. The Pylibdash implementation develops Python bindings for the dash parser and completely reimplements unparsing—adding 0.9k LOC of Python over libdash, structured as a separate library usable by other projects. The Pylibdash implementation contains several optimizations such as caching, inlining, and careful array appending to avoid some accidentally quadratic costs in the original implementation. As a side benefit, using a custom implementation reduces the number of dependencies required by PASH-JIT’s installation.

4 The JIT Engine

The PASH-JIT preprocessor identifies possible parallelizable regions and instruments the shell script to dynamically determine whether they can be optimized by invoking the JIT engine. The JIT engine faces two key challenges: it must not change the original script behavior, and it must run with low overhead as it is invoked multiple times per script.

The JIT engine is a reflective shell script: by inspecting the state of the shell and that of the broader system, it can transparently work with the compiler to determine whether or not to parallelize a script (Fig. 2). When running scripts with PASH-JIT, it is helpful to think of the shell as having two modes: (1) conventional shell mode, where scripts execute in the original shell context, and (2) PASH-JIT mode, where the runtime reflects on shell state and invokes a compiler to determine whether to execute the original or an optimized version of the target region. To switch from shell mode to PASH-JIT mode, the JIT engine must carefully save the state of the user’s shell; to switch back, it must carefully put things back just the way they were. A shell’s state is quite complex: beyond saving and restoring variables, the runtime must account for various shell flags along with other internal shell state (e.g., the previous exit status, working directory).

4.1 JIT Stages

When running normally, the JIT engine transitions into and out of PASH-JIT mode once per possible parallelizable region (Fig. 2): the JIT engine saves the shell state and switches into PASH-JIT mode (S); then it tries to compile the current fragment (C); whether successful or not, the JIT engine restores the state and switches back to shell mode (R); and, finally, either the original fragment or the optimized parallel version is executed (E). With debugging enabled, the JIT engine switches back into PASH-JIT mode (S) to collect debugging information (D), restoring again afterwards (R).

**Saving (S):** When entering a possible parallelizable region, the first step is to save the shell state—recording the previous command’s exit status, the values of environment variables, and the configuration of the shell—essentially, a continuation that can later be restored to execute the target fragment. Once the state is saved, PASH-JIT mode reconfigures the user’s shell to avoid changing script behavior. For example, if the user’s shell has the \(-e \text{ “exit on error” flag set}, \text{the shell should exit immediately}\) when a command (or a pipeline) returns a non-zero exit status, unless that command is in a checked position (e.g., after \(!\), or in the condition of an \(\text{if or while}\)) [2]. However, failing commands should not stop the JIT itself, so \(-e\) is unset (and will be restored later in (R)).

**Compilation (C):** With the state saved and shell reconfigured, PASH-JIT tries to compile the script fragment: the JIT engine queries the compilation server (§5) with the script fragment (already parsed during preprocessing) along with the saved shell state, so that the compilation server can try to expand all of the words in the fragment. The server responds to indicate whether it managed to optimize the fragment.

**Restoring (R):** Whether or not compilation was successful, the JIT engine exits PASH-JIT mode, restoring the continuation saved earlier (S) to prepare to execute the fragment. One particular challenge in this mode is to restore state while
accommodating different shell modes. Suppose PASH-JIT is in -e mode, trying to run some possible parallelizable region, and the command before this region exited with status 47 in a checked position, i.e., without forcing the shell to exit. The JIT engine saves the exit status so as to not overwrite it. The fragment may depend on the exit status, so PASH-JIT needs to restore it before running the fragment. But it must be careful—simply running (exit 47) would force the shell to exit. Thus PASH-JIT runs the subshell in a checked position:

```bash
if [exit "$pash_previous_exit_code"]; then
    source "$fragment"; ...
else
    source "$fragment"; ...
fi
```

This odd code ensures that the fragment (in identical branches) has access to the previous exit status (in the checked, conditional position of the if) without exiting when -e is set.

**Execution (E):** Back in shell mode, the JIT engine executes the fragment. If the compiler was successful, then the JIT engine selects the optimized script fragment. If the compiler failed, the JIT engine falls back to the original fragment. Either way, control flows back to the original shell.

**Debug mode (S) (D) (R):** When PASH-JIT is in debugging mode, the JIT engine will re-enter PASH-JIT mode after execution (E) in order to log information about the script, such as execution time and exit status. Standard execution skips this extra save/restore cycle.

## 5 Parallelizing Compilation Server

For each possible parallelizable region, the JIT engine queries the compiler: can this region actually be optimized? To answer this question, PASH-JIT builds on ideas from the PASH-AOT [28, 63] dataflow compiler (§5.1). As ever, it focuses on preserving behavior and minimizing overhead.

To preserve correct behavior in the face of the shell’s dynamism, PASH-JIT expands each script region prior to compilation (§5.2). To minimize overhead due to fixed startup costs—e.g., initialization, dependency loading, logging setup, and output file arrangement—PASH-JIT packages the new compiler as a stateful compilation server communicating via UNIX domain sockets.¹

The compilation server is also augmented to support a larger set of optimization opportunities, by storing and using information from one compilation to help another. PASH-JIT’s long-lived compilation server achieves these additional optimizations by allowing parallelizable regions that work on independent inputs and outputs to be run in parallel (§5.3) and by learning to improve its parallelism configuration from past compilations (§5.4).

¹We experimented with both socket and FIFO-based communication, but we saw no significant performance differences.

### 5.1 Command Annotations

PASH-JIT uses the command annotation and specification framework introduced by PASH-AOT [28, 63], extended to also indicate whether a command invocation is commutative (§6.1). This framework provides information about a command invocation’s parallelizability class, inputs, and outputs. A command annotation can be used to extract high-level information about a specific command invocation, i.e., a precise instantiation of its flags, options, and arguments. For example, annotations determine whether a given command invocation is pure and what its inputs and outputs are.

PASH-JIT uses this annotation framework to extract information for commands that are not shell builtins—that is, commands like sort and grep. Annotations enable analyses and transformations over command invocations by lifting them to pure dataflow nodes in a dataflow intermediate representation (IR) [28]. For example, grep -f dict.txt src.txt > out.txt is a dataflow node with two input files (dict.txt and src.txt) and one output file (out.txt), which are all extracted from the annotation of the grep command. Annotations also describe parallelization opportunities, e.g., grep "pattern" src.txt processes each line of src.txt independently, and so it can be parallelized.

### 5.2 Early, Pure Expansion

PASH-AOT can only attempt to compile script fragments where all words are completely expanded. Running dynamically, PASH-JIT goes beyond PASH-AOT by expanding words according to the current state of the system (shell, file system, etc.).

One way to achieve expansion would be for PASH-JIT to maintain a “mirror” Bash process when initializing, which it could then query with any word to expand using echo. Every time PASH-JIT would query the compilation server with a fragment, it would also provide the latest state of the shell, which would in turn be passed to the mirror process to ensure it reflects the latest state. This expansion method would be correct, as it would leverage the underlying shell. It would, however, be expensive, since each fragment contains many unexpanded words and each unexpanded word would have to be expanded using its own echo command—leading to unnecessary run-time costs.

PASH-JIT avoids the overhead of a mirror shell by performing its own expansion, relying on the optimistic nature of the JIT engine (§4); if most common forms can be expanded in the compiler itself, the compiler will succeed often without incurring interprocess communication overheads; if expansion fails, PASH-JIT will just run the original fragment. Armed with this insight, PASH-JIT implements a subset of expansion in the compilation server itself. PASH-JIT’s custom expansion is purely functional, in that it does not affect shell state by setting variables or running command substi-
tutions. The expansion routine is implemented in less than 300 LOC of Python, and reduces the compilation overhead significantly (§7). Expansion takes the host shell’s configuration and expands common, safe expansions in as many positions as possible—in simple commands, pipelines, and other parallelizable regions.

PASH-JIT’s expansion routine implements most parameter formats, plain tildes, and appropriate quoting. Currently, it does not cover impure expansion (e.g., parameter formats that have side-effects like ${x=foo}$, which will set x to foo if x is unset), since impurity violates the parallelizable region requirements. It also does not implement a few expansion cases—e.g., arithmetic expansions of the form $((x + 1))$—that were not seen in the corpus of parallelizable scripts used to evaluate PASH-JIT (§7). Adding support for unimplemented forms would require engineering effort, but not a fundamental change to PASH-JIT’s expansion. If the expansion encounters a term it cannot expand—because it is unimplemented or because it would be impure—the compilation process aborts and PASH-JIT runs the original fragment.

### 5.3 Dependency Untangling

PASH-JIT’s compilation server makes it easy to detect when parallelizable regions are independent—including, for example, independent program fragments that are sequentially composed with ; or different iterations of a for loop. A key insight here is the semantics of PASH-JIT’s successful compilation: if the PASH-JIT compiler succeeds on a given region, that region’s original script fragment must only affect its input and output streams (files). That is, successful fragment compilation means that the fragment is pure, reading from and writing to a well-defined set of streams without modifying any other global system state such as non-temporary streams or environment variables.

The PASH-JIT compiler thus tracks each parallelizable region in terms of its read and write sets, which suffice to detect read-write and write-write dependencies between fragments. If two fragments (a) compile successfully and (b) have no dependencies, they can be executed in parallel. This optimization improves performance not only because of the parallel speedup, but also because it overlaps (i.e., pipelines) compilation and execution, reducing net run-time overhead.

To discover independent fragments, the compilation server (Fig. 3) and JIT engine (Fig. 4) are extended to communicate about successfully compiled fragments. Coordinating using exit requests, the compilation server maintains a map of running fragments. When it receives a compilation request that succeeds, the server waits for all prior fragments with dependencies to finish executing; only then does it send the compiled fragment to the JIT engine for execution in the background. While the compiled fragment executes in the background, the JIT engine can exit PASH-JIT mode, and execution proceeds with the rest of the input script. When execution reaches another fragment and the JIT engine returns to PASH-JIT mode, the JIT engine will block again until the compilation server responds. Even if the compilation server encounters a fragment that fails to compile, the server blocks on dependencies: the uncompiled fragment might have arbitrary side-effects.

To ensure that our algorithm is correct, we modeled it using the SPIN Model Checker [29] and we verified (i) that it does not lead to deadlocks, (ii) that no failed compiled region is running simultaneously with any other region, and (iii) that two regions with dependencies never run at the same time.

### 5.4 Profile-driven Compiler Configuration

The long-lived PASH-JIT compilation server can additionally use dynamic information to improve compilation. One particularly effective optimization is to dynamically determine maximum parallelism degree. As scripts might already fea-

```python
# State contains a map from ids to inputs and outputs.
while True:
    req = receive_request()
    if reached_script_end(req):
        wait_all()
        exit()
    else if is_exit_request(req):
        state.remove_id(req.id)
    else if is_compile_request(req):
        compile_res = compile(region)
        if not compile_res.success:
            wait_all()
            respond(compile_res)
        else if compile_res.success:
            # Wait until all ids with dependencies finish executing.
            request_id = fresh_id()
            state.add_request(request_id, compile_res.outputs)
            wait_for_dependencies(compile_res.inputs, request_id)
            respond(compile_res, request_id)
```

Fig. 3: Compilation server algorithm (pseudocode) extended for dependency untangling (Cf.§5.3).

```python
# Blocking query
res = query_server(compile_request(region))
if res.success:
    # Run the compiled code in parallel
    fork()
    run(compiled)
    send_exit(res.id)
else:
    run(original)
```

Fig. 4: JIT engine algorithm (pseudocode) extended for dependency untangling (Cf.§5.3).
ture task-based parallelism, spawning too many data-parallel processes can overload the system—leading to higher overheads that cut into the speedup or even result in a slowdown. These slowdowns tend to occur when there are many computationally light commands with small inputs, i.e., when the overhead of managing parallelism is higher relative to the actual work to be done. The PASH-JIT compiler can reflect on prior fragments to determine an appropriate parallelism degree.

The compilation server is often queried to compile the same fragment many times—e.g., in each iteration of a loop. At run-time, the compiler collects and maintains execution-time information. As program fragments are recompiled, PASH-JIT tries progressively narrower parallelization degrees in an attempt to minimize overall execution time.

6 Commutativity Awareness

Commutative commands can improve parallelization gains by allowing PASH-JIT to split and process data-parallel partial inputs in small and order-independent batches. Splitting input into many small batches improves expected CPU utilization and allows for additional pipeline parallelism. CPU utilization is improved due to an increase in partial input batches: the more work items, the more uniform the work each parallel copy does. Additional pipeline parallelism is achieved by overlapping input splitting and processing: rather than reading the entire input before deciding how to split it into batches, input can be split via small incremental steps that are immediately handed off to data-parallel commands for processing.

The PASH-JIT compiler uses these insights to produce more efficient parallel implementations of scripts that contain commutative commands. It introduces a few auxiliary nodes in its intermediate representation (IR) that orchestrate parallel execution for stateless and commutative commands, and compiler transformations that insert these nodes in a dataflow graph. It also provides efficient primitives implementing these nodes when instantiating in the parallel target script.

6.1 Compilation: Dataflow Model

The PASH-JIT compiler operates on a dataflow IR that builds on PASH-AOT, where commands correspond to nodes and communication channels correspond to edges between nodes. To enable commutativity-aware transformations, PASH-JIT extends PASH-AOT’s annotation framework (§5.1) to indicate whether a command invocation is commutative (in addition to its parallelizability characteristics).

Command nodes: PASH-JIT introduces the following four dataflow nodes, which correspond to PASH-JIT-provided binary commands available in the PATH: c_split, c_wrap, c_strip, and c_merge. The c_split node takes a single input stream and N output streams. It splits its input into small batches, prepends a header on each batch identifying its sequence number, and then forwards it to one of the N outputs depending on a load-balancing strategy. Currently, PASH-JIT implements a round-robin strategy. The c_merge node performs the inverse operation: it merges N input streams into one and removes any headers. The c_wrap command is used to wrap stateless commands. It removes the header, forwards the input to the command, and then adds the header back to the command output. Finally, c_strip is a single-input-single-output header-removal node that often precedes commutative commands.

Transformations: To expose commutativity-aware parallelism, PASH-JIT transforms the dataflow graph; see §2 for an example. The transformations are visualized in Figure 5. The first transformation introduces a pair of c_split and c_merge before any commutative (e.g., sort) or stateless (e.g., grep) command. Another transformation then tries to eliminate unnecessary splits and merges, delaying c_merge as late as possible (i.e., enclosing the biggest possible part of the graph). If a stateless command follows a c_merge, the command is wrapped with c_wrap and the c_merge is commuted after it. If a commutative command follows a c_merge, the command is parallelized and c_merge is transformed to a set of c_strip commands. Finally, if a c_split follows a c_merge, then the two are fused together to the identity function, connecting the inputs of c_merge with the outputs of c_split.

An important execution invariant is that c_split and c_merge (or c_strip) satisfy the requirements of well-formed parentheses, i.e., a c_split must always be followed by a c_merge or a set of c_strip commands. PASH-JIT’s dataflow graphs are essentially bimodal, since subgraphs that are between a c_split and a c_merge will execute with batches, requiring all commands in them to be wrapped with c_wrap, while the rest of the dataflow graph executes like the original.

---

Fig. 5: Overview of commutativity-aware transformations.
6.2 Runtime: Commutativity Implementation

The runtime splits the source in small batches (that contain complete lines) in a round-robin fashion.

Protocol: To reconstruct the order of different outputs while merging, PASH-JIT needs to keep track of ordering as input batches are sent to different command copies for processing and, more generally, as input-output batches flow throughout the parallelized script. To achieve this, PASH-JIT wraps all input batches with a header that contains the three following fields: block_id, for ordering blocks; block_size, the size of the block in bytes; and is_last, a boolean value true only for the last block with a given block_id.

Utilization and deadlocks: PASH-JIT must avoid deadlocks during write operations between the wrapper commands and the commands they wrap—i.e., the two should never be blocked trying to write at the same time. Additionally, the wrappers must maximize utilization of the command they wrap, i.e., they should never wait on input unnecessarily. To avoid deadlocks, PASH-JIT wrappers use non-blocking read and write; and to increase utilization and reduce waiting time, they write in small chunks of 32KB.

Handling inputs with long lines: An input may contain lines that are longer than the c_split block size. Such an event leads to non-uniform block sizes and high memory consumption, because each block must be read and sized completely before splitting and adding to the header. PASH-JIT addresses this issue by introducing the is_last header field in c_split: if a block exceeds the specified size (due to containing large lines) the block is split into multiple blocks; all blocks share the same block_id but only the last sets is_last to true. Sub-blocks with the same block_id are sent downstream in-order, and therefore downstream commands can use the is_last information to correctly reconstruct the output and know when a block ends. Block splitting reduces memory requirements and improves performance, as it allows for higher utilization regardless of the frequency of newlines. And blocks maintain a constant size throughout the flow, despite the presence of commands with high output-to-input ratio such as curl.

Handling small inputs: Inputs that are smaller than c_split’s block size lead to a single block and thus sequential execution. PASH-JIT’s c_split addresses this issue by first attempting to read an input size s equal to downstream_count * block_size bytes before forwarding any blocks. If the total input is larger than s, this buffering ensures that all parallel instances will get at least one block; if the total input is smaller than s, then the input read is re-split into blocks fairly and forwarded downstream. The size s is configurable and defaults to 1MB, which we empirically determined avoids both high overhead and low utilization.

7 Evaluation

The PASH-JIT implementation comprises 6784 lines of Python (preprocessor, compilation server, expansion, compiler, and parser), 1011 lines of shell code (JIT engine and various utilities), and 1174 lines of C (commutativity primitives, and other runtime components). All line counts are of semantically meaningful lines only.

To evaluate PASH-JIT, we use three experiments on benchmarks (Tab. 1). The first experiment focuses on PASH-JIT’s compatibility and uses the entire POSIX test suite as well as additional scripts (§7.1). The second experiment focuses on the performance gains achieved by PASH-JIT’s parallelization, evaluated using a variety of benchmarks and workloads (§7.2). The last experiment zooms into PASH-JIT’s internal overheads and associated optimizations (§7.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Set</th>
<th>Short Label</th>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Scripts</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSIX Test Suite</td>
<td>PosixTests</td>
<td>§7.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29k</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common &amp; Classic One-liners</td>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>14G</td>
<td>[6, 7, 33, 41, 59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell Labs Unix50</td>
<td>Unix50i</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>21G</td>
<td>[8, 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 Transit Analytics</td>
<td>COVID-mts</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3.4G</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural-Language Processing</td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>1060 books</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA Weather Analysis</td>
<td>AvgTemp</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>36.2G</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Web Indexing</td>
<td>WebIndex</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>1000 files</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video/Audio Processing</td>
<td>MediaConv</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.2+2.2G</td>
<td>[52, 56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Inference</td>
<td>ProgInf</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2330 libraries</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic/PCAP Log Analysis</td>
<td>LogAnalysis</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>10–20G</td>
<td>[52, 56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genomics Computation</td>
<td>Genomics</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100G</td>
<td>[11, 51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUR Package Compilation</td>
<td>AurPkg</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>150 packages</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption/Compression</td>
<td>FileEnc</td>
<td>§7.1–7.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>20G</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbenchmarks</td>
<td>MicroBench</td>
<td>§7.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>custom (ours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We evaluate the correctness of P8H-JIT. Bash passes 376 and fails 32 POSIX tests. P8H-JIT passes 374 and fails 34 POSIX tests, while Bash passes 376 and fails 32 POSIX tests. P8H-JIT diverges from Bash on the test cases for a mere 2 tests (no. 430 and 691) where Bash passes but P8H-JIT fails. These two failures concern the ranges of non-zero exit status and are in fact due to an unusual inconsistency in Bash itself (see “Discussion”, below).

When running the test suite, P8H-JIT invokes the compiler a total of 3304 times, each for a different potentially optimizable fragment; 713 (20%) of those invocations successfully compile, i.e., P8H-JIT generates and runs parallel code. Successful compilation does not necessarily translate to a speedup on individual tests, though: the POSIX suite tends to test with small scripts, so the compiled fragments contain very little computation—not much for P8H-JIT to optimize.

**Discussion:** P8H-JIT diverges from Bash in two cases only in the exit status returned. Both P8H-JIT and Bash exit with an error: Bash returns 1, and P8H-JIT returns 127. For the two failing cases, POSIX mandates (since 2008) that the exit status be between 1–125, making P8H-JIT’s behavior incorrect. Why does P8H-JIT produce a different status?

Bash is inconsistent when called with the `-c` flag. Contrary to most other shells (i.e., dash, ksh, mksh, posh, sash, Smoosh, yash, zsh), Bash is the only shell that, when failing during `-c` invocations, exits with 127—i.e., outside the POSIX-mandated range. When P8H-JIT invokes the underlying Bash interpreter using `-c` in order to set `S`, it receives and propagates an exit status that does not comply with POSIX. The rest of the Bash failing tests are caused by various subtleties; it is not clear which failures are ‘true bugs’ and which are considered desirable divergences from the spec. Greenberg and Blatt [24] discuss how implementations diverge from the POSIX spec. P8H-JIT mirrors the behavior of Bash in all those cases.

To put the number of diverging tests of P8H-JIT and Bash into perspective, we note that other production shells fail in significantly greater numbers: dash passes 3 tests that Bash fails and fails 20 that Bash passes; ksh passes 2 tests that Bash fails and fails 20 that Bash passes; and zsh cannot run the test suite at all. These results combined show that, in practice, P8H-JIT is virtually indistinguishable from its underlying shell interpreter on POSIX features.

### 7.1 Correctness

We evaluate the correctness of P8H-JIT across all benchmarks from Tab. 1 by checking that P8H-JIT’s stdout and exit status are equivalent to the ones produced from Bash. The output is over 650 million lines (18GB), taken from 82 scripts, in all of which P8H-JIT’s output and exit status are correct. To increase our confidence on correctness, we use the POSIX shell test suite with both Bash and P8H-JIT.

**Benchmarks:** The POSIX test suite is a thorough evaluation of shell behavior, comprising 1007 ‘assertions’ evaluated using 494 distinct, assertion-numbered test cases over 29k LOC of shell scripts (plus library support). We exclude (a) 78 test cases because they test the platform (e.g., locales) rather than the shell, and (b) 8 cases because they test interactivity, which is out of scope for P8H-JIT ($\S$1). These leave a total of 408 runnable test cases. The test cases use a mix of shell language features (e.g., redirection, pipes), builtin commands (e.g., `set`, `echo`), and standard UNIX utilities (e.g., `printf`, `grep`). The POSIX suite tests many corner cases of shell behavior—e.g., that aliases ending in space continue alias expansion (Assertion no. 284), that pipelines take precedence over redirections in their constituent commands (no. 454), or that *return* in a *trap* action restores the previous command’s exit status (no. 651)—totaling several thousand behaviors. The exact number of ‘tests’ is hard to quantify: some test cases check a single behavior (e.g., expanding an unset variable under `set -u`); others check hundreds (e.g., many different characters escape properly; many different arithmetic expressions evaluate correctly).

**Results:** P8H-JIT overwhelmingly agrees with Bash (Tab. 2). P8H-JIT passes 374 and fails 34 POSIX tests, while Bash passes 376 and fails 32 POSIX tests. P8H-JIT diverges from Bash on the test cases for a mere 2 tests (no. 430 and 691) where Bash passes but P8H-JIT fails. These two failures concern the ranges of non-zero exit status and...
indexing, using a variety of third-party and built-in utilities. MediaConv contains two scripts that process, transform, and compress video and audio files. ProgInf contains a script that downloads JavaScript packages from the npm registry and applies a security-oriented static program analysis. LogAnalysis contains two scripts that apply typical system-administration and network-traffic analyses over log files. Genomics contains a script that processes next-generation sequencing data for the purposes of diagnostic virology. AurPkg contains the main script that compiles, builds, and packages software for the AUR Linux distribution. Finally, FileEnc contains long aliases that encrypt and compress files.

**Results:** PaSh-JIT surpasses PaSh-AOT’s speedups (vs. Bash) on existing benchmarks and extends speedups to new ones (Fig. 6). Box-plots show results for multi-benchmark suites (Tab. 1, rows 2–5) and bars for individual scripts (Tab. 1, rows 5–13). PaSh-JIT can run several more scripts than PaSh-AOT (for which performance bars are set to 0). Across all benchmarks, PaSh-JIT achieves an average speedup of $3.86 \times$ (vs. 2.9$\times$ for PaSh-AOT) and a maximum speedup of 33.7$\times$ (vs. 15.38$\times$ for PaSh-AOT).

A few scripts exhibit slowdowns when compiler startup, runtime, and parallelization overheads (splitting, merging) start dominating. PaSh-JIT decelerates 14 scripts: PaSh-AOT decelerates 20 scripts—and cannot run 30 additional scripts than PaSh-JIT parallelizes. The scripts that PaSh-JIT decelerates either have short sequential running times (8ms–10s) or have very short-running fragments in tight loops (e.g., 1K iterations, 14ms per iteration). For example, PaSh-JIT decelerates Unix50’s 20.sh (Bash: 8ms; PaSh-JIT: 1.3s) and NLP’s no-vowel.sh (Bash: 14s; PaSh-JIT: 0.24$\times$), on which PaSh-AOT cannot operate.

**Discussion:** PaSh-JIT is faster than PaSh-AOT on all suites 2–5 (w.r.t. average) and on all individual benchmarks 5–13, often by a significant margin (3.1$\times$).

PaSh-JIT speeds up many scripts PaSh-AOT cannot, as PaSh-AOT’s ahead-of-time parallelization cannot reason about the shell’s dynamic features. PaSh-AOT offers no speedup on the NLP suite, nor on any individual scripts except

**7.3 Further Microbenchmarks**

This section zooms into the benefits of PaSh-JIT’s optimizations targeting dependency untangling, profile-driven compiler configuration, commutativity analysis, and JIT engine overheads.

**Dynamic optimizations:** To better understand the benefits of dependency untangling and profile-driven compiler configuration (CC), we use benchmarks that have sequences of statements—e.g., some form of sequential composition or for-loops: rows 5, 6, 8–13 from Tab. 1. One-line scripts such as Unix50 and WebIndex feature single pipelines and thus cannot benefit from any inter-region optimizations.

Across all scripts and compared to Bash, PaSh-JIT achieves a speedup of 8.17$\times$. PaSh-JIT without profile-driven CC achieves 7.58$\times$, and additionally without dependency untangling 0.55$\times$ (Fig. 7). The 0.55$\times$ slowdown due to limited intra-region parallelization in these benchmarks.
Profile-driven CC may slightly reduce speedup in highly parallelizable scripts, because it explores lower parallelization degrees.

**Commutativity awareness:** To evaluate the benefits of commutativity-related optimizations, we focus on all scripts with intra-region parallelization potential: Classics, Unix50, COVID-mts, AvgTemp, and WebIndex; the performance of the rest is affected negligibly by changes to single-region transformations. We disable all dynamic optimizations to isolate the benefits of commutativity, and compare with the sequential Bash baseline.

Commutativity-aware PaSh-JIT achieves an average speedup of 4.52× and a maximum of 14.68× (Fig. 8). Without commutativity-related optimizations, PaSh-JIT achieves an average speedup of 3.72× and a maximum of 15.38×. Commutativity improves the average case but not cases that already see high speedups, as these (1) have negligible overheads coming from input reading—most overheads come due to line processing—and (2) commutativity extensions add some overhead due to the c_wrap primitive.

### JIT engine overhead
To evaluate the benefits of PaSh-JIT’s runtime optimizations, we design a worst-case parallelization benchmark: a script that contains a for loop that performs 100 iterations of echo hi. A tight loop with a minimal-overhead body emphasizes the JIT engine overheads by allowing no parallelization gains. The table on the right shows the run-time performance of four PaSh-JIT configurations compared to Bash: (1) PaSh-JIT without custom expansion, compilation server, and dynamic optimizations, (2) PaSh-JIT without compilation server, and dynamic optimizations, (3) PaSh-JIT without the dynamic optimizations, and (4) the complete PaSh-JIT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bash</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaSh-JIT -esd</td>
<td>59.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaSh-JIT -sd</td>
<td>15.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaSh-JIT -d</td>
<td>6.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaSh-JIT</td>
<td>4.708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As echo hi writes to stdout, dependence untangling does not manage to run it in parallel, and thus its benefit is only due to pipelining. Even then, PaSh-JIT’s JIT engine overhead is not negligible (about 47ms per JIT invocation), as it needs to save the state and invoke the compiler for every iteration of the loop body.

### 8 Related Work

**Parallel shell scripting:** Recent work addresses significant challenges related to automatic shell script parallelization. POSH [52] and PaSh-AOT [63] are mostly-automated ahead-of-time shell-script parallelization systems; as described earlier, these systems focus on fully expanded shell pipelines that do not make use of dynamic features. Recent work explored an order-aware dataflow model as a foundation for modeling the transformations these systems perform and proving them correct [28]. To enable divide-and-conquer parallelism, KumQuat [55] proposes a program-synthesis technique for generating aggregators for black-box commands.

PaSh-JIT builds on all this prior work, addressing fundamental limitations in static, ahead-of-time parallelization: AOT approaches apply to a very small subset of real shell scripts. By opting for just-in-time parallelization, PaSh-JIT achieves parallel script behavior that is practically indistinguishable from the sequential execution—and ample opportunities for additional acceleration.

Other work on shell script parallelization either requires manual effort or is applicable to a smaller subset of scripts than our work. Such work includes: utilities like qsub [19], SLURM [66], and parallel [58]; shells with non-linear pipeline topologies [17, 40, 56]; and using the shell itself as a DSL for concurrency [22].

**Unix-related parallelization:** There has been a significant body of work on parallel (and distributed) Unix and Unix-like environments [4, 44, 47], including shell-oriented efforts such as Plan9’s rc [49]. Contrary to PaSh-JIT, these systems did not (aim to) offer full compatibility with the sequential Unix shell. They also focused on systems-level and program-runtime support, rather than automated program analyses and transformations.

**Just-in-time compilation:** Just-in-time compilation has been studied for long time [3], mainly in two contexts: (1) as a compilation technique for interpreted languages such as JavaScript [20], where critical type information is unavailable prior to execution; and (2) as a performance optimization over ahead-of-time compilation, allowing for specialization [30, 60], loop unrolling and function inlining [9, 50], and other profile-guided optimizations [34, 46]. PaSh-JIT draws inspiration from work in both contexts—resolving unavailable dynamic information at run-time and performing additional optimizations. It also leverages the optimistic compilation technique employed commonly by just-in-time compilers: when it fails to compile (parallelize), it simply runs the original fragment using the shell interpreter as a fallback option.
PASH-JIT differs from most JITs, dealing with different challenges: it operates at a higher level of abstraction, in a unique programming environment with no single unified runtime.

PASH-JIT also draws inspiration from staged compilation [14] and partial evaluation [32]. These techniques perform some compilation ahead-of-time, waiting for the runtime to specialize and further optimize when there is more information about the environment of the target program and how it is used.

**Parallelization in other contexts:** More general parallelization support can be grouped into two categories: languages and tools. One approach to parallelization support is to use tools that require writing in a new higher-level programming language [18, 21, 36] or a dataflow-based model embedded in an existing language [5, 12, 16, 45, 57, 67]. These tools usually offer automation, but require re-expressing existing computations in domain-specific programming models; PASH-JIT operates on completely unmodified POSIX shell scripts that use unusual features and obscure corner cases.

Another approach to parallelization support uses tools that provide automatic parallelization for standard sequential code, requiring no program modifications but often posing limitations with respect to the granularity of the parallelism that they can extract. The general approach started with explicit doall and doacross annotations [10, 38], continuing with analysis-based compilers [27, 48, 54], and more recent work using profiling-guided speculation [1, 31, 35, 42, 61]. PASH-JIT draws inspiration from this line of work: it does not require manual modification to user code, and it leverages run-time information to optimize and parallelize user scripts. Existing tools work on imperative code with memory accesses, but PASH-JIT works at a higher level of abstraction: commands that affect the file system and the broader executing environment.

**Shell correctness and POSIX compliance:** Smoosh [24] offers a formalized, executable reference semantics for the POSIX shell, aiming to address subtleties in the standard [2]. PASH-JIT leverages Smoosh to identify and resolve issues in its JIT engine (§4) and to guide its early expansion routine (§5.2). It also builds on Smoosh’s analysis to leverage the POSIX test suite for characterizing shell behavior.

PASH-JIT reimplements Smoosh’s libdash [23], which presents dash’s parser as a library (§3.3). We chose libdash over Morbig [53] because (1) libdash reuses dash’s production-grade parser, and (2) libdash supports line-oriented input, but Morbig is strictly ahead-of-time.

**Resurgence of shell research:** Recent shell research [24, 25, 39, 43, 52, 55, 56, 63] highlights renewed interest in shellscripting both as a vehicle for impactful research and as a target worthy of scientific attention. We see PASH-JIT as a natural continuation of the insights and research behind recent shellscript parallelization systems [25, 28, 52, 63], allowing other researchers to leverage PASH-JIT’s POSIX-compliant high-performance just-in-time compilation in their future work.

### 9 Discussion & Conclusion

The shell provides a dynamic programming language with complex evaluation-and-expansion semantics and ubiquitous side-effects—effects that interact with the entire UNIX system similar to how a conventional programming language interacts with its runtime environment. The benefits of just-in-time compilation for dynamic languages are clear, and PASH-JIT is the first JIT compiler that targets challenges unique in the UNIX shell ecosystem. PASH-JIT forms a promising drop-in shebang replacement: its POSIX compliance rivals shells in widespread use; and its performance benefits go well beyond the state of the art.

**Interactivity:** PASH-JIT’s design goals (§1) do not include interactivity: an interactive shell switches between consuming its input (shell commands) and redirecting it to its executing commands—challenging for PASH-JIT’s loose coupling. Furthermore, avoiding shell modifications leads to additional runtime overhead (since the state of the shell has to be reflected upon and is not accessible with a single dereference). Adding robust support for interactivity and improving runtime overhead would likely require a more intrusive design, e.g., altering Bash’s source and interposing directly. However, such a design would make PASH-JIT Bash-specific, requiring users to install a new shell, and would significantly complicate the engineering and maintenance effort involved.

**Expansion:** Some of PASH-JIT’s expansion behaves in a way not exactly as specified by POSIX, although we conjecture (and our evaluation confirms, §7) it is safe. For example, pipelines are supposed to expand each component in its own subshell (though the last component may run in the outer shell, depending on a shell’s implementation choices). PASH-JIT’s expansion operates on each component of the pipeline early; each component uses its own copy of the shell environment, to simulate the subshells. We haven’t proved these early expansions sound, and it would be interesting future work to pursue that, e.g., by using Smoosh’s semantics.

**Command annotations:** PASH-JIT’s performance benefits depend on the existence of command parallelizability annotations. The annotations used by PASH-JIT depend on the PASH-AOT annotation library [63], which includes many commands in the POSIX and GNU Coreutils sets. Apart from commands in these sets, a script may contain other commands—for which PASH-JIT will lack annotations and thus will not attempt to parallelize to maintain soundness (§1). To better harness PASH-JIT parallelization in their scripts, users can: (1) opt for more restricted, rather than more general, utilities with more constrained and thus parallelizable behaviors (e.g., use cut rather than awk when projecting columns, as awk programs are not parallelizable in general); or (2) add
their own annotations for custom commands to inform PASH-JIT on how to parallelize them.

**Enabling other analyses:** Even though PASH-JIT is mainly focused on parallelization, its just-in-time structure is not limited to it. By slightly modifying the preprocessor and by replacing the compilation server logic, PASH-JIT can be made to perform different types of analyses and transformations, while maintaining its benefits—compliance with the underlying shell, loose coupling, and low runtime overheads. This enables exciting avenues of future tooling and support for the shell, like incremental execution, automatic distribution, and safety monitoring.

**Conclusion:** Fundamentally, PASH-JIT shows that it is possible to build a just-in-time shell-script parallelization infrastructure that is substantially faster and more applicable than prior work, is loosely coupled, and addresses critical challenges associated with the shell ecosystem’s polyglot runtime environment. But also, PASH-JIT is not a toy: it enables other researchers to use a production-grade POSIX-compliant shell compiler for impactful future work.
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A Artifact Appendix

The structure of this section mirrors the artifact evaluation process. It is a shorter version of the README available in the frozen osdi22-ae branch of PASH’s GitHub repository. At a glance:

• **Artifact available**: Relevant links pointing to online resources.
• **Artifact functional**: Documentation, completeness with respect to the claims in paper, and exercisability.
• **Results reproducible**: Instructions for reproducing correctness (§7.1), performance (§7.2), and microbenchmark (§7.3) results.

A.1 Artifact available

The implementation described in this paper has been incorporated into PASH, an MIT-licensed open-source software available by the Linux Foundation. Below are some relevant links:

• PASH is permanently hosted on the GitHub binpash organization.
• The PASH website is available at binpash.github.io and https://binpash.github.io/web/.
• PASH has joined the Linux Foundation and is available via Dockerhub.
• PASH developers hang out on the pash-discuss mailing list and discord.

PASH is developed actively, forms the foundation of further research on the shell, and has received open-source contributions from developers outside the core development team.

A.2 Artifact functional

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the interaction between different components and the correspondence of system components to sections. Below we provide links to the source code implementing them. Note that at the time of writing the terminology in the code is somewhat different from the one presented in the paper; we hope to align the code with the paper soon.

• Preprocessor (§3.1 and 3.2): The preprocessor uses the parser (below) to instrument the script AST with calls to the JIT engine.
• Parsing library (§3.3): The parsing library contains Python bindings for the dash parser and a complete unparser implementation.
• JIT engine (§4): The JIT engine transitions between shell and PaSh mode and interacts with the parallelizing compilation server (below).
• Parallelizing compilation server (§5): The parallelizing compilation server handles compilation requests for parallelizing regions of the script. The server contains the following subcomponents: (i) the early expansion component (§5.2); (ii) the dependency untangling component (§5.3), enabled with --parallel_pipelines; and (iii) the profile-driven configuration component (§5.4), enabled with --profile-driven.

• Commutativity awareness (§6): It consists of (i) annotations indicating whether a command is commutative (e.g., sort) and (ii) dataflow nodes for orchestrating commutativity-aware parallelization—e.g., c-split, c-wrap, c-strip, and c-merge.
• The paper also claims that the core of the server has been modeled and verified using SPIN. The modeling of the dependency untangling algorithm in Promela (SPIN’s language) can be found in algorithm.pml. The model captures compilation requests of regions with non-deterministic read/write dependencies, and ensures that no two regions with dependencies are running together, while also ensuring that both the server and the engine eventually terminate.

A.3 Results reproducible

The paper contains three classes of experiments, focusing on:

• correctness/compatibility, using the entire POSIX test suite as well as additional scripts (§7.1).
• performance gains achieved by PASH-JIT’s parallelization, evaluated using a variety of benchmarks and workloads (§7.2).
• PASH-JIT-internal overheads and associated optimizations (§7.3).

Links to these can be found in the relevant section of the artifact README. The POSIX test suite is from the Open Standards Group and thus cannot be shared outside the Docker container on the machine shared with the AEC reviewers. These tests run via CI on every commit on the PASH project. Instructions to verify the dependency untangling algorithm can be found here.
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**Abstract**

Hubble is a method-tracing system shipped on all supported and upcoming Android devices manufactured by Huawei, in order to aid in debugging performance problems. Hubble instruments every non-inlined bytecode method’s entry and exit to record the method’s name and a timestamp. Instead of persisting all data, trace points are recorded into an in-memory ring buffer where older data is constantly overwritten. This data is only persisted when a performance problem is detected, giving engineers access to invaluable, detailed runtime data Just-In-Time before the detected anomaly. Hubble is highly efficient, with its tracing inducing negligible overhead in real-world usage and each trace point taking less than one nanosecond in our microbenchmark. Hubble significantly eases the debugging of user-experienced performance problems and has enabled engineers to quickly resolve many bug tickets that were open for months before Hubble was available.

1 Introduction

Today, Android devices are pervasive and tightly integrated into people’s daily lives, yet users still experience performance problems when using these devices. Unlike Apple’s iOS and iPhone, the Android platform is far from a tightly-coupled monolithic ecosystem—the hardware (manufactured by OEMs), infrastructure system software (maintained by Google and customized by OEMs), and applications are provided by different parties, and all layers are released in a rapid yet uncoordinated development cycle. This open platform makes testing enough combinations of hardware, systems software, and applications particularly challenging. Therefore, many performance bugs that escape current testing practices are intermittent, manifesting across multiple components maintained by different entities.

When end users experience an issue, it is often systems vendors that shoulder the blame, before the root cause is exposed [49]. This is particularly true for Android given its huge user base, many of whom are not tech-savvy. When such users experience an intermittent performance problem, they quickly assume that their device is at fault, simply because they could not immediately reproduce the issue on another device. However, the root cause could be in the application itself, only triggered under specific conditions or inputs. To combat these assumptions, device vendors are forced to devote ample engineering and support resources to these issues.

Yet, diagnosing performance problems that occur on a user’s device is extremely challenging, owing to a lack of sufficient runtime information. While approaches like Windows Error Reporting (WER) [21] are widely adopted, they can only record runtime information after a problem is detected. Oftentimes this is too late, as it misses crucial information just before and during the problem. This is exacerbated for performance problems, especially intermittent ones, because the issue may vanish after being detected, before recording starts. Indeed, the primary use of WER is not to record enough information to debug an issue, but to collect error statistics that are then used to prioritize debugging effort.

Recording debugging information before the problem occurs is challenging. We cannot accurately predict when a problem will occur, so the only option is to continuously trace the system during normal execution. However, overhead is a concern. Unlike servers, mobile devices are heavily resource-constrained and their workloads are overwhelmingly interactive. Sampling-based profiling tools are available, but their trade-off between informativeness and performance is poor. Non-sampling-based profiling tools, on the other hand, are too heavyweight for continuous tracing. For example, existing profiling tools on Android like Systrace [25] and Android Studio’s CPU Profiler [24] can trace every method call of an application. However, enabling this type of tracing noticeably slows down an application, sometimes by more than $10 \times$, which is unsuitable for continuous use in production. Individual applications may implement their own in-app tracing [18,23,46], but such traces are typically only available to those applications themselves.

As a result, problems reported to Android device vendors typically only include system logs, sampled statistical metrics,
Table 1: Hubble’s designs and the requirements they satisfy. The headings for the requirements are truncated as follows: “Unnoticeable” refers to having unnoticeable overhead. “No src.” refers to not requiring source code. “Maintain” refers to being maintainable. “big.LITTLE” refers to supporting both big and little cores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Unnoticeable</th>
<th>No src.</th>
<th>Maintain</th>
<th>big.LITTLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation via JIT</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring-buffer &amp; encoding</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-optimized asm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock-free control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sparse Systrace traces, and details recorded after a problem has occurred, like the device model, application name, and symptom. Most times, this is not enough to be useful in debugging intermittent performance problems, and engineers are left “debugging in the dark.” Consequently, many bug tickets are left open for months without any hope of resolution. Worse yet, many bugs cannot even be properly triaged, and after rounds of finger-pointing, it is often the low-level system engineers that bite the bullet.

1.1 Challenges and Opportunities

Therefore, a production tracing system that can provide fine-grained observability is desperately needed. However, continuous tracing in production is challenging; it needs to satisfy a number of stringent requirements. First, the worst-case overhead must be unnoticeable (it cannot exceed 3% or increase the number of performance regressions throughout the deployment cycle), regardless of whether the application is running on the powerful (big) or weaker (little) cores in ARM’s big.LITTLE architecture. In addition, the tool should trace applications without access to their source. Finally, it needs to be easy to maintain, and easy to merge with every new (and often feature-breaking) Android release.

These goals and constraints are stricter than what is offered by existing solutions. For instance, while record and replay (R&R) can faithfully replay the entire execution, we are not aware of any R&R system that can achieve worst-case overhead below 3%. In fact, most literature [30,33,35,57] emphasizes the average overhead; for production tracing tools on Android devices, engineers are primarily concerned with the worst-case instead of the average. In addition, R&R techniques typically require deep integration with the Android runtime which means that they cannot be easily maintained.

Another challenge offered by the Android runtime environment is the semantic gap between an application written in a high-level language (Java) and its native execution, which renders a rich set of system profiling tools such as gprof [27] ineffective without the runtime’s support. When applied to runtime workloads, these profilers only profile the runtime’s execution instead of the applications running on top of it. For example, applying gprof to a runtime workload only provides the call graph of the runtime itself (including the interpreter, GC, and JIT-compiled code), instead of the call graph of the Java application.

Android [26] and other runtimes [7] can output symbol information during execution so that system profiling tools can be applied to profile language-level executions. This approach does not completely close the semantic gap for a few reasons. First, each profiling tool must support using these symbols; currently only the sampling-based perf [39] tool supports using the symbols, and only for JIT-compiled code. Android extended and integrated perf such that it can also profile the interpreter’s execution at the language-level [26]. In addition, perf expects every symbol to have a unique memory address, which is not always true; for instance, the runtime may update JIT-compiled code with application hot-patching or recompilation based on new profiling information, thus unloading old mapped code and reusing the page [26].

Yet, the runtime environment also presents a unique opportunity: trace points can be embedded and removed transparently by the runtime without modifying the application’s source. This opportunity remains under-exploited despite the popularity of managed languages (the five most popular languages on GitHub in 2021 were runtime languages). To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing language runtimes offer detailed tracing tools that can be used continuously in production. For example, the OpenJDK JVM provides a powerful JVMTI debugging interface that can embed breakpoints in applications. However, this means that execution has to be deoptimized and run in the interpreter (rather than JIT-complied). Therefore, it is mostly suitable for use in development environments. Many runtimes also provide sampling-based profiling features that show “hot” code paths, but none provide continuous method-level tracing suitable for production.

1.2 Contributions

This paper presents the design and implementation of Hubble that satisfies the aforementioned goals. Hubble can capture most method entry and exit points of any application’s threads, just-in-time before a failure. We designed Hubble by combining several well-known techniques in a novel way that takes advantage of the Android platform. Table 1 shows Hubble’s major designs and the requirements they satisfy.

First, Android applications are typically downloaded as bytecode and then either compiled or interpreted on the device; Hubble leverages this runtime environment to automatically embed its tracing logic into the compiled binary or interpreted logic. This enables efficient tracing, as the tracing logic can be inlined into the application, avoiding more expensive trampolines (i.e., jumps in control flow) that are common in other tracing tools. In addition, this means that Hubble is a purely black-box approach that does not depend on the application’s source code.
In addition, Hubble writes trace points to an in-memory ring buffer that is only flushed when a problem is detected. This allows it to run continuously and capture information just-in-time leading up to a failure. By designing a concise, variable-length encoding, such that most trace points occupy eight bytes, a small (32MB) ring buffer is enough to capture sufficient debugging information.

Third, Hubble’s performance-sensitive instrumentation logic is written in assembly. This ensures that performance is optimal even on a device’s low-power (little) cores, which cannot perform out-of-order execution or have small instruction reordering buffers. In addition, this decouples Hubble from the Android compiler’s compilation flow, so it avoids having the compiler affect the correctness of the tracing logic, and eases maintainability.

Finally, Hubble avoids using expensive synchronization primitives [14] in two ways: threads write trace points to thread-local buffers, avoiding inter-thread synchronization; and, Hubble communicates with these threads by using a purpose-built lock-free synchronization protocol.

The end result is a highly efficient method-tracing system sufficient for debugging intermittent performance bugs. In our microbenchmarks, each trace point costs less than one nanosecond for nearly empty methods, and tracing overheads are quickly amortized when methods perform meaningful operations. Hubble’s tracing overhead is also unnoticeable in Huawei’s continuous-integration performance testing infrastructure, which includes a variety of workloads and devices. Hubble’s memory overhead is approximately 64 MB by default, accounting for two 32 MB ring buffers. As of 2021, Huawei’s lower-end smartphones have at least 4 GB of RAM, while higher-end ones can have up to 12 GB. Therefore, Hubble’s memory overhead is less than 2%.

Hubble also strives to protect user privacy. Similar to existing error reporting systems such as WER [21], MacOS [2] and Mozilla [34] crash reports, Hubble’s traces are only collected with user consent. However, these other systems collect a minidump of the memory image, whereas Hubble’s traces are far less sensitive: they only consist of method names and timestamps and do not contain any variable values.

Hubble has been integrated into Huawei’s core Android OS codebase, deployed across a wide range of smartphone and tablet product lines, since August, 2020. Older devices may receive Hubble’s functionalities via an over-the-air OS update. Since deployment, Hubble has significantly eased the debugging of intermittent performance problems. In fact, engineers were able to quickly resolve many performance problems that remained unresolved for months.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- The design and implementation of Hubble, a highly efficient method tracing subsystem for Android, that satisfies a set of unique, practical constraints, some of which are rarely mentioned by existing literature.
- Integration of Hubble’s traces with existing debugging tools, like Perfetto [40] which can show call charts. This significantly improved the trace’s utility, where developers can cross-examine Hubble traces with other runtime data.
- Case studies on how Hubble diagnoses real-world performance bugs which cannot be resolved without it.

Hubble also has the following limitations. First, it can only embed tracing logic into executions that go through the Android compiler or interpreter (from bytecode); Hubble cannot trace native libraries like those invoked through the Java Native Interface (JNI). In addition, Hubble’s trace buffer could pollute the CPU cache and slow down cache-optimized workloads (e.g., loop tiling [8]). However, while cache-optimization is commonplace in server workloads, it is uncommon on smartphones, especially in the interactive UI-thread. Nonetheless, we evaluate this effect in §8.

2 Related Work

Record and replay (R&R) tools [10,15,16,29,30,35,36,38,50,57] work by recording a user’s input and all non-deterministic events (e.g., scheduling), so that the execution can be faithfully replayed. R&R tools do not meet our requirements for a few fundamental reasons. The first is overhead. Among all R&R tools, Reverb [35] reported the best performance, yet its overhead is still 5.5% on average (the worst-case is not reported). It works only on JavaScript web applications, where threads communicate using a message-passing interface. When threads share memory, R&R incurs even higher overhead. For instance, DoublePlay [57] reported a worst-case overhead of 11% for network-bound workloads (Apache webserver), 19% for disk-bound workloads (MySQL), and 278% for CPU-bound workloads (SPLASH-2 ocean). To achieve low overhead, some tools [33,38,45] do not record all non-determinism which prevents accurate replay. Second, since intermittent performance bugs may take days to occur, R&R traces will grow untenably large. While checkpointing could allow replay from a partial trace, the checkpointing operation itself is expensive [50]. Compared to a call chart, an R&R trace also imposes much larger privacy concerns. Finally, R&R tools require deep integration with the Android runtime and compiler. For instance, applying DoublePlay’s approach to Android would require the runtime to run a parallel execution of the application, checkpoint and compare state between the two processes, and so on. Hence, R&R tools would be difficult to maintain within Android.

An attractive alternative is to use hardware-support, like Intel PT or ARM ETM, to record branch-level traces [12,28,60]. These tools have a worst-case runtime overhead of 1–2%. However, there are two challenges on ARM devices. First, the semantic gap on Android’s runtime complicates the decoding of the branch-level trace, as it only provides the traces of the runtime’s execution instead of the application. Second,
hardware support for tracing is restricted to development platforms (most ARM processors on production Android devices do not support the feature) [4].

Only a limited set of bytecode method tracing tools are available on the Android platform. Android Studio’s CPU Profiler can trace every method call, but its overhead is incredibly high (a worst-case of 921 × in our evaluation), because instead of embedding the tracing logic into the compiled binary, it jumps into the Android runtime after every method call. Internal tracing utilities within Android mostly leverage Java Agent, JVMTI, or equivalent ART instrumentation interfaces to perform method tracing. These mechanisms are also expensive as they force applications to be interpreted only. Aspect-oriented frameworks such as Tai Chi [53] and Logan [55] are also available to intercept method calls at runtime to execute arbitrary tracing code. However, they either require modifications to the application’s source code or root access. The fastest available method tracing utility that we are aware of, Nanoscope [54], primarily targets method tracing inside an x86 Android emulator, costing up to 10× higher memory usage and performance overhead, so it is mostly useful in an application development environment.

Some tools are able to perform in-application tracing with low overhead in production. For instance, Firebase performance monitoring [23] collects various metrics (e.g., startup time) and allows developers to insert additional trace points. AppInsight [41] instruments Windows Phone application binaries to log whenever the runtime calls into and returns from application methods. The instrumentation has sufficient detail to allow a server to reconstruct how a user request was processed across different application threads and what the critical path is. These tools typically trace the entire run of an application, but at a low enough granularity that the trace does not grow untenably large. As a result, they are useful for application developers to locate bottlenecks in their application; but the coarseness of the trace may necessitate additional debugging information to locate the exact root cause, especially if the bug is in the underlying systems which are not traced. Timecard [42] goes beyond tracing by using AppInsight’s traces to adjust the server’s computation quality (in real-time) to meet an end-to-end response deadline.

There are also a few high-performance logging solutions like NanoLog [58] and Log20 [59] that can provide nanosecond-level logging. Both write data to thread-local ring buffers and NanoLog uses a specialized encoding to save space. NanoLog uses only the existing log statements in the application while Log20 can be used to determine where best to place log statements based on profiling the application’s usage pattern. In any case, the generated trace is only as detailed as the developers’ instrumentation.

Outside of the Android platform, there are many call profiling tools like gprof [27], Fay [17], ftrace [51], perf [39], DTrace [9], and SystemTap [52]. These tools support various degrees of tracing from periodically sampling the call stack to calling user-defined methods using dynamic instrumentation. However, to capture traces that are detailed enough to diagnose intermittent bugs, these tools incur overhead that prevents them from tracing continuously in production systems. These tools typically require calling a method in their instrumentation, whereas Hubble directly inlines the tracing code into each method.

There are a large number of tools designed to trace each request in a distributed system. Examples include Project5 [1], MagPie [5], X-Trace [20], Dapper [47], UberTrace [11], and Pivot Tracing [31], as well as commercial tools like DataDog [20] and New Relic [44]. These tools typically embed trace points in critical system or network events, such as RPCs, and record an ID that is unique to each request.

3 Case Studies

We present two case studies to showcase how Hubble helped in diagnosing real-world intermittent performance problems. The first issue was within AppX, a third-party multipurpose messaging, social media, and mobile payment application with over a billion monthly active users. Occasionally, AppX users experienced intermittent UI freezes (janks) of up to two seconds. Engineers detected this problem by monitoring the traces that Systrace continuously collects—namely, performance alerts, sparse trace points, and metrics sampled at low frequencies. Figure 1 (A) shows the available trace points rendered as a method call chart in the Perfetto trace-visualization tool. For the UI thread, this consists of only a few high-level methods within the Android framework. The only conclusion engineers can infer from this data is that the UI thread was blocked for about two seconds during which it was supposed to prepare the layout and content for rendering.

In contrast, the call chart based on Hubble’s trace, shown in Figure 1 (B), accurately captures every method call in both the application and the Android runtime. From the canonical method names displayed in the chart, engineers were able to quickly reconstruct the events that occurred before, during, and after the UI jank. First, the user swiped back on the device’s screen within AppX (1). Then, AppX initialized a software keyboard to respond to the user’s action (2). However, to display the keyboard, the scrollable chat component must be resized (3), and this became the bottleneck. Drilling down further, we can observe the series of method calls responsible for generating the list of on-screen content (4). Specifically, we can see that the UI thread is primarily blocked by various long-running methods belonging to AppX. Now with concrete evidence, our engineers concluded that the root cause was within AppX, and initiated a meaningful collaboration with AppX’s developers.

The second issue was a longstanding performance bug
within an internal business teleconferencing application. After the end of a teleconference, the application occasionally froze for up to a second on a small number of user devices. This annoyed users but it was not until months later that a particularly vocal employee reported the issue to management, who then opened a support ticket requesting that the issue be resolved. Our device support engineers attempted to reproduce the problem on their own, but all attempts were unsuccessful. The only method call captured by Systrace was binder_transaction(), which does not explain why the issue occurred. Further efforts to collaborate with the disgruntled users were also ineffective as most users were either too busy or otherwise unable to provide more detailed reproduction instructions. A few users were even invited to collaborate with an engineer to reproduce the problem, but the intermittent issue could not be reproduced after multiple attempts.

Several months later, Hubble, in pre-beta at the time, was available for internal use. The disgruntled employees happily consented to deploying Hubble onto their mobile device via an over-the-air Android OS update. Within a few days, performance anomalies were detected and their associated trace data was automatically collected. After a quick glance at Hubble’s call chart, the support engineers identified that the teleconferencing software was calling Thread.sleep() from the UI thread after sending an Android Binder (IPC) system service call. Closer inspection revealed that immediately after a conference call ended, a series of method calls related to the Audio Manager were performed, prior to the Thread.sleep(). This behavior was unexpected and if not for the complete method call trace, which contained both the application and Android framework layers, we would still be stuck with many of our initial theories; e.g., the application could be collecting and sending meeting summary data back to the teleconference service or an unexplained scheduling issue.

With this new information, we brought in a developer with expertise in the Android audio stack. After examining Hub-
ble’s call chart, the developer immediately identified the root cause. The problem can only be reproduced under very specific conditions where users must be connected to Bluetooth headsets using a special mode prior to ending the meeting. After the meeting ended, the application immediately rerouted audio to Bluetooth devices connected over the A2DP streaming protocol. This rerouting process requires re-initialization of Bluetooth’s SCO (synchronous connection-oriented) link where the Thread.sleep() was invoked to wait for the link to be established. We were unfamiliar with these details, but with the help of a developer with the necessary domain knowledge, the issue was promptly fixed by moving the connection and rerouting logic into an asynchronous event handler.

4 Background and Overview

This section first discusses Hubble’s design goals and the role it plays in the failure diagnosis process, which helps to understand Hubble’s design. We then provide an overview of Hubble, leaving the details to the subsequent sections.

4.1 Goals and Requirements

Hubble’s performance overhead and resource usage must be undetectable in all real-world usage scenarios. In practice, this translates to two requirements: Hubble’s worst-case overhead in real-world scenarios, in terms of both latency and memory usage, should be less than 3%. This target was set by our quality assurance team since they cannot reliably measure overhead below 2–3% on mobile platforms, even under ideal conditions. Nonetheless, this is similar to the target set by other practitioners; Google, for example, reported a 2% overhead budget to deploy tracing tools in production server workloads [32, 48]. The second requirement is that the overhead budget should be respected regardless of whether Hubble is tracing workloads on big or little cores. Besides not being as fast as big cores, little cores also tend to lack advanced features like out-of-order execution. Thus, they enforce stricter restrictions on the tolerable overhead for Hubble. In any case, satisfying the target overhead only allows a tool to pass the deployment planning review. To be deployed in production, the tool needs to go through a systematic procedure consisting of three phases:

1. Internal testing. We simulate users using our devices by sending a stream of pseudo-random inputs to a large fleet of physical devices. Each device collects various metrics like application startup times, the number of dropped frames, and so on. Each metric forms a statistical distribution over a large number of trials. We compare the distribution before Hubble was added with the one after. If the differences are statistically insignificant, Hubble has not caused a noticeable change, and we move to phase 2.

2. Internal beta release. We push engineering builds to a small group of internal beta testers on their daily-use devices. We ask these users to report any performance regressions they notice and any new performance issues will need to be resolved before moving to the next phase.

3. Public beta release. A build is pushed to all beta users (tens of thousands of users), and we monitor all new performance anomaly reports. We only consider Hubble’s overhead as undetectable when the beta build does not show a statistically significant increase in reports. Only then can the tool be further released to the entire public.

Android applications are typically distributed as bytecode compiled from high-level languages like Java. Once downloaded, this bytecode is either ahead-of-time (AOT) compiled, or executed within the Android runtime (similar to the Java Virtual Machine). The Android runtime compiles frequently executed code Just-in-Time (JIT), using the same AOT compiler. An already-compiled application could also be re-compiled, if runtime profiling reveals new optimization opportunities. Applications could also contain native libraries, i.e., code that was already compiled into native instructions. Thus, Hubble must be able to operate with only access to the downloaded or generated bytecode or native instructions.

Easy maintainability across Android versions is required. Android is typically updated every six to twelve months, with each new release potentially breaking features or making large-scale changes internally. Thus, Hubble should be modularized and decoupled from the upstream source.

Finally, as the case studies highlight, Hubble needs to be able to trace both the executions of the application and the Android framework to be useful. Ideally, device vendors would only be responsible for analyzing and debugging bugs within Android, and application developers would only be responsible for bugs within the application. The reality, however, is that bugs in the Android framework may manifest themselves in the application and vice versa. Furthermore, system traces are not available to application developers (in order to maintain users’ security) and in-application traces may not be available to or easily understandable by device vendors. Exacerbating the issue, application developers and even internal developers at Huawei are reluctant to investigate bug reports without clear evidence that the bug is in their code. Whole-system method traces allow engineers to infer roughly what the application and framework are doing, together, so that the problem scope can be narrowed down to specific call chains and system services. Essentially, Hubble needs to bridge the gap between system and application developers, which in turn, will significantly ease triaging and debugging for both parties.

Overall, these requirements highlight the practical challenges of designing and deploying tracing tools onto a complex user-device platform such as Android.
4.2 The Failure Diagnosis Process

To understand Hubble’s utility, we first need to overview the failure diagnosis process. Android devices ship with a set of anomaly detectors to detect common issues like lags in the UI. When an anomaly detector fires, the system saves several pieces of data such as logs, metrics, and traces. At an appropriate time, these data will be uploaded to the device vendor for analysis.

4.2.1 Anomaly Detection

Since Hubble’s utility depends on an anomaly detector firing, we first provide background on the detectors available in the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) and our version of Android. There are two branches of anomaly detection mechanisms that device vendors can use in the production environment: Those implemented by Android itself and those implemented by in-house engineering teams. Both branches use information gathered either from the Android runtime layer or from the Linux kernel. In addition, both branches are generally tuned to be conservative to reduce the number of false positives. However, if a severe performance issue occurs, a signal will most likely be raised.

The anomaly detectors implemented in the AOSP have been continuously developed for over a decade. For example, the most frequently used anomaly detector is the UI jank (lag) detector, which has an extremely close correlation to user-observable performance issues. It will alert if a number of consecutive display frames are delayed longer than a predefined threshold. Android officially groups all its tracing, profiling, and anomaly detectors under one umbrella term known as systrace. In production environments, most of these anomaly detection signals and alerts are continuously captured and analyzed in real time.

Internally, we utilize a number of additional black-box anomaly detectors which monitor for a number of kernel level indicators and hardware events. For example, we implemented a system-level, HCI-based detector: Studies show users start to perceive a delay after 400-600ms. So by instrumenting the runtime where (1) a touch is detected by the screen, (2) when the signal is delivered to the application, and (3) the application generates a response, we can accurately measure the delay between (1) and (3) and fire an alert when the delay is longer than 400ms. Furthermore, we can attribute the delay to either signal delivery in the runtime or within the application.

Other black-box anomaly detectors could be as simple as monitoring whether the device has entered the thermal throttling mode. Most detectors, however, don’t rely on a single metric. Instead, they correlate multiple metrics. For example, if a detector detects that the current GPU memory bandwidth utilization is high, it then checks other metrics such as the rendering queue backlog length; only if multiple of them suggest an anomaly does the detector fire a warning. Experimental anomaly detectors may further leverage real-time machine-learning monitoring Android runtime metrics like the number of locks held, memory allocation and garbage collection frequency, and so on.

4.2.2 The Utility of Hubble

When Hubble’s traces are collected, they are integrated into systrace and Perfetto when presented to engineers with other runtime data. Perfetto and systrace are powerful debugging tools that can visualize a variety of runtime data, including visualizing the method trace as a call chart or flame graph. The tools also have search and analytics (e.g., using SQL) capabilities that allow developers to correlate data from different sources. For instance, developers can cross-examine traces with logs and hardware metrics. Developers can also alert based on traces. For example, one use case of Hubble is to search for the call stack that matches a specific method invocation order, get an average runtime, and alert when it exceeds a threshold. As a result, Hubble is not a standalone tool, nor the only debugging tool. Instead, developers usually start debugging by first examining the data from existing logs and metrics, and some bugs can be resolved with these alone.

However, the remaining bugs—typically hard-to-diagnose, intermittent issues—require more insight, which is where Hubble excels.²

Key to Hubble’s success is the visibility it provides into application and framework-level behaviour, without which engineers cannot triage issues. Hubble’s detailed method traces also allow developers to better understand how a bug can be reproduced; with a reproduction, developers can repeatedly reproduce the bug in a development environment (with heavyweight tracing) until the issue is understood.

Nonetheless, there are some limitations to Hubble’s utility. We have found Hubble’s traces are not as useful in the following cases: (1) if the bug is in the system’s native code (which is not traced), (2) if the method-level trace is not fine-grained enough (e.g., an infinite loop without making any function calls), or (3) if a bug is caused by incorrect data-flow (i.e., an incorrect variable value) that does not affect the call path (otherwise it could be inferred by Hubble’s trace). However, Hubble’s traces can still help developers to significantly narrow down the problem scope (e.g., they can locate the method that contains the infinite loop). In theory, if the distance between the root cause and the symptom is too long, Hubble could miss the cause due to the ring buffer size. However, we have not yet encountered such a case in practice.

²We do not have an exact number of issues exclusively resolved by Hubble, because Hubble’s traces are integrated into existing debugging tools with other traces. However, we noticed the number of bug tickets containing intermittent and difficult to reproduce bugs quickly dropped after Hubble was first made available.
4.3 Overview of Hubble

Hubble modifies the compiler and interpreter to instrument tracing logic at the entry and exit of every non-inlined bytecode method, whether it is interpreted, ahead-of-time compiled, JIT compiled, or recompiled. Portions of the Android framework itself and factory installed apps, i.e., the apps that are packaged by the OEM vendor, could be already in compiled form instead of bytecode; for these cases, the trace points are embedded at the vendor’s site. Hubble can also trace calls made using the JNI (when applications calls into the native libraries and the returns). However, function calls made within native libraries cannot be traced by Hubble.

Hubble adds one system thread, the trace control thread, to each application’s process that can turn tracing on or off for any thread in the same process. Although Hubble instruments all bytecode methods, by default, the control thread only turns on tracing for the UI thread, which performs all UI and Android framework operations. At every method entry and exit, Hubble’s tracing code writes an entry to a fixed size in-memory ring buffer. When the buffer is full, the buffer pointer will wrap around so the oldest data will be overwritten.

When a performance anomaly detector detects a performance problem, the control thread will be notified. It then notifies the UI thread to stop tracing, preventing useful debugging data prior to the problem from being overwritten. Once tracing has stopped, the control thread flushes the ring buffer to disk, before restarting tracing. The saved trace file can be sent back to Huawei to aid postmortem debugging, or post-processed and analyzed on the device, off the critical path, if a summary needs to be sent.

Each traced thread writes to a private ring buffer local to itself. Hubble keeps at most $N$ buffers in the system, from the $N$ threads that most recently executed in the foreground. Older buffers will be reclaimed by the system. $N$ is configurable and the method trace logic can be programatically enabled and disabled for individual threads, either via the runtime or by the user application itself. This means that any background threads from almost any process, even short lived ones, can be traced. However, if there are too many concurrent threads being traced, Hubble will run into memory usage issues. To solve this, we could have a ring buffer per core rather than per thread; to differentiate trace points from different threads, we could record the thread’s ID (available from a register in the runtime) in each trace point. By default, $N$ is set to 2. This is sufficient to capture both the current foreground and most recent background application’s UI threads.

5 In-memory Tracing

This section describes the design and implementation of Hubble’s tracing logic. We first explain the information recorded in each trace point and its encoding. We then discuss how we integrated the tracing code into Android’s optimizing compiler so that compiler optimizations do not affect our instrumentation.

5.1 Data Format and Encoding

Figure 2 shows the format of each trace point. As shown, method entry points have a varying encoding depending on the CPU’s execution mode and other factors explained later. The CPU will change mode when executing a 32-bit or 64-bit application. Method entry trace points contain a timestamp and a method pointer, while exit points contain a timestamp and the constant 0x0.

For timestamps, Hubble uses the Generic Timer [3] count instead of the standard system clock. A Generic Timer is a high resolution clock (nanosecond precision) and its tick value can be directly read from a register on modern ARM SoCs. It ticks at a constant frequency regardless of the CPU operation speed and the counter value starts at 0 when reset. When the trace is persisted, Hubble records the current time, which can be used to reconstruct the absolute timestamp of each trace point from the Generic Timer count.

The method pointer is the memory address of a metadata object, ArtMethod, that describes each loaded class-method and can be used to decode a method’s canonical name. As part of the ClassLoader initialization process in Android’s runtime (ART), an array of ArtMethods is allocated in a memory region outside the managed heap (ignored by garbage collection). ArtMethods can only be added to this array and never be modified nor removed. ART ensures that immediately after entering a method, the address of its ArtMethod is stored in register r0. Since the lifecycle of the main ClassLoader, which is responsible for loading all of the executed bytecode methods, spans the entire duration of the application, we can safely store the ArtMethod pointer in the trace buffer and reconstruct the method name after the trace data is persisted, so long as this happens before the application exits. Note that applications could use additional custom ClassLoaders with shorter lifecycles. If we persist the trace data after the custom ClassLoader exits, we could dereference pointers that are no longer valid. To avoid this, we install a cleanup hook for custom ClassLoaders to invalidate the trace buffer (or optionally persist the trace data).
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ThreadLocal [37]). This includes a ring buffer and metadata such as where content in the buffer begins and ends. The ring buffer is carved into an array of 64-bit wide integers in both 64-bit and 32-bit mode.

For the timestamp in each trace point, Hubble only stores the lower 32 bits of the Generic Timer counter, regardless of execution mode. (Even in 32-bit mode, the Generic Timer counter is 64 bits wide because the value is fetched from a co-processor that is not subject to the mode change.) Thus, the recorded timestamp may wrap around, which we handle during decoding.

Figure 3 shows how Hubble reconstructs the accurate timestamp from truncated ones. The last timestamp is a reference timestamp (tr), which is the complete 64-bit Generic Timer counter value recorded when the trace is persisted. Using tr, we can iteratively reconstruct the upper 32 bits of the previous three timestamps: if a previous timestamp has a lower value than the current one (e.g., t3 versus tr), we assume it has the same upper 32 bits; if it has a higher value (e.g., t1 versus t2), we assume a wrap around occurred and the upper 32 bits should be decremented by one.

Theoretically, this could lead to an error: if between two consecutive trace points more than $2^{32}$ ticks occur, the reconstructed timestamp will be inaccurate. However, this is unlikely to happen in reality. It takes 223.7 seconds on a Qualcomm ARM SoC and a little over 37 minutes on a Huawei-designed SoC for the lower 32-bit Generic Timer counter to tick $2^{32}$ times. So only if a method executes for more than 223.7 seconds, without calling another method or returning, will an inaccuracy occur.

5.1.1 Format under 64-bit Mode

Hubble uses a variable-width encoding for the ArtMethod pointer when executing in 64-bit mode. In this mode, the pointer is 64 bits; but for real-world applications, the vast majority of the pointers’ upper 32 bits have the value 0x0. We exploited this observation to increase encoding efficiency. When the upper 32 bits are 0x0, Hubble only records the lower 32 bits of the pointer (Figure 2 (A)). Together with the lower 32 bits of the timer count, a method entry trace point occupies a single 64-bit buffer slot. If the upper 32 bits of the method pointer are not 0x0, a method entry trace point occupies two buffer slots (Figure 2 (B)). The first 64-bit slot is used to save the complete 64-bit method pointer; in the second slot, the upper 32 bits store the timer count and the lower 32 bits store the constant 0x1.

The method exit trace point occupies a single 64-bit slot. The upper 32 bits store the timer count, and the lower 32-bit stores 0x0, indicating it is a method exit trace point.

Traces in this format can always be unambiguously decoded in reverse. To decode each trace point, Hubble first checks the lower 32 bits of the previous slot. Depending on whether its value is 0x0, 0x1, or another value, Hubble knows that this trace point is either a method exit, a method entry that is two slots wide (Figure 2 (B)), or a method entry that is one slot wide (Figure 2 (A)). 0x0 and 0x1 cannot be method pointers since they are invalid method pointer memory addresses. A method exit point is matched with the corresponding method entry point in a LIFO manner (implemented using a stack). Note that the decoding occurs server-side, after the persisted trace has been sent back.

5.1.2 Format under 32-bit Mode

In 32-bit mode, both method entry and exit trace points use a single buffer slot. The upper 32 bits are always the lower 32 bits of the timer count, like in 64-bit mode. For method entry points, the lower 32 bits store the method pointer, and for method exit points, the lower 32 bits store 0x0.

5.1.3 Efficient Recording

The tracing logic can be efficiently implemented by a few assembly instructions. For example, Hubble uses only two assembly instructions to store the method entry trace point under 32-bit execution mode:

1. `MRRC(al, scratch1, scratch0, 0b0001, 0b1111, 0b1110);`
2. `STRD(r0, scratch1, MemOperand(buffer, 8, PostIndex));`

The first `MRRC` instruction is used to fetch the 64-bit Generic Timer counter value into two 32-bit CPU registers: `scratch1` and `scratch0` (readers can ignore the other operands). Then a `STRD` instruction is used to (1) store `scratch1`, which contains the lower 32-bits of the Generic Timer counter, and r0, which contains the ArtMethod pointer, to the memory address stored in `buffer` register, and (2) increment `buffer` by 8 bytes after the memory operation completes. So after this store instruction, `buffer` will point to the next buffer slot.

Hubble’s tracing assembly is directly inlined in the basic block at each method entry and exit. Comparatively, in other profilers that use compiler instrumentations, the instrumented code will call a special tracing function. For example, gcc -pg instruments a call to the special function `mcount()`, which is required for tools like gprof. While easier to maintain and more portable, the added function call introduces overhead.
When tracing is stopped, the valid portion of the ring buffer is flushed to disk using an fwrite call. Three metadata files are generated. First, a complete 64-bit Generic Timer counter value (i.e., the reference timestamp) and the absolute system timestamp are collected at the same time; this facilitates the reconstruction of the actual, non-relative timestamp of each trace point if needed. Then the current buffer position and size are recorded. Finally, Hubble computes a symbol table, mapping each unique ArtMethod pointer value to the method’s canonical name.

5.1.4 Alignment

Each trace point is always eight-byte (a word on 64-bit devices) aligned. Eight-byte aligned memory accesses are crucial to achieving the highest performance in both 32-bit and 64-bit mode on modern ARM SoCs. Unaligned accesses take at least one more cycle than a properly aligned memory access. In the worst case, a single unaligned access can cross a cache-line boundary and generate two cache misses or even two consecutive page faults. Worse yet, unaligned memory accesses are an unsupported operation on low-power or older ARM processors, so additional memory accesses and messaging logic are required. Accordingly, we use 32 bits to represent the constants 0x0 and 0x1, since the performance gains of aligned accesses outweigh encoding inefficiency.

5.2 Hand-optimized Assembly

There are a few reasons to write the tracing logic in assembly. First, it decouples Hubble from the Android compiler’s compilation flow. If written in C++, the compiler could move, reorder, or even remove the tracing logic (e.g., the tracing logic accesses global variables without a memory barrier (§6), which is an undefined behavior). By writing the logic in assembly, we can insert it after the compilation stage, bypassing any optimizations that are at odds with the tracing. To do so, early in the compilation stage, instead of generating the actual tracing code, we simply insert a special placeholder instruction at every method entry and exit (including exits due to exceptions); we then configure the Android compiler to exempt this instruction from its later optimization stages. After all the optimizations are performed, we replace this placeholder instruction with the actual tracing instructions. This also makes Hubble easy to maintain, as it is decoupled from any compiler changes that are not backward compatible.

Using assembly also allows us to optimize for both big and little cores. The Android compiler’s optimization is heavily biased toward the big core. For example, the compiler skips the architecture-specific optimizations when they are unnecessary on big cores that support out-of-order execution. However, the little cores do not support out-of-order execution, so running the compiled code will result in poor performance. For instance, each trace point needs to check if we are at the end of the ring buffer (and if so, we need to wrap around). This check requires fetching the value of the ring buffer pointer from memory. If we manually prefetch this pointer (in assembly), it results in an approximate speedup of 35% on the little core. The compiler, however, did not perform this prefetching, because it expects the big core will perform the prefetching automatically.

Finally, because we have domain knowledge of the tracing logic and processor microarchitecture, we can perform better optimizations than the compiler, regardless of whether it is on the big or little core.

6 Tracing Control

Recall a system thread is responsible for notifying the traced thread to turn tracing on or off. The traced thread (e.g., the UI thread) is only responsible for (1) checking whether tracing is turned on, and if so, (2) writing the trace points into the trace buffer, and (3) turning tracing off if necessary. The rest of this section describes how the two threads communicate efficiently without synchronization primitives.

Figure 4 shows the communication between the control thread and the traced thread. Lines 1–6 are the control thread’s logic, whereas lines 7–12 are executed at every trace point in the traced thread. Hubble uses two eventually-consistent, shared variables, start and stop. start is unidirectional, i.e., it is set by the control thread and read by the traced thread, and stop is bidirectional, as it can be set and read by both threads. Initially, both variables are set to 0x0. To start tracing, the control thread sets start to the address of the next buffer slot (line 1 in Figure 4), and waits for a signal to stop tracing. Therefore, the value of start indicates two things: whether tracing is on or off, or the buffer position. At each trace point, the traced thread first checks if start is 0x0, and only proceeds with tracing if it is not (line 7).

To turn tracing off, the control thread sets stop to 0x1 (line 3 in Figure 4), and then enters a polling loop until stop is changed to a value greater than 0x1 (lines 4–5). In the meantime, the traced thread performs tracing and evaluates
the value of stop at the end of every trace point (line 9). Once
the traced thread detects that stop was changed to a non-zero
value, it enters the logic to stop tracing. The traced thread first
sets stop to the address of the current buffer pointer, i.e., the
end position of the buffer, at line 10. So stop also serves dual
purposes: whether tracing should stop (with value 0 or 1),
or the buffer end position. (Note that 0x0 and 0x1 are invalid
buffer memory addresses, so after line 10, stop will be greater
than 0x1.) Then the traced thread sets start to 0x0 at line 11,
to guarantee that tracing will be disabled immediately. Finally,
the control thread detects that the traced thread has stopped
tracing, so it can persist the trace or clean up the ring buffer.

Figure 4 also shows an example trace control-flow. Each
circle represents a trace point, with filled and blank shading
indicating whether trace data is written or not. At the begin-
ning, tracing is off. At T1, the control thread turns tracing
on at line 1 (L1) by setting start to a non-zero value. This
new value is propagated to the traced thread at time T2, as the
result of eventual consistency in the memory cache coherence
protocol. Then, the following three trace points are written to
buffer. At T3, the control thread turns tracing off by setting
stop to 0x1, which is propagated to the traced thread at T4.
The traced thread then executes lines 10–11, and at T5, the
control thread detects that stop was changed to a value greater
than 0x1; so it breaks out of the polling loop and persists the
trace. After the trace is persisted, the control thread restarts
tracing at time T6 (line 1).

This design is highly efficient. Each trace point needs to
check the values of start and stop only if the trace has been
started. start and stop are regular shared variables that are
almost always cached. In comparison, any alternative design
that uses synchronization primitives or atomic variables would
introduce much higher overhead in each trace point, which is
on the critical path.

Since tracing is stopped and the current ring buffer location
is written to the stop variable by the traced thread itself, no
additional trace point will be written to the buffer afterwards
and the buffer metadata will be consistent. For example, if
the last trace point is a 64-bit method entry occupying two
slots, it is guaranteed that both slots are written with the buffer
pointer correctly incremented before tracing is stopped.

If the traced thread is executing native code, either through
the JNI or a custom ClassLoader, it cannot respond to the
control thread’s stop tracing request, because the logic to stop
tracing is only instrumented in bytecode methods. Therefore,
the control thread further checks whether the traced thread
is in native execution when it attempts to stop tracing. If so,
the control thread will first obtain ART’s state transition lock
that prevents the traced thread’s execution from changing
state, i.e., from native execution back to the bytecode world
(either the interpreter or compiled code). Then the control
thread forcibly copies the buffer position to stop, and sets
start to 0x0, followed by a memory fence. Finally, the control
thread can release the state transition lock. A subtle data
race could occur during state transition where just before
the lock is obtained, the traced thread transitions back to the
bytecode world. Debugging this unfortunately took weeks,
but we fixed it by rechecking the traced thread’s execution
state after obtaining the lock.

7 Privacy and Security

Security and privacy are some of our top priorities. Hubble
does not collect personally identifying information, such as
phone numbers or user IDs. Hubble’s traces only contain
method names and timestamps, there are no actual “data values,”
not even parameter values. Widely-adopted error reporting
systems like Windows Error Reporting (WER) [21], MacOS’
crush report [2], or the Mozilla Crash Reporter [34], record
a subset of the memory state or often collect system logs. In
comparison, Hubble’s traces are far less sensitive. Similar
to WER and other widely-adopted error reporting systems,
Hubble uses an informed consent policy.

Even when user consent is given, Hubble further strives
to minimize the amount of data that leaves the device. Hub-
ble has the capability to perform the same analyses that are
performed server-side, locally on a user’s device, with only a
summary being sent back to the vendor. For example, Hubble
can quickly scan the trace files and compute the top methods
with the longest “self-execution-time”, or it can automatically
isolate and extract the longest method call chains from when
a performance anomaly occurred. Performance bug models
could be distributed to client devices, containing “signatures”
of problematic method names or method call chains, and if
there is a match, statistics could be sent back instead of the
complete trace.

Hubble also exploits many built-in data security features in
Android and the Linux kernel to protect trace data. The traces
are stored inside an application-private storage area that is
protected by the kernel-level application sandbox. Only the
application itself with matching its UID, device vendors, and
application developers—when they configure their mobile
device in debug mode—have access to the trace files.

8 Evaluation

Hubble has been repeatedly tested on Huawei’s performance
testing framework, which included the top 100 popular appli-
cations, with workloads including startup, stress testing
(simulated random screen touches at a high rate), and normal
usage simulations, on all supported devices. Overall, we have
found Hubble’s overhead is statistically insignificant in real-
world use-cases. Hubble tracing is now enabled by default in
all Huawei testing frameworks.

We have designed a few experiments to stress test and
study Hubble’s runtime characteristics, aiming to answer four
questions: (1) What is the runtime cost of Hubble’s tracing?
(2) What is Hubble’s effect on cache behavior and memory bandwidth? (3) What is Hubble’s overhead in the most demanding real-world scenarios? (4) How long of an execution trace can be stored in the ring buffer? We did not evaluate power consumption. Despite best-effort attempts, we could not reliably observe battery overhead in any experiments. Huawei’s devices are shipped with aggressively tuned power-saving profiles and thus far, we have not observed an increase in reports of battery drain.

Unless otherwise specified, experiments were performed on a Google Pixel 1 phone that is well-supported by the open-source version of Android (AOSP). The phone contains a Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 processor with two high-performance cores each with a 64 KB L1 (divided equally for instructions and data) and 1.5 MB L2 cache, and two low-power cores each with a 64 KB L1 and 512 KB L2 cache.

We compared three execution modes: (1) baseline – the phone running unmodified Android; (2) tracing off – Hubble is enabled and applications are instrumented, but tracing is turned off; and (3) tracing on. Baseline experiments were performed on AOSP’s android-10.0.0_r2 [56] branch. We recompiled the same branch with Hubble enabled.

Hubble’s overhead could only be measured reliably in CPU-intensive and unrealistic microbenchmarks. Repeatedly running the two microbenchmarks in §8.1 and §8.2 causes the CPU to quickly reduce its clock speed due to severe thermal throttling. To improve the validity and reproducibility of the experiments, we placed the phone on bags of ice water.

### 8.1 Trace Point Overhead

Hubble’s tracing overhead is amortized by the amount of work performed by the traced method. Since Hubble’s tracing logic does not impose any dependencies on the traced method, nor does it use synchronization primitives on the critical path, the amortization effect will be enlarged by the deeper CPU pipeline. We evaluated both the cost of an individual trace point as well as the overall runtime overhead as the method performs more work. For comparison, we also evaluated Android’s built-in method tracing utility, typically invoked via Android Studio’s CPU profiler, henceforth referred to ASMT.

Listing 1 shows the method used. The amount of work done can be controlled through the work parameter. To prevent the method from being inlined by the JIT compiler, we added tail-recursion on line 5. In addition, we executed the method with a depth of 10 since the compiler still performs inlining at lower depths. sum is carried across calls to ensure that the loop is not optimized away by dead code elimination.

We ran the method with work values of 0, 1, 10, 100, and 1,000. We measured the runtime of two billion iterations. The cost of a trace point is calculated as the overhead of the 0-work experiment divided by two, since each method call contains a method-entry and method-exit trace point. To ensure the method is compiled by the JIT compiler before evaluation, we ran the experiment until its runtime stabilized to a maximum variance of five percent. The method is then executed ten times for each experiment.

```java
public long Test(int depth, int work, long sum) {
  for (int i = 0; i < work; i++) {
    sum *= i - 1; sum /= i + 2;
  }
  if (depth > 1) return Test(depth - 1, work, sum);
  return sum;
}
```

Listing 1: Program used for measurement.

Table 2 shows the results of the 0-work experiment, with the other work values in Figure 5. The 0-work experiment shows that on average, each Hubble trace point costs less than one nanosecond when tracing is on, and less than 10 picoseconds when tracing is off. This is far less than ASMT’s overhead which is on the order of microseconds. Figure 5 shows the amortization effect: as the amount of work done by the method is increased, Hubble’s tracing overhead percentage decreases quickly. Note that in reality, small methods like this would likely be inlined, excluding them from being traced.

### 8.2 Cache Effects Microbenchmark

We used matrix-multiplication (MM) to measure Hubble’s effects on the cache. MM is a classic workload that can either benefit heavily from caching or suffer ample cache misses [8]. When multiplying large matrices, a naïve implementation...
causes many unnecessary cache misses. However, the majority of these cache misses can be avoided using loop-tiling, i.e., partition each matrix into many small tiles, where each fits in the cache, and perform all accesses on one tile before moving on to the next. We examined Hubble’s effect on each level of the cache by gradually increasing the tile size.

We evaluated Hubble’s effect on MM with eight different tile sizes: 16 × 16, ..., 2048 × 2048. The input matrices are 2048 × 2048, and each element is a four-byte integer. This means tile sizes 64 × 64 and below fit within the L1 cache; tile sizes 256 × 256 and below fit within L2; and all remaining tile sizes exceed both cache levels. To evaluate the highest amount of interleaved memory-contention that Hubble may have with MM, we performed each multiply and add operation inside a method such that two trace points are produced for each step of MM. We also inserted a dummy tail recursion call so that the JIT compiler does not inline the method. For each tile size, we ran the experiment five times. We did not compare with ASMT because it was too slow.

Figure 6 shows the results. With Hubble’s tracing turned off, we could not reliably observe any overhead. With Hubble’s tracing turned on, for the smallest tile size that fits within the L1 cache, Hubble has a min / max / mean overhead of 41% / 70% / 54%. When the tile size still fits within the L2 cache at 128 × 128, the overhead increased slightly to a min / max / mean of 64% / 83% / 70%. Finally, when the tile size is much larger than the L2 cache, caching is no longer effective. In this region, the increased execution time when tracing is turned on did not deviate significantly from smaller tile sizes, but the amortized overhead decreased.

Thus, in the absolute worst case scenarios, Hubble indeed affects programs heavily optimized for caching and, to some extent, memory-bound programs. However, in practice, similar small methods invoked in a tight loop would be inlined and excluded from tracing, not to mention that such loop-tiling is unlikely to be used in an application’s UI thread.

8.3 Startup Overhead Macrobenchmark

We measured Hubble’s overhead on application startup, one of the most demanding but realistic workloads for a method tracing tool since it comprises hundreds of thousands of method calls in a short period of time. These methods perform data loading and processing to prepare the application’s UI and are often optimized to ensure the application loads quickly [22].

Since the performance of the application startup process varies significantly in practice, we took additional measures to minimize variation across benchmark runs. Specifically, we ran all experiments while disconnected from the network, eliminating variance introduced by network connections. We launched the target application repeatedly until its startup time stabilized to within a maximum variance of 5% (without these measures, the normal variance can be as much as 100% as shown on the left hand side of Figure 7). Each application was launched programmatically, avoiding any extraneous touch input that would occur with manual interactions. The startup time was obtained from a syslog message that indicates the duration from when the application process launched to the time after the application’s UI has been drawn on the screen. To force cold starts (where the application starts completely unloaded), we manually killed each application before starting it again. Furthermore, we performed tests in quick succession to encourage the scheduler to place the application process on the performance-oriented CPU core operating at the maximum clock speed.

We ran the benchmark on the three applications that had the most downloads in 2020 [6]: TikTok, WhatsApp, and Facebook. The results are presented as a box and whisker chart on the right hand size in Figure 7. As the figure shows, the measured startup times vary considerably. To determine if Hubble causes a statistically significant difference in application startup time in our tightly controlled test environment, we performed two single-tailed dependent (paired sample) t-tests with a significance level of 5%. The t-test on the results of tracing turned off produced a p-value of 14.25% and the t-test of tracing turned on produced a p-value of 33.18%, both of which exceed the 5% threshold. Thus, we cannot conclude that Hubble causes a statistically significant difference in application startup time. In contrast, ASMT increased the average startup time of the three applications by approximately 10 times.

Although application startup overhead fluctuates significantly under real world scenarios, the number of methods executed remains nearly constant. When disconnected from
the network, TikTok, WhatsApp, and Facebook filled 6.0 MB, 3.8 MB, 6.4 MB of Hubble’s ring buffer respectively; this corresponds to roughly 400,000, 250,000, and 420,000 method invocations. When connected to the internet, the ring buffer content increased to 14 MB, 5.1 MB, and 11 MB because the applications loaded the user’s content. In all three applications, the 32 MB of ring buffer proved to be more than sufficient to capture the entire application startup sequence. In Huawei’s Hubble deployment, the 32 MB trace buffer is able to store the duration of almost all application startup and intermittent performance anomalies that our support engineers have encountered.

The results of the macrobenchmark were also in-line with results from our automated performance-regression testing, as well as feedback from support engineers and application developers. Recall that in part one of Huawei’s three-phase deployment process (§4.1), we ran automated tests across a large fleet of devices and any significant statistical deviation in the results will prevent a new build from being deployed. In the automated performance-regression tests, we measured the application startup-time (both cold and warm startup) of the 100 most-downloaded third-party applications in addition to all our own applications. We categorized startup times into increments of 500 ms and count the number of applications that fall in each increment. After Hubble’s deployment, we have not recorded any statistically-significant changes in the number of applications in each bucket for both cold and warm startup times.

The choice of 500 ms may seem high; however, Farrer et al. showed that users do not feel any loss of control (i.e., that an application is not responding to their action) until the response times reach approximately 350 ms [19], and users feel like they have completely lost control when response times exceed approximately 750 ms. Thus, our QA teams (and others [43]) have found that 500 ms increments are a good categorization to qualitatively evaluate loading speed—response times below 500 ms are considered excellent, 500–1000 ms is considered good, and above one second is considered slow.

9 Experiences

Hubble was shipped in the production branch of Huawei’s Android system in August, 2020. An early prototype was merged into the main development branch in 2019, and engineers have been using it since. Huawei also runs a beta program where users can receive new features before public release. There are currently tens of thousands of beta users, and Hubble is enabled on their daily-use devices. For other end users, Hubble can only be enabled with their express consent.

The trace collection frequencies and retention policies vary depending on the type of users, the level of consent granted, operating region and local regulations, and device model. Internal beta users may not have any data upload restrictions. However, there are often additional restrictions on public users (including those beta users that are outside of Huawei). A common policy is that each user device can upload at most three traces per week. Which three traces to upload is configurable. For instance, sometimes there is a targeted campaign to improve specific applications, so in that case, only traces of anomalies for those applications are uploaded; other times we collect traces for anomalies whose symptoms are extremely severe; or, in the default case, we collect the first three anomalies detected. Although three traces is a low threshold, with a large user base, we are usually able to collect one or a few traces for each important issue.

Besides debugging production issues, Hubble is equally useful for debugging problems discovered during automated testing. Before Hubble, developers used ASMT to debug performance regressions, but due to its overhead it could only be enabled when debugging. This is cumbersome, and many problems simply could not be reproduced while debugging or worse, new issues would appear with ASMT enabled. Now, whenever a performance regression is detected, Hubble’s traces are automatically collected, helping developers quickly narrow down the root cause without reproducing the issue.

A happy accident of implementing the tracing in assembly was that we discovered a bug in ARM’s reference design on an older CPU model. While optimizing and testing the tracing assembly on a large number of devices, we found that when a specific permutation of 32-bit assembly instructions is used together with the Generic Timer counter, a segmentation fault could occur on the out-of-order performance cores. The bug was confirmed by the chip design team and fixed in later CPU models. On the buggy CPU model, we work around the issue by using an ISB instruction to flush the CPU pipeline after fetching the Generic Timer counter.

10 Concluding Remarks

Call profilers are known to be useful in debugging, however, their use has been limited to the development environment as a result of their overhead. Hubble shows that by leveraging Android’s on-device compilation process, a just-in-time flushing strategy, and together with careful system-level design and engineering, we can achieve a highly efficient tool that can collect fine-grained call traces even in production environments. Hubble has proved its usefulness by significantly easing engineers’ postmortem debugging processes.
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Abstract—By repeatedly crawling and saving web pages over time, web archives (such as the Internet Archive) enable users to visit historical versions of any page. In this paper, we point out that existing web archives are not well designed to cope with the widespread presence of JavaScript on the web. Some archives store petabytes of JavaScript code, and yet many pages render incorrectly when users load them. Other archives which store the end-state of page loads (e.g., screen captures) break post-load interactions implemented in JavaScript.

To address these problems, we present Jawa, a new design for web archives which significantly reduces the storage necessary to save modern web pages while also improving the fidelity with which archived pages are served. Key to enabling Jawa’s use at scale are our observations on a) the forms of non-determinism which impair the execution of JavaScript on archived pages, and b) the ways in which JavaScript’s execution fundamentally differs between live web pages and their archived copies. On a corpus of 1 million archived pages, Jawa reduces overall storage needs by 41%, when compared to the techniques currently used by the Internet Archive.

1 INTRODUCTION

URLs are brittle pointers to information on the web. Over time, a page may cease to exist at the URL where it was originally available [44, 62] or the content available at that URL might change due to the page being modified [58, 36]. Therefore, web archives play a key role in the web ecosystem, enabling users to lookup the content that existed at any particular URL at various times in the past. Web archives are used for a wide variety of use cases, such as web-data analytics, genealogical analysis, and even as legal evidence [40]. To support these uses, a number of organizations—cultural heritage institutions, national libraries, and public museums—operate web archives to ensure long-term preservation of content on the web. A recent survey estimates that there are 119 web archives in the United States alone [35].

The largest and most popular of these archives, Internet Archive (IA), has archived over 600 billion web pages to date, storing data in excess of 100 petabytes [13]. It repeatedly crawls web pages over time and saves many snapshots of every page. For every page snapshot, IA first downloads all resources (e.g., HTMLs, CSS stylesheets, JavaScripts, images) on the page. It stores these resources after rewriting all URL references to point to the copy hosted by the archive. When a user wants to later view any stored snapshot of a page, the user’s browser loads the snapshot from IA in the same manner as it would load any page on the live web.

In this paper, we argue that this modus operandi no longer suffices due to the preponderance of JavaScript on modern web pages [18, 38, 53]. Specifically, the widespread use of JavaScript hinders web archives from satisfying two of their primary objectives: 1) to capture and save as much of the web as feasible, and 2) to ensure that archived page snapshots faithfully mimic the original page.

- **Higher operational costs:** First, the total number of bytes on the median web page has more than tripled over the last decade [10]. A significant contributor to this increase has been the increased usage of JavaScript. For example, across Internet Archive’s copies of the home pages of 300 randomly sampled sites, we see that JavaScript accounts for 44% of the bytes on the median page in 2020, as compared to 20% in 2000 [22]. Since web archives are typically run by non-profit institutions with limited budgets, needing to store more bytes per page reduces the number of pages they can crawl and archive.

- **Poor page fidelity:** The archived copies of many JavaScript-heavy pages render with missing images and improperly laid out content [21, 22]. This occurs due to the non-deterministic execution of JavaScript; when a user loads an archived copy of a page, the resource URLs requested by the user’s browser can differ from those saved by the archive when it crawled the page. Consequently, the web archive returns errors for some of the requested resources. Due to the complex dependencies between the resources on a page [65, 34, 54], one failed resource fetch often has a cascading effect on the rest of the page load.

The challenge in holistically addressing both problems is that trying to reduce storage overheads by not saving some of the JavaScript found on crawled pages risks further degrading fidelity. A web archive could statically or symbolically analyze the JavaScript code on every page to identify what subset is necessary to preserve correctness in all potential loads of the page. However, the computational overheads of such methods [42, 48] render them impractical at the scale of a web archive, e.g., the Internet Archive crawls roughly 5000 pages per second [64]. To jointly address JavaScript’s adverse impacts on storage and fidelity using computationally lightweight methods, we observe and leverage three fundamental ways in which JavaScript’s execution on archived pages differs from that on the live web.

First, a significant fraction of JavaScript is dedicated to either sending user data to a page’s origin servers or processing dynamically constructed server responses, e.g., to enable...
users to post comments or to push notifications. Any such functionality cannot work on archived pages, and therefore, the associated code need not be stored by web archives. Fortunately, the JavaScript code on any page is typically partitioned into several files, and we find that most of the code that will be non-functional in the context of a web archive is cleanly compartmentalized into a subset of these files that exhibit identifiable patterns in their URLs. Consequently, we show that web archives can efficiently, and safely, prune unnecessary JavaScripts by relying on URL-based filters to identify and discard JavaScript source files.

Second, many lines of JavaScript code are executed only in certain control flows, e.g., when a page is loaded on a smartphone, and not on a desktop. But, among the various sources of non-determinism that dictate whether or not a specific line might get executed, some sources are absent in loads of archived page snapshots; clients maintain no state across loads and server responses for the same request URL do not vary. Moreover, a web archive should actively eliminate those sources of non-determinism which can cause clients to request different resource URLs than those crawled. Thanks to the resulting reduction in non-determinism, we find that much of the JavaScript code on an archived page will never be exercised in any load of that page, making it moot for a web archive to store such code.

Lastly, a critical use of JavaScript is to enable users to interact with a page after the page’s load has completed. On live pages, identifying all the code used to support such interactions is generally challenging because the code that is exercised varies based on how users interact with the page. For example, the input given to a search bar determines the server’s response; based on the number of search results, JavaScript for paginating the results may or may not be executed. In contrast, we find that the subset of interactions that do work on archived pages (e.g., navigational menus and image carousels) distinctly differ from those that do not with respect to the properties of the page state they access. This greatly simplifies the task of identifying the code necessary to preserve post-load interactions.

Based on our three observations, we design and implement Jawa (JavaScript-aware web archive), a system for crawling and saving web pages. Jawa enables web archives to save many more pages than they could today for the same cost, e.g., it reduces the total amount of storage necessary to store a corpus of 1 million web pages by 41%. Importantly, Jawa enables this reduction both while increasing the rate at which pages can be crawled by 39% and significantly improving the fidelity of archived pages: for the vast majority of archived pages, Jawa ensures that the page is rendered in a manner identical to how it was when the page was crawled, and all page functionality that can possibly work on an archived page does work. Source code for Jawa, including scripts to reproduce the key results in the paper, are available at https://github.com/goelayu/Jawa.

Figure 1: Across the landing pages of 300 sites, distribution of fraction of bytes on the page accounted for by JavaScript.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

As mentioned earlier, the Internet Archive (IA) is the largest and most popular web archive in the world today. For every page that it crawls, IA stores all the individual resources on that page (such as HTMLs, CSS stylesheets, JavaScript files, and images) in the Web ARCHival format (also known as the WARC format [22]). Client browsers can load archived pages from IA’s Wayback Machine [24] in a manner identical to how they do on the live web. When the Wayback Machine receives a request for any resource, it looks up an internal index to locate the WARC record for this resource and then responds along with relevant HTTP headers. IA rewrites all resource files so that all statically embedded URLs point to IA’s web servers. For URLs which are dynamically generated via JavaScript, IA rewrites them on the fly using client-side API shims.

This architecture sufficed when IA began operating two decades ago. However, the web today is very different. In particular, JavaScript (JS) has become significantly more common. For example, Figure 1 shows that JS accounts for 44% of the bytes on the median page today, up from 20% in 2000. In this section, we show that this increase in JS hinders the ability of web archives to meet their two primary objectives: 1) to crawl and capture as much of the web as possible, and 2) to preserve page fidelity, i.e., when an archived page is loaded by a user, it should ideally match the page as it was crawled, both in visual (how the page looks) and functional (user interactions supported on the page) aspects.

To support our claims, in this section (and in the rest of the paper), we consider pages from 300 sites, comprising 100 randomly chosen sites from each of three ranges from Alexa’s site rankings: [1, 1000], [1000, 100K], and [100K, 1M]. Using these 300 sites, we construct two corporuses. Corpus1K contains one of IA’s copies from September 2021 for 1 landing and 9 internal pages per site. Corpus1M contains 3500 page snapshots for each site out of all of IA’s page snapshots from September 2020. Note that both corporuses contain a mix of old and new pages. Though both corporuses contain page snapshots which were archived in the last couple of years, many of these pages were created before then. This is because IA recrawls pages over time to track changes to page content.
2.1 Poor fidelity due to JS non-determinism

When a user loads a web page, scripts on the page often dynamically construct the URLs for many of the resources on the page. In doing so, JS execution can leverage various sources of non-determinism: client-side state (e.g., cookies, local-storage), client-characteristics (e.g., user-agent), random number generators, etc. When a user loads an archived page, these sources of non-determinism can potentially lead to a different set of resource URLs being requested compared to what was crawled by the archive. This, in turn, leads to two significant problems.

Failed fetches. First, IA returns a resource not found error (HTTP status code 404) for all resource URLs not stored at the archive, resulting in many archived pages rendering incorrectly. Figure 2 shows two examples of screenshots of page snapshots loaded from IA. In both cases, JS code on the page dynamically constructs the URLs of images to fetch by taking into account the screen size of the client loading the page. Since our client appears to differ from IA’s crawled[1] these pages end up being rendered incorrectly.

Runtime errors. Second, the execution of many scripts halts prematurely with runtime errors, which in turn leads to more resources going unfetched. We inspect the runtime logs generated by Chrome when loading the pages in Corpus1K; specifically, the JavaScript console log and the network log. Figure 3 compares the number of errors seen in these logs during page loads from the web and when loading snapshots of these pages archived by the IA on the same day. Loading pages from IA results in more errors of both types. The total number of bytes that went unfetched because of these failed network requests cumulated to 5% and 45% of bytes on the median and 95th percentile page respectively.

2.2 High storage overhead

The more obvious downside of more JavaScript on web pages is that it increases a web archive’s storage needs. To quantify this impact, we compute the total amount of storage required to store all the pages in Corpus1M. Across all pages, we account for storing a single copy for every unique

---

[1] We look at the HTTP response headers of the archived resources to gather information about the client used by IA.

---

![Figure 2: Examples of page snapshots loaded from IA.](image)

![Figure 3: Comparison of errors thrown during page loads from the web and from IA.](image)
Event handlers are also used to enable users to navigate to other pages on the same site, e.g., the menu under the “Explore” button on https://www.coursera.org. Prior studies have shown that it is important to preserve such informational and navigational interactions even on archived pages [40].

We analyze the pages in Corpus1K to determine how many contain interactions that should work on archived copies. Specifically, we load every page after instrumenting all scripts so that we can track all event handler registrations. We identify all event handlers which are associated with page elements whose attributes contain keywords such as menu, navbar, slider, carousel, dropdown, etc.; we consider 13 such keywords commonly associated with informational and navigational interactions. We find that 91% of the pages contained at least one such event handler.

**Overhead of capturing JavaScript heap.** Alternatively, client-local interactions enabled by event handlers could be preserved by storing a) every page’s final rendered HTML, b) all resources referenced from this HTML (such as CSS and images), and c) the JavaScript heap, which stores custom, page-defined JavaScript state as well as native JavaScript objects [55]. However, modern browsers do not expose the entire JavaScript heap [43]; only the global scope of the heap is accessible using the “window” object. The closure scope, which is a non-global scope that is defined by any function and is accessible only by the nested functions that execute in that function’s enclosed scope [51], is not accessible. This is a key roadblock because event handlers often access closure state; 47% of the pages in Corpus1K contain at least one such handler (we describe how we perform the state tracking necessary to obtain this result in §4). To access closure state, a web archive’s crawler could statically analyze and rewrite the scripts on every page prior to executing them. However, we find that the combined overhead of performing the static analysis necessary to identify different scopes and running instrumented scripts inflates the time to crawl the median page in Corpus1K by 2x; this overhead increases to 6x at the 99th percentile. Such computational overhead will significantly increase costs for a web archive crawling thousands of pages every second [64].

## 3 Overview

To overcome the adverse impacts of JavaScript on web archival, our high-level insights stem from two key differences between the loads of live and archived pages. In this section, we describe these differences and outline the challenges entailed in leveraging these differences.

### 3.1 Distinguishing properties of archived pages

**No back-end origin server.** Modern web pages include a range of functionalities which require communication with the page’s origin servers, e.g., enabling users to post comments and having servers push updates to users while they are on a page. However, when a user loads an archived page snapshot, only that functionality on the page will work which can be served using the resources crawled when this snapshot was captured.

**Limited sources of non-determinism.** To deliver a dynamic user experience, many pages on the web adapt how they are rendered based on (1) server-side state, (2) client-side state (e.g., cookies, local storage), (3) client characteristics (e.g., user-agent, screen dimensions), and (4) “Date”, “Random”, and “Performance” APIs (we refer to these as DRP APIs for the sake of brevity). For example, after a script on a page fetches a JSON from the origin server, its subsequent control flow might depend on the contents of that JSON, which itself might be influenced by the contents of a client-side cookie. In loads of archived pages, the first two sources of non-determinism are absent: in response to the request for a particular resource in a specific page snapshot, a web archive will always serve the copy it fetched when crawling that snapshot; whereas, client browsers do not maintain any state across loads of archived pages.

### 3.2 Challenges

In order to leverage the above-mentioned differences to both improve page fidelity and reduce storage overhead in web archives, we need to answer several questions.

**What are the causes of poor page fidelity?** While some sources of non-determinism are absent in the loads of archived pages, the remaining sources – client characteristics, DRP APIs, and asynchronous execution of timer handlers and script fetches – still result in non-deterministic JS execution. Determining which of these factors is responsible for clients requesting different resource URLs than those crawled is key to eliminating failed resource fetches and the resultant runtime errors.

**How to efficiently prune non-functional and unreachable code?** In any page that it crawls, a web archive need not save any JS code that either relies on interactions with the page’s origin servers or would never be executed in any load of the page (due to the absence of certain sources of non-determinism). One could potentially use methods like symbolic or concolic execution to perform reachability analysis and identify both unreachable code and non-functional code; the latter comprises code that is reachable from RPCs to origin servers. However, as reported in prior work [42, 49, 48], these methods for analyzing JS code are computationally expensive, requiring tens of minutes per page. Increasing the compute overheads of crawling to such a large extent would nullify any storage savings.

**How to ensure code pruning does not hamper fidelity?** While eliminating non-functional code reduces storage cost, doing so comes at the risk of inadvertently hurting fidelity. In particular, the code that is retained must function as it would if no code were discarded. Checking that any method identified for code elimination does preserve this property is
non-trivial because browsers do not offer any APIs to extract runtime information that can be used to identify state dependencies between different scripts on any page.

### 3.3 Requirements

Based on all the considerations discussed thus far, we focus on three objectives.

- **High fidelity.** First, we seek to ensure that any archived page faithfully mimics the original page in two respects: 1) how the page is rendered, and 2) all functionality on the page which does not require communicating with the page’s back-end servers works.

- **Low cost.** Second, we aim to enable a web archive to improve its coverage by reducing the amount of storage needed for any collection of page snapshots. In doing so, we seek computationally lightweight methods so as to minimize the cost overheads associated with maintaining the same rate of crawling pages as today.

- **Simplicity.** Lastly, our solutions must be simple to implement. In our discussions with the Internet Archive, they have emphasized that simplicity is key for any proposed changes to be viable in practice.

### 4 DESIGN

We describe our design of Jawa in three parts. We begin by describing how Jawa improves page fidelity by eliminating the sources of non-determinism which result in failed resource fetches while loading archived pages. Thereafter, we present the methods used by Jawa to identify what subset of crawled JS files need not be saved: first to eliminate non-functional code, and second to prune unreachable code while preserving post-load interactions. To enable Jawa’s use at scale, the overriding principle that guides all aspects of our design is to minimize computational overheads by leveraging properties of JS typically found on the web; Table 1 provides an overview of our observations. Later (§ 4.3), we describe how a web archive which uses Jawa could potentially handle pages which do not satisfy these properties.

#### Analysis framework.

Throughout this section, we use our custom JavaScript analysis framework (4.5K LOC) to study the properties of JavaScript found on pages in Corpus$_{3K}$. As in prior program analysis tools for JavaScript [49, 55, 38], our analysis framework first performs offline, static analysis of the JS in a page, converting each JS file into an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation. It then parses this AST to identify the different JS scope levels – local, block, closure, and global – and leverages this information to associate each JS variable to its corresponding scope. The framework also uses the AST to detect JS function invocations.

Building on these insights, our framework instruments pages with code that is triggered in each function invocation, and records the arguments to the function, all the closure and global variable’s properties via an alias, e.g., “var a = window” followed by a read of “a.innerHeight”, (3) identify DOM elements with registered event handlers and the corresponding handler functions, and (4) monitor and control the return values of browser APIs such as “navigator.userAgent”.

#### 4.1 Improve fidelity by eliminating failed fetches

To ensure that users do not encounter failed resource fetches when they load archived pages, a web archive could rewrite every stored page to ensure that, when the page is loaded, the flow of execution and the return values of all browser APIs match those seen when the page was crawled. If a web archive were to eliminate sources of non-determinism in this manner, we observe that fixing the schedule of execution cannot result in any loss of functionality; after all, developers of pages have no control over the client-side schedule of execution of asynchronous scripts. However, a page’s developer can indeed ensure that code on the page behaves differently based on the results from browser APIs. Therefore, we seek to understand the impact of these APIs on resource URLs and eliminate only those sources of non-determinism which result in failed fetches during loads of archived pages.

#### Impact of different sources of non-determinism.

We measure the impact of each source of non-determinism as follows. We first load our locally stored copies of all pages in Corpus$_{3K}$ with a desktop client. We then reload these pages mimicking a different client (“iPhone 6”). Mimicking a different client allows us to exercise different values of most

### Table 1: Overview of the main insights that influence our design of Jawa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve fidelity</td>
<td><strong>APIs for client characteristics are the key cause for failed resource fetches</strong></td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Differences in URLs due to DRP APIs can be resolved using server-side URL matching algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prune non-functional code</td>
<td><strong>Most of JS code which will not function on archived pages is in third-party source files, which can be identified based on their URLs</strong></td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>First-party scripts typically use third-party code cautiously, so that reliability of former is not dependent on availability of latter</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prune unreachable code</td>
<td><strong>DRP APIs typically have no impact on control flow</strong></td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For event handlers associated with post-load interactions which work on archived pages, page state accessed is disjoint across handlers and user input does not influence control flow</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
client characteristics, such as user-agent, screen dimensions, and OS. We reload all pages once more, this time matching the client characteristics used in the original load.

On 72% of pages, at least one different resource URL was requested in the second load compared to the first load; these two loads differ in the values for both APIs for client characteristics and DRP APIs. Whereas, when comparing the third load to the first, which differ only with respect to DRP API values, the corresponding fraction was 52%. Note that, in both cases, even one failed resource fetch can have a cascading effect, resulting in many other resources going unfetched.

Variance in resource URLs due to non-determinism results in failed network fetches only if a web archive (like IA) expects requests from clients to specify URLs which are identical to the ones crawled. However, across loads of a page, if the same resources are being requested using different URLs, it might suffice for the web archive to employ a better algorithm to match URLs requested to those crawled.

To check if this is the case, we consider two URL matching algorithms used in prior work: 1. querystrip, where the query string in any URL (i.e., the portion of the URL beyond the delimiter '?') is stripped before initiating a match [57], and 2. fuzzy matching, which leverages Levenshtein distance [45] to find the best match for any given URL [28]. Querystrip relies on the fact that query strings are typically used for updating server-side state, and they do not influence the content of the response. Fuzzy matching accounts for cases where non-determinism across loads results in simple string transformations of the URLs for the same resources. In any page load, we match URLs in the order they are requested, and we match any requested URL against those crawled URLs that have not already been matched.

Figure 4(a) shows that, on many pages, a significant fraction of URLs were unmatched with both algorithms, when APIs for client characteristics were a source for diverging URLs. This is because, when client characteristics differ, often the number of resources fetched on the same page changes. For example, the file `player-embedded.js` fetches the JavaScript file `player-embedded.js` on mobile clients to enable video players, whereas it fetches no such scripts on desktop clients.

**Digging deeper into DRP APIs.** In contrast, when DRP APIs are the only source of non-determinism, Figure 4(b) shows that either URL matching algorithm suffices to eliminate almost all failed resource fetches. However, this might be the case only because we compare two loads of every page, and the return values of DRP API invocations did not sufficiently differ to have an impact.

To capture the effects of all possible return values of DRP APIs, we turn to concolic execution [42, 41, 37] to only track control flows influenced by DRP APIs. We then randomly sample 300 pages from Corpus3K because it takes around 20 minutes per page with this tool. On all pages, DRP APIs had no impact on control flow. Thus, comparing any two loads of a page suffices to examine the divergence in URLs across loads due to these APIs.

**Takeaways.** These results influence our design of Jawa in two ways. First, we instrument all scripts on any page so that, when clients execute these scripts, all APIs for client characteristics return the same values as when the page was crawled. Compared to a thin-client model where a web archive serves requests for pages by executing page loads on behalf of users [20], our approach of letting users execute page loads on their devices reduces server-side overheads. Second, we do not need to account for any differences across loads in DRP APIs because the impact of these differences can be accounted for with server-side matching of requested URLs to crawled URLs.

Note that we choose to patch all invocations of client characteristic APIs, and not just the ones which influence the URLs fetched. This is because, even if a particular invocation of an API does not impact which URLs are fetched, it can impact the reachability of code which assumes that state dependent on the client’s type has been setup earlier in the page load. Hence, if different API invocations return inconsistent values, this could exercise code which accesses uninitialized state, resulting in runtime errors.

**4.2 Pruning non-functional code**

We now turn our attention to reducing the storage overhead of JavaScript on web archives. Jawa’s crawler uses two complementary approaches to take advantage of the two previously mentioned properties which distinguish archived page snapshots from pages on the web. The key consideration in both cases is to ensure that pruning any JavaScript code does not affect the execution of the remaining code.

**Characteristics of non-functional code.** Our first approach for pruning JavaScript code is based on two observations about the code which will not work on archived copies of pages, i.e., code which relies on clients interacting with
origin servers. First, on a typical page, we find that most of such code is compartmentalized into a few files, rather than being evenly spread across all JavaScript source files on the page. As we will show later, these files do not contain any code that is worth preserving. Second, functionality which will not work on archived pages is largely implemented by third-party scripts. Even though some of the functionality which relies on communication with origin servers (e.g., intra-site search, login) is implemented by the first-party origin, we only focus on discarding third-party files, for reasons discussed shortly.

The implication of these observations is that, to identify most of the non-functional JavaScript code in archived pages, it is unnecessary to perform any complex code analysis. Instead, it suffices to assemble and use a “filter list” which captures the features distinctive to the URLs of scripts containing non-functional code; when crawling pages, a web archive would simply have to discard (and not even fetch) any script whose URL matches the filter list.

For example, via manual analysis of the URLs of all scripts seen in CorpusM, we assemble a filter list comprising 45 rules. We consider those script URLs which are included on many pages. For each such popular script, we first visit the domain on which the script is hosted to understand the services offered by that domain. In cases where a domain hosts scripts of many kinds, some of which are important to retain even on archived pages, we examine the script’s content to determine its utility.

Every rule in our list matches URLs at one of three granularities: 1) domain, i.e., filter any file hosted on that domain (e.g., “zephr.com” enables support for user subscriptions), 2) file name, i.e., filter scripts if the file name matches, regardless of the domain hosting the script (e.g., “jquery.cookie.js” is used for cookie management), and 3) URL token, i.e., filter scripts if a specific keyword appears anywhere in their URL (e.g., “pagesocial-sdk” and “recaptcha”).

Recall that CorpusM comprises page snapshots crawled from the Internet Archive, which already discards resources that users often block on the live web, e.g., ads. In contrast, our filter list aims to prune scripts which implement functionality that is important to preserve on the live web, but will not work on archived copies. Moreover, since a few popular third-party service providers are used by the vast majority of websites [45], we find that we only need to add 6 rules to our filter list to account for pages on 300 additional sites beyond the 300 sites included in CorpusM.

Filtering has no impact on fidelity. Discarding a subset of the JS files on a page might, however, break the execution of code in files that are retained. Therefore, we study the impact of filtering along two dimensions: 1) visual (i.e, does the page look the same?), and 2) functional (i.e, are post-load interactions that will work on archived pages unaffected?)

We load every page in CorpusK with and without filtering enabled. We take a screenshot after every page load.

Leveraging our JavaScript instrumentation described earlier, we also 1) identify all event handlers registered during each page load, 2) trigger all event handlers after the page load completes, and 3) track all values read or written from the JavaScript heap and DOM by these handlers.

First, when we compare the screenshots for every page with and without filtering, we observe that these screenshots differ in the value of at least one pixel for 109 of the 3000 pages in CorpusK. Upon manual examination of these 109 pages, we find that all differences are either due to animations or because DRP APIs result in a different timestamp on the page. Second, for all event handlers registered by the unfiltered files, we find 35 pages on which at least one value accessed by at least one of these event handlers differed across loads with and without filtering. Again, these differences were not consequential: they were due to differences in timing information, e.g., some event handlers log the times at which their execution starts and ends.

A key reason for these positive results, which show that Jawa’s filtering has no impact on the fidelity of the code retained, is our explicit choice to only consider third-party source files for filtering. On the one hand, most third party scripts are self-encapsulated, i.e., the code in these files only interacts with itself or the files it subsequently fetches. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5, first-party scripts typically invoke third-party code cautiously, so that the former is unaffected in the off chance that the latter fails to be fetched.

Note that one cannot simply eliminate all third-party scripts; that would render dysfunctional many post-load interactions which do work, and are important to preserve, on archived pages. As we show later in our evaluation [6], while discarding files which match our carefully curated filter list enables significant storage savings, doing so preserves all navigational and informational interactions.

4.3 Prune unreachable code
In the Javascript files which do not match Jawa’s filter list, many lines of code will never be executed in any page load. This is because 1) some sources of non-determinism are absent in loads of archived pages (§3.1), and 2) Jawa elim-
inates non-determinism caused by asynchronous execution and APIs for client characteristics ([41]). Furthermore, we found that DRP APIs have no impact on control flow. Yet, identifying all reachable code remains challenging: beyond the code executed while crawling the page, we also need to retain the code for users’ post-load interactions.

**Challenges in preserving interactions.** Post-load interactions are enabled via event handlers which are registered while a page is being loaded. Every event handler is associated with a specific DOM node on the page, and is bound to a specific action that would trigger the handler, such as a click, scroll, mouse hover, etc.

The code that is exercised when an event handler on a page is invoked can vary as a function of a) the order in which the user interacts with different elements on the page, b) the inputs that the user provides to these events ([50]), and c) the return values of browser APIs. It is easy to see how the latter two can impact code reachability, e.g., in response to a search query, the number of search results can influence certain client type-specific UI features, such as the option of splitting the results across multiple pages. The order in which events are triggered can impact the execution of some handlers if the state read (from the DOM or JavaScript heap) by one handler could have been written to in a prior invocation of this or another handler. In particular, since we only care about identifying reachable code, only read-write dependencies which impact branch conditions are of interest.

We analyze the impact of these sources of non-determinism on the event handlers found on pages in Corpus3K. We capture the state accessed by event handlers as described earlier in [4.2]. For each event handler on a page, we check whether there is a read-write state overlap with itself or with any other event handler on the page, and if there was an overlap, whether this state is used in a branch condition. We also identify all handlers which accept user inputs; these include mouse events (e.g., click, mouseover, mouseon), keyboard inputs (e.g., keyup, keydown), and text inputs (e.g., “INPUT” or “FORM” DOM nodes). When we invoke each such handler, if a branch statement is executed, we conservatively conclude that the handler’s inputs could impact the control flow of the handler.

On each page, we compare two sets of event handlers: those which work on the live version of these pages, and the subset which will work on archived copies. The former set comprises all handlers registered when we load the page without filtering. We identify the latter set of handlers by loading every page with Jawa’s filtering enabled, and ignoring handlers which interact with origin servers (i.e., they are registered on either “INPUT” or “FORM” DOM nodes with a corresponding “action” attribute). On the median page, 14 event handlers work on the live page and 7 on the archived copy. At the 90th percentile, the corresponding numbers are 170 and 44.

**Impact of order.** On 40 of the 3000 pages in Corpus3K, at least one pair of handlers that work on the live page had a read-write dependency which could affect the control flow of one of these handlers. In contrast, we found no such case when focusing on the handlers which work on archived pages. This stark difference is because dependencies between handlers arise on live pages predominantly due to analytics, e.g., handlers registered with certain DOM nodes update locally maintained state to track if the user interacted with those nodes; when the user navigates away from the page, another handler reads this state and sends this information to back-end servers if the user did interact with those DOM nodes.

**Impact of user input.** Across all pages, none of the event handlers which work on archived copies read inputs which influenced branch predicates. Whereas, when we loaded all pages without filtering, 1134 of the 3000 pages had at least one handler which interacted with back-end servers. In such cases, the responses from servers could potentially impact what code gets executed on the client.

**Impact of browser APIs.** As discussed earlier ([41]), Jawa eliminates non-determinism caused by APIs for client characteristics. That leaves DRP APIs. Among the handlers that work in an archived context, 449 of the 3000 pages had at least one handler which invoked an API from either “Date” or “Math.random”. All the invocations of “Math.random” APIs were due to the jQuery library assigning unique identifiers to elements inside its `ElementSelector` function ([15]). Whereas, the “Date” API was used only for logging the start and end time of handler executions. Thus, in all of these cases, DRP APIs did not impact the reachable code for any event handler.

**Takeaways.** These results demonstrate why prior work which aims to identify code reachable by event handlers performs complex JavaScript program analysis ([31][59]). In contrast, we find that no source of non-determinism impacts the code executed by handlers which work on archived pages. Therefore, on any page, to identify the code necessary to retain for post-load interactions to work, it suffices for Jawa to invoke every handler once and save the code that is executed.
4.4 Summary
Put together, our observations on the differences between loads of archived and live pages enable Jawa to use a fairly simple methodology to crawl and save pages, as shown in Figure 6. For every page that it crawls, Jawa fetches all those resources which do not match its filter list. For the remaining files, it 1 injects code to identify what code was executed during the page load and in what order, and 2 triggers every registered event handler using default input values (e.g., the default x and y coordinates for a mouse click event is 0,0) and identifies the code executed. Finally, it stores those portions of the page that are exercised in either step above. It instruments the retained code so that, when users load the page, their browser follows the same execution schedule and uses the same client characteristics.

5 Implementation
Implementing a web archive involves several considerations which are outside the scope of this paper, e.g., distributing data across servers, detecting and coping with hardware failures, etc. Our implementation focuses on the aspects of a web archive addressed by Jawa (Figure 6), namely crawling and storing page snapshots. We also describe the impact of Jawa’s design on serving page snapshots to users.

5.1 Crawling pages
When crawling a page, Jawa’s crawler (1.2K LOC) uses a Node.js based man-in-the-middle proxy to interpose on all requests/responses. The proxy uses the Esprima [9] and BeautifulSoup [4] libraries to instrument JavaScript and HTML files as they are fetched. Jawa references the filter list for every outgoing request and, using regular expression matching, blocks the request for any resource whose URL matches any of the rules in the filter list. For all the remaining resources fetched, Jawa selectively instruments JS files prior to their execution. This instrumented code, upon execution, enables Jawa to 1) interpose on all browser APIs, 2) track the subset of JS code executed (in terms of JS functions), and 3) helps enumerate all event handlers registered on the page. The instrumentation overhead incurred by the crawler is significantly lower compared to when tracking all state accesses (94).

5.2 Storing page snapshots
For every page that it crawls, Jawa saves only a subset of the JavaScript code on that page. Consequently, when the same JavaScript file (e.g., a library) is included on many pages, it is often the case that different subsets of this file need to be stored as part of different page snapshots, thereby preempting simple file-level deduplication, as used by the Internet Archive today [23].

Our solution is to store every unique file as a set of partitions; each partition represents a different disjoint subset of the file: from a specific start byte offset to an end byte offset. When Jawa crawls a new page snapshot, for every JavaScript file crawled that is not filtered, it identifies the subset of code in this file relevant for this snapshot. It then looks up the crawl index (Table 2) to determine if this subset is already covered by the byte ranges in this file that have previously been stored. The crawler creates new WARC records for portions of the file that have not been previously stored and appends new entries to the crawl index. The crawl index is processed asynchronously to produce the serving index (like is the case today with Internet Archive).

5.3 Serving page snapshots
The implication of storing any JavaScript file’s contents as above is that, when a client requests for a file while loading a page snapshot, one does not know which of the partitions stored for this file are relevant for this particular snapshot. Instead, a web archive which uses Jawa can return the union of all stored partitions for the requested JavaScript file; after all, the portion of the file needed for any snapshot is a subset of the stored partitions. Since the size of this union is at most equal to the size of the original file, clients will have to fetch no more bytes than they do today.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate Jawa with three metrics: storage (to store crawled resources and to store indices), fidelity (similarity of archived page snapshots to the corresponding original pages) and performance (both for crawling and serving). In all cases, we compare against the corresponding techniques currently in use by the Internet Archive ([2], which we refer to as IA*). In some cases, we also break down the utility/overhead of each of Jawa’s components. The key findings from our evaluation are as follows:

• Jawa reduces the storage needed for our corpus of 1 million page snapshots by 41%. This reduction stems from Jawa discarding 84% of JavaScript bytes.
• Despite this significant reduction in storage, on a random sample of pages, all event handlers that one would expect to function on archived pages continue to work.
• When we mimic loads of archived pages from IA, at least a quarter of resource fetches fail on more than 10% of pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crawl index</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>URL</td>
<td>List of (content hash, WARC file ID) tuples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jawa</td>
<td>(URL, content hash)</td>
<td>List of (start byte offset, end byte offset, WARC file ID) tuples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serving index</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>(URL, timestamp)</td>
<td>(WARC file ID, byte offset)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jawa</td>
<td>(URL, timestamp)</td>
<td>List of (WARC file ID, byte offset) tuples</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3IA* refers to us mimicking the techniques used by IA.
6.1 Storage

6.1.1 Storage for resources.

To begin, we consider the total amount of storage needed to store the resources in our Corpus$_{1m}$ corpus. We crawl all of these page snapshots from IA using our crawler (§5). On each page, Jawa’s crawler only fetches third-party JavaScripts which do not match its filter list. Apart from our manually curated filter list for pruning code which will not function on archived pages, we also leverage the open-source filter list from EasyList [8], which is widely used by many browser extensions to identify ads and analytics. In every script that it does fetch when crawling a page snapshot, Jawa’s crawler identifies the subset of code necessary for this snapshot and stores the portion of this subset that is not covered by the subsets of this file previously stored.

Figure 7(a) shows that Jawa stores 40 GB of JavaScript across the 1 million pages, a reduction of 84% compared to IA*. Of course, to store the entire corpus, all resources on every page snapshot need to be saved, not only JavaScripts. For resources other than scripts (images, CSS, HTML, fonts), Jawa offers no storage benefits; it stores them exactly as IA*.

Yet, we see a 41% reduction in total storage: 535GB with IA* to 314GB with Jawa (Figure 7(b)). This is because, as seen earlier in §2.2, JavaScript files account for 49% of all the bytes across all pages, even after file-level deduplication. Since 63% of the more than 140 PB of data stored by IA is devoted to web page snapshots [12][13], we estimate that Jawa can reduce IA’s storage needs by 35 PB.

Sources of storage benefits. Storage savings enabled by Jawa stem from a combination of not storing filtered files and pruning unreachable code. When we break down the impact of the filter lists we use, Figure 7(a) shows that our custom filter list alone reduces the total amount of JavaScript saved by 36%, and EasyList’s rules result in a further reduction of 28%. Jawa also significantly reduces storage needs by eliminating unused code: the difference between the two right most bars in Figure 7.

6.1.2 Storage for indices

In addition to storing crawled resources, both IA* and Jawa also need to store the crawling and serving indices (Table 2). The former enables the crawler to not store duplicate content, whereas the latter enables lookups of requested resources when serving page snapshots. For our corpus of 1 million page snapshots, we find that size of both indices is marginally smaller (15%) with Jawa than with IA*.

First, for most script files, Jawa ends up having to store a single WARC record; for such files, after the first time a subset of the file’s code is stored, all subsequent page snapshots which include the same file end up needing the same subset. Second, the increase in index entries for other files (for which multiple subsets end up being stored) is offset by the elimination from the index of filtered files.

6.2 Fidelity

To evaluate Jawa’s preservation of page fidelity, we crawl all 3000 pages in Corpus$_{3K}$ from the live web. We perform these crawls on a desktop, once with Jawa’s crawler, and once without using any of its methods. We then load these pages from the two local copies, mimicking a different client (“iPhone 6”). When using page snapshots saved by Jawa, we match requested URLs to crawled URLs after stripping query strings.

Resource fetches. We first evaluate Jawa’s impact on fidelity by examining the discrepancy between the set of resources stored for any snapshot and the set of resources fetched by a client when it loads that snapshot. Figure 8(a) shows that, while 7% of network requests return a 404 on the median page in loads of IA*, this fraction drops to 0% with Jawa. On the 95th percentile page, the corresponding fractions are 36% with IA* and 0% with Jawa. Consequently, Figure 8(b) shows that, while 10% of stored resources are not fetched on the median page when mimicking loads from IA, this fraction drops to 0% with Jawa. On the 95th percentile page, the corresponding fractions are 75% with IA* and 0% with Jawa.
Visual analysis. To check if the pages served by Jawa are identical to the ones it crawled, we take a screenshot of every page both when crawling it and when we reload it from our local copy. We then compare every pair of screenshots to check if the value of every pixel matches. Apart from the visual differences accounted for by animations and non-determinism in 54 pages, both screenshots matched exactly for every other page when using Jawa. Since loads of IA* do not patch APIs for client characteristics, differences in screen dimensions between clients make it moot to compare screenshots.

Interactions. Finally, to evaluate Jawa’s impact on post-load interactions, we randomly sample 150 pages. For each page, we load the versions that would be served by IA* and by Jawa. To isolate the impact of Jawa’s techniques, we also consider an intermediate design point (Only filter) where we only use Jawa’s filtering but do not prune unreachable code.

We categorize all event handlers on every page into three types: 1) navigational, i.e., they help in navigating either to a different page (e.g., a navigational bar) or within the page (e.g., a scroll-to-bottom button), 2) informational, i.e., they help make more information available (e.g., carousels or tabs), and 3) transactional (e.g., login or post buttons). On archived pages, transactional event handlers will not function. So, on each of the 150 sampled pages, we manually trigger all event handlers that belong to the first two categories. All 124 navigational interactions and 100 informational interactions worked as expected in all three loads: IA*, Only filter, and Jawa. Key to preserving these post-load interactions are Jawa’s carefully curated filter list for discarding non-functional code, and its methods for identifying and retaining all reachable code. In contrast, if we discard all third-party files or if we use Jawa’s filter list but save only the functions registered as handlers, then only 42% of these interactions work in the former case and 10% in the latter.

6.3 Performance

Crawling throughput. IA’s production crawler is not public to the best of our knowledge. Therefore, we turn to two open-source crawlers: Brozzler [5] and ArchiveBox [3]. Brozzler is operated by IA, and used alongside their production crawler. Whereas, ArchiveBox is a very active and commonly used crawler by individual archivists (over 12K stars on GitHub). We find that Brozzler is 20% slower than ArchiveBox because of the latter’s more efficient implementation of their headless Chrome interface. We also note, that on a server with 32 cores and 128 GB RAM, we were able to crawl 5000 URLs in 15 minutes with ArchiveBox. With this crawling throughput, IA would need to dedicate 900 such servers for crawling pages, which is comparable to the number of servers they currently claim to use [11]. Therefore, we evaluate Jawa against ArchiveBox.

Figure 9 shows that Jawa’s crawler offers throughput comparable to ArchiveBox when all of Jawa’s techniques are disabled (Jawa baseline). Enabling all the methods in Jawa’s design increases our crawler’s throughput by 39%.

To breakdown the overheads, we measure the latency of each of the techniques used by Jawa’s crawler in isolation, namely 1) filter: filtering JavaScript files, 2) code injection (CI): instrumenting the code in fetched scripts, 3) dynamic tracking (DT): dynamically tracking code execution and event handler registration, and finally 4) event triggering (ET): invoking event handlers and capturing the code executed. Figure 10 shows that not having to fetch filtered scripts completely offsets the overheads of all other techniques. Not only does Jawa’s crawler not fetch any scripts which match its filter list, but all the resources that would have been fetched by the filtered files also go unfetched; this latter set of files often do not match the filter list.
Table 3: Writes on crawling index and reads on serving index; values shown for 50th and 90th percentile page on median site.

Table: | Index | I/Os per page with IA* | Reduction in I/Os per page with Jawa |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50th %ile</td>
<td>90th %ile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawling</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jawa also impacts crawling throughput by requiring more writes to the crawling index because, unlike IA*, it spreads the code in some script files across multiple WARC records. We cannot quantify the performance impact of doing so since our setup does not match a production archive like IA. However, we can quantify the number of additional writes that Jawa performs to the crawl index, compared to IA*. Table 3 shows that the number of writes to the crawl index decrease with Jawa; due to filtering, fewer files are crawled.

Serving performance. When serving page snapshots, Jawa’s only overhead is in needing to potentially lookup multiple WARC records in order to respond to a request for a JavaScript file. We find that page load times on IA’s Wayback Machine are proportional to the number of resources on the requested page snapshot, or equivalently, the number of WARC records that IA needs to lookup to serve the snapshot. Therefore, as a proxy for estimating Jawa’s impact on user-perceived performance, we examine the increase due to Jawa in the number of WARC records read when serving page snapshots. Table 3 shows that the number of index lookups decrease with Jawa; again, thanks to filtering, a client has to fetch fewer files per snapshot.

7 Verifying Page Properties

Jawa’s methods for pruning non-functional and unreachable code are based on three properties that we found to be true on archived web pages:

- **DRP** APIs have no impact on control flow
- Discarding third-party JavaScript files which match a manually curated filter list has no impact on fidelity
- For post-load interactions which work on archived pages, the event handlers which power them do not have read-write dependencies that influence branch conditions

All of these observations are rooted in our empirical analysis of a variety of web pages in Corpus 3k: 9 internal pages and 1 landing page in each of 300 sites, which span a wide range of rankings among Alexa’s top million sites. However, we recognize that not all pages may abide by these properties. For example, consider a page which shows the time until a deadline and switches the font color when the time remaining is below a threshold; such a page would violate the first property listed above.

To handle such cases, we observe that web archives do not crawl every page just once; they repeatedly recrawl pages over time in order to capture changes to every page’s content. For any given page, in some crawls of the page, a web archive can disable all of Jawa’s methods and check if the properties expected to be true indeed hold on this page. For example, like the analysis we performed (3), the web archive can instrument scripts to track state accesses, and then examine dependencies between event handlers and between files which do or do not match the filter list. It can also perform concolic execution to verify that **DRP** APIs have no impact on control flow.

The key to restricting the compute overheads of these heavyweight analyses is to run them on a sample of snapshots. To determine the sampling rate, a web archive can leverage properties that are stable across a page’s snapshots. For example, upon analyzing all of IA’s snapshots for 300 randomly chosen pages, we observe that the median page has the same number of runtime errors for an average of 53 snapshots. Therefore, once in every 53 crawls of any of these pages, a web archive can disable filtering and check if the number of runtime errors matches prior crawls where filtering had been used. If there is a mismatch, the web archive can disable the use of filtering for this page going forward.

Since Jawa serves any JavaScript file to users as the union of all partitions of this file stored across crawls (3), disabling filtering in one crawl of the page will also benefit all prior crawls of that page.

8 Discussion

How future proof is Jawa? In the immediate future, recent trends (13) indicate that the amount of JS on pages will continue to increase, making it important for web archives to adopt Jawa’s techniques for pruning JS and for eliminating fidelity issues due to the non-determinism introduced by JS. In the long term, we expect that the principles that dictate Jawa’s design will continue to hold; to serve pages with high fidelity, 1) archives must account for non-determinism, and 2) a large fraction of JS can be discarded with no risk.

Optimize already archived pages. Jawa’s simple techniques make it highly amenable to be used with pages that have already been archived. First, a web archive can sig-
nificantly reduce its storage needs by discarding all JS files that match Jawa’s filter list. Second, the web archive can rewrite the HTML of every archived page to include a custom script which will enforce the same client characteristics as the crawler when users load the page. The only aspect of Jawa that would be hard to use on already archived pages is the elimination of unreachable code, as that requires invoking all event handlers on every page.

9 RELATED WORK

Impact of JavaScript on web crawlers. Prior work has shown that it is important for web crawlers to execute JavaScript when crawling pages, both in the context of web archives [31, 32, 33] and web search engines [1]. Else, many important resources on a page will often go uncrawled. Our work highlights that, due to the non-deterministic execution of JavaScripts, archived pages often have poor fidelity even when pages are crawled using a browser which executes all scripts on every page.

Beyond executing JavaScripts while crawling a page, systems like Conifer [6] also save all resources on the page that are fetched while the user is interacting with the page. However, such systems are designed for private web archival, i.e., a user saves a page and its constituent resources for the user’s own personal use later. If users load a page archived by a different user using a different device/browser, they will face the same fidelity issues seen on the Internet Archive.

Coverage of web archives. Many measurement studies [27, 28] have demonstrated that web archives are far from comprehensive in archiving all pages on the web. Prior work [50, 61] has attempted to address the incompleteness caused due to large portions of the web not being openly available (e.g., behind paywalls) and requiring user logins (e.g., social media). In contrast, we seek to enable web archives to improve their coverage by reducing the costs associated with archiving any corpus of pages; thereby, for the same budget, a web archive can crawl and save more pages.

Supporting bulk processing of archives. Jawa focuses on enabling web archives to support the use case where users load individual page snapshots and interact with them. Alternatively, web archives are used by researchers to perform large scale analyses of historical information. Xinyue et al. [64] demonstrate the performance penalties of the WARC format for such batch processing workloads, and many systems [47, 2, 39] have been developed to enable programmatic analysis of large corpuses without needing to access each individual resource on every page.

JavaScript record and replay systems. A number of prior systems [29, 52, 60] enable users to record and replay JavaScript execution, both in the context of browsers [29] and independent JavaScript programs [60]. These record and replay tools are critical for debugging JavaScript based errors. Therefore, to ensure high fidelity replay, all of these systems identify and patch all sources of non-determinism to match the recorded version. In contrast, we analyze the individual impact of each source of non-determinism on the URLs fetched and patch them accordingly.

Code reachable through event handlers. JavaScript testing tools automate the process of testing by dynamically constructing test cases to achieve maximum code coverage. A key part of this process is identifying all code that can be potentially executed by event handlers. Doing so requires heavyweight symbolic execution analysis [42], or exhaustively going through all possible orders and inputs [50]. Jawa leverages the differences between archived and live web pages to simplify this analysis by only needing to use the trace from a single execution.

Program analysis on the web. JavaScript on the web has been notorious for various kinds of security, privacy and performance issues. A large body of prior work focuses on addressing such issues by relying on sophisticated program analysis techniques [63, 66]. Such techniques, however, incur a high computation cost. This is why, in solutions for optimizing web performance [42, 54, 49] which use computationally expensive JavaScript analysis techniques, web servers perform such analysis in the background to mitigate the impact of their overheads. For archival systems, even if crawled JavaScript resources are processed offline, the cost for computationally heavyweight processing is not sustainable. Hence, Jawa employs lightweight approaches, rooted in properties of JavaScript on the web.

Dead code elimination on the web. One way to optimize web performance is to eliminate dead code (i.e., code that is never reachable) from resources such as JavaScript and CSS. Tools [17, 25] which do so using static analysis are widely used. We observe that, in archived pages, a significantly greater fraction of code is potentially unreachable, since many sources of non-determinism (e.g., variation in client state and server responses) are absent. Jawa exploits this property to provide significant storage savings.

10 CONCLUSION

Since when the Internet Archive began operating in the late 1990s, a marked change on the web has been the increased use of JavaScript. In this paper, we shined light on two significant problems caused by this change: broken rendering of archived pages, and petabytes of storage wasted on JavaScript which will either be non-functional or never be used. Our design of Jawa addresses these problems while emphasizing low overhead on both crawling and serving pages. As a result of our work, web archives will be able to archive many more pages than they can today for the same cost and ensure that archived pages more closely approximate their original versions.
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### A Artifact Appendix

#### A.1 Abstract

Our open-source artifact contains the scripts and the data necessary to produce the key results from this paper. It also contains the code for the analysis framework which informed Jawa’s design.

#### A.2 Scope

The artifact can be used to confirm the three main benefits of Jawa: a) reduced storage overhead, b) improved fidelity by eliminating almost all failed network requests, and c) improved crawling throughput.

#### A.3 Contents

The artifact contains all the code required to generate the key results with respect to three metrics: storage, fidelity and throughput. This includes a) Jawa’s filter list and a NodeJS based crawler that leverages this filter list while loading web pages; b) a NodeJS based analyzer that injests JS files and instruments them to track all the JS functions executed at runtime, the set of event handlers registered, and the return values of browser APIs; and c) a set of scripts to automatically run the above code on a given corpus of pages. These scripts will produce the following results:

- **E1**: Reduced storage overhead using Jawa’s two techniques: eliminating non-functional code using the filter list, and eliminating unused code by tracking the set of functions executed during the page load plus those required for enabling user interactions. This result will mimic the trend shown in Figure [7]
- **E2**: Improved page fidelity by eliminating almost all failed network requests. This result will reproduce the number of failed requests and the corresponding number of bytes not fetched, as shown in Figure [8]
- **E2**: Improved crawling throughput by reducing the number of IOs on the crawling index. This result will mimic the trend shown in the “Crawling” column of Table [5]
Apart from the scripts, the artifact contains a corpus of 3000 pages which is pre-recorded using the Mahimahi [57] tool. All scripts are run on this corpus of pages. Finally, the artifact also contains the JS analysis framework which was used to inform Jawa’s design choices (§3).

A.4 Hosting
The source code of the artifact is hosted on https://github.com/goelayu/Jawa with the corresponding commit ID: “07e358eeed7cc054747271b19070b5563f3ff189”. The corpus of pages is hosted on Google Drive.

A.5 Requirements
Software dependencies
The artifact has been tested on Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS. It requires installing the following dependencies, in addition to the NodeJS dependencies included in the github repo (§A.6):

```
$ sudo apt-get install mahimahi google-chrome-stable parallel r-base r-base-core
$ sudo sysctl -w net.ipv4.ip_forward=1
```

A.6 Installations
Setting up the artifact involves three steps: a) downloading the source code and installing the NodeJS dependencies, b) patching the NodeJS dependencies to use the modified versions included in the github repo, and c) fetching and extracting the corpus of pages to run the analysis on.

Install the code
```
$ git clone https://github.com/goelayu/Jawa
$ cd Jawa
$ npm install
$ export NODE_PATH=${PWD}
```

Patch the dependencies
```
$ vim node_modules/puppeteer-extra-plugin-adblocker/dist/index.cjs.js
# add to line 73:
return adblockerPuppeteer.PuppeteerBlocker.parse
(fs.readFileSync('../filter-lists/combined-alexa-3k.txt', 'utf-8'));
```

Fetch the data
```
$ cd data
# download tarball from https://drive.google.com/file/d/17j6AYgaaXMhmV0V KwUtmQ_kMcHiMryVV/view?usp=sharing
$ tar -xf corpus.tar
```

A.7 Experiments workflow
As listed in (§A.3), the artifact scripts will produce results corresponding to three metrics: storage, fidelity and crawling throughput.

A.7.1 Fidelity
We provide scripts and data to exactly reproduce Figure 8 (both a and b). The corpus used for this experiment contained 3000 pages. On a single core machine, it takes roughly 20–30 seconds for each page to load and, therefore, takes about 20 hours to load all 3000 pages once. We recommend to either run this experiment on a smaller corpus of pages (more details below) or to use a multi-core (16–32 cores) machine to speed up the overall execution time.

```
$ cd ../ae
# Usage: ./fidelity.sh <corpus_size> <num of parallel processes>
$ ./fidelity.sh 3000 1 # depending on the number of available cores on your machine, provide the 2nd argument
```

The output graphs will be generated in the same directory: “count_fidelity.pdf” and “size_fidelity.pdf”, corresponding to Figures 8(a) and 8(b), respectively.

A.7.2 Storage
Reproducing Figure 7 requires processing 1 million pages, which would take around a week (even with 128 CPU cores). We instead provide scripts to process 3000 pages, and demonstrate storage savings derived from both of Jawa’s techniques. We provide preprocessed web pages, i.e., injected with instrumentation code to detect which functions are executed at runtime, and code to track event handlers. You can fetch the instrumented pages as follows:

```
$ cd ../data
# download tarball from https://drive.google.com/file/d/16Pt4a2l1CNx8UBwjalEki-UlGAnFUm/view?usp=sharing
$ tar -xf processed.tar
```

You can now run the end-to-end storage analysis script:

```
$ cd ../ae
# Usage: ./storage.sh <corpus_size> <num of parallel processes>
$ ./storage.sh 3000 1 # depending on the number of available cores on your machine, provide the 2nd argument
```

The above script will print three storage numbers (in bytes) to the console. a) Total JS storage after deduplication (as incurred by Internet Archive); this mimics the “IA*” bar in Figure 7(a). b) Total JS storage after applying Jawa’s filter; this mimics the “IA*+Combined Filter” bar in Figure 7(a). c) Total JS storage after removing unused JS functions; this mimics the “Jawa” bar in Figure 7(a).

A.7.3 Crawling throughput
We reproduce the throughput results from Table 3’s “Crawling” column. The storage script above outputs the crawling index IOs as well. It prints the following two numbers: a) reductions in crawling IOs for the 50th percentile page, and b) reductions in crawling IOs for the 95th percentile page.
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Abstract
Deep Learning Recommender Systems (DLRSs) need to update models at low latency, thus promptly serving new users and content. Existing DLRSs, however, fail to do so. They train/validate models offline and broadcast entire models to global inference clusters. They thus incur significant model update latency (e.g. dozens of minutes), which adversely affects Service-Level Objectives (SLOs).

This paper describes Ekko, a novel DLRS that enables low-latency model updates. Its design idea is to allow model updates to be immediately disseminated to all inference clusters, thus bypassing long-latency model checkpoint, validation and broadcast. To realise this idea, we first design an efficient peer-to-peer model update dissemination algorithm. This algorithm exploits the sparsity and temporal locality in updating DLRS models to improve the throughput and latency of updating models. Further, Ekko has a model update scheduler that can prioritise, over busy networks, the sending of model updates that can largely affect SLOs. Finally, Ekko has an inference model state manager which monitors the SLOs of inference models and rollbacks the models if SLO-detrimental biased updates are detected. Evaluation results show that Ekko is orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art DLRS systems. Ekko has been deployed in production for more than one year, serves over a billion users daily and reduces the model update latency compared to state-of-the-art systems from dozens of minutes to 2.4 seconds.

1 Introduction
Deep Learning Recommender Systems (DLRSs) are a key infrastructure in large technology organisations such as Meta [54], ByteDance [23], Google [15] and NVIDIA [56]. A DLRS often contains a large group of parameter servers that host numerous Machine Learning (ML) models (i.e. embedding tables [10, 26, 54] and deep neural networks [18]). The parameter servers are replicated in geo-distributed data centres for fault-tolerance and low-latency communication with clients. Each data centre has a group of inference servers which pull models from local parameter servers and serve clients with recommendation results. To ensure new users and content can be served promptly, a DLRS must update ML models continuously: it first uses training servers to collect new training data and compute model gradients. It then uses parameter servers to disseminate model updates to model replicas, usually through a Wide-Area Network (WAN).

Large-scale DLRSs need to serve billions of users [15, 23, 54] and they must achieve latency-related Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) [49], e.g. the latency of making a newly created content available to users. To best achieve SLOs, the operators of DLRSs have emerging requirements for achieving low latency in updating models. There are several reasons for this: (i) recent DLRS applications (e.g. YouTube [24] or TikTok [8]) have enabled users to create massive short videos, articles and images. All these contents need to be made available for clients as soon as possible, usually in minutes if not seconds; (ii) data protection laws (e.g. GDPR [60]) allow DLRS users to become anonymous. The behaviours of anonymous users need to be learnt online; (iii) numerous online ML models (e.g. reinforcement learning [74]) have been adopted in production to improve recommendation quality. These models must be continuously updated online to achieve the best possible performance.

Unfortunately, achieving low-latency model updates is extremely difficult in existing DLRSs. Existing systems such as Merlin [56], TFRA [66], Check-N-Run [21] and BigGraph [39] follow an offline approach to updating models: after having collected new training data, these systems compute gradients for models offline, validate model checkpoints, and broadcast the checkpoints to all data centres. Such a model update process can take minutes and even hours [21]. An alternative approach is to use WAN-optimised ML systems [28] or federated learning systems [37]. These systems update replicated models using locally collected data and lazily synchronise replicas. The lazy synchronisation, however, introduces a non-trivial level of asynchrony, which often
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adversely affects the achievement of SLOs [28, 42].

We want to explore a DLRS design that can achieve low-latency model updates without compromising SLOs. Our key idea is to allow training servers to update models (using gradients) online and immediately disseminate model updates to all inference clusters. This design allows us to bypass long-latency update steps, including offline training, model checkpoint, validation and broadcast, thereby reducing model update latency. To make this design feasible, we need to address several challenges: (i) how to efficiently disseminate massive model updates over WANs which have limited bandwidths and heterogeneous network paths [28]; (ii) how to protect SLOs from network congestion that can delay critical updates; and (iii) how to protect SLOs from biased model updates that are detrimental to model accuracy.

This paper introduces Ekko, a novel large-scale DLRS that updates globally replicated models at low latency. The design of Ekko makes several key contributions:

(1) Efficient peer-to-peer model updates dissemination. Existing parameter servers often adopt primary-backup data replication protocols [11, 41, 67] to realise model updates. With massive model updates, however, primary-backup protocols exhibit insufficient scalability due to long update latency [67] and leader bottlenecks [2].

To address these issues, we explore how to enable Peer-to-Peer (P2P) [20] model update dissemination. We design an efficient log-less state-based synchronisation algorithm for geo-distributed DLRSs (see §4). This algorithm is effective in DLRSs because model updates often hit hot parameters [21], and it only transfers the latest version of a model parameter (i.e. state). Ekko must allow parameter servers to efficiently discover the differences of model states in a P2P manner. To this end, we design (i) model update caches that allow parameter servers to efficiently track and compare model states, (ii) shard versions that can significantly reduce network bandwidth consumption when comparing model states, and (iii) WAN-optimised dissemination topologies that allow parameter servers to prioritise bandwidth-affluent intra-DC network paths over bandwidth-limited inter-DC network paths.

(2) SLO protection mechanisms. Ekko allows model updates to reach inference clusters without offline model validation. Such a design can make SLOs (particularly those related to the freshness and quality of recommendation results) vulnerable to network congestion and biased updates, both possible in production environments.

To handle network congestion, we design an SLO-aware model update scheduler (see §5). This scheduler computes metrics, including the update freshness priority, the update significance priority and the model priority. These metrics predict the impact of model updates on the inference SLOs. The scheduler computes a priority for each model update online based on these metrics. We integrate the scheduler into parameter servers without changing the decentralised architecture of the P2P model update dissemination in Ekko.

Ekko handles biased updates using a novel inference model state manager. This manager creates a baseline model for each group of inference models. This baseline model receives a small amount of user traffic and serves as the ground truth to the inference model. The manager continuously monitors the quality-related SLOs for baseline and inference models. When biased model updates corrupt the state of the inference model, the manager notifies witness servers to roll back the model to a healthy state.

We evaluate Ekko using both test-bed and large-scale production clusters (see §6). Test-bed experimental results show that Ekko reduces the model update latency by up to 7× compared to state-of-the-art parameter servers, namely Adam [11]. We further run large-scale production experiments with 40 TB models and over 4,600 servers spread across geo-distributed regions. Experimental results show that Ekko disseminates updates in 2.4 seconds while executing 1 billion updates per second (i.e. 212 GB/s). Ekko only uses 3.0% of the total network bandwidth for synchronisation, leaving the rest for training and inference. This second-level latency performance is orders of magnitude faster than the minute-level latency (i.e. 5 minutes [69]) achieved by state-of-the-art DLRS infrastructures (e.g. TFRA [66] and Check-N-Run [21]).

2 Low-Latency Model Updates in DLRSs

In this section, we introduce DLRSs and their algorithms for updating models. We then describe their Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) that can benefit from reducing the latency of updating models. Finally, we discuss the system challenges associated with realising low-latency model updates.

2.1 DLRSs and model updates

Most technology organisations adopt DLRSs following a system architecture shown in Figure 1. A DLRS often serves clients distributed across the globe (1). To minimise serving latency, DLRS models (i.e. embedding tables [10, 26, 54] and deep neural networks [18]) are geo-replicated in multiple data centres. When a client’s request arrives, an inference server pulls the model parameters from local parameter servers and infers over this model to answer the request.

Data pipelines collect training data (e.g. new content and user activities) from clients at run-time. The collected data reach training servers in a data centre (2). The training servers use optimisers [33] to compute gradients that correct corresponding models. All updated models (usually 100s - 1,000s) are persisted as checkpoints (3). The checkpoints are first validated, and only those that can improve SLOs are disseminated to the parameter servers in inference-oriented data centres over a WAN (4), finishing the model update process.

In practice, the latency of updating a DLRS model comprises the time of computing model updates and disseminat-
ing the updates to global data centres. This latency definition presumes that we have used low-latency message queues, e.g. Kafka [36], to accelerate the training data ingestion. Recent DLRSs, e.g. NVIDIA Merlin [56] and Meta Check-N-Run [21], report minute-level and hour-level latencies in updating models. Suppose we want to update a DLRS model with a large embedding table (often several TB in size). In this case, it can take tens of minutes to persist this model as a checkpoint and validate the model. It takes another dozen minutes to disseminate this model over a WAN (assuming this WAN provides several Gbps bandwidth [72]).

### 2.2 Reasons for low-latency model updates

DLRSs need to achieve numerous SLOs (usually related to the freshness and quality of recommendation results). Take a short-video recommendation service (e.g. TikTok) as an example. The DLRS model accuracy determines this service’s quality SLOs. The time of making freshly made videos accessible to users decides this service’s freshness SLOs.

In real-world DLRSs, we observe that SLOs often depend on the latency of finishing model updates, making low-latency model updates a critical system requirement. There are several reasons for this:

1. **Massive new content created in a short time.** Global DLRSs, e.g. YouTube [24], TikTok [8] and Instagram [22], often serve billions of users, and they allow users to create massive content quickly. The DLRSs need to quickly incorporate the created content into recommendation results — by updating their models at low latency — otherwise affecting user engagement.

2. **Increasing anonymous users.** Data protection laws (e.g. GDPR [60]) have forbidden many DLRSs from tracking user activities. As a result, such a DLRS can have anonymous users yet unknown to the recommendation models, even though these users have used the same service before. A DLRS thus must quickly react to the online activities of anonymous users, thus meeting their recommendation requirements. Such a quick reaction depends on low-latency model updates.

3. **Increasing online recommendation models.** DLRSs have increasing online ML models, e.g. those using reinforcement learning [74] and continual learning [69]. These models improve recommendation quality. They need to collect training data from online user activities, and they thus must continuously update model parameters at low latency.

### 2.3 Our key idea and associated challenges

We want to explore how to achieve low latency in updating DLRS models. Our observation is that the update latency is accumulated mainly due to several offline steps: model training, validation and broadcast. Suppose we bypass these offline steps and allow updated models to be disseminated to the inference clusters directly. In that case, we can vastly reduce the steps for updating models, thus achieving low latency. To realise such a design, however, we must address several challenges:

1. **Lack of efficient algorithms for disseminating massive model updates.** A real-world DLRS often has a large number of models (e.g. usually 100s - 1,000s). It needs to update many of these models online. These models comprise those on a multi-stage recommendation pipeline [10, 15] and those for A/B tests [69]. These models often cost 10s of TB memory. They have the requirement to disseminate massive model updates online (e.g. 100s of GB per second).

Suppose we use conventional data replication protocols, e.g. chain replication [41] and two-phase commit [11]. These protocols target generic data replication. They lack mechanisms to coordinate ML model updates (which may exhibit different impacts on inference SLOs) over a bandwidth-limited network (i.e. WAN). Furthermore, these conventional protocols suffer from leader bottlenecks. They also incur long update latency caused by the heterogeneous WAN paths and network stragglers. As a result, these protocols are ill-suited to meet our high-throughput, low-latency requirements. Alternatively, we could use geo-replication protocols [72]. These protocols, however, cannot handle the failures of servers in the training data centres, making them unable to meet our system availability requirement.

We also considered network-efficient distributed ML systems, e.g. Gaia [28] and Google Federated [35]. These systems [7, 28, 35, 37, 46] allow models to be trained independently in each data centre, thus improving the throughput and latency of updating models. They, however, lazily synchronise their states and therefore incur stale model states [47], which can adversely affect recommendation quality. As a result, the loosely synchronised distributed ML systems cannot meet our model accuracy requirement.

2. **Lack of mechanisms for protecting SLOs.** Enabling online model updates in a DLRS poses challenges to SLOs. Such a DLRS can have model updates competing for network
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Figure 2: Ekko architecture overview.

3 Ekko System Architecture

This paper introduces Ekko, a novel DLRS system that enables low-latency model updates. In this section, we describe the system model of Ekko and present an overview that highlights the novel components in Ekko.

3.1 System model

Ekko is a geo-distributed DLRS. It updates models in a central data centre. It then disseminates updated models to geodistributed data centres close to global users (i.e. clients). Ekko represents models as key-value pairs, and it partitions the models into shards (e.g. 100,000 in our production environment). It stores model shards in key-value stores (named as a parameter store in Ekko). The parameter stores assign key-value pairs to shards through hashing. The model size can change over time since the model often incorporates new items and feature expiration online [32].

Ekko directs parameter requests to model shards using software-based routers. The routers designate parameter servers in the training DC as the primaries for model shards. They also ensure that the choice of primaries can balance the workload of parameter requests. The implementation of the routers follows typical key-value stores and databases [38]. We omit the details of the router implementation in this paper.

In the routers, there are shard managers which can handle resource overload, fault domains [55] and copyset issues [12]. Different from conventional shard managers, Ekko’s shard managers realise several DLRS-specific optimisations: (i) To amortise request processing overhead, Ekko batches concurrent inference requests using the same model [16]. Batched requests, however, can query a large number (e.g. 1000s) of parameters on different parameter servers, resulting in long-tail query latency [19]. To prevent long-tail latency, Ekko limits the number of servers assigned to a model’s shards; (ii) Ekko supports multiple DLRS applications which require performance isolation. It maps the shards of different applications to different servers. Therefore, the spike of requesting the shards of an application will not affect the shards of other applications.

3.2 Architecture overview

We highlight the novel designs in Ekko in Figure 2. As we can see, Ekko enables parameter servers to achieve efficient peer-to-peer model updates (see §4). The P2P model update algorithm prevents the central training data centre from broadcasting updated models. Instead, it uses all network paths inside and across data centres (those solid lines in the figure), thus achieving high throughput in disseminating model updates. Without using a central coordinator, each data centre can independently choose optimised intervals that synchronise model updates.

Ekko supports concurrent dissemination of massive model updates. These updates can compete for network resources, delaying the updates that largely benefit SLOs. To handle this, Ekko relies on an SLO-aware model update scheduler (see §5.2). This scheduler predicts how each model update will affect inference results. The prediction results facilitate the computation of the priority of each model update. Based on the priority, Ekko coordinates which model updates to disseminate first at the training data centre, thus improving the overall satisfaction of the SLOs on inference servers.

Ekko can protect inference servers from being affected by detrimental model updates. To achieve this, it has a model state manager (see §5.3) running in the inference clusters.
This model state manager monitors SLO-related metrics of inference models. Suppose an inference model shows downgraded performance (caused by online updates). In that case, the manager rollbacks the model’s state to a better-performing one, thus recovering the performance of the inference model.

4 Efficient Peer-to-Peer Model Update

This section introduces the efficient P2P model update mechanism in Ekko. To enable P2P model update in parameter servers, the design of Ekko achieves the following goals:

- Ekko needs to coordinate a large number (e.g. thousands) of parameter servers (deployed across the globe) to finish model updates. To avoid stragglers (which can be caused by slow networks), we design log-less synchronisation for the parameter servers in Ekko (§4.3).

- As a shared DLRS, Ekko needs to host thousands of models. These models can generate massive (e.g. billions per second) updates online. To support this, Ekko enables parameter servers to efficiently discover model updates through peers and pull updates without using excessive computation and network resources (§4.4).

- Ekko needs to support geo-distributed deployments, which often involve heterogeneous network paths across WANs and server/network failures. To support this, Ekko has system designs that improve the throughput/latency of sending model updates over a WAN and tolerate server/network failures (§4.5).

In the following, we give an overview of the P2P model update mechanism and describe its implementation in detail.

4.1 Model update overview

Figure 3 highlights the components and steps involved in a model update in Ekko. Suppose that we want to synchronise a shard (denoted by shard 1) between two replicas (denoted by replica 1 and replica 2). Similar to all other shards, shard 1 has a (i) shard knowledge which summarises parameter updates, and (ii) an update cache that tracks recent model updates based on parameter versions. Each shard also associates a shard version which tells if this shard potentially has parameters to synchronise. The shard knowledge, update cache and shard version together accelerate parameter synchronisation among parameter servers.

To finish a model update, replica 2 requests the recently modified shard versions from replica 1 (1). Once receiving the request, replica 1 returns a list of recently modified shard versions (2). Replica 2 then compares all shard versions of replica 1 with its local shard versions and then sends related shard knowledge to replica 1 (3). Finally, replica 1 sends all updated parameters to replica 2 (4). Following these steps, Ekko can ensure that model updates are eventually disseminated to all replicas at low latency (i.e. eventual consistency).

We find eventual consistency acceptable in real-world DLRSs. Even though DNN replicas may diverge in a small time window, they often exhibit close (even often identical) inference results [11]. This is because DNNs often use floating-point numbers to represent model parameters, and therefore, DNN replicas make close predictions even though there is a slight difference in the values of their local parameters.

4.2 Parameter versions in DLRSs

To track the state of model parameters, Ekko assigns each key-value pair (i.e. the storage format of a model parameter) with a parameter version defined below:

Definition 1 (Parameter Version). A Parameter Version $v$ is a pair $(t, id)$ that consists of a timestamp $t$ and an id uniquely identifying a replica. The timestamp $t$ is generated based on the time range provided by modern physical time sources [14, 43]. Ekko makes sure $t$ increases monotonically in each replica and pads the physical timestamp with a counter to make sure any two updates that originate from a single replica do not share the same timestamp. We define the total order of Parameter Versions:

$$v_1 \geq v_2 \iff (t_1 > t_2) \lor ((t_1 = t_2) \land (id_1 \geq id_2))$$

A parameter with a larger Parameter Version supersedes another during conflict resolution [62].

In Ekko, it is worth noting that the timestamp is based on a real-time clock instead of a logical clock (which is often used in key-value stores and storage services). We find such a design effective in distributed DLRSs for a reason: a DLRS has embedding tables where parameters are sparsely updated. Suppose there is an embedding’s parameter in a primary replica and this parameter has a significant update count, but the primary does not disseminate this parameter.
before it fails. When this primary recovers, the counter can overwrite the current primary with a small update count. Such an overwrite can adversely affect recommendation quality because the overwritten primary can have a newer parameter (updated by recently collected training data), leading to better recommendation results. Hence a logical counter is not sufficient to resolve conflicts in distributed DLRs.

4.3 Log-less parameter synchronisation

Once version numbers have been assigned to parameters, Ekko needs to decide how to synchronise the different replicas. We observe that a DLRS often overwrites parameters and only with their peers according to the bandwidth on each link. We could use log-based synchronisation algorithms [9, 11]: these algorithms choose synchronisation intervals so that model updates can be sent at the rates that do not exceed the bandwidth on the slowest links in a network. These algorithms, however, cause the under-utilisation of many network links. More importantly, it results in stragglers which can significantly increase the latency of synchronisation, making parameter servers more likely to have stale states when they recover from failures. Hence, we want to utilise log-less parameter synchronisation in parameter servers so that these servers can dynamically choose synchronisation intervals with their peers according to the bandwidth on each link.

Shard knowledge in parameter servers. We propose to use shard knowledge [50, 51] to realise log-less parameter synchronisation. More formally, in each replica, all its shards maintain a corresponding shard knowledge. The shard knowledge, implemented using version vectors [58], summarises the parameter updates they have learnt. Shard data (associated with the shard knowledge $VV_{shard}$) reflect the state of an empty shard applying all historical parameter updates originating from each replica $r$, where the update corresponding parameter version $v \leq VV_{shard}[r]$. Suppose there is an update for the parameter $p$ to be processed in replica $r$. To maintain shard knowledge, this replica generates a new parameter version $v_p = (t, id)$ and sets $VV_{shard}[id] = v_p$.

Shard synchronisation process. To synchronise a shard, replica $r$ sends its shard knowledge $VV_r$ to a selected replica $s$. Replica $s$ records its current shard knowledge $VV_s$ — that is, it atomically reads out $VV_r$ and selects from its store all parameters $p$ whose parameter version $v_p = (t, id_p) > VV_r[id_p]$ — and responds to $r$ with $VV_r$. Then, $r$ atomically applies all parameter updates based on the response from $s$, and further merges $VV_r$ with its current shard knowledge $VV_{r_2}$.

There are several considerations to note in the synchronisation process: (i) When replica $r$ synchronises with replica $s$, $r$ could have concurrent synchronisation operations with another replica (denoted as replica $k$). These operations can complete before $r$ finishes processing the response from $s$. As a result, $VV_{r_2}$ (which is the result of $VV_r \cup VV_k$) does not necessarily equal $VV_{r_1}$. (ii) The synchronisation process omits all superseded versions of an updated parameter in failure-free scenarios where the requests for updating a parameter are always routed to the same primary. We find these failure-free scenarios common in our production environments.

4.4 Making synchronisation efficient

Ekko must ensure parameter synchronisation have negligible performance overheads on parameter servers. Otherwise, synchronisation can consume excessive computation and communication resources, affecting parameter servers’ performance in serving model inference and training requests. In the following, we discuss how to make parameter synchronisation efficient through parameter update caches (which reduce computation costs) and shard versions (which reduce communication costs).

4.4.1 Parameter update caches

Since a shard can have a large number of parameters, naively iterating all parameters to answer a synchronisation request incurs substantial computation costs. Even though we could use an index to accelerate the parameter iteration, maintaining such an index costs tremendous memory resources, which are difficult to provision on parameter servers. We design parameter update caches to reduce the computation cost of parameter synchronisation. The design of such caches exploits the sparsity and temporal locality we often observe in DLRSs [21]. Unlike dense DNN training systems where the entire models are updated every iteration, a DLRS updates a subset of its parameters (i.e. sparsity). For example, in our production DLRSs, 3.08% of its parameters are updated per hour. Further, model updates are often overwriting certain parameters (i.e. temporal locality) in a time window. This is because a DLRS often has trendy items and users, and their parameter updates dominate in a short period.

More specifically, a parameter update cache contains pointers to recently updated parameters. It exploits a Dominator Version Vector (denoted as $DVV$) to judge whether to hit the cache when a synchronisation request arrives.

Cache maintenance algorithm. The maintenance of the cache guarantees two invariants: (i) for all parameters $p_{uncached}$ existing in a shard but not in the cache, $DVV[|p_{uncached}] \geq v_{p_{uncached}}$; (ii) for all cached parameters $p_{cached}$, $DVV[|p_{cached}] < v_{p_{cached}}$.

Algorithm 1 describes the maintenance of the parameter update cache in Ekko. The maintenance relies on the estimated update propagation time $D_{prop}$. Consider the function of updating the cache: UpdateCache (line 1). $\text{t\_pruned}$ is a timestamp that describes $DVV_{prop}ed$ — a version vector that judges whether a parameter should be pruned. For every modification request, the cache records a pointer to that parameter
if the parameter version $v_p = (t_p, id_p)$ of the modified parameter $p$ is larger than $DVV_{\text{proposed}}[id_p]$ (line 5). Otherwise, the cache merges the parameter version with $DVV$ (line 3).

Consider the function of pruning a parameter pointer: $\text{PruneCache}$ (line 7). This function takes $D_{\text{prop}}$, which essentially allows Ekko to exploit online observations towards cache hit rates to guide cache pruning operations. Suppose we want to prune parameter pointers when the cache size has grown beyond a limit. In that case, the cache first determines $DVV'_{\text{proposed}}$, which strictly dominates $DVV_{\text{proposed}}$ (line 8). It then removes parameter pointers dominated by $DVV'_{\text{proposed}}$ (line 11). Eventually, the cache updates $DVV$ by merging it with parameter versions of pruned parameters (line 12). By doing so, Ekko achieves adaptive management of the cache size, reducing its memory footprint.

**Cache hit analysis.** We analyse when parameter updates hit the cache. Suppose replica $s$ receives the synchronisation request from replica $r$ which holds the shard knowledge $VV_r$. If $VV_r$ dominates $DVV$, the request hits the cache and its subsequent operations (e.g. selecting a parameter) only touch the parameters in the cache.

Ekko ensures that the use of the update cache does not affect the eventual consistency property of log-less parameter synchronisation: the synchronisation process needs to select out parameters $p$ in $s$ where $v_p > VV_r[id_p]$. Because the update cache holds the invariant that $DVV_r[id_{\text{puncached}}] \geq v_{\text{puncached}}$ and $VV_r$ dominates $DVV_r$, the process selects out the same set of parameters as the previous algorithm.

The parameter update caches are particularly effective in reducing the cost of selecting parameters. According to the traces of the caches deployed in our production environments, 99.4% of the synchronisation requests can hit the caches, leading to a 99% reduction in the cost of selecting parameters.

### 4.4.2 Shard versions

We introduce *shard versions* to reduce network costs in synchronising replicas. Shard versions capture partial causality relationships of shard data on replicas, and they are much smaller than version vectors. We can allow the replicas to book-keep shard version lists where each list is associated with a neighbour replica. By doing this, replicas can identify potentially updated shards by exchanging and comparing shard version lists. Formally, we define shard versions as:

**Definition 2 (Shard Version).** A shard version $sv = (c, id)$ is a pair consisting of a counter $c$, which is monotonically increased in each shard of each replica, and an $id$ identifying the replica that generates this version. $sv_1 \geq sv_2$ of a same shard $s$ if and only if $id_1 = id_2$ and $c_1 \geq c_2$.

**Shard version maintenance.** On initialisation, each replica generates shard versions for its shards. It later generates a new shard version when a training worker issues a parameter update. Since each shard has a primary replica, there is a single replica generating shard versions in normal cases.

Once receiving a synchronisation request, the responder replica, denoted as $s$, replies its shard version: $sv_s$ together with $VV_s$ and updated parameters. Once having this reply, the requester replica, denoted as $r$, finishes the following operations in an atomic manner: it (1) merges its shard knowledge $VV_r$ with the received $VV_s$ (the merging result is denoted as $VV'_s$), and (2) it updates its shard version $sv_r'$ to be $sv_r$ when $VV'_s = VV_s$; Otherwise, replica $r$ generates a new shard version if $VV'_s \neq VV_s$. Note that: when $VV_r$ equals $VV_s$, to avoid livelock, Ekko will choose a shard version from $s$ and $r$ following deterministic rules (e.g. choosing the shard version which exhibits a larger numerical value).

We implement book-keeping techniques [51] which maintain the shard version lists associated with different replicas. By applying both shard versions and book-keeping, Ekko can effectively reduce synchronisation-oriented network traffic. For example, in one of our production DLRSs, Ekko filters out 98% of shards in synchronisation.

**Synchronisation with shard versions.** We discuss how shard versions facilitate synchronisation. Ekko maintains the invariant $sv_1 \geq sv_2$ only if shard knowledge $VV_1$ dominates $VV_2$ for the same shard $s$. Thus replica $r$ needs to synchronise a shard with replica $s$ only if $sv_r \not\geq sv_s$. Furthermore, consider different replicas which have comparable shard versions for the same shard. Ekko prefers to synchronise with the one with the largest shard version because larger shard versions indicate a more refreshed version of parameters.

### 4.5 Implementation details

**WAN optimisation.** Ekko targets geo-distributed deployments, which comprise multiple intra-DC networks and an

---

**Algorithm 1: Update Cache Maintenance using $D_{\text{prop}}$**

```
Function UpdateCache(p):
    if $v_p \leq t_{\text{pruneto}}$ then
        DVV.Merge($v_p$);
    else
        cache.Add($p$);
    end

Function PruneCache():
    $t_{\text{pruneto}} \leftarrow \max(t_{\text{pruneto}}, \text{now} - D_{\text{prop}})$;
    for $p \in$ cache do
        if $v_p \leq t_{\text{pruneto}}$ then
            cache.Erase($p$);
            DVV.Merge($v_p$);
        end
    end
```
inter-DC WAN. To improve its performance with such deployments, Ekko uses a WAN-optimised model update dissemination strategy. This strategy constructs a flexible communication topology for P2P synchronisation. It lets each DC elect a local leader for each shard using Zookeeper [31]. The leaders pull model updates from other DCs while other replicas pull updates from this leader. By doing so, Ekko allows a large proportion of synchronisation traffic to go through bandwidth affluent intra-DC networks and only a small of synchronisation traffic to go over WANs. Note that the implementation of the parameter synchronisation does not require a specific communication topology. Ekko can use other overlay topologies to improve synchronisation performance.

**Failure tolerance.** Ekko uses the request routers to tolerate failures. The routers decide the routes of client requests, and they detect the healthiness of replicas using heartbeats. Suppose a router speculates a replica failure (either fail-stop or fail-slow [30]). In that case, it prevents clients (inference servers and training servers) from requesting that replica. It also tracks the shard knowledge of replicas in the cluster. If a previously suspected failed replica recovers and sends heartbeats to the router, the router will instruct that replica to catch up with a sufficiently updated replica in the cluster. When the catching-up finishes, the router directs client requests to that replica. If a replica loses its state, it re-joins the cluster with a new id. Training servers stop sending parameter updates if they cannot contact the router for a given period, which achieves best-effort protection of model parameters from divergence in the case of having network partitions [5].

## 5 SLO Protection Mechanisms

Ekko allows model updates to reach parameter servers in inference clusters directly. This, however, raises two challenges for the SLOs of recommendation services: (i) network congestion can cause critical model updates to be delayed, and (ii) model updates based on a small batch of biased data can have detrimental impacts on inference results.

This section introduces mechanisms that protect inference SLOs from network congestion and biased updates. We first define the SLOs (see §5.1), describe an SLO-aware model update scheduler (see §5.2), and discuss an inference model state manager that handles biased updates (see §5.3).

### 5.1 SLOs in a DLRS

A DLRS has two major types of SLOs:

- **Freshness SLOs** measure the latency of including new content and users in model inference. They are vital for recommendation services, especially those interacting with users in real-time, e.g., TikTok and YouTube. For example, such services often need to capture the interests of new users in a timely manner so that they are sufficiently engaged; otherwise, they leave the recommendation applications due to the loss of interest. Improving the freshness SLOs usually leads to a better user experience. Also, new content will have better exposure, securing the prosperity of DLRSs.

- **Quality SLOs** measure user experience and engagement. They have immediate impacts on the profitability of a DLRS. Examples of such objectives include the number of viewed videos and user watching time.

Figure 4 describes how an inference server affects the freshness and quality SLOs. Once receiving a request, the inference server selects related user and item embeddings. It then aggregates the embeddings and sends an aggregated embedding to a DNN that returns the scores for recommendation items. The DLRS finally returns a list of items sorted by the scores. In this case, the freshness SLO is measured based on the latest timestamp of the recommended items (Ideally, this timestamp should be as close to the current time as possible). The quality SLO can be measured based on the viewing time of the items and how many items are clicked. In practice, Ekko maintains a large number of freshness and quality SLOs online. The implementations of such SLOs are contributed by DLRS application developers.

### 5.2 SLO-aware model update scheduler

Ekko prevents both freshness and quality SLOs from being affected by network congestion. This is achieved by an SLO-aware model update scheduler and an integration of this scheduler into P2P model update dissemination.

#### 5.2.1 SLO-aware priorities for model updates

Ekko computes a set of priorities in scheduling model updates: **Update freshness priority.** Ekko computes an update freshness priority $p_u$. This priority is designed based on the following observation. If a parameter has been created recently, it has a high priority; otherwise, it has a relatively lower priority. The reason for this is that newly created parameters have more significant impacts on inference results than those served for
an extended period. Suppose a user’s embedding is unavailable in the inference server, but her request has arrived. In this case, the DLRS cannot answer this request, compromising quality SLOs. Another case is that if the embedding table does not include an item on the inference servers, the DLRS will not recommend this item, compromising freshness SLOs.

**Update significance priority.** Ekko computes an update significance priority \( p_g \) for each model update based on its gradient \( g \). This priority is initially inspired by studies which showed how the gradient magnitude \( |g| \) affects the inference results of a DNN \([6, 28]\). However, naively adopting the gradient magnitude is insufficient in Ekko. As a shared DLRS, Ekko multiplexes the updates from different models on a shared network. As a result, Ekko must have ways to compare gradient magnitudes that have different distributions. Therefore, we define \( p_g = |g|/\hat{|g}| \), where \( |g| \) denotes the 1-norm of \( g \) and \( \hat{|g}| \) denotes the average gradient magnitude of recent model updates. Intuitively, this definition normalises gradient magnitudes, thus making them comparable.

**Model priority.** In a DLRS, models often receive inference requests at different rates, indicating their varied importance in measuring the overall satisfaction of SLOs. To consider this, Ekko allows the models that handle the majority of requests to be assigned with higher priorities compared to those that rarely receive requests. To this end, we define the model priority as \( p_m = c_m/\sum_{i=1}^{M} c_i \), where \( c_m \) is the request count of model \( m \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{M} c_i \) denotes the total request count of all \( M \) models.

**Combining priorities.** We combine all the above priorities to compute the overall priority \( p \) of a model update as below:

\[
p = (p_g + p_u) p_m
\]

where the significance priority \( p_g \) and the freshness priority \( p_u \) have both been normalised so that they can be summed up. The sum is multiplied by the model priority \( p_m \).

Note that Ekko does not require its users only to use the above priorities. Some Ekko users have custom priority definitions, including update count, update interval and the positions of parameters in embedding tables. These custom priorities are specific to certain DLRS workloads \([69]\), and they are not generic enough to be included in a default setting. Ekko accommodates these custom priorities by supporting User-Defined-Functions (UDFs) in defining priorities.

### 5.2.2 Scheduler implementation

The model update scheduler computes the priority for each update once it is produced. It needs to ensure the cost of priority computation is negligible; otherwise, it can become a bottleneck in model updates. To achieve this, the scheduler offloads the maintenance of priority-related statistics (e.g. \( |g| \) and \( p_m \) for each model \( m \)) to a background thread. Moreover, to bound memory cost, it uses a quantile sketch (e.g. DDSketch \([52]\)) that computes the \( k \) percentile priority \( p_k \) in a time window, where \( k \) is a ratio set by algorithm managers. Ekko executes user-defined priority computation using WebAssembly \([27]\) to achieve efficient isolation among UDFs.

**Integrating schedulers into parameter servers.** To achieve the promise of priority scheduling, we must have ways of integrating the schedulers into the parameter servers which have enabled log-less P2P synchronisation. To this end, we propose the significant version, denoted as \( sigv \), for each parameter and the significant knowledge \( SVV \) for each shard. Moreover, Ekko assigns each shard with a transient significant parameter \( store_{significant} \) and a corresponding transient significant knowledge \( TSVV \) to enable P2P synchronisation with priority scheduling.

Algorithm 2 describes the log-less P2P synchronisation augmented with priority schedulers. Suppose we have a model update from a replica. In this case, Ekko calculates \( p \). If \( p \geq p_k \), Ekko sets \( sigv = v \), where \( v \) is the parameter version of this update; otherwise, \( sigv \) remains unchanged. Then, Ekko uses \( sigv \) to construct \( SVV_{other} \) and call the \texttt{UpdateSVV} function (line 1). In the case that Ekko does not apply priorities in synchronisation, replicas exchange \( SVV \) and execute the \texttt{UpdateSVV} function. On writing parameters into the persistent parameter store, Ekko prunes superseded parameters by executing the \texttt{WriteStoreParameter} function (line 4). Note that replicas estimate how long the model updates to reach themselves. Hence, when network congestion occurs, servers will have update outages. In this case, Ekko
uses the PrioritisedSync function (line 15) that triggers priority schedulers in synchronisation. Once receiving requests, replicas prefer to return parameters in significant parameter stores.

5.3 Inference model state manager

Ekko uses an inference model state manager to protect SLOs from detrimental model updates. This manager monitors inference models’ healthiness (i.e. quality SLOs) and conducts low-latency model state rollback on demand.

5.3.1 Monitoring model healthiness

Ekko monitors model healthiness based on the following idea: for a DLRS application, it creates baseline models for its inference models. Baseline models process a small amount of user traffic (usually < 1%). They are different from the online inference models because they carry delayed states. In other words, they are trained with previous training samples, usually several minutes earlier than the samples training the current inference model.

Ekko measures model healthiness based on metrics collected from inference servers and clients (e.g. user devices). To compute these metrics, Ekko defines a custom watermark and trigger [3]. Its state manager emits anomaly detection events only if confident (i.e. observing monitoring data for an extended period). Note that Ekko is not constrained to use specific anomaly detection algorithms. It supports custom anomaly detection algorithms, such as those often used with time-series data [61].

We model the transition of model states (i.e. healthy or not) as a replicated state machine [63], implemented within the model state manager. This manager evaluates and records model healthiness at a timestamp \( t \) by inspecting the healthiness-related metrics and the model update latency. The timestamp \( t \) monotonically increases. The manager makes judgements if the model state is healthy, corrupted or uncertain. When the manager is confident that changes have occurred in the model state (i.e. healthy or corrupted), it records this information in its replicated state. If the model state has corrupted, the manager re-directs client requests to alternative inference models (still healthy) and then launches a model state rollback.

5.3.2 Low-latency model state rollback

Ekko uses witness servers to roll back corrupted model states at low latency. The witness servers join replica synchronisation but they do not participate in model training. Unlike parameter servers, the witness servers (i) do not immediately flush updated parameters into parameter stores and (ii) do not run priority scheduling in synchronisation. More specifically, Ekko inserts the parameter updates that are not flushed yet into the logs. The logs are attached with the physical timestamp of synchronisation (denoted as \( t \)). If there are multiple synchronisation operations in a small time window, Ekko merges their logs to save space.

The model state manager controls witness servers to launch state rollbacks. Suppose a model state is regarded as \( t_{\text{healthy}} \) at the time \( t \). In that case, witness servers find a timestamp \( t_{\text{max}} \) that meets two conditions: (i) it is \( \leq t_{\text{healthy}} \) and (ii) it is not within any time interval where corrupted states have occurred. The witness servers then flush the logs which have the timestamps \( \leq t_{\text{max}} \). The model state manager records this \( t_{\text{max}} \), and \( t_{\text{max}} \) will be later used in witness servers for recovering a healthy model state. Following this way, we can ensure the parameter store \( \text{store}_{\text{healthy}} \) always keep healthy model states on witness servers.

Rollback process. Figure 5 illustrates the process of rolling back a model state. Suppose a model is found to be corrupted. The model state manager first informs parameter servers to stop accepting training requests of this model (1). It then instructs parameter servers to stop priority-based synchronisation, clears their \( \text{store}_{\text{significant}} \), and resets \( T_{\text{SVV}} = 0 \). The manager then waits for the model shards on parameter servers and witness servers to converge. Later, the manager selects witness servers to initiate the state rollback (2). We need to ensure recovered model shards can be used together. Hence, the manager selects shards from the \( \text{store}_{\text{healthy}} \) on witness servers only if \( t_{\text{max}} \) of these shards are in a small time window.

A key design is that the witness servers will compare \( \text{store}_{\text{healthy}} \) and its current state to find a state difference (3). This difference is often small because of the locality in updated parameters. We thus only write the difference into the parameter servers to recover a state. We need to ensure the write operations can succeed. Hence, the written parameters are assigned with parameter versions that are larger than those currently on parameter servers (4). After that, the man-

Figure 5: Inference model state manager.
ager waits for the model shards to converge on parameter servers and witness servers. Finally, Ekko will recover a small amount of traffic on the recovered model. When this model’s healthiness metrics go back to normal, the manager informs parameter servers to resume accepting requests (§).

Note that if a witness server fails, its non-flushed update logs are discarded. This helps Ekko prevent potentially corrupted updates from being flushed. If a parameter server or a witness server fails (or re-joins the cluster), the rollback process will be re-executed.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the following aspects of Ekko through test-bed and in-production experiments: (i) The update latency of Ekko and its scalability with the number of data centres (§6.1.1); (ii) The update latency of Ekko in a heterogeneous-WAN (§6.1.1); (iii) The performance breakdown of optimisations implemented in Ekko (§6.1.2); (iv) The real-world latency and availability of Ekko in a large-scale production DLRS (§6.2.1); (v) The benefits of low-latency model updates in online services (§6.2.1); (vi) The effectiveness of using model update schedulers with a busy network (§6.2.2); and (vii) The latency of rolling back a model upon model corruption (§6.2.2).

Unless otherwise specified, the update latency is the maximum time difference between the time an update commits and the time this update becomes visible [68] in all replicas (failure-free scenarios). In all experiments, we measure the update latency and report its average across all updates.

6.1 Test-bed experiments

We conduct test-bed experiments in a 30-server cluster. Each server has a 24-core CPU, 64 GB RAM and a 5 Gbps network link. We group every three servers as a DC to emulate a W AN. In contrast, Adam relies on the primary replica to send updates, constraining itself with the limited topology for a W AN. In this case, the performance gap between Ekko and Adam increases with more DCs. The reason is that Ekko has a scalable P2P synchronisation architecture. It also optimises its dissemination using the two-phase commit protocol. Our Adam implementation removes the waiting time between update broadcasts, thus improving network utilisation. The second baseline is Checkpoint-Broadcast which is the de-facto approach that applies model updates in DLRSs [1, 21]. We omit the experiments with general key-value stores, e.g., PaxosStore [73] and TiKV [29], which provide linearisability in writing operations. Our early adoption results show that these key-value stores achieve low writing throughput, orders of magnitude lower than what a production DLRS requires.

To make a fair comparison, Ekko and baselines all use DRAM for storage [57] and adopt the same primary-assignment and load-balancing schemes. We further ensure their dissemination are all network-bound and use the same numbers of shards.

Homogeneous W AN results. We first compare Ekko against Adam in the homogeneous W AN. We measure their latency with 1 DC (3 replicas), 5 DCs (15 replicas), and 10 DCs (30 replicas), respectively. Figures 6a and 6b show the results. As we can see, Ekko achieves significantly lower latency than Adam in both the production and Criteo workloads. More specifically, with the 10 DCs that run the production workload, Ekko achieves a 2.6-second latency, 7× lower than the 18.8-second latency achieved by Adam. We also observe that the performance gap between Ekko and Adam increases with more DCs. The reason is that Ekko has a scalable P2P synchronisation architecture. It also optimises its dissemination topology for a W AN. In contrast, Adam relies on the primary replica to send updates, constraining itself with the limited bandwidth available in the training DC.

We also compare Ekko against Checkpoint-Broadcast. According to our experimental results, Checkpoint-Broadcast takes more than 7 seconds to synchronise 4 GB of parameters in the W AN. The total parameters are 113 GB. With
10 DCs, the training DC needs to send $113 \times 9 = 1,017$ GB parameters to all other inference DCs. The training DC thus has to spend more than 29 minutes finishing the parameter broadcast (since the WAN has a 4,800 Mbps network link). This broadcast latency is orders of magnitude longer than the second-level latency (e.g. 2.6 seconds) achieved by Ekko.

**Heterogeneous WAN results.** We then evaluate Ekko and baselines in the heterogeneous WAN. In this WAN, we set inter-DC bandwidth to 256 Mbps by default. To introduce heterogeneity, we choose one link in between the training DC and another inference DC, and we set this link to 128 Mbps. The experiments run with 3 replicas per DC, for a total of 10 DCs. As shown in Figures 7a and 7b, Ekko is effective in mitigating slow heterogeneous links in both production and Criteo workloads. It allows replicas to synchronise at independent rates, preserving second-level synchronisation latency. Such low-latency performance shows the effectiveness of Ekko’s log-less P2P synchronisation in alleviating the adverse effects of having heterogeneous network paths. On the contrary, Adam suffers from the slow paths in the WAN. As a result, it spends more than 150 seconds synchronising replicas in the production workload and 100 seconds in the Criteo workload.

Apart from Adam, we also considered other log-based synchronisation approaches, e.g. Multi-Paxos [9]. We could let these approaches aggregate updates (which arrive in a time interval) into a log entry to save bandwidth in using a WAN. These approaches, however, still suffer from the existence of heterogeneous links. This is because they choose the aggregation interval based on the slowest links in the network, under-utilising many other links.

### 6.1.2 Performance breakdown

We want to know the effectiveness of individual components in Ekko’s synchronisation. We thus conduct a performance breakdown analysis for the production workload with 10 DCs. We first configure Ekko to only use shard knowledge (see §4.3) in synchronisation. This configuration is the baseline in this experiment, and it is equivalent to the Version Vector (VV) [50, 51] which is the state-of-the-art of P2P synchronisation.

Figure 8 shows the results. With only VV, Ekko needs 76.3 seconds to synchronise all parameters. After enabling update caches (§4.4.1), Ekko reduces the latency to 27.4 seconds (i.e. $2.8 \times$ speed-up). Diving into the update caches traces, we find out the caches achieve a 100% hit ratio in our production workload. Note that the total memories of a replica on our test-bed servers are smaller (i.e. $10 \times$) than those on our production servers, which means there are fewer parameters in a shard than in practical scenarios. With more parameters in a shard, VV will spend more time on synchronisation, while update caches can keep latency low.

Figure 8 also shows the effects of shard versions (§4.4.2). By further enabling shard versions, Ekko reduces the latency from 27.4 seconds to 6.0 seconds (i.e. $4.6 \times$ speed-up). This shows the effects of skipping non-updated shards to reduce network consumption incurred by synchronisation.

Finally, after enabling WAN optimisations (§4.5), Ekko further reduces the latency from 6.0 seconds to 2.6 seconds (i.e. $2.3 \times$ speed-up). This shows that P2P synchronisation must account for the bandwidth available on each link in a WAN. Otherwise, P2P synchronisation cannot deliver its full promise. In summary, enabling all components in Ekko leads to a total of $29.3 \times$ (i.e. 2.6 seconds vs. 76.3 seconds) speed-up in P2P synchronisation.

### 6.2 Production cluster experiments

We have deployed Ekko into production for over one year. The production environment comprises 4,600 servers spread across 6 geo-distributed DCs. By 2022, we have used Ekko to support a wide range of recommendation services, including short video recommendations, searching and advertisement. More than one billion users are using these services daily. In this section, we report Ekko’s performance in this production environment.

#### 6.2.1 Model updates

We collect traces from the production environment to analyse Ekko’s performance in updating models. The production environment has hundreds of DLRS models (40 TB parameters or 250 billion key-value pairs in total). Each parameter shard ranges from 0.1 MB to 20 MB depending on model size. Ekko can execute 1 billion updates per second (i.e. 212 GB/s).
Regarding latency performance, Ekko spends 2.4 seconds synchronising the parameters in all DCs and 0.7 seconds in the training DC only. The synchronisation traffic accounts for only 3.0% of the total network traffic, reflecting the effectiveness of Ekko used as a background synchronisation service on parameter servers. Ekko’s low-latency, high-throughput performance does not compromise system availability. Since its deployment, Ekko has achieved >99.999% availability for parameter reading and writing operations.

**Update cache analysis.** We are particularly interested in the performance of the update caches with various real-world recommendation services. Our traces show that: the update cache only needs to keep 0.13%-0.2% parameters in caches, and they can already achieve >99.4% hit ratios. These performance results verify that the update locality widely exists. In fact, our production recommendation services update 3.08% of the parameters per hour on average.

We choose an update-intensive DLRS model to demystify the update locality in the worse case. Figure 9 shows the proportions of updated parameters in a 480-minute window. This time window covers the busiest time of our production DLRSs in a day. We report the proportions with different time intervals. In a 10-minute interval, only 4.3% of parameters are updated, and this proportion is stable in the 480-minute time window. In a 60-minute interval, we observe a similar pattern, and the proportion only slightly increases to around 10%. In practice, many other models have fewer update workloads, and their proportions of updated parameters are lower than this model.

**Benefits of low-latency model updates.** We want to know if the low-latency model updates can actually improve the quality of recommendation services. To this end, we conduct a 15-day online A/B test [64] in a short video recommender service [65]. This service comprises a multi-stage pipeline [10, 15]. We conduct the experiment only in the ranking stage. We fork the ranking model: one as the experimental group and the other as the control group. Each group receives 1% of the total traffic for training and inference. We delay the data (i.e. event logs) used to train the model in the control group by 20 minutes through caching real-time logs in a distributed file system.

Our A/B-test results show that: compared to the control group, the experimental group exhibits a 3.82% increase in the proportion of fresh videos (posted within one hour) among all recommended videos. This means that the system recommends more fresh videos to users in the experimental group.

Moreover, the experimental group exhibits a 1.30% decrease in the proportion of users swiping through the video list as well as a 1.68% increase in the total time of watching videos. These mean that users in the experimental group spend more time watching videos and are more interested in the recommended videos.

Finally, the experimental group exhibits a 2.17% increase in the percentage of users who clicked on comments. This means that user interaction in the experimental group increases. It is worth noting that the improvements in the range of 1%-3% are regarded as significant in a real-world multi-stage DLRS [10, 21, 71]. In fact, since enabling low-latency model updates in more stages in DLRSs, we have observed more significant improvements in recommendation quality.

### 6.2.2 SLO protection mechanisms

We also run A/B tests to evaluate the effectiveness of Ekko’s SLO protection mechanisms.

**SLO-aware model update scheduler.** We fork the ranking model into an experimental group (where priority schedulers are enabled) and a control group. Each group has 1% of the training and inference traffic, and they are deployed into dedicated servers to avoid traffic interference. We monitor metrics that reflect freshness SLOs: the count of fresh videos (i.e. posted in the last one hour) in recommendation results. To emulate network congestion, we reduce the bandwidth available for model updates by 92%. The model update scheduler (i) uses the default priority computation rule (defined in §5.2.1) and (ii) sets the percentile priority $k$ to 99 ($k$ is defined in §5.2.2).

The A/B-test results show that, in the experimental group, Ekko reduces synchronisation traffic by 92% and keeps the latency of updating significant updates low. In contrast, the control group cannot distinguish model updates when sending them over a busy network. As a result, the control group delays SLO-critical updates, and it suffers from a 2.32% drop in its SLO metric. Such a drop is significant in practice because this SLO metric is a key factor that decides the profit of a DLRS.

**Online model state rollback.** We evaluate the latency of rolling back a model state online. We compare Ekk0 with the checkpoint-recoverv approach. To make a fair comparison, we let the rollback latency exclude (i) the time of collecting SLO metrics in Ekk0 and (ii) the time of waiting for diverged parameters to converge. We deploy 5 witness servers. For each witness server, we allocate 113 GB parameters and 800 Mbps network bandwidth.
During the experiment, we notify Ekko’s model state manager to roll back the state of a DLRS model to a version that is 1 minute earlier. The manager then notifies all witness servers to identify the parameters updated in the last 1 minute. The witness servers thus only reload the difference between the current state and the earlier state. Hence, the entire rollback operation takes only 6.4 seconds to complete. In contrast, the checkpoint-recovery approach is agnostic to the recent updates to the model state. As a result, it has to reload the entire state, taking 1,157 seconds to complete (180× slower than Ekko).

7 Related Work

**Data replication systems.** The parameter synchronisation problem explored in Ekko is related to prior work on data replication. Existing data replication systems often explore how to leverage the characteristics of applications to improve their latency performance in replicating data [13, 40, 45, 53]. For example, Egalitarian Paxos [53] exploits the low interference rate of state machine commands, Gemini [40] leverages mixed consistency operations, and COPS [45] and PNUTS [13] exploit the tolerance of relaxed consistency in Internet services. Unlike these systems, Ekko leverages the DLRS-specific model update locality and the eventual consistency model to speed up the synchronisation of model parameters (instead of generic data), making Ekko unique in the design space.

**Bandwidth saving techniques in ML systems.** The problem of prioritising model updates relates to bandwidth saving techniques in distributed ML systems. Such techniques often involve gradient compression [4, 6, 28, 44] which prioritises large gradients in a busy network, with an anticipation that these large gradients have significant impacts on the final accuracy of a trained model. Unlike these techniques, Ekko targets model inference scenarios where people care about numerous inference SLO metrics instead of the model’s accuracy only. Hence, Ekko does not rely on gradient magnitude solely. It further considers model freshness and priority in scheduling model updates.

**SLO-aware scheduling in ML systems.** Being aware of SLOs in scheduling has been explored in prior ML systems. Model serving systems often treat inference latency as the primary SLO to guide the scheduling of inference-related computation tasks [16, 25, 70]. Model training systems, e.g. Pollux [59] and KungFu [48], use ML-specific SLOs, e.g. training goodput and gradient statistics, to decide how to schedule training workers. Compared to these systems, Ekko sheds light on freshness and quality SLOs. It enables the use of these SLOs in scheduling model updates.

8 Conclusion

This paper proposes Ekko, a novel DLRS that enables massive model parameters to be updated at the second-level latency. Ekko has an efficient P2P model update algorithm which can coordinate billions of model updates to be efficiently disseminated to replicas in geo-distributed data centres. It further has SLO protection mechanisms that protect model states from being affected by network congestion and detrimental model updates online. Experimental results show that Ekko is orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art DLRSs, indicating the effectiveness of its novel designs.
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Abstract

Embedding-based retrieval (EBR) is widely used in recommendation systems to retrieve thousands of relevant candidates from a large corpus with millions or more items. A good EBR system needs to achieve both high throughput and low latency, as high throughput usually means cost saving and low latency improves user experience. Unfortunately, the performance of existing CPU- and GPU-based EBR are far from optimal due to their inherent architectural limitations.

In this paper, we first study how an ideal yet practical EBR system works, and then design FAERY, an FPGA-accelerated EBR, which achieves the optimal performance of the practically ideal EBR system. FAERY is composed of three key components: It uses a high bandwidth HBM for memory bandwidth-intensive corpus scanning, a data parallelism approach for similarity calculation, and a pipeline-based approach for K-selection. To further reduce hardware resources, FAERY introduces a filter to early drop the non-Top-K items. Experiments show that the degraded FAERY with the same memory bandwidth of GPU still achieves 1.21×-12.27× lower latency and up to 4.29× higher throughput under a latency target of 10 ms than GPU-based EBR.

1 Introduction

Recommendation systems have gained significant adoption in many online services [11, 12, 18, 38]. To make a recommendation from a large corpus containing millions of candidate items, industrial large-scale recommendation systems are usually divided into two layers, namely retrieval and ranking, as shown in Figure 1. Retrieval quickly selects thousands of relevant items from the large corpus with simple algorithms, while ranking utilizes sophisticated algorithms to sort the retrieval results more precisely, and then chooses dozens out of the sorted items.

Real-world retrieval systems conduct multi-channel retrieval [26, 39, 43]: It leverages different strategies in separate channels to retrieve different candidates, which are then merged and filtered to generate the final retrieval result. Among the multi-channel retrieval strategies, embedding-based retrieval (EBR) gains increasing popularity [12, 18, 20, 25, 38, 42]. EBR represents user queries and candidate items with semantic embedding vectors (embedding for short) using representation learning [9], and converts the retrieval problem into a similarity search problem in the embedding space. In particular, an EBR algorithm, as shown in Listing 1, involves scoring, which scans the corpus to get all items and calculates a similarity score (e.g., via inner product) between every item embedding and the given query embedding, and K-selection, which returns the Top-K items based on their similarity scores. The returned Top-K items of EBR are usually sorted [25, 42], to simplify merging and filtering retrieval candidates from multiple channels.

The performance of such EBR systems is important. On the one hand, increasing the throughput of every EBR server reduces the overall server cost, as fewer servers are required to serve a target number of queries per second (QPS). On the other hand, decreasing the latency of each EBR server reduces the retrieval time, which can either shorten user’s overall waiting time or leave more time for ranking computation to get better recommendation results [11]. Therefore, latency-bounded throughput becomes a critical metric for EBR systems.

To achieve high latency-bounded throughput, we characterize the EBR algorithm shown in Listing 1 and derive a practically ideal EBR hardware architecture (§2.2). Specifically, corpus scanning (line 3) is a memory-intensive operator which requires both large external memory capacity and high memory bandwidth. Similarity calculation (line 4) and K-selection (line 6) are both compute-intensive. They should match the memory bandwidth with a data-parallel architecture across multiple operator instances. Moreover, to overlap communications with computations among steps or operators, both inside K-selection and the entire EBR data flow require pipeline parallelism. Then, we extend the ideal architecture to support batch queries, by sharing corpus scanning among queries in a batch and providing separate compute pipelines.

\textsuperscript{*} This work is done while Chaoliang Zeng, Ding Tang, and Zilong Wang are interns in ByteDance.


to serve different queries in the batch in parallel. As a result, the ideal architecture achieves the optimal query latency, and scales the latency-bounded throughput linearly with the batch size.

By comparing existing CPU- and GPU-based EBR with the ideal architecture, we realize that, unfortunately, none of the existing approaches achieve the optimal performance due to their inherent architectural limitations (§2.3). First, despite large memory capacity, CPU does not perform well in corpus scanning due to low memory bandwidth, and fails to well support the desired parallelism paradigms simultaneously due to the limited number of cores. Second, although GPU provides higher memory bandwidth and massive compute cores for data parallelism, GPU is not optimized for pipeline parallelism required by K-selection and the entire EBR data flow due to explicit resource boundaries.

We observe that FPGA, a programmable hardware device readily available in some hyper-scale cloud providers [10, 14, 41, 45], has all the desired properties of the practically ideal EBR architecture. Some modern FPGAs are equipped with large high bandwidth memory (HBM), ideal for corpus scanning. Moreover, FPGAs provide sufficient on-chip memories and fully programmable compute elements to enable appropriate parallelism paradigms for various operators (§2.4).

We exploit the above observations to design FAERY (§3), an FPGA-Accelerated Embedding-based Retrieval System, which is an embodiment of the ideal EBR architecture and achieves high performance. Specifically, FAERY stores the corpus in FPGA’s HBM, which provides high bandwidth for the memory bandwidth-intensive corpus scanning. FAERY leverages a corpus manager to maximize the HBM bandwidth utilization in runtime while preserving memory-efficient storage and enabling online corpus update. FAERY follows the ideal architecture to design similarity calculation with data parallelism and K-selection with pipeline parallelism. Different from the ideal architecture, FAERY needs only a single K-selection pipeline, and adds a filter in front of it to significantly lower its throughput requirement, based on a unique property observed in the K-selection pipeline. The filter optimization lowers the resource requirements of FAERY compared with the ideal architecture by eliminating multiple K-selection pipelines.

The above ideas make a single FPGA-based EBR accelerator perform well. To further enhance its capabilities, multiple such accelerator cards can be inserted into a FAERY server (§4) and work together. When a corpus can fit into a single card, we can scale the aggregate query throughput by replicating the corpus among multiple cards. When the corpus is too large to fit into a single card, we can shard it evenly among multiple cards. FAERY supports both the replication and sharding modes and leverages a software front-end to dispatch queries and to merge retrieval results for multiple accelerator cards.

We have implemented a fully functional FAERY prototype with Xilinx FPGA cards (§5). Experiments (§6) show that the degraded FAERY with the same memory bandwidth of GPU achieves $1.21 \times 12.27 \times$ lower latency and up to $4.29 \times$ higher throughput under a latency target of 10 ms than an EBR system accelerated by Nvidia T4 GPU.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We study the EBR algorithm from the first principles and derive a practically ideal EBR architecture to achieve the optimal query latency and to scale the latency-bounded throughput linearly with the batch size, constrained by hardware resources. We further identify the performance bottlenecks of CPU- and GPU-based EBR using the ideal EBR architecture as a reference (§2).
- We design FAERY, a domain specific accelerator (DSA) for EBR. FAERY arranges its key components: corpus scanning, similarity calculation, and K-selection in a perfect pipeline, and accelerates these components using appropriate data and/or pipeline parallelisms. FAERY is an embodiment of the ideal EBR architecture, with balanced filtering and buffering which matches the capability of parallel similarity score calculations with a single K-selection pipeline, based on a thorough analysis (§3 and §4).
- We implement FAERY using FPGA, evaluate its performance, and quantify its advantages over CPU- and GPU-based EBR systems, respectively (§5 and §6).

2 Background & Motivation

2.1 EBR Algorithms: KNN vs. ANN

EBR represents user queries and candidate items with embeddings, and converts the retrieval problem into a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) or an Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search problem in the vector space [20]. KNN-based EBR searches the accurate k-nearest item embeddings from the corpus, while ANN-based EBR retrieves the approximate k-nearest item embeddings, by sacrificing accuracy for efficiency using techniques such as indexing (e.g., IVF [34] and HNSW [28]) and quantization (e.g., PQ [21]). The tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency in various ANN algorithms is well studied in [8].

CPU provides limited memory bandwidth and computing power, so that it is challenging for CPU to perform KNN search on a large corpus due to the tremendous costs of memory accesses and computations. As a result, ANN search is

Listing 1: Simplified EBR algorithm for a single user query.

```python
# Scoring
for i in corpus_size:
    item_emb = corpus[i]  # corpus scanning
    scores[i] = sim_calc(user_emb, item_emb)  # similarity calc
# K-selection
ret_items = topk(scores)  # returns the sorted top_k items
```
Figure 2: A practically ideal EBR architecture with the batch size of 1. It has the following properties: ① large external memory for corpus store, ② high memory bandwidth for corpus scanning, ③ data parallelism for similarity calculation, ④ data parallelism among multiple K-selection instances, ⑤ pipeline parallelism within a K-selection instance, and ⑥ pipeline parallelism for the entire EBR data flow.

 widly applied in CPU-based EBR in the industry. In contrast, accelerators, e.g., GPU and FPGA, provide much higher memory bandwidth and computing power, so that KNN search is usually adopted by these accelerators to trade memory bandwidth and computing power for higher accuracy and thus better recommendation quality.

To simplify discussion and comparison, we use the same KNN search (shown in Listing 1) for EBR on all platforms (CPU, GPU, and FPGA) in this paper, but our analysis results and acceleration ideas apply to ANN as well, as ANN shares similar characteristics and bottlenecks with KNN, just to different extents.

2.2 Practically Ideal EBR Architecture

To maximize latency-bounded throughput, an ideal architecture should first achieve minimal latency for each individual query (equivalent to maximal throughput with the batch size of 1), and then scale the throughput linearly with increasing batch sizes while preserving the consistent minimal latency. In a theoretically ideal architecture, for each query, we do similarity calculation with all item embeddings in parallel and finish this operator in $O(1)$ time, followed by a perfect K-selection to match the parallelism. This is obviously impractical, as it requires millions of item accesses and millions of similarity calculation (e.g., inner product) operators in parallel, not to mention the design challenge of K-selection to match that extreme parallelism. A practically ideal EBR should take into account both realistic hardware constraints and the EBR characteristics which we discuss below.

Corpus scanning (line 3) is a memory-intensive operator. The size of an industrial corpus is up to several GBs [19], and scanning such a large corpus incurs millions of memory accesses for a single query. Thus, corpus store and scanning require large external memory and high memory bandwidth.

Similarity calculation (line 4) is a compute-intensive operator, which calculates similarity scores between the user query and all item embeddings. As the calculations for different item embeddings are independent, an ideal architecture should perform similarity calculation with data parallelism to match the throughput of corpus scanning.

K-selection (line 6) is another compute-intensive operator. To match the throughput of multiple similarity calculation instances, K-selection requires data parallelism with multiple instances as well. Inside a single instance, K-selection can be realized by various algorithms [23, 33], among which a common practice is to partition this complex task into multiple steps, and organizes them in a pipelined manner.

Based on these characteristics, a practically ideal EBR architecture for optimal latency should have a large and high-bandwidth memory for corpus store and scanning, appropriate parallelisms for EBR operators to match their throughput to the memory bandwidth, and a perfect overlap among communications and computations of operators in the entire pipeline to minimize latency. Figure 2 describes a practically ideal EBR architecture with the batch size of 1 and its desired properties. The minimal query latency of this architecture is:

$$\text{latency} = \frac{S}{B} + C,$$

where $S$ is the corpus size, $B$ is the external memory bandwidth, and $C$ is a constant delay, i.e., the pipeline latency, which is the time it takes for the last embedding going throughout the pipeline. Thus, the maximal throughput is $1/\text{latency}$ queries per second (QPS) with the batch size of 1.

The ideal architecture can be extended to support batch queries to increase latency-bounded throughput linearly, as shown in Figure 3. The key is to share corpus scanning among multiple queries in a batch (i.e., scan the corpus only once in each batch), and process multiple queries with separate compute pipelines in a data-parallel manner. In this way, the latency remains constant as shown in Equation 1, and the latency-bounded throughput scales linearly with the number of batched queries. In practice, the batch size cannot be increased unlimitedly due to resource constraints, and hence the maximum latency-bounded throughput will be bounded by the available hardware resource of the chosen platform.
2.3 Existing EBR Architectures

Using the ideal EBR architecture as a reference, we analyze existing CPU- and GPU-based EBR architectures, and show that their performance are both sub-optimal due to inherent architectural limitations.

2.3.1 CPU-based EBR

Datacenter CPUs are equipped with large DDR memory (hundreds of GBs), able to store a very large corpus with millions or more item embeddings. However, CPU-based EBR does not perform well due to the following reasons.

Low memory bandwidth violates \( \frac{S}{B} \) in Figure 2. The theoretical DDR memory bandwidth of a CPU is proportional to the limited number (typically 2–8) of DDR channels [3], and the memory bandwidth utilization driven by a CPU is not high. Taking the server used in our evaluations (§6) as an example, a CPU with six DDR channels provides a theoretical maximum bandwidth of 140.8 GB/s, and an empirical upper bound of only 78 GB/s measured with Intel MLC [1]. The low memory bandwidth \( (B) \) significantly increases the first part \( (S/B) \) of Equation 1.

Limited number of CPU cores cannot support \( \frac{S}{M} \) and batch queries, simultaneously. A CPU contains dozens of processor cores that can be flexibly used for data parallelism, pipeline parallelism, and/or batch processing. However, due to the limited number of cores, CPU-based EBR fails to support all the above features well simultaneously, where the number of cores desired is the product of the number of memory channels, the number of pipeline stages, and the batch size as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The poor support of data parallelism and pipeline parallelism results in throughput mismatch and imperfect overlapping among operators, leading to an increase on the second part \( (C) \) of Equation 1 as well as a sub-linear throughput increase with batch queries.

2.3.2 GPU-accelerated EBR

Compared with CPU, GPU provides high external memory bandwidth (e.g., Nvidia T4 [2] provides 300 GB/s bandwidth with GDDR6), and massive lightweight SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Threads) cores optimized for data parallelism. Although GPU provides a smaller memory capacity (e.g., 16 – 80 GB in a typical GPU and 128 – 640 GB in a holistic server with 8 GPU cards), the size is still large enough to store the corpora in most recommendation systems. For example, given a typical embedding size of 256 bytes, 128 GB memory can store more than 500M items that can meet the requirements of most recommendation systems [11,12,16,40]. These strengths inspire the design of GPU-accelerated EBR [23,46] to achieve higher performance.

However, the performance of these GPU-based EBR systems are still sub-optimal, as GPU is not optimized for pipeline parallelism. GPU consists of a large number of streaming multiprocessors (SM), each of which contains exclusive on-chip memory and compute cores. Communication between SMs or kernels \(^1\) is only possible via external memory, and the available on-chip memories for a single SM are very limited (e.g., 304 KB in Nvidia T4). These restrictions make GPU-based EBR not perfectly pipelined, leading to an increase on the second part \( (C) \) of Equation 1.

Inter-operator communication via external memory violates \( \frac{S}{M} \). Different EBR operators are organized as separate kernels. The similarity scores generated by scoring kernels are transmitted to the K-selection kernels via the external memory, as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b. The explicit kernel boundaries make it difficult to exploit pipeline parallelism.

\(^1\) A kernel is a function executed on GPU, which realizes a data-parallel portion of an application. An operator may consist of one or multiple kernels.
across EBR operators to overlap perfectly communication and computation [24,47].

Existing K-selection pipelines violate ©. Existing GPU-based K-selection algorithms can be classified into the following two categories.

K-selection with on-chip memory (e.g., WarpSelect [23]), denoted as GPU-o, as shown in Figure 4a, fuses all K-selection sub-steps into a single kernel to avoid cross-kernel overhead, and keeps all K-states in on-chip memory. However, maintaining all K-states on chip and executing these steps in the SIMT cores introduce non-trivial computation overhead (e.g., per-thread queue sorting, sorted queues merging, and thread synchronization [23]), resulting in poor latency. To show this overhead, we measure Faiss [23], which adopts WarpSelect, with a 4M corpus and the same setting as §6. The result shows that the K-selection operator consumes up to 80.4% of the total time. Moreover, given the limited on-chip memory size of each SM, it fails to support a large k value, i.e., at most 2048 in this setting.

K-selection with external memory (e.g., RadixSelect [33, 36]), denoted as GPU-e, as shown in Figure 4b, implements different K-selection sub-steps as separate kernels, and transmits intermediate data among kernels via the external memory. As a result, the K-selection operator has to access the external memory multiple passes (well studied in [33]), leading to sub-optimal K-selection performance, which will become worse with a larger batch size due to heavy bandwidth contention on external memory. With the same setting mentioned above, the query latency of RadixSelect is increased by $12.36 \times$ when the batch size is increased from 1 to 16.

2.4 FPGA Opportunities

We observe that FPGA has the following properties that meet the requirements of the ideal EBR architecture.

- Similar to GPU, high-end FPGAs are equipped with HBM of large capacity (typically 8 to 32 GB). A typical HBM is a stack of 32 parallel DRAM channels (versus up to 8 DDR channels in a CPU), providing parallel memory accesses and thus high bandwidth (460 GB/s), which fundamentally eliminates the biggest memory bandwidth bottleneck in CPU-based EBR.

- Unlike GPU with exclusive and small on-chip memories for each SM, FPGA provides sufficient on-chip memories (dozens of MB in total), which are accessible to all compute elements. This could be leveraged to overcome the problems of GPU-based EBR as discussed in §2.3.2. Unlike GPU with SIMT cores optimized only for data parallelism, the massive compute elements and interconnects among them in FPGA are fully programmable, so that they can be orchestrated in any parallelism strategy (data parallelism or pipeline parallelism).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired features in ideal arch.</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>FPGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>large memory capacity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high memory bandwidth</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data parallelism</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipeline parallelism</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch parallelism with low latency</td>
<td>≈</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: EBR architecture comparison among CPU, GPU, and FPGA. ✓ means perfect support, while △ means limited support.

Table 1 summarizes the architecture comparison of CPU, GPU, and FPGA for EBR. Based on FPGA’s advantages, we can design an FPGA-based EBR pipeline similar to that in Figure 4c: It traverses the HBM only once, passes intermediate data between operators via on-chip memory, and overlaps communications with computations of operators via careful pipeline designs. In this way, FPGA-based EBR has the potential to approach the optimal performance (Equation 1). The design details of such a system, named FAERY, are presented in the following sections.

3 FAERY Accelerator

We design the FAERY accelerator by following the most desired properties of the ideal EBR architecture, with some additional optimizations. Figure 5 presents the architecture of the FAERY accelerator, with a few major components including HBM, corpus manager, similarity calculation, filter, and K-selection. FAERY stores the corpus in HBM and uses the corpus manager (§3.1) for corpus scanning and update. FAERY applies data parallelism across multiple similarity calculation units (§3.2), and pipeline parallelism within K-selection (§3.3). Different from the ideal EBR architecture, FAERY does not need multiple K-selection pipelines with data parallelism, thanks to a new filter operator (§3.4) inserted before the K-selection pipeline to lower its throughput requirement. This optimization lowers the resource overhead compared with the ideal architecture. The above operators are perfectly pipelined and overlapped, and the resulting data streams are shown in §3.5.

3.1 Corpus Manager

FAERY stores the corpus in HBM and uses the corpus manager to perform corpus scanning and update. The corpus manager is designed to meet two objectives toward high bandwidth utilization of HBM: maximizing single-channel performance and maximizing multi-channel parallelism.
3.1.1 Embedding Compaction to Maximize Single-channel Performance

The bandwidth utilization of a single HBM channel is affected by two factors: access pattern (sequential or random access) and burst size (the number of bytes in a memory transaction). Given the nature of brute-force KNN search, both corpus scanning and corpus update perform sequential access, which is more efficient than random access. We show in Figure 6 the bandwidth utilization of a single HBM channel in sequential access over various burst sizes. The result reveals that, to achieve bandwidth utilization of over 90%, an ideal burst size should be not smaller than 64 bytes and be a multiple of the channel width of 32 bytes.

However, the size of embeddings could be smaller than 64 bytes, especially for those generated by quantization-aware training [30, 31, 37]. It could also be not a multiple of the channel width. To bridge the mismatch between the ideal burst size requirement and the realistic embedding size, we compact one or multiple embeddings into a burst, whose size might not be exactly a multiple of the embedding size, leaving some unused bytes in a burst. To minimize the waste, we choose an ideal burst size with minimal unused bytes.

3.1.2 Horizontal HBM Division to Maximize Multi-channel Parallelism

To support the online corpus update, the corpus manager partitions HBM into two corpus buffers: a runtime buffer to store the latest corpus and serve queries, and an update buffer reserved for update. Upon receiving a new corpus from the host, the corpus manager stores it into the update buffer, and then switches the EBR pipeline to scan corpus from that buffer for new queries. In this way, the runtime buffer and update buffer switch roles after each update.

HBM can be partitioned into two corpus buffers in two ways, horizontally or vertically, as shown in Figure 7. The horizontal division is chosen, as it keeps all the available HBM channels and thus the maximum memory bandwidth available.

---

**Figure 5:** FAERY accelerator architecture with the batch size of 1. It stores item embeddings in high bandwidth memory (HBM), uses a corpus manager for corpus scanning and update, and applies appropriate parallelism paradigms for different key operators: data parallelism for similarity calculation and pipeline parallelism for K-selection. A filter is added between the above two operators to bridge their throughput mismatch and lower the resource requirement. The overall architecture is fully pipelined, with computations and communications perfectly overlapped to minimize latency and maximize throughput.

**Figure 6:** Bandwidth utilization of a single HBM channel with different burst sizes. The utilization is over 90% when the burst size is not smaller than 64 bytes.

**Figure 7:** HBM can be divided into two buffers in two ways. (a) Horizontal division: divide buffers based on address, which preserves all memory channels and maximum memory bandwidth for each buffer. (b) Vertical division: divide buffers based on channel ID, which halves the number of available channels and the memory bandwidth for each buffer.
for each buffer, while the vertical division loses half channels and thus half memory bandwidth for each buffer.

During corpus update, the HBM write caused by update and HBM read caused by query, may contend for HBM memory bandwidth with horizontal division. Such contention is negligible. Considering that the realistic HBM bandwidth is 414 GB/s (90% utilization of a typical 460 GB/s HBM), and corpus update is bounded by the PCIe Gen3 x16 bandwidth (16 GB/s), the update (HBM write) throughput over the total HBM throughput is less than 4%. Moreover, given that corpus update happens much less frequently than query, update can be further throttled to minimize its impact to query. Other update methods will be discussed in §7.

3.2 Similarity Calculation

Similarity calculation receives multiple item embeddings from multiple HBM channels simultaneously. In order to match the bandwidth of HBM, we apply data parallelism in similarity calculation, where multiple scoring units (SU) are instantiated to work in parallel, and each performs similarity calculation, e.g., inner product, between a separate item embedding and the given query embedding. The number of parallel SUs required is the product of the total number of HBM channels and the maximum number of item embeddings inside a channel width, which may contain more than one item embedding due to the embedding compaction (§3.1.1).

3.3 K-selection

There exist multiple different K-selection architectures [27, 29, 44], suitable for different scenarios. In the context of recommendation systems, the value of \( k \) is from a few thousand to dozens of thousands in realistic EBR [16, 25], so K-selection in FAERY aims to achieve both high performance and high scalability in supporting a large value of \( k \). To this end, we choose an existing K-selection pipeline [29] based on bottom-up merge sort for the following two reasons.

First, the bottom-up merge sort allows processing input scores in a streaming manner to avoid storing the entire scores before computing. In contrast, some algorithms incapable of streaming processing, e.g., RadixSelect [36], inevitably need external memory to store the entire scores of a large size. Leveraging external memory to cache the scores should be avoided, as it will not only reduce the available storage space for the corpus, but also interfere with the performance of corpus scanning due to bandwidth contention.

Second, pipeline parallelism within K-selection is compute-efficient and scalable, e.g., the chosen K-selection pipeline [29] requires only \( O(\log k) \) comparators. In contrast, some data-parallel K-selection architectures [27, 44] use a large number of parallel comparators to process a batch of input scores at a time. The number of parallel comparators required by this method is \( O(p \times k) \), where \( p \) is the batch size of input scores. Such design is not scalable, especially for \( k \) in the order of thousands.

**Pipeline parallelism within K-selection.** Figure 8 illustrates a K-selection pipeline where \( k = 4 \). The K-selection pipeline in [29] contains a series of \( i \)-mergers and a final \( topk-merger \). An \( i \)-merger merges two sorted lists with length \( i \) into a sorted list with length \( 2i \), followed by a \( 2i \)-merger in the pipeline. The pipeline starts at a \( 1 \)-merger, and \( \log_2 k \) sequential \( i \)-mergers form a \( k \)-sorter. At the end of the pipeline, a \( topk-merger \) merges the output of the \( k \)-sorter with the current sorted Top-\( k \) to generate a new running Top-\( k \). All modules process data in a streaming manner, and the latency of such a pipeline is \( k + \log_2 k \) clock cycles [29].

The above K-selection pipeline processes one score every clock cycle, which is slower than the throughput of scores generated by similarity calculation with data parallelism. According to the ideal architecture shown in Figure 2, K-selection can simply match the throughput with multiple K-selection pipelines, i.e., instantiating multiple K-selection pipelines in parallel, each processing different scores, followed by a merger at the end to get the final Top-\( k \) from multi-channel sorted Top-\( k \). However, a single K-selection pipeline is much more resource-hungry than a single scoring unit. Instantiating multiple K-selection pipelines to match the throughput of the multi-channel similarity calculation is not resource-efficient, especially when supporting a large \( k \) and a large batch size. Based on an important observation on the K-selection pipeline, we address the throughput mismatch problem in a resource-efficient way by introducing a new operator: filter (§3.4).

3.4 Filter

The K-selection pipeline maintains inside a running Top-\( k \) (e.g., the current Top-4 in Figure 8), which continuously updates the Top-\( k \) for all the past scores until the current point. We observe that, if the input score to K-selection is not greater than the minimum score of the running Top-\( k \), the input won’t change the internal running Top-\( k \) and thus can be dropped. Based on this observation, we design a filter to early drop non-Top-\( k \) scores, which significantly reduces the number of scores sent to K-selection. Figure 9 shows the throughput model of FAERY, where corpus scanning and similarity calculation are designed with data parallelism to match the HBM throughput. K-selection only provides a single pipeline to save resources, and the filter bridges the throughput mis-
match between the multi-channel similarity calculation and the single-channel K-selection.

Let \( x (x > 1) \) denote the number of scores generated by similarity calculation per clock cycle. The throughput of similarity calculation is \( x \) scores per clock cycle, and the throughput of K-selection is one score per clock cycle, so that the throughput mismatch is \((x - 1)/x\). We define filtering efficiency as the number of scores \( m \) dropped by the filter over the total number of scores \( n \), i.e., \( m/n \). As long as \( m/n \geq (x - 1)/x \), the design will work well without performance degradation.

In practice, the recall ratio of EBR (the ratio of the retrieved items to the total items, i.e., \( k/n \)) is usually very low, e.g., \( 1 \times 10^{10} \). The majority of scores will be early dropped by the filter, and the filtering efficiency will be high enough to bridge the throughput gap. We analyze the average filtering efficiency as follows.

**Filtering efficiency.** Given that \( n >> k \) in practice, we can derive the filtering efficiency using a simplified model. Assuming the input scores follow a random distribution, and the running Top-K values are already generated from all the previous scores when the dropping decision for a score is made, the probability of the \( i^{th} \) \((i>k)\) score dropped by the filter follows

\[
p(i) = \frac{i-k}{i}.
\]

The expected number of scores dropped by the filter follows

\[
m = \sum_{i=k+1}^{n} p(i) = \sum_{i=k+1}^{n} \frac{i-k}{i},
\]

As a result, the average filtering efficiency is

\[
e = \frac{m}{n} = \frac{\sum_{i=k+1}^{n} \frac{i-k}{i}}{n}
= 1 - \frac{k}{n} - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=k+1}^{n} \frac{1}{i}
> 1 - \frac{k}{n} - \frac{1}{n} \ln(n).
\]

Given a typical setting in practice where \( k = 1024, n = 10^6 \), the filtering efficiency is larger than 98%. In our implementation (§5), \( x = 4 \), and the throughput mismatch is \( 3/4 = 75\% \). This shows that the filtering efficiency is much higher than the throughput mismatch in practice, and thus the filter enables K-selection to match the throughput of similarity calculation with just one pipeline, reducing resource consumption.

**Buffer to absorb bursts.** Although the filter balances good performance and low resource cost in practice, it can fail to drop any scores in the worst case when all the input scores are sorted ascendingly. Since the item embeddings are stored randomly in HBM, the probability that such worst case happens is very low. However, we do have a buffer in the filter to absorb two types of temporal bursts. The initial burst is built up while the filter is processing the first \( y \) scores of every new query, when the drop probability \( p(i), i < y \) of score \( i \) is lower than the throughput mismatch \((x-1)/x\) between similarity calculation and K-selection. Based on Equation 2, \( y \) is \((k+x)\). The other type of burst is occasional score sequences in which all scores are larger than the minimum of the running Top-K. The size of this burst is variable but should be small given the increasing drop probability shown in Equation 2.

### 3.5 Perfect Overlap of FAERY Data Streams

As described in the above sections, all operators work in a streaming manner, i.e., all operators start processing as soon as the data begin to stream in, and the communications between operators are perfectly overlapped with computations. As a result, the data streams in this architecture exhibit a perfect overlap, as shown in Figure 10. Upon receiving a query, the corpus manager starts corpus scanning and gets a multi-stream of embeddings from 32 HBM channels, followed by similarity calculation and filter streams in the subsequent cycles. The filter operator early drops most of scores, so that a single stream of scores is sent to K-selection. As scores begin to stream into K-selection, the running Top-K is updated, and it is output as the final Top-K result soon after the last score is injected into the K-selection pipeline.

Batch is supported in FAERY in the same way as the ideal architecture (Figure 3). The data streams of multiple queries start at the same point. Therefore, the latency remains the same, and the throughput scales linearly with the batch size.
We build a fully functional prototype of FAERY using FPGAs. The FPGA accelerator is built with Xilinx VU35P FPGA [4], which contains an HBM of 8 GB capacity, 32 memory channels, and 460 GB/s bandwidth. We implement the FAERY pipeline described in Figure 5 using the hardware programming language SystemVerilog. In the following part, we discuss several implementation details using this FPGA with a typical setting: One embedding contains 128 elements of 2 bytes each (i.e., the embedding size is 256 bytes), $k$ is 1024, and the prototype runs at a clock frequency of 400 MHz, which matches the HBM bandwidth. An ASIC implementation of FAERY with the same HBM bandwidth but higher clock frequency (e.g., 1 GHz), could not provide significant performance improvement, as the end-to-end performance is mainly determined by the HBM bandwidth.

**Corpus manager.** Since the embedding size is 256 bytes, the burst size can be set to 256 bytes based on the embedding compaction strategy, resulting in no waste on both storage space and read bandwidth. Based on the measurement, the achievable HBM bandwidth is 414 GB/s, with 90% utilization of the theoretical upper bound of 460 GB/s. Given that the HBM has 32 memory channels of 32-byte width, the corpus scanning reads 1024 (32 * 32 = 1024) bytes from HBM every clock cycle, almost catching up with the HBM bandwidth at 400 MHz (1024 * 400 / 1000 = 409.6 GB/s), and outputs 4 (1024 / 256 = 4) embeddings per clock cycle on average. To support online corpus update, horizontal division keeps half of the 8 GB HBM space (i.e., 4 GB) for the runtime corpus, which supports up to 16M item embeddings in a single FPGA.

**Similarity calculation.** To match the throughput of 32 parallel HBM channels, similarity calculation is implemented with 32-channel SUs in parallel. Each SU performs inner product calculation, which consists of three stages. The first stage performs element-wise multiplications between the item and the query. Given that an HBM channel width (32 bytes) contains 16 elements (each 2 bytes) of an embedding, it requires 16 parallel multipliers in this stage to sustain the HBM channel bandwidth. In the second stage, it conducts a summation of the results in the first stage with an accumulation tree, which has $\log_2 16 = 4$ layers. The summation result is finally added to the computing score in the last stage. Therefore, the latency of similarity calculation is $6 \times (1 + 4 + 1) = 6$ cycles, and the throughput of similarity calculation with 32 parallel SUs (i.e., 4 scores per clock cycle) matches exactly the throughput of corpus scanning (i.e., 4 item embeddings per clock cycle).

**K-selection.** K-selection is implemented based on an existing pipeline [29], whose latency is $k + \log_2 k$ clock cycles. For $k = 1024$, the latency is 1034 cycles. This fully pipelined K-selection can process one score per clock cycle. Different from the ideal architecture, a single K-selection pipeline is required in FAERY, with the filter to bridge the throughput mismatch between similarity calculation and K-selection.

**Filter.** Since similarity calculation generates four scores per cycle, while K-selection only processes one score per cycle, the filter must drop at least 3/4 of the scores on average to bridge their speed gap. Based on the analysis in §3.4, the filtering efficiency in this setting is higher than 98% and thus greater than 3/4. To absorb bursts, the filter buffer is set to store at most 8192 (2 * $k$ * $x$, where $x = 4$ and $k = 1024$) scores.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per-query resources</th>
<th>Common resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>7.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>6.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>13.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Breakdown of FAERY resource consumption (batch size = 1). Per-query resources increase linearly with the batch size, while common resources remain unchanged.

slightly larger than the initial burst size \((k \times x)\) derived in §3.4 to reduce approximation error in the analysis. This buffer is implemented with only 8 Block RAMs (BRAMs), consuming less than 0.2% of the total FPGA memory resources. With both the high filtering efficiency and the sufficient buffer, the filter works well to bridge the throughput mismatch and to absorb temporal bursts, and we observe no performance loss with the above setting. Compared with the ideal architecture shown in Figure 2, FAERY with the filter and a single K-selection pipeline, can save 32% on-chip memories and 27% compute resources by eliminating the other three K-selection pipelines and a four-port merger [35] per query compute pipeline.

**Batch support.** FAERY supports batch queries as described in Figure 3. Despite the performance advantages, the resource requirements of batch queries increase with the batch size. As a result, the maximum batch size supported in our prototype is determined by the available resources in the Xilinx VU35P FPGA. The resources are consumed by two types of components: per-query compute pipelines (similarity calculation, K-selection, and filter) exclusive for each query, and common modules (corpus manager and PCIe DMA) shared among batch queries. Table 2 breaks down the resource consumption of a FAERY accelerator with the batch size of 1 into per-query resources and common resources. Based on this result, the upper bound of the batch size is 6 in the Xilinx VU35P FPGA. However, this FPGA chip is composed of multiple dies, so that timing closure is challenging when the resource utilization is high or cross-die routing is congested. We end up with an implementation with a batch size of 3, to balance good batch performance and easy timing closure.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the FAERY implementation, and compare it with CPU- and GPU-based EBR, respectively. Our results reveal that:

- In terms of latency-bounded \((\leq 10 \text{ ms})\) throughput, FAERY and the degraded FAERY outperform GPU-based EBR by \(1.33 \times 6.58 \times \text{and} 0.87 \times 4.29 \times\), respectively, while CPU-based EBR fails to meet the 10 ms latency target.

- FAERY achieves \(1.66 \times 8.20 \times\) higher energy efficiency and \(1.31 \times 6.46 \times\) higher cost efficiency than GPU-based EBR.

- A FAERY server with two accelerators provides \(2 \times\) higher query throughput in the replication mode, and \(2 \times\) higher corpus capacity in the sharding mode with less than 1.1% increase in latency.

6.1 Experiment Setup

**Baseline.** We compare FAERY with Faiss [23], an open-source similarity search library that supports both CPU and GPU. The K-selection implementation in Faiss GPU is WarpSelect, a heap-based algorithm using on-chip memory, as shown in Figure 4a, denoted as GPU-o. We further replace the Faiss K-selection implementation with an algorithm using external memory, as shown in Figure 4b, denoted as GPU-e. We choose RadixSelect implemented in [33], which reports the best performance when \(k\) is greater than 512, compared to other algorithms. Both GPU-o and GPU-e use fp16 for embeddings and fp32 for scores.

**Platforms.** FAERY is evaluated on a server with two 8-core Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPUs. CPU-based EBR is evaluated on a server with two 16-core Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs and 192 GB memory. We choose Nvidia Tesla T4 GPU [2] in GPU-based EBR, as the T4 GPU shares a similar cost to the Xilinx VU35P FPGA (cost comparison will be discussed in §6.2.4). The CUDA version is 11.2 and the Tensor Core acceleration is enabled. T4 GPU is equipped with 16 GB GDDR6 of 300 GB/s bandwidth. To bridge the difference of memory bandwidth between FPGA (460 GB/s) and GPU (300 GB/s), we also evaluate a degraded FAERY, denoted as FAERY-d, by throttling its HBM bandwidth to 300 GB/s.

**Corpus.** We use the synthetic corpus, with randomly generated 128-dimensional item embeddings of 2 bytes each dimension, and retrieve \(k = 1024\) items for each query. We use synthetic random corpora to verify the generality of FAERY, which by design, is not sensitive to any specific workload.

In the following, we first evaluate the performance of a single accelerator (§6.2). Many important applications contain a moderate corpus. For example, the YouTube video corpus contains tens of millions of items [40], and the Google play application corpus contains one million items [11]. The corpus of these applications could fit into the HBM of a single card based on the current FAERY implementation (§5). Then, we show the performance of a FAERY server with two accelerators (§6.3) to demonstrate FAERY’s capability in supporting either higher query throughput or a larger corpus by adding cards.
6.2 Single-accelerator Performance

6.2.1 Latency

We compare the query latency among different EBR architectures in Figure 12. Average latency is used as the metric, as latency distribution in each of these architectures doesn’t show significant variance due to the deterministic execution flow of KNN. The query latency of the ideal architecture is calculated based on Equation 1, where $S$ is $N$ × 256 bytes, $N$ is the number of items in the corpus, $B$ is the maximum HBM bandwidth 460 GB/s, and $C$ is the FAERY pipeline latency 2.6 us. The query latency of FAERY approaches the optimal latency of the ideal architecture, with only 1.13 × 1.16 × increases, which results from non-full (~90%) memory bandwidth utilization as measured in Figure 6. Both FAERY and FAERY-d consistently outperform CPU and GPU in query latency with different corpus sizes. Compared with CPU, FAERY significantly reduces the average latency (98.09 × -118.99 × lower) due to its high memory bandwidth and appropriate parallelism paradigms for different operators. Compared with GPU, FAERY achieves 9.48 × 18.81 × and 1.85 × 2.44 × lower latency than GPU-o and GPU-e, respectively. Even if we degrade the FAERY memory bandwidth to that of GPU T4 (300 GB/s), FAERY-d also achieves 6.18 × 12.27 × and 1.21 × 1.59 × lower latency than GPU-o and GPU-e, respectively. This verifies that even with the same memory bandwidth, FAERY-d still outperforms GPU-based EBR, because the poor pipeline support of GPU leads to a significant increase of the second part (C) in Equation 1, as detailed in §2.3.2.

6.2.2 Throughput

We compare the maximum throughput and its corresponding latency among different EBR architectures in Figure 13. Batch queries are used in all architectures to achieve the maximum throughput. Both FAERY and FAERY-d are evaluated with the batch size of 3, the same as that in the implementation. Although the throughput of CPU- and GPU-based EBR systems can be improved by increasing the batch size, we only show the results with the batch size up to 1024, because further increasing the batch size leads to marginal improvement. GPU-o consistently outperforms FAERY in throughput by 1.04 × 1.44 ×, and FAERY-d by 1.60 × 2.21 ×, with a large batch size but a much higher query latency (ranging from 212 ms to 1339 ms with different corpus sizes). In contrast, both FAERY and FAERY-d keep low query latency as that of batch size 1 when increasing the batch size. The throughput of GPU-e does not increase significantly with larger batch sizes, due to heavy contention on external memory bandwidth in K-selection among multiple queries. As a result, GPU-e achieves only 59%-78% (91%-119%) of the FAERY (FAERY-d) throughput, but has a much higher latency (ranging from 18 ms to 102 ms). FAERY outperforms CPU in throughput by 2.60 × 3.45 × even when the CPU-based EBR runs with a large batch size. Moreover, CPU suffers form the worst latency.

6.2.3 Latency-bounded Throughput

Latency-bounded throughput is a critical metric for EBR, as retrieval is a typical real-time service with strict requirements on the response time. For example, the response time is within 10 ms in the Taobao production retrieval [15, 25], and the query serving time of the entire recommendation pipeline (retrieval + ranking) is on the order of 10 ms in the Google application recommendation [11]. In this paper, we set the upper bound of the retrieval latency to 10 ms, and compare the latency-bounded throughput among different EBR architectures.

Since CPU and GPU-o fail to meet the latency target in any condition, we only compare FAERY and GPU-e in Figure 14. The latency target prevents GPU-e from using a large batch size, which increases per-query latency significantly due to the contention on memory bandwidth. In contrast, FAERY follows the ideal architecture for batch queries, maintaining constantly low latency when increasing the batch size, as discussed in §2.2. When the number of items in the corpus ranges from 1M to 7M, FAERY achieves 1.33 × 6.58 ×
higher latency-bounded throughput than GPU-e. However, FAERY-d achieves only 87% of the GPU-e latency-bounded throughput with the small corpus size of 1M, as GPU-e can leverage a large batch size (64 in GPU-e vs. 3 in FAERY-d) to boost the throughput with moderate memory bandwidth contention when the corpus size is small. As the corpus size increases from 3M to 7M items, FAERY-d exhibits its advantages in latency-bounded throughput and achieves 1.46×-4.29× higher latency-bounded throughput than GPU-e. When the number of items is larger than 7M, GPU-e fails to meet the latency target in any batch size, while FAERY-d can increase the corpus size until 9M items under latency target, and FAERY supports up to 15M items.

6.2.4 Energy & Cost Efficiency

The GPU and FPGA used in the evaluation have different architectural advantages and disadvantages, e.g., the GPU has lower memory bandwidth (300 GB/s vs. 460 GB/s), but much higher computing power (130 TOPS vs. 18.6 TOPS for INT8) than the FPGA. In addition to using the degraded FAERY with 300 GB/s memory bandwidth in a direct comparison between FPGA and GPU in terms of latency and throughput, we consider both energy efficiency (performance per watt) and cost efficiency (performance per dollar), as yet another fair metrics to compare the efficiency between totally different hardware architectures. We use the latency-bounded throughput measured in Figure 14 as the performance reference.

Energy efficiency. Based on the measurement, FAERY is 57 Watt and GPU-e is 71 Watt during serving. The above power consumption does not vary significantly with different corpus sizes. Given these power consumption and throughput data, Figure 15 shows the result of energy efficiency (QPS/Watt), where FAERY consistently outperforms GPU-e with 1.66×-8.20× higher energy efficiency.

Cost efficiency. As the concrete cost numbers are confidential, we normalize the costs of GPU, FPGA, and server used in the evaluation to 1, 1.1, and 4.4, respectively. With these cost units, the normalized costs of the FAERY and GPU servers are 5.5 (=1.1+4.4) and 5.4 (=1+4.4), respectively. Based on these normalized costs and the latency-bounded throughput data, Figure 16 shows the result of cost efficiency (i.e., QPS/(cost unit)), where FAERY provides 1.31×-6.46× higher cost efficiency than GPU-e.

6.2.5 Summary

Table 3 summarizes the EBR performance comparison among different processors, and reveals that each processor has its unique advantages for EBR. FAERY, an FPGA-based EBR, achieves the lowest latency, the highest latency-bounded throughput, and the highest energy and cost efficiency compared with CPU and GPU. Compared with CPU, FPGA’s performance gain results from the high memory bandwidth provided by HBM and massive programmable compute elements to enable appropriate parallelism paradigms and batch processing. FPGA outperforms GPU due to the fully pipelined design with perfectly overlapping communications with computations of operators, and a programmable architecture that supports efficient K-selection. All these advantages make FAERY not only approach the optimal latency, but also achieve linear-scaling throughput when increasing the batch size. CPU-based EBR supports the largest corpus size, thanks to the large capacity of CPU DDR memory. GPU-based EBR achieves the highest raw throughput without latency bound with a very large batch size, thanks to its massive compute cores.

6.3 Multi-accelerator Performance

We evaluate a FAERY server with two accelerators. Figure 17 shows the aggregate query throughput with different corpus sizes. When the corpus can fit into a single card (i.e., the number of items is not larger than 16M), we replicate the corpus in the two cards to double the query throughput, as shown in the left part of Figure 17. When the corpus size is larger than the memory capacity of a single card, we evenly shard the corpus between the two cards, and thus the supported corpus size is extended up to 32M items, i.e., 2× the HBM capacity of a single card, as shown in the right part of Figure 17. In the
sharding mode, the software front-end in CPU has to merge the two Top-K results from the two cards and yield the final Top-K, introducing an extra latency of less than 15 us, i.e., 1.1% of the total query latency.

7 Discussion

System lessons. While we focus on FPGA-accelerated EBR in this paper, we believe FPGA is a promising choice for not only EBR acceleration in specific, but also domain specific accelerator (DSA) in general. First, FPGAs are readily available for DSA in several hyper-scale cloud providers [10, 14, 41, 45]. Second, FPGAs are inherently capable of faithfully implementing DSA systems such as FAERY, MicroRec [22], and Tiara [41]. These systems are memory and compute bounded, so they can benefit from customized parallelism and pipelining with optimized memory accesses provided by FPGAs.

Most FPGA-based architectures can be baked into custom ASICs for higher performance and efficiency. In FAERY, the query latency and throughput are mainly limited by the memory bandwidth, so an ASIC implementation with the same memory bandwidth would not significantly improve the performance. However, an ASIC version of FAERY can achieve higher energy efficiency. Nonetheless, it will require a significant volume to amortize the high non-recurring engineering (NRE) cost for higher cost efficiency.

Online update. The online update approach described in §3.1 minimizes the degradation of the total query throughput (QPS) during the update, by taking half of the HBM memory in each card as update buffer. We further note that there are other ways for online update from a distributed system perspective. In a typical production EBR system, there are multiple corpus replicas distributed across multiple FAERY servers for reliability and load balancing purposes. The online update in this case can be performed by taking off one replica at a time for updating while keeping the others online. This approach may achieve higher memory utilization, but experience higher update time and lower QPS than our update approach during the update process.

Support new models. In addition to the online corpus update, FAERY is able to change the pipeline structure on the fly to adapt to new models. Given the relatively stable EBR pipeline structure, including corpus scanning, similarity calculation, and K-selection, we are able to use the same hardware code to support different EBR pipeline variants with just different parameters (e.g., embedding size, data type, k). When a new model requires a change of the pipeline structure, we can simply change parameters in the code, generate a hardware image, and then load the image into FPGA on the fly.

Accelerate ANN-based EBR. Although FAERY is designed to accelerate KNN-based EBR, it can be extended to accelerate ANN to achieve higher throughput by sacrificing retrieval accuracy. Indexing-based ANN algorithms, e.g., IVF [34] and HNSW [28], leverage an index layer before corpus scanning to reduce the number of accessed items per query. Quantization-based ANN algorithms, e.g., PQ [21] and OPQ [17], leverage a codebook to compact the corpus. FAERY can support both ANN variants by maintaining the index layer or the cookbook in FPGA on-chip memory. Most of the other operators are the same, and their designs can be shared among KNN- and ANN-based FAERY.

Use FAERY for other services. Although FAERY is a DSA for retrieval in recommendation systems, we believe a similar idea can be applied to vector search in general, which is a fundamental part of many applications [13, 20, 25] that use semantic embedding vectors to represent contents (articles, images, audios, videos, etc.) and perform searches. These applications share a similar data flow to that described in this paper, but their characteristics vary. Interesting future work is to extend FAERY to accelerate a generic vector search service (such as Microsoft Vector search [5] and Google Vertex AI Matching Engine [6]).

8 Related Work

CPU- and GPU-based EBR systems have been discussed in §2. Existing FPGA-based similarity searches [27, 44] were not designed for EBR, and thus not suitable. They leveraged massive parallel comparators to perform K-selection, whose resource consumption is unbearable for k being a few thousand in EBR. Moreover, they did not optimize the efficiency of corpus scanning, as they either did not leverage the high bandwidth of HBM [44] or failed to achieve high bandwidth utilization [27]. There are other kinds of work that accelerated specific ANN...
algorithms, e.g., HPQ [7] for quantization-based ANN and QuickNN [32] for indexing-based ANN. They are orthogonal to FAERY that focuses on optimizing the entire EBR pipeline as a whole, including corpus scanning, similarity calculation, and K-selection.

9 Conclusion

FAERY is a domain specific accelerator (DSA) for embedding-based retrieval (EBR). The components of FAERY: corpus scanning, similarity calculation, and K-selection are arranged using the appropriate parallel techniques as required by an ideal EBR architecture. As a result, FAERY does not have the shortcomings and performance penalties of existing CPU- and GPU-based EBR approaches. FAERY not only provides both low latency and high throughput compared with CPU-based EBR, but also outperforms GPU-based EBR in terms of latency-bounded throughput.
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Abstract

Graph Pattern Mining (GPM) extracts higher-order information in a large graph by searching for small patterns of interest. GPM applications are computationally expensive, and thus attractive for GPU acceleration. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of GPM algorithms and parallel hardware, hand optimizing GPM applications suffers programming complexity, while existing GPM frameworks sacrifice efficiency for programmability. Moreover, little work has been done on GPU to scale GPM computation to large problem sizes.

We describe G²Miner, the first GPM framework that runs efficiently on multiple GPUs. G²Miner uses pattern-aware, input-aware and architecture-aware search strategies to achieve high efficiency on GPUs. To simplify programming, it provides a code generator that automatically generates pattern-aware CUDA code. G²Miner flexibly supports both breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search (DFS) to maximize memory utilization and generate sufficient parallelism for GPUs. For the scalability of G²Miner, we propose a customized scheduling policy to balance workload among multiple GPUs. Experiments on a V100 GPU show that G²Miner is 5.4× and 7.2× faster than the two state-of-the-art single-GPU systems, Pangolin and PBE, respectively. In the multi-GPU setting, G²Miner achieves linear speedups from 1 to 8 GPUs, for various patterns and data graphs. We also show that G²Miner on a V100 GPU is 48.3× and 15.2× faster than the state-of-the-art CPU-based systems, Peregrine and GraphZero, on a 56-core CPU machine.

1 Introduction

Graph Pattern Mining (GPM) finds subgraphs in a given data graph which match the given pattern(s) (Fig. 1). GPM is a key building block in many domains, e.g., protein function prediction [6, 29, 83], network alignment [62, 76], spam detection [9, 34, 37], chemoinformatics [31, 57, 84], sociometric studies [36, 48], image segmentation [119]. Graph machine learning tasks can also benefit from GPM, including anomaly detection [4, 78], entity resolution [12], community detection [90], role discovery [88] and relational classification [61].

GPM is extremely compute intensive, since it searches a space that is exponential in the pattern size. For example, Peregrine [53], a state-of-the-art GPM system on CPU, takes 9 hours to mine the 4-cycle pattern (see Fig. 3) in the Friendster graph on a 56-core CPU machine. GPUs provide much higher compute throughput and memory bandwidth than CPUs, and thus are attractive for GPM acceleration.

However, implementing GPM on GPU efficiently is challenging. This is because it requires sophisticated optimizations by leveraging information in the GPU hardware architecture, the pattern(s) of interest, and the input data graph.

• Architecture Awareness: A GPU usually has smaller memory capacity than a CPU and requires more fine-grain data parallelism to be fully utilized. More threads, however, require more memory to accommodate intermediate data! The search order, BFS or DFS, offers a similar tradeoff between memory and parallelism and therefore, GPM on GPU requires careful orchestration of parallelism and memory usage to maximize efficiency. GPUs are also much more sensitive to thread divergence and workload imbalance [18] than CPUs. This necessitates a more sophisticated task-to-hardware mapping for GPU than that for CPU.

• Pattern Awareness: State-of-the-art GPM systems on CPU use pattern aware search plans that prune the search space using pattern information. This has been shown to be orders-of-magnitude faster than the pattern-oblivious search [53]. This pattern-aware approach has worked well for CPU, but it has not been well explored on GPU. For example, many
pattern-aware pruning schemes are only effective under DFS exploration, but existing GPU-based systems use BFS, and thus lose these opportunities for pruning.

- **Input Awareness**: Dynamic memory allocation is expensive in GPU [110] and we can avoid it if we can estimate the worst-case memory usage. This can be done by using some meta information such as the maximum degree of the input graph. For labelled graphs, we can use the vertex label distribution of the input graph to get the maximum number of possible patterns, which helps save memory space. In general, input information helps make better tradeoff among work efficiency, parallelism and memory consumption.

Given this complexity, the design goal of our GPM framework on GPUs involves the following considerations:

- **Efficiency**: To achieve high efficiency on GPU, a GPM system must be highly optimized with awareness of the pattern, the input and the hardware architecture. There is no prior system, neither on CPUs nor on GPUs, that considers all three aspects together. This asks for a holistic solution that incorporates sophisticated optimizations systematically.

- **Ease of programming**: Writing efficient GPM code on GPUs is particularly difficult for domain users, who may not be parallel programming experts. Thus, hiding GPU programming complexity is essential for system usability.

- **Scalability**: The skewness in power-law graphs causes load imbalance. This problem is exacerbated for DFS-based GPM algorithms, because accesses to neighbors are multiple hops away. Hence, we need effective task scheduling and distribution policies to scale to multiple GPUs.

We propose G²Miner to overcome these challenges. Table 1 compares G²Miner to the state-of-the-art systems, including those that solve only the subgraph matching problem, which is a subset of the GPM problem. In Table 1, subgraph matching systems include EmptyHeaded, Graphflow, GraphZero, GraphPi and PBE, while Peregrine, Pangolin and G²Miner are general GPM systems. Much of the prior work focuses on CPU, and uses DFS to reduce the memory footprint. GPU-based systems (Pangolin and PBE), on the other hand, use BFS because straightforward DFS implementations on GPU suffer from thread divergence and load imbalance. This, however, limits their efficiency and/or the problem size they can solve. Additionally, G²Miner simplifies GPU programming with automated CUDA code generation, while Pangolin requires users to write CUDA code manually, and PBE is not programmable at all. Last but not least, G²Miner is the only system that scales to multiple GPUs.

Fig. 2 shows the overview of G²Miner. It consists of a graph loader, a pattern analyzer, a runtime system, a library of GPU primitives and a code generator. The user is only responsible for specifying the pattern(s) of interest using our API (§4). The pattern analyzer does analysis on the pattern and generates a pattern-specific search plan, based on which, the code generator (§5) automatically generates pattern-specific CUDA kernels for GPUs. The kernels contain invocations to the device functions defined in the GPU primitive library (§6) which includes efficiently implemented set operations. The generated kernels, the GPU primitive library, and the runtime are compiled together by the NVCC compiler to generate the executable that runs on multi-GPU.

At runtime, the graph loader reads in the data graph, extracts input information (e.g., maximum degree and label distribution) and performs pattern-specific preprocessing on the data graph. The pattern, input and architecture information is fed to the runtime (§7) which heuristically handles GPU memory allocation, data transfer, and multi-GPU scheduling.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- G²Miner is the first pattern-aware, input data-graph-aware and architecture-aware framework for GPM, and it is the first GPM system that automates CUDA code generation for arbitrary patterns to simplify programming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>General</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Multi-GPU</th>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Code Gen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EmptyHeaded [2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphflow [7,35,75]</td>
<td>◐</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphZero [53,74]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphPi [93]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peregrine [53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DFS</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangolin [25,26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>UAV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE [42,43]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>BFS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G²Miner</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>both</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of state-of-the-art GPM systems, in terms of support for generality of the programming model, hardware platforms (CPU/GPU/multi-GPU), search orders, and code generation.
G²Miner is the first multi-GPU framework for GPM and the first GPU-based GPM framework that flexibly supports both BFS and DFS. It uses a novel task scheduling policy to balance workload among GPUs and we show G²Miner performance increases linearly from 1 to 8 V100 GPUs.

On a V100 GPU, G²Miner is 5.4× faster than Peregrine, the only existing GPM system on GPU, and 7.2× faster than PBE, the state-of-the-art subgraph matching solver on GPU, thanks to the optimizations enabled in G²Miner (Table 2).

G²Miner on a V100 GPU is 48.3× and 15.2× faster than state-of-the-art CPU-based GPM system Peregrine and subgraph matching system GraphZero on a 56-core CPU.

## 2 Background and Related Work

### 2.1 Graph Pattern Mining Problems

Let \( G(\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}) \) be an undirected graph with \( \mathcal{V} \) as the vertex and \( \mathcal{E} \) as the edge set. Given a vertex \( v \in \mathcal{V} \), the neighbor set of \( v \) is \( \mathcal{N}(v) \), the degree \( d \) of \( v \) is \( |\mathcal{N}(v)| \) and \( \Delta \) is the maximum degree in \( G \). A graph \( G'(W, F) \) is said to be a subgraph of \( G \) if \( W \subseteq \mathcal{V} \) and \( F \subseteq \mathcal{E} \). \( G' \) is a vertex-induced subgraph of \( G \) if \( F \) contains all the edges in \( \mathcal{E} \) whose endpoints are in \( W \). \( G' \) is an edge-induced subgraph of \( G \) if \( W \) contains all the vertices in \( \mathcal{V} \) which are the endpoints of edges in \( F \).

**Definition of GPM.** Given an undirected graph \( G \) and a set of patterns \( S_p = \{P_1, P_2, \ldots\} \) by the user, GPM finds vertex-induced or edge-induced subgraphs in \( G \) that are isomorphic to any \( P \) in \( S_p \). If the cardinality of \( S_p \) is 1, we call it a single-pattern problem. Otherwise, it is a multi-pattern problem. The output of GPM varies in different problems, e.g., the pattern frequency (a.k.a., support) or listing all matched subgraphs.

The definition of support also varies, e.g., the count of matches or the domain support [26] used in FSM. Note that listing requires enumerating every subgraph, but counting does not. Thus, counting allows more aggressive search-space pruning.

A pattern \( P \) is a small graph that can be defined explicitly or implicitly. An explicit definition specifies the vertices and edges of \( P \), whereas an implicit definition specifies the desired properties of \( P \). For explicit-pattern problems, the solver finds matches of \( P \) in \( S_p \). For implicit-pattern problems, \( S_p \) is not known in advance. Therefore, the solver must find the patterns as well as their matches during the search.

GPM requires guarantee for completeness, i.e., every match of \( P \) in \( G \) should be found, and often uniqueness, i.e., every distinct match should be reported only once [101].

confusion, we call a vertex in the pattern \( P \) as a pattern vertex and denote it as \( u_i \), and a vertex in the data graph \( G \) as a data vertex and denote it as \( v_j \). Our work covers the following GPM problems from the literature [26, 33, 101]:

- **Triangle counting (TC):** It counts the number of triangles (Fig. 1), i.e., 3-cliques, in \( G \).
- **k-clique listing (k-CL):** It lists all the \( k \)-cliques in \( G \) (\( k \geq 3 \)). A \( k \)-clique is a \( k \)-vertex graph whose every pair of vertices are connected by an edge.
- **Subgraph listing (SL):** It lists all edge-induced subgraphs of \( G \) that are isomorphic to a pattern \( P \).
- **k-motif counting (k-MC):** It counts the number of occurrences of all possible \( k \)-vertex patterns. Each pattern is called a motif [11, 77]. Fig. 3 shows all 3-motifs and 4-motifs. This is also an example of a multi-pattern problem because we have to find all the subgraphs that are isomorphic to any pattern in a given set of patterns.
- **k-frequent subgraph mining (k-FSM):** Given \( k \) and a threshold \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \), this problem considers all patterns with fewer than \( k \) edges and lists a pattern \( P \) if the support \( \sigma \) of \( P \) is greater than \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \). This is called a frequent pattern. If \( k \) is not specified, it is set to \( \infty \), meaning that it is necessary to consider all possible values of \( k \). In k-FSM, vertices in \( G \) have application-specific labels.

For TC and k-CL, vertex-induced and edge-induced subgraphs are the same. SL and FSM find edge-induced subgraphs, while k-MC looks for vertex-induced subgraphs. All problems seek to find explicit pattern(s) except FSM which finds implicit patterns. k-MC and FSM are multi-pattern problems, while the others are single-pattern problems.

![Figure 3: 3-vertex (left) and 4-vertex (right) motifs [26].](image)

![Figure 4: A search tree using vertex extension. Vertex colors (not vertex labels) show the matching between data vertices and pattern vertices. The matching order is \( \{u_1 \rightarrow u_2 \rightarrow u_3 \rightarrow u_4\} \). The symmetry order is \( \{v_q > v_b, v_c > v_d\} \). Subgraphs in grey are ruled out by symmetry breaking. X shows the unnecessary extensions that are pruned by the matching order. ✔ shows the matched subgraph.](image)
2.2 Pattern-Aware GPM Algorithms

A GPM problem is a search problem, whose search space is a subgraph tree [25, 27] (Fig. 4). Each node in the tree is a subgraph of the data graph \( G \). Subgraphs in level \( l \) of the tree have \( l \) vertices. The root of the tree (level 0) is an empty subgraph, while the leaves of the tree are potential candidates of matches. A GPM problem can be solved by building this search tree, and checking each leaf if it is isomorphic to the pattern \( P \) using the typical graph isomorphism test.

The search tree is built by vertex extension: subgraph \( S_1=(W_1, E_1) \) can be extended by a single vertex \( v \not\in W_1 \) to obtain subgraph \( S_2=(W_2, E_2) \), if \( v \) is connected to some vertex in \( W_1 \) (i.e., \( v \) is in the neighborhood of subgraph \( S_1 \)). When two subgraphs are related in this way, we say that \( S_2 \) is a child of \( S_1 \). Formally, this can be expressed as \( W_2=W_1 \cup \{v\} \) where \( v \not\in W_1 \) and there is an edge \((v,u)\in E_1 \) for some \( u \in W_1 \). Similarly, edge extension extends a subgraph \( S_1 \) with a single edge \((u,v)\), with at least one of the endpoints of the edge is in \( S_1 \).

The efficiency of a GPM algorithm depends heavily on how much we can prune the search tree. State-of-the-art GPM frameworks [53, 74] use pattern-aware search plans that leverage the properties of the pattern to prune the tree. A pattern-aware search plan consists of a matching order and symmetry order.

Matching order is a total order that defines how the data vertices are matched to pattern vertices. This order is used to eliminate irrelevant subgraphs on-the-fly. As shown in Fig. 4, to find the diamond pattern, we use a matching order among pattern vertices: \( \{u_1 \to u_2 \to u_3 \to u_4\} \), meaning that each vertex \( u_i \) added at level 1 is matched to \( u_1 \); each vertex \( u_2 \) added at level 2 are matched to \( u_2 \), and so on. To search for matching candidates, there are connectivity constraints for the data vertices. For example, in diamond, since \( u_1 \) is connected to both \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), candidate vertices of \( v_3 \) must be found in the intersection of \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \)'s neighborhoods, i.e., \( v_3 \in \mathcal{N}(v_1) \cap \mathcal{N}(v_2) \). The same constraint should also be applied to \( v_4 \). For a given pattern \( P \), there exist multiple valid matching orders. To choose the best performing matching order, prior works [7, 21, 22, 53, 59, 73, 74, 93] have proposed various cost models to predict the performance of matching orders, and choose the one with the highest expected performance.

Symmetry order is a partial order enforced among data vertices for symmetry breaking, which removes redundant subgraph enumerations (a.k.a. automorphism [26]), and thus guarantees that any match of \( P \) in \( G \) is found only once. For example, for diamond, we enforce that vertices added at level 1 must have larger ids than vertices added at level 2, i.e., \( v_1 > v_2 \). Thus, in level 2 of the tree in Fig. 4, the subgraph \( \{2, 1\} \) is selected to be extended further, but subgraph \( \{1, 2\} \) is pruned. Similarly we add a constraint that \( v_3 > v_4 \). So the symmetry order for diamond is \( \{v_1 > v_2, v_3 > v_4\} \).

2.3 DFS vs. BFS

Any search order (e.g., BFS, DFS) can be used to explore the search tree, but different search orders come with different work efficiency, parallelism and memory consumption.

Algorithm 1 shows a DFS algorithm to mine the pattern diamond. It contains 4 nested for loops (Line 1, 2, 5, 6). Each loop corresponds to a data vertex \((v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4)\) that is mapped to a pattern vertex \((u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4)\) in Fig. 5 (a). A buffer \( W \) in Line 4 holds intermediate data that is reused multiple times, which avoids redundant computation and thus improves work efficiency. The memory footprint contains only four vertices \((v_1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4)\) and \( W \) in Line 4 whose size is bounded by \( \Delta \). In DFS, every parallel task does a DFS walk on the entire subtree rooted at \( v_1 \) (Line 1). This is known as vertex parallelism. The amount of parallelism is \(|V| \cdot |V| \). Another way to parallelize it is edge parallelism, in which every task contains the subtree rooted at each edge (say, if we make Line 2 in parallel). The amount of parallelism then is \(|E| \cdot |V| \).

The BFS algorithm in Algorithm 2 explores the tree level by level. In each level, it maintains a subgraph list that is shared globally among all threads. Each thread takes a subgraph from the subgraph list (Line 2), and extends it to generate its child subgraphs (Line 5). The child subgraphs are inserted into the next-level subgraph list (Line 8). In BFS, each parallel task is a subgraph in the subgraph list of the current level. Since the size of the subgraph list increases exponentially by level, the amount of parallelism increases rapidly.

![Figure 5: Generating symmetry order for diamond](https://example.com/diagram.png)
Although it provides more parallelism than DFS, BFS needs much more memory to accommodate the subgraph list. For example, the BFS-based GPM system Pangolin [26] needs more than 40GB memory to mine the 5-clique pattern in a moderate size graph livejournal, making it impossible to run in most of off-the-shelf GPUs.

### 2.4 GPM Systems and Applications

Many existing GPM systems [20, 26, 101, 107, 120] use the BFS order. As they do level-by-level subgraph extension, they generate massive intermediate data and thus are limited to small graphs and patterns. Recently, a few DFS-based GPM systems [25, 33, 53, 74] have been proposed to support larger datasets, but they are all CPU-based. Among all, Pangolin is the only existing GPM system that supports GPU. However, limited by the BFS order, Pangolin can only handle small graphs, and it lacks pattern and input awareness.

There also exist subgraph matching systems on CPU [2, 55, 73, 93, 104] and GPU [42, 43, 117]. But they only support a subset of GPM problems and are usually not programmable.

Numerous hand-optimized GPM applications have been developed, including triangle counting [32, 39, 47, 50, 80, 81, 94, 98, 109, 111, 116], k-clique listing [30] and counting [5, 19, 52, 92], motif counting [3, 67, 70, 82, 89, 95], subgraph listing/matching [13, 14, 17, 46, 54, 59, 60, 65, 68, 72, 85, 86, 91, 96, 97, 103, 105, 108], and FSM [1, 35, 58, 99, 100, 102, 106, 114]. All of them are manually optimized with significant programming effort to achieve high efficiency, which is quite a lot of burden for the domain programmers.

### 3 Challenges of Efficient GPM on GPU

#### 3.1 GPM vs. Graph Analytics

Similar to graph analytics, GPM algorithms are irregular [18] because the control flow and memory accesses are input-data dependent and thus, cannot be predicted statically. This irregularity causes random memory accesses and load imbalance, making it difficult to be efficiently parallelized. Unlike graph analytics that only accesses 1-hop neighbors, GPM requires accessing multi-hop neighbors, which exacerbates the irregularity problem. For example, load imbalance is much worse for DFS-based GPM than graph analytics because each parallel task (a DFS walk on the entire sub-tree) is more coarse-grain in GPM. In addition, GPM generates intermediate data during the search (buffer W in DFS or subgraph list in BFS), which consumes extra memory than graph analytics.

#### 3.2 GPM on GPU vs. GPM on CPU

Since the tasks are independent of each other, they are fairly easy to parallelize on CPU, as shown in Algorithm 1 Line 1. But it is not as straightforward on GPU due to GPU’s massively parallel model and limited memory capacity.

A GPU often consists of multiple streaming multiprocessors (SM). Each SM accommodates multiple vector units. This hardware organization results in a hierarchical parallel model: each CUDA kernel includes groups of threads called cooperative thread arrays (CTAs) or thread blocks. Within each CTA, subgroups of threads called warps are executed simultaneously. Thus GPUs, to be fully utilized, require much more hierarchical parallelism than CPUs.

GPUs generally have less memory than CPUs, while BFS-based GPM algorithms consume memory exponential in the pattern size. Using DFS can reduce memory consumption, and also improve work efficiency. Hence, state-of-the-art CPU-targeted GPM frameworks [25, 53, 73, 74, 93] all adopt DFS. However, naively porting the DFS-based CPU algorithms to GPU is not efficient because of the following reasons:

1. **Branch Divergence.** In Algorithm 1, each thread takes a vertex $v_1$ from $V'$ and starts DFS walk rooted by $v_1$. Since different vertices have different neighborhoods, the threads in a warp may take different paths at the branches, leading to inefficiency on GPU [87]. Branch divergence is much more severe for DFS than BFS due to the multiple nested loops for DFS backtracking that access multi-hop neighborhoods.

2. **Memory Divergence.** DFS walk also makes memory accesses more irregular. This causes memory divergence in GPU, i.e., threads in a warp access non-consecutive memory locations. In this case, each load instruction generates multiple (up to the warp size, i.e., 32) memory requests to the memory subsystem, which wastes memory bandwidth, congests on-chip data path [24], and thus results in poor GPU performance.

3. **Load Imbalance.** Variance of neighborhood sizes in power-law graphs causes load imbalance. In CPU it is less significant because there are limited number of cores/threads and each core is very powerful. However, GPUs have thousands of lightweight cores and more than ten times the number of active threads. If unbalanced, it would be much more costly since the slowest thread is running on a low-frequency core and thousands of cores are waiting. Load imbalance is also less concerned for BFS, since it does level-by-level extension and at each level the tasks are lightweight, i.e., fine-grained.

Therefore, existing GPU-based GPM systems [26] and subgraph matching systems [42, 43] all use BFS order. This severely limits the graph sizes that they can handle. PBE [42] partitions the data graph to support large graphs, but partitioning introduces cross-partition communication. Note that using beam search [71] or bounded DFS does not fully resolve these issues, but loses the benefit of work efficiency of using DFS.

### 4 G²Miner System Overview and Interface

We propose G²Miner (Fig. 2) to address the challenges in §3. It hides away GPU programming complexity, and takes into
account the properties of the pattern, input data graph and hardware architecture to achieve high efficiency on GPU. We first describe how to program in G²Miner in §4.1, and then introduce the system interface for extracting information out of the input, pattern and architecture (§4.2). Lastly we give an overview of the optimizations in §4.3.

### 4.1 Making Programming Easy

G²Miner provides the same API as state-of-the-art CPU-based systems, e.g., Peregrine and Sandslash, making it friendly to users of CPU frameworks. As shown in Listing 1, to program a k-CL solver in G²Miner, the user specifies the pattern using an utility function generateClique() (Line 2), and then call list() to do listing or count() to do counting. If count() is used, it allows the system enable counting-only optimizations (details in §5). To list an arbitrary pattern \( P \) (Listing 2), the user can specify \( P \) using its edgelist (pattern.el at Line 4). By default G²Miner finds vertex-induced subgraphs. Since SL requires listing edge-induced subgraphs by definition, the user needs to specify it (EdgeInduced at Line 4).

For multi-pattern problems, the user is interested in a set of patterns instead of just one. For k-MC in Listing 3, the patterns can be generated by calling an utility function generateAll() (Line 6) or parsing the patterns’ edgelists. Programmability is particularly important for implicit-pattern problems. The user must implement API functions to specify the patterns. For example, for k-FSM in Listing 4, the user chooses to use domain support by implementing updateSupport (Line 8). To specify the properties that differentiate the interesting patterns with irrelevant patterns, the user must define patternFilter (Line 11). As FSM asks for only listing the patterns, we can specify a PATTERN_ONLY keyword in list to avoid listing the subgraphs (Line 16). If the user wants to customize the output, one can define an output() function and pass it to list, instead of using PATTERN_ONLY. This function defines custom operations on each subgraph of interest, which can also be used to do early termination [53] by checking a user-defined condition.

#### 4.2 System Interface

The pattern specified by user API is fed to a pattern analyzer to extract useful pattern information. Meanwhile, the GPU hardware information is taken by G²Miner to enable optimizations in the runtime, code generator and GPU primitives. At runtime, the data graph is loaded by a graph loader which collects input information and also performs preprocessing.

**Pattern Analyzer.** The pattern analyzer generates: (1) a search plan with a matching order and a symmetry order, which is used by the code generator; (2) reuse opportunities using buffers (e.g., \( W \) in Algorithm 1), used by the code generator and the runtime; (3) other important properties of the pattern, e.g., whether the pattern is a clique or hub-pattern (§5.4 (2)), used by the runtime and code generator.

The pattern analyzer enumerates all the possible matching orders of \( P \), and uses a cost model to pick the best one. We use the same cost model as GraphZero [73] for fair comparison, but any cost model can be employed by G²Miner. We also use the algorithm in GraphZero to generate a symmetry order; it takes the generated matching order \( \mathcal{M} O \) and builds a subgraph incrementally in the order specified by \( \mathcal{M} O \). At each step it detects symmetric vertex pairs and adds orders accordingly. For example, for diamond, the matching order in Fig. 5 (a) results in the three steps shown in (b), (c) and (d), during which we add partial order \( v_2 < v_1 \) and \( v_4 < v_3 \).

**Graph Loader and Preprocessor.** The data graph \( G \) is loaded by the graph loader into the memory in the compressed sparse row (CSR) format. As \( G \) is being loaded, useful input information of the data graph is extracted, e.g., \( |V'|, |E'| \) and \( \Delta \) of \( G \). In addition, if the graph is labelled, the vertex frequency of each label is computed (see usage for FSM in §7.2). After \( G \) is loaded into memory, some preprocessing is performed on \( G \). First, the neighbor list of each vertex is sorted by ascending order of vertex IDs, so that we can apply early exit when we search the list with an upper bound (i.e., symmetry breaking). Second, if a pattern of clique is detected, G²Miner enables a typical optimization called orien-
Table 2: Optimizations in G2Miner. Among them, optimizations A, B, D, E, F, I, J, K, M, N are pattern-aware; optimizations B, C, G, H, I, K, M are architecture-aware; and optimizations B, E, F, K, N are input-aware. Pattern-aware optimizations are applied based on the pattern analysis, while input-aware and architecture-aware optimizations are enabled according to the input and architecture information, respectively. TC: triangle counting. CL/CC: clique listing/counting. MC: motif counting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimizations</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Used in Pangolin?</th>
<th>Used in hand written apps?</th>
<th>Conditions to apply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category-(1): Known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: Data graph preprocessing (edge orientation) §4.2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Data graph partitioning §7.2 (1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Two-level parallelism §5.1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Counting-only pruning §5.4 (1)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Local graph search §5.4 (2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: Flexible data format §6.2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: Multi-gpu scheduling §7.1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: SIMD-aware primitives §6.1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: Multi-pattern fission §5.3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>△</td>
<td>△</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J: Edgelist reduction §7.2 (2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K: Adaptive buffering §7.2 (3)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L: Hybrid order on GPU §5.2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M: Memory reduction using label frequency §7.2 (4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N: Memory reduction using label frequency §7.2 (4)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last column of Table 2 shows the conditions for each optimization to be applied. All the optimizations in Table 2 are automated in G2Miner based on detecting the conditions, except for M and N (the last two rows). M and N are particularly used for implicit-pattern problems like FSM, for which the system cannot infer the conditions automatically. Thus, M and N are user-activated by specifying a flag.

Next, we describe these optimizations in detail, in the three major components of G2Miner: the code generator (§5), the device function library (§6) and the runtime scheduler (§7).

### 5 Pattern-specific GPU Code Generation

G2Miner includes a pattern-aware code generator that automatically generates CUDA code specific to the pattern. Prior work [73, 74] has explored how to generate pattern-specific GPU code based on the matching order and symmetry order, but code generation is more challenging for GPU.

Generating pattern-specific GPU code is relatively straightforward. For example, to generate Algorithm 1 for diamond, the matching order in Fig. 5 (a) is used to generate the 4 nested for loops, and the symmetry order is then used to insert breaks at Line 3 and 7. Whenever a set operation is needed, a function call to the set operation primitive (imple-

\[ \Delta < 1024 \]
mented in a library) is inserted (Line 4). Since \(v_3\) and \(v_4\) are both from \(\mathcal{N}(v_1) \cap \mathcal{N}(v_2)\), a buffer \(W\) is created for data reuse. Finally, task parallelism is used to parallelize the program, i.e., each thread processes one task at a time (Line 1).

However, generating efficient GPU code is more challenging, because (1) DFS-based GPM suffers from the thread divergence and load imbalance issues (§5.1); (2) hybrid search orders are needed in some cases (§5.2); and (3) extra support is needed for multi-pattern problems (§5.3) and advanced pruning schemes (§5.4).

### 5.1 Parallel Strategies for DFS on GPU

To maximize GPU efficiency for the DFS algorithm, we employ a two-level parallelism strategy in G²Miner to exploit both inter-warp task parallelism and intra-warp data parallelism. This is motivated by our key observation that in GPM algorithms most of execution time is spent on set operations. For example, when we executed Peregrine on a multicore CPU, set operations for each benchmark took 75% to 92% of the total execution time. This motivated us to parallelize set operations by exploiting the data parallelism within each warp. It alleviates divergence and also provides more parallelism to fully utilize GPUs. To reduce load imbalance and further increase parallelism, we use edge parallelism for GPU instead of the vertex parallelism used for CPU.

1. **Reduce divergence with warp-centric parallelism.** We could map each task to a thread, a warp or a CTA in a GPU. As DFS has much more coarse-grained tasks than BFS, mapping a task to a thread would be highly divergent and unbalanced for GPUs. However, if we map a task to a CTA, all (e.g., 256) threads in the CTA will be used to process the same set operations. The input neighbor-lists of a set operation are small, many threads in the CTA will be idle, leading to low utilization. Moreover, all threads in the CTA will do the same DFS walk, which is a lot of redundant computation.

   In G²Miner we use warp-centric data parallelism. Each task is assigned to a warp. All threads in a warp synchronously perform the same DFS walk of the task. During the DFS walk, whenever a set operation is encountered, all threads in the warp work cooperatively to compute the set operation in parallel. It has several benefits. First it achieves higher throughput than CPU since set operations are parallelized. Second, it alleviates thread divergence within each warp as all threads in a warp are progressing synchronously. Third, it causes less redundancy than using CTA. Our evaluation shows it is on average 2× faster than CTA-centric parallelism.

2. **Reduce task granularity for load balance.** GPM systems on CPU use vertex parallelism [25, 53, 73, 74], i.e., each task is a DFS walk rooted in a vertex, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). This can already provide enough parallelism for CPU, needs no auxiliary data, and potentially enjoys data reuse within the sub-tree. But the coarse-grain tasks lead to load imbalance which can not be well tolerated by GPUs. To reduce task granularity, we use edge-parallelism, i.e., each task explores the subtree rooted by an edge. As shown in Fig. 6 (b), apparently more work is required to search the subtree below a vertex on average compared to searching the subtree below an edge. In addition to better load balance, edge parallelism can provide more parallelism (|\(E\) \(\cap\) \(\mathcal{V}\)|) for GPU than vertex parallelism.

   - By default, our code generator generates edge-parallel kernels. Our evaluation shows they are mostly (1.5× on average) faster than vertex parallel ones. But some GPM algorithms must use vertex parallelism. For example, the 3-MC algorithm in [25] can only be done in vertex parallelism. G²Miner supports both vertex and edge parallelism. The user can set a compiler flag to use vertex parallelism, in which case \(\Omega\) is not generated to save memory.

   **Discussion.** Two-level parallelism has been only used for triangle counting [50], and it is challenging to extend it for all GPM problems. First, triangle counting does subgraph extension only once, which needs no DFS traversal. Thus, G²Miner is the first to support DFS on GPU. Second, naive GPU implementations for complex patterns can easily run out of memory for intermediate data. This is not a concern for triangle counting. Third, during the DFS traversal, it requires extension to support high-performance generic set operations and multi-pattern, which triangle counting does not require. In the following, we show that these challenges can be resolved by applying optimizations H, I, J, K, M, N in Table 2.

### 5.2 Support for Hybrid Search Orders

With the two-level parallelism in §5.1, for many GPM problems, DFS is faster than BFS in G²Miner. However, this is not the case for problems like FSM. FSM computes the domain support and thus requires aggregating all the subgraphs for each pattern to compute its support. In the DFS-based FSM algorithm [99, 114], each task is a single-edge pattern (instead of subgraph) and the entire subtree of that pattern. This is pattern-parallel, instead of vertex-parallel or edge-parallel. Since the number of patterns is much smaller than the number of vertices or edges, the parallelism in FSM is not sufficient for GPU. Moreover, the task granularity in pattern-parallelism is much larger than that in vertex- or edge-parallelism, making
5.3 Support for Multi-pattern Problems

Multiple patterns may have a common sub-pattern, which can be shared if they are searched in the same CUDA kernel. On the other hand, mining multiple patterns simultaneously would need a significant amount of intermediate resources, e.g., registers, which results in low hardware utilization (occupancy) on GPU.

G2Miner employs kernel fission to reduce register pressure. Given multiple patterns, we leverage pattern analysis to find which patterns share the same sub-pattern, so that they should be merged into the same kernel to enjoy sharing. For those patterns, we generate different kernels for them, so that each kernel is lightweight enough to avoid high register pressure. For example, in 4-motifs (Fig. 3), tailed-triangle, diamond, and 4-clique share the same sub-pattern. So we generate a single CUDA kernel for the three patterns, in which they share the same workflow that enumerates triangles. However, for the other patterns, since there is no sharing opportunity, we generate one kernel for each. These separated kernels use fewer registers than a combined kernel, so that each SM in GPU can accommodate more co-running warps to maximize utilization. This improves performance by 15% for mining 4-motifs.

5.4 Support for Advanced Pruning Schemes

(1) Counting-only Pruning. If the user is interested in counting instead of listing subgraphs, there may exist an advanced pruning opportunity to further reduce the search space. For example, to count edge-induced diamond (Algorithm 3), because a diamond consists of two triangles, we first compute the triangle count $n$ for each edge $(v_1, v_2)$ using set intersection (Line 4), and then use the formula $(\binom{n}{2} - \frac{n(n-1)}{2})$ to get the diamond count (Line 5). Note that this pruning opportunity is pattern specific and is not always available. For example, there is no such opportunity for 4-cycle. Our pattern analyzer detects the opportunities by using automatic pattern decomposition [21,82], and based on the detection, our code generator can accordingly generate the CUDA kernel.

(2) Local Graph Search (LGS). This is a pruning scheme used for hub-patterns. A hub-pattern contains at least one hub vertex that is connected to all other vertices. For example, any vertex in a clique is a hub vertex. The key idea of LGS is, instead of searching a massive data graph $G$, we can construct a small local graph for each vertex in $G$ and search in the local graphs. For a hub pattern with a hub vertex $v_1$, we match the first data vertex $v_1$ to $u_1$, and the entire sub-tree rooted by $v_1$ is confined within $v_1$’s 1-hop neighborhood. Fig. 7 shows an example of constructing a local graph. Search in the local graph is faster because the vertex degrees in the local graph are smaller than those in the global data graph. When the pattern analyzer detects a hub-pattern, the code generator inserts a call to construct local graphs, and generates code to search in the local graphs, instead of the original data graph.

• Previously, LGS has only been used for clique patterns [30], while G2Miner generalizes and automates it for all hub patterns. Moreover, unlike CPUs, naive implementation on GPUs is not beneficial. We combine LGS with the bitmap format (see §6.2) to achieve significant speedups.

• Input Awareness. LGS is not always beneficial [25]. The key indicator is the maximum degree $\Delta$ of the data graph. For example, if $\Delta$ is too large, it is not beneficial due to high overhead of local graph construction. Therefore, we generate CUDA kernels for both cases: LGS enabled and disabled. The runtime system checks if $\Delta$ is above a threshold and decides accordingly which kernel to use. LGS brings us 1.2 $\sim$ 3.7× speedup on GPU for various data graphs.

6 Device Primitives for Set Operations

As G2Miner assigns each task to a warp, whenever there is a set operation, all the thread in a warp work cooperatively to compute it. For example, in Algorithm 1, there is a set intersection at Line 4. In G2Miner, set operations are done by invoking the corresponding device functions predefined in the GPU primitive library. We leverage GPU hardware SIMD support to implement efficient set operations (§6.1) and flexibly support various data formats for vertex sets (§6.2).

6.1 SIMD-aware Primitives

Given two sets $A$ and $B$, we need two major set operations in GPM: (1) set intersection: $C = A \cap B$; (2) set difference: $C = A - B$, where $C$ is the output set. Besides, another operation

---

**Algorithm 3 Pseudo code for counting diamond**

1. for each vertex $v_1 \in V'$ in parallel do ▷ match $v_1$ to $u_1$
2. for each vertex $v_2 \in \mathcal{X}(v_1)$ do ▷ match $v_2$ to $u_2$
3. if $v_2 \geq v_1$ then break; ▷ symmetry breaking
4. $n = |\mathcal{X}(v_1) \cap \mathcal{X}(v_2)|$; ▷ # triangles incident to $(v_1, v_2)$
5. count += $n(n-1)/2$ ▷ choose 2 from $n$ to form a diamond

---
vertex set is also often needed: given a set \( A \) and an upper bound \( y \), set bounding computes \( \{ x \mid x < y \land x \in A \} \). We discuss set intersection in detail, and the other operations are similar.

In Algorithm 1 Line 4, the result of set intersection is stored in a buffer \( W \) for reuse. Buffering is widely used in GPM algorithms to avoid repetitive computation [74]. To support buffering in G2Miner, each warp is allocated a private buffer in the GPU memory. In the primitive functions, threads in a warp write outputs to the buffer in parallel. To do this efficiently, we use CUDA warp-level primitives [69] which are supported by the GPU hardware (special instructions). For each vertex \( v \) in set \( A \), we use a boolean flag to indicate whether it exists in set \( B \). Using the flag, we compute a mask using \_ballot_sync primitive. The mask is then used to compute the index and the total size of the buffer using \_popc primitive.

**Implementation details.** Previous work has explored set intersection for SIMD [10, 15, 45, 51, 118] or GPU [8, 38, 40, 41, 49, 50, 79, 80, 112, 113]. We classify their algorithms into 3 categories: Merge-path [40, 41], Binary-search [38, 50] and Hash-indexing [80]. We have extensively evaluated these methods on GPU, and we find that binary search works the best since it is less divergent. In our library, we implement a high-performance binary search [50]: to exploit temporal locality, we leverage the scratchpad in GPU to pre-load the first five layers of the binary search tree, which further mitigates memory divergence. We extend this method to also support set difference, set bounding, and local graph construction.

6.2 Flexible Data Representation

Vertex set is a key data structure in GPM, which is used for the neighbor list in \( G \) and the buffer \( W \) in Algorithm 1. Its representation on GPU has a major impact on performance. For the set operations particularly, using a dense representation makes set operations easy to compute, but it requires more storage space. If using a sparse representation, it saves space but complicates the computation of set operations.

We support two types of formats for vertex set on GPU: sorted-list (sparse) and bitmap (dense). sorted-list is a list (i.e. array) of vertices sorted in ascending order. bitmap is a sequence of bits (length=|\( V' \)|), each of which indicates the connectivity to a vertex in \( V' \). Set operations on bitmap are very simple and efficient, but bitmap consumes more space when \( V' \) is large. Thus, by default we use sorted-list, and we only enable bitmap for hub-patterns since the bitmap size can be reduced significantly (\( \Delta \) instead of |\( V' \)|).

7 Runtime Scheduling and Management

Our runtime system is aware of the pattern, input data graph and GPU architecture to balance workload among multiple GPUs (§7.1) and make full use of the GPU memory (§7.2).

### 7.1 Task Scheduling for Multi-GPU

Given \( n \) as the number of GPUs\(^1\) available in the system and a data graph \( G \) with an edgelist \( \Omega = \{ e_1, e_2, ..., e_m \} \) where \( m = |E| \) (in the case of symmetry breaking at level 2, \( m = |E| / 2 \)), the task scheduler aims to divide GPM computation onto the \( n \) GPUs, by dividing \( \Omega \) into \( n \) segments, each of which has the same amount of work, such that the execution time of the last completed GPU is minimized.

BFS-based GPM systems, e.g., Arabesque, RStream, and Pangolin, balance workload by reassigning tasks at every level. But this does not work for the DFS algorithm because DFS does not work in the level-by-level way as BFS. Existing BFS-based GPM systems target only CPUs, and thus can use sophisticated work stealing techniques [33]. But this will incur non-trivial runtime overhead on multi-GPU (~20%) [23, 50].

**Policy 1: Even-split Scheduling** \( \Omega \) is to evenly split into \( n \) consecutive ranges, each of which contains \( m/n \) tasks. This is used in existing triangle counting solvers on multi-GPU [80]. This policy is simple and has no scheduling overhead, but it results in severe load imbalance for skewed graphs. Fig. 8 shows the time spent on each GPU to finish its work under the even-split scheme. Due to the skewness of the workload assigned to each GPU, under the 2-GPU setting we observe that GPU_0 takes much more time to finish its work than GPU_1. The same time variance is observed for the 3-GPU and 4-GPU setting. Worse still, in the 4-GPU setting, since most of the heavy tasks are assigned to GPU_1, it makes the 4-GPU setting even slower than the 3-GPU setting. This means the even-split scheme does not scale beyond 3-GPU for this benchmark. The reason of poor scalability is two-folds: (1) the granularity of splitting workload is too coarse-grain; (2) it is unaware to the skewness of task workload by assuming every task has the same amount of work.

**Policy 2: Round-robin Scheduling.** Each GPU has a task queue, denoted as \( Q_i \), for the \( i \)-th GPU, \( i \in [0, n] \). The tasks in \( \Omega \) are assigned to each queue in a round-robin fashion, i.e., \( e_j \) is assigned to \( Q_i \), where \( i = j \mod n \), \( j \in [0, m] \). This is a fine-grained scheduling policy that has been used in existing motif counting solvers on multi-GPU [89]. The policy comes with some overhead, i.e., copying tasks into task queues. This copy is needed only once for a specific data graph and \( n \), i.e., once

\[^1\]We assume that every GPU has the same compute power for simplicity, otherwise it is not difficult to scale the workload by a factor accordingly.
done, the queues can be reused for mining different patterns. 

**Policy 3: Chunked Round-robin Scheduling.** $\Omega$ is first split into lots of small chunks, and then we assign chunks to the task queues in a round-robin way. This is a generalization of the previous two policies. When the chunk size $c = m/n$, it becomes the same as policy 1. When $c = 1$, it becomes the same as policy 2. Thus if $c$ is too small the data copying overhead will be high, but if $c$ is too large, we see load imbalance as in policy 1. We use $c = \alpha \times y$, where $y$ is the total number of warps and $\alpha$ is a constant (set to 2 empirically). Our chunking is also pattern aware, as described in §7.2.

**Implementation details.** To further reduce data copy overhead, we parallelize it as the location to copy to is fixed for each queue if the chunk size is fixed. Note that this overhead is constant to the pattern size $k$, which is trivial ($< 1\%$) when $k > 3$, since the GPM computation is exponential to $k$. For small pattern like triangle, we overlap the scheduling overhead with the GPU computation, by first assigning a few chunks to each GPU and launch the kernel. During the GPU computation, we continue sending the remaining chunks from the CPU to feed the GPUs. Orthogonal work on ordering tasks in $\Omega$ [89] or grouping tasks by community may help further improve load balance and locality.

### 7.2 GPU Memory Management

GPU memory is a scarce resource. In GPM algorithms, the major memory usage involves the data graph $G$, the edgelist $\Omega$ and the buffers (e.g., $W$ in Algorithm 1)). For FSM, the subgraph list of each pattern requires additional space.

**1) Preprocessing the data graph.** We have discussed orientation in §4.2. In the multi-GPU setting, for any hub-pattern, since the search is confined in the root vertex $v_1$’s neighborhood, we partition $V$ into $n$ subsets ($n$ is the number of GPUs). For each $i$-th subset we generate its vertex induced subgraph of $G$, and copy it to the $i$-th GPU. This partitioning reduces memory usage and guarantees that there is no communication needed between GPUs. This technique has been used in [47] only for triangle counting. We generalize it for all hub-pattern problems. The scheduling policy is then adjusted by chunking vertices and assigning incident edges in the corresponding GPUs. For non-hub patterns, we do not partition $G$ if it can fit in the single-GPU memory. This is because GPM algorithms access multi-hop neighbors, which leads to non-trivial communication overhead [99], especially for small-diameter graphs. When $G$ is too large to fit in memory, we leverage community-aware partitioning to minimize communication.

**2) Reducing the size of edgelist.** For $\Omega$, we apply an important optimization by considering symmetry at the edge level (level-2). Since $G$ is an undirected graph, each undirected edge in $G$, the edgelist contains two instances, each for one of the two directions of the edge. However, when there is a partial order between $v_1$ and $v_2$ for symmetry breaking, we generate the edgelist that contains only one instance. More specifically, if $v_1 > v_2$ is included in the symmetry order (e.g., in Fig. 5 (b)), the edgelist includes only the edges whose source vertex id is larger than its destination vertex id. In this way, we can reduce half of the edges before execution. It not only saves memory but also reduces checking on-the-fly. Note that there is a similar optimization [96] to split the neighbor list of each vertex $v$ into two sets, with one holding all neighbors whose IDs are larger than $v$, and the other holding the rest which have smaller IDs than $v$. This reduces on-the-fly checking, but it is not used to reduce memory usage.

**3) Adaptive buffering.** In G$^2$Miner’s warp-centric DFS walk, each warp is allocated with $X$ buffers. The value of $X$ is pattern specific and the pattern analyzer can decide it when generating the search plan. For a pattern of size $k$, $X \leq k − 3$ because the first two levels and the last level do not need buffers. So the worst case memory consumption for buffering is $O(\Delta \times (k − 3))$. This is linear to $k$ for a given specific data graph. In comparison, the intermediate data generated in Fangolin is exponential to $k$, which can be easily over the GPU memory capacity (see in §8.1). Although $\Delta$ is much smaller than $\mathcal{E}$ (see Table 3), given the large number of warps in GPU, the memory space for buffers can still be very large. Therefore, the runtime limits the total number of warps to save memory usage, so that all tasks assigned to the same warp share the buffer usage. In this way, given different data graphs, we can adaptively tune the number of warps to make full use of memory and maximize parallelism. More specifically, we subtract the size of $G$ and $\Omega$ from the total GPU memory size, to get the remaining memory size, denoted as $Y$. Then we can get the maximum number of warps $Y/(X \times \Delta)$. Finally we launch $\min(Y/(X \times \Delta), |\Omega|)$ warps.

**4) Reducing memory allocation using label frequency.** This optimization is particularly useful for problems that find frequent patterns, such as FSM. The graph loader in G$^2$Miner computes the vertex frequency for each label. This information can be leveraged to find frequent labels, i.e., labels with vertex frequency above the user-defined support threshold $\sigma_{\text{min}}$. Since infrequent labels can not be part of frequent patterns, the total number of possible frequent patterns $N$ can be significantly reduced, if there are many infrequent labels. Note that in FSM we allocate a subgraph list for each possible pattern to store subgraphs for aggregation, and the memory consumption of these subgraph lists is proportional to $N$.
Table 3: Data graphs (symmetric, no loops or duplicate edges). Maximum degrees are smaller when orientation is applied for cliques.

Table 4: TC running time (sec). OoM: out of memory.

Table 5: k-CL running time (sec). TO: timed out.

Table 6: SL running time (sec). ‘G’: GPU; ‘C’: CPU.

8 Evaluation

We compare G²Miner\(^2\) with state-of-the-art systems: (1) GPM system on GPU, Pangolin [26], (2) subgraph matching solver on GPU, PBE [42, 43], (3) CPU-based GPM system Peregrine [53] and (4) CPU-based subgraph matching system GraphZero [73, 74]. Note that Pangolin also provides a CPU implementation, but it is slower than GraphZero.

Table 3 lists the data graphs. The first 3 graphs (M, Pa, Yo) are vertex-labeled graphs which are used for FSM. We use all the GPM applications listed in §2.1 for evaluation, i.e., TC, k-CL, SL, k-MC. For SL, we use two patterns 4-cycle and diamond. Note that GraphZero does not support FSM, Pangolin does not support SL, and PBE does not support k-MC and FSM. For FSM, we include DistGraph [99] in Table 8 as the state-of-the-art hand-written FSM solver.

CPU-based systems and solvers are evaluated on a 4 socket machine with Intel Xeon Gold 5120 2.2GHz CPUs (56 cores in total) and 190GB RAM, while GPU-based solutions are evaluated on NVIDIA V100 GPUs (each with 32GB device memory). We exclude preprocessing (e.g., DAG construction in Pangolin and vertex reordering in Peregrine) time in all systems. We use a time-out of 30 hours for CPU and 8 hours for GPU, and report all results as an average of three runs. We show single-GPU performance in §8.1 and compare with CPU solutions in §8.2. Multi-GPU performance of G²Miner is shown in §8.3. Impact of optimizations is analyzed in §8.4.

8.1 Single-GPU Performance

We compare with Pangolin and PBE on a V100 GPU. Table 4 lists the GPU running time for triangle counting (TC). We observe that Pangolin runs out of memory for Tw4\(^3\) and Uk, while G²Miner can run with all the data graphs. We also observe that G²Miner is constantly faster than Pangolin, due to optimized set operations in our library. On average, G²Miner is 1.8× faster than Pangolin on V100 GPU.

The speedups are more significant for k-CL and k-MC. As shown in Table 5, G²Miner outperforms Pangolin by 4.6× and 7.6× for 4-clique listing on Lj and Or respectively. The speedups mainly come from data reuse enabled in DFS (i.e., buffering W in Algorithm 1) and optimized set operations\(^4\). Meanwhile, for all the rest of graphs and the larger pattern 5-clique, Pangolin runs out of memory. Similar trend is found in Table 7, where we observe an average of 21.3× speedup over Pangolin on 3-MC, and Pangolin also runs out of memory for most of the cases. G²Miner managed to run all cases, which demonstrates that its DFS order and optimization J and K in Table 2 can effectively reduce memory consumption.

For FSM in Table 8, G²Miner is constantly faster than Pangolin, due to optimized set operations M and N in Table 2 which help reduce memory consumption. For FSM in Table 8, G²Miner is competitive with Pangolin for the small graphs, since we use bounded BFS (optimization M in Table 2) that provides enough parallelism. For the largest graph Yo, Pangolin runs out of memory again, while G²Miner succeeds to run it, thanks to both optimization M and N in Table 2 which help reduce memory consumption.

Overall, G²Miner achieves an average speedup of 5.4× over Pangolin, and the speedup is more significant for larger patterns. Moreover, G²Miner can run much larger graphs.

We also compare with PBE [42, 43] on the V100 GPU. PBE partitions the data graph when it gets large, which allows it run all the single-pattern workloads. However, its performance is even worse (3.8× slower) than Pangolin, due to the cross-partition communication overhead and lack of data graph orientation. Particularly, for subgraph listing, as diamond contains a sub-pattern triangle but 4-cycle does not, searching diamond generates much less intermediate data than searching 4-cycle. Thus in Table 6 we observe that PBE’s 4-cycle performance is much worse than G²Miner as

\(^2\)G²Miner source code: https://github.com/chenxuhao/GraphMiner

\(^3\)Since data graphs are oriented in TC, Fr takes less memory than Tw4

\(^4\)It can not be directly used for Pangolin, as Pangolin maps connectivity checks [26] to threads, but G²Miner maps set operations to warps.
it has to do partitioning and suffers from the overhead. Overall, G²Miner achieves a 7.2× speedup over PBE on average.

8.2 Mining on GPU vs. on CPU

To evaluate how much speedup we can get from GPU over CPU, we compare G²Miner (on V100 GPU) with GraphZero (on 56-core CPU). Note that for each specific GPM application, G²Miner and GraphZero use exactly the same matching order and symmetry order, making it a fair comparison to show the benefit from the difference of hardware architectures. As listed in Table 4, G²Miner is significantly faster than GraphZero on TC, with an average speedup of 38.0×. The same trend is observed for k-CL in Table 5, where G²Miner outperforms GraphZero by 18.2×. This tremendous performance improvement is due to three parts: (1) the orientation optimization, (2) higher throughput (i.e. more parallelism) on GPU, and (3) our high-performance set operations on GPU.

For SL, orientation can not be applied. Thus it can be used to evaluate the benefit of the other two parts. As shown in Table 6, G²Miner still achieves overwhelmingly better performance than GraphZero, with an average speedup of 10.5×. The speedup would be marginal if we use the BFS strategy in Pangolin and PBE or implement our DFS scheme naively.

While TC, k-CL and SL uses only set intersection, k-MC includes both set intersection and set difference. As G²Miner optimizes both operations, we also observe dramatic performance boost for k-MC. In Table 7, it constantly outperforms GraphZero for all benchmarks. On average G²Miner is 8.5× faster than GraphZero.

Overall, G²Miner on GPU achieves 15.2× speedup over GraphZero on CPU, which demonstrates the significant benefit of using GPU to accelerate GPM applications.

As GraphZero does not support FSM, we also compared to Peregrine. G²Miner on GPU is 48.3× faster than Peregrine on CPU. Note that Peregrine does not mine multiple patterns simultaneously for multi-pattern problems. Instead, for k-MC and FSM, it enumerates every pattern one by one, making it impossible to reuse data across similar patterns. Thus it is mostly even slower than GraphZero.

8.3 Multi-GPU Scalability

We evaluate multi-GPU performance by varying the number of GPUs from 1 to 8 in a single machine. Since PBE and Pangolin do not support multi-GPU, we only evaluate G²Miner in this section. We compare two task scheduling policies in Fig. 9. As illustrated, the chunked round-robin scheme constantly works much better than the even-split scheme. More importantly, the chunked scheme scales linearly for all cases, while the even-split scheme fails to scale beyond 3-GPU for 3-MC on Tw2. The poor scalability of even-split is due to the load imbalance. As shown in Fig. 10, in the 4-GPU setting, the execution time of each GPU varies dramatically for the even-split setting. In contrast, for the chunked scheme, each GPU finishes its work roughly at the same time.

8.4 Impact of Optimizations

Different optimizations in Table 2 contribute differently to the performance improvement. First, architecture-aware optimizations are crucial for all workloads on GPU. G²Miner is 5.4× faster than Pangolin, where two-level parallelism (C in Table 2) and SIMD-aware primitives (H in Table 2) contribute 3.1× and 1.7× respectively. Second, for a pattern-aware optimization, it is beneficial only for the target pattern(s), and the speedups vary a lot depending on how much the search space is pruned. For example, local-graph search (E+F in Table 2) brings 1.2× ~ 3.7× speedup for hub-patterns (2.1× on av-

---

**Table 7: k-MC running time (s). OoM: out of mem.; TO: timed out.**

**Table 8: 3-FSM running time (sec). OoM: out of memory.**

---

**Figure 9: G²Miner multi-GPU scalability using two task scheduling policies: even-split vs. chunked-split.**
enabling this pruning in G$^2$Miner further improve performance by 6.2× on average. Enabling this optimization in Peregrine also improves its performance, as shown in Table 9. However, due to our high efficiency on GPU, G$^2$Miner still outperforms Peregrine by 41.1× when both enable it. This again demonstrates the performance superiority of GPU over CPU, no matter what algorithm optimizations are applied.

**Sorting and renaming vertices.** For fair comparison, this optimization done by the preprocessor is also not enabled in §8.1. Our evaluation shows that this can further improve G$^2$Miner performance by 5% (up to 90%). Applying this to GraphZero also helps, but G$^2$Miner is still 12× faster.

## 9 Conclusion

We present G$^2$Miner, the first multi-GPU GPM framework that supports efficiently mining large graphs and patterns. For high efficiency, G$^2$Miner is aware of the input, pattern and architecture to fully unlock the potential of GPM computing on GPUs, which results in a 5× speedup over the state-of-the-art GPU-based GPM system, Pangolin, on a single GPU. For scalability, G$^2$Miner employs a custom task scheduler that can scale GPM computation to multiple GPUs linearly. For programmability, it automatically enables applicable optimizations and generates CUDA code, which hides away GPU programming complexity, and in turn provides the same easy-to-use programming interface as the state-of-the-art CPU-based GPM frameworks (e.g., Peregrine). We also show that G$^2$Miner on a single V100 GPU is 48× faster than Peregrine on a 56-core Intel CPU, a free lunch for GPM users.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

This artifact appendix helps the readers reproduce the main evaluation results of the OSDI’ 22 paper: Efficient and Scalable Graph Pattern Mining on GPUs.

Scope

The artifact can be used for evaluating and reproducing the main results of the paper, including Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 and Fig. 9, Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12 in §8.

Contents

The artifact evaluation includes all the experiments in the paper. Details of the experiments are listed here: https://github.com/chenxuhao/GraphMiner/blob/master/OSDI-experiments-guide.md

Hosting

The source code of this artifact can be found on GitHub: https://github.com/chenxuhao/GraphMiner, master branch.

Requirements

Hardware dependencies
This artifact depends on an NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Software dependencies
This artifact requires CUDA toolkit 11.1.1 or greater and GCC 8 or greater.

Details of the dependencies are listed here: https://github.com/chenxuhao/GraphMiner/blob/master/OSDI-experiments-guide.md